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THE REPORTS OF THE ISTHMIAN-CANAL
COMMISSION.

By John Geo. Leigh.

By his timely, impartial, and thoughtful contribution to a discussion which has for its

sole aim the enlightenment of the public upon one of the most important questions of the

day, Mr. Leigh places the whole subject of the route for the isthmian canal before the

reader in a manner at once authoritative and convincing; authoritative because based upon
the reports of the Commission itself, and convincing because of the clear and logical manner
of the presentation.— The Editors.

A BRIEF personal note must of necessity preface this article.

• It is with very pronounced appreciation of the privilege

accorded me that I accept the hospitality of The Engineer-

ing Magazine to participate in a discussion which has done

much to enlighten the civilised nations upon certainly the most impor-

tant material question of the day—whether judged from the stand-

point of world-politics, of economics, or of science. The distinction is

the more marked because I follow such authorities (to mention but

a few) as General Abbot, facile princeps in all that relates to hydraulic

engineering; Mr. W. Henry Hunter, chief engineer of the Manchester

Ship Canal; Mr. Charles Paine, past president of the American

Society of Civil Engineers, and Professor Lewis M. Haupt, of whom
it is only necessary to remark that he has served upon the two latest

and most important of isthmian canal commissions. My position

in relation to the question is peculiar, perhaps unique, for although

I have devoted to the subject many years of careful study, I am

absolutely without concern, present or potential, in the adoption of

any route. I am not even engaged in engineering work, nor am I

associated, however remotely, with any of the powerful interests

—

shipping, commercial, or insurance—so closely identified with the
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future of the enterprise. I write as a well-wisher of the great Amer-

ican nation, profoundly grateful for what it has achieved, and is yet

destined to accomplish, in the service of mankind ; and I take up my

pen today the more readily because I regard the present as a critical

juncture in the history of what should be a beneficent undertaking,

fulfraught with glory and preferment to the United States, and of

advantage to all the world. Than the isthmian canal there is no

movement with which I have larger sympathy, and I very devoutly

hope that my words may have influence for good.

Thanks to faulty wording of the acts of appointment or to niggardly

appropriations, Congress may be held responsible in. greater or less

degree for the comparative failure of some of the early canal com-

missions, boards, and surveys. No such plea, however, can be urged

in connection with the existing deadlock, for which, it seems to me,

the Isthmian Canal Commission is very largely, if not wholly, to

blame. The Commission was never asked, directly or indirectly, te

"recommend" a particular route, nor was it inconveniently hampered

(except possibly from within) by the self-evident proposition that

any canal constructed by the United States must necessarily be placed

under the latter's control, management, and ownership. The main

and most important object of its appointment was to accumulate for

the guidance of the .Executive and Congress full and reliable informa-

tion on a given number of points—a very honourable and, in my opin-

ion, sufficiently onerous task for any body of men, however numerous

or distinguished. The Commission was, however, in no sense restricted

as to the scope of its investigations or the presentment of its views.

*'You will be guided," wrote Mr. Secretary Hay to Rear-Admiral

Walker on June lo, 1899, "by the provisions of the act of Congress,"

but "your duties will not be limited by the terms of the act, and if any

line of inquiry should suggest itself to you in the course of your work
as being of interest or benefit, I am confident you will not fail to give

it whatever attention it may seem to deserve. The President trusts

that the Commission will fulfil the important duties confided to thero

in such a manner that when their report is prepared, it will embrace
all the elements required for his own guidance and for the final action

of Congress,"

The Commission, therefore, would have been not only justified, but

quite in order, had it differentiated its findings from various points

of view—for example, technical, financial and political. Had this

been done—it would have been at once the most easy and straight-

forward course—the Commission might have recorded facts as thev
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were, not as it wished them to appear ; might have stated plainly what
it longtime only ventured to suggest; and would most certainly have

earned for itself the confidence of the nation, instead of exciting

doubts as to its own singleness of purpose. Throughout the reports,

preliminary and "final," three facts stand out in high relief:— (i) an
enforced avowal that the completion of the Panama enterprise must
necessarily be more feasible and less costly than the construction of

any other inter-oceanic canal; (2) an amiable predisposition to speak

well of each of the rival schemes adopted by the Commission, the one

from the Nicaragua Canal Commission, the other from the Interna-

tional Technical Committee; and (3) a strained endeavour to justify,

against the ill-disguised preferences for Panama, the following

remarkable and, in my opinion, quite uncalled-for peroration

—

that

" 'the most practicable and feasible route' for an isthmian canal, to be

'under the control, management and ownership of the United States,'

is that known as the Nicaragua route."

I have welcomed as a logical and courageous act the Commission's

recent reversal of its original vote. This, however, does not in any

degree involve a restoration of faith in the accuracy of the Commis-
sion's reports. In the document transmitted to Congress in Decem-
ber last, the Commission placed on record a number of facts and

figures, interesting and valuable from many points of view, but

certainly not above reproach when applied, as was L^eir prime purpose,

to a comparison of the Panama and Nicaragua projects. Truth to

tell, no fair comparison is possible on the bases, practically identical

in each case, suggested by the Commission ; and the more the report

is considered, the more manifest must this fact appear. The Com-
mission inherited from its predecessor, the Nicaragua Canal Com-
mission, a scale of unit prices, intended originally for exclusive use

in connection with Nicaragua estimates. In 1899, however, this scale,

with a few insignificant changes, was adopted as a basis common to

both canals, no discrimination whatever being exercised in connection

with the very different conditions under which work would be con-

ducted along the two routes. Some suspicion of the unfairness and

futility of such a proceeding appears to have dawned upon the Com-
mission during the drafting of the final chapters of its report, for on

page 256 we may read a laboured attempt to argue that the relative

magnitude of the two enterprises may best be measured by the total

estimated cost of construction, not by length and other physical condi-

tions ! In other words, we are asked to believe that $5,630,704—the

difference of cost, as estimated by the Commission, of acquiring and
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completing the Panama Canal and building, in very unpromising

virgin soil, a navigable channel between Greytown and Brito
—

"meas-

ures the difference in the magnitude of the obstacles to be overcome in

the actual construction of the two canals and covers all physical con-

siderations, such as the greater or less height of dams, the greater or.

less depth of cuts, the presence or absence of natural harbors, the pres-

ence or absence of a railroad, and the amount of work remaining to be

done.

Not $5,630,704, but at least ten, and possibly twenty, times that

amount, represents the difference of expenditure needful in Nicar-

agua on account of excavation alone! It is admitted by the Com-

mission that the aggregate excavation required in connection with the

Panama enterprise cannot, under any circumstances, exceed 100,000,-

000 cubic yards, of which 43,237,200 cubic yards will be concentrated

in the 7.91 miles between the Obispo gates and Pedro Miguel locks.

On the other hand, the adoption of the Nicaragua route would involve

190,000,000 cubic yards of earth and rock excavation, of which 10 per

cent, only would be centralised in the cut through the western divide,

the remainder being spread over practically the entire length of route.

Instances without number could be quoted for the purpose of

showing how sophistical are the figures which we have been asked to

accept as reliable "estimates" for the construction of a Nicaragua

canal. I will content myself, however, with a single example, cer-

tainly not the most glaring which might be cited. I have noted with

interest the proposed expenditure, under the head of "Harbors," for

Panama and Nicaragua respectively. Although there already exists

at each terminal of the Panama Canal a more or less commodious
harbor, the Commission has estimated that there should be expended
in improving the entrance and harbour at Colon no less a sum than

$8,057,707, of which $1,936,991 would be devoted to work outside the

jetty, and that for dredging the channel outside the Panama Railroad

Company's wharf at La Boca a further amount of $1,464,513 should

be appropriated. All money spent in improving natural harbours, for

which there is always need, is, in my opinion, well-invested, and I

consequently take no exception to either of the above estimates,

although that for Colon certainly appears excessive. What, however,
is to be said of them in comparison with the expenditures proposed
by the Commission for creating at the two ends of the Nicaragua route
entirely new harbours? For the harbour, entrance, and single jetty

planned at Brito, the Commission puts forward an estimate of $1,509,-

470, and for the very troublesome work anticipated at Greytown
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contents itself with a modest provision of $2,198,860. The problem

at Greytown is admitted to be one of the most serious difficulties of the

Nicaragua project; the Commission anticipates that quite two years

will be required to make the necessary preparations and to construct

an entrance and working harbour having a depth of 15 feet, and

further that to maintain a depth of 35 feet, more or less constant

dredging, costing $100,000 annually, will be essential. Nevertheless,

the entire capital charges on account of this great undertaking arc

estimated at only 50 per cent, more than the expense of dredging

the already navigable channel between Perico Island and La Boca

wharf

!

Among the illustrations to the present article will be found a

longitudinal section of the Panama Canal, showing the plan for com-

pletion recommended by the second Walker Commission. In it I have

also endeavored to indicate, as accurately as the limited size of the

drawing would permit, the amount of excavation work already done,

i. e., 36,689,966 cubic yards, which the Commission regards as of

value under its plan, and that (about two and a half times the quantity

mentioned) which remains to be accomplished. The comparison

appears to me interesting, as evidence of the present forward condition

of the works and the not extravagant estimate of their monetary

value framed by the American Commissioners.

It is to the lasting discredit of Ferdinand de Lesseps and his

engineer coadjutors that, although they planned a sea-level canal, they

never very seriously considered the necessity of protecting the latter

and of assuring the safety of navigation against the violent floods

through which they proposed their enterprise should pass. Yet it

must have been obvious, even to them, that the lower the level the

more pronounced would be the dangers, and that such expedients as

they proposed were either absurdly inept or calculated to increase

rather than modify the ever-present menace to the works. It was
practically left to the International Technical Committee of 1896-98

to devise a comprehensive and efficient scheme for the control, and
indeed utilisation, of the inconstant Chagres—the vital problem, more
important by far than the great cutting through the Cordilleras, which
called for complete solution before any ship-canal between Colon and
Panama should ever have been attempted. The best of engineers is

but a child when pitted against the forces of nature ; he can conciliate

them to his great advantage, but never defy them, and in frank rec-

ognition of this fact will be found the inherent strength of the Panama
enterprise, as now understood.
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PANAMA CANAL. DISPOSAL OF FLOOD WATERS.

The scheme of the Comite Technique has been so frequently and

fully described in the pages of this Review that there exists no

necessity for lengthened allusion to it. With some modifications, it

has been adopted by the Isthmian Canal Commission as the best possi-

ble plan applicable to the circumstances ; and its promise of security

is materially strengthened by alliance with a summit-level longer than

appeared in the Technical Committee's high-level project and more
elevated than that for which the same body avowed a preference. The
members of the United States Commission very properly claim that

simplicity is the marked feature of their plan, and I very cor-

dially endorse that description without, however, for a moment
admitting that the original was intricate. By the convenient, if costly,

expedient of raising the height of the Bohio dam, the depth and
area of the so-called Bohio Lake section will be so increased that the

full flood discharge of the Rio Chagres may be received into it

without the least risk of impeding navigation ; and at the same time
it will be possible to utilise to the best advantage the very favourable
topographical conditions for the discharge of all waters in excess of
canal requirements. The proposed dam' at Alhajuela, on the upper
Chagres, is, of course, no longer an indispensable adjunct to the
system of flood control; but I am much inclined to think that its

retention in the plan, for the purpose of moderating the more violent
floods from the upper river, would be well-worth its additional cost.

Excepting the Bohio dam—a work of considerable magnitude and
presenting many difficult features—the locks, the Obispo guard gates,
and a spillway to regulate the height of the Pedro Miguel-Miraflores
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level, no important structures are called for on the Panama line.

Away from it, however, are some subsidiary works, neither complex

nor costly, which will prove of great utility to the efficient administra-

tion of the canal. They are designed as adjuncts to the automatic

regulation of Lake Bohio, and appear no less practicable than simple.

The water from the lake, after passing over the Gigante spillway, will

flow across country about a mile to the Pena Blanca swamp, which is

separated from the canal line by a sufficiently high bridge, and will

thence be discharged, by an artificial channel, into the less elevated and

larger morass of Agua Clara. Further on are other swamps, well-

removed from the line of the canal and affording a wide area for the

spread of flood waters, until the neighbourhood of Gatun is reached,

and thence an artificial channel will be cut to the Chagres, through

which the overflow from Lake Bohio and all tributaries below the

lake on the west side of the canal will find its way to the sea. It

should be added that for about five miles in the low-lying region about

Gatun, the canal will require to be protected from overflow by levees.

On the east side, for the purpose of diverting the R;o Gatuncillo, the

channel built by the original French company as a Chagres diversion

will be put into service.

It is but just, before referring to the Nicaragua project, that I

should bear testimony to the admirable clearness with which the

Isthmian Canal Commission has explained its salient features. At
the same time I cannot but express serious doubts as to the adequacy

of attention devoted not only to the great but also many of the minor

problems of the route.

I much doubt if I exaggerate the difficulties which have to be

encountered during the first twenty miles or so after leaving Greytown

when I say that, excepting the heavy work in the Culebra section

and the construction of the Bohio dam, the entire Panama canal

might be built more easily and at no greater cost. For many miles of

the distance mentioned, the Nicaragua canal line passes through a

flat and swampy country, where the rainfall is abnormally heavy and

practically continuous. The swamps communicate freely with the

rivers in the neighbourhood, the flood levels frequently rise many feet

above the level of the Caribbean Sea, and embankments will be required

for long distances, not only to maintain the canal from within but also

to exclude flood waters. The soil, moreover, is often so unsuitable

even for the roughest of embankments that clay for their construction

will have to be brought from the adjacent hills. At least two rivers

will have to be diverted, and four wasteways are planned, each neces-
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NICARAGUA CANAL. THE SAN JUAN RIVER CANALIZED.

sarily at a considerable distance from the canal line, for the purpose of

protecting it from floods. It is not until Lock No. 4 is reached that

these treacherous swamps can be eluded. Westward from Lock No.

2 are heavy cuttings through the Tamborcito, Tambor Grande, and

San Francisco ridges, consisting largely of hard, basaltic rock ; across

Embankment Creek and the Machado River embankments will be

required, for which considerable excavation will be needed, so that

they may rest on firmer material than swamp ; and beyond Lock No.

4 is a rough and hilly district where much deep cutting, through
rock and clay, will be encountered. The total distance from the

inner end of Greytown harbour to the junction with the San Juan
river is 44 miles, and the estimated cost of constructing a canal across
it—exclusive of the $19,258,572 allowed for the locks and their exca-
vation—is $43,574,044. This sounds a large amount, but I venture
to think that for this section of the work an appropriation at least

50 per cent, larger would not be by any means excessive.

West of the Lake, the soil is invariably harder, and consequently
more suited for canal construction ; its adamantine virtues, indeed, are
so pronounced that the necessary excavations are likely to prove
unusually costly. The estimates of the Commission provide for a
number of subsidiary works, including diversions of the Rios Grande
and Las Lajas, a clam near Lock No. 5 to maintain the summit level.
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waste-ways, embankments, and the like, none, however, of very serious

moment or involving difficult engineering.

The crux of the Nicaragua project is, of course, the regulation

of the Lake level, a subject which had been almost studiously avoided

prior to the labours of the Nicaragua Canal Commission. It would

be unwise, in the limited space at my disposal, to attempt either a

description or criticism of the scheme formulated by this body and

adopted by its successor. The plan appears feasible and to be founded

upon careful hydrographical observations, but all the data needful

to make it even theoretically perfect are admittedly not yet to hand.

Greytowii^!''

PROPOSED HARBOR AT GREYTOWN.

The sites of the proposed Conchuda dam and auxiliary waste-way

seem to be most happily chosen, and the plans for these structures also

appear in every respect satisfactory. Speaking generally, I do not

hesitate to describe as most important and valuable that portion of the

report of November last which deals with the problem of Lake regu-

lation. There is, however, one very important point in connection

therewith which appears to demand immediate explanation, and this T

will endeavor briefly to express. For the purpose of regulating the

Lake or summit level, the latter is to be extended for 55 miles to

Lock No. 4, and to the Conchuda dam 3.3 miles down stream from

the point where the canal leaves this arm of the Lake. There are,

however, notable slopes in the various reaches of the River San Juan
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THE PROPOSED HARBOUR AT BRITO.

which it is proposed to canalise ; for instance, with the Lake at eleva-

tion 104, the fall in feet to the head of the Toro Rapids is 5.4, in the

Toro Rapids the fall is 7.3, from the foot of these rapids to the

foot of the Castillo Rapids 7.2, and thence to the foot of the Machuca

Rapids 28.5. The surface level of the canal, therefore, at the last

mentioned point would be 48.4 feet above the bed of the river under

norpial conditions, a circumstance which has raised in my mind the

following question, not determinable by the reports of either the

Nicaragua or Isthmian Canal Commissions, namely :—is the river so

hemmed in on each side by high ground that no embankments will be

needed to sustain the proposed canal?

It may be that this and all other questions of construction can be

answered to the complete satisfaction of advocates of the Nicaragua

project. Construction and relative cost, however, are not the only

and most important points in the controversy; they are quite incon-

siderable as compared with the questions of operation and service-

ableness. As regards the first, the Isthmian Canal Commission offers
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us the not impressive information that it has estimated the annual cost

of maintaining and operating the Panama Canal at $2,000,000, as

against $3,300,000, the corresponding charges for Nicaragua. It has

arrived at these figures by the comfortable, but certainly very inade-

quate, expedient of a percentage of the cost of construction, and the

same rule has served it in connection with certain capital charges,

ingeniously massed as "engineering, police, sanitation, and general

contingencies." On account of these the Commission has added to

the estimated cost of constructing the Nicaragua Canal and its rail-

ways, harbours, and other works, a sum of $31,644,090, or 20 per

cent. ; but for some occult and unexplained reason, in the case of

Panama, the percentage is calculated only on the estimated cost of

completion, without adding thereto any amount representing the work

already accomplished. Estimates and their proper presentment are

obviously weak points with the Commission ; otherwise I should be

tempted to ask why "police" and "sanitation" appear only as capital

charges, and are quite ignored as items of general supervision.

It is proposed, and very properly so, to improve the course of the

canalised San Juan by various cuts-off. These suggested rectifications

of the channel are neither few nor far between, but it is very doubtful,

even with their introduction, if this section of the route will commend
itself to the shipping and insurance interests. Despite the improve-

ments of the Isthmian Canal Commission, one half of this section still

remains in curvature, four of the curves having radii of 6,876 feet,

two of 5,927, six of 5,730, three of 5,289, two of 4,911 and four of

4,045 ! Curvature, as a matter of fact, is one of the weakest points of

the Nicaragua route, as compared with Panama, or, indeed, any chan-

nel intended for use by large ocean-going steamers, and it seems very

doubtful if further improvement is possible, except at almost prohibi-

tive cost. On the other hand, the alignment of the Panama Canal is

exceptionally good ; twenty-one of the curves have radii ranging from

9,842 to 19,629 feet, four have radii of 8,202 feet, and three only fall

below the limit of 6,500 feet. The following sum up the respective

merits and demerits of the two canal lines in the matter of curvature

:

No. of Curves. Lengfth—Miles. Total degrees of curve.
o in

Nicaragua 56 49.29 2,339 5o 30

Panama 29 22.85 7/1 39 00

"The completion of the harbours as planned for both routes would
yield but little advantage to either, but the balance of advantages,

including those of maintenance and operation, is probably in favor of
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the Panama route." Thus wrote the Isthmian Canal Commission, in

November last, concerning a matter which even the most enthusiastic

supporters of the Nicaragua route regard with disquietude. The

Commission is entitled to considerable credit, no doubt, for having

planned, out of most unpromising material, harbours at Greytown

and Brito; but the best of plans and the most sublime faith in their

excellence will not, of themselves, construct and keep open harbours,

especially where, as at Greytown, the forces of nature have united in

ceaseless war against such an enterprise. • By means of the proposed

east jetty at Greytown, the westerly drift of sand may for a time be

checked, and for quite a considerable period perhaps dredging may

keep the entrance clear. How long the battle will last it is of course

impossible to say, but the history of engineering is prolific of warnings

as to its only too probable issue.

That a ship canal, of a sort, can be built over the Nicaragua route,

I do not for a moment doubt; but I do very seriously question the

possibility of constructing—within reasonable limits of time and

expenditure—a water-way likely to be of service to the navy and

commerce of the United States, to say nothing of those of other

nations. Formerly, when many false impressions prevailed concerning

the topography of the route and the advantages accruing from the

presence of Lake Nicaragua and the river San Juan, some apologies

could be offered for persistent advocacy of this route. Within recent

days, however, the conditions of the controversy have vastly changed,

and I, for one, fail to appreciate the "patriotism" which insists that

it is the duty of the United States irrevocably to identify themselves

with an adventure of dubious wisdom and utility, for no better reason

than that in times past there existed many erroneous views upon the

subject. The people of the Union will fall immeasurably in the

opinion of all far-sighted and friendly nations, and prove false to every

ideal in their history which has made them the industrial pioneers of

the world, if now, standing at the parting of the ways, they choose

the crooked path. The one road is full of promise of a triumphant

realisation of perhaps the most grandiose enterprise ever planned by
man

; the other is abundant in menace to the national influence, pres-

tige, and pride, and certain to engulf to no useful end many millions of

well-earned dollars. I cannot believe that a practical, educated,

progressive, and heretofore level-headed people will permit themselves
longer to be blinded to a true appreciation of facts and all that the

latter portend.



MONEY MAKING MANAGEMENT FOR
WORKSHOP AND FACTORY.

By Charles U. Carpenter.

III.—THE ELEMENTS OF A WORKING SYSTEM.

In his first and second papers Mr. Carpenter dealt with the general principles of factory

organization, and with a description of a remarkable example of a highly organized estab-

lishment. Before taking up each department of work in detail, he now briefly discusses the

nature of these subdivisions, preparing the reader for the very full examination of each of

these sections in the following articles. In this connection attention is called to the papers

by Mr. Falconer upon the Factory Office, the first of which appears elsewhere in this issue.

—The Editors.

THE Struggle for commercial supremacy in this day of compe-

tition has forced upon the attention of the business world the

all-important fact that in the adoption of up-to-date, efficient

factory systems lie great possibilities of economies and a better pro-

duct at lessened cost.

In seeking the reason for the lasting and commanding success of

American business organizations of today, two facts will stand out

prominently. One is that the organizations are founded upon prin-

ciples that are in accord with modern progressive ideas and that tend

to bring out the latent intelligence, loyalty and strength of all its

members.

The other is that the important details of factory work are cared

for by systems which are homogeneous, flexible and efficient ; systems

which leave nothing to chance, but which care for the smallest and

the most important details of factory work alike.

The most effective means of increasing the volume of any business

is the organization of the advertising and selling forces upon modern

lines. The strongest support for the selling force and the best bulwark

against competition is thorough organization of methods of produc-

tion. Organization that will give new products, improvements of old

products, more prompt deliveries and lower costs.

In the mind of the old-time manufacturer the word "system" is

indissolubly linked with that horror of "extra clerks." It is the old

question of the man holding the coin so close to the eye as to shut

out entirely the greater and broader horizon of his commercial possi-

bilities in both the expansion of his business and in factory economies.

IS
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He does not understand that the losses he is daily bearing are many

times the amount that his extra clerks would cost him. In fact, "his

"extra clerks" would probably prove the best investment he could ever

make. Many a man will place all conceivable safe-guards around his

systems for handling and caring for his money and yet will be alto-

gether careless of the manner in which his valuable stock, purchased

by his money, is handled. Experience has shown that the oppor-

tunities for losses in the manufacturing end of the business are often

as large as on the commercial side, and that the opportunities for

economies in the former are often much greater than in the latter.

On a par with this old-time manufacturer with his horror of

expenditure for clerical work, is that other unprogressive individual

who says "Oh, that is too much red-tape for me. When I or my men

want a thing we go get it in the quickest and easiest way we can. No
red-tape, no records for me. Every one helps himself, and we get

GUt the work somehow." The results are what might be expected.

His "somehow" product is generally not good in quality, not delivered

promptly, nor sufficiently low in cost to enable him to hold his own in

the business world. A manufacturer ought to realize that he should

be guided in his system of factory management by the same principles

that he uses in checking up his bank account, seeing that he is credited

with all deposits, and debited only with that which is properly charge-

able to him, by the same common-sense that he uses in keeping the

proper trace of his accounts. A man is showing the same lack of

business judgment in refusing to admit the necessity for practical

factory systems and a proper series of factory records, as he would

were he to discard his book-keeping and trust to luck to come out

"somehow" in his accounts. The "red-tape" is but common-sense

applied to factory management. The writer is not a believer in "red-

tape," but does insist that a proper regard for a few principles is

absolutely necessary for the successful factory management.
It would be profitable to any manufacturer to consider seriously

how far his systems are from being as efficient as they should be.

This was taken up at some length in my former article and its great

importance dwelt upon fully.

We hear much today about American products standing at the

head in the markets of the world because of her automatic machinery
and intelligent workmen. While this is true, still the writer asserts

that investigation will show that, in the case of a vast majority of such
products, the factories producing them are organized on modern lines.

They know what their product costs them. It is produced without
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any unnecessary handling or expense, and every device of system and

machinery is adopted to perfect their organization and product. It

behooves the manufacturer of today to "look to his corners" and

perfect his organization at every possible point or he will be left behind

by a better organized competitor.

Factory Systems. The writer presents a series of systems which

have proven to be of great efficiency and at the same time compara-

tively inexpensive. All "red-tape" is done away with, but the few

fundamental principles and rules laid down must be followed out

with uncompromising firmness. If these are properly adhered to and

developed the important results herein outlined will be produced.

First, stock and stock tracing. A complete system should reduce

the investment in stock and machinery to as low a point as possible

and provide against all delays in the delivery of finished parts to

assemblers, or finishers. This should be accomplished with a mini-

mum of expense.

Second, costs. Providing accurate tabulated records of all costs,

both of separate parts and of the finished product so as to form valu-

able records whereby the possibility of economies can be detected and

the selling price fixed with exactitude.

Third, machining or producing. The product must be produced

in the best manner possible at the lowest possible cost. It should be

so finished in the main machining or producing departments as to

eliminate all fitting, filing, or finishing in the assembling or finishing

departments. The use of improved automatic and multiple machinery,

jigs and gauges, should prevail to the greatest possible extent to insure

uniform, interchangeable and a cheapened product.

Fourth, inspection. Probably no one of the highly important de-

tails of the factory systems is more neglected than this one. Inspection

is absolutely necessary in order to secure the results above mentioned.

It is also the only method by which proper check on the quality of the

work can be secured and give assurance that the men will get paid only

for that which is of the proper quality.

Fifth, scrappage. An inexpensive system can be devised that will

prevent reckless extravagance in stock. The product handled by this

system' can be sold at a much higher price.

Sixth, piece-work. The great economies secured by proper system

of piece-work are well understood. The system, however, should pro-

vide accurate checks on the workmen. In addition to the piece-work,

records of the earnings and output of each man will be found to be

very valuable.
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Seventh, tools. Tool designing, methods of tool supply and tool

making are of vital importance. The methods of up-to-date organiza-

tions can be suggested which will largely increase the output of the

ordinary tool room.

Eighth, inventions. The progressive spirit of any firm mav be

gauged by its systems of inventing and designing new product for

the market. This feature, often neglected, is of the highest importance

for the future of any concern. Careful consideration should be given

to the methods of securing ideas and of developing them; also, the

thorough testing of new inventions before the tools are made and the

product placed upon the market.

Naturally, the proof of any system is the manner in which it

operates under severe conditions. A former article described fully the

output and factory conditions of the National Cash Register Company

where these ideas have been carried out to the fullest extent. Some

of the most important of these data are here given to illustrate how^

severe these conditions are under which such a system has been devel-

oped. In the stock rooms are carried over 13.000 dififerent kinds of

stock; the stock tracer is continually handling over 19,000 dififerent

orders for stock, consisting of over thirty-million pieces. In one year

the inspection and stock tracing department handled over two. hundred

million (200,000,000) pieces of stock. The piece-work system takes

care of over 22,000 piece-work prices. Notwithstanding the fact that

the machine room capacity is limited and great accuracy in the stock is

required, no delays in the output, nor any difficulty in assembling are

experienced.

Written orders. One rule in particular is necessary for anv system.

That is, all orders iinisf be in writing. This must be adhered to

strictly. Written orders are necessary for a number of reasons. First,

they reduce the liability of error and misunderstanding to a minimum ;

second, they fix absolutely the responsibility of all acts upon those to

whom it belongs ; third, they promote accuracy and care in the prepa-

ration of orders. One factory has adopted an admiralile plan to

impress this rule upon the minds of all. Upon the stationery used

throughout the factory are printed the words "Verbal orders don't go."

Having thus outlined the departmental subdivision of the fac-

tory system, as organized for money-making operation, the next
article will take up the subject of stock and stock-tracing in detail.
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By Egbert P. IVatson. '^

'J"he transformation in the equiiuntnt of manufacturing establishments, concerning which

nnich has Decn said in these pages already, has nor been limited to the machine shop; the

boiler-making de|)artment has also shared in it. Mr. Watson tells, out of his ripe experience,

the transformation which has taken place in his own times, and the numerous illustration^

show the extent to which both Kurope and America have shared in this work.—TiiE Editors.

IT
is not necessary to look back more than few years to recall the

time when a steam boiler was made of almost "any old stuff,"

riveted up somehow, anyhow, so long as the rivets were spaced

with apparent regularity and had good big heads on them The chip-

ping and caulking made the thin sheets look about an eighth of an inch

thicker than they actually were, and the fittings and mountings of cast

iron were so lavish in material that the buyer felt he was getting a

good deal for his nidncy. Xo one could see inside on the seams, even

if it had occurred to him to look there, and discover the mischief

wrought l)y drift-pins urged l)y heavy flogging hammers upon recal-

citrant rivet-holes that simjily would not let the rivets in, or find the-

liners and "dutchmen" that filled gaps where the plates would not con7e

together; but all of these defects existed in cheap boilers, made to sell.

There were good boilers made in old times, be it understood ; not all

of them were of the class described above, but many were, chiefly those

made for a small price. If they were reasonably steam-and-water-

^ight when done, that was all that was ex])ected of them. If they were

the reverse, a wheelbarrc^w load of manure helped them a good deal.

I will say here that there is no such thing as a cheap steam boiler

;

boilers are only relatively cheap, as compared v^-ith each other. For ex-

ample, if by reason of larger capital, better shop equipment, and larger

facilities generally, a firm of boiler makers should put fifty of one type

tlirough their works at once, such boilers could be sold for less than

a boiler made to order could be. They are not inferior in quality of

metal or workmanship, l)Ut they are of the same proportions all through

—in grates, heating surface, and tube surface—for a given rating, so

that if there is a defect of design the fault is common to all of the fifty,

and if a steam user wants or thinks he wants some departures from
-certain dimensions, he can have them by getting a boiler made to or-

19
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HEATON S PATENT FLANGING MACHINE. JOHN HETHEKINGTUN 6>: SONS, LTD.,

MANCHESTER.

der. This will necessarily cost more. Init it is not relatively more ex-

pensive than the boilers built in lots, because the buyer gets (or thinks

that he gets) more for his money, which comes to the same thing com-

mercially. But as regards a cheap boiler built for a cheap buyer, the

man who purchases it will always regret his want of foresight.

A modern boiler shop is far differen.t from its congener of half a

century ago, in that, for one thing, the methods of construction have

been greatly simplified and improved tools are in more general use.

These last have also reduced costs so much that an old-timer revisiting

the shop would stare in amazement at what is now possible. It is not

generally known that a boiler of forty horse power can be made and
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ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN SHEARING MACHINE. BECKER i: CO., LONDON.

This machine is capable of shearing any length and width of plate, and is combined with a

machine for cutting round, tee, or angle iron, and with a punching machine.

shipped in about eight hour.s. That is to say, if an order is put in

by seven o'clock in the morning it can be on the way to its destina-

tion by three o'clock of the same day, ready for steam when set. This

boiler will be taken from the flat sheets, rolled to dimensions, all rivets

driven, tubes set and rolled, and the work made water and steam-tight

within the time named : Init it will be of the return-tubular type, where

no smith work or flanging is required. This is quick work, and I know

of one shop where it is done ; doubtless there are others.

The old-time boiler shop which contained nothing but a punching

Ijrcss and a shear in more or less bad condition usually, (as to its blades,

certainly,) and a few hand tools, would compare unfavorably with a

modern shop of the same capacity, where all rivets are driven by power
and seams chipped and caulked by the same agency. To see a little

pneumatic machine upon work that will not go under the big machine,

closing rivets with only one man at the heading, is itself a revelation.
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RIVETING UP BUOYS WITH PORTABLE TYPE PNEUMATIC RIVETER.

Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Company.

SINGLE BOILER PUNCH WITH DEEP THROAT. ELECTRIC DRIVEN.

Long & Allstatter Company.
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PROGRESSIVE UOILEK ENU FLAXGIXG ilACHIXE. CKAIG ^ DONALD, LTD., JOHNSTONE.

This machine is also used for flanging flues, steam dome ends, and similar work.

not only of the rapidity, but of the character of the work. All the

heads are of the same height and external dimensions if the rivets are

of the same length, and they are all "plugged" (that is, the body fills the

rivet-hole) and need no caulking. What this means in the cost ac-

count no one but the boss boiler-maker who had to pay for handwork
can appreciate. Besides the riveting these same pneumatic tools do
other work, which when done by the old method was tediously slow.

Some chippers and caulkers are quicker than others, but it puts an

employer on pins and needles to see a "sojer" laboriously slugging away
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FIXED-TYPE RIVETER AT WORK.

Rethlehem Foundry & Machine Company.

with hammer and chisel on a hurried job that should hit in place, count-

ing every stroke apparently, and making sure that he does not give too

jiiany for the pay he gets. Here is where the pneumatic tool comes to

the rescue of the harassed boiler-maker, for one man goes around a

seam, either caulking or chipping it, as a woman operates a sewing

machine. There is no loafing with the pneumatic tool, for the man
has perforce to keep up with it or willfully to spoil the job. It is literally

a time-killer in the best sense of the word, for it walks over the work

at a racing pace.

In old times the flanger was a great man—bigger than the layer-

out—and it was a serious matter to lose him if he took a notion to

change his base ; but the flanger's task was a simple one to what it is

in these days, for it was chiefly straight-away work, in no wise compar-

able to that done upon some kinds of modern l)oilers. The illustrations

opposite, which represent steel plate flanged to the forms required for

details of the Babcock & Wilcox boiler, illustrate the plasticity of mod-
ern steel boiler-plate, and the skill required for its manipulation. The
header, on the riglit, is ascjuare steel box, formed of one ])late, the holes.
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CONNECTIONS FOR BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILER.

These are examples of the results of the modern flanging method and materials.

of course being drilled. Imagine the consternation of the old-time

flanger if required to produce these shapes ! He would say it could

not be done, and he would have been correct, too, for in his day, fifty

years ago, there was no metal that would have stood the punishment

required to shape it. Moreover, the sheets flanged years ago were

not usually more than "/jq thick, rarely ^ ; seldom, indeed, ]/> an inch

thick ; and to turn even these, if the shapes were at all out of the usual

run, required an amount of discussion and pow-wow over the job tiial

would discount an Indian council fire. Now, in these days, it would

be a curious shape that would be given up as impracticable, whatever

the thickness of the stock. The facility with wliich flanging or shap-

ing of the details of steam boilers can be executed is rivaled only by

drop-forging, which it very closely resembles in character. It has dis-

pensed with castings to such an extent that there arc none at all under

strain in some modern boilers, and none anywhere except in the doors

and fronts of stationary boilers. Even the dogs of hand-hole plates

and man-holes are now made hollow in pressed steel, at a fraction of
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CASKEY PNEUMATIC PUNCH IN OPERATION.

The tool is also adapted to be used for riveting, with necessary changes in details of con-

struction. F. F. Slocomb & Co., Wilmington, Del.

the cost of hand- forged dogs and of far greater strength than the cast-

iron dogs in common use.

HydrauHc presses, in conjunction with dies or formers, (which are

simply moulds of the shape required for any part of the boiler) are

used for this work, although in some shops plain flanged heads of boil-

ers and dished shapes are spun up, as it is called, in the same way that

work is spun up in a lathe. Any thickness of metal is handled, up to
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HYDRAULIC FLANGING PRESS. HENRY BERRY & CO., LTD.

A powerful machine made for the Leeds Forge Co.

LEEDS.

one inch and over, the heating- being done in closed furnaces instead

of open fires. The large steel mills now furnish flanged heads of all

diameters, from ^/^g of an inch thick and 12 inches diameter, up to

120 inches diameter by i inch thick, having flanges 5 inches deep; the

beauty of the mill-flanged heads lies in their exactness to size, round-
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ANGULAR JLUE FLANGING MACHINE. HENRY LEKKY & CO., LTD., LEiiUS.

ness, and freedom from buckles, which last, in hand work, are a contin-

gency bv no means remote. The cost of the machine-flanged heads is

but a fraction of that incurred by hand-work. In addition to the flang-

ing, flue holes from 6 inches to 56 inches diameter can be placed where

needed and flanged with great accuracy, so that practically the worst

work the old-timer had to do is now done for him and the finished

parts shipped ready for assembling. As an instance of the saving in

expense to boiler makers by modern methods over hand work, steel

plate saddles for man-holes, ready to rivet on the shell, with rivet holes

in situ,—in fact the man-hole plate complete with the exception of the

gasket only—can be had for $10, plus the cost of the plate which

amounts to very little more ; made by hand this detail would cost

double that or more according to locality.

In laying out seams on plates, the old-time boiler maker had a lot

of templets in the shape of strips of wood from ^4 of an inch thick

upward, according to length, and about 3 inches wide. In these the

pitch of the rivet-holes (distance from centre to centre) was laid off,

after which holes were bored of the size of the rivets ; in transferring

this pattern to the plate the templet was laid on it and the holes located

by a brass tube the size of the hole, armed with white lead, which

left a circle on the plate. The boiler maker then centered the marks-
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HEAVY FIXED RIVETTER. HENRY BERRY & CO., LTD.

as accurately as he could with a tool, and the sheet was ready for the

puncher, for no holes were drilled in old times—it cost too much.

Now it is a curious fact in boiler-making shops that the punching

press is usually set in the darkest corner of the place ; some modern
boiler shops are as short-sighted in this particular as the old-timer

was ; but if there is anything that the puncher needs for accurate work,
it is natural light—not artificial light— and plenty of it, for trouble
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WALL RAWAL DRILLING MACHINE.
G. F. Smith, Halifax.

begins as soon as

the press is

started. It would

seem to be the

simplest thing in

the world to

cause a slow-
moving punch to

strike accurately

in the centre of a

big punch mark,

but even with

great care and a

conscientious in-

tention to do it

un the part of

the attendant,

punches have a

sort of moral delinquency, so to speak, and a determination that the

hole shall be a trifle to one side or the other; and once started on their

journey they cannot be deterred. The result of this

is that the punched holes in the plate are not at

all like the templet, and when two plates have been

laid off by the same templet and are put together

to be riveted they are grievously out of the way.

The rivets will not go in, but that does not bother

the average man in the least. He
knows that his reamer and the

drift-pin will correct the faults of

the punch, but the less

said about the holes them-

selves after these rude ap-

pliances have had their

will of them, the better

;

oblong holes of varying

diameters and sheets
cracked as to the edges

are frequent ; but "out of

sight out of mind" is a

maxim that covers a mul-
,
•, 1 r • • 1-1 UNDER-DRIVE PILLAR RADIAL DRILL.
titude of sins in a boiler- n t? c .^ u r^G. F. Smith, Hahfax.

f^A
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HEAVY DOUHLE-GEARED MULTIPLE PUNCH.

Long & Alstatter Company, Hamilton, Ohio.

shop. The use of the drift-pin is prohibited in the best shops, and

in fact, there is no longer any reason or occasion for it. The rivet holes

in seams are now automatically punched and spaced by a special ma-
chine, which never errs either in pitch or locality of the hole, and the

unfortunate helper, who formerly pretended to steady the long end of

a sheet while the man at the punch guided it at the crucial moment,
has lost his occupation, and with the loss has escaped the burning
words and reproachful looks the man at the punch hurled at him when
a hole was made in the wrong place; the fault was always charged
to his account.

Besides the flanging and riveting machines in use in modern shops,
there are a great many other special machines which reduce time and
labor costs in a marked degree

; hand-hole cutters for one, and punches
that will stab an inch-and-a-half hole through wrought steel one inch
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OVAL HOLE CUTTING MACHINE.

Adjustable by eccentric for various ovals and operated in connection with a drilling machine.

John Hetherington & Sons, Ltd., Manchester.

thick ; shears that will bite through bars four inches wide by one inch

thick, and portable power riveters that both rivet and hold on in the

most inaccessible parts of the boiler. In fact, a modern boiler shop is

a first-class machine-shop, and the work done is really machining of

the highest character. Especially is this true of sectional water-tube

boilers, where the joints which have to be broken to clean tubes are all

iron and iron, without the intervention of any adventitious aid or mate-

rial to make them tight. The familiar tube-sheet cutters, or drillers

of tube holes, are not new in application, but they have been much im-

proved and are substantially changed from what they were fifty years

ago, while air lifts, hydraulic lifts, chain blocks, and enormously pow-
erful rolls in the modern boiler shop have wholly changed its aspect and

operation.

All these things have also changed the character and quality of the

assembling and construction of steam boilers of the best class, by which

is meant those of first-quality plate and from strict specifications.

These last are much more exacting than they were half a century ago

;

as a fact, there were none whatever extant then, everv boiler being
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FIVE-SPINDLE DRILLING MACHI.XE.

A special tool, used in the construction of water-tube boilers. Noble & Lund, Felling-on-Tyne.

considered to fulfill its function and have a reason for its existence

if it made steam in sufficient quantities for the engine attached to it.

Factors of safety were ignored ; this is the literal truth, in most all

cases. The only test was a water and a steam test for tightness, the

tensile strength of the plate itself being assumed, or, in other words,

guessed at. I know of steam boilers 15 feet in diameter of shell by 18

feet long thickness of plate "/jg of an inch, which were run under

forced draught for years at 50 pounds per sqviare inch gauge pressure

;

this is the limit for steel plate of 60,000 pounds per square inch ten-

sile strength with a safety factor of four only. These were iron boilers,

of unknown tensile strength, but they never gave out, I am glad to

say, for the reason that I was in charge of them ; or, if this sounds

slightly ambiguous, I will add that I am glad they did not give out.

Many instances in the early steam history of the United States could

be adduced, particularly in river boats, where the pressures far exceed-

ed that just mentioned ; some of them survived the stress and others

did not.

The very stringent rules of the Treasury Department for the steam-

boat inspection service of the United States as relates to the construe-
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l.Ml'RUVELi FLUE FLAXGlX!j MACHINE. HENl'V llEKRV cV CO., LTD., LEEDS.

tion of marine boilers are strictly enforced by capable officers, and there

is no influence of any sort whatever that can be brought to abate any

of them. The thickness of metal for given pressures, as well as the

quality of it in all that relates to tensile strength and elasticity, are

set forth in the manual published by the government for constructors,

and no departures or evasions are countenanced. All boilers used

in steam vessels of whatever class must be approved as to their types

and designs before they will be allowed to be used, a Board of Super-

vising Inspectors meeting in Washington each year for this and other

business of their departments. No one can build a new type of boiler

and call for inspection on it without this approval. The result to the

traveling public is alm_ost absolute immunity from disasters by failure

of boilers, the actual explosions being very rare.

The construction of marine boilers of the shell type, Scotch boilers

as they are termed, is carefully watched through every stage, and there

are a good many processes to be gone through before such boilers are



STAY CUTTING M ACH I .\ K. Xor.LE S: LUXD. FELLING ON TYNE.

I'NErMATR KlVETEi; "ALLIGATOR PATTERN.

Capacity 300 rivets yer liour \\itli two men and two boy lielpers. Bethleliem Foundry and
Machine Co.
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•••••<

ROLLING IN 4' 2-INCH BOILER TUBES WITH PNEUMATIC TOOL.

Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Company.

ready for steam. The shells of Scotch boilers are enormously thick,

according to the pressure at which they are to be worked, the diam-

eter and thickness of the shell regulating- it. For 150 pounds gauge

pressure, a Scotch boiler of 15 feet diameter would be made of i^Ve*

inch steel plate, weighing some 54 pounds per square foot. The riv-

ets would be 154 inches in diameter, also of steel, and the horizontal

seams would be secured by butt-straps of thickness equal to that of

the plate. In boilers for government work the sheets are pickled in a

bath of muriatic acid diluted with water, in order to remove the mill-

scale, leaving the surface clean so that defects of any kind can be seen,

and after being bent to the required diameter in rolls, have the heads

fitted to them, all rivet-holes being subsequently drilled upon a special

machine, so that there is no possibility of any of them being out of the

way. When completed the parts are all taken down and the burs left

by the drilling removed, as M^ell as any scale or dirt which may have

accumulated during the process ; the surfaces where laps occur are

thoroughly washed with lye to clean off any grease, so that positive
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IMPROVED BOILER SHELL MULTIPLE DRILLING MACHINE.

John Hetherington & Sons, Manchester.

conjunction of the surfaces will be had when riveted finally. This

practice as regards removing the grease is followed all through the

manufacture, particularly in the tube-sheet holes and tubes themselves,

an undiscoverable film of it militating against their being steam-and-

water-tight under the great testing pressures to which they are sub-

jected when completed. In the merchant service by Lloyd's and the

Bureau Veritas rules this test pressure is double the working pressure,

and it is needless to say that it is searching. Nothing but actual iron

and iron contact all through and the very best workmanship will pass

muster. I mentioned previously that the plates in a Scotch boiler of a

certain diameter were i ^/^ inches thick, but there are much thicker

than this in use, those in one of the American line vessels having plate

lYie inches thick. The work of rolling these shells to dimension is

one of the most difficult tasks in their manufacture, and the final caulk-

ing is done with sledges on the usual round-nose tool, instead of by

hand-hammers. The rivets are i^ inches diameter and a pressure of

135 tons is exerted on them when closed in place.

In connection with this subject of modern boiler making. I must
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advert

PORTABLE DRILLING MACHINE.
John Hetherington & Sons, Manchester.

to the exceed-

ingly unsatisfactory

condition of rating
their power—an anom-

alous term, for a boiler

cannot exert any power

under any circumstan-

ces. It merely furnishes

a means of power to

other machines, yet

boilers are sold wholly

upon their horse power.

A quarter of a century

ago, at the Centennial

Exposition, a standard was adopted which has been accepted in many

contracts and specifications, but the eng'ineering practice since that

time has advanced, so that it requires very much less steam per horse-

power hour than it did at the time of the Centennial. It is a pretty poor

engine in these days of compound and triple-stage expansion that re-

quires 30 pounds of water per hour per horse power, so that by the

standard mentioned boiler-

makers and purchasers are

both handicapped ; the boiler

maker in furnishing a larger

boiler than the engine needs,

and the buyer in paying for it.

It is not to be supposed that

the boiler maker alone is to

suffer for the want of a proper

standard of rating. Just how
he may incur obligations and

liabilities which he should not

is shown in a case of recent

occurence. A commercial firm

ordered a boiler of a certain

nominal capacity, say 25 horse

power, which was furnished

and paid for promptly on pre-

sentation of the bill. This boiler flue drilling machine and

boiler was sent to the other peddie's tapping apparatus.
. J - , , -

1 r
Showing these portable tools at work on a marine

side 01 the world, and afte; boiler. Smith & Coventry, Manchester.
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HVUKALLIC I'LATE PRESS. HENKV BERRY & CO.^ LTD.j LEEDS.

nearly a year had elapsed, the bt>iler maker was notified by the

agents of the commercial firm that payment had been refused

them, for the reason that the boiler had been tried, (by

"the best engineer" to be had) and would not develop more than

8 horse power. The agents therefore requested the boiler maker to

refund the money paid, upon the ground that the boiler was not as

represented. This the boiler maker declined to do, and demanded

proof that the boiler would not do wdiat it was sold for by citation of

all the circumstances of the trial, which last had not been furnished.

Now this boiler was not new in any respect, except in certain arrange-

ments of the several surfaces, grate and heating, the proportions of

which were those in general use ; numbers of the boilers had been sold

in various parts, so that there was no issue in the boiler-maker's mind
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as to his liability, and none concerning the action of the boiler, except

mismanagement of some kind; the whole difference between the two

parties to the contract turned upon what a boiler horse power really is.

In so far as the evaporation of 30 pounds of water per hour at 70

pounds gauge pressure, with feed at 100 degrees is concerned, it is not

at all difficult to do it, even with a boiler that is not by any means what

it should be in other respects. After the trial it may not come within

25 per cent, of its normal rating. New boilers, when everything is

clean and the grates are in good condition, are very much better

evaporators than they are after they are dirty all through, from mud-

drum to dome.

This question of rating boilers has been raised time and again in

discussions at meetings and in the technical papers, but it is still un-

settled. It should not be difficult to arrive at some solution of the mat-

ter, but I have no suggestions to offer myself upon it. A commercial

solution of the question is very difficult, for buyers do not know of

any other term than horse power, and it would take about one hun-

dred years to get one into general use. The question of boiler power

could be very easily settled for boiler makers, or to their satisfaction,

by fixing so many feet of heating surface and grate-surface, with a

given height of stack, burning a certain number of pounds of coal per

square foot of grate per hour, said proportions to constitute one horse

power. This would leave the buyer to get the best evaporation that

he could, let the same be more or less. I am afraid, however, that

there would be as much argument after the adoption of this rating as

before ; the only benefit to the trade would be that boiler makers would
not be in the controversy, so I leave the subject where I found it.



THE GROWTH OF ECONOMY IN MARINE
ENGINEERING.

By Walter M. McFarland.

II.—THE INTRODUCTION OF HIGHER PRESSURES AND COMPOUND ENGINES.

In this, the second of Mr. McFarland's valuable articles, the subject is developed from
the period of the simple engine to the advance in economy which followed the introduction

of compounding; the work of s>]ch pioneers as F.lder, Loring, Emery, Ishcrwood, and others

being discussed. The following papers will deal with the introduction of triple expansion,

and the succeeding improvements which have made the modern marine engine capable of

developing a horse-pcwer with one-tenth of the fuel demanded by the early engines and
rendered present speeds and capacities possible.

—

The Editors.

IT
is almost impossible to draw a sharp line separating- one period

in the growth of the steam engine from another ; but for conven-

ience this can be done roughly, and we might say that the simple-

engine period extended to about 1865 and the compound-engine pe-

riod from about 1865 to about 1885. The invention of the compound

engine dates back almost to the time of Watt's patent, for a patent was

granted to Jonathan Hornblower in 1781 for a compound or double-

cylinder engine, and in 1804 Wolfif also used a two-cylinder engine

exp'anding the steam from six to nine times. As has often been point-

ed out, the compound-engine did not operate under satisfactory con-

ditions with the low steam pressures then prevalent, and its actual in-

troduction upon a commercially successful scale did not occur until

eighty years after the time of Hornlilower.

During the decade from i860 to 1870 British engineers had been

taking advantage of the higher steam pressures, which had become

common, to re-introduce the compound engine, the foremost among
them being John Elder of the firm of Randolph & Elder ; still later this

concern became the Fairfield Engine Works, which have built so many
magnificent specimens of machinery. By the early 70's the use of the

compound engine had become almost universal ; steam pressures had

risen to sixty pounds and rotational speeds had materially increased.

In 1871 Mr. J. W. King, the engineer-in-chief of the American navy

who succeeded Mr. Isherwood, made a visit to Europe and on his re-

turn urged most strongly the adoption of the compound engine for all

naval vessels. In a later report printed in 1877, after he had spent

45
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( Hornblower's Engine. 1781 .)

hornblower's compound pumping engine.

From Galloway's treatise on the steam engine, 1830. The construction of these engines was
stopped by Watt, as they infringed his patent on the separate condenser.

more than a year in Europe, he again discusses the use of the com-

pound engine and conckides by saying

:

"In the face of these facts, further discussion on the suliject of adopting

the. compound engine for the vessels of our own navy is as useless as would
.be the discussion of the relative merits of the screw propeller and paddle

wheel for ships of war."

The compound engines which were in use had demonstrated very

thoroughly that they possessed a marked economy over the simple

engines immediately preceding them, but in spite of this there was
considerable opposition to the general introduction of the compound
engine. This came from two sources. One was in naval circles and
was represented by certain reactionary but influential executive officers

who feared that the danger of boiler explosion would be greatly in-

creased by the use of the higher pressures which were necessary with
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JONATHAN HORNBLOWEK.

Inventor of the Compound Engine.

the compound engine. They

forgot that with rehable mate-

rial and proper design the high-

pressure boiler was just as safe

and worked with the same mar-

gin as the boiler of lower pres-

sure. They also forgot that as

far as damage due to the scald-

ing effect of the steam is con-

cerned, low-pressure steam was

just as bad as high. As a matter

of fact, it may be remarked inci-

dentally that there is not a case

on record of a well designed

and carefully built high-pres-

sure boiler ever having ex-

ploded. It has been surmised

that some steamers which were

lost at sea without anything

being known as to the cause were blown up, but there is no ground for

this belief, particularly as thousands of boilers have worn out without

ever giving trouble on this score.

The other class of objectors, curiously enough, included engineers

who made some pretension to scientific attainments, and some of them

indeed were men of the very highest standing. They claimed that

there was no virtue in the compound engine as such, and that there

was no reason why a simple engine working with the same initial

pressure and the same ratio of expansion should not give exactly the

same economy as the compound engine. The great name of Professor

Rankine was quoted as sustaining this view on account of a statement

in his well known text book on the steam engine, which is as follows :

"It is to be observed, then, as a general principle, that the energy exerted

by a given portion of a i^uid during a given series of changes of pressure and

volume depends on that series of changes, and not on the number and

arrangement of the cylinders in which those changes are undergone."

In 1870, however, two years before his death, Professor Rankine

wrote a memoir of his friend John Elder, in which he expressed him-

self very clearly as to the importance of compounding as a means of

preventing liquefaction, thus revising his former opinion.

Probably the most notable case of attempting to carry out the idea

that the simple engine would give the same results as the compound



JOHN ELDER, 1824-1869.

To Mr. Elder is due the successful introduction of the marine compound engine, as well as

many other details affecting steam economy in marine engineering, including steam
jacketing, surface condensers, etc. He also advocated triple expansion, but died

before its realisation. By courtesy of Mrs. John Elder.
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was in the Allan line of steamers. The superintending engineer, be-

lieving firmly that the demand for compound engines was a fad, deter-

mined to make a crucial experiment. In two new vessels of that line,

which were of about the same size, he had the machinery the same

except that one was fitted with compound engines and the other with

simple engines. Both used the same steam pressure (bo pounds) and

the same ratio of expansion. Every care had been taken to make the

machinery, as far as design and workmanship were concerned, the

very best in both cases. The two ships were put on the line between

Liverpool and Quebec, Canada, and the results as to economy of fuel

were not greatly different. Unfortunately, however, there were un-

expected difificulties in the operation of the simple engine consequent

upon the serious shocks resulting from the rapidly varying pressures

on the crank pins. So serious were these that not only the crank shaft

but also the stationary parts of the engines began at an early day to

show signs of weakness, and in a short time gave out altogether. As

already stated, the superintending engineer was the designer of the

machinery, and it was only after his personal efforts failed to keep the

ship with simple engines running that he reluctantly decided to remove

them and to substitute compound engines in their stead.

It will be noted that in the above case of tlie steamers of the Allan

line the economy of the two methods of working is said to have been

about the same. It seems very probable that, as the superintending

engineer had staked his reputation on this result, this may have had

some effect upon the figures which were reported. Other experiments

made by engineers of reputation without any bias showed, as might

have been expected from the Michigan experiments, that this is not the

case, and we now know very thoroughly that after a certain very limit-

ed degree of expansion in a cylinder has been passed the losses con-

sequent upon liquefaction due to the alternate heating and cooling

of the cylinder walls overbalance any hypothetical gain due to expan-

sion. In August, 1874, Messrs. Loring and Emery conducted a very

mteresting series of trials on the machinery of three revenue cutters

whose hulls and boilers were alike but whose engines were different.

One had a compound engine of the receiver type ; the second a single-

cylinder, but carried high-pressure steam with a considerable degree of

expansion ; while the third had a single-cylinder and carried steam of a

lower pressure. The steam pressure for the compound and high-pres-

sure was 67 pounds and for the low-pressure 32 pounds ; the ratios of

expansion were, for the compound engine, 6; for the high pressure,

3.5, and for the low pressure about 3. The results in steam per horse-
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power hour were, fur the compound engine, 18.38; for the high-pres-

sure, 23.9, and for the low-pressure, 26.9.

A very great advantage possessed by the compound engine, besides

the increased economy, was the reduction of the stresses on the engine

and the higher ratio of mean to maximum stress. The low-pressure
cylinder is as large as would be required for a simple engine doing the

same work with the same total ratio of expansion, Imt the maximum
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pressure whicli comes upon this large piston is only a fraction of the

boiler pressure. This higher pressure comes upon the small piston,

and the result is that, as each cylinder does about half the total work

and as the maximum stresses are so much reduced, the sizes of piston

rods, connecting rods, and .similar parts are very much smaller than

would have been necessary in simple engines which at the beginning of

the stroke received the full boiler pressure.

An incident which occurred in connection with the introduction of

compound engines in the American navy, and which was repeated

when triple-expansion engines were introduced, makes it worth while

to call attention to a curious circitmstance in connection with reports of

economy of marine engines. When it had been decided to adopt the

compound engine a board of officers considered the question of a suit-

able size for certain vessels, and the bunker capacity which should be

provided. The experience with compound engines at that time was

almost wholly in the merchant service, and it was commonly reported

that under ordinary conditions a horse power was obtained for about

two pounds of coal. This was accepted as a fact and the bunker ca-

pacity based upon this idea. Experience with compound engines has

shown that this estimate was very wide of the mark, and it would

probaljly have been much safer to have used three pounds per horse-

power as the basis. It is very doubtful if any marine compound en-

gine in regular service ever got a horse power for less than two and

one-half pounds of coal. The probability is that the coal expenditure

was not carefully taken and was too low, and that the horse power

used for the divisor was based on trial-trip records and was thus very

much too high.

With the low steam pressure used in connection with simple en-

gines, the boiler in general use was what was commonly called the

"box boiler," because it had fiat sides and was of a roughly cubical

shape. Such boilers depended for their strength upon the bracing,

and. even with low pressures, the braces formed such a network that it

was difficult to gain access to the interior for cleaning and repairs. As

steam pressures rose with the use of the compound engine, such a

boiler would have been entirelv inadmissible, and, as a result, the cylin-

drical boiler was introduced, whose cylindrical portion required no

bracing. The correct road to economy had now been discovered, and

consequently, as metallurgical processes developed and open-hearth

steel of reliable quality was manufactured, it became possible to in-

crease pressures and there was a steadv progress along this line. At

the same time there was improvement in workmanship, so that higher
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rotational speeds were possible. Both of those were of benefit in reduc-

ing- the cost of power.

As has already been mentioned, steam jacketing had been used to

some extent, and with the general use of the compound engine the

use of steam jackets became universal. The benefits derived were not

always obtained, because care was not always taken to keep the jackets

well drained by the use of efficient automatic traps. The economy to

be derived from jacketing has not gone entirely unquestioned, and

very interesting experiments have been made from time to time to test

various questions in this connection—notably the proper steam pres-

sure to use in the jackets of the different cylinders. It has sometimes

been deemed advisable not to jacket the high-pressure cylinder, for the
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contributed most valuable data in connection with compounding and steam jacketing.

reason that a certain amount of moisture in the steam there has been

considered beneficial ; but the fact seems pretty well established that

the jacket steam pressure should never be lower than the highest steam

pressure in the cylinder to which the jacket is applied.

Two general types of the compound engine were used at first

—

the "tandem," in which the small cylinder was co-axial with the large

one and usually placed above it (a vertical arrangement) ; several of

the White Star steamers were built with pairs of these tandem en-

gines ; the other type was known as the "receiver compound engine,"

because there was an intermediate space between the two cylinders,

which permitted placing their cranks at right angles when two cylin-

ders or at I20 degrees when three were used, so as to make the engines
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much handier in manipulation. This latter type became the one uni-

versally used, antl, except in war vessels, the cylinders were always

vertical.

As has been stated, the low-pressure cylinder of a compound en-

gine has to be of the same size as the simple engine with the same ratio

of expansion, and it was soon found, as the sizes of engines increased,

that the low-pressure cylinder when but one was used would be inor-

dinately large. Some \yere, indeed, built \dt\\ as great a diameter as

ten feet. It became the rule, therefore, to divide the low-pressure

stage of the expansion between two cylinders, which were usually

placed one on each side of the high-pressure. This enabled the cranks

to be set at angles of 120 degrees, which gave a very uniform crank

ciTort.

In the early days of the compound engine, when the lesson that ex-

pansion could not economically be carried beyond very reasonable lim-

its had not ]:)een thoroughly learned, it was the custom to fit what were

called "cut-off valves" to both the high- and low-pressure cylinders.

These were adjustable through a considerable range, the idea being

to vary the power developed by the range of the cut-offs, while the

steam pressure was kept at the maximum. Obviously this applied much
more to the engines of naval vessels, which cruise at very varying

speeds, than to the engines of merchant steamers which usually run

at a constant speed. These special cut-off valves were rather

complicated and required special eccentrics, and it is doubtful whether

they were ever of great value. They were at first used in both naval

and merchant vessels, because, apart from the desire to vary the ratio

of expansion, it was impossible with a single slide valve to provide for

a high ratio of expansion without badly deranging the exhaust and

compression. The independent cut-off enabled the desired ratio of

expansion to be obtained, while the exhaust and compression were

attended to by the main valve. Experience finally showed that

there was no real gain in economy in cutting off earlier in tTie

high-pressure cylinder than about five-eighths, which could be

done by the main valve, and when, as in naval vessels, it was
desired to get a greater ratio of expansion for lower powers,

it could be done by means of the link. A verv simple means
was found of arranging the suspension rod of the link so that

whatever the degree of expansion in the ahead motion, when the link

was thrown over for backing it would be in full gear.

In the latter part nf t88o, Chief Engineer Tsherwdod conducted
a most interesting and valuable series of experiments with the com-
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The last great compound engines for Atlantic liners. Built by John Elder & Co., Glasgow,

for the Cunard Steamship Co. Cylinders: high-pressure 71 inches, low-pressure,

two of 105 inclies diameter; stroke 6 feet; 14,500 indicated horse power.

By courtesy of the Fairfield Shipbuilding and Engineering Co.

pound engine of a Herreshofif yacht called the Leila, for the purpose

of determining certain points in connection with the economy of com-

pound engines when operated under difterent conditions, one of which

was the distribution of power among the cylinders by varying the low-

pressure cut-off without changing that of the high-pressure. Ordi-
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naril)-, unless the cut-ott in the low-pressure cylinder was somewhat

earlier than that due to the link in full gear, the high-pressure cylin-

der would develop rather more than its share of the work. These ex-

periments showed that not only could the distribution of power be

varied among the cylinders, but that by the judicious use of the low-

pressure cut-off the total horse power of the engine might be increased

for the same steam consumption, or, in other words, that a slight gain

in economy might result. It may be remarked incidentally that these

experiments on the Leila showed one of the reasons why naval vessels

in ordinary cruising can never be expected to give the same economy as

mercliant steamers, which work constantly under full power. The naval

CRANK SHAFT OF SS. UMBKIA AJM U ETRURIA.

I'.uilt up of V'ickers' steel by the firm of John Elder & Co., and used on these, the last of the

great compound engines, prior to the general introduction of the triple-expansion

system. The shafts are 26 inches in diameter, and weigh 84 tons. By
courtesy of the Fairfield Shipbuilding and Engineering Co.

engine must be designed for the maximum power which is required.

The usual cruising speed is not much greater than half the speed cor-

responding to full power, with the result that the power of the engines

for low speeds is about one-tenth that of full power. It is, therefore,

utterly impracticable to attempt to get this low power by maintaining

full boiler pressure and using a great ratio of expansion. The actual

operation is to carry about two-thirds full pressure in the boilers and

by throttling get an initial pressure in the cylinder which will allow

a reasonable degree of expansion to be maintained. The Leila experi-

ments showed, for example, that with a nearly constant degree of ex-

l>ansion, due to a cut-off a little earlier than half stroke in the high-

pressure cylinder, the steam per horse-power hour, which, with a boiler
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pressure of 129 pounds, was 16.3 pounds, rose to 20.9 pounds when the

steam pressure had been reduced to 55 pounds, and to 32.7 pounds

when the steam pressure had been reduced to 21 pounds. It will be

observed that these experiments are the inverse of the Michigan ex-

periments, where the steam pressure was kept constant and the ratio of

expansion varied. In the Leila experiments the ratio of expansion was

kept practically constant and the steam pressure varied. The results,

however, were the same. When the ratio of expansion became much

greater than about one-twelfth of the boiler pressure there was a de-

cided diminution in economy.

The Research Committee of the British Institution of Civil Engi-

neers conducted an exceedingly valuable series of experiments on ma-

rine engines of diiTerent types to determine carefully their economy,

and in 1888 and 1889 tested two compound-engine vessels. In one

of them the boiler pressure was 80.5 pounds and the revolutions per

minute 86.5. The coal per square foot of grate per hour was 26.1, and

the coal per indicated horse power per hour 2.9. It is to be noted that

a part of this high cost of power was due to the use of forced draft in

the boiler, which reduced its economy. In 1888 they tested another com-

pound engine, where the steam pressure was 56.8 pounds and the rev-

olutions per minute 55.6. The coal per square foot of grate 19 pounds

and the coal per indicated horse-power hour 2.66. The results of these

cases are deserving of absolute respect, for the reasons that the trials

were conducted by engineers of the highest standing with a thorough-

ly competent scientific staff, and the experiments lasted long enough to

make sure that the results were really fair averages, and not, as is too

often the case, unusually good results due to too short a trial and skil-

ful jockeying.

It has been mentioned that forced draft was applied to the boilers

of certain United States naval vessels during the civil war. It began

to be used again in the 8o's, this time in the English navy, and shortly

afterwards in all other navies. There was a great demand for high

speeds, and the boilers as then built took up so large a percentage of

the room that to have continued to use natural draft alone would have

made it impossible to put machinery in the ships to give the necessary

high speeds. In the early stages of the use of forced draft it was confi-

dently expected that an increase of power of at least fifty per cent.

might be expected without trouble, but experience soon showed that

when the boilers were driven to this extent there was trouble from

leaky tubes. It was also found, as might have been expected, that the

cost of power was materially increased. The reason, of course, was
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that the amount of heating surface which could be provided in cylin-

drical boilers of the ordinary type was not sufficiently great to absorb

the heat when the coal per square foot of grate per hour was raised

from about i6 to i8 pounds under natural draft to 40 to 45 pounds

under forced draft. I shall discuss this question of the effect of forced

draft on economy more fully under the next division of the subject

—

'The Triple Expansion Engine."

In discussing the question of economy in marine engineering the

matter which has just been referred to is an important item because

the weight of machinery is a very important element in the general

economy, and, dismissing the great reduction in boiler weights for the

moment, I may refer to what occurred to the engines about the same

time that forced draft was reintroduced. The notable feature here

was a great increase in the rotational speeds. This is sometimes spok-

en of as "increased piston speed," but when the increase consists in a

greater stroke in the engine without any change in revolutions there

is not a material decrease in weight. When the change consists in an

increased speed of rotation, we not only have smaller cylinders but

smaller moving parts and smaller shafts. It has already been inti-

mated that a part of the increase in rotational speeds was due to better

material and better workmanship, but the really vital element is one

which has not hitherto been mentioned. This was a correct under-

standing of the design of the propellor.

As with so many other things, the history of the propeller shows a

progress from a very crude form, where the instrument was designed

simply to accomplish results without much regard to the cost, up to

the stage where refinement of design and questions of economy are

of much greater importance. It is an old story that in the early days

of screw propulsion a very large number of blades was used, and it

was due only to the happy accident of some of the blades of a certain

propeller having been knocked ofif that it was found that so large a

number was unnecessary. It came to be the settled practice along in the

70's to make the diameter of the propeller as large as would be fully

immersed. This was the basis from which the other dimensions were

determined. The pitch was a nearly constant multiple of the diameter,

and then a certain portion of a full convolution (about three-tenths)

was taken and divided into four blades whose corners were slightly

rounded. Such a method af designing necessarily made the engines

driving such propellers of relatively low rotational speed and conse-

quently quite heavy. When the demand for higher speeds came, able

engineers began to investigate the design of the propeller, and it was
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found that the method used had been entirely wrong. The propellers

were altogether too large in diameter and had too much surface. It

was finally discovered that, within reasonable limits, the design of the

propeller is very elastic and that the engine speed might be determined

to suit the conditions with respect to space and weight desired,with the

assurance that a suitable propeller could be designed to give efficient re-

sults. We shall later on give a table showing the progress in economy
of weights of machinery as well as of the cost of power, and it will be

seen that in the high-speed engines, particularly those of torpedo boats,

there has been an enormous reduction in the weight of the engines in

spite of the fact that the modern engines work with a very much higher

pressure than was used in the early days.

The Fairfield works which, under Elder, had been the leaders in the

introduction of the compound engine, continued to build notable ex-

amples of them, and the largest and finest compound engines ever built

were probably those in the Cunard steamers Umbria and Etruria, which

work up to over 14,000 horse power. In them the steam pressure had

risen to about no pounds. The high-pressure cylinder was 71 inches

in diameter and each of the two low-pressure cylinders was 105 inches

in diameter, the stroke of all pistons being y2 inches. Even when they

were built, the next great change in the marine engine had commenced,

so that steam pressures then jumped from no to 150 pounds.

The engineers who had led in the improvements which took place

during the compound-engine period had good cause to feel proud of

their work. While the next change which took place brought in a new
name to designate the new engine, the change this time was one of

degree and not one of kind, as had been the case in the change from

the simple to the compound engine. The important features of high

steam pressures, a moderate total expansion divided among the cyl-

inders so as to prevent too great a temperature range in any stage of

the expansion, high rotational speeds, the cylindrical boiler, forced

draft, and the intelligent design of the propeller—all had been worked

out. Progress during the next period consisted mainly in develop-

ment and refinement of the principles which had been established dur-

ing the compound period, as will be shown in the next article.
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There is probably no one subject to which the attention of the engineering world has

been drawn more forcibly of late than the necessity of making technical education more

practical in its nature, by the use of experiment in connection with instruction.

Professor Boulvin speaks with the authority of one of the ablest educators on the Conti-

nent of Europe, and both English and American engineers may profit by his experience.

—

The Editors.

ENGINEERING education is a subject upon which much excel-

lent matter has been written, but one which is never exhausted.

Ideas upon such a subject can never be absolutely fixed ; in pro-

portion as industrial processes are perfected and as new sources of

wealth are exploited, in proportion also as science progresses, as the

boundaries of the world are modified, as financial or commercial aggre-

gations vary and in their turn exercise an influence upon production,

it becomes impossible for the engineer to preserve a stationary position

among these evolutionary surroundings.

No type of education can be established that will be responsive to

all needs, because these vary with situation and time. All that can be

expected is a statement of major principles, based upon a sound

acquaintance with the subjects of education and the psychology of the

student. In establishing a course of technical instruction it is needful

also to take into account the nature of anterior or preparatory teach-

ing
; the authorities of an engineering institution have little or no influ-

ence upon the general methods of instruction in schools of primary or

intermediate grade. It follows that a system, recognized as excellent in

France could not be applied with success in England or the United

States, and vice versa.

It should be noted, however, that much general progress has been

made in the establishment of mechanical laboratories.

I think I do not err in stating that the first installations of this

kind were made less than a quarter-century ago. Before that the

course of instruction for engineers consisted solely in the study of

mathematics and in such sciences as physics, chemistry and mechanics.

It was completed by the application of these sciences to the diverse

branches of applied mechanics, such as hydraulics, strength of mate-
rials, machine designs, etc. The sole practical exercises were problems
or plans of fixed structures or machines.

It is undoubtedly true that all fixed construction work is based

L 60
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upon the principles of the equilibrium of forces, and that by the theo-

retical method the design of a structure such as a frame-work may be

fully determined. This is a branch of study that will ever remain fun-

damental and which, consequently, can never be neglected.

To solve correctly all the problems of this kind presenting them-

selves in construction the only incentive necessary is that furnished by

numerous examples. Here experience has but little influence, for

mechanics is a science of which the results are as positive as those of

geometry ; from its conclusions there can be no escape. It would be a

dangerous illusion to fancy that one might pass by the study of theo-

retical mechanics, and the mathematical knowledge needed for its

understanding and use.

In this connection it is worthy of remark that the mathematical

training of engineers should be specialized with reference to their

objective aims. Mathematicians will not fail to raise to this the objec-

tion that as there is only one kind of mathematics, maintaining that

there can be no question of difference, save as to degree, between the

training of an engineer and of a doctor of sciences. I think that this

constitutes a positive error. The academician, who cultivates pure

mathematics for its own sake rather than for its applications, may con-

tent himself with very general theories regardless of their applications.

The student who can give his entire lifetime to mathematical investiga-

tions, has no need to follow out the ultimate results of all his studies

;

what he needs above all is a clear general view of the methods of the

sciences, and of the profound relations that exist between them.

But with the engineering student, who works at his mathematics

for its immediate utility, all is different; if he is not able to use his

mathematical training from the moment of his entrance upon the tech-

nical side of his profession it will ever remain a useless tool in his

hands, for he will never find time in his active career to perfect that

knowledge sufficiently to use it with confidence. It results that Ris

mathematical training should be at once less extensive and more pro-

found than that of his fellow ; more profound because he should be

able to apply it without deceiving himself with errors in numerical ex-

amples. I constantly observe good students, coming from mathematical

classes in which they have distinguished themselves, committing

deplorable errors when they try to apply their mathematics to very

simple physical or mechanical problems. Habitual combination of

mathematical symbols has made them lose sight of the quantities the

symbols represent, and they are not always enlightened by the absurd-

ity of the solutions at which they arrive.
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I believe that, as a general rule, the best results are obtained by

curtailing the extent of mathematical courses and in requiring students

to solve a larger number of numerical and practical problems ; but by

this I must not be understood to say that the time devoted to mathe-

matics needs to be made shorter.

From various sides there has been recognition of the insufficiency

of polytechnic instruction. In the case of fixed structures which must

be sustained by the strength of their members, it is of course essential

to know the stresses that will be developed in these members when the

structures are erected ; but it is also important to be informed of the

capacity of the materials to bear these stresses securely. In the case

of machines, and especially complex machines, such as those which

accomplish the transformation of heat-energy into work, the hypothe-

ses are always so far away from the facts that the deductions should

be supported by experiment. The conversion of heat-energy into work

rests upbn the laws of thermodynamics, as immutable as those of

gravitation ; there is nothing arbitrary in Nature's processes ; but the

knowledge of the data necessary in applying these laws can be reached

only by experiment.

We owe our knowledge of the properties of steam to experimental

labours of which the importance and exactitude have never been sur-

passed. However extended the admirable researches of Regnault had

been, that savant could never doubt that they would become insufficient

at some time. Even to-day we are lacking in absolutely certain data

for the properties of steam at very high pressures, and especially for

superheated steam. Such researches must necessarily be of a very

high class ; it is not to be thought that they could be undertaken or

repeated as a matter of course in all laboratories. Such a task demands

the work of some physicist of high talent and reputation who can bring

to the technology of the steam engine the fundamental data it is begin-

ning to need.

In the study of steam engines the part of secondary or dependent

phenomena is important. The conductivity of cylinder walls has an

especially notable eflfect, yet it is still almost impossible to calculate it;

notwithstanding the remarkable researches which have already been

made, notably by the French engineer Nadal.

The state of our knowledge as regards the steam engine is, then,

as follows : Theory teaches us several important facts which cannot

be discarded without inviting serious errors ; the study of its details

has been carried far, steam distribution being notably a subject which

can be taught so perfectly that a good student should be as much at
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home in it as would the late Mr. Corliss himself ; but at the same time

it is practically impossible to calculate with any certainty how much
steam will be consumed by an engine working under given conditions.

Experience alone can answer this question.

But it is not only the study of the engine which' is found in this

situation; in all the phenomena of applied mechanics there are un-

known elements. It is the business of the engineering laboratory to

search out laws as yet unknown, to verify those which are more or less

uncertain, and to record by experiment the results of theories having

a mechanical or physical bearing.

The mechanical laboratory presents itself thus as an auxiHary

indispensable to theoretical study. The utility of this modern append-

age of engineering schools is so evident, so incontestable, that it has

been recognized in all countries endowed with technical courses of

instruction. Like many modern ideas, the mechanical laboratory had

its birth in the United States; it was almost immediately developed,

though not so amply, in all parts of England, and more lately in Ger-

many and other countries.

While the laboratory is indispensable for the fruitful study of

applied mechanics, it should not be concluded that it can suffice for all,

that it can be substituted for theoretical instruction, that the engineer-

ing student will hereafter pass all the time allotted to his instructions

wearing overalls and amongst machines, for no idea could be more

of a mistake.

Experiment has no inherent value if it is not susceptible of gen-

eralization. Whoever should have shown by experiment that the

square constructed on the hypothenuse of a right triangle is equal to

the sum of the squares constructed on the other two sides would not

have advanced our knowledge, until the moment arrived in which he

might have demonstrated that this property is true for all right trian-

gles, whatever their size or form.

What is of importance to science is the interpretation of experi-

ment, the generalization of conclusions that may be drawn from it, the

culling from it of material that may be erected into more general or

more exact theories. Hence laboratory work is not destined to invade

the place in schools now given to sciences hitherto taught and thought

indispensable ; it will never be possible, in my opinion, to train a civil

or mechanical engineer without a knowledge of mathematics, physics,

and theoretical and applied mechanics, and the more complete this

knowledge, the better will be the product. Laboratory researches are

destined to give to the theories of applied mechanics the basis upon
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which they must rest. They, alone, can give this science its true

significance.

This is a very important result, which might be partly attained if

only the professor devoted himself to experiment. His teaching would

gain in precision and authority, he would inspire more confidence than

if he applied his instruction to experimental work done by others, fre-

quently under different or unknown conditions.

But this is not enough ; applied mechanics cannot be regarded as a

science to be swallowed whole, which a young man can learn once for

all in order that it may serve him through his entire career. Altogether

different from the exact sciences of which algebra and geometry are

types, it is in a continual state of transformation, a science that is never

finished and that each engineer should himself help to bring up to date

and modernize. The employment of new materials of construction for

cylinders, and perhaps even a simple modification of the physical con-

dition of surfaces exposed to steam, would doubtless sensibly alter

their power of heat absorption or emission. The appearance of new

lubricants or new alloys might modify the laws of friction. The result

of these facts, quoted only as insignificant examples, is that the engi-

neer should use, not only while at school, but all his life long, a faculty

of vigilant observation. No success is possible for him unless he is

accustomed to give the experimental side of his profession its full

importance.

Doubtless the experiments which can be made at a school will

always be limited in number; if one studies only the deduction to be

drawn from them he will have a scanty equipment for encounter with

the pitfalls that beset an engineer's career. But the real scope of such

work is much wider. What he really should learn is the method of

experimentation, that is, the art of making exact experiments, the

necessity for employing apparatus, an appreciation of the importance

of little things. Possessing these aptitudes he will be ready in his

practical work to address himself to experiment whenever he needs it

and to do this with a continually increasing ability.

Naturally, there arises the question as to what researches should be

made in a mechanical laboratory to produce the greatest sum of use-

fulness. In principle there is no limitation to these researches save

that set by the equipment of the laboratory itself. However, it is evi-

dent that the student, except for rare exceptions, can take up new and

original research only with difficulty ; the time he can pass in the labor-

atory serves only as an introduction to the fundamental experiments.

Thus, regarding strength of materials, the coefficients of elasticity
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of a number of specimens, chosen best to exhibit their differences,

would be measured.

In the case of machinery the field is much more extensive; the

steam boiler alone furnishes occasion for experience in the methods of

testing combustibles, of studying steam production, and in conse-

quence the importance of controlling the progress of combustion by

gas analysis, of verifying the quality of the steam produced, etc.

Delicate calorimetric operations and high temperature observations

included in the course of these experiments are types of work emi-

nently proper for the development of the student.

With steam engines, the determination of power by means of the

indicator or by brakes, simultaneously with the measurement of the

steam consumed and the heat lost, constitutes a programme of illimit-

able scope. If the engine is arranged to operate under different con-

ditions, as a laboratory engine should be, the experiments may be

made particularly interesting, since they permit the study of the influ-

ence of changes in the conditions of running. There is nothing more

suggestive than the investigation of the results of such comparative

tests, as exhibited in entropy diagrams. These tests can be repeated,

one condition being changed at a time, for example, the pressure, the

cut-off, the speed, etc.

The gas engine lends itself to the same class of researches, includ-

ing the influence of the composition of the explosive mixture, of the

degree of compression, of speed of running, of temperature of the

cylinder, as well as of the method of ignition.

Pumps, fans, air or gas compressors, all give opportunities for

varied experiments, either concerning their efficiencies or their work-

ing. Hydraulics, and the apparatus belonging to it, furnish other

types of researches which can be carried on in a laboratory where a

natural or artificial head of water is available.

Besides these experiments, so interesting from the educational

point of view, there are others of much importance of a more theoret-

ical nature; for example, I may cite those which may be made upon

the flow of fluids in general, and of steam and water in particular. It

is impossible to foresee exactly along what lines the prime movers of

the future will develop. Many predictions made in this regard have

failed and I shall not hazard one more, but it is certain that the increas-

ingly frequent employment of superheating and the large place already

taken by the steam turbine are facts wherein industry has outstripped

science; it belongs now to the latter to furnish practicians the neces-

sary data for the further knowledge of these applications.
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By these small indications, for I cannot undertake in so limited an

article to describe in detail all the desirable functions of the mechani-

cal laboratory, it may be seen that the educational value of experiment

is varied and extensive. The generation that follows us will hardly

believe that schools without laboratories could have existed.

I do not think the research work of students can be expected to

enrich science, considering the time spent upon their studies, which is

generally three years in England and more frequently four years on

the Continent of Europe. For the student, then, the experimental

teaching must be considered as a sowing of seed to germinate later,

and to aid him in accomplishing his end with greater profit both to

himself and with benefit to the public.

The mission of the professor is to devote himself to research work

of a more special and fundamental character, for, beside the obligations

of teaching, it is his duty to aid in the advancement of science. This

is important, and I may be permitted to indulge in some reflections

:

The professor, I speak now of European countries, is too com-

pletely absorbed in the duties of instruction; there are many savants

whose ingenious spirits have been stifled by the too prolonged labors

of a fatiguing professorship. One can scarcely believe, unless he has

been himself a professor, how depressing is the work of preparing lec-

tures, correcting exercises, studying new projects, and above all the

periodical examinations which are scholastic traditions. This work

absolutely must be done with zeal and perseverance; the professor

must set an example of care, of method and of correctness to his pupils,

themselves at the age when these qualities are most often lacking.

These professional tasks absorb all a man's energies, and I know
of more than one who looks joyfully upon the approach of vacation

season, not that he may profit by hi^ well-earned rest, but that he may
work in peace at his personal researches.

This state of things cannot be true everywhere. The great Amer-
ican schools, notably, enjoy the privilege of being able to manage their

own affairs; I like to think that they do it with much intelligence.

And I exaggerate nothing in saying that in certain European countries

where the technical schools are dependent upon the government, the

life of a professor may be somewhat irreverently compared to that of a

cab-horse ; it is overburdened by the multitudinous detail of a teacher's

duties.

Does it conform with the general interest and with good returns

on the moneys invested in technical schools so to abuse the man upon
whom rests so high a mission? Evidently not. There should be a
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remedy for this situation. It is needful that lessons be given, with

all their retinue of exercises, examples and examinations; but this

task ought not to be prolonged too far, it would be entirely reasonable

to arrange, say, after twenty years of professorship to give the surplus

work to a younger man as successor, for whom, incidentally, this

preparation is necessary.

The professor would cease his daily and fatiguing teaching, at an

age when he would be in full possession of all his scientific facul-

ties, and consecrate himself thenceforth exclusively to theoretical and

experimental research. He would do his work with the maturity ac-

quired in the first stage of his career; he could then use the time that

these researches would demand.

Experimental work of a purely scientific order can be done only by

a professor, who has a wide view of the problems of which so many
yet remain for solution. The domain that remains to be covered is

vast, and it may be enlarged at any moment in an unforeseen manner.

It would be rash to attempt to indicate what researches should be un-

undertaken at present, when new and fruitful openings are daily made
by men of science. Thus, the thermometry of high temperatures has

made a great step in advance by the invention of the thermo-electric

pyrometers of Professors Callendar and Le Chatelier ; many problems

we would not have dared to face twenty years ago are susceptible of

solution ; the measurement of the variable temperature of the metal of

engine cylinder walls at all depths has been conceived; the tempera-

tures of explosion and of exhaust in gas engine cylinders have been

measured. It is indubitable that before long, and by the use of these

new instruments of research, we will come to a clear vision of the

truth in phenomena long discussed, those that have given rise to so

many suppositions and probably to so many errors.

The problem of engine regulation itself, old as it is, and one that

might have been thought sufficiently solved, leaves the door open for

new researches. Operation of polyphase electric generators has in-

creased the requirements of regulation in prime movers to such a point

as to necessitate a more complete study of the methods of operation

of governors. It is no longer sufficient to take account of mean
speeds as they might be registered by a tachometer, but to study the

speed of the fly-wheel rim at each instant of its revolution by means
of the isochronous vibrations of a tuning fork.

There is still another point of view from which the laboratory may
be regarded, for it is frequently called to the assistance of industry;

it is becoming more and more true that the latter can prosper only
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by an intimate accord with science ; empiricism is disappearing before

better research and more perfect products. The modern manufac-

turer, whether he be smelter or engine-maker, concerns himself with

daily measurements for which his works are the proper laboratory;

thus the engine-builder constantly measures and compares the effic-

iency of his output, for it must be kept at the salable standard. That

which is not now a necessity in a new and rapidly expanding country

is an accepted fact in lands where industry is an ancient foundation;

an engine of any importance cannot be sold to-day in Germany, Aus-

tria, France, Belgium or Switzerland without a guarantee of its effic-

iency. This state of things will become general, a reason for satis-

faction because it is only reasonable that the prices of things should

be determined by their quality ; in default of this basis of rational ap-

preciation there are only the arbitrary claims and misleading state-

ments of commercialism.

Outside of the current experimental work carried on by the per-

sonnel of works there are special researches which require costly in-

struments or exceptional aptitude and which, for these reasons, can be

pursued only in a true laboratory. There is also a category of experi-

ments which bear upon questions of public safety and which are in-

dispensable to governments. Now when one sees steam boilers put

under inspection and measures imposed upon the circulation of vehi-

cles in streets and roads, it is natural to think that the administrations

have the right to intervene in many cases where human life may be

menaced.

I shall not discuss the question of whether it is preferable for the

State to exercise its action in a preventive manner, that is, by imposing

regulations. Many people are of the contrary opinion and these regu-

lations may have objectionable features; not their least inconvenience

is that they age rapidly, that they soon become out of accord with mod-
ern exigencies and that then they hinder progress. But if the preven-

tive action of the state is not always exercised the same thing is not

true of its repressive action, for the courts are called upon to pro-

nounce in cases of accident to persons or injury to property. Should

the case be the explosion of a receiver, the collapse of a structure, the

breaking of a cable or a bridge, it is most often a question of material

that is concerned. x\lmost invariably the inquiries to be made to es-

tablish responsibility are of an experimental character, which may be

made with competence and impartiality in a mechanical laboratory.

Experiments of this class are instructive for everybody, since they

apply to materials such as are in actual use, submitted to the fatigues
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and stresses of their proper employment, and not placed in ideal or

artificial conditions.

The laboratory can, then, be usefully consulted under many cir-

cumstances and it becomes thus an institution of public interest. Is it

proper to attribute this last function to laboratories of technical

schools, whose mission is already so important, or would it be better

to build for this purpose special establishments directly under gov-

ernmental authority? This is a question of occasion which cannot

be answered in a general manner. If the laboratory has a sufficient

personnel at its disposal there would be, perhaps, no great inconven-

ience in the execution of experiments demanded by particular occa-

sions ; there might even result certain advantages through the greater

variety of researches and by the more frequent contact of the professors

with industrial conditions.

However, we may conceive of a central laboratory in a country,

established to respond to the demands of particular occasions, of

municipalities, great railway companies, etc. This is almost precisely

what has been done in Germany, where the Reichsanstalt at Berlin re-

sponds to these exigencies.

It is scarcely necessary to resume and to conclude. The raison

d'etre of mechanical laboratories is that they are destined to exercise

a great influence upon production and upon the public wealth. This

influence they exercise in three diflferent ways, all concurring to the

same end : First, by the better, more precise and more useful educa-

tion they give young engineers, into whom they instil the necessity for

experimentation and to whom they give a practical turn in thought

and habit; again, by the opportunity they afford professors to give

themselves over to the researches necessary for the advancement of

science ; finally, by the direct help they give to industry in undertaking

the various investigations it demands of them.

To respond to these various demands the laboratory should nec-

essarily be furnished with a varied and complete equipment, but the

attention given the material side of things should not close our eyes

to the qualities necessary in the men who will frequent it or guide its

destinies. For the students there is requisite with sufficient theoretical

instruction, a great desire to learn and an awakened curiosity; for

the professor a great love of research nourished by profound scien-

tific knowledge, and time to devote to it. Experience with existing lab-

oratories demonstrates that these conditions are fulfilled to a high de-

gree, for they have rapidly taken a large place in the profession of the

modern engine, and this place will surely rise in importance.
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CONSIDERED AS A PRODUCTIVE DEPARTMENT.

By Kenneth Falconer.

Mr. Falconer's timely contribution to our discussion of management problems makes a

fitting addition to Mr. Carpenter's series of excellent papers publishing currently.

One of the chief difficulties in connection with a satisfactory system of shop-accounting

is found to lie in the proper discrimination between the direct productive departments antf

those which must be considered as a part of the general expense account. Mr. Falconer

shows how the factory office may be separated from the general system of accounting, and

so be capable of inclusion in the productive shop work portion and distribution throughout

the output in a manner similar to other shop costs.^The Editors.

N view of the fact that clerical and accounting

work is almost universally regarded as non-pro-

ductive work, the application to it of the princi-

ples of economical production would at first sight

appear impracticable, and a proposition to regard

the factory office as a productive department of a

manufacturing business would seem illogical and

absurd.

A consideration, however, of the true objects

of factory accounting, of the results expected

from it, and of the valuable uses to which such results may be put, gives

some weight to the claim that the output of the factory office may
readily be one of the most valuable products of the concern—even

though it has no marketable value.

Besides obtaining the correct cost of each and every article manu-

factured, a proper system of factory accounting should secure to the

management full information as regards all the internal accounts of

the business, whether such accounts represent assets or liabilities, re-

ceipts or expenditures, and such changes and fluctuations as these

accounts may show from time to time. More important still, it should

plainly indicate the causes of any such changes whenever they may
become unusual or abnormal. This information should always be a

matter of current work and not of past history, and should be so

promptly secured and recorded in such manner as to facilitate com-
parison with past records of similar operations or transactions. Thus
promptly secured and systematically recorded it will enable most val-

70
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uable conclusions to be drawn from it, and judicious decisions based

on it. The office of any manufacturing business attaining these results

and turning out work of this kind is very far from a "non-productive

department." Upon the management rests the responsibility of put-

ting such results to the wisest use as truly as the responsibility of

putting to the best use any part of the equipment or of selling to the

best advantage the output of the shops.

In applying the principles of economical production to work of a

clerical nature, a glance at what such principles involve and at the

chief conditions which make for or against economy in the shops may
show how best to apply similar principles and regulate corresponding

conditions in the office.

In planning for the manufacture of any article the object sought

is to obtain the desired product with the least possible expenditure of

material, wages and time, the latter very possibly the most important

item of the three. In the case of day work, the wage-cost itself is, of

course, dependent on it, and of the many other factors a-ffecting cost

of production the majority vary more or less directly with it. On how
wisely time is used, how little of it needlessly expended to say nothing

of being lost or wasted, depends greatly the success of the shop as a

productive concern.

The best use of time is largely dependent on a judicious apportion-

ing of each job or class of work to the man or machine best suited to

handling it, and this again is closely connected with the question of

as far as possible, having all work done by the cheapest man or ma-

chine competent to perform it—the cheapest not necessarily meaning

the lowest priced, but cheapest in view of rate of wages paid, time

consumed, and quality of work done. Economical production and

cheap production are entirely different things.

There are many other factors which tend for or against the effic-

iency of a shop, and consequently its cost of production. Some are

more and some less prominent, but they nearly all hinge on the ques-

tion of time. The more important of these, on account of their prom-

inence, are usually pretty closely watched by those interested. Others,

small in themselves, but which may yet have important results, often

on account of their familiarity "pass unrecognized, or where not en-

tirely ignored are apt to be so grossly underestimated as to be thought

of very little account."*

In the factory office as in the shop, the "cost of production," (or ob-

• "Neglected Factors of Machine Shop Economies," by T. S. Bentley, in The Engineer-

ing Magazine for January, 1902.
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taining results) is largely a question of judicious supervision, and mod-

ern and complete equipment. In the former as in the latter there is

great danger of overlooking or neglecting many matters whose im-

portance is more real than apparent, and in the one as in the other

time is the paramount consideration, most of the others being more or

less important as they may affect it.

That is not a good foreman who neglects the supervision of his

shop in its smallest detail to do mechanical work which can be done

by a workman, but that perhaps is the mistake fnost frequently made

by those in charge of what may be termed the technical accounting of

a manufacturing or industrial concern. It must be remembered that

"factory accounting" is not ordinary book-keeping, and that it is very

much more than a branch of the science of accounts. While subject to

the laws of accounting it is largely affected by consideration which the

ordinary accountant never meets nor requires to study. The time is

coming when it will be recognized as a profession in itself, partaking

somewhat of the nature of both engineering and accounting.

If prevailing conditions justify the employment of a factory ac-

countant they necessarily justify the employment of a sufficient staff

to leave his time free for work which he alone can do, otherwise it is

a clerk that is required. Though as a rule clerical work does not re-

quire such close supervision as mechanical, yet the clerical work of a

factory office being so different from that of a commercial or mer-

cantile office the rules usually prevailing in the latter must be modified

to suit the former. I do not mean that the factory accountant should

do no work, but I do claim he should do no routine work. His time

may be and should be much better employed, even though he apparently

does less actual work than any of his clerks.

If the conditions justify the making and filling of such a position

as factory accountant, in order to obtain the best results it is quite

as necessary he should have entire control of his department, as that

a foreman should have full control of his men. This is a claim of

which most managements fail to see the justice, virtually taking the

stand that the factory office is part of the general office, instead of an

entirely distinct department. Like the foreman of the shop, the fac-

tory accountant must study and know his staff—the capacity and

temperament of each, and distribute the work accordingly, being care-

ful as far as possible to have the services of each clerk employed on
the most important work he is capable of doing. His clerks' brains

are his productive plant, and it is far from economy to have a machine
of high cost and value doing work which can be done equally as well
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and in the same length of time by one representing a smaller invest-

ment.

In the factory office, even more than in the shop, is the question of

discipline as regards time a difficult one. In the latter men can be and

usually are held pretty closely to their hours by a system of locking

out for a part of the day and a consequent loss of pay. In the office

such a plan is impossible, but, nevertheless, discipline and punctuality

are quite as necessary as in the shop. In office work there always

must be a certain amount of give and take, and fairly treated, the aver-

age clerk will be disposed to act fairly. As in the shop so in the office,

except under exceptional circumstances, any advantage gained by

working overtime is more apparent than real. When it is necessary,

however, clerks will usually be ready and willing to put in the extra

time, provided they know that the management see and realize that it

is an extra effort that is being called for. Where clerical work is not

kept up to date, nine times out of ten it is the fault of those in charge,

not of the clerks, and in the majority of cases the cause is neglect of

thought and care in distributing the Vv^ork and planning the details.

Where, when required by exceptional circumstances the staff refuse

to make an extra effort, or do so unwillingly (and as a result ineffect-

ively) it is either because the call for such extra services might by a

little foresight have been avoided, or because they are asked and ex-

pected as a matter of course.

In these days a shop cannot turn out product at a cost low enough

to meet competition unless fitted up with modern equipment. Simil-

arly any factory office not supplied with modern appliances will be

unable to procure and record the results looked for until the value to be

obtained from such results is greatly decreased. A monthly state-

ment of all details and results is valuable in direct proportion to the

promptness with which it is prepared. Its value lessens greatly with

each week or even day that elapses between the month to which it re-

fers, and the date it is available for study or use. Comparisons of

cost of manufacture to be of the greatest use should be obtainable as

the work progresses, not as is often the case so long after completion

that they have partially or completely lost interest and value. It is

in this connection that a thorough knowledge of card and loose leaf

systems is of use, and only those who have made a study of them can

realize the great saving of time that may be eft'ected by their use.

The lesser questions, light, heat, ventilation, &c., which Mr. Bent-

ley points out in the article already quoted as affecting the question of

economical work in the shop, also directly aft'ect the cost of office work.
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As a general rule it may be said that anything that tends to make a

workman or a clerk more interested in his work—more comfortable in

his surroundings, or more in harmony with his fellows, tends to les-

sen the cost of the workman's product, or of the results obtained by the

clerk's labor, in other words to reduce the cost of production. Even

in such a small matter as the location of the desks of the various em-

ployees, convenience should be studied, and as a result time saved.

These and similar matters, admittedly small in themselves, may col-

lectively affect the question of time, and therefore of cost of produc-

tion to a greater extent than will readily be believed.

A factory office, looked to for important results.—expenses of

operating it regarded as its cost of production,—the information and

records it procures looked upon as its product,—is the fairest and most

legitimate view to take when considering the question and the cost of

factory accounting. That its product has no market value, and that

its worth to the management cannot be expressed in figures does not

disprove the claim that the factory office is a productive department.



HIGH TENSION ELFXTRIC POWER
TRANSMISSION.
By George H. Gibson.

The use of electricity for the transmission of power has proved one of the most potent
factors in the utilisation of the forces of nature for the benefit of mankind, and every
improvement which extends the range of that transmission comes as an added resource to

the wealth of those favored localities in which natural power is available. Mr. Gibson
shows the progress which has been made in the electrical transmission of power during the

past ten years, and the story cannot fail to he of interest to engineers and laymen alike.—The Editors.

NGINEERIA'G has been detiiied as "the science of

making- nioney go the farthest." Considering an-

other aspect of the subject, we may say that it is the

science of making investments of money earn the

most interest. Financial possibiHties must always

be important and determining factors when con-

sidering proposed engineering undertakings, and

this applies with especial pertinency to the present subject.

When power is needed for manufacturing or other purposes the

question usually arises whether it will be more economical to generate

the power at the place where it is to be used or to transmit it from

some distant and cheap source of energy. This question must be

solved always upon the merits of the particular case, but in order to

give the most satisfactory answer the very latest developments in the

art of power transmission must be taken into consideration. The capi-

talist, and even the engineer who is not a specialist, is apt to base his

calculations upon the successful practice of five or six years ago,

rather than upon the demonstrated possibilities of to-day. It is the

purpose of this article to exhibit, by citing some recent and successful

installations, the latest progress in high-tension electric power trans-

mission, and to draw attention to the ruling conditions in this branch

of engineering.

It is now ten years since the historical Frankfort-Lautten experi-

ments, when 300 H. P. was transmitted more or less successfully over

a distance of 100 miles by means of three-phase, alternating currents

at 30,000 volts. Although these experiments were confirmed in the

following year Ijy the practical operation of a thirty-mile. 10,000 volt

75
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DISTANT VIEW OF CONECT FALLS.

These falls furnish jjower to the Tomboy Mining and Milling Co., Pandora, near

Telluride, California.

line at Pomona, California, subsequent progress in the application of

high potentials was very slow, nor was this slowness entirely due to

the. natural hesitancy of capital in entering a new and unfamiliar field

of investment. Early experience with high voltage currents inspired

caution as well as respect. To handle a voltage capable of leaping a

spark gap of several inches, and which would in time break down even

the best insulation previously used successfully with lower voltages,

required not only intelligence and care, but some rather costly experi-

menting.

But it may be safely said that the period of experimentation is
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over and high voUage undertakings may now be entered upon with

entire confidence as far as the technical side of the question is con-

cerned. In the words of a prominent engineer: "Apparatus as now
constructed permits the use of 30,000 volts with practically no more

risk of break-down than was involved in the use of 3,000 volts in 1890.

This means that in ten years the increase in practical potential has

multiplied the range of transmission by ten and the area of the terri-

tory within range of cheap water power by 100."

The voltage of transmission has been so much increased that the

great loss of energy permitted in some of the earlier lines is now
avoided and electric energy may be transmitted for 30, 40 and even

50 miles at an efficiency of 80 per cent., and without a prohibitive cost

for copper. At 50,000 volts, 50,000 HP. may be transmitted with a

loss of Vs of I P^'' cent, per mile and at a cost for conductor of only

about $5,000 per mile. In fact for comparatively short distances, as

20 to 30 miles, the voltage wdiich may be used is far above the require-

ments of the most economical transmission. The size of the wire in

such instances, unless a very large amount of power is to be trans-

mitted, is determined by the durability of

the line from a mechanical standpoint

rather than by considerations of loss

of energy or cost of copper.

It has been found that it is in-

advisable to put up wire

much smaller than about

No. 6 B. & S. gauge,

since smaller wires are

liable to breakage.

However, it is still

true that there is a

quite definite maximum
limit to the distance over

which power may be

economically transmit-

ted, even though the cost

of the power may be

practically nothing at

the point of generation

and coal may be very

dear at the point of dis-
EELMONT MILL, TOMBOY MINING AND MILLING CO., -, • -A i
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PANDORA, CALIFORNIA. tnbutlOU. But thlS dlS-
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THE SNOgUALMIE FALLS POWER PLANT.

Sectional view, showing shaft, power house and tunnel.

tance is much greater than is usually supposed. The dis-

tance that may be covered by a transmitting line having a

given weight of copper varies directly as the voltage employed. If

we assume three miles per thousand volts and the loss of energy in the

line at i6 per cent., the cost of the copper is about $20 per HP. This

permits a range of transmission with a very good efficiency, both from

a power and economic standpoint, of between 100 and 200 miles.

Above this limit, however, there seems little prospect of passing.

Three miles per 1,000 volts requires 50,000 volts to cover 150 miles,

and 50,000 or 60,000 volts* is at the present time the practical limit

for the transmission of electric currents over bare aerial conductors.

At higher voltages the air ceases to be a good insulator ; it "breaks

down" and acts more like an electrolytic conductor. This results in

the passage of a very large amount of electricity through the air

from one wire to another and a consequent loss of energy. It would

be possible to build transformers and to manufacture insulators to

withstand a much higher voltage, but the physical properties of air

impose here a definite limit unless we enclose our wire in insulating

tubes, a practicable form, of which is yet to be devised.

Another point in this connection is that while it may be feasible
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and protitable to transmit a large amount of power over a long dis-

tance, it would be impracticable to attempt to transmit a small amount
of power over the same line. This also follows from the physical and
electrical properties of the materials we have to deal wdth. The charg-

ing current of a line designed to transmit loo HP. is about as much
as that of a i,ooo HP. line. This charging current, which becomes
considerable with high voltages and long lines, transfers no energy but

requires proportionately as much capacity in the generating station as

the useful current transmitted. It also gives rise to loss in the line and
affects to a considerable extent the voltage regulation.

We will now take up some of the recent and more noteworthy

examples of high-tension power transmission. One of the most strik-

ing of these is the Snoqualmie Falls plant in the State of Washington,

from which power is transmitted 31 miles to Seattle and 44 miles to

Tacoma. The transmission is by three phase current at 30,000 volts

over a line of aluminum. This was one of the first places where suc-

cessful use was made of alu-

minum as an aerial conductor.

The generating station at

Snoqualmie is located in a

chainl)er excavated in the

rocks below the Falls. It con-

tains four 1.500 KW. three-

phase Westinghouse alterna-

tors, which generate currenc

at 1,000 volts. This is trans-

formed in a station at the

head of the penstock shaft to

30,000 volts, three-phase, by

oil-insulated, air-cooled trans-

formers. Between the trans-

formers and the line is placed

a full equipment of non-arc-

ing metal lightning arresters.

While machinery for onlv

6,000 HP. has been installed

the water power may be de-

veloped to furnish 100,000

HP. the vear round. The
1- ,.

'
,.,• ,0 THREE HIGH-TEXSIOX CIRCUIT BREAKERS.

clmiatic conditions at Sno- ., , ^
I rade Dollar Consolidated Gold Mining Company,

qualm ie are rather excep- Swan Fails, Idaho.
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tional. The catchment area is only about 600 square miles, but

the average annual precipitation is nearly 90 ins. A large

amount falling as snow during the winter months becomes available

by melting during the months of drought, and it thus happens that

the two months of greatest flow are November and June. The ef-

fective head on the turbines is 250 feet and the minimum flow of the

river at present is 10,000 cubic feet per second. This, however, may

be greatly increased by the construction of reservoirs in the catchment

area. Tangential water wheels are used having ellipsoidal buckets

and needle regulating nozzles.

This plant has been made the subject of some interesting experi-

ments. The transmission lines to Seattle and Tacoma, which are

double, were so connected up that the current passed from the Falls

to Seattle, back to the Falls, to Tacoma and then back to the Falls again,

making a total distance of 153 miles. The line was found to have a

resistance of 241 ohms, and the resistance of the insulation from the

wire to the ground was 7,000 ohms. One of the 1,500 KW. generators

furnished the current sent over this circuit, and a similar machine

was used as a synchronous motor at the receiving end. It was found

possible to transmit a large amount of energy in this way with a loss

of approximately only 13^ per cent. Tests made on open circuit to

determine the charging current showed that the latter required in the

generators a capacity of 112 KW.
The commercial success of this transmission scheme is well as-

sured, both from a technical and financial standpoint. The towns

of Seattle and Tacoma are rapidly growing, and have a population of

nearly 120,000. There are also many neighboring towns in which

current from this system is used for manufacturing and other purposes.

The Company has decided to install three additional units of 3,000 KW.
each and Mr. Charles H. Baker, president of the Snoqualmie Falls

Power Co., has recently applied for a franchise to distribute power in

Portland, 200 miles distant from Snoqualmie Falls.

A unique and interesting plant is that of the Compafiia Explotadora

de Fuerza Hidro-Electrica de San Ildefonso, consisting of five gen-

erating stations in the mountains 12 to 30 kilometers from the City of

Mexico. The five stations contain 19 water wheels which are direct

connected to the same number of 225 KW., 2-phase, 50 cycle West-
inghouse alternators. The current is transformed from 440 volts,

2-phase, to 22,000 volts, 3-phase. The distribution in the City of

Mexico is at 2,500 volts. The five stations are scattered over a con-

siderable area of country, two of them being on one small mountain
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THREE PHASE SWITCHLUARD, COLORADO ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, CANYON CITY,

COLORADO.

This plant supplies the Cripple Creek Mining district.

Stream and three on another, but, nevertheless, the 19 alternators are

operated in parallel. These plants will be reinforced by a 1.500 HP.
steam plant at the receiving station and by storage batteries. The cost

of coal in the City of Mexico is $22 per ton and upwards.

It has often been proposed to place electric generating plants near

coal mines and distribute the energy to manufacturing districts by

means of high-tension electric currents, but where there are reason-

ably good facilities for transportation it has usually been found more

economical to ship the coal. However, there is one plant at least in

the United States where this is not the case. The mines in the Cripple

Creek District of Colorado are located in a country which is very diffi-

cult of access, and although there is coal to be had at no great dis-

tance, it is very difficult to transport it to the mines. z\lso, since there

are many mines and it is more economical to conduct one large power

station than a number of small ones, this was considered a good field

for the electrical transmission and distribution of power. Another

condition was that there was a scarcity of suitable water for steam

boiler purposes in the Cripple Creek district.

The Colorado Electric Power Company was formed in 1897 to

furnish powder to the mines in the Cripple Creek district. The power
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LUMBER CHUTE, FLUME, AND TRESTLE, MT. WHITNEY
POWER CO.

Station is located

at Canon City

near the coal
tields, where it is

accessible to two

railways and can

also be supplied

with coal by a

down-hill wagon
haul direct from

the mines, which

are owned by the

company. The
s t a ti o n is

equipped with
Hamilton-Corliss engines direct connected to Westinghouse 3-phase

generators, delivering current at 500 volts and 30 cycles. These

machines are rated at 470 KW. each. Three oil-insulated, self-cooling

transformers raise the current to 20,000 volts for transmission over the

25 mile line to Cripple Creek and an additional transformer is kept in

reserve. The line, which is over difficult mountain country, consists

of three No. 3 bare copper wires arranged in triangle on glass insula-

tors. Thirty-foot, white cedar poles a-re used and the standard length

of span is 225 feet. At Cripple Creek the potential is reduced to 500

volts and the current is distributed to three-phase induction motors

operating hoists, pumps, etc.

The Trade Dollar Mining Company, of Silver City, Idaho, has

recently put into operation a large water-power plant at Swan Falls

on the Snake River from which power is transmitted to the Company's
mine 27 miles distant. Tlie power house contains three Westinghouse

belt driven generators opera-

ted from a jack-shaft, which

is driven by four vertical

turbines. The alternators

are of 300 KW. each and

deliver 3-phase current at

500 volts, which is stepped

up to 22,000 volts for trans-

mission.

The Mount Whitney

Power Company in TularePOWER HOUSE, CANYON CITY, COLORADO.
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THE FLUME UE THE MT. WHITNEY PUWEk PLANT.

Showing the manner in which the water is carried along the mountain side to the head of

the pipe line.

County, California, is notable as making use of the highest

head of water utilized in any plant in this country or, per-

haps, in the world. Water is taken from the Kaweah River

by a granite dam, which can take the entire flow from the

stream if necessary. The water is then conducted by a

flume, provided with sand-boxes and settling basins, to a pipe line

3,300 feet in length. The latter has a total fall of 1,325 feet, and varies

in diameter from 24 inches at the upper end to 19 inches near the

water wheels. It is firmly anchored to the rocks and is provided with

six air valves. The regulation of the wheels is accomplished by the

use of deflecting hoods. There are three generating units consisting

of 60 inch Pelton wheels of 700 HP. each, direct connected to as many

Westinghouse generators of 450 KW. capacity. The latter run at a

speed of 515 revolutions per minute and generate three-phase currents

at 440 volts and 60 cycles. A cast steel fly wheel weighing 4,000

pounds is mounted on one end of the dynamo shaft,and the water wheel,

which is carried by the other end of the same shaft, weighs 2,000

pounds. The voltage is raised from 440 to 17.300 volts in three oil-
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THE PIPE LINE OF THE MT. WHITNEY POWER CO., CALIFORNIA.

This is a view looking down from the penstock along the pipe line to the power house.

insulated, self-cooling transformers of 500 KW. capacity each, with

one spare. The transformers can be arranged in star connection to

give 34,600 volts.

There are sub-stations at Visalia, Tulare, Porterville, Exeter and

Lindsay, where the distribution is at 2,000 volts. A novel feature of

the power distribution in this plant is the fact that interrupters are

used on the lighting circuits. Current for lighting is sold to the con-

sumer at flat rates and the interrupter causes the light to flicker when
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THE ALTERNATING-CURRENT SWITCHBOARD, HELENA, MONTANA.

he has turned on more lamps than are covered by his contract. A large

amount of power from this plant is used in irrigation work.

The Keswick Electric Power Company, of Shasta County, Cal.,

has recently constructed a power house containing three 750 KW.
Westinghouse three-phase alternators, direct connected to impact water

wheels. The current from these machines is raised to 20,000 volts for

transmission to an ore smelting plant at Keswick and to Iron Alountain.

The Missouri River Power Company, of Helena, Montana, is now
building a 70 mile, 50,000 volt line from their power house at Caiion

Ferry to Butte, Montana. They are at present supplying power for

electric railways and lighting at Helena over a 12,000 volt line. This

company has constructed a dam 40 feet high and 500 feet long across

the Missouri River, forming a lake i^^ mile wide and six miles in

length, and making available a head of 32 feet. They have now in

operation four 1,200 HP., 60 cycle Westinghouse generators direct

connected to turbines. Six more units are being put in and the com-

plete plant will have a capacity of 12,000 HP. The 50,000 volt trans-

mission will be over two pole lines. The poles are spaced 50 to 100

feet apart and carry three wires arranged in a 78 inch equilateral
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HIGH POTENTIAL TRANSFORMERS, HELENA, MONTANA..

Forming a part of the system in which a current of 50,000 volts is transformed to 2,200 volts.

]\Iissouri River Power Co.

triangle. At Butte the voltage will be reduced to 2,200 volts by six

950 KW., oil-insulated, water-cooled transformers.

The plant at Niagara transmitting to Buffalo is so well known that

it is unnecessary to describe it here. It is pertinent to our present

subject, however, to draw attention to the fact that the voltage at this

plant has recently been increased from 11,000 to 22,000 volts, making
it possible to transmit four times the energy over the same lines. Al-

though this was intended when the plant was first installed it was
thought best to gain experience with the lower voltage before adopting

the higher for every day operation, the more so since the capacity of

the lines was amply sufficient to transmit at the lower voltage all the

power that could then be disposed of in Buffalo. However, the

market for Niagara power has grown very rapidly, demanding the

erection of a third transmission line and the above increase in voltage.

One of the most important uses of high-tension current at the

present time is in suburban and interurban electric railway work. A
notable example is furnished by the Union Traction Company, of

Indiana, which operates a system of electric railways, including 153
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INDUCTION MOTOR, TRANSFORMERS AND HIGH POTENTIAL SWITCHBOARD, HELENA,

MONTANA.

miles of track and serving 300,000 people, from one central power

plant. This power plant is located at Anderson and distributes three-

phase alternating current at 14,000 volts to eight sub-stations located

along the railway lines running to Indianapolis, Marion and ]\Iuncie.

These sub-stations are provided with transformers, rotary converters

and storage batteries for furnishing direct current to the trolley lines.

In addition there is a portable sub-station mounted upon a car which

may be taken to any point to help out a local sub-station where the load

is temporarily heavy.

Some interesting data have been obtained by the Union Traction

Company, showing the cost of power at the bus-bars. In July, 1901,

this amounted to $3,673.33 for 953,000 KW'. hours, or $.00384 per

KW.-hour. The road has been very successful and a number of exten-

sions are contemplated.

It may be well to draw attention here to one or two general char-

acteristics of these plants which we have omitted to mention. It will

be noticed that in all cases a comparatively low number of alternations

has been adopted. The reasons for this are that with a low frequency
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JXULCTiUX MOTOR DRIVING PU.MPj HELENA^ MONT.

the self-induction and capacity effects of the line are correspondingly

reduced; also, a low frequency is more suitable for the operation of

motors and rotary converters. However, it should be remembered
when designing a plant of this sort that the advantages of one fre-

quency over another are only relative and that a small change in

frequency one way or the other makes little difference ; therefore, the

engineer v/ill do well to select a standard frequency, such as 25 or 60

cycles per second, in order that he may make use of the standard

apparatus in the market. It will usually not be found advisable to

go above 60 cycles, since that is high enough for most purposes ana
permits of the use of alternating-current arc-lamps. On the other

hand, a frequency lower than 25 is unsuitable, since that is about the

lowest at which incandescent lamps can be used without flickering.

Another characteristic of very high tension generating stations is

that the current is generated at a comparatively low voltage, which
is raised by the use of transformers. This is adopted in preference to

generating a very high voltage directly, since high voltage generators

are more costly to build than low voltage generators, are more vulner-
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able to lightning discharges, being directly connected to the line, and

are much more dangerous to the station attendants. While it is per-

haps sometimes advisable to build generators to operate at 6,000 volts,

it will usually be found more economical and satisfactory to obtain

the higher voltages by the use of step-up transformers.

In conclusion, we will point out the principal improvements to

which is due the present perfection of high voltage practice. While

no new fundamental facts have been discovered in this field in the

last ten years, most of the practical and substantial advances have

been made during that time. There has been a great gain in the

knowledge of the general conditions to be met, together with per-

fection in the details of the apparatus. Perhaps the most important of

the latter are improvements in insulators, better transformer design

and insulation, the perfection of adequate and reliable apparatus for

protection from lightning and superior generator design. Among
other developments, which have contributed to the success in this field

are the perfection of the induction motor, and the introduction of the

rotary converter for transforming alternating to direct currents.

It is to be expected that, with the present low rates of interest and

the knowledge which has now been gained in this line of work, there

will be a great and wide-spread development in this branch of engi-

neering. There are doubtless hundreds of places everywhere more or

less similar to those enumerated above where high-tension electric

transmission plants would be found most profitable and secure invest-

ments. As knowledge of the availability of this new agent. in modern

industry becomes more widely spread among capitalists and manufac-

turers, we shall witness the installation of transmission plants in many
places where cheap water power is available.



THE POSSIBILITIES OF A NEW TRADES
UNIONISM.

By Percy Longniuir.

Thtre are always two sides to a question, and the truth is often found by the study o(

both. Trades Unions have their advocates and their opponents; Mr. Longmuir gives us his

idea as to how both parties may find unity and harmony in a newer Trades Unionism, bene-

ficial alike to employers and employed.

—

The Editors.

kHE series of articles which recently appeared in the

Times on the British Industrial Crisis have aroused

much attention and have led to a fair amount of

discussion. Accusations as to deliberate restriction

of output, the universal adoption of the "ca' canny"

policy, and hostility to labour-saving devices, have

l)een leveled with more or less intensity against the

unions. We have a series of word pictures graphi-

cally drawn of men eager and anxious to do a full

day's work but restrained from so doing by the union officials. There

may be truth in these statements, but it is well to remember also a

further fact of daily experience, and that is that any average man,

unionist or otherwise, no matter what his calling, needs a strong

incentive in order to yield anything like maximum output, and the

slightest relaxation of that incentive has a marked effect on the turn-

out. This is of course a mere truism, and in accordance with it we
have the fact that any body of men engaged on work in which they

have little interest and no feeling of responsibility, will shirk whatever
they can, in short, adopt the "go easy" policy.

This spirit is not by any means confined to the ranks of trades

unionists; even non-unionists take advantage of a foreman's absence.

In passing it may be well to mention the fact that amongst non-
unionists comparatively few are so from principle, the greater portion

are so owing to the fact of their subscription having "run out" and
as a consequence are suffering exclusion from the society. A natural
result of this is that a large proportion of ne'er-do-wells, inefficient,

topers, and the like swell the ranks of unorganized skilled labour.

On the other hand, those non-unionists who are so from conviction
form in the majority of cases a set of respectable intelligent workers,
and in any consideration of ncn-unionists as a whole, it is well to bear
in mind these two broad divisions.

90
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The necessity of a motive or incentive for work has been men-

tioned and is quite as necessary in the case of an mdustrial worker

as one whose work may be of a higher character. The tireless energy

for which the British and American peoples are so justly famed

can be exhibited to advantage only when those peoples realise their

responsibility, or in other words when they realize the necessity for

that energy being expended in any particular direction. Thus

in certain times of ISJational emergency, examples of which we
have had of late both in the States and in Britain, a feeling of

responsibility and an individual desire to shaie it has swept from

end to end of the land.

"Then none was for a party,

Then all were for the State,

Then the great man helped the poor

And the poor man loved the great."

At these times of crisis the necessity for individual action is

recognised and acted on collectively, and though such times may be

of rare occurrence they form striking and noteworthy examples as to

the capacity of a nation for simultaneous action.

The question naturally arises as to why this feeling of responsi-

bility and the recognition of the need of individual action, of which

we have occasional glimpses, can not be transferred from the national

to the industrial arena, and immediately the answer suggests itself

—

"lack of motive." The apathy of the average worker to all progression

is owing to his being unable to see the necessity for any advance, and

his inditference to foreign competition is owing to the fact that the

greater portion of the workers regard such competition as non-

existent, or, to use a popular term, they regard it as a "bogey."

indolence never yet characterised a genuine British worker, and

his present attitude of indifference and apathy towards advancing

methods is the result of his environment rather than a deliberately

assumed one of hostility. Some of these root causes have been

already examined, and it does not require a very wide stretch of

imagination to trace a relationship between this attitude of indiffer-

ence and the general environment of the people adopting such

attitude. If therefore this characteristic energy is to be maintained,

it is evident that it must be fed and nourished in a congenial nursery

and must be supplied with a motive warranting its full expenditure.

Modern industrial conditions, in which the personal element

between employer and employee is necessarily absent, do not supply

this motive; personal sympathy is missing and the relationship is
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simply one of work and pay. Therefore personal interest in the work

on the part of the worker vanishes, and it becomes more or less

monotonous drudgery. The two chief things looked for are the

closing-down bell at night and the pay days. There is little interest

manifested during the working portion of the day, and in many

cases even less during leisure time, and it is this lack of vital interest

that is the deadly thing of all industrial lives; herein lies the canker

that is eating out the heart and sapping all initiative and enterprise.

Fill these lives with interest, give them something to work for apart

from pay day, and a new set of beings is created. The workers must

have an interest and a stake in the work they produce; let them

know something of its nature, of its quality, and of the conditions

the completed work has to meet in actual practice. Not for one

moment is it implied that they should be consulted as to method or

conduct of work, for any given ship has only accommodation for

one captain on any given voyage ; but the crew of that ship know

before commencing their voyage whether they be bound for Arctic

or tropical seas, and make their personal preparations accordingly.

So, too, let our industrial crews have an idea of their destination,

and give them the chance of making preparation to carry themselves

creditably through.

There are many associations at work whose object is to supply

interest and give a motive to life generally. Such efforts, though

incalculably good on the whole, fail to supply interest in the sense

required by the workers. Any institution organised, managed, and

supported by themselves is bound, by the very nature of the case,

to succeed in far greater measure than any society primarily intended

to benefit the workers by external means. As evidence of this there

are the trades unions ; and organisation amongst the workers in this

direction has yielded vast results. This associated energy has been

chiefly devoted to questions of wages and hours of labour.

Although these matters are very essential from a worker's

point of view, there are nevertheless other matters of equal moment
which might be profitably included in the scope of an association

professedly formed to guard the real interests of the worker. Wliat

constitutes the real interest of the workers is naturally difficult to

indicate, but any scheme should keep an eye on likely future require-

ments—in other words, the condition of the children, who in time to

come will swell the ranks of industry, should be guarded equally with

that of present-day workers. The unions are certainly well within

their legitimate sphere in maintaining the living-wage doctrine; where
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they depart from that sphere is in the method of demandmg it, 111

arbitrarily determining the amount of work to be done for it, and
not only this, but also the manner in which the work shall be done.

That paradox of high wages and low labour-cost is not understood as

it should be in Britain. If the unions interfere as to methods of work
they cripple present industry and at the same time ruin future indus-

try, so taking away the bread from our own children. A union out

of its sphere is a very big fish in shallow water, and when restrictions

are placed on industry, they are so placed in most cases with com-
paratively little knowledge and less foresight. Some of this mis-

applied energy devoted to matters of more immediate concern to the

workers would be productive of far greater good. The immense
power wielded by a modern trade union is very evident. Why can not

some share of this large force be directed to the workers' real benefit,

in the shape of widening his interest and broadening his outlook?

Any scheme of this kind could be reduced to two essential features,

namely, those of education and recreation. The education would
not for one moment include anything of a routine or technical char-

acter; its chief aim would be to awaken and sustain interest pertaining

to industrial lives. By giving reign to imagination we can suppose

each trade union to be a kind of County Council, devising yearly

courses of popular lectures, given preferably by members and followed

by discussion, the feature of this course being variety of subject

amply illustrated and each one treated in such a fashion as to be of

direct interest to the hearers, whilst the, advantage of discussion as

an educative factor are apparent. Short courses of a more detailed

character might be adopted to meet particular requirements, and these

given by a specialist in the subject, still keeping to general rather

than minute issues. The multitude of subjects which suggest them-

selves under this head make it impossible to give really representative

ones, but any branch of economics so treated would be of immense
benefit. A large field would lie in the direction of comparisons of

this and other countries, particularly those countries which are our

chief competitors. These comparisons would naturally branch out

into the form of commercial and industrial contrasts and include

examination of natural advantages. A few statistics, popularly treated

by utilising the aid of suitable models and illustrative diagrams, could

in a few and short lectures be made to yield a mine of information

which would be of material assistance in aiding the formation of sound

judgment. Scientific topics could follow, but general ones must
necessarily take the first place owing to the fact that the immediate
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necessity lies in giving a grounding for the better estimation of cause

and effect by industrial minds. The chief aim of the work taken

up should be to place the worker, who has not had the advantage

of early training and who has been cramped by narrowing circum-

stances, in a position in which he can form sounder judgments on any

matter relative to his own conditions.

Such effort, so initiated by any union possessing "go" and aided

by a judicious use of its disciplinary powers, would eventually crystal-

lise into several sections of sufficient variety to meet individual or

natural inclinations. One can readily imagine these ideals fructifying

into sections devoted to a discussion of trade difficulties, to studies

of comparative methods of work, and to discussions as to methods for

maintaining the best output consistent with quality and low cost

of production. The more energetic minds would naturally associate

in a section devoted to new methods, to the encouragement of original

ideas and the development of invention, one result of which would

be the formation of a mutual protective section to assist members in

obtaining patents and a just recognition of them.

The idea of a union discussing trade matters and new methods with

an idea of familiarising members with them, and so paving the way

for adoption in works practice, may seem visionary ; but nevertheless

there is no reason why such discussions should not be taken up by

the men most immediately concerned. The professions have it; why
not the industries? The necessity for full discussion of appropriate

topics is equally as important in the latter as in the former case.

On the recreative side, this scheme would endeavour to fill with

healthy vitalising interest time which, when pockets are empty, is often

spent in a very aimless fashion. When pockets are not empty it is

unfortunately, in many cases, spent in a worse than aimless manner.

No scheme of this nature would be put into operation without the

exercise of much diligent caution and each individual member of a soci-

ety would necessarily have to subject himself to more or less discipline.

That this preliminary discipline could be attained there is not the

slightest doubt, and if needful the end could be achieved by the

collective union exercising but a small part of the power now expended
on objects not always to the workers' real advantage.

The necessity of an incentive or spur to work has been already

referred to and in the case of industrial workers what better in-

centive can they have than their own consciences—or rather, their

own awakened intelligence? This arousal of dormant faculties, this

re-awakening to the responsibility of industry, to the keenness of other
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competitive nations, achieved through the aid of the workers' present

organizations, would be of an extremely beneficial character to the

industry of to-day and invaluable to industry of the future.

Such a training would in some slight measure patch up early lack

of education ; it would give an interest, a wider vision of life, and by

aiding the individual to see a little further than the immediate present,

assist in the formation of a juster estimate of actual life and produce

a finer balance of industrial minds. Self help—not to quote Doctor

Smiles—is undoubtedly the best ; and such a scheme of self help as

herein outlined would eventually overcome all opposition, trending to

produce a spirit of reliance, a fair recognition of personal rights, and

with it a due acknowledgment of the rights of others.

The effect of this spirit, judged collectively, would be found in

wiser policies dominating the unions, a wider recognition of the

necessities of industry, and whilst the present interests of the worker

were guarded, a vigilant eye would ever be maintained as to his future

requirements.

At present in far too many cases the gulf between capital and

labour is regarded by the units comprising the latter half of the

partnership as unbridgable—a sort of yawning chasm across which

no connecting link can be thrown. This attitude may or may not

be due to the capitalists themselves ; but the fact remains that the

majority of units comprising labour regard the units representing

capital as natural enemies. In many cases when the capitalist does

make an advance it is regarded by the recipients with suspicion if

not absolute distrust. It is the same with new methods of organisation

or management which do not appeal directly to the man's under-

standing, as for instance the "premium system ;" they are regarded

with suspicion or as a means of taking undue advantage. It has been

shown that this attitude of opposition to capital or progress is not

deliberately assumed, but is rather the result of crippling environ-

ment. With a wider outlook on the workers' part, this hostile attitude

will gradually recede and ever increasing friendly relations be estab-

lished. Capital and labour must be in amicable agreement and upon

the strength and cordiality of this partnership will our successs in

competitive industry depend. That there should be foreign com- -it

petition is only consistent with the development of other countries. -
^

but if the two halves of our industrial partnership are in unison and "^^

heartv co-operation, competition then becomes but an incentive to ^'

fresh effort. This co-operation is not only possible, but feasible^^^^^^^

once the workers see the necessity for it; and that in turn oi;^.j.y

so lately

/ -ig: the

/
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awaits arousal of their feeling of responsibility to themselves individ-

ually and to their industry as a whole.

What possibilities do not these thoughts open out ! One direct

issue is the formation of arbitration or conciliation boards equally

composed of the representatives of "men" and "masters," each party

having a full sense of responsibility and a just recognition of industrial

necessities present and future. All differences rationally adjusted,

fair and free discussion on either side, clearing away difficult points

—

opening the way for equitable agreement and adjustment. The strike

or lockout then becomes buried in the archives of a mistaken past and

though valuable as object lessons, are regarded with amazement by the

disciples of the newer and awakened unionism. Evolution assisted

by this combination of capital and labour, each based on a respect

and knowledge of the other's requirements, moves steadily forward.

Industrial and with it national progress is assured, the two essentia!

factors moving onward in harmony.

Very briefly, then, this hypothetical attitude of the newer unionism,

in addition to guarding the member's material wants as defined by a

wages basis, is to take a certain moral charge and assist him to a better

understanding of matters vital to his well-being—this endeavour being

directed to raise the average level rather than that of the special

(a genius can always take care of himself) resulting in an effectual

guardianship of the workers' real interest and particularly that of the

children who are to follow.

The practice of that which is ethically best we have defined in the

words of Huxley :
—

"In the place of ruthless self assertion it demands
self restrain ; in the place of thrusting aside or treading down all

competition, it requires that the individual shall not merely respect,

but shall help his fellows ; its influence is directed not so much to the

survival of the fittest as to the fitting of a<; many as possible to

survive."

Should any units of this mass show by special talent, aptitude,

or inclination, a fitness to enter the lower branches of skilled in-

dustry and so work upwards, then give them every chance to do so.

and not as is now the case, close every avenue of approach save

one and crush every spark of ambition in men who may unfortunately

have had no early chances.

And in the same spirit let the capitalist applv these words of

^Huxley and see that each of his workers worthy of the name
^^ceives a wage sufficient to enable him at least to maintain self and

rea\
nily in a state of physical efficiency or fitness.



Editorial Comment

Regular readers of The Engineering

Magazine will recall the series of not-

able papers which appeared in these

pages during the great strike in the

British engineering industries in

i897-'98. That conflict was a very

fierce one, and for many months the

tide of public sympathy seemed to be

with the workmen. But at length the

Federation of Employers succeeded in

convincing the newspaper editors and

the public at large that it was not solely

a question of granting an eight-hour

day, or an advance in wages, but be-

yond that the Union insisted upon regu-

lations which were both impracticable

and unreasonable. The real issues in

the contest were thus concisely stated

by Sir Hiram Maxim, writing in these

pages in November, 1897. Said he:

"The unionist, as a rule, is not a thinking man.

It appears to his clouded intellect that there is a

certain amount of work to be done, anyway, and

that this quantity is fixed. Consequently, he looks

upon work as something that ought to be nursed

and made to go as far as possible. It appears to

him that the more he gets per hour and the greater

number of hours he can be employed upon a

job, the greater the yield to his society. It

never occurs to him for a moment that, if

this were carried to extremes in either direc-

tion, the whole thing would be changed. For

instance, if the cost of mechanical work should

be increased twenty-five per cent, in England,

the greater part of it would be driven into

foreign countries; whereas, if it could be pro-

duced in England for twenty-five per cent, less

than in other countries, there would be more than

enough work for everyone who could be employed
in England.

"Anything which serves to curtail or limit the

output is not only detrimental to the country, but

to the workman himself; and any society which

encourages its members to nurse his job and make
it last—that is, to dawdle, and to do it very slowly

—not only does much to discourage the develop-

ment of skillful mechanics, but also does great

damage to the trade of his country."

It was the obvious truth embodied in

this last paragraph which won a com-

plete victory for the employers,—which
defeated the workmen at every point.

The very moment people were brought
to see that the unions were driving

trade out of the country by insisting

upon regulations which were unreason-
able, that moment public sympathy
turned squarely to the employers.

It was a costly campaign, but in edu-
cational experience it was priceless in

value, for it taught British employers
that the true and sure way to gain pub-
lic sympathy and effectively regulate

the unions is to employ the cold logic

of facts—to reason with the men rather

than attempting to tyrannize over
them; and, especially, to make public

in temperate language the known con-

ditions of world-wide competition.
* * *

Precisely similar methods were em
ployed a year ago by American manu-
facturers, and again with notable suc-

cess. Confronted by unreasonable and
impracticable demands on the part of

the union leaders, the employers united

in self-defense, made public all the

facts concerning each point at issue,

and at once common sense and public

sympathy were lined-up in defense of

two essential principles of industrial

liberty, namely: (i) that the proprietor

must be free to manage his own busi-

ness—precisely as the employee must
be free to leave at will ; and (2) that

trade-union regulations which limit a

workman's output or prohibit the use

of improved methods and machinery,

are indefensible and unjust, because
they increase the cost of manufacture
and drive work out of the country.

These valuable lessons so lately

learned have put us well along the
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highway which leads to industrial

peace. For obviously trades union

leaders can not long withstand the cold

logic of facts and known experience;

and obviously, too, both the facts and

the proper methods for using them are

now within easy reach through the

admirable organizations of employers

which have been formed.

But if we are in a fair way to escape

from the fallacy of "restricted produc-

tion " through trades union regulations,

we are still held firmly in the grip of

that twin fallacy and folly—a belief in

" over-production."

Over-production is assumed as a mat"

ter of course—because it is always

talked about, especially in the news-

papers ; and everybody sees that manu-

facturers in all lines are constantly

forming pools, combinations, and

"trusts," the purpose of which is to re-

strict production and hold-up prices.

., . But the truth is that over-production

-is an absurdity. It never has occurred

—never can occur ! And the mere fact

that so many manufacturers believe in

the false theory, and act upon that

belief, is precisely what makes the fal-

lacy so mischievous and so damaging.

Mr. G. H. Hull made all this perfectly

clear in his admirable paper contrib-

uted to our last number,* and we again

refer to it editorially because of the

importance of a correct understanding

of the subject. That article is, in fact,

one which should be carefully read by
every thinking man who is concerned

with the production of raw materials

and the great staples of manufacturing
industry ; and as evidence of the force

of Mr. Hull's argument we submit the

following brief extract :

Only a few years ago there were seasons when

* The Mischievous Fallacy of Overproduction,
The Engineering Magazine, March, 1902.

the receipts of fruit in all large cities were some-

times so great within a few days, that the fruit

scarcely brought the amount of the freight. Very

often large quantities went to decay for lack of de-

mand. This in turn discouraged shipments, and

then would succeed a season of great scarcity. It

took experience and many years of loss to rectify

this condition, but finally it was accomplished by

the establishment of fruit exchanges and cold-stor-

age warehouses, where fruits can be preserved in a

perfect condition for months. The result is that

prices of all such products are now more stable, the

public is more regularly supplied, at all seasons,

consumption has been enormously increased, and

the profits of both producers and dealers are more
uniform and remunerative. It was Temporary sur-

plus production of fruit, before it was brought un-

der intelligent control, which caused irregularity in

the supply.

In our ignorance we called it over-production.

It was not over-production.

It was temporary surplus production.

By creating the modern systems of transporta-

tion, and by inaugurating the present system of

cold storage, two long strides have been taken.

Neither of these advances would have been possible

but for the existence of one of nature's greatest

gifts to man, temporary surplus production. Yet

another long stride forward will be taken when the

producers of staple commodities like coal, iron,

steel, tin, copper, lead, and rubber, clearly under-

stand that THE PRESE.NT SYSTEMS OF STORING THESE
PRODUCTS ARE WHOLLY INADEQUATE.

Is it not good business to gather surplus' prod-

ucts when they are plenty and cheap and hold them
until they are scarce and high? Have any ten

years passed in the recollection of men now living,

in which the people of the foremost manufacturing

nations have not suffered for the want of an ade-

quate supply of some of the great staples—coal,

iron, steel, tin, copper, rubber—which might have

been stored up in times of dull trade? Has any

one ever heard of useful manufactured products

being destroyed for want of a market? Have they

not all been consumed in time? Is not this proof

that each one of the over-production claims put

forth during the last two and a half centuries has

been rank nonsense?

As man masters the art of dealing intelligently

with the temporary surplus production of each

article, we hear no more of over-production in con-

nection with that article.

And the deduction from this reason-

ing gives us Mr. Carnegie's simple and
notably successful rule of manufact-

uring upon the largest possible scale,

and selling at a price so low that it is

certain to capture orders; in other

words, stimulate demand through low

prices !



Reviewof^^British Press

Engineers in the British Navy.

We reviewed, a few months ago, in these

columns, that portion of the report of the

Engineer-in-Chief of the United States

Navy which referred to the non-success of

the personnel bill and to the importance of

taking decisive action as to the proper man-

ning of the engineering department. The
United States Navy is not the only one

which is defective, to use a mild term, in'

this respect. In a recent paper, presented

before the North East Coast Institution of

Engineers and Shipbuilders by Mr. D. B.

Morison, we have a report on the memoran-
dum submitted to the First Lord of the

Admiralty with reference to the present un-

satisfactory condition of the engineer branch

of H. M. Navy, and this, together with a

previous paper upon the same subject by Mr.

Morison forms interesting if not very sat-

isfactory reading.

The present condition of the engineer

branch of the navy is certainly most unsat-

isfactory, not only to the engineers them-

selves, but to all who have the welfare and

even the safety of the empire at heart,

both within the navy and without. This

was clearly shown by the reception which

was given by the "ruler of the king's

navee" to an important deputation of

members of Parliament and representatives

of engineering institutions who attempted to

present the facts of the situation to those

who have the authority and power to cor-

rect the existing evils.

The whole state of the case may easily

be laid before the general reader. The ex-

ecutive branch of the navy consists of the

official descendants of the officers of the old

days of Britain's naval glory, before the

days of steamships, auxiliary machinery',

electricity, water-tube boilers and other me-
chanical contrivances. These gentlemen,

being of a conservative turn of mind, are

unwilling to admit that there has been any

Teal change or advance in the materiel of na-

val warfare, and regard the idea of the en-

gineers, by whom these new fangled mechan-
ical devices are handled, that they should
have any executive authority, as utterly pre-

posterous. Since the admiralty is equipped
with executive officers only, no engineers be-

ing given place thereon, it has been found
practically impossible to give the engineer

branch any real command over the work
which they alone are qualified to handle.

It sounds like a situation from a comic
opera, and if it were not so serious it might
become altogether laughable. It is far too

serious, however, to excite any feelings but

those of dire apprehension among those who
are really qualified to judge. The wide-

spread imperial position of Britain is too

vulnerable, and the dependence of her people

for existence upon sea-borne food stuffs is

too great to render these questions anything

but most important to every thinking citi-

zen. Especially is it important that this sub-

ject should be agitated and discussed now,
while there i; time to train men for the

work, to rid the service of incompetent or

unsuitable men, to place the navy in fit con-

dition to be what it should be, the mainstay

of the existence of the British Empire.

Let every thinking Englishman recall the

dark and gloomy forebodings with which ev-

ery heart was filled during the reverses in

the early days of the war in the Transvaal.

Then let him think again and compare the

state of the British army for that task

with the present state of the British navy
for a contest with any other first-class

power. He ran obtain the facts for this

consideration fully and faithfully presented

in Mr. Morison's paper, and he can find

there also the apathy and indifference with

which the danger call was received by ihose

in high authority by whom in truth the dan-

ger should first have been perceived.

Far more important is the state of the

navy personnel than was, or is, the condi-

tion of the army. The loss of the Trans-
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vaal would indeed have been a disaster, but

how incomparably greater would be the

disasters following the successive break-

down of vessel after vessel in time of war,

not with a minor South African State, but

with a European power; breakdowns due

not to the superiority or capacity of the

enemy, but to the undermanning of ships,

to the incompetency of those placed in un-

expected charge of machinery, to the fat-

uous condition of unpreparedness, of jeal-

ousy, of discouragement existing to-day.

The engineers of Britain are second to

none in the entire world. The development

of the modern fighting machines upon which

the existence oi the empire depends, is due

to the ability and genius of British en-

gineers. The whole defense of the land

could safely be placed in the hands of Brit-

ish engineers, controlling and operating

British warships, but the control should not

be delayed too long or it may be too late.

It is only a question as to which nation

will take the first step in the realisation

of the transformation in naval warfare

which is alrea'^y upon rs. We may be able

to imagine in some small degree the indig-

nation of the feudal knight who after a

life of training for warfare according to

the methods cf his fathers found that the

introduction of "villainous saltpetre" had

made the veriest peasant his superior. The
transformation in warfare wrought by the

introduction of firearms is small, however,

compared to that which is impending in the

introduction of fighting by engineers and

engineering methods alone. Conservatism

will not ser\-e in the warfare which is

practically heie already. It is the nation

which keeps itself constantly in- the fore-

front with the latest mechanisms, the

most skilful engineers, the most modern
workshops, the most complete and fully or-

ganized methods, which will sweep aside

in its irresistible advance the whole flock of

conservative martinets who are incapable

of seeing or thinking except with the meth-

ods of a past which is none the less useless

because it is but yesterday.

The Overcrowding of Cities.

A THOUGHTFUL paper upon the vital sub-

ject of municipal overcrowding was recently

read before the Society of Arts by Mr. W.
L. Madgen, and some of his suggestions are

so eminently sensible that they may well be

reviewed and emphasised.

Confining his remarks to London, Mr.

Madgen well says that one of the first things

to strike the visitor to the metropolis is the

apparently hopeless entanglement and ob-

struction of traffic. The great city is so

congested at certain localities and at certain

hours that progress is only intermittently

possible, and then with great waste of time,

energy and temper.

It is apparent upon inspection of the prob-

lem that there are present two elements to

be considered, one being the best method of

providing for the requirements of the pres-

ent and the immediate future, while the

other is control of the growth which is pro-

gressing yearly at an accelerating rate. It is

this second feature, the rate of growth, to

which Mr. Madgen especially devotes him-

self, and with reason. It is to small benefit

that improved methods of transit are fur-

nished, more and cheaper houses built, in-

creased water supply provided, if the in-

flux in population continues to exceed the

capacity of such improvements. The remedy

therefore, may be found in the operation of

prevention, at least partially.

Workmen, receiving but moderate wages,

must live near their places of employment,

and if those places of employment are in

the metropolis, there the workmen must be

crowded, often in unsanitary quarters, and

rarely, if ever, with such comfort as might

be obtained elsewhere. For many industries,

however, London is by no means an ideal

situation. The causes of its growth are two

:

its advantages as a seaport ; and, the fact

that it is the seat of government and the

court residence. Neither of these facts need

render it a desirable place for manufacturing

purposes. ^
"It is fairly certain that no manufacturer .^H

about to commence business at the present

day. would fiK upon London as a suitable

position. He would choose rather a district

in which land was cheap, and in which he

could obtain clieap power for his machinery

and transport for his goods. He should not

in future be limited to the colliery districts,

or to the main lines of railway. Light rail-

ways, serving as feeders to the main lines,

and the supply of electrical energy over large

areas from main power stations, could pro-

vide for both these requirements, giving the]
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manufacturer ample assurance that his

works could be run cheaply, and that

the raw material and manufactured products

could be efficiently handled. By such means,

electrical science is capable of opening up

thousands of square miles in England for

manufacturing purposes, the native popula-

tion of which has been languishing under

the chronic complaint of agricultural depres-

sion."

The remedy, then, for the overcrowding

of the metropolis is to render it more desir-

able for manufacturing industries to estab-

lish themselvc in smaller towns, scattered

over the kingdom, and this can be done by

providing cheap power.and cheap and con-

venient transport. This transport would

not only enable the merchandise to be hand-

led to advantage, but would also make life

sufficiently attractive, by providing access

to neighboring cities, to overcome the desire

of many to escape from the dullness of the

small town by crowding to the metropolis.

When, however, the engineer has planned a

system of power generation and transmis-

sion, and a scheme for interurban transport,

all perfectly feasible and successful from an

engineering standpoint, he finds that ob-

stacles wholly of a political nature prevent

their execution. Boundaries, fixed ages ago,

for the purpose of local administration, un-

der conditions altogether different from

those which now obtain, are permitted to in-

terfere with the development of plans of

the greatest public importance.

"When personal enterprise seeks to fur-

ther the modern system of electric

power distribution, or light railway

construction, it widens its plans to in-

clude groups of towns, so that the

population of the whole district gets the

benefit of a comprehensive scheme, contrived

in such a maimer as to effect the utmost

economy and utility. Yet such schemes,

manifestly of national importance, which

bear an intimate relation to this overcrowd-

ing question which we are discussing, almost

invariably meet with bitter and strenuous

opposition from the aldermen and council-

lors of the several towns, who demand that

the large area which has attracted the at-

tention of the advanced electrical engineer

shall be parcelled out into a number of small

local monopolies worked on antiquated lines.

Each town must have its own toy gener-

ating station, and its own little train-line

shuttling from one street corner to another,

and an enterprise which has projected a net-

work of light railways connecting, perhaps,

half a score oi towns, and a comprehensive

scheme of cheap power supply, is obstructed

on the ground that the boundaries, which

were fixed simply with reference to the

maintenance of order and the control of

public health, are equally well fitted for trac-

tion and power schemes.

If these restriction can be removed, the

question of the overcrowding of the great

cities may be solved, not by making them

more attractive to newcomers by providing

increased facilities, but by rendering a great

number of small towns more suitable for

manufactures and trade, thus drawing away
from the great cities much of the population

with which they are now congested.

Mr. Madgcn discusses this idea at length,

and formulates the conditions under which,

in his opinion, the task of adapting the small

town to the requirements of industrial sites,

and consequent increase of population. The
whole question appears to be the apparently

simple one of permitting the engineer to do

his rightful share of work in benefitting the

community and by relieving him of the

shackles of obsolete limitations.

The Development of the Gas Engine.

When Mr. Dugald Clerk has anything to

say about the gas engine, there is certain

to be interested attention ; since his large

experience, especially with the early history

of internal combustion motors, renders him
especially well qualified to speak. For this

reason his recent paper before the Institu-

tion of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scot-

land, published in the Transactions of tlie

Institution demands attention and com-

ment.

Before discussing the detailed construc-

tion and operation of the gas engine, Mr.

Clerk describ.'s very clearly the true nature

of the explosion as it occurs in such en-

gines, showing its difference from the ex-

plosion produced by gunpowder, cordite, or

other solid explosives. In a gunpowder or

cordite explosion a chemical change is ef-

fected, whereby a solid or semi-solid sub-

stance evolves large volumes of gases ; that

is, the solid substance, after chemical de-

composition, produces gases which, when
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cooled, are hundreds of times the volume of

the original solid powder. In addition to

this evolution of gas, great heat is produced

by the chemical action, and so very high pres-

sures are obtriined. The substances as pro-

ducing pressures within a gun are quite un-

suitable for obtaining controllable motive

power, and, although attempts have been

made to actuate engines by gunpowder and

gun cotton, yet all such attempts have been

failures. A gaseous explosion is a much

more controllable phenomenon than a pow-

der explosion. In gaseous explosions the

action is much simpler. There is no change

of state during the reaction from solid to

gas; on the contrary, in all ordinary gase-

ous explosions the volume of the gases

formed by combustion, reduced to standard

temperature and pressure, is less than their

original volume before combustion. In the

gaseous explosion the increase of pressure

is due wholly to the increase of temperature

of the gases entering into the chemical

action.

In order to cbtain experimental data con-

cerning the explosions of mixtures of air

and gas in closed cylinders Mr. Clerk used

an apparatus consisting essentially of a cyl-

indrical vessel, upon which was placed an

indicator, differing from a steam engine in-

dicator in that the reciprocating drum was
replaced by a revolving one, the rate of

revolution being regulated by a revolving

fan, connected to the gear train and weight

by which the rotation was produced. By
starting the drum in revolution, and caus-

ing an explosion to take place in the cylin-

der, a diagram was produced showing the

pressure at every instant of time for the

especial gas mixture under test A study

of numerous diagrams produced by this ap-

paratus showed in no case higher pressures

than about lOO pounds per square inch. The
nature of thi curves also showed that a

gaseous explosion is a strictly controllable

phenomenon, quite unlike the explosion of

gunpowder or gun cotton.

After describing the early, non-compres-

sion engines, Mr. Clerk refers to the state-

ment by Mr. Beau de Rochas, in 1862, of

the true operative cycle of the modern gas

engine, followed by its practical application

at the hands of Dr. N. A. Otto. As an

indication of the success of this principle it

is stated that there is not less than half a

million horse power at work in Great Brit-

ain and probably 300,000 horse power on

the Continent. Including American en-

gines, and the large engines recently built

for use with furnace gas, the gas power of

the world at present is at least a million

horse power.

The earlier engines employed the flame

ignition, using a slide valve with opening

for the communication of the flame with the

interior of the cylinder, together with a re-

lighting flame, the whole being only par-

tially satisfactory. The degree of compres-

sion was also moderate, usually about 30

pounds above atmospheric pressure.

It was soon realized that higher degrees

of compression would conduce to greater

economy, but it was necessary to devise

some more satisfactory method of ignition

before the pressure of compression could

be increased. This requirement was met in

two ways, first by the introduction of the

"hot tube" ignition in England by Watson,

and in Germany by Daimler, and then by a

return to the use of the electric spark, which

latter had been employed in the old non-

compression engines of Hugon and of Le-

noir. With these modifications came a

diminution of the relative volume of the

compression space and a consequent in-

crease of the compression, engines of the

Otto type now using a compression of go

to 120 pounds per square inch above the

atmosphere. The proportions of the valves

and ports have also been modified so as to

minimize the throttling of the charge dur-

ing the inlet period and the back pressure

of the exhau.-:t gases during the discharge.

These various improvements have raised the

thermal efficiency from 16 per cent, in 1882

to 25 per cent, in 1894, and some recent

tests of large engines have shown an effici-

ency of 30 per cent.

When liquid hydrocarbons are used in-

stead of gas, the principal modifications

required are those involved in the conver-

sion of the fuel from the liquid to the gas-

eous state. In the earlier fortris of oil en-

gines, and in those used in motor cars, very

light inflammable oils of the gasoline or

petrol kind are consumed. Here the prob-

lem of vapourizing the oil is comparatively

simple. It is only necessary to draw air over

a surface saturated with one of these light

oils, or throw a jet of light oil into an air
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current, to produce a mixture of inflam-

mable vapour and air which, when taken

into the cylinder, readily supplies the place

of coal gas, and gives explosions under com-

pression closely resembling those obtained

with coal gas.

Light petrol is too dangerous for use in

large quantities within buildings in towns,

or even in the country, and, accordingly,

heavy oK engines have been produced, and

are sold in considerable numbers. Heavy

oils are those which have a flashing point

above the Parliamentary standard of jz de-

grees Fah. Such engines may be divided

into three distinct classes :

—

(i.) Engines in wliich the oil is sub-

jected to a spraying operation before va-

pourization

;

(2.) Engines in which the oil is injected

into the cylinder, and vapourized within the

cylinder; and

(3.) Engines in which the oil is vapour-

ized in a device external to the cylinder, and

introduced into the cylinder, in a state of

vapour.

Mr. Clerk is a full believer in the future

of the internal combustion engine, including

both gas and oil engines.

So far as economy of heat is concerned,

both have con?idei-ably surpassed the best

steam engines ; but much remains to be

done before they equal the steam engine

in frequency of impulses, lightness of ma-

chinery, and rbsolute steadiness of govern-

ing; in povver of control, for instance,

where reversal is required. As yet, the ap-

plication of gas and oil to any but fixed

engines, has been very limited ; but ulti-

mately, I have no doubt, gas and oil engines

will be used with great advantage for pro-

pelling ships, and for driving locomotives.

Referring to the lines along which future

developments may be expected, Mr. Clerk

inclines to the belief that it will be in the

direction of a combustion rather than an ex-

plosion motor. Says he

:

'"In 1887, I had an experimental combus-

tion engine of my design running in Bir-

mingham, giving about 7 H. P.. at 150 rev-

olutions, with great smoothness ; and since

that time I have continued experimenting in

that line. Other inventors have also ex-

perimented in the combustion engine line,

including Herr Diesel ; and there is good

hope for believing that in time a constant

pressure gas engine will be produced which

can be as easily handled for marine purposes

as a steam engine. At present, of courase.

there is no possibility of reversing or cutting

off power impulse in the way done in steam

engines. Apart, however, from the engine,

further work requires to be done in connec-

tion with gas producers before marine ga?

engines become commercially feasible. Both

in Germany and this country several in-

ventors are at work upon gas producers in-

tended to use ordinary steam coal, which

would produce gas on board ship, without

gas-holders, and supply the gas direct to

marine or other engines. One great point is

to get rid of the present gas-holder. Several

inventors have made this attempt. Per-

haps the first engine of this kind to be run

in public was that of Mr. Benier; but re-

cently I inspected at the little suburb of

Heusy, near \ erviers, a gas plant supplying

two 80-horse Otto cycle engines, in which

no gas-holder was employed.

"In my view the gas engine affords to the

engineer and inventor an enormous field of

work, likely to result in a very considerable

revolution,.certainly in land engine work as

well as marine work. A gas engine with an

efficient gas producer would easily give i

I. H. P. on halt-a-pound of coal per hour, as

against iJ4 to i^ lbs. for the best steam

engine now in use ; that is, power for mar-

ine propulsion could be obtained at less

than half the present cost.

"Many engineers are now at work on the

subject, and v. hen the problem is further

solved, it will aid much in meeting the fuel

difficulty, which must face this country at

a comparatively early date. My view is

that the nineteenth century was the cen-

tury of the steam engine ; and that the

twentieth century will be the century of the

gas engine. Sleam will ultimately be dis-

placed almost entirely by gas engines."

The Uganda Railway.

A DESCRIPTION of the route and construc-

tion works of the Uganda railway was

given in the July, 1901. issue of The En-

gineering Mag.\zine by Mr. F. W. Emett.

and now we Lave the very interesting ac-

count of Commander B. Whitehouse. R. N.

before the Society of Arts, describing a

journey from Mombasa, on the Indian

Ocean to the shores of the Victoria Nyanza
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over the railway. A most interesting feat-

ure of the occasion of the reading of the

paper was thai the chair was occupied by

Sir Henry M. Stanley, who, nearly thirty

years ago traversed this region against all

the obstacles which have now been perma-

nently overcome.

Work was begun on the railway in De-

cember, 1895, and the first locomotive

reached the shores of the lake in December,

1901, and in these six years the journey

from the sea to the great lake has been cut

down from a dangerous expedition of eight

months' duration to a speedy and comfort-

able trip of rvvc-and-a-half days.

The difficulties of the work can only be

hinted at here. The route climbs to a

height of 7,900 feet at mile 355 at the

Kikuyu escarpment, then descends to 6,000

feet at lake Ementeita, again ascending to

8, 320 feet at mile 490 on the Mau ranges,

descending to the lake at a level of 3,726

feet above the sea at mile 582 over a route

for most of the last 100 miles that previous

to September, 1898, no Jiuropean had ever

trodden.

"Never before has a railway beerj built un-

der such extraordinary conditions or caused

such radical changes in the country through

which it has passed. Till other railways are

constructed the whole of the trade of that

part of Central Africa mui>t come to it. The
way the country has been opened up by it is

very marked ; rupees are in constant use

where previously only beads, cloth, and wire

were asked for. The journey from Mombasa
to Port Florence, on the opening of the whole

line, will take two and a half days, and an-

other day can be allowed for the steamer

journey of 14S miles to Mengo, the capital

of Uganda—three-and-a-half days instead

of about severity by the old caravan route

All the priv.ntions, delays, and trouble of

the caravan road are things of the past, and
travelers now pass through the country in a

first-class sleeping carriage at a charge of

three pence per mile, with rates for their

goods that compare most favourably with

some of the other railways in Africa. Cable

messages can be sent from any station on
the railway, ard a telegraph line has been

laid into Uganda from Port Florence."

In addition to the actual work necessary

for the construction of the railway, the

whole of the coast line of the British half

of the Victori i Nyanza, with all the islands

that are known to exist in it, has been sur-

veyed, under the superintendence of the

chief engineer of the railway ; the early and

incorrect infrrmation concerning the coast

being thus rex^crsed.

The result of all this work can now

clearly be foreseen. The slave trade is

practically abolished, the whole magnificent

country, with its possibilities of rubber, to-

bacco, coffee, and other tropical products, is

thrown open to the commerce of Europe and

Asia, while the great lake may now be

equipped with steamboats, and rendered a

most important means of communication

between all points on its shores.

The whole work shows once more the

tremendous power which the engineer plays

in the exploitation of the world. Savagery

and barbarism recede before the advance

of the locomotive, where the progress of

military forces would be most stubbornly

opposed. In tiie case of Africa there is little

doubt that the land can be opened up far

better by the construction of railways from

various points on the coast into the interior

than by one great longitudinal railway, such

as has been discussed from the Cape to

Cairo. Afric.i has the sea on either side,

the best and readiest highway for communi-

cation and transport, no railway is needed

for that service. It is the interior which

should be penetrated by many railways,

each reaching to its seaport and enabling the

heart of the continent to be dark no longer,

but brought into enlightening communica-

tion with the sea which connects all parts

of the world with each other.

The Imperial Cable.

With the construction of the British Pa-

cific cable, there is undertaken not only the

largest piece of submarine cable work yet

attempted, but there is also inaugurated a

new departure in politics. These features

are both emphatically brought out in an

article upon the Imperial cable, in a recent

issue of The Engineer, from which we
make some abstracts.

The political idea lies in the fact that

it involves cable communication across the

Pacific, made for strategic as well as com-

mercial purposes, and owned by the state,

or rather states, concerned—that is to say.
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Britain, Canada, New Zealand and Aus-

tralia. Through the existing Atlantic cables

landing on Canadian soil, such as those of

the Anglo-American Telegraph Company
and the Commercial Cable Company, it will

connect the mother country with Canada,

Fiji, and other South Sea islands, Aus-

tralia, and New Zealand. All the stations

will be under the British flag, and independ-

ent of any foreign control.

The original idea of Sir Sandford Flem-

ing was to lay a cable by the northern, or

great circle route by way of the Aleutian

and Kurile Islands to Japan, this being not

only the shortest route, but also the most

feasible because of its subdivision into sev-

eral short lengths. The great advantages

of this route are well known, and have

been fully set forth in the exhaustive paper

of Mr. Harrington Emerson, in The En-
gineering Mag.\zine for November, 1899,

but evidently this route does not comply

with the requirement that all the stations

should be under the British flag. The se-

lected route, therefore, is from Vancouver

to Fanning Island, Fiji, and Norfolk Is-

land, with branches from there to Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

The great question concerning the cable

is that of profit and loss. It is estimated

that the cost for making and laying will be

about ii, 500,000, and that £150,000 a year

will be required for maintenance and opera-

tion, as well as interest and a sinking fund

for redemption after fifty years. The earn-

ing power of such a cable depends largely

upon the speed at which it can be worked,

and this again depends on the length and

the section of the core. These questions

are discussed at length in the paper, and

while no definite dimensions are given, it

was recommended by the committee that

something between the suggestion of Lord

Kelvin of 552 pounds of copper ^d 368

pounds of gutta percha per nautical mile,

and the Anglo»American Company's cable of

650 pounds of copper and 400 pounds of

gutta percha should be used. Such a cable

would have a speed of about seven or eight

paying words per minute, and it is expected

that in a few years the business would be-

come profitable, even at a reduced rate of

2s. a word.

lUnusual secrecy is preserved regarding

this National and Imperial cable, but it is

understood that the Vancouver-Fanning

section, the most novel and interesting from

an engineering point of view, is very sim-

ilar to the Anglo-American cable of 1894.

Every drum of the core is submitted to a

hydraulic pressure equal to that of the sea

bottom, and severely tested with powerful

alternating currents, to break down latent

flaws or faults. The core is defended from
the teredo by brass tape, and sheathed with

steel wire of great strength. The south-

ern sections are to be laid during the pres-

ent year, and the whole is to be completed

by the end of the year.

It is a question whether the advantages

of an all-British cable are likely to be re-

alised. The mere possession of the land-

ing territory adds but little to the safety of

the cable in time of war, and indeed it is

stated that it "may be necessary to fortify

the stations and patrol the line with fast

police cruisers," so that the mere posses-

sion of the landings is admitted to be in-

sufficient to protect and maintain communi-
cation.

As a matter of fact, a cable landing in the

territory of several nations and owned joint-

ly by several governments, appears to be

less liable to interruption than one under a

single ownership, and if this is admitted

there is no good reason for abandoning the

otherwise superior northern great-circle

route. Government despatches can always

maintain their secrecy by use of special

codes, and no inconvenience is experienced

in this respect on the existing Atlantic

cables, while the greater speed and lower

cost of the shorter lengths of the northern

route appear to outweigh the sentimental

points which have been advanced for the

all-British line. It is quite certain that,

should both be constructed, the cheaper

route would be able to control the commer-

cial business, so that the Imperial route

would practically become a private govern-

ment line, and would have to look to the

government for its maintenance. Such a

duplication of cables is not to be expected

immediately, but if the precedent of the

Atlantic is to be taken as a guide there

will doubtless be more than one cable across

the Pacific in the not distant future, and in

such case the operation of competition can

only be prevented by the institution of some

form of monopoly.
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Electric Shock.

At a recent meeting of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, three papers were read

on the general topic of "Electric Shock,"

in which various aspects of the subject were

discussed.

Major-General C. E. Webber's paper

gave, first, a general account of the physio-

logical action of electric shock, with the

views of many experimenters, and then

went on to review British legislation on pro-

tection against electrical accidents, and, par-

ticularly, "the events which led up to the

inclusion of electrical generating and trans-

forming stations in factory legislation."

Mr. A. P. Trotter occupied himself en-

tirely with "Electric Shocks at Five Hun-
dred Volts," the pressure which is most

usual in electric traction, and which there-

fore has a special interest. He divided his

subject into three parts: (i) The physiolog-

ical and electrical conditions
; (2) the dan-

gers connected with trolley wires; (3) the

dangers of third rails of electric railways.

"The physiological sensation does not de-

pend directly on the actual current, but on

the current density. With four or five

square inches of contact between dry metal

and bare skin, (for example, grasping a

trolley wire), a steady continuous current

of I or 2 milliamperes is hardly perceptible,

from 3 to 8 easily supportable, above 10 is

painful and above 35 almost unendurable.

More than about 14 milliamperes of steady

continuous current at the finger tip, making

a poor contact of about one-sixth of a square

inch, is unendurable, but 35 milliamperes

from boot to boot, nearly the whole of the

soles of the feet being in contact, is much
less painful.

"The dangers of electric shocks at 500

volts have been much misunderstood, greatly

exaggerated and little investigated. The
pressure of 500 volts has been deliberately

chosen by electrical engineers because it is

not dangerous under ordinary conditions."

The conclusions to be drawn from the

many experiences cited by the author are

that with dry shoes and clothes there is

slight probability of receiving a dangerous

shock from accidental contact with trolley

wires or third rails carrying a current at a

pressure of 500 volts, but with wet clothing

and in wet weather there is danger of get-

ting at least a very disagreeable shock, and

in a few cases, prolonged contact with con-

ductors at 500 volts has caused death.

Mr. F. B. Aspinall discusses a number of

points, his questions and the gist of his con-

clusions being as follows: i. Is every one

equally susceptible to an electric shock?

Not only are different people differently af-

fected, but the same person under different

conditions does not experience the same

sensations.

2. Is a person suffering from disease more
likely to be fatally injured by an electric

shock than a person in good health? This

will depend upon the disease.

3. Does the physiological condition one is

in at the time a shock is received make any

difference? A man when drunk is less

likely to be fatally injured, and a person

when asleep is peculiarly unsusceptible to

shock so that condition appears to have a

decided mfluence.

4. Does the path which the current takes

through the body have any effect as regards

the shock proving fatal? The path has a

great effect, the left side being the more
vulnerable.

5. Does the question of contact made, and

whether burning takes place or not, have

any effect upon a person's chance of being

killed? The question of more or l&ss good

and large contact is the most important of

all, and largely determines the result of a

shock. When there is severe burning, there

is less probability of a fatal termination.

6. Can a person receive a fatal shock

without giving the "cry," and also can he

speak after receiving a fatal shock? Yes,

to both questions.

7. Is an alternating or a direct current

shock more likely to prove fatal ? The dan-

ger from shock is the same with both, but

more burning takes place with direct cur-

rent.

8. Cannot the doctors give us a more cer-

tain method of ascertaining whether a man
is dead or not? The present methods are

unsatisfactory.

9. Cannot something more be done to help

those who receive a shock? Artificial res-

piration should always be induced, but first

the body should be held for a few seconds

head downwards at an angle of 45 degrees,

thus flushing the brain and stimulating its

action, which is the treatment used for col-

lapse from chloroform.
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Superheated Steam for Locomotives.

Although the advantages due to the use

of superheated steam have been known for

a long time, there has been little attempt to

introduce superheaters in locomotive en-

gines, probably because of the dislike to

the addition o* further complications. At
the present time, however, when every at-

tempt possible is being made to increase the

capacity of locomotives without overstep-

ping the limitations of the loading gauge,

superheating for locomotives is being seri-

ously considered.

In a paper presented recently before the

Verein deutscher Ingenieure, and published

in the Zeitschrtft of the society, Herr Garbe

discusses the Schmidt superheating device

for locomotives, and shows how the econ-

omy in fuel, or the increased capacity for

the same fuel consumption due to superheat-

ing may be obtained.

The Schmidt apparatus for superheating

is ingenious, and readily understood. In-

stead of filling the barrel of the boiler be-

low the water-line entirely with small tubes,

there is placed in the lowermost portion a

flue about 12 inches in diameter, running

from the fire box straight through to the

smoke box. In the smoke box is placed the

superheater, this being composed of small

bent tubes, forming a nest below, just where

the hot gases from the above-mentioned flue

are delivered, and curving up around both

sides of the fmoke box to the steam-pipe

connections above. This portion of the

smoke box is separated from the central

part, into which the small tubes discharge

their smoke and gases, but both portions

discharge into the chimney above. Suitable

dampers serve to control the amount of

draft through the large flue, so that no heat

is wasted, the amount passing through be-

ing regulated according to the temperature

of the chimney gases.

By this construction it is possible to su-

perheat the steam much higher than would
be the case if only the waste gases were

used, while at the same time no heat is

lost, since the flue itself furnishes valuable

steam generating surface in the boiler, and

also a proper adjustment of the dampers

prevents an excessively high temperature

in the chimney. In order to obtain the best

results the steam should be heated to at

least 300° C, or, for pressures of 10 to 12

atmospheres, ^o a temperature of about 100°

C. above that of saturated steam. Two im-

portant results are obtained by this degree

of superheating : the steam is increased in

volume about 25 per cent., and the wasteful

drop in pressure at the point of admission

into the cylinder is obviated, when the link

motion is set so as to give the best point of

cut-off.

It is unnecessary to rehearse here the

often-repeated advantages of superheating,

since it is now generally admitted to be the

most effective remedy for the losses due

to cylinder condensation. In stationary

practice a fuel economy of 20 to 25 per

cent, has been obtained by the use of su-

perheated steam in properly designed en-

gines, and if it is to be employed with suc-

cess in locomotives, the experience obtained

in stationary practice may be recalled to ad-

vantage. The cylinders should be propor-

tionately larger for the same power de-

velopment, and every precaution should be

taken to avoid trouble from unequal expan-

sion, due to the higher temperatures of

working. In the engines described by Hcrr

Garbe, piston valves are employed, and

these may be all right, if suitable packing

is used.

The American design of casting the cyl-

inder in one piece with the whole arrange-

ment of steam passages, etc., forming half

of the front saddle for the boiler, would

be almost certain to cause very unequal

strains upon the working parts, due to warp-

ing. The piston packing, and stuffing boxes

would have to be fitted altogether with me-

tallic rings, and all the precautions involved

in high temperatures and consequent lubri-

107
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eating difficulties should be takeu. Doubt-

less all these points can be provided for,

and with intelligent design, all trouble

avoided.

An increase of 20 to 25 per cent, in the

capacity of the locomotive boiler would be

most welcome, since pressures and speeds

have been well worked in the effort to in-

crease the capacity without increasing di-

mensions. The locomotive of the future

will doubtless be both compound and super-

heating, the latter rendering higher expan-

sion ratios possible, without corresponding

losses by cylinder condensation.

The Berlin Electric Elevated and Under-

ground Railway.

The growth of Berlin in the last quarter-

century has been little short of marvellous,

rivalling that oi the most progressive Amer-
ican cities, and with the increase in popula-

tion there has been an even greater develop-

ment in the mtraurban movement on the

existing "Ringbahn," street railways and

omnibuses. During the years from 1895 to

1899, for instance, while the number of in-

habitants increased 13.4 per cent., the city

passenger traffic increased 52 per cent., or

nearly four times as much. This growth
has naturally been accompanied by a demand
for increased rapid transit facilities, and
various projects for new city railways have

been brought forward. The need for an

east to west line across the southern part of

the city has been most pressing and plans

for such a road have been discussed for

more than twenty years. From the begin-

ning, this project was fathered by the Sie-

mens & Halske Company and the actual

construction .vork has now been carried out

by them in connection with an Elevated

Railway Coftipany, formed to finance the

undertaking, under a ninety-year franchise,

the city reserving the right to buy the road
after thirty years.

The first sod was turned in September,

1896, and the road has now been opened
for traffic in the early part of the present

year. The line extends from the War-
schauer Bridge, close by the Warschauer
Street railway station, on the east, to the

Zoological Garden on the west, a distance

of about 9 kilometres (5.5 miles), with a

spur, I kilometer long, branching north

from near the middle of the line to the Pois-

danier Place, as shown on the accompanying

map taken from the Elektrotcchnische Zcit-

schrift, to which and to the Zeitschrift des

Vercines Deutscher Ingenieure and Staht

unci Eisen wc are indebted for our data.

There are thirteen stations, including the

last-mentioned one, with an average interval

of 900 meters. The underground section of

the road comprises about 1400 meters at the

western end, trom Nollendorf Place to the

Zoological Garden, and nearly 400 meters at

Potsdamer Place. All the rest is elevated,

but at the Warschauer Bridge the road

makes connecuon with a surface line which

runs 2 kilometers further to the city stock

yards.

The heaviest grade, i in 32, is at Nollen-

dorf Place, where the line changes from

elevated to underground. Elsewhere the

grade does not exceed i in 38, and the

sharpest curve has a radius of 80 meters.

In order to avoid grade crossings at the

"connecting tnangle." where the spur to

Potsdamer Place branches off, the "up" and

"down" tracks are carried at different levels,

but all elevated. This rather complicated,

but very neat piece of engineering work does

a great deal vo insure the safe and speedy

operation of trains.

The elevatei structure is principally of

steel, with about one kilometer of masonry

viaduct at the Warschauer Bridge end and

at the "connectmg triangle." The steel

construction, in general, consists of light

trusses combined with plate and angle col-

umns. The rdternate trusses are rigidly

connected to the columns, the lower chords

ending in curves, which run into the spread-

ing upper portions of the columns, and the

other trusses are freely suspended in order

to allow for expansion and contraction. The
clear height of this part of the structure

above the street varies from 3.2 to 5 meters

and the trusses have spans of from 15 to 21

meters. Most of the columns are vertical,

but in Billow Street they are inclined

outward so as to give a wide enough passage

way underneath the structure. There are

special constructions at various places along

the line, with some highly ornamental

features in stone and steel, and in general

a great deal of attention has been paid to

the looks of the road and to the necessity for

ir.aking it harmonize with its surroundings.
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MAP OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM OF BERLIN.

The elevate-i structure runs through the

middle of streets and along the northern

bank of the Landwehr Canal. It crosses the

Spree River, the Canal and several main

railway lines, and in one or two places it

cuts through buildings. There is a Water-

tight flooring of sheet iron covered with

gravel or asphalt to prevent drippings and to

deaden noise.

The underground portion of the road runs

through the middle of the street, right un-

der the pavement. The tunnel is 6.24 metres

wide and 3.33 meters high, with concrete

floor and sides. The roof consists of trans-

verse concrete arches, between steel beam?,

which rest on the side walls and on longi-

tudinal girders supported on a line of square

columns in the center of the tunnel.

The road throughout is two-track stand-

ard gauge. The distance between track cen-

ters is 3 meters on the elevated portion and

3.24 meters in the tunnels.

The third-ra'ls, carrying the working cur-

rent, are between the tracks on the ele-

vated sections and on the outside of the

tracks in the umnels, and in the latter they

lie a little higher than on the elevated track,

in order to auiomatically switch on the car-

rent for lighting the cars.

Continuous current, at a pressure of 750
volts, is taken from the third rail by con-

tact shoes, of which there are four on each

car, two on cither side, and the cars art

heated, as wdl as driven and lighted, by
electricity.

At present the trains consist of two motor
cars, with a trailer between them, but as the

traffic increases, another trailer can be at-

tached, or two of these train tmits can be
combined. All the cars have two four-wheel

bogie trucks ard are 12 meters long over all,

and differ only in their interior arrangement.

The motor cars are third-class, the trailer,

second-class.

The motor cars will ultimately have four

motors, one on each axle, but at present

they need only three. The motors are four-

pole and are powerful enough to give the

train a speed of 50 kilo.neters an hour.

The train is controlled on the multiple-

unit system from the motorman's compart-

ment in the frcnt end of the first car. There
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is a correspotiiing compartment in the rear

end of the last car, to be used when the

train is gomg in the opposite direction.

Each motor car has seats for 39 persons

and standing room for 27, while the trailers

have 44 seats and standmg room for 30.

There are two sliding doors on either side

of each car, one to be used on entering, the

other on leaving.

The trains run under a 2^ or 5 minute

headway, at an average speed of 25 kilo-

meters an hour. The stops at stations take

15 or 20 seconds apiece, and the distance

from one end of the line to the other is

covered in about 20 minutes.

The current is generated at a power sta-

tion situated voar the middle of the line, by

three 800 kilowatt direct-current machines.

There is also a storage battery large enough

to take the p'ace of one of the dynamos

for a full hour, and for shorter mtervals its

output is even greater. This plant will be

enlarged from time to time, as the increase

in traffic demands.

The Luxembourg Arch.

For a long time the great masonry arch

at Cabin John, on the Washington Aqueduct

in Virginia, has held the supremacy for

size, and it Is only very recently that its

220 feet span has even been approached in

magnitude. It is true that there had been

in existence the arch of Barnabo Visconti,

over the Adda, at Trezzo, of 76.5 meters

span, (251 feet) built in 1377, but this was

destroyed in 1416, and until now its dimen-

sions have not been again attempted.

Since the experiments upon full sized

arches by the Austrian Society of Engineers

and Architects in 1895, the laws governing

the distribution of pressure in masonry
arches have been more fully understood,

and the result has been to create a renewed
interest in large-span arches. The great

railway arch ai Jaremcze, by Huss, with its

span of 65 metres, (213 feet) nearly ap-

proached the size of the Cabin John bridge,

and as the latter carries only an aqueduct,

and an ordinary footway, the stresses are

decidedly less than those of railway service.

Now, however, we have the recently com-
pleted arch at Luxembourg, exceeding in

span, not only the bridges at Jaremcze and
Cabin John, but having even a greater span

than the mediaeval bridge at Trezzo. With

a clear span of 84.65 metres, (277.65 feet)

this new arch stands more than 50 feet

greater span than Cabin John, and 26 feet

larger than the former bridge over the Adda.

From a fully illustrated account in a recent

issue of Le Genie Civil we abstract an ac-

count of this important structure.

The City of Luxembourg is situated upon

a rocky plateau, surrounded on three sides

by valleys of 40 to 50 metres in depth, in

which flow the Alzette and its small tribu-

tary, the Petrusse. The slopes of these

valleys, especially on the side toward the

town, are very steep, so that in former times,

especially afttr the construction of the

works by Vauban, in the reign of Louis

XIV, it was considered one of the strongest

fortified cities in Europe.

In 1859 the introduction of railways into

the Grand Dachy of Luxembourg brought

up the question of the location of the ter-

minal station, and in order that the strategic

importance of the city might not be impaired

the station was not permitted upon the pla-

teau, but was built beyond the valley, nearly

a mile from the city. Access was had to

the station by means of a viaduct of many
arches, but the limited width of this viaduct

(8 metres) and the demands of increasing

traffic have led to its replacement by the

new bridge wi'h its great arch. The design

which was accepted for the work was that

of M. Sejourne, already well known for his

construction of the arches of Lavaur (61.5

metres), of Castelet (41 metres), and of

Antoinette (50 metres).

Apart from its great span, the Luxem-
bourg arch presents some most interesting

features. The width of the roadway was
planned to be 16 metres (52^^ feet), but in-

stead of makirg the arch of this width, M.
Sejourne designed two parallel arch rings,

each of 5 metres width, and with a space of

6 metres between them ; the two arches be-

ing covered with a platform of reinforced

concrete. The spandrels of the arches are

left open, with light masonry piers to carry

the weight of the floor down to the arch

ring, there being a conspicuous absence of

any solid backing, formerly considered so

necessary to tl^e stability of a masonry arch.

The advantages of this double construction

are apparent. In the first place the total

quantity of masonry required is reduced by

more than one-third. In the second place
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the centring need be only 5 metres wide,

instead of 16 metres, since one arch can be

completed entire, and the centring then

shifted for the second arch. A notable

economy in timber and labour is thus

effected. Furthermore the completion of

one arch greatly facilitates the work upon

the second. With these come numerous

minor advantages which appear upon an

examination of the work.

A few of thj dimensions of the masonry

arch are given, and reference should be

made to the original paper for further de-

tails, including drawings of the entire

structure. The span, as given above, is

84.65 metres (277.6 ft.), and the rise is 31

metres, (101.7 ft.) the depth of the arch be-

ing 2.16 metres (7.09 ft.) at the springings,

and 1.44 metr:s (4.72 ft.) at the key. The
material used is a local limestone, having a

crushing resistance, under test, of 1,200 to

1,500 kilogrammes per square centimetre,

(17,000 to 2i,c<J0 pounds per square inch).

The first of the great arches was com-

pleted on Julv 24, 1901, and the centreing

was struck on October 26, when the key

sunk only 6 niillimetres. The construction

of the second arch is now under w-ay.

Progress in Aeronautics.

VVe have already referred in these col-

umns at various times to the attempts which

have been made to solve the problem of

aerial navigation by the means of aeroplanes,

dirigible balloons, and their various modifi-

cations.

Naturally the greater part of recent at-

tention has been directed towards the ex-

periments of M. Santos-Dumont, but these

form a portion only of the effort which has

been directed of late to the subject. We
now have a general review of recent prog-

ress in aeronautics, contributed to the

Memoires of the Societe des Ingenieurs

Civils de France, by M. Armengaud, Jeune,

from which we make such abstracts as will

serve to give a general idea of the present

state of the ait.

M. Armengaud naturally devotes his atten-

tion almost entirely to the subject of dirigi-

ble balloons, ?nd while giving full credit

to M. Santos-Dumont for his success, shows

that it is the natural outcome of the general

development ot the science of applied me-

chanics, and especially of the development

of the light and powerful motors which have

met the demand for automobile vehicles.

It was in 1884 that MM. Renard and

Krebs succeeded in demonstrating that a

dirigible balloon was a mechanical possi-

bility, and their balloon "La France" must
be considered as the pioneer in this direc-

tion. At the same time it was impossible

at that time to produce a motor sufficiently

light and po.verful to enable headway to

be made against anything but the lightest

winds, but enough was done to indicate the

lines along which future progress might be

expected.

A brief description of the general dimen-

sions and construction of the Santos-Du-

mont No. 6, v/ith which the successful trial

was made, m?iy be given here. The balloon

itself was a cylinder of 6 metres in diameter

terminating in two cones, the total length

being 2)2) metres, and the displacement being

622 cubic metres. This is equivalent to 800

kilogrammes of air, against which there was
to be charged the weight of the balloon, 120

kilogrammes ; of the motor, 98 kilogrammes

;

of the hydrogen itself, 120 kilogrammes ; of

the aeronaut, 50 kilogrammes, and of vari-

ous accessories; there being left an unop-

posed buoyancy of 150 kilogrammes. The
balloon was made of the finest white Japan-

ese silk, this being very close mesh, and

rendered impermeable by means of five

coatings of iir.seed oil. Within this main
gas reservoir there was placed a secondary

balloon of 60 cubic metres capacity, this

being capable of distension or contraction

by the admission or discharge of air, thus

maintaining the outer main balloon in its

proper shape.

The motive power and propelling machin-

ery were carried on a sort of trussed girder

which was attached to the balloon by a sys-

tem of wires similar to those used in the

piano-forte. The rudder, which was of tri-

angular form, was attached to the rear, be-

hind the propeller, and braced and stayed

to the frameworks and the balloon by

wires. One of the novelties of the apparatus

consisted of the use of two reservoirs of

very thin brass, containing 45 litres, or about

100 pounds, of water, which might be dis-

charged at will, forming a more controll-

able ballast than the usual sand bags.

The motor, upon which the principal suc-

cess of the c-pparatus depends, was con-
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structed by M. Bucliet, and contains no

especial features differing from the well-

known machines of Daimler, de Dion, Pan-

hard, Mors, and others, for automobile ser-

vice.

We have already reviewed at length the

result of the tiial of October 19, as well as

the trace of the route by M. Armengaud,and

hence we may here rather discuss the gen-

eral conditions which govern the design of

light motors for aeronautical service.

Although steam engines have been greatly

reduced in weight in the endeavour to se-

cure power and speed in topedo boats, they

are as yet unavailable for use in flying ma-

chines. M. Scrpollet has designed a motor,

using his instantaneous system of steam

generation, which, for 30 h. p., weighs but

191 kilogrammes, or 6.4 kilogrammes (i4-ii

pounds) per n p. It is, however, necessary

to carry 10 litres of water (22 pounds) per

h. p., which adds too much to the load for

aeronautical p'^rpo^s. The principal method

by which the \\ eight of a steam motor may
be reduced is ' y increasing its speed, and in

this respect the steam turbine offers possi-

bilities.

MM. Renaud & Krebs used a battery and

motor of 9 h. p., with a weight of 25 kilo-

grammes per h. p. hour (55 pounds), and

this was a great advance over the 68 kilo-

grames per h. p., of M. Tissandier, or the

weight of the eight men, (400 kilogrammes)

employed by M. Dupuy de Lome.

In order the better to show the reduction

in weight per horse power which has been

attained in the more recent internal combus-

tion motors, ]\i. Armengaud gives a diagram

in which the curves show the results of vari-

ous makers. Without going into details it

may suffice to state that for motors of 50 h.

p. the weight has been reduced to 5 kilo-

grammes (11 pounds) per horse power,

while for motors as large as 100 h. p. this

may be reduced to 3 kilogrammes (6.6

pounds) per horse power.

Referring to the points to be observed in

the construction of future dirigible balloons,

it will be interesting to note the rules laid

down as long ago as 1886 by Colonel Ren-
ard, as a result of his practical experience.

In order to obtain successful results it is

desirable to

:

I. Give the balloon an elongated form,

similar to that of a boat

;

2. To maintam the form of the balloon by

the use of an internal vessel, permitting the

replacement of the gas by atmospheric air;

3. To maintain the longitudinal stability

by connecting the car to the balloon by a

rigidly braced framework;

4. To use a propeller of suitable dimen-

sions, actuated by a motor of as great power,

and relatively light weight as possible

;

5. To place the rudder in the reatj in a

manner similar to that employed in steering

boats.

To these rules Mr. Armengaud adds some
of his own, based upon the most recent ex-

perience.

1. Employ an internal-combustion motor

having at lea's! four cylinders, in order to

permit the best degree of balancing, and to

use electric ignition, in order to avoid in-

terruptions in the action of the cylinders.

2. Bring the propeller shaft as close as

possible to the longitudinal axis of the bal-

loon, that is, to the line passing through the

centre of pressure.

3. Provide fufficient distance between the

centre of pressure and the centre of gravity

of the system to maintain operative sta-

bility.

4. Provide, .n the case of small aerostats,

an auxiliary couple for stability, by the use

of a guide ro;.'e or a movable weight.

5. Provide ?.n easily regulated motor, in

order to enable the sudden variations in

resistance to be met promptly.

6. In the case of large machines, to pro-

vide two propellers, one in front, and the

other in the re ar, each propeller being actu-

ated by an independent motor.

Space Telegraphy.

At a recent meeting of the Societe Inter-

nationale des Electriciens, Captain Ferrii

of the French military telegraph service,

read a paper on the present state of wire-

less telegraph V with Hertzian waves.

After reviewing the history, the principles

and the theoiy of space telegraphy, the

author discussed some of the difficulties met
with. The parasitic signals dv^ to atmos-

pheric and terrestrial electrical phenomena,

encountered by himself and other experi-

menters, he divides into three classes : First,

those caused oy lightning discharges, which

are sometimes perceptible at great distances.

For instance, during experiments carried on
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in the environs of Paris, signals were regis-

tered caused by a thunderstorm at Angers,

nearly 250 miles away, while the sky was

absolutely clear at Paris. But these dis-

turbances are of minor importance.

Second, those due to variations in poten-

tial of the earth plate and the upper part

of the receiving wire caused by changes

in the earth's field. Parasitic signals have

frequently appeared at sunset and disap-

peared about 30 minutes thereafter, and

are also caused by the passage of electrified

clouds. By connecting the receiving wire

directly to earth, as in the newer arrange-

ments of Marconi and Slaby, that part of

these disturbances due to slow variations

of potential, can be eliminated.

Third, those which appear to bear rela-

tion to the temperature, and are met with

in warm climates, beginning about ten

o'clock in the morning and lasting until

evening and sometimes completely prevent-

ing any communication between stations.

These disturbances were encountered by

Marconi in hi."^ work between France and

Corsica.

All these influences are more apparent the

higher the wires and the more sensitive

the coherers, and a large part of them may
be avoided by using coherers of a low de-

gree of sensi'.iveness, though this remedy

introduces other disadvantages, notably a

diminution in the range of communication.

Several methods of syntonizing, or tun-

ing apparatus are described, particularly

those of Marconi and Slaby. These all

consist essentially in regulating the period

of the ether waves by putting definite

amounts of inductance and electrostatic ca-

pacity in the oscillating circuits.

By tuning the transmitting and the re-

ceiving apparatus to the same pitch, a max-

imum amount of energy- is made available

at the receiver and greater effects can be

produced and longer distances covered, but

owing to the phenomenon of multiple reson-

ance, no system of syntonization can pre-

vent the receiving apparatus from being

aflFected by waves of any pitch provided

there is ejiougn energy in them. According

to this view, a powerful transmitter, work-

ing at a definite pitch, would affect receiv-

-crs of all pitches situated within a limited

radius, but at greater distances it would

affect onlv those receivers which were tuned

to the same pitch. For instance, a very

powerful transmitting apparatus at Corn-

wall would cause transatlantic receivers to

respond only it they were carefully attuned

to it, but would affect receivers of all pitches

along the English coast and in the English

Channel. It would be interesting to know if

any such effects were actually observed dur-

ing recent transatlantic experiments.

On Marconi's latest voyage to New York
on board the "Philadelphia," he received

messages from Cornwall at a distance of

over 1.500 miles and signals at over 2,000

miles, while it is stated that the instru-

ments on the "Umbria," which followed

close after, were entirely unaffected.

As a matter of fact, both Marconi and

Slaby have received simultaneous messages

on the same vertical wire, with two sets of

receiving instruments tuned to very dif-

ferent pitches, over comparatively limited

distances, but better results are obtained

by having as many vertical wires as there

are receiving instruments.

This question of syntonization is the

crucial one, whose more or less perfect so-

lution will determine the adaptation of wire-

less telegraphy to general purposes.

The objection that wireless telegraphy

cannot insure secrecy is not of such great

weight, for ihis disadvantage is more or

less common to all methods of electric com-

munication. Wires have been tapped, and

"listening in" is not an unheard of occur-

rence in telephony. Code systems can obvi-

ate this objection, but a more serious trouble

is the possibility of interference. If all the

small stations have to "shut up" when a big

one is shouting in their neighborhood, the

practical limitations cf space telegraphy are

apparent, but whatever the final outcome of

the work to secure perfect syntony, there

will still remain a large and important field

which space telegraphy will have all to it-

self. For communicating with ships at

sea, with isolated lighthouses and with

islands which cannot be reached by cable,

its advantages are unique.

It seems as if there were room enough

for all our systems of electric communica-

tion, and it is most probable that the net

effect of wireiess telegraphy upon the older

methods will he an all-around improvement,

such as was experienced by the gas industry

after the introduction of electric lighting.
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Studies in Radio-Activity.

We have referred several times in these

columns to the curious phenomena which

have been observed in connection vi'ith the

rays emitted from certain metals (uranium,

polonium, radium, etc.) and their com-

pounds, believing that while these subjects

belong at present to the domain of physics,

their study may ultimately reveal many

things of importance to the applied science

of engineering. Much of the original re-

search in this line has been done by the

well-known physicist, M. Becquerel, while

many of the latest developments are due to

the careful work of M. and Mme. Curie. In

a recent communication to the French

Academy, made by M. Becquerel on behalf

of M. and Mnie. Curie, and published in the

Comptes Rendus, we have some most inter-

esting points upon the subject, which are

briefly reviewed here.

In order thc.t investigations may be con-

ducted with niPthod it is necessary to adopt

some provisional theory, and then proceed

with experime.its which may serve to prove

or disprove the assumptions which are in-

volved. The theory upon which the present

studies have been based assumes that the

radio-activity is an atomic property of the

substance. Naturally the most important

point for examination is the assumption that

each atom of the substance acts as a con-

stant source cf energy. This fact may be

determined by means of a great variety of

experiments upon the radiant energy, with-

out demanding the discovery of the source

from whence ihat energy is derived.

Experiments conducted through a num-
ber of years have demonstrated that for

uranium, thorium, radium, and probably also

for actinium, the radio-activity is entirely

uniform when the body is maintained in the

same chemical and physical condition, and
that this activity is not diminished with the

lapse of time. Polonium forms a curious ex-

ception to the above conditions. Its radio-

activity slowly diminishes with the lapse of

time, and the rays emitted dififer from the

others in that they are not deviated by a

magnetic fiel i, nor do they appear to be

capable of inducing radio-activity in other

substances.

Two theoricc, have been advanced as to

the source of the energy emitted by these

substances. One theory assumes that each

atom possesses in a potential condition the

energy which it radiates, while the other as-

sumes that the radio-active atom acts as a

mechanism which draws each instant from

without the energy which it disengages. The
first hypothesis involves the assumption that

the energy must eventually be exhausted,

although the experience of several years has

thus far failed to detect any variation. If

we admit the supposition of Professor

Crookes and Professor J. J. Thomson that

the cathode rays are material, we may con-

ceive that the radio-active atoms are in

course of transformation. Experiments

upon these points have thus far yielded only

negative results. After an emission of four

months there has been observed no appreci-

able diminution in the weight of the radiant

substance, nor has there been seen any per-

ceptible change in the spectrum.

The second hypothesis, on the contrary,

assumes the radio-active body to be acting

simply as a transformer of energy. This

energy may be borrowed from the surround-

ings in the form of heat or it may be bor-

rowed from unknown sources by means of

radiations as yet undiscovered. It must not

be forgotten that we are doubtless placed in

the midst of rrany phenomena of which we
are altogether ignorant, since our knowl-

edge is limited to those things which are

capable of acting upon our senses, either

directly or indirectly.

The work ^vhich has thus far been done

in this interesting field is an excellent ex-

ample of modern methods of scientific in-

vestigation. When certain unknown phe-

nomena are to be investigated various meth-

ods may be followed. Very broad and gen-

eral hypotheses may be made, and then grad-

ually narrowed in accordance with the results

of experiment. This methodical advance is

the most reliable, but it is also the slowest.

On the contrary, one may make much bolder

hypotheses, in which the mechanism of the

phenomena may be assumed, and then far

more definite experiments may be under-

taken in order to test the correctness ot

the assumptions. At the same time one is

apt to be led into error by the very necessity

of making a working hypothesis, and indeed

it must be expected that such a method must
consist of a mixture of truth and error.
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The Evolution of Fire Arms.

The relation of military weapons to the

advancement of civilization is a subject

which has often been discussed, but at no

time more effectively than in a recent paper

presented before the Franklin Institute by

General Joseph Wheeler, U. S. A., and pub-

lished in the Journal of the Institute.

General Wheeler traces the use of gun-

powder back to the East, where, in soil im-

pregnated with nitre, the charcoal from a

tire might well have been the cause of a

Hash which led to the discovery of the ex-

plosive. The written history of the use of

firearms is lost in obscurity, but it appears

certain that such weapons were known in

Asia long before they became known in

Europe.

Although cannon were used at Crecy in

1346, the long bow and the cross bow re-

mained the superior weapons for a long

time, and even so late as 1792, the archer

proved himself a better marksman than the

musketeer, in a trial at target shooting. The
whole history of the development of weap-

ons shows that improvements were made
by laymen, and neglected or even opposed

by military men until the latter were com-

pelled to adopt them.

Thus the Napoleonic wars were fought

with the old flint-lock musket, although the

percussion lock was invented in 1800, and

patented in England in 1807, so that with

this greatly improved weapon in his pos-

session the Duke of Wellington went into

the battle of Waterloo, eight years later,

with the muzzle-loading flint lock. But this

was not all. In the face of abundant in-

formation that breech-loading arms had

been before the public for centuries, and

despite the fact that the percussion lock

was publicly advocated in 1807, and in gen-

eral use in Europe from 1838, and manu-
factured in the arsenals of the United

States government in 1844, the army of

General Scott in the Mexican war was

armed whollv with flint-lock musket-.

Quoting the .'•arcastic remarks of Captain

Kimball

:

"The English bowmen made a gallant

stand against the ignominy consequent upon

the use of the brutal musket ; the French

bravely rejected the breech-loader in the

Napoleonic wars; the Americans did nobly

in refusing to use percussion-lock guns in

.Mexico, and in greatly preferring wonder-

fully bad muzzle-loaders to comparatively

effective arms with which to kill each other

during the Rebellion; but all these heroic

attempts at stopping military progress fade

into insignificance when one contemplates

the glorious resistance to the utilizing of

magazine mechanisms upon the rifle."

It would seem difficult to account for these

repeated anomalies, but when we reflect

that armaments are selected by experienced

soldiers, and that they have been indelibly

impressed with the excellence of weapons

which they have used, and that they realize

that any change would require a new course

of instruction, and at the same time involve

great expense in the change of armament,

some idea is conveyed as to the reasons why
they desire to adhere to old systems and

weapons.

Even in late j-ears, when a hammerless

gun was off'ered to the government, officers

of distinction urged as a serious objection

that it would be impossible for the soldier

to come to support arms. It seemed not to

have occurred to them that the manual of

arms could be changed and that there was

no necessity for ever holding a gun in such

a position.

Coming down to the present. General

Wheeler shows the dilatory conduct of the

United States in connection with modern

firearms and smokeless powder.

Smokeless powder was invented prior to

1886 and was in general use in Europe soon

after that date.

It was adopted by the United States,

together with the Krag-Jorgen=en, \a 1892,

and yet in June. 1898. every infantry vol-

115
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unteer regiment went to Cuba as an army

of invasion armed with the old Springfield

rifle with black powder cartridges. The

Spanish had smokeles powder and the

Mauser rifle, which many experienced offi-

cers regard as better than the Krag-Jorgen-

sen. Even in the far-off Philippines, the

insurgents were armed with the Mauser

and Remington.

But what is still stronger evidence of this

too conservative spirit, notwithstanding

that smokeless powder has been used for

heavy guns for ten years, black powder,

with its clouds of smoke, was the only kind

furnished to Dewey at Manila, or to Samp-
son, Schley and Clark at Santiago, and the

"Brooklyn" was so enveloped in a moun-
tain of smoke that officers on adjacent ships

only knew that the Brooklyn had nol gone

to the bottom by hearing the thunder of her

guns as this noble cruiser hurled tons of

iron missiles into the Spanish ships.

The present line of improvement lies in

the development of non-recoil and automatic

guns. The principal cause of defective aim

has been in the derangement due to the re-

coil after each discharge. Since increased

power is attended with increased recoil, and

since the limit of endurance has already

been reached, it is evident that this must be

neutralized, if not utilized, if further im-

provement is to be made. With such guns

the soldier can keep his eyes directed con-

stantly upon the enemy, and vary the direc-

tion according to the slightest indications.

With this is required rapid fire and a high

degree accuracy, and the army which is

fully provided with such weapons will have

a vast superiority over its opponents.

In the future, war must be conducted upon

business principles. The use of a non-recoil,

semi-automatic rifle, and thorough drill and
instruction of the soldier, will entirely

change this very unsatisfactory condition.

The effort should be to so train an army
that the missing of a shot would be the ex-

ception and not the rule, as it has been with

the old recoil gun. We may not reach

such a perfect degree of excellence, but we
can and certainly will approach it.

Science and scientific skill now enter into

every civil vocation. What has heretofore

been accomplished by the exercise of manual
strength is now done with a thousand or

more times the ease with which it was for-

merly done by human effort. To-day, one

man by the control of steam or electric

power does work which a few years ago re-

quired the combined strength and exertion

of a thousand or more human beings.

The nations which will win victories in

the future will be those Who use the most

skill in the application of scientific methods

and scientifically made arms, ordinance and

other machines of war.

Methods of Illumination.

In an interesting paper recently pre-

sented before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, Dr. Louis Bell dis-

cusses the art of illumination from its hu-

man and practical side, although he natural-

ly devotes most of his subject to electric

lighting.

After commenting on the tremendous

increase in resources in illumination since

the time of the once brilliant fetes of Louis

XIV, Dr. Bell shows that with the im-

mensely powerful sources of light now at

our command, there is a constant and often

reprehensible tendency to turn on more and

more light, irrespective of quality and re-

gardless of physiological and physical

effects, thus keying up the vision to a pitch

which demands extraordinary methods to

produce common-place results.

The true end of artificial lighting should

be to furnish illumination in quantity fully

adequate for the conditions to be met, and

in quality such as will neither unduly strain

the eye nor in any way inconvenience the

user. Thus quality is more important than

quantity, and it is this feature which Dr.

Bell seeks to emphasize.

The important qualities for a practical

illuminant are: steadiness; suitable intrinsic

brilliancy; and suitable color. Steadiness

is placed first, and its importance cannot be

too highly estimated, since without it the

other properties are valueless. Visual in-

ertia acts, by virtue of the property of per-

sistence of vision, as a protection against

very rapid changes, but not against slower

ones, and there is a wide range of fre-

quency below the point where visual in-

ertia fails to protect and the point where

the iris can give aid by its changes in aper-

ture. This effect naturally varies with dif

ferent persons, but Dr. Bell finds that in

his own case a variation of lo per ceiit. at
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the rate of one or two maxima per second

is very annoying and tiring. This is an im-

portant element in the production of satis-

factory lighting by incandescent electric

lights. The question of intrinsic brilliancy

is most important in its physiological effects,

since the image of a brilliant light acts to

produce serious inflammation if too long

continued in one spot. If the image wan-
ders over the retina, or moves quickly in

and out of the field of vision, very unpleas-

ant results are produced. The fundamental

rule of proper illumination, therefore, is to

keep brilliant radiants out of the field of

vision. It is for the above reasons that a

shading of the light, while diminishing the

brilliancy, may greatly improve the seeing

conditions. Experiments upon a nurhber of

sources of illumination show that for radi-

ants within the field of vision at the dis-

tances ordinarily met in interior lighting, an

intrinsic brilliancy of 5 c. p. per square inch

is about as high as it is wise to go. If this

is secured from direct sources it involves

the use of diffusing globes of fairly large

dimensions, but the better plan is to use arcs

kept out of the working field of vision, and

acting by reflection from the walls and ceil-

ings of the rooms. In this latter case

much depends upon the color and surface of

the walls, and this important matter should

be considered in connection with the sys-

tem of lighting to be employed, especially

in halls and places of public assembly.

In considering the question of color, it is

usually unnecessary that any particular

standard be adopted, but at the same time

broadly colored lights are not desirable.

It is the orange, yellow, and green that

make up about 80 per cent, of the useful

luminosity of the solar spectrum, and the

energy required to produce a brilliant blue

or red would be far more than for the same

luminous effect in yellow or green. Natur-

ally sunlight is the proper standard for

the best worK of the human eye, but this is

a very variable quantity and can only be

approximated.

Dr. Bell discusses the various sources of

I'ght. gas and electric, in accordance with

the requirements above indicated, and gives

some valuable hints as to the choice of illu-

minants for different conditions. For these

we must refer the reader to the original

paper only emphasising here again the im-

portant facts, that steadiness, and distribu-

tion are far more valuable than great bril-

liancy, that the human eye is the evolution

of ages of illumination such as we now find

in ordinary daylight, and that this natural

standard should not be departed from more
than is absolutely necc; sarj-.

The Powering of Electric Trains.

At a recent meeting of the American Irt-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, Dr. Carj' T.
Hutchinson read a paper which was inter-

esting in itself, but even more so from the

discussion which it provoked, both at the

meeting and in the technical press. This
paper was entitled "The Relation of En-
ergy and Motor Capacity to Schedule Speed
in the Moving of Trains by Electricity,"

and it gave a general solution of the ques-

tion involved in the movement of a body
from rest to rest with velocity varying as

in the typical case of car acceleration,

namely : first, a uniform acceleration while

getting up speed ; second, a uniform retard-

ation after the power is shut off and the

car, or train, is "coasting" ; third, a uni-

form retardation at a higher rate while

brakes are being applied, until the train

comes to rest.

The solution aims to afford a means of

determining the energy, the power and the

losses for any schedule speed, over a course

of any length, with any initial acceleration,

tractive resistance and braking effort, and
with any desired use of the "motor curve,"

the latter showing the values of torque and
speed for various inputs.

The method is partly analytical and partly

graphical, and in order to solve the prob-

lem by mathematical formulae, it was neces-

sary to make various simplifying assump-

tions. Thus, for instance, the track is as-

sumed to be absolutely straight and level,

the train resistance constant for all speeds,

and the acceleration and retardation uni-

form. Now, the validity of these assump-

tions was most strongly criticised, and it

seems to be a fairly general opinion that

the variations in actual operations from Dr.

Hutchinson's ideal conditions are so great

that his conclusions can be of little practical

value. It is, perhaps, doubtful whether so

complicated a problem as the one he at-

tacked can have any useful general mathe-

matical solution, but he appears to have
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gone as far in that direction as possible, and

at the very least, deserves credit for having

put the subject in concrete shape for a

very useful discussion.

Dr. Hutchinson reaches the conclusion

"that the acceleration that gives the lowest

motor capacity per ton is in all practical

cases the most economical. The very small

saving in energy is not to be compared

with the many disadvantages of very rapid

initial accelerations. Assume, for instance,

a gain of lo watt-hours per ton mile for an

acceleration of 3, over that required for an

acceleration of one; for a 20-ton car, and

with energy at 0.5 cent per kilowatt-hour,

this represents a saving of o.i cent per car-

mile. This is too trifling to be considered

in comparison with the fixed charges on the

greater investment for motors and distribu-

tion system; the poorer load factor at the

power station, the increased cost of main-

tenance, the difficulty of accurate handling

of cars, and. above all, the much greater

discomfort to passengers."

The broader question of the successful

operation of electric railways involves much

more than the attainment of a certain

schedule with the lowest possible energy ex-

penditure. The argument in the conclud-

ing part of the last paragraph might go

even further and say that the energy con-

sumed by the motors of a train represents

only a part of the cost of operating a road,

and when all the fixed charges are taken

into consideration, perhaps not a very im-

portant part of the total expenditure. As

has been said in one of the critical articles

on this topic, "electric railway operation is

much more than a problem in kinetics,"

and, we might add, dynamics as well. In

the end, it is a matter of business and com-

mon sense, where all parts of the problem

are given proper weight. The object of a

road is to build up a paying traffic, and to

secure this a satisfactory train service is

of the first importance. Good engineering

is of course most necessary, but slight sav-

ings in energy consumed are of minor im-

portance compared with the convenience

and comfort of passengers. A train ser-

vice should be reliable, safe, comfortable

and as speedy as possible, and when these

objects have been attained, the question of

the energy expended in moving the trains

can almost be left to take care of itself.

The Premium System of Wages.

The premium system has been much dis-

cussed from various points of view, and

naturally there have been various objec-

tions made to it both of theoretical and

practical grounds. In a recent address de-

livered before the students of Cornell Uni-

versity by Mr. F. A. Halsey, the originator

of the system in the United States, some

of these objections are considered and an-

swered.

The fundamental principle of the pre-

mium system is that of inducing the work-

man to save time by giving to him a portion

of its value, and, as Mr. Halsey well says,

the first question is to determine what

proportion of the value of the time is to be

given tt) the workman who saved it. The
matter must rightly be considered as a bar-

gain, in which each party endeavours to get

as much as possible for what he gives the

other. From this point of view it will be

seen that the premium is in no sense a

bonus of gratuity, but that it is, in the full-

est sense of the word, an earning. As-

suming, then, that the premiums are set-

tled upon a basis of increased output, there

is no reason why they should be cut from

time to time, and that so long as the meth-

ods of production do not change, the rates

may be made permanent. Indeed, if cuts

are introduced, there is at once produced

the principal evil of piece-work and the

workman's confidence is destroyed and with

it the incentive to further efifort.

The most fundamental objection is that

which denies that time is the proper measure

of wages, and insists that it is only the

product which is of value; this leading di-

rectly to the position that piece-work is tht

only sound method of remuneration. This

position is naturally that of the employer,

since it is upon that basis only that he can

obtain results for what he sells. The work-

man, however, has his time to sell, and nat-

urally considers it the proper basis of pay-

ment. In other words, both employer and

workmen are in business, the latter selling

his time to the former, and the former

selling the products of the latter's labor to

the customer. Thus, as Mr. Halsey well

says : The employer's interests are with

low wages per unit of product, while the

workman's interests are with high wages

per unit of time. The premium plan at-
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tempts to make these interests as far as

possible identical. Its true object is to

provide increased wages per day with re-

duced wages per unit of product.

Another objection is that made from the

standpoint of equity. It maintains that the

increased output is due entirely to the

efforts of the workman, and sees no reason

why he should receive only a part and that

the lesser part of the resulting gain. This

objection must be met in the original posi-

tion that the workman is in the business

of selling his time to the employer, and
that the law of supply and demand will

operate to compel the employer to meet

competition by reducing his selling price to

the extent to which he at first shares in the

gain, so that the gains due to the operation

of the system will ultimately be divided be-

tween the workman and the purchasing

public.

There is one feature here, however, which

must be taken into account, namely, the

difference in the nature of the workman's
commodity, time, and the employer's com-
modity, merchandise. The latter can be

stored, and held for a considerable period

without losing its selling value, while the

workman's time is a vanishing quantity,

which he cannot store, but which he must

sell day by day. A day's work, if not sold,

is gone forever.

As opposed to the position that the value

of a man's time is measured by its product,

comes that which insists that the time value

is fi.xed by the market rate, and that any

more is a gratuity, and not wages. There is

a market value of time, it is true, but that

value is only to be had by proper man-

agement, and the mere presence of the

workman in the factory without the pro-

vision of duties and direction of incentive,

will not enable it to be realized.

Another objection is one commonly made,

that the premiums are not intended for

permanent use, but are only intended to be

used to discover a man's capabilities, after

which the reward will be removed and the

production under the premiums still de-

manded. This corresponds to the standing

objection to piece work, that is, the cutting

of rates. It is answered by the standing

fact that experience has long ago shown

that the workman is worthy of his hire. All

employers pay higher wages to efficient

than to inefficient workmen, because com-
pelled to do so. The premium plan simply

systematizes this practice and grades, sorts,

and pays men in accordance with their effi-

ciency, instead of leaving that sorting to

general observation, and even to favorit-

ism. An employer can no more get the pre-

mium output without the premiums than he
can get an efficient workman for an in-

efficient workman's wage.

In many establishments it is considered

desirable to place the judgment of what con-

stitutes a day's work in the hands of old

and experienced workmen, assuming such
to be safe guides, upon whom managers
can depend, and by whose judgment fore-

men can be required to get the output of the

men under them. If working conditions re-

mained constant, and men lived forever,

this might be a good method, but ex-

perienced men pass away, and operative

conditions change, and we hope, improve,

both for men and for employers. The
premium system endeavors to determine

the proper remuneration by the actual

operative conditions, and from its very

nature should grow with them, thus render-

ing the determination of a day's output a

function of the actual conditions under

which it exists, and not upon the experi-

ence of what has been in existence in past

limes.

If the industrial system of the world is,

in a broad sense, simply the co-operative

production and distribution of wealth, and
if an increase in the total wealth produced,

by giving more to divide, increases the

amount available for each individual, the

general adoption of the premium plan can

do nothing less than advance the pros-

perity of all.

Artificial Graphite.

The production of carborundum in the

electric furnace by the fusion of sand and

coke and their conversion into silicon car-

bide is well known. In the course of this

work it appeared that a certain proportion

of pure graphite was produced, and since

this product had a commercial value, ex-

periments were conducted by Mr. Acheson,

with the result of making artificial graphite

a regular commercial product of the elec-

tric furnace.

In an article in a recent issue of the En-
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gineering and Mining Journal, Mr. F. A. J.

Fitzgerald discusses the process and shows

the uses of the product.

In his patent, Acheson states that the

graphite is really produced by the indirect

conversion or dissociation of the carbon

from combination with other materials, and

shows that the product is enormously in-

creased by mixing the carbonaceous ma-

terial with a certain proportion of oxides

of iron. The furnaces used in the process

for making graphite and graphite electrodes

commercially are similar in outward ap-

pearance and magnitude to those used in

Acheson's process for making silicon car-

bide. They are built of brick in the form

of a long, narrow trough lined with some

suitable refractory material. In making

graphite electrodes the latter are manufac-

tured of petroleum coke and pitch like an

ordinary carbon, such as is used in arc

lights, but a certain amount of some car-

bide-forming material such as silica or

iron oxide, is introduced. The electrodes

are baked in the usual way, and are then

ready for graphitization. To perform this

operation they are placed in a furnace and

heated to a temperature well above that of

the volatilization of such bodies as iron,

aluminum and silicon. That the tempera-

ture in the furnaces, is well above this point

may easily be demonstrated, as the bodies

above named are condensed in the form of

their oxides outside the furnace.

The carbonaceous substance which has

been found most suitable for making

graphite is anthracite coal, when the ulti-

mate product is to be paint, crucibles, and

similar work. When graphite electrodes

are to be made, a petroleum coke or pitch

is used, this being mixed with silica or

oxide of iron, and the mass baked in the

usual way before placing in the electric

furnace. The advantages of artificial graph-

ite over the amorphous variety is shown in

the fact that the density of the latter is

only 1.90, and compared with .2.19 for the

artificial graphite, while the respective elec-

trical resistances per cubic inch are 0.00124

ohm, and 0.00032 ohm.

Tests made on the graphite produced

from anthracite show that it is free from

amorphous carbon. The average product

of the furnaces contain approximately 5

per cent, of ash, and is therefore far purer

than the average natural graphite. When
necessary, purer graphites are produced

;

this being done by heating to a high tem-

perature for a sufficiently long time to vol-

atilize and drive ofif all impurities. Anthra-

cite treated in this way produced a graphite

containing only 0.31 per cent, of ash, al-

though the original coal carried about 15

per cent. ash. This small residual ash is

undoubtedly due to the condensation of the

vapors existing in the furnace when the

current is cut ofif.

It is a remarkable fact that in spite of the

large amount of work that has been per-

formed by various experimenters on the

conversion of amorphous carbon inta

graphite, half a century elapsed before

a process was developed that is now becom-

ing of greater importance every year. Over

50 years ago with a battery of 600 Bunsen

cells Desprez attacked this problem ; but it

was only a few years ago that a method was

discovered by which, in the first year of the

new century, and with the electric current

produced by the Niagara Falls, nearly 2,000,-

000 pounds of graphite were manufactured;

from amorphous carbon.

Electrodes, made of artificial graphite, are

recommended for electrolytic and electro-

metallurgical processes, and the advantages

claimed for them are long life, low poros-

ity, high conductivity and great economy.

The electrodes are made by treating in the

electric furnace amorphous carbon articles

made up in the shape desired. The prod-

uct is stated to be entirely free from amor-

phous carbon, and the percentage of im-

purity in the finished electrodes is given as

1 part in 1,000. The size of the electrodes is

limited generally by the difificulties of man-

ufacture. In rectangular shapes the cross

section is limited to about 28 square inches,

and the length to 36 inches. The width of

a carbon is usually limited to 8 inches. In

round carbons the length is limited to 36'

inches, and the diameter is 5 inches. These

limits can be increased slightly when large

amounts are ordered. Some striking results

have been obtained in tests made in Ger-

many with graphite electrodes in the elec-

trolysis of sodium chloride solutions.

The production of artificial graphite is

but another of the developments of the ap-

plication of electricity to industrial tech-

nology, and doubtle-^s many other sub-
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stances will be added to the products of the

electric furnace in coming years. The
growth of the electrochemical industries

gives another indication of the transfor-

mation which is overtaking the work of

tne technical chemist. Indeed it is well

understood in the United States that estab-

lishments which are as yet not prepared to

abandon the older methods of producing

various chemical supplies, are acquiring in-

terests in hydro-electric power plants in

eligible localities in order to be prepared

for the inevitable transformation which

can be foreseen. Such plants can be made
to pay their expenses by the supply of

current for local industries until such time

as they may be needed for the special uses

which their projectors had in mind, thus

requiring no charge against present operat-

ing expenses to be made on their account.

It is in methods of this sort that the com-

bination of the engineer and the business

man gives a strength which must be lacking

in either considered separately.

Notes on the Isthmian Canals.

In a very interesting address delivered

before the Chicago Commercial Club, and

published in the Railroad Gazette, Mr.

George S. Morison gave some points of

interest in connection with the Isthmian

canal projects which arc here reviewed.

After comparing the constructive feat-

ures of the Nicaragua and Panama routes,

Mr. Morison shows that the main advantage

of the Nicaragua route is that the west end

of the Nicaragua canal is 500 miles nearer

San Francisco than is Panama. This is

a manifest gain for communication between

New York and the Pacific ports, but it is

nearly neutralized by the additional time

required for the passage through the Nic-

aragua canal.

Mr. Morison calls attention to some in-

teresting facts about the distances involved

in traffic through an isthmian canal. Says

he:

"We all measure our longitude from

Greenwich ; Greenwich is practically Lon-

don. The Mississippi River, as marked by

St. Louis, Memphis and New Orleans, all

of which are on the same meridian, is in

longitude 90 degrees west. The mouth of

the Ganges is in longitude 90 degrees east.

The mouth of the Mississippi is directly op-

posite the mouth of the Ganges. The mouth
of the Mississippi is almost north of where
the Isthmian canal would be. The mouth of

the Ganges is a long way east of the Suez
canal. This means that very little business

can be expected to go from any European
ports through the canal across the American
isthmus. This canal must stand on its own
merits. It must be a canal for American
traffic. Furthermore, our Atlantic ports

can reach Chinese ports by a little shorter

route through the Suez canal than across

the American isthmus. Manila is about

equally distant by both routes. Japan would
be nearer by the American isthmus.

"Another thing: a great circle curve

drawn from the terminus of either canal

to San Francisco would be almost en-

tirely on land, it would pass through New
Mexico; the shortest route by which any
vessel could go from the terminus of either

canal to Japan would take them so near to

San Francisco that San Francisco would
naturally be a coaling port. The distance

from Panama to Yokohama, by way of San
Francisco, is less than by way of Honolulu,

San Francisco, furthermore, is the one port

on the west coast of America which is near-

est, not only to China and north Asiatic

ports, but to Australia and New Zealand.

There are some curiosities of this kind

which it is important to think about.

"From New York to San Francisco is

5,144 miles by way of the Panama canal.

A is-knot ship going 360 miles a day would
make that trip in about 15 days, including

the canal, if everything was all right. From
Plymouth, which may be taken as a sample

European port, the distance is 7,674 miles

;

that would take 21 days ; including the can-

al, probably with coaling, etc., 23. The
opening of the canal would place our Pa-
cific coast in direct communication with

our Eastern coast and with Europe. It would
place our Eastern coast and the Mississippi

Valley in direct communication with th«

west coast of South America, the trade of

which is now held in European hands. This

is a thing to which little attention has been

given, but it is likely to prove a very im-

portant one. But after all, I know of noth-

ing which you can rely on less than sta-

tistics of transportation on a transportation

route which does not exist. The profits

and the business of the canal must be the
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results of conditions which that canal

will create. The French company made
very nice calculations based on the posi-

tion of ships all over the world for several

years. But the real fact is that the opening

of this canal will encourage certain interests

on our west coast and elsewhere, which can-

not fail, in my judgment, to change many
lines of trade, and to create traffic which

does not now exist. If it were only to be the

traffic which does exist, I should doubt the

expediency of building the canal."

In regard to the military question, the

canal, in Mr. Morison's opinion, would be

an important factor in the prevention of

war. In all probability fleets could not

be taken through the canal in time of war.

But the value of a fleet is not so much to

fight in war, as to prevent the occasion of

war ; and the exercise and duties which an

American fleet could perform with the ex-

istence of a canal, the change of stations

and the discipline of squadrons, would be

very greatly improved. Our fleets would be

much more effective, not perhaps in fighting,

but in preventing the necessity of fighting.

The Ethics of Patents.

The ethics of the engineering profession

is wrapped in a mist and haze which no
one need hope to dispel, but a new feature

has recently been brought out by a brief

communication in the Proceedings of the

American Society of Civil Engineers con-

cerning the question as to whether it is un-

professional for an engineer to be a paten-

tee. The writer, Mr. A. R. Eldridge, seems
to have forgotten his ethics so far as to

permit himself to poke fun at the dignified

society; and, assuming himself to be in a

benighted condition, he appeals to the mem-
bership for light.

After stating that he himself has not vio-

lated the ethics of the profession so far as to

apply for a patent upon any article what-
soever, not even for a washing machine
nor a car coupler, Mr. Eldridge proceeds

to inquire as to the reasons involved in the

extraordinary idea that it is unprofessional

to become a patentee.

Let it be supposed that an eminent en-

gineer, one of the leading lights of the

profession, should, by chance, stumble upon
a decided improvement in egg beaters.

Would he debase the ethics of his profes-

sion by taking out a patent on his inven-

tion? It is hardly to be supposed that the

engineering world would decry such an

action ; why, then, should it object to his

taking out a patent on a new and im-

proved method of rolling steel rails, on an

improvement in the valve gear of a steam

engine, or on the construction of a freight

car? It the ranks of the profession were

scanned carefully it would doubtless be

found that many eminent engineers and sci-

entists have taken out patents ; witness the

names of such men as Lord Kelvin, Captain

John Ericsson, Professor Rankiriie, and

others, not to mention numerous members

of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Mr. Eldridge, however, strikes a very

happy point when he compares patents and

copyrights.

"One does not see or hear of any objec-

tion being raised when an engineer copy-

rights a book which he writes, or even com-

piles, yet wherein is to be drawn the fine dis-

tinction between a patent and a copyright?

An article, a device, a method of manufacture

may be patented, whereas a book may be

copyrighted. In either case others than the

owners of the patent or copyright are re-

strained from using the article or the con-

tents of the book without compensation in

one form or another, being paid to the

holder of the patent or the copyright."

Especially pertinent is the fact pointed

out that the Proceedings of the American

Society of Civil Engineers are themselves

copyrighted, so that the whole society as a

body is continually doing that which some
of its individual members would have us

believe is in violation of the ethics of the

profession

!

It is indeed refreshing to see such solemn

nonsense brushed away in the clever note

of Mr. Eldridge, and to call attention to the

manner in which an attempt to revive obso-

lete notions as to the unprofessional char-

acter of patents has been met. As a matter

of fact there is no earthly reason why a

civil engineer should not patent any original

inventions relating to his profession just

the same as any other man. He is in busi-

ness, and is prepared to receive fees for his

knowledge and work, and any attempt to

make the blunder of pretending that he is

not in business for its legitimate returns

can only result in making him ridiculous.
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city of Luxemburg, i plate. 2000 w.
Genie Civil—Jan. 18, 1902. No. 46340 D.

Brooklyn Bridge.

The Safety of the Brooklyn Bridge—

A

Rejoinder by Messrs. Hildenbrand and
Henning. 4200 w. Eng News—Jan. 30,

1902. No. 45914.

Colonial Bridges.

Colonial Bridge Erection. Discusses
types, the influence of climate, and other
conditions. 3500 w. Engr, Lond—Jan.

31, 1902. No. 46131 A.

East River Bridge.

The Triangulation for Bridge No. 4
Across the East River, New York City.

Oscar Erlandsen. Describes the novel

methods used in obtaining the distances

across the channels in the Blackwell's Is-

land Bridge. Also the apparatus and re-

sults. 111. 1500 w. Eng News—Feb. 13,

1902. No. 46194.

Flooring.

Experiments on the Strength of Wood-
en Floor Construction of Suspension
Bridges (Versuche iiber die Tragfahig-
keit der Holzernen Fahrbahnconstruc-
tionen von Hangebriicken). A review of

an article by M. Pierret in the Revue
General de la Construction Metallique et de
la Serrurerie, giving the results of experi-

ments on French highway bridges. 1500
w. Oesterr Wochenschr f d Oeffent Bau-
dienst—Jan. 4, 1902. No. 46350 B.

Masonry Bridges.

Masonry Bridges for Railways. Dis-
cusses the reason for the recent construc-
tion of many masonry bridges for rail-

ways. 1200 w. Eng Rec—Feb. 22, 1902.

No. 46423.

Reinforcing.

Reinforcing an Undermined Bridge
Pier. Describes the method of sinking
a new caisson around an old one which
was thrown out of plumb by floods. 1300
w. Eng Rec—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46162.

Saginaw Bridge.

Relative Merits of Swing and Bascule
Bridges and the Saginaw Bridge Letting.
Letters from Albert H. bcherzer and Ed-
gar A. Rossiter. The first letter discusses
the advantages of the bascule bridge ; the
second explains why it is not desirable
or required at Saginaw. 2400 w. Eng
News—Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46196.

Street Bridges.

A Report on the Condition of Street
Bridges in Indianapolis. Report of T. L.

Condron, showing the dangerous condi-
tion of four old bridges over the White
River, three of which are carrying electric

railway cars, although never designed for
such loading. 1300 w. Eng News

—

Feb.
20, 1902. No. 46496.

Tennessee Bridge.

An Eventful Bridge History. Hunter
M'Donald. Read at meeting of the Engng.
Assn. of the South: History of the bridge
of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
Railway over the Tennessee River at

Johnsonville, Tenn. The bridge was sub-
ject to an unusual number of disasters.

2300 w. R R Gaz—Feb. 7, 1902. No.
461 12.

Testing.

The Testing of Railway Bridges. Dis-
cusses the need of the fiist and of periodic
tests, giving the opinions of various en-

gineers and the methods used. 3300 w.
Engr, Lond—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46461 A.

Timber.

The Kintai Wooden Bridge. Illustrated

description of a wooden arch bridge with
three 150-ft spans and two som.ewhat
shorter, built in Japan in 1673. 700 w.
Eng Rec—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46161.

Viaduct.

Arched Viaduct Over the Seine, Paris.

Two-page plate and other illustrations,

with description of interesting features.

1700 w. Engng—Jan. 31, 1902. No. 46-

129 A.

Summer Street Viaduct. South Boston.
Herman K. Higgins. A statement of the
complicated conditions to be met with ; an
illustrated description of the structure and
its construction. 3800 w. Jour Assn of
Engng Soc's—Dec, 1901. No. 45931 C.

CANALS, RIVERS AND HARBORS.

Dock Equipment.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Drainage.

Drainage Improvement by Dredging.
E. E. Watts. Abstract of a paper read

before the Indiana Engng Soc. Discusses
drainage improvement works, methods and
cost. 2500 w. Eng News—Feb. 13, 1902.

No. 46198.

Land Improvement in Italy (Bodenme-
liorationen in Italien). Adolf Friedrich.

A well illustrated account of several great

drainage and land reclamation enterprises

and some irrigation work, visited by a

party of students from Vienna. 2 plates.

1200 w. Oesterr Wochenschr f d Oeffent
Baudienst—Jan. 18. 1902. No. 46354 B.

IVe supply copies of thest articles. See page 15Q.
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Dredges.

United States Dredger "Florida." Il-

lustrated description of an interesting

shallow draught dredger and snag-boat
for government use in improving the chan-
nels of small rivers. 1200 w. Engr, Lond
—^Jan. 24, 1902. No. 45990 A.

Great Canals.

Great Canals of the World. Informa-
tion from a study prepared by the Treas-
ury Bureau of Statistics, for publication

in the Monthly Summary of Commerce
and Finance, sho\ving»the c'ommerce, cost,

and dimensions of the great canals of the
world. 1200 w. Am Archt—Feb. 8, 1902.

No. 46126.

Inclined Planes.

New Plans for the Lifts on the Danube-
Moldau Canal (Neue Entwiirfe fiir die

Hebewerke des Donau-Moldaucanals).
Victor Schonbach. A very well illustrat-

ed description of the proposed inclined-

plane canal-boat railways, with map and
profile of canal betwen Vienna and Bud-
weiss. Bohemia. 6 plates. 4500 w. Oes-
terr Wochenschr f d Ocffent Baudienst

—

Jan. 4, 1902. No. 46348 B.

Isthmian Canal.

Panama ur Nicaragua? Editorial dis-

cussion of the present position of this pro-
ject, presenting the leading features of the
two schemes. 1800 w. Engng—Jan. 24,

1902. No. 45982 A.

The Isthmian Canal. George S. Mori-
son. Extracts from an address at a ban-
quet of the Chicago Commercial Club.
Gives brief descriptions of the Panama
and Nicaragua routes, stating the advan-
tages of each, and giving reasons why the

Panama Canal is to be preferred. 5000 w.
R R Gaz—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 461 13.

The Latest Route Proposed for the

Isthmian Canal—Mandingo Route. The
statement of the American Isthmus Ship
Canal Company concerning this proposed
route, with map. 2500 w. Nat Geog Mag
—Feb., 1902. No. 45964 C.

Time as it Aflfects the Selection of an
Isthmian Canal Route. A letter from
H. H. Trundle discussing various matters
relating to proposed routes. Also addi-
tional notes. 2800 w. Eng News—Feb.

20. 1902. No. 46493.

Why Not Own the Panama Isthmus?
Frederic C. Penfield. Discusses the canal

routes, favoring Panama, and suggesting
the purchase of the territory. 2500 w.
N Am Rev—Feb.. 1902. No. 45922 D.

Work of the Isthmian Canal Engineers.
Frederick Moore. An outline of the work
done in surveying routes and gathering the

needed information to determine the most
advantageous location. Sci Am—Feb. i,

1902. No. 45959-

Philadelphia.

Development of the Delaware River
Water Front of Philadelphia, Including
Description of Bulkhead, Street, and Pier
Construction. George S. Webster. An
illustrated article giving early history and
description. 10,000 w. Pro Engrs' Club
of Phila—Jan., 1902. No. 46040 D.

Piague.

Progress in the Raft Harbor Works
near Prague (Baufortschritt beim Floss-
hafenbaue auf der Kaiserwiese oberhalb
Prag im Jahre 1901). M. Machulka. A
brief illustrated account of harbor works,
including a bridge, on the Moldau above
Prague, Bohemia, 600 w. Oesterr Wo-
chenschr f d Oeffent Baudienst—Jan. 11,

1902. No. 46352 B.

Sault Ste. Marie.

The Enlargement of the Sault Canal.
Waldon Fawcett. An illustrated article

on the proposal to enlarge the locks of the
governmental ship canal which connects
Lakes Huron and Superior. 1500 w. Am
Mfr—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46470.

Ship Canal.

The Proposed Taunton River and Bos-
ton Harbor Ship Canal. From the report

of Frank W. Hodgson. An abstract of

the surveys and estimates for a proposed
ship canal to connect Narragansett Bay
and Boston Harbor, by the way of the

Taunton and Wej-mouth Fore Rivers.

900 w. Eng News—Feb. 6, 1902. No.
461 10.

Tide Indicator.

See Electrical Engineering. Power Ap-
plications.

Vienna.

The Regulation of the Danube at Vien-
na (Ueber Donau-Regulierungs-Bauten
bei Wien). Rudolf Halter. A general

account of the river improvement and
harbor work which has been carried on
for many years. Plans. 6500 w. Zeitschr

d Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver—Jan. 31, 1902.

No. 46360 B.

CONSTRUCTION.
Dams.

British Practice in the Building of

Earth Dams. Letter from E. Sherman
Gould on the relative merits of masonry
and puddle for core walls, and one from
C. F. Marsh, with illustration, on the

construction of an earth dam over lOO ft.

high. 1000 w. Eng Rec—Feb. 8, 1902.

No. 46172.

Concerning the Design of Earth Dams
and Reservoir Embankments. Editorial

discussion of various constructions, pre-

senting one that is especially recommend-
ed for security and tightness as well as

cheapness. 2500 w. Eng News—Feb. 20,

1902. No. 46492.

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page i^g.
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Remarks on the Recent Failures of Ma-
sonry Dams in the South. B. H. Hara-
way. Discusses the designs used, and the

causes of failure. 111. 1800 w. Eng News
—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46105.

The Design of American Dams. A dis-

cussion of the value of masonry as a ma-
terial for core walls, iioo w. Eng Rec

—

Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46254.

The High Earth Dam Forming Druid
Lake, Baltimore Water-Works, Alfred M.
Quick. An illustrated description of this

dam, supposed to be the highest earth

dam in the world, and the unusual plan

followed in its construction. 1500 w. Eng
News—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46495.

The Limiting Height of Earth Dams.
A letter from E. Sherman Gould, assum-
ing 70 ft. as the maximum height yet at-

tained, and discussing causes of destruc-

tion, construction, &c. 1600 w. Eng
News—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46494.

Fireproofing.

A New Method of Testing Fire-Resist-

ing Qualities of Fireproofed Wood. Ira

H. Woolson. Deals with the results ob-

tained in a long series of experimental
tests, describing methods and discussing
other qualities that must be considered in

the use of fireproofed wood. 4200 w. Eng
News—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46490.

Fire and Water Test of Vulcanite Fire-

proof Floor, Philadelphia, Pa. Illustrates

the floor and test house, and gives the con-
ditions and results of the tests. 1200 w.
Eng News—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46107.

Resistance to Fire of Floors and Doors.
Edwin O. Sachs. From a paper read be-

fore the School of Military Engineering,
England. A. report of experimental tests,

describing the construction, method of
testing and effect. 4500 w. Arch't, Lond
—Jan. 31, 1902. No. 461 18 A.

Tests of Fire-proof Partitions by the
New York City Building Department.
Brief report of interesting series of tests

of the effect of fire and water on various
forms of partitions. 2200 w. Br Build

—

Jan., 1902. No. 45924 D.

Piles.

The Supporting Power of Piles. Let-
ters by E. P. Goodrich and C. Baillairge
discussing the supporting power of a pile

and its carrying power considered as a
column. 1500 w. Eng Rec—Feb. 22, 1902.
No. 46433-

Prison Construction.

Cell Construction in the Tombs Prison,
New York. Illustrated description of the
steel work of the cells recently installed in

the municipal prison. 1900 w. Eng Rec

—

Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46262.

Roads.

Civilization and Wagon Roads. Ira O.
Baker. Read before the Illinois Soc. of

Engrs. & Surv's. On the merits of dirt

roads. 1900 w. Eng Rec—Feb. 15, 1902.

No. 46257.

Oil in Street Construction. T. F. White.
Abstract of a paper read before the
League of California Municipalities. De-
scribes the practice during the last three
years in San Bernardino County, Cal., in

making roads of loose sand and sandy clay

as well as better material, by soaking
them with oil. 2600 w. Eng Rec—Feb.
22, 1902. No. 46424.

Roads and Transport Systems in Mada-
gascar. A sketch* of the railway in prog-
ress of construction, and explanation of
the nature of work. Also account of the
macadamized road, and discussion of the
system of vehicular traffic to be used on it.

1500 w. U S Cons Repts, No. 1276—Feb.

27, 1902. No. 46479 D.

The Settlement of Lorraine Street,

Hartford, Conn. Frederick L. Ford. Il-

lustrated description of a big landslide

and the method of checking it. 1300 w.
Eng Rec—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46425.

Structural Work.

Architectural and Constructional Engi-
neering. T. C. Cunnington. Read before
the British Archt. Assn. Describes a

series of steel frame structures recently

erected. Deals first with American tall

structures, then with roofs executed to

fill special requirements. 2000 w. Arch't,

Lond—Jan. 14, 1902. No. 461 17 A.
Earthquake-Proof Buildings in Japan.

Illustrated description of methods of con-
struction adapted to divide up brick walls

in small sections firmly held by steelwork.

1400 w. Eng Rec—Feb. 22, 1902. No.
46431-

Some Features of the Design and Con-
struction of High Buildings. William
Copeland Furber. Outlines the courses
that led to this peculiar type of building,

and discusses the design and construction,

giving illustrations. Considers fireproof-

ing, rust protection, wind bracing, &c., &c.

10,700 w. Pro Engrs' Club of Phila—Jan.,

1902. No. 46036 D.

Structural Steel Details of a Two-Story
Boiler House. Illustrates and describes

details of the new 16,000 h. p. boiler house
of the United Railways and Electric Co.
of Baltimore. 2500 w. Eng Rec—Feb. I,

1902. No. 46071.
Steelwork in the Prudential Building,

Newark. Illustrated detailed description

of an interesting building. 1800 w. Eng
Rec—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46072.

Subway.

Mining Methods in the New York Sub-
way. D. H. Newland. An illustrated arti-

cle giving an account of the methods of
construction, the materials, mechanical
devices used, &c. 3500 w. Eng & Min
Jour—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46043.

We supply copies of these articles. See page /5p.
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Tunnel Explosion.

Explosion of Dynamite at the Rapid
Transit Subway. An illustrated account
of the disaster in New York at the corner
of Park Avenue and Forty-first street.

900 w. Sci Am—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46087.

The Dynamite Explosion on the New
York Rapid Transit Subway. An account
of the accident in New York city on Jan.

27, which caused loss of life and great de-

struction of property. 1300 w. Eng News
—Jan. 30, 1902. No. 45915-
The Effect of a Surface Explosion of

Dynamite. Illustrates and descriljes the

surface effect of the explosion at 41st

street and Park Avenue. 2200 w. Eng
Rec—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46070.
Wrecked by Dynamite. Brief account

of the terrible explosion in New York
rapid transit tunnel, which caused loss of

life, many serious injuries, and a destruc-

tion of a million dollars worth of property.

111. 1000 w. Fire & Water—Feb. i, 1902.

No. 45968.

Tunnels.

Driving Tunnels by Hand. J. H. Shock-
ley. Some points of value from an experi-

ence of over twenty years throughout
North America. 1000 w. Min & Sci Pr

—

Feb. I, 1902. No. 46050.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Tunnel

Bridge. Longitudinal view and cross sec-

tion of proposed construction with notes.

600 w. Sci Am—Feb. i, 1902. No. 45958.

MATERIALS.
Cement.

Tests and Constitution of Portland Ce-
ment. A. D. Fibers. A discussion of the

tests adopted by engineering societies,

with suggestions helpful in the study of

causes of deterioration of current work.

3300 w. Am Mfr—Jan. 30, 1902. No.

45935-

The History, Manufacture, Testing, and
Uses of Portland Cement. H. Howard
Humphreys. Reviews the history, prin-

cipal methods of manufacture, and of test-

ting, in the present article. 4000 w. Quarry
—Feb. I, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
46212 A.

Cement Workn.

The Cement Works of I. C. Johnson
and Co., Ltd., Greenhithe. Plan and de-

scription of these works and their equip-
ment, and some of the methods employed.
111. 4000 w. Engr. Lond—Feb. 7, 1902.

No. 46239 A.

The Rudelsburg Portland Cement
Works (Die Portlandzementfabrik Ru-
delsburg). An illustrated description of

the works of the Saxon-Thuringian Com-
pany, near Kosen, particularly of the dust-
prevention apparatus, i plate. 3000 w.
Zeitschr d \tx Deutscher Ing—Jan. 25,

1902. No. 46310 D.

Concrete.

Concrete Structures for Railways. W.
A. Rogers. Abstract of a paper presented
to the Illinois Soc. of Engrs. & Surv's.

Review of current practice on United
States railways in building culverts, abut-

ments and short bridges of concrete. 1700
w. Eng Rec—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46163.

Eeinforced Concrete.

Development of Reinforced Concrete
Construction from the Beginning to the

Present (Entwicklung des Betoneisen-
baues vom Beginn bis zur Gegenwart).

J. A. Spitzer. An illustrated general re-

view of the subject, with a particular ac-

count of some experiments made at Vien-
na in 1898. 3500 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr
Ing u Arch Ver—Jan. 31, 1902. No. 46-

359 B.

Tiles.

The Architect's Use of Enamelled Tiles.

Halsey Ricardo. Considers their use on
hygienic grounds, for saving or reflecting

light, and fcr decoration. Also reviews
the history of their use in early times, giv-

ing interesting information. Also discus-

sion. 9000 w. Jour Soc of Arts—Jan. 24,

1902. No. 45978 A.

Timber.

Southern Timber Resources. B. E. Fer-
now. Information concerning the supplies

and suggestions for their management.
2800 w. Mfrs Rec—Feb. 20, 1902. Special

number. No. 46417.

MEASUREMENT.
Surveying.

Directions for Topographical Work in

Mountains (Neue Anweisung fiir Vermes-
sungen im Hochgebirge). Some Swiss
regulations for trigonometrical and tachy-

metrical surveying. 1000 w. Schweiz
Bauzeitung—Jan. 4, 1902. No. 46375 B.

Surveyor's Chains.

Standardization of Surveyor's Chains.

Henry Louis. Abstract of a paper and
discussion before the N. of Eng. Inst, of

Min. & Mech. Engrs. Calls attention to

the precautions that should be observed
in setting out a standard length, and
details those employed by the writer. 1800

w. Col Guard—Feb. 14. 1902. No. 46-

452 A.
MUNICIPAL.

Asphalt Paving.

Criticisms of the New York Asphalt
Pavement Specifications. A. W. Dow.
Discusses the proposed new specifications

submitted by the Engineer of the Com-
missioners of Accounts. 5500 w. Eng
News—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 461 11.

Proposed Changes in the New York
Asphalt Paving Specifications. Report of

Otto H. Klein submitted to the mayor of

New York by the Commissioners of Ac-

We sufPh' copies of these articles. See f-n^e r^o.
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counts. It is mainly a comparison of the

old and proposed new specifications. 6000

w. Eng News—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46109.

Pavements.

Roads, Streets and Pavements. H. G.

Tyrrell. Gives points on the location of

roads, and discusses their construction in

the present ?rticle. 2500 w. Can Engr

—

Feb., 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 45973-

The Wooden Pavements of Paris. Let-

ters from Major F. A. Mahan and F. A.
Kummer on the trafiic and the durability

of such pavement. 2000 w. Eng Rec

—

Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46173.

Refuse Disposal.

See Electrical Engineering, Generating
Stations.

Sewage Disposal.

A Sewage-Disposal System for a Coun-
try House. William C. Tucker. Illus-

trates and describes a sub-surface dis-

posal-system for a house with three bath-
rooms and about twenty-one fixtures. 700
w. Am Arch't—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46469.

Sewerage and Sewage Disposal at the
Paris Exposition (Canalisationswesen
tmd Abwasserreinigung auf der Pariser
Weltausstellung 1900). Josef Ruiss. A
general review of the exhibits of the vari-

ous countries, with a well illustrated and
comprehensive description of the Pari<
sewerage works. Serial. 2 parts. 16000
w. Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver

—

Jan. 10, 17. 1902. No. 46357 each B.

The Purification of Sewage by Septic
Tanks and Various Supplemental Proc-
esses. W. S. Shields. A paper, slightly

condensed, read before the Illinois Soc of
Engrs. & Surveyors. Gives experience
with plants at Wauwatosa, Wis., and Lake
Foust, 111., with general remarks. 1800 w.
Eng News—Jan. 30, 1902. No. 45917.

The Purification of Sewage. W. S.
Shields. Slightly condensed from a paper
read before the Illinois Soc. of Engrs. &
Surv's. Describes the principles involved
in the design of a number of American
septic disposal svstems. 2200 w. Eng Rec
—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46168.

The Septic Tank System at Fond du
Lac. Describes a plant in which sewage
is pumped by electric motors, stopped and
started automatically, to a septic tank, the
effluent of v/hich is discharged either to
filter beds or directly into a stream. 800
w. Eng Rec—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46428.

The Sewage Disposal of Suburban
Houses and Public Institutions. Dr. P.
H. Bryce. Read at meeting of the On-
tario Assn. of Archt's. Indicates an effi-

cient and economical method of dealing
with all house wastes. 3500 w. Can
Archt—Feb.. 1902. No. 4641 1 C.

Sewers.

Cleaning an Altoona Sewer. Illustrated

description of the method employed on
about a mile of 30-in. pipe sewer and 44 x
33-in. brick sewer. 900 w. Eng Rec

—

Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46164.

Concrete Sewer Construction at Cold-
water, Mich. Harry V. Gifford. Illus-

trated description of the methods used,

and a report of tests of materials and other
information. 2400 w. Eng News—Jan.

30, 1902. No. 45918.

Making Sewer Connections. Discusses
the connecting of house drains, intercept-

ting traps, air inlets, &c. 111. 2500 w.
Met' Work—Feb. i, 1902. No. 45923.

The Design of Sewers (Beitrag zur Ber-
echnung von Kanalisationscitungen). Hr.
Hecker. Graphical and other methods for

calculating sewer systems adequate for

any possible rainfall. Tables. Serial. 2

parts. 3 plates. 4000 w. Gesundheits
Ing—Dec. 15, 31, 1901. No. 45897 each B.

The Early History of the Memphis
Sewers. Extracts from a paper by A. T.
Bell, describing the separate sewers built

between 1880 and 1897. which first estab-

lished in the United States the correct
principles to follow in designing such
work. Also editorial comment. 3300 w.
Eng Rec—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46258.

The Sewerage Systems of Sydney, N. S.

W. Brief description of the various com-
pressed air, electric, and steam pumping
plants, mechanical and biological sewage
treatment works, and other features of the

sewerage systems employed. 1600 w. Eng
Rec—Feb. 15. 1002. No. 46261.

WATER SUPPLY.

Driven Wells.

A Driven Well Gravity Water Supply.
Describes an unusual well system installed

as a supply for mills and tenements in

Massachusetts. 111. iioo w. Eng Rec

—

Feb. I, 1902. No. 46069.

Drought.

The Autumns's Drought. An Account of

the drought in England during the autumn
of last year, and its etfect on the water
supply. 4000 w. Engr, Lond—Feb. 7,

1902. No. 46240 A.

Filtration.

The Puech Graded Grayel Filters (Les
Filtres Degrossiseurs Puech). Hippolyte
Fontaine. A short, illustrated account of

this filtration system, in which the water
flows successively through three beds of

gravel, the coarsest first. 1500 w. Bull

Soc d'Encouragement—Jan., 1902. No.
46389 G.

Settling Basins and Slow Sand Filter

Beds for Pittsburg, Pa. An illustrated

description of the plan and details of the

work proposed. The chief objects are to

remove turbidity and bacteria. 2800 w.
Eng News—Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46197.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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Ground Water.

A New Method of Determining the
Velocity of Underground Water. Charles
S. Slichter. Describes an electrical meth-
od which has given satisfactory results

with rapidity. 111. 900 w. Eng News

—

Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46491.
Ground Water Supplies and the Oyster

Industry. Text of a decision of the N. Y.
Supreme Court in a suit to prevent the
operation of a ground water pumping sta-

tion because if diminished the fresh water
at the mouth of a creek where oysters are
fattened. 1 100 w. Eng Rec—Feb. 22, 1902.

No. 46430.

Hamilton, Ohio.

Contamination of the Water Supply of
the City of Hamilton. Ohio. John Lo-
renz. Gives briefly the history of this

city's supply, and the plan adopted for

remedying the latest trouble. 1200 w.
Munic Engng—Feb., 1902. No. 46034 C.

Inaugural Address.

Mr. Percy Griffith on Water Supply.
Extract from the inaugural address at the

Society of Engineers, touching on the

lines of advancement for the present and
future. 5000 w. Jour Gas Lgt—Feb. li,

1902. No. 46437 A.

London.

London Water Supply. Editorial discus-

sion of the present outlook for the settle-

ment of the Metropolitan water question,

by the establishment of a water board.

3300 w. Engng—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46233 A.

The Purchase of the London Water
Companies' Works. An outline of the

Local Government Board's project for

purchasing and managing the works of the

companies supplying London and the

vicinity with water. 1000 w. Eng Rec

—

Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46429.

North Sea Islands.

The Water Supply of Some North Sea
Bathing Resorts (Die Wasserversorgung
'einiger Nordseebader). Hr. Herzberg. A
paper before the "Deutscher Verein von
Gas und Wasserfachmannern," giving an
account of borings and ground-water con-
ditions on the East Frisian Islands, with
discussion. 4000 w. Gesundheits Ing

—

Nov. 30, 1901. No. 45878 B.

Reservoirs.

Further Reports on the Jerome Park
Reservoir. Letters from Mr. Elnathan
Sweet, and Mr. J. J. R. Croes, with re-

sponses by Mr. Wm. R. Hill. 5700 w.

Eng News—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46108.

Government Construction of Reservoirs
in Arid Regions. H. M. Chittenden. A
statement of the reservoir problem of the

arid section of the United States, showing
its importance, and discussing the ques-
tion in its \arious aspects. 6000 w. N
.\x\\ Rev—Feb., 1902. No. 45921 D.

Riparian Rights.

Interstate Riparian Water Rights. Full
text of decision of United States Circuit
Court of Appeals in Pine v. Mayor of New
York. This decision practically forbids
any corporation or individual of one state
to interfere in any manner with the free
flow of water in a stream entering another
state. Also editorial. 4600 w. Eng Rec—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46169.

Turbidity.

Method of Calibrating Turbidimeters.
George C. Whipple and Daniel D. Jack-
son. Illustrates the essential parts of the
instrument explaining its use and the
method of calibrating. 1500 w. Tech
Quar—Dec, 1901. No. 46008 E.

Waste.

Water Cost and Water Waste. A. L.
Holmes. Abstract of a paper read before
the Mich. Engng. Soc. at Grand Rapids.
Reports concerning the supply of several
important cities, and favors the metering
of water systems. 2300 w. Eng News

—

Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46106.

Water Waste in Cleveland. Describes
experiments proving the large waste of
water in Cleveland and the efficacy of me-
ters in preventing it. 700 w. Eng Rec

—

Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46426.

Water Bill.

The London Water Bill. Abstract of
the Government Bill in connection with
the water supply, with editorial comment.
Proposes to establish a Water Board of
sixty-seven m.embers with a chairman and
vice-chairman. 4500 w. Engr, Lond

—

Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46241 A.

Water Works.

America's First Water Works. From
the Bethlclicm Times. Brief description
of an arrangement for suplying a small
community with water, which was put in

operation in 1754. 1300 w. Dom Engng
—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46466 C.

Some Economic Features of Municipal
Engineering. C. S. Burns. Mainly de-
voted to an explanation of the great possi-
bilities in the way of economy that can be
secured by attention to small details of
water-worka design. 2900 w. Eng Rec

—

Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46166.

MISCELLANY.

Temperature.
The Temperature of Germany in Its

Relation to Artificial Heating (Die Tem-
peraturverhaltnisse Deutschlands, soweit
sie fiir die Beheizung der Raume in Be-
tracht Kommen). Hr. Marx. A paper be-
fore the Heating and Ventilating Engi-
neers on the climate, and particularly the
temperature of Germany, with tables and
diagrams. 3000 w. Gesundheits Ing—Jan.

15. 1902. No. 45882 B.
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COMMUNICATION.

Cable Repairmg.

A New Telegraph Steamer, SS. "Vik-

ing." Description of latest cable laying

and repairing steamer, and its equipment.

111. 1800 w. Elec Rev, Lond—Jan. 31,

1902. No. 46246 A.

Cables.

Telephone Cables—Their Construction

and Maintenance. P. Kerr Higgins. An
illustrated article stating the conditions

as they exist at the present time. 3000 w.

Am Tel Jour—Feb. i, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 46024.

The German-American Cable. From the

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift. An inter-

esting account of the new Emden-Fayal-
New York cable which was laid over a

year ago. 3500 w. Elect'n, Lond—Feb.

14, 1902. No. 46445 A.

The Manufacture of Submarine Cables.

The new cable-works of Siemens and
Halske are illustrated and the process of

manufacture is described. 1400 w. Sci

Am—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46086.

Development.

The Development of Electrical Science.

From an address by Henry A. Gray, at a

meeting of the Engin-eer's Club of Toron-
to. Traces the development of telegraphy,

telephony, and electric lighting. 3000 w.

Can Elec News—Feb., 1902. No. 46187.

Exchange.

The National Telephone Co.'s New Bat-
tersea Exchange. Illustrated description

* of an exchange with a lamp-signal switch
board, working on the Kellogg central

battery system. 2000 w. Elect'n, Lond

—

Feb. 7, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
46219 A.

Farm Lines.

Farm Telephone Lines in Northern
Ohio. A. E. Dobbs. Gives briefly the

history of lines in Geauga County. 111.

3500 w. Am Tel Jour—Feb. 15, 1902. No.
46273.

Space Telegraphy.

How to Construct an Efficient Wireless
Telegraph Apparatus at a Small Cost. A.
Frederick Collins. Illustrated description.

1500 w. Sci Am Sup—Feb. 15, 1902. No.
46207.

Induction Wireless Telegraphy. V. H.
Emerson. A brief account of this system
as operated on the Lehigh Valley and
other railroads. 1000 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46292.
Marconi's Achievement. Remarks on

his recent success in signalling from

Cornwall, England, to Newfoundland.
1200 w. Mach, N. Y—Feb., 1902. No.
46078.

Some Wireless Telegraph Stations of

the Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft
(Einige Funkentelegraphische Installa-

tionen der Allgemeinen Elektricitats Ges-
ellschaft). Graf Arco. An illustrated de-

scription of wireless telegraph installa-

tions on the Slaby-Arco system on board
the "Deutschland," at Cuxhaven, and on
a lightship and at a lighthouse nesr Esb-
jerg, Denmark. 1000 w. Elektrotech
Zeitschr—Jan. 30, 1902. No. 46327 B.

The Actual State of Wireless Tele-
graphy with Hertzian Waves (Sur I'Etat

Actuel de la Telegraphie sans Fil par
Ondes Hertziennes). Capt. Ferrie. An
illustrated paper giving a good general re-

view of the whole subject, iioo w. Bull
Soc Internationale d'Electriciens—Jan.,

1902. No. 46397 E.

The Marconi School of Wireless Teleg-
raphy. H. J. Shepstone. Illustrated ac-
count of a school opened at Frinton-on-
Sea, in Essex, England, for the teaching
of wireless telegraphy. 800 w. Sci Am

—

Feb. I, 1902. No. 45960.

Wireless Telegraphy. H. W. Sullivan.

Notes on the history, and present and
future prospects of the new enterprise as
an industry. 1400 w. Elec Rev, Lond

—

Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46448 A.

Space Telephony.

Wireless Telephony Through the Earth
(Telephonic sans Fil, par la Terre). E.
Ducretet. Notes on experiments with the

transmitter connected to earth plates and
the receiver to a small sphere on the floor

of the catacombs. Speech was well repro-
duced. 400 w. Comptes Rendus—Jan.

13, 1902. No. 46396 D.

Synchronous Telegraphy.

Modern Synchronous Telegraph Sys-
tems (Moderne Telegraphen-Systeme mit
Synchroner Bewegung). Karl v. Barth.
An illustrated description of the Hughes,
Baudot, Delany and other systems and
apparatus, i plate. 5000 w. Oesterr
Wochenschr f d Oeffent Baudienst

—

^Jan.

25, 1902. No. 46355 B.

Telautograph.

The Gruhn Telautograph (Ueber einen
Neuen Telautographen der Kopier-Tele-
graph-Gesellschaft m. b. H., Dresden).
Hr. Gruhn. Paper before the Elektro-
technischer Verein giving an illustrated

description of an aparatus for transmitting
writing and sketciies telegraphically. At
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the receiving station a rairror, controlled

by the transmitter, throws a beam of light

which photographs the record. 4000 w.
Elektrotech Zeitschr—Feb. 6, 1902. No.
46332 B.

Telephony,

Electrolysis of Telephone Cables. A. E.
Dobbs. Discusses the trouble in connec-
tion with underground cables, and the

methods of preventing. 111. 2000 w. Am
Tel Jour—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46140.

Multiple Switchboards. A. E. Dobbs.
Describes only the drop or target type,

and shows the advantage of multiple

switchboard to operators of seven small
exchanges. 1600 w. Am Tel Jour—Feb.

22, 1902. No. 46412.

Telephony in Great Britain. Gives
brief descriptions of the three competitive
systems which have been put into opera-
tion, explaining the attitude of the gov-
ernment. 111. 2800 w. Elec Rev, N. Y

—

Feb. IS, 1902. No. 46284.

Telephony Twenty Years Ago and To-
day. Thomas D. Lockwood. A brief re-

view of the general advancement made.
1600 w. Elec Rev, N. Y—Feb. 15, 1902.

No. 46288.

The Common Battery System. J. J. Car-
ty. An address before the New York
Elec. Soc. Reviews the recent important
advances made in telephony, and outlines

the main features of the system named.
2400 w. Elec Rev, N. Y—Feb. 22, 1902.

No. 46468.

Transmitter.

A New Loud Speaking Microtelephone
(Un Nouveau Microtelephone Haut Par-
leur.) From a paper by W. Krejsa before
the Vienna Electro-Technical Society. An
illustrated description of a transmitting ap-

paratus in which the indication coil has an
armature whose distance from the core
varies with the current. 400 w. Elec-
tricien—Sept. 28, 1901. No. 45847 B.

DISTRIBUTION.
Conduits.

Separate Conduits for High and Low
Potential Wires. William Brophy. Ab-
stract of a paper read before the Interna-
tional Assn. of Munic. Electr'ns. An ac-

count of the causes that led to placing all

electric wires underground, and the sys-
tems of distribution in use. Considers
also the losses due to the joint occupancy
of conduits. 5200 w. Am Tel Jour—Feb.
22, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46413.

Controller.

Simplified Polyphase Current Control-
ler (Ueber Vereinfachte Drehstromkon-
troller). Etigen Klein. An illustrated de-
scription of a form of controller in which
the number of contact pieces and connec-

tions is greatly reduced. 800 w. Elek-

trotech Zeitschr—Jan. 23, 1902. No.
46322 B.

Distributing Mains.

Practical Notes on Continuous-Current
Distributing Mains. John C. A. Ward.
Abstract of 2 paper read before the Glas-

gow Soc. of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Pre-
sents some of the causes that effect the

efficiency of distribution, and gives a com-
parison of the different systems. 111. 2500
w. Elect'n, Lond—Jan. 24, 1902. Serial,

ist part. No. 46000 A.

Earth Currents.

Earth Currents Derived from Distribut-
ing Systems. E. Basil Wedmore. Read
before the Inst, of Elec. Engrs.. England.
A statement of some of the conclusions
reached, with their application. 3500 w.
Elect'n, Lond—Jan. 24, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 45999 A.

The Leakage of Current from Buried
Bare Conductors. Reviews the paper by
E. Basil Wedmore before the Inst, of
Elec Engrs and its discussion. 111. 1400
w. Elec Rev, Lond—Feb. 14, 1902. No.
46447 A.

Electricity Supply.

Some Notes on the Influence of the
Sub-Station Equipment and Transmission
Line on the Cost of Electricity Supply.
Andrew Stewart. Read before the New-
castle section of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs.
Discusses the distribution system under
present conditions, and some points in the
equipment of sub-stations. 2400 w. Elec
Engr, Lond—Jan. 31, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 46125 A.

Single-Phase.

Single-Phase Transmission Plant with
Power Distribution. Illustrated detailed
description of the water-power plant at

La Goule. 1200 w. Am Elect'n—Feb..
1902. No. 46026.

Transformer Switches.
The Economy of Automatic Transform-

er Switches (Ueber die Oekonomie von
Hochspannungsfernschaltern). E. H.
Geist.

_
A discussion, showing that only in

exceptional cases is it economical to instal

switches which automatically cut out the
primary winding of a transformer when
there is no load on the secondary. 1200
w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—^Jan. 16, 1902.
No. 46319 B.

ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Accumulators.

Accumulator Cells with Carriers of
Light Non-Conducting Materials. A de-
scription of a secondary cell, the inven-
tion of A. Ricks. 1400 w. Elect'n, Lond
—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46444 A.
The Construction of a Small Storage
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Cell. H. F. Shepherd. Sketches and de-

scription of a cell which has given excel-

lent results. 800 w. Am Elect'n—Feb.,

1902. No. 46029.

The Influence of Temperature on the

Capacity of Lead Accumulators (Ueber

den Einfluss der Temperatur auf die Ka-
pacitat der bxeiakkumulatoren) . Ch. Liagre.

From L'Eclairace Electriquc. A record of

experiments with a d'Arsonval-Vaugeois

cell, with positive and negative Plante

plates, showing that the capacity increases

with the temperature. Diagram. 600 w.

Elektrotech Zeitschr—Jan. 16, 1902. No.

46320 B.

The Leitner Accumulators for Electro-

mobile and Traction Work. Illustrated

article giving information concerning stor-

age batteries for automobile and traction

use, for central station work, and for train

and yacht lighting. 2000 w. Elec Times
—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46208 A.
Welsbach's Carbon-Zinc-Cerium Salt

Accumulator. Brief description. 1600 w.

Horseless Age—Feb. 12, 1902. No. 46183.

Alkalies.

The "Bell" Gravity Process for the

Electrolytic Production of Alkalies and
Chlorine. John B. C. Kershaw. A de-

scription of the "Bell" cell and estimates

of costs. I ICO w. Elect'n, Lond—Feb. 7,

1902. No. 46223 A.

Aluminum.

The Electrolytic Production of Alumi-
num (Versuche iiber Aluminiumdarstell-
ung). F. Haber and R. Geipert. An il-

lustrated account of elaborate laboratory

experiments to determine the processes in

general use with scientific exactness. 2

parts. 7000 w. Zeitschr f Elektrochemie

—Jan. 2, 9, 1902. No. 45863 each G.

Carbon Bisulphide.

The Electrical Manufacture of Carbon
Bisulphide. Edward R. Taylor. Gives il-

lustrations of the furnace, with descrip-

tion. 1000 w. Elec Rev, N. Y—Feb. i,

1902. No. 45944.

Review.

Electro-Chemistry in 1901 (Die Elek-
trochemie im Jahre 1901). Dr. M. Krii-

ger. A general review. The present num-
ber is devoted to theoretical investigations
and publications. Serial, ist part. 2000
w. Elektrochemische Zeitschr—Jan.. 1902.

No. 45868 G.

Storage Batteries.

See Electrical Engineering Generating
Stations.

ELECTRO-PHYSICS.

Atomic Theory.
Recent Developments of the Atomic

Theory and Its Connection with Light and
Electricity. C. C. Garrard. Gives, in the
present article, a summary of recent inves-
tigations and discoveries which show that

long accepted theories must be revised.

1600 w. Elec Rev, Lond—Feb. 7, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 46217 A.

Discharges.

Rotary Disks. Alfred G. Dell. A re-

port of experimental investigations of
electrical discharges in a spark gap be-

neath a rotating mica disk. 1800 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46293.

Electrical Phenomena.

Celestial Explosions and Their Rela-
tions to Electrical Phenomena. Hudson
Maxim. Explains what an explosion real-

ly is, and considers some celestial explo-

sions. 111. 4700 w. Elec Age—Jan., 1902.

No. 46020 C.

Electrodynamics.

General Equations of Electrodynamics
in Conductois and Perfect Dielectrics at

Rest (Equations Generales de 1' Electro-

dynamique dans les Conducteurs et les

Dielectriques Parfaits en Repos). E. Car-
vallo. A generalisation of Kirchhoff's

two laws, with interpretation, application

and comparison with Maxwell's results.

800 w. Comptes Rendus—Jan. 6, 1902.

No. 46393 D.

Electrostatic Field.

The Electrostatic Field about an Elec-
tric Current and the Theory of Professor
Poynting (Sur le Champ Electrostatique

autour d'un Courant Electrique et sur la

Theorie du Professeur Poynting). W. de
Nicolaieve. A description and record of

experiments. 600 w. Comptes Rendus

—

Jan. 6, 1902. No. 46392 D.

Hysteresis.

Rotary Hysteresis (Ueber Rotirende
Hysteresis). A. Dina. An experimental
comparison between rotary, static and al-

ternating current hysteresis, with curves
and tables. 4000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—Jan. 16, 1902. No. 46316 B.

Interrupter.

A New Mercury Interrupter (Ein Neuer
Quecksilverstrahl-Unterbrecher). An il-

lustrated description of a current interrup-

ter to be used in connection with induction

coils for Rontgen ray work, in which a

stream of mercury is broken at intervals in

a liquid insulating material. 1000 w. Elek-

trotech Zeitschr—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46-

331 B.

Magnetic Deflection.

Magnetic Deflection of Long Steel-Wire
Plumb-Lines. Dr. William Hallock. A
report of experiments made and evidence
found, which support the conclusion that

iron or steel wire ought not to be used for

plumb-lines where accuracy is needed.

700 w. Elec Wld & Engr—Feb. 8, 1902.

No. 46157-

Magnetic Properties.

The Relation between the Magnetic
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Properties and the Electrical Conductiv-
ity of Magnetic Materials (Ueber das Ver-
haltniss der Alagnetischen Eigen^^chaften

zum Elektrischen Leitvermogen Magnet-
ischer Materialien). E. Gumlich. A re-

view of experiments by Barrett, Brown
and Hadfield described in the Scientific

Transaction of the Royal Dublin Society,
showing particularly the influence of alu-

minum and silicon on iron. Tables.

1500 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—Feb. 6, 1902.

No. 46.^29 B.

Magnetic Saturation.

The Best Degree of Saturation for Poly-
phase Generators (Giinstigster Sattig-

ungsgrad Mehrphasiger Generatoren).
Emil Korrodi. The best flux density for

the field magnets of polyphase generators
is shown graphically. 400 w. Elektro-
tech Zeitschr—Jan. 16, 1902. No. 46318 B.

Magnets.

Tractive Magnets for Straight and Cir-

cular Movements (Hubmagnete fiir Ger-
ade und Kreislinige Bewegungen). F. R.
Dietze. An illustrated description of elec-

tromagnets, with variously shaped cores
and pole-pieces, for liftmg and tractive

purposes. 1000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46334 B.

Radiography.

On Radio-Active Bodies (Sur les Corps
Radioactifs). P. and C. Curie. On the
•nature of the emission from these bodies
and of its duration. 600 w. Comptes
Rendus—Jan. 13, 1902. No. 46395 D.

Resonance.

Resonance (Ueber Resonanzerschein-
ungen). Dr. Gustav Benischke. A paper
before the EJektrotechnischer Verein. giv-

ing various examples of mechanical and
electrical resonance, and describing ex-
periments with a small revolving weight
which set a table vibrating. 3000 w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—Jan. 30, 1902. No. 46-

328 B.

Terrestrial Magnetism.

The Absolute Value of the Magnetic Ele-
ments on Jan. i, 1902 (Sur la Valeur Ab-
solue des Elements Magnetiques au, ler

Janvier, 1902). Th. Moureaux. The ter-

restrial magnetic components, declination,

inclination and total force at the observa-
tory of Val-Joyeux near Versailles away
from the influence of railway currents.
200 w. Comptes Rendus—Jan. 6. 1902.
No. 46394 D.

GENERATING STATIONS.

Alternators.

Alternating Current Machinery for

High and Low Frequencies. B. A. Beh-
rend. Illustrated detailed description of
generating units in modern use. 1200 w.
Elec Rev. N. Y-—Feb. 15, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 46289.

Alternating Currents.

The Beginning of Alternating-Current
Engineering. William Stanley. An in-

teresting account of the introduction and
development of the alternating system. 111.

2500 w. Elec Rev, N. Y—Feb. 15, 1902.

No. 46286.

Berlin.

The Berlin Electric Stations in 1902
(Die Berliner Elektricitats-Werke im
Jahre 1902). L. Datterer. A very com-
prehensive and well illustrated paper. In
this part special attention is given to the

engines in the Oberspree and Moabit sta-

tions. Serial. Part I. 2 plates. 6000 w.
Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—Feb. 8,

1902. No. 46336 D.

Bermondsey.

Bcrmondsey Combined Refuse Destruc-
tor and Electricity Supply Works. Illus-

trated description of an installation in a

suburb of London, said to constitute a

part of the most complete and up-to-date

municipal undertaking to be found in the

United Kingdom. 2400 w. Elec Engr,
Lond—Jan. 24, 1902. Serial. 1st part.

No. 45994 A*

Bolton.

Electric Generators for the Bolton Cor-
poration. Illustrates and describes the

special tests of the two iioo-kilowatt gen-
erators, with brief history of the company
that built them. 2300 w. Engr, Lond

—

Jan. 24. 1902. No. 45988 A.

Commutation.

Modern Commutating Dynamo Ma-
chinery, witn Special Reference to the

Commutating Limits. H. M. Hobart.
Read before the International Engng.
Con., Glasgow, 1901. Views regarding the

continuous-current dynamo-electric ma-
chine, describing designs. 111. 3200 w.
Engng—Feb. 7, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 45237 A.

Electric Supply.

Principles and Profits in Electric Sup-
ply. (A Reply to Critics). W. B. Esson.
An answer to criticisms, and supplemental

to a previous article. 3200 w. Elect'n,

Lond—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46221 A.

The Supply of Electricity in Bulk. Hard-
man A. Earle. Abstract of a paper read

before the Manchester Soc. of the Inst.

of Elec. Engrs. Discusses the opposition

to electric supply schemes due to the opin-

ion that they are unnecessary and likely to

prove financial failures. The present ar-

ticle outlmes the general system, and dis-

cusses cost. 3500 w. Elect'n, Lond—Feb.

7. 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46222 A.

Germany.

Traction. Light and Power Practice in

Germany. Abstracts of the discussions of

the London section of the Inst, of Elec.
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Engrs. on the works visited and things

seen on their recent visit to Germany. The
present article is devoted to the subjects

in title. 2700 w. Elec, N. Y—Jan. 29,

1902. No. 45902.

"Hunting,"

The "Hunting" of Parallel-Coupled Dy-
namos (Das Pendeln Parallel Geschalteter
Maschinen). A. Foppl. A mathematical
discussion of the oscillation of electrical

energy between dynamos operated in par-

allel. 5000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

Jan. 2:^, 1902. No. 46321 B.

Isolated Plant.

The Electric Light and Power Plant of
the New United States Mint, Philadelphia.

Clayton W. Pike. An illustrated detailed
description of the electrical equipment.
3300 w. Elec Wld & Engr—Feb. i, 1902.

No. 4601 1.

The Light and Power Plant of the
Mazawattee Tea Company. Illustrates

and describes an interesting installation in

these new works at New Cross, Eng.
2700 w. Elec Engr, Lond—^Jan. 31, 1902.
No. 46247 A.

Manhattan Power Stations.

_
Electrical Machinery in the Power Sta-

tion and Substations of the Manhattan Ry.
Co. Illustrates the more important ma-
chines, with brief descriptions. 2000 w.
Eng News—Jan. 30, 1902. No. 45910.

Melbourne.

City of Melbourne Electric System. A.
J. Arnot. Illustrated detailed description
of a comprehensive light and power plant.
2000 w. Aust Min Stand—Dec. 26, 1901.
No. 45906 B.

New Zealand.

Electric Power Plant, Rotorna. Oswald
Haes. Describes an interesting plant in
New Zealand. 3000 w. Aust Min Stand
—Dec. 12, 1901. Serial, ist part. No.
45969 B.

Railway Generator.

1000 K. W. Railway Generator, built by
the Union Electric Co., Berlin (1000 K.
W. Bahngenerator der Union Elektrici-
tats-Gesellschaft in Berlin). Dr. Niet-
hammer. An illustrated description of a
compound wound, 500 volt, direct current
dynamo for the Shertield (England)
tramways. 400 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

Jan. 1-6, 1902. No. 46317 B.

Rheostat.

See Electrical Engineering, Measure-
ment.

Rochester, N. Y.

The Central Station of the Citizens'
Light and Power Company, Rochester, N.
Y. History of this company with illus-

trated description of the plant and equip-
ment. 7200 w. Elec Rev, N. Y—Feb. i,

1902. No. 4.S945-

We supply enpie ^ of these

The New Power Plant of the Citizens'
Company of Rochester, N. Y. Illustrated
detailed description of a first-class mod-
ern electrical station. 6000 w. Elec Wld
& Engr—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46010.

Shawinigan Falls.

The Shawinigan Falls Electrical Devel-
opment. An illustrated article giving in-

formation, particularly relating to the hy-
draulic portion of the plant. 2500 w.
Elec Wld & Engr—Feb. 8, 1902. No.
46156.

Storage Batteries.

Storage Batteries in the Baltimore Belt
Line Tunnel Power Plant. An illustrated

article describing the battery installed and
the service. 900 w. Elec Wld & Engr

—

Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46291.
Some Results of a Secondary Battery in

a Traction Station. States the conditions
to be met and the successful results, giving
cost. HOC w. Elec Rev, Lond—Feb. 14.

1902. No. 46446 A.
The Storage Battery in Central Stations.

Otto E. Osthoff. Describes some of the
details of these installations and discusses
their application. 1800 w. Central Sta-
tion—Feb., 1902. No. 46023.

HEATING AND WELDING.

Electric Furnace.

Electricity in Glass Manufacture. From
Elektrochemische Zeitschrift. Illustrates

and describes the Becker furnace used in

experiments at Cologne, discussing the

theoretical and practical aspects of the

subject. 1700 w. Engr, Lond—Feb. 14.

1902. No. 46463 A.

LIGHTING.
Enclosed Arcs.

The Spectrum of the Enclosed Arc. Dr.
Louis Bell. Describes a spectrum acci-

dentally observed. 1200 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46009.

Illumination.

The Principles of Illumination. A study
in abstract of a paper by D. Burnett, read
before the Brooklyn Inst, of Arts and
Sciences, indicating the directions in

which further improvement in artificial

light may take place. 1200 w. Engr,
Lond—Jan. 31, 1902. No. 46133 A.

Municipal Plant

An Analysis of the Sixth Detroit Mu-
nicipal Plant Report. The report of the
Detroit Public Lighting Commission.
3500 w. Elec Wld & Engr—Feb. 15, 1902.

No. 46295.

Municipal Electric Light Plants. An
unfavorable report on municipal plants by
a committee of the Worcester, Mass.,
board of aldermen. 2000 w. Elec Rev. N.
Y—Feb. 8, T902. No. 46159.

articles. See page 159.
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Nemst Lamps.

Practical Value of Nernst Lamps. Al-

ton D. Adams. Discusses to what extent

the qualities of the Nernst lamp fit it to

displace the arc and incandescent types.

1300 w. Sci Am—Feb 8, 1902. No. 46085.

Night Lamps.

Home-Made Electric Night Lamp.
George M. Hopkins. Illustrated descrip-

tion of a simple device for producing a

temporary light. 500 w. Sci Am—Feb.

15, 1902. No. 46203.

Review.

Electric Lighting Twenty Years Ago
and Since. Prof. Elihu Thomson and
Mr. Edwin R. Weeks. Two reviews of in-

terest. 2000 w. Elec Rev, N Y—Feb. 15,

1902. No. 46285.

MEASUREMENT.
Dynamo Testing.

Dynamo-Testing at the English Electric

Manufacturing Company's Works. Pres-
ton. Comments on the striking features

of the works of the English Electric Man-
ufacturing Co., and the tests of two iioo-

kilowatt contmuous-current machines, ill.

2800 w. Engng—Jan. 24, 1902. No.
45984 A.

Energy.

Some Important Points in the Commer-
cial Measurement of Electric Energy.
Elton J. King. Considers some points in

the problem of metering the circuits by
the most generally used methods. 4000 w.
Engr, U S A—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46048.

Motor Losses.

The Testing of Motor Losses. W. E.
Sumpner. Read before the Birmingham
Sec. of the Inst, of Elec Engrs. Sug-
gests three methods of makmg measure-
ments each of which possesses some ad-
vantages. 3000 w. Elect'n, Lond—Feb. 7,

1902. No. 46224 A.

Motor Tests.

Tests of a Compensated Asynchronous
Motor. Alexander Heyland. From Elek-
trotechnischc Zeitschrift. An account of
interesting tests. Tho^e with the compen-
sated motor consisted in determining the

position of the brushes giving a minimum
phase displacement, and then determining
the number of turns of exciting winding
just sufficient to prevent all phase displace-

ment. The tests as a generator were the
more interesting 111. 1700 w. Elect'n,

Lond—Jan. 24, 1902. No. 45997 A.

Phase.

A New Method of Determining the
Shifting of Phase in Alternators with Re-
volving Pole Rings (Eine Neue Meth-
ode zur Bestimmung der Phasenverschieb-
ung an Wechselstrommaschinen mit Ro-
tirendem Polrad). Ottomar Queisser. The
poles appear to stand still, when viewed by

the light of an arc lamp fed with the al-

ternating current, in a position depending
upon the phase angle. 900 w. Elektrotech
Zeitschr—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46330 B.

A New Method of Determining the An-
gle of Phase Displacement in Alternators
with Rotating Pole Rings. O. Queisser.
Translated from the Eiektrotechnische
Zeitschrift. Explanation of method, iioo
w. Elec Engr, Lond—Feb. 14, 1902. No.
46443 A.

Rheostat.

Determination of the Number and
Amount of the Steps of a Rheostat for the

Shunt Windings of Generators (Bestim-
mung der Stufenzahl und der Einzelnen
Stufen fiir Nebenschlussregler von Gen-
eratoren). Rudolf Krause. An illustrat-

ed description of a method for designing
the resistances for regulating the electro-

motive force of a dynamo. 1000 w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—Jan. 23, 1902. No. 46-

323 B.

Improved Plug Rheostats (Neuerung an
Stopselrheostaten). W. Knobloch. An
illustrated description of resistance boxes
in which one or more metal strips are in-

serted between those in which are the plug
holes, by which arrangement the manipu-
lation is simplified. 800 w. Elektrotech
Zeitschr—Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46335 B.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Cotton Mills.

Power Plant of Dominion Cotton Mills

Co., Magog. Illustrated detailed descrip-

tion of a plant in Quebec, and its equip-

ment. 2700 w. Can Engr—Feb., 1902.

No. 45971.

Crane.

Five-Ton Electric Traveling Gantry
Crane. Illustrated description of a large

gantry crane made in Cleveland, Ohio.
1000 w. Engng—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46231 A.

Dock Equipment.

Electric Cranes and Capstans at Mid-
dlesbrough Docks. Illustrated description

of an example of the complete equipment
• of docks with electric cargo appliances.

Also editorial. 3000 w. Elect'n, Lond

—

Feb. 7, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46220 A.

Electric Equipment of Railway Docks,
Middlesborough, England. Illustrates and
describes a fine plant at Middlesborough,
England, for the North-eastern Railway
Go's docks. 2200 w. Elec Wld & Engr

—

Feb. I, 1902. No. 46012.

Induction Motor.

The Induction Motor. Alfred E. Wie-
ner. Explains the principle of the rotary

magnetic field, and the design of the in-

duction motor. 111. 4800 w. Elec Age

—

Jan., 1902. No. 46021 C.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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Mining Plant.

A Large Electrical Winding Plant. Lee
Murray. Illustrates and describes the

plant installed in a mine at Thiede, near
Brunswick (Germany). 3900 w. Aust
Min Stand—Jan. 9, 1902. No. 46439 B._

The Progress of Electricity in Mining
During 1901. Reports steady progress

without startling developments, noting the

special features. 2200 w. Col Guard—Jan.

31, 1902. No. 46128 A.

Motor Work.

Starting Resistances. Arthur E. Gott.

Read before the Newcastle Sec. of the

Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Discusses incorrect-

ly divided resistances, starting without re-

sistance, and early starters, in this present
number. 2700 w. Elec Engr, Lond—Jan.

24, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 45995 A.

Power Consumption.

The Power Consumption of Electrically

Driven Machines (Force Motrice Appli-
cations du Moteur Electrique). M. Derry.
From a paper before the congress of the
"Syndicat des Usines d'Electricite," giv-
ing figures for a great variety of machines.
700 w. Electricien—Dec. 28, 1901. No.
45857 B.

Shipbuilding.

Electric Appliances in Shipbuilding
Yards. Sydney F. Walker. Mr. Walker's
second paper is devoted to the construc-
tion and uses of portable electric tools

in all departments of shipbuilding. 3500
w. Engineering Magazine—March, 1902.
No. 46385 B.

Electric Transmission at the Palmer
Shipyard at Jarrow-on-Tyne (Transmis-
sion de Force par I'Electricite dans les

Ateliers de la Palmer Shipbuilding and
Iron Co. a Jarrow-sur-Tyne, Angleterre).
Chas. Dantin. An illustrated description
of the electric plant and electric driving
in the shops and yard. 3000 w. Genie
Civil—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46344 D.

Tide-Indicatoi.

Description of an Electrical Tide-Indi-
,
cator. L. Y. Schermerhorn. Illustrated
description of an apparatus that has been
in successful operation since Aug. 26, 1901.
1500 w. Pro Engrs' Club of Phila—Jan.,
1902. No. 46039 D.

Tool Operation.

Electrical Operation of Tools. Abstract
of a lecture by Robert T. Lozier before
the New York Electrical Society. Dis-
cusses the economy, increased output, con-
venience, &c. 2400 w. Mach, N. Y—Feb.,

1902. No. 46079.

MISCELLANY.

Electrical Development.

Twenty Years of Electrical Develop-
ment. Charles T. Child. A review of
progress from 1882 to 1902. 5200 w. Elec
Rev, N Y—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46283.

Europe.

Electricity in Europe Twenty Years Ago
and To-day. A statement of such facts

as will show a comparison between the
use of a score of years ago and today.
3800 w. Elec Rev, N Y—Feb. 15, 1902.

No. 46290.

Gutta Percha.

Gutta Percha in the Philippmes. J. Or-
ton Kerbey. Information from advance
sheets of the Philippine Commission's re-

ports. 1800 w. Elec Wld & Engr—Feb.
I, 1902. No. 46013.

Lightning Protection.

Lightning and Lightning Protectors
(Ueber Blitz imd Blitzableiter). F. Wel-
lisch. A review of the theory and prac-
tice of lightning protection. 4500 w. Oes-
terr Wochenschr f d Oeffent Baudienst
Jan. 4, 1902. No. 46349 B.

Pan-American.

Electricity at the Recent Buffalo Exposi-
tion. Comments on the illuminations and
electrical exhibits, giving highest praises.

3300 w. Engng—Jan. 24, 1902. No. 45-

980 A.

Stray Currents.

See Electrical Engineering, Communica-
tion, Street and Electric Railways.

Terminology.

Technical Terminology. Calls attention

to some of the errors in terminology,
and also to terms susceptible of improve-
ment. 1500 w. Elec Rev, Lond—Feb. 14,

1902. No. 46449 A.

GAS WORKS ENGINEERING

Acetylene.

Acetylene Gas. A report of progress.
1200 w. Gas Wld—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46-
123 A.

Lighting with Dissolved Acetylene (So-
ciete Frangaise de Physique). A paper be-
fore the above society on the present state
of lighting with acetylene dissolved in

acetone. 1500 w. Revue Technique

—

Jan.
10, 1902. No. 46363 D.

Address.

Mr. Percy Griffith on Gas Supply. Ad-
dress to the Society of Engineers, London.
Deals with various aspects of gas supply
and describes a new development of the

Scott Snell self-intensifying gas lamps.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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3000 w. Gas Wld—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46-

216 A.

Benzol.

Commerci il Benzol. Dr. Fritz Frank.
Abstract translation from Die Chemische
Industrie. Reviews its history, describes

• methods of testing, and enumerates its

uses. 3000 w. Gas Wld—Feb. i, 1902.

No. 46122 A.
Enrichment of Gas by Benzol. M. A.

Lecomte. Illustrates and describes appar-
atus used for enrichment of benzol, dis-

cussing points in this method of enrich-

ment. 2300 w. Gas Engrs' Mag—^Jan.

10, 1902. No. 45977 A.

Blast-Fumace Gases.

Comparison of Cost of Operating an
Iron Smeltinr; Plant by Gas Engines Using
Waste Blast Furnace Gas, and by Gas
Fired Boilers and Steam Engines. Wil-
liam M. Chatard, Henry J. Botchford and
Emley M. Holcombe. Graduation thesis.

A report • of experimental investigations
with results. 2500 w. Stevens Ind—Jan.,

1902. No. 45932 D.
The Purification of Blast-Furnace Gas

(Beitrage zur Frage der Gichtgasreini-
gung). Bernhard Osann. A description
of methods of cleansing blast-furnace gas,

with estimates of the cost. 6500 w. Stahl
u Eisen—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46339 D.

Carbonization.

Improvement in Carbonization in Recent
Years. E. W. Smith. Read before the
Eastern Counties Gas Managers' Assn.
Discusses such developments as are with-
in the reach of small and medium sized

works. 2700 w. Gas Engrs' Mag—Jan.

10, 1902. No. 45976 A.

Conveying Machinery.

Criticisms on Construction of Coal and
Coke Handling Plant at Zurich Gas
Works. Archibald Little. An investiga-

tion of the question of suitability in design
of the coal and coke conveying machinery
in its situation at Zurich, and adaptability
for similar duty in other towns. 6000 w.
Jour Gas Lgt—Feb. 4, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 46214 A.

Fuel Gas.

An American Fuel-Gas Method and Its

Applications. Explains the preparation of
the fuel, and its utilization. 1500 w. Jour
Gas Lgt—Jan. 21, 1902. No. 45948 A.
Hints on Extending the Uses of Coal

Gas. The present article is bas^d on the
experience cf the writer in connection
with the introduction of gas as a heating
agent in trade and factory processes. 4000
w. Gas Wld—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46215 A.
Natural Gas and Other Fuels. A com-

parison. Abstract of results obtained by
Mr. Samuel T. Murdock in an elaborate
series of tests concerning the relative
value of fuels used in stoves such as are
used in heating living rooms of dwellings.

2500 w. R R Gaz—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46-

114.

The Changing Use of Gas. Alton D.
Adams. Discusses the tendency to use
gas for heating purposes instead of illu-

mination. J 100 w. Sci Am—Feb. 15,

1902. No. 46205.

Gasholders.

A Holder Foundation on Quicksand.
C. A. Learned. Read at meeting of New
England Gas Engrs. Describes the loca-

tion, near Meriden, Conn., and the mate-
rials on which the foundation for a steel

tank holder was constructed, and the

methods used. 1800 w. Am Gas Lgt
Jour—Feb. 24, 1902. No. 46476.

Gas Stoves.

The Fitting of Gas Stoves. From The
Ironmonger. Considers the use of gas

stoves and the best methods of erecting

and fitting them. 3000 w. Gas Wld

—

Jan. 25, 1902. No. 46002 A.

High Pressure.

High-Pressure Gas Lighting in the City.

An account of lighting by Sugg's high-

pressure burners in London, with remarks
on certain features. 2200 w. Jour Gas
Lgt—Feb. 4, 1902. No. 46213 A.

Invention.

The Trend of Gas Invention. An ex-

amination of new invention as revealed by
the specifications published during the last

year, with remarks on the comparison
to be made between Great Britain and
other countries in this industry. 2300 w.

Jour Gas Lgt—Jan. 21, 1902. No. 45947 A.

Legal Relations.

The Legal Relations Between Gas Sup-
ply Undertakings and Consumers. Con-
siders enactments and judgments, in Eng-
land, bearing upon points connected with

the relations of gas undertakings with

consumers who are in financial difficulties.

3000 w. Jour Gas Lgt—Feb. 11, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 46434 A.

Mixed Gas.

A Continuous Process for Making a

Mixed Gas of Uniform Composition. An
abstract translation of an article by Dr.

Besenfelder, in the Journal fiir Gas-

beleuchtung. Gives a description of his

new process for making gas, and reviews

the principles underlying other processes.

2800 w. Jour Gas Lgt—Jan. 21, 1902. Se-

rial, ist part. No. 45949 A.

Oldham, Eng.

New Carburetted Water Gas Plant at

Oldham. Illustrated description of new
plant. 1800 w. Jour Gas Lgt—Jan. 28,

1902. No. 46121 A.

Photometry.

The Table Photometer and the Standard
Pentane Lamp. Abstract of description

of the lamp and its accessories, and the

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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method of using them as given by Dr.

Frank Clowes, with discussion. 4000 w.

Jour Gas Lgt—Feb. 11, 1902. No. 46436A.

Power Gas.

Improvements in Power-Gas Plants

(Neuerungen an Kraftgas-Anlagen). H.
Gerdes. A description of the water-gas

plant of Pintsch, in which the carbonic

oxide is drawn off separately for use in

gas engines. The improved pressure regu-

lator is described. Paper before the Ve-
rein Deutscher Maschinen Ing., with dis-

cussion. 2 plates. 6000 w. Glasers Ann

—

Jan. 15, 1902. No. 46301 D.

Retorts.

Inclines and Their Feeding Arrange-
ments. The present article discusses the

inclined system and its economy. 1800 w.

Jour Gas Lgt—Jan. 28, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 461 19 A.

Statistics.

Gas Manufacture. Arthur L. Hunt. Ex-
tracts from the Bulletin No. 123, Jan. 3,

1902, of the Twelfth Census of the United
States. Statistics concerning the opera-
tions of establishments engaged in the
manufacture of gas for sale, including mu-
nicipal plants, but not private plants. 4000
w. Pro Age—Feb. i, 1902. No. 45925.

Welsbach.

Gas Companies, the Welsbach Com-
pany, and the trade. Norton H. Humph-
reys. Discusses the present state of affairs

in England and the experience of the Wels-
bach Company. 2800 w. Jour Gas Lgt

—

Feb. II, 1902. Serial. 1st part. No. 46-

435 A.
The Welsbach Crisis. A report of the

recent meeting of the investors of capital

in the Welsbach Company in England,
with editorial comment. 6500 w. Jour
Gas Lgt—Jan. 21, 1902. No. 45950 A.

INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY

Alcohol.

Progress in Alcohol Lighting (Progres
Realises dans les Applications Industrielles

de I'AIcool. Eclairage). Louis Denay-
rouze. A review of the great advance
made in alcohol lighting in France in the
last three years. 1500 w. Mem d 1 Soc d
Ing Civils de France—Dec, 1901. No.
46379 G.
The Alcohol Motor. Ernst Neuberg.

An account of experiments in connection
with the competition for alcohol' motors,
carried out in the gas engine laboratory
of the Technical High School of Berlin.
1700 w. Auto Jour—Feb., 1902. No.
46483 A.

The Problem of Alcohol. Discussion of
the Applicability of alcohol to the opera-
tion of explosion engines, and the experi-
ments made in France and other places.
2500 w. Auto Jour—Feb., 1902. No. 46-
485 A.

Apprentices.

What Can Our Schools Do for Foundry
Apprentices? P. Kreuzpointner. Dis-
cusses school training and what should
be demanded of apprentices. 4800 w. Jour
Am Found Assn—Feb., 1902. No. 46174.

Coal Trade.

American Coal in Europe. Discusses
the important factors in the creation of a
permanent export trade. 1500 w. U S
Cons Repts, No. 1258—Feb. 6, 1902. No.
45992 D.

Commerce.

Our Foreign Commerce in 1901. Ex-
tracts from the Review of the World's
Commerce, introductory to Commercial

Relations of the United States, 1901. 3700
w. U S Cons Repts, No. 1269—Feb. 18,

1902. No. 46249 D.

Education.

Education of Railway Mechanical En-
gineers. C. V. Kerr. Gives suggestions
based on the successful practice of leading
engineering i-chools. Followed by general
discussion. 8500 w. W Ry Club—Jan.

21, 1902. No. 46252 C.

Prussian Industrial Schools (Die Preus-
sischen Maschinenbauschulen). Th. Peters.

An account of the recent organization of

the trade and industrial schools, with a

review of their development. 2400 w.
Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—Jan. 11,

1902. No. 46303 D.
Reform in Mathematical Education.

Robert H. Smith. A discussion of the

plan advocated by Prof. John Perry. 5400
w. Engr, Lond—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46-

238 A.
The Needs of Industrial Education in

America. A topical discussion. I. With
Reference to the Schools. Edgar Mar-
burg. II. With Reference to the Machine
Trades. Samuel W. Vauclain. III. With
Reference to the Building Trades. John
M. Shrigley. Followed by general discus-

sion. 14300 w. Pro Engrs' Club of Phila

—Jan., igo2. No. 46037 D.
The Technical Education of Railway

Apprentices in France. A description of

the educational system afforded by ap-

prenticeship classes of the Chemins de fer

de I'Est. 4800 w. Engr, Lond—Jan. 24.

1902. No. 45986 A.

Eight-Hour Day.

The Eight -Hour Bill. Testimony of the

We supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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iron interests before the House Committee
©n Labor. 3700 w. Ir Age—Feb. 20, 1902.

No. 46298.
The French Mine-Owners and the Eight

Hours' Day. Editorial review of the re-

cent agitation of this subject in France,

and the information drawn out by ques-

tions to mine owners upon the probable
results. 1700 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev

—

Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46226 A.

Exposition.

The Diisseldorf Exposition of 1902 (L'

Exposition Regionale de Diisseldorf en

1902). J. Dujardin. A general description

of the exposition to be opened in the spring

of 1902, with illustrations of the buildings,

and a review of the economic situation in

Germany at the close of 1901. 2000 w.

Genie Civil—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46346 D.

French Patent Oflace.

French Patent Legislation (Legislation

Industrielle). An official circular giving

notice of the establishment of the French
patent and trade-mark office at the "Con-
servatoire National des Arts et Metiers."

1 100 w. Electricien. Nov. 9, 1901. No.
45850 B.

Germany.

The German Iron Industry. Editorial

review of the features of special interest,

especially the increase of exports, and
diminution of the imports. 1600 w. Engr,
Lend—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46459.
The Iron Industries of Germany. In-

formation concerning the iron ore, the

iron works, general conditions and the

market. 1000 w. U S Cons Repts, No.
1270—Feb. 19, 1902. No. 46248 D.

Overcrowding.

Industrial Redistribution : the Crux of

the Overcrowding Question. William
Leonard Madgen. A discussion of con-
ditions in London, England. Also dis-

cussion. 1400 w. Jour Soc of Arts—Feb.

14;, 1902. No. 46410 A.

Peace Conference.

The Conference for Industrial Peace.
Oscar S. Straus. An account of the re-

cent conference in New York, and the

benefits hoped to be derived from it. 2000
w. N Am Rev—Feb., 1902. No. 45919D.

Premium Plan.

The Premium Plan at the Works of
David Rowan & Company—Piece Work,
the Premium Plan, and Mr. Taylor's Plan
Discussed. E. G. Herbert. 2200 w. Am
Mach—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46403.
The Premium System. An explanation

of the system, discussing its advantages,
and the workmen's objections, and hoping
to consider every phase of the question.
2000 w. Engr, Lond—Jan. 24, 1902. Se-
rial. 1st part. No. 45985 A.

Indexes.

Card Indexes. Prof. H. Wade Hibbard.

We supply copies of these

Extracts from a paper on "Engineering
Periodicals and the Card Index," describ-
ing the best method of indexing publica-

tions, books, drawings, and other tech-

nical documents. 2400 w. Eng Rec—Feb.

8, 1902. No. 46167.

Industrial Commission.

Industrial Commission on Railways. A
summary of the commissions recommenda-
tions on and discussion of railway affairs.

8200 w. Ry Age—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46155.

Labour Management.

Emotion end Reason among British

Workmen. Percy Longmuir. A discus-

sion of the impelling motives among work-
men in their conduct of labour matters,
showing the unfortunate effects of appeals
to emotion, and calling for a national con-
sideration of important questions. 3000 w.
Engineering Magazine—March, 1902. No.
46384 B.

Over Production.

The Mischievous Fallacy of Over-Pro-
duction. George H. Hull. Showing the

utter fallacy of the theory of over-produc-
tion, and establishing the theory of tempo-
rary surplus production. The manner in

which the fallacy effects trade unions,

strikes and fluctuating prices, is clearly

shown. 3500 w. Engineering Magazine

—

March, 1902. No. 46381 B.

Recording.

The Numerical Recording of Shipping
and Manufacturing Orders. Kenneth
Falconer. A discussion of the applicability

of the card index in connection with the

recording and filing of shipping and manu-
facturing orders. 3500 w. Engineering
Magazine—March, 1902. No. 46387 B.

Shipping.

The Development of Shipping in the

United States. Lewis Nixon. Printed

also in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. Dis-

cusses points in the oversea commerce,
and the importance of American shipown-
ing. 2800 w. Naut Gaz—Feb. 13, 1902.

No. 46268.

Steel Corporation.

The United States Steel Corporation.

A copy of the preliminary report to the

stockholders. 3500 w. Ir Age—Feb. 6,

1902. No. 46101.

The United States Steel Trust (Der
United States Steel Trust). A general

review of the organization, aims and
effect of this great corporation. 2500 w.
Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen

—

Jan. 25. 1902. No. 46372 B.

Ship Subsidy.

New French Ship-Subsidy Bill. Gives
the act passed by the French Chamber, in-

tended to encourage the French shipping

interests, and improve the merchant ma-
rine. 4500 w. U S Cons Repts, No. 1267
—Feb. 17, 1902. No. 46184 D.

articles. See page ISQ.
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The Ship Subsidy Bill. Editorial dis-

cussion of the present position of the

United States. 1200 w. Sci Am—Feb. i,

1902. No. 45956.

Works Management.

Money-Making Management for Work-

shop and Factory. C. U. Carpenter. Mr.
Carpenter's second paper discusses a con-

crete example of successful shop admin-
istration, and shows the detailed methods
employed. 3000 w. Engineering Maga-
zine—March, 1902. No. 46382 B.

MARINE AND NAVAL ENGINEERING

Anchors.

Anchors. Comdr. A. S. Thomson. Ab-
stract of a paper read before the Lon-
don Chamber of Commerce. Reviews the

history of anchors, the improvements
made, etc., giving interesting information.
2000 w. Naut Gaz—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46-

176.

Ballasting.

The Ballasting of Modern Tramp
Steamers. E. C. Chaston. Read before the

North-East Coast Inst, of Engrs. and
Shipbuilders. Shows the short-sighted

policy of sending vessels to sea without
sufficient ballast. 1800 w. Naut Gaz—Feb.

13, 1902. No. 46269.

Battleships.

Japanese Battle ship "Mikasa." An
outline of the six battleships built in Eng-
land for the Japanese Government, with
full description of the latest. 111. 3700 w.
Engng—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46230 A.

Launching a Battleship from the Con-
gressional Ways. William M'Adoo.
Traces the steps necessary before a war-
ship may be built. 7800 w. N Am Rev

—

Feb., 1902. No. 45920 D.

Boilers.

See Mechanical Engineering, Steam En-
gineering.

British Navy.

Naval Engineers. D. B. Morison. Read
before the N. E. Coast Inst, of Engrs and
Shipbuilders. Report on memorandums
submitted to the First Lord of the Admir-
alty on July 16, 1901, with reference to the
unsatisfactory condition of the engineer
branch of His Majesty's Navy. Also ed-
itorial. 10400 w. Engng—Feb. 14, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 46457 A.

Collision Case.

Interesting Collision Case. Gives the
opinion of the Court of Appeals by Judge
Lacombe, in the Grand Traverse-Living-
stone case, reversing the decree of the dis-

trict court. 2100 w. Marine Rev—Feb.
6, 1902. No. 46154.

Cruisers.

New Japanese Cruisers Niitaka and
Tsushima. Illustrates and describes these
absolutely Japanese vessels ; designed and

built by Japanese, and all their material,

armor, machinery, ammunition and guns
obtained from the Japanese factories.

1400 w. Eng, Lond—Jan. 24, 1902. No.
45987 A.

Displacement.

Distribution of Displacements of Ships.

Theodore Lucas. A discussion of the

qualities that are affected by variations in

the distribution of the bulk of the displace-

ment, resistance, &c. 1800 w. Naut Gaz
—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46175.

Dock Equipment.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plication.

Economy.

The Growth of Economy in Marine En-
gineering. W. M. McFarland. The first

of an important series of articles dealing

with the development of steam economy in

the marine engine from the beginning of

steam navigation to the present. The first

paper deals with the period of the simple

engine. 4000 w. Engineering Magazine

—

March, 1902. No. 46383 B.

Floating Dock.

Official Test of Algiers Floating Dry
Dock. Extract from the report on this

dock at New Orleans, with the docking of

the collier Sterling and the battleship Illi-

nois, giving changes recommended. 1300

w. Marine Rev—Jan. 30, 1902. No.

45965-
The New Bermuda Floating Dock. Il-

lustrated description of this recently

launched floating dock, which is the larg-

est and heaviest yet constructed. 2500 w.

Engng—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46454 A.

Lake Steamer.

Splendid 'Lake Passenger and Freight

Steamer. Profile and deck plans of a

new passenger and freight steamer, which
has many original features, now in prog-

ress of construction. 800 w. Naut Gaz—
Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46475.

Liner.

The White Star Liner Athenic. Illus-

tration with brief description of one of

three exactly similar ships to be added to

those sailing from London to New Zeal-

and via the Cape. 350 w. Engr, Lond

—

Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46464 A.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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River Boat.

New James River Night Boat. • Illus-

tration with description of the "Brandon,"
the first of two new passenger steamers.

800 w. Naut Gaz—Feb. 20, 1902. No.
46473.

Sailing Vessels.

Steamers and Sailing Vessels (Vapeurs
et Voiliers). M. Kerlago. A comparison
between steam and sail navigation and
transportation. 3000 w. Revue Tech-
nique—Jan. 25, 1902. No. 46365 D.

Shipbuilding.

Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco.
General illustrated description of this new
shipbuilding plant, and its equipment.
40G0 w. Marine Engng—Feb., 1902. No.
46016 C.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
'

plications.

Shipping.

See Industrial Economy.

Ship Resistance.

Tubes With Sides and Without, in Ship
Resistance—An Example from Lord Kel-
vin. Marston Niles. A study of hy-
dromechanics, with diagrams, giving the-
oretical conclusions. 5800 w. Sci Am
Sup—Feb. I. 1902. No. 45963.

Ship Subsidy.

See Industrial Economy.
Shipyards.

Machine Tools in Ship Yards. Waldon

Fawcett. An illustrated article describ-
ing the large machine tools in use at New-
port News, Va. 2000 w. Mod Mach

—

,
Feb.. 1902. No. 46015.

Steamers.

Built on the Lakes for Ocean Service.
Illustrated descriptions of steamers Min-
netonka and Minnewaska, of 7,000 tons
capacity each, which are to be taken in

sections to the Atlantic seaboard. 1600 w.
Marine Rev—Jan. 30, 1902. No. 45966.

Tail Shafts.

Propeller Shafts and New Form of
Stern Tube. Extract from the presidential
address of Mr. John Corry, at a recent
meeting of the Inst, of Marine Engrs.,
discussing tail shafts and stern tube bear-
ings. 1800 w. Marine Engng—Feb., 1902.
No. 46018 C.

Towing.

Tow Barges as General Freight Car-
riers. Edwin B. Sadtler. Considers sea-
towing, giving a sketch of a barge suita-
ble for handling freight of a miscellane-
ous character. 1500 w. Marine Engng

—

Feb., 1902. No. 46017 C.

Yachts.

The Emperor of Germany's New Amer-
ican Yacht. Description of the Meteor
III, with drawing showing sail plan. 3000
w. Naut Gaz—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46472.
The Palatial Hohenzollern. Illustration,

with brief description. 600 w. Naut Gaz
—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46474.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

AUTOMOBILES.
Alcohol.

Competition of Alcohol Motors and
Automobiles (Concours Generale des
Moteurs et Automobiles a Alcool). M.
Ringelmann. A short review of an ex-
hibition and competition of stationary and
automobile alcohol motors held in Paris,

1901. 2000 w. Mem d 1 Soc d Ing Civils

de France—Dec, 1901. No. 46378 G.

Construction.

International Automobile Construction.
A review of the novel constructions ex-
hibited recently in Paris, 111. 1700 w.
Auto Topics—Feb. 15, 1002. No. 46185.

Cylinder Jackets.

Non-Freezing Liquids for Cylinder
Jackets. E. E. Keller. A report of in-

vestigations made, giving curves of freez-

ing and boiling points. 1500 w. Horse-
less Age—Feb. 12, 1902. No. 46181.

Electric Carriage.

The De Dion-Bouton Electric Carriage.
From La France Automobile. An illus-

trated detailed description. 1000 w.
Horseless Age—Feb. 2, 1902. No 46182.

Endurance Contest.

Lessons from the Automobile Endur-
ance Contest. Prof. R. H. Thurston.
Comments on the run which began at New
York and terminated at Rochester, and
the lessons of the test. 1800 w. Sci Am
Sup—Feb. I, 1902. No. 45961.

Energy Consumption.

Energy Consumption and Electric Au-
tomobile Performance. H. W. Alden.
Calls attention to the importance of a high
efficiency in the motors and gearing. 800
w. Elec Wld & Eng—Feb. 15, 1902. No.
46294.

Explosion Motors.

Improvements in Explosive Motors. A
review of the more recent developments.

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page i?g
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due largely to the automobiie, especially

considering French progress in motors.

3000 w. Ir Trd Rev—Jan. 30, 1902. No.

46019.

Gasoline Engines.

The Self-Contained Motor. Calls at-

tention to the need of the self-contained

gasoline motive power equipment, capa-

ble of being connected directly to the driv-

ing wheels, showing that it is possible.

700 w. Horseless Age—Feb. 5, 1902. No.

46090.

Gasoline Racer.

Notes on a Gasoline Racer Design. F.

D. Howe. Remarks on the kind of ma-
chine likely to be evolved for short races,

with sketches . iioo w. Horseless Age

—

Feb. 12, 1902. No. 46180.

Gears.

Planetary Gear Calculations. P. M.
Heldt. A mathematical consideration of

this subject. 1200 w. Horsele&s Age

—

Feb. 5, 1902. No. 46092.

Ignition.

Gas and Gasoline Engine Ignition. Al-

bert Stritmatter. Considers the different

methods of ignition in common use in the

present article. 2000 w Arn Mfr—Feb.

6, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46152.

Lecture.

Existing Automobile Mechanism. Hi-
ram Percy Maxim. A lecture before the

Automobile Club of America. Especially

considers the gasoline engine and the elec-

tric storage battery as' applied to the au-
tomobile. 3700 w. Auto Mag—Feb., 1902.

No. 45901 C.

Mors Carriage.

The New 15 Horse Power Mors Car-
riage. Drawings of the latest production
of this company with description of the
novel fixtures. 900 w. Horseless Age

—

Feb. 5, 1902. No. 46093.

Motor Cycle.

Benzine Motor Cycle. Illustrates and
describes a machine made in Munich,
Bavaria, and its action. 1200 w. Sci Am
Sup—Feb. I, 1902. No. 45962.

Paris Show.

The Automobile and Cycle Show at

Paris, December, 1901 (Le Salon de 1'

Automobile et du Cycle). F. Drouin.
Various illustrated notes on the automo-
biles and motors exhibited. 2500 w. Genie
Civil—Jan. 25, 1902. No. 46343 D.
The Paris Automobile Show. Alex

Schwalbach. An account of the recent
very successful annual exhibition, with il-

lustrated description of the most interest-
ing features in the exhibits. 6300 w. Auto
Mag—Feb., 1902. No. 45900 C.

Pressure.

The Pressure to be Used on an Elec-
tromobile. Sydney F. Walker. Some re-

marks on the subject of the best pressure
to be used and other matters concerning
accumulators for motor vehicles. 900 w.
Autocar—Jan. 25, 1902. No. 46001 A.

Stables.

Private Automobile Stables. Illustra-

tion, with description, of buildings being
erected in East 75th street. New York,
with every convenience for the main-
tenance and care of steam, gasoline, or
electric machines. 900 w. Horseless Age
—Feb. 19, 1902. No. 46401.

Standardization.

Lines of Standardization. Albert L.

Clough. On the control of gasoline car-

riages, the position of the operator, clutch

levers position, &c. 800 w. Horseless
Age—Jan. 29, 1902. No. 45941.

Steam Vehicles.

The Stanley Brothers New Steam Car-
riage. A. L. Clough. Describes the inter-

esting features, the chief of which is the
watertube boiler, iioo w. Horseless Age
—Jan. 29, 1902. No. 45943-
The White Steam Carriage. Illustrated

detailed description. 2700 w. Horseless
Age—Jan. 29, 1902. No. 45942.

Tires.

Tires for Heavy Vehicles. Arthur L.

Stevens. Discusses the subject of a prac-

tical tire, presenting results of actual expe-
rience. 3000 w. Horseless Age—Feb. 5.

1902. No. 46091.

Vibration.

Vibration in Automobiles. M. Drouin.
Translated from Le Genie Civil. Consid-
ers means of diminishing the vibration due
to the motor. Mathematical. 3200 w.
Auto Jour—Feb., 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 46486 A.

HYDRAULICS.
Flow.

The Measurement of Water. C. V.
Seastone. A paper, slightly condensed,
read before the Indiana Engng. Soc. De-
scribes methods of measuring the flow of

water by orifices, weirs, nozzles, Venturi
meters, and jet meters. 111. 2100 w. Eng
Rec—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46256.

Pump Eciency.

The Efficiency of Compound Centrifu-
gal Pumps. F. G. Hesse. Develops a

formula for the efficiency of a compound
pump, which indicates that, for a given
head the efficiency will increase with the
number of stages or pumps in series. 111.

1000 w. Jour Assn of Engng Soc—Dec.
1901. No. 45930 C.

Pumps.

See also Mechanical Engineering, Mis-
cellany.

Turbines.

Modern Hydraulic Turbines (Sulle
Turbine Idrauliche Moderne). W. Zup-

We sHt^ply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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pinger. An exhaustive discussion of the

modern theory of turbine construction,

with descriptions of various types and
comparisons of their performances. Serial.

Part I. 1500 w. L'Industria—^Jan. 19.

1902. No. 46380 D.

MACHINE WORKS AND FOUNDRIES.

Crane.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Cupolas,

Improvements in Cupolas. Edward
Kirk. Describes the first cupola furnaces

used in the United States, and their work-
ing; and the improvements made are

traced and discussed. 4500 w. Foundry
—Feb., 1902. No. 46035.

Dies.

A Cutting Off and End Finishing Die,

and an Accurate Sectional Die with a

Chute Feed, and Finger Stripper. Joseph
V. Woodworth. Illustrated detailed de-

scriptions. HOC w. Am Mach—Feb. 6,

1902. No. 46097.
A Piercing and Blanking Die, and a

Novel Bending and Forming Die. Will-
iam Doran. Illustrated descriptions. 1600

w. Am Mach—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46096.
Dies for a Sheet Metal Bracket. Joseph

V. Woodworth. Illustrated description of

four dies and their use. iioo w. Am
Mach—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46402.
Four "Follow" Dies. Joseph V.

Woodworth. Illustrated description of
four applications of the gang and follow
principle for articles of sheet metal to be
pierced, bent, formed or drawn, and fin-

ished in one operation. 900 w. Am Mach
—Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46193.
Making a Large "Safety" Pin. William

Doran. Describes and illustrates the dies

and fixtures used in the manufacture of
safety pins for horse blankets, iioo w.
Am Mach—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46404.

Foundry.

The Vulcan Foundry, Newton-Ie-Wil-
lows. General history of these important
works with illustrations, the improvements
and developments, and some of the loco-
motives built. 3000 w. Engr, Lond—Jan.

31, 1902. No. 46132 A.

Grinding Machine.

The Hibbard Reversible Grinding Ma-
chine. Illustrates and describes a ma-
chine for circular grinding in which the
work revolves. 1400 w. Ir Age—Feb. 6,

1902. No. 46098.

Hardening.

Hardening Rings. E. R. Markham. De-
scribes treatment given large tool-steel
rings. 111. 800 w. Am Mach—Feb. 6,

1902. No. 46094.
Success in Hardening Steel. E. R.

Markham. Practical suggestions about the

fire, the steel, and the method of treat-

ment. 3000 w. Mach, N Y—Feb., 1902.

No. 46075.

Lathes.

Turret Lathe Fixture. Joseph V.
Woodworth. Illustrated description of a

handy attachment for forming irregular

pieces. 1200 w. Mach, N. Y—Feb., 1902.

No. 46077.

Machine Tools.

28-Ft. Boring and Turning Mill. Il-

lustrated description of a large machine
having novel features of interest. 800 w.
Engng—Jan. 24, 1902. No. 45981 A.

Molding.

The IMolding Machine. S. H. Stupa-
koff. Considers the subject of molding
and the labor saving devices used. 111.

3000 w. Jour Am Found Assn—Jan.,

1902. No. 45991.

Planers.

Some Inventions in Planer Driving and
Reversing Mechanisms. Howard A.
Coombs. Illustrates and describes some
ingenious devices. 2500 w. Am Mach

—

Jan. 30, 1902. No. 45927.

Portable Machines.

Portable Electrically-Driven Machine
Tools. .A.n illustrated description of re-

cently designed machine tools for work
connected with the manufacture of large
electric generators. 700 w. Engr, Lond

—

Jan. 31, 1902. No. 46134 A.

Power Consumption.
See Electrical Engineering, Power and

Transmission.

Premium Plan.

See Industrial Economy.
Punching.

Experiments on the Work of Machine
Tools (Experiences sur le Travail des
Machines-Outils). M. Codron. Another
installment, this time dealing with punch-
ing machinery, of the author's important
series of articles. Illustrations and dia-
grams. 8000 w. Bull Soc d' Encourage-
ment—Jan., 1902. No. 46391 G.

Screw-Cutting.

Cutting Square Threaded Screws. W.
S. Rowell. An illustrated description oi
method and tools. 2000 w. Am Mach

—

Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46192.

Screw Machines.

Camming Automatic Screw Machines.
C. L. Goodrich. An illustrated detailed
description. 2200 w. Ir Age—Feb. 20,

1902. No. 46299.

Slotting Machine.

Slotting Machine with Screw Driving
Gear (Stossmaschine mit Schrauben-
antrieb des Stossels). Alexander Klehe.
An illustrated description of a tool for

machining the pole seats of large dynamo

iVe supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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frames. 8cx) w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher

Ing—Jan. i8, 1902. No. 46307 D.

Tool Operation.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Turning Mill.

A Notable Boring and Turning Mill.

Illustrates and gives particulars of the 28-

foot boring and turning mills installed in

the Westinghouse shops in Pittsburg.

HOC w. Mach, N. Y—Feb., 1902. No.

46074.

Works.

The Brush Electrical Engineering Com-
pany. Illustrations with description of the

works at Loughborough, England. 2200 w.

Engng—Feb. 7, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 46229 A.
Works Management.

See Industrial Economy.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION.

Armor-Plates.

Beardmore ArrnOr Plates. An account

of tests of these plates, made in Glasgow,

with illustrations. 800 w. Engng—Jan.
31, 1902. No. 46130 A.

New Armor Plate Hardening Process.

Describes an improved and economical

method of hardening the face of the plates

to any required depth, and toughening the

face of the hardened portions. Patented

by Benton Knott Jamison. 1700 w. Am
Mfr—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46153.

Hollow Cylinders.

Tests of Hollow Cylinders Subjected

to Internal Pressure (Essais a la Traction

sur Cylindres Creux Soumis a des Pres-

sions Interieures). Dr. C. de Szily. Pa-
per before the Budapest Congress of the

International Assoc, for the Testing of

Materials, giving the theory and results

of experiments. Serial, ist part. 4000
w. Revue Technique—Jan. 10, 1902. No.
46362 D.

Impact Tests.

Impact Tests on Notched Steel Bars.

Editorial on the plan advocated for the

testing of notched bars, which are claimed
to be extremely effective in showing brit-

tleness or lack of homogeneity in struc-

tural steels. HOC w. Engng—Feb. 7,

1902. No. 46234 A.

Springs.

Plate Springs. Results of extensive in-

vestigations are given with a table allow-
ing of their practical application. 1400 w.
Engr, Lond—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46460 A.

Springs. A. A. Cary. Abstract of Mr.
Cary's remarks in discussion of Prof.
Benjamin's paper before the recent meet-
ing of the A. S. M. E. and of his contribu-
tion to the topical discussion on "A Spring
Testing Machine." 2500 w. Am Mach

—

Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46406.

Steel.

The Behavior of Steel Under Stress. C.
H. C. Wright. A discussion of the pecu-
liar properties and behavior of this ma-
terial and its possiblities in structural

work. 3000 w. Can Archt—Jan., 1902.

No. 45903 C.

Strains.

The Elastic Line of Polyphase Machines
with Large Diameters (Die Elastische
Linie von Drehstrommaschinen mit Gros-
sen Durchmessern). Hans Linsenmann.
An elaborate mathematical discussion of
the mechanical strains caused by the mag-
netic forces acting in the machine. Dia-
grams. Serial. 2 parts. 6000 w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—Jan. 30, Feb. 6, 1902,
No. 46325 each B.

Testing Machines.

Mohr and Federhaff Testing Machines
(Machines a Essayer les Materiaux de
Construction Mohr et Federhaff). An il-

lustrated description of various types of
machines for testing materials made by
this German firm. 2000 w. Revue Tech-
nique—Jan. 25, 1902. No. 46364 D.

MEASUREMENT.
Anemometer.

On a Miniature Anemometer for Sta-
tionary Sound Waves. Bergen Davis.
Describes experiments undertaken to de-
termine the relation between the ampli-
tude of vibration and the rate of rotation,

and also the influence of the size of the
anemometer cups. 1000 w. Am Jour of
Sci—Feb., 1902. No. 46033 D.

Flow.

See Mechanical Engineering, Hydraul-
ics.

Speed Variation.

A New Apparatus for Measuring the

Variation of Speed of a Flywheel During
One Revolution. E. W. Mix. Describes

• an ingenious electro-mechanical apparatus
for measuring the pulsation and also the
angular variation of the moving parts in-

volved. 111. 800 w. Elec Wld & Engr

—

Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46158.

POWER AND TRANSMISSION.

Air Compressor.

A Vertical Compound Air Compressor
at the "Minister Stein" Mine, Westphalia
(Stehender Verbund Kompressor auf
Zeche "Minister Stein"). R. Goetze. A
well illustrated description of this air

compressor, and account of tests and oper-
ation. I plate. 3000 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46314 D.

Conveying.

A Successful Bag-Conveying System.
Illustrated description of a plant in Mil-
ton, Mass. 1000 w. Eng News—Jan. 30,

1902. No. 45909.

We supply copies of these articles. See page /50.
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Cotton Mill.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Economy.

Power and Its Economical Transmis-
sion. Extracts from a lecture by Henry
Souther, delivered in the Board of Trade
Building, Toronto, comparing the losses
in gearing and belt transmission with the
advantages of electric driving. 3500 w.
Can Elec News—Feb., 1902. No. 46186.

Elevators.

Elevators : Their Construction and Op-
eration. William Baxter, Jr. An illus-

trated article discussing in this number the
hydraulic elevator, sheave and rope ar-
rangement, methods of control, governors,
&c. 111. 3400 w. Steam Engng—Feb.,
1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46414.

Energy.

The Economical Conversion and Trans-
mission of Energy. William C. L. Eglin.
A study of economical methods under the
heads of generators or converters, trans-
mission systems, motors or consumption
devices, and load factors. 5200 w. Pro
Engrs' Club of Phila—Jan., igo2. No.
46038 D.

Gearing.

Gearing. C. F. Blake. The present
article deals with calculations connected
with the design of gear wheels, velocity
ratio, sizing the blanks, &c. 111. 1500 w.
Mach, N. Y—Feb. 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 46076.

The Strength of Shrouded Gear Teeth.
Wilfred Lewis. A report of investiga-
tions which seem to indicate that from
/4 to 1/2 may be added to the strength of
teeth by shrouding. 2100 w. Am Mach

—

Jan. 30, 1902. No. 45926.

The Wear and Friction of Spur Gearing
(Beitrag zur Kenntais der Abnutzungs-
und Reibungsverhaltnisse der Stirnzahn-
rader). Karl Biichner. An elaborate
mathematical discussion of the relations
between friction, pressure, surface and
wear of spur teeth with many diagrams.
Serial. Part I. 2400 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46315 D.

Power Plants.

An Unusual Method of Constructing
Condensing Water Tunnels. Illustrates
and describes the tunnels of the power
stations of the Manhattan Railway and
of the New York Edison Co., consisting
of concrete-lined tubes built on launching
ways, like boats, floated to the station and
then sunk into their final position. 1700
w. Eng Rec—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46165.
Mechanical Plant of the Albany Station

of the New York & Hudson River Rail-
road Company. Illustrated description of
a very compact plant, particularly note-
worthy for the forced circulation, hot-

water heating system for the buildings, a
water proof concrete piping tunnel and a

self-sustained steel-plate smoke stack.

2300 w. Eng Rec—Feb. 15, 1902. No.
46255.
Power Plant of the Booth Cold Storage

Warehouse, Chicago. Illustrates and de-
scribes an interesting mechanical equip-
ment, where the power plant is located
in the top story of a nine-story building.
The electric part is a two-wire 220-volt
system, involving 35 feeders. 3400 w. Eng
Rec—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46068.
The Power Plant of the New United

States Mint at Philadelphia. Illustrated
description of a plant having a nominal
capacity of about 800 h. p. in electric
generating units, besides boiler capacity
for heating. The article describes the
boiler and engine equipment, the gener-
ators and motors, the switchboard and the
auxiliary plant. 5400 w. Eng Rec—Feb.
15, 1902. No. 46259.
Tunnel Construction for Underground

Steam Pipes. Describes a tunnel 460 ft.

long, built at the Iowa State College to
accommodate electric, gas, water, and
steam pipes. 1000 w. Eng Rec—Feb. 8,

1902. No. 46171.

Rope Transmission.

Rope Transmission of Power. E. C.
De Wolfe. Extract from a paper before
the Indiana Engng. Soc. Explains the
important features to be considered in
designing a system of rope drives for
power transmission. 2500 w. Eng Rec

—

Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46170.

Spiral Gearing.

A Graphical Determination of the Ef-
ficiency of Spiral Gearing. Walter Fer-
ris. An explanation of the application of
the graphical method to such problems.
2800 w. Am Mach—Jan. 30, 1902. No.
4592S.

Wire Ropes.

Stresses in Wire Ropes. Opinions of
different manufacturers in regard to the
effects upon the rope, of length of arc of
contact on sheave. 1800 w. Mines & Min—Feb., 1902. No. 46148 C.
The Operation of a Wire Rope in Mul-

tiple Laps. A discussion by R. D. Sey-
mour of Denver, Colorado, and William
Hewitt. 111. 1600 w. Stevens Ind

—

Jan., 1902. No. 45933 D.

SPECIAL MOTORS.
Alcohol.

See Mechanical Engineering, Automo-
biles.

Gas Engines.

Mr. Dugald Clerk on Gas Engines. Ex-
tracts from a lecture delivered at the meet-
ing of the Inst, of Engrs. in Scotland.
Considers the nature of a gaseous explos-
ion, and describes the mechanical features

]\'e supplv copies of these articles. Sec page 159.
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of a gas engine. 3800 w. Jour Gas Lgt
—^Jan. 28, 1902. No. 46120 A.

Recent British and American Gas En-

gine Tests (Neuere Englische und Amer-
ikanische Versuche on Gasmaschinen). R.

Schottler. A very well illustrated discus-

sion of eas engine experiments, partly a

review of papers before the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers and the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. Serial.

Part I. 5000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deuts-

cher Ing—^Jan. 18, 1902. No. 46308 D.
The Design of Gas Engines (Beitrage

zur Berechnung der Gasmaschine). Ru-
dolf Barkow. A mathematical discussion

of the action of two-cycle gas engines and
the amount of compression. 1200 w.

Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—^Jan. 18,

1902. No. 46306 D.
The Gas Engine and Its Fuel. Abstracts

of two lectures recently delivered in Eng-
land : one by Prof. T. Hudson Beare on
Recent Developments of the Gas Engine

;

the other by Mr. Frederick Grover, on
Gas Engines. 2800 w. Gas Wld—Feb.

15, 1902. No. 46442 A.
The Maywood Gas Engine. Illustra-

tions with brief description. 500 w. Am
Mach—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46405.
The Temperature of Gas Engine Cylin-

ders (Untersiichungen iiber die Warme
der Gasmotorencylinder). Ernst Korting.
An illustrated account of measurements to

determine the temperature at different
points of the cylinder of a 400 H. P.

double-acting two-cycle gas engine, with a
view to the prevention of injurious expan-
sion of the metal. 1000 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—Jan. 25, 1902. No. 46312D.

Gasoline Engines.

See Mechanical Engineering, Automo-
biles.

STEAM ENGINEERING.

Boiler Design.

The Best Improvement in Boiler De-
sign. Committee report and general dis-

cussion. 4500 w. Cent Ry Club—Jan.,

1902. No. 46136 C.

Boiler Explosion.

An Instructive Boiler Explosion (Fine
Lehrreiche Dampfkesselexplosion). C.
Bach. A paper giving a fully illustrated
account of a boiler explosion at Rosenthal-
Blankenstein, Germany, with discussion of
the causes and the lessons to be derived,
with tables of tests of the boiler material.
6000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing

—

Jan. 18, 1902. No. 46305 D.
Boiler Explosion at Oldham. A report

of the investigation with regard to the
circumstances and cause of a boiler ex-
plosion which occurred on Oct. 31, with
editorial. 3200 w. Engng—Feb. 7, 1902.
No. 46236 A.

Boilers.

A New Express Boiler. Illustrations

with explanatory notes of new water-tube
boilers for first-class torpedo boats. 800
w. Engr, Lond—Feb. 7, 1902. No.

46243 A.
Boilers and Water Supply. F. G. An-

sell. The present article discusses the

nature of water, and the properties likely

to give trouble in the steam-boilers. 3000
w. Elec Engr, Lond—Jan. 31, 1902. Sup-
plement. Serial, ist part. No. 46124 A.

Firing and Handling Steam Boilers.

Charles L. Hubbard. Describes systems
of firing and gives suggestions for the care

of boilers and their management. 2300 w.
Am Elect'n—Feb., 1902. No. 46030.
The Boilers for the New British War-

ships. Editorial discussion of the de-

sign of the different types of steam gener-

ators which have been tested, and compar-
ison of the leading particulars. 1800 w.
Engng—Jan. 24, 1902. No. 45983 A.
The Lagasse Semi-Multitubular Boiler

(Le Generateur Semi-Multitubulaire Sys-
teme Lagasse). A. Brijll. An illustrated

description of a boiler having large water
tanks above and below, connected by a

great number of vertical water tubes. 1500
w. Bull Soc d'Encouragement—Jan.,

1902. No. 46390 G.
The Schiitte Boilers of the Steam Yacht

"Lensahn" (Die Kessel der Grossherzog-
lichen Dampfjacht "Lensahn," System
Schiitte). Hr. Benetsch. A well illus-

trated description of combined cylindrical

and water-tube boilers installed on the

yacht of the grand duke of Oldenburg. 3
articles, i plate. 3000 w. Schiffbau—Dec.

23, 1901, Jan. 8, 23, 1902. No. 45871
each D.

Fuel Oil.

Tests of Beaumont Oil as Fuel. Report
submitted by Prof. James E. Denton of

the results of the full value of crude petro-
leum as used to operate a horizontal re-

turn tubular boiler. 111. 5000 w. Eng &
Min Jour—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46042.

Furnaces.

Furnace Arch Bars. Discusses the ar-

rangement of the rear arch in settings for

horizontal tubular boilers. 111. 1000 w.
Locomotive—Dec, 1901. No. 46007.

Mechanical Draft.

The Advantages of Mechanical Draft.

H. F. Schmidt. Considers the advantages
of mechanical draft as compared with
natural draft. Diagrams. 3000 w. Am
Elect'n—Feb., 1902. No. 46027.

Pulverized Fuel.

A Rotary Brush System of Feeding
Pulverized Fuel to Furnaces. Brief illus-

trated description of the Hesselmeyer &
Schwartzkopff system. 1000 w. Eng
News—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46488.

Safety Valve.

A Valve which Closes Automatically
on the Breaking of a Steam Pipe (Ein

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page isg.
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Neues bei Rohrbruch Selbstthatig Absper-
rendes Dampfventil). Hr. Richter. A
paper giving an illustrated description of
a valve which automatically shuts off

steam from the boilers in case of a steam-
pipe explosion. 2000 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—Jan. 18, 1902. No.
46309 D.

Smoke.

Smoke Abatement in St. Louis. Will-
iam H. Bryan. A review of the history of
the smoke movement in St. Louis, discus-

sing the methods that have proved suc-
cessful and what may yet be accomplished.
111. 6300 w. Jour Assn of Engng Soc's

—

Dec, 1901. No. 45929 C.

Successful Smoke Prevention. Illus-

trated description of a device in use at the

shops of the Chicago Bridge & Iron
Works. An application of the steam jet,

automatic in its operation. 800 w. Ry &
Engng Rev—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46179.

Speed Variations.

See Mechanical Engineering, Miscel-

lany.

Steam Engines.

Steam Engine Trials. Editorial com-
mending a set of rules issued by a Con-
tinental firm, for the occasional testing of
engines to see whether they are falling

away from their early excellence. 1400 w.
Engng—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46455 A.

Steam Hammer.
Steam Hammer Diagrams (Dampfham-

mer-Diagramme). Prof. Georg Lindner.

A well illustrated account of experiments
on a steam hammer at Karlsruhe. Ger-
many, with many indicator diagrams and
discussion of them. 2400 w. Zeitschr d
Ver Deutscher Ing—Jan. 11, 1902. No.
46302 D.

Steam Loop.

The Steam Loop (De'r Selbstthatige
Dampfkreislauf). Gustav Huhn. Paper
before the herein Deutscher Maschinen-
Ingenieure, giving an illustrated descrip-
tion of the system of piping for automat-
ically returning the water of condensation
to the boiler, iioo w. Glasers Ann—Jan.

15, 1902. No. 46300 D.

Steam Turbines.

Some Notes on Steam Turbines. F. J.
Warburton. Read before the Northeast
Coast Inst, of Engrs. and Shipbuilders, at

Newcastle. An illustrated article explain-
ing the various powers of the steam tur-
bine, and how the modern types differ
from the earlier. 1800 w. Engr, Lond

—

Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46245 A.

See also Mechanical Engineering Mis-
cellany.

Superheating.

Steam Superheaters (Les Surchauffeurs
de Vapeur). Maurice Miet. A descrip-

tion of recent progress in superheater con-
structic:-;. with illustrations of various
types. 3000 w. Genie Civil—Feb. i, 1902.
No. 46345 D.

The Use of Superheated Steam in Lo-
comotives (Die Anwendung von Hoch-
iiberhitztem Dampf (Heissdampf) in Lo-
comotivbetncbe). Hr. Garbe. A well il-

lustrated account of the Schmidt system of
using highly superheated steam in loco-

motives with a particular description of
the Borsig locomotive exhibited at Paris,

and many indicator diagrams. Serial. 2
Parts. 1200 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher
Ing—Feb. I, 8, 1902. No. 46313 each D.

MISCELLANY.
Aeronautics.

Some Aeronautical Experiments. Wil-
bur Wright. Read before the Western
Soc. of Engrs. Discusses mainly the sub-
ject of balancing and gives an account of
personal work in this field. 4000 w. Auto
Jour—Feo., 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
46484 A.

The Progress of Aerial Navigation and
the Experiments of M. Santos-Dumont
(Les Progres de la Navigation Aerienne
et les Experiences de M. Santos Dumont).
M. Armengaud, Jr. A well illustrated

description of Santos-Dumont's experi-
ments and a general review of the develop-
ment of light-weight motors. 2 plates.

1 100 w. Mem d 1 Soc d Ing Civils de
France—Dec, 190 1. No. 46376 G.

Acoustics.

A Century of Progress in Acoustics.
James Loudon. Read before the Am.
Assn. for the Adv. of Science. Refers to

the various experimental methods which
have been employed in acoustical re-

searches and traces the advances made.
4200 w. Sci Am Sup—Feb. 8, 1902. No.
46089.

Braiding Machine.

The Schiirmann Braiding Machine
(Die Schiirriiannsche Flechtmaschine).
Prof. Ernst Miiller. A well illustrated

description of a machine for simultaneous-
ly covering, braiding and stranding incan-
descent light cords, and other electrical

conductors. 2000 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—Jan. 25, 1902. No. 4631 iD.

Cold Storage.

A Unique Cold Storage Warehouse in

Chicago. Illustrated description of a
warehouse with the mechanical plant on
the top floor, giving details of electrical

equipment, etc. 4800 w. Ice & Refrig

—

Feb., 1902. No. 46025 C.

See also Mechanical Engineering, Power
and Transmission.

Heating.

A Practical Air ]\Ioistener. An account
of experiments conducted by the Bell Tele-

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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phone Compi:ny to secure agreeable tem-

perature conditions in their exchanges.

2800 w. Doni Engng—Feb. 15, 1902. No.

46467 C.

Central Heating and Lighting Plant for

the County Buildings, Indianapolis, Ind.

Illustrated description of a power house

containing 600 II. P. in water-tube boilers

and 345 H. P. in engines. With notes on

the way the various buildings are heatedi.

1600 w. Epg Rec—Feb. 22, 1902. No.

46427.
Heating and Ventilating Railway Shops

at Elizabethport, N. J. Illustrated descrip-

tion of the plant installed for a number of

large shops, the steam being furnished

from a central station. 2200 w. Eng Rec
—-Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46432.

Operating Results with Central Heat-
ing Plants in Public Buildings (Betriebs-

resultate und Erfahrungen bei Central
Heizungsanlagen in Amtsgebauden). Leo-
pold Nowotny. Gives experiences and
costs in four Vienna public buildings.

4000 w. Oesterr Wochen?chr f d Oeffent
Baudienst—Jan 11, 1902. No. 46351 B.

Inventions.

Some Ingenious Inventions. Howard
A. Coombs. Describes some simple in-

ventions, showing great inventive ability,

giving sketches. 1500 w. Am Mach—Feb.
6. 1902. No. 46095.

Kiln.

Thomson's Kiln. An illustrated descrip-

tion of a new kiln, with statement of the
advantages claimed, and explanation of
the method of working. 3000 w. Ir &
Coal Trds Rev—Jan. 24, 1902. No. 45-

993 A.
Plumbing.

Plumbing m the Hotel Wellington, New
York. Illustrated description of hotel
equipment, including 130 private bath and
toilet rooms. 2700 w. Eng Rec. Feb. i,

1902. No. 46073.
Resonance.

See Electrical Engineering, Electro-
Physics.

Speed Variations.

Stroboscopic Study of the Variations in

the Angular Velocity of the Fly-Wheel
of an Otto Gas Engine (Etude des Varia-
tions de la Vitesse Angulaire du Volant
d'une Machine a Gaz Otto a I'Aide de la

Methode Stroboscopique). A Cornu. A
paper giving an account of experiments,
with photographic records. 1500 w. Bull

Soc Internationale d'Electriciens—Jan.

1902. No. 46398 E.

The Sartori Stroboscopic Method of

Measuring the Variations in the Angular
Velocity of a Machine (Sur les Procedes
de Mesure de I'Ecart Angulaire d'une
Machine Procede Stroboscopique de M.
Sartori). M. Blondin. A paper giving an
illustrated description of an optical meth-
od, using Bedel-Moler disks, one revolved
by the machine the other by a constant
speed electric motor. 2000 w. Bull Soc
Internationale d'Electriciens—Jan., 1902.

No. 46399 E.

Standards.

The National Bureau of Standards.
Samuel W. Stratton. Reviews the pro-

visions made by Congress, and explains

the duties of the National Bureau of

Standards, established March 3, 1901. 4900
w. Jour Fr Inst—Feb., 1902. No. 46-

034 D.

Ventilators.

High Pressure Ventilators Driven by
Steam Turbines (Ventilateurs pour Hautes
Pressions Mus pas Turbines a Vapeur).
A. Rateau. An illustrated account of the

advantages of steam turbines for drivmg
centrifugal blowers and pumps, with re-

sults of tests. 2500 w. Genie Civil—Feb.

8, 1902. No. 46347 D.

Mechanical Ventilation. W. Yates. Read
at meeting of the Brit. Inst, of Heat. &
Ven. Engrs. Discusses the subject of

vacuum or ventilation by extraction, and
plenum, or ventilation bv blowing in. 111.

4200 w. Met Work—Feb. 22, 1902. No.
46408.

MINING AND METALLURGY

COAL AND COKE.
Australia.

The Coke Industry in Australia. A re-
port of the various works, with general
information. 4500 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev—Feb. 7, I9<j2. No. 46225 A.

Coal-Cutter.

The Champion Eisenbeis Coal-Cutter.
Illustrated description of a machine of the
pneumatic percussive type, but differing in
principle. 1000 w. Cox Guard—Feb. 7,
1902. No. 46227 A.

Coal Fields.

The Development of the Indiana Coun-
ty, Pa., Coal Fields. William Gilbert Ir-

win. A report of this field which has been
greatly benefited by a recently completed
railroad. 1000 w. Eng & Min Jour—Jan.

25, 1902. N.5. 45952.

Coal Trade.

See Industrial Economics.

Composition.

The Coking and the Composition of

Coal (Betraclilungen iiber das Backen und

We sufp'.y cot>ics of these articles. See page 159.
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iibcr die Bildnng der Steinkohle). Prof.

Ed. Donath. A discussion of the origin

and composition of coal and of the theory

of coking. Serial. 3 parts. 5000 w. Oes-
terr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen—Jan.

II, 18, 25, 1902. No. 46370 each B.

Mechanical Engineering.

Mechanical Engineering as Applied to

Coal Mines, and Its Relation to the Econ-
omical and Successful Operation of the

Same. William Clyde Wilkins. Read be-

fore the W. Penn. Cent. Min. Inst. 4200
w. Mines & Min—Feb., 1902. No. 46-

142 C.

New Plant.

New Plant at Shaft No. 5 of the Spring
Valley Coal Co., at Spring Valley, 111.

A. Dinsmoor. An illustrated description

of the underground and surface arrange-
ments. 3300 w. Mines & Min—Feb., 1902.

No. 46141 C.

Oregon.

The Coos Bay Coal Fields. Cleve-
land Rockwell. Illustrates and describes

this region, giving the history of these coal

fields and iheir working. The coal is

lignite. 3300 w. Eng & Min Jour—Feb.

15, 1902. No. 46264.

Production.

Coal Production Measuring Southern
Advance. Eaward Wheeler Parker. Re-
views the history of the coal-mining indus-
try in the South. 3200 w. Mfrs Rec—Feb.

20, 1902. Special number. No. 46419.

West Virginia.

West Virginia Coal and the World's
Industry. William A. MacCorkle. Dis-
cusses the deposits of coal and the success-
ful competitive production. 3000 w. Mfrs
Rec—Feb. 20, 1902. Special number. No.
46415.

COPPER.

Copper Situation.

A Consid'-ration of the Copper Industry
from a Statistical Standpoint. Walter
Renton Ingalis. A discussion of facts re-

lating to copper so far as they are appar-
ent, reviewing the situation since the be-
ginning of 1901. 4COO \v. Eng & Min
Jour—Feb. r2, 1902. No. 46481.

Lake Superior.

Lake Superior Copper. Horace J. Ste-
vens. Reports work that has been done
and improvements contemplated for the
coming year. 1400 w. I^Iines & Min

—

Feb., 1902. No. 46147 C.

Smelting.

Ancient Copper Smelting in Mexico.
C. W. Pritchett. Illustrates and describes
a crude copper smelting plant, showing the
methods used several hundred years ago.
6ocr w. Eng & Min Jour— Feb.' i;. 1902.
No. 46267.

Lead, Copper and Zinc Smelting and
Refining. Charles Kirchhoff. A : nnmary
for the United States of these industries,

with explanatory remarks. 800 w. Min
Rept—Jan. 23, 1902. No. 45946.

Trans-Caucasus.

The Trans-Caucasus Copper Industry.
Concerning the Deposits and why the cop-
per smelting works are so few in number.
Also general information. 800 w. Engr,
Lond—Feb. 7, 1902. 46244 A.

GOLD AND SILVER.
;|

Assaying.

The New York Assay Office. An illus-

trated article giving information concern-
ing this interesting office and the methods
in use there. 1200 w. Sci Am—Feb. 15,

1902. No. 46204.

British Columbia.

Characteristics of the Atein Gold Field.

J. C. Guillim. Describes the placer bear-
ing streams, and the region through which
they pass. 111. 2700 w. Can Min Rev

—

Jan. 31, 1902. No. 46046 B.

Hydraulic Mining in Omineca District
During 1901. Report for the year of this

placer district, especially the operations on
the Vital and Town Creek section. 111.

1800 w. B C Min Rec—Feb., 1902. No.
46190 B.

Recent Ooerations in the Atein Dis-
trict. Mostyn Williams. Brief accounts
of the operations of five companies em-
ployed in construction and equipment of
hydraulic plants. 111. 2400 w. B C Min
Rec—Feb., 1902. No. 46191 B.

California.

^leadow Lake Alining District. Charles
W. Raymond. Outlines the history of this

district, which is very interesting, and re-

ports that recent investigations give prom-
ise of its becoming an important producer
of gold. Map. 5CCO w. Min & Sci Pr

—

Jan. 25, 1902. No. 45904.

Colorado.

Gilpin County, Colo., Mines in 1901.
Reports one of the most successful years
in the history of these mines. 1000 w.
Eng & ]\Iin Jour—Jan. 25, 1902. No.
45953-

The Buckhorn Mine and the San Luis
Park, Colo. Arthur Lakes. Illustrates

and describes peculiar formations which
contain some ores and present a striking
appearance. Manganese and silver ores,
with a little pure gold and other metals.
1700 w. ]\Iines & Min—Feb., 1902. No. 46-
151 C.

The Mining Industry of Gilpin County.
An interesting account of the discovery
of gold in this region. 111. 1300 w. Min
Rept—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46138.

H-'t» suf^l^ly cof'ics of these articles. Sec t>age JS'p.
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Concentrates.

Realizing en Concentrates When Ship-

ping is Impracticable. E. A. H. Tays.

An account of treatment given some con-

centrates in Mexico and the results. III.

1400 w. Min & Sci Pr—Feb. 8, 1902. No.
46188.

Cyanide.

Notes on Cyanide Solutions. T. Lane
Carter. Briefly describes methods used in

South Africa. Eng & Min Jour—Feb. 15,

1902. No. 46263.

Dredging.

Dredgin? for Fine Gold in Idaho.

Robert Bell. Describes methods of placer

mining on the Snake River. 111. 1800 w.
Eng & Min Jour—Feb. 15, 1902. No.
46265.

Extraction.

Modern Methods of Gold Extraction.

Walter E. Koch. An illustrated article

discussing methods, and expressing the

opinion that the cyanide process and py-
ritic smelting give more promise for the

future than any other methods. Also dis-

cussion. 5COO w. Pro Engrs Soc of W
Penn—Jan., 1902. No. 46137 D.

N. S. W. Filter-Press Practice. John
W. Rock. Deals with the process of ex-
traction of gold from auriferous slimes by
means of filler presses. 1600 w. Aust
Min Stand—Dec. 12, 1902. No. 45970 B.

Idaho.

The Thunder Mountain Mining District,

Idaho. Walter Hovey Hill. Describes the
location of this district and the different

routes of travel necessary to reach the
camp. Gold, silver and copper are found.
Map. 600 w. Eng & Min Jour—^Jan. 25,

' 1902. No. 45954.

Thunder Mountain and Mackay, Idaho.
Robert Bell. Describes the principal min-
eral features of this region, principally

gold and copper, the routes, railways, &c.,

and the already developed properties. 3500
w. Min & Sci Pr—Feb. i, 1902. No.
46051.

Macedonia.

The Gold Mines of Philip of Macedonia.

J. E. Spurr. An illustrated account of
these interesting placers. 1700 w. Eng
& Min Jour—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46480.

Mexico.

The Etzatlan Mining District, Mexico.
E. B. Van Osdel. Describes a newly de-
veloped silver and copper district. 111.

1000 w. Eng & Min Jour—Feb. 15, 1902.
No. 46266.

The Mining District of Guanajuato,
Mexico. A condensed account of histori-

cal, political and statistical matters that
affect the standing of this gold and silver

mining district. 111. 6000 w. Eng & Min
Jour—Feb. S, 1902. No. 46103.

Nicaragua.

Mining in Eastern Nicaragua. J. D.
Lowry. A description of an out-of-the-
way gold region, its people, and resources.
2200 w. Mines & Min—Feb., 1902. No.
46150 C.

Placers.

The Upland Placers of La Cienega, So-
nora, Mexico. Robert T. Hill. An illus-

trated description of these rich placers,
and the conditions and inhabitants of this

region. 2000 w. Eng & Min Jour—^Jan.

25, 1902. No. 459SI.

Refractory Ores.

Treatment of Refractory Silver and
Gold Ores at the Mine. R. C. Campbell-
Johnson. Describes the ores of British
Columbia and discusses their treatment,
and economical working. 1200 w. Min &
Sci Pr—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46049.

Victoria.

The Walhalla (V.) Goldfield. H. Her-
man. A digest of a recent report on this

goldfield, submitted to the Victorian Sec-
retary for Mines. 111. 2500 w. Aust Min
Stand—Dec. 19. 1901. Serial, ist part.

No. 45907 B.

Yukon.

White Horse Mining District, Yukon
Territory. William M. Brewer. A de-
scription of the district with illustrations.

4000 w. Eng & Min Jour—Feb. i, 1902.

No. 46041.

IRON AND STEEL.

Blast Furnaces.

Blast Furnace Dimensions (Einiges tiber

das Hochofenprofil). F. Stille. From
Werml. Annaler. Notes on blast-furnace

practice in Sweden, principally with char-

coal fuel. 800 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg
u Hiittenwesen—Jan. 4, 1902. No. 46368 B.

The Height of Blast Furnaces. F. L.

Grammer. A discussion of this subject

with the conclusion that high furnaces

have been overestimated and have had
their day. 2000 w. Ir Trd Rev—Feb. 20.

1902. No. 46471.

Blast Furnace Gas.

See Gas Engineering.

Cuba.

Cuban Iron. Editorial on the supplies

of iron and manganese that the United
States obtains from Cuba, iioo w. Engng
—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46456 A.

Development.

Iron and Steel at the Close of the Nine-
teenth Century. James M. Swank. Ex-
tract from Mineral Resources of the

United States, 1900. An account of the

development and increase of production.

2200 w. Mines & Min—Feb., 1902. No.

46143 C.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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Germany.

See Industrial Economy.

Iowa.

Iowa's Iron Mine. S. W. Beyer. De-
scribes Iron Hill and its deposits, discuss-

ing the nature and origin of the ore, and
the outlook for the industry. 2000 w. Eng
& Min Jour—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46482.

Iron Trade.

Some Features of the Continental Iron
Trade. Largely a review of the German
trade during 1901, with tabulated informa-
tion of the iron and steel exported from
Germany to other countries. 1300 w. Ir

& Coal Trds Rev—Feb. 14, 1902. No.
46450 A.

Lake Superior.

Lake Superior Ore Output. Editorial

giving information concerning the wealth
of iron ore from this region. 2000 w.
Engng—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46235 A.

Liquid Fuel.

Russian Open-Hearth Furnaces with
Oil Fuel (Der Russische Martinofen mit
Erdolfeuerung). Adrian Bystrom. From
lernkontoret'i Annaler. Illustrated de-
scription of apparatus for using liquid fuel

in Martin open-hearth furnaces. 900 w.
Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg n Hiittenwesen

—

Jan. 18, 1902. No. 46371 B.

New Jersey.

The Revival of Iron Mining in New
Jersey. F. W. E. Mindermann. Reports
the working of the Wharton and other
mines with improved appliances, giving the
yield of the mines now being worked.
HOC w. Eng & Min Jour—Jan. 25, 1902.

No. 45955.

Rolling Mill.

New Carnegie Plate Mill at Homestead,
Pa. (Neue Blechwalzwerksanlage der Car-
negie Steel Co. in Homestead, Pa.). Her-
mann Jelies. An addition to a previous
article on "American Rolling Mills," giv-

ing an illustrated description of these
works, in which a practically new plant of

the Bethlehem Co. was used, i plate. 700
w. Stahl u Eisen—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46-

338 D.

Steel Corporation.

See Industrial Economics.

Steel Works.

The Cambria Steel Company's New
Works. Illustrated description of recent
improvements in these works at Johns-
town, Pa. 2500 w. Ir Age—Feb. 6, 1902.

No. 46100.

Tennessee.

The Smith Mine, Tennessee. N. W.
Buckhout. The location and quality of
the ores, which are limonite, or brown ore,

and the methods of mining, cleaning, and

handling them are described. 2200 w.
Mines & Min—Feb., 1902. No. 46146 C.

Wyoming.
The Sunrise Iron Mines in Wyoming.

John Birkinbine. Illustrations with brief
description. 1600 w. Ir Age—Feb. 6, 1902.
No. 46102.

MINING.
Barometer.

The Barometer in Mining. F. Z. Schel-
lenberg. Read before the W. Penn. Cent.
Min. Inst. Discusses the possibilities and
importance of the use ot this instrument
in guarding against gas in mines, icoo w.
Mines & Min—Feb., 1902. No. 46149 C

Drowned Workings.

Tapping Drowned Workings. W. B.
Wilson, Jr. Abstract of a paper and the
discussion before the N. of Eng. Inst, of
Min. & Mech. Engrs. Describes the tap-
ping at Wheatley Hill Colliery. The work-
ings were those of Thornley Colliery,

which, owin^ to a fire in 1858, it had been
found necessary to drown out. 3000 w.
Col Guard—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46451 A.

Explosion.

Notes on the Llanbradach Explosion.
A review of the report on this disaster,

which occurred Sept. 10, 1901. 1800 w.
Col Guard—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46453 A.

The Llanbradach Colliery Explosion.
Official report, by J. S. Martin, on the cir-

cumstances attending an explosion near
Cardiff, on Sept. 10, 1901. 2800 w. Col
Guard—Jan. 24, 1902. No. 45979 A.

The Talk o'-th'-Hill Colliery Explosion.
Official report by W. N. Atkinson, H. M.
inspector of mines, on the circumstances
attending the accident. 111. 5500 w. Col
Guard—Jan. 31, 1902. No. 46127 A.

Explosives.

Government Explosives and Safety Ap-
pliances in the Wilczek Mines at Pol-
nisch-Ostrau, Austria (Ueber die Anwen-
dung ararischer Spengmittel und einiger

Sicherheits I'nd Sanitatsbehelfe beim Gra-
flich Wilczek 'schen Bergbau in Polnisch-
Ostrau). Josef Mauerhofer. An illus-

trated account of experiences with dynam-
mon, a government safety explosive, and
of safety and sanitary arrangements at

these coal mines. Serial. 3 parts. 3
plates. 7000 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg
u Hiittenwesen—Jan. 4, 11, 18, 1902. No.
46367 each B.

Freezing Process.

Shaft Sinking by the Freezing Process
(Les Nouveaux Fongages par Congela-
tion). H. Schmerber. An illustrated de-

scription of shaft sinking at two French
mines and at the Ronnenberg Alkali

Works. Hanover. Serial. 3 parts. 6000
w. Genie Civil—Jan. 18, 25. Feb. i. 1902.

No. 46341 each D.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 150.
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Geology.

Mining Geology. G. J. Binns. Lecture

delivered before the South Midland
Branch of the Coal Managers' Assn. Dis-

cusses geology especially in its relation to

coal fields. 6300 w. N Z Mines Rec—
Dec. 16, 1901. No. 45967 B.

Grades.

Mine Grades. A. W. Warwick. Con-
siders some of the principles afifecting

mine grades, and the conditions upon
which the choice depends. 2100 w. Min
Rept—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46139-

Jig.

A Single Track Mining Jig. Sketches

and description of a single track gravity

tramway that has been in successful oper-

ation at the Gold Hill Mine, Grass Valley,

California. 1200 w. Min & Sci Pr—Feb.

8, 1902. No. 46189.

Mining Plant.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Ores.

Variation of Ores in Depth. Dr. J. W.
Gregory. Lecture on the factors that con-
trol the variation. 4300 w. Aust Min
Stand—Dec. 19, 1901. Serial, ist part.

No. 45908 B.

Underground Transportation.

Transportation of Material Under-
ground. A. W. Warwick. As an exam-
ple, the working of a small low grade
mine is considered. The present article

deals principally with the financial side.

2700 w. Min Rept—Jan. 30, 1902. Serial,

1st part. No. 46045.

Water Problem.

The Wator Problem in Cripple Creek
and Other Colorado Camps. Arthur Lakes.
A statement of the cause, and the methods
used in freeing the mines from water. 3000
w. Mines & Min—Feb., 1902. No. 46145 C.

Winding Engines.

Schliiter's Safety Appliances for Wind-
ing Engines. Illustrated description. 600
w. Col Guard—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46228 A.

MISCELLANY.
Briquetting.

The Briquetting of Fuels and Fine Min-
eral Ores. Wm. Gilbert Irwin. A review
of the development of briquetting methods
and machinery, with some account of their
applications in the United States. 4000 w.
Engineering Magazine—March, 1902. No.
46388 B.

Deposits.

Ore Deposits. F. Danvers-Power. The
present article reviews the "nebular hy-
pothesis" as explanatory to the origin of
ores. 3000 w. Aust Min Stand—Jan. 16,
1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46441 B.

We supply copies of these

Hungary.

Mining and Metallurgy in Hungary, in

1900 (Lingarns Berg und Huttenwesen
1900). From Bdny. es Koh. lapok. Gen-
eral statistics. Serial. 3 parts. 4000 w,
Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen

—

Jan. 4, II, 18, 1902. No. 46369 each B.

Lead.

Lead Smelting in Southeast Missouri.

R. B. Brinsmade. A description of the

different methods used, and the advantages
and disadvantages of each. 111. 1600 w.
Mines & Min—Feb., 1902. No. 46144 C.

Metal Statistics.

Metal Stacistics for 1898 (Recueil Sta-
tistique des Petits Metaux Pendant I'An-
nee i8g8). An abstract of statistics pub-
lished by the Metal Gesellschaft and the

Metallurgische Gesellschaft, of Germany,
giving production, prices, etc., of lead, cop-
per, zinc, tin, nickel, aluminum, mercury
and silver in various countries. 2500 w.
Revue Technique—Jan. 25, 1902. No.
46366 D.

Petroleum.

Import of the Production of Southern
Petroleum. F. H. Oliphant. Reviews the
production \v. West Virginia, Texas, Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, describing the char-
acter of the oil and giving related informa-
tion. 3500 w. Mfrs Rec—Feb. 22, 1902.

Special number. No. 46421.

The Chemical Analysis of Crude Petro-
leum and Oil Rock. Dr. J. Ohly. Ex-
planatory of method of analysis used. 2200
w. Min Rept—Feb. 20, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 46465.

The Colorado Oil Industry. A report

of condition^ in th*s state, the processes

and products, their use, &c., with brief

notices of recently incorporated compa-
nies. 2500 w. Min Rept—Jan. 30, 1902.

No. 46044.

Southern Petroleum and the Fuel Mar-
ket. C. F. Z. Caracristi. A review of the

petroleum development in the south, its

values as compared with coal at present
prices, and as a fuel. 3800 w. Mfrs Rec
—Feb. 20, 1902. Special number. No.
46416.

Phosphate.

Progress in the Southern Phosphate
Belt. Hugh Wiley. Historical review of
the phosphate mining industry, and the

location of the southern deposits. 2000 w.

Mfrs Rec—Feb. 20, 1902. Special number.
No. 46422.

Platinum.

The Platinum Metals. Notes where de-

posits are found, and the properties of

platinum metals in the present article.

2400 w. Aust Min Stand—Jan. 16, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 46440 B.

articles. Sec page /jp.
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Prussia.

The Production of Prussian Mines, Salt

Works and Metallurgical Works in 1900
(Die Production der Bergwerke, Salinen

und hiitten des Preussischen Staates im
Jahre 1900). General statistical tables.

1000 w. Oosterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiit-

tenwesen—Jan. 25, 1902. No. 46373 B.

Quarries.

Excavating Machinery for Quarry Use.
An illustrated article giving particulars of

the working of a steam navvy or excava-
tor taken from a paper read by A. L. Stev-

enson, before the North of England Inst,

of Min. & Mech. Engrs. 3000 w. Quarry
—Feb. I, igo2. No. 46209 A.

Irish Stone Quarries. A review of the

quarries of limestone, marble and building

stones. 3000 w. Quarry—Feb. i, 1902.

No. 46210 A.
The Stone Mining Industry in Greece.

A. Cordelia, in Zcitschrift fiir das Berg-,
Hutten-, und Saltncmuescn. Report of the
mines of emery, magnesite, meerschaum,
millstones, eypsum, marble, and various
other deposits. 5000 w. Quarry—Feb. i,

1902. No. 4621 1 A.

Southern Minerals.

Development of the Mineral Resources

of the South. David T. Day. Explains
how much is included in "the south," and
reviews the developments. 3200 w. Mirs
Rec—Feb. 20, 1902. Special number. No.
46420.

Tin.

An Occurrence of Stream Tin in the
York Region, Alaska. Alfred H. Brooks.
From Mineral Resources of the U. S.

Geol. Survey. A description of the de-
posit, which is of scientific rather than
commercial interest. 1700 w. Min Rept

—

Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46272.

Australian Tin and Tm Mining. John
Plummer. Information concerning the lo-

cation of these deposits, and the extent
to which they have been worked. 900 w.
Ir Age—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46099.

The Mining in Malaya. Discusses the
*in deposits in the Malay Peninsula, and
the future outlook as a tin-producing
region. 1400 w. Aust Min Stand—Dec.
26, 1901. Serial, ist part. No. 45905 B.

Tungsten.

Tungsten. G. M. Parker. A descrip-
tion of methods of tungsten determination,
as given in a recent graduation thesis.

1600 w. Aust I\Iin Stand—Jan. 2, 1902.
No. 46438 B.

RAILWAY ENGINEERING

CONDUCTING TRANSPORTATION.
Accidents.

Investigation of the Park Ave. Tunnel
Collision. Report of testimony. 300C w.
Eng News—Jan. 30, 1902. No. 45916.
Report of the New York State Railroad

Commission on the Park Avenue Tunnel
Collision. Extracts from the report deal-
ing with methods of improvement, with
editorial discussion of the problem of tun-
nel ventilation. 7400 w. Eng News—Feb.
13, 1902. No. 46195.
The New York Tunnel Collision. Edi-

torial discussion of this recent disaster.

1200 w. Loc Engng—Feb., 1902. No.
45940 C.

The Safety of Trains in the Fourth
Avenue Tunnel—The Commissioners' Pre-
liminary Order. Editorial discussion of
the recommendations, and of the condi-
tions. Also discusses the report on the
collision. 3000 w. R R Gaz—Feb. 14,

1902. No. 4O200.
Train Accidents in the United States in

December. A condensed record of the prin-
cipal accidents with editorial comments on
the most serious. 5500 w. R R Gaz

—

Jan. 31, 1902. No. 46057.

Block System.

Kinsman Block System for Control of
Railway Trains. Illustrated description.
1000 w. Eloc Wld & Engr—Feb. 15, 1902.
No. 46296.

Car Famines.

How to Prevent Car Famines. W. L.
Surran. A letter giving suggestions that
the writer thinks will alleviate if it does
not remedy. 1800 w. Ry Age—Feb. 14,

1902. No. 46270.

Promptness.

What Can We Do Toward Getting
Trains Over the Road with More Prompt-
ness? Eugene McAulifife. States familiar
troubles and offers some suggestions for
remedying them. 1700 w. St. Louis Ry
Club—Jan. 10, 1902. No. 46032.

Train Service.

British and French Train Services in

1901. Charles Rous-Marten. A review of
the principal train services of Great Brit-
ain and France as scheduled in the official

time-books during the first year of the
twentieth century. 2700 w. Engr, Lond

—

Feb. 14, 1902. Serial. ist part. No.
46458 A.

Transvaal.

The Raihvay Reorganization of the
Transvaal. A. Cooper Key. A review of

the former 1 ailway systems, and a critical

examination of the conditions under which
operations may be successfully re-estab-

lished. 2500 w. Engineering Magazine

—

March. 1902. No. 46386 B.

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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MOTIVE POWER AND EQUIPMENT.

Air Brakes.

Test of an Automatic Air-Safety Valve

by the Pennsylvania Lines. Illustrated re-

port of a test of a recently devised mech-
anism for attachment in connection with

existing air-brake systems. The invention

of F. B. Morrison. 700 w. Ry & Engng
Rev—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46277.

Bolsters.

New Construction of Steel Center Sills

and Bolsters. Illustrates the arrangement
employed in recent cars of the Chicago,

Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. 400 w.

Am Engr & R R Jour—Feb., 1902. No.

46066 C.

The Bolster Problem. R. P. Lamont.
Presents points, mainly from the stand-

point of the manufacturer, giving also in-

formation of a large number of cars. Fol-

lowed by general discussion, iiooo w. W
Ry Club—Jan. 21, 1902. No. 46251 C.

Buffer.

Through Buffer Rods for Cars (Durch-
gehende Stossvorrichtung fiir h,isenbahn-

fahrzeuge). Ludwig Ritter v. Stockert.

An illustrated description of the Alrna-

Weiss system of double buffers, in which
the rods extend right through under the

car and powerful springs under the

center of the cars take up shocks. Record
of tests. I plate. 2000 w. Oesterr Woch-
enschr f d Oeffent Baudienst—Jan. 25,

1902. No. 46356 B.

Cars.

Box Car, 80,000 Pounds Capacity. Draw-
ings illustrating a new box car with wood-
en sills and metal bdlsters, built for the
Chesapeake & Ohio. 350 w. Am Engr &
R R Jour—Feb., 1902. No. 46061 C.

Hocking Valley Ry. 30-Ton Side Dump
Car with Steel Box. Illustrated descrip-
tion. 1000 w Ry & Engng Rev—Feb. i,

1902. No. 46058.

6o,ooo-Lbs. Capacity Stock Car, Illinois

Central R. R. Detailed drawings, with de-
scription. 700 w. Ry & Engng Rev—Feb.
8, 1902. No. 46177.

Thirty-six Foot 6o,ooo-lb. Capacity Box
Cars, Delaware, Lackawanna and West-
ern. Plans and brief description of de-
sign of which 1000 cars were recently or-
dered. 400 w. Ry Mas Mech—Feb., 1902.
No. 45974.

Conveyor.

Cinder Pit Conveyor. An illustrated de-
scription of a device that has proved a
great money-saver. 500 w. Ry Mas
Mech—Feb., 1902. No. 45975.

Couplers.

I. Improvements in Car Couplers and
Draft Rigging. II. Flexibility in Car

Coupling Attachments. Two articles dis-

cussing recent papers before the railway

'clubs. 6000 w. 111. Eng News—^Jan. 30,

1902. No. 45913-

Flanges.

Standardization of Extra Heavy
Flanges. A committee report of the rec-

ommendations and schedule for standard
at a meeting held in New York City, June
28, 1901. 900 w. Stevens Ind—Jan., 1902.

No. 4S934 D.

Flue Rattler.

New Flue Rattler. Illustrates and de-

scribes a novel rattler which is giving good
results in the boiler plant of the Chicago
and Northwestern Railway at West Chi-
cago. 500 w. Am Engr & R R Jour

—

Feb., 1902. No. 46062 C.

Locomotives.

Comparing Heavy and Light Locomo-
tives. Edward Grafstrom. Comments on
recent road tests made, and the lessons

from them. Favors moderating the size

of engines to sliit the traffic demands. 1000
w. Am Engr & R R Jour—Feb., 1902. No.
46067 C.

Compound Consolidation Locomotive,
M. St. Paul & S. Ste. M. Ry.^ Illustration,

noting important features, of one of four
recently built engines. 900 w. Ry &
Engng Rev—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46274.

Compound Consolidation Passenger Lo-
comotive. Ilustrated description of a lo-

comotive used on grades of 3 and 4 per
cent., and curves of 16 degrees in the
mountains of Colorado. 600 w. Am
Engr & R R Jour—Feb., 1902. No. 46064 C.

Compound Tank Locomotive, Indian
Netherlands Railway, Java. Sectional

drawings with brief note. 180 w. Engr,
Lond—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46462 A.

Egyptian Experimental Locomotives. Il-

lustrates and describes six striking exam-
ples of modern locomotive engineering,

two British and four American built. 1200

w. Engr, Lond—Feb 7, 1902. No. 46242A.

Heavy Locomotives. Discussing the

present tendency, and whether it is justi-

fied, and related questions in transporta-

tion. 2200 w. Am Engr & R R Jour

—

Feb., 1902. No. 46065 C.

Locomotive Building in the United
States. Fred H. Colvin. A collection of

notes from various sources giving infor-

mation concerning locomotive works that

have been in existence. 2000W. Loc Engng
—Feb., 1902. Serial. 1st part. No. 45937 C.

Mathias Baldwin and the American Lo-
comotive. Editorial review of the Bald-
win Locomotive Works of Philadelphia,

which have leached their seventieth anni-

versary as an industry, and completed
their twenty-thousandth locomotive. 1700

w. Ir Age—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46400.

We .supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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Representative American Locomotive
Exhibits. William B. Aiken. A compari-
son of the exhibits made at various Amer-
ican expositions during the last twenty-
five years. 1000 w. Loc Engng—Feb.,

1902. No. 45939 C.

Six-Coupled Express Locomotive, East-
ern Railway of France. Illustrated de-

scription of a locomotive representative of
recent French practice. 2000 w. Engr,
Lond—Jan. 24, 1902. No. 45989 A.

Tandem Compound Decapod for the

Santa Fe. Illustrated detailed description

of the heaviest locomotives ever built up
to the present time Oil is the principal

fuel used. 2000 w Ry Age—Jan. 31, 1902.

No. 46054.

Thomas & Stetson Oil Burning Locomo-
tive. An illustrated description of a new
style boiler for locomotives burning oij as

fuel. 600 w. Loc Engng—Feb., 1902. No.
45936 C.

Motive Power.

The Proper Utilization of Motive Pow-
er. T. M. R. Talcott. Condensed from a

paper presented at meeting of the South-
ern & Southwestern Ry. Club. Generally
favorable to pooling or double crewing
locomotives. 2800 w. Ry & Engng Rev

—

Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46178.

Snow Plow.

Self-Turninp' Snow Plow on the Dela-
ware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. Il-

lustrates and describes a car with a self-

contained turntable arrangement for turn-
ing the plow end for end at any point
without having to use a stationary turn-

table. 5000 w. Ry & Engng Rev—Feb.
22, 1902. No. 46477.

Steam Motor Cars.

Steam Motor Cars for Railway Service.

An illustrated account of some experi-

ments undertaken a few years ago with
steam motor cars for railway service, with
disappointing results. Also editorial dis-

cussion of some of the reasons of their

failure, and of the great field awaiting a

successful independent motor car. 7500
w. Eng News—Feb. 6, 1902. No. 46104.

Steel Cars.

Shop Practice in Maintenance of All-

Steel Cars. Report of committee with

general discussion. 5000 w. Cent Ry Club

—Jan., 1902. No. 46135 C.

Superheated Steam.

See Mechanical Engineering, Steam En-
gineering.

Valves.

Bv-Pass and Starting Valves A. T. & S.

F. Four Cylinder Tandem Compound. Il-

lustrated description. 700 w. Ry Age

—

Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46271.

We supply copies of these

NEW PROJECTS.

Ship Railway.

An Isthmian Ship Railway. A. E.
Chefif. Gives designs of the Eads ship-

railway proposed, and discusses the Te-
huantepec route, and the practicability of
the scheme. 1200 w. Sci Am Sup—Feb.

15, 1902. No. 46206.

Victoria Nyanza.

To the Victoria Nyanza by the Uganda
Railway. Commander B. Whitehouse. A
paper containing much information of the
railway, the survey of th ; future port, &c.

Also discussion. 9800 w. Jour Soc of

Arts—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46409 A.

PERMANENT WAY AND FIXTURES.

Bern-Neufchatel.

The Bern-Neufchatel Railway (Die
Bern-Neuenburg Bahn). Albin Beyeler.

An illustrated general account of the new
direct line between these Swiss cities, with
descriptions of bridges and construction
work. Serial. 2 parts. 5000 w. Schweiz
Bauzeitung—Jan. 4, 11, 1902. No. 46374
each B.

Canadian Railway.

The Construction of the Great Northern
Railway of Canada, 1899- 1900. J. M.
Shanly. Interesting account of the under-
taking with description of the work. 3
plates. 4800 w. Can Soc of Civ Engrs

—

Adv. proof.—Feb., 1902. No. 46250 D.

Crossing Gates.

Some Features of Crossing Gate Opera-
tion. Illustrates and describes features of

the pneumatic gates of the Bogue and
Mills system. 1000 w. Ry & Engng Rev
—Feb. I, 1902. No. 46059.

Curves.

Slide Rule Computations for Laying Out
Curves. Henry T. Stiff. Briefly explains
how the slide rule may be used with ac-

curacy and a great savinp^ of time. 900 w.
Eng News—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46489.

Dutch East Indies.

The Railways of the Dutch East Indies

(Les Chemins de Fer aux Indes Nerlan-
daises). Aaguste Moreau. A compre-
hensive account of the railways and tram-
ways of Java, Madura and Sumatra, and
their constriiction and operation. Maps.
9000 w. Mem d 1 Soc d Ing Civils de
France—Dec, 1901. No. 46377 G.

Grade Crossings.

Abolition of Grade Crossings. Charles
Zueblin. An illustrated article reviewing
what has been accomplished and what
should be done in various cities of the

United States. 3200 w. Munic Af—Dec,
1901. No. 46297 D.

New York Terminal.

New York Central Underground Pas-
senger Loop. Plan with brief description.

articles. See page 159.
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Also recommendations oi the New York
Railroad Commissioners concerning the

movement of trains, &c. iioo w. Ry Age

—Jan. 31, 1002. No. 46052.

The Proposed Tunnel Loop at the

Grand Central Station. Plan showing the

arrangement proposed with explanatory

notes. 700 w. R R Gaz—Jan. 31, 1902.

No. 46055-

Paris.

The New Paris Terminal of the Or-
leans Railway (Prolongement de la Ligne

d'Orleans dans Paris). A Dumas. A very

well illustrated description of the under-

ground extension of the Orleans Ry. along

the left bank of the Seine, and of the mag-
nificent station on the Quai d'Orsay and its

mechanical equipment, i plate. 1200 w.

Genie Civil—Jan. 25, 1902. No. 46342 D.

Railway Improvements.

The Cincinnati Southern Ry. and Its

Improvements. History, with general de-

scription of the origmal combination
_
of

this municipally owned line, its recent im-

provements, operation, equipment, &c. 111.

6500 w. Eng News—Feb. 20, 1902. No.

46487.

Shops.

Erie Railroad Shops, Dunmore, Pa.

Plan and front elevation, with description

of shops representing the best modern
practice. Gives also a list of tools and mo
tors used. 3000 w. Loc Engng—Feb.,

1902. No. 45938 C.

Rock Island Shop Improvements at

Chicago. Information concerning recent

changes made necessary by the increase in

traffic. 900 w. Ry Age—Jan. 31, 1902.

No. 46053.

Signalling.

Interlocking Signalling. W. H. Patton.

Read before the Engrs. Club of Toronto.
Describes some signals now in use, show-
ing their importance, and reviews various
forms and the development of the inter-

locking system. 2500 w. Can Engr—Feb.,

1902. No. 45972.
Railway S'gnalling. Describes a system

that has been experimented upon in

France, by v/hich a signal disc and alarm
bell inside the cab are electrically operated
when the engine runs accidentally past a

danger signal. 1300 w. Engng—Feb. 7,

1902. No. 4G232 A.

Track Elevation.

Track Elcv'ation on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford R. R. at Boston. Mass.
Illustrations, plans and description of
work to eliminate a number of grade high-
way crossings where condensed traffic had
to be protected. 7700 w. Ry & Engng
Rev—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46060.

Tracks.

Construction Work on the Aurora, El-

gin & Chicago Railway. An illustrated ac-

count of probably the best example of

heavy high-speed electric railway work
now to be found. 1400 w. St Ry Jour

—

Feb., 1902. No. 46083 D.

TRAFFIC.
Progress.

Community of Interest from a Traffic

Standpoint. B. D. Caldwell. An inter-

esting address on the progress we may
look for in this new century, and its ap-
plication to the community of interest in

railroading. Discusses some of the prin-

ciples essential. General discussion. 16000
w. N. Y. R R Club—Jan. 16, 1902. No.
46253-

Report

Annual Report of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. Extracts concerning
packing-house products, rates, traffic asso-

ciations, safety appliances, &c. 4500 w.
R R Gaz—Jan. 31, 1902. No. 46056.

Ton-Mile.

The Ton-Mile in India. Notes by Lieut.-

Gen. Sir Richard Strachey stating the rea-

sons which ltd to the adoption of ton and
passenger mileage returns, more than 30
years ago, under the orders of the Govern-
men of India, and the results which have
followed. 1800 w. Transport—Jan. 31,

1902. No. 461 16 A.

Tonnage

Handling Less Car Load Tonnage. Ed-
win H. Lea. Discusses the causes of the

irregularities that lead to losses in the

payment of damage claims, and the rem-
edies. 1 100 w. R R Gaz—Feb. 14, 1902.

No. 46199.
Tonnage Rating on Railways. J. W.

Harkom. Describes methods of rating lo-

comotives in use on the Canadian Pacific

Railway. 2000 w. Am Engr & R R Jour
—Feb., 1902. No. 46063 C.

Train Tonnage. Henry Miller. Dis-
cusses, in a general way, how to properly
and economically load and operate trains.

1000 w. St. Louis Ry Club—Jan. 10, 1902.

No. 46031.
MISCELLANY.

Comparison.

Railways : British and American. A. H.
Tatlow, in the Raihvay Official Gazette.

A comparison of cost, mileages, construc-
tion and equipment, traffic returns, &c.,

giving much information of interest. 2000
w. Ry & Engng Rev—Feb. 15, 1902. No.
46278.

Education

See Industrial Economy.
Government Ownership.

Government Ownership of Railroads.
Hon. Martin A. Knapp. Extracts from
an article in the Annals of the American
Acadamy, &c. Outlines some of the argu-
ments for and against the public owner-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 139.
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ship of railroads. 3000 w. Ry & Engng
Rev—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46276.

Great Britain

Light Railroads in Great Britain. C. H.
Grinling. States what led to the passing
of the Light Railways Act of 1896, its ob-
ject, and the power of the Board of Trade
over this class of railways. 1300 w. R R
Gaz—Feb. 7, 1902. No. 461 15.

Interstate Commerce
The Interstate Commerce Law. Edi-

torial discussion of the Elkins bill to en-

large the powers of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission. 2000 w. R R Gaz

—

Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46201.

Railroad Development.

Phases of Southern Railroad Develop-
ment, 1881-1901. John P. Meany. His-
torical review. S400 w. Mfrs Rec—Feb.
20, 1902. Special number. No. 46418.

Siam
Railways in Siam. Gives briefly the his-

tory of railroads in this country, and their

present condition. 1400 w. U S Cons
Repts, No. 1272—Feb. 21, 1902. No.
46407 D.

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

Accidents.

Accidents to Tramway Passengers from
Contributory Negligence. J. Neville Por-
ter. Discusses the legal aspects of the
question of compensation for personal in-

juries. 2800 w. Tram & Ry Wld—Jan. 9,

1902. Serial. 1st part. No. 46006 B.

Berlin.

The Electric Elevated and Underground
Railway in Berlin (Die Elektrische Hoch-
und Untergrundbahn in Berlin). Hr.
Frahm. A well illustrated description,

particularly of the elevated structure and
details of construction. 3500 w. Stahl u
Eisen—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46337 D.

Brakes.

The Price Friction Brake. Illustrated

detailed description of a device for tram-
cars operated by the energy of the moving
car, and claiming many advantages, iioo
w. Tram & Ry Wld—^Jan. 9, 1902. No.
46005 B.

Brighton.

Brighton Corporation Electric Tram-
ways. Illustrated detailed description of
the tramway system of Brighton, England.
1800 w. Flee Rev, Lond—Jan. 24, 1902.

No. 45996 A.

Car Equipments

Electric Car Equipments and Their
Maintenance. A. W. Wigram. Abstract
of paper read before the Newcastle Sec.

of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Discusses
tracks, brakes, life guards, motor equip-
ment, trolley heads, controllers, &c. 4000
w. Elect'n, Lond—Jan. 24, 1902. No.
45998 A.

Car House.

Car House at Worcester, Mass. Brief
description with plan and diagram. 700 w.
St Ry Rev—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46281 C.

Dangers.

The Supposed Dangers of Electric Trac-
tion. Editorial discussion of the recently
published letter from Mr. George West-
inghouse. iioo w. Sci Am—Feb. i, 1902.
No. 45957.

Electric Railways.

Electricity for the New York Central
Tunnel. Frank J. Sprague. A reply to

the letters of Mr. George Westinghouse
on the subject of the dangers of electric

traction in tunnels. 1500 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46014.

The Rise of Electric Railways in Mas-
sachusetts. Alton D. Adams. A review
showing remarkable development and
financial expansion. 3000 w. Elec Rev,

N. Y—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46160.
Some Personal Notes on Electric Rail-

ways. Frank J. Sprague. Interesting
notes relating to the Union City Railway
of Richmond, 1887, and the South Side
Elevated of Chicago, 1897. 2800 w. Elec
Rev, N. Y—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46287.

Express Business.

Handling Express Matter in Electric

Cars in New York. Information concern-
ing the methods adopted for carrying on
the details of the express, freight and bag-
gage service in special express cars of the

Metropolitan St. Ry. system of New York,
including the Union Ry. lines in the Bronx.
111. 1700 w. St Ry Rev—Feb. 15, 1902.

No. 46280 C.

Fenders.

Street Car Fenders (Schutzvorrichtun-
gen an Strassenbahnwagen). M. Kosch.
An illustrated description of various kinds

of fenders for picking up people falling in'

front of street cars. 3000 w. Elektrotech
Zeitschr—Jan. 30, 1902. No. 46326 B.

Germany.

Experiments with Electric Traction on
Standard Railways in Germany (Versuche
iiber Elektrischen Betrieb auf einigen

Hauptbahnen in Deutschland). Ludwig
Spangler. A well illustrated account of

some of the electric railways in successful

operation, and particularly of recent high-

voltage and high-speed experiments on the

Wannsee Ry., at Lichterfelde and on the

Zossen Ry. Serial. 2 parts. 10,000 w.
Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver—^Jan.

17, 24, 1902. No. 46358 each B.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 159.
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High Speed.

High-Speed German Railway at Zossen.

Frank C. Perkins. Illustrations and de-

scription of the car equipment for the

high-speed, polyphase railway experiments,

where more than lOO miles an hour has

been attained. 1500 w. Sci Am—Feb. 8,

1902. No. 46088.

Modern Fast Trains (Moderne Schnell-

ziige). A short review of high-speed train

records and of electric high-speed projects.

1200 w. Oesterr Wochenschr f d Oeffent

Baudienst—Jan. 11, 1902. No. 46353 B.

Interurban.

The Hartford and Springfield Street

Railway. Illustrates and describes a line

that forms an important link in connecting

New York and Boston by trolley. 1500 w.

St Ry Jour—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46081 D.

The Lansing, St. John & St. Louis Elec-

tric Ry. An illustrated account of the

opening of a new electric interurban road

for passenger and freight traffic, in Michi-
gan. 1400 w. Ry & Engng Rev—Feb. 15,

1902. No. 46275.

Lifts

The Electric Lifts of the City and South
London Railway. Illustrated detailed de-

scription of the satisfactory apparatus at

the stations for the use of passengers.

1800 w. Tram & Ry Wld—Jan. 9, 1902.

No. 46004 B.

Mails.

Mail Transportation in Cities. Waldon
Fawcett. An illustrated article on the re-

cent improvements made, by the establish-

ing of sub-stations for postal distribution,

electric cars, pneumatic tubes, and auto-

mobiles for transportation, &c. 1000 w.
Sci Am—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46202.

Newcastle-on -Tyne.

The Electric Tramways of Newcastle-
on-Tyne. Illustrated description with ac-

count of some of the difficulties attending
the work of construction. 4500 w. Tram
& Ry Wld—Jan. 9, 1902. No. 46003 B.

New York.

The New York Rapid Transit Railway.
This first article of a series reviews the
early history of rapid transit enterprises in

New York city. 5000 w. Eng News—Jan.

30, 1902. No. 4591 1.

New York Elevated R. R.

Electrical Equipment of the Manhattan
Railway. Brief description with illustra-

tions of the largest electrical plant yet built

in the United States. 1400 w. St Ry Rev
—Feb. 15. 1902. No. 46282 C.

Electricity on New York's Elevated
Railways. Hermann A. Strauss. Outlines
the plan of power supply giving illustra-

tions. 3300 w. Elec Age—Jan., 1902. No.
46022 C.

Power System and Generating Station

of the Manhattan Railway Co., New York.
Arthur L. Rice. An illustrated detailed

description of the power station, boiler

plant, feed water system, steam piping,

engines, exhaust system, etc. 10500 w.
Engr, U S A—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46047.
New Power Station of the Manhattan

Railway Company. Illustrations and de-

scriptive notes on the engines and gener-
ators of the electrical system being in-

stalled on the Manhattan Elevated Rail-

way, in New York. 2000 w. St Ry Jour
—Feb. I, 1902. No. 46080 D.
Some Features of the Manhattan Ele-

vated Railroad Company's Station Equip-
ment. Illustrated description. 2500 w.
Am Elect'n—Feb., 1902. No. 46028.

Park.

An Attractive New England Street
Railway Park. H. S. Knowlton. Illus-

trated description of the park at Whalom
Lake, belonging to the Fitchburg & Leo-
minster Street Railway Co. 2500 w. St
Ry Jour—Feb., 1902. No. 46084 D.

Pittsfield, Mass
New High Alternating Current Instal-

lation of the Berkshire Street R.ailway Co.,

at Pittsfield. Mass. Illustrated description

of a route through western Massachusetts,
a region renowned for its beauty. The
powerhouse, sub-stations, overhead con-
struction, and equipment are described.
2200 w. St Ry Rev—Feb. 15, 1902. No.
46279 C.

Storage Batteries

See Electrical Engineering, Generating

Stations.

Stray Currents.

The Path of the Return Currents in

Electric Street Railways and their Elec-
trolytic Action (Ueber den Verlauf der
Riickstrome von Strassenbahnen und iiber

ihre Elektrolytischen Wirkungen). Illus-

trated abstract of a paper by M. G. Claude
before the Paris Electrical Congress, giv-

ing the results of experiments, with rec-

ommendations. 2000 w. Elektrotech Zeit-

schr—Jan. 23, 1902. No. 46324 B.
See also Electrical Engineering, Com-

munication.

Surface-Contact.

The Lorain Surface Contact System. Il-

lustrated detailed description of the equip-
ment of the Wolverhampton Corporation
tramways. 2500 w. Elec Engr, Lond

—

Feb. 7, 1902. No. 46218 A.

Tracks.

Progress it. Street Railway Track Con-
struction. Charles S. Butts. Reviews the
methods of track construction in early
days of street railroading, and describes
the most approved modern practice. 2500
w. St Ry Tour—Feb. i, 1902. No. 46-
082 D.

iVe supply copies of these articles. Sec page i^q.
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THE COAL RESOURCES OF THE PACIFIC.

By Harrington Emerson.

The Jtvelupment of the Pacific anti the determination of its naval and commercial con-

trol must depend largely upon the existence of sufficient and available coal supplies. Mr.

Emerson has made an exhaustive study of this most important problem, and writes with a

close personal knowledge of the subject, knowledge gained by his own familiarity with the

Pacific coast and its resource-; in thi- course of many professional investigations.

—

The
SUITORS.

pMMERCE and civilization have passed from the

MetHterranean to the Atlantic and perhaps in turn

will pass from the Atlantic to the larger ocean, the

Pacific. England has been and is the world power

in the Atlantic. Her coal mines have furnished

the fuel for the sea commerce of the world ; her

coaling stations dot the Atlantic shores east and

west, in Europe, in the Americas, and in Africa,

and from 60 degrees north to 51 degrees sotith

Xo other power in Europe can rank with England as a

X'one has the coal, the coaling stations on all oceans. Rus-

sia in extent and number of inhabitants is easily the foremost European

land power, but everywhere she is hemmed in from the sea—on the

north bv the Arctic ice, on the east shut in by the Baltic, on the south

shut in bv the Black Sea. on the west even until recently closed in by

ice. In spite of denials it is readily believed that Russia is willing to

foment trouble between Sweden and Norway in order to acquire from

the latter a port on the Atlantic, to foment trouble in Turkey in order to

take possession of the Golden Horn, to foment trouble in Persia in

161

latitude,

sea power.
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FORT LISCUM, PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND, ALASKA

Lat. 6i°, long. 147°. At this point begins the military road over the pass to the Copper

River. The tarpaulins covfer sacks of coal, brought from Tacoma, 1,800 miles southeast.

order to acquire seaboard rights in the Persian Gulf, and we know
of present trouble in Eastern waters where thus far Russia has most

profited, taking Port Arthur from Japan and Manchuria from China.

Great Britain on the Atlantic—but the United States on the Pacific

;

the latter destined to become the greater trade ocean of the two. Not

only do the most dense and industrious populations of the world line

the western shores of the great ocean, but the western coast of North

America in natural wealth far surpasses the eastern coast, with the

exception of coal
;
yet if the Crows Nest coal mines of British Colum-

bia, lying on the west slope of the Rocky Mountains and but 500 miles

from the Pacific be included in Pacific Coast resources, then in coal

also the west surpasses the east : for these measures, many hundred
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NUTCHEK BAY, PKIXCE WILLIAM SOUND, ALASKA

A United States mail steamer makes the round of the Southern Alaskan coast each month.

This part of Alaska is heavily timbered.

miles, in area, contain, in fifteen veins, 150 feet of solid coal, some of

it gas coal, some anthracite, and the soft varieties superexcellent coking

coal.

In gold the Pacific slope has produced more than all the balance of

the United States and last year produced more than all the balance of

North America. In fisheries the Pacific coal is easily first, and also

in exports of lumber and fruit, if not of cereals.

The general expansion of American interests in the Pacific

is exemplified bv the fight over the isthmian canals at the extreme

east, the judicial scandals at Xome in the extreme north, and

the perennial Philippine trouble in the extreme west, not to speak of
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the Alaskan boundary, undetermined for 1,200 miles, every foot in

dispute, and the payment of the Chinese indemnity. Are not the

largest steamers ever designed even now building in Connecticut for

traffic between Puget Sound and Japan ? Certainly the Pacific Ocean is

assuming importance, and modern commercial imy^ortance is founded

on coal.

Lat. 57' X., Lung

INDIAN KiVtKj NEAR SITKA
25'. Sitka is the old Russian capital of Alaska. On this river

are spruce trees 8 feet in diameter.

Coal mines and coal fields occur along the Pacific shores, north-

west from Chile to Alaska and thence southwest to Australia and
New Zealand. The chief geographical difference between the Atlantic

and Pacific is that the latter is open to the north, or partially occupied
by such worthless regions as Iceland and Greenland, while the whole
north Pacific is bounded by Alaska, a region as large as Great Britain.

Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and the German
Empire, and by good authorities who know it, declared to be richer in

natural resources, with the exception of lumber, than all the Pacific

Coast States.

Since 1896 five events have occurred that wholly change conditions
in Alaska for the better, (i) In that year the Klondike gold discov-
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eries were made and in 1897 and 1898 a great rush to and through

Alaska began, resulting in a doubling of the population and in an

output of gold from the Yukon region to date of $75,000,000.

(2) In 1898 the Philippine Islands were acquired by the United States,

giving importance to the direct route along the Alaskan coast between

North America and the new possessions. (3) In 1899 gold was dis-

covered on the beach at Nome and this carried 30,000 people to this

part of Alaska and resulted in an output of $5,000,000 in gold annually.

or more than twice as much as all Alaska had previously yielded.

(4) The Alaskan salmon fisheries, in their infancy in 1896, have

grown in 1902 to great companies, capitalized for $20,000,000 with

net earnings last year of more than $2,000,000, and employing 10,000

men. (5) Two railroads have been constructed in Alaska, one of

which in the extreme southeast, costing $4,000,000, earned last year

over $3,000,000 net, and the other in the extreme northwest near Nome,

a little road five miles long which earned $80,000 net. ( 6 ) Coal fields

formerly superficially known have l)een explored and investigated.

while new ones of great value have been discovered.

The popular impression of Alaska is that it is a far northern region

producing gold and intensely cold. The popular impression misses

much. Colonel P. A. Ray, U. S. A., late in command of the Depart-

ment of Alaska, states : "Many have an idea that there is nothing worth

going to Alaska for except gold. The same was true of California in

1849, ^^^it there are greater resources in Alaska to-day, aside from

gold, than in the Pacific Coast States, if timber is left out. There has

not been enough told of the diversified possibilities of the country,

which if developed would be of greater importance than all the gold."

The United States Agricultural Bureau reports over 100,000 square

miles adapted to agriculture and grazing.

It is true that on the Yukon near the Arctic Circle there is in winter

intense cold, and that the northern shores of Bering Sea are closed

each year by ice ; but from end to end of the Yukon there is no snow in

summer, but long hot summer days. The southern Alaskan coast

lies almost due west of British Columbia, and has, owing to the warm
winds of the Japan current, a mild and equable climate the year

aroun^l, the thermometer never reaching zero in winter nor as high as

yy degrees in summer. This is not so surprising, since the Alaskan

coast reaches as far south as London, and the towns of Juneau, Sitka,

and Dutch Harbor are in the same latitudes as Aberdeen, Edinburgh,

and Glasgow, and on a similar coast with a similar climate.

Politically Alaska is important because it borders on three of the
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TRIP OF MINE CARS FKO.M NO. I TUNNEL, CROW S NEST COLLIERY.

great world powers. The boundary between Alaska and Canada is

almost as long as the whole of the land boundary between the United

States and Canada ; Alaska faces Russia across the whole of Bering

Sea and the boundaries touch in the Diomede Islands, while the

nearest Japanese islands are but 600 miles from the furthest Alaskan

islands.

A little understood feature of the North Pacific Ocean is that the

shortest steamer route from Panama to Singapore runs very close to

San Francisco, to Puget Sound, to the British Columbian cities, to the

Alaskan coast and its coal mines, and thence by way of Yokohama,

Manila, and Singapore to India, so that the opening of any isthmian

canal to traffic will put all the North American western coast

cities, as well as Alaska, on the direct and shortest American route

from London and New York to the east coast of Asia, all of which

can best be seen and understood by stretching a string on a globe, and

certainly not perceived by looking at the usual distorted Mercator

projection of the world.

There are now important coal mines at Lota and Coronel in Chili,

lat. 38° south, long. 73°, which will, with the straits of Magellan,

probably lose their importance when the isthmus is opened, as there-

after all western South American trade will be diverted to the much
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shorter and safer route. Tlie Chilean coal, not as good as the Alaskan

coals, is very high in sulphur.

The next commercial outcropping of coal on the Pacific occurs at

Coos Bay, Oregon, lat. 43°2o', long. 124° 20', where the U. S. Gov-

ernment has expended more than $820,000 to make a harbor. The

output of this coal in 1900 was 104,294 tons. It is the poorest of all

the Pacific commercial coals from Chile to New Zealand, an average

analysis being 13.6 moisture, 42.4 volatile matter, 37.4 fixed carbon,

6.6 ash, and 1.54 sulphur.

North of Coos Bay, in that splendid fjord called Puget Sound, and

near the cities of Whatcom, Seattle, and Tacoma, in the United States

and at Comox and Wellington, on Vancouver Island, occur very exten-

sive coal fields of various qualities of coal. These fields are today the

most important on the Pacific and have such an advantage of location

that the better and more easily mined coal of the Crows Nest, 500

miles inland, nearly 800 by railroad, can scarcely compete.

In 190 1 the output of the American mines was 2,504,190 short tons.

an increase of 86,156 tons over 1900, and the output of the Canadian

mines in British Columbia, including the Crows Nest (about 300,000

tons), was 1,712,715, an increase of 87,100 tons over 1900. The Van-

couver mines were opened as early as 1867, but the American mines

have increased in output much more rapidly—145,000 tons in 1880,

525,705 in 1887, 1,330,192 in 1897, and 2,504,190 in 190 1 ; but the

opening of the Crows Nest threatens to transfer the supremacy again

KLELlRic iRuLLEY CHARGING CUKE OVENS, 1 EkME, i;. C.
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to British Columbia. The l:)est seam in the WelHngton colhery is from

5 to lo feet thick.

Exclusive of Vancouver Island, the Puget Sound coal basin covers

an area of about seven hundred and fifty square miles. There are

several distinct fields within this basin but the character of the coal

SUMMIT OF WHITE PASS, LOOKING SOUTH TO THE P.\C1FIC OCEAN

This is the present boundary between Alaska and British Columbia, elevation j.88o feet, and

14 miles in air line from Dyea Inlet and Skaguay, zo miles by railroad, which 90

miles further north reaches dee]) water on the Yukon.

differs in each separate field, varying from a lignite to rich bitumnous

coking coals. In percentages, these coals run :

Moisture. Volatile. Fixed Carbon Ash.
Lignites 8 to 12 35 to 45 30 to 45 6 to 18

Bituminous i to 3 25 to 35 45 to 60 2 to S

Some of these coals make excellent coke. The lignites are hard,

bituminous lignites soft but firm, and the bitumirous coking coals are

soft and require washing.
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It is very encouraging to find seams of coal near Alaska 18 feet

in thickness, as the seams in the Puget Sound region rarely exceed 7

feet and many of only 30 inches are worked.

Some of the Puget Sound mines seem to produce more tons per

employe than any other coal mines in the world. A few years ago

world statistics showed that the output per man was

:

TONS.

Japan 87
Belgium 165

France 200
France per ....lUi 280
Germany ^^^. 260
Great Britain ^.'U*>. 300
N. S. Wales 400
United States Bituminous 540
United States Anthracite 369
State of Washington, all the mines 514
State of Washington per miner, all the mines 617
State of Washington, Roslyn mine 711

State of Washington, Roslyn mine, per miner 774

Westward from Puget Sound along the coast no coal seams of

commercial value are met with until the headwaters of the Yukon
River are reached. This river rises only 14 miles from the Pacific

Ocean, from which it is separated at the top of the divide by a narrow

ridge only a few feet high and wide. At this point the White Pass is

2,885 ^cct above sea level and is occupied by the White Pass Railroad,

which cost $4,000,000 to build from Skaguay to White Horse, a dis-

tance of no miles, where deep-water navigation on the Yukon begins.

Last year the railroad earned $3,000,000 net over operating expenses

;

it is owned wholly in England, as the English, much more than

Americans, have the courage of distant and bold enterprises. In 1901

the freight traffic, i.ooo miles from Seattle to Skaguay, no miles to

White Horse, over the White Pass 380 miles by Yukon boats to

Dawson, was 22,597 tons, and by the lower river, 2,600 miles by sea

from Seattle to St. Michaels, 1,600 miles from St. Michaels by river

boats to Dawson, was 13,930 tons, both routes showing a gain, of

2,180 tons and 2,303 tons respectively. The fuel for a single freight

contract on the lower river cost $50,400.

It is near this White Pass Railroad, in lat. 61°, long. 135°. that a

very valuable coal mine has been recently discovered. It is thus de-

scribed by Mr. Wm. M. Brewer in the Engineering and Mining Jour-

nal:

"The first discovery was made in a narrow gulch between two high

mountains. The first outcrop, which represents the lower seam opened, on

which work as done, is about S feet in thickness. A short tunnel was driven
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on this, and the coal found

to lie beteen a slate roof and

a conglomerate floor. About

300 feet higher another searn

outcropped, about 18 feet

in thickness. On this a tun-

nel was run 60 feet in

length. The coal lay be-

tween a slate hanging-wall

or roof and shale foot-wall

or floor. A sample of this

coal, which is very free from

slate, was hauled over the

snow last winter to White

Horse, and tested on the en-

gines of the railway com-

pany. The superintendent

of the railroad informed the

writer that this test was

very satisfactory, and the

steaming qualities of the

road v/ere fully determined.

The third outcrop, which

may belong to a still higher

seam or may be the same

seam as the second men-

tioned, was discovered on

the plateau apex of a moun
tain 700 feet higher than the gulch in which the two first outcrops were dis-

covered, and easterly about half-a-mile distant. This outcrop had been opened

by a shallow crosscut which exposed the seam 18 feet in thickness having the

same line of strike, but dipping about 20° nearer the vertical than the other

outcrops. A survey for a tram track from the railway has been made by

J. E. Beatty, assistant engineer for the White Pass & Yukon Railway Com-
pany, and all arrangements perfected to organize a company to acquire 1,500

acres of this coal field. The route followed by the survey line is through a

comparatively easy country, to construct a narrow-gauge line of railway."

With one exception none of the other Pacific coast coal mines are

as far north as this and none of them in so rigorous a cHmate. West-
wards along the coast there are outcroppings of coal at Lituya Bay,

at Yakutat and on the flanks of Mt. St. Elias, but the first field that

promises to be of great commercial importance is one very recently

discovered near the Chilkat River between Mt. St. Elias and the

mouth of the Copper River, lat. 60° 20', long. 144° 30'. This coal is

extraordinarily good, as clean to touch as glass and almost identical in

composition with Albion Cardiff, Glamorganshire, Wales, adopted

by the United States Bureau of Equipment as a standard

:

COAL HARBOR, SOUTH SHORE HERENDEEN BAY,

ALASKA

The outcro])? of coal occur in the little valley in tlie

foreground, about two miles from the sea and
at an elevation of 800 feet.
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Volatile. Fixed Carbon. Ash
14- 82.44 0.06

1379 82.36 308

Moisture.

A]l)ion Cardiff 0352
Alaskan Kyak 0.77

I have not seen tlie seani.s, but they are credibly reported as being

very extensive and of great thickness. They are being devel-

oped by a strong English company, who, however, will find it an

expensive undertaking to bring the coil down to a suitable loading

harbor owing to the mountainous character of the country and the

failure of nature to provide a protected roadstead near the mine. In

the same region the same company has extensive petroleum deposits

and wells, the oil containing no sulphur. It is a cause for congratulation

that Alaska has produced better coal than any other coal anywhere

on the Pacific Ocean, coal almost equal to the best in the world.

The next commercial occurrence of coal is in the Kenai Peninsula

in Cook's Inlet, a deep sound discovered by Cook in 1787, left

unnamed by liiin, but named after his death by Lord Sandwich. Here

the coal for scores of miles crops out in numerous seams along the

ocean^front, and at low tide is loaded into smalL boats. Much of it is

very lignitic, light and

brittle in character, but

burns well. At one sin-

gle point a long sand

spit juts out into Kache-

niak Bay where the tides

rise 30 feet and this

makes the only available

harbor, lat 59° 40', long.

151° 30'. Mr. Geo.

Jamme. Jr., of Pittsburg.

had charge of the open-

ing up of this mine. He
built 7 miles of railroad

and a fine dock to bring

the coal from a great

level basin Iving a short

distance inward from the

ocean front. Unfortu-

nately the companv work-
ing this mine has no

ocean transportation

equipment and is thus

OLDEST RUSSIAN BLOCK HOUSE IN ALASKA,
AT NUTCHEK

Xutchek, lat. 60° 15', long. 147°, is at the entrance
to Prince William's Sound, explored and named by

Capt. Cook, in 1778. These block houses took
sever.il years to build and are fastened

with hand-forged copper or iron nails

brought from Russia.
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severely handicapped. Local settlements, fishing steamers, etc., quarry

their own coal at low tide along the beach at merely nominal expense,

while a few hundred miles away coal is selling at $12 to $20 a ton.

The location of this mine is such as not to enable it to compete with

other Alaskan mines in Bering Sea markets where a very large demand

exists at a very high price, running from $10 to $roo per ton.

The question of harbor is always an important one on the Amer-

ican Pacific coast, where even in the calmest summer weather the surge

of the Pacific beats angrily on the rocky American shore. With the

drive of a storm the waves gain in height all the way from Japan, and

break with indescribable fury against the American coast. The har-

OLU TUNNEL INTO ALASKAN CUAL MINE
I his tunnel was opened ten years ago and about i,ooo tons of coal mined with the expecta-

tion of supplying San Francisco, but it proved at that time more profitable to use

the equipment in a neighboring gold mine.
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A.\ OLTLRUl'l'i.NG OF LUAL

The upper pick tip points to the top. The seam is 47 inches thick at outcrop and 53 inches

thick at the end of a drift 97 feet long.

bors of tlie coal tields of Puget Sound and \'ancouver Island are

admirably protected from storms, but the Kyak coal has no natural

harbor, and this is true of many of the Alaskan coal fields.

Westward from Kenai, the greatest and most extensive coal field

in Alaska is reached, cropping out in many different seams, in two har-

bors on the Pacific and one on Bering Sea. These Chignik-Unga-

Herendeen Bay coal measures, lat. 55° 30' to 56° 30', long. 158° to

161°, are not onlv the most extensive and most accessible fields in

Alaska with coal in quality next to that of Kyak. but fully equal to

any coal mined further south. The specific gravity runs from 1.33 to

r.49; the coal is hard, brilliant, clean and very strong, not crumbling

under severe exposures to water, frost, or sun, nor with very rough

usage. This field is of unique value because of its location in the key-
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A BERING SEA HILL TOP, COVERED WITH TUNDRA

Each man is sitting on an outcropping coal seam. The tundra is broken by mud patches

into which one can sink knee-deep.

Stone of the North Pacific. Not only does the shortest possible steamer

line from the United States or British Columbia to any part of Asia

run within 20 miles of this field, but it is also the nearest of all Ameri-

can coal mines to all the island possessions of the United States on the

Pacific, the nearest part of the American mainland to Hawaii, to

Samoa, to Guam, and to the Philippines, and also by nearly 2,000

miles nearer than the Puget Sound mines or San Francisco to all

parts of Asia, and especially to the great mining regJon recently devel-

oped on the shores of Bering Sea. There is a market to-day on the

shores of Bering Sea, according to the United States census agent in

Alaska for i8qo and 1900, for 80,000 tons of coal at prices from $10 to
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SACKS OF COAL AT FORT LISCUM^ PRINCE WILLIAM SOUNU^ ALASKA
The pile of sacks is in the left middle ground between two buildings and covered over with

a white tarpaulin.

$30 a ton at lowest, ranging upwards to %y^ a ton. The consumption

ni Hawaii is 150,000 tons, and the conditions are such that this coal

can be competitively exported southeastward for the Californian,

Mexican, and Central American markets, and southwestward to the

Philippine Islands, for the Japanese go further, even to India, with coal

of poorer quality.

DISTANCES IN NAUTICAL MILES FROM

Chignik-Unga.

Herendeen Bay. Seattle. San Francisco.
Dutch Harbor to 240 1.702 2.035

Yokohama to 2,726 4.280 \
^'^2^.

Philippine Islands to 4.507 5,972
] |-^^^|

Honolulu to 2,066 2,410 2,100

Guam to 3-580 4,943 |

^,437*

Nome to 550 2,362 2,770
St. Michaels to 540 2,360 2,760

*Via Honolulu. fVia Portage Bay.

From the above figures taken from maps, charts, and statements

furnished by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, Depart-

ment of the Treasury, and by the Hydrographic Office, Department of

the Navy, it is apparent that :—from Seattle to Yokohama via Portage
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COAL HAKCUK, NORTH SHORE HEREXDEEX BAY, ALASKA

Herendeen Bay is the largest and safest harbor on Bering Sea.

Bay, Alaska, is '/2 miles longer than the shortest possible route. From

Seattle to ]\Ianila via Portage Bay is only 25 miles longer than shortest

possible route. From San Francisco to Yokohama via Portage Bay is

919 miles shorter than via Honolulu. From San Francisco to Manila

via Portage Bay is 485 miles shorter than via Honolulu. From Portage

Bay it is 1,482 miles shorter to Manila, 1,403 miles shorter to Guam,

344 miles shorter to Honolulu, and from Herendeen Bay, 1,460 miles

shorter to Dutch Harbor, 1,790 miles shorter to St. Michael's, 1,792

miles shorter t.) Xome, than from the coal supplies of Seattle, Tacoma,

and Vancouver.

Herendeen Bay is in many respects a counterpart of New York

Bay—a Sandy Hook surrounded by shallows, a Coney Island beach

where great herds of walrus bask, a Staten Island protecting the

mouth of the harbor, narrows leading into a great deep bay, wholly
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MEASURING AN ALASKAN COAL SEAM

An outcropping of coal on the side of a gulch above Herendeen Bay.

protected, with ten square miles of water from 60 to 200 feet deep ; but

the dimate is warmer in winter in Herendeen Bay than at New York.

At a point 800 feet above the sea level, only two miles from the

best anchorage, coal crops out in thirteen seams of which the best five

are 43, 30, 55, 45 and 43 inches thick. Other seams not yet explored

are reported seven and eight feet in thickness. With modern equip-

ment it ought to be possible to deliver this coal in deep-sea vessels at

any time of the year for one dollar a ton, making it the cheapest sea-

board coal in the world. The calorific value from a sample from one

of the veins, by no means the best, as determined by the Pittsburg

Testing Laboratory, was 12,692 B. T. U.

Herendeen Bay opens on Bering Sea and this makes this mine

but half as far from Nome and St. Michael's as any other work-
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able coal mine. The seams near Chignik Bay and on Unga Island

open on the Pacific. The latter have been worked in a small way for

sixteen years by Mr. H. S. Tibbey, but until the recent growth of

Alaska the market, though high-priced, was small. This year Mr.

Tibbey is putting in $50,000 worth of machinery and will receive the

just reward of his faith and patience. At Unga, as elsewhere in

Alaska, Washington, and Vancouver Island, there are various seams

of varying quality. .Some of them are lignitic and contain consider-

A MINER S CABIN AtiD TOOL HOUSE NEAR HERENDEEN BAY

In front of the cabin is a pile of coal. All the lumber for this cabin was brought 2,000

miles and carried on men's backs over a mountain path 1,000 feet high. The
"summers are cool, the winters less severe than at Philadelphia.

able sulphur, others are of excellent quality. At Chignik the seams

outcrop from 5 to 7 feet in thickness and from 2 to 5 miles from the sea.

One hundred and fifty miles west of Herendeen Bay and Unga the

American continent ends. North of Bering Strait, in the Arctic

Ocean, lat. 69° long. 166°, at Cape Lisborne, is a very extensive field

of excellent coal, but of commercial importance owing only to the

enormous price ($75 a ton) the few cargoes shipped to Nome have
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realized. Bering Strait is closed nine months in the year by ice, the

coal crops out on an unprotected stormy ocean front, and conditions

of operation must always be prohibitively expensive, there being as

much difference in climate and distance between Herendeen Bay and

Cape X^ome as between New York and the shores of Hudson Bay.

RECENT TUNNEL INTO NEWLY DISCOVERED COAL SEAM ON HERENDEEN BAY
Lat. 55° 45' N., long. 160° 40'. At the end of tunnel, seam is 53 inches thick. Pile of coal

in foreground.

The North Pacific Ocean coal mines on the American side pro-

duced in 1901, on Puget Sound, 2,504,190 tons, and in British Colum-
bia about 1,712,715 tons, a total of 4,216,905. The consumption of coal

is approximately

:

Along the Mexican Coast and Central America.... 200,000 tons
In California 2,000,000 tons
In the Hawaiian Islands 150,000 tons
In Alaska 100,000 tons
Locally in Oregon, Washington and British Colum-

bia, including steamers and railroads 2.217,000 tons

Total 4,667,000 tc
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FLOAT COAL IN AN ALASKAN STREAM
The shovel rests on a big lump of coal which has fallen from an outcrop and rolled down

the stream. Alaska is so little explored that coal and other minerals are o;i!y

discovered by outcrops or float in the streams and valleys.

The difference of 450,000 tons is made up l^y importations from

Wales, Australia, and the Atlantic seaboard.

Owing to improving conditions and increasing demand all the

Pacific coal mines, whether in Australia, Japan, British Columbia or

Washington, are prosperously increasing their output with no appre-

hension of any overstocking of the market. In Hawaii, coal con-

sumption has doubled in five years, and in the State of Washington

the increase has already been noted. The great discoveries of oil in

California have prevented a similar increase in coal consumption there,

yet imports have not fallen oft' and twice at least within the last three

vears San Francisco has suft'ered from a coal famine.
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In this review of the American Pacific coals, the Japanese, Chinese,

AustraHan and New Zealand coals will be mentioned only in the table

of comparative analyses furnished by the United States Government.

With isthmian concessions near the equator, with great gold,

copper, silver and lead mines near the Arctic circle, with a vision of

American ships steaming from New York to Manila, via San Fran-

cisco, Seattle and Tacoma, Dutch Harlwr, and Yokohama, coaling at

American coal mines all the way, the United States, while yielding to

England supremacy in the Atlantic from the Orkneys to the Falkland

Islands, can gather to herself the immeasurably greater trade possi-

bilities of the whole American and Asiatic Pacific coast, along which

her own continental seaboard extends 4,000 miles and her outlying

possessions from equator to Arctic Ocean and back again to equator.

ANALYSIS OF THE PACIFIC OCEAN COALS.

Commercial Name. Location.

*Albion Cardiff Wales
Lota Chile

Newport Coos Bay, Oregon
Blue Canyon Washington
Wilkeson Washington
Roslyn Washington
Comoxf Vancouver Island

New Vancouver, Vancouver Island

Wellington Vancouver Island

Nanaimo Vancouver Island

Kyak, Controller Bay Ala.ska

Homer Kachemak Bay, Alaska
Herendeen Bay Alaska
Herendeen Bay . . . Seam 2, Alaska
Yokoshima, best Japan
Yoshinstani, poorest Japan
Kaiping China
Labuan Borneo
South Bulli, N. S. W... Australia
Newcastle, N. S. W Australia
Gravity Creek New Zealand
Hikwiangi New Zealand

* The Standard of the Bureau of Equipment, U. S. N
fThis shaft now closed.

Fixed
JMoisture. N'olatile. Carbon. .\sh. Sijlphur.

•35^ 14- 82.44 .06 .06

3-9 34-49 58.76 2.85 3-4

13.69 42.44 37-35 6.61 I -.54

1.79 31-48 62.74 3-68 .38

7 23-54 56.90 18.71 14

145 32.8 53-66 11.94 15
I.I 20.19 69-75 8.06 -53

2.78 35-1 56.95 6.66 -25

1.82 29.9 52.6 15- .66

3-35 3576 46. 14-32 •17

77 13-79 82.36 308
1-25 39-87 49-89 7.82 1.2

3.22 30.78 60.52 5-48 •4

4-37 39-35 53-23 6.08 -5

1.44 38.31 55-22 5-03 .08

2.52 38.12 49-95 9.41 •7

.66 24.14 61.92 13.28 .6

6. 39-45 51-I 3-44 1.46

.89 21.3 66.91 10.35 .41

2.39 33-64 57-55 6.42 • 15
I.OI 34- 62.23 2.77 •45

6.05 39-63 49.29 5-03 3.18

In the mighty and unsubdued .Vlaska the explorer, prospector, or engineer is dependent
on kindly help. In my Alaskan expeditions I received willing co-operation and support from
the director and members of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, of the Geological .Survey, of the

Land Department, of the Fish Commission, from army and navy and treasury officers, from
the governor of Alaska and United States officials at .Sitka and Dutch Harbor, from the

Pacific Coast Steamship Company, from the Pacific Steam Whaling Company, from the Alas-

kan Trading Companies and from the owners of the coal seams in Southeastern Alaska, at

Yakutat, Controller Bay, Homer, Amalik, Chignik, Unga Island, Herendeen Bay and Cape
Lisbourne, nor am I less indebted to the prospectors and miners whose tents and fare T

shared on the shores of Bering Sea.



THE FIRST TRAIN OVER THE PRETORIA-PI ETERSBURG RAILWAY.

RAILWAY DEVELOPMENT IN FEDERATED
SOUTH AFRICA.

By A. Cooper Key.

Newspaper dispatches from South Africa show that the labor market in Johannesburg is

already over-supplied with men who have gone there in search of work in the mining indus-

try; important discoveries of new copper and iron fields are announced; and there is no

doubt that the enterprising spirits of the Anglo-Saxon race from all parts of the world will

be flocking to South Africa so soon as stable conditions are promised. All Britain is inter-

ested in and committed to the development of South Africa, and in the light of all these facts

Mr. Key's review of the railway situation— the basis of all development—is both timely

and important.

—

The Editors.

THERE is ample scope for railway construction in the Transvaal

region. Formerly this was in large measure prevented by the

restrictive treaty between the late governments of the South

African Republic and the Orange Free State. By this convention the

Transvaal agreed not to make railway extensions westward except

with the consent of the Orange government. For had the Netherlands

Railway been connected with the Cape system on the west side of the

Transvaal, the whole of the passenger traffic to Cape Town and large

portions of goods traffic to Port Elizabeth would have been diverted

from the main line of the Free State government.

With federated South x\frica, we shall probably have a federated

system of railways in the sub-continent. Until that consummation,

similar objections to railway extension will be continually cropping

up. New schemes will clash with vested interests. A new railway policy

must be so framed as not to injure and impoverish existing lines. The

183
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railway througli the Orange River Colony will form a very valuable

revenue-earning asset of the new administration. The pros and cons

of any scheme which would diminish tliis revenue capacity must be

carefully considered beforehand. For instance, a line from Klerks-

dorp to Kimberley is an obvious extension in the general scheme of

dev^elopment. Would it be wise to construct it in view of the interests

of the Orange River Colony? Do the demands of greater South Africa

overrate the interests of the single colony ?

At present the line through the Orange Colony carries all the

traffic to the Vaal Colony from Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, and East

London. These three systems—the western, the midland and the east-

ern of the Cape Government Railways pour their traffic—passengers

chiefly from the western, goods mainly from the midland and eastern

—

onto the main Orange River Colony line at Norval's Pont or Spring-

fontein. For some time before the war the fact that this single line of

333 miles was inadequate to the demand made upon it was amply dem-

onstrated. Indeed, a wholesale extension of crossing sidings was decid-

ed upon, to be followed eventually by a doubling of the line for consid-

erable lengths.

Ever since it was constructed in 1892 by the Cape government as

the northern section of the railway system, the line from the Orange
River bridge to Mid Vaal River bridge (to give the official names) has

been remarkable for its revenue capacity and earning power. Tn 1892
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the net receipts were equal to £9.11.3 per cent, on the invested capital,

in 1893 to £8.19.1 per cent., in 1894 £10.11.6 per cent., in 1895 £14.14.0

per cent., and in 1896 to £15.12.0 per cent. Then the line passed into

the control of the Orange Free State government.

With the pacification of South Africa there is bound to be a tre-

mendous accession of trade, traffic, industrial activity. The traffic

from Cape ports to the Transvaal has demanded some improvement

in carrying capacity from the end of the Cape system. In the future

this demand will be all the more insistent. Of course the first ob-

vious remedy is to double the Orange River main line throughout. But

are there not better remedies ? Cannot new tracks be opened up without

grave disadvantage to the old route? Would it not be wiser to defer this

widening, and instead make a new line from Klerksdorp to Fourteen

Streams, 50 miles north of Kimberley on the western section of the

Cape lines ? As the crow flies the actual distance is about 140 miles, and

the engineering detours which would probably be found necessarv

should not increase this to more than 150 miles. The cost of this new

THE RAILWAY .sTATlDX AT I'KETUKIA.

construction should not greatly exceed that of doubling nearly 350

miles in the Orange River Colony. Besides possessing important mil-

itary advantages—and for a while it will certainly be necessary to have

an eye to these—this new line would give the shortest route between

Cape Town and Johannesburg. Between these two places is probably

the most valuable through passenger traffic in South Africa. By this

new line the distance between the two industrial capitals of South Af-

rica, Johannesburg and Kimberley, w^ould be reduced to about 300

miles. At present a traveller wishing to go from the Rand to the Dia-

mond City is obliged to travel due south to Naauwpoort Junction (435
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miles) then north-west to join the western system at De Aar (85 miles)

then north to Kimberley (140 miles). Thus the total distance from

Johannesburg is 660 miles. The republics might set their faces against

railway developments which would have shortened such circuitous

routes as these. But these and like anomalies will be swept away now

the development of the sub-continent is being carried out under Impe-

rial British auspices, now British brains will have something to say

in respect of new schemes and development.

In my estimation the construction of the Klerksdorp-Fourteen

Streams line comes within the class of lines of primary importance.

For years it has been proposed to build a new line south of the exist-

ing one along the mines from Boksburg to the west of Johannesburg.

The Rand Tram, as it was originally styled, can only be called mod-

erately convenient as regards supply of coal and stores to the gold

mines. For the convenience of the deep-level and second deep-level

companies a new line about a mile to the south is required.* Indeed, it

WARMBATH STATION. A TYPICAL BUILDING UN THE PRETORIA-PIETERSBURG LINE.

is not looking too far ahead to express the opinion that before many
years have passed a third line will be imperative for the economical de-

velopment of the deepest-level areas. Both these lines would deal al-

most exclusively with coal, goods, and general-supply traffic for the

mines. Passenger traffic, if any, would be meagre. Some of the out-

crop mines would be more conveniently served by the new southern

line than the present one.

The existing line from Krugersdorp on the west to Boksburg on

the east, traversing the principal mines and extending to a distance of

about 40 miles, might be reserved mainly for passenger traffic. With
* This line has been in part graded by the military authorities.
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very great advantage it might be converted into

an electric line. Increasing population along

the mines will demand far better travelling facilities than were availa-

ble in the past. A regular half-hourly stopping service, with the

addition of hourly fast trains stopping only at Boksburg, Elandsfon-

tein, Jeppes Town, Johannesburg, Roodepoort and Krugersdorp,

would probably prove adequate and satisfactory for some time to

come. Locomotive and passenger stock "released" when the elec-

tric-traction arrangements were completed could be transferred

to the new lines. At Brakpan, a few miles beyond Boksburg, the Rand
Central Electric Works have had established for some years a large

plant supplying current along the reef. Power for the electric line

here suggested could be obtained by largely increasing the plant of

that company, a course likely to be as convenient as any other.

Among railways projected by the late government was one from

the farming and tobacco-growing district of Rustenburg to Pretoria.

When the line was under discussion the general feeling in Johannes-

burg was that it would have been preferable to have brought it to the

mining centre than to the government capital. Both objectives have

special points of merit, and of course Johannesburg forms distinctly

a larger produce market than Pretoria. With the changed circum-

stances of the country it may be deemed better to carry the line (should

its construction be decided upon) to Pretoria. This would give a
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direct connection with the hne thence to Middelburg and Delagoa Bay.

Moreover, the mihtary advantage of this route as giving a portion of a

second east-and-west iron road through the new colony, to be com-

pleted as mentioned below, must not be ignored. Volksrust-Johan-

nesburg-Klerksdorp is the first or southern of these east-to-west

branches already constructed and to be completed by the proposed line

to Fourteen Streams on the Cape Colonial border. Eventually the

Rustenburg line could be extended through Zeerust, Ottoshoop, Mal-

mani to join the Cape line at Mafeking.

There is no necessity, for the present at any rate, to canvass the

question of northward extension of the Pretoria-Pietersburg line be-

yond Pietersburg. Industrially or agriculturally there are no reasons

for such a step. What would be advisable, however, would be to pro-

long the line eastward to Leydsdorp, through the Haenertsburg gold

area. This course would be preferable to carrying out the original

scheme of the Selati Railway, which, commencing at Komati Poort

had its objective at Leydsdorp.

.\N ENGINE ON IrfE PKETORIA-PIETEKSBURG RAILWAY.

It is not necessary here to advert at length to the disastrous history

of the Northern Railway of the South African Republic, or Selati Rail-

way. C)f the 217 miles, only 71 have been completed and it has never

been utilised for traffic for the simple reason its terminus was "no-

where." But the portion of line already constructed can be utilised

as part of a route to the Pilgrim's Rest gold field, lying somewhat
north-east of Lydenburg, to which railway communication will doubt-

less be given by means of a junction with the eastern line of the Nether-

erlands Railway either at Belfast or Machadodorp. Such a line was
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proposed by the late government. Lydenburg is the centre of an im-

portant gold-bearing region, being the second in point of output in

the Transvaal. Undoubtedly the mining prospects are good—per-

haps better than those of any other outside district in the new colony.

THE OLD PARK STATION, JOHANNESBURG, NOW A THING OF THE PAST.

Waiting for the visit of Sir Hercules Robinson.

Some time before the war commenced the government of the South

African Republic granted a concession to a private company for a line

from Ermelo to Machadodorp on the Delagoa Bay line, a distance of

some 65 miles. En route this line would open up important coal fields

in the district of Carolina. It has hitherto been impossible to exploit

this coal field remuneratively owing to the absence of railway facili-

ties. That there is a future before it is unquestionable, as the coal in

parts is considered superior to the product of the Middelburg mines

generally conceded to be the best coal used in the country. With its

terminus at Ermelo the utility of the projected line is not great. It

would be of marked advantage to continue the line southward for 60
miles or so in order to form a junction with the Johannesburg-Charles-

ton (Natal) line somewhere between Standerton and Volksrust. Be-

sides giving a very fair route
—

"excellent" compared with the existing

one—between Durban and Lydenburg and Barberton, it would form a

second north-and-south line directly connected with Natal as the other

with the Cape. As such its advantage and point for military purposes
will not be lost sight of. This line south of the Delagoa Bay railway

should connect directly with that on the north of it to Lydenburg.
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For some years people interested in the development of the Middel-

burg coal district have advocated the construction of a line from Boks-

burg, in the East Rand to Balmoral a few miles west of Middelburg

town. This would avoid the long detour through Pretoria and enable

their coal to be put on the Rand market at a cheaper rate. The point

that it would open up other coal fields en route has not been accord-

ed the importance it deserves by the Middelburg owners, who would
be the first to feel the effects of exploitation of newer areas nearer the

Rand market. Though this line would be useful, particularly as short-

ening the distance from the Rand to Delagoa Bay, its construction can-

not be regarded as of prime necessity.

In the extreme south-east corner of the Transvaal it is proposed to

connect Vryheid, formerly the capital of the new republic, with the

Natal system at Dundee. The line from Dundee to the Bufifalo River

is under construction by the Natal government, while that on the north

had been commenced (as a State line) by the late government of the

South African Republic. From \'ryheid to BuflFalo River is 39 miles

and the contract was let for £292,000.

THE PRESENT PARK STATION, JOHANNESBURG.
(Copyright by Barnett.)

Either immediately or in the near future, nearly all the lines men-
tioned will form part of trunk routes, and this is in itself sufficient rea-

son for the adoption of the normal gauge of South Africa, viz., 3 feet

6 inches. Where land can be taken free of cost, and with fairly cheap

labour, the cost of building standard lines should not really be much
in excess of that for light lines of 2 feet 6 inches or less. The experi-
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ences of the narrow 2-feet gauge adopted at first on the Beira Railway

has been such as would surely prevent its serious consideration else-

where. Of course it must be remembered the Beira line is a "severe"

one, having a ruling gradient of i in 50 with four-chain curves. In a

report of a few years back, !Mr. Elliot, general manager of the Cape

Government Railways, records that only 20 tons per day could be

hauled on the narrow-gauge Beira line as compared with 160 tons on

one of normal gauge. Three days instead of one were required for

the transport of goods on the 220 miles from Beira to Umtali on ac-

count of the restricted speed of the locomotive. Eight times as many

trains were required, greatly hindering the working of the line. In-

deed, no less than 72 "men-days" were required for a load of 160 tons,

which could have been taken by three men (one driver, one stoker and

one guard) in a day on the Cape Colonial system. Mr. Elliot added

the opinion that with more modern locomotives better results might be

obtained. Even so, narrow-gauge lines of 2 feet and 2 feet 6 inches

will prove unsatisfactory. Why, the 3 feet 6 inches gauge has been

found inconveniently narrow ! Competent and influential engineers,

among them Mr. Theodore Reunert, of the well-kfiown Johannesburg

firm of Reunert & Lenz, have indeed discussed the advisability of in-

creasing the gauge of the existing main lines of the Cape Colony. But

this would in all likelihood be found out of the question on the score of

expense. In spite of experience elsewhere and against the consensus

of engineering opinion, the Cape government has in certain new lines

"sanctioned a departure from the principle that all railways should

be of 3 feet 6 inches gauge." America is teaching the management
of English railways the economy of full well-laden trains hauled by

the most powerful locomotives. Needless to say that idea is not con-

sonant with the provision of light narrow-gauge lines.

In the foregoing sketch of a scheme of railway development for

the Transvaal no attempt at any hard-and-fast exhaustive plan has

been put forth. Regard has, moreover, been had to the requirements

of the immediate future. For instance, in time to come, as the country

develops, it may be necessary to have a direct route from the Rand to

Rhodesia. Bufe for years the projected extension of the Rustenburg
line to Mafeking should meet every requirement of the industrial pop-

ulation. By over six hundred miles would it reduce those longest rail-

way journeys in South Africa—from Durban to Bulawayo and Lou-
rengo Marques to Bulawayo. It will be seen that in the schemes put

forward military requirements are not lost sight of. As it happens,

l)oth industrial and militarv demands, or militarv and industrial de-
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mands, whichever takes the first place, are fairly met by the same new

railways. There would be two parallel lines running north-and-south

and two east-and-west. By means of these troops could be rapidly

moved to any centre of disturbance in the southern half of the new
colony. The wilds of the northern districts are left alone, but this

district is so rugged and mountainous, so thinly populated, that no

fiew railways can be advocated from an economic standpoint. Any
^inps far north of Pietersburg would be tremendously costly to con-

struct, ^nd could only be taken in hand under the sternest military re-

quirements. Let us hope they will not be necessary.

In the tables below will be found a schedule of the existing lines in

the Transvaal and one of those sketched in the present article:

—

EXISTING LINES.

Netherlands South African Railway Co.

:

Miles.

Eastern Line, Pretoria—Komati Poort 295
Barberton branch, Kaapmuiden—Barberton 35
Southern Line, Pretoria—Elandsfontein .37

do. Elandsfontein—Johannesburg 10

do. Elandsfontein—Elsburg 4%
do. Elsburg— v aal River 36^2

Rand Tram. Springs—Elandsfontein 21

South Western Line' Johannesburg—Klerksdorp 117
South Eastern Line, Elsburg—Natal Frontier 160

Pretoria Pietersburg Rwy. Co.

:

Main line, Pretoria—Pietersburg 178

894

Selati Railway, Komati Poort— (Useless at present.) 71

NEW LINES PROJECTED.
in construction

:

Imperial Military, Vereeniging—Johannesburg 34*
Concessions granted by late Govt. S. A. R.

:

Private Co.. Machadodorp—Ermelo 65
do. do. Lydenburg 70

Late S. A. R. Govt.

:

Vryheid—Buffalo Riverf (State line under construction) 39
Klerksdorp—Fourteen StreamsJ 150
Southern Reef-line (Johannesburg) 20/25
Pretoria—Rustenburg 65
Rustenburg—Mafeking 155
Present terminus Selati Ry.—Pilgrim's Rest ( ?)30
Springs—Balmoral 55
Pietersburg—Leydsdorp 45
Ermelo—Junction with line to Natal 65

Approximate total. projected lines 795/4

* Approximate cost £7,000 per mile.

t To join Dundee Branch Natal
^Forming direct route Johannesburg to Cape Town and western province.

Without surveys and estimates it is possible to do no more than

guess at construction costs. But as an average it would be fair to take
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the cost at £8,000 per mile. And if the cost of superintendence and la-

bour is coming down, there is no reason why that figure should not be

made to include equipment on a moderate scale. On this basis all the

lines scheduled above would involve an eventual capital outlay of £6,-

360,000. But if we divide lines of primary necessity from those of

secondary importance, we have a total of 445>^ miles in the former

class. The smaller scheme on the same basis would figure out at

£3,560,000. For this sum would be completed the four lines already

surveyed and sanctioned by the late government, viz., the Lyden-

burg, Ermelo, Vryheid and Rustenburg lines ; the Vereeniging-Johan-

nesburg line in construction; and the two immediate necessities, the

Klerksdorp-Fonrtec!! Streams and the Johannesburg South Reef line.

The finance of the scheme may be thus recapitulated :

—

For buying up the Netherlands Railway,* say £8,000,000
" " the Pretoria-Pietersburg Railway, say 1,500,000

the Selati line (+70) ?

895 miles (+70) for. £9,500,000

Cost of construction 445J^ miles new lines, say* 3,560,000

Total cost old and new lines minor scheme i,340/'-' miles (+70). . £13.060,000

Cost of acquiring existing lines as above £9,500,000

Cost of construction 795 J^ miles new lines, say. 6,360,000

Total cost old and new lines, major scheme, 1,690^' miles (+70) . . . £15,860,000

Briefly, for the sum of thirteen and a half millions the new colony

could own about 1,400 miles of railway o-pening up the country in a

fairly satisfactory manner. For three millions more a system of nearly

1,800 miles could be provided for, opening up adequately the mineral

imd agricultural resources of the country. The total area of the Trans-

vaal has been estimated at 119,200 square miles. At the end of 1899

the Cape government system of railways had a total open mileage of

1,990 miles, the capital cost of which had been close upon £21,000,000.

The area of the colony is 276,567 square miles. Private lines addi-

tional to those owned by the government bring the total railway mile-

age up to about 2,500. Natal owns 518 miles of line, of which the cap-

ital cost including equipment has been £7,694.118. The area of the

"Garden Colony" irrespective of Zululand and Amatongaland is 20,-

851 square miles. It will be seen that the projected larger scheme

would give to the Transvaal Colony one mile of track to every 6654

square miles of territory. In the Cape Colony the existing relation is

one to 1 10^ and in Natal one to 40^. In both these colonies large

extensions are in progress.

* The report of the Concessions Committee points to a figure considerably less, but the

actual amount has yet to be determined.



MONEY-MAKING MANAGEMENT FOR
WORKSHOP AND FACTORY.

By Charles U. Carpenter.

IV.—THE STOCK DEPARTMENT AND ITS SYSTEMS.

Mr. Carpenter's articles began ha The Engineering Magazine for February, 1902. In
his first and second papers he dealt with the general principles of factory organisation, and
with a concrete description of a highly successful example. His third paper discussed the
departmentalising of the works, and the organisation of "systems" for dealing systematically
with every phase of factory operations. He now takes up those systems in detail, beginning
with stock and stock tracing. The next article will deal with costs. It will be interesting in
this connection to consult Mr. Falconer's articles in this number and the preceding issue of
the Magazine.

—

Tjie Editors.

||H1'2 importance of an accurate system for handling

and tracing- stock can be realized when considera-

tion is given to its proper functions. The system

in stock ordering should provide such checks as to

prevent the possibility of the factory being delayed

l)y reason of the non-receipt of stock either from

outside manufacturers or from its own producing

departments. The placing of orders in the factory

should be so regulated as to enable the entire fac-

tory force to work to the best advantage at all times

and at the same time keep down all unnecessary investment in stock and

machinery. The stock keeping should provide a perpetual and accurate

inventory and place a check on the use of stock by assemblers as well.

This latter, together with the system of scrappage to be described later,

will prevent the waste of stock through carelessness of the workmen,

or the desire to conceal errors. This waste amounts to a surprisingly

large sum in most establishments. The subject of stock tracing is of

such importance that I deem it worthy of distinct and separate con-

sideration. It is a part, not only of the stock system, but of the piece-

work and inspection systems, as well.

Different phases of stock. At least two different conditions must

be met by any stock system that is designed to be at all universal in

its application. In the manufacture of such articles as bicycles, sewing

machines, and cash registers, it is necessary to make very quick deliv-

eries. The product being somewhat standardized, it is possible and

indeed necessary to carry in the stock rooms large quantities of

iinished product ready for the market, and also finished parts upon

which the assemblin": rooms can draw at will to fill various orders.

195
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Under such conditions the management, together with the stock

department, can determine how many days supply of stock should be

carried in the bins. Then, with these data, the stock department can

place the orders in the factory regularly, giving due consideration to

the length of time required to get stock through the factory and into

the finished stock room.

This, however, is not possible in the manufacture of large pumps,

engines, generators, etc. In such cases delivery is not and generally

can not be made quickly and the parts must come through on "special

orders." Naturally, it is of great importance that, under such con-

ditions, the parts be put through the factory in the shortest possible

time owing to the large investment tied up in the work. The systems

given will, with slight changes, take care of both situations equally

well. Consideration will first be given to the handling of large

amounts of stock which can be carried in stock rooms in a finished

condition, as far as machining is concerned, ready to be assembled

into the finished product.

Stock rooms. These should be well-lighted and dry. It is a great

mistake to neglect the location of the stock rooms, as large values are

there represented which deserve close attention. They should be

located with special view to ease of handling and transportation.

Storing stock. All stock, wherever possible, should be stored in

well-built bins, properly numbered. If it is impossible to store it in

the bins, a special place for each kind of stock must be set aside and

no other kind of stock should ever be put there.

Calculating amounts of stock by count and weight. All stock

rceived or delivered by the stock keepers must be weighed or counted

to provide for the accuracy of the records and to prevent excessive

deliveries. To facilitate this work a pair of "counting scales" can be

used to good advantage. Computing large amounts of stock for

checking up piece-work tickets, or for stock calculation, can be done

with the aid of such scales in one-fifth of the time required by the

ordinary methods. They are also very accurate.

Boxes. All stock, wherever possible, should be carried in substan-

tial boxes. The boxes should be numbered on both ends and have a

tin pocket attached for the stock-tracing card which will be described

later.

Trucks. Substantial four-wheel trucks with ball bearings are

very eflfective adjuncts in the transportation of stock on factory floors.

A regular trucking force can be organized from which very good
results can be secured. All stock carrying should be done by such an
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organized set of men, taking this work entirely out of the hands of the

several departments.

Information necessary for placing orders. Proper, definite and

full data regarding the nature of, and specifications for, all stock, are

necessary for the stock department before orders can be placed with

outside manufacturers, or in the factory. This is also necessary in

order that the factory force may work intelligently and with a mini-

mum of errors.

The important specifications for new stock should be given by

those most familiar with the new product. This must invariably be

in writing and should be prepared by the designer or inventor, to-

gether with the head of the tool room. The following data should be

given for each part

:

I. Name of piece, or number. It is important that this be uniform

throughout the factory.

II. Full specifications of raw stock to be used.

III. Wherever possible, the dimensions of finished parts.

IV. Full list of mechanical operations through which the stock

should go, and all drawing numbers.

V. All pattern numbers.

VI. Full list of all tools and gauges to be used.

VII. List of most important points to be watched in machining

and gauging, with the proper limits to be observed.

VIII. The number of parts of this particular stock used to each

machine.

Copies of this should be sent to all foremen who handle the stock

in any way so they may thoroughly familiarize themselves with the

requirements. Often, they will submit suggestions involving impor-

tant changes that result in great economy and a better product.

The stock department upon receipt of such reports will have all

necessary information to enable them to place orders with manufac-

turers, or with the factory.

Stock system. Three rules must be rigidly observed before the

success of any stock system is assured. First, a requisition (form to

be described later) must be presented before stock is delivered to any

one ; Second, only the stock clerk or stock tracer should have authority

to give or deliver stock to any one ; Third, stock must be secured from

stock room only, except when urgently needed, and then the stock

t"acer alone should secure the stock from the machining departments.

Indiscriminate "helping one's self" must be prohibited.

The natural divisions of the stock svstem are as follows :

—
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I. Stock ordering.

II. Stock keeping.

III. Stock tracing.

These three divisions are sub-divided as follows

I. Stock ordering :

—

a.

b.

II. Stock keeping :-

c.

From the outside manufacturer.

Into the factory for machining, or the

production of parts.

To the assembling rooms for partial or

final assembling of the product.

Providing check on stock received from

outside manufacturers to certify to bills.

Storing and keeping of raw stock, fin-

ished parts (not assembled) and as-

sembled stock, and providing a per-

petual inventory for each.

Supplying check on assemblers for stock

used.

III. Stock tracing:

—

b.

c.

Directing the machining of stock so as

to keep all machinery operating as

much of the time as possible and to pre-

vent delays to assemblers.

Tabulating records, giving history of

each lot of stock and providing data

whereby its location in the factory can

be shown immediatelv.

Directing the transportation of stock in

the factory.

By applying the foregoing sub-divisions to actual practice, we
find their natural order to be as follows :

—

First—Stock is ordered from outside manufacturers.

Second—Stock is received from outside and checked as to quantity

and quality.

Third—This stock is stored in stock rooms and a perpetual invoice

is kept.

Fourth—Factory is ordered to manufacture certain parts from
this raw stock.

Fifth—The stock is traced in its course through the factory of

machining -^nd inspecting.
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Sixth—The finished parts are received and stored in the stock

rooms and perpetual inventory provided.

Seventh—AssembHng rooms are ordered to assemble the parts.

Eighth—A final positive check is kept on the assemblers.

Records. The life of any system lies in the nature of the records

that are used ; these should be as few in number as possible. Careful

examination of the records given will show that they are very simple

and contain only such information as the order clerk of the stock

department should always have on hand. These records are but three

in number. First, the Raw-Stock Order Record ; second, the Finished-

Stock Order Record ; third, the Stock-Tracing and Cost Sheet. These

should be upon substantial cards, there being one record for each

kind of stock, and should be filed in a card index according to their

number or name. It is of course necessary that such records contain

very full and explicit information concerning the stock. The order

record, in particular, should have full data concerning all orders, to-

gether with the correct inventory of the amount of stock on hand at all

times. They must also provide some means whereby the order clerk,

or the stock department, is automatically notified when the stock in

any bin is down so low as to presage a dangerous shortage. This is

done by establishing certain limits at which the stock in the bins

should stand at all times. When the quantity of stock in the bins

reaches this point, it indicates the condition of this stock to be danger-

ous and an investigation of the records must be made to determine

whether or not more orders must be placed, or the orders already

placed, rushed. This limit may be termed the ''order limit." A
further limit termed the "rush limit" may be used to indicate a

specially' dangerous condition and that especial attention must be

given to rush it to avoid delays. This rush limit should be about

one-half the quantity of the order limit, and it indicates that the

quantity of the stock is in very bad condition. The quantity of stock

designated as the order limit depends upon the number of parts re-

quired per macliine and the time required to get it through the

machine rooms.

The other forms used are largely to simplify the system and reduce

the chances of error to a minimum. They are the foremen's order

for the production of parts, the stock-tracing card, which gives a full

description of every necessary operation, and the requisition for stock.

The first record to consider is the raw-stock order record. The
form of such an order, designed as an index filing card, is shown on the

next page.
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Page

Specifications.

Name of Mfr.

Pattern No

RAW STOCK ORDER RECORD.

.Ann't used per Mo..

Drawing No .Bin No

Order Limit.

Rush Limit.

Where
used "

Date Ordered Receiv'd
Ord'r'd iii Factory

Quantiiv Purpose
Delivered Inventory

Order
Limit

Reference

Check
No.

Note carefully the different items : full specifications, name of

manufacturer, pattern number, drawing number, bin number, what

parts are manufactured from it, order and rush limits, and amounts

used per month. These are general data, information concern-

ing which the stock department or order clerk should have at

hand always. The order clerk secures this information from the writ-

ten notification. The words at the head of each column describe the

functions of the column clearly. The dates of all transactions are placed

in the date column. The order and received columns give data re-

garding orders for raw stock, either from the foundry belonging tO'

the firm, or from outside manufacturers, and the amounts received.

Next is the divided column for orders placed in the factory for fin-

ished parts. The two sub-columns, quantity and purpose, are self-

explanatory. In the purpose column may be placed the number of

the piece ordered, if the stock is numbered instead of named, or the

page and line number of the finished-stock order record. The deliv-

ered and inventory columns need no explanation. The check number
indicates at all times the stock keeper who received and delivered

stock. The order-limit reference column is used simply for the con-

venience of the order clerk.

Owing to the fact that foremen can seldom begin work on stock

as soon as ordered, the stock for such undelivered orders, though still

in the bins, should be deducted from the amount on hand (as shown
by the inventory column) for the purpose of comparison with the

order limit. It is clear that this is necessary, as otherwise several calls-
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for undelivered stock may be made at any time and the amount in the

bins reduced to a very dangerous condition before additional orders

are placed.

The order clerk is notified in writing by the stock keeper of all

receipts and deliveries of stock ; he is thus in a position to fill out the

different columns as indicated. He must make it an invariable rule

to complete the entire record as soon as such data come from the

stock keeper and then compare the amount in the order-limit refer-

ence column with the amount of the order limit, as indicated at the

top of the card. Thus it can be immediately determined whether addi-

tional orders should be placed anywhere, or unfilled orders should be

rushed. Further, by comparing the amounts in the inventory column

with that in the order-limit reference column it can be seen imme-

diately if any of the foremen have an unusual number of orders for

stock on which they have not started work.

Methods of placing orders in the factory, with the foremen, for

the manufacture of parts and of giving the stock-tracing depart-

ment the necessary information regarding them:—The three forms

necessary for this part of the system are the ones mentioned before,

viz: the foreman's order (in duplicate) for the production of parts, the

stock-tracing card, and the stock-tracing and cost sheet, which should

contain practically the same information. The original of the fore-

man's order, properly filled out, is sent to the foreman, the duplicate

together with the stock-tracing card is sent to the raw-stock keeper,

while the stock-tracing and cost sheet is sent to the stock tracer. These

forms will serve as a check for accuracy upon both foremen and stock

keepers, and when returned to the order clerk will furnish him all the

information necessary to fill out his records. They will also serve as

a notification to the stock tracer of the nature and date of all orders

and also the date when the raw stock required to fill these orders is

finally delivered to the foremen. «

Foremen's order for the production of parts :—The proper time

for placing orders with the foremen is determined from the finished-

stock order record (a form to be described later) in precisely the

same manner as is done in the case of raw stock from the raw-stock

records. As stated above, these foremen's orders should be in dupli-

cate. They should contain name of part ordered, mimber of pieces

wanted, full specifications and quantity of raw stock needed together

with pattern numbers, a list of the machining operations together with

the drawing numbers, the number of the raw-stock record, and rush

notices and the signature of the order clerk.
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As previously stated, the original is sent to the foremen and the

duplicate together with the stock-tracing card is sent to the raw-

stock keeper. The stock keeper, as soon as he receives the duph-

cate, examines the condition of his stock, which serves as a safe-

guard against errors. When the foreman is ready to begin work

he signs the original order and sends it to the stock keeper.

Wherever possible, the stock keeper secures the necessary boxes for

the stock, puts tlie box numbers on the original and duplicate of the

foreman's order' and the stock-tracing card. After signing the original

and duplicate, he sends the former to the order clerk and the latter to

the stock tracer. The order clerk then has the necessary information

to enable him to make the proper entries on the raw-stock order record.

The stock tracer is thus notified of the delivery of raw stock to the

foreman and, after entering the proper box numbers and date of

delivery on the stock-tracing and cost sheet, sends this duplicate to

the foreman, who retains this as his record. By following this closely

it will be seen that there is a perfect check on all parties concerned.

Stock-tracing card :—The stock-tracing card is deserving of close

attention, owing to its close connection with the entire system de-

scribed and to its possibilities even with other systems. In this system
every box of stock is accompanied with its own stock-tracing card.

Even where it is impossible to handle the stock in boxes, the card

can still be used to great advantage.

Box No

STOCK-TRACING CARD
Date

Name

Am't Ordered Hrdf^r N^

Operations Drawing
Numbers

Amount
Delivered

Time
Del'd

•

Due
Date Inspector Amount

Lost

Amount
Sent
AheMd

I

II

III

IV

This card should contain box number, date of order, name of

stock, quantity ordered and order number. In the main body of
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the card should appear a full list of the mechanical operations, the

drawing numbers necessary, number of pieces delivered from one

operation to another, time delivered, due date, name of inspector, num-

ber of pieces lost, and quantity of stock sent ahead of the main order.

At the bottom of the card is the place for the receipt of the stock

keeper. Its value, both for reference and as a record, is apparent.

The objection is sometimes made by the inexperienced that these

cards will be lost in going through a large factory. This depends

entirely upon the manner in which the mattter is handled. Make the

rule that the last department handling a card is responsible for it;

that no man can get his time ticket o. k.'d for payment until the stock-

tracing card is produced ; that every foreman is responsible for all

stock and cards in his department. If these rules are carried out the

foremen will not receive stock unless it is accompanied by a card.

Rules can also be made effective to keep the cards reasonably clean.

In one factory, connected with the writer's experience, there are

handled yearly over one hundred thousand of these cards, calling

for many million pieces of stock, and the number of cards lost per year

will not be over 100, a number so small as to be inappreciable. Even

when lost the stock-tracing and cost sheet will supply all information

necessary to make out a duplicate.

Stock-tracing and cost sheet:—This sheet will be fully shown

under the description of the stock-tracing system. Its importance can

be appreciated from the statement that upon it depend all records as

to time consumed, costs, and location of stock. This record is filled

out by the stock tracer. Upon the delivery of the stock (when fin-

ished) called for on this record to the stock room, the sheet is sent

with the stock, is receipted by the stock keeper and then sent to the

order clerk of the stock department. This furnishes the order clerk

all necessary information regarding the delivery of stock to the stock

rooms.

Finished-stock order record :—The only record needed to com-

plete the system is that which is designed for the ordering and keeping

of finished stock. This is developed along precisely the same lines as

the raw-stock order record. However, in the case of finished stock,

the deliveries to the assemblers are generally in much smaller quan-

tities and much more numerous than those of raw stock. Consequently,

it is usually w^ell to put the inventory record upon a separate card,

called the bin invoice card, and attach this to the regular order record.

A form for the index card adapted to this record is shown on the

following page.
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Page_

Name

FINISHED-STOCK ORDER RECORD
of Part Raw St'k oaatZk

Sper.ifir.ations of Raw Stork Amt. per 1000 parts

Operations I

Drawing Nos

Order Limit Rush Limit Am't per Mo.

ORDKkFD Del'd to Factory! KECFivED i\ Finished Stock Koom 1

Date Amount l),ite Amouni Date Amount
i
Date Amount

|
Date Afa ouDt

This record should be in card form, each card being properly num-
bered. It should contain name of stock, specifications of raw

material and raw-stock record page, list of operations and list of

drawings, where used, bin number, amount used per month,

amount per order, amount of raw stock per i,ooo parts, order and

rush limits. These important data are secured as shown on page 197.

In the body of the record should appear the quantity of stock ordered

and delivered to the foremen, together with the dates ; also, the quan-

tities of stock received in the stock room, together with the dates.

To complete the finished-stock order record, the entries for tin-

ished stock received in the stock rooms must be made. These data are

secured, as stated before, from the stock-tracing and cost sheets which

are sent to the stock keeper with the stock, receipted by him and in

turn sent to the order clerk in the stock department. The order clerk,

by comparison of dates, can readily tell to what order these receipts

should apply and give credit to the proper order. He thus is always

informed as to the exact condition and dates of outstanding orders.

Invoice card :—The invoice card should be attached to the finished

-

stock order record, as stated above. This card should contain :—name
of stock, where used, order limit, rush limit, page number, bin num-
ber. The body of the card should show all receipts and deliveries

of stock by the stock keeper together with the date, check number and

inventory.
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Page No

Name

BIN INVOICE CARD

Page (Raw Stock).

Order Limit

Rush Limit

Bin No

Where"

used .

Date Received Delivered [Inventory Chk. No.

The manner in which the order clerk is notified of all receipts of

siock has heen fully described.

Delivery of stock to the assembling rooms is made only on requisi-

tion on the st(Kk keeper. This requisition is then countersigned bv

the stock keeper and sent to the order clerk, who secures from it all

necessary information as to the delivery of stock. He then makes his

inventory and compares it with the limits, and if the quantity of stock

proves to be near the danger point, he examines the attached record

and easily determines what action is necessary. Either more orders

may have to be placed, or the stock tracer notified to rush this par-

ticular stock.

Requisition :—The requisition referred to is simple in form. It

should contain the name of stock, quantity desired, for what used, and

space for signature of foreman and stock keeper.

In some factories it is considered advisable to have the inventory

of the stock carried at the stock bins. This can be effected by having

the stock keeper keep a duplicate of the invoice card at each bin and

make the proper entries on them for receipts, deliveries, and inven-

tories. This, however, means a duplication of records. The plan of

keeping the invoice card at the bin and the order records in the office,

is frequently adopted. In this latter case the stock keeper alone must

be depended upon to make the proper entries and comparisons with

the order and rush limits. He must then report to the order clerk

the condition of the stock when it reaches this stage. In the large

factory referred to, this last plan is the one adopted, owing to the large

number of different kinds of stock carried and the many receipts and
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deliveries of stock made during the day. This requires but little time

on the part of the stock keeper.

System for ordering and carrying in stock partially assembled

parts:—It is often found very advantageous to assemble and

carry in stock certain parts of a machine which are of particular in-

tricacy. An explanation of this part of the system is not at all neces-

sary, as the records and forms would be developed along practically

the same lines as those already described. The orders in such cases

would be sent to the assembling rooms.

Ordering the final finished product:—This is a comparatively

simple matter. When the orders come in they must, of course, be

recorded in the office. They can then be transmitted to the assembling

rooms either directly or, better, through the stock department, so that

any special features may be noted and stock correspondingly or-

dered. The stock department can then send the orders direct to the

assembling rooms and the assembling rooms secure their finished

parts for assembling from the stock room by requisition.

In the case of large work which requires special orders and the

securing of special raw stock, the orders should invariably go through

the stock department before going into the factory. Much trouble

will also be avoided if the details of the finished product are carefully

compared with the original signed order before shipment is made,

to insure that no errors have been made and that the product is ex-

actly as ordered.

Number of men needed and costs of system :—The three great

factors in favor of this system are, first, the absolute check on all

stock at all times ; second, the avoidance of expensive delays by com-

pelling the placing of orders for stock at the proper time ; third, the

small expense of carrying out the system. The first two points have

been fully covered. The last can best be answered by citing a case

from experience. -In the one referred to there are issued each year

about one hundred thousand orders for stock, aggregating many mil-

lions of pieces. Over nineteen thousand orders and thirteen thousand

kinds of stock must be watched constantly. This large amount of

work is handled by one assistant head of the stock and cost department

and seven clerks. The work of keeping up the records is so simple

that high-priced men are not at all necessary. In most establishments

one or, at the most, two clerks are all that will be needed to insure the

results stated.



THE GROWTH OF ECONOMY IN MARINE
ENGINEERING.

By Walter M. McFarland.

III.—THE INTRODUCTION OF MULTIPLE-EXPANSION ENGINES.

The first of Mr. McFarland's most interesting articles in this series appeared in March,
and dealt with the very early history of marine engineering, from the invention of the

steamboat through the period of the simple engine—the age of Watt, Fulton, Haswell and
Isherwood. His second paper took up the development of the compound engine with higher

steam pressures, and the contributions of Elder, Loring, Emery, and Rankine. In this third

review he traces the rapid rise of economy following the publication of their investigations

and the appearance of the multi-expansion engine. A fourth article next month, discussing

the very latest advances in marine steam economy, will conclude the study.

—

The Editors.

fN the case of the triple-expansion engine, as in that

of so many other improvements in machinery, the

invention or first use preceded by a considerable

period the general introduction of the type. In

some comments upon an article about multiple ex-

pansion engines at the Engineering Congress in

Chicago in the year 1893, Mr. James Howden,
widely known for his work in connection with

forced draft, stated that he had taken out a patent

as far back as November, i860, for a triple ex-

pansion engine using steam of 150- to 200-pounds pressure. He
says that he thinks it quite possible that the idea may have

occurred to some one else at an earlier date, but he was unable to find

any record of it. It may be mentioned, in passing, that in 1880 a

board of United States naval engineers tested the machinery of the

yacht Anthracite, which had triple-expansion engines designed by Mr.

L.oftus Perkins. The first completely successful use of the triple-ex-

pansion engine, however, was in the case of the steamship Aberdeen,

whose machinery was designed and built under the supervision of

Dr. A. C. Kirk, of the firm of R. Napier & Sons of Glasgow, in 1881.

In the Aberdeen we have the distinct feature of the steam passing

through three cylinders successively, thereby differing from the three-

cylinder compound engine, in which, after passing through the high-

pressure cylinder, the steam was admitted to the two low-pressure cyl-

inders at the same time. The reason for the superiority of the triple-ex-

pansion engine is perfectly plain from the previous experience of the

207
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advantage of the compound engine over the simple one. The Michigan

experiments by Isherw^ood had shown that in a single cylinder, if ex-

pansion was carried beyond a very moderate amount, excessive lique-

faction occurred. The compound engine enabled the number of ex-

pansions to be carried much further on account of the division be-

tween two stages, but in the later compound engines, where the cylin-

der ratio was as high as four and one-half to one, it was found that

an expansion suitable to the high-pressure carried would have involved

excessive liquefaction in the high-pressure cylinder. The triple-expan-

sion engine divided the expansion into three stages, thus making the

number of expansions in any one cylinder small and within the Hmits

v,'here liquefaction was not serious. The introduction of the triple-

expansion engine was very rapid and there was no such opposition to it

as had occurred with the compound engine. Practice and theory had

come together, or possibly it would be more accurate to say that theory

had come to take account of all the details of practice, so that there

were none to claim that by simply carrying higher pressures and mak-

ing the cylinder ratios greater, the compound could compete with the

triple-expansion engine.

It is somewhat difficult to give figures having real value which will

show the exact percentage of increased economy of one type of engine

over the other. To do this would require an elaborate comparison of

actual average performances extending over long periods, which are

as a rule impossible to secure. If we take the best results in the simple

engine as three pounds of coal per indicated horse-power hour, and in

the compound two pounds per indicated horse-power hour, we would

have an increased economy of 33 per cent. About the best result with

triple-expansion engines is 1.5 pounds per indicated horse-power hour,

which would represent 25 per cent, gain by the triple-expansion over

the compound. As a matter of fact, however, simple engines in or-

dinary practice rarely got a horse power for as little as 3 pounds of

coal, and very few compounds cost less than 2.5 pounds of coal per in-

dicated horse-power while in ordinary average cruising it is probable

that the triple-expansion engine gets a horse power for 1.8 to 2.0

pounds per hour.

The first use of triple-expansion engines for naval vessels was also

by Dr. Kirk's firm in the case of the British cruisers Australia and
Galatea. These vessels as originally specified were to have three-cylin-

der compound engines, but his experience with triple-expansion en-

gines in merchant vessels led Dr. Kirk to offer to guarantee a some-
what greater horse power for the same weight if permitted to use
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DK. ALEXANDER C. KIRK.

Designer of the first completely successful triple-expansion engine. By courtesy of Messrs.

\\ 111. Ik-ardniore & Co., successors to R. Napier & Sons, Ltd., with which firm

Dr. Kirk was connected.

triple-expansion engines. Permission was granted to use engines of

this type, and these two vessels made their steam trials in 1887 and

were entirely successful. Since that date there has hardly been a war

vessel designed anywhere which has not used triple-expansion engines.

There has been a close relation between the development of the ma-

rine steam engine and the improvement in materials. Steam pressures
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with the compound-engine were kept down for a time by the inabihty

to procure boiler plates of sufficient dimensions, but the great improve-

ment in the manufacture of open-hearth steel enabled the higher pres-

sures, which were used at the end of the compound period, to be used

safely. The Aberdeen used steam of about the same pressure as the

last compound ships, namely, 125 pounds, but it was soon realized that

if the full benefit of the triple-expansion principle was to be obtained,

higher pressures should be used, and in a very short time they went to

150 and 160 pounds, the steel makers meeting the demand for the thick

plates of the large dimensions which were necessary. Along with the

increase in steam pressures and the gain in economy there had been

progress along other lines, and the sizes and speeds of the ships had

increased so that the machinery of the express steamers in the Trans-

Atlantic service had become of verv large size. For a time the lars-

THE STEAMSHIP ABERDEEN, MESSRS. GEO. THOMPSON & CO.'s AI'.ERPEEN LINE.

Engined in 1881 by R. Napier & Sons, Glasgow, with the first successful triple-expansion
marine engines. By courtesy of Messrs. Wni. Beardmore & Co.

est vessels with the most powerful engines afloat were the steamship?

Paris and New York of the American line and the Teutonic and IMa-

jestic of the White Star line, but these were eclipsed by the Campania
and Lucania, which were not only larger vessels but had engines of

30,000 horse power. These vessels are 600 feet long, 65 feet 3 inches

beam, and 25 feet mean draught, with a displacement of about 18,000

tons. The maximum horse power of their twin-screw engines is 31.-
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TRIPLE-EXPANSION ENGINES OF 2./00 INDICATED HORSE POWER FOR THE STEAMSHIP
ABERDEEN.

Built in iSSi, by Messrs. R. Napier & Sons, now Messrs. \Vm. Beardmore & Co., Glasgow,

by whose courtesy we arc enabled to present this photograph.

ooo, which on trial gave a speed of over 2t, knots. Each engine has

two high-pressure cyhnders 37 inches in diameter, one intermediate

79 inches in diameter, and two low-pressures 98 inches in diameter,

stroke 69 inches. There are twelve double-ended boilers and two

single-ended, the doiuble-ended boilers being 18 feet in diameter
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and 17 feet long with a work-

ing pressure of 165 pounds.

Some of the plates in these

boilers are 20 feet long, 7 feet

wide, and 1.53 inches thick.

The most reliable data of

the economy of triple-expan-

sion engines come from the

tests of the steamer lona by
the Research Committee of

the British Institution of Me-
chanical Engineers. The lona

was one of a large class of

freight steamers of the same
tonnage and machinery which
were built expressly for great

economy. The machinery
was designed by the Central

Alarine Engine Works at.

West Hartlepool, and is a re-

markable example of what
can ])e done in the way of

turning out highly efficient

machinery at moderate cost

when modern manufacturing
methods are employed. As
I have remarked elsewhere in

discussing the question of

American competition with

English manufacture, this

machinery was at the very

head of its class, for the

reason that it was manufac-
tured in thorough accord with

modern methods. In the an-

nexed table are given data of

the trials of the lona, as well

as those of some other triple-

expansion and compound en-

gines, and it will be seen that

a horse power was obtained
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for 1.46 pounds of coal. The steam per horse power was also

very low, being about 13.35 pounds per hour. The great economy in

coal per horse power is due even more to the boilers than to the en-

gines, as the evaporation per pound of coal from and at 212 degrees

Fahrenheit was 10.63 pounds. This was possible on account of an un-

usually high ratio of heating to grate surface (75 to i) and the use of

moderate forced draft, which, as will be mentioned later, tends to a

slight increase of economy.

The success of the triple-expansion engine and the possibility of

carrying still higher pressures led to an early introduction of the quad-

ruple-expansion engine, where the pressures went up to over 200

pounds. The St. Louis and St. Paul of the American line, built by the

William Cramp & Son's Ship and Engine Building Co.. have twin-

screw quadruple-expansion engines carrying 210 pounds pressure.

More recently the steamer Deutschland, with the largest engines actu-

ally afloat, also has quadruple-expansion engines. The Deutschland

is 663 feet long, 67 feet beam, 28.5 feet draught and 23,200 tons dis-

placement. She has twin-screw quadruple-expansion engines, each

having two high-pressure and two low-pressure cylinders, with one

first and one second intermediate cylinders, the cylinder diameters in

inches being high-pressure, 36.6; first intermediate-pressure, 73.6; sec-

ond intermediate pressure, 103.9; low-pressure, 106.3; piston stroke,

72.8, and the steam pressure 213 pounds.

While, as will be stated shortly, the greatest economy thus far

known in marine engineering has been obtained with the quadruple-

expansion engine, it should be stated that this type has not displaced

the triple-expansion as the latter did the compound engine. So far

from its being generally conceded that the quadruple-expansion engine

is more economical, many designers believe, and carry out their belief,

that the triple-expansion engine can be used w'ith as great economy as

the quadruple up to pressures of 250 pounds. Thus far no experiments

have ever been made which attempted to measure the economy of the

engines alone of the two types in large sizes, and, as will be noted pres-

ently in the case of the remarkably economical quadruple engine, there

were so many other factors conducive to economy in the case of these

particular ships, that the remarkable result in these cases cannot be

regarded as definitely demonstrating that the quadruple engine at the

pressures thus far carried is really more economical than the triple.

The vessels which at present have the record for the most econom-

ical machinery are the steamers Inchdune and Inchmarlo, whose ma-

chinery like that of the lona, was built bv the Central ^Nfarine Engine
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FIVE-CRAXK ENGINES AS FITTED ON BOARD THE STEAMERS INCHDUNE AND INCH-
MARLO. CENTRAL MARINE ENGINE WORKS, WEST HARTLEPOOL.

The vessels were built by Messrs. ^\'m. Gray & Co., Ltd., for Messrs. Hamilton Fraser &
Co., of Liverpool. They are 360 by 48 by 29 feet, of 8,898 tons displacement. The

engines have cylinders 17, 24, 34, 42 and 42 inches diameter by 42 inches stroke.

Working pressure, 267 pounds per square inch. By courtesy of VVm. C.

Borrowman, Esq're, General Manager of the Central Marine

Engine Works.

Co. of West Hartlepool. The engines are not of great size, the aggre-

gate indicated horse power being only i,6oo. The steam pressure car-

ried is 267 pounds. There are five cylinders, two being low-pressures,

but the expansion being in four stages. The cylinder diameters are

17, 24, 34, and 42 inches, the stroke of all pistons being 42 inches. The
coal per horse-power on trial trip from Hartlepool to Dover was the

unprecedentedly small amount of 0.97 pounds. In this machinery

everything which would contribute to economy has been adopted. The
steam is superheated to a temperature of about 500 degrees Fahrenheit,

and all the cylinders, except the high-pressure, are jacketed both on the

barrel and on the ends. The feed water is heated to a temperature of

about 370 degrees and moderate forced draft of the induced type is
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used, while the boilers are fitted with Serve tubes. The economy at-

tained in this machinery of getting a horse-power for about one pound

of coal is certainly remarkable, and it makes a record which it will be

difficult for other designers to excel, if, indeed, in vessels of large

power it can be reached.

It may be well here, as we have now given the most economical

result which has been attained, to recapitulate the economy as ex-

pressed by the cost of a horse power in coal and water at different pe-

riods. It will be understood, of course, that the figures are simply clos<r

approximations and the years selected are for convenient periods.

COST OF A HORSE If)\VER IN STEAM AND CO.\L.

STEA M

.

COAL.

1825 60 pounds lo.o pounds

1850 40 pounds 5.9 pounds

1875 20 pounds 2.5 pounds

1900 II pounds T.o pounds

REAR VIEW OF MUDD's FlVE-CRANK ENGINES FOR THE INCHDUNE AND INCHMARLO.

By courtesy of Wm. C. Borrowman. Esq're, General Manager of the Central Marine Engine

Works. West Hartlepool, builders of the engines.
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We have thus far been considering almost entirely economy as

measured by the coal expenditure per horse power, but, as we have

preTouslv remarked, economy in weight is also a most important fea-

tu e parHcularly m war vessels, as will be discussed under he nex

Hvi ion. For the present it is interesting to discuss more fully the

snbiect of forced draught; inasmuch as that has now become a stand-

ard feature with all the large highly powered merchant steamers, as

BOILERS OF THE INCHDUNE AND INCHMARLO.

Fitted with "Central" patent superheater and Ellis & Eaves system of induced draft. Work-

""tr^ressu.; ... plnds pe^r s.uare -h .^.uaranteed coal consu.pt.on, .
^pound per

indicated horse power per hour. By courtesy ot vvm. u

Esq're, General Manager Central Marine Engine Works.

well as war vessels. The reduced boiler weights to be secured by the

use of forced draught appeal more strongly at first to the naval design-

er who is always badly handicapped by weight limitations, and the

earliest use^^pon an extended scale was in torpedo boats where

weights are cut down to the very lowest point. The method of apply-

ing forced draught, which has been used almost exclusively
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in war vessels, is to enclose the whole fire room and

blow in air under a moderate pressure, usually not ex-

ceeding about four to five inches of water in torpedo boats

and not more than two inches in large naval vessels. In naval

vessels, which are not only subdivided by water-tight bulkheads, but

usually have a protective deck in addition, this is really the simplest

method and requires few additional fittings. Experience had shown,

even with natural draught, that the economy of evaporation fell off

as the rate of combustion increased, and, as might have been expected

this result was much more noticeable under forced draught. Two
tables are given herewith, one showing a series of tests of a water

tube boiler (Thornycroft) on the U. S. S. Gushing at rates of combus-

tion from 7.5 to 66 pounds per square foot of grate, and the other

THORNYCROFT BOILER OF U. S. S. CUSHING ("sPEEDY" TYPE).

Air pressure in inches of water •o.oo 0.5 3.0 4.0
Steam pressure, pounds 250 250 250 250
Coal per hour per sq. ft. of grate 7.58 24.12 40.23 66.32
Evapn. (f. & a. 212°) per pound of coal 11.90 9.72 8.84 6.51

do. do. per .sq. ft. of heating surface. 1.40 3.63 5.51 6.70
I. H. P. per 100 sq. ft.of H. S. on basis of 17 lbs. of

steam (f. & a. 212°) per I. H. P 8.2s 21.40 32.30 39-45
I. H. P. per ton of boiler and water on same basis. .

.

18.35 47.00 72.10 87.80
* Blowers discharging into open fire room.

EXPERIMENTS ON SHORE WITH A BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILER (MARINE TYPE) WITH
AND WITHOUT HEATED DRAUGHT.

Heating surface, 1,050 sq. ft.; grate surface, 54.7 sq. ft.; H. S: G. S. 35 to i. Trials, six

hours each.

Kind of draught used Hot Hot Hot Cold Cold
Boiler pressure, pounds 200 200 200 184 200
Feed temperature, Fahr no no no no no
Average f

Chimney — 0.48 — 0.40 —0.27 —0.33 —0.43
air

I

Flue — 0.22 — 0.26 — 0.26 — o.og +0.07
pressures -; Furnace +0-i5 — 0.04 — 0.24 +0.08 +0'43
in inches I F'ire Room +1.05 +0.70 0.00 4-0-48 + 1-03
of water 1 Ash Pit +0.48 +0-30 —0.12 +0.48 +1.03

( Air in Fire Room (entering heater). 91 83 161 99 91
lempcratures. .. ^ir i^ j^gjj pjj (leaving heater) 290 273 311 99 91

Fahr. /Gases in chimney by Pyrometer.... 657 54S 488
Moisture in steam, per cent 0.43 0.65 0.58 0.49 0.57
Coal per hour per sq. ft. of grate, pounds 28.48 21.92 12.41 25.02 33.15
Refuse in coal, per cent 10.3 9.8 10.8 9.7 8.2

[Per pound of coal, actual conditions.... 8.22 8.56 9.40 8.02 7.62
Water 1 Per pound of coal, f. & a., 212° 9.55 9.94 10.93 9.30 8.54
evaporated -1 Per pound of combustible, f. & a. 212°. 10.65 11.02 12.25 10.30 9.31

I Per sq. ft. of H. S. per hour, f. & a. 212" 7.63 6.12 3.81 6.53 8-24
I Per sq. ft. of G. S. per hour, f. & a. 212° 271.9 218-1 i3S-7 232.7 294.6

tests of a Babcock & Wilcox boiler, where there is not so great a vari-

ation in the combustion, but where the reduction in economy is still

quite noticeable.

An interesting instance of history repeating itself is furnished by

the estimates of the cost of power in naval vessels with triple-expan-

sion engines and forced draught in the early days of the "new navy"

of the United States. It was a repetition of what had occurred when

the compound engine was introduced. The "fairy tales" of getting a
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horse power at full power per 1.6 pounds of coal and at low power

for as little as 1.2 pounds were believed by some naval men (not en-

gineers) and official documents contained tables with these figures

used in computing the "radii of action."

It is almost needless to say that Admiral Melville utterly discoun-

tenanced such figures, and as soon as he had an opportunity had the

coal measured on several full-power trials under forced draught. This

was the first time it had ever been done and the results were very dif-

ferent from the estimates,—about 2.6 pounds per indicated-horse-

power hour instead of 1.6.

This was in 1890 and with closed fire rooms. Since that date, with

more economical machinery, better results have been obtained, but in

no case yet has as low a figure as 1.6 pounds per indicated horse-

power hour been obtained for maximum power.

Besides the production of forced draught by a closed fire room,

another method, which has been used to a slight extent in naval vessels

and very largely in merchant vessels, is known as the "closed ash-pit

system." Here the air under pressure is blown into a casing which

surrounds the furnace and ash-pit. Mr. James Howden, who has done

so much in developing this method of forced draught, provides for

heating the air on its way to the ash-pit, and his system is used almost

entirely on the large merchant steamers, where it has given great sat-

isfaction, not only in the increase of power but in giving this increase

with economy. It has been somewhat difficult to get exact figures of

the cost of power in vessels with this system, as compared with sim-

ilar vessels using other methods, but in 1897 some small gunboats in

the United States navy offered a chance for comparison. Two twin-

screw vessels were alike in other respects, except that one had cylin-

drical boilers fitted with Howden draught, while the other had water-

tube boilers. The cost of power in the two cases was 1.72 pounds

per indicated horse-power hour for the ship fitted with the Howden
system and 2.18 pounds for the other, thus showing a decided econ-

omy for that system. The coal was the same in both cases, and of

excellent quality.

Another system which has been used to some extent is known as

"induced draught," where large fans placed near the base of the

smoke pipe draw the heated gases through the boiler and discharge

into the smoke pipe. This system is fitted to the steamers Inchdune

and Inchmarlo, which have been mentioned above.

In the table given opposite, which is taken from an article pub-

lished by Admiral Melville about two years ago, the weights of boil-
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ers per horse

power at different

periods is shown,

and by the dates

it is easy to see

the marked effect

of forced draught

in reducing the

boiler weights.

A method of

increasing the
total economy
which has been

tried at intervals

from the very

earliest periods is

the obvious one of

heating the feed

water. In land

machinery, where

the engines work

non-condensing,

the obvious meth-

od of accomplish-

ing this is to heat

:he feed by means

of the exhaust

steam. This, of

course, is inappli-

cable where the

engines are con-

densing, although

to a moderate ex-

tent where the

auxiliaries are in-

dependent of the

main engines this

can be done. The

method which in

recent years has

had the most
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vogue is to heat the feed by live steam. At first sight this seems very

much like the process of attempting to get rich by taking money from

one pocket and putting it in the other, but the fact of an actual increase

of economy has been demonstrated, and the explanation which is given

by some of the best engineers who have investigated the subject is that

the function of the boiler should be simply to impart the latent heat

required to form steam from the water, the feed being supplied at

about the temperature due to the steam pressure. Feed-water heaters

of this type are being used to a considerable degree on the later

steamers, and are included in the equipment of the Inchdune and

Inchmarlo.

As already mentioned, in these steamers the steam is superheated.

This is accomplished by passing it through superheaters placed in the

uptakes of the boilers before the hot gases go through the air heaters

for the forced draught. As was mentioned in an earlier article,* su-

perheating has been tried at various times, and has always been aban-

doned after a certain amount of use, on account of the rapid deteriora-

tion of the superheaters. We understand corrosion and how to pre-

vent it better now than in the past, and it seems probable that with

intelligent care the superheaters can now be made to give a reasonable

endurance. Economy due to this cause is undoubted.

In discussing economy on the side of weight of machinery a most

important place must be given to a development of the last ten years in

the introduction of water-tube boilers. There has been so much dis-

cussion of this subject in the technical press in the last few years that

we need not go into the detail that would be appropriate in an article

on this subject alone. It may be mentioned, however, that the earliest

use in a practical way was in torpedo vessels, where the tubes were

of small diameter and consequently quite thin, so that a large amount

of heating surface and great boiler capacity could be provided on very

little weight. Water-tube boilers with large tubes have, however,

in the last decade become recognized as a necessity in war vessels. The
table already referred to gives data on water-tube boilers of several

types on dififerent ships, so that the reduction in boiler weigths due to

this type of boiler can be readily seen.

Water-tube boilers have not as yet been largely introduced in the

merchant service, although some enterprising British owners have

used the Babcock & Wilcox boiler and a number of steamers on the

Great Lakes of North America also use this boiler. The Belleville

boiler, which has been used so extensively in the British navy, has

• See The Engineering Magazine, March, 1902, page 844.
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also been used in the French navy and for a long time has given sat-

isfactory service in the vessels of the Messageries Maritimes.

There has undoubtedly been a feeling among the designers of the

machinery for merchant vessels that as the limit of pressure for shell

boilers has apparently not yet been reached, (the Inchdune and Inch-

marlo carrying 26y pounds have cylindrical boilers), and as the work-

ing of these boilers is so thoroughly understood by the engineering

personnel who are in charge of them, there is not the same inducement

to abandon their use for water-tube boilers as in the navy, where

weight is of such great importance. The recent adverse criticism of

the Belleville boiler in the British navy will probably tend to confirm

this opinion, although I have long believed that the water-tube boiler

is certain to supersede the shell boiler before many years.

Messrs. Normand and Sigaudy have proposed a modification of

the small-tube boiler to adapt it for large naval vessels and merchant

steamers by a slight increase in the diameter and a considerable in-

crease in thickness, and to me it seems that this ought to remove one

of the main objections to water-tube boilers, which has been the prob-

ability of early wearing out due to corrosion. As a matter of fact, the

principal use of water-tube boilers has been in naval vessels, where

the circumstances are such as to aggravate the natural rapidity of cor-

rosion owing to the normal use of only a portion of the boiler power,

the other boilers remaining idle. All experience has shown that a

boiler will last much longer under constant use with reasonable care

than when used intermittently. During the next decade there will be

an opportunity to test thoroughly the longevity of water-tube boilers

in naval vessels, and, if they prove satisfactory, it seems almost cer-

tain that shell boilers will be displaced in favor of the later type.

An adjunct to the boiler equipment of modern vessels which has

some effect in increasing economy is the evaporator. Although the

effect of scale on heating surfaces in reducing the evaporation was

undoubtedly greatly exaggerated when it was a common feature, there

can be no doubt it should never be allowed to be deposited in modern

boilers witli their high pressures and the high temperature of the

metal. This, of course, means that nothing but fresh water should

be fed into the boilers, and in vessels making long cruises where it

is inconvenient to carry a reserve supply of fresh water the evaporator

enables this to be done. The evaporator is really a small boiler in

which the heat is supplied by steam of moderate pressure passing

through the inside of a nest of tubes, the salt water being on the out-

side. There will be, of course, a great deposition of scale, but the
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design of the evaporator anticipates this and provides for its ready

removal by so arranging the nest of tubes that it can easily be taken

out of the shell and the scale cracked off. These evaporators are

sometimes made on the "multiple effect" principle so familiar in sugar

boiling, the steam evaporated in the first effect going through the

nest of tubes in the second effect. This will be mentioned again in

connection with the distilling ships for naval fleets in the next article.

I have now traced in a general wa}' ihe progress of economy from

the first quarter of the last century, when the coal per horse power

was ten pounds, down to the beginning of this century, when it has

fallen to one pound, and have pointed out the steps which have con-

tributed to secure this economy. The tremendous increase of speeds

i^n war vessels in recent years and some of the peculiarities of the con-

ditions obtaining in such vessels have not been mentioned thus far,

as it would have interfered somewhat witli the continuity of the gen-

eral discussion. The consideration of the methods adopted in recent

years to secure economy on naval vessels, together with a few other

points bearing upon the subject of economy, both in fuel and weight,

will form the last article in this series.



THE OPERATION OF THE MODERN GRAIN
ELEVATOR.

By Day Allen Willey.

Mr. Willey's paper will be read with special interest as a sequel to Mr. G. H. Hull's

notable article in our March number laying bare the mischievous and trouble-breeding fallacy

of "over-production." A very few years ago we were hearing often of an "over-production"

of wheat, or corn, or oats. But of late years we hear nothing of such an absurd and im-

possible occurrence. And this is obviously because transportation facilities and scientific

systems of storage have rendered it both practicable and profitable to take care of any tem-

porary surplus of the staples of agriculture. In like manner, scientific cold storage has

made an "over-production" of fruit, or eggs, or butter, a thing of the past. The next long

stride in the forward march of industrial progress will be accomplished when we prove t«

the producers of the great staples of the industrial world—coal, iron, steel, copper, tin, lead,

and crude rubber—that they are talking nonsense when they talk or think of "over-produc-

tion." Such a thing has never yet occurred—never can occur! These form the very basis

of all manufacture, all wealth. They are non-perishable and can be stored at trifling cost as

compared with agricultural produce. For these reasons Mr. Willey's paper supplies a timely

and valuable object lesson to the producers of the raw materials of the industrial world.

—

The Editors.

HE grain trade of the United States has been ma-

terially influenced within the last decade through

the changes made in the method of transporting

and storing the various cereals. The remarkable

increase in the acreage devoted to such staples as

wheat and corn in the great fields of the West has

rendered the old-time method of storing on the

premises obsolete. Provision must be made for an

increase in a single season of, perhaps, three hun-

dred million bushels of corn, alone, to say nothing

of fifty or one hundred million bushels of wheat and the same quantity

of oats, for it must be remembered that the farmers of the United

States to-day are sowing corn fields aggregating over eighty million

acres—ten million more than ten years ago—and harvesting two

billion bushels and over in a season. Their wheat fields cover forty

million acres—four million more than in 1890—and even the oats

area is nearly thirty million acres, an increase of 20 per cent.

It may be impossible to sell such a crop immediately except at a

loss. If sold by the farmer, the speculator or middle man may decide

to hold it for an upward turn of the market, for the grain yield has

now reached a point where in ordinary seasons it far exceeds the

demand for domestic consumption and must be kept in bulk awaiting

223
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the foreign outlook. Therefore the imperative necessity for storage

facilities has resulted in the development of the elevator system in

America on a scale unknown elsewhere in the world.

On a Dakota, Kansas, or Nebraska farm where the harvest field

may cover 500 or 2,000 acres, only a small portion of the yield is

threshed and placed in the barn bins. The bulk is carried to what are

termed railroad elevators located in convenient towns. These vary in

capacity from 10,000 to 100,00 bushels according to their location in the

producing district, and from them the transportation company loads its

cars for the domestic or foreign market. But the district elevators as

they might be called, represent only a fraction of the space for storage

which now exists in the United States. Before it is loaded on ship-

board at tidewater, a cargo may pass through four or five different

buildings, be transfererd from car to vessel and back again to car, as

the modern processes employed facilitate its handling.

Elevators are divided into two classes, receiving houses and trans-

fer houses. All of the first-named structures are located on shore, but

at cities on the American Great Lakes and along the Atlantic seaboard

can be found floating elevators by which the contents of the lighter

or canal boat are discharged into the hold of the ship.

The transfer elevators are usually located at the water side, as they

are intended for moving grain from vessel to car and vice versa. If

they are marine elevators the plans provide for running the grain

cars directly into the structure, track being laid along the ground floor

of the building. If the location is such that this plan is impracticable,

the track is laid along the side, and from openings in the buildings

project the receiving legs or spouts, which are from 15 to 25 feet in

length, hinged, so that they can be hoisted against the side of the

building when not in use. The end of the spout is carried into the car

by the feeder, who moves it from place to place as the contents of the

car are emptied. With the spouts in modern use all of the grain with

the exception of a few shovels full can be taken out so that the only

manual labour required is that of the feeder. As an ordinary leg will

elevate from 9,000 to 10,000 bushels an hour, a trainload of thirty or

forty cars representing 1,500 tons can be passed into the building in

this time if it have the average number of receiving spouts.

As in the storage elevator, the grain is conveyed to the top com-

partment, to be held until it flows into the cleaning hoppers, thence to

the scales, thence to the distributing or marine legs. The latter are

much larger than the receiving spouts, as one is allotted to serve a

hatchway. They have an average capacity of from 20,000 to 25,000
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SETTliXG iMASOiXKV I'KUESTALS FOR THE FOUNDATIONS OF A GREAT TANK-BIN
ELEVATOR.

bushels an hour, and are of course adjustable, although the cargo must

be properly trimmed by the stevedores. So rapidly does one of the

elevators transfer its contents, that the first of a carload of wheat

may be deposited in the hold of the vessel on the other side of the

structure before the last bushel has left the car itself.

The storage elevators are divided into bins of various sizes, with a

view of distributing the weight as evenly as possible upon the foun-

dation of the building, and also equalising the side pressure on the

walls. In the wooden structure the bins are square in shape, extend-

ing from the top to the ground floor, and are usually massed in the

center of the building. As much of the machinery as possible is

installed in the cupola, with the exception of the power plant which,

in the steam-driven elevator, is generally located in a separate build-

ing as a precaution against fire and as a matter of convenience. The
plan followed in the elt^vator construction of today is usually to

locate the distributing department next to the bins, above it the scale

room, above this the cleaning garners, the shafting and other trans-

mitting machinery being placed at the top. In receiving grain the

same method is employed as in the transfer elevator, the contents of
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the car being carried to the top of the building. In this process and

in transmission to the other compartments the systems employed in-

clude suction through wood or metal conduits to which are attached

exhaust fans thus creating a partial vacuum, or the use of conveyers.

The latter are generally composed of endless belts carrying buckets

made of slieet metal which fill and discharge automaticallv as the belt
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ERECTION OF STEEL FRAMEWORK FOR BIN TANKS.

Showing the concrete foundations on which they rest.

moves. The belts are used also for carrying away the screenings

from the cleaning machinery. The dust and other fine particles are

usually removed by an air current produced by a fan and conveyed

outside of the building through special spouts. It may be said here

that the transfer capacity of the machinery is so adjusted to the

different departments in a modern elevator that it is not necessary to

stop the machinery at any time to regulate the movement of the grain.

The modern method of cleaning the grain is to pass it by belts or

gravitation over rapidly moving sieves, which separate the foreign

matter which may remain after the treatment. The weighing floor is

provided with a series of bins and scales, each of which usually has a

capacity oi from io,ooo to 15,000 bushels. As fast as a bin is filled,

tlio weight is registered automatically and a door in the bottom is

released, allowing the grain to flow into the storage department or into

one of the transfer spouts as desired. The house is provided with

two sets of scales, so that while one portion of the grain is being
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cleaned, weighed and stored, another portion may be loaded on ship-

board or into the cars without interfering with the other process. Dur-

ing the entire operation the only manual labor needed in adjusting

the spouts, and stopping and starting the machinery. Consequently a

niodern steam elevator, having a capacity for transferring 100,000

bushels of grain in an hour, can be operated by a force consisting of

engineer and fireman, the spout tenders, and a half dozen hands to

guard against possible accidents in the different departments. The

trimming of the vessels is not considered a portion of the elevator

work. In elevators where steam is the power directly applied, the

main driving belt extends from the engine room to the machinery floor

in the upper part of the building, turning a line shaft and pulleys belted

to the fans and conveyors. In some of the recently constructed eleva-

tors electric motors are employed. These enable operation of one sec-

LAYIXG THE FOUNDATIONS AND SUPPORTING COLUMNS FOR THE LARGE.ST STEEL
ELEVATOR IN THE WORLD.

tion of the apparatus if desired independently of the others. These

motors are belted to the legs, fans, and conveyor pulley.

The tendency in modern storage house construction is to increase

capacity. Ten years ago a million-bushel elevator was considered

large ; but the structures which have recently been erected a railway

terminals and at important harbours range from 1,500,000 to 3,000,-

000 bushels storage capacity and some of them have facilities for load-
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ing at one time three steamships, each of 7,000 tons carrying capacity.

The great weight to be sustained by such structures and the progress

made in the erection of steel buildings has caused steel to be employed

with very satisfactory results in some of the elevators recently built

on the Great Lakes. One of these elevators, reputed to be the largest

storage house in the world, having a total capacity of 3,100,000

bushels, was erected by the Great Northern Railroad Company at its

terminals at West Superior, Wis., and is used for handling corn,

wheat and oats. As it represents the latest ideas in elevator construc-

tion, its principal features may be alluded to in this article.

SYSTEM OF TANK-ELEVATOR ARRANGEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION, SHOWING OUTER
STRUCTURE OF BRICK.

The steel framework rests upon 280 columns of the same material.

in turn supported upon concrete pedestals and piling. The outside

walls of the lower portion consists of brick resting on stone founda-

tion. The storage compartments are rectangular bins, each 85 feet

in height and varying from 6,300 bushels to 24,900 bushels capacity.

The bins are made of steel plates 5 feet in length and ranging from

5/16 to 3/16 of an inch in thickness. The arrangement of the floors

is similar to that in the ordinary elevator, but in operation the cars
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are hauled into the building in trains of nine each by a cable system.

As the grain passes from the cars into the hoppers it is taken by

endless-belt carriers from the hoppers to the top of the elevator, where

it falls into the garners, thence into the scale hoppers, and thence to

the scales. From these it drops through a swinging-turn-head into

spouts, from which it is taken by a belt conveyor and handled long-

itudinally of the building and delivered into the proper bin. If it is

to be cleaned it falls tlirough the bin to one of the cleaning legs, which

KIJ:\A IMK WITH HI I'KK HKUIx WALL l'AlvrL\ LO:^IFLETEll.

This exhibits the arrangement of the tank bins and the steel framework of the elevator.

elevates it. Thence it passes over the sieves of the cleaning ma-

chines, returns again to the top of the house, and down into a bin.

Before being sent to the shipping bins the grain is weighed

a second time. A novel feature of the equipment is a system of auto-

matic shovels, there being one for each car. Each set of nine shovels

is so placed on a hanging track that a shovel can be "spouted" to any

one of the cars. Each line of shovels is run by two sets of rope drives.

Yard room is provided for 160 cars at one time and the empty cars can

be quickly discharged by means of a transfer table to the 12 yard

tracks which are provided.

In providing power for the various processes, the plan was fol-

lowed of utilizing individual motors as much as possible in order to
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COMPLETING THE SUPEKSTKUCTURE, SHOWING THE FRAMEWORK OF THE TOWER FOR

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY.

obtain greater econoni}- in power distribution. Electricity is depended

upon entirely, even the cable system for hauling cars into the building

being operated by a loo-horse-power motor. Each conveying belt,

cleaner leg, fan, and power shovel is operated by an individual motor

ranging from y^A to loo horse power, requiring a total of 2,070 horse

power. The elevator loads 300,000 bushels of grain in twenty-four

hours on board vessels and unloads six hundred cars during the same

period.

The storage facilities of several other lake ports have recently been

increased by the building of elevators, which consist of a series of
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cylinders of boiler plate, each of which is separated into bins of

requisite size. In some cases the cylinders are enclosed in a sliell of

brick, although several have been built at Buffalo and elsewhere with-

out this casing. As in the structure at West Superior, the bulk of the

machinery is located in a cupola above the bins. The grain is placed

on shipboard either by the spout method, or by the conveyor svstem

installed in wooden galleries extending from foundation to roof.

By the elaboration of the convenor belt an elevator can be con-

structed at a distance of 500 to i.ooo feet from the wliart front vet

transfer its contents quickly and without difficulty. The endless belts

are connected with the discharging bins and carried to the wharf front

THE ELEVATOR AS COMPLETED, READY FOR SERVICE.

in closed galleries. Along the wharf is constructed another con-

veying system divided into convenient sections, and each provided

with marine spouts. Each section of the wharf conveyor is fed by a

conveyor belt from the elevator, so that one section can be operated

independently of the others or all operated at one time, according to

the number of vessels to be served. An example of this method is

shown at New Orleans, where a storage and transfer house of 1,500,000

bushels capacity is being constructed by the Illinois Central Railroad

Company. The building, which is of frame design, is located over

500 feet from the river front and is to be provided with four lines of
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belt conveyors running through double belt galleries and connecting

with a series of wharf conveyors aggregating 2,000 feet in length

constructed in four sections of 500 feet each. Each section will have

a loading capacity of 20,000 bushels an hour. The elevator is being

built of wood suported on a concrete foundation, and will receive

grain by means of automatic steam shovels unloading the cars which

are run into the building on depressed tracks. It will be operated

entirely by steam power.

This plan of transferring grain has several advantages, as the

elevator can be erected on a site which might be vacant and serve its

purpose without interfering with buildings which might be located

between it and the harbor. At ports where the shore of the river or

bay is so soft as to require an expensive artificial foundation to sustain

the weight, the building can be placed inland on a firmer and less

costly site. Another advantage of the plan followed at New Orleans

IS that the damage caused by flooding the banks during high water is

likely to be avoided. In rivers like the Mississippi, which are subject

to great and rapid increase in depth special precaution must be taken

to guard buildings near the shore from the possibility of such freshets.



THE STATUS OF THH NAVAL ENGINEER.

By Charles M. Johnson.

The Engineering Magazine's attitude on the question of the status of the naval engi

neer is inspired by an earnest desire to sec justice done the profession, and a logical adapta-

tion made of naval organization to modern conditions. This motive placed us in the front

of the advocacy of the I'ersonnel Bill, and animates our continuance in the campaign to

make that bill as effective in administration as it was in conception. Mr. Johnson's excellent

paper is presented as an object lesson, to show the powerful effort which is being made for

a similar cause in the British Navy.-

—

The Editors.

THE present condition of the engineering branch of the British

Navy is so bad that I can conceive of no lower depth of

unsatisfactoriness to which it could possibly attain. The

unsatisfactoriness to which I refer is not that seen from the stand-

point of the engineer officer ; that were to take far too limited a view

of the question ; but it is that seen from a far higher standpoint, that

of the national needs, and the security of the State. Taking this point

of observation, we are able to get a little above the clouds which must

of necessity surround—and to a certain extent obscure—the lower

position. It may be objected by the other side :

—"How can you, as a

naval engineer, take up an impartial position on a question which so

closely interests and affects the class to which you belong?" I am not

going to waste the valuable space placed at my disposal by the editor

in trying to prove my impartiality ; the best proof of the possession of

that virtue will be the contents of the pages which follow.

The engineering branch of the British Navy is suffering in effi-

ciency from three causes :—the want of training, the want of a suf-

ficient and efficient staff, and the want of adequate rank and authority.

I propose to deal with the whole question by the elucidation of the

three points given above, taking them in the order in which they stand.

Training. It cannot be necessary for me to demonstrate to the read-

ers of The Engineering Magazine the inseparable bonds between

training and efficiency. As practical and professional engineers they

know, equally as well as I do, that efficiency in the handling of machin-

ery can be acquired only by constant practice and experience—in other

words, by training. We see the perfection of this probably in the

"steaming staff" maintained by the various engineering and ship-build-

ing firms throughout the world almost exclusively for the purpose of

putting the ships and machinery they build through their official trials.

233
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They do not take men at haphazard out of their shops for such duties,

but carefully select them from time to time, as opportunities afford,

from observation of their behavior and their technique—if I may so

term it—in the engine room and stokehole ; so that in the course of

time the manager has obtained a corps of steam-trial experts, which he

knows may be trusted to get the very last ounce of steam out of the

boilers, and the last quarter of a revolution out of the propeller. In this

case, the experts are always dealing with the products of one firm, and

the tricks and peculiarities of the type of engines and boilers they turn

out will in nearly all cases be of the same nature ; hence these men
acquire such dexterity and skill in the handling of their firm's boats

that it takes the ship's crew some little time, even with old and skilled

hands, to get anything like the same results out of the machinery,

either as to speed or economy. But in the British man-of-war, the

engineer has much greater odds against him. In the first place, the

machinery of the ship he is to-day called upon to take to sea may be of

a type and make altogether new to him. In the next place, his staff

will certainly be inadequate in point of numbers. In the third place,

that staff will probably consist, as to one-third, of absolutely raw
hands, some of whom may never have been in an engine room or stoke-

hole when fires were alight and the engines moving. And this condi-

tion applies not only to the stokers, but also to the artificers. Let us

take an imaginary example—H. M. Battle-ship Sphinx completed

last year, having gone through all her official trials with credit to her

builders and to the firm which engined her. She is newly commis-

sioned for the China station. Being a first-class battle-ship, her engine-

room complement consists of the following ranks and ratings :—One
chief engineer, five engineers or assistant engineers, fourteen engine-

room artificers, twenty-two chief and leading stokers, and one hundred

and twenty-four stokers, and stokers second class. We must analyse

this staff a little, and see what proportion of trained men it contains.

There is first, the chief engineer, and his first lieutenant, the senior

engineer; they are, of course, fully trained and experienced men, and
it may be that two of the assistant engineers also have had a couple of

years' sea experience—not training; then, out of the fourteen engine-

room artificers there may be five with eight to ten years' service, and
possibly other five with two to seven years' service. Of the. twenty-

two chief and leading stokers, there will probably be twelve thoroughly

experienced good men ; whilst of the remaining ten, one-half may be

considered of little value, and the other half as men of ordinary ability.

Of course all leading stokers must have had five or six years' service
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before they can be rated "L. S." Of the one hundred and twenty-four

stokers and stokers second class, one-third to two-fifths will certainly

be raw recruits who have never been to sea, and whose only training

has consisted of pitching stones and sand into a cold furnace and

steaming a boiler to run auxiliary engines. To sum up :—out of an

attenuated staff of one hundred and sixty-six officers and men, quite

one-fourth consists of untrained raw recruits.

Now it is this want of a proper system of training the officers and

men of the engineer department which I wish most particularly to

emphasise. The question which I have so often asked of the general

reader, I now ask of professional men, who will have no difficulty

in answering: "What is the use of possessing the largest and finest

navy in the world, if its value is seriously discounted by the want of

'trained' officers and men to handle its ships?" No expense is spared

to train the officers and men of the sailor branch—(and rightly so)

—

for the important duties they have to perform, but is it wise, is it just

to the country, wholly to neglect that part of the ship's crew upon

which must ultimately depend the success or failure of the conflict?

Reverting to the crew of the Sphinx as above dissected, it will be

seen that two assistant engineers are debited as "untrained" or only

very partially trained. The training of these young officers in engine-

room or watch-keeping duties is limited to a short period of steaming,

and the examination and adjustment of the machinery of a small gun-

boat at Devonport, during the last six months of their studentship.

The course consists partly in steaming the vessel in the basin at

Keyham, and partly in the Channel. But the actual time under steam

is very limited, on account of the time which has to be devoted to

scholastic work ; so that this training is disconnected and of little real

value as a preparation for engine-room watch-keeping duties. Again,

it is limited to one small steamer, to one make of engines, and to one

class of boiler, while the naval engineer may have to deal, in the

course of his service afloat, with a dozen types of engines and boilers.

The engine-room artificer is in even worse case, for there is no

training at all, provided for his class. In nineteen cases out of twenty,

the engine-room-artificer recruit is a workman from the bench or

forge, utterly unacquainted with engine or boiler, except from the

building or repairing side, and in many cases, innocent even of that.

It is quite possible that he may never have seen either a pair of marine

engines or a boiler, until he finds himself in the engine room or stoke-

hole of a ship in one of the reserves ; and it is also possible that that

may be the limit of his experience of marine engineering, until he is
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drafted to H. M. S. Sphinx as part of the engine-room complement

which is to take her to the most distant part of the world, and keep her

going in full state of efficiency for three years.

The stoker recruit, like the engine-room artificer, has in very few

mstances any idea of a marine engine or boiler. He may possibly

know the difference between a locomotive and its tender, but he will

not know the blow-ofif cock from the regulator, nor the reversing lever

from the brake. In many instances, he will have come from the

fishing boat or the plough-tail, from the builder's yard or the livery

stable ; he is, in fact, utterly innocent of any knowledge appertain-

ing to the calling he has undertaken to pursue. For years engineer

oflicers have endeavoured to convince the Admiralty of the necessity

of training for the stoker second class, but without avail, until within

the past year or so they have inaugurated a burlesque system of train-

ing for these men which is so utterly ridiculous that I wonder their

lordships were not ashamed to sanction it. That course of "train-

ing ( ?) is as follows:

—

On joining the service, the stoker recruit passes for the first three

months into the hands of the seaman drill-instructor, by whom he is

taught to march, to do all kinds of physical drill, to use a rifle and

cutlass, to pull an oar, and all that is necessary for a blue-jacket to

know as his preliminary training. At the end of the three months in

the sailor's hands, the stoker recruit is handed over to the engineer

department, and undergoes four weeks' training as follows :-

—

First week—Shovel drill with stones.

Second week—Shovel drill with stones.

Third week—Light fires in boiler, attend fires, run auxiliary ma-

chinery, etc.

Fourth week—Make packing and gasket, trim lamps.

During this training, the recruit is also instructed in a "Manual"

specially written for his benefit. This manual gives the names and

explains the uses of the principal parts and fittings of the engines and

boiler, the names and uses of the various tools and stores used by the

engineer, and instructions as to what it is necessary to do, and to

remember, when raising steam. At the end of this four weeks' drill

the stoker recruit is returned to the depot for disposal ; which means

that next week he may be drafted to H. M. S. Sphinx as "part com-

plement." Observe the difference in value in the two trainings, as

appraised by the executive mind. For the duties which at most can but

be subsidiary duties, the time allotted for trainings is three months

;

for those for which be has joined the naval ranks, and which are to
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constitute his life's work, one month is thought sufficient, and even

that short period is wasted, or partly wasted, in a travesty of training.

The value of a first-class battle-ship is about a million sterling.

The value of all the ships in the British Navy is in the vicinity of one

hundred millions. The cost of maintaining a thorough system of

training for engineer officers and men would not exceed one-tenth of

one per cent, per annum on that amount. As we cannot get the full

value out of our ships without this training, would it not be a wise

investment of national capital to incur that cost ? As there is the possi-

bility of failure in war without this training, should not the British

taxpayer insist on the elimination of that possibility, thereby affixing

the stamp of his policy of insurance ?

Inadequate staff. If, in addition to the want of an efficacious sys-

tem of training assistant engineers, engine-room artificers, and stokers,

the value of British naval ships be further discounted by insufficiency

of numbers, my readers will recognise the unfair position in which

the engineer officer finds himself, when called upon to take one of His

Majesty's ships to sea for a three years' commission. In how'ever high a

state of efficiency the machinery, boilers, auxiliary machinery, steam-

boats, water-tight doors, hydraulic appliances, and double-bottom com-

partments may be on leaving the home port, the chief engineer knows

full well that deterioration dates from that day. He will do his best,

and his officers and men will loyally assist him as far as it is in their

power so to do, to keep things right and in thorough working order

;

they will generally submit cheerfully to work more hours than any

other men in the ship ; to forego leave and other privileges, when there

is work to be done, which must be left undone if they do not sacrifice

their pleasures to the "exigencies of the service." But all this loyalty

and all these self sacrifices do but minimise the evil ; they cannot wholly

prevent it. Then on arrival at the port which is the headquarters of

the station to which the ship is allocated, with a fairly long list of de-

fects to make good, the engineer finds that he has to send his men on

leave, the same as the rest of the ship's company—which is of course

quite right, though very inconvenient at such a time ; and when the

leave is over, the captain, under orders from the commander-in-chief,

tells the chief engineer that one-half or one-third of his men must be

sent ashore to drill. It is useless to represent to the captain that the

work of preparing the ship again for sea will thereby be delayed, All

that the captain can reply is, "I am only carrying out the station or-

ders." An appeal to the commander-in-chief would probably invoke the

reply: "The station orders are to be obeyed." What the engineer feels
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is, that he is unfairly handicapped by these orders. He says rightly

enough : "Let me get the ship ready again for sea, and after that tak»

my men, and drill them according to the station orders." But thac

is not the way in the navy. The executive officer is supreme, and

having the power to get his work done first he uses it. The engineer

is responsible to the captain for getting the ship ready for sea, but it

seems to be no part of the captain's business to help the engineer.

There is no more difficult task than that of demonstrating to the

lay mind that the number of officers and men allowed to the engineer

department of a ship of war is insufficient for the duties to be per-

formed and the work to be accomplished. Little as it can help to an

appreciation of the real inadequacy of the stafT, yet it may be as well

to give here a list of the engineer's duties and responsibilities as laid

down in Chapter XXVI of the Queen's Regulations and Admiralty In-

structions of 1899:

—

"The Engineer officer is to have charge of, and to be responsible for, the

maintenance in a state of efficient working order, and as far as may be of

readiness for immediate use, of all that is placed under his charge, including:

—

(a) The machinery and boilers of the ship and her boats.

(b) All auxiliary machinery, except electric motors, for whatever purpose

fitted.

(c) All pumps, with the cocks, valves, and pipes belonging to them.

(d) All distilling apparatus.

(e) All gun mountings.*

(f) Propeller-lifting apparatus.

(g) All steam and hydraulic pumping and other engines for loading and

working the guns, for supplying ammunition, and for turning tur-

rets, barbette platforms, etc.

(h) All ventilating engines and gear, except the motors of electrically

driven fans.

(i) Capstan engines, shafting, spindle of capstan, and windlass and steam-

steering engines and gear as far as the rudder, with spare gear for

the same.

(j) Hydraulic jacks, with the exception of those in the gunner's charge,
i (k) Steam winches and gear for hoisting torpedo and other boats.

(1) All water-tight doors and sluice valves, including horizontal trap and

flap doors as well as vertical hinged doors.

(m) Steam fire-engines and all pipes, cocks, and valves in connection

with the fire-main.

(n) Instruments and gear (not electrical) for telegraphitig signals in

connection with the machinery.

(o) Whitehead torpedoes and submerged discharge tubes and gear.*

(p) All air-compressing machinery, reservoirs, separators, and charging-

columns.

(q) Electric-light engines and dynamos.*

(r) All flooding gear, including pipes, cocks, valves, and other fittings.
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(s) All such other parts of the hull, double-bottom, and exposed iron

surfaces, as may be in his charge,

(t) Ice-making machines.

• These items have, by a recent order of the Admiralty, been wholly or partially trans-

ferred to the gunnery and torpedo lieutenants. These officers have, however, to be trained

as mechanical engineers before taking over their new duties. It does not therefore appear
probable that these duties will pass out of the hands of the engineer officers at an early date.

After toiling through this formidable list of duties, the non-naval

man may naturally ask what is left for the rest of the officers and men
to do? Well, not much of any importance—chiefly keeping the ship,

boats, guns, anchors and cables, masts (if there be any), and the out-

side of the hull, turrets, and superstructure, clean and well painted.

The rest of the deck work consists mostly of drills of various sorts,

firing at a target once or twice a quarter, a good deal of soldiering

when in harbour, and care of and stowage of provision. And to do

this work be it remembered there are from three to four times as many
of men as are allotted to the engineer. The basis of calculation for the

engineer department is the number required to steam the ship at a little

more than one-half the full-power of the engines, developed during her

official trials. The utter inadequacy of this complement is seen when-

ever a ship has to do her quarterly trial. It is then found that to de-

velop only four-fifths of her natural-draught power for twenty-four

hours only, it is necessary either to put the stokers in two watches or to

obtain assistance from deck. But in time of war, no captain would

think of cruising about with any of his boilers out of use; he would

take care that all his boilers were alight, and that he could have full

power on his engines whenever he demanded it—certainly within fif-

teen or twenty minutes. It is also certain that at such a time the

captain would be very unwilling to spare any men from deck to assist

in the work below. In fact, according to the "Watch and Quarter

Bill"—which shows the station of every man and officer in action, one-

third of the engineer staff should be at their quarters on deck, not in

the engine room at all. Well, we say, what is the use of keeping a

ship in time of peace, on a complement which will not be able to fight

her in time of war? There is not a ship in the British navy to-day

which has an engineer complement sufficient to maintain her in a state

of efficiency. If that be the case in time of peace, what will be the

condition of the navy in time of war? It is no use blinking these

facts. It will be too late to call on Lord Selborne, or Mr. Amold-

Forster, then, to give the ships adequate engineer staffs. They wiU

not be able to get either the officers or the men who will be needed. If

they are not in store they cannot be purchased outside. The requisite
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engineers, artificers, and stokers, must be obtained now ; must be

trained and drilled, now. Suppose that Britain should find herself con-

fronted by another European power to-morrow, or next week, or next

month ; do the readers of this journal imagine that the Admiralty could

immediately commission all the ships she possesses ? If so, let me ask

how it comes about that a ship is waiting at Pembroke dockyard to-

day* for a navigating party to bring her round to Portsmouth to com-

plete her for sea ? Remember, there are dozens of ships in the various

fleet reserves, ready in all respects for sea except that one item—of so

little importance ( ?)—that there are no men of the engineer staff to

man them. If the men to man these ships were in depot, there would

be no difficulty in making up a navigating party of engineer ratings to

bring the Drake round from Pembroke. So it comes to this :—that

not only are there not a sufficient number of engineer officers and men
in the ships in commission, but there are not men enough, (even on

the Admiralty basis of complement,) to put into the ships in the fleet

reserves ; and as ships without men are valueless, it is no use going to

the taxpayer with the pitiful cry that Britain ought to have more ships,

because France or Russia is building within ten per cent, as many
ships as she is. She must first of all be sure that the ships she has

are fully efficient in every respect, and that at the outbreak of war she

is prepared to the last stoker recruit ; and after that it may be reason-

able to talk of increasing the number of ships.

There is little doubt that the Admiralty are under the optimistic

conviction that if war broke out, they would have very little difficulty

in filling up the ranks of the engineer branch from outside sources.

If it be a question of numbers only, without any reference to fitness as

regards qualifications, Yes. We who are old enough can remember
how the gunboats were officered and manned in the engineer depart-

ment for the Baltic and the Crimea. How the Admiralty had to go

hat in hand, with a recruiting officer in full uniform with a big brass

band playing and flags flying, to all the factories and gas-works

throughout the country, picking up all and sundry who could aspire to

claim acquaintance with a furnace, a boiler, or an engine. What a

tag-rag and bob-tail lot they were, and what infinite sport they af-

forded to pukkah engineers of the navy, when these were not too

greatly exasperated with their fathomless ignorance to be able to ap-

preciate the humour of the situation. These men were brought into

the navy on pay of 12s. 6d. per day, and put under the orders of naval

engineers receiving only 7s. 6d. per day, although to have obtained

that rate of pay meant at least six years' service, or its equivalent. I

• 20th Feb., 1902.
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lx;lieve also that these men received a bonus or sum of money to pro-

vide their owtfit. The traditions of the Baltic and of the Crimea
doubtless cling about the Admiralty still—at least, it would appear so,

if one may judge from the strictures of a gallant admiral who took ex-

ception to the figures which I quoted in some articles I wrote about

the end of 1900, in connection with this subject. Admiral Freemantle

said : "If Mr. Johnson, or those he quotes, mean to imply that we have

not enough stokers to man all the ships we could possibly commission,

I reply that they have no knowledge as to what these ships are, or how
far we are prepared to man those required." Here the admiral hints

that 'we' (he was not an Admiralty official at that time [nor is he

now,] but he lets us know that he is in the confidence of the board,)

have got a trump card up "our" sleeve which is beyond the ken of all

outside the charmed circle. But as most of us know, quite as well as

any admiral can know, the sources which remain to be tapped, I think

we are quite as well able to judge of the results of those sources when
tapped. As to not knowing what ships are likely to be required if

war should break out, I think the admiral would find no difficulty in

getting that out of the "man-in-the-street." Every ship we possess

and as many more as we can lay our hands upon ! Now, that the

Admiralty would succeed in getting the number of men they wanted

in time of war can hardly be doubted ; but of the quality of the men
raised and their cost to the country—these are among Admiral Free-

mantle's trump cards, up the Admiralty sleeve.

In concluding this part of my subject, I will cite some instances

which I hope will prove conclusively to the minds of my readers that

engineer complements for the ships of the navy when filled up accord-

ing to Admiralty schedule are not sufficient for the independent work-

ing of the ships. Take the ships which accompanied the Ophir in her

tour with the Prince and Princess of Wales :—If Admiralty comple-

ments are sufficient, why was more than forty per cent, of engineer

stafif added to their crews, before they started on the voyage? And
why, when a newly commissioned ship proceeds on her commissioning

trial at natural-draught power, is it found to be necessary to send a

steaming party to assist her own complement, during that trial ? Is it

not the consciousness on the part of the Admiralty officials, that with

the Admiralty complement alone the required results could never be

got out of the engines and boilers?

Inadequate authority. I come now to the third cause of imperfect

efficiency, which environs the engineering branch of the naval service,

viz.. the want of military' control and command in. at least, their own
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department by the engineer officers. I say, in at least their own de-

partment, although I see no reason why they should be thus "cabin'd,

cribb'd, confin'd" in the exercise of this indispensable adjunct of effi-

cient handling of large bodies of men on board ship ; being of the same

opinion as the late Admiral Charles Fellowes, that the engineer officer

should have the authority necessary to enable him to give an order to

any man in the ship, without the danger of that man daring to disobey,

or even to question the order.

At the present time, as during the sixty years which have elapsed

since steam was first introduced into the navy, the engineer officer is

in the civil branch of the service. Being a civilian, the naval engineer

has no power to reward zeal, energy, or competence, nor to punish

idleness, neglect of duty, or insubordination. The good or the bad

man must in either case be sent upon deck to be dealt with by the ex-

ecutive officer ; and the very fact that his own immediate officer has not

the power to mete out punishment nor reward is more firmly imprinted

on the subordinate's mind every time he is sent up to the executive

officer. This condition of affairs cannot be conducive to the develop-

ment of discipline among the rank and file of the engineering depart-

ment, however much the officers of the military branch may seek to

minimise and depreciate its real power in order that the engineers may
not invade the sacred precincts of the military cordon. The follow-

ing extracts from the writings or speeches of executive officers on the

subject will show, that while some of them are contemptuously agree-

able, others are bitterly antagonistic ; and but a solitary individual is

sympathetically in favour of the proposal that the engineers should be

given military or executive rank and command, strictly limited how-
ever, to their own department :

—

"But their claim to 'executive rank' involves a far higher pretension than

this It is a demand for power to 'punish their own men.' This

matter is discussed as if anybody is competent to punish." (Capt. A. C. C.)

"Already the engineers are calling out for executive rank and titles. This

is quite natural as they see that they do most of the work, and that the main-

tenance of our modern ships in a state of fighting efficiency is the business of

mechanics and not of sailors. I do not think the engineers will get their wish

just at present, but this agitation is a sign of the times which must not be

ignored, and it is not difficult to see that unless our executive—both officers

and men—receive a more mechanical training than they do at present, they

will be gradually ousted by the engineers and artificers." (Rear-Admiral

L. C. P. F.)

"Wby should not these engineers have executive rank? It is merely tak-

ing command of a certain number of their men, which at present they do as

much as any so-called executive. Then why not call them executives as, of
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course, they play a very important part in the ship? If it pleases them to be
called executives, and we get better work out of them in consequence of call-

ing them so, and they achieve, as they think, a better position, it will hurt
nobody and will content them." (Admiral Sir J. O. H.)

"And now let me touch on the vexed question of the position of the engi-

neers, and suggest that the time has arrived to accord them executive rank.

Their duties are purely executive and should be recognized as such, and the

recognition cannot, in my opinion, clash in any single instance with the other

executives as their sphere of duty is so clearly defined, and an engineer would
as little expect to be put in charge of the navigating or officer of the watch's

duty as would these officers of being put in charge of the engines. Then as

regards power of punishment for delinquencies committed by stokers in the

engine and boiler-rooms, why should not chief engineers have the same power
of minor punishment allowed them as a commander, second-in-command, a

first lieutenant, etc. ? If this were permitted it would tend largely to improve

the chief engineer's position and strengthen his authority." (Ibid.)

It is apparent even in the last and most favourable of these quota-

tions that the concession there made is the resuh of unwilHng con-

viction. Nothing is so bitter to human nature as to have, or to fear to

have, to relinquish the post of honour in favour of a new claimant, or

even to share part of the honour with him. And this is what the execu-

tive branch of the navy has had sitting on its chest like a night-mare for

the last forty years. Yet, had they looked the question fair and square

in the face, they would have seen that there was little cause for panic

or alann. What the engineer officers are asking for is the power

and authority to deal with their own officers and men, in the matter of

rewards and punishments, without the interference of any executive

officer, other than the officer in command. As to succeeding to com-

mand, that might be advisable under certain conditions, under peculiar

circumstances, when it would be to the direct advantage of the service

that the command should devolve upon the engineer. It is not the

purpose of this paper, however, to enlarge upon this somewhat re-

mote phase of the subject, but rather to show cause why the engineer

must be invested with executive rank and authority if, in the next

naval war in which the country ig involved, she is to come out crowned

with victory. Omitting the supreme command, the handling and

fighting of the ship in actual war, and deducting from the remaming

duties which have to be performed those devolving upon the engi-

neer as detailed on page 238 preceding, we see that the most important

of the residual duties consists in handling the guns and firing the tor-

pedoes, and that even these duties cannot be efficiently discharged ex-

cept in absolute dependence upon the engineer. So that, as Admiral

Fitzgerald wrote in his very able article entitled "Training of Seamen

m the "Royal Navy," (National Review, June. 1900) :

—
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"Almost everything is now done on board a man-of-war by machinery;

manual labour is nothing ; and the tendency is to increase the machinery, and

to do nothing by hand which can be done by steam, electricity, or hydrau-

lics. Not only the motive power, but the fighting power of our ships is all

machinery. In the old days 'Jack' could repair all ordinary damages him-

self Now he has practically nothing to do with the up-keep of

the ship, .... and the ship can only be kept as a going concern by the

engineers, E. R. A.'s, etc., etc These men and these alone can

maintain for one week, or for one day, the fighting efficiency of a modern

battleship or cruiser, or even a torpedo-boat destroyer
"

Admiral Fitzgerald recognizes to the full the importance of the en-

gineer, and the enormous responsibilities devolving upon him. Great

responsibilities demand commensurate power and authority for their

efficient discharge. Can it be considered that adequate rank and au-

thority have been bestowed upon the engineer, when it is possible that

the senior fleet engineer on the list may, under certain conditions, be

subordinate to a young sub-lieutenant, or even to a warrant officer?

Instances have occurred in the British fleet reserves where the orders

of the fleet engineer have been set aside by the warrant officer in com-

mand. On appeal to the captain of the naval depot, the engineer could

obtain no redress because, said the captain, the warrant officer repre-

sents me. What an undignified—not to say degraded—position for

an officer ostensibly holding the rank of commander in the navy, and

that of lieutenant-colonel in the army, to be placed in ! The very men-

tion of such a possibility should be sufficient to condemn the regula-

tions which render it possible; and still more, the administration re-

sponsible for the retention of such antiquated and old-time regulations.

In peace, such an anomalous position, however irksome and distateful

to the engineer, may not result in any considerable amount of harm to

the service. But the raison d'etre of the navy is as a fighting ma-

chine; and to be in all respects prepared for war, it is necessary that

the administration and discipline of the navy shall be upon the war

basis in time of peace, so that it shall not be necessary on the declara-

tion of war to make any changes in* the system under which it has

hitherto been administered. Some fifteen or twenty years ago, the

men under the chief engineer's orders belonged to the executive of

military branch of the service, the engineer then, as now, being in the

civil branch. It was about this time that considerable prominence

was given to the engineers' claim for executive rank and titles, both in

parliament and in the press, owing to the fact that the committee of

1875, of which Admiral Sir Astley Cooper Key was president, had re-

ported in 1877 in favour of giving executive rank to the engineer : and
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the friends of the engineers tiiought that when advocated by an Ad-

miralty committee, consisting of three officers of the executive branch

and only two engineers, the Admiralty would have no hesitation in

adopting the report. The Admiralty, however, refused to adopt that

part of the report, and have done so to this day. Then it was that

the anomaly of a civil officer being in charge of men of the executive

branch became such a powerful lever in the hands of the press and of

members of Parliament in advocating this reform ; and at last in self

defense, and to destroy this valuable weapon in the hands of persistent

pleaders that justice might be done to the engineers, the Admiralty

entirely revised the lists of the executive and civil branches of the navy.

The artificers and stokers were removed from the executive, and placed

on the civil list. Sooner than do justice to the engineers they pre-

ferred to do an injustice to a large and loyal body of men against

whom they had no charge, whom they had always found of the great-

est service when called upon to assist the deck hands, and who, they

were bound to admit, were among the must valuable men in the service.

It is often urged by executive officers that executive rank is not

necessary for the engineer, as he already controls his men efficiently.

This is begging the question. The engineer controls his men simply

by force of circumstances : but he desires that he should be put in the

more logical position of being officially endowed with the authority

and power which under existing conditions he is obliged to grasp.

Whilst this question of the naval engineer is one of interest to all

civilian engineers, it should be of even greater importance to the tax-

payer, who looks upon the navy as the national policy of insurance.

The taxpayer may rest assured, however, that the navy will not be in a

fully efficient condition until these three things are established within

its regime, viz :

—

(a) The immediate introduction of a thoroughly efficient sys-

tem of training in sea-going ships of all engineer ranks and ratings,

before allotment to commissioned ships as part-complement.

(b) An increase in the engineer staff in all ships, to such an

extent that with the stafif in three watches, it shall be able to steam

the ship at not less than the natural-draught power for as long as her

coal lasts, and at the same time be able to manipulate every auxiliary

engine or machine, in action, without any assistance from the deck.

(c) The investment of the engineers with executive rank

power, and authority "corresponding to the greatness of their pres-

ent trust, and to the weight of their enlarged responsibilities."*

• Sif E T. Reed's letters to the "Times," 1877.



THE FALSE WITNESS OF THE TEST BAR.

By Robert Buchanan.

The possible, but generally neglected, economies of the foundry afford one of the most

promising fields for improvement of practice and reduction of costs in engineering manufac-

tures. The Engineering Magazine will shortly announce a comprehensive series of papers,

now in preparation, dealing practically with advanced and economical foundry management.

Meantime a strong interest attaches to Mr. Buchanan's article questioning the soundness of

the usually accepted standard for judging castings.

—

The Editors.

HE production of castings, the acceptance or rejec-

tion of which depends on tests—tensile or trans-

verse, or both of these—considerably increases the

responsibility of the people engaged in such work.

It may be granted at once that the necessity of

having iron of a quality which will give satisfac-

tory tests, naturally results in a closer attention be-

ing given to the mixing of irons than would be the

case were the castings, or bars representing them,

not subject to test. In spite of the fact that cast

iron equals in importance any other metal whatsoever, it has suffered

a most serious neglect, few efforts being made towards a due under-

standing of it. This neglect may arise in some degree from the infinite

numbci' of modifications which the elements—iron, silicon, phosphorus,

manganese, sulphur and carbon—may cause, and each modification still

be classed as cast iron. If cast iron had a more definite limitation of

composition, such as steel has, and if it were not so easily melted and
cast, then we would have been forced to acquire a more precise knowl-
edge concerning it.

Notwithstanding the facility with which cast iron may be melted
and cast, the infinite variety of services which it renders us makes it

incumbent upon us to see that full use is made of the best qualities of
the metal, and that under the seeming simplicity of some of the opera-
tions employed, there is not room for serious error.

The test bar has always, I believe, been considered as affording a
true index of the quality of the casting—that is, of course, when the

test bar is cast with similar metal, and from the same melting of

metal as the casting, though not necessarily both run at the same
moment of time. The day was, and not so long ago either, when it

was thought good, smart work to proffer, for testing purposes, test

bars not of the same mixture or mehing of iron as was used in the
castings. The desire was to have satisfactory tests, such as it was

246
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feared could not be obtained by ordinary cupola melting. Possibly to

keep down the cost of the mixture charged into the cupola was one of

the reasons for this doubtful procedure, but I believe the predominat-

ing reason was a disbelief in the foundryman's own ability to produce,

by cupola melting, an iron suited to give the necessary tests. Another

affecting cause may have been the fact that cast irons giving the high-

est tests are not the most easily machined. By giving castings easy

to machine, and by supplying test bars ample for the tests required, a

little lapse of memory regarding the doubtful origin of the test bars

was all that was necessary to please the machinists and inspector alike.

Such devices are, however, the refuge of none but the incompetent and

unfit, and are such as have made the name of test bar the occasion for

the sceptical smile, and, when good tests are made, the sceptical ques-

tion : "Is it a genuine bar ?"

Leaving such chicanery to the contempt which is its due reward,

let us address ourselves to a consideration of the questions : Do cast-

iron test bars give a true indication of the quality of the castings they

represent, and if not, to what extent do they mislead?

By mixing irons of known composition, and knowing fairly well

as we now do the changes which the metal undergoes during the

process of melting, we can tell, within a small margin of error, the

chemical composition of the metal as it stands fluid in the ladle. With

iron in the molten condition one's power to alter or change it has prac-

tically ceased, except in two directions—one, the casting temperature,

the other the rate of cooling. That these are of the utmost importance

as affecting the quality of test bar and casting I hope to shew.

Grey pig iron has a total carbon usually over 3 and under 4 per

cent., and of this, the combined carbon ranges from practically nil to

0.50 per cent., the remainder being graphitic carbon. Such is the con-

dition of the carbon in iron when in the solid condition, but in molten

iron the carbon is believed to be wholly in the combined form, and we
may by slow cooling cause the separation out of the greater part of the

carbon as graphitic carbon, or by quick cooling retain a large per-

centage of the carbon in the combined form.

I have cast metal into a casting which cooled in a few minutes, and

kept some of the same metal so as to cool through a period of 120

hours. The combined carbon dropped from 0.508 per cent, in the

quickly cooled metal to 0.020 per cent, in the slowly cooled metal, with

proportionate increase in the graphitic carbon. Casting in chills is an

example of the effect of quick cooling upon the retention of the carbon

in the combined form. These instances show the two extremes in

either direction, but varying effects are produced by intermediate
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rales of cooling, although acting upon a metal of uniform initial qual-

ity. The carbon itself is inert as regards taking the graphitic form,

but is influenced in that direction by the silicon. The "rate of cooling"

is another way of expressing the period of time, be it less or more,

through which the silicon is allowed to act upon the carbon by causing

it to separate out as graphite, before the temperature of the metal

drops too low for such action to be effective.

To some degree silicon may be neutralised by sulphur, but in grey

cast iron such a neutralising can only be very partial. Sulphur un-

doubtedly has the power of causing the combined carbon to retain that

form and so cause hardness, but any hardening of the iron so caused is

exceeded by the direct hardening of the sulphur itself. If castings are

heavy and so take a considerable time to cool, the silicon under such

conditions will gradually reduce the percentage of combined carbon,

notwithstanding the presence of sulphur. If combined carbon be

present in very minute quantities, then such castings are soft and weak

from excess of graphitic carbon. Greatest general strength is obtained

when combined carbon is present from 0.5 to 0.6 per cent., other con-

stituents being normal. Seeing that a fairly definite percentage of

combined carbon is necessary in the best and strongest irons we can

produce, it follows that we must vary the percentages of silicon as

the castings are light or heavy. Light castings cool quickly and so

the silicon is kept high. In a heavy casting, cooling through as many
hours, perhaps, as the other does minutes, the silicon is kept low. For

greatest general strength each should finish cooling with somewhat
similar percentages of combined carbon.

The mixing and casting of iron is successful only in so far as the

product conforms to the chemical and physical laws governing the

constitution of a mixture suited for a particular purpose. Bearing

these things in mind we may now consider whether test bars give a

true indication of the quality of the casting they represent, and if not,

to what extent they mislead.

The following observations refer of course to test bars cast from

similar metal to that which goes into the castings. The test bars may
be cast separately or may be run from the casting itself, in which latter

case the test bar cools along with the casting. When test bars are run

separately they are almost invariably cast hotter than the castings they

are to represent, and this has a material effect on the strength of the

test bar. This is in favour of the test bar as compared with the cast-

ing, which is usually cast dull. The reason foundrymen cast heavy

castings with iron below the hottest and most fluid condition, is be-

cause they desire to avoid the "searching" action of hot iron by which
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the carbonaceous material of the mould would be burned out, and the

iron still have enough fluidity left to take the place of the burnt-out

carbon. The result would be a rough casting. One other reason is, a

widespread belief that hot iron readily causes "scabbing" of the mould,

and another reason is, that where "feeding" a casting is required, cast-

ing "dull" shortens the period required for feeding. Foundrymen get

very skilful in judging the temperature and fluidity of the iron so as to

fill the mould perfectly and yet avoid the dangers mentioned.

In the following test a casting weighing 36 hundred weight was

run, and attached to it and run by the metal when the mould was

almost full, was a test bar "A"—41^ inches by 2 inches by i inch. The
bar was horizontal when run and was situated about 12 inches from

the large casting. A bar "B" of similar size was moulded separately.

The iron for bar "B" was taken from the large ladle holding over 2

tons of iron to run the large casting. It is desirable to take the iron

for test bars from the metal in bulk; taking it direct from the cupola

is apt to cause error, as pig iron alone or scrap iron alone may be

caught in the small ladle. Getting iron from the large ladle ensures

that what goes into the test bars is exactly similar to that which goes

into the casting. The test bars separately cast were cast "hot," the

casting and test bar attached cast at the temperature and fluidity of

metal customary in such cases. I cannot say exactly what the differ-

ence of temperature between the two irons would be, but have to fall

back on the shop terms, "hot' in one case and "dull" in the other.

(l) TRANSVERSE TEST—36 INCH CENTRES.

Deflection. Breaking stress.

Bar A„ 2 inches by i inch, run from and cooled with
large casting 3/8 inch 26^ cwt.

" B, 2 inches by i inch, cast separately 7/16 inch 31

Difference of breaking stress = 16.98 per cent.

Bar A had combined carbon 0.490 per cent., but bar B had com-

bined carbon 0.450 per cent., combined carbon in the casting at heaviest

part, a trace only. Probably bar A would have had less combined car-

bon if the "git" which connected it to the casting had not been broken

while it was still hot. The bar thus cooled more rapidly than it would

have done had the connection remained unbroken.

(2) TRANSVERSE TEST—36 INCH CENTRES.

Deflection. Breaking stress.

Bar C. 2 inches by I inch, run from and cooled with
casting 25^ cwt.

" D, 2 inches by i inch, cast separately 28j4

Difference of breaking stress = 11.76 per cent.

Combined carbon in C ^ 0.427 per cent.
" " " D = 0.415 " " or a difference of 0.012 per cent, less

in the separately cast bar.
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As shewing the differences which may exist betwixt a test bar sep-

arately cast and the casting it was meant to represent the following

was noted:
Combined Carbon.

Test bar separately cast 0.499 per cent.

Casting bored at heaviest part o. loi

Difference • 0-398
"

In the casting the low combined carbon means a high graphitic

carbon, and high graphitic carbon, as I have said, means weakness.

To make trial in another direction, it appeared that test bars cast

from metal mixed to give soft grey castings with a thickness yi inch

or little over, would give too low results, the castings being really

stronger than the test bar. In order that the light castings may be

grey, silicon should be present from 2.50 to 2.60 per cent. Such a

percentage will give a graphitic, open-structured area in the centre of

a bar 2 inches by i inch, and so will weaken it. Test bars to indicate

the quality of light castings, however, are not much used, but were

they used oftener, some uncomfortable results would follow. Iron

giving strong test bars would make light castings hard ; iron which

makes light castings soft would make weak test bars.

Iron of a quality to run light grey castings was caught in a ladle,

and from it were cast two bars 41^ inches by 2 inches by % inch ; then

two bars of a similar length, 2 inches by i inch. These were cast with

hot metal as it came from the cupola. When these were cast the

remaining iron was kept in the ladle until it was judged to have just

sufficient -fluidity to run the two remaining bars, also 2 inches by i

inch. The latter bars were so treated as to give an indication of the

effect of casting with iron at a temperature lower than that of the iron

when first obtained. Each of the bars mentioned was moulded in green

sand and cast horizontally, being run from one end, and was allowed

to cool in the sand.

(3) TRANSVERSE TEST—36 INCH CENTRES.

Deflection. Breaking stress.

Bar E, 2 inches by i inch (cast hot) ... 24 cwt.
F, 2 inches by i inch (

" " ) . . .S/16 inch at stress of 20 cwt.

3/8 " " " " 21 cwt.

3/8 " " " " 23 cwt.

3/8 " full " " 24 cwt. 2414 cwt.

Note.—Fractures had open structure at centre. Small bright crystals all over. Bored
very soft.

Deflection. Breaking stress.

Bar G, 2 inches by i inch (cast dull) . .^ inch at stress of 20 cwt. 21 J^ cwt.
" H, 2 inches by 1 inch (

" "
) .M " " " " " " 20 cwt.

Note.—Bar H was a little under size and broke immediately after reading of deflection

was taken. Fractures of both bars were less brightly crystalline than the bars cast hot, and
had not the open structure at middle of bar. Bored very soft.
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Deflection. Breaking stress.

Two Bars I, 2 inches by % inch (cast hot) 5/16 inch at stress of 14 cwt. 15 cwt.

Note.—Area of the two bars = 1 square inch. This equals a breaking stress of 30 cwt. for

at bar 2 inches by i inch. The two bars were put in the testing machine side by side, and
the deflection would probably have been greater had there not been considerable torsion due to

the thinness of the bars. Both bars broke at the one instant, one breaking ij^ inches from
centre of pull and the other 2 inches from the centre, but on the other side of centre line.

Fracture finely granular and lighter in colour than either of the other bars. Avery's trans-

Terse testing machine was used.

COMPARISON OF BREAKING STRENGTHS. \.

Bar F, 2 inches by i inch (cast hot) is stronger than bar G (cast

dull) by 12.79 P^r "nt.
Two Bars I, 2 inches by %. inch (cast hot) together are, area for

^

area, stronger than bar F by 23-71 per cent.

Two Bars I (cast hot) are, area for area, stronger than bar G by 39.53 per cent.

These are astonishing differences to obtain from one ladle of iron,

and are wholly due to different casting temperatures and rates of cool-

ing. The thin bars bear somewhat the same relation to the bars 2

inches by i inch, which these bars bear to a heavy casting. Test bars

are cast hot and cool quickly ; the castings are run at a much lower

temperature and cool slowly. The analogy needs no elaboration.

Tensile tests of two bars connected with and run from a casting

but at differing distances from it, exemplify the effects of quick and

slow cooling upon the strength of the test bars. I do not wish it to

be concluded that such great differences always occur; but that the

rate of cooling makes a great difference between test bar and casting in

most instances, I have no doubt whatever. A large casting was run,

and connected with and near to the heaviest part of the casting there

was a bar designed for a tensile test. Another similar test bar was run

from the casting but was further away, and so was less subject to the

heat-retaining effect of the casting.

TENSILE TEST.

Breaking Stress

per square inch.

(i) Test Bar, furthest from casting 14 tons.

(2) " " nearest casting 5 tons.

The analyses of the two bars were practically identical except as

regards the carbon.

Combined Carbon. Graphc. Carbon. Total Carbon.
(i) 1.129 per cent. 2.356 3.485

(2) 0.671 " " 2.836 3.507

How are these great differences to be accounted for and to what are

they due? I believe they are caused partly, in most cases, by the rate

of cooling reducing the combined carbon to a point under that which

gives greatest general strength, and in the case of heavy castings the

combined carbon may alrtiost wholly disappear. There is a double

effect in the latter case, the combined carbon, which should add

strength to the whole, appears as graphitic carbon, dividing the mole-

cules of iron and so weakening the cohesion of the whole mass. The
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main cause of the great differences noted must, however, be sought

lor elsewhere, and is probably molecular disturbance, the result of

casting at a comparatively low temperature and reduced fluidity. For

best results then, it is necessary to cast hot, so that in the casting the

molecules of iron, and the elements combined with the iron, may
arrange themselves and so continue, undisturbed by any mechanical

movement such as pouring.

In every test which I have made, the bar cast separate is strongest

;

the bar cast on, but furthest from, the casting, is less strong ; and the

bar nearest the casting is weakest. To which test bar is the casting

most nearly related? Certainly to the weak bar. I am afraid that

what has weighed most with founders in the past is less the making
of strong castings than the production of satisfactory test bars.

In the United States recently, a committee composed of noted foun-

drymen, after many tests and much labour of a painstaking character,

reported to the American Foundrymen's Association, making certain

recommendations regarding the best forms and sizes of test bars, mode
of casting, and how the tests should be conducted.

The tests are to be made upon bars cast separately. That the

results will be misleading as to the character and quality of the cast-

ings they are supposed to represent, I have no doubt whatever. They
may be true of a casting of similar weight and section—that is, of

another test bar ; they will not be true of a casting perhaps five hundred

times the weight of the test bar, almost certainly cast at a lower tem-

perature, and certainly cooling through a longer period of time.

If the ordinary tests are unreliable what can we use in their place?

There should be greater use made of the "test-to-destruction" of

a certain percentage of the castings indiscriminately chosen from the

day's melt, as is done with car wheels for American railroads. Where
such a test is not possible or would be too costly, then test bars ought

to be cast on the casting itself and not simply run from it. Such test

bars should be cast of a size to allow for machining off and still

be standard sizes as ordinarily used.

By these means a truer indication of the character and qualities of

the casting would be obtained, and substitution of false test bars would

be rendered well-nigh impossible. Such a system of testing would

have the effect of a revolution, and by the demand for a high-class

material there would be forced upon foundrymen generally the abso-

lute necessity on their part of a better knowledge of the metal with

which they work.



THE FACTORY OFFICE.

rrS RELATION TO THE STORES DEPARTMENT AND TO THE SHOPS.

By Kenneth Falconer.

The fundamental conception underlying Mr. Falconer's articles is that the factory office,

completely equipped and properly managed, should itself be a productive department, with

profit-bringing functions extending from the time quotations are obtained for raw material

until the finished product is shipped and bills sent to the customer.

His papers, which will continue throughout two succeeding issues of the Magazine, are

eflFective adjuncts to Mr. Carpenter's most interesting current series. They exhibit the

possibilities of money-saving organisation in the office, as Mr. Carpenter's show the results of

money-making management in the shops.

—

The Editors.

JSTUDY of the relation a factory office should bear

to the other departments of a manufacturing

business will perhaps result in greater benefit if the

nature of factory accounting and the object of a

factory office as distinguished from cost account-

ing and a cost department are first stated.

Factory accounting includes all, but is a much

wider field than that which may be covered by

cost accounting. The ultimate object of both

is, of course, cost reduction, but cost accounting

seeks to enable the management to reduce costs, and is largely

confined to the productive departments, while, in addition to acting

as a thorough and efficient cost department, the factory office should

itself be a strong factor towards cost reduction, by exercising a

close supervision and a partial control over all the departments except

the selling and the financial. A cost department is a clerical recording

instrument—a factory office an executive department; cost account-

ing is a passive influence—factory accounting an active force. An

effective cost system may very properly be operated as a part of the

general office work, but the best results of a system of factory account-

ing can be obtained only when it is under the sole control of a depart-

ment entirely separate and distinct in itself, whose work alone it is.

Even where the accounting department of a factory is entirely

distinct from the commercial office, its scope and usefulness is very

often limited to clerical work, and extends only from the time orders
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for certain specified work or the manufacture of certain articles are

put in hand, until completion or delivery to stock or shipping room.

In other cases, in addition to clerical work and records, the factory

office exercises during this period a greater or lesser control over the

various works or manufactures as regards their claims for priority,

or the relative urgency of their completion. In both cases it is assumed

that during the progress of any work or manufacture any information

regarding it should be instantly available upon application to the

factory office, and on completion of orders their costs should be

promptly made up and forwarded to the head office.

While these comprise a very important part of the proper functions

of a factory office, they are yet only a part ; and, no matter how com-

pletely and accurately done, the factory office whose usefulness is

limited to these bounds is not being operated to its full capacity or

at the highest degree of efficiency possible. Its information and data

should cover all details, both direct and indirect, which in any way
affect any department of the business, excepting only the selling

organization and financial management. Its scope and authority,

instead of being limited to the actual period of manufacture, should

extend from the time a quotation is first sought with a view to estimat-

ing for certain work or for the manufacture of certain goods, until the

work has been completed, or the finished article has left the possession

of the company, whether it was made for an individual customer

or was carried in stock for an indefinite length of time. Its records

and results, instead of being confined to productive operations, should

equally cover all material, equipment, maintenance, and operating ac-

counts, and these to the utmost detail.

To operate a factory office on these lines would necessitate an

efficient and well organized staff, though not necessarily a large one,

and a thorough and complete equipment of modern filing devices and

card indexes. Consideration of the effects in other departments will

show that the increased expense would be more apparent than real

;

practically all the clerical work usually done in stores, shops, stock, or

shipping room would be done in the factory office, thus leaving the

heads of the other departments entirely free to attend to matters more
directly concerning them, and enabling them to dispense with any

purely clerical help they may have employed. The factory office being

especially equipped for work of this nature its staff could handle it to

greater advantage than the employees of any department where it

is necessarily subordinate to work of another kind, and consequently

to some extent, at least, regarded as a side issue.
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All data of prices and quotations, all information regarding prog-

ress, location, and cost of work, all records of part completions and
balance unfinished, of both manufacturing and shipping orders, being

in the one office, it would not be necessary when complete information

regarding the status of an order was required to make inquiries of any

other department. It must be remembered it is not a question of

obtaining full information regarding purchases or other transactions,

bu: rather of the intelligent and systematic recording of such details

in such manner that they may be most easily obtainable when required.

The information itself reaches the company by various channels in the

natural course of business, but its value is often lost owing to neglect

of recording it. The additional expense necessary to keep it in easily

accessible shape is very little, provided the department expected to do

so iS properly equipped for the purpose, and that the employee whose

duly it is has free access to all sources of information.

This question of equipping and maintaining a factory office is the

stumbling block that keeps so many manufacturers from enjoying the

advantages that may be obtained by a thorough system of factory

accounting. If those in control could see that the added expense

would to some extent, at least, result in decreasing the operating

expenses of other departments, if they would realize that the factory

office is nothing more or less than a machine tool, turning out certain

product day by day, and month by month—that in direct proportion to

its efficiency and the promptness with which its results are obtained,

is the value of the product—then they would realize that any facilities

tending to increase the output or lessen the time required to do certain

work are an economy as surely as in the case of a machine tool man-

ufacturing material product. The difficulty of inducing managements

to take this view seems to lie in the fact that the material output of

the shops has a commercial value, while the equally real but less

tangible product of the factory office in the nature of information and

records has a value which cannot be expressed in figures, quoted on

the market or listed as an asset.

Given such a wide field of operations, looked to for accurate data

on so many subjects, and expected to provide and tabulate for the

management such important and diversified information, it follows

that the most efficient organization of a factory office and its oper-

ating along lines to secure the best results is a most serious question

for the management of an industrial concern. More even than in

other departments its cost is a less important question than its

efficiency. Not that I would imply that it need be a costly depart-
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ment, but rather emphasize the fact already stated, that its value

depends entirely on its accuracy and the promptness with which its

work is executed.

One of the most important functions of a factory office is acting as

a bureau of information to the stores department, regarding market

prices, current discounts, and the best sources of supply. In many
cases circumstances are such that the purchasing can be done to great-

est advantage by the store keeper instead of by agency of a distinct

purchasing department. In such cases the factory office should be able

to supply full information on these subjects. It should have accurate

and systematic records of all quotations asked for or received by the

company, and in the case of special goods being required, it is the

factory office that should procure all information concerning them.

To attain these ends it should be furnished a card copy of all

purchase orders issued by the stores, showing the prices and terms

upon which the order has been given. By the use of carbon paper

these cards may be w^ritten simultaneously with the original order.

Until receipt of the goods they are kept by the factory office in a card

index, arranged according to material. A reference to Form No. i

shows that provision has been made for the clerk in charge of this

index to indicate on the card the class of goods, and also the index and

sub-index in which it is to be filed. This information, obtained from

the body of the order, is entered on the card after it has reached the

factory office. A careful use of different colored guide cards to indi-

cate the section, index, and sub-index will result in full information

regarding goods on order being instantly obtainable. In cases where

the entire order cannot be written on a card, a copy of it is supplied,

and the card reads : "As per copy of order herewith." This copy is

then filed away in a guard book, and the page number noted on the

card, which is placed in the index. The substance of any subsequent

correspondence about an order or any promised date of delivery is

noted on these cards, the mail being examined each day for such items.

If quotations received are kept in a card index arranged on similar

lines and with guide cards of colors to correspond, the factory office

will be in a position to keep very close w^atch on the purchasing of

stores. The trays for these indexes should be supplied with locked

rods, permitting free examination, but preventing removal of cards

by any unauthorized party. All invoices (and slips accompanying

goods) received by the stores should be at once sent to the factory

office after the quantities have been found correct. The factory office

checks off on the card copy of order such lines as are received, remov-
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iiig the card when the order is completed, and from this and the

quotation cards checks the price at which the goods are billed. While

the stores should of course have a free hand in the issuing of purchase

orders, yet the source of supply should be chiefly determined, not by

the factory office, but by the information, quotations, and records of

past transactions there found.

As regards goods being manufactured in the shops for stores, the

factory office should have always on hand all data regarding orders for

them, their progress, quantity completed, etc. This can be done to

great advantage by a card index, classified and operated on similar

lines. On the factory office should be the responsibility of having such

goods completed and delivered to stores without delay, also of seeing

that goods ordered from suppliers are promptly forwarded. Failing

receipt in either case within reasonable time, the factory office should

institute inquiries and press for delivery, without waiting until the

stores are completely out of the lines in question, and thus entailing

vexatious and costly delays. In brief, the only transactions stores

department should have with outside parties should be the actual pur-

chasing. Other matters—obtaining quotations, watching the market

for the best opportunity to purchase, inquiring concerning goods or-

dered, &c.—should be attended to by the factory office.

The factory office should keep close watch upon such lines of

material, both purchased and manufactured, as are in most constant

use. While this will be found of great advantage, care must be taken

that the assumption of such duties by the factory office is not taken

as lessening in the smallest degree the responsibility of the store

keeper to keep proper quantities always on hand. The object is to

enable the purchasing of such lines in the most suitable quantities, and

at the best seasons, terms, and prices possible; also that a sufficient

quantity of both rough and finished parts to provide for any probable

demand for standard articles shall be always either on hand or in course

of manufacture. This will necessitate close and accurate records

regarding parts required for orders to assemble finished articles for

stock.

The plan should only be applied to such lines as are known to be in

constant and fairly regular demand. For purchased goods of this

nature a card ruled as Form 2 is provided. The illustration given

assumes that it is desirable to watch closely the quantity on hand,

and the purchasing of certain sizes of steel tubing. On January ist

the approximate quantity in stores is filled in opposite each size, and

the card filed in the factory office in a card cabinet behind a guide card
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bearing date January 8th. The cards filed under current date being ex-

amined each day, it follows that on January 8th the fact that it is

desirable to know the amount on hand of this line of material is auto-

matically brought to attention. The card is sent to the stores depart-

ment, and the approximate quantity in stores again noted in the column

under current date. On its return to the factory office reference to

the records of stores on order, together with the information on t!ie

card, will show if a purchase is advisable. The card is then filed be-

hind a guide card bearing date January 15th. Simple as it is, this plan

systematically followed up is a great assistance to the judicious pur-

chasing of staple articles, and to the carrying on hand of the proper

and most advisable quantity.

For parts for standard articles of manufacture a somewhat sniiilar

card is provided, filed according to class of goods instead of date.

Instead of quantities on hand this is used to keep records of the

quantity of parts, both rough and finished, for which orders to mati-

ufacture are issued, also of the quantities which will be required to

provide for stock orders for assembling the complete article as these

may from time to time be put in hand. It will be seen that this is

very like a stock-ledger account. Instead of the quantity received and

issued it shows on the one hand the quantity the shops have provided,

or are providing, and on the other the quantity the shops have drawn,

or will require to draw, for assembling orders. The excess one way
or another will show either a surplus provision to meet demands or

an excess of demands to be met for assembling orders over the pro-

vision made therefor by orders for the manufacture of the necessary

parts.

A comparison of cards No. 3 and No. 4 will show on the one hand

an instance in which the number of parts ordered by the stores depart-

ment is growing too large, and on the other a case in which a delay in

providing the stock room with the finished article requiring this part

will surely occur. The figures used are purposely made to show ex-

treme cases in order to point out more plainly the risks that can be

averted by the use of this plan, namely, of accumulating too large a

stock of parts, or of failing to provide the quantity needed to antici-

pate demands certain to be made. In the one case stores are loading

up with stuff the demand for which is lessening regularly, and of

which they had more than enough at stock-taking to meet all demands
to date. In the other case the stores department has not attempted

to provide for half the quantity required for assembling orders.

Should the sales room, knowing orders are issued for a further supply



Article No. 627. Pins for 6" Door Butts

Orders
For Manufacture

Orders
Requiring

Orders } Orders
For Manufacture

1
Requiring

Order No.

Inventory
617

927
1154

Quantity Order No.
|
Quantity Order No Quantity Order No. Quantity

300
50
50

50

1024
1938

2954

50
30
20

Form 3. Stores Supply Card.

Stores are accumulating far too large a supply in view of the decreasing demand.

Aiticle No. 627. Pins for 6" Door Butts

Orders
For Manufacture

Orders
Requiring

Orders
For Manufacture

Orders
Requiring

Order No. Quantity Order No. Quantity Order No. Quantity Order No. Quan:

Inventory
617
927

1 154

^ 200
100
100

50

1024
1938

2954
3128

200
100
200
200

Form 4 Stores Supply Card.

Because parts have not been actually withdrawn from stores it is concluded the supply
is ample. No provision is made for demands certain to arise and which are perhaps being
delayed for some good reason and in the belief that when made stores department will be able
to supply them in full, without any delay.
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of the finished article, let their stock run pretty low, one or two sales

might wipe out the available supply, and a long delay result before fur-

ther orders from customers could be filled.

To the shops the factory office stands in a dual position. To each

it should represent all other shops and departments, in so far as cleri-

cal work or records are concerned. To all the shops it should repre-

sent all customers for whom work is being done or goods manu-

factured. It should be able on demand to inform the drawing office,

assembling room, or erecting shops how many of the various parts or

articles about which they may require information are either in stores,

in process of manufacture, or on order for outsiders, as well as the

probable date of completion, or receipt of the latter. It should always

be the source of communication between the superintendent or any of

the shop foremen and a customer. If the shops require details regard-

ing work or manufacture from either the management or a customer,

they should be asked for and reach them through the factory office, and

should either the management or a customer make inquiries regarding

any work in progress they should be addressed to and answered by

the factory office.

The harm done to a manufacturing business by unauthorized

promises of delivery, which invariably result from allowing customers

to make inquiries direct to the foremen of the shops, is in direct propor-

tion to the failure to fulfil such promises. Completion or delivery should

never be promised unless such promises are reasonably sure to be

kept. Once made, however, they should be rigorously adhered to,

even at the cost of having to refuse other work. This policy may
result in the loss of some orders, but the ultimate gain when it is

recognized the business is being conducted on this principle will more
than compensate for any failure to secure orders, or expense, or loss of

a profit resulting. This statement is made altogether as an axiom of

business policy, without regard to the moral side of the question.

As regards work done or material supplied on equipment, ope-

rating, or maintenance accounts—in fact on any internal or work-
ing account of the company save only those purely financial in their na-

ture—the factory office should have as complete, accurate, and detailed

records as they have regarding the manufacture of any article or

execution of any contract for a customer. This result can only be

obtained by enforcing an iron-clad rule that no work shall be done,

expenditure incurred, or material delivered by any shop or department

except upon authority of a written order, which must reach the parties

or shops concerned from or through the factory office.



Editorial Comment

There is a good deal of ignorance It is sometimes curious to observe

regarding the Isthmian Canal yet to be

dispelled. Probably it is too much to

expect the average citizen to make any

intelligent study of the question, or to

have any better foundation for his

position than hearsay, prejudice, or the

dicta of his daily paper. But it is

shocking to be told that the president

of the National Association of Manu-
facturers has taken ' 'the position that

the people really cared but little

whether the Panama or the Nicaragua

route should be chosen, so long as some
decisive action should be taken by Con-

gress which would advance the matter

to the point of actual undertaking of

the construction of an interoceanic

waterway." It seems incredible, but it

is officially announced as his view of

the situation—and it is solely because

it is official, and by implication has the

influence of the Association behind it,

that it is worthy of comment.
It matters but little, then, whether

we choose a practical or an impractica-

ble scheme, if only we choose quickly.

It matters little whether we select a

good and serviceable route or a diffi-

cult and unserviceable one, if only we
"take some decisive action." It mat-
ters little whether the interoceanic

waterway, if completed, will serve the

commerce of the world or be a costly

failure, if only we actually begin its

construction. Look you, what a fine

impatience is here ! Vogue la galore!

Leap before you look ! Wrong or right,

just go ahead ! So shall the wisdom of

the fathers be rewritten ; but, the blind

leading the blind, shall they not both
fall into the Nicaraguan ditch.'

how the use of a term, originally of

reasonable appropriateness, within cer-

tain limitations, will become extended

far beyond its original usage, and often

by default be allowed an altogether

meaningless application.

Thus, for example, the term "horse

power," originally coined by Watt to

enable a public, as yet unfamiliar wnth

any true conception of mechanical en-

ergy, to form some idea of the capacity

of his engines, is now employed to in-

dicate what are in reality nothing more
than certain arbitrary trade sizes. So

far as the steam engine is concerned,

the horse power, while having little or

nothing to do with the power of horses,

does mean a definite number of foot-

pounds exerted in a given time. En-

gines, however, generally include the

use of steam boilers, and hence the

term horse power early became at-

tached to the boiler, and ever since the

beginning of steam engineering there

has been discussion as to the area of

heating surface, grate surface, flue sec-

tion, etc., etc., corresponding to a horse

power, while, strictly speaking, the

term horse power in the sense of foot-

pounds of energy can only be arbitra-

rily used at all in connection with a

steam boiler.

A boiler is primarily an apparatus for

the evaporation of water into steam,

and while the steam is intended gener-

ally for the production of power in an

engine, yet until it is so used, the appa-

ratus in which it is generated cannot be

said to have a horse power at all. A
boiler should really be described by the

weight of water which it is capable of
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converting into steam of a given press-

ure, per unit of time, regardless of the

use to be made of the steam after it is

generated, while the economical per-

formance should be in terms of the fuel

used per unit of water evaporated,

whether the steam is to be used for

power, for heating, or for whatever

purpose.

This term horse power is even ex-

tended to include commercial sizes

of feed-water heaters, stiperheaters,

condensers, and a number of other ap-

pliances, all used in connection with

the conversion of heat into power in a

more or less remote sense. All this is

to be deprecated as tending to con-

fusion between seller and purchaser,

and some basis for such devices should

be made, depending either upon actual

dimensions or, preferably, upon the

number of heat units transmitted.

There is no reason why all such appa-

ratus should not be constructed upon

such a scientific basis, as regards dimen-

sions and approximate performance, as

will enable the real value to be deter-

mined by the test of dimensions, or by
trial, beyond any question or contro-

versy.

Maps are usually fairly well under-

stood, and within reasonable limits

nearly every one is able to draw correct

conclusions as to distance or direction

from the ordinary charts or geographi-

cal maps available for general con-

sultation. When large distances are

under consideration, however, or when
the area under discussion extends be-

yond ordinary limits, there is sometimes
a lack of grasp which permits serious

misapprehension, especially in popular

articles and discussions.

Thus the usual Mercator projection,

in which the world is represented upon
the developed surface of a cylinder,

while reasonably correct so far as the

usual middle latitudes are concerned,

gives.very distorted ideas about routes

and distances when polar regions are

under consideration. In such cases it is

always safe to consult a globe, as the

most reliable source of information,

although a good polar map, when avail-

able, will be found useful.

Thus, by taking a globe, and stretch-

ing a thread from the mouth of the

Columbia river to the port of Manila,

in the Philippines, it will be seen

that the shortest or great-circle route

passes through the Aleutian Islands,

and close to the Japanese coast, leaving

the Hawaiian islands far to the south.

The importance of Dutch Harbor, as

compared with Honolulu, is thus clearly

seen, and the advantages of the north-

ern route, with its short stretches and
important commercial connections for

a Pacific cable, are apparent. These
features are especially interesting in

connection with the leading article of

the present issue, and an examination

of a globe will make the importance

of the Alaskan coal deposits much more
readily realized.

:{: H< :fe

The visit of an earnest British econ-

omist and student of industry to this

country, to prepare for an extended

tour of inspection by two considerable

parties representing British industrial

interests, is significant of an aspect of

British character which is too little ap-

preciated by American competitors.

Britain is slow to waken, but thorough

when aroused. There is now working

in British engineering plants a spirit

and a movement of reorganization and

re-equipment which is splendid in its

courage and startling in its activity.

The great technical schools at Man-

chester, Birmingham, and Sheffield are

crowded to doiible their capacity with

students—not dilettanti, but working

lads, eager even after a day's work in

the shops to spend the evening learning

the principles of their trade. England

is being modernized. Let no over-

confidence lead American manufactur-

ers to belittle her future importance as

an industrial rival.



S[ Reviewofik^ British Press

Problems of Electric Railways.

The success of the electric tramway in

many parts of the world has led to the ac^.

live discussion of the possibility of the re-

placement of steam by electric power for

main line railways, and in view of the dif-

ferent conditions involved, the paper of

Messrs. Swinburne and Cooper, recently

presented before the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers is opportune.

As a matter of fact most of our experi-

ence in electric traction has been derived

from the equipment and operation of com-

paratively short lines, mainly urban, in

which the operative conditions are peculiar,

and form no correct basis for the discussion

of the equipment of main railway lines. The
electric railway may and probably will come,

but it will not be a sort of glorified tram-

way, with single, or perhaps double cars

running at frequent intervals, or at sight.

The problem is a different one, and should

be considered on its merits.

One of the characteristic features of the

urban line is the extremely varying load,

involving the necessity for providing for

temporary increase in capacity for certain

hours. Besides this the frequent number of

stops renders the question of acceleration

and retardation a matter of much import-

ance.

Regarded from the commercial side, the

great cost of the permanent way and equip-

ment of urban lines, renders the operative

cost a smaller proportion of the total than

is the case in main lines, and hence the

greater electrical cost of rapid operation is

still profitable. These questions of speed,

acceleration, and retardation are examined
in detail in the paper, with diagrams show-
ing their relative importance and influence

upon the entire operation of an urban elec-

tric railway.

Taking up the question of electrical pres-

sure, and character of system, the advan-

tages of high pressures are emphasized. The
usual tramway pressure of 500 volts has the

advantage of being safe, but it is more ex-

pensive than a higher pressure. So far as

the element of danger is concerned, how-
ever, it can be provided for. We do not

prohibit the use of locomotives because

men are sometimes run over; people have
learned to understand that and keep out of

the way. In similar manner people will

learn to keep away from electric wires, and
such danger should not militate against the

use of economical pressures, such as 2,000

volts. Examining the constant-pressure

system used on urban tramways, it is clearly

shown that, in some one of its improved
forms, preferably the series constant current

system, this is most suitable for such ser-

vice.

Passing to main lines, the problem is seen
to be radically different. Both goods and
mineral traffic are to be dealt with, as well

as passengers, these involving widely differ-

ent speeds. Facilities for shunting have al-

so to be provided, and sidings would intro-

duce great complications, rendering it prob-

ably more economical to operate them by
steam, or by accumulator locomotives than

to include them in the main-line network.

Considering the financial side of main-
line traction, it appears that the capital ex-

penditure on existing British railways is

less than one-tenth of that required for the

construction of the Central London Railway
per mile, so that the capital account be-

comes of far greater relative importance.

In considering the traffic which passes

over a main line, it appears at once that it

is very much smaller per mile of route than

on urban lines. That is, the main lines are

not worked to their full capacity as urban
lines are, and cannot create traffic to the

same extent. Hence the great capital out-

lay must be borne by a far less intensified

system of operation. A comparison of oper-

ative costs shows that there is not a great

opportunity for saving in electric operation

over steam, although it is probable that

some minor economies might be efTected.
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So far as increase in traffic is concerned,

such an increase would probably result on

the suburban portions of a main-line system,

but it does not follow that there would be

a large increase on main lines proper. The

success of electric traction on main lines

must therefore depend largely on a reduc-

tion of running cost. In other words, the

question of all-over efficiency of distribu-

tion is much more important on main than

on urban lines. It is wholly a financial ques-

tion, and it follows that neglecting any in-

crease in traffic, the reduction in running

costs must be enough to pay for the extra

capital. It is too often assumed that elec-

tric traction on main lines is necessarily

advantageous, but such is not the case.

Of course it is imperative, in the first in-

stance, that the traffic should be above a

certain figure, otherwise the running costs

will be increased rather than diminished.

The paper contains an interesting analy-

sis of the relative suitability of various

systems for main line traction, showing the

advantages of the constant-current system.

Alternating and three-phase currents are

both considered unsuitable, being ill-adapted

for the varying speeds and controls. Alto-

gether it appears that the main-line prob-

lem is not yet ready for serious treatment,

but that when it does come up it must be

entirely upon its own requirements and con-

ditions, and not as a development of pres-

ent tramway methods.

Improvements in Passenger Steamers.

In the pressure of competition for passen

ger traffic on ocean steamers various lines

of improvement have been followed, mclud-

ing not only higher speed, but also larger

and more convenient rooms, saloons, smok-

ing rooms, libraries, together with hand-

somer and more artistic decorations. To
these have been added improved service,

music, elaborate cooking, and all that can be

supposed to attract the better paying class

of patronage.

In this progress it has become apparent

that British steamers have been surpassed

by the German and French Atlantic liners,

with the result that by far the larger num-
ber of passengers now crossing the Atlantic

use the French and German lines, and a

comparatively small proportion patronize the

English boats. It was to investigate the

causes of this action that a paper was pre-

sented before the North-East Coast Insti-

tution of Engineers and Shipbuilders re-

cently by Mr. C. James, and his paper forms

very interesting reading.

Mr. James first takes up the historical

side of the question, showing how in the

earlier steamers the first-class cabins were

generally placed aft, the saloon being in the

center, with the state rooms next to the

ship's sides, and leading directly off the

saloon. This plan was objectionable for

many reasons, and gave way to the use of

short alleyways between the rooms, giving

entrance apart from the saloon or corridor.

In the larger vessels, constructed with

this arrangement the rooms are arranged

in blocks of four, the inner rooms depend-

ing for light and ventilation upon hipped

skylights fitted in the sides of the deck

houses and casings. These inner rooms

have never been popular, and are poorly

lighted and ventilated.

In considering the various methods by
which accommodations on passenger

steamers may be rendered more comfort-

able and attractive Mr. James rightly be-

lieves that first attention should be given

to the state rooms. Frequently too much
attention is given to the arrangement of the

saloons, smoke room, social halls, library,

etc., and excessive expenditure lavished on

their furnishings and decorations, it has

been advanced that this might with advan-

tage be curtailed, and the money be more

usefully and effectively spent on the state

rooms, the absurdity of luxuriating in a

palatial saloon during the day only to retire

to a cramped up, dark and indifferently ven-

tilated state room at night being only too

apparent. Besides this, passengers in the

throes of mal-de-mer have perforce to spend

more of their time in their cabins than in the

saloons, and high art decorations, though

possibly things of beauty, yield but little joy

or comfort to the seasick passenger.

As a result of practical experience in

steamship equipment Mr. James makes some

eminently sensible suggestions. Primarily

these depend upon greater liberality of

space. A moderate increase in height be-

tween decks adds enormously to the comfort

of passengers, and the addition of a foot or

two to the length renders the berths much
more comodious. Larger wardrobes should
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be fitted than are usually given, and the up-

holstery should be portable and not covered

with velvet or plush, the idea being to re-

move everything which could add to stiff-

ness or the accumulation of dust.

The Bibby arrangement of "tandem"

state rooms is commended, this giving the

inner rooms an ell , extending to the side

of the ship and providing access to a port,

this rendering them more desirable than the

outer rooms. State rooms fitted on the

sides of the deck houses are also in much
demand, and are most comfortable and

convenient, especially in hot climates.

Altogether Mr. James believes that the

superior attractions of the Continental lines

may be met, not by the use of elaborate

decorations and extravagant upholstery, but

by liberality in the allotment of space, and

by the most judicious use of that space for

the real comfort and convenience of travel-

lers, and in that view of the situation he will

undoubtedly be joined by many travellers

who cross the ocean frequently enough to

prefer comfort to display.

The Magnetic Properties of Iron.

With the development of electric ma-

chinery it has become most necessary to ob-

tain as full information as possible con-

cerning the magnetic and electrical prop-

erties of the materials employed in con

struction, and among these materials iron

and its alloys play very important parts.

For a number of years an important se-

ries of researches has been conducted by

Professor W. F. Barrett, and Mr. W.
Brown, in connection with Mr. R. A. Had-
field, the well known steel manufacturer,

and now we have a very interesting account

of these investigations in the form of a

paper presented before the Institution of

Electrical Engineers by Messrs. Barrett and

Brown.

In all no specimens were tested, these

being divided into three classes, containing

respectively one, two and three or more
other elements alloyed with the iron. The
specimens were selected from a large num-
ber as complymg with the requirements as

to uniformity and soundness. The test

pieces were rolled into rods of circular

cross section, half a centimetre in diameter

and 106 centimetres long, and were tested

for conductivity and magnetic permeability

in the ordinary rolled, or unannealed con-

dition, after which they were very carefully

annealed and then thoroughly tested again

for conductivity as well as for their various

magnetic properties.

In the paper itself the results are given in

detail, both in tabular form and in curves,

and these must be consulted for complete

information. Some of the special conclu-

sions drawn by Professor Barrett, however,

may be given here, as indicating the char-

acter and value of the work.

So far as conductivity is concerned, it

appears that the conductivity of iron is in

all cases diminished by alloying it with an-

other metal, even though that metal be it-

self a better conductor than iron, except

perhaps in the case of an alloy of iron and

copper, in which the conductivity remained

practically unchanged. The production of

increased resistance in an alloy appears to

have no connection with the conductivity

of the constituents of the alloy, certainly it

is not due to the greater specific resistance

of the added metal.

Among the alloys of commercial value at-

tention is called to the alloy of 25 per cent.

of nickel and 5 per cent, of manganese,

which has a specific resistance of 97.5 micr-

ohms and a comparatively low temperature

coefficient. This is especially applicable

for the construction of artificial resistances,

and in this respect it resembles the alloy

containing 15 per cent, of nickel and 5 per

cent, of manganese, already known under

the names of rheostene and resista, and

used by various makers.

In examining the specific resistances of

various alloys of iron Professor Barrett

notices the interesting fact that the specific

resistance follows the same order of in-

crease as the specific heats of the various

elements, and that the atomic weight ap-

pears to decrease as the resistance of the

alloy increases. This correspondence ap-

pears to be more than a chance coinci-

dence, and may throw some light on the

obscure question as to what determines the

remarkable increase of resistance in a good

conductor, like aluminum, when it is al-

loyed with iron.

The effect of heat treatment is important

in connection with the electric and magnetic

properties of iron alloys. Annealing is

found in all cases to diminish the specific
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resistance of the alloys; and the effect

varies somewhat in accordance with the

degree of rapidity of cooling.

As might have been expected, the alloys

of iron and nickel exhibited very interest-

ing magnetic properties, as did also the

iron manganese carbon alloys, while the

already observed effect of tungsten in im-

parting to steel a high remanence and coer-

citive force was fully confirmed. Steel for

permanent magnets should contain from 5

to 7 per cent, of tungsten.

Among the experiments may be noted

especially the valuable alloys of iron with

silicon and with aluminum. Thus the sili-

con iron alloy containing 2^^ per cent, of

silicon gives as good results as regards

low hysteresis and high permeability as

the best Swedish charcoal iron.

In the light of the authoritative and ex-

haustive investigations it should be prac-

ticable for builders of electrical machinery

to secure as reliable information concern-

ing the electrical and magnetic qualities of

their materials as they have already pos-

sessed as to their strength and elasticity.

There is little doubt that m future records

of materials of construction their electrical

and magnetic properties will be included as

a matter of course in connection with the

results of other physical tests, as being of

equal practical value and importance.

Workshop Records.

Works management, and the problems

growing out of it continue to attract inter-

ested attention, and among the recent con-

tributions to this department of engineering

practice we note the paper of Mr. George
Parker, recently presented before the

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers

and Shipbuilders, discussing the existing

methods of workshop records, with special

reference to the use of cards and files in-

stead of books.

After calling attention to the fact that

the conservatism of British firms has led

them to proceed very slowly in the adoption
of the more modern methods of shop ac-

counting and cost keeping, Mr. Parker pro-

ceeds to examine the subject at length.

So long as a firm continues to make large

profits the need of efficient workshop rec-

ords does not come acutely home, but as

soon as competition begins to tell, and

these profits decrease and perhaps disap-

pear altogether, the question naturally

arises: How and where, if possible, can the

cost of production be reduced? This ques-

tion, a thoroughly efficient system of work-

shop records alone can satisfactorily answer.

A system of workshop records should

have three objective points in view, viz.:

—

(i) The tracking of the state of progress

and cost of products through the factory;

(2) The lessening of the costs of pro-

duction ; and

(3) The determination of a price at

which the factory products may safely be

offered on the market

;

And in order that these may be accurate-

ly arrived at the following records must

be kept :

—

(1) Records of orders for work to be

done;

(2) Records of labour or work done;

(3) Records of material, raw, in prog-

ress, and finished ; and

(4) Records of establishment charges.

Each of these latter groups of records

Mr. Parker examines in detail, showing

their relative importance, and the most sat-

isfactory manner in which they may be exe-

cuted.

The records of orders, under the older

methods were kept in a number of books,

accessible only to the manager and his

clerk, but under the more modern system

all these records are kept on cards, which

are filed systematically in such a manner
that they may be collected with the other

records when the work is completed. La-

bour records formerly kept by the cum-

brous system of time checks, are now kept

partly by machinery, as regards the time of

arrival at and departure from work, and

partly by job order or piece order cards,

following the work through the shop and

forming, when complete, a portion of the

whole records of the work.

Records of material involve the keeping

of a rough store and a finished store, dis-

tinct accounts being kept with each of these

exactly as if they were independent estab-

lishments from which material was being

bought and to which finished goods were

being sold except that the records are kept

in terms of quantity instead of price.

The question of establishment charges is

one concerning which much has been writ-
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ten and in which there is a great variety

of practice. The old method of charging

everything which could not be charged di-

rectly to orders to an establishment charges

account, and then dividing this up among

all the productive orders according to some

percentage system is now replaced, in many
works, by a list of different headings under

which everything is charged that can prop-

erly be separated as belonging to different

orders.

There are, however, many other items

coming under the heading of establish-

ment charges which are only obtainable

from the commercial books, such as rent,

rates, taxes, office expenses, etc. ; or ar-

rived at in an arbitrary manner, like de-

preciation. In some businesses it is also

advisable to keep the selling expenses en-

tirely separate from the working expenses,

especially where a firm manufactures large-

ly for stock and is in fact a dealer in, as

well as a manufacturer of. its products.

The subject of depreciation is so impor-

tant that it would require a separate paper

of itself in order that full justice should

be done to it; for on the manner in which

it is treated very often depends the suc-

cess or failure of a business. All firms

recognise that depreciation must be pro-

vided for, but very few agree as to the

amount which is necessary to cover it, or

as to the manner in which it is to be com-
puted.

Taking into account all the various de-

tails of establishment charges there is no

reason why the question of oncost should

not be charged in an equitable manner to

the product at each stage of its manufac-

ture. There are many different methods
of determining oncost, but they all belong

to one or other of three classes.

I.—By a percentage on direct or produc-

tive labour, based on past or current rec-

ords.

This is the method in most general use

in this country, although owing to its over-

burdening highly-paid skilled labour and
under-burdening cheap unskilled labour it

gives in many cases far from reliable re-

sults. This disability may be somewhat
minimised by adopting a different percent-

age for each class of work.
2.—By an hour rate based on the average

number of hours of productive labour.

This is the method usually adopted in

America, and except in shops where there

is a great diversity in the size and cost of

individual tools it will be found to give

very reliable results, the loss incurred on

cheap labour as in the "percentage method"

not having to be made good at the expense

of work requiring dearer labour but less

time. Some accountants and managers rec-

ommend that this rate should be recalcu-

lated every month, but this will generally be

found to give more trouble than it is worth.

Probably the best method of varying this

rate is by a sliding scale based on the aver-

age number of men in productive work.

This plan is used in several American

shops, the foreman's time-stamp being util-

ised to stamp the job cards with the num-
ber of men in productive work each day.

3.—By a machine hour rate, supplement-

ed by an overhead hour rate for those

charges which it is impossible to allocate

to the machines.

This is far and away the most scientific

method, for it enables the machinery used

to be taken into account in costing worK,

and this is a most important advantage,

especially now that machinery is becoming

to be more and more used in every branch

of industry. Many will object to this meth-

od as involving too many complications,

and except in shops where there are both

very large and very small machines it may
hardly repay the trouble of installing it, al-

though on the other hand the information

afforded will be an undoubted advantage.

The Protection of Workmen.

With the increasing u?e of machinery in

all departments of industry, and the em-

ployment of less skilled operatives in at-

tendance it has become more and more

important that the probability of accidents

shall be reduced to a minimum. In this

connection the papers presented at a recent

meeting of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers are of interest, and treating of a

common subject in general, they may well

be noticed together. The papers referred

to are those of Mr. W. H. Johnson, on the

guarding of machine tools ; of Mr. Henry

D. Marshall, on the fencing of steam and

gas engines ; of Mr. Henry C. Walker, on

the protection of lift shafts ; and of Mr.

bamuel R. Piatt, on textile machinery.
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The conditions of a perfect guard are

enumerated by Mr. Johnson as follows:

1st. It must fence the tool efficiently; in

other words, it must protect workmen from

all dangerous moving parts of the machine,

and thus satisfy the factory inspector.

2nd. If possible it must be attached to or

near the tool, as if loose a careless work-

man will remove it and not replace it, so

that it ceases to act as a guard.

3rd. At the same time it must be so

constructed that a workman can move it

on one side to oil the machine, adjust a

belt or change wheels and bring it back

into position with a minimum of time and

trouble.

4th. While sufficiently strong it must

not be heavy or clumsy.

5th. The guard must not prevent the

operator seeing through it unless it is in-

tended to act as a cover to keep chips of

metal out.

In examining detailed examples of guards

for different kinds of tools, Mr. Johnson

naturally calls attention first to the housing

of gear wheels, this protection now being

generally provided by the builders. Small

gear trains may readily be housed with cast-

iron covers, but for large gears light and

effective coverings may be made of plan-

ished sheet iron. In most other cases the

dangerous parts of machine tools are best

guarded by frameworks of wire netting,

but such nettings should be constructed

in accordance with the experience of the

users of the tools, and not left to the un-

trained judgment of the wire worker. In

regards to the protection of circular saws
shown by Mr. Johnson, it appears to guard
as well as practicable against the accidental

cutting of the workman, but it should be

remembered that a very frequent cause of

serious accidents with circular saws is that

of the catching of pieces of wood in the

teeth of the saw just as the cut is fin-

ished, the loose block in such cases being

thrown violently back over the saw against

the operative, striking him in the head,

often with fatal consequences. A heavy
plank, hinged from the ceiling and hanging
low enough to protect the man without ob-

structing his vision of the work, forms an
effective guard.

The guarding of steam and gas engines,

discussed by Mr. Marshall, is one which

has been considered for a long time, and

in well appointed establishments is gen-

erally well effected. Engine rooms should

be so arranged that no operatives need pass

into or through them, so that the chief

protection needed is that for the actual at-

tendants. Apart from the provision of a

rail or screen about the crank and connect-

ing rod, the principal points requiring atten-

tion are the provision for lubricating the

moving parts, and the arrangement of suit-

able safety starting gear. Mention should

have been made ot the high degree of safety

attained by the various forms of enclosed

engine, such as the Willans & Robinson,

the Westinghouse, and others, no moving

parts appearing except the fly wheel and

belt pulley, and all lubrication being ef-

fected automatically. This form of design

is also well adapted to ^qs engines.

Accidents with lifts are usually due to

leaving the doors open or by starting the

car while people are entering or leaving,

and hence nearly all safety appliances in-

volve some interlocking device by which

the door cannot be opened except when the

car is at its exact level, and by which the

car cannot be started until the door is

closed. To these may be added the various

forms of automatic platform gates, which

close the shaft at every floor except during

the passage of the car, these effectually pre-

venting a fall of more than one floor in any

case. Accidents with lifts are exceedinglj

few, and with reasonable care may be

guarded against very successfully.

Textile machinery contains numerous op-

portunities for possible accidents, but pre-

sent designs include good protection against

injury to the attendants.

It has been found by experience that the

operatives themselves are not favourable

to the use of guards over the moving parts

of machines, and hence it is necessary to

construct the shields so that they cannot

be readily removed. Indeed the introduc-

tion of fully guarded machinery does not

altogether meet with the approbation of

mill-owners, as so much guarding involves

additions to the cost of the plant without

increasing the efficiency of the machinery.

The liability of employers in case of acci-

dent from imperfectly protected machinery,

however, renders neglect in this respect an

expensive matter in case of injury.
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Maritime Aeronautics.

The subject of aeronautics continues to

©ccupy the attention of engineers, especially

in France as is indicated by the various

articles in the technical journals and trans-

actions of societies. The eminently practical

nature of such papers shows that the matter

is being considered in the same manner as

any other mechanical problem, with a view

to its working utility as soon as practicable.

We notice especially a paper presented be-

fore the Societe des ingenieurs Civils de

France by M. E. Surcouf, upon maritime

aeronautics, and also a general review of the

recent progress of aeronautics, by M. G.

Espitallier in Le Genie Civil.

The practical nature of the present inves-

tigations is shown by the modifications

which have been made in the problem over

the efforts of earlier experimenters. For-

merly the idea of the early aeronauts was
to see how high they could go, and visions

of balloons far aloft, sailing from one dis-

tant point to another, filled the minds of in-

ventors. Now it is recognized that the real

advantage of aerial navigation lies mainly in

the avoidance of terrestrial irregularities,

and that in most cases it is only desirable to

ascend high enough to obtain a clear path.

Indeed some sort of communication with

the surface is found very desirable, especial-

ly in the efforts to secure dirigibility and

stability.

Apart from the great question of sup-

porting sufficient motive power to progress

against the wind, the two great problems

in practical aeronautics are those of securing

definite stability, and of controlling the di-

rection of navigation.

One of the greatest obstacles to stability

lies in the shifting of the centre of pressure

in a balloon which is partially filled with

gas. If the bag is not fully inflated the

slightest variation of position, especially in

the modern cigar-shaped balloon, causes a

change in the position of the mass of gas,

and the consequent shifting of the centre of

pressure. This difficulty has been largely

obviated by the use of the so-called internal

"ballonet," which, being inflated with air,

keeps the outer balloon distended and taut

when a portion of the gas has been dis-

charged. This device, due to Dupuy de
Lome, has done much to improve the sta-

bility. The experiments of Renard have also

shown that the stability may be increased by
making the greatest diameter of the balloon

one-fourth of its length distant from the

forward end.

The greatest aid to stability, however, is

the guide rope, first practically employed
by the English aeronaut Green. This has

been employed to advantage by Santos-

Dumont, and was the principal reliance of

the ill-fated Andree and his companions.

Naturally any device of this sort is im-

peded in its usefulness by the irregularities

of the earth's surface, but in a modified

form it has been found most serviceable

over bodies of water. As M. Surcouf points

out, aerial navigation over water, or mari-

time ballooning as it may be termed, pos-

sesses numerous advantages, which he ex-

amines at length.

Maritime ballooning was first investigated

scientifically by Herve who, in 1885, studied

the effects of moderate floating resistances,

and made a number of experiments over the

lake of Geneva. In subsequent investiga-

tions Herve has elaborated this idea, until

at the present time he has developed what
may be termed a system of maritime bal-

looning of much interest.

Herve found that a single guide rope, or

trailer, while adding materially to the sta-

bility, did not fully meet the requirements,

and for ballooning over bodies of water, he
conceived the idea that the presence of the

water might be made a very efficient aid in

the management of the balloon. His method
consists in the use of two trailers, one, pro-

vided with a form of sea-anchor or bucket,

trailing out behind the path of the balloon

at a low angle, about 22° from the horizon-

271
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tal; ihe other hanging as nearly vertical as

can be practically accomplished. The two

trailers thus form a sort of triangular frame

with the surface of the water, the balloon be-

ing attached to the upper acute angle. The

second trailer, instead of carrying a drag

anchor, is provided with an articulated float,

consisting of a number of blocks of wood

in the form of a sort of chain which will

float upon the surface of the water, or which

may be partially or wholly lifted into the

air.

This combination provides a means of

correcting for several varying conditions

otherwise most difficult to control. The

drag rope and bucket maintains the car of

the balloon in a stable position, and effectu-

ally prevents the dangerous oscillations oth-

erwise caused by every puff of wind. The

second, or equilibrium rope adds to the

steadying effect, and also provides the long

sought compensation for variations in

weight.

The great variables in ballooning art

snow, hoar frost, and rain. On a large bal-

loon, such as the "Mediterranean" a heavy

rain may increase the weight more than

200 kilogrammes, while a rapid evaporation

may produce an equal negative effect. Simi

lar effects are produced by snow and frost,

and these have always been difficult to pro-

vide against. The equilibrium float furnishes

a means of varying the ballast, since the

very considerable weight of the float may all

be thrown upon the balloon simply by lift-

ing it from the surface of the water, while

the contrary effect may be produced to any

degree by permitting a portion or the whole

of it to rest upon the water. By drawing

the equilibrium float from the water, the

balloon may be caused to descend so that a

boat may be lowered or a vessel boarded,

after which the float may be lowered and

the balloon permitted to ascend.

The use of the triangular system of guide

ropes adds to the stability to such a degree

that serious attempts may be made to util-

ise the action of the wind as a propulsive

force, their influence being similar to the

keel or centre-board of a yacht. This ac-

tion is greatly assisted by the substitution

of a special form of drag to the guide rope,

instead of the simple bucket. By employ-

ing a drag composed of a number of long

plane or ctirved surfaces attached to two

guide ropes, the desired steering capacity

is effectively provided, and thus the bal-

loon over the sea is equipped with all the

elements for successful sailing.

M. Surcouf discusses the applications of

these appliances both to spherical balloons

and also to the constructions of M. Santos

Dumont, and describes at length the very

interesting experiments of M. Herve, the

whole forming a valuable contribution to

the increasing literature of modern aero-

nautics.

Experiments With Electric Boats.

The trials which have hitherto been made
of electrically propelled launches and boats

have generally not been in such a shape as to

render them comparable with tests of other

vessels, and hence the trials discussed in a

recent article by Professor Oswald Flamm,
and published in Schiffbau, demand notice

and comment.

It was intended to make extended trials

of an electric boat of i6 metres length in

order to obtain data as to speed and power-

ing, and before proceeding with the con-

struction two models, one-tenth of the size

of the completed boat were prepared, and

given thorough trials in the testing tank

of the North German Lloyds at Bremer-

haven to determine their resistance and be-

haviour at various speeds. Professor Flairun

gives the results of these tank trials at some

length, analysing the resistances so far as

their separation into wave-making and fric-

tional resistance is concerned and showing

the effect of the modifications in the lines

of the model. Some very interesting photo-

graphs show the influence of speed and

form upon the waves made by the models

when under trial in the testing tank.

The results of the trials was the adoption

of a model slightly differing from either

as the form of the boat actually constructed

and hence the result of the actual tests are

not as strictly comparable with the model

experiments as would have been the case had

the lines of either model been followed ab-

solutely.

The completed boat was i6 metres long,

2.50 metres in width, and 0.80 metre depth

amidships, with a displacement of 17.20 cu-

bic metres.

The weight of the motor, accumulator,

switches, and conductors made 11,049 kilo-
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grammes, or for 60 h. p., about 185 kilo-

grammes per motor horse power. This is so

greatly in excess of that required for steam

or internal-combustion motors as to call in-

stant attention to the field for improvement

in the reduction of weight.

The trials of the boat, in which the speed

was determined by the corrected readings

of several mechanical logs, are given both in

tabular form, and as curves, and may be

compared to advantage with the records of

the tank trials, although, as before noted,

the modifications in the model render pre-

cise comparison impracticable.

At a speed of 10 knots the power required

was 59.30 h. p., at 7.70 knots, 18.10 h. p.,

and at 4.90 knots, 5.30 h. p. At the speed

of 10 knots the radius of action was 30 sea

miles, while at 4.90 knots this was extended

to 220 sea miles.

Further trials are to be made, but with

the data and results already given by Pro-

fessor Flamm much valuable information as

to capacity and cost of electrically propelled

boats is given.

The Strength of Spherical Lids.

Some time age we noticed the exhaustive

experiments carried on by Professor Bach

at Stuttgart, upon the deflection and re-

sistance of flat lids on cylinders subjected

to internal pressure. He has now extended

these experiments to include hemispheri-

cal concave lids, and in view of the ex-

tensive use of similar constrbctions in ac-

tual work, his researches possess much
practical value.

From a detailed account in the Zeit-

schrift des Vereines Deutschcr Ingenieure

we make a brief abstract of the account of

the experiments, referring the interested

reader to the original for fuller details.

As in the case of flat lids, the important

information desired in practical service re-

lates rather to the deflection, or gradual

yielding, than to the ultimate resistance

to rupture, and hence the apparatus was
arranged to furnish quantitative measure-

ments of the yielding at various portions

of the surface under different pressures.

The head under test was riveted into a

short and heavy cylinder, closed at the

bottom, and arranged so that it could be

completely filled with water, and subjected

to internal hydraulic pressure. Over the

top of the cylinder was placed a rigid frame

work pierced with holes through which a

number of gauge rods passed, resting freely

on the surface of the lid under test. The
lops of these rods were all brought to a

level before the pressure was applied, and
subsequent micrometer measurements
showed very precisely the changes occurring

at various places on the head.

The experiments were made with heads
of copper and also of low steel, 700 mm. in

diameter, the tests being made with hy-

draulic pressures up to 70 atmospheres, or

about 1,000 pounds per square inch. The
results are plotted in the form of curves,

and also reduced to tables, and in general

they show that there is very little yielding

over the entire surface, until at some lim-

ited area there is a sudden reversal of

curvature, after which the head becomes en-

tirely reversed as the pressure is increased..

The especial designs under test were in-

tended for the double bottoms of brewery

kettles, in which steam is admitted in the

space between the two bottoms to heat the

liquid. For this purpose it is necessary that

the joint should be properly designed, so

that the action of the pressure upon the

material in actual service shall not be dif-

ferent from that obtaining when under

test. Details of suitable joints are given

by Professor Bach, and the whole subject

is treated in an eminently practical man-
ner.

In thus conducting laboratory tests so

as to provide accurate quantitative results

upon constructions used in actual prac-

tice Professor Bach has set an admirable

example for work in mechanical laboratories

elsewhere, and a study of his methods will

be found valuable to instructors and prac-

ticing engineers alike.

Travelling Sidewalks.

Those who observed the very satisfac-

tory operation of the overhead travelling

sidewalk at the Paris Exposition of 1900

have doubtless wondered that some perma-

nent installation of such a convenient sys-

tem of transport has not been made since

that time. Naturally such a system does

not equal in speed the fast-running elec-

tric street railway cars, but the carrying

capacity of the travelling sidewalk is im-

mense, and the time saved by the fact that
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no waiting is required largely makes up for

the slower running speed. Especially does

the continuous movement render the sys-

tem applicable to the relief of the conges-

tion at certain centres of traffic, where the

main demand is for the transport of great

numbers of people, during rush hours of

the day, through comparatively short but

contracted thoroughfares.

Several years ago an interesting histori-

cal paper upon the subject was read before

the Societe des Ingenieurs Civils de

France by M. Armengaud, Jeune, discus-

sing the earlier devices, and describing in

detail the travelling sidewalk of the expo-

sition, and now we have a paper before the

same society, by M. D. A. Casalonga, em-

phasising the advantages of the traveling

platform, and submitting a plan for such a

structure running from the Place de la

Concorde to the Place de la Bastille, fol-

lowing the lines of the Grands Boulevards

and running in a subway beneath the

streets.

The installation of the travelling plat-

form at the exposition of 1900 was over-

head, and was 3.4 kilometres in length

(2.11 miles), while the plan of M. Cas-

alonga contemplates the distance from the

Place de la Concorde to the Bastille and

return, making a loop at each end, with a

total length of about 10 kilometres, (6.21

miles), the platform running entirely in a

subway.

In its general construction the platform

suggested by M. Casalonga does not differ

materially from that of MM. Blot, Guyenet

and de Mocomble at the exposition, except

that he proposes to use three moving plat-

forms in addition to the stationary one,

thus obtaining speeds of 4, 8, and 12 kilo-

metres per hour, while he states that with

four platforms a maximum speed of 22

kilometres may be conveniently attained,

or about 13H miles. Instead of arranging

the platform as a circuit of a given area,

moving continually in one direction, the pro-

posed scheme involves a double platform,

forming really one continuous structure,

running under the so-called Grands Boul-

evards in both directions, there being loops

at the Place de la Concorde and at the

Bastille, as already mentioned. By pro-

viding cross-overs at the various stations

it would be possible for a passenger to

travel in either direction for any desired

distance and then leave the platform for

the returning side. The plan involves a

double tunnel of rectangular section, as

near the surface as possible, in order to

avoid unnecessary stair climbing, and the

details appear to be very well worked out.

Whether this ambitious scheme is car-

ried out or not, it calls renewed attention

to the capacity and capabilities of the trav-

elling sidewalk as a means of conveyance.

Even without resorting to such an exten-

sive application, there are numerous loca-

tions in which it might be installed to great

advantage. Its chief value appears in the

continuous manner in which it acts.

Crowds are mainly caused by the inter-

mittent nature of other methods of trans-

port, and in the hurried morning and even-

ing hours the closest practicable headway

of trains or trams leaves intervals for

crowds to form and become difficult to

handle. The continuous travelling plat-

form takes the stream of people as they

arrive, thus preventing most effectually any

accumulation, and this is the main secret

of its applicability. Among the locations

where such a system might be readily and

conveniently applied are the platforms of

railway stations, long piers at steamship

landings, and especially the crowded side-

walks of certain bridges. Thus the trav-

elling platform has been suggested as a

means of relieving the congestion of the

Brooklyn Bridge, New York, for which it

appears to be eminently adapted, and in-

deed there is every reason why the installa-

tion of such sidewalks should be contem-

plated in the construction of all such large

and important bridges, even if they are not

necessary at first, since the subsequent

work might be readily done at a later date

if provision were made in the original de-

sign.

The travelling platform appears to be

the logical evolution of efforts to provide

for continually increasing traffic. When
the separate train or tram service is first

installed the trips are few and far between

;

as the numbers of passengers increase, the

headway is reduced and the cars follow

each other closer and closer ; so that the

introduction of the moving platform is

really the merging of separate trains into

one great train, covering the entire road-
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way, and rendered capable of ascent or

descent without interruption of motion.

It was Pascal who first defined a river as

a travelling highway, and possibly the flow

of the river may be repeated in the me-

chanical stream of the travelling roadway

as the solution of a problem in transport

which has become perplexingly difKcuIt in

many places.

High Pressure Centrifugal Pumps.

The application of centrifugal force for

the impelling of gases and liquids has re-

sulted in the production of some very ingen-

ious devices, of which the most important

are fans and numps. As ordinarily con-

structed, however, such apparatus is lim-

ited, especially as regards the pressures

against which it can be operated. Fans are

therefore usually employed for moving large

volumes of air at comparatively low pres-

sures, generally below 24 inches of water,

while centrifugal pumps rarely are required

to force water against more than 50 feet

head.

In a recent paper published in Le Genie

Civil, M. Rateau, well known for his expe-

rience in this class of machinery, discusses

the conditions which will enable such ma-

chines to act against much higher pressures

than hitherto, and as the matter is one of

more than ordinary interest, some abstract

of his results is here given.

There are two methods of enabling a fan

or centrifugal pump to operate against a

high pressure, either by increasing its rota-

tive speed, or by arranging several fans in

series so as to obtain their cumulative efifect.

M. Rateau discusses both methods, and

describes his experimental tests. For fan

blowers the increase in rotative speed is

found satisfactory, especially as it has be-

come possible to utilize in this manner the

high rotative speed of the steam turbine as

a direct-connected motor.

For this purpose M. Rateau constructed a

direct-connected set consisting of a steam

turbine on the principle of the Pelton wheel

and a 10 inch fan, and conducted a careful

series of experiments to determine the effect

of operation at different high speeds. The
experiments, for the full data and results

of which the reader must be referred to the

original paper, showed that the pressure as

indicated on the water gauge varied nearly

as he square of the speed. Thus at 10,-

500 revolutions a water pressure of 4.56 feet

was sustained, while at 20,200 revolutions

the pressure reached 18 feet. Such pres-

sures enable the centrifugal fan to be used
for blast furnaces and for Bessemer con-

verters, applications which have hitherto

been found practicable only for blowing eii-

gines of far greater cost and bulk.

Especially important is this fact, since it

removes for such work the chief disability

of the steam turbine, its high rotative

speed. Gearing is always objectionable, es-

pecially when operated at high speeds, but

gearing has been found necessary for the re-

duction of the speeds of the steam turbine,

to enable it to be used even for driving elec-

tric generators. For high-speed fans, how-
ever, the direct combination of steam tur-

bine and fan appears to be altogether satis-

factory, and it should come into extensive

use.

In pumping water such high rotative

speeds can not always be used, but by the

employment of electric motors centrifugal

pumps have been operated successfully at

speeds of more than 2,200 revolutions, for a

wheel of 8.2 inches in diameter, against

heads of about 100 feet of water. By com-
bining such pumps in series, the wheels all

being upon one axis, and each feeding the

water to the next, the water can be forced

against much higher heads. Thus with five

wheels 10.6 inches in diameter (270 mm.)
running at about 1,200 revolutions, water
was forced against a head of 200 to 250 feet,

with a pump efficiency of nearly 70 per cent.

;

while with seven such wheels a head of

about 325 feet was overcome, with about the

same efficiency.

In order to experiment with still higher

speeds, M. Rateau constructed a pump of

only about three inches in diameter (80

mm.), and operated it, by means of a steam
turbine, at speeds from 9,000 to 18,000 revo-

lutions per minute. At 9,000 revolutions

this little pump overcame a head of about

230 feet (70 metres), and at 18,000 revolu-

tions the pressure head was equal to nearly

1,000 feet (300 metres), so that the rate of

the square of the velocity was practically

maintained.

M. Rateau discusses his apparatus and re-

sults in detail, giving curves showing the

pressure, volumes and efficiencies during the
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tests, and the whole forms an admirable

example of scientific laboratory work, as

might be expected from an expert of his

standing.

These interesting results appear to open

up a little-worked line of engineering prac-

tice, for although fans and centrifugal pumps

have been in use for a long time, and have

been most thoroughly investigated within

certain limits, it now appears that those

limits may be greatly extended to much ad-

vantage. The extreme simplicity of the cen-

trifugal pump, and its ready connection with

the equally simple steam turbine, at once

places in the hands of the engineer a com-

bination offering many and important appli-

cations. The centrifugal pump is no longer

limited to the handling of large volumes of

water alone, but may be used for deep mine

lifts, for municipal water supply, for fire

extinction, and even for boiler feeding.

The Trolley Omnibus.

The application of electric traction to

common road vehicles has been impeded by

the difficulties in connection with the use of

storage batteries, especially as to the weight

to be carried. One solution of the question

has been found in the use of overhead trol-

ley wires to convey the current from a

generating station to the vehicles, and from

an account in a recent issue of La Revue
Technique we abstract some account of

successful experiments with the trolley om-
nibus in France.

The Lombard-Gerin system was shown
at the Vincennes annex at the exposition of

1900, and has been in practical service at

several places since, notably between Fon-
lainebleau and Samois. The idea is to

avoid the necessity of constructing any
special track, and hence the feature to be

secured was the maintenance of communica-
tion between the omnibus and the trolley

wires, and at the same time permit entire

freedom of the road to the vehicle.

Since there can be no rail for the return

current, two trolley wires are necessary,

and the first attempts were made with a

trailing trolley, running upon the wires, and
provided with sufficient length of cord and
conductors to permit the omnibus to turn

to any part of the road. This was found

impracticable in service, as might have been
expected, the trolley frequently becoming

caught and entangled, interrupting travel

and rendering accidents imminent.

In order to avoid these difficulties the

Lombard-Gerin system provides the trolley

with a small motor of its own, which causes

it to travel upon the wires in advance of the

vehicle, there being always sufficient slack

in the connecting wires to leave the omni-

bus free space for manoeuvring. The de-

tails by which this arrangement is carried

out are ingenious. The omnibus is pro-

vided with its own continuous-current mo-
tor, taking its current from the trolley wires

overhead in the same manner as an ordi-

nary electric tram. Besides its function as

a direct-current motor, this is also a rotary

transformer, producing a three-phase cur-

rent, which operates a small three-phase

motor in the trolley. By this ingenious ar-

rangement the trolley motor is made to

vary its speed just as the speed of the ve-

hicle is varied, and hence the trolley always

keeps in advance of the omnibus, advancing

and stopping in accordance with the motion

of the main motor. The total weight of

this automobile trolley is about 20 kilo-

grammes, and it is readily carried upon the

conducting wires.

The line between Fontainebleau and Sa-

mois has been in operation long enough to

enable some data as to expense of exploit-

ation to be determined. The length of the

route is 5 kilometres and the time required

per trip is 20 minutes. With a fare of 40

centimes the ratio of receipts to expenses

was 58 per cent., and for short distances,

where the traffic is not sufficient to warrant

the expense of the construction of an elec-

tric tramway line, the system may find sat-

isfactory application.

While it is not to be expected that any

omnibus system can exist in competition

with electric tramway traction there is an

intermediate stage in which it may find use-

ful application. This is the case in the re-

placement of animal traction for roads

where the electric railway will ultimately

be introduced, but where the immediate de-

mand is insufficient. Also for connecting

small resorts and country towns with rail-

way stations, or for the hauling frorn manu-

factories to shipping points. In such loca-

tions the highway trolley system will doubt-

less find useful applications, and in many

cases build jiip an important traffic.
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Reciprocity and Manufacturing.

The development of export trade in

American manufactures and especially in

American machinery, together with the sig-

nificant emphasis laid upon reciprocity by

President McKinley in his last speech, has

impelled the Avicrican Machinist to inves-

tigate the present opinions of leading man-
ufacturers upon the question of foreign

trade relations. From a number of replies

received in response to a circular letter,

some most interesting and valuable deduc-

tions may be drawn.

In the first place, out of 58 replies, there

were 45 which endorsed the famous pas-

sage from Mr. McKinley's speech, while

no disapproving responses were received.

A great majority of the replies showed that

the American machine manufacturers real-

ize that they need no tariff on their pro-

ductions, and would prefer to see the ex-

isting tariff reduced or abolished, believ-

ing it to interfere with foreign trade. As
one manufacturer significantly expressed

it : the only protection needed is that al-

ready furnished by the patent laws.

When it is considered that these replies

represented establishments having more
than $35,000,000 capital, and employing

more than 22,000 workmen, it will be seen

that the protection sentiment is hafdly as

strong as it formerly was in American in-

dustrial circles.

The fact appears to be that American

manufacturers have accepted the view of

the late President Garfield in considering

protection merely as means toward ultimate

free trade, and finding themselves in a po-

sition in which they have no possible ap-

prehensions of serious competition from

European manufacturers, desire to further

trade with all the world to the utmost

possible extent.

Whatever may have been the theoretical

views of the writers of the letters which
the American Machinist has so effectively

gathered ?nd made public, there is no doubt

that the views now expressed are those

showing their own immediate business re-

lations. It is the effect which they feel

will be produced upon their own trade

which impels them to write as they have

done, and the opinions are all the more

weighty on that account. They realize that

a nation cannot always sell and never buy,

and they know that their own export trade

largely depends upon the opportunity of

their customers to sell to them.

The publication of these letters shows

that the protection sentiment in manufactu-

rers can no longer be appealed to by pol-

iticians upon the old argument that it is

necessary to prevent the product of Euro-

pean cheap labor from entering into com-

petition.

As a matter of fact the whole question

of modern manufacturing no longer depends

upon the employment of cheap labor in the

sense of hiring workmen at low wages.

Modern methods involve the attainment of

economy by the employment of far fewer

men, of high attainments, receiving high

wages, and directing the vastly increased

output of improved machinery. Such meth-

ods have nothing to fear from foreign com-

petition, and need no protective tarififs, as

the manufacturers have already found out.

The wise politician will not be long in dis-

covering the changed relations brought

.

about by the transformation in modern
engineering methods, and if he cannot adapt

himself to the changed conditions it is not

the manufacti ers who will have cause for

regret.

Foundry Economy.

It is only within quite recent years that

the foundry has received its fair pro-

portion of attention as a department of

shop administration and economy, al-

though there are few departments which

bear as important a relation to the efficiency

of an establishment as a whole. The
.'American Foundrvmen's Association, how-
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ever, has done excellent work in raising

the standard of the department of mechan-

ical engineering to which it relates, and

man}' of the papers of its members contain

^valuable matter.

In a recent contribution to the Journal of

^he American Foundrymen's Association,

Dr. Richard Moldenke discusses the various

methods by which better economy may be

attained in the foundry, so that a fair profit

may be made, even in the face of the con-

tinually falling price of castings. Briefly,

as he well says, the solution of the question

will be found in the introduction of a good

cost system in the office and the use of sci-

entific methods, where needed, in the works.

The paper devotes itself to the discussion

of the latter portion of the problem.

Scientific methods may usually be more

readily introduced in the large foundry

than in the smaller establishment, and the

small founder must adopt his own meth-

ods, the results of his own observations to

obtain the best results.

"The most important consideration is

naturally the daily product. This must be

kept up to standard, and at the same time

be as low in cost as possible. Here is where
the cost accounts come in. One must know
the cost per pound of the good castings

sold for every department in the establish-

ment. Thus if the cost of core-making runs

say 0.25 cents per pound in one month, and
it creeps up gradually to 0.35 cents in the

course of the next three, it is time to see if

the knife cannot be applied effectively, or

failing this, to re-arrange or place new ma-
chinery to get the work out to better ad-

vantage. On the whole it will pay to do the

latter anyway, for until the monthly figures

are not brought down to a point where
there will be only a fluctuation of a few
points, the department cannot be said to be

in proper working order. Be it understood
that this refers to a fairly uniform run of

work. The principle involved, however, is

a truly scientific one and should be applied

in every manufacturing establishment.

The molding machine question will be
found the most important one so far as the

foundry pay-roll is concerned. A well-man-
aged pattern shop and pattern storage sys-

tem are also money savers. If the founder
is personally systematic in his work, he
will not tolerate slip-shod habits in his em-

ployees ; if he is not inclined that way, it

were better for him to get an associate who
is systematic. Then should come the es-

tablishment of systems of working marked

by extreme simplicity and carried through

with an iron hand, the head of the estab-

lishment setting the example."

Dr. Moldenke gives some excellent ad-

vice about the maintenance of his stock of

material in a state from which he can pro-

duce the quality of castings demanded by

his trade at will. The maintenance of sep-

arate and carefully recorded piles for the

various brands of pig iron is urged, as well

as an intelligent classification of the scrap,

both domestic and foreign. This will enable

the foundryman to compare his charges with

his product, and by cutting out the suspect-

ed brands in case of trouble, he may estab-

lish his own mixtures with reasonable sat-

isfaction. His words on the subject of the

employment of a chemist are suggestive in

this connection.

"What is needed to make this work on

mixture-making successful ? Simply a

knowledge of what is in your pig iron and

what is in your own scrap. Even this can

be narrowed down to the silicon in both

items for the daily run of work. I will go

even further and say that two or three de-

terminations of silicon a week, together

with stocks of irons, well sampled and an-

alysed as they are bought, and an occasional

sulphur determination of your coke, is all

that the jobbing or stove founder requires.

I know cases whefre this work amounts to

less than six dollars a week, or not even the

wages ,of a laborer. I feel quite certain

that many a young chemist would be glad

to locate in a foundry if he can get that

much from three or four foundries to be-

gin with."

So far as operation is concerned, the

main thing is to maintain control of your

own establishment. It will not do to permit

the cupola tender to assume that he knows it

all, and that no one may share his knowl-

edge, lest he becomes no longer indispens-

able. Systematic mixtures, careful weigh-

ing of charges, and ordinary intelligence,

watched over by foreman and owner, will

give reliable results and render the foun-

dryman independent of any individual em-

ployee.

"With the purchase of pig iron under
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chemical specifications, a good method of

making mixtures which can be depended

upon to produce the results desired, and

the proper disposition of the charges in the

cupola, the good that science can do the

founder is accomplished in the main. There

are of course many points which a well

managed laboratory can place on an econ-

omical footmg, especially when we turn to

furnace irons, and special line of castings.

For the owner of a foundry which turns out

say ten tons of castings every other day,

it would, however, be unwise to establish

this department as an adjunct to his works.

He does better by sending his work out

and learns all he can to apply the reports

he gets properly.

"Let it be understood that a good mix-

ture mismanaged will give poor castings,

but a poor one cannot under any circum-

stances turn out good work. The sole object

of all this scientific manipulation is to start

you off right, and then you must follow it

up with due vigilance through every de-

partment of your work."

The Action of Curved Jetties.

We have already referred in these col-

umns to the principle of the curved

reaction break-water of Professor Haupt,

and discusses its effects in the in-

complete structure at Aransas Pass,

Texas. We now have a paper by

Professor Haupt, in the Journal of the

Franklin Institute, discussing the relative

action of straight and curved jetties, and

showing very clearly the manner in which

the latter form acts.

As has already been noticed in connec-

tion with the methods of river regulation

advocated by Timonoff in Russia, and by

Girardon in France, it is becoming under-

stood that the best plan is to control a

stream in the course which it has marked
out for itself, rather than to attempt to

compel it to follow an arbitrary straight

course. This point is well brought out by

Professor Haupt.

"No stream pursues a straight course if

it can possibly avoid it. but swings grace-

fuly from side to side, cutting first on the

right then on the left, but always on

the concave bank, and depositing on the

elbows and crossings or points of inversion.

Neither do the filaments of the stream pur-

sue parallel paths. The maximum velocity

is found near the mid-area of the section,

but if these particular particles were to

continue uninterruptedly along this course

of maximum velocity they would run away
from the rest of the water and leave a void.

This tendency is checked by a constant in-

terchange of position of the particles which

restores the equilibrium by swirls and ed-

dies, cross, and even back currents, in cer-

tain sections. It not infrequently happens

that water runs up hill, as in the case of

a flood when the crest of the wave gives a

reverse slope up stream. Such are few of

the phenomena of flowing bodies, which are

well recognized and understood by navigat-

ors or others who are familiar with streams

flowing between banks; and precisely the

same conditions characterize Streams in the

ocean or other large bodies of water."

These principles have been known and

understood for a long time, both by en-

gineers and navigators. Extracts from

the writings of such well-known author-

ities as Wheeler, Scott-Russel, Fontain,

and others show that straight reaches are

considered unadvisable in the planning of

river improvements, and every river pilot

knows that the deep channel is to be found

close under the concave side of a bend, and

that the sharper the bend, the deeper the

channel.

At the same time these principles are

so frequently violated in actual practice

that there is reason for emphasizing them

and showing the true extent of their ap-

plication. It will not always do to apply

mathematical principles arbitrarily to

physical problems, and while a straight

line is the shortest distance between two

points it does not follow that it is the best

for to apply to a navigable channel. As
Professor Haupt says

:

"The concave bank practically controls

and directs the stream—it is the point of

attack for the currents and the point where

scour is most rapid. The convex bank is

the reciprocal of that where there is virtu-

ally no current and where deposit takes

place. The continuous change of direction

caused by the resistance or reaction of the

concave bank, and the consequent differ-

ences of velocity of the fluid-particles be-

fore and after impart, cause a lateral bot-

tom movement which carries the silt across
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and on to the convex bank, thus maintain-

ing a deep channel under the concave bend

;

the depth increasing with the sharpness of

the turn.

"By maintaining these oscillations by the

erection of artificial banks or reaction-jet-

ties across ocean bars the channel may be

quickly and cheaply created by natural pro-

cesses; but great care must be taken in

adjusting their curvature and location to

the requirements of the particular site, for

if placed on the virrong side of the channel

with respect to the littoral drift at inlets,

they will result in failure.

"Thus a single structure may be made

to produce its counterpart, or convex train-

ing-bank, which will be automatically ad-

justed to the regimen of the currents,

whether tidal or fluvial, at less than half

the cost of the parallel straight jetties, and

give a far better and more permanent re-

sult, requiring a much smaller expenditure

for maintenance."

Machinery at the Wachusett Dam.
It was at the construction of the Chicago

drainage canal that the greatest demonstra-

tion in recent times was made as to the

economy due to the use of machinery for

excavating and handling material, and in a

somewhat different manner we have a sim-

ilar demonstration in the use of machinery

in the construction of the great Wachusett
dam at Clinton, Mass. From an account

of the works in a recent issue of the En-
gineering Record we abstract a portion re-

lating to the mechanical appliances there

in use.

The most important features in this equip-

ment are two rope cableways, extending

across the valley on the line of the dam, and
used for handling the excavation, removing
the spoil, and delivering the materials for

the masonry. The cableways are of 1,155

feet span, and of 9 tons capacity, and in

connection with the railway they have no
difficulty in handling all the material.

The power for these and for all the ma-
chinery is furnished from a central power
station, equipped with water-tube boilers,

powerful air compressors, and a complete

system of compressed-air mains, deliv-

ering power to all parts of the plant. The
compressors have a capacity of 3,310 cubic

feet of compressed air at a pressure of 80

to 90 pounds. The air is distributed among
16 drills, 26 hoisting engines, and 10 pumps,

reheaters being placed at intervals in or-

der to obtain the increase in economy, and

avoid refrigeration. It is matter of inter-

est to note that the hoisting engines are of

the usual type intended for their own inde-

pendent generation of steam. The com-
pressed air is delivered into the boilers,

these acting as reservoirs, and the opera-

tion is the same as if steam were used,

except that the fire and water are absent.

In addition to the actual quarrying and

handling machinery a number of other me-
chanical appliances are employed. The sand

is screened and handled by machinery and

the mortar is machine mixed, all the power

being obtained from the compressed-air

plant, and wherever power can be employed

it is used to supersede manual labor.

In addition to the actual work upon the

dam itself, there was much preparatory

work required, including the construction of

a temporary dam and flumes for the diver-

sion and control of the water during the

construction. Details of this work are given,

with interesting illustrations showing the

plans and progress of the work up to the

present. An idea of the magnitude of the

undertaking will be gained from the fig-

ures of the contract. Thus there are 267,-

300 cubic yards of earth and 100,000 cubic

yards of rock excavation to be done, and

more than 275,000 cubic yards of masonry

to be built.

The increased use of handling and con-

veying machinery in work of this kind is

a most significant feature in the develop-

ment of modern engineering methods. For-

merly it was assumed that digging and

hauling earth was the natural employment

of laborers and horses, machinery being

employed only where manual labor was

impracticable or too expensive. Now it is

found that manual labor is in nearly every

case far more costly than the use of power

appliances, and contractors equipped

with modern machinery are nearly always

able to make lower bids and greater profits

than those who adhere to the old methods.

The most effective kind of human labor

is found in the application of intelligence

to direct mechanical appliances, and no-

where is this more clearly shown than in

such undertakings as that above described.
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Modem Cooling Towers.

Very early in the history of the steam

engine it was found desirable to obtain the

advantages of the condensation of steam

and the benefit of a vacuum in locations

where a sufficient supply of water for un-

limited use was not available, and various

methods were devised to enable the same

body of water to be used repeatedly. As
the amount of water required for the con-

densation of steam varies from twenty to

thirty times the weight of the steam to be

condensed, it is evident that this becomes

an important question when, as is often

the case, the cost of supplying this volume

continuously is prohibitory.

The earlier methods consisted in the use

of cooling ponds, so arranged as to expose

a large surface and shallow depth to the

action of the atmosphere, so that by radia-

tion, and by the evaporation of a portion,

the heat was abstracted. Such cooling

ponds are sometimes provided with spray-

ing devices, by which the hot water is show-

ered into the air and allowed to fall into

the pond in fine drops, and various de-

vices for insuring a thorough exposure of

the water to the cooling action of the air

have been used. These methods, however,

are only applicable in locations where ample

space is available, and for use in large cities

they are altogether impracticable.

The more modern method of cooling the

water of condensation is by the use of the

so-called cooling tower, in which the water

of circulation is allowed to flow down-
ward over some form of baffling surface

against an upward current of air, the en-

tire apparatus being contained in a vertical

tower erected in convenient proximity to

the engine room, in the yard, or even on

the roof, in case of necessity.

The conditions of efficiency of such tow-

ers are investigated and discussed in an

article by Mr. J. R. Bibbins, in a recent

issue of Engineering News, from which we
make an abstract.

The essential points of design may be

divided into the three portions of cooling

surface, draft, and water distribution. Since

the abstraction of the heat from the water

is the aim of the device, the cooling sur-

face forms a most important feature in the

design. This has passed through a course

of evolution, including inclined board sur-

faces, brush-wood boughs, wire nettings,

slats, short sections of pipe, etc., and at

the present time a variety of these construc-

tions are in use. In the experimental tower

used by Mr. Bibbins in his investigations,

the surface consisted of a number of mats

made of slats of rough lath, these mats

being so placed that the successive tiers in-

tersected each other at right angles. Coolr

ing surfaces of metal are to be recommend-

ed, since they permit a certain portion of

the heat to escape by conductivity.

The draft through a cooling tower may be

either natural or forced, the main object

being to remove the saturated air and re-

place it with drier air as rapidly as the

saturation takes place. Where natural draft

can be used it is the cheaper, but in

many instances where space is of import-

ance it is preferable to use a fan, this en-

abling a smaller tower to do the work.

So far as the water distribution is con-

cerned, the principal thing to avoid is the

direct falling of the water for any distance,

it being most desirable to have it thoroughly

broken up and brought into intimate con-

tact with the cooling air currents.

The tests made by Mr. Bibbins show

some interesting facts, for details of which

the original article must be consulted. The

main conclusions were as follows

:

Conduction plays a minor part in the

process of temperature reduction ; evap-

oration being the main agent. Maximum
evaporation is obtained by effecting as thor-

ough and uniform a water distribution over

the entire surface as possible, it being most

desirable to avoid falling water, while at

the same time retarding the flow of the

descending sheets. A liberal settling ba-

sin should be provided, and when natural

draft is used there should be extensive air

chambers at top and bottom, to provide

good air distribution. Liberal stand-pipe

capacity should be provided for recipro-

cating pumps.

Since the cooling is mainly due to the

evaporation, it is evident that the loss of

water from this cause must be taken into

consideration. Experience shows that it

may require the entire condensation from

the engine to supply this loss, which is

what might theoretically be expected.

While the cooling tower undoubtedly is

a useful device in certain localities, it seems
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as if the evaporative condenser, with pro-

per design might in most instances be made

to give as good results.

Instead of handling a volume of water

about twenty-five times as great as the

feed water, it should be possible to produce

the evaporation of little more than the

amount discharged by the engine, and thus

absorb all the heat released by condensa-

tion. Evaporative condensers have given

good results in a number of instances, and

if this form was given the benefit of thor-

ough investigation and experimental re-

search it might be found the preferable

type.

A Modernized Cruiser.

An interesting example of the changes

and improvements which may be made in

a modern cruiser after a comparatively short

period of service is seen in the account of

the repairs and alterations made to the U.

S. S. Olympia, by Naval Constructor W.
P. Roberts, in a recent issue of Marine

Engineering.

The Olympia, it will be remembered, was

built at San Francisco in 1895, and was

found to be most effective in the perform-

ance of her duties as flag-ship at the bat-

tle of Manila in 1898. She has now been

entirely re-equipped, with the exception of

engines, boilers and armament, and it is

interesting to observe how many improve-

ments were found to have been developed

in the comparatively short period of her

career.

At the commencement of the repairs,

which were made at the Boston Navy Yard,

the vessel was stripped of all furniture,

and of all sheathing against the bulkheads

and inner surface of the hull, and the steel

plates were thoroughly scaled and repainted

within and without. Instead of using wood-
en sheathing, the officers' quarters were
sheathed with asbestos, mounted on wire

netting, this being fireproof and non-splin-

tering, and affording an even temperature

in various climates.

The ammunition hoists have been recon-

structed and arranged to be operated by
electric motors, and electric power has
also been applied to the operation of the

turrets, each turret being provided with
a 20 kw. motor. These have been found
much more effective than the former steam

motors, and it is believed that this change

greatly increases the effectiveness of the

weapons in the turrets.

The value of rapid and effective coaling

having been demonstrated in actual ser-

vice, the Olympia has been fitted with ma-
chinery to increase her coaling facilities.

Overhead trolleys have been fitted in the

wing passages on each side the length of the

upper bunkers, so that coal can be rapidly

carried to and from any of the bunkers.

Four special coal trolleys have been installed

above the superstructure deck, arranged for

coaling over all, this being a great im-

provement over the old method of coaling

through hinged chutes in the sides of the

vessel. The coal is now swung aboard in

sacks and lowered through hatches directly

upon trucks and delivered to the scuttles

over the bunkers. The side chutes are re-

tained, and can be used simultaneously with

the trolleys, thus enabling coaling to be per-

formed very rapidly.

The whole system of ventilation of the

ship has been overhauled, there being nine

electrically driven blowers employed, these

avoiding the necessity of piercing bulkheads

with large ventilating openings, required

when fewer large fans are used.

The experience in active service as to the

danger from fire has led to the provision of

a very complete system of fire mains, a

new feeder main being run under the pro-

tective deck, connected with powerful fire

pumps in the engine rooms. The fire pipes

are enameled inside, which is expected to

add materially to their life.

As indicating the increase in the appli-

cations of electric power, it may be noted

that the electrical output of the generators

has been raised from 64 to 176 kilowatts.

There are now four generators of 32 kw.

and two of 24 kw., all being beneath the

protective deck, the current being used for

operating the turrets, fans, and electric

hoists, as well as for the electric lighting of

the ship and for the search lights.

As the vessel now exists she is an ex-

ample of modern interior fitting and gen-

eral equipment. The steam plant has been

overhauled and put in order, and the dis-

tilling plant materially enlarged. It is in-

teresting to note that the improvements

are those which have been suggested by

the experience in actual warfare.
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BRIDGES.
Arch Truss.

The Cantilever Arch Truss. N. Clifford
Ricker. Describes a novel method devised
for finding stress diagrams, as there were

difficulties in applying the usual methods
of Graphic Statics for such a truss. 1600

w. Br Build—Feb., 1902. No. 40034 D.

Atbara.

The Atbara River Bridge. Brief illus-
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trated account of the awarding of this

work, method of erection, &c. 1200 w. Sci

Am—March 15, 1902. No. 46809.

Basel.

The Competition for the Middle Rhine
Bridge at Basel, Switzerland (Wettbewerb
fiir den Neubau der Mittleren Rheinbriicke
zu Basel). A review of the designs sub-

mitted in the competition for a bridge to

replace one which has stood for centuries,

with illustrations of the prize winners.
Serial. 5 parts. 3 plates. 7000 w. Schweiz
Bauzeitung—Jan. 18. 25, Feb. i, 8, 15, 1902.

No. 46992 each B.

Cambridge-Boston.

The Cambridge Bridge. Illustration,

with description of one of the finest struc
tures of its kind in the United States, now
being built across the Charles River, Bos-
ton. 1200 w. R R Gaz—Feb. 28, 1902. No.
46574-

Cantilever.

The Hicrhland Park Bridge, Pittsburg.
Illustrated description of a cantilever high-
way bridge with unusual pedestal details,
chord members and lateral systems. 3000
w. Eng Rec—March 22, 1902. iNO. 47035.

Concrete Arch.

A New Type of Concrete-Steel Arch
Culvert or Bridge. Daniel B. Luten. Il-

lustrated description of a method of rein-
forcing with a sinele series of steel rods
and steel ties. 1400 w. Ry & Engng Rev—March 15, 1902. No. 47026.

Concrete-Steel Bridge Across Kendus-
keag Stream, at Bangor, Maine. Illus-
trated description of a recently built bridge
on the Ransome system. 700 w. Eng
News—March 20, 1902. No. 47101.

Concrete-Steel Bridges for Interurban
Railways. Daniel B. Luten. An illustrat-
ed article giving designs of this class of
bridges and commending the material.
1400 w. St Ry Rev—March 15, 1902. No.
47016 C.

Rhodes Creek Concrete Arch, Illinois
Central. Illustrates and describes an in-
teresting ellintical concrete arch bridge,
and the method of substituting the old steel
structure without interrupting traffic. 3000
w. Ry Age. Special number—March 21,
1902. No. 47132 D.

Westvale Concrete Bridge. J. R. Wor-
cester. Illustration with description of an
elliptical arch bridge built wholly of con-
crete. It has a clear span of 66 ft. and a
roadway of 35 ft. The construction is
given m detail. 1600 w. Munic Engng—
March, 1902. No. 46524 C.

Culverts.

The Design of Culverts and Other Ma-
sonry Arches (Note sur les Conditions
d'Etabhssement et de Stabilite des Ponts,
Ponceaux et Aqueducs en Maconnerie,
Murs de Soutenement). L. Lanave. An

We supply copies of thest

illustrated discussion of the design of
masonry arches, particularly with refer-

ence to the amount of water flowing
hrough them. 3000 w. Rev Technique

—

Feb. 10, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 47-
160 D.

Deformation.

Experiments on the Deformation of

Bridges (Conference sur I'Experimenta-
tion des Ponts). M. Rabut. A well illus-

trated account of apparatus and experi-

ments to determine the deflection and vi-

bration of bridges under various loads.

Diagrams. 12000 w. Ann d Ponts et

Chaussees—3 Trimestre, 1901. No. 46917
E-fF.

Erection.

Bridge Erection on the West Virginia
Short Line R. R. An illustrated article de-
scribing the construction of a line 60 miles
in length, which contains 54 steel bridges
and three tunnels, one of the latter being
3300 ft. long. 2000 w. Ry & Engng Rev
—March 15, 1902. No. 47025.

Ferry Bridge.

Aerial Transfer Ferry Bridge Over the
Ship Canal at Duluth. Illustrates and de-

scribes a structure having novel and in-

teresting features, designed to meet un-
usual conditions. 700 w. R R Gaz—March
14, 1902. No. 46829.

The New Ferry Bridge Across the Ship
Canal at Duluth, Minn. W. B. Patton.
Two-page plate of details, with illustra-

tions and description. 3700 w. Eng News
—March 20, 1902. No. 47104.

Inclined Bridges.

Influence of the Forces due to the In-

clination and the Action of Brakes on the

Principal Members of a Railway Bridge
with a Heavy Grade (Influence des Ef-
forts dus a ITnclinaisan et a I'Action des

Freins sur les Poutres Principales d' un
Pont de Chemin de Fer a Forte Rampe).
M. Rey. A mathematical discussion of the

design of bridges inclined from the hori-

zontal, particularly one on the Chamounix
line. Illustrations. 2000 w. Rev Gen d
Chemins de Fer—Feb., 1902. No. 47173 H.

Lift Bridges.

Lift Brid£fes over the Elbe-Trave Canal,

Germany (Ponts Levants du Canal de
I'Elbe a la Trave). An illustrated descrip-

tion of vertical lift bridges worked by hy-

draulic pressure and electric motors and
bv hand windlass, i plate. 1200 w. Genie
Civil—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46998 D.

Luxembourg Arch.

Some Reflections on the Luxemburg
Bridge. Editorial discussion of the design

and the use of stone as a structural ma-
terial for bridges. 111. 1700 w. Eng
News—March 6, 1902. No. 46700.

The Erection of the Luxemburg Stone

Arch. Illustrated detailed description of

articles. See page 319.
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the viaduct between the railway station and
the city, which is the lont^est stone arch
yet built, having a 2771/^-ioot span. 1200

w. Eng Rec^March i. 1902. No. 4661 1.

The Luxemburg 277-ft. Stone Arch Via-
duct. A general description, with two-
page plate, of the longest stone arch in the

world, now being constructed over the

deep valley of the Petrusse, to connect the
city with its railwav station. 2000 w. Eng
News—Feb. 27, 1002. No. 46569.

Pittsburg, Pa.

The Monongahela Bridge for the Wa-
bash Railroad at Pittsburo^. States the re-

quirements to be met and ?ives an illus-

trated descrintion of a remarkable bridge
of the cantilever tvne, intended for the

heaviest double-track modern service. 700
vv. R R Gaz—March 14, IQ02. No. 46832.

Plate Girders.

Formulae for the Weights and Economic
Depths of Plate Girders. Alfred Fyson.
Gives formulae designed to include every
condition of span, denth, load and unit
strain which can obtain in practice, and ex-
plains the method adopted in arriving at

the separate expressions which give the
weights. 2800 w. Engng—March 14, 1902.

Serial, i^t nart. No. 47080 A.

Plate-Girder Webs. T. Graham Gribble.
Also editorial. Calls attention to the need
for a revision of current theories as to the
resistance of plate-girder webs. Examines
the properties and the way in which the
theory of construction deals with them.
111. 6500 w. Engng—Feb. 21, 1902. No.
46596 A.

Redheugh Bridge.

The New Redheugh Bridge at Newcas-
tle-on-Tyne. Illustrations of a reconstruc-
tion with several new features, with brief
description, iioo w. Sci Am—Feb. 22,

1902. No. 46501.

Renewal.

Renewal of the Florence Bridge, Louis-
ville and Nashville and Southern Railways.
Describes a novel method of renewing a
bridge of 12 spans of about 120 ft. each.
111. 400 w. Ry & Engng Rev—March 15,
1902. No. 47028.

Roath Dock Bridge.

Roath Bridge, Great Western Railway.
Illustrated detailed description of this

structure, which is on the very severe angle
of skew of 22 deg. Its skew and square
spans measure respectively 228 ft. and 76
ft. 3 in. 3000 w. Engr, Lond—Feb. 28,

1902. No. 467-52 A.

Stiffening.

The Stiffening Trusses of Long-Span
Railway Suspension Bridges. Editorial
discussion of the relation between stiffness

and cost in such bridges. 1400 w. Eng
Rec—March 22 1902. No. 47033.

Suspension Bridges.

The Stiffening System of Long-Span
Suspension Bridges for Railway Trains.
Joseph Mayer. A comparison of the mer-
its of various types, based on designs fur-
nished for a bridge across the Hudson at

New York. The bridge under discussion
has twelve tracks. 17900 w. Pro Am See
of Civ Engrs—Feb., 1902. No. 46533 E.

Swing Bridge.

A Counterbalance Swing Bridge on the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. Illus-

trated description of a new bridge over
the Ogden canal, at Cherry street, in Chi-
cago, of the pin-connected truss tvne. Elec-
tricity will be used for operating the
bridge. 500 w. Ry Age—March 7, 1902.
No. 46759-
A Non-Continuous Swing Bridge. Ex-

plains the ordinary construction of swing
bridges, and improvements made at differ-

ent times to overcome difficulties, simplify
the operating machinery, and improve
tnem, giving a detailed description of a
design recently patented by Charles
Worthington, so improved as seemingly
to overcome all objections. 111. 2500 w.
Eng News—Feb. 27. 1902. No. 46563.

Viaur.

The Construction of the Viaur Viaduct
(Notes sur la Construction du Viaduc der
Viaur). M. Thery. A long article giving
the calculations for this great steel arch
in southern France, descriptions of which
by the same author have already been in-

dexed. Tables. Diagrams. i plate.

18000 w. Ann d Ponts et Chaussees. 3
Trimestre, 1901. No. 46919 E+F.

Y-Bridge.

TheZanesville Concrete-Steel Y-Bridge.
Illustrated detailed description .of this
bridge and its construction. 1800 w.
Eng Rec—March i, 1902. No. 46609.

CANALS, RIVERS AND HARBORS.
Dams.

A New Automatic Movable Dam. Il-

lustrated description of automatic wickets
on top of a masonry dam which close dur-
ing low water and open during floods
1500 w. Eng Rec—March 8, 1902. No.
46738.
A Severe Test of a Dam. Illustration

with brief description of the flood at the
Elmhurst dam of the Scranton Gas and
Water Co. 600 w. Eng News—March
20, 1902. No. 47107.
Some Thoughts Suggested by the Recent

Failures of Dams in the South. Robert
L. Johnson. In the writers opinion the
failures were due to too light a section.

1700 w. Eng News—March 20, 1902. No.
47106.
The Melones M. Co. Dam, Stanislaus

River, Cal. Plans of the site and plan and
elevation of the dam, with views of the

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319,
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construction at several stages, and of the

flume leading from the dam to the mill,

with descriptive notes. 900 v^^. Min &
Sci Pr—March 8, 1902. No. 46806.

Danube.

The Regulation of the Austrian Danube
(Ausbildung der Fahrrinne in der Oester-

reichischen Donau). Arthur Herbst. An
illustrated account of the work of deepen-

mg the channels and improving the navi-

gation on the Danube. 3 plates. 1000 w.

Oesterr Wochenschr f d Oeffent Baudienst

—Feb. 8, 1902. No. 46932 B.

Docks.

Avonmouth Docks. Plan of this new
dock which is to be constructed. It pro-

vides for the reclamation of a large tract

of tidal flats. 700 w. Engr, Lond—
March 7, 1902. No. 46863 A.

Extensive Ore Dock Improvements. On
the wonderful developments in hoisting

and conveying machinery, and the changes

still in progress ; the automatic unloaders.

Also considers the more substantial form
of dock construction. 111. 4000 w. Marine
Rev—March 6, 1902. No. 46757-

Canal Haulage.

Mechanical Traction on the Nivernais

Canal. Brief description, with illustra-

tions of mechanical haulage by means of

an universal chain. 400 w. Engng—March
7, 1902. No. 46857 A.

China.

Transportation in China (Verkehrwege
Chinas). Dr. Franz Ritter v. Le Monnier.

A paper givinf^ -^ comprehensive review of

the navigable rivers, canals, and railways,

both existing and projected in China. Se-
rial. 3 parts. 1300 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr
Ing u'Arch Ver—Feb. 7, 21 and 28, 1902.

No. 46938 each B.

Hydro-Electric Plants.

:5ee Electrical Engine, "ing, Generating
Stations.

Inclined Planes.

Canal Lifts on the Austrian Waterways
(Die Anlage von Schiffshebewerken im
Zuge der Oesterreichischen Wasserstras-
sen). Emil Krumholz. Illustrated plans
for transporting vessels from one level to

another and over an intervening ridge. 3
plates. 9000 w. Oesterr Wochenschr f d
Oeffent Baudienst—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46-

935 B.

The Construction of Inclined Planes for
Transporting Vessels (Zur Construction
von Geneigten Ebenen fiir Schiffstrans-
port). Franz Prasil. An illustrated de-
scription of an inclined plane system for
shifting canal boats from one level to an-
other. I plate. 1800 w. Oesterr Wochen-
schr f d Oeffent Baudienst—March i,

1902. No. ^^1936 B.

Isthmian Canal.

The Reports of the Isthmian Canal Com-
mission. John Geo. Leigh. A critical

analysis of the respective routes, based
upon the reports of the Isthmian Canal
Commission, and showing the superiority

of the Panama route. 4000 w. Engineer-
mg Magazine—April, 1902. No. 47180 B.

Jetty Repair.

The Launching of Concrete and Ma-
sonry Blocks in Repairing Jetties (Note
sur le Lancement des Blocs Artificials

Employes pour I'Entretien des Jetes). M.
Chevalier. An illustrated description of a
method of launching large and heav5
blocks into place. 700 w. Rev Tech-
nique—March 10, 1902. No. 47165 D.

Konigsberg.

The Konigsberg Canal (Der Konigs-
berger Seekanal). F. Jerosch. An illus-

trated description of a ship channel made
through the shallow waters of the "Frische
Haff" from Konigsberg to the Baltic Sea.
2000 w. Deutsche Bauzeitung—Feb. I,

1902. No. 46900 B.

Lighthouses.

The Visibility of Twin Lighthouses
(Vision des Feux Associes). M. de
Joby. A comprehensive discussion of the

visibility of lighthouses, particularly those
grouped in pairs. 8000 w. Ann d Ponts
et Chaussees—3 Trimestre, 1901. No. 46-

916 E-f F.

River Flow.

The Laws of River Flow. C. H. Tutton,
Gives a theory advanced by D. T. Smith,
of the Louisville (Ky.) University, with
views of other writers. 2600 w. Jour
Assn of Engng Socs—Jan., 1902. No.
46707 C.

The Natural Normal Sections of

Streams (Die Naturlichen Normalprofile
der Flicosenden Gewasser). Richard
Siedek. A paoer discussing the ideal con-
dition of water flow in rivers, and the reg-

ulation of streams in harmony with n^^tural

laws. Diagrams, i plate. 6500 w. Zeit-

schr d Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver—Feb. 21,

1902. No. 46942 B.

River Gauging.

River Gauging With Rod Floats. Geo.
W. Brown. Gives in detail a method of
stream gauging by use of rod floats, with
an outline of the reductions. 2500 w.

Wis Engr—Feb., 1902. No. 46528 D.

River Improvements.

Reasons for the Failure of River Regu-
lation Works. Discussion by Major D. C.

Kingman, U. S. A., of the reasons why
river improvements by regulation have
often been unsatisfactory. 1700 w. Eng
Rec—March 22, 1902. No. 47038.

Seaport.

Dalmy, the Russian Commercial Sea-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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port in North China. A full account of

this commercial seaport, established by the

Russian government, its location, harbor,

piers, etc., with maps and illustrations.

3500 w. U S Cons Repts, No. 1291

—

March 17, 1902. No. 46871 D.

Weir.

The Floating Shutter Weir (Das
Schwimmklapnenwehr, ein Neues Beweg-
liches Stauwerk). Emil Grohmann. An
illustrated paper giving a description of a

weir in which the shutters are moved by
pumping water in and out of the lower
part which is hollow, i plate. 9000 w.

Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver—Feb.

7, 1902. No. 46939 B.

Whampou River.

Improvement of the Whampou River by
the Removal of the Wu Sung Bar (Am-
elioration de la Navigabilite de la Riviere

Whampou par la Supression de la Barre
de Woosung. J. J. Chollot. Project for

the improvement of the river connecting
Shanghai with the Yangtse-Kiang, with
extract from engineers' report and Chinese
treaty. Map. 7000 w. Mem d 1 Soc d
Ing Civils de France—Jan., 1902. No. 47-

169 G.

Zuider Zee.

The Draining of the Zuider Zee. Prof.

J. H. Gore. Describes the proposed work
and the methods of carrying it out, giving
related information. 2500 w. Pop Sci M
—April, 1902. No. 47087 C.

CONSTRUCTION.

Building Construction.

Construction of the Remsen Building,

New York. Illustrated description of the

method of building a 16-story steel-cage

office building and of special derricks used
in the work. 2800 w. Eng Rec—March
22, 1902. No. 47041.

Structural Details of the Waterside
Power Station, New York. Illustrated de-
scription of the steel work, including col-

umns and coal pockets, roof-trusses, and
smoke-stack platforms in a 197x272 ft.

power station rising 155 ft. above the
ground. 6700 w. Eng Rec—March 15,

1902. No. 46882.
The Chamber of Commerce Building,

New York. Illustrated detailed descrip-
tion of the building and its arrangement.
1800 w. Eng Rec—March i, 1902. No.
46612.

The Hanover- National Bank Building,
New York. Illustrated description of the
steel-work in a 111x98 ft. office building
rising 330 ft. above the sidewalk. 2000 w.
Eng Rec—March 8, 1902. No. 46741.

Concrete Factory,

A Jersey City Concrete Factory Build-
ing. Illustrated description of large con-
crete steel cantilever floor supports and of

the method of handling the concrete. 1500
w. Eng Rec—March 22, 1902. No. 47036.

Fire-Proofing.

Notes on Fire-Proof Construction Un-
der the System Monier. E. Lee Heiden-
reich. An illustrated article describing im-
portant uses made of this construction in

the United States. 1200 w. Ry & Engng
rCev—March 15, 1902. No. 47022.

Rational Methods of Fireproofing. Wil-
liam Copeland Furber. Some suggestions,

especially to manufacturers of fire clay ma-
terials. 111. 1500 w. Br Build—Feb.,

1902. No. 46635 D.

Foundations.

The Construction of Foundations for

Buildings. Gerald E. Flanagan. Some
points in the construction of foundations
for heavy loads. 1200 w. Am Mach

—

March 27, 1902. No. 47144.

Grain Elevator.

Fireproof Grain Elevator Construction.

James MacDonald. Describes the ordin-
ary construction, where wood was the ma-
terial most generally used, and gives an
illustrated description of a system consist-

ing of a combination of tile and reinforced
steel members. Discussion. 8500 \v. Jour
W Soc of Engrs—Feb., 1902. No. 46-

704 D.

Piles.

The Supporting Power of Piles. Discus-
sion by E. Sherman Gould of paper by
Ernest P. Goodrich. 900 w. Pro Am Soc
of Civ Engrs—Feb., 1902. No. 46535 E.

The Supporting Power of Piles. George
F. Cotterill. Describes the failure of a

timber wharf in Seattle and many experi-
ments on models to determine the strength
of the piling in the structures. 3000 w.
Eng Rec—March 8, 1902. No. 46744.

Roads.

Cost of Building Macadam Roads at

Port Huron, Mich. Frank F. Rogers.
Abstract of a paper read at Grand Rapids,
before Mich. Engng. Soc. A brief illus-

trated description of two roads, with sum-
mary of cost. 2000 w. Eng News—IMarch
6, 1902. No. 46699.

State Road Construction in New Jer-
sey. Explanation, from official reports, of
the remarkable success of State aid for

New Jersey highways. 1800 w. Eng Rec
—March 22, 1902. No. 47039.

Tunnels.

Progress of the Simplon Tunnel (I

Lavori del Traforo del Sempione). A.
Ferrucci. An analysis of the work done
at the various headings during the last

quarter of 1901. 2000 w. Gior d Lav Pub
e d Str Ferr—Feb. 26. 1902. No. 47190 D.
The Construction of the Aspen, Wyom-

ing Tunnel on the Union Pacific Railroad.
W. P. Hardesty. An explanation of re-
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cent improvements on this road for short-

ening the line and improving the grade,

with illustrated description of the inter-

esting features in connection with the tun-

nel named. 3700 w. Eng News—March
6, 1902. No. 46697.
The Ventilation of the Simplon Tunnel.

Illustrated description of the ventilating

plant employed in tunneling about I2J4

miles under mountains so high that the

natural rock temperature is over 100 de-

grees F. for half the distance. Gives the

temperature and humidity readings in

different parts of the tunnel. 2600 w.

Eng Rec—March 8, 1902. No. 46740.

MATERIALS.

Austrian Report.

Report of 'he Building Materials Com-
mittee (Bericht des Baumaterialien-Aus-
schusses). Karl Stockl. A report of a

committee of the Austrian Society of En-
gineers and Architects, with tables for all

kinds of building materials and for floors,

roofs, etc., with discussion. 4000 w. Zeit-

schr d Oesterr ing u Arch v er—Special

Supplement Feb. 21, March 7, 1902. No.

46943 each B.

Bitumen.

Bitumei. in Cuba. T. Wayland Vaughan.
Account of occurrences of bitumen in Cuba
obtained nartlv during geological research,

and partly from existing literature. 111.

5800 w. Eng & Min Jour—March 8, 1902.

No. 46787.

Cement.

Data and Notes Derived from Tests on
Cement and also on Concrete Taken from
Regular Batches Used in Actual Works.
James S. Costigan. 5600 w. Can Soc of
Civ Engrs, Adv. Proof—Feb. 27, 1902.

No. 46519 D.

Cement Works.

The Rudelsburg Portland Cement
works, illustrates and describes an in-

teresting plant erected under unusual diffi-

culties, because of the severe requirements
never before imposed on a Portland Ce-
ment compan- 2200 w. Eng Rec—March
1. 1902. No. 46610.

Fire Protection.

Portland Cement Concrete as a Protec-
tion from Fire. Charles L. Norton. An
illustrated account of tests made to find
the temperature of steel framework dur-
ing a very severe fire test. 1000 w. Ins
Engng—Feb., 1902. No. 46518 C.

Paving Brick.

Specifications for Paving Brick for Use
at Wheeling. W. Va. Reprint of specifica-
tions relating to quality, dimensions, test,

inspection, etc. 800 w. Eng News—Feb.
27, 1902. No. 46566.

Reinforced Concrete.

Tests of Reinforced Concrete Beams

(Epreuves sur des Poutres en Ciment
Arme). An illustrated account of tests

of Monier beams made by the Wittenburg
Company of Amsterdam. 800 w. Genie
Civil—March 8, 1902. No. 47156 D.

Theory of the Strength of Beams of Re-
inforced Concrete. W. Kendrick Hatt.
Abstract of a paper presented to the In-
diana Engng. Soc. A computation of the
strength of such beams. Mathematical.
3000 w. Eng News—Feb. 27, 1902. No.
46564.

See Civil Engineering, Bridges.

Timber Preservation.

The Hasselmann Process for Tim-
ber Preservation (Die Timber Preserva-
tion des Impragnierverfahrens Hassel-
mann auf Schwellen und Nutzholz). From
Tiefbau. A description of a process in

which the preserving substances, generally
metallic salts, are chemically united with
the wood, which is also rendered fireproof.

1500 w. Gluckauf—Feb. i, 1902. No.
46978 B.

MEASUREMENT.
Alaska Frontier.

The Alasko-Canadian Frontier. Thomas
Willing Balch. A review of the entire

negotiations relating to the purchase of
Alaska with a view of determining the
boundary. Maps. 8500 w. Jour Fr Inst

—

March, 1902. No. 46794 D.

Stadia Work.

A Few Notes on the Use of the Plane-
table for Kapid Stadia Work. John W.
Hays. Notes from experience, describing

the use of this instrument and the meth-
ods. 2200 w. Eng News—March 13, 1902.

No. 46801.

MUNICIPAL.

Fire Apparatus.

A Pneumatic Fire Escape and Tower.
William S. Crandall. Illustrated descrip-

tion of the pneumatic telescopic aerial

truck of the city of Pittsburg. 800 w.
Sci Am—March 8, 1902. No. 46691.

Pavements.

Tar Macadam in Pawtucket. Resume of

ten years' experience with tar and bitu-

minous macadam on streets having mod-
erately heavy traffic. 900 w. Eng Rec

—

iviarch 8, 1902. No. 467^7.

Refuse Disposal.

The Present State of Refuse Disposal
in Different Countries ("Etat Actuel de la

Question des Ordures Meenageres dans
les Divers Pays). Ach. Livache. An il-

lustrated, comprehensive review of the

subject, founded largely on W. F. Good-
rich's book. 15000 w. Bull Soc d'Encour-
agement—Feb., 1902. No. 47158 G.

Sewage Purification.

Old and New Methods of Sewage Puri-

ne supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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lication at Pawtucket, R. I. Summary
from a paper by George A. Carpenter, of
work with the sentic tank and with bac-
teria beds, and the intermittent sand filt-

ers. 2500 w. Eng News—Feb. 27, 1902. No.
46567.

Sewers.

Early History of the Separate Sewerage
System. States facts concerning early
failures of separate sewers of too small
diameter. 1000 w. Eng Rec—March 8,

1902. No. 467-1^.

The Use of Concrete in Sewer Construc-
tion. Harry V. Gifford. Read before the
Mich Engng. Soc. Describes a sewer built

at Coldwater, Mich., giving a full account
of the work with illustrations. 3000 w.
Munic Engng—March, 1902. No. 46526 C.

Street Sprinkling.

The Sprinkling of Streets in Paris
(L'Arrosement de la Voie Publique a
Paris). E. Bret. A well illustrated ac-
count of street sprinkling and flushing,

and the apparatus used. 4000 w. Genie
Civil—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 47,151 D.

WATER SUPPLY.

Epidemics.

The Recent Epidemic of Typhoid Fever
at Baraboo, Wis., and its Probable Rela-
tion to the Water Supply. W. G. Kirchof-
fer. Describes the location of the city,

the source of water supply, plant, etc., and
concludes that it is not safe to run a pure
water main through polluted water with
no other protection than a lead joint. 111.

1500 w. Eng News—Feb. 27, 1902. No.
46562.

Ground Water.

The Measurement of Ground Water
(Versuchsbrunnenanlagen). Hr. Prinz.

A paper on the importance of ground
water supplies, and methods of determin-
ing the amount available, by means of ex-
perimental wells, etc. 4500 w. Gesund-
heits, Ing—Jan. 31, 1902. No. 47196 B.

Meters.

Notes on Water Meters (Note sur les

Compteursi d'Eau). M. Couronne. An
account of Paris regulations and labora-

tory for testing meters, and an illustrated

review of many types. Serial, ist part.

4000 w. Rev de Mecanique—^Jan., 1902.

No. 47167 E+F.

Purification.

Water Puntication. P. A. Maignen. A
review of the history of filtration, appli-
ances used, results, etc. 111. &X)0 w.
Jour W Soc of Engrs—Feb., 1902. No.
46705 D.

Reservoirs.

Construction of the Forbes Hul Reser-
voir and btand-Pipe at s<;uincy, Mass. C,
M. Saville. Illustrated description of work
carried out to furnish storage and protec-
tion to the southern part of the Metropoli-
tan water district, and to provide for sud-
uen and unusual drafts. 6000 w. Eng
News—March i.^. 1902. No. 46805.
Forbes Hill Keservoir and Water Tower,

Quincy, Mass. Alfred D. Flinn. Illus-
trated descrintion of a steel standpipe en-
closed in a masonrv tower, and of an open
basin with a very thick concrete lining of
unusual construction. 2200 w. Eng
Rec—March 15, 1902. No. 46880.

St. Louis.

Report of the St. Louis Water Supply by
an Expert Commission. Abstracted by
Robert E. McMath. 9000 w. Eng News

—

March 6, 1902. No. 46701.

Water Mains.

Electrolysis Investigations at Erie, Pa.
Illustrated description of some unusual re-
sults due to electricity leaving the street
railwa--- tricks. 1200 w. Ensr Rec—March
8, 1902. No. 46739.

Water Sheds.

The Draina'^'^ of Swamps for Watershed
Improvement. Edward S. Earned. An
illustrated article explaining methods used
in draining the Sudbury watershed in

Massachusetts, giving costs. Also dis-

cussion. 5000 v^ Jour N E Water Wks
Assn—March, 1902. No. 46651 F.

Water Tank.

Stresses in a Conical Bottomed Water
Tank. Illustrated analysis of the stresses
in a tank like that which collapsed in 1901
at Fairhaven, Mass. 700 w. Eng Rec

—

March 8, 1902. No. 46745.

Water Works.

The Water-Works System of Middle-
town, N. Y. Brief history of the works
with illustrated description of improve-
ments and additions now under construc-
tion. 1000 w. Munic Engng—March,
1902. No. 46525 C.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

COMMUNICATION.
Cable Laying.

Submarine Cable Laying During a Can-
adian Winter. G. U. G. Holman. Illus-

trates and describes the layine of a cable

between Quebec and Levis, Canada. 2200
w. Elec Wld & Engr—March 22, 1902. No.
47098.

Cable.

The Imperial Cable. An interesting ac-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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count of the All-British cable now in

course of construction, which will connect

England with Canada, Fiji and other

South Sea Islands, Australia and New
Zealand. 4000 w. Engr, Lond—Feb. 21,

1902. No. 46599 A.

Duplex.

Improvements in Hughes Duplex Tel-

egraphy (Verbesserungen in der Hughes
Duplex-Telegraphie). J. Jokisch. An il-

lustrated description of a refined differen-

tial duplex arrangement. 1500 w. Oesterr

Wochenschr f d Oeffent Baudienst—Feb.

15, 1902. No. 46934 B.

Exchanges.

The City Exchange of the Post-Office

Telephone Department. Illustrated tech-

nical description of the telephone system

being erected in London, and of the equip-

ment of the new city exchange. 2500 w.

Elect'n, Lond—March 7, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 46850 A.
The Equipment of a .-lodern Telephone

Exchange. F. A. S. Wormull. Read be-

fore the Newcastle Sec. of the Inst, of

Elec. Engrs. Illustrates and describes

three systems as representative of the most
recently built exchanges in England. 4500
w. Elec En"- Lond—March 7, 1902. iso.

46853 A.

The Janus Branch Exchange System for

Business Telephony (Janusnebenstellen-

System fiir Geschaftstelephonie). Hans
Zopke. A well illustrated description of

a switchboard system for changing con-
nections from an interior network to the
public lines and vice versa. 3000 w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46-

950 B.

Faults.

The Final Localization of "Earths" on
Low-Tension Networks. A. P. McDou-
all. Concernings the means of locating a

fault when the solid system of laying
mains is used, describing the loop test,

loco w. Elec Rev, Lond—March 14, 1902.

No. 47071 A.

Space Telegraphy.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company.
Gives Mr. Marconi's address to the share-
holders at a recent meeting in England.
4800 w. Elec Rev, Lond—Feb. 28, 1902.
No. 46718 A.

Mr. Marconi's Latest Achievement in

Ocean Wireless Telegraphy. Wilfrid
Blaydes. A report of the recent trip of
the "Philadelphia" with a reproduction of
the signal received 2099 miles. 1200 w.
Elec Wld & Engr—March 8, 1902. No.
46786.

New Slaby-Arco Wireless Telegraph In-
stallation. From Elektrotechnische Zeit-
schrift. Describes some installations of
this system. 900 w. Elect'n, Lond—Feb.
21, 1902. No. 46584 A.

On the Elevation of the Electrically-

Conducting Strata of the Earth's Atmos-
phere. A. E. Kennelly. Interesting reas-

oning explanatory to the propagation of
the waves in wireless telegraphy. 500 w.
Elec Wld & Engr—March 15, 1902. No.
47008.

Slaby-Arco Wireless Telegraph Appar-
atus. A. Frederick Collins. Illustrated

description of this system and the appar-
atus used. 1800 w. Elec Wld & Engr

—

March i, 1902. No. 46619.

Space Telegraphy (Rundschau). An
editorial on Marconi's recent work, on
the practicability of transoceanic opera-
tion, and on the necessity to the improve-
ment of details in short and medium dis-

tance work. 800 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr
—March 13, 1902. No. 46958 B.

The Guarini Repeating Wireless Tele-
graph System. A. Frederick Collins. Il-

lustrated description of the system of M.
Emile Guarini, and his repeating device.

2000 w. Sci Am—March 8, 1902. No. 46-

693.
The Paternity of Wireless Telegraphy.

Discusses the claims of Dr. E. Branly, of
France, and shows that manv have con-
tributed to the discovery and perfection
of wireless telegraphy. 111. 2500 w. Elec
Engr, Lond—Feb. 21, 1902. No. 46583 A.

The Scientific Foundations of Spark
Telegraphy (Die Wissenschaftlichen
Grundlagen der Funkentelegraphie). Prof.
A. Slaby. An illustrated review of the
theory and fundamental experiments of
wireless telegraphy. 3000 w. Elektrotech
Zeitschr—Feb. 27, 1902. No. 46951 B.

Wireless Telegraphy and Submarine
Cables. Emile Guarini. Discusses various
sides of the question relating to the prac-
tical use of wireless telegraphy across the
oceans, maKmg comparisons with the
cable. 3800 w. Elec Rev, Lond—Feb.
28, 1902. No. 46719 A.

Telegraphy.

The Burry Ticker and Page Printing
Telegraph. Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated

description. 1300 w. Elec, N Y—March
19, 1902. No. 46878.

Telephony.

Features of Modern Telephone Work.
Address of J. J. Carty to the N. Y. Elec.

Soc. at tl.e new Cortlandt St. Exchange
of the N. Y. Telephone Co. 2800 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46515.
The Faller System of Automatic Tele-

phony. Illustrated description. 1700 w.
Elec Rev, N Y—March 22, 1902. No.

47097.
DISTRIBUTION.

Accumulator Switch.

An Automatic Storage Battery Switch
(Ueber einen Neuen Selbstthatigen Zel-

lenschalter). Paul Thieme. An illus-

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page .?/p.
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trated description of a switching apparatus
for automatically cutting in and out cells

of arc accumulator battery, and a gen-
eral review of such switches. 2000 w.
Elektrotech Zeitschr—Feb. 27, 1902. No.
46952 B.

Booster.

The Diminishing of Earth Currents on
Alternating-Current Railways with Track
Return Circuit (Verminderung der Erd-
strome bei mit Wechselstrom betriebenen
Ueberlandbahnen mit Schienenruckleit-
ung). Emil Ziehl. An illustrated ac-
count of exneriments confirming Gisbert
Kapp's method of using boosters at points
along the railway. 2000 w. Elektrotech
Zeitschr—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46948 B.

Conduits.

A New Electric Conduit System (Ueber
ein Neues Installationssystem). A. Pes-
chel. Paper before the Elektrotechnischer
Verein, giving illustrated description of
a conduit system consisting of split steel
tubes which can be cut in any suitable
length and whose ends fit tightly into con-
necting pieces. 4000 w. Elektrotech
Zetischr—March 6, 1902. No. 46957 B.

Economical Section.

The Economical bection of v^onductors
(Die Berechnung der Leitungen auf
Wirthshaftlichkeit der Anlage). Prof. J.
Teichmiiller. A discussion of various for-
mulae for the most economical size of
conductor for a given power transmission
plant, with an attempt to harmonize them.
Diagrams. 5500 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—March 6, 1902. No. 46955 B.

Karlsruhe.

See Electrical Engineering. Generating
Stations.

ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.
Alkali.

Electrolytic Production of Alkali. An
illustrated description of the Middlewich
Works and the processes, with an account
of the investigations of Dr. Sproesser,
concerning the suitability of various car-
bons as anodes for the electrolysis of so-
dium chloride. 2800 w. Engng—March
14, 1902. No. 47086 A.

Alkali Works.

The Electrolytic Alkali Company's
Works. Illustrated description of the
works at Middlewich, where the Har-
greaves-Bird process is used. 2700 w.
Elec Engr, Lond—March 14, 1902. No.
47070 A.

ELECTRO-PHYSICS.

Earth Currents.

Experiment Investigation of Electric
Earth Currents (Untersuchungsergeb-
nisse iiber den Naturlichen Elektrischen

Erdstrom). E. Jahr. A record of ex-
periments in the vicinity of Berlin, showing
the influence of the relative positions of the
earth plates, etc. 2400 w. Elektrotech
Zeitschr—March 6, 1902. No. 4tv:6 B.

Electric Waves.

The General Problem of Wave Propa-
gation Over Non-Uniform Conductors.
M. I. Pupin. Showing that the mathemat-
ical solution of the problem of wave pro-
pagation over non-uniform conductors of
the series type is the most general solu-
tion because every other case can be de-
duced from it. 2400 w. Elec Wld & Engr—March i, 1902. No. 46621.

Electrodynamics.

Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies
(Electrodynamique des Corps en Mouve-
ment). E. Carvallo. The application of
electrodynamic equations, founded on a
generalization of Kirchofif's two laws, to
moving bodies. 700 w. Comptes Rendus
—Jan. 20, 1902. No. 47179 D.

Electrons.

Radio-Activity and the Electron The-
ory. :Dir William Crookes. Read before
the Royal Soc. An illustrated account of
experimental investifrations. 2700 w. Na-
ture—Feb. 27, 1902. No. 46710 A.

Interrupter.

A Carbon Electrolytic Interrupter. A.
H. Taylor. Describes a cheap, simple, self-
adjusting instrument suited for continuous
service. 111. 1500 w. Elec, N Y—March
5, 1902. No. 46643.

A Modified Wehnelt Interrupter. Prof.
A. L. Folev and R. E. Nyswander. illus-
trates and describes an interrupter used
for more than two years, in the Indiana
University Physics Laboratory with better
results and less trouble than any others of
the electrolytic type. 1000 w. Elec Wld
& Engr—March i, 1902. No. 46618.

Magnetic Declination.

Results of Magnetic Observations at
Bochum, Westphalia, in 1901 (Ergebuisse
der Magnetischen Beobachtungen in Bo-
chum im Jahre 1901). Hr. Lenz. Curves
and tables of the magnetic declination for
every hour of the year. Gluckauf—
Special Supplement. Feb. i, 1902. No. 46-
976 B.

Magnetic Expansion.

The Magnetic Expansion of Iron and"
Steel. Philip E. Shaw, and S. E. Laws.
Thorough investigation of Swedish iron,
mild steel and hard steel. 111. 3000 w.
Elect'n, Lond—Feb. 21, 1902. Serial, ist
part. No. 46587 A.

Magnetic Properties.

The Conductivity and Magnetic Proper-
ties of Alloys of Iron. Abstract of a pa-
per by Prof. W. F. Barrett and W. Brown,

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page .?/p.
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read at meeting of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs,

England. Discusses electric conductivity,

magnetic properties, non-magnetic alloys

of iron, alloys of iron more magnetic
than the purest commercial iron, etc. 3200
w. Elect'n, Lond—Feb. 21, 1902. No. 46-

585 A.

Magnetism.

The Electrical and Magnetic Properties

of Iron ixlloys. Editorial on the re-

searches of Prof. Barrett, with Messrs.

Brown and Hadfield. 1200 w. Engng

—

March 14, 1902. No. 47085 A.

Radiography.

Some Properties of the Rays from Ra-
dio-Active Bodies (Sur quelques Pro-
prietes du Rayonnement des Corps Radio-
actifs). Henri Becquerel. Notes on ex-
periments with uranium, radium, etc. 900
w. Comptes Rendus—Jan. 27, 1902. No.
47191 D.
The Experimental Classification of Dif-

ferent Kinds of X Rays by Means of the
Radiochromometer (Definition Experi-
mentale des Diverses Sortes de Rayons X,
par le Radiochromometre). L. Benoist.
A description of an instrument which clas-

sifies the degree of penetration of different

kinds of X rays, and applications. 500 w.
Comptes Rendus—Jan. 27, 1902. No. 47-
192 D.

Thenno-Electricity.

The Thermo-Electric Properties of Steel
and Nickel-Steel (Sur la Thermo-Elec-
tricite des Aciers et des Ferro-Nickels).
G. Belloc. A record of experiments with
alloys with various percentages of nickel
to determine the temperature of the neu-
tral point and the electromotive force. 400
w. Comptes Rendus—Jan. 13, 1902. No.
47177 D-

Vacuum Tubes.

Distribution of Current at the Surface of
Cathodes in Vacuum Tubes. A. Wehnelt.
Translated from Ann. der Physik. Con-
siders the distribution of current in cath-
odes not completely covered with glow
light, at the surface of completely covered
plane cathodes, at the surface of curved
cathodes, and the influence of the material
and the surface condition upon the distri-
bution between two parallel cathodes. 111.

4500 w. Elect'n, Lond—March 14, 1902.
No. 47074 A.

GENERATING STATIONS.

Armature Winding.

The Theory of the Equipotential Con-
nections of the Armatures of Direct Cur-
rent Machines (Theorie der Aequipoten-
tial-Verbindungen der Anker von Gleich-
strommaschinen). Prof. E. Arnold. A
mathernatical discussion of the connection
of equipotential points of the armature
winding. jJiagrams. Serial. Part I. 3000

w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—March 13, 1902.

No. 46960 B.

Bankside.

The City of London Electric Lighting
Company's Works. Illustrated article de-
scribing the extension and changes from
alternating to continuous current at the
Bankside Works. 3000 w. Elec Engr,
Lond—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46716 A.
The Direct-Current Plant at Bankside.

Illustrated description of the plant and
engine-room with which the continuous-
current supply has been given. 2300 w.
Elec Times—Feb. 27, 1902. No. 4671 1 A.

Dynamos.
Designing of Continuous Current Dyna-

mos. Aubrey Clayton. Discusses the sub-
ject of commutation. 1800 w. Elec Rev,
Lond—Feb. 21, 1902. No. 46582 A.
Large Generators for Bolton Corpora-

tion. Illustrated account of the tests of
two 1 100 kilowatt machines at the works
of the English Electric Manufacturing
Company. 2200 w. Tram & Ry Wld

—

Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46589 B.

Hydro -Electric Plants.

Development of a Great Water Power
System at Hartford, Conn. Alton D.
Adams. A detailed report of the operation
of the Hartford Electric Light Company
during the last ten years. The plant is

a combined steam and water plant. 111.

3300 w. Elec Wld & Engr—March 8, 1902.

No. 46784.
Hydro-Electric Plants in the Alps (Les

Installations Hydro-Electriques dans la

Region des Alpes). M. de la Brosse. A
well illustrated comprehensive report on a

number of plants in the French Alps and
about Geneva. 17000 w. Ann d Ponts et

Chaussees—3 Trimestre, 1901. No. 46915
E-l-F.
The Dam and Power Station of the

Hudson River Water Power Co. Illus-

trated description of a large masonry
dam and power house at Spier Falls, for

developing 20,000 H-P. 1400 w. Eng Rec
—March 8, 1902. No. 46736.

Karlsruhe.

New Electric Stations (Neuere Elek-
trizitatswerke). Felix Winawer. An il-

lustrated description of the electric station

at Karlsruhe, Baden, and the distribution

plant. 2000 w. Elektrizitat—Jan. 18, 1902.

No. 47198 C.

Los Angeles.

The System of the Los Angeles Electric

Company. Illustrates and describes the

new power house of the Los Angeles Elec.

Co. and its equipment. 1500 w. Jour of

Elec—Feb., 1902. No. 46879.

Power Plant.

A Modern District Central Station. Il-

lustrated detailed description of the plant

of the Westchester Lighting Company, at

Jl'c snpt^ly cot^ies of these articles. See page 5/9.
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New Rochelle, N. Y. 2200 w. Am Elect'n

—March, 1902. No. ^(^677.

Design for a Power Station in Provi-
dence. Illustrated detailed description of a
plant in process of construction. 1800 w.
St. Ry Jour—March i, 1902. No. 46772 D.
New Power Plant of the 'National Cash

Register Co., Dayton, Ohio. Fred W. Bal-
lard. Illustrated detailed description of a

new plant under construction. 5000 w.
Engr, U S A—March i. 1902. No. 46670.
Notes on the Care of the Power House.

Arthur B. Weeks. An illustrated article

on repairs to station circuit-breakers. 1600
w. St Ry Rev—March 15, 1902. No. 47-
020 C.

Sheiks Island Power Plant. F. H. Leon-
ard, Jr. Detailed description. 1800 w.
Elec Rev, N. Y—March i, 1902. No. 46560.
The Hydraulic Equipment of the Col-

gate Power House. An illustrated detailed

description of the Risdon wheels and gov-
ernors, by Thomas J. Barbour, with ref-

erence also to other features. 5000 w.
Jour of Elec—Jan.. 1902. No. 46615.
The Power Station of the Manhattan

Railway, New York. An illustrated de-
tailed description of the electric power sta-

tion for the elevated system in New York.
5300 w. Ir Age—March 13, 1902. No.
46874.
The Stations! of the Independent Electric

Light and Power Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Illustrated description of a large electric

central station in which oil is used exclu-
sively for the generation of heat in the
boiler furnace. 1500 w. Power—March,
1902. No. 46687.

Regulation.

Armature Interference and Brush Po-
sition. H. M. Hobart. Showing the influ-

ence of armature windings, and brush po-
sition upon regulation, and giving a table

of useful observations to be taken on a

commutating dynamo to determine the

most favorable fixed brush position for a

given machine. 1800 w. Elec Rev, Lond
—Feb. 28, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
40717 A.

Sub-Station Equipmen^,

Influence of Sub-Station Equipment on
the Cost of Electricity Supply. Andrew
Stewart. Part of a paper read before the
Newcastle Sec. of the Inst, of Elec Engrs.
Discusses types of sub-stations and their

equipment and present methods of distri-

bution, giving results of investigations.

4800 w. Elect'n, Lond—Feb. 21, igo2. iNo.

46586 A.

Switchgears.

The Construction of High Tension Cen-
tral Station Switchgears. with a Compari-
son of British and Foreign Methods.
Henry W. Clothier. Read before the Man-
chester Soc. of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs.
Brief outline of switchgear practice for

alternating currents, and illustrates the

main features of the apparatus produced
in Germany as compared with English
productions. 111. 2400 w. Elec Times

—

Feb. 20, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46577A.

Transformers.

Types of Transformers. John H. Ryan,
Jr. An illustrated article explaining the
systems of transmission of high-voltage
currents and the transformers in use. 3500
w. Engr, U S A—March 15, 1902. No.
47005.

University Plant.

Power Plant and Heating System of the
Ohio State University, Columbus. W. C.
McCracken. Illustrated description of the
system for heating, lighting and power dis-

tribution for a number of buildings. 2000
w. Engr, U S A—March 15, 1902. No.
47004.
The Power, Lighting and Heating Plant

of the University of Chicap-o. Illustrated

description of an installation of tubular
boilers of 1,350 h. p., with an elaborate
auxiliarj'- enumment and a uninue system
of tunnels for the heating and electric

lines, sioo w. Eng Rec—March 15, 1902.

No. 46881.

HEATING AND WELDING.
Electric Furnaces.

Electric Furnaces. Bertram Blount. Ab-
stract of a paper read before the Manches-
ter Sec. of the Inst, of Elec Engrsi. An
illustrated article describing the types and
reviewing the history and development.
5500 w. Mech Engr, Lond—March 15,

1902. No. 47063 A.
Electrical Resistance Furnaces. Extract

from an article by Otto Vogel, appearing in

a German paper. Discusses the resistance

furnace. 1300 w. Elec Rev, Lond—March
14, 1902. No. 47072 A.

LIGHTING.
Arc Lamps.

The Heany Enclosed Arc Lamp. E.
Trier. Illustrated description with a state-

ment of the points of excellence claimed.

1400 w. Elec Wld & Enpr—March 8, 1902.

No. 46785.
The iheory of the Kegina Enclosed Arc

Lamp (Zur Theorie der Regina-Dauer-
brand-Bogenlampe). Dr. B. Donath. An
illustrated account of photometric and pho-
tographic investigations, with explanation
of the high actinic power of this lamp. 800
w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—March 13, 1902.

No. 46961 B.

Canal Lighting.

Power Transmission Plant for Lighting
tae Cornwall Canal. Canada. An illus-

trated article describing an installation of

American apparatus. 2000 w. Elec Wld
& Engr—March i, 1902. No. 46622.

Enclosed Arc.

Note on the Spectrum of the Enclosed

We supply copies of these articles. See page sig.
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Arc. William Lincoln Smith. Compari-

sons showino' the remarkable differences

in light distribution betv/een the light of

ihe sky and that from the enclosed arc, and
the Nernst lamp. 700 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46513.

Ulumination.

Methods of Illumination. Louis Bell.

Discusses the important qualities for a

perfect illuminant, general illumination,

&c., consideri-"' the practical rather than

the technical side. 9300 w. Trans Am
Inst of Elec Engrs—Feb., 1902. No. 46-

654 D.

Military.

See Mechanical Engineering, Automo-
biles.

Nernst Lamp.

Nernst Lamp, 1902 Model (Nernstlampe
Model 1902). Illustrated description of

details of the latest Nernst lamps manu-
factured bv the Allgemeine Elektrizitats-

Gesellschaft. of Berlin. 600 w. Elektrizi-

tat—Jan. 18. 1902. No. 47197 C.

Osmium Lamp.

The Osiiiiuni Incandescent Lamp (Die
Osmium-Gliihlampe von Freiherr Auer v.

Welsbach). From a paper by Robert Ga-
briel before the Elektrotechnischer Verein,

Vienna, giving an account of the manufac-
ture of electric lamps with osmium fila-

ments, made bv Dr. Auer von Welsbach,
and experiments showing high efficiency.

1200 w. Elektro-Techniker—^Jan. 15, 1902.

No. 47199 B.

MEASUREMENT.
Phase Difference.

An Exact ISIethod for Measuring Very
Large Phase Differences (Eine Methode
zur Exakten Messung Sehr Grosser Phas-
enverschiebungenj. Dr. Max Breslaner.
From the Zcitschrift fiir Elcktrotechnik
An illustrated description of a modification
of the "three-voltmeter" method, in which
only a differential galvanometer is used,
with very exact results. 2500 w. Elektro-
tech Zeitschr—March 13, 1902. No. 46-

962 B.

Testing.

Testing by Resistance ^^leasurements.
Considers the tests made in central sta-

tions and the methods used. 111. 2200 w.
Cent Station—March, 1902. No. 46751.

Testing Materials.

The Testing of IMaterials (Priifung von
Matcrialien). Dr. Paul Holitscher. An
account of methods and results of testing
all kinds of materials used at the electrical
works of W. Lahmeyer & Co. Diagrams
and tables. Serial. 2 parts. 8000 w.
Elektrotech Zeitschr—Feb. 20, 27, 1902.
No. 46949 each B.

"Wattmeters.

Rating of Wattmeters for Three-Phase

Systems. Charles Brandeis. On means of
determining correct ratings. 800 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—March 15, 1902. No. 47009.
Test Coils for Alternating-Current

Wattmeters. R. Beattie. A suggestion of
a simple addition to a wattmeter which
would make it in a certain sense self-test-

ing. Explanatory. 1200 w. Elect'n, Loud
—March i-i 1902. No. 47073 A.

POWER APPLICATIONS.
Electric Motors.

A Device for Synchronizing Motors.
William Duane. Illustrated description of
a device for synchronizing two electric

motors under stated conditions. 1300 w.
Elec Rev, N. Y—March 15, 1902. No.
46897.
Early Forms of Electric Motors^. Illus-

trated descriptions of the motors designed
by Page, Davenport and Hjorth, about the
middle of the nineteenth century. 800 w.
Sci Am Sup—March 22, 1902. No. 471 17.

Mine Hoisting.

A New System of Electric Hoisting for

Mine Shafts (Ueber ein Neues System
Elektrischer, Schacht-Fordermaschinen)

.

Hans Bansen. A description of a system
in which the hoisting motor is in circuit

with a dynamo driven by an auxiliary mo-
tor, by which means the speed is regulated.

800 w. Gliickauf—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46-

979 B.

Mining.

Electricity in Mining. George H. Gib-
son. On electrical machinery used in min-
ing, with report of a number of recent in-

stallations. 111. 2700 w. Eng & Min
Jour—March I, 1902. No. 46641.

Power Plant,

Electric Power in a Shale Oil Works.
Brief description of an installation of ex-
ceptional interest about to be put down at

the works of the Oakland Oil Company,
in Scotland. 1200 w. Elec Rev, Lond

—

March 7, 1902. No. 46854 A.

TRANSMISSION.
High Tension.

High-Tension Electric Power Transmis-
sion. Geo. H. Gibson. A discussion of the

extent to which high-tension transmission
enters as a factor in the utilization of na-

tural forces," with illustrations from im-
portant installations. 3500 w. Engineer-
ing Magazine—April, 1902. No. 47186 B.

Lightning-Arresters.

Horn Lightning-Arresters with Iron

Framing. Eugen Klein. Illustrated de-

scription of lightning safety devices for

electrical apparatus. 900 w. Elect'n, Lond
—March 7 1902. i\o. 46851 A.

Long Distance.

The Longest Power-Transmission in the

World. Thomas Commerford Martin. An

We siiftly copies of these articles. See page 319.
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illustrated article giving much interesting

information in regard to the allied Bay
Counties Power and Standard Electric

companies of California. 3600 w. Rev of
Revs—March, 1902. No. 46516 C.

Mexico.
'1 he Transmission System of the Com-

pania Explotadora De San Ildefonso of the
City of Mexico. Stephen Q. Hayes. An
Illustrated description of a remarkable sys-

tem where a number of generating stations

supply power to a single sub-station. 3000
w. Elec Wld & Engr—March 15, 1902.

No. 47006.

MISCELLANY.

Electric Shock.

Electric Shock and Legislation Thereon.
C. E. Webber. Concerning the scientific

aspect, liability to exposure, and legisla-

tion. 5800 w. Inst of Elec Jbngrs—Feb.

27, 1902. No. ^16676 D.
Electric Shocks at Five Hundred Volts.

Alexander Pelham Trotter. Records a few
experiments and discusses the conditions

under which shocks at 500 volts are devoid
of danger. 4000 w. Inst of Elec Engrs

—

Feb. 27, 1902. No. 46675 D.
Electric Shocks. F. B. Aspinall. Dis-

cusses points on which information is de-

sired, in the hope of learning better meth-
ods of giving" aid in case of accident. 5000
w. Inst of Elec Engrs—Feb. 27, 1902. No.
46674 D.

LiverpooL

The Rapid Progress of Electricity in

Liverpool. Abstracted from a report sub-
mitted by A. a. Holmes. Gives much in-

formation relating to supply and cost. 2000
w. Elec Engr, Lond—Feb. 28, 1902. iNo.

46715 A.

Russian Congress.

The Second Congress of Russian Elec-
trical Engineers at ivioscow (Der II. Kon-
gress Russischer Elektrotechniker in Mos-
kau). C. V. Vetterlein. A general review
of the congress, held in January, 1902, and
of the papers read there. 2000 w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—Feb. 27, 1902. No. 46-

953 B.

Theory.

The Scientific Foundations of Electrical

Engineering (Die Wissenschaftlichen
Grundlagen der Elektrotechnik). Prof.

Max Reithoflfer. An illustrated lecture on
the fundamentals of electricity and magnet-
ism. 4500 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u
Arch Ver—Special supplement, Feb. 14,

1902. No. 46941 B.

GAS WORKS ENGINEERING

Acetylene.

Acetylene fcr Railwav Lighting in

France. Information concerning the mix-
ture of acetylene and cannel coal gas used
in lighting the coaches of the Paris-Lyons-
Mediterranean Ry. 1000 w. Engr, Lond

—

March 14, 1902. No. 47075 A.
Some Disastrous Acetylene Gas Explo-

sions. An account of two explosions,
wrecking the houses in which they oc-
curred, and causing loss of life. 111. 500
w. Sci Am—March 22, 1902. No. 471 13.

Address.

Mr. Charles Hunt's Presidential Address
before the Midland Association of Gas
Managers. Interesting discT^ssion of mat-
ters relating to the gas^ industry. loooo w.
Gas Wld—March i, 1902. No. 46713 A.

Bench Firing.

Coal for Bench Firing. R. C. Cornish.
Read before the Wisconsin Gas Assn. An
account of methods used at Racine, Wis.
1000 w. Pro Age—March 15, 1902. No.
46822.

Carburetted Air.

Carburetting Air for Lighting Purposes.
Reviews what has been done by the French
Aerogen Gas Company, in tne direction of
the practical application of carburetted air

for the purpose of illumination. 111. 2100

w. Jour Gas Lgt—March 18, 1902. No.
47149 A.

Chimneys.

The Control of Chimney Draught. E.
H. Hudson. Read before the Manchester
Dist. Inst of Gas Engrs. Discussion of the
design of chimneys in connection with
retort-house work, and the difficulties due
to draught. 111. 4500 w. Jour Gas Lgt

—

March 4, 1902. No. 46841 A.

Coal Gas.

Coal Gas Treatment. A. B. Slater, Jr.

Read before tne New England Assn. of
Gas ±:.ngrs. Discusses results of various
methods, with special reference to the deo-
osition of naphthaline. 2300 w. Pro Age
—March 15, 1902. No. 46821.

iNCw Comparisons in Favor of Coal Gas.
T. E. Pye. Concerning the relative hy-
gienic values of coal eas and electricity

respectively as illuminating and heating
agents. 2000 w. Jour Gas Lgt—March 11,

1902. No. 47065 A.

Coal Shed.

A Model Coal Shed. Thomas H. Hintze.
Read before the New England Assn. of

Gas Engrs. An illustrated description of
a new structure of the Lowell (Mass.)
Gas Light Company. 3300 w. Am Gas
Lgt Jour—March 17, 1902. No. 46896.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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Coke. !

The Disposal of Coke. W. Whatmough.
Read before the Manchester Dist. Inst, of

Gas Engrs. Discusses the trade situation

due to decrease in prices obtained for coke,

and the remedy. General discussion fol-

lows. 4500 w. Jour Gas Lgt—March 4,

1902 No. 46842 A.

Distribution.

Distributing Artificial Gas at High Pres-

sure in a Suburban Locality. George F.

Goodnow. Read before the New England
Assn. of Gas Engrs. Also discussion. De-
scribes the methods used by the North
Shore Gas Company of Illinois. 111. 6000

w. Am Gas Lgt Jour—March 3, 1902. No.

46623.

Explosive Limits.

Explosive Limits of Combustible Gases.

Dr. P. Eitner. Abstract translation of a

series of five articles in recent numbers of

the Journal fiir Gasbeleuchtung. A review
of researches and results. 3000 w. Jour
Gas Lgt—March 11, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 47068 A.

Gasholders.

Standard Specifications for Supplj'ing

the Structural Ironwork of Gasholders.
Drawn up in 1901, conjointly by the Ger-
man Assn. of Gas and Water Engrs. and
the Union of German Mfrs. of Gasholders.
2500 w. Jour Gas Lgt—March 11, 1902.

No. 47069 A.

High-Pressure.

High-Pressure Gas Lighting. Joseph
Nasmith. Extracts from a paper read be-
fore the Manchester Assn. of Engrs. Dis-
cusses the recent improvements in the gas
industry, especially incandescent lighting,

and high pressure, or intensified gas light-

ing. Also general discussion. 6200 w.
Jour Gas Lgt—Feb. 25, 1902. No. 46663 A.

Incandescent Lighting.

The Variability of the Incandescent Gas
Light (Die Launen des Gasgliihlichts). A
discussion of the variability of the light,

and the possibility of properly regulating
the burner. 1000 w. Gesundheits Ing

—

Jan. 31, 1902. No. 47195 B.

Mantles.

The Theory of the Incandescent Mantle.
A. H. White, H. Russel, A. F. Traver.
Read at meeting of Mich. Gas Assn. Dis-
cusses the cause of luminositv of the man-
tle, quoting from other investigations, and
giving results of experiments of tempera-
ture measurements, and a statement of the
writers' views. 3800 w. Pro Age—March
15, 1902. No. 46820.

Orleans Tramway Plant.

See Street and Electric Railways.

Petroleum.

Mineral Uil as an Illuminant. Vivian B.

Lewes. Abstract of the first of a course of

three lectures delivered at the Petroleum
Inst, London. The present lecture deals

with the use of oil in lamps. 1700 w. Gas
Wld—Marcn 15, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 47062 A.

Pipes.

A Twin Pipe. R. J. Melbourne. Illus-

trated description of a pipe of oval shape,

divided into two parts, each part having the

same capacity as a single pipe. Discusses

the advantages and economy secured. 1800

w. Jour Gas Lgt—March 4, 1902. No.
'"

" A.

Producer Gas.

The Use of Producer Gas in Engineer-
ing. Extracts from paper by F. J. Rowan,
read at meeting of the Inst, of Engrs. in

Scotland. Considers producers with water
bottoms, the furnaces which are specially

useful to engineering and shipbuilding, the
use of producer gas in gas-engines, &c.

3500 w. Jour Gas Lgt—Feb. 25, 1902. No.
46664 A.

Retorts.

Inclined Retorts and Their Working. H.
P. Maybury. Read before the Midland
Assn. of Gas Mgrs. Also discussion. A
paper favoring the use of inclined retorts,

discussed by those who had had no ex-
perience with them. 9400 w. Jour Gas
Lgt—March 4, 1902. No. 46840 A.

Retort-House Working in Berlin. Ed-
ward Drory. Tabulated results of actual

workings with explanatory remarks, show-
ing the advantage of inclined retorts. 1600
w. Jour Gas Lgt—Feb. 25, 1902. No.
46661 A.

The Early History of Inclined Retorts.

A summary of the history, which does not
date back more than twenty years. 2000
w. Jour Gas Lgt—Feb. 18, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 46536 A.

Ventilation.

A Scheme of Ventilation with Gas-
Warmed Air. Suggests that forced ventil-

ation be accompanied by an arrangement
for warming the inflowing air by means of
pipes or plates heated by gas. 1800 w.
Jour Gas Lgt—Feb. 25, 1902. No. 46659 A.

Water Gas.

Some i^etails in the Operation of a

Water Gas Plant. Charles F. Leonard.
Notes points that have appealed to the

writer in a comparatively brief experience
in gas-works using the Lowe process. Also
discussion. 9500 w. Am Gas Lgt Jour

—

March 24, 1902. No. 47120.

The Building of a Water Gas Plant.

C. W. Tipov. Read at meeting of the

Mich. Gas Assn. Illustrates and describes

a plant recently built in Detroit. 4000 w.
Am Gas Lgt Jour—March 10. 1-902. No.
46758.

We supply copies of these articles. See page jrp.
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INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY

Business Preparation.

The Commercial Side of Engineering.

Charles Kirchhoff. A lecture to students

showing the need of commercial training

as well as mechanical, to carry to a success-

ful issue the undertakings of engineering
works. 4500 w. Sib Jour of Engng—Feb.,

1902. No. 46653 C.

Chemical Industries.

Engineering in the Chemical Industries.

R. H. Thurston. On the value of a knowl-
edge of chemistry in connection with me-
chanical engineering. 7200 w. Sib Jour of

Engng—Feb., 1902. No. 46652 C.

Coal Supremacy.

Our Coal Supremacy and Its Signifi-

cance. Edwin Moxey. Discusses the re-

lation of fuel supply to progress as a na-

tion. 3200 w. Sci Am Sup—March 15,

1902. No. 46813.

Commerce.

Russia and America in the Near East.

Alexander Hume Ford. Discusses rail-

road building for commercial purposes, and
other measures for securing trade. 4000 w.

Ir Age—March 20, 1902. No. 46898.

Education.

Technical Education vs. Shop Educa-
tion. Egbert P. Watson. Arguments
favoring the latter. 2300 w. Ir Age

—

March 20, 1902. No. 46899.
The Place of the Mechanical Laboratory

in the Education of the Engineer. Prof.

J. Boulvin. A discussion of the great value
of an intelligentlv conducted mechanical
laboratory in the technical school. 4500
w. Engineering Magazine—April, 1902.

No. 47184 B.

Factory Office.

The Factory Office Considered as a Pro-
ductive Department. Kenneth Falconer.
The first of a series of papers dealing with
the factory otfice, and its functions in con-
nection with modern works management
methods. 2000 w. Engineermg Magazine
—April, 1902. No. 47185 B.

Government Aid.

Government Aid to Mining. A number
of discussions communicated in advance of
the meetings of the Canadian Mining In-

stitute. 13700 w. Can Min Rev—Feb. 28,

1902. No. 46626 B.

India.

The Industrial Development of India.

Nilkanth B. Wagle. Discusses plans pro-
posed for future work in developing the
industrial resources. Followed by general
discussion. 17700 w. Jour Soc of Arts

—

March 14. 1902. No. 47059 A.

Industrial Methods.

British vs. American Methods of Con-
struction. Extract from an article by D. N.
Dunlop, in the Nottingliam Guardian, re-

lating primarily to the Westinghouse
Electric Works at Manchester, but involv-

ing questions which affect the entire indus-
trial situation of Great Britain. looo w.
U S. Cons Repts. No. 1289—March 14,

1902. No. 46746 D.

Labor.

Attitude of Courts Toward Labor Inter-

ference. Articles by James A. Miller and
Arthur E. Ireland. The first article en-

courages resort to the courts ; the second
discusses present laws affecting strikes,

and related matters. 4200 w. Mod Mach
—March. 1902. No. 46665.

The Eight-Hour Bill. Testimony of A.
C. Dinkey and Judge L. E. Payson before
the House Committee on Labor, opposing
the passage of the bill. 4500 w. Ir Age

—

March 6, 1902. No. 46605.

Theory of Compensation of Labor. A
discussion of the proper way to introduce
piecework systems in railroad shops. 1600
w. Am Engr & R R Jour—March, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 46542 C.

Pensioning.

The Pension System and Profit Sharing.

J. B. Johnston. Discusses the growing
sentiment in favor of pensions to the in-

valided or sunerannuated workmen ; also

the subject of profit sharing, which the

writer does not think an unqualified suc-

cess. 1600 w. Am Mfr—Feb. 27, 1902.

No. 46538.

Premium Plan.

The Premium Plan of Paying for Labor.
F. A. Halsey. An explanation of this sys-

tem and a discussion of its advantages and
disadvantages. 7000 w. Sib Jour of Engng
—March, 1902. No. 47055 C.

Trade Unions.

The Possibilities of a New Trade Union-
ism. Percy Longmuir. Discussing modern
industrial conditions in connection with
labour relation?, showing that interested

co-operation is the true motive for associ-

ation. 3000 w. Engineering Magazine

—

April. 1902. No. 47187 B.

Works Management.

Money-Making Management for Work-
shop and Factory. C. U. Carpenter. Mr.
Carpenter's third paper discusses and clas-

sifies the various productive departments,
prior to examining their functions in detail.

2000 w. Engineering Magazine—April,

1902. No. 47181 B.

IVe supply copiers of these articles. See png
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MARINE AND NAVAL ENGINEERING

Battleships.

H. M. S. Queen. Plan and description

of this new British ship, its armor and
equipment. 2000 w. Engr, Lond—March
7, 1902. No. 46865 A.
Our New Battleships. Editorial on the

new British battleships Queen, Prince of
Wales, and King Edward VII. 1700 w.
Engng—March 7, 1902. No. 46858 A.
Repairs to the Battleship "Oregon" at

the Puget Sound Navy Yard. Illustrates

and describes the method of making of ex-
tensive repairs to the keel and bottom of
this heavy vessel, which was damaged by
striking an uncharted rock in Chinese
watersi. 2000 w. Eng News—March 13,

1902. No. 46800.
The New English Battleship Type "King

Edward VII." From Illustrirte Zeitung.
Illustrated description of a new type of
warship, and its equipment. 800 w. Sci
Am Sup—March IS, 1902. No. 46814.
The Russian Battleship "Pobieda." Com-

pares this vessel with some other ships of
her displacement, giving the principal de-
tails of the vessel, and remarks on the class
to which she really belongs. 111. 1800 w.
Engr, Lond—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46733 A.

Boilers.

See Mechanical Engineering, Steam En-
gmeering.

British Navy.

Engineer Officers for the Fleet. Rollo
Appleyard. Discusses the question of ob-
taining sufficient number of men qualified
for the engineering duties. 2500 w. Elec
Rev, Lond—Feb. 21, 1902. No. 46581 A.

Cruisers.

His Imperial German Majesty's Cruiser
"Vineta." Richard Inch. Describes the
main engines, auxiliary machinery, boil-
ers, &c. 111. ?8oo w. Jour Am Soc of
Naval Engrs—Feb., 1902. No. 47053 H.
The Armored Cruiser "Good Hope."

Interesting illustrated description of this
vessel which has just satisfactorily com-
pleted her official contract steam trials.

3800 w. Engng—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46728A.
Destroyer.

Contract Trial of the Torpedo-Boat De-
stroyer "Decatur." H. Webster. Illus-
trated detailed description of the vessel and
its equipment, with report of trial. 2C00
w. Jour Am Soc of Naval Engrs—Feb.,
1902. No. 47048 H.

Docking.

Docking of Ships. Theodore Lucas.
Describes graving docks, floating docks,
and marine railways, considering the ad-

vantages of each, and discussing blocking
and all the arrangements in docking. 2200
w. Naut Gaz—March 13, 1902. No. 46819.

Dry Dock.

Test of the New Floating Dry-Dock at

Algiers, La. Frederick Moore. A brief ac-
count of this dock and its test by the bat-
tleship "Illinois.' 600 w. Sci Am—March
8, 1902. No. 46692.

Economy.

The Growth of Economy in Marine En-
gineering. W. M. McFarland. Mr. Mc-
Farland's second paper deals with the in-

troduction of higher steam pressures and
the development of the compound engine.

3500 w. Engineering Magazine—April,

1902. No. 47183 B.

"Hohenzollern."

Below Decks on the "Hohenzollern." An
illustrated article especially describing the
mechanical equipment. 1200 w. Sta Engr
—March, 1902. No. 47012.

Hull Protection.

The Protection of the Hulls of Iron
Ships (Comment on Peut Proteger les

Coques desi Navires en Fer). From the

Chemiker Zeitung. A brief review of
sheathing and protective paints, particular-

ly the Rahtjen composition. 900 w. Rev
Technique—March 10, 1902. No. 47164 D.

Hulls.

Deformation and Resistance of the Hulls
of Vessels with Transverse Forces (De-
formation et Resistance des Coques de
Navire a la Flexion Transversale). H.
Chaigneau. A mathematical discussion of

the transverse stresses and strains of hulls

under various circumstances. Serial, ist

part. 4000 w. Rev Technique—Feb. 25,

1902. No. 47163 D.

Liners.

The New Liners of the French General
Transatlantic Company. Two-page plate,

illustrations, and description of the two
new liners, "i^orraine" and "Savovie," for

service between France and New York.
800 w. Engng—March 14, 1902. No. 47-

081 A.

Mail Steamers.

The "Kronprinz Wilhelm." Illustrated

description of this high-speed Atlantic

liner. 1000 w. Sci Am Sup—March 15,

1902. No. 46812.

Marine Engines.

Results of Investigations on Recent En-
gines of the German Navy. Chief Naval
Constructor Kohn von Jaski. in Schiffbau.

Translation. Investigations into the de-

IVc siit^ply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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gree of uniformity of the stresses on the

shafts in the new vessels, with other facts

necessary to judge of the efficiency of the

engines. 3800 w. Jour Am Soc of Naval
Engrs—Feb., 1902. No. 47046 H.

The Balance of a Four-Cylinder, Triple
Expansion Marine Engine. Harvey D.
Williams. An investigation of the possible

causes of vibration in a marine engine of

a type quite generally used. 111. 2800 w.
Jour Am Soc of Naval Engrs—Feb., 1902.

No. 47050 H.

Marine Machinery.

]\otes on Details of Construction and
Arrangement of Marine Machinery. Emil
Theiss. Calls attention to details of con-
struction often slighted. Results of ob-
servations and experience on the battle-

ships Alabama and Kearsarge. 6500 w.
Jour Am Soc of Naval Engrs—Feb., 1902.

No. 47045 H.

Motor-Boats.

An International Motor-Boat Exhibition

,
at Berlin. An account of an exposition to

be opened June first, near Berlin, which
contemplates a display of the best that has
been achieved in all countries in respect to

the construction, care and use of boats,

launches, yachts, and craft propelled by
gas. gasoline, electrical or steam motors.
800 w. U S Cons Repts, No. 1290—March
15, 1902. No. 46870 D.

Naval Development.

Naval Development During the Next
Decade. George W. Melville. Discusses
reasons why the United States should have
her navy increased, and improvements
needed. 3300 w. Sci Am Sup—Feb. 22,

1902. No. 46502.

Seaworthiness.

"Seaworthiness." B. Goldsmith. Dis-
cusses the importance to passengers, and
also to underwriters, of the seaworthiness
of vessels, especially for long voyages.
10500 w. Aust Min Stand—Jan. 2:^ & 30,

Feb. 6, 1902. 3 parts. No. 46868 each B.

Shipbuilding.

Notable Shipbuilding Abroad. Mainly
a review of this industry in the United
States, with notes also on Germany and
Holland. 1400 w. Engr, Lond—Feb. 21,

1902. No. 46601 A.

The Eastern Shipbuilding Company.
Gives an account of the organization of
this company, and an illustrated descrip-
tion of its plant, and the equipment. 3000
w. Marine Engng—March. 1902. No.
47001 C.

Signals.

Sound Signals. E. Price-ii-uwards. A
review of experiments made with fog-sig-
nals and a discussion of the many difficul-

ties met. 12600 w. Jour Soc d Arts

—

March 7, 1902. No. 46843 A.

Stability.

Variations in Initial Stability (Vari-
azioni della Stabilita InizialeJ. R. Levati.

Discussing the changes in stability in the

case of the filling of one or more compart-
ments. 2000 w. 2 plates. Rivista Marit-
tima—Feb., 1902. No. J7189 G.

Steam Cutters.

Standard Steam-Cutter Machinery for

the U. S. Navy. A. M. P. Maschmeyer.
Describes the fixed types, gives particulars

of a trial, with indicator diagrams, with
tables of dimensions of engines, boilers,

&c., and their weights, iioo w. Jour Am
Soc of Naval Engrs—Feb., 1902. No. 47-

047 H.
Steamships.

Handsome New Coasting Steamship.
Illustration, with description of the "Spo-
kane" for the merchant marine of the Pa-
cific coast. 1500 w. Naut Gaz—March 13,

1902. No. 46818.
Lake Built Ocean Tramp Steamers.

Charles C. West. Illustrates and describes
the design and construction of the "Minne-
tonka" and "Minnewaska" which are to

be cut in two and towed to Montreal and
there re-united. 2000 w. Marine Engng

—

March, 1902. No. 47002 C.

New Combination Ferry and Excursion
.Dteamer. Illustration and description of

a boat under construction for service on
the Detroit River. 2800 w. Naut Gaz

—

Feb. 27, 1902. No. 46616.
Stern Frame.

See Mechanical Engineering, Machine
Works.

Trials.

Progressive Trials of U. S. Battleships.

Report concerning the nrogressive trials

of the "Alabama," "Massachusetts," and
"Kearsarge," held on the Barren Island
course, in Chesapeake Bay. 4800 w. Jour
Am Soc of Naval Engrs—Feb., 1902. No.
47052 H.

Yachts.

High-Speed Twin-Screw lacht "Vix-
en." Illustrated description of a private
yacht built for service of the owner princi-

pally between Tarrytown and New York.
800 w. Sci Am—March i, 1902. No. 46550.

Steering Gear of the Yacht "Meteor."
Brief illustrated description of the novel
steering gear designed especially for the
Emperor's new yacht. 500 w. Eng News
—Feb. 27, 1902. No. 46568.
The Building Season of 1901-2. W. P.

Stephens. The progress of designing and
the work of the yards are discussed. Plans
of vessels are given. 4500 w. Rudder

—

March, 1902. No. 46755 D.
The Emperor's Yacht "Meteor III." Il-

lustration, with interesting information
concerning this, and other yachts owned
by the Emperor. 1200 w. Sci Am

—

March i, 1902. No. 46548.

We supply copies of these articles. See page j/p.
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AUTOMOBILES.

Acceleration.

Acceleration of Automobiles. L. M.
Aspinwaii. Considers means of determin-
ing the power necessary to accelerate a

vehicle of a given v^reight. 1300 w. Horse-
less Age—March 12, 1902. No. 46892.

Brakes.

New Brakes for Automobiles. From La
Lacomotion. Illustrates and describes new
braKmg apparatus exhibited at the recent

Paris Automobile Show. 700 w. Sci Am
Sup—March i, 1902. No. 46558.

Charging Batteries.

bmgle-Phase Permutator with Revolv-
ing Brushes. P. Letheule. Illustrates and
describes an apparatus designed for the
purpose of charging automobile storage
batteries from a single-phase distributing

system. 500 w. Elec Wld & Engr—March
15, 1902. No. 17007.

Cycle Design.

Design for an Electric Motor Cycle.

J. C. Brocksmith. Illustrated detailed de-
scription of a design for use particularly
in cities. The present article describes the
frame. 2300 w. Am Elect'n—March, 1902.
Serial, ist part. No. 46678.

Electric Vehicles.

Recuperative Braking on Electric Ve-
hicles. W. A. Th. Mueller, in Centralblatt

fuer Accumulation Elementen und Accu-
mobilenkunde. A discussion of means of
getting the greatest possible mileage out of
a given battery, compound winding, gen-
eral principles, &c. 1500 w. Horseless
Age—March 26, 1902. Serial, ist part.
No. 47143.

English Daimler.

Le Chat Noir. Illustrates and describes
what is considered the finest machine yet
made by this company. 700 w. Autocar

—

March i, 1902. No. 46709 A.

Exhibition.

Crystal Palace Show. An illustrated ar-
ticle giving particulars of the leading fea-
tures, exhibits, and novelties. 5800 w.,

Auto Jour—March 15, 1902. No. 47126 K
Exhibits.

Exhibits at the Coliseum. Brief illus-

trated descriptions of automobiles and ac-
cessories at the automobile show in Chi-
cago, March i to 8. 5400 w. Auto Topics
—March i, 1902. No. 46632 C.

Feed Regulation.

The Automatic Feed Regulation of
Steam Vehicle Boilers. J. Edward Bald-
win. Reviews the existing situation, show-

ing what is desirable and undesirable in

the construction and operation of these de-
vices. 1000 w. Horseless Age—March 5,

1902. No. 46667.

Gasoline Motors.

The Starting of Gasoline Motors. Al-
bert L. Clough. Notes improvements
which have increased the popularity of
gasoline vehicles, and offers some sugges-
tions for self-starters, iioo w. Horseless
Age—March 19, 1902. No. 47013.

Gasoline Vehicles.

A Novel Air-Cooled Gasoline Motor.
An illustrated description of the Balzar re-

volving cylmder air-cooled gasoline motor.
1200 w. Sci Am—March i, 1902. No.
46547-

Gasoline Automobiles—1902 Models. Il-

lustrations with brief descriptions of sev-

eral of the recent designs. 2200 w. Sci

rxm—March i, 1902. No. 46549.
Suggestion for a Gasoline Tank Fitting.

Robert G. Pilkington. Calls attention to

points needing to be improved. 1000 w.
Horseless Ao^e—March 5, 1902. No. 46668.
The Duryea Gasoline Carriage. Illus-

trated detailed description of the Duryea
three-wheeled phaeton. 1300 w. Sci Am
—March i, 1902. No. 46553.
The PacKard Gasoline Touring Car. Il-

lustrated detailed description. 2000 w. Sci

Am—March i, 1902. No. 46552.

Ignition.

Evolution in Jump Spark Plug Construc-
tion. Hugh jJ. Meier. Considers the re-

quirements, principle and detail construc-
tion, material, &c. 111. 1300 w. Horseless
Age—March 12, 1902. No. 46893.

Ignition Devices for Gas and Petrol Mo-
tors. *S. R. Bottone, in the English Me-
chanic. Brief notes on the more important
devices in use for this purpose, with re-

marks on their fitness or unfitness for cer-

tain requirements. 1400 w. Sci. Am bup
—March 22, 1902. No. 471 18.

Ignition Faults. Reginald Wales. Dis-

cusses the four vital features : the bat-

teries ; the transmission wires ; the induc-
tion ooils; and the sparking points. 1500
w. Auto Topics—March 22, 1902. No.

47044.

Industrial Vehicles.

Industrial Motor Cars in France. An
illustrated article explaining the develop-
ment of the motor car industry in France,

and giving much information in regard to

places where successful service of heavy
vehicles has been established, considering

the types used, motive power, &c. 3800 w.

Engr, Lond—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46730 .A..

We supply copies of these articles. See page sig.
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Light Carriages.

The Eight Horse Power Clement Car-
riage. From La Locomotion. Illustrated
description of an 8 horse power double
cylindered light carriage. 4000 w. Horse-
less Age—March 19, 1902. No. 47014.

Military.

Electric Lighting and Automobiles in

Military Operations (Elektrische Beleuch-
tung und Maschinenfahrzeuge im Land-
kriege). Maj. Gen. F. Otto. An article

showing the great advantages of electric

lighting and steam vehicles for traction

and power purposes in warfare. 2000 w.
Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—March 8,

1902. No. 46927 D.

Motor Cycles.

Some Motor Cycles at the Crystal Pal-
ace. A. J. Wilson. Illustrations and
brief descriptions of interesting exhibits.

3000 w. Autocar—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46-

579 A.

Motor Vehicles.

A Successful and Interesting Automo-
bile. Alexander F. Sinclair. An illus-

trated description of a vehicle made in

Birmingham, England. 2300 w. Auto
Mag—March, 1902. No. 40517 C.

Non-Freezing Liquids.

Non-Freezing Liquids for Cylinder Jack-
ets. E. E. Keller. An account of experi-
ments with calcium chloride solutions.

1700 w. Autocar—March 8, 1902. No.
46845 A.

SerpoUet System.

The Serpollet System. A brief descrip-

tion of the main features of these steam
cars. 111. 1200 w. Autocar—March 8,

1902. No. 46844 A.

Steam Carriages.

The Lane Steam Carriage. Aij illustrat-

ed description of a very successful car-

riage, especially noting its novel features.

1200 w. Sci Am—March i, 1902. No.
46545.

The Overman Steam Automobile. Illus-

trated detailed description. 1000 w. Sci

Am—March i, 1902. No. 46546.

The White Steam Carriage. Illustrated
detailed description of the 1902 model.
1800 w. Sci Am—March I, 1902. No.
46544.

Steering.

Steering Gears for Automobiles. Her-
mann Lemp. Shows the importance of a
properly designed steering gear, its re-

quirements, &c., with discussion of the
lever and the wheel, and of the hydraulic
steering check. 2000 w. Horseless Age

—

Feb. 25, 1902. No. 46507.

Trolley Automobile.

Traction by Trolley Automobile (Trac-

tion par Trolley Automoteur). Jean Lou-
bat. An illustrated account of omnibus
lines in which the vehicle runs on ordinary
roads and is operated by an electric motor
which gets its current from double trolley
wires overhead, on which a small auto-
motor trolley travels. 2800 w. Rev Tech-
nique—Feb. 25, 1902. No. 47162 D.

Traction by Overhead Motor Trolley.
From La Revue Techniaue. Illustrated
description of the leading features of tlae

Lombard-Gerin system, in which the elec-
tric energy is supplied to the vehicle from
two aerial wires. 1500 w. Engr, Lond

—

March 14, 1902. No. 47079 A.

HYDRAULICS.

Centrifugal Pumps.
High Pressure Centrifugal Pumps Driv-

en by Electric Motors or Steam Turbines
(Pompes Centrifuges a Haute Pression
avec Moteurs Electriques et Turbines a
Vapeur). A. Rateau. Illustrated descrip-
tion, with results of tests. 3000 w. Genie
Civil—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46997 D-
High-Speed Centrifugal Fans and

Pumps. Summary of a paper by M. A.
Rateau, published recently in the Bulletin
de la Societe de I'Industrie Minerale. De-
scribes fans and pumps driven by steam
turbines and electromotors for high pres-
sures. 1800 w. Engr, Lond—March 7, 1902.
Serial ist part. No. 46862 A.
Pumping Plant of the Skinner Dry

Dock, Baltimore, Md. Illustrated descrip-
tion of the centrifugal pumping plant with
a capacity of 150,000 gallons per minute.
2300 w. Eng Rec—March 22, 1902. No.
47037.

See also Mechanical Engineering, Mis-
cellany.

Keokuk, Iowa.

A Proposed Dam and Water Power on
the Mississippi River at Keokuk, Iowa.
Lyman E. Cooley. A general account of
the proposed work with a statement of the
conditions, and general discussion. 5000
w. Jour W Soc of Engrs—Feb., 1902. No.
46702 D.

Meters.

See Civil Engineering, Water Supply.

Mine Pumps.

See Mining and Metallurgy, iuining.

Pumping Plant.

A Gas Engine Dri\en Direct Pressure
Pumping Plant, wi'^h Some Experiments
on Pump Valve Area. D. W. Mead. An
illustrated outline of a plant installed at

Winchester. Indiana, with account of ex-
periments made. 6000 w. Jour W Soc of
Engrs—Feb., 1902. No. 46703 D.

Pumps.

The Riedler "Express" Pump. Illus-

trated description of high-speed pumps.

We supply copies of these articles. See page j/p.
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1600 w. Engne—March 7, 1902. No.

46856 A.
Varieties and Principles of Pumps. T.

W. Shelton. Briefly describes many vari-

ties, explaining- their advantages. 1400 w.

Engr, U S A—March i, 1902. No. 46672.

Turbines.

The 5500 Horse Power Turbines of the

Niagara Falls Power Co. and their Hy-
draulic Governors (Die 5500 P. S. Tur-
binen der Niagara Falls Power Cie. und
deren Hydraulische Regulatoren). A well

illustrated description of this machinery,

built by Escher Wyss & Co., of Zurich,

for the 1900 extension of the power plant

above the Falls. 1800 w. Schweiz Bau-
zeitung—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46995 B.

MACHINE WORKS AND FOUNDRIES.

Armor,

Armor Plate Tools. Arthur Masters.

Illustrates and describes the method of

fitting armor and backing to warships, iioo

w. Mach, N. Y—March, 1902. i\o. 46774.

Boiler Making.

Modern Practice in Boiler-Making
Shops. Egbert P. Watson. A comparison
of the crude early methods with the effi-

cient equipment of the modern boiler shop,

richly illustrated from European and
American practice. 3500 w. Engineering
Magazine—April, 1902. No. 47182 B.

Boiler Plates.

Diagram for the Thickness of Boiler

Plates. James A. Brown. Diagram, with
explanatory notes. 500 w. Am Mach

—

Feb. 27, 1902. No. 46512.

Boring Mill.

Boring Mnl (Tours Verticaux). G.
Nardin. A well illustrated description of

machine tools constructed by the Ducom-
mun works at Mulhouse, Alsace. 1200 w.
Genie Civil—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 47150 D.

Castings.

A Set of Tools for Machining a Cam.
Joseph V. Woodworth. Illustrates and de-
scribes a set of tools for machining a repe-

tition casting of unusual shape, which was
used as a cam on an automatic machine for
making fruit baskets. 700 w. Am Mach

—

March 20, 1902. No. 47100.

Methods of Continuous Casting and
Rolling for Light Sections. Theodore J.
Vollkommer. An illustrated article re-
viewing what has been done in the work
of continuously casting and rolling steel,

discussing the possibilities. 5600 w. Ir Trd
Rev—March 20, 1902. No. 47095.
Two Fixtures for Finishing Cast Iron

Segments. D. E. MacCarthy. Illustrated
description. 400 w. Am Mach—March 6,

1902. No. 46686.

Dies.

A Quadruplicate, Automatic- Slide Die

for Piercing Conical Shells. vV^iiliam Do-
ran. Illustratesi and describes a die de-
signed for the economic production of a
pierced brass shell which formed the draft
regulator of a new burner of the "Bunsen"
type. 1900 w. Am Mach—March 6, 1902.
No. 46685.

Dr 11 Press,

Multiple Drill Press (Der Serienbohrap-
parat). Wm. C, Wachholtz. An illustrat-

ed description of a multiple drill chuck
which can be applied to any drill press, and
used to drill holes in pipe flanges, cylin-

der heads, etc. 600 w. Technologist—Jan.,

1902.^ No. 46913.

Economy.

Foundry Economy. Dr. Richard Mol-
denke. How the foundrvman is to econo-
mize by the apolication of scientific meth-
ods is discussed, and other suggestions
given. 2800 w. Jour Am Found Assn

—

April, 1902. No. 46521.

Factory Ofl&ce,

See Industrial Economy.

Feed Gear,

A Self-Acting Feed Gear for Horizon-
tal Boring Bars. C. Patterson. Shows a
self-acting feed gear as applied to the 2-

inch boring bars on a special multiple spin-

dle horizontal boring machine. 111. 600 w.
.^m Mach—March 13, 1902. No. 46888.

Hardening.

Combined Oil and Water Hardening of
Taps, Millinp- Cutters, etc. John L. Bacon.
Describes a method that seems not only to

save time, but to give more satisfactory re-

sults than the ordinary method used. 1400
w. Am Mach—March 6, 1902. No. 46683,
Hardening Extra Long Stay-Bolt Taps.

E. R. Markham. Directions for this work.
1600 w. Mach. N. Y—March, 1902. .no,

46775-

Heating in Red Hot Lead for Harden-
ing. E. R. Markham. Notes from ex-

perience on heating steel in the lead cruci-

ble. 900 w. Am iviach—March 6, 1902.

No. 46681.

Heavy Work.

Hydraulic Device for Adjusting Heavy
Work on Machine Tools. Illustration and
description of a device a'^nlicable to large

work to be machined where work is sta-

tionary and the cutting tools movable, the

worK having to be adjusted to the correct

position for the cutting. 600 w. Am Mach
—March 27, 1902. No. 47145.

Machine Tools,

Bevelling Machine. Illustrates and de-

scribes a machine for use bv shipbuilders.

1400 w. Engr, Lond—March 14, 1902. No.

47077 A.

Pipes.

On Pipes and Pipe Threads. Engrav-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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ings and remarks on the trouble caused by
not following the standard proportions,

suggesting that the name of the maker be
stamped on the pipe with the quality of

the material, and the pressure to which the

pipe has been tested. 1800 w. Locomo-
tive—Jan., 1902. No. 46604.

Premium Plan.

See Industrial Economy.

Pulleys.

A Cone Pullev Pattern. John M. Rich-
ardson. Illustrates and describes a method
that requires no core except a stock core
through the hub. 800 w. Am Mach

—

March 6, 1902. No. 46682.

Radiators.

European Radiators. Charles F. Hauss.
Illustrated descriptions of types. 800 w.
Met Work—March 15, 1902. No. 46816.

Screw Machine.

The Schmutz Automatic Screw Machine.
Illustrates and describes a screw machine
having no turret, and the tools are simple
pieces of bar steel ground to shape at the

ends, easily sharpened, and adjusted by a
turn of a spanner. 1200 w. Engng—March
14, 1902. No. 47083 A.

Seamless Pipes.

The Manufacture of Large Boiler Flues
and Heavy Seamless Pipes (Ueber Hers-
tellung Grosser Kesselschiisse und Schwer-
er Nahtloser Rohre). Hr. Ehrhardt. An
illustrated paper before the Verei'^

Deutscher Eisenhiittenleute giving a de-
scription of methods of rolling hollow
cylinders into pipes; with discussion. 2500
w. Stahl u Eisen—March i, 1902. No.
46966 D.

Shrinkage.

Shrinkage and Pressure Joints. Will-
iam Ledyard Cathcart. An illustrated dis-

cussion of practice in the various applica-

tions of this work. 10600 w. Sch of Mines
Qr—Jan., 1902. No. 46798 D.

Shops.

New Shops of the Grant Tool Company.
Illustrated description of new works at

Franklin, Pa. 2000 w. Mach, N. Y

—

March, 1902. No. 46773.

Skimming Gates.

Some Skimming Gates. A. E. Fay. Il-

lustrates some forms that have been used
or suggested for the purpose of obtaining
cleaner metai for the mold, with brief de-

scriptions. 1500 w. Foundry—March,
1902. No. 46523.

Stem Frame.

Building a Stern Frame. Richard L.
Tappenden. Illustrates and describes the
building of an ordinary L-shaped frame.
800 w. Ir Age—March 27, 1902. No.
47121.

Tube Expander.

The Plastic Pressure Tube Expander.
Illustrated description of a new device
manufactured in England, and its opera-
tion. 1000 w. Am Mach—Feb. 27, 1902.
No. 4651 1.

Watchmaking.

An Escape-Wheel Cutting Engine. A
H. Cleaves, illustrated description of a
cutting machine and its operation. 1300
w. Am Mach—March 6, 1902. No. 46684.

Works Management.

See Industrial Economy.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION.

Budapest Congress.

New Researches in the Constitution of
iviaterials (Ueber Neuere Arbeiten im
Gebiete der Priifung der Materialien der
Technik). Prof. Fried. Kick. An illus-

trated review of some of the papers pre-

sented before the Budapest Congress of the
International Association for the Testing
of Materials, bearing particularly on solu-

tions, metallography, etc. 4000 w. Zeitschr

d Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver—March 7, 1902.

No. 46945 B.
The Congress of the International As-

sociation for the Testing of Materials at

Budapest in 1901 (Der Internationale Kon-
gress fiir die Materialpriifungen der Tech-
nik zu Budapest, 1901). A general review
of the congress and its proceedings. 2000
w. Schweiz Bauzeitung—Jan. 25, 190Z
No. 46993 B.

Electrical Apparatus.

See Electrical Engineering. Miscellany.

Metallography.

Notes on Metallography (Note di Metal-
lografia). A. Ruggieri. A discussion of
the use of the microscope in metallographi-
cal investigation of materials used in naval
construction. 5000 w. Rivista Marittima

—

Feb., 1902. No. 47188 G.

Oil.

The Way in Which the Qualities of Oil
Are Determined. Dr. Julius Ohly. The
determining the specific gravities, and con-
clusions drawn from observations, iioo
w. Mines & Min—March, 1902. No. 46-

777 C.

Recording Machine.

An Automatic Recording Machine. E.
C. Oliver. Illustrates and describes a
machine which records on a continuous
strip of paper the momentary changes of
conditions in making tests of steam, gas,

or other engines or machines. 1800 w.
Am Mach—Feb. 27, 1902. No. 46509.

Spherical Plates.

The Resistance of Spherical Plates to

External Pressure (Die Widerstandsfahig-
keit Kugelformiger Wandungen gegeniiber

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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Aeusserem Ueberdruck). C. Bach. A
well illustrated experimental determination

of the resistance of curved heads of boilers,

etc., to pressures on the convex side.

Serial, ist part. 2000 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—March 8. 1902. No. 46-

926 D.

POWER AND TRANSMISSION.

Aerial Tramways.
The Arlington Tramway. H. E. T.

Haultain. An illustrated description of

the tramwav at Arlington mine, Erie, B.

C. iioow. B. C. Min Kec—March, 1902.

Mo. 46749 B.

Belting.

Belt Speeds and Journal Pressures.

Letter from Forrest R. Tones on the com-
mon assumption that high speed belts re-

sult in increased pressure and friction at

the journal bearings. 800 w. Eng Rec

—

March 15, 1902. No. 46885.

Horse-Power of Belting and Pulleys.

E. C. DeWolfe. Diagram with explana-
tion of its use. 2200 w. Power—March,
1902. No. 46688.

The Safe management of Belts. An il-

lustrated article giving hints based on a

pamphlet issued by the "Association des
industriels de France contre les Accidents
du Travail." 2500 w. Quarry—March i,

1902. No. 46847 A.

Belt Shifters.

New Belt Shifters (Nouveaux Monte-
Courroies Fixes pour Transmissions).
Henry Mamy. A well illustrated descrip-

tion of apparatus for placing belts on pul-

leys in motion, without danger to work-
men. 700 w. Genie Civil—reb. 15, 1902.

No. 46999 D.

Compressed Air.

Moisture in L-ompressed Air. D. W.
Hering. Discusses the statements made
concerning air compressed hydraulically,

and explams the process. 2000 w. Com-
pressed Air—March, 1902. No. 46815.
The Volumetric Efficiency of Air Com-

pressors and Tests of Shiitz Compressors
at the "Centrum" and Frohliche Morgen-
sonne Mines, Westphalia (Ueber den Vol-
umetrischen Wirkungsgrad der Kompres-
soren und Versuchsergebnisse von Shiitz
'schen Kompressoren auf den Zechen
"Centrum" und Frohliche Morgensanne).
R. Goetze. An illustrated description of
experiments and results. 1500 w. Gliick-
auf—Jan. 18, 1902. No. 46972 B.
Underground Compressed Air Mine

Plant. Robert Peele. Considers the ap-
plication of compressed air to rock drills,

pumps, hoisting engines, and coal cutters.
5000 w. Mines & Min—March, 1902. No.
46779 c.

Elevators.

Elevator Safety Appliances. William

Baxter, Jr. An illustrated review of the
various appliances employed. 1600 w.
Am Mach—March 13, 1902. Serial, ist

Part. x\o. At

Mechanical Handling.

Mechanical Sorting of Small Packages
at the Austerlitz Railway Station in Par-
is (Triage Mecanique des Petits Colis de
Messageries (au depart) dans la Gare de
Paris-Austerlitz). M. Pons. A well il-

lustrated account of the mechanical hand-
ling, transporting of packages and parcels
at this Paris station of the Orleans Rail-

way. Serial. 2 parts. 4 plates. 12000
w. Rev Gen d Chemins de Fer—Feb.,

March, 1902. No. 47172 H.

Power Loss.

Power Loss by Friction and Transmis-
sion. Henry Souther. Read before the
Canadian Mfr. Assn. Discusses this sub-
ject, giving Prof. Benjamin's rules to save
friction losses in manufacturing establish-

ments. 1600 w. Sta Engr—March, 1902.

No. 4701 1.

Spiral Gears.

A Diagram for Laying Out Spiral Gears.

J. N. Le Conte. Gives diagram and ex-
planation of its use. 1200 w. Am Mach

—

Feb. 27, 1902. No. 46510.

Tractive Power.

Traction on Vvagon Roads. Ira O. Bak-
er. An account of experiments on the trac-

tive power required to draw wagons on
different roads and pavements, with gen-
eral discussion of the subject. 111. 2500 w.
Eng News—March 8, 1902. No. 46696.

SPECIAL MOTORS.

Gas Engines.

Experimental Gas Engine Construction.
Don McNaughton. On points of import-
ance in the construction. 1800 w. Horse-
less Age—March 26, 1902. No. 47142.
Temperatures of the Cylinder Wall of a

400-Horse Power Double-Acting Gas-En-
gine. E Korting. Summarized trans-

lation from the Zeitschrift des Vereines
Deutscher Ingenieure. An account of

measurements 01 the temperature at differ-

ent points, with a view to the prevention
of injurious expansion. 1200 w. Jour
Gas Lgt—March 11, 1902. No. 47067 A.
The Heat in Gas-Engine Cylinder-

Walls. Illustrated review of some German
experiments on a 400-h. p. two-cycle en-

gine, to determine the temperature stress-

es in motors of this size. 1200 w. Eng
Rec—March 15, 1902. No. 46883.

Gasoline Motors.

See Mechanical Engn?, Automobiles.

Mine Locomotives.

See Electric and Street Railways.

Orleans Tramway Plant.

See Electric and Street Railways.

Wc supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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Boiler Election.

Practical Points in the Erection of the
Thomycroft Boiler. Description with
diagrams. 1800 w. Marine Engng—March
1902. No. 47003 C.

Boiler Plant.

Hampton Boiler Plant. Illustrated de-
scription of a new boiler plant of the D.
L. & W. Coal Mining Department at

Scranton, Pa. 3000 w. Mines & Min

—

March, 1902. No. 46776 C.

Boilers.

Plans for Economical Boiler Feeding.
W. H. Wakeman. Considers various plans
for forcing water into boilers. 1600 w.
Elec, N Y—March 12, 1902. No. 46750.

The Diirr Water-tube Boiler. S. J.
Thompson. Abstract of a paper read be-

fore the So. Staffordshire Iron and Steel

Inst. Illustrates and describes the con-
struction of this land type of the Diirr

boiler, its cleaning and the circulation.

1900 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev—Feb. 21,

1902. No. ^6502 A.

The Second Report of the Boiler Com-
mittee. A critical review of this report.

5500 w. Engr, Lond—March 7, 1902.

No. 46860 A.

The Morrin Patent "Climax" Steam
Boiler. Illustrated description of a water-
tube boiler which has advantages of in-

terest. Report of an extensive test, made
by Bryan Donkin, is also given. 2500 w.
Engng—March 14, 1902. No. 47082 A.

The Water Tube Boiler Question in the
German Navy. Kohn von Jaski Translated
from Marine Rundschau. A lengthy
discussion of the reasons for the introduc-
tion of water-tube boilers, their disad-
vantages, choice of type, the fitting of
German warships, economy of the various
systems, efficiency, cost. etc. 15700 w.
Jour Am. See of Nav Engrs—Feb., 1902.

No. 47049 H.

Water-Tube Boilers. Report on trials

of H. M. S. "Hyacinth." H. M. S. "Min-
erva," and R. M. S. "Saxonia," by the
committee appointed by the Admiralty to
inquire into the question of water-tube
boilers for the British navy. 9500 w.
Engng—Feb. 28, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 46726 A.

Cooling Towers.

Notes on the Construction and Oper-
ation of Cooling Towers. J. R. Bibbins.
Description and tests of an experimental
tower, for cooling circulating water in a
steam power plant, recently put into ser-
vice bv the lidison Illuminating Co., of
Detroit, with opinions on questions of
design. 3000 w. Eng News—March 20,

1902. No. 47102.

Economy,

See Marine and Naval Engineering.

Engines.

The Engines of the New York Edison
Power Station. Briefly describes this
plant, located between 38th and 39th Sts,
First Ave. and the East River, and par-
ticularly describes the remarkable feat-
ures of the engines, giving illustrations.

900 w. Sci Am—March 22, 1902. No.
47114.

Fuel Economy.

Feed Water Heaters. D. B. Dixon. Con-
siders it the most essential apoliance in a
steam power plant, discussing its advan-
tages. 1400 w. Am Mfr—Feb. 27, 1902.
No. 40537.

Heating Plant.

Central Steam Heating Plant on Ran-
dall's Island, New York City. Illustrated
description of the system installed for 16
asylum buildings : the condensation water
in buildings too low to return to the boiler
house by gravity is handled by a vacuum
system. 1000 w. En^- Rec—March 22,
1902. No. 47043.

Indicators.

Calculations From Indicator Diagrams.
Charles L. Hubbard. Definition of work,
foot pound, work diagrams, calculation of
power, mean ordinate, planimeters, etc.

4000 w. Steam Engng—March, 1902. No.
47094.

Correcting for Variations in Indicator
Springs. A. Koob. Gives methods for
computing spring measurements. 2300 w.
Power—March, 1902. No. 46689.

Reading Indicator Diagrams. Illus-

trates characteristics of the diagrams from
various engines, explaining the meaning
of the twists and turns. 2000 w. Steam
Engng—Marcl^ 1902. No. 47091.

Reducing Gears for the Steam Engine
Indicator. W. H. Wakeman. An illus-

trated explanation of various devices for
reducing crosshead motion to convenient
proportions for use on the indicator
drum, without destroying the peculiarities

of the crosshead motion. 2400 w. Steam
Engng—March, 1902. No. 47093.

Steam Engine Indicators. C. W. Obert.
Illustrates and describes modern indicat-

ors, explaining the principle of Watt's,
McNaught's, and Richards' instruments,
and describing other forms. 2300 w.
Steam Engng—March, 1902. No. 47090.

The Analysis of Indicator Diagrams. W.
H. Wakeman. Gives diagrams and ex-
plains what they indicate. 1200 w. Engr,
U S A—March i, 1902. No. 46671.

The Preparation for Indicating. George
L. Fowler. An illustrated article review-
ing the work of preparation ; the drill-

ing and tapping the cylinders, piping,

measuring clearance, attachment of indi-

cator, etc. 2200 w. Steam Engng

—

March, 1902. No. 47092.

U'e supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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Watt's and McNaught's Steam Engine
Indicators. Gives an account, in Watt's

own words, of his first indicator, showing
what he intended to effect by its means.

Also notes improvements made by Watt
and by McNaught. 111. 2500 w. Engr,

Lond—March 7, 1902. No. 46864 A.

Marine Engines.

See Marine and Naval Engineering.

Oil Fuel.

Oil Burning. H. B. Gregg. Discusses

the essential equipment for the success-

ful burning of crude oil in locomotives,

giving tests. 111. 3300 w. Wis Engr—
Feb., 1902. No. 46530 D.

Radiators.

Tests of Radiators With Superheated

Steam. R. C. Carpenter. Read at meet-

ing of the Am. Soc. of Heat and Ven.
Engrs. A report of tests which seem to

indicate that superheated steam is a poor
medium to emnloy for heating purposes.

1200 w. Dom Engng—March 15, 1902.

No. 46889 C.

Sisson High Speed.

Sisson High bpeed Compound Stearn

Engine (Machine a Vapeur Compound, a

Grande Vitesse Systeme Sisson). A well

illustrated description of a vertical engine,

built by Wm. Sisson, of Gloucester, Eng.,

and exhibited at Glasgow, 1901. i plate.

800 w. Genie Civil—March i, 1902. No.
47154 D.

Steam Engine Practice.

Modern Steam Engine Practice Abroad.
Frank C. Perkins. Considers methods
and general design in modern central sta-

tions in England, France, Belgium, Ger-
many and Austria. 111. 1700 w. Am
Mfr—March 6, 1902. No. 46752.

Steam Laundry.

A Modern Steam Laundry. Illustrated

description of a large laundry in Ger-
many, and its mechanical appliances. 1000
w. Sci Am Sup—March i, 1902. No.
46559.

Superheating.

Superheated Steam, from 1827 to the
Present Day (La Vapeur Surchauflfee,
de 1827 a Nos Jours). G. Loffet. An
illustrated general review of the subject,
in theory and practice. Serial, ist part.

2000 w. Rev Technique—Feb. 10, 1902.
No. /17161 D.

Valve Gear.

History of the Walschaerts Valve Gear
(Historie de la Distribution Walschaerts).
Prof. J. Boulvin. A biographical sketch
of Egide Walschaerts, of Belgium, and an
illustrated history of his valve gear, which
wasi mistakably attributed to Heusinger
von Waldegg. 2000 w. Rev de Mecanique
—Feb., 1902. No. 47168 E+F.

Valves.

Piston Valves. Illustrates and describes
various types. 2200 w. Loc Engng

—

March, 1902. No. 46649 C.

Waste Heat.

Recent Exnerience and Tests with
Waste Heat Engines. John H. Barr. An
explanation of the operation of the binary
vapor engines with a statement of certain

nroperties of the workino^ fluids employed.
15C0 w. .Sib Jour of Engng—March, 1902.

No. 47058 C.

Water-Hammer.
On Explosions of Steam Pipes Due to

Water-Hammer. C. E. Stromeyer. An
illustrated explanation of how these ex-
plosions are brought about, with a mathe-
matical discussion of the problem. 3800
w. Engng—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46729 A.

MISCELLANY.
Aeronautics.

Aerial Navigation Problems. Carl E.
Meyers. A replv to the article of Rear
Admiral Melville published in the Dec.
North American Review. 3500 w. Sci

Am Sup—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46503.
Maratime Aeronautics (L'Aeronautique

Maritime). E. Surcouf. An illustrated,

long, comprehensive review of aerial nav-
igation above the sea, with recent prog-
ress and apparatus, i plate. 1800 w.
Mem d 1 Soc d Ing Civils de France—

•

Jan., 1902. No. 47171 G.
The Progress of Aeronautics (Les Pro-

gres de I'Aeronautiquey. G. Espitallier.

A well illustrated, comprehensive review
with account of the recent experiments of
Santos Dumont and other aeronauts. Se-
rial. 3 parts. 13000 w. Genie Civile
March i, 8 and 15, 1902. No. 47153
each D.
The Use of Balloons in War. Eric H.

Stuart Bruce. Reviews the work that has
been accomplished by military balloons,

discussing goldbeaters' skin balloons and
their advantages, and the use of balloons
in the South African campaign. Also
discussion. 6900 w. Jour Soc of Arts

—

Feb. 21, 1902. No. 48578 A.
The Villard Flying Machine. Illus-

trated description of the machine devised

by M. Henri Villard. 900 w. Sci Am

—

March 8, 1902. No. 46695.

Alcohol,

Lighting and Heating with Alcohol at

the Comnetition in Paris, looi (L'Eclair-

age et le Chauffape par I'Alcool au Con-
cours de 1901J. M. Lindet. A well illus-

trated comprehensive paper on lighting

and heating with alcohol. 8000 w. Bull

Soc d'Encouragement—Feb., 1902. No.

47157 G.
The Manufacture and Technical Uses

of Alcohol in Germany. An account of a

special exposition being held in Berlin,

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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with illustrated description of interesting

exhibits of domestic and industrial uses

of alcohol, including spirit engines and
motors, flatirons heated, lamps, etc. 2200

w. U. S. Cons Repts, No. 1288—March
13, 1902. No. 46734 D.

Centrifugal Fans.

Application of the Principle of the Con-
servation of Energy to the Operation of

Centrifugal Ventilators (Application du
Principe de la Conservation de I'Energie

au Fonctionnement des Ventilateurs Cen-
trifuges). A. H. Courtois. A long, illus-

trated, mathematical discussion of the the-

ory of centrifugal pumps and fans. The
first part is devoted to pumps. Serial, ist

r>art. Tables. 16000 w. Rev de Mecan-
iaue—Jan., 1902. No. 47166 E+F.

Heating.

Central Hieating Plants in the United
States. Concerning the recent growth of

commercial central heating stations. 1500
w. Eng News—March 20, 1902. No. 47-

105.

The Heating and Ventilation of the Ed-
ward Wyman School, St. Louis, Mo. Al-
vin D. Reed. Read before the Am. Soc.

of Heat. & Ven. Engrs. Illustrated de-

tailed description. 1400 w. Met Work

—

March 29, 1902. No. 47146.
Ventilation and Heating in the United

States Mint, Philadelphia. Illustrated de-
scription of the apparatus for circulating

the air through the building by means of

both supply and exhaust fans. The warm-
ing is by direct steam radiation. 3000 wv
Eng Rec—March i, 1902. No. 46613.

Hot Water.

Hot Water Heating. P. Trowern. Read
before the Canadian Assn. of Stationary
Engrs. Briefly reviews the history of
heating appliances, especially heating with
hot water. laoo w. Dom Engng—March
15, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46890 C.

Mechanical Plant.

Mechanical Installation in the Modem
Office Building. Continued discussion of

paper on this subject by Charles G. Dar-
rach. 9600 w. Pro Am Soc of Civ Engrs
—Feb.. 1902. No. 46534 E.

Machinery.

Weak Points in Machinery. Albeit

Stritmatter. Mentions certain evils that

have thrown machines out of use, and dis-

cusses the remedy. Advises the manufac-
turer to Keep track of as many machines
as possible and endeavor to learn whether
or not they are satisfactory, and if not,

why not. 1200 w. Am Mfr—Feb. 27, 1902.

No. 46539-

Metric System.

The English versus the Metric System.
Charles T. Porter. An argument against

the adoption of the metric system, looo

w. Elec Rev, N Y—March 8, 1902. No.

46762.

Ordnance.

The Evolution of Fire-.\rms and Ord-
nance and Their Relation to Advancing
Civilization. General Joseph Wheeler.
Historical review, with related matter of

interest. 10600 w. Jour Fr Inst—March,
1902. No. 46795 D.

Pyrometer.

See Mining and Metallurgy, Miscellany.

Ventilation.

See also Mining and Metallurgy, Mill-

ing.

Weaving.

Recent Inventions in Weaving Machin-

ery. Prof. Roberts Beaumont. Discusses

many recent improvements made in looms.

.\lso discussion. 8000 w. Jour Soc of

Arts—Feb. 28, 1902. No. -6712 .\.

MINING AND METALLURGY

COAL AND COKE.
Africa.

The Wankie Coalfield, Rhodesia. De-
scription, with map, and report of pro-
gress and cost of working quality of coal,

etc. 3000 w. Col Guard—Feb 21, 1902.

No. 46594 A.

Ash Fusibility.

A Study of the Fusibility of the Ashes
of Combustibles (Etude sur la Fusibilite

des Cendres des Combustibles). MM.
H. Le Chatelier and Chantepie. An illus-

trated account of experiments to determine
the temperature of fusion of ashes of coal

and other combustibles, with results.

2000 w. Bull Soc d'Encouragement—Feb.,

1902. No. 47159 G.

Bituminous Coal.

Efficiency of Bituminous Coal. Harlan

J. German. Discusses some of the losses

which are incident to the combustion of

bituminous fuels. 2200 w. Ry Mas Mach
—March, 1902. No. 46637. .

Bohemia.

The Coal Mining Industry of North-

w^estern Bohemia (Darstellung der Ver-

haltnisse des Nordwestbohmischen Kofal-

enbergbaues). A general review of the

Bohemian brown coal industry, as set

forth in a speech by Frederick Zechner

before the Austrian House of Deputies.

7000 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u H«t-

tenwesen—March i, 1902. No. 46991 B.

British Columbia.

British Columbia Coal Fields. William

We supply copies of these articles. See page J7p.
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M. Brewer. Describes the various coal

fields and collieries on Vancouver Island

and the main land. 4800 w. Eng & Min
Jour—March 22, 1902. No. 47099.

Calorific Value.

The Heating and Evaporative Power of

Coal (Heizwert und Verdampfungsfahig-
keit der Kohle). A. Dosch. From Ding-
ler's Polytech Journal. This part gives the

theoretical calorific power with different

percentages of carbon, hydrogen, etc. Se-
rial. Part I. Tables. 2000 w. 111. Zeitschr

f Klein u Strassenbahnen—March I, 1902.

No. 46910 C.

Coal Cutting.

Coal Cutting by Machinery in British

Collieries. Sydney F. Walker. Illustrated

description of machines used. 3000 w.
Eng & Min Jour—March 8, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 46789.

Coal Supremacy.

See Industrial Economy.

Compressed Fuel.

Kuhn's Coal-Stamping Machinery. Il-

lustrated description of a coal-compressing
machine used in coking with explanation
of its operation and statement of its ad-
vantages. 3800 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev

—

Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46720 A.

The Charging of Coke Ovens with
Compressed Fuel. Illustrates and de-
scribes appliances invented by John H.
Darby for compressing fuel before coking,
thus improving the quality and making it

possible to obtain satisfactory results from
some lean fuels. 1200 w. l,o1 Guard

—

Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46724 A.

Faults.

A Lesson on Faults. Prof. Arthur
Lakes. An illustrated sketch of the As-
pen mining region, Colorado, in which the
effects of faulting in the past, and still go-
ing on, are shown. 3000 w. Mines &
Min—March, 1902. No. 46778 C.

Mid-Somerset.

The Mid-Somerset Coalfield Problem.
Gives map and description of the peculiar
geological formation found here, discuss-
ing the methods for extracting the coal.

3500 w. Col Guard—March i/i 1902. No.
47124 A. '

New Mexico.

The Coal, Graphite, and Oil Field of
Raton. N. Mex. Prof. Arthur Lakes.
Illustrates and describes the location and
geological characteristics, the coal mines,
and prospects for graphite and oil. 3000
w. Mines & Min—March, 1902. No. 46-
781 C.

Peat.

A New Process for Preparing Peat for
Briquetting and Other Purposes (Ein

Neues Verfahren zur Aufbereitung von
Torf fiir Briquettiruno-s und Andere
Zwecke). Gustav Kroupa. An illustrat-

ed description of methods and machines
for pressing- and briquetting peat. Serial.

2 parts. I plate. 4000 w. Oesterr Zeitschr
f Berg u Hiittenwesen—Feb. I, 8, 1902.

No. 4^4 each B.
New Method of Preparing Peat for

Briquette Making, etc. G. Kroupa. From
Oesterreichische Zeitschrift ^iir Berg und
Huttenwesen. Illustrated description.

900 w. Col Guard—March 7, 1902. No.
/=;866 A.
The Calorific Power of Peat (Ueber den

Heizwerth des iorfsi). Anderson and
Dillner. An experimental investigation of
peat in Sweden, abstracted from Jernkon-
torets Annaler. 2000 w. Oesterr Zeitschr
f Berg u Huttenwesen—Feb. 22, 1902.

No. 4(3990 B.

COPPER.

Copper Supply.

Sources of Copper Supply. A discus-

sion of the situation and the effects made
to regulate the prices, and review of the

sources of supply. 1400 w. Engr, Lend

—

Feb. 21, 1902. No. 46602 A.

Low-Grade Ores.

Electrolytic Recovery of Copper from
Low-Grade Ores. N. S. Keith. States

the conditions and considerations applied
in the planning and erecting of works for

the electrolytic method of recovering cop-
per from the ores of a mine near New
York city. The article is limited to the

consideration of the variety of wet method
in which electrolysis is used to effect the

final deposition of the copper. 3400 w.
Elec Rev, N Y—March 22, 1902. No.
47096.

Production.

American Copper Production. Editorial

discussing the copper districts of the Unit-
ed States and the production for 1901,

with some of the causes affecting it. 1700

w. Engng—March 7, 1902. No. 46859A.

Reduction Works.

Anaconda Copper Mining Company's
New Reduction Works. An illustrated

description of recently completed works,
which are probably the largest, most com-
plete and up-to-date of any of their kind.

4000 w. Eng & Min Jour—March i, 1902.

No. 46642.

Refining.

Electrolytic Refining of Copper. Illus-

trated description of the largest copper-

refining works in the world, located at

Raritan, N. J. 1700 w. Sci Am—March
15, 1902. No. 4681 1.

South America.

South American Copper. Editorial dis-

cussing the production in the various coun-

JP'e supply copies of these articles. See page 319. J
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tries, especially Chili and Peru. 2000 w.
Engng—Feb. 21, 1902. No. 46598 A.

Sweden.

The Nautanen Mineral Field (Das Erz-
feld Nautanen). Bjorn Kjellberg. From
Teknisk Tidschrift. An account of a cop-
per region, in which gold occurs, near
Gellivare, Sweden, with description of the

ores. 700 w. Gliickauf—March i, 1902.

No. 46982 B.

GOLD AND SILVER.

British Columbia.

Boundary District of British Columbia.
E. Jacobs. Reports concerning the ore,

shipments from various mines, their work-
ing, and other information. 111. 3800 w.
Eng & Min Jour—March i, 1902. No.
46639.

Concentration.

Screen vs. Hydraulic Sizing. S. I. Hal-
lett. On the use of vibrating screens and
their advantage over hydraulic apparatus.
2000 w. Min & Sci Pr—March I, 1902.

No. 46679.

Dredging.

A Few Notes Upon Gold Dredging. .F.

Satchell Clarke. Gives some account of
gold dredrring in British Columbia, the
types of dredges used, their operation, etc.

4000 w. Can Min Rev—Feb. 28, 1902.

No. 46625 B.

Low Grade Ore.

A Method of Mining Low Grade Ores
in the Boundary Creek District. Fred-
eric Keffer. Describes the methods of min-
ing at the iViother Lode mine in Deadwood
Camp, and the reasons for their adoption,
ihe ores contain copper, gold and silver

in varying degree. 111. 1600 w. Can Min
Rev—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46624 B.

Mexico.

The Guanajuato Mining District in

Mexico. Henry Russell Wray. An illus-

trated article briefly reviewing the history,

formation and general conditions of this

district. 800 w. Min Rept—March 6,

1902. No. 46753.

Nome.

The Story of the Nome Gold Fields.

Otto Halla. Reviews the history of this

field since its discovery in Julv. 1898. 1900
w. Min & Sci Pr—March i, 1902. No.
46680.

Ore Treatment.

Some Unsolved Questions of Ore Treat-
ment. O. H. Howarth. Considers some
of the mechanical and other imperfections
in milling processes. 4400 w. Mines &
Min—March, 1902. No. 46780 C.

Southern States.

Gold in North Carolina. Frederic
Moore. Reviews the history of gold min-
ing in this state, giving illustrations of

iVe supply copies of these

the workings. 1200 w. Sci Am Sup

—

March 22, 1902. No. 471 16.

Utah.

Stateline Mining District, Iron County,
Utah. Grant H. Smith. Brief account of
the mines. The ores carry gold and sil-

ver, associated with a small percentage of
iron, and of manganese. 1400 w. Min &
Sci Pr—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46505.

Washington.

The Mount Baker Mining District,

Washington. George Otis Smith. An
illustrated description of this gold mining
region. 1500 w. Eng & Min Jour—March
15, 1902. No. 46824.

IRON AND STEEL.

Basic Ingots.

The Non-Homogeneity of Soft Basic
Open-Hearth Ingots (Ueber Inhomogen-
itat der Weichen Basischen Martinblocke)
Adolf Riemer. An account of experiences
with small ingots with analyses of differ-

ent charges and different parts of the
same ingot, and explanations of the non-
homogeneity. 2200 w. Stahl u Eisen

—

March i, 1902. No. 46968 D.

Blast Furnaces.

On Electric Lifts for Blast Furnace
Bell-tops. F. Tanssen. Illustrates and de-
scribes a blast-furnace bell-top lift which
has been in operation about one year, stat-

ing the advantages from the employment
of electricity. 2500 w. Ir & Coal Trds
Rev—March 14, 1902. No. 47088 A.

The Operation of Blast Furnaces (In-
teressante Erscheinungen beim Hochofen-
gauge und ihre Erklarung). Bemhard
Osann. A paper before the Verein Deut-
scher Eisenhiittenleute discussing various
interesting phenomena in blast furnace
practice and their explanation. 6000 w.
Stahl u Eisen—March i, 1902. No. 46-

967 D.

Charging Machine.

Wellman Electric Charging Machine for

Open Hearth Furnaces (Chargeuse Elec-

trique, Systeme Wellmann pour Fours
Siemens-Martin). An illustrated descrip-

tion of these machines for charging steel

furnaces mechanically. 1500 w. Genie
Civil—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46996 D.

Constitution.

The Chemical Equilibrium of Ferro-

Carbon Systems (Sur I'Equilibre Chim-
inique des Systemes Fer Carbon). Georges
Charpy et Louis Grenet. Discussion and
experiments on the chemistry and con-

stitution of combustions of iron and car-

bon. 500 w. Comptes Rendus—Jan. 13,

1902. No. 47176 D.

Crucible Steel.

The Improvements of the Crucible Steel

articles. See page 319-
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Company of America. Detailed descrip-

tion, with plans of new plants being built

i)y this company. 2300 w. Ir Age—March
20. 1902. No. 47000.

Germany.

German Imnorts and Exports of Iron

Ore, Iron. Iron Manufactures, Machines
and Vehicles for 1900 and 1901 (Des
Deutschen Zollpebietes Einfuhr begw.
Ausfuhr von Eisenerz, Eisen. Eisenwa-
aren, Maschinen und Fahrzencngen in den
Jahren 1901 und 1900). Complete sta-

tistical tables. 3 plates. Stahl u Eisen

—

March i, 1002. No. 46971 D.

Lthn Valley.

The Probable Duration of Iron Mining
in the Lahn and Dill Districts, Germany
(Die Muthmassliche Dauer des Fortbe-
stehens des Eisenerzbargbaud der Lahn
und Dillreviere). An abstract of a memoir
©n the canalization of the Lahn, describ-

ing the iron geology and iron ores of these

districts in Nassau, Germany. 1600 w.
Stahl u Ei?en—March i, 1902. No. 46-

970 D.

Rheinish-Westphalia.

The Iron Industry in the Rheni-h West-
phalian Coal Ref^ion (Die Eisenhiitten-

industrie im Rheinish - Westphalischen-
Kohlenrevier). Abstract from the All-

gem. Deutscher Bergmannstag. A histori-

jal and up-to-date review of iron and steel

manufacture in this part of Germany. Se-
rial. 2 parts. 4500 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f

Berg u Hiittenwescn—Feb. 8, 15, 1902.
No. 46987 B.

Rolling Mill.

A Two-High Roll Train with Electri-

cally Driven Transfer Tables (Die Neue
950 er Duo Reversirstrasse mit Elektrisch
Jahrbaren Rolleangen). An illustrated

description of a rollinf^ mill at ivlorgen-
Toth. Silesia, in which the metal is han-
4led between the passes by an electrically

driven table which travels parallel to the
rolls. 1 plate. 800 w. Stahl u Eisen

—

Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46964 D.

Hollow Geared Rolls with Internal
Coupling (Ueber Hohlkammwalzen mit
Innerem Augriff der Spindeln fiir Walz-
werke). R. M. Daelen. An illustrated de-
scription of coupling shafts with spherical
Jieads gearing into the hollow ends of
rolls. 800 w. Stahl u Eisen—Feb. 15,
3902. No. 46963 D.

New Mill for Re-Rolling Worn Rails.
Illustrated description of a new mill at
Tremley Point, N. J., where the McKenna
process of re-rolling old rails is to be in-
sJalled. 2000 w. R R Gaz—March 14,
1902. No. 46827.

The Rolling of Sections in Iron and
Steel. Adolph S. White. Considers the
methods used in the rolling of angles and
•ribannels and their relative merits. 111.

1800 w. Ir Age—March 27, 1902. No.
47122.

See also Mechanical Engineering, Mis-
cellany.

Russia.

The Present State of the Russian Metal-
lurgical Industry (Zur Gegenwatigen
Lage der Russischen Montanindustrie).
Dr. Neumark. A review of the Russian
iron and steel and allied industries, with
statistical tables. 3000 w. Stahl u Eisen
—March i, 1902. No. 46969 D.

United States.

Iron and Steel Works of the United
States. James M. Swank. Extracts from
the preface to the fifteenth edition of the

Directory to the Iron and Steel Works of
the United States and Canada, describing
the condition at the close of 1901, as com-
pared with 1898. 1700 w. Eng & Min
Jour—March 8, 1902. No. 46788.

MINING.
Accidents.

Important Mining Accidents in 1901
(Bemerkenswerthe Unfalle beim Berg-
werksbetriebe im Auslande). A brief re-

cord of mine accidents and explosions in

all parts of the world. 800 w. Oesterr
Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen—Feb. 15,

1902. No. 46989 B.

Electric Hoisting.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Explosions.

Mine Explosions. Austin King. Gives
the history and cause of those occurring
in the bituminous regions of Pennsylva-
nia since 1883, and the lessons taught by
them. 4200 w. Mines & Min—March,
1902. No. 46782 C.

Notes on the Talk-o'-th'-Hill Explosion.
An interesting account of the explosion
which occurred May 27, 1901, killing four

persons and twenty-seven horses and po-

nies. Also brief notes on other ex-

plosions. 2300 w. Col Guard—Feb. 21,

1902. No. 46593 A.
The Nature of Explosions. Review of

Prof. Dixon's second lecture at the Mid-
land Institute, Birmingham, Eng. The
writer has been working in connection
with this subject for twenty-five years.

3000 w. yuarry—March, 1902. No. 46-

848 A.
The Universal Colliery Explosion. Prof.

W. .Gallowav. From the official Home
Office Report. Describes the method of

working, ventilation and p'eneral condi-

tions, the exolosion, supposed cause,

means of preventing, etc. 5800 w. Ir &
Coal Trds Rev—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46-

721 A.

Hoisting Engines.

Notes on Mine Hoisting Engines. Rob-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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ert Peele. Considers the hoisting engine
from a mechanical engineering point of
view, discussing the type form of ordinary
intermittent-running engine. 8500 w.
Sch of Mines Qr—Jan., 1902. No. 46797D.

Mine Pumps.

Mining Machinery (Les Machines de
Mines). Henri Deschamps. An illustrat-

ed review of mining machinery at the
X aris Exposition of 1900. The present
part treats of pumping machinery. Se-
rial. 1st part. 5 plates. 18000 w. Rev
Univ d Mines—Jan., 1902. No. 46920 H.

Mining Locomotives.

Electric versus Compressed Air Mining
Locomotives. Frank C. Perkins. The
present article is mostly devoted to the
compressed air locomotives and their ad-
vantages. 111. 800 w. Min Kept—Feb.
-7. 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46615.

Electric and Compressed Air Mining
Locomotives. Frank C. Perkins. Con-
siders the details of leading types, com-
paring their working advantages and dis-

advantages, etc. 1800 w. Min & Sci Pr

—

March 8, 1902. No. 46808.
See also Electric and Street Railways.

Mining Methods.

Mining Under an Old Gob. Explains
the conditions and the methods used in

extracting coal under difficulties. 1500
w. Col Guard—March 14, 1902. No. 47-

123 A.

Power in Mines.

The Distribution of Power in Mines.
Sydney F. Walker. The first of a series

of articles proposing to discuss the whole
question of the distribution of power in

and about mines, and also the distribu-

tion of air for ventilating purposes. 2000
w. Mines & Min—March, 1902. Serial,

xst part. No. 46783 C.

Rock Drill.

The Flottmannsche Rock Drill (Die
Flottmannsche Gesteinsbohrmaschine)

.

Hr. Limberg. An illustrated description

of a rock drill to be driven bv compressed
air or steam, with improved valve gear

having very little friction, i plate. 1500
w. Gliickauf—March 8, 1902. No. 46983 B.

Rope Haulage.

The Rope Haulage Plant at Diedenhof-
^ , Lorraine (Die Seilforderungsanlage

im Karlstolln bei Diedenhofen). Hr.
Heise. An ..mstrated description of a

rope-haulage plant for an iron mine tun-

nel. I plate. 2500 w. Gliickauf—Feb. i,

1902. No. 46977 D.

Shaft Sinking.

Shaft Sinking at the Dubensko Coal

Mine in Upper Silesia (Das Schlachtabteu-

fen des Junghannschachtes H auf der Du-
benskogrube in Oberschlesien). E. Langer.
Abstract of a paper before the Interna-

tional Meeting of Boring Engineers at
Karlsbad, giving an account of shaft sink-
ing through watery quicksand. 111. 900
w. Gliickauf—March i, 1902. No. 46981.B.

Stratameter.

The Gothan "Stratameter" (Der Strata-
meter von Hermann Gothan in Gross^
Lichterfelde). H. Thumann. Paper be-
fore the International Meeting of Boring
Engineers at Karlsbad, in 1901, describ-
ing a compass needle apparatus for deter-
mining the dip and strike of strata en-
countered in bore holes, and the plumb-
ness of th latter. 1600 w. Gluckauf—Jan.
18, 1902. No. 46973 B.

Ventilation.

Losses of Pressure in the Ventilation of
Mine Workings (Ueber Druckverluste bei
der Bewetterung der Abbaubetriebe).
Franz Pospisil. General discussion of va-
rious methods of working, with observa-
tions at a coal mine in Moravia, i plate.

2400 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiit-
tenwesen—Feb. i. 1902. No. 46985 B.

Winding.

Winding from Great Depths. An illus-

trated detailed description of the Whiting
system is given in the present article.

2000 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev—Feb. 28,
1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46722 A.

MISCELLANY.

Alloys.

Upon the Constitution of Binary Alloys.
John Alexander Mathews. Continued dis-

cussion. 3000 w. Jour Fr Inst—March,
1902. No. 46796 D.

Aluminum Alloys.

Alloys of Aluminum with Iron and with
Manganese (Contribution a I'Etude des
Alliages Aluminium-Fer at Aluminium-
Manganese). Leon Guillet. A record of
chemical experiments. 600 w. Comptes
Rendus—Jan. 27, 1902. No. 47193 D.

Austria.

The Austrian Mineral industry for

1900 (Die Bergwerksproduktion Oester-
reichs im Jahre 1900). Statistical tables

of the production of metals and minerals.
800 w. Gliickauf—Jan. 18, 1902. No. 46-

974 B.

Manganese.

The Occurrence of Manganese Associ-
ated with Iron at Flatten in Bohemia and
Johanngeorgenstadt in Saxony (Das Vor-
kommen von Manganerzen in Gesellschaft

von Eisenerzen bei Flatten in Bohmen
und Johanngeorgenstadt in Sachsen).

Josef Lowag. Geological and mineralogi-

cal description, with some production fig-

ures. Serial. 2 parts. 4000 w. Oesterr
Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen—Feb. 8,

15, 1902. No. 46986 B.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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CONDUCTING TRANSPORTATION.

Accidents.

Should Executive Officers Be Held
Criminally Responsible for Accidents?
Editorial discussion of Park Avenue tun-

nel disaster and the indictment of the

Grand Jury. 2000 w. Eng News—March
13, 1902. No. 46804.

Capacity.

Limit of Capacity of Single Track. Pre-

sents papers by H. C. Thompson and
Augustus Mordecai, read in 1883, also re-

sponses to a general invitation to discuss

this subject, and an editorial. 18700 w.
Ry & Engng Rev—March 15, 1902. No.
47030.

Employes.

Vision, Color-Sense and Hearing.
Charles H. Williams. Considers methods
of examination and required standards.

Also discussion. 18000 w. W Ry Club

—

Feb. 18, 1902. No. 46792 C.

Locomotive Running.

Successful Locomotive Engine Running.
Paper by R. S. Goble, read before the Pa-
cific Coast Ry. Club. On the necessity of
practical experience. 2000 w. Ry Mas
Mech—March, 1902. No. 46638.

Trains Parting.

Control of Trains Parted Between Air-
Brake Cars. E. W. Pratt. Believes all

cars should be equipped with automatic
brakes and enginemen carefully instructed
in handling long trains. 1300 w. R R
Gaz—March 21, 1902. No. 47109.

MOTIVE POWER AND EQUIPMENT.

Balancing.

The Balancing of Locomotive Engines.
Information from leadino^ locomotive su-
perintendents and engine builders of Great
Britain as to what is the best practice of
to-day. 4600 w. Engr, Lond—Feb. 28,
'1902. No. 46731 A.

Brakes.

The Combined Straight Air and Auto-
matic Engine and Tender Brake. F. B.
Farmer. From a paper read before the
Northwest Ry. Club. States the disad-
vantages of the automatic brake in switch-
ing, and the advantages of the straight
air brake, and the reasons why the new ar-

rangement is considered desirable. 111.

3200 w. Ry Age—March 14, 1902. No.
46895.

Brake Shoes.

Locomotive Brake Shoes. W. H. Stocks.
A report of a comparative brake shoe test

recently made on the C. R. I. & P. Ry.

with discussion. 9300 w. W Ry Club

—

Feb. 18, 1902. No. 46793 C.

Cars.

Best Methods in Shop Practice in Meet-
ing the Reouirements for the Maintenance
. f All-Steel Cars. Paper by W. S. Mor-
ris, with lengthy discussion. 111. 15600 w.
N Y R R Club—Feb. 20, 1902. No. 46873.

8o,CGO-Lb. Capacity Box Car. Illus-

trated descrintion of a new standard 36-

ft. box car for the N. Y. C. & H. R. R.
500 w. Am Engr & R R Jour—March,
1902. No. 46540 C.

Santa Fe Combination Steel and Wood
Box Car, 80,000 Pounds' Capacity. Illus-

trates and describes a car having special

features which are novel, and designed
with a view to overcoming defects. 1200
w. Ry Age—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46631.
The New York Central Box Car. Illus-

trations of the standard box car F 8 are
presented, showing how the problem of
designing an all-wood box car has been
solved. 900 w. Ry Age—Feb. 28, 1902.

No. 46630.

Electrical Driving.

The Electric Problem of Railways,
James Swmburne. Read before the Man-
chester Sec. of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs.
Considers the different systems in use and
of possible application. 6500 w. Mech
Engr, Lond—March i and 8, 1902. 2

parts. No. 46875 each A.

High Speed.

High Speed and Electric Operation on
Standard Railways (Ueber Schuellbahnen
und Elektrische Zugforderung auf Haupt-
bahnen). Hr. Wittfeld. A discussion be-

fore the Verein fiir Eisenbahnkunde, of

the comparative merits of steam and elec-

tric traction. 7000 w. Glasers Ann—March
I, 1902. No. 46931 D.
See also Electric and Street Railways.

India.

The Design and Construction of Rail-

way Carriages in India. C. F. Bamford.
Illustrates and describes the design and
construction of the different railway pas-

senger carriages adopted on the Assam-
Bengal Railway metre-gauge, and also

the general practice adopted by other In-

dian broad and metre-gauge railways.

1800 w. Engng—Feb. 21, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 46595 A.

Journals.

Notes on the Wear of Journals. David
Van Alstine. Notes on an investigation

made of the consumption of axles, by C.

G. W. Ry. 2300 w. R R Gaz—Feb. 21,

1902. No. 46498.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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Locomotives.

Compound Express Locomotive of the
Adriatic Railway, Italy (Locomotive Com-
pound Express des Chemins de Fer de
I'Adriatique). F. Barbier. A well illus-

trated description of an Italian locomotive
with the cab in front and smokestack in

rear, three pairs of drivers and four-
wheeled bogie truck, exhibited at Paris.
I plate. 2500 w. Genie Civil—March 8,

1902. No. 47155 D.
Compound Ten-Wheel Passenger Loco-

motive. Illustrated detailed description of
this new locomotive for the Plant Sys-
tem, which is the 20.000th locomotive built

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and a

most interesting engine. It combmes the
four-cylinder balanced construction with
the Vanderbilt boiler and tender. 900 w.
Am Engr & R R Jour—March, 1902. No.
46541 c.

Express Engines, Furness Railway. Sec-
tional drawings, with dimensions and de-
scription of some powerful express bogie
passenger engines. 600 w. Engr, Lond

—

Feb. 21, 1902. No. 46603 A.

Rogers Cross Compound Tor the Great
Northern. Detailed description with illus-

tration. 800 w. Loc Engng—March, 1902.

No. 46645 C.

The Differentiation of the American Lo-
comotive. J. C Bayles. A comparison of
engines built 70 years ago with those of
to-day, the types being represented by
"Old Ironsides," built in 1832, and the
Ten-wheel locomotive recently built for

the Plant System. 2200 w. Ir Age

—

March 6, 1902. No. 46607.

The Locomotive, ira C. Hubbell. Ex-
tracts from a paper read before the Ry.
Club of Pittsburg, discussing the question
of cylinder-clearance and economy of

steam distribution in general. 1200 w.
Ry & Engng Rev—March i, 1902. No.
46644.
The Tractive Power of Locomotives.

Edward C. Schmidt. Gives tables and
curves showing the results of two methods
of determining the draw-bar pull of four
locomotives. 600 w. R R Gaz—March 7,

1902. No. 46790.

Springs.

Underhung Springs. J. P. Kelley. Un
the method of hanging the driving springs
and the equalizers of locomotives, and re-

lated subjects. 111. 1300 w. Loc Engng
—March, 1902. No. 46648 C.

Train Acceleration.

A Consideration of the Inertia of the
Rotating Parts of a Train. Norman Wil-
son Storer. An investigation of this fea-

ture which has been almost neglected.

1500 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs—

•

Feb., 1902. No. 46656 D.

The Relation of Energy and Motor
Capacity to Schedule Speed in the Moving

cf Trains by Electricity. Gary T. Hutch-
inson. A general solution of the question
involved in the movement of a body from
rest to rest, covering all cases that can
arise in ordinary nractic of tram move-
ment. 5700 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec
Engrs—Feb., 1902. No. 46655 D.

The Selection of Electric Motors for
Railway Service. W. B. Potter. Discuss-
ing the paper of Dr. Gary T. Hutchinson,
pointing out some variations from the
average met with in the practical consid-
eration of motor selection. 2500 w. Trans
Am Inst of Elec Engrs—Feb., 1902. No.
46657 D.

PERMANENT WAY AND BUILDINGS.

Buildings.

Buildings. Report of the American Rail-
way Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association, on coaling stations and water
tanks. 111. 1 1700 w. Ry Age Special No.
March 21, IQ02. No. 47136 D.

Bumping Posts.

Hydraulic Bumping Posts (Hydrau-
lische Prellbocke). An illustrated de-
scription, partly from a paper by Hr.
Sarre before the Verein fiir Eisenbahn-
kunde, of bumping posts with hydraulic
cylinders, in use in German railway sta-

tions. 1000 w. Zeitschr f Lokomotiv-
fiihrer—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46914 B.

Coaling.

Locomotive Coaling Stations. Waldon
Fawcett. Illustrates and describes a re-

cent system of coaling which the writer

considers almost perfect. A steel coal

pocket of the suspended-bin type is mount-
ed above the tracks. The arrangements
for filling are described and also for emp-
tying the ashes. 1500 w. Loc Engng

—

March, 1902. No. 46647 C.

Coaling Stations.

The New Chicago & Alton Coaling Sta-

tions. Illustrated descriptions of these
stations and their equipment. .Arrange-
ments are such that locomotives receive

their supply of coal, water, and sand, and
discharge the cinders from fire-box and
smoke-box simultaneouslv. 1000 w. R R
Gaz—March 14, 1902. No. 46837.

Construction Work.

New Construction Work on the Penn-
sylvania R. R. Extracts from the annual
report givinp^ interesting particulars of re-

cently completed work. 1500 w. Eng
News—March 13, 1902. No. 46802.

Crossings,

Time Lock to Prevent Derailments at

Interlocked Grade Crossings. Illustrated

description of a mechanical time lock.

1000 w. Eng News—March 13, 1902. No.
46803.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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Freight House.

New Freight House for the Chicago
Great Western, in Chicago. Illustrated

description of a new four-story house
equipped with modern conveniences for

handling the freight of a large city ter-

minal. 700 w. Ry & Engng Rev—March
15, 1902. No. 47029.

Freight Yards.

Freight Yards of the Chicago Transfer
and Clearing Co. Illustrated detailed de-

scription of work nearly completed, which
will give an immense switching yard con-

nected with all railroads entering Chicago.
2100 w. K R Gaz—March 14, 1902. No.
46833.
The New Pennsylvania Yard at Pitts-

burg. Two-page plate with description of

an entirely reconstructed and greatly en-
larged yard and approaches. 1400 w. R R
Gaz—March 14, 1902. No. 46835.

Improvements.

Bridge and Track Improvements on the
Chicago & Alton. Deals with roadway im-
provements during the past year, giving
photographs of the interesting structures.

2200 w. Ry Age, Special No—March 21,

1902. No. 47131 D.

The Improvements in the Pennsylvania
Uivision ot the New York Central & Hud-
son River Railroad. Two-page plate with
description. 1400 w. R R Gaz—March 14,

1902. No. 46830.

Work of the Past Year in and Around
Chicago. An account of the extensive
track elevation, including elevation of
yards, and involving many difficulties ; the
building of freight-houses and suburban
passenger stations ; interlocking plants

;

enlarged yards and terminals &c. 2800 w.
R R Gaz—March 14, 1902. No. 46826.
Yard and Stations Improvements at St.

Paul. Minn. General plan of rearrange-
ment of track system for the St. Paul
Union Depot Co. with illustrated descrip-
tion of other improvements. 2000 w. Ry
Age, Special No—March 21, 1902. No.
47129 D.

Interlocking.

New Interlocking Plant at the Pittsburg
Terminal of the P. R. R. Illustrates the
general layout of the tracks and the ar-
rangement of the switch machines and sig-
nals. 400 w. Ry & Engng Rev—March
15, 1902. No. 47032.
Proposed Interlocking for a Gauntlet

Track Arrangement. W. M. Torrence.
Shows an arrangement designed by the
writer for use in connection with work of
lining the east end of Musconetcong tun-
nel on the Lehigh Valley R. R. 800 w.
Ry & Engng Rev—March 15, 1902. No.
47027.

Masonry.

Masonry. Report of the American

Railway Engineering and Maintenance of
Way Association, with discussion. 25600
w. Ry Age, Special No—March 21, 1902.
No. 47140 D.

New York Central.

New York Central's Current Engineer-
jiig. Illustrations and description of fea-

tures which may be considered as samples
of the standard engineering of the road in

the lines covered. 5800 w. Ry Age. Special
No—March 21, 1902. No. 47130 D.

Rail.

Rail. Report of American Railway En-
gineering and Maintenance of Way Asso-
ciation, with discussion. loooo w. Ry
Age, Special No—March 21, 1902. No.
47137 D.

Railv^ay Curves.

Line and Surface for Railway Curves.
sharks C. Wentworth. Discusses the or-
iginal center line used as the base of meas-
urement, indicating what was wrong, and
proposing simpler means for correcting
the trouble than those now in use. 2000
w. Pro Am. Soc of Civ Engrs—Feb., 1902.

No. 46532 E.

Roadway.

Roadway. Report of the American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of

Way Association, with discussion at the
Chicago convention. 16700 w. Ry Age,
Special No—March 21, 1902. No. 47133 D.

Sheds.

Railwa-"^ Platform Sheds (Freistehende
Perronhallen). Karl Haberkalt. An il-

lustrated mathematical discussion of the

design and construction of roofs and their

supporting columns for station platforms.

I plate. 6000 w. Oesterr Wochenschr f

d Oeffent Baudienst—March 8, 1902. No.
46937 B.

Shops.

New Shops at the Ft. Worth & Denver
City Ry. Illustrated detailed description

of small shops with provision for exten-
sion. 800 w. R R Gaz—March 21, 1902.

No. 471 10.

The New Shops of the Union Switch
and Signal Company. Illustrated detailed

description of new shops at Swissvale, Pa.
1 100 w. R R Gaz—March 14, 1902. ->o.

46836.

Herman's Automatic Electric Sema-
phore. Illustrated description of an in-

strument designed to work three-position
signals. 1200 w. R R Gaz—March 14,

1902. No. 46831.

Rowell-Potter Safety Stop and Block
Signals on the C. M. & St. P. Ry. De-
scribes the apparatus in detail giving il-

lustrations, and discusses the subject of
signalling generally. 3800 w. Ry & Engng
Rev—March 15, 1902. No. 47031.

Wc supply copies of these articles. See page jig.
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The Miller Locomotive Cab Signal. Il-

lustrates and describes the essential fea-

tures of this system, by which stop and
go-ahead signals are given in the cab of

the locomotive. 2200 w^. R R Gaz—Feb.
21, 1902. No. 464Q9.

Structures.

Iron and Steel Structures. Report of

the American Railway Engineermg and
Maintenance of Way Association, on con-
tracts for bridge work, specifications for

rolled steel, live loads, impact and unit

strains, with discussion. 16800 w. Ry
Age. Special No—March 21, 1902. No.
47138 D.

Terminals.

A Model Terminal Station. Illustrates

and describes the mechanical and electri-

cal equipment of the new terminal station

of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie, at Pittsburg,

Pa. 6000 w. Ry Age, Special No.—March
21, 1902. No. 47127 D.

Inadequate Freight Terminals. George
Hannauer, with discussion. Discusses
local conditions at St. Louis, which are
similar to other large cities, and the rem-
edy. Shows what a freight terminal should
be, &c. 7000 w. St. Louis Ry Club—Feb.

14. igo2. No. 46627.

New Chicago Terminal for Lake Shore
& Michigan oouthern and Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific. Illustration, plans, and
descriptive notes. 600 w. K R Gaz

—

March 14, 1902. No. 46834.

Terminal Improvements of the Plant
System, at Port Tampa, Fla. A compre-
hensive illustrated description of this ter-

minal, including much recent engineering
work and givmg much information of the

business which passes through this point.

.^300 w. Ry & Engng Rev—March 15,

1902. No. 47021.

Ties.

Buhrer Steel Ties on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Ry. A statement of
the efficiency, serviceability and cost of
these ties. 1500 w. Ry & Engng Rev

—

March 15, 1902. No. 47024.

Ties. Report of the American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way As-
sociation, with discussion at the Chicago
convention. 17200 w. Ry Age, Special
No—March 21, 1902. No. ^7135 D.

Track.

Track. Report of the American Rail-
way Engineering and Maintenance of Wav
Association, with discussion at the Chi-
cago convention. 16400 w. Ry Age,
Special No—March 21, 1902. JNo. 47134 D.

Tunnel Ventilation.

'the Ventilation of the Simplon Tunnel
(Die Ventilationsanlagen am Simplon-
tunnel). C. T. Wagner. An illustrated ac-
count of the ventilating plant and method

of ventilation. 2 plates. 2500 w. Oesterr
Wochenschr f d Oeffent Baudienst

—

Feb.
15, 1902. No. 46933 B.

Union Station.

The Proposed Union Station for Wash-
ington, D. C. Map, showing erection of
a proposed station for the Pennsylvania
and Baltimore & Ohio railroads, with in-

formation concerning it. iioo w. Ry
Age, Special No—March 21, 1902. No.
47128 D.

Yards.

On Yards and Terminals. Report of
the American Railway Engineering and
Maintenance of Wav Association, giving
plans and discussion. 14000 w. Ry Age,
Special No—March 21, 1902. No. 47139 D.

MISCELLANY.
Austria.

Statistics of the Austrian Local Rail-
ways for 1899 (Uebersichts-Tabellen, zu-
sammengestellt aus der Statistik des Ver-
bandes der Oesterreichischen Localbahnen
fiir das Jahr 1899). General statistical

tables. 3000 w. Mitt d Ver f d Forderung
d Local u Strassenbahnwesens—Feb.,
1902. No. 46923 D.

Bosnia-Herzegovina.

The State Railways of Bosnia and
Herzegovina (Die Bossnisch-Herzegowin-
ischen Staatsbahnen). From the Zeitschr,
d. Vereins Deutscher Eisen-Verwaltungen.
A general statistical report of these rail-

ways and their operation in 1900. 1600 w.
Ill Zeitschr f Klein u Strassenbahnen

—

Jan. 16, 1902. No. 46904 C.

Cuba.

Cuban Railroads. From The Economist.
A review of existing railroads, their finan-
cial standing, &c. 1000 w. R R Gaz—
Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46576.

Organization.

Railroad Organization. George T.
Sampson. General remarks with a descrip-
tion of one of the best organizations in the
United States, and as the writer believes,

in the world. 13000 w. Jour Assn of
Engng Socs—Jan., 1902. No. 46706 C.

Prussia.

Budget for the Prussian State Railways
in 1902 (Etat der Eisenbahn-Verwaltung
fiir das Etatsjahr 1902). The official esti-

mates for operation and maintenance, with
many tables. Serial, booo w. Glasers Ann
—Feb. 15, 1902. No. 46930 each D.

Switzerland.

Statistics of the Swiss Railways for

1899 (Statistique des Chemins de Fer
Swisses pour I'Annee 1899). An analysis
of the Government statistics. Tables.
2000 w. Rev Gen d Chemins de Fer

—

March, 1902. No. 47175 H.

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

Accumulator Locomotive.

Switching Locomotive with Electric

Accumulators (Elektrische Rangier-Loko-
motiven mit Akkumulatoren). An illus-

trated description of a 40-H. P. electric lo-

comotive carrying a storage battery of 120

cells. 1000 w. Ill Zeitschr f Klein u
Strassenbahnen—Feb. 16, 1902. No. 46-

908 C.

Alternating Currents.

Four-Motor Equipments and the Possi-

bilities of Alternating Currents for Street

Railway Service. Albert H. Armstrong.
Extract from an address before the New
England Street Ry. Club, on the suburban
phase of street railway work. 2800 w.

St Ry Jour—March 8, 1902. No. 46747 D.

Berlin.

Interesting Constructions on the Berlin

Electric Elevated and Underground Rail-

way (Intercessante Montagen der Elek-

trischen Hoch- und Untergrundbahn zu

Berlin). Hans Dominik. A well illus-

trated account of various interesting fea-

tures of the construction work. Two
parts. 3000 w. Ill Zeitschr f Klein-u

Strassenbahnen—^Jan. I, 16, 1902. No. 46-

902 each C.

The Berlin Electric Elevated and Un-
derground Railway (Die Elektrische

Hoch- und Untergrundbahn in Berlin).

Hr. Langbein. A very well illustrated and
complete account of all the features of

this road, which has lately been opened
for traflfic. Serial. 3 parts. Map. 24000
w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—Feb.

15, 22, March i, 1902. No. 46925 each D.
The Berlin Elevated and Underground

Electric Railway. Abstract translation of
an article by Mr. Gisbert Kapp, which ap-
peared in the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift,

giving a description of the undertaking.
111. 2200 w. Elec Engr, Lond—March 7
& 14, 1902. Serial. 2 parts. No. 46852
each A.
The Berlin Electric Elevated and Un-

derground Railway (Die Elektrische
Hoch- und Untergrundbahn in Berlin).
Gisbert Kapp. A well illustrated descrip-
tion of the road, the cars and the power
station. 3500 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46333 B.
The Stations of the Berlin Electric Ele-

vated and Underground Railway (Die
Bahnofe der Elektrischen Hoch- und
Untergrundbahn zu Berlin). Hans Domi-
nik. A well illustrated description of the
stations on the new Berlin electric rail-

way. Two parts. 2500 w. Ill Zeitschr f

Klein u Strassenbahnen—Feb. 16, Mar. i,

1902. No. 46907 each C.

British Isles.

Recent Electric Tramway Practice in

the British Isles. P. T. J. Estler. Ab-
stract of a paper read before the Univer-
sity College Engng. Soc, London. The
paper is confined to the overhead trolley

system and discusses the permanent way,
overhead equipment, generating station

and rolling-stock. 111. 7500 w. Tram &
Ry Wld—Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46591 B.

Chamonix.

Electric Railway from Fayet to Chamo-
nix and the Swiss Frontier (Chemin de
Fer Electrique du Fayet a Chamonix et a
la Frontiere Suisse). M. Geoffray. A
well illustrated description of this third-
rail road near Mont Blanc and its hydro-
electric plants. 3 plates. 16000 w. Ann
d Ponts et Chaussees—3 Trimestre, 1901.
No. 46918 E-l-F.

Conduit System.

The Cost of the London Tramway Con-
duit System. A report of the proposed
conversion of the tramway lines to this

system of electric traction, the present po-
sition of the undertaking, cost, &c. 1700
w. Engr, Lond—Feb. 21, 1902. No.
46600 A.

Convertible Car.

The Duplex Car for Summer and Win-
ter Use (Der Duplexwagen, ein neuer
Sommer- und Winter-Wagen). Hans
Dominik. i^n illustrated description of a
new convertible electric car. 700 w. Ill

Zeitschr f Klein u Strassenbahnen—^March
I, 1902. No. 46909 C.

Electric Locomotive.

Three-Phase 10,000-Volt Railway at

Gross-Lichterfelde. Frank C. Perkins.
Illustration, with description of a Siemens
& Halske three-phase current locomotive,
and brief account of the experimental line

on which it is used. 8000 w. Sci Am

—

March 22, 1902. No. 471 15.

Electric Tramways.
Recent Electric Tramway Practice. P.

T. J. Estler. Abstract of a paper read be-

fore the London Univ. Col. Engng. Soc.

Deals only with the overhead trolley svs-

tem, discussing the permanent way in the

present article. 3000 w. Mech Engr,
Lond—March 15. 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 47064 A.

English Tramways.
Electric Traction on English Railroads

and Tramwavs. On the present position

of electric traction matters in Great Brit-

ain. 1800 w. R R Gaz—Feb. 28, 1902.

No. 46573.

Equipment.

The Electrical Equipment of the Provi-

dence, Warren & Bristol Railroad. De-

We supply copies of these articles. See page sig.
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scribes ihe equipment of this section of tlie

New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road, with the overhead trolley system.
111. 2400 w. St Ry Jour—March i, 1902.

No. 46766 D.

High Speed.

High Speed Railwavs CUeber Eisen-
bahn-Schnellverkehr). Ludwig Ritter v.

Stackert. An illustrated paper giving a
jreneral discussion of high-speed railways,

including steam, electric, suspended, etc.

7000 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u Arch
Ver—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46940 B.

Operating xxotes on High Speed Electric

Railways. States the conditions at pres-

€nt existme on interurban electric roads,

discussing recent improvements, and need-
ed improvements. 2500 w. St Ry Rev

—

March 15, 1902. No. 47017 C.

The Berlin-Zossen High-Speed Electric

Railway Experiments. Enrico Bignami.
Notes recent oroeress in Europe in regard
to electric traction and begins an illus-

trated description of this experimental line

and its working. 3000 w. Elec Rev, N. Y—.L».Larch 8, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
46761.

Hungary.

Statistic? of Hungarian Electric Street
Railways for 1900 (Betnebsergebnisse der
Elektrischen otrassenbahnen in Unearn
tiir das Jahr 1900). General statistical

table. 300 w. Mitt d Ver f d Forderung
d Local u Strassenbahnwesens—Feb., 1902.

No. 46924 D.

Interurban.

The Grand Rapids, Holland and Lake
Michigan Kapid Ry. William D. Ray.
From a paper read before the Chicago
Elec. Assn. Illustrated detailed descrip-
tion of the line and its equipment. 9000
w. St Ry Rev—^larch 15, 1902. No.
47015 C.

Italy.

Electrical Operation on the Italian Med-
iterranean Railway (Elektrischer Betrieb
auf den Linen der "Italienischen Mittel-
meer-Eisenbahn-Gesellschaft"). A com-
prehensive illustrated description of stand-
ard electric railways running north from
Milan and their power station and sub-
stations. 2000 w. Mitt d Ver f d For-
derung d JLocal u Strassenbahnwesens

—

Jan., 1902. No. 46912 D.

Electric Traction on the Railway Lines
from Milan to other Northern Towns of
Italy (Traction Electrique sur les Lignes
de Milan a Gallarate, Varese, Porto Cere-
sio, Arona et Laveno). Illustrated de-
scription ofi these electric railways of the
Italian Mediterranean Company and of
the power plants, i plate. 4000 w. Rev
Gen d Chemins de Fer—Feb., 1902. No.
47174 H.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 319.

Journals.

Test of a Ball Bearing Car Journal on
the Fitchburg Electric Ry. Illustrates and
describes the Chapman double ball bear-
ing, and gives report of comparative test

between this and a car fitted with the ordi-
nary journal bearing. 1500 w. Ry &
Engng Rev—Feb. 22, 1902. No. 46478.

London.

The Great Northern and City Railway.
Illustrated description of this underground
road, the tunnel and the special shield de-
signed for the work, and its method of
operation. 111. 5400 w. St Ry Jour

—

March i, 1902. No. 46770 D.

The Central London Underground Elec-
tric Railway (Die Central London Unter-
grundbahn mit Elektrischen Betriebe).
E. A. Ziffer. A well illustrated paper,
giving a comprehensive account of this

railway and its operation. 5000 w. Mitt
d Ver f d Forderung d Local u Strjissen-

bahnwesens—Jan., 1902. No. 46911 D.

Mine Locomotives.

lue Progress of Locomotive Haulage in

Mines (Die Fortschritte der Lokomotiv-
forderung). Hr. Baum. A comprehen-
sive illustrated review of locomotives for

mine haulage, principally electric and ben-
zine. Serial. 3 parts. 7 plates. 17000 w.
Gliickauf—Jan. 25, Feb. 8, 15, 1902. No.

46975 each B.

Moving Sidewalk.

A Subterranean Electric Moving Plat-

form lor Paris (Nouvelles Applications

des Plates-Formes Roulantes Souterraines

a Traction Electriaue). D. A. Casalonga.
An illustrated descrintion of a proposed
moving platform under the boulevards of

Paris from the Place de la Concorde to

the Place de la Bastille. 2000 w. ivxem

d 1 Soc d Ing Civils de France—Jan., 1902.

No. 47170 G.

Operating Costs.

Operating: Costs and Guaranties of

Electric Street Railways (Betriebskosten

und BetriebsKOStenjrarantie bei Elektris-

chen Strassenbahnen). An analysis of

costs so as to enable guaranties of operat-

ing costs to be made intelligently. 3000 w.

Ill Zeitschr f Klein u Strassenbahnen

—

Feb. 16, 1902. No. 46906 C.

Orleans.

The Orleans, France, Electric Tramway
and its Gas Power Plant CDie Elektrische

Tramway in Orleans und deren Kraftgas-

Anlage). E. A. Ziflfer. An illustrated de-

scription of this road and particularly of

eas producing- plant and gas engines, with

a general discussion of the use of power
gas. I plate. 5000 w. Mitt d Ver f d
Forderung d Local u Strassenbahnwesens
—Feb.. IQ02. No. 46922 D.
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Railway Motors.

Geared Electric Motors for City and
Suburban Railways (Zahnradmotoren fiir

Stadt- und Vorotbahnen). Hr. Siebert.

An illustrated discussion of motors for

railway work. looo w. Elektrotech

Zeitschr—March 6, 1902. No. 46954 B.

Roadbed.

Concrete Roadbed Construction for

Street Railways. Discusses the best prac-

tice for city streets, and gives the details

of roadbed construction for street railways

in a number of large cities where con-

crete is used to a greater or less extent.

111. 3500 w. Eng News—March 6, 1902.

No. 46698.

Safety Frame.

Safety Apparatus for Electric Street

Cars (Schutzvorrichtunp^ cesren das Ueb-
erfahren durch Elektrische Strassenbahn-
wagen). Max. v. Leber. An illustrated

description of a movable frame which is

automatically dropped in front of the
wheels and prevents people from being run
over. 600 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u
Arch Ver—March 7, 1902. No. 46947 B.

Signals.

Automatic Signals for Street and other
Secondary Railways (Sicherungen im
Kleinbahn- und Strassenbahn-Betriebe
durch Selbstthatige Scheiben-, Licht- und
Glockensignale). An illustrated descrip-
tion of electric signal apparatus, visible
and audible, which can also be applied to
standard railways, and is independent of
the motive power. 2000 w. Ill Zeitschr f

KJein u Strassenbahnen—Jan. i, 1902. No.
46903 C.

Steel Wheels.

Steel Street Car Wheels. W. L. Wright.
Reviews the difficulties encountered in
making a satisfactory steel wheel for
street cars, and discusses the requirements
of an ideal wheel. 1500 w. St. Ry Jour—March i. 1902. No. 46769 D.

Stray Currents.

The Injury of Metal Pipes by Electric
Railways (Zur Fraee der Gefahrdung von
Metalleitungen durch Elektrische Bah-
nen). R. Ulbricht. A mathematical dis-
cussion of the dangers of electrolysis of
underground pipes by stray currents from
electric railways. Diagrams. 3000 w.
Elektrotechen Zeitschr—March 13, 1902.
No. 46959 B.

Surface Contact.

Surface Contact Electric Tramways at
Wolverhampton. Illustrated description
cf a line equipped with the Lorain surface
contact system. The construction is de-
scribed in detail, also the rolling stock.
5000 w. Tram & Rv Wld—Feb. n 1002
No. 46588 B.

Suspended Railway.

The Barmen-Elberfeld-Vohwinkel Sus-
pended Railway (Die Schwebebahn Bar-
men-Elberfeld-Vohwinkel). Hr. Petri. A
paper before the Verein fiir Eisenbahn-
kunde giving an illustrated account of this

railway, and of the advantages of sus-

pended railways in general, with illustra-

tions of one at Loschwitz near Dresden.
3000 w. Glasers Ann—Feb. 15, 1902. No.
46928 D.

Sweeper.

Sprinklers and Sweepers for Electric

Tramways (Arroseuses et Balayeuses
Electriques). A short illustrated account
01 a sprinkling trolley car at Lyons and a
track-sweeping car at Paris. 700 w. Re-
vue Technique—Jan. 10, 1902. No. 46361D.

Transporter-Trucks.

Conveyance of Standard-Gauge Stock
Over Narrow-Gauge or Tramway Lines.
Illustrated description of an arrangement
for carrying standard-gauge cars on trans-

portation trucks running on the small-
gauge line. Trials have been made in

France and are reported. 2700 w. Tram
& Ry Wld—Feb. 13, 1902. No. 46590 B.

Trolley Automobile.

See Mechanical Engng, Automobiles.

Vibration.

Tube Railways and Vibration. A dis-

cussion of the statements in the re-

cent report of investigations made in Lon-
don. 2800 w. Engr, Lond—March 14,

1902. No. 47076 A.

Vibrations Caused by Underground
Railway Trains. Summarv of a report on
the serious vibrations in buildings along
the Central London Railway. 2300 w.
Eng Rec—March 8, 1902. No. 46735.

Vibration on the Central London Rail-

way. Extracts from the report of the
committee appointed to investigate com-
plaints of vibration in buildings adjacent
to the Central London Railway. 2000 w.
R R Gaz—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46572.

Vienna.

Experimental Electrical Operation of

the Vienna City Railway (Der Elektrische
Probebetrieb auf der Wiener Stadtbahn).
An illustrated account of successful ex-
periments which will probably lead to the

electrification of the road, rooo w. Ill

Zeitschr f Klein u Strassenbahnen—Feb. I,

1902. No. 46905 C.

The Vienna City Railway (Die Wiener
Stadtbahnen). A well illustrated descrip-

tion of this elevated and underground rail-

way, at present operated by steam locomo-
tive, but on which electrical operation is

being experimented with. Serial. 2 parts.

3500 w. Schweiz Bauzeitung—Feb. i, 8,

1902. No. 46994 each B.

Wc supply copies of these articles. See page 319.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE.

We hold ourselves ready to supply—usually by return of post—the full text of every

article indexed in the preceding pages, in the original language, together with all accojn

panying illustrations ; and our charge in each case is regulated by the cost of a single copy

of the journal in which the article is published. The price of each article is indicated by the

letter following the number. When no letter appears, the -price of the article is 20 cts. The

letter A, B or C denotes a price of 40 cts.; D, of 60 cts.; E, of 80 cts.; F, of $1.00; G, of

$1.20; H, of $1.60. In ordering, care should be taken to give flic number of the article de-

sired, not the title alone.

Serial publications are indexed on the appearance of the first installment.

SPI-XIAL KOTICF,.—To avoid the inconvenience of letter-writing and small remittances, espe-

cially from foreign countries, and to cheapen the cost of articles to those who order frequently, we sell

coupons at the following prices:—20 cts. each or twelve for $2.00, thirty-three for $5, and one hundred

for $15.

Each coupon will be received by us in payment for any 20-cent article catalogued in the Index.

For articles of a higher price, one of these coupons will be received for each 20 cents; thus, a 40-cent

article will require two coupons; a 6o-cent article, three coupons; and so on. The use of these coupons

is strongly commended to ouf readers. They not only reduce the cost of articles 25 per cent, (from

20c. to 15c.), but they need only a trial to demonstrate their very great convenience—especially to

engineers in foreign countries, or away from libraries and technical club facilities.

Write for a sample coupon—free to any part of the world.

CARD INDEX.—These pages are issued separately from the Magazine, printed on one side of the

jiaper only, and in this form tlicy meet the exact re(|uirements of these who desire lo clip the items

for card-index purposes. Thus printed they are supplied to regular subscribers of The Engineering
Magazint at 10 cts. per month, or $i.oo a year; to non-subscribers, J5 cts. per month, or $3.00 a year.

THE PUBLICATIONS REGULARLY REVIEWED AND INDEXED.

The titles and addresses of the journals regularly reviewed are given here in full, but only abbre-

viated titles are used in the Inde.x. In the list below, tf indicates a weekly publication, b-w, a bi-

wetkly, S--V, a semi-weekly, 111, i monthly, b-m. a bi-monthly, t-in. a tri-monthly, qr, a quarterly, s-q. semi-

quarterly, etc. Other abbreviations used in the index are: 111— Illustrated; W—\Vords; Anon—Anonymous.

Alliance Industrielle. ;;j. Brussels. Bulletin Am. Iron and Steel Asso. w. Phila-

American Architect, ic. Boston, U. S. A. delphia, U. S. A.

American Electrician, ni. New York. Bulletin de la Societe d'Encouragement. tn. Paris.

Am. Engineer and R. R. Journal, m. New York. Bulletin of Dept. of Labor, b-m. Washing^ton.

American Gas Light Journal, zv. New York. Bulletin Scientifique. m. Liege.

American Geologist. ;;;. Minneapolis, U. S. A. Bull. Soc. Int. d Electriciens. hi. Paris.

American Jl. of Science, m. New Haven, U.S.A. Bulletin of the Univ. of Wis., Madison, U. S. A.
American Machinist, w. New York. Bull. Int. Railway Congress, m. Brussels.

Am. Manufacturer and Iron World, w. Pittsburg, Canadian Architect, m. Toronto.

U. S. A. Canadian Electrical News. m. Toronto.

American Shipbuilder. iv. New York. Canadian Engineer, m. Montreal.

American Telephone Jotirnal. -u: New York. Canadian Mining Review, m. Ottawa.
Annales des Ponts et Chaussees. m. Paris. Chem. Met. Soc. of S. Africa, m. Johannesburg.
Ann. d Soc. d Ing. e d Arch. Ital. w. Rome. Colliery Guardian, iv. London.
Architect, tv. London. Compressed Air. m. New York.
Architectural Record, qr. New York. Comptes Rendus de I'Acad. des Sciences, zv. Paris.

Architectural Review, s-q. Boston, U. S. A. Consular Reports, m. Washington.
Architect's and Builder's Magazine, in. New York. Contemporary Review, in. London.
Armee und Marine, tf. Berlin. Deutsche Bauzeitung. b-w. Berlin.

Australian Mining Standard, w. Sydney. Domestic Engineering, m. Chicago.
Autocar, w. Coventry, Eng. Electrical Age. m. New York.

Automobile Magazine, m. New York. Electrical Engineer, w. London.
Automotor & Horseless Vehicle Jl. ni. London. Electrical Review, w. London.
Brick Builder, m. Boston, U. S. A. Electrical Review, w. New York.
British Architect, w. London. Electrical Times, zc. London.
Brit. Columbia Mining Rec. m. Victoria, B. C. Electrical World and Engineer, zv. New York.
Builder, v. London. l.lectncia'i w. Lon (on.
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London.

Berlin.

Berlin.

Rome.
Berlin.

Electricien. w. Paris.

Electricity, w. London.

Electricity, w. New York.

Electrochemist & Metallurgist.

Elektrizitat. b-iv. Leipzig.

Elektrochemische Zeitschrift.

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift.

Elettricita w. Milan.

Engineer, w. London.

Engineer, s-m. Cleveland, U. S. A.

Engineers' Gazette, m. London.

Engineering, w. London.

Engineering and Mining Journal, w. New York.

Engineering Magazine, m. New York & London.

Engineering News. w. New York.

Engineering Record, w. New York.

Eng. boc. of Western Penn'a. m. Pittsburg, U. S. A.

Fire and Water, w. New York.

Foundry, m. Cleveland.

Gas Engineers' Mag. m. Birmingham.

Gas World, w. London.

Genie Civil, w. Paris.

Gesundheits-Ingenieur. s-m. Miinchen.

Giorn. Dei Lav. Pubb. e. d. Str. Ferr. w.

Glaser's Ann. f. Gewerbe & Bauwesen. s-m.

Horseless Age. 7f'. New York.

Ice and Refrigeration, m. New York.

111. Zeitschr, f. Klein u. Strassenbahnen. s-m.

Berlin.

Indian and Eastern Engineer, nt. Calcutta.

Ingeneria. b-m. Buenos Ayres.

Ingenieur. w. Hague.

Iron Age. zv. New York.

Iron and Coal Trades Review, w. London.

Iron & Steel Trades Journal, w. London.

Iron Trade Review, w. Cleveland.

Jour. Am. Foundrymen's Assoc, m. New York.

Journal Assn. Eng. Societies, m. Philadelphia, U.S. A.

Journal of Electricity, m. San Francisco.

Journal Franklin Institute, m. Philadelphia.

Journal of Gas Lighting, w. London.
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LORD KELVIN. HLS WORK AND INFLUENCE.-

By Francis Bacon Crocker.

. With an Editorial Introduction.

P^^
ROFESSOR CROCKER gives in the following

'M pages a sketch, brief but full of character, of the

^ greatest figure in the contemporary world of

\ physical science. It is a page from the nole-
'**'' book of a busy worker in the field of electrical

engineering, which Kelvin did so much to clear,

define, and develop. And for this reason it is of

^^*'-^*^'^Jj/ special interest, for it shows the man as he is

seen by his disciples and his co-workers. Pro-

fessor Crocker was a pioneer and has been a

leader in the great industrial and commercial development of electricity

—which has so changed economic conditions in the United States dur-

ing the last thirty years. He is one of the men who "do things"

—

who accomplish practical results from the application of scientific dis-

coveries. And in this rare combination of genius and talent. Kelvin,

as he points out, is one of the world's greatest masters. Professor

Crocker does not make any effort to give a personal or a professional

biography of Lord Kelvin, nor a summation of his work. Such data

are readily available from man\- sources. His sketch displays some-

thing different—a personal impression of the individualitv of the great

scientific worker, and a brief interpretation of his peculiar powers of

mind.

—

The Editors.
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TO write a complete biography of Lord Kelvin, one should pos-

sess at least a portion of his many-sided talents,—in fact,

it would probably be necessary for a number of specialists to

review his work, each from his own point of view. A full record of

what he has accomplished in the electrical field alone would fill many
volumes. I have had the honor and good fortune to meet this great

man on many occasions, and particularly during his recent visit to

the United States. A few notes regarding the impressions made by

his personality and the lessons taught by his career may be appro-

priate and interesting at the present time.

In his case we have an excellent example of inherited ability ; his

father was professor of mathematics in the University of Glasgow,

where the son subsequently rendered fifty years of most distinguished

service. His brother, James Thomson, was professor of engineer-

ing and mechanics in the same seat of learning—a remarkable case of

three members of one family occupying professional chairs in the

same university and following closely similar lines of work. A
striking point in Lord Kelvin's life is the fact that he began his pub-

lic career with fully developed powers when he graduated from Cam-
bridge as second wrangler and first Smith's prize man, being almost

immediately appointed professor of natural philosophy in the Uni-

versity of Glasgow. The jubilee of his brilliant service there was cel-

ebrated a few years ago, the attendance including delegates from edu-

cational institutions and learned societies from all over the world, who
came to testify their admiration for the scientific achievements of a

great savant as well as their personal respect and esteem for the man.

The part played by Lord Kelvin in connection with the laying of

the Atlantic cable is undoubtedly his strongest claim to high rank in

the history of science and engineering. No other feat accomplished by

human powers appeals more forcibly to the layman as well as to the

specialist. Not only were mathematical knowledge and ability of the

highest order required to solve the problems involved in this great

undertaking; co-ordinated with these faculties the greatest possible

degree of common sense and practical faculties were equally neces-

sary. It is ordinarily supposed that these two phases of mind are op-

posed to each other, the development of one having a tendency to

dwarf or diminish the other. In Lord Kelvin's case the two are com-

bined and each is of the very highest order. It is in this particular

respect that he is undoubtedly the greatest man of any time. On the

purely scientific side, Hclmholtz and other names might be mentioned

as his equals ; a number of electrical engineers and inventors, notably
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Edison, have accomplished more individually in the way of actual

mechanical achievement than he has ; but no one else has done so much

in both directions at the same time, and done it so well, as he. In ab-

stract science, his mathematical investigations in mechanics, heat, elec-

tricity, and magnetism, are classical and will always remain fundamen-

tal in the progress of human knowledge. The numerous pieces of work-

ing apparatus invented by him will certainly remain prominent for a

long time to come, if not perpetually. For example, the principles of

his reflecting galvanometer, ampere balance, electrometers, siphon

recorder, marine compass, and deep-sea sounding apparatus, would

seem to be so general that they would always be useful—in fact neces-

sary—even though improvements in construction and operation might

be devised in the course of time. And the mere listing of their names

suggests the breadth of the range of Lord Kelvin's accomplishments

in the domain of applied science.

In the case of men of genius, personal qualities often detract

from their intellectual achievements and seriously interfere with their

popularity ; but in Lord Kelvin's case the reverse is true to a remark-

able degree. Anyone who has even heard him speak in public has

been at once impressed and charmed by his mental and personal quali-

ties. He combines the intellect of a great philosopher with the

straightforwardness and simplicity of a schoolboy. He takes his audi-

ence into his confidence, and thinks aloud without the slightest aiTecta-

tion or self-consciousness. He regards the great things that he has

accomplished as matters of fact, and accepts the credit and praise that

is given to him without the least embarrassment or protest. When
he speaks of his own work the language is most modest, and it is char-

acteristic of him to name in the same breath others whom he credits

with having contributed as much as or more than he has. There is

no artfulness in this manner of referring to his great deeds ; it is a

natural—in fact, an unconscious—expression of his fairness and

broad-mindedness. Another characteristic feature of his modesty is

his habit of asking numerous questions of any one he meets, whether it

be a learned scientist or a common workman—and his manner of ad-

dressing the one is as good-natured, polite, and interested, as when he

speaks to the other.

His ideas and methods have always been marked with a high

degree of originality. Whatever subject he has taken up. he has

viewed from his own standpoint ; and he has been free from the

prejudices and narrowness that may have surrounded it. Indeed,

if one were to criticize his work it would probably be on the ground
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that originality had been carried too far, and, that some of his con-

ceptions regarding the constitution of matter and of the universe in

general were hardly warranted by the accepted facts of science. In

other words, he is not confined by the academic methods of reasoning

and conservatism in reaching conclusions. As an example of his

radical views, I may quote his stated belief that the entire power of

Niagara should be appropriated for the useful purposes of mankind,

even at the sacrifice of the most beautiful and impressive sight on the

face of the globe. He mentally pictures the rocks over which the

waters now flow as covered with green grass. To him this is a more

beautiful idea than the present grandeur of Niagara. The saving

and distribution of four million horse power for the benefit of human-
ity is more to be desired than the mere scenic phenomenon which de-

lights the eye and impresses the mind. His genius in this case un-

doubtedly enables him to see farther and more clearly than the ordi-

nary person, and it is probable that the idea which now appears so

radical will gradually become more and more general and that the

world will be reconciled to it-—unjesthetic and utilitarian as it may
appear at the present time.

The profession of electrical engineering which now plays a prom-

inent part in human afifairs and numbers many followers, may justly

claim Lord Kelvin as its father. Although telegraph lines had been

laid on land by others, he was the first to undertake the application

of electricity on a scale and of a character that could properly class it

as a branch of engineering. It is a fact also that the type of men and
the methods employed in electrical engineering have followed closely

along the lines laid down by him. The application of accurate mathe-

matical calculations and refined physical measurements to everyday

practical problems is characteristic of his work as well as of this branch

of technology. It is a most fortunate fact that a great leader pos-

.sessing the genius and training was found when needed, so that cor-

rect conceptions and methods were introduced at the verv beginninq-.
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Wolverine Motor Boats in the Harbor of Bocas del Toro.

MOTIVE POWERS FOR THE MODERN
LAUNCH.

By E. IV. Roberts.

The application of powers other than steam to marine propulsion marks the beginning of

an era of increased use of waterways, which will be not only of great importance to the

general economy of transportation and distribution, but of immense ultimate advantage to

the old-established agencies— the steamship and the railway. The general relations of water

transport to traffic interests will be strikingly presented in a succeeding number of the

Magazine. Mr. Roberts discusses the mechanical features, at a time when the great motor-

boat exposition at Berlin is directing general attention to the importance of this compara-

tively new department of marine mechanical development.

—

The Editors.

WHILE the steam engine has been a faithful servitor, and is so

at the present, it has many drawbacks for the smaller craft

in which the owner is usually his own engineer and helms-

man as well. As owner of a small steam launch for several years, I

can speak upon this subject from the heart. A suit of overalls was

the most appropriate uniform, and even with anthracite coal the fire

door was ever hungry and calling for more fuel, which it was neces-

sary to feed to it in homeopathic doses by means of a stove shovel.

Then there was the injector to watch, and a close balance to be kept

between a fresh fire on the one hand and a new supply of water on the

other, lest you lie to for steam to come up, since small launch boilers

are frequently none too large for their engines. True, there was the

alternative of a kerosene-oil burner, with its delightful ( ?) odor but

with many drawbacks. And as if these troubles alone were not

enough, there came the many repairs in the shape of fixing leaky flues,

and the worry of keeping up steam when a little stream of water was
oozing down into the fire box, or the fun of paddling to shore with a

seat or a piece of flooring when a hand-hole gasket blew out. In

329
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THE LUZIER LAUNCH FAN TAN.

Running on Lakes St. Clair and Krit. 31 feet

Jong, 6 horse power, speed 9 miles per

hour; torpedo stern.

fact, I could continue this tale

of woe several pages. Other

powers do have their troubles,

l)ut they are few in compari-

son with the small steam

launch, especially in the hands

of the novice.

Yet until less than two dec-

ades ago the steam engine was
])ractically the only available

power for small launches, but

within the past twenty years

there have sprung up several

methods of propulsion that

are much better adapted to the

needs of the smaller craft, and

one at least of them has encroached to a considerable extent on the

steam engine for business boats. These arc the vapor, the gasoline, and

the kerosene engine, and the electric motor. The vapor engine and the

gasoline engine both came into use about the same time or in the

latter part of the eighties ; the electric launch saw its first practical in-

troduction at the Chicago exposition in i8<)3 ; and the kerosene marine

engine has been introduced

only within the past decade.

In order to distinguish read-

ily between the various classes

of motive power, a short de-

scription of the principles of

operation of each will be given.

Of course there is little danger

of confusion of the electric

motor with the other powers,

but there has. in the past, been

considerable misunderstanding

about the difference between

the gasoline engine and the

vapor engine.

The vapor engine, which
finds its princi])al examples in

the "Only Naphtha" and the "^'^''"^
'^''''^nJdraT"''^

'''^"''''

"AICO Vapor" engines, is sim- Lozier Motor Co., Plattsburg, N. Y.
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ply a pressure engine, similar in its general principles to a steam

engine, but in which the vapor of the more volatile liquids is employed

mstead of steam. In the "Only Naphtha" engine gasoline is the liquid

that is thus employed. The heat lieneath the boiler is generated by

means of a portion of the vapor from the boiler which fiows to the

burner. The remainder passes to the engine furnishing the motive

power, and thence to the condenser, whence it is pumped back into the

boiler. In the "Alco" engine, power is furnished by the evaporation of

alcohol, with gasoline as the fuel, there being of course no connection

in this case between the bnilcr and burner.

LAUNCH RAJAH^ ON ST. REGIS LAKE^ ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS, N. Y.

31 feet long, torpedo-stern model, speed 9 miles. Lozier Motor Co., Plattsburg, N. Y.

The gasoline and the kerosene engine are each types of the internal-

combustion engine of which the gas engine is the parent. Their gen-

eral form is the same, the only difiference between them being the

means for vaporising the fuel and in some cases of igniting it. The

principles of operation are alike in both cases. The modern form of

gas engine employs a series or cycle of operations invented by Beau

de Rochas in 1870 and put into practical form by Dr. N. August Otto

in 1876. It was long known as the "Otto" cycle, but later writers

on the subject usually call it by the name of its originator. Owing
to the fact that four strokes of the piston are required to complete the
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ALCO-VAPOR 7-HORSE-POWER RETORT
AND ENGINE.

Marine Engine & Macliine Co., Harrison, N J.

through the inlet valve.

Just as this stroke is com-

pleted, the inlet valve

closes, and, the charge be-

ing confined, the return of

the piston compresses it

into a space between the

end of the piston travel and

the cylinder head. A little

before the end of this

stroke is reached, the com-
pressed charoe is ignited,

usually by means of an

electric spark, and the con-

333

cycle, it is often called "four-
cycle" engine. This latter term,

however, is used principally to

distinguish it from a later

modification in which the

series of operations is com-
pleted in two strokes of the

piston, and the latter form is

therefore called "two-cycle"

engine.

The series of operations

which takes place in the four-

cycle engine is as follows:

Suppose the engine to be a

vertical one, as that is the

form quite generally employed
for marine purposes. On the

first down-stroke of the piston

a charge of fuel and air is

drawn into the c\linder

VIEW OF ALCO-VAPOR RETORT WITH JACKET
REMOVED.
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sequent generation of heat clue to the combustion of the fuel causes a

sudden rise of pressure which amounts to an explosion. The ignition

is usually so timed that the maximum pressure is reached just as the

piston starts on its downward stroke.

During the succeeding downward stroke, the products of combus-

tion expand, driving the piston and giving the power to the engine.

When the piston has reached nearly the end of the expansion stroke the

exhaust valve opens, and the pressure within the cylinder rapidly falls

to that of the atmosphere, which it has practically reached when the

expansion stroke is completed. The cylinder is cleared during the

next up-stroke of the piston, and the following stroke begins the cycle

once more b\- drawing in a cbarije of fuel and air.

DAiMi^EK /- AiNU 12-HUKSE-i'0\VKK ilAKINE MOTOR. I^ORT SIDE.

In the two-cycle engine the exhaust stroke and the suction stroke

are eliminated by drawing the charge into a chamber enclosing the

crank, and called the crank case. On the up-stroke of the piston a

vacuum is formed in the crank case, drawing in a charge of fuel and

air, which on the next down-stroke is compressed to about two to six
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pounds per square inch.

When the piston is nearly at

tl""^ bottom of its stroke, it

uncovers a port leading to

the crank case and the

slig-htly compressed charge

rushes into the cylinder.

Compression and expansion

follow, and just before the

port to the crank is opened, a

port on the opposite side of

the cylinder is uncovered

through which the exhaust

gases escape, and the fresh

charge entering the cyl-

inder is deflected toward

the head by a plate on the

piston and drives out the

balance of the exhaust. The

engine is therefore valve-

less and receives an impulse

at each revolution.

For the purposes of the

marine engine it is apparent

that gas, unless manufac-

tured as required, is out of the question. Even the manufacture

of gas on shipboard would have many objectionable features.

Fortunately the abundance of liquid fuel suitable for the opera-

tion of the gas engine makes the employment of a gas producer

unnecessary. By the means of a very simple device the liquid fuels

may be vaporized as used, and beyond a tank in which to store the fuel,

no apparatus outside of the engine and a source of current for the

igniter is required. Of the liquid fuels available for the operation of

gas engines, or more strictly, internal-combustion engines, the follow-

ing have been employed :—Gasoline, kerosene, distillate, alcohol, cocoa-

nut oil and mustard oil. Distillate is a product of petroleum a little

denser than gasoline, while not of as great specific gravity as kerosene.

Alcohol has not, to my knowledge, been employed to any extent for

the operation of gas engines in marine work, although it is being ex-

tensively experimented with in France for automobiles. Cocoanut

oil and mustard oil would seem to a resident of the United States

SINGLE-CYLINDER BENZINE OR PETROLEUM-
SPIRIT MOTOR.

Heinrich Kamper, Berlin. Made in sizes from 3 to

horse power.
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36-FOOT ELECTRIC CABIN LAUNCH.

Speed 8 miles per hour. Operated on Hudson River and New York Bay. Electric Launch
Co., Bayonne, N. J.

to be somewhat expensive fuels for a gas engine. They are, however,

employed for this purpose in India where they are used on the score

of economy. Probably nothing has been done with them in marine

engines.

The electric launch needs very little explanation, as the electric

motor is familiar to all of us. As in the electric automobile, current

is furnished to the motor by a storage battery. Batteries of primary

cells have been tried and even placed upon the market, but have proven

more troublesome than otherwise.

The vapor engine appeals to those familiar with the steam engine,

owing to the similarity of its operation. It is practically automatic in

its action, after once started, and takes up considerably less space

than a steam plant of the same power. Quite a number of these engines

are in use, especially for pleasure craft.

The gasoline engine is quite popular, particularly when operated

with electric ignition as the majority of these engines are, since there

is no flame outside of the engine. A gasoline engine using an electric

igniter may be deluged with the fuel without fire resulting. The
method of operating it is easily mastered, and no preparation is re-

quired to start the engine beyond turning on the fuel and closing the

igniter switch. The fuel can usually be obtained anywhere, as it is

quite generally carried in stock by grocerymen for gasoline stoves.

The kerosene engine is popular among many owing to generally

exaggerated ideas about the "dangerous" nature of gasoline, and also
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to the great difference in the price of the two fuels in many locahties.

The widespread use of kerosene as an illuminant also makes it more

readily obtainable than gasoline, which is probably one of the greatest

arguments in favor of the kerosene engine. Usually, however, it is

necessary to heat the vaporizer of a kerosene engine before it can be

started, and it is not so quickly got under way for this reason.

The distillate engine is quite generally employed on the Pacific

Coast owing to the large quantity of that fuel that is made as a by-

product from California petroleum. As with the kerosene engine, the

vaporizer must be heated before the engine can be started, although not

so high a temperature is necessary as with a kerosene engine.

Of all the small-power boats, the electric launch probably approaches

nearest to the ideal. Both the battery and the motor may be, and

usually are, placed out of sight beneath the seats and the floor of the

boat. So long as the battery is charged the boat is ready to start at

the touch of a lever, and the motor is silent and cleanly. No re-

versing mechanism is necessary, and no odor is produced beyond the

slight fumes of the acid which are scarcely noticeable in the open air.

However, the electric launch is dependent upon an external source

30-FOOT ELECTRIC LAUNCH ON LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Speed 7>^ miles per hour. Electric Launch Co.



TOLCH DOUBLE-CYLINDER lO-HUKSE-POWER MARINE OIL ENGINE.

Tolch & Co., Fulham, London.

KING 30-HORSE-POWER M.-KRINE ENGINE.

Four-cylinder four-cycle, weight 2,300 pounds. Michigan Yacht and Power Co.,

Detroit, Mich.
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of power and unlike the gasoline engine, which can be replenished

with fuel in a moment, several hours are required for recharging the

battery of the electric launch. Again, its radius of operation is con-

fined, and long trips without lying to for recharging are out of the

question. Yet for man} purposes these objections are not important,

an<l tlu' electric larr.cli h;.'s a wide field of usefulness.

T'^m -

GASdl.IXE EXGIXF. ]l()AT BY HEIXKICH KAMl'ER, BERLIX.

Of all marine powers other than steam, the gasoline engine is

w ithout (|uestion that most used. It will be found on the majority of

the waters of the world. The history of the gasoline marine engine

dates from 1885. It was in this year that the first successful gasoline

engine for an>- purpose was ])laced \\\nm the market. The earliest

attempts at using gasoline for an internal-combustion engine were

made about the same time b\ \ an Diizen i brothers in Cincinnati and the
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Union Gas Engine Company in San Francisco. The first attempts

were fraught with many chfiiculties, owing to a misunderstanding of

the fuel and of its behavior when mixed with air. At that time the

most cumbersome and inefficient devices were employed for supplying

the engine with gasoline vapor, while today a simple valve, scarcely

more complicated than the ordinary check, is employed for this pur-

pose. The industry remained practically in the cradle until the early

nineties, but by the time of the Chicago Exposition quite a number of

small gasoline marine engines were in use. After that time their in-

troduction was rapid, and there is scarcely anywhere to be seen today

an assemblage of pleasure craft in which the gasoline launch is not

ver\' nnich in e\'idence. From the 12-foot dingv with its one-horse-

power engine to the 92-foot yacht with its 133-horse-power engine,

the range of this class of power is even now considerable. The largest

marine gasoline engine that has been brought to my notice is that fur-

nished by the Otto Gas Engine Works of Philadelphia to The Holland

Torpedo Boat Company for one of their latest submarine torpedo

boats. This engine, which is illustrated herewith, developed 190

brake horse power at a speed of 360 revolutions per minute.

The tendencv of all builders of gasoline marine engines is toward

larger powers than heretofore. While for the smaller sizes the two-

cycle engine has been employed to a greater extent than the four-cycle,

the larger engines of the marine type are invariably four-cycle. The
tendency toward the four-cvcle engine for the larger sizes is shown

by the fact that man}' builders of two-cycle engines choose the earlier

type when they exceed 2=^ horse power in a single engine. As an ex-

ample, note the illustration of the latest product of the Wolverine

Motor works, an 85-horse-power engine of the four-cycle type. This

concern has been building two-cycle engines for a number of years.

The reason for this would scarcely be obvious to those unfamiliar with

gas engineering. It is principally a choice between simplicity of

mechanism and economy of fuel. The difference in fuel consumption

is scarcely noticeable in the smaller sizes, and the extreme simplicity

of the two-cycle engine makes it a favorite for the owner of the smaller

craft. However, when 30 horse power is passed fuel consumption

has a marked effect upon the operative radius and also upon the ex-

pense account.

Contrary to the usual opinion, the question of weight per horse

power is not to the advantag'e of the two-cycle engine. If anything,

the advantage is slightly in favor of the four-cycle. This is because

it is not necessarv to enclose the cranks on a four-cvcle enmne. while
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on the two-cycle, the crank must not only be enclosed but the crank case

must be strong enough to withstand a low-pressure explosion.

The kerosene marine engine, while but lately introduced and there-

fore not yet subjected to an extensive trial, is quite likely to become

an extensive factor in the launch trade. While I have had no personal

experience with marine engines operated by this fuel, I have seen man}-

stationary kerosene engines which gave excellent satisfaction. However

60-FOOT l6-H0RSF.-P0\VER CABIN NAPHTHA YACHT REGINA.

Gas Engine & Power C"o. and Chas. L. Scabury & Co. Consolidated, Morris Heights, N. Y.

from experiments I have made, and which I am not at present at liberty

to discuss, I have found that kerosene is not so difficult to handle in an

internal-combustion engine as many suppose. In fact, but little more

apparatus is required to handle this heavier fuel that when gasoline is

employed.

The adaptability of the gasoline marine engine to special environ-

ments can be no better illustrated than bv citine the conditions in
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25-F(iuT 4-HUR.st-l'(l\VEk (ll'EX XAl'HTHA LAUNCH.

Gas Ensriiie & Power Co. and Clias. L. Seabury & Co., Consolidated. Morris Heights. X. Y.

Bocas del Toro. I'nited States of Colombia. This town is surrounded

by a number of bays and lagoons which are lined with banana planta-

tions. Xo fresh water is available except that which is caught on the

LAUXCil LXA, JlAKBok BOARD OF W l.l.i.l .m . i u,, , ., . „.

64 feet long, 14 feet beam, speed 9 knots. 5o-horse-po\ver double-cylinder vapor engines,

4-horse-po\ver windlass, 3 '2 -horse-power stationary vertical engine for electric light.

Union Gas Engine Co., San Francisco.
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YACHT LA PERLE : PROPERTY OF THE FRENXH GOVERNMENT AT TAHITI.

40-horse-po\ver vaiior engines. Union Gas ]-2ngine Co.

roofs of the houses, and salt water iDeing' ruinous to steam boilers a

steam launch may be operated for only a short time without being laid

up for repairs. About eight years ago two gasoline engines were intro-

duced, and they proved themselves to be so well-adapted to the condi-

tions that at present there are over fortv gasoline launches employed,

as tugboats for towing banana lighters to centra! points where the

fruit is transferred to ocean steamships. An enterprising planter se-

cured an expert from one of the American factories and installed a

complete repair shop especially adapted to gasoline engines. These

tugboats are employed going from plantation to plantation gathering

up the fruit, which, on account of its perishable nature, must be trans-

ferred in the shortest possible time to the ships. There are at present

thirty-five of one make of gasoline engine in use in this district. The
gasoline is shipped to the tug owners in 210-gallon drums, and the

small space occupied in transport is especially in its favor as a fuel

since there is no coal obtainable in the market and all of it must be

shipped from the United States.

Another place in which the gasoline engine has proven itself to be

the only available power is in the life-boat service. The United

States Government has in use a life boat propelled by a gasoline en-

gine. This boat may be upset any number of times and the engine be

ready to .start again as soon as the boat is righted, the engine being
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stopped automatically when the boat is capsized. The boat has been

in use for a little over two years at a station near West Superior, Wis-

consin.

On the I'acific coast and about many of the islands off the western

American coasts may be found numberless craft operated by gasoline

engines, most of which are manufactured in San Francisco. Many of

these vessels are engaged in the coast trade, and a good many are con-

verted steamers. Quite a number of sailin.g vessels are equipped with

gasoline engines as auxiliaries and are thus independent to a certain

extent of the weather and entirely independent of tugs when entering

? harbor. The various Governments which have colonies in the Pacific

islands use gasoline launches and tugs for various purposes. On
the coast of Eastern Australia they are found everywhere, and even on

the waters about Tasmania, while the New Zealanders are adopting

them and have many in use. A few gasoline marine engines have been

sold in Western Australia, where I expect to see them finally introduced

in great numbers. Even on the Yukon river in Alaska gasoline

launches have been in use for at least two years, and perhaps nothing

was so thrilling to me as the story of the little launch ]\Ielrose which

so successfully shot the White Horse Rapids in the summer of 1900.

Last season the builders of the Melrose shipped another and larger

boat, the Valdez, to the same district. The Valdez was shipped by

YACHT LUCERU, CONVERTED FROM STEAM TO GASOLINE ENGINES,
feet long, i6 feet beam; four-cylinder four-cycle engine of 133 brake horse power. Union

Gas Engine Co.
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rail to Seattle and thence made the run of 1,700 miles up the Pacific

coast to the gold fields. Quite as remarkable a trip was that of the

gasoline launch Zeta, owned in New Orleans. Starting from home

the journey was up the Mississippi River, thence b}' Canal to Chicago

and the Great Lakes, finally arriving at New York City and returning

by the inside course and around the coast of Florida to New Orleans.

Not onlv was this trip an enjoyable one because of its extent and the

THE YACHT VALDEZ.

52 feet by 9 feet, 2o-horse-po\ver Sintz engine; Michigan Yacht & Power Co., Detroit, Jilich.

scenes through which it passed, but it was unmarred by mishap of

any kind.

Not only is the gasoline launch adapted to long trips and hard ser-

vice, but in matters of speed as compared with other l^oats of the same

size and horse power of engine it is cjuite equal to any. Only last

summer I tested the Caprice, a 42-footer built for a gentleman residing

m Pittsburg for use on the Aluskoka lakes in Canada. Four days after

this boat was launched, and while the engine was still new and stiff in

its bearings, it made an actual speed of 12.8 miles per hour. Better

than 13 miles per hour has since been obtained from the same boat.

The tests referred to were made in quiet water with a carefully c.ili-

brated log and on a perfectly calm day. The engine used was a two-

cycle, rated at 20 horse power l)ut capable of developing 30 horse

power at the speed used in the test.
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VACHT CAPRICE—20 HORSE POWER, I3 MILES PER HOUR.

Sintz engines, Michigan Yacht &• Power Co.

The small amount of room required for a gasoline engine and the

fact that the ftiel tank may be placed in any position, either under the

forward or the after deck or under the floor, makes this style of boat

much more roomy for length and beam than a steam launch, with its

boiler and large coal btmkers. The absence of smoke and heat is also

a considerable factor and adds greatly to the comfort of a trip.

The great number of the manufacturers now making gasoline

marine engines has been the occasion of considerable competition and a

striving for improvements which now make the gasoline engine as

YACHT ^T) BV 10 FEET, l8-H0RSE-I'0\VER THREE-CYLIXDER sELF-STARTIXG
AND REVERSING ENGINE.

Truscott Boat ^ilanufacturing Co., St. Joseph, Mich.



17-FOOT "tokpedo-sterx launch, 1
'
j-iiDk.-^E-rowi:

Truscott Boat Manufacturing Co.

i.vCHT HELEN, 6o FEET EY Qj/ FEET, SPEED 13' j MILES PER HOUR.

Two 20-hoi-se-power two-cylinder two-cycle Sintz vapor engines. Michigan Yacht & Power Co.
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reliable as a steam engine. One manufacturer, at least, makes an en-

gine that may be reversed, and practically every builder of gasoline en-

gines of over 20 horse power supplies a method of starting them with-

out manual labor. \Miere the engine itself is not reversible, an attach-

ment is furnished with the engine to reverse the propeller, or else the

propeller itself is so constructed that the angle of the blades may be

altered, thus changing it from a right-hand to a left-hand screw and

vice versa. The reversing propeller is seldom used for engines of

over 6 horse power, as it is not so efficient as a solid wheel. But for

HULLANU bLliAlAKINE TUKPEDU BOAT READY FOR LAUNCHING, CRESCENT SHIPYARD.
ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.

Propelled by electric storage battery (Electric Boat Co.) when submerged and by Otto gaso-

line engines when running on the surface.

small boats, in which the amount of room that would he taken up by a

reversing gear would materially reduce the available space, the reversi-

ble propeller is exceedingly well-adapted.

The reversible engine referred to in the last paragraph is of the

two-cycle type, and the change of direction is accomplished bv slowinq^

the engine down until it has nearly stopped, and then giving it an ex-

tremely early ignition which stops the piston and drives it backward ;

the throttle is then opened and the engine continues to run backward
until again reversed. Starting devices as employed for marine engines
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are of various kinds. In many an air pump geared to the propeller

shaft is employed to keep full a reservoir of air at from 40 to 109

pounds pressure. The air is piped to the compression space of the

engine and passes through an ordinary plug cock just outside the

cvlinder. To start the engine by compressed air the flywheel is turned

over until the ]:)iston of one c}iinder is just past the top of its stroke.

The cock on that cylinder is then opened full and the pressure of the air

drives the piston downward. The air is cut off before the piston

reaches the end of its stroke and sufficient momentum is tisually de-

rived from this one impulse of the air to permit the engine to take up its

cvcle. In other engines a charge of gasoline vapor and air is pumped

IXTERIOR OF THE HOLLAXO SUBMARINE BOAT.

into the compression space with the piston on the upper center. The

flywheel is then turned until the pressure of the charge just starts to

move the piston, when the charge is ignited and the resulting explosion

gives sufficient momentum to start the engine on its first cycle.

Reversing mechanisms, or as they are more generally known, re-

versing gears, are usually a combination of two bevel gears and pinions

similar to the diff'erential gear on automobiles and traction engines.

When the engine is driving the boat ahead a clutch fastens both the

large bevel gears together and the driving is direct and noiseless.

When reversing, the pinions between the two large bevel gears turn

on their own axes onl\-. being held by a clutch from rotating with the
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OTTO TWO-CVLIXDER FOUR-CYCLE ENGINES, REVERSED BY
BEVEL GEARING.

engine, and the propeller shaft rotates in direction the reverse of that of

the engine. Other bnilders use a combination of spur gears, while still

others employ paper friction cones.

Further improvements are the use of universal joints in the pro-

peller shaft, thus permitting the engine to be placed with the crank-

shaft horizontal and not inclined toward the stern. The use of jump-

spark ignition, as on automobile engines, was adopted by one manufac-

turer last season, giving greater flexibility in regard to speed. The
problem of lubrication has been satisfactorily solved by the combined

efiforts of the manufacturer and the oil refiner, and the many minor

difficulties have been surmounted until now the gasoline engine is in

every way an ideal motive power.



A COMPARISON OF COAL RESOURCES AND
COAL-GETTING.

By A. S. E. Ackermann.

Mr. Ackermann recently completed a tour extending over 5,000 miles in the United States

and occupying four months, chiefly for the purpose of studying American methods of mining
by machinery. In the following article he compares the methods of coal getting in Great
Britain and the United States.

—

The Editors.

THE very first feature that attracts the attention of the European

visitor is the enormous difference in the total area of the coal

fields of America and Great Britain, namely 222,500 and

9,000 square miles respectively, and also the fact that nearly all the

British ones have been worked for so very much longer a period.

The result of this is that most of the thick seams and those nearest the

surface have been worked out ; and while lo-foot and 12-foot seams

are not unknown, nevertheless they are exceptional, and seams as small

as 12 and 15 inches are being worked. In America, on the other hand,

the coal fields are practically untouched. At present only the thick and

upper seams are being worked, and these to a large extent with per-

haps little thought for future generations of mining engineers. An-

other very great difference between the coal fields of the two countries

IS that in Great Britain faults are frequent and great, and the coal is

found in various parts at almost all conceivable angles. In the Lan-

cashire coal field, for example, the seams dip 17 to 33 per cent. In

America, on the other hand, I did not meet with a single instance of a

fault, and only with one man who said he had a friend who had seen

one, while the greatest dip I met with was but about 5 per cent.

In Great Britain the coal lies at very great depths. In America a

shaft of 200 feet is considered fairly deep while one of 200 yards in

England is but a shallow pit, and same few workings are nearly 4,000

feet deep. I do not know of a drift mine being worked at present in

England, but in America, especially in Virginia and West Virginia,

they are extremely common. The result of this is that the cost of haul-

ing the coal out and the pumping of large quantities of water from

great depths make coal mining very expensive in Great Britain. A drift

mine is also more cheaply ventilated than a shaft one, and the mines

357
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are much more fiery in England than they are in America. The pres-

ence of fire damp in British mines greatly impedes the rapidity of

working and adds to the cost in many ways. There are many stringent

regulations to be carried out with a view to the prevention of explo-

sions, which nevertheless occur only too frequently, and when they do

they are usually of a very serious nature, causing large loss of life and

property. Frequently several months elapse before the mines are in

complete working order again after such an accident. The cost of this

loss of life and property naturally is very great.

The presence of combustible gas in the British mines further makes

the employment of electrical machines of all kinds either impossible

or very difficult, whereas in America the tendency seems to be to dis-

card pneumatic machinery and use electrical, for cutting, hauling,

pumping, and lighting ; but in Great Britain even pneumatic machinery

is but very little used, and in 1900 the total quantity of coal cut by

machinery was only i^ per cent, of the total output of the whole

country, whereas the corresponding figure for the same period for

America was 20 per cent., or 25 per cent., if bituminous coal alone is

considered. The output per annum per person employed in coal min-

ing in Great Britain is about 300 tons, compared with 526 tons in

America, this difference of course being due to a large number of

factors of which the natural conditions, as already indicated, are an

important one. From a British point of view, however, it is significant

that in spite of the much easier natural conditions that hold in the

United States, machinery is being used there to such a very great and

increasing extent, whereas in England, where natural conditions are

more difiicult and make coal getting more arduous, and hence where

machinery ought to be made to lighten the burden of man, far less

machinery is used, and I feel sure that were coal getting as easy in

Britain as it is in America, machinery would be practically unknown
in the British coal mines. On the other hand, American mining engi-

neers were equally candid in telling me that they considered British

mining engineers were much more successful in the handling of shaft

mines than they were in the States. If this be so, to a certain extent it

is only to be expected, as we have had so much larger experience with

shaft mines; but to return the compHment, I expect that as soon as

more shaft mines come into operation in the States, American engi-

neers will get more skilled in the application of machinery to them, and

may possibly even excel us as they have done in so many other mechan-

ical things.

A shaft 12 or 15 feet in diameter for a depth of 2,000 or 3,000 feet.
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is a great expense, costing anything from $50 per yard of depth, or

$1.75 per cubic yard excavated, to $600 per yard of depth. The shafts

are usually circular and lined with bricks, but where the water pres-

sure is great, with cast-iron segments.

In America one frequently meets with cases in which no pumping is

required, the water running out of the mine by gravity, the haulage be-

ing practically horizontal is also a much less expensive item. The

mines are almost entirely free from gas, which is no doubt greatly

due to their being so much nearer the surface, thus permitting the es-

cape of gas through fissures.

English mines are worked almost entirely on the "longwall" prin-

ciple, and the use of this system is on the increase. The chief remain-

ing system is that known as the "bord and pillar," which is more used

in the north of England and in Scotland, while in America, of course,

the system is almost entirely "pillar and room." In the best modern

practice not more than 35 per cent, of the coal is removed when "work-

ing in the whole" (i. e., the preliminary work of driving the bords and

walls). The removal of the pillars, which takes place as soon after

the "whole" work as possible, is called "working in the broken" and

the price paid per ton for the latter work is less than for the other.

To give actual figures referring to the use of coal-cutting machines

in the two countries :—311 such machines were in use in Great Britain

in 1900, whereas in America there were 3,907, or about 12^ times

the number, this figure corresponding approximately with the ratio

of the percentages cut by machines in the two countries, namely, i^
per cent, and 20 per cent. It should be pointed out, however, that as

British mining is very largely on the longwall system, the 311 ma-

chines include a large number of longwall and heading machines,

while the 3,907 machines in America include 2,350 of the pneumatic

percussive type, which is of course a much smaller and cheaper ma-

chine. Still, in the States there were 1,509 chain breast machines and

48 longwall machines, and the increase in the percentage of coal min-

ing by machinery in West Virginia was from 9.27 per cent, in 1889 to

15.09 per cent, in 1900. The corresponding increase for Pennsyl-

vania (considering the bituminous coal only) was 29.67 per cent, to

33,65 per cent.

In the matter of electric haulage, I have not yet had an opportunity

of visiting a British mine in which the trolley system is installed,

though I understand that one or two are in use. I have, however,

seen electric energy transmitted from the pit mouth to the bottom and

there used for driving an endless rope for haulage purposes. Steel
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rope haulage (under and over) is largely used, the same three sys-

tems as occur in America being found, namely :— ( i ), direct rope haul-

age; (2), the main and tail rope system; and (3), the endless rope.

Electric energy is also used for pumping, lighting, and coal cut-

ting, but all of this on a very small scale, and one likely to increase at

the usual slow rate that such new ideas are taken up in Britain, where

labour unions give considerably more trouble than they do in the

States. The lack of the use of the machinery in Britain, however, most

certainly is not due entirely to the unreasoning or incorrect conclusions

of the labour unions, for there are many instances in other trades in

which more and better machinery could be employed without dis-

placing any men, though increasing the quality and output.

Another point which is in favour of America as regards cost of

production is that in England in most cases subsidence has to be pre-

vented as far as possible, on acount of damage to property on the sur-

face. In America the land above the coal beds usually belongs to the

firm doing the mining and does not have much valuable house prop-

erty on it, but in England the land usually belongs to a large landowner

who rents the mineral rights to various mining concerns.

The forms of energy used for haulage have already been mentioned.

The gauge of the track is usually 24 inches, through it varies from 18

to 30 inches. The rails are of steel and rather lighter than those used

in the States. They are spiked to the sleeper or ties much in the same

way as is the American practice with the large railroads, thus differ-

ing from the English railroad companies' practice of using iron chairs.

The mine cars are called tubs in England, and as in America are

usually of wood, but their capacity is smaller, namely from 1,300

pounds to 1,600, though larger ones are used in South Wales.

Pumping is a very large subject, and the whole of this issue could

easily be taken up with a description of it. There are plunger and

bucket pumps and various combinations of the two, but the most in-

teresting feature of British practice to an American colliery engineer

would be the fact that many of these are worked by long wooden pump
rods called "spear rods," some 10 inches square, extending right down
the shaft from the surface and driven by beam engines, or by horizon-

tal engines by means of a system of huge balanced timber bell-cranks.

The old Cornish pumping engines are quite classic and their efficiency

is higher than might be supposed. In the case of plunger pumps, the

function of the engine is to raise these spear rods, and their weight is

more than sufficient to force the ram back against the water pressure.

Another system employs steam pumps fixed down the mine and oper-
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CURVES SHOWING THE EXPORTS OF THE TWO GREAT COAL PRODUCING COUNTRIES.

ated by steam conveyed to them from boilers at the surface. Yet
another is to generate hydrauHc power at the surface and convey this
down the shaft to pumps at the bottom. In this case the exhaust water
from the power end of the pump is pumped up with the water from the
mine, though in one arrangement there is a double set of high pres-
sure pipes, one connected with each end of the pump power-cylinder,
the water in these acting as a water rod for forcing the piston back and
forth. Lastly, there are electricity and compressed air.

The coal is brought to the surface in the tubs or cars sometimes
one at a time, sometimes eight at a time; in the latter case two are
usually placed on each deck and there are four decks to the cage, which
is a steel structure guided by fixed vertical ropes. On coming to the
top of the shaft the two tubs on the bottom deck are pushed off, then
the cage is lowered to the level of the next deck and so on. The
methods of dealing with the coal after it reaches the surface are very
varied, but on the whole they are similar to those in use in America.
As the coal leaves the mine, however, a great difference is noticed.
The British coal trucks hold only 6 or lo tons each. These are almost
the only two sizes made, though quite recently the Lancashire & York-
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shire railway have built some 30-ton wooden trucks, (the 6-ton and

lo-ton size being also made of wood) and the London and North

Western have some 20-ton trucks. In America, of course, the 50-ton

pressed steel car is a familiar and fine sight.

The next considerable difference between the two countries is the

freight charges per ton mile, this figure in England being about six

times what it is in America. The difference in the sizes of the cars

accounts partly for this, but the relative cost of the land is perhaps a

larger factor. The cost of British railways, including rolling stock,

is stated to be $235,000 per mile, while the corresponding figure for

America is I believe $60,000, or only a little over one-fourth of the

amount. This is an enormous handicap and one which I fear is not

likely to be removed or reduced. On the other hand, the value of land

is likely to increase in the States, but probably Americans will not

pamper the landowner to the same extent as is done in Great Britain

On arriving at the docks the coal is handled by mechanical tipples

much in the same way in both countries, but again to a less extent in

pamper the landowner to the same extent as is done in Great Britain.

\& at present manyfold the greater, the figures being as follows

:

1899.
Imports. Exports. Excess of Exports. Percentage that
Tons. Tons. Tons, the excess is of the

total product.

<5reat Britain 2,000 55,810,000 55,808,000 25.3

United States 1,329,950 5,752,150 4,422,200 1.95

1900.

Great Britain 10,000 58,405,000 58,395,000 25.9
United States 1,881,637 7>9i7,3i9 6,035,682 2.5

The Daily Mail of 6th Nov., 1901, stated that there was a "steady

and considerable increase of American coal exports to France" and that

"the exports of English coal to Marseilles for the first six months of

this year show a decrease of 25 per cent, from those of the same time

last year. American exports there for the same time show an increase

of over 1,100 per cent! This latter figure is probably misleading,

without knowledge of the total amount of American coal sent to Mar-
seilles; and the decrease in the British coal sent to Marseilles is no

doubt partly due to the coal tax. Still, the figures show the trend of

affairs. As the pitmouth value of American coal is almost exactly

half that of British, and as there is not a very great difference in the

quality of the coal of the two countries taken as a whole, it would

seem as if the whole question of the possibility of American coal com-

peting with British in the European markets depended on the cost of

freight and handling between the respective mines and the markets.



THE VEVEY-MONT PELERIN FUNICULAR
ELECTRICAL RAILWAY.

By Enrico Bignumi.

The installation described by Signer Bignami in the pages immediately following is not of
great magnitude, but it exhibits an interesting and rather unusual combination of power
applications. A problem presenting exceptional conditions is solved simply by combining
the separate peculiar advantages of several distinct agencies—the gas generator and engine,

electric transmission and driving, the storage battery, and cable traction. For this reason
the short descriptive account is presented.

—

The Editors.

MONG the numerous funicular or cable-operated

railways with which Switzerland is provided, es-

pecially at much visited sites, perhaps the most
perfect example is that from Vevey to Mont Pel-

erin. This line connects the city of Vevey with

two villages, Chardonne and Beaumaroche, situ-

ated on the flank of Mont Pelerin, and having

fine views as well as being pretty resorts for trav-

ellers in the neighborhood. It also greatly fa-

cilitates the ascent to the summit of the moun-
tain which dominates one of the most beautiful panoramas

in the world. The length of the line is 1,588 metres (0.984 mile),

while the difference in altitude of the two termini is 416 metres (1,364

feet). The grades vary between 13 and 54 per cent., while the aver-

age gradient is 33.5 per cent. All curves are of 500-metres radius.

There is one tunnel on the line 114 metres (377 feet) long. Retaining

walls are built 5 feet thick at the top and 9 feet at the bottom. The
line is ballasted for 960 metres and laid on mortar-jointed masonry for

660 metres. A gauge of one metre (3.28 feet) is used, the line con-

sisting simply of two rails without a rack. The rail is 5 inches high

and weighs 23.2 kilogrammes per metre (46 pounds per yard) . Cross

ties are of Zores iron, 1.6 metres long at the bottom and 1.5 metres

(4.92 feet) long on top. In all, the metal of the track weighs about

79 kilogrammes per metre, or 158 pounds per yard. The cable is 31.6

millimetres (1.26 inches) in diameter and weighs 3.25 kilogrammes

per metre (2.i8.pounds per foot). It is of twisted steel wire having

a breaking strain of 134 kilogrammes per square millimetre, or, for

the full cross-section of the rope itself, of 56 metric tons. ' Its maxi-

mum service load is 4 metric tons.

362
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The mechanical equipment of the permanent way consists of pulleys

for guiding the cable and keeping it from dragging on the ground.

The rolling stock consists of two cars, one attached permanently to

each end of the cable, so that as one goes up the other comes down.

The cable is driven by means of a system of grooved pulleys worked by

a 70-horse-power direct-current electric motor acting through a belt

and gearing. Below is a detailed description of the machinery.

The motor is belted directly to a first countershaft. This, through

simple gearing, works a second and more slowly turning countershaft

which, in turn, drives in the same way a large countergear which is

integral with the driving pulley. A guiding pulley is mounted near

the grooved driving wheel. On the first countershaft are two power-

ful band brakes, one of which may be operated by hand while the other

is automatic. The driving pulley is reversed by reversing the motor.

The electrical part of the installation was placed in the hands of

the Societe Anonyme ci-devant J. J. Rieter & Cie, of Winterthur, and

comprises, in addition to the motor mentioned above, a battery of ac-

cumulators, placed at the upper station, a generating plant, and the

transmission line. The generating station is situated about 40 metres

from the stopping place at Chardonne. It consists of a trapezoidal

building made of stone, having about 106 square metres of floor

space and containing two generating units of 30 horse power each, of

which one is held as a reserve. Each generating unit consists of a

dynamo and a gas engine running at 150 revolutions per minute. The
switchboard has white-marble panels supported on an angle-iron frame

and is in three sections, one for each generator and an outgoing panel

for the overhead transmission line and for the station lighting. On
each dynamo panel is one amperemeter, one voltmeter, one field rheo-

stat, one voltmeter switch, one loo-ampere switch, one minimum-cur-

rent circuit-breaker and one pair of single-pole circuit-breakers. The
middle, or line, panel has a rheostat, used in starting the gas engines

by driving the dynamos as motors, an amperemeter, and two bipolar

switches, one for the engine-starting resistance and one for controlling

the lighting circuits in the station and its vicinity.

Current is taken to the upper station on two copper-wire cables,

each 600 metres (1,968 feet) long and of 75 square millimetres cross

section (about No. 00 B. & S. gauge). About 8 per cent, loss is en-

countered on this line at full load.

The line is attached to 50 double-bell porcelain insulators, sup-

ported by treated pine poles having pointed metallic caps. These are

grounded by copper ground wires on each pole. To protect the in-
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE RAILWAY LINE AND ITS SURROUNDINGS.

stallation as far as possible against lightning, a double-pole lightning

arrester is placed at each end of the line.

The upper station contains a battery of 114 cells of Pollak accumu-

lator, these having been made at the Marly works, near Fribourg.

Their dimensions and constants are : Capacity, 402 ampere-hours at

three-hours discharge, or 276 ampere-hours for one-hour discharge.

Normal maximum charging current is 180 amperes. Sometimes,

though, when the descending car is full and the car coming up is

empty, as happens often in the evening, the motor works as a dynamo
and its current of about 200 amperes charges the accumulators. Cur-

rent on discharge varies up to 250 amperes according to the weight of

the loads of passengers. The battery is intended to aid the generating

station at the moments of heavy load, when it discharges in parallel

with the generators. At times of small load it receives its charge, as

it does also during the intervals of rest between trips of the two cars.

By this arrangement the generators are driven constantly at full load,

and consequently at maximum efificiency. Otherwise their power

would be notably insufficient, as the generator output is calculated upon

the basis of the average power consumption, instead of being provided

to meet the maximum-load conditions. Except for a few trips in the

morning and late in the evening, the battery is used alone. It serves

also for lighting the plant stations and offices and, most important, the

bufifet at Beaumaroche.

A singular phenomenon takes places during the first part of the
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trip, when the ascending car is on a 13-per cent, grade and the car

coming down is on a 54-per cent, grade. The motor is perfectly re-

versible and, driven by the descending car, is worked as a dynamo, re-

storing current to the battery.

In order to eliminate variations of voltage due to variations in load,

the battery is provided with an automatic apparatus of the C. Schneider

system which controls a group of end cells. The automatic appara-

tus is worked through a voltmeter contact-maker and a relay.

THE SUBSTRUCTURE OF THE VEVEY-MONT PELERIN RAILWAY.

The accumulators are installed in the basement, upon a wooden

rack completely insulated from earth. The switchboard and all the

other apparatus find place on the main floor of the building. The con-

troller and the motor switchboard (page 364) are directly at the hand

of the operator, who also controls the brakes. The motor switch-

board is of marble and contains an amperemeter, voltmeter, bipolar

switch, minimum-current circuit-breaker, and a pair of cut-outs. The
battery switchboard, which is near the motor, contains two ampere-

meters, a 300-volt voltmeter, an 80-ampere throw-over switch, a single-

pole 250-ampere switch, and a bipolar switch for the lighting circuits.

The method of distribution is shown on page 370.
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Each of the two cars

composing the rolling stock

has thirty seats and can

carry also twelve standing-

passengers. Empty, these

cars weigh 5,200 kilo-

grammes (11,440 pounds)

each, and loaded, 8,140 kil-

ogrammes ( 1 7,900 pounds )

.

Their wheel-base is 4.3 me-

tres (14.1 feet) and the

permissible speed 1.5 me-

tres (4.92 feet) a second.

Each car has both hand

and automatic brakes, and

in case of breakage of the

cable both act instantly to

secure the car to the track

by means of solid steel

wedges. The operation of

the trains is controlled b)

the operator at the upper

station who has command
of all the machinery.

A wold may be said

here about the gas-generat-

ing engines, which were in-

stalled by MM. Gillieron

& Amrein, of Vevey. Each

unit comprises the engine-

proper and a gas-makini;

apparatus. The working of

the apparatus is as follows :

Gas is produced in a con-

trivance resembling an or-

dinary stove, in whicli

steam and air are caused to

pass through incandescent

anthracite coal. The re-

sulting combination i^

termed gaz pativrc—"poor
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THE CONTROLLER AND THE MOTOR SWITCHBOARD.

gas." From the generator the gas goes to a second apparatus, called

the washer, where it is cleaned and purified. From the washer it is

drawn directly into the engine cylinders as demanded. The method

of working one of these engines is thus :

A wood or charcoal fire is made up in the generator cylinder, A, pref-

erably newly cleaned, and the two doors, B and B^, are carefully closed.

The three-way cock C is set so as to keep the smoke out of the washer

D and to allow it to escape freely by the chimney E. The washer D is

\ >

THE BATTERY SWITCHBOARD.
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now filled with water through the valve V until it overflows by the tube

T after having filled the pot U. The vapouriser should also be filled

half- full of water. If it is desired to force the fire and hasten the

production of gas, use is made of the blower N by turning the crank

energetically in the direction shown by the arrow. The current of

air from the blower enters the lower part of the generator and, after

passing through the grate, traverses the cylinder A. During blowing

the cock O of the water-level gauge should be open and the valve S
of the steam pipe W closed.

DIAGRAM OF GAS GENERATOR AND GAS ENGINE.

The fire being well started, the cover G is lifted and the charging

hopper J is filled with combustible (anthracite or very lean coal \w

lumps of one inch or smaller). Replacing the cover G a gate is

opened by lifting the lever H, permitting the coal to fall little by little

into the cylinder A. Care must be taken always that too much coal

does not enter the cylinder at once, as this would result in extinguish-

ing the wood fire. It should be admitted in small quantities at fre-

quent intervals. The generator A being filled in this fashion up to

the conical funnel and all the fuel being well-ignited, a second charge

is put into the cylinder A. the air outlet cock O is closed, and the steam

valve S is opened, the hopper J being at the same time filled with

anthracite to be warmed for the next charge, thus avoiding cooling

the fire.

In ten or fifteen minutes after firing the gas can be tested to see if it

is of usable quality, which is known by the gas issuing from the test

cock R burning fully under pressure with a blue flame. As soon as good

gas begins to be generated, the three-way valve C is turned to shut off

the opening to the chimney E and to allow the gas to pass to the washer
D and the pot L. At the same time the crank of the blower N is un-

coupled and a belt connecting it with the engine thrown on. The
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DIAGRAM OF THE METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION.

engine can then be started.

The height of the incan-

descent column of coal

will be maintained always

at the point determined

by the needs of the case

and in the manner indi-

cated. The progress of

the operation is indicated

by the peep-hole or win-

dow K. As soon as fire

becomes visible through it

a new charge of anthracite

is fed into the cylinder.

The two doors, B and

Bj, are provided with

openings through which

the fire may be raked and

sliced with tools furnished with the machine. If the glow of the fire

on looking in at these doors is not of a bright red, the grate must be

cleaned with the pokers mentioned above.

The height of water in the boiler M should be kept the same by

watching the indicator Z and using the feed-valve X. The washer

requires a constant small supply of cold water which enters by the

siphon T, and care must be taken to keep the latter free from ob-

structions. In going into the washer the gas should traverse a layer

of 2 inches of water, which prevents its return to the generator.

After half-a-day's running the plug at the bottom of the washer

is removed to flush out the dust and impurities which have accumu-

lated in it. Every day, before putting the apparatus to work, the

bottom of the evaporator is unscrewed and emptied. The tubes of this

apparatus are also cleaned every few days by means of a brush of iron

wire. At the end of a day's run the doors B and B^ are opened, the

grate is tipped, and the cylinder A is cleared of clinkers and ashes.

During short stoppages of running the fire is allowed to burn after

all the openings and all the valves have been closed, except a small hole

in one of the doors B of the base of the generators, and the three-way

valve is turned so as to open a path to the chimney by the smoke flue E.

If it happens that the engine receives no gas, the cause may be an

obstruction of the pipe between the evaporator M and the generator by

fragments of coal, or the buckling or obstruction of the siphon T. In
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the latter case the water cannot escape and fiUs the washer D, the three-

way valve C and the evaporator. It becomes necessary, then, to draw

off the water by opening the plug O and to clean the siphon.

The consumption of the engines per horse-power hour is 0.60 to

0.65 kilogrammes (1.32 to 1.40 pounds) including the two startings

necessary in a day. The same consumption calculated on an annual

basis shows 7 kilogrammes used per double train trip, or about 2 kilo-

grammes per car-kilometre (7.1 pounds per car mile) in wdiich is in-

cluded lighting the line and the buffets of the terminal stations.

Preliminary diagrams showed that in working the line at the time

when conditions would be the worst—that is, when the up train was

loaded to its maximum and the down train was empty, about 60 horse

power would be required. In practise the maximum often surpasses

100 horse power. In spite of this the engines and the electrical ap-

paratus have given excellent service, even at the times of heaviest loads.

On Sundays in the summer the service has been suspended during the

greater part of the day.

The Vevey-Chardonne-Pelerin cable railway, installed under good

technical conditions, gives also very good financial results. Since

its o]3ening it has carrried an average of 13.000 passengers a month

A PORTION OF THE COMPLETED PERMANENT WAY.
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TUNNEL^ PASSING POINTS, AND CARRIAGE DESCENDING.

and about 120 tons of merchandise under a schedule of 20 trains a day.

The time table shows a train every hour from 6.15 a. m. to 11. 15

a. m., from 11. 15 until 12.15 a train each half-hour, the same from

1. 1 5 to 4.15, and from that time until 10.15 the trains are again run

at hourly intervals. The trip is made in 24 minutes with a single inter-

mediate stop at Chardonne.

The rates of fare are as follows

:

Ordinary ticket 2d class round trip, francs 2.10

3d class, round trip, francs 1.50

2d class, up trip, francs 1.40

2d class, down trip, francs l.oo

3d class, up trip, francs i.oo

3d class, down trip, francs 0.75

The good technical and financial results shown by this enterprise

will doubtless contribute to the development of working inclined cable

railwavs bv electricitv.



FEATURES OF CONTINENTAL LOCOMOTIVE
CONSTRUCTION.
By Charles R. King.

The fact that the railway is essentially an agency of internal transportation, while the

waterway is worldwide, has tended to keep locomotive engineering to a great extent within

national boundaries in its development. This is particularly true of countries like Britain

and the United States, which are isolated by their position. Britain, as the great engineering

exporter of the world, reached farther abroad, but it was largely to extend her own practice

into new lands. It is but recently, since the demands of the lately opened continents over-

taxed the old sources of supply, that comparison between diverse types developed under dif-

fering conditions has become keenly interesting. Continental locomotive practice has

aiiforded the freest opportunity for the interchange of ideas and systems developed separately

under varied conditions of temperament and influence. It should afford the best examples

of mechanical construction resulting from the co-operation of minds of many complexions.

Mr. King's long and varied experience enables him to apprehend the characteristic points of

the types he reviews, and his grouping of the subjects permits him to cover the field compre-

hensively in this article and the succeeding papers.

—

The Editors.

URING and since the pe-

riod of the recent Paris

Exhibition much has

been pubhshed upon the

section there which was

devoted to locomotive en-

gineering. For the greater

part these descriptive re-

views, although at all

times interesting, have

either been very general-

ised or else confined to detailed descriptions of individual machines

chines—excellent in themselves, but appearing in so desultory a man-

ner as to require for many a considerable effort of memory to retain all

that had appeared thus intermittently on the subject. A review of the

whole which selected for remark the principal novelties of construc-

tion or other equally interesting elements of design, exhibited in each

locomotive, accompanied by a short general and comparative descrip-

tion, would, it seemed to me after seeing in actual service many of those

exhibited, form a useful record of a very remarkable exhibition—the

greatest of its kind and representing, locomotives and cars together, an

immense outlay of capital for the period of almost one year. Hardly
sufficient justice appears even yet to have been done, many an ingenious

373
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mechanical contrivance having so far passed without notice. At first

sight it might appear that the matter was now out of date ; but machine

design does not change or progress thus speedily, and the locomotives

exhibited at Paris were, for the greater part, entirely new types. Some
of them have not even up till now completed that experimental stage

which precedes the establishment of a regular class of new locomo-

tive, and such a type when thus fixed in Europe usually remains the

standard for at least four or five years following.

If anyone were to look for anything remarkable in European loco-

motives with regard only to mere size and power, as in America, he

would certainly be disappointed. Continental exactions in the direc-

tion of luxury in travel follow but slowly—though none the less surely

—in the wake of American progress. Moreover, the limit of the load-

ing gauge presents, or will present very soon, an impediment to most

European railways (always excepting those of Russia) ; in England,

indeed, were it not for the great calorific value of the native coal, rail-

way engineers would have long since been baffled to have kept their lo-

comotives small enough to pass through tunnels of such rabbit-burrow

like proportions (as compared with those existing abroad). And yet,

very singularly, it was here that the great Brvmel gave the country a

width of railway unique in the world. But apart from mere size and

from the point of view of shapeliness alone, something desirable might

be learnt of the aesthetic in the forms employed for the parts in Euro-

pean locomotives.

Continental engineers have a sharp eye for harmony in design, and

many a question is asked as to why American locomotive parts could

not be lightened to give a little more semblance to elegance (moins

grossieres) without any loss of strength. It is also very interesting to

observe in Continental locomotives the greater variety in the general

external appearance, even in locomotives of the same type, and this is

not without a picturesque effect, reflective surely enough of the innate

sentiment of art possessed in many European countries by such unim-

pressionable men as locomotive designers. An example of pleasing har-

mony in mechanical design was particularly noticeable in two locomo-

tives at the recent Paris exhibition, viz., the English Midland Railway

single driving wheels express locomotive and the ten-wheeled four-

connected express locomotive designed at the Chemnitz works for the

Saxony State Railroads ; but for crushing mass and even higher finish

of parts there were many other examples to be seen.

Express Locomotive, Northern Railway of France. The first place

in this notice properly belongs to French locomotives, and, of these en-
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gines, that one which was exhibited by the Northern Railway—a hne

which holds with the Paris-Orleans the premier position for the fastest

regular services of passenger trains on the Continent. The latest type

of Nord locomotive here illustrated shows nothing remarkably new in

its construction, being the result of gradual changes effected in its pro-

totypes; and a short description of its evolution will embody the his-

tory of the development of the four-cylinder express compounds in

France and indeed in the world.

At a time (1886) when Mr. Webbs' English North-Western three-

cylinder compounds had become a practical success, and a specimen

had been sent to the Western Railway of France, as was done later

( 1888) to the Pennsylvania Railroad, the noted firm of French locomo-

tive builders, the Societe Alsacienne de Constructions Mecaniques of

Belfort—the regular maker of the Nord locomotives—constructed a

four-cylinder compound for the Nord Railway, taking as the model a

precedent type of Nord six-wheeled four-connected engine having a

large pair of leading radial wheels beneath the smoke box, but differ-

ing from all expresses of that time in having single instead of double

plate frames. The high-pressure cylinders were placed inside the

frames, working the forward pair of drivers, and the low-pressure

bolted outside the frames, driving upon the trailing wheels, but without

any side rods connecting the two pairs. This engine, designed by Mr.

Alfred G. de Glehn of the Alsatian Company, at once effected an econ-

omy of 18 to 19 per cent, on coal. When it had been several years in

service it was exhibited at the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1889.

After rvinning 390,555 miles it realised over single-expansion locomo-

tives doing the same work an economy of 2,260,720 pounds of coal,

which reckoned at $3 per metric ton represented $3,083 or, in deducting

$160 for its extra cost in lubricating oil, a net saving of $2,923.

Between the years 1876 and 1891 the fastest Nord trains were, with

the exception of two locomotives, worked by a very fine eight-v/heeled

four-connected type of engine known as the Oiitrance—created in 1876

by M. Delebecque and first exhibited at the Paris Universal Exhibition

of 1878, and of these a total of 103 have now been built. With this

engine 150 tons or 26 axles was considered to be a heavy load, and on

the ruling gradients of 0.5 per cent, the maximum speed with such a

train load did not exceed 40 miles per hour. Even when, later on, the

boiler-pressure was raised from 134 pounds to 148 pounds and the

cylinder rebored to a larger diameter, the engines could not, with the

allowance of any margin for adverse weather, keep time

on the same gradients with trains of more than 32 axles
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or 200 tons. The experimental compound, No. 701, carried

a pressure of 148 pounds and trials showed that it exerted

a power of 750 metric horse power. Along with it, at the Paris Ex-

hibition of 1889, there was shown also a new type of single-expansion

engine designed by Chief Engineers F. Matthias and M. Sauvage with

19-inch cylinders, No. 2101 ; but being larger and more powerful than

the compound and carrying 161 pounds pressure, this engine was able

to mount the 0.5 per cent, grades with 190 metric tons at a speed of 45
miles per hour. It was soon found, however, that the work to which

its crank axle was subjected was too great, and this fact added to the

low cost of upkeep of No. 701, decided the final adoption of the four-

cylinder-compound arrangement, which divided by half the work on

the crank-pins and reduced the stresses on the cranked axle, while the

superior twisting moments of the four driving rods, even without side

connecting rods, greatly increased the regularity of the pull on the

draw-bar, as I had several opportunities to notice during the early serv-

ice of the compound No. 701. The Exhibition engine, No. 2101, with

the addition of compound cylinders, therefore became the pattern on

which succeeding and more powerful engines were built. The first

of this primary class began work on August, 1891, and since that time,

with various and successive alterations of dimensions, sixty of the

series have been built. In these compounds, designed by M. du Bous-

quet (the then new chief of the traction department) the position of the

cylinders was reversed from that in No. 701, the low-pressure cylinders

being placed inside the frames where the momentum of their heavier

reciprocating parts had the least disturbing effect, and the high-pressure

cylinders being located outside—just as in Mr. Webb's three-cylinder

arrangement, and although the first two of the new series had no con-

necting side rods, these were applied very shortly afterward in order

to compensate the tangential efforts on the cranks, to insure prompti-

tude of starting in all positions of the pistons, to diminish the maximum
vertical oscillations, and to maintain the two sets of crank pins always

at the same relative angle. In the new compounds it was moreover

arranged to exhaust the high-pressure cylinders direct to the atmos-

phere whenever necessity occurred, and at the same time to send live

steam direct to the low-pressure cylinders. The boiler pressure was

augmented—188 pounds—and compared with No. 701 the new engine

indicated a power, during trials, of somewhat over 1,000 horse power,

although having a grate area less than that of the old Outrance type.

The 0.5 per cent, grades were now ascended with 200 tons at 47 miles

per hour. One of these first two engines was sent to Chicago in 1893,
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VAUCLAIN COMPOUND, STATE RAILWAY OF FRANCE.

and the same type of compound was then adopted by the Southern

Railway of France. Later—in 1896—the succeeding classes had

boiler pressures raised to 201 pounds, the boilers were enlarged and

fitted with Serve's ribbed tubes, the grate area was increased, and the

engine supplied with modern double-truck tenders ; the speed up grade

with 200 tons was then augmented to 51 miles per hour. In March,

1897, one of the new engines hauled a train of 225 metrical tons up a

grade of 0.5 per cent., at a speed of 53.7 miles per hour, and without

forcing the boiler to its utmost the work developed on the pistons was

1,155 metrical horse power. In these trials certain abnormal fluctua-

tions were noticed in the high-pressure valve-chest, as well as an undue

compression on the low-pressure pistons ; these defects were remedied

by increasing the size of the dry pipes and the capacity of the high-

pressure valve-chests and by giving ,an extra inside lead of 1/16 inch

to the 1/8 inch already existing with the low-pressure valves. The

maximum speed on the 0.5 per cent, rising gradients with 200 metrical

tons now advanced to 53.6 miles per hour. Finally the length-

ening of the firebox shell to 9 feet 10 inches compelled the adoption of a

trailing wheel beneath the firebox (Atlantic type), as has been prac-

ticed for over twelve years bv the State Railways of Belgium and the

French Paris-Orleans line.
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The following particulars of this engine are given at some length

for the reason that most French lines have abandoned their former

variable distinctive types by preference for this one. Thus the Midi,

Paris-Orleans, and Quest use the same form of compound locomotive

with slight modifications of detail.* The fuel used is a mixture of

coals obtained from the mines of the Nord and Pas-de-Calais depart-

ments, containing 20 to 2^ per cent, of volatile matters and 5 to 6 per

cent, of cinders, and is in the form of small pieces and slack mixed v.ath

briquettes. By dint of rapid firing about every five minutes and clos-

ing the door the instant the shovel is out of the firehole, this coal can

be made to keep the steam pressure constant with an almost invariable

water level while hauling loads of from 270 to 350 tons at speeds vary-

ing from 53 to 75 miles per hour. The consumption per American ton-

mile, excluding the locomotive and tender, ascertained during certain

trials is o.iii pounds, or, including the locomotive, only 0.08 pounds.

The average of the gross loads, from which these figures were supplied,

was not given ; but even supposing this to be 400 metric tons it is not

possible to make out the train mile at more than 35.2 pounds, 'which is

certainly a very remarkably low fuel consumption. The grate, taken

horizontally, has an area of 29.5 square feet, the heating surface in con-

tact with the fire is 2,243.4 square feet (ratio grate area to heating sur-

face, 1 176) ; the pressure is 215 pounds; the cylinders 13^ inches and

22 inches diameter by 2534 inches piston stroke, and the drivers 80^
inches diameter; theoretical maximum tractive effort, 25,806 pounds.

The boiler is of perfect telescopic type, the ii/i6-inch thick rings di-

minishing in diameter from the smokebox backwards, in order to keep

the boiler center as low on the wheels as possible—8 feet 3 inches. The
material for the rings and firebox shell is mild steel of 32.6 to 36.6

(U. S.) tons maximum tensile strength with 33 to 31 per cent, elonga-

tion. The firebox shell is of the square-cornered or Belpaire pattern,

with a very deep copper firebox contracted in its width below in order

to find room for the firebox casing between the inside plate frames

—

an arrangement which makes it necessary to leave the shell plates open

until the inside box is inserted in its place. To keep up the water

circulation, and prevent steam bells forming between the narrow water

spaces at the sides, the foundation ring has been increased in the width

of its edges as compared with the previous engines. Ordinary vertical

crown stays of iron are used, except for the two front rows which are

expansible. All of the screwed stays are of manganese bronze, drilled

* Those of the Paris-Orleans lines, while less powerful than the Nord locomotives, make,

on an average, speeds of 56 to 59.7 miles per hour between Paris and Bordeaux.
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right through, and their tire ends are opened out after rivetting. The
flat sides of the firebox above the crown are stayed by a double row of

transverse rods. Longitudinally the boiler head is stayed with four

rods, screwed to girder stays on the back plate and to brackets on the

rear boiler ring. There are 126 tubes (Serves) of 2}i inches outside

diameter. The tube plates ( j^-inch thick) and the boiler head, i-inch

thick, are of extra mild steel with an ultimate tensile strength of 29.3

to 32.6 tons (U. S. measure) with 36 to 33 per cent, elongation. All

rivets, including those for the copper firebox, are of the best iron of

23.2 tons tensile strength and 23 per cent, elongation. The brick arch,

which has long since replaced the water table or copper midfeather em-

ployed in the first compounds, is of circular form with vent holes

against the sides and middle of the flue sheet. The grate is slightly

inclined and divided into five short rows of multiple bars, the front one

being a hinged dropping grate with transverse bars. Shaking grates

are so far not used in France.

The petticoat pipe in the chimney is completely closed by a circular

grating above the blast nozzle—a plan adopted from the first for these

compounds—and although this pipe is large, yet its spark mesh is of

very small area compared with the usual pattern of spark baffler ; but as

these engines have always steamed freely in spite of the confined area

of the netting, it would appear that too much stress is sometimes laid

upon the draft obstruction said to be created even by the regulation

spark arresters. The blast pipe is surmounted by the standard double-

wing variable nozzle permitting a perfect control of the fire, so im-

portant to firing with slack in mounting grades ; otherwise, with fixed

nozzles, a large proportion of the coal would be carried straight

through the tubes, to the passengers' discomfort.

The spherical-topped dome incloses a semi-balanced throttle valve

worked by the usual form of pivoted rod, and the dry pipe, as is the

custom almost exclusive to France, is taken by a short way to the high-

pressure cylinders in being passed through the boiler close to the dome

and thence down, beneath casingfs, to the high-pressure cylinders ; but

whether the lessened frictional resistance effected by a shortened pipe is

compensated by the increased chances of condensation outside appears

doubtful. The high-pressure cylinders are bolted outside the frames in

line with the steel-casting box frame, which serves as an inside trans-

verse frame brace and also as a support for the low-pressure valve-

spindle brackets at its front face and for the low-pressure cross-head

bars at its back face. The small cylinders are bored clear through, but

the large cylinders have semi-closed back ends. The serious loss by con-
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densation resulting from the exposed position of the forward ends of

the outside cylinders has obliged a thorough jacketing of their front

heads with a non-conductor. The boxing in of the piston rods of such

outside cylinders would appear to be a refinement that has so far re-

mained unstudied, yet the loss of thermal efficiency due to each high-

pressure piston rod spending half of its working time in the outside air,

oftentimes of a temperature in winter below zero, might well be worth

prevention by the use of a few square inches of sheet iron, of a flexible

jacketing, or of closed cylindrical guides. In an engine normally work-

ing at high speeds the bridling effect of excessive compression has been

counteracted to some extent in the clearance volumes, and for these, in

per cent, of volume of each piston-stroke, 14 in the high-pressure

and 9 in the low-pressure has been considered enough by the Nord

engineers, although as much as 18 and 12 per cent, respectively are al-

lowed in Est express engines. Both sets of valves have also been

given, in place of usual inside lap, an inside lead of 1/16 inch for the

high-pressure, and 3/16 inch for the low-pressure, thus reducing the

period of compression.

The proportion of volume, high-pressure to low-pressure cylinders,

is 1 :2.yi ; in the earlier compounds that ratio was i -.2.42 only.

The total cubic capacity of the receiver is 5 times the volume of that

due to the stroke of one of the high-pressure cylinders.

The relief valve is mounted on the left side of the smokebox, and in

connection with these reservoir passages is set at 803^2 pounds. Its

pipe is placed symmetrically to that of the live-steam pipe on the op-

posite side of the smoke box, the two entering the saddle casting on

either side of the blast pipe. The pistons are steel castings, the high-

pressure having straight and the low-pressure conical webs. Exten-

sions are provided to the low-pressure piston rods with a view to pre-

venting the too frequent recurrence of broken cast-iron segments and

also to save some amount of grooving from their relatively heavy

weight. The cross-heads are of iron cemented and case-hardened and
their slide blocks are of cast iron lined up with white metal. The main
driving rods and the side rods are of forged iron and their channelling

to I-section is effected by drop-forging. The high-pressure main-rod

big ends are of open-forked pattern with their brasses held up by single

gibs and cotters, and the inside low-pressure main rods and the side

rods have strap ends with longitudinal screw adjustments;

Walschaert valve gear is employed for both groups, the inside gear

being driven from eccentrics and the outside gear, as usual, by cranks.

In these new engines special care has been taken to avoid wear wher-
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ever that was possible; thus, to diminish bending stresses and lessen

the work on the various pins and studs of the links, the eccentrics have

been so keyed that the lower half-sector of the link drives the valve

when in forward gear—that being of course the motion most fre-

quently used. A new arrangement has also been adopted to suppress

the torsional strain due to the different vertical planes usually occupied

by the valve spindle and the advance lever. The valve rod is mounted
in an extension buckle the cheeks of which are saddled upon a bracket

guide, at the same time embracing the upper end of the vertical advance

lever, which is now not bent laterally as usual, so bringing the various

joints of the gearing into the same vertical axis. All the slide valves

are of ordinary unbalanced pattern. At the lower outside edge of each

low-pressure valve chest is located the compounding valve designed by

Mr. de Glehn. Cylinders, boiler saddle, valve chests, and starting-

valve cylinders are cast together in one piece and the latter are bored to

receive a hollow rotary starting valve of the same internal diameter and

lying in the same longitudinal axis as the exhaust pipes from the high-

pressure cylinders. This valve has ports so located in its circumfer-

ence that when the larger opening arrives opposite to the passage lead-

ing into the low-pressure valve chest the smaller port, farther forward,

is blind ; a quarter turn brings the latter opposite the passage to the

valve-chest exhaust after closing the low-pressure hole. Another por-

tion of the circumference opens the drain holes both for purging the

valve chest and the starting valve. itself. Motion is imparted to the

rotary valve by a spindle passing out through a gland at the forward

end, opposite to the high-pressure exhaust pipes, and there operated

by a small air-cylinder and piston located beneath the front platform

perpendicular to the axis of the valve and controlled, of course, from

the footplate, as too is the special cock for admitting boiler steam to

the low-pressure valve chest. The following effects are thus ob-

tained :—Compound ; single expansion in each group of cylinders when

required for starting or auxiliary aid ; disconnection of the groups and

working either pair alone, as in case of accident.

The reversing-screw gear consists of two differential screws on the

same horizontal axis, the turned-down or loose tail end of the front

screw passing concentrically through the back screw, either one being

disconnected at any desired point of cut-off by means of latches, and

thus operated singly or together with the same or different relative de-

grees of expansion ; while a third latch locks all movements of the hand

wheel. Although steam reversing gear had been installed on the first

Nord compounds, now in France, and almost everywhere else on the
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Continent, this form of power gear is not used. The axles are of

Martin steel. The crank axle, of Worsdell type, with strongly-hooped

circular webs, is of gun steel tempered in oil. The main object in

bringing the two driving axles so close together was to shorten and re-

duce the weight of the coupling rods. The introduction of the fifth

axle is however considered by some Fiench engineers more objection-

able than the use of long rods. The wheels are of forged iron. An
angle of 180 degrees has now been resorted to for the keying of the two

groups of engines coupled by the side rods, in this point differing from

the previous locomotives wherein the angle employed was 162 degrees.

As now arranged the rotary masses are balanced without consideration

to those of the reciprocating parts. On other railroads 162 degrees is

found quite satisfactory with regard to the multiple conditions to be

realised ; on the Nord, however, calculation and experience have proved

that with coupling at 180 degrees the side lash due to the alternating

movements of four almost self-balancing engines has been reduced to a

minimum, and that it is quite possible to ignore the latter masses in cal-

culations for the wheel weights, as could not be done with keying at any

different angle. Additions to wheel weights for equibalancing the

maximum velocities of the reciprocating parts, while diminishing side

lash (so aggravated in engines with free swinging or flexible bases at

either end, as in the ten-wheel type) introduces vertical oscillation or

galloping, attended with pounding of the rails ; the engine under men-

tion has therefore only counterweights of low value for balancing the

revolving parts on each axle, and as these are symmetrically disposed

on either side the same matrix can be used for forging each pair of

wheels—a practice not convenient with the unsymmetrical locations of

the heavier wheel weights in engines keyed at 160 degrees. The final

result is that with 180 degrees the diflference between the mean twisting

'moment and the minimum moments is scarcely higher than when 162

degrees is employed, so that the starting power is practically much the

same whatever be the stationary position of the driving cranks. The

slab frames are of extra mild welding steel i 3/16 inches thick and

stiffened over the leading driving-axle box guides, or horn blocks, by

steel plates of horse-shoe form. The horn blocks are steel castings

;

the binders or yokes are cast iron and the wedges are of bronze. All

the springs of the two pairs of driving wheels and the large trailing

wheels are connected together by longitudinal balance beams.

The engine truck is of the model most generally employed in

France, with plate frames outside the wheels and journal boxes outside

vibe frames. Its transverse steel casting frame supports the engine
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solely by means of two spherical feet, bolted beneath the sides of the

main frames and sliding in grooved channels in the bed casting. The
work of the pivot pin in having no step bearing is therefore confined to

pushing the truck and to resisting the lateral thrusts of the latter, which

are flexibly transmitted through the intermediary of two traversing

helical springs of very different strengths threaded concentric-wise, one

within the other, upon two independent rods and set in place at an in-

itial tension of about 3,700 pounds, the amount of direct lateral play

being i^ inches on each side. The pivot pin is slightly tapered towards

its neck and merely to avoid strain, for any independent vertical

obliquity of the truck frame sides—as in flexibly running swing trucks

—is prevented by the rigid side supports mentioned.

The boiler mountings are : two 3^ inch safety valves, one ordinary

iind one Adams' pop, mounted on a bronze pedestal ; two large Fried-

mann's variable-feed restarting injectors, one of 9^ millimetres for

supply and one of 10^ millimetres as assistant or reserve ; water-level

glass with Serveau's automatic closer operating when glass breaks;

Bourdon's steam gauges ; oil force-pump, located on right-hand run-

ning board, etc. The lubricant used is a mixture of 80 per cent, naphtha

oil called mazont and 20 per cent, colza, serving alike for journals, cyl-

inders, and motion, although the engine men use colza pure for a very

few parts of the mechanism. The consumption is 11.26 pounds per

hundred miles run.

A blow-through steam-tube sweeper is provided in the smokebox,

and a perforated pipe, fixed along under the transverse locking stan-

chion, enables the dust to be laid and diminishes the chances of ashes

getting into the low-pressure valve chest if ever the engine is run

against reversed steam. The equipment comprises also Gresham sand

jets to the fronts of both sets of drivers—the sand boxes, always so un-

sightly, being concealed by the wheel covers ; an electro-motor whistle

for receiving signals when the contact brush—visible at the back of the

trailing drivers—sweeps the brass-backed crocodiles that are placed at

intervals along the middle of the track on the Nord main line, and

finally the Westinghouse brake with the latest type of air pump, the

brakes acting upon the fore-ends of all wheels save those of the trucks.

The peak on the chimney-front edge breaks the force of the wind and

facilitates the egress of smoke when steam is cut oflF.



THE FACTORY OFFICE AS A PRODUCTIVE
DEPARTMENT.

III. RELATIONS TO THE STOCK ROOM AND THE SHIPPING DEPARTMENT.

By Kenneth Falconer.

Mr. Falconer's articles in this series, which began in The Engineering Magazine for

April, are conceived on the idea that the properly equipped and properly managed factory

office has profit-bringing functions extending from the time quotations are asked for on raw

material until the finished goods are delivered and billed to the customer.

His first paper presented the general theory of this view; his second discussed specifically

the relations of the factory office to the stores department and the shops. The succeeding

paper will take up the relations of the office to the manager, and its value to the executive^

The papers make a valuable complement to Mr. Carpenter's articles appearing currently.

They show the possibility of money-saving organisation in the office, as he shows the value

of money-making management in the works.

—

The Editor.

^N planning a system whereby the operations of the

factory office may be of the greatest benefit to the

stock room and shipping department, the word

"factory" must not be understood in the somewhat

Hmited sense of a productive organization, but

rather as covering all the departments of a man-

ufacturing business, including the drawing office

and pattern, stores, stock, and shipping rooms—in

a word, all departments, except only the selling

and the financial.

Where the technical accounting of a productive or industrial busi-

ness is under the control of a staff maintained for that purpose only,

and kept separate and distinct from the commercial or accounting

office, the chief advantage looked for or expected is generally more
efficient cost accounting. Factory accounting and cost accounting are,

however, two different things, and the value of the former may be

greatly lessened by limiting it to bounds which might ver}^ properly

comprise the latter. In some instances the advantage of extending

the technical accounting system so as largely to include the operations

of the stores and purchasing departments has been recognized, but

this, while a step in the right direction, does not afiford a proper sys-

tem of factory accounting full scope for its widest and best results.

The work of the factory office, its information, records, and data,

should cover all the operations of the stock and shipping rooms either

past, present, or prospective, and also all transactions and correspond-

ence with customers about orders or goods.

386
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The objects sought by a thorough and complete system of technical

accounting should be:— (i) the ultimate reduction of cost of produc-

tion by means of the records and information obtained, by a close

watch on the operating and maintenance expenses of the productive

departments, and also by an intelligent supervision of the stores and
purchasing, with the object of cheapening the raw material consumed

;

(2) an increase of profits by a lessening of the cost of operating all de-

partments, including those whose expenses are not properly chargeable

to the cost of production, and the adoption of such a system of informa-

tion and records as will best facilitate the work throughout the entire

organization; (3) an increase in the amount of sales by keeping the

manufacturing departments in closer touch with the requirements of

customers than can be done by either of the two alternatives usually

tried, viz., affording customers (either actual or prospective) direct

access to, and communication with, heads of the various departments,

or, on the other hand, using the general or commercial office as a

channel for such communications, inquiries, and replies.

In extending the work of the factory office to cover such a broad field

it must be assumed that, to a very large extent, that department exists

to represent the customer and his interests, as regards execution of or-

ders without delay, prompt shipment when completed, and last, but

very far from least, immediate notification when, through lack of full

information or any other cause, delay is threatened or the fulfillment of

definite or implied promises rendered doubtful or impossible. The
factory office stands for the customer's interests in following orders

through the shops from the time they are received until final shipment

has been made and the customer notified. It stands for his interests

even to the extent of seeing that the stores department, as far as pos-

sible, is always in a position to supply immediately all parts or ma-

terial required for any article which the firm is liable to be asked to

supply at short notice. In addition, the factory office should look

after the customer's interests by ensuring delivery of goods at the

date promised, failing which they should be sent out at the earliest

possible moment, even at the cost of some inconvenience, or shipped

by the quickest means practicable, even at the cost of an increased ex-

pense, which expense the customer should never be called upon to bear.

In a word, the factory office in its relation to the stock and shipping

departments should represent the customer in insisting upon just such

attention to inquiries, orders, promises, and agreements as the manage-

ment of the concern itself would feel fairly justified in asking and ex-

pecting under similar circumstances.
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This policy carried out, and the customer always promptly replied

to when inquiring concerning goods—promptly notified of any circum-

stance that would in any way affect his interests concerning articles

being manufactured or work being done on his behalf, and immediately

notified of any shipment, and in case of part shipments, of the date he

may expect the balance—will soon justify the claim that the factory

office may readily be a strong aid to the selling force and in itself- a

factor making for increase of business.

To accomplish these ends, it goes without saying that the factory

office must have access to all sources of information concerning prices

or purchases of stock and communications with customers; also, it

must have a large control over the operations of both the stock room

and the shipping department. Complete and accurate records of all

quotations received or given should be kept; if a catalogue is issued

and different discounts given to various classes of customers, records

should be kept in such form that the proper discount to quote a named
customer can be instantly ascertained. For this purpose the factory

office should be provided with a catalogue interleaved with blank pages,

and all current discounts marked opposite the article to which they

refer, specifying to what class of customers such discounts are ap-

plicable. Whenever the name of a new customer is put on the firm's

books, record should be kept of the class to which such customer be-

longs; the order clerk being supplied with a similar catalogue, these

two books alone, supplemented by the index showing the class in

which the customer's name has been placed, should be recognized as

authority to quote a discount or make a price.

From the time an order is received from a customer until complete

or final shipment has been made, the factory office should be in con-

stant touch with each article being manufactured, and should know at

all times the exact status of each and every order and the location of

the goods called for. In the case of goods being especially manufac-

tured this necessitates considerable detail, and to do it satisfactorily by

means of bound books is almost impossible. By the use of cards,

however, ruled and printed to suit the circumstances prevailing in each

case, the information may be procured in such manner that it will reach

the factory office almost automatically.

A card should be made out for each manufacturing order issued,

and kept in a card cabinet arranged numerically until the article called

for has been delivered to the stock or shipping room from the shops.

It is then transferred to another cabinet and becomes a record of fin-

ished work. Form i is given as an example of the ruling and print-



Section of Index Order No.

Index For

Sub-Index Date

Order

Wanted for

Route < f Manufacture. Transfers and Deliveries.

Drawing Office I

Pattern Room

Shop A. 2

" B.

" C. 3

Photo. Room 4

Stock

Shipping " 5

REMARKS:

FORM I. ORDER CARD—FRONT.
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mg on these order cards ; it of course must be adapted to suit special

requirements. These cards must be made out by some one thoroughly

familiar with the work, who indicates, in the column opposite the

names of the departments or shops, the sequence in which the material

must be sent from the time the order is put in hand until completion of

the goods. The card which accompanies through the shops the articles

being manufactured is practically a duplicate of this, thus showing

the foreman of each department to which department he must send the

material when he has completed his work upon it. In the example

given, the order is evidently sent first to the drawing office, then to

shop "A," then to shop "C." The card also shows that the manage-

ment requires a photograph of the article before it is shipped.

When all or part of the goods called for by order are trans-

ferred from one shop or department to another, a transfer card, Form 2,

is made out and sent with such article. The only writing required on

this card is the shop letter and the order number and quantity, the date

being stamped in when the card ultimately reaches the factory office.

The foreman of the shop or department receiving the goods signs for

them, and the card is taken back to the shop from which they have

been sent ; it is there placed in a box from which it is taken to the fac-

tory office at certain hours each day, and on receipt the date is stamped

on it. The card showing transfers from one shop to another may
then be filed behind the corresponding order card, or the information

on them may be noted in the spaces opposite the shops concerned. If

conditions are such that a large number of orders go through the

shops and reach the stock room in a very short time, the former will

be found the better plan as regards all cards excepting those showing

final delivery to shipping rooms ; these are noted on the order card,

and in the case of delivery to shipping room the card reporting such de-

livery is handed to the billing clerk. If this plan is adopted 5 inches

by 3 inches will be found a suitable size for the order card. If all the

various transfers of the material throughout the factory are to be noted

on the card, 6 inches by 4 inches will be better. Reference to the

cabinet containing these cards will thus show the exact location of the

goods being manufactured.

Where there is constant trouble in getting goods out in a reasonable

time, it will usually be found that some one shop or department is re-

sponsible for practically all of it. In such cases the first step to remedy

the trouble is to locate it. This may be effectually done by keeping all

the transfer cards showing delivery to the shop it is desired to watch,

with cards showing deliveries from that shop, in a tray or card-drawer,
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sorted by order number and filed behind guide cards indicating the date

the goods reached the shop in question and the date on which they

were dehvered from it. The result will be an index forcing atten-

tion to the date on which the articles have been received by the shop,

the length of time they were retained, and the date they were passed

on to the next department. A glance over this index each morning

will show if goods are being pushed through with all the promptness

and judgment possible. The question of giving to certain orders

priority over others of an earlier date is one upon which the manage-

ment of the factory office will find room for the exercise of its best

judgment and discretion. Any promise or implied promise of deliv-

ery on a certain date is entered in a scribbling diary under that date;

daily reference to this book and to the card index of orders will show

how the various articles are progressing. If they are found to be get-

ting behind, the card which was made out when the order was first put

in hand and sent to the shop with the material is called in and replaced

by a similar card of bright red color containing exactly the same in-

formation, and also the required date of delivery. Other things being

equal, an order with the red card always has precedence over those

with cards of the ordinary color. Care must be taken, however, not

to use these "rush" cards to such an extent that they become so familiar

as to be ignored.

Of the transfer cards received at the factory office, the only ones

put to further use are those showing delivery to the shipping room.

After being noted on the order card these are handed to the billing de-

partment, where they are kept until advice of shipment has been re-

ceived and charge has been made against the customer ; the date, day-

book entry number, and amount charged to customer for the articles

they represent are then entered on them, and they are returned to the

clerk in charge of the order cards. A close watch upon the transfer

cards in possession of the billing department and the dates thereof will

enable the factory office to secure shipment to customers immediately

after the completion of manufacture.

On receipt of transfer cards showing delivery to stock or shipping

room, the order card is removed from the index of orders in progress

;

the cost is made up and entered on the reverse side, which is ruled as

in Form lA*, and the cards are filed away as records. When the

transfer card is returned from the billing clerk the selling price, day-

book entrv number, and date, as shown, are entered on the order card

* In the case of goods manufactured for stock the right-hand side of the card is left

blank, or may be used as a record of prices current at date of manufacture.
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Order No.

DATE

f Shop Letter

FROM ^^°P
Dept.

j

ARTICLE and QUANTITY

RECEIVED ^^°^
Dept.

f Shop Letter

(^
Signed

REMARKS

FORM 2. TRANSFER CARD.

It will be seen that Form i is so ruled that the article manufactured

can be classified by section, index, and sub-index. All the particulars

on Form i A being entered in a record book, the card is then filed per-

manently away. If the book record is arranged according to article,

the card must be filed alphabetically, according to customer's name.

If, however, the record book is so laid out as to keep together the rec-

ords of all goods manufactured for the same customer, the card is filed

according to article. The latter is the better plan, as it enables order

cards representing goods manufactured for stock to be filed with those

representing similar goods manufactured for customers, thus keeping

all cards for the same article together. An intelligent use of variously

colored guide cards for section, index, and sub-index will afford in-

stant access to all records of costs for the same article or class of goods

for any given period. This plan, besides enabling the factory office

to follow the orders closely through the various stages of manufac-

ture and to secure prompt shipment, totally eliminates all possibility of

shipping any article manufactured for a certain customer and failing

to make a charge. It also provides a double record of both cost and

selling price of each article so manufactured and shipped, and also the

cost of all articles manufactured for stock, this information being

readily obtainable from the record book when looked for by customer's

name, and frorn the cards when looked for according to class and

name of article.
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There are many smaller matters in which attention to a customer's

interests may result in establishing relations that will ultimately secure

a larger share of that customer's trade than might otherwise be had. All

acknowledgments of orders received should quote the number which

has been given the order, with the request that in any further corre-

spondence that number may be referred to. When shipment is made
of any article for which the invoices cannot be sent forward at once, a

memorandum of quantity and route of shipment should be mailed at

once; this will enable the customer to check and stock the goods im-

mediately on receipt. These and many other little things will more
than repay the time they occupy, by tending towards that good feeling

between the concern and its customers which goes so far to help the

traveling salesman in his work. There is many a man on the road to-

day who could sell more goods, and sell them to better advantage, if he

knew that "the house" would at once either ratify and live up to any

promises he might make, or else on receipt of the order promptly advise

the customer that to do so was impossible. On the other hand, a bet-

ter understanding would result if travelers would make promises only

condition upon approval of the management. These, and many
other matters small individually, may in the aggregate seriously affect

the feelings of "the trade" towards "the house" and, as a result, the

volume of business done.

In a previous article I endeavored to show how a factory office, effi-

ciently organized and properly equipped, may be of great benefit to

both the stores and the shops. The plan there outlined of keeping rec-

ord of the supply and demand for finished parts, and of watching the

amount on hand of special articles, may with advantage be applied to

many standard lines of stock. Given a factory office operated on the lines

indicated, absolutely independent of both the superintendent of works
and of the commercial organization, responsible alone to the executive

—and with the right man in control—the results will be a smoother and

more rapid working of all the departments and shops, from the pattern

room to the plating room, from the foundry to the finishing shop. A
close watch will be kept upon purchases, a saving of time in obtaining

desired information will be effected, and the mechanical and material

departments will be practically relieved of all clerical work. In ad-

dition to these results, which are in themselves direct factors of cost

reduction, detailed and classified records of all costs, expenditures, and
expenses will be constantly undergoing comparison with like results of

previous years. It lies with the executive to obtain the greatest value

from such records by their use as guides for other operations.



THE PROGRESS OF ECONOMY IN MARINE
ENGINEERING.

By Walter M. McFarland.

IV —ECONOMIES PARTICULARLY AFFECTING NAVAL ENGINES.

This article concludes the fine series by Mr. McFarland which began in The Engineer-
ing Magazine for March, 1902. The four numbers constitute a wonderfully interesting and
luminous review of one of the most remarkable developments of the last century. Marine
engineering, more clearly perhaps than any other branch of mechanics, shows the commer-
cial value of applied science. Within the period covered by Mr. McFarland's study, the fuel

consumption of the steamship has been cut down until the economical marine engine of 1903

gives ten times the power per pound of coal that was given by the engine of 1825.

Mr. McFarland's first article dealt with the simple engine and the work of the pioneer

investigators; his second paper covered the period of the compound engine; the third took up
the development of the multi-expansion engine; in this concluding article he sums up and
traces the progress to the very latest epoch—the appearance of the successful steam turbine.
—The Editors.

ARLIER in these articles, mention was made of

the fact that the engines of naval steamers have

been modified from time to time to conform to

the general progress in marine engineering, but

it is now proper to note a very marked difference

between the conditions under which the two

classes of engines operate. The merchant

steamer, as an almost invariable rule, runs at a

uniform speed for which the engines have been

designed, so that they work constantly under

maximum conditions and they can be so designed within reasonable

limits as to give the highest economy under those conditions. The
naval vessel, on the other hand, is designed to secure a very high maxi-

mum speed which it is expected will be called for only occasionally,

while almost the whole of her cruising is done at a speed varying from

a little more than half the maximum down. This means that the engines

of naval vessels ordinarily develop only about one-eighth of full power,

or less, although the capacity must be provided for full power. Par-

ticular stress has been laid in these articles upon the fact that even

with high pressures expansion cannot be carried beyond a very reason-

able degree without entailing serious loss from liquefaction, and a

very little consideration will show that, altogether apart from this fea-

ture, it would actually be impossible to cut-ofif short enough in the high-

395
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pressure cylinder to give the reduced power necessary when working

with full boiler pressure. So long as the maximum speeds of naval

vessels did not exceed fourteen or fifteen knots, the reduction in power

for a cruising speed of. say, ten to eleven knots, did not entail a very

serious decrease of economy, because by some reduction in the boiler

pressure and some increase in the ratio of expansion it was possible

to get the desired power; but when maximum speeds had risen to

twenty knots and upwards, while cruising speeds were from ten to

twelve knots, the problem was changed and became immensely more
difficult.

Several methods have been proposed and tried for securing good

economy, both at maximum and at reduced powers, to which we
shall refer immediately, but it may be said that the reduced power is

obtained by a reduced boiler pressure and •:. j^^ieat amount of throttling,

with some increase in the ratio of expansion. The result is certainly

anything but economical, because the coal per horse-power hour with

triple-expansion engines under these conditions will be in the neigh-

borhood of three pounds. It is possible that somewhat greater econ-

omy might be obtained by lowering the boiler pressure still more, open-

ing the throttle wider, and increasing the degree of expansion, but

practical considerations make it desirable that the boiler pressure

should not be reduced too low. It often happens in handling the ves-

sel that an increase of speed of several knots for ten or fifteen minutes

is very desirable. With the higher boiler pressure it is perfectly prac-

ticable to secure this, as the pressure will not be run down too low

during the spurt.

One method of securing economy at cruising speeds was adopted

in the U. S. S. Maine (which was destroyed in the harbor of Havana
in 1898) and it was also tried in a Russian vessel about the same

time. This consisted in arranging the engines with the low-pressure

cylinders forward and with a coupling in the shaft so that the

low-pressure cylinders could be disconnected, leaving the working

engine as a two-cylinder compound on each shaft. The Maine was

not in commission long enough to have a thorough opportunity

for testing the economy of this method, as compared with that of

using the whole triple-expansion engine, although such experience as

was obtained tended to indicate that there was no very great saving.

The same system v/as used in the U. S. S. Nashville, which has quad-

ruple-expansion engines arranged to be worked as triple-expansion for

low powers. The maximum speed of this little vessel is only about

seventeen knots, and as ordinary cruising is at from eleven to twelve
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ONE SET OF TWIN-SCREW INVERTED TRIPLE-EXPANSION ENGINES FOR H. M. S. BLAKE.

Built by Messrs. Maudslay, Sons, & Field. Photo, by courtesy of John Sampson, Esq.

knots, the increased economy clue to the use of the smaller engine is

not very marked.

In the U. S. S. New York and Brooklyn and H. M. S. Blake and

Blenheim another method is used, by which the gain in economy is

unquestionable. These are all large vessels with engines from i6,ooo

to 20,ooo horse power, and they were designed with two complete

triple-expansion engines on each shaft, the idea being that at anything

below half power only one set of engines on each shaft would be used,

and this is actually the practice in ordinary cruising. The greater econ-

omy due to using an engine of 4,000 horse power maximum to develop

1,000 horse power, as compared with the same horse power developed

from two engines with a maximum power of 8,000, is so obvious that

no attempt has ever been made to compare the two. From the

standpoint of econoni}- alone this system is admirable, but the multi-

plication of parts, the great space occupied, and the likelihood of

unequal wear when one engine on a shaft is used much more fre-

quently than the other, are serious objections. Special objection to

this type of engine was developed at the time of the naval battle of

Santiago. On both the New York and the Brooklyn there was a com-

paratively simple coupling for connecting the two engine shafts, but

it required about half an hour to perform the operation. During
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blockade both the New York and the Brooklyn had been kept under

half power, using only the after engines. When Cervera's fleet came

out so unexpectedly, it was not deemed wise to lose half-an-hour in

coupling up, so that it was possible to work the engines up to half

power only. The poor work of the Spanish engineers rendered this

lack of efficiency less important than it would have been had the

enemy's fleet been possessed of skilled engineers ; but the lesson was

learned and this, added to the other objections already mentioned, ren-

ders it unlikely that this type of engine will again be used.

TWIN-SCREW ENGINES OF THE U. S. S. NEW YORK.

Each set is divided into two complete engines, giving full power when coupled or half power

when uncoupled and the rear set only in use.

Ships with three screws are now becoming favorites in a number

of the European navies, and they possess some special advantages for

war vessels which would seem to render this type the best one for

large high-speed ships. They were first* used in some small torpedo

vessels for the Italian navy, and their efficiency at full power was sat-

isfactorily demonstrated. A series of very careful experiments was

also conducted on a French steam launch called the Carpe, which

* Four screws were used on some very light-draught river steamers in the American civil

war, called "tin-clads."
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REAR ADMIRAL GEORGE WALLACE MELVILLE, U. S. X.

Engineer-in-Chief 1887 to date. During his administration the Department of Steam Engi-

neering, U. S. X., adopted the uniform policy of making their own designs. Up to 1900
his administration had prepared designs for 120 ships and 700,000 horse power.

gave a great deal of valuable information to designers, and, as a con-

sequence, the Dupuy de Lome was built for the French navy. The
Kaiserin Augusta was also built for the German navy. About this

same time (1890) in the American navy it was decided to build a

very fast commerce destroyer, which was wittily named the "Pirate"

by Chief Engineer Towne, who was then one of Admiral Melville's

assistants. When Admiral Melville considered the question of de-

signing the machinery for this vessel he decided, after careful study,

that it would be best to use triple screws for structural reasons. I
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was at that time one of his assistants, and have frequently heard the

admiral express himself in detail as to his views of the design. He
did not anticipate any economy at maximum power, and, on the con-

trary, was prepared to accept as probable the predictions of profes-

sional friends of eminence that the use of triple screws would be

found to require a greater expenditure of power than would be re-

quired with twin screws. It was anticipated that there would be a

gain in economy at low powers from using one engine, while the

screws of the two idle engines would be disconnected and allowed to

revolve freely. When the Columbia was tried it was found, to every-

body's great surprise, that there was actually a decided economy in

the power required to obtain the maximum speed ; or, in other words,

the speed attained for the power developed was much in excess of

what had Iseen anticipated. Before the Columbia was tried, the second

triple-screw ship—the Minneapolis—had been designed, and her trial

confirmed the experience gained with the Columbia.

The fact of the unexpected relation of speed and power on these

two ships is undoubted, but the explanation that it is due to the use

of triple screws is not universally accepted. The British navy has

never built a single triple-screw ship, and it is asserted that tank ex-

periments have showii that the same hull when driven by twin

screws would give better results than when driven by three screws.

The Italian navy has likewise never built 'any triple-screw ships of

large size, although, as already stated, they were the first to use this

method for vessels of high speed. On the other hand, the French,

German, and Russian navies have built and are building large numbers

of vessels with triple screws, showing that they believe this type to

be the best. Just why the use of triple screws has never been repeated

in the American navy is difficult to say, although possibly it may be

attributed to the same intluence which came so near causing the battle-

ships contracted for in 1898 to be of sixteen knots speed while all the

rest of the world were building them of eighteen knots. It is well-

known that Admiral Melville is an ardent advocate of their use, but

his influence alone does not seem to be sufficient to secure their adop-

tion.

With respect to the matter of economy at low powers from the

use of but one engine, the results at first were not entirely satisfactory.

An analysis of the records of the Columbia and the Minneapolis, and

particularly of the extended trials of the Kaiserin Augusta, goes to

show that it is somewhat more economical in coal required to make
a given distance to use two engines rather than one This appears,
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however, to be due to the fact that these ships were all built with the

three engines of the same size and with the same sized propellers.

The single screw imder these conditions has an abnormal amount of

slip, running up to more than 30 per cent. The steam economy is

materially higher—that is to say, the cost of a horse power in coal is

decidedly less—but owing to the abnormal slip of the propeller, the

horse power require'! is so much increased that it more than ofifsets

the decreased cost per imit of power. In 1899 Admiral Melville read

a paper before the Institution of Naval Architects in London, in which

he proposed a different arrangement of the three screws, making

the center engine half the total power and the wing engines each one-

quarter. While this arrangement of triple screws has not thus

far actually been applied in any ships, the experience gained with the

other triple-screw ships, and the knowledge of the conditions neces-

sary for efficiency in propulsion, all indicate that this is a combina-

tion which possesses great advantages from every point of view. The
propeller of the center engine would be sufficiently large to keep the

slip within reasonable limits, and the conditions as to steam economy

would be more favorable than in the case of the after engines of

such ships as the New York, because there would be the absence of

the radiation and liquefaction losses due to two sets of engines as

compared with the one of the center screw. At the same time, it

would be possible to use *the two wing engines, which would be in

exactly the same condition as the after engines of the New York—that

is, half the total power—except that they would have to drag the idle

propeller of the center engine. From a tactical standpoint, the three-

screw ship has the enormous advantage that it would not be necessary

to lose any time in connecting up the idle engines. It was found by

actual test on the Minneapolis that it was possible to connect the

center screw when the wing screws were driving the ship at the rate

of seventeen knots, so that this is a very decided merit in this arrange-

ment of machinery.

Another point of difference between naval and merchant steamers

is in the auxiliary machinery. For convenience in handling the main

engines, which is of vital importance in a war vessel, all the auxiliaries

of naval vessels are independent, while in all of the smaller merchant-

men, and in some quite large ones, all such auxiliaries as the air pump
are worked from the main engine. Most of these independent aux-

iliaries, for simplicity and convenience, have hitherto been operated

almost entirely by simple engines using steam with scarcely any ex-

pansion, and even where the air pumps have had compound engines
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STERN VIEW OK U. S. S. COLUMBIA IN DKV-DOCK. SHOWING THE AKKANGEMEXi OF
THE THREE SCREWS.

]'>y ccurtesy of the Win. Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Building Co.

the speed is so slow that the economy is very low. At maximum
powers the steam and coal expenditure for the auxiliaries is not of

so very great importance, but at cruising speeds the percentage

of the total coal expenditure due to the auxiliaries rises to a very ap-

preciable figure. Professor Hollis of Harvard University, in a lecture

before the Naval War College (in 1892). while he was still an officer

in the navy, gave some very interesting data on this point with re-

spect to the machinery of the U. S. S. Charleston. From these it ap-

pears that when the main engines were working at half power the coal

for auxiliaries was 21 per cent, of the total coal used, while at one-
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eighth power, for ordinary cruising, this percentage had risen to

34. One of the methods proposed for making the auxiUaries more

economical is to dehver their exhaust to one of the receivers of the

main engine, from which it can be used economically in the other

cylinders, and an extension of this principle is to have the auxiliaries

take steam from the first receiver and exhaust into the second, which

would make them in effect a part of the intermediate cylinder of the

triple-expansion engine. My attention has been called to a saving of

some five or six tons of coal per day on one of the large American

cruisers, due to turning the exhaust of the auxiliaries into the low-

pressure receiver, when the total coal used was some sixty tons per

day. Another method of securing economy is to have the exhaust

from the auxiliaries pass through a feed-water heater, and this method

has been adopted in some of the later ships.

So far as can be seen at present, it would appear that the simplest

and most economical method of operating the auxiliaries which are

actually in the engine and fire rooms is by steam, although, as has

been noted, in the past these auxiliaries have nearly all been simple

engines, and there may be cases where they could be compounded to

advantage. For the auxiliaries outside of the machinery compart-

ments, electric driving has been seriously considered, and in some

cases has been tried with considerable satisfaction. The experience

with electric transmission on shore would indicate that this method

of driving the outside auxiliaries ought to give great satisfaction, both

on the score of economy of operation and the avoidance of long leads

of steam and exhaust pipes through living quarters and other places

where they are undesirable. Thus far the electric machinery installed

on board ship has been exclusively of the direct-current type, as the

electric experts in the navy have been remarkably conservative. The
present practice on shore for power plants is almost entirely to use the

alternating current with induction motors, and these seem peculiarly

adapted to the conditions on board ship. When some navy shall have

been sufficiently progressive to use these motors and give them a

thorough test, it seems probable that it will lead to their general in-

troduction. The remarkable simplicity of induction motors and their

ability to withstand rough usage and neglect make them particularly

adapted for use in situations where their manipulation would fall into

the hands of people who are not trained mechanics, as is the case with

the deck force on board ship.

The subject of forced draught has already been discussed, but it

may be interesting to note that, while with the use of forced draught
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to an appreciable extent (that is to say, where it gives a material in-

crease in the amount of coal burned) the economy of steam pro-

duction is reduced, the moderate application of artificial draught, or,

as it is sometimes called, "assisted draught," is really attended with

a slight economy. This seems to be due to the ability to regulate the

amount of air required for combustion more closely than will or-

dinarily be the case with simple chimney draught. In my own experi-

ence this was tested on the L". S. S. San Francisco, where it was

H. M. S. BLAKE PROTECTED CRUISER, I CLASS, 20,000 HORSE POWER, 21 KNOTS.

The ship is 375 by 65 by 25^/2 feet, 9,croo tons displacement. She was built at Chatham in 1889

and engined by Messrs. Maudslay, Sons, & Field. The engines, shown on page 393,

are in two complete triple-expansion sets on each shaft. Photo, copyrighted

by West & Son, Southsea.

found that the revolutions could be increased from sixty to sixty-two

per minute with exactly the same consumption of coal by running the

blowers gently on the closed ash-pit system as against natural draught.

The men enjoyed this plan, and the steam pressure could be kept

much more uniform than under plain natural draught. All persons

interested in the great Transatlantic steamers must have noticed that

in the last ten years there has been a tendency to use funnels which

are much higher than formerly. The first vessel to adopt this method

of increasing the draught was the steamship Scot, of the line running

to the Cape of Good Hope. This, of course, is simply adapting to

steamers what had been the practice for many years on shore, where

tall chimneys had been the rule. For naval vessels this has the added

advantage of increased cleanliness, because with the tall funnels the

particles of dust and soot are carried clear of the ship, while with the

short funnels they are likely to dirty the after decks. The Brooklyn was
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THE PROTECTED CRUISER KAISEKIN AUGUSTA, OF THE GERMAN NAVY.

Built at Kiel. 1892. 388 by 49^ by 23 feet, 6,300 tons displacement; ij,ooo indicated liorse

power (forced dratiglit), 20.7 knots. Like the Minneapolis and the Columbia, she

has triple screws driven liy three triple-expansion engines. Steam is fur-

nished by eight double-ended cylindrical boilers.

the first of the American vessels to have these tall funnels, but since

then it has been common practice. Roughly speaking, each additional

ten feet of height in the funnel increases the draught by an amount

equal to an air pressure of one-eighth of an inch of water, so that an

additional forty feet of height would be the equivalent of about half

an inch of air pressure. In the case of the Brooklyn it was esti-

mated that this (half an inch air pressure) would be equivalent to

an increase of power sufficient to raise the speed from about sixteen

knots to seventeen and one-half knots. It should be noted that this

increased height of chimney is a more economical method of getting

increased combustion than the use of blowers, as it involves no attend-

ance, no steam expenditure, and no cost for lubrication and for repairs.

A subject which is of great interest to all who study marine

economy is the use of liquid fuel, and it is appropriate in these articles

to discuss this subject briefly. It is well known that crude petroleum

is not adapted to use on board ship on account of its containing volatile

constituents, which at moderate temperatures are given off, and which

involve serious danger because some of them form explosive com-

pounds. Under special circumstances the use of crude petroleum

might be permitted, but certainly on naval vessels it is entirely inad-

missible. The refuse which remains after the distillation of the crude
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petroleum is, however, perfectly safe, and it resembles in appearance

and some properties the oil used for cylinder lubrication. This refuse

has a high calorific value, giving about 21,000 thermal units per pound,

which is about one and a half times the calorific value of the best

steam coal. Notwithstanding the lower density of the oil, the fact

that there is absolutely no waste in stowage enables about the same
weight of oil to be stowed in a given space as of coal. To burn this

refuse successfully it has to be sprayed, or atomized, either by a jet

of steam or by the use of compressed air, and under moderate rates

of combustion it gives highly satisfactory results, as the combustion

is complete and there is neither refuse nor smoke. The reduced

personnel required to handle boilers with fuel oil, and the ease and

cleanliness with which it can be taken on board, all tend to commend
it very highly. Under existing conditions there are, of course, the

objections to the use of liquid fuel that it can be obtained in only a

few places, and that any attempt to use it on a large scale would

probably raise the price to such a degree as to make its use very much
more expensive than that of coal. Some years ago one of the great

American railroads was considering the use of liquid fuel for trains

running through thickly populated districts. Experiments showed

that, as far as manipulative considerations were concerned, it was a

great success ; but when the question of the amount to be used came

up it was found that if this road had attempted to use petroleum

refuse alone, it would have taken up nearly the entire amount avail-

able in the United States at that time.

Notwithstanding these considerations, the obvious advantages of

liquid fuel have made it seem peculiarly adapted to use on torperlo-

boats, and during the last few years Admiral Alellville has been carry-

ing out experiments to decide tfie question and to find by actual

practice just what advantages would accrue. It may not be amiss in

this connection to remark that, on the whole, the simplest method of

spraying the oil is by the use of steam, and that this is entirely prac-

ticable in spite of the commonly held opinion that sea-going vessels

could not afiford to spare the fresh water required. The Italian ex-

periments'^ of about 1892 demonstrated that the steam required for

spraying is less than 2 per cent, of the amount evaporated in the

boilers, so that evaporators to make up the necessary amount of

fresh water would weigh less than the air-compressing machinery

which would be necessarv if air were used for spraying. The pre-

* See paper by Colonel Soliani in Proceedings of Engineering Congress at Chicago, 1893;

puWisIied by John Wiley & Sons, New York.
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liminary experiments on the torpedo-boat Stiletto, at moderate powers,

were very promising and enabled an excellent form of atomizer to be

thoroughly tested. After the close of the Spanish war the experi-

ments were resumed upon a small sea-going torpedo-boat called the

Talbot, but when the effort was made to get as good results as had

been obtained with coal, a difficulty was encountered which had de-

veloped in previous experiments with liquid fuel, namely, that, as far

as experience has gone, it seems impossible to get as great a power

out of a given boiler plant with oil fuel as can be obtained with coal.

Admiral Melville states in his report for 1900 that the highest power

obtainable on the Talbot was only about three-fourths of that obtained

with coal, and this last for only a short time. There was also another

serious objection which had not been anticipated, namely, that at this

power there was a great deal of smoke. It thus appears that, in spite

of its many promising features, liquid fuel is not likely to play any

large part in marine engineering. It has long been used on the steam-

ers of the Caspian Sea, which are near the Baku oil fields, and it is

quite likely that steamers which operate near the newly developed oil

fields in Texas may also use it, but it does not seem possible that it can

play any large part.

Any series of articles treating of marine machinery would be in-

complete which did not make some mention of the new motor which

is attracting so much attention, and which at last has been applied to

a commercial vessel, namely, the steam turbine. This invention of

the Hon. C. A. Parsons, of England, has been developed by that

gentleman from a light but extremely wasteful engine to one which

compares in economy very favorably with all but the most economical

engines of the ordinary type. For marine purposes it was first used in

a little vessel of the torpedo-boat class, called the Turbinia, in 1897,

and the results there obtained in the way of enormous speed for such

a small hull and great power on light weight were so phenomenal

that two larger vessels—the Viper and Cobra*—were afterwards built

to give it a further test. The Turbinia was only of 44.S-tons displace-

ment, and there were three shafts driven by three turbines, each of

the shafts carrying three propellers in tandem. The revolutions were

2,100 per minute, and the horse power developed 1,576. The Viper

and Cobra had four shafts with two propellers on each, and the

aggregate horse power developed was about 1 1 ,000. The steam pres-

sure was 165 pounds and the revolutions about 1,050 per minute.

There were two sets of compound steam turbines for driving the vessel

• These vessels have both been wrecked.
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THE TURBINE-ENGINED STEAMER KING EDWARD ON THE FIRTH OF CLYDE.

250 by 30 by loj^ feel, 20.48 knots, estimated horse power 3,500. Built by Messrs. William

Denny & Brothers, and engined by the Parsons Marine Steam Turbine Co., Ltd.

ahead, and special smaller turbines were provided for driving the vessel

astern. The speed obtained by these vessels, which were of 370 tons

displacement, was about 37 knots, which is considerably higher than

the maximum speed attained by any vessel driven by ordinary en-

gines.

It is, of course, somewhat difficult to get exactly the horse power

of these engines, as the ordinary indicator cannot be used and the

horse power has to be estimated from the known results in similar

vessels driven by ordinary engines. In America the Westinghouse

Machine Company is building these turbines for driving electric gen-

erators, and experiments have been made on some turbines of more

than 400 horse power which showed a steam consumption of 18.8

pounds per kilowatt hour, which, by allowing for the known efficiency

of the generators and for the usual efficiency of good engines of the

ordinary type, would be equivalent to 14 pounds per indicated horse

power in an ordinary engine. These results are for full-power condi-

tions. At half power the steam consumphon had only increased to

20.7 pounds per kilowatt hour, or, as already explained, 15.4 pounds

per indicated-horse-power hour.

The firm of William Dennv & Brothers of Dumbarton, Scotland,
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who are well-known for their great progressiveness, have recently

built a vessel called the King Edward, which is an excursion steamer

for plying on the Firth of Clyde, and which is the first commercial

vessel to be fitted with turbines. While no reports of specific tests of

the performance of the King Edward have been published, the com-

parative statement given below of the performance of the Duchess of

Hamilton and of the King Edward gives a good idea of the economy

of the turbine :

—

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF SPEED, MILEAGE, AND COAL CONSUMPTION OF THE
PADDLE STEAMER DUCHESS OF HAMILTON AND THE S. S. KING EDWARD.

Duchess of Hamilton. King Edward.
Total coal 1758 tons 13 cwt. 1429 tons 16 cwt.
Miles run 15,604 12. 116

" per ton 8.87 8.47
Number of days running 11

1

79
Daily average consumption 15 tons 17 cwt. 18 tons 2 cwt.
Average speed about 165/, knots. about 18^ knots.

The Duchess of Hamilton is one of the crack boats on the Clyde, so

that her performance may be considered as representative of excellent

economy for machinery of the ordinary type. We have not the data

of the dimensions of the two vessels at hand, but if they were of about

the same displacement the increased speed of the King Edward would

justify an increased expenditure of 40 per cent, in coal. As a matter

of fact, the increased coal expenditure is only about 14 per cent., thus

showing a decided economy for the steam turbine.

The performance of the King Edward has been so satisfactory

that it has been decided to build another boat of the same type,

although somewhat larger, her length being 20 feet greater and her

speed 21 knots. The Parsons Marine Steam Turbine Company have

also on hand at the present time turbine machinery for three high-

speed yachts, the largest of which is for Mr. A. L. Barber, of New
York, and is to be of about 1,400 tons, yacht measurement. The tur-

bines will develop 3,500 horse power.

It is most unfortunate that both the Viper and the Cobra were

lost at sea before there had been time to gain experience with their

machinery under the conditions of regular service, but it is interest-

ing to note that the Parsons Company are building another destroyer

which will have about the same speed as the Viper but which is de-

signed to have a superior performance to hers in regard to coal con-

sumption at cruising as well as at higher speeds.

The advantages of the turbine are the reduced weight of machin-

ery due to the very high rotational speeds, the reduction of vibra-

tion, the smaller amount of space required, and the relatively small
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attention needed for adjustment. A further advantage is the com-

plete immunity from any danger due to priming, or carrying over of

water from the boilers, although in modern engineering this is of very

infrequent occurrence. Mr. Parsons has devoted great engineering

ability to the development of the turbine, and he believes that it is des-

tined ultimately to supplant the ordinary type of engine. Whether

this will prove true or not, the remarkable successes of the boats in

which it has been fitted make it worthy of very serious consideration.

We have now concluded our brief survey of the growth of econ-

omy in marine engineering. The subject is one that covers so many

details that it has been impossible to consider them all, and undoubt-

edly it will be found that some subjects have been given but scanty

notice. This, however, is unavoidable in any consideration of the

subject which would not be so elaborate as to preclude its appearance

in the pages of a magazine. The progress which has been made in

less than a century is enormous, as the figures already given of a re-

duction in coal expenditure from ten pounds to one pound per horse-

THE TURBINE ENGINES OF THE STEAMER KING EDWAKIi \li.
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power hour show very strikingly. We hear a great deal about the in-

efficiency of the steam engine w^hen the comparison is made of the

useful work done with the total calorific value of the fuel used. This,

however, is a very unfair comparison, because there are natural limi-

tations to the heat engine which efYectually prevent the ratio of the

useful effect to the total energy of the coal ever rising very high.
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In the case of the steamers Inchdune and Inchmarlo, which have

already been quoted, the thermal efficiency of the engine is 23.7 per

cent. The efficiency of a perfect heat engine working between the

same temperature limits is 43 per cent., so that the real efficiency of

these engines, or the ratio of their efficiency to that of a perfect en-

gine, is 55 per cent.

When we consider the way in which the more recent reductions

in coal expenditure have been secured and the perfection of the ma-

chinery now used, it is certainly difficult to suggest any lines along

which future increase of economy is likely to occur. Suggestions have

been made by some of the talented leaders in the profession, but it has

been found very difficult in practice to make some of them workable,

and the practical side of marine engineering limits others. There has

been a mutual interaction of land and marine engineering in the

adoption of improvements, and we may expect this to continue. We
cannot believe that finality has been reached, because there have re-

peatedly been periods when the machinery as then developed seemed

to the engineers of the time as nearly perfect as that now existing

seems to the engineers of today. We may sometimes be inclined to

think that the geniuses in engineering passed away in the early days,

but this is undoubtedly only because the general level of engineering

ability and knowledge is so vastly higher than it was in the early

days of the marine engine. While any such actual decrease in coal

expenditure arithmetically as has occurred in the past is obviously

impossible, we may still expect that there will be an increase of econ-

omy which will give a percentage decrease in expenditure comparable

to what has already occurred. The engineers of the past recorded

many great triumphs, and we cannot doubt that their successors

will make a record which will show that professional skill has steadily

advanced.
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V.-A SYSTEM OF STOCK-TRACING, INSPECTION, AND SCRAPPAGE.
Mr. Carpenter's articles began in The Engineering Magazine for February, 1902, the

first and second papers dealing with factory organization in its general principles and con-
crete examples, the third with departmentalization and systematization of the works, and
the fourth with the stock department and its systems. This phase of the subject he concludes
in the present number. Mr. Falconer's article on pages 386-394 is an interesting supplement
to Mr. Carpenter's discussion.

—

The Editors.

LACK of an efficient stock-tracing system is very com-
mon. Many manufacturers have become so accus-

tomed to delays in getting finished parts to the final as-

semblers that they regard these delays as unavoidable,

even though such delays and the consequent losses

show very clearly that some very efficient system is

necessary. But important as is the avoidance of delays,

it is but one of the important functions of stock tracing. These func-

tions might be analyzed as follows

:

A. Putting the stock through the machine rooms, or producing

rooms, in such time and with such regularity as to prevent delays to

assemblers.

B. So directing the machining or producing of parts that the entire

factory is working to the best advantage.

C. Keeping up of records that will show immediately, first, the

location of stock in the factory ; second, time required by the different

departments ; third, the cost of the labor together with the workman's

time and name ; fourth, all losses with the reasons for them.

D. Directing the transportation of all stock in the factory.

Even a slight consideration to this subject as outlined in the sub-

heads will show its great importance, not only for getting out individ-

ual jobs, but also for efficient factory management in its broadest sense.

I strongly urge the formation of a stock-tracing* department upon

which the sole responsibility for such important work is placed and to

which the authority necessary to carry out the work is given. The

responsibility for getting out work on time, and the care and worry

incident to securing it from the different departments at the proper

time, should be taken away from the foremen entirely. It is absolutely

impossible to leave such duties to the foremen to carry out and to have

the factory itself .run to the best advantage. The foremen's work

413
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should be confined to their own department strictly, and their chief

concern should be, and their greatest value is, securing for the firm the

highest grade of work at the lowest possible cost. All possible oppor-

tunities should be given to the foremen to concentrate their attention

solely upon improving their departments and their output. The large

amount of worry and time consumed when the foremen's attention is

given to the question of stock tracing certainly makes it impossible for

them to concentrate their energies upon this most important work.

Again, the foreman of a department is never in a position to know the

actual needs of the entire factory. His duties should be far removed

from those of stock tracer.

There is but one way to accomplish the desirable results that are so

necessary to good factory management. Select as your stock tracer a

man of good judgment, firmness of character, and one thoroughly

familiar with the business, and place him upon as high a plane as any

of the foremen in the factory, giving to him the absolute control of all

stock in the process of manufacture. Give this tracer such authority

that the foremen will understand that his requests for stock must be

complied with under any and all circumstances, and then hold him

responsible and accountable for all stock in the factory and subject to

censure for all delays. Give to him the-sole authority to secure stock

from any department in the factory, either for any foreman, or for the

assembling rooms. As stated in a former article, "helping one's self"

should be absolutely prohibited. Put under his charge all the records

for stock in the course of manufacture. Under such conditions no

other man in the factory can possibly judge of the conditions and needs

in the factory and the stock rooms as well as he. His records will

enable him to locate all stock (as will be shown later) with more cer-

tainty and dispatch than is possible under any other system. Again,

the superintendent or his assistants always know where to go for any

information regarding stock, its location in the factory, and the time

that they may expect to have it in the assembling rooms.

Experience has shown that this plan will produce the most desirable

results. In one very large establishment connected with my experi-

ence, where there are over forty-five separate departments and an

immense variety of work, the foremen follow the stock-tracer's orders

implicitly in getting out the stock. They look to no one else for direc-

tion and do not lose any time "looking for work." Any foreman will

tear down a job immediately to comply with the stock-tracer's orders.

The motto in this factory is "Delays are absolutely inexcusable." The
results are what might be expected ; even the slightest delays rarely
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occur, and the company receives full value for the high-priced fore-

men, who are thus enabled to give their close attention to the turning

out of the very best class of work at the lowest possible cost.

Description of the System. Central Depots. Whatever the nature

of the system, the advantages of having central depots, in which all

stock not being worked upon is kept for storage and distribution, are

very apparent. In this way no stock can be lost. The foreman of any

department can see at a glance how much stock there is waiting for

him to work upon, and it is a great aid to the superintendent in getting

a clear idea of the conditions of his factory. It is also a great aid in

taking inventory. These central depots can be located at any number

of points, if necessary; they should contain platforms for the storage

of stock, these platforms to be of the same height as the trucks used in

the transportation of stock through the factory. Each department

should have its own platform, and only the stock ready to be worked

upon by that department should be placed upon it. These depots are

especially advantageous where any system of inspection is followed.

Many superintendents, while admitting the advantages of such

depots, will deny their feasibility. It is comparatively seldom that one

department can take up work from another department without some

hours, or even days and sometimes weeks, intervening. If the stock is

allowed to stay in either department it is very apt to be overlooked or

forgotten, and certainly hard to find when wanted. I maintain that the

very great advantages of having this stock placed in central depots, as

described, compensate many times over for the small amount of time

required to haul the stock to one of the depots, put it on a platform,

and then take it to the proper machine in the next department.

The stock tracer and the stock departments are so closely related

that it is necessary to keep in mind carefully a few of the points

brought out in the article on The Stock Department in the May issue

of this Magazine. I there treated of the manner in which a perpetual

inventory is kept and the methods by which the order clerk in the stock

department is immediately notified when the stock in the bins has

reached a point so low as to be dangerous.

Short List. It is clear that if this order clerk sends to the stock

tracer each day the names of parts, together with the amounts, which

are in this dangerous condition, the stock tracer will then be in the best

possible position to push the proper stock through the factory and into

the stock bins, provided he has the proper records by which he can

promptly locate the stock in the course of manufacture. Such a report

may aptly be termed the "Short List."
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Stock-Tracing Card. The next record that is important is the

Stock-Tracing Card. This card accompanies the stock in its entire

course through the factory and has already been described in the May
issue of this Magazine.

r.
Form No. 724

ept PIECEWORK TICKET Machine No ^
Name of piece..

Operation

No. Ordered No Finished LOSS No. Accepted PRICE AMOUNT
Cts.

Box No.

kr

Time
Commenced

Time
Finished

Total

Time

Workman

I'oreman

Inspector

Check No

1-3-oo-iom p—F 12

FORM I. PIECE-WORK TICKET.

The duplicate, folded behind this by the lower edge, is precisely similar except that it has

the word "Duplicate" across the face.

Day-Work or Piece-Work Tickets. The form of these tickets

varies greatly in different factories. Not only do the forms differ, but

also the methods of recording the time consumed by the workman. In

come factories this time is put down by the workman himself, in others

by the clerk, and again in others a special form is used containing the

hours and minutes on the sides, the time consumed being punched by

the workman or the foreman. The form of piece-work ticket given

herewith is very simple. The ticket for day work is so similar to the

ticket for piece work that no extra description is necessary. This

piece-work ticket is made out in duplicate. In a department where

there is no department clerk, the workmen will soon learn how to make

out these tickets. They will be checked up for accuracy in time by the

foreman. In a factory, however, where the work in the different
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ilepartments is so large in amount as to necessitate the employment of

a department clerk, this work can be done by him. The price should

invariably be put upon the ticket by the foreman or the clerk, and some
simple method adopted for checking the workman for accuracy as to

the actual time consumed. The two columns headed "Accepted" and
"Loss" are filled in by the Stock Inspector, the ticket being O.K.'d by

him to certify that the work is accurate and that the amount is correct.

The "Machine Number" represents the number of the machine upon
which the work was done, this information being used in the cost sys-

tem as will be shown later. This ticket is important, as from it are

obtained most of the records for the Stock-Tracing and Cost Sheet.

Stock-Tracing and Cost Sheet. This is one of the vital records of

this entire series of systems and deserves especial attention. This sheet

will contain a full history of each lot or box of stock; it will show the

full list of mechanical operations ; the quantity of stock delivered to

the different departments, together with the date of delivery ; the date

it was returned from each department ; the time consumed by the work-

man ; the piece-work price per one hundred ; the machine number ; the

name of the department and workman. These data will be secured

from the time ticket shown above. In addition to this, it will also show

the number of pieces lost, give room for any explanation necessary,

and also the date and amount of any stock which may be "sent ahead"

of the original or main lot, in case this is necessary to avoid delays.

At first sight this appears complicated, but an investigation will

show that these data are secured very easily and simply. This record,

when properly filled out, will show clearly the location of the stock in

the factory, whether it be in the machining departments or in the cen-

tral depots. The stock-tracer's headquarters should be near the cen-

tral depot and should contain the Stock-Tracing and Cost Sheets.

Some simple form of notification is necessary so that the different

foremen may know what stock is in the central depot ready for them to

work upon. Thus the foremen and the stock tracer are in close touch

with that work which is ready for their departments, and the foremen-

can, without trouble or loss of time, give great assistance to the stock

tracer in notifying him when they are ready to work upon the stock

which is waiting for them, even though the demand for this particular

stock should not be urgent. In large manufacturing establishments

where an immense quantity of stock is handled, it is of course advisable

that a simple notification to the stock tracer be used by the foremen.

This may appropriately be called a "Moving Ticket."

Application of the System. I have already described, in the section
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on Stock, how the orders for stock were placed in the factory, the

stock dehvered to the proper department, the foreman's receipt

secured, and the stock tracer notified that the order had been placed

and the stock delivered. As already shown, each lot of stock will be

put into a box bearing its distinctive number; this lot of stock would

have its own sheet upon which this box number would be placed, thus

forming the connecting link between each box of stock and its own
sheet. When the stock tracer is notified of the delivery of stock to a

foreman, he makes the record on his Stock-Tracing and Cost Sheet

bearing the proper box number, showing the stock has been delivered.

As will be shown later, the most efficient manner of organizing a

shop requires the division of the shop into departments according to

the distinct lines of machines required for the work ; for instance ; the

milling machines would all be in one department under one foreman.

Even, however, where this is not the case, a little thought will show

clearly that this system can be adapted to meet such conditions.

When the work on the stock is finished in this first department

(requiring either one or more operations), this stock together with the

Stock-Tracing Card and the Time Tickets is taken to the central

depot by the truckers. Probably the most simple means of notifying

the truckers when stock is ready to be moved is by using a heavy card

with the words "Move It" on them, these cards being thrown into the

boxes by the workman as soon as the work is finished. As the stock

goes into the central depot, the Stock-Tracing Card and the Time
Ticket are handed in to the stock tracer, or his clerk. The clerk can

very readily find the corresponding Stock-Tracing and Cost Sheet by

the box number shown on the piece-work ticket and the cards, or the

lot number on the Stock-Tracing Cards which is identical with the

Humber on the Stock-Tracing and Cost Sheet for this particular stock.

The stock is then put upon the proper platform, the proper entry

having been made on the Stock-Tracing and Cost Sheet from the time

ticket, and these tickets, together with the Stock-Tracing Cards, are

turned over to the inspector. The inspector checks up the stock with

the time tickets by counting the stock ^nd also inspecting it where

inspection is necessary. In counting the stock the work can be very

greatly facilitated by the use of a pair of counting scales as described

in a previous issue.*

It is clear that it is not at all necessary to bring the stock into the

central depot after each operation in the machining rooms. The fre-

quency with which this should be done will be determined entirely by

* The Engineering Magazine, May, 1902, page 196.
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the conditions surrounding each case. In fact, this system can be

handled even where a central depot is not used at all. In this case it

will become necessary either for the inspector to go out into the

machine room and check up the work for quantity and quality, or else

to hold the foremen themselves responsible for these details. In my
opinion, however, it is always inadvisable to have the inspector go

amongst the men except in cases where absolutely necessary. It is

necessary, however, that some absolute check be kept upon the work-

men in such matters. One great advantage of the use of the Stock-

Tracing and Cost Sheets in this case is the fact that it absolutely pre-

vents the duplication of piece-work or time tickets on the same box of

stock lor the same operation. In cases where the stock is not brought

into the central depot, the O.K. of the stock-tracer's clerk should be

required on all piece-work or time tickets, in addition to that of the

inspector, so as to insure the impossibility of the duplication of tickets.

As the stock is taken into other departments, by order either of the

foremen or of the stock tracer, this fact is recorded on the Stock-Trac-

ing and Cost Sheet. In the example shown on the sketch (form No.

2) this stock has already gone through the operations of punching

and striking and it is now delivered to the next department for shaving

operation. When the record is completed for any one operation, and

there is no record of delivery for the next operation, this fact indicates

that the stock is in the central depot. In cases where a central depot is

not used, it indicates that the stock is waiting in the factory for the

next operation. Thus, as the stock goes from one operation to another

throughout the factory, the records of its movements can be shown on

the records of the stock-tracer's office at all times, through the simple

expedient of referring the time tickets to him.

Of course the details of applying such a system as outlined must be

worked out for each individual factory. It is my intention to give only

the fundamental ideas of these systems so they can be adapted to meet

the requirements of any line of business. This stock-tracing system,

together with a simple and efficient piece-work system, will give all the

necessary checks for any business. That stock should be counted often

in its course through the factory so as to insure that the men produce

v/hat they are paid for is, of course, very necessary. It is also self-

evident that stock which must be produced with great accuracy should

be carefully inspected. When either counted or inspected, the work-

man's time ticket, as already indicated, should be O.K.'d by the counter

or inspector for accuracy of the parts.

This time ticket should then be sent back to the stock-tracer's office.
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the original and duplicate of the time ticket torn apart by him and

properly stamped with the date. The original of this ticket will then

be sent to the piece-work department, which will make up all the

vouchers for pay for the piece-workers. The duplicate of this ticket will

be returned to the department from whence the original ticket came.

In large departments, where it is impossible for the foremen to

keep in close touch with all the details of the work, it is necessary that

these duplicate tickets be entered in a book to the credit of the work-

man. These duplicates are then turned back to the workman, who can

thereby note if there have been any rejections of stock for which he

will not receive pay. Jn cases where an unusually large amount of

stock has been lost, it is advisable to notify the man immediately con-

cerning this loss, not waiting until the duplicate ticket is returned to

him. The detailed description of this part of the system comes prop-

erly under the piece-work system, but is introduced here briefly so as

to give a general idea as to the course these time tickets take.

In considering any system of stock tracing, inspection, and piece

work, it must be borne in mind that one absolute necessity is the pro-

viding of perfect checks upon the workman, and if possible the inspec-

tors, at all points. In my experience, I have found many systems

which were considered perfect, which, however, upon a close examina-

tion, proved defective. In many cases the workmen were taking

advantage of these defects.

Inspection. It is hard to convince the average manufacturer that

it will pay him to employ a number of high-priced men to do nothing

but inspect the work done by other men. His thoughts are concen-

trated upon the fact that his payroll for these inspectors, who are pro-

ducing nothing, is but a constant expense, and he can not realize the

very large economies which their work, if efficient, will bring. I have

seen many cases, however, in which a simple and thorough system of

inspection of parts in the process of manufacture would have brought

large profits to a concern at that time operating at a loss. The advan-

tages of having accurate tools and gauges and a first-class system of

inspection are so great that they can not be discarded lightly by any

manufacturer. Workmen generally will do no better work than they

are required to do. Any system of inspection must be thorough, and

the limits given to certain work must be adhered to uncompromisingly.

The slightest show of weakness on the part of the inspector will be

noted immediately throughout the manufacturing establishment and

the consequences therefrom are what might be expected. The elimina-

tion of defective parts by an inspector, important as it is, is only of
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minor significance when compared to the general effect. It would

astonish the average manufacturer to find how soon his workmen will

come up to any standard set by the inspection department, and how
very small the loss will be, no matter how close the limits may be held.

1 speak from the experience of a concern where many parts are held to

within. five ten-thousandths of an inch and in some cases even less.

Authority of the Inspectors. The inspector's authority to reject

stock should be unquestioned, and the superintendent should never,

unless under the greatest provocation, reverse his decision. The ad-

vantages of an efficient inspection department might be thus analyzed

:

First; it instils into the minds of the workmen the fact that the

work they produce must be up to a high standard, and that if it be

otherwise it will be thrown out without question, at their loss. This

one feature will result in very marked improvement in the character of

the work.

Second ; imperfect parts are eliminated before the stock goes to the

assemblers. The elimination of filing and fitting of parts in the assem-

bling room will result in economies that are in many cases startling.

A walk through the assembling room of the ordinary manufacturing

establishment, by one who closely observes the assemblers at their

work, will convince him that if conditions were changed so that the

parts would come to those assemblers so they could be put together

without fitting or filing, the cost would be reduced very materially.

Third ; an inspection system provides protection to the company, in

that the workmen get pay for good work only and are properly charged

with that which is defective. The great importance of this from an

economic stand-point can be readily appreciated.

Fourth ; the fact that the parts are practically duplicates of each

other will result not only in ease of assembling, but also ease of repairs.

It will also mean fewer repairs, inasmuch as much less fitting in the

assembling room is required.

Consideration will show that a system which will bring such results

will produce large economies in every direction, but principally in the

assembling rooms. The parts can be assembled so much more accu-

rately and so much more quickly by the assemblers that the saving in

these rooms alone will pay many times over for the original cost of

inspection. Again, the machines, whatever they may be, will be much
more accurate.

The inspectors should be provided with the best possible gauges

for all stock which must be accurately machined. In many cases it is

not necessary to employ an elaborate system. However, it will be
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found by experience that the inspection of parts is the key to cheaper

production. Of course, on parts requiring accuracy it is necessary that

the men in the machine rooms be provided with gauges which are

exact duphcates of those in use by the inspectors. It is important, too,

that in all cases there should be some regular system by which these

gauges, both in the machine rooms and in the inspector's care, will be

examined carefully at certain intervals and compared with the tool

model to ascertain whether or not they have become worn. Many
firms have suffered large losses through neglect of this small but very

important fact. The tool models should be kept in the possession of

the head tool maker, or some one especially appointed for that work.

A card index of all tools and gauges outstanding throughout the fac-

tory should be kept by the tool maker, and he should determine how
often a tool or gauge should be examined to insure its being in the

proper condition. Then, he should arrange these cards so the proper

ones are brought to his attention each day for examination. Accuracy

of the tools and gauges can in this way be very easily insured.

Scrappage. It is unnecessary to go into detailed description of a

special plan. The details of a system of scrappage can be very readily

worked out by any one. There are, however, a few general rules

which should be adhered to in the institution of any system. It must

first be generally understood throughout the factory that stock can not

be got out of the factory without passing through the hands of the

inspectors. It is very easy to accomplish this when the stock movers,

or truckers, are placed under the control of either the stock tracer or

the inspectors. The inspectors should never scrap stock from any

department without a full explanation from the foreman of that depart-

ment as to what is broken up and why it has been done. It is impor-

tant that this one rule be adhered to, as if the attention of the foreman

is not called to this, waste will occur.

Inexpensive printed forms that will make this work much easier

and simpler can be readily got up to meet the conditions of any busi-

ness. In many cases it is advisable to hold the scrap stock in the inspec-

tion department and to call the superintendent's attention to the amount

of waste that is going on. Reports should certainly be made by the

inspectors at least once a month, showing the amount of stock scrapped

by each foreman, together with his reasons. The effect of this upon

the foreman will invariably be beneficial. If the foremen realize that

they are liable to censure for the excessive amount of scrap coming

from their departments, they will soon give this their personal

attention.
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A trial of a simple system of this kind for a few weeks will prove

to any manufacturer that the unnecessary waste in his factory is aston-

ishing. In large establishments, especially, it will be found very

advantageous to separate the different metals which are usually mixed

in the scrap. A very much higher price can be secured for scrap metal

when it is separated in this manner than if it is mixed together.

Stock Transportation. The effective and quick transportation of

stock around a large factory has become an important problem. Of
course, in handling large work, the system of cranes is almost univer-

sally adopted. However, I treat here of the handling of a large quan-

tity of small parts. This work should be put in charge of an organized

body of men with an efficient man in charge. This organization can be

made particularly effective where there are central depots and where

the stock transportation is put directly in charge of the stock tracer.

This force of men (truckers) will deliver stock to all departments

in the factory as it is called for, and upon their returning to the central

depot they will be expected to bring in the stock that is on the machine-

room floors already finished. The fact that this stock is finished is

indicated by "Move It" cards, already described, which have been

thrown into the boxes by the workmen. In cases where stock is urg-

ently needed, or can be used to great advantage, another card, which

may be termed the "Special Rush" card, is used. This card should be

about 4 inches by 5 inches in size, and be m.ade of very stiff tarboard

or tin, the words "Special Rush" being printed in very striking colors.

The stock tracer alone should have the authority to put these spe-

cial rush cards in a box of stock, as otherwise so many of them will be

used as to make them of no value. A rule should be made to the effect

that, whenever stock is sent to a foreman with a special rush card in it,

this is equivalent to a positive order that this stock must be got out

immediately. It should also be understood by the truckers that under

no circumstances should boxes of stock with these special rush cards in

them be allowed to remain on the machine-room floor after the work

has been completed. The foreman of each department should of

course make it his business to see that stock when finished is pushed

out of the department as soon as possible, and he should notify the

stock tracer immediately should he desire stock taken away.

Experience has shown that this system has decided advantages over

that of allowing any foreman to have his own gang of truckers. This

is, in fact, the centralization of the trucking force throughout a factory,

placing it under the charge of the man most competent to handle this

part of the business—the stock tracer.



Editorial Comment

The horror at Martinique is so fright- of the subject, made by an able French
ful—so overwhelming in its proportions

—that it has almost blotted out of re^

membrance the closely preceding earth-

quake disaster at Guatemala. There is

possibly no physical connection between

the two disturbances, but there is a very

close logical connection between the

lessons as to seismic possibilities they

afford and the decision yet to be made
as to the route of the Isthmian canal.

In the editorial pages of this Maga-
zine for June, 1900, enumeration was
made of three great geophysical diffi-

culties in the way of successful con-

struction and operation of the Nicaragua

canal, the second being "The menace
of earthquake disturbance sufficient to

imperil not only the stability but the

very existence of a construction so de-

pendent on dams, embankments, locks,

and cuttings. " This consideration might

properly have been placed first, except

that it was potential, while certain

others are ever present. How utterly

overwhelming and irremediable the

ruin would be is now vividly apparent.

Congress may well pause to consider

this phase of the question very thor-

oughly before taking any action which
would expose to such destructive forces

the hundreds of millions invested in an
Isthmian canal, the countless and meas-
ureless interests which would become
dependent upon its stability.

* * *

The fear of earthquake or volcanic

overthrow of a Nicaraguan ship canal

is no vision of an over-fearful imagina-
tion. In the Review of the American
Press in this Magazine in June, 1901

—

just one year ago—an abstract was
given of a series of studies of this phase

engineer, M. Bunau-Varilla. It is per-

tinent to quote anew a brief statement
of his conclusions.

* * iif

First, as to actual topography :

—

"In the very center of Lake Nicaragua

is a volcano in constant activity, the

Omotepe, whose last great eruption oc-

curred in 1883. Between this and the

volcano Coseguina we find a series of

volcanoes in recent or continuous ac-

tivity—the Hell of Masaya, on the shore

of Lake Nicaragua, the celebrated Mo-
motombo, on the shore of Lake Man-
agua, the volcano of the Pilas, which was
born in 1850, the Santa Clara, the Zel-

ica, the Nindiri, being the best known
of them."

Second, as to manifest seismic ten-

dencies :

—

"i." The Lake Nicaragua is one of the

three lines of least resistance in Central

America, which are a site of election for

great seismic disturbances. It is the line

of depression between the Costa Rican

volcanoes and the Nicaraguan, and plays

the same part as the other two (the bay

of Fonseca, which is a volcanic lake char-

acterizing the depression between the

Nicaraguan and Salvadorian volcanoes,

and the Lake Pacayan, characterizing

the depression between the Salvadorian

and Guatemalan volcanoes). These two

last lines of least resistance have been the

site of the most terrible convulsions,

owed to the Coseguina for the former

and to the Fuego (Fire) for the latter.

"2. The underground fire is going

south, and increasing in Nicaragua. From
the figures given by M. Bertrand I calcu-

lated that before the nineteenth century,

out of all the great explosions or earth-

quakes recorded, 45 per cent, belonged

to Guatemala, 35 per cent, to Salvador,

and 20 per cent, to Nicaragua, whereas

42s
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m the nineteenth century only 30 per

cent, belonged to Guatemala, 45 per

cent, to Salvador, and 25 per cent, to

Nicaragua, showing an evident tendency

to a displacement of the activity south-

ward and an increase in Nicaragua.

"To justify these figures one can say

that several volcanoes became extinct in

Guatemala, and that none was extinct

in Salvador or in Nicaragua, but, on the

contrary, that two were born in Salvador,

Izalco, in 1770, and Ilopango, in 1880,

and one was born in Nicaragua, that of

Las Pilas, in 1850."

Third, as to recorded experience :

—

"The explosion of the volcano Cose-

guina in 1835 lasted 44 hours ; the noise

was heard at a distance of 1,000 miles;

the ashes were brought 1,400 sea miles

by the winds; * * * during

these 44 hours the volcano ejected every

six minutes a volume of stone and ashes

equal to the total volume of the prism

of the Nicaragua canal."

And even as the words are being

written, report is received that the vol-

©ano Momotombo, on Lake Managua
(which is an extension of Lake Nicar-

agua) has been '

' discharging sho.wers of

ashes accompanied by great quantities

•f smoke and a rumbling noise. This

was followed by an earthquake that de-

stroyed the docks at Momotombo and
the terminus of the railroad running

from the lake to Corintoon the Pacific."

It need scarcely be pointed out that a

canal supported by dams, embank-
ments, and locks is immeasurably more
vulnerable to seismic attack than even
docks and railway structures.

* * *

The appendix to the Canal Commis-
sion's report contained the statement
that "in the northwestern part of

Nicaragua, slight earthquakes are fre-

quent. Scarcely a month passes with-

out one or more being noticed." In

Panama, on the other hand, to quote

M. Bunnu-Varilla, "there is no volcano
within a distance of 180 miles." The

isthmus there has not been modified

since the quaternary period. Its '

' rare

and small seismic vibrations come from

distant centers."

Here again new data just to hand
strongly reinforce the older evidence.

Gen. Henry L. Abbot, whose article in

our February issue was so widely

quoted, has just contributed to the

Evening Post a summary of a year's

seismographic observations in Central

America—probably the first systematic,

scientific comparison yet made of the

two routes in this particular. Briefly,

the Panama record for 1901, taken in

the city of Panama, showed five move-

ments—one "sensibly felt," three

" very light tremors, " one so slight as to

be questionable. All came from the

east or northeast. The disastrous

Guatemalan earthquake of April last

produced not even a tremor at Panama.

But at San Jose de Cost Rica, the ob-

serving point near the Nicaraguan

route, fifty seismic movements were re-

corded during the year, twenty-seven

being classed as "shocks," seven as

"strong shocks," while two others,

though defined as " light shocks," were

sufficient to cause people to run out into

the streets. And General Abbot points

out the grave significance of the fact

that the disturbances in nearly every

case "came from the projected canal

route."

Surely, with the very slightly dis-

turbed Panama region as alternative, it

would seem nothing but madness to

locate the Isthmian canal on the Nicar-

agua line—a line of manifest crustal

weakness, destructively shaken by

earthquake throughout almost its en-

tire length as recently as 1844, and

marked at its central and key point

by the smoking volcano Omotepe in

Lake Nicaragua, whose last great

eruption occurred only nineteen years

ago.
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Locomotive Performance.

The subject of the comparison between

engines of British and foreign make has

been going on for many years, and will

doubtless continue, but at the present time

it has been brought conspicuously to the

front because of the report which has been

made to Lord Cromer by Mr. Trevithick

concerning the performance of British,

Belgian, and American locomotives in

Egypt.

We have no intention at this time of go-

ing into the relative merits of the various

engines as regards their nationality ; the

question of the performance of a piece of

machinery certainly may be judged on its

merits, without permitting the question of

its origin to enter at all. Rather may we
be permitted to call attention to the fact

that the question of the cost of railway

transport should be taken as a whole, and

that each element should be considered as

a part of that whole and not as an isolated

question.

Thus, in comparing the locomotives under

consideration the points taken into account

were : price ; time required for construction ;

quality, including cost of repairs and con-

sumption of oil ; and consumption of coal.

Calling the various engines under consider-

ation by the countries of their origin merely

as a means of identification, the result of the

report is broadly, that the British engines

consumed less oil and coal, and required less

for repairs, but were of higher first cost,

and slower in delivery. The Belgian en-

gines cost somewhat less, and were econ-

omical of fuel, but needed more repairs,

while the American engines were decidedly

lower in cost and quicker in delivery, but

the most extravagant in fuel consumption,

besides requiring much repairing.

These are interesting points, and an ex-

amination of the detailed construction of

the various locomotives should make the

causes of these differences in performance
and other qualities evident, independently

of the geographical location of the works in

which they were built. At the same time

it appears that there are some other points

regarding the locomotives which should be

taken into account before their actual ad-

aptability for the service required can be

intelligently determined. The true value of

a locomotive is known only when its life

history has been recorded. Like a human
being it is brought into the world and pre-

pared for its work at a certain cost, and

during its life a certain ascertainable ex-

pense is incurred in its maintenance. Like

a human being also, the value of its life

is measured, not by the time of its exist-

ence, but rather by what it accomplishes

during its working life. There were pa-

triarchs in days of old whose entire cen

turies of existence did not accomplish one-

hundredth as much as has been given to

mankind in the few years of a Hertz or a

Maxwell ; and there are engines in South

Kensington to-day whose age is interesting

out of all proportion to their performance.

As M. Sauvage has pointed out else-

where in this issue, there are two sides to

the account, and on one of these only we
have entries from the data above m.en-

tioned. On the other side should be entered

those much more difficult to obtain, as the

distances and the loads hauled, together

with the speeds made, grades overcome,

and, in general, the income produced. Above
all it should be remembered that a locomo-

tive, again like a human being, has not an

indefinite life, which can be usefully pro-

longed by continual patching, repairing, and

replacement of parts. Far more important

than either repairs or fuel consumption is

the total amount of paying work to be got-

ten out of an engine during the limited life

period which, in the course of mechanical

progress, it should be permitted to have.

It has been naively said of these Egyptian

engines, that after the lapse of ten or fifteen

years the defective parts of the Belgian and

American engines will have been replaced

427
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by parts of British make and that they will

then be equal to each other. By the ex-

piration of fifteen years all three groups

should have served their time and be lying

in unrepaired equality on a common scrap

heap, their work being done by successors

of admitted superiority.

The engine which hauled the World's

Fair Flyer from New York to Chicago in

1893 in record time is to-day doing occa-

sional duty iS a switch engine on some

unrecorded siding, although not yet ten

years old, and this in the ordinary course

of railway progress. When it is thus real-

ised that the entire value of an engine is

to be charged to the depreciation account

in ten to fifteen years, the relative propor-

tion of repairs to service becomes an al-

most negligible quantity.

It is surely time for engineers in all parts

of the world to recognize the fact that the

variations in design and construction in

such an important machine as a locomotive

are the result of its environment, and that

each type can do its best only under the

conditions in which it was produced. When
a locomotive is put to its maximum pos-

sible duty and the coal consumption per

ton-mile recorded, we have some measure

of the energy in the fuel which it is capable

of converting. When against this is

charged a depreciation of 7 to 10 per cent,

per year, as well as its full share of all the

operative charges of the railway system in

which it is worked, it will be seen that the

fuel consumption per engine is hardly a

safe basis on which to make a comparison

of performance.

It is interesting to note that while Amer-
ican engines are stated to consume nearly

twice as much fuel as those of British build,

the cost of merchandise transport is more
than four times as great in England as in

America, so that the superior fuel economy
of the engines can scarcely be taken as a

correct index of the cost of railway trans-

port.

The fact is clear that no useful conclu-

sions can be drawn from the performance

of any detail of a great and highly organ-

ised system like a railway company, but

that the whole system, with all its involved

and correlated departments must be con-

sidered if useful or even intelligible re-

sults are to be expected.

The Future of Naval Warfare.

We have referred more than once in these

columns to the importance of engineering in

warfare, both on land and sea, and have

ventured to express the opinion that the

warfare of the immediate future would be

carried on by engineers and by engineering

methods alone, to the practical exclusion of

the antiquated methods of the existing mil-

itary establishments. We now have an in-

teresting paper presented before the Institu-

tion of Naval Architects by Mr. W. Laird

Clowes, upon recent scientific developments

and the future of naval warfare, which con-

curs with these views in many points.

One of the strongest points made by Mr.

Clowes is the neglect, or even unwillingness

of those in authority to consider valuable

inventions which are submitted to them.

"At a time like the present, which is one

of extremely rapid scientific progress, it is

especially incumbent upon us not to neglect,

even for a single unnecessary day, any de-

vice which may possibly enable us, either in

peace or in war, to defeat our rivals by hon-

ourable means. Scientific discovery tends

ever more and more to obliterate the sig-

nificance of those physical and moral dif-

ferences which anciently rendered one race

superior to another; and brain and thought

are already more potent factors in the world

than mere muscles and animal courage.

Moreover, we know from experience that

to-day, or to-morrow may produce a com-

plete revolution of method in almost any of

our processes.

"We ought, therefore, never to sleep,

save, as it were, with our ears and eyes open.

Yet, strange to say, the amount of practical

attention which we give to new machinery

and appliances is often, I am afraid, in-

versely proportionate to the novelty and in-

genuity of the device in question. We are

too prone, when examining new inventions,

to admire the cleverness displayed in them,

and then to reject them, wholly and finally,

for one of two reasons, both of which are in

reality quite inadequate.

"One reason frequently alleged is that the

invention has yet to be brought to absolute

perfection, and that, pending its complete

evolution, we may safely neglect it. The

other reason is that the machinery or ap-

paratus is too delicate or complicated for

use by the class of workmen who are ac-
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customed to handle the appliances which

the new apparatus would supersede. The
evils resulting from such an attitude, which

is characteristically a national one, are two-

fold. On the one hand, we snub and starve

the inventor, and possibly drive him else-

where in disgust ; on the other, we make
the far more dangerous mistake of assuming

that the tide of technical education will not

rise elsewhere so long as we choose to bat-

ten it down in our own little hold. What
we ought to do is, surely, in the one case to

take up promising inventions, and, turning

them over for development to the brightest

intellects at our command, to enjoy the ex-

clusive profits of them as soon as they shall

be practically perfect; and, in the other, to

educate our men up to the point of being

able to use delicate and complicated appli-

ances instead of rejecting the appliances

because our existing men are incapable

of handling them."

Recognising that the fundamental prin-

ciple of naval warfare is now, as it was in

Nelson's time, to have at the right spot,

and at the right moment, a fighting force

superior in personnel, as well as in materiel

to the force of the enemy at the same time

and place, it is still important to realise

that this end must be obtained to-day by

different means than those of Nelson's day.

Speed, above all things, is the controlling

factor to-day, and speed is a matter entirely

in the control of the engineering department

of naval warfare. Speed is the soul of all

effective combination for offence, and is al-

so a very effective means of defence against

certain weapons, such as submarines, which

can hardly perform effective work against

a mobile enemy.

The use of wireless telegraphy, protected

against tapping by suitable tuning, and the

employment of proper cipher codes, may
double or treble the offensive usefulness of

speed, and here again it is the engineer who
is required and not the seaman.

Next to speed comes the question of rapid

and accurate gun fire, and although gunnery

has been arbitrarily appropriated by the ex-

ecutive branch, it is really a matter of en-

gineering. The gun is a most complete

piece of machinery, and there is no doubt

that some of the modem range finders are

altogether superior in accuracy and efficiency

to the most experienced eye and judgment.

certain executive officials to the contrary

notwithstanding.

The whole question is not in the develop-

ment of engineering appliances in warfare,

but in the supply of proper men to handle

them.

As Mr. Clowes well says

:

"Our best available tools are rapidly get-

ting beyond the eft'ective control of our best

available men, and the real lesson of the sit-

uation undoubtedly is that if we would prop-

erly utilise all the resources which science

has placed, and will presently place, at our

disposal for the prosecution of naval war-
fare, we must greatly improve the scientific

standard of the personnel.

"It is significant that Lord Charles Beres-

fcrd, without committing himself to any
expression of opinion as to the merits of

certain types of water tube-boilers, has hint-

ed his belief that many of the breakdowns
of those boilers may possibly be attributable,

not so much to defects inherent in the boil-

ers, as to the incompetency of the working
staff, an incompetency due to lack of train-

ing and experience, and perhaps also to

short-handedness."

The dire foolishness of all this business

appears in the fact that it is assumed to be

necessary to take executive officers, and by

some sort of hocus-pocus convert them into

capable and competent engineers upon the

moment. Apparently the executive branch

must be taken care of, though the navy fall

hopelessly behind its possible and probable

opponents. Boer farmers seem to have made
good soldiers and formidable enemies,

though they never saw a military academy,

and are profoundly ignorant of the manual

;

but their military effectiveness depends up-

on the fact that they are "men who can

shoot and ride." The modern battle ship

must be able to shoot and steam, and these

features bemg provided it matters little

whether there are executive officers aboard

or not.

Overheating of Boilers.

Overheating is well known to be one of

the most frequent sources of injury to

steam boilers, and hence the paper of Mr.

C. E. Stromeyer, presented before the In-

stitute of Naval Architects upon the dis-

tortion of boilers due to this cause demands
notice, since the experience of the author
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renders him especially well qualified to

speak upon the question.

Considering first clean boilers, Mr. Stro-

meypr examines the question of the de-

g ee of forcing which will cause boilers of

otherwise satisfactory behaviour to show

evidence of distortion from heat. Fires may

be forced almost any rate of combustion,

but it is not the hardest-forced fire which is

the hottest, since with very high rates of

combustion the products which leave the

fire consist almost entirely of carbonic ox-

ide and nitrogen, and the temperature is

relatively low. When complete combustion

is attained, however, it is shown that the

maximum temperature attainable with a

coke or anthracite fire is about 4,000 de-

grees F., the location of the hottest portion

depending upon the arrangement of the fur-

nace, and the management of the air sup-

ply.

Two effects of high temperature upon the

metal are to be considered, one the internal

effects, due to the temperature gradient in

the thickness of the metal, and the other

the action of the pressure, modified by the

distortion caused by change of shape. These

are examined both for internally and ex-

ternally fired tubes, and it is shown that

an internally-fired furnace of 40 inches in-

ternal diameter, although clean and free

from scale or grease, will be distorted so

that the horizontal diameter will be about

41 in., and the vertical 39 in., a change of

2 in. From an examination of the stresses

in water tubes, it appears that when the

thickness is less than Yz inch the tube di-

ameter must be made smaller than 6.4 in.

on account of stresses due to internal pres-

sure, while for greater thicknesses the di-

ameter has to be reduced on account of

stresses caused by the temperature gradient

in the metal ; this is therefore a maximum
diameter for either case.

In considering the effects of scale and

grease, Mr. Stromeyer assumes that scale

of i/io in. in thickness offers as much re-

sistance to the passage of heat as does a

film of grease i/ioo in. thick, or a plate of

steel ID inches thick. Taking into account

these various rates of heat transmission,

Mr. Stromeyer computes that for a clean

furnace plate J4 in. thick, transmitting 20

evaporative units per hour, there will be a

difference in temperature of io°F., between

the furnace and the rest of the boiler, while

for a transmission of 140 evaporative units

the difference in temperature will reach

70°F. ; these differences producing expan-

sion stress-^s of 1,700 pounds and 12,000

pounds per square inch, respectively. With

i/io in. of scale the temperature gradients

are so increased that the stresses in the

metal would reach 60,000 pounds, and 350,-

000 pounds for the safne evaporative units,

providing the pk'^es were rigidly held. Such

stresses are of course impossible, and some-

thing must yield. In the case of furnaces,

the front plate may be pushed out, while in

water-tube boilers the tubes are bent, and

the necessity of providing some degree of

elasticity in the construction is evident.

Mr. Stromeyer gives some interesting

computations, showing the very short time

required for metal to become overheated un-

der the conditions which may occur in

steam boilers, and emphasises the import-

ant matter of the reduction in strength

which takes place under even moderate

overheating.

Concerning the influence of grease in

boilers, some curious facts have been de-

veloped. There is no doubt that the intro-

duction of grease will cause furnaces to

bulge and tubes to burst, but at the same

time an examination of the injured parts

shows grease to be absent from them, al-

though present in other parts of the boiler..

It also appears that grease has a more

marked effect in otherwise clean boilers

than in those covered with scale, and it is

far more injurious with forced than with

natural draught. Comparing the relative

resistance to heat transmission of scale and

grease, it seems as if there must be some

other reason for the injurious action of

thin films of grease, and it may be that the

grease undergoes a chemical change which

renders it a far worse conductor of heat

than it was. Various theories have been

advanced to account for the contradictory

phenomena. Mr. Stromeyer himself sug-

gests the influence of retarded ebullition,

and the action of hammer-blows, but this

view, as he himself admits, does not agree

with the observed fact that collapses due to

grease occur gradually and not suddenly.

Nevertheless the injurious action of grease

in boilers is fully established, and this alone

must be appreciated and the explanation
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sought in the meantime. At least the fact

is emphasised that boilers should be kept

clean, and that the best way to keep them

clean is to put nothing but clean water into

them. Scale can be kept out by using sur-

face condensers or purifiers for the feed wa-

ter, and grease con be filtered out or separ-

ated. These two points attended to, it only

remains to adopt such designs as shall avoid

undue thicknesses of metal in the highly

heated portions, and provide means for per-

mitting unequal expansion and contraction

without producing excessive stresses. Un-
der such conditions distortion may be kept

altogether within reasonable limits, and ac-

cidents from this source practically elim-

inated.

The Efficiency of the Nernst Lamp.

Nearly a year ago we noticed in these

columns the progress which has been made
in connection with the development of the

Nernst lamp in Am.erica, and now we have

the valuable paper by Mr. R. P. Hulse pre-

sented before the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, giving the results of tests for en-

durance and efficiency upon some of the 1902

model lamps now on the market.

The general construction of the Nernst

lamp is now well understood, the illuminat-

i..g element being a pencil of incandescent

earths, similar in composition to the ma-
terial of the Welsbach mantle, this being

rendered a conductor by a preliminary heat-

ing, and then maintained in incandescence

by the heat of the current. Since the ma-
terial is non-combustible, no vacuum is

necessary, as a high temperature can be

maintained the efficiency can be made higher

than in the ordinary carbon-filament incan-

descent lamp. Until now no very definite

information has been accessible concerning

the efficiency of the Nernst lamp, and hence

there has been a general interest evinced in

Mr. Hulse's experiments.

These tests comprised the measurement
on a direct-current circuit of life, candle-

power, and watts under the following con-

ditions : continuous run at normal pressure
;

continuous run at a pressure above normal
;

continuous run at a pressure below normal

;

continuous run with constant current ; con-

tinuous run with constant watts expended in

rod; test with varying volts (increasing till

burner is destroyed) ; resistance test on the

iron regulating resistance ; heating effect of

coil. In each case lOO-watt iio-V|plt "burn-

ers" were employed. The candle-power of

the lamps was ascertained by comparison

with standard Ediswan incandescent lamps.

As a battery of accumulators was u'sed

to supply the current, a very much more
steady pressure was maintained than would
have been possible with the mains, the excess

volts when charging the battery being cut

down by a regulating resistance. The av-

erage variation in pressure for any long time

was certainly not more than half a volt,

and generally less, and it will be seen later

that since that under perfectly steady con-

ditions the lamp itself varies 2 to 3 per

cent., sometimes more, a steadier run was
hardly required. The life was in all cases,

unless otherwise stated, perfectly continu-

ous, only one break occurring in the cir-

cuit during the seven weeks during which

the tests lasted.

As in the case of incandescent gas light

mantles, a material falling-off in candle-

power was shown almost immediately, this

amounting to ten to twenty-five per cent, in

the first half hour, according to the voltage.

This was followed by a much slower drop for

about 20 hours, followed by a slight recov-

ery, after which the gradual fall continued

until the effective life of the lamp was

reached.

Taking the tests at the normal voltage,

the operative life of the lamps appears to

be about 400 hours, the candle-power being

67 c. p. at the start, with a consumption of

1.33 watts per candle-power, and falling to

28.5 c. p. at the expiration of 400 hours,

when a consumption of 2.60 watts per c. p.

was recorded. The average life of the lamps

was about 500 hours, failure being due to

the breaking of platinum contact at the pos-

itive end of the rod. Overrunning tests

showed no advantages whatever, being not

only detrimental to the life of the lamp, but

also without the gain in efficiency which oc-

curs with the ordinary incandescent lamp.

The life is also much shortened by overrun-

ning, so that there is no object whatever

in attempting it.

Some very interesting tests were those in

which a constant current wase maintained.

Under ordinary conditions the current falls

off to a large extent, and the burner is then

no longer run at its best efficiency, the de-
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crease in candle power being also objec-

tionable and detrimental to the reputation

of the lamp. But with constant current,

the candle-power, after its first drop, which

is characteristic of every case, remains con-

stant until that point is reached where un-

der normal conditions, the candle-power

would have fallen -off very rapidly, and here,

instead of a drop, the candle-power increases

for a short time until the lamp burns itself

out.

The Nernst lamp will give on the aver-

age throughout a life of 400 hours at least

48 c. p. per watt expended, as against not

more than .28 c. p. per watt in the case of

good glow lamps. The cost of renewals

would appear to be not more than three times

as much for the Nernst as for the glow

lamp, allowing for the shorter life of the

former. In a lOO-watt Nernst lamp the to-

tal energy used is over 35 units during econ-

omical life, and at 4d. a unit this costs lis.

8d. or, say, not more than 15s., when all

expenditure due to renewal of the burner

is taken into account. Thus the Nernst

lamp will furnish 1,000 c. p. hours at a

cost of I id., while is. 3d. is the approxi-

mate cost of the same amount of illumina-

tion from good glow lamps. In this com-

parative estimate the cost of renewals in

each case has been included, the price pei

unit assumed to be 8 cents, while the glow

lamp has been taken at an average of 3.6

watts per candle-power throughout a life

of 700 hours.

The lamps tested by Mr. Hulse were of

German make, and it is a matter for regret

that he did not give full detailed drawings

of their construction, in order that they

might be compared with the lamps made
under the Nernst patent by the Westing-

house company in the United States. Each
maker appears to have made modifications

in details, and from the account of the

American Nernst lamp, as described by Mr.
Av'urts, in his paper before the Buffalo meet-

ing of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, it seems as if some of the causes

for disintegration of the connections expe-

rienced by Mr. Hulse might be overcome.

It would be most interesting to subject the

lamps of various makers to simultaneous

and identical tests, and in that way only

can final information be obtained as to the

best methods of working out the details.

The Combustion of Coal.

A RECENT issue of the Electrical Times

contains a paper on the coal question in

generating stations, which treats very clear-

ly of the subject of the economical com-

bustion of coal under steam boilers, and is

so refreshingly free from any fog of tech-

nicalities as to attract interested attention.

After calling attention to the fact that

the calorific values of the more customary

coals do not vary over such a wide range as

to demand the consideration which is some-

times given to that question, the matter of

size is discussed. Here two distinct points

are to be considered : the surface of coal

exposed to combustion, and the space pro-

vided for the passage of air. With large

coal there may be an excess of air opening

between the pieces, and at the same time in-

sufficient surface to the pieces in proportion

to their volume to insure satisfactory com-

bustion. As the size is reduced the rela-

tive surface for combustion is increased

and the air space is diminished until com-

bustion is retarded. There are thus three

elements to be considered ; draught, fuel-

size, and thickness of fuel-bed. Hence for

large coal the fire must be thick or too

much air will come through unused, while

for small coal the draught must be moderat-

ed or it will blow the thinner fire into holes,

and air will pass through unused.

The real value of the large coal lies in the

ease with which it can be burned, and this,

rather than any unusually high calorific

value, causes a high price for the coal. In

other words, the price of coal is not fixed

by its calorific capacity, but by its capacity

for being burned. This is an interesting ex-

ample of the manner in which commercial

conditions may altogether confound scien-

tific deductions ; the most efficient fuel may
not conduce to the highest economy of

money. There are undoubtedly many coals

of moderate price which are capable of be-

ing burned faster than is possible with nat-

ural draught, but, with mechanical draught

and mechanical stoking, such coals would

permit a high fuel efficiency as well as a

substantial commercial advantage.

So far as efficient combustion is concerned,

this is most difficult to secure in internally-

fired boilers, owing to the close proximity

of the relatively cold surfaces of the boiler.

Externally-fired boilers, especially the wa-
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ter-tube type, have possibilities, which, how-

ever, are but infrequently appreciated. In

most instances the freshly generated gases

from the burning fuel are flung up between

the rows of cold tubes, and extinguished be-

fore they are half consumed.

The behaviour of a piece of bituminous

coal, when heated on a hot plate, will give

some instructive information as to what

takes place in a furnace. Before the solid

carbon becomes consumed, the volatile con-

stituents must be distilled ofif. This takes

place at a low temperature, and until this

is completed the temperature does not rise,

the analogy being similar to the evaporation

of water, in which a constant temperature is

maintained until evaporation is completed.

This is due to the fact that the conversion

of a portion of the solid fuel into gas ab-

sorbs heat, which becomes latent ; an action

which explains the remarkable dulling effect

of a small quantity of fresh coal thrown up-

on a clear fire. Stoking by spreading the

fresh coal upon the surface of the fire de-

mands, therefore, a thick fire-bed, to resist

this chilling action of the fresh fuel. The
solid carbon can be burned all right, if the

air supply be sufficient, but the distillation of

the volatile matter is another thing.

It is in connection with this latter feature

of combustion that the injurious effect of

chilling boiler surfaces appears. Ample
space must be allowed between the grate

and the boiler, as well as a sufficient supply

of air properly distributed. By raising the

boiler somewhat, a grate of the step form

can be used, the movement of the fuel be-

ing thus assisted by gravity, and a thick fire

being more readily handled. An ordinary

water-tube boiler cannot be properly kept

smokeless without the use of a refractory

lined furnace or combustion chamber in

which the combustion may be effected be-

fore the gases meet the cooling tubes.

Anthracite needs a strong draught, the

principal difficulty being to get enough air

for complete combustion, and fires of even

thickness are necessary. With bituminous

fuels the difficulty is almost entirely that

of temperature and suitable air admixture.

It is most difficult to secure a high enough
temperature to produce smokeless combus-
tion unless, for some distance beyond the

grate surface, there is but a small area of

heat absorbing -material. Hence the steady,

though slow recognition of the principle of

refractory linings to furnaces and combus-

tion chambers, a principle long since proved

correct in the laboratory, and already suc-

cessfully carried out in practice.

"Between the most bituminous coal and

the pure anthracites there exists every grade.

Best Welsh coal, so-called smokeless, con-

tains only about 4 per cent, of hydrogen,

and burns with a short flame; but one cannot

place a coal entirely by its percentage com-

position. The conditions which determine

whether and how far a coal will be bitu-

minous seem to be connected with the in-

ternal molecular arrangement of the coal

and not with the simple empirical or per-

centage composition. Many of the long-

flaming bituminous coals give off a flame

more than 100 feet long, during all of which

distance it is exposed to the cooling effect

of a boiler. It seems probable that such

coals, if burned in better and more favour-

able surroundings would burn with a shorter

flame. To the difficulty in burning bitu-

minous coal and conforming to the law as

to smoke must be attributed the higher price

paid for Welsh and other more dry coals."

The Standardisation of Pipe Flanges.

Much has been said on both sides as to

the advantages and defects of standardisa-

tion, and on both sides there is much to be

said. Excessive standardisation is undoubt-

edly a hindrance to improvement, acting as a

bar to the use of important modifications,

but there are certain branches of work in

which standard sizes and proportions un-

doubtedly tend to advancement. Among such

branches may be mentioned screw threads,

both for bolts and for pipes, also standard

reamers, twist drills, and similar details, the

great advantage of uniformity in repair and

contract work far outweighing any consider-

ations which can be advanced as to the use

of special sizes.

Closely allie-i to these subjects is the ques-

tion of standard flanges for pipe joints,

and hence the paper of Mr. Robert E. At-

kinson, presented before the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers is of interest. With-

ou attempting to pass upon the merits or

defects of any existing or proposed system,

we may discuss the subject in a general

manner, in connection both with the pres-

entation of this paper, and with a considera-
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tion of the work which has been done else-

where.

The importance of the subject is well stat-

ed by Mr. Atkinson. Says he

:

"The want of interchangeability is keenly

realised in any class of work when break-

downs occur. Delays are frequently in-

volved in obtaining renewals of valves or

fittings, and in the case of an electrical-

power installation this may involve serious

loss. When public institutions, such as

hospitals are concerned, the delay may
prove more disastrous than the financial

loss. Users will at once recognise that,

without a common standard, their purchas-

ing area is greatly restricted. Owing to the

varied requirements as to the sizes of flang-

es, methods of drilling, etc., manufacturers

find inconveniences and difficulty in speedy

production, as it is impossible to commit

themselves to the large expense necessary

to produce high-class patterns, and up-to-

date machinery, or to carry goods in stock,

ready for delivery."

The subject is not a new one, having been

considered by the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers and the Master Steam

Fitter's Association in the United States,

and by the Verein deutscher Ingenieure in

Germany, by both of which organisations

definite standards have been prepared ^nd

recommended. In America, also, the man-
ufacturers of valves and fittings have agreed

upon a supplementary set of standards for

use with heavy pressures, and in practice

the result has been eminently satisfactory,

since the user can purchase valves and fit-

tings with every assurance that they will

agree with those of other makers which are

already in use.

In considering the question of a set of

standards for British use Mr. Atkinson has

not only examined the standards in use in

America and Germany, but he has also

gathered data and information from the

practice of the principal manufacturers in

Great Britain, most of whom agree with him
as to the desirability of establishing uni-

formity.

In the paper, to which the reader is re-

ferred for details, the advantages and de-

fects of the American and German systems

are examined, and suggestions made as to

the improvements which may be made.

These may safely be left to the committee

of the Institution to which the matter has

been referred. For the present we may be

permitted to comment on the discussion,

which was instructive in that it showed

most clearly two points of view, those of the

maker and of the user.

So far as the matter was concerned, the

question of proportion needs be considered

in connection with the satisfactory per-

formance in regular service and with the

best economy in manufacture. From the

user's standpoint, however, there enters the

question of convenience at all times, of in-

terchangeability, of emergency repairs, and

of cost in erection, rather than of manu-

facture.

As Mr. Atkinson well said, a great pro-

portion of the work done in connection with

flanged joints is carried on at a distance

from the works where they are produced

;

hence cheapness in first cost is altogether

secondary to convenienc and ?aving of la-

bour in fitting.

Standards must always be a matter of

compromise, but when a decision must be

made, it should be made in favour of the

man who has to use the article rather than

of him who makes it and can dismiss it from

his thoughts. The great bone of contention

lay in the matter of the number of the bolt

holes. Theoretically the number and ar-

rangement of bolts should be governed by

the strength of the material and the stresses

to which it must be suljjected. Practically

it is greatly influenced by the fact that it

is most important in pipe fitting that every

connection should be capable of being turned

through an angle of go degrees, without al-

tering the position of the bolt holes. This

latter requirement led the American com-

mittee to make the number of bolt holes al-

ways a multiple of four.

The jump from four to eight holes seems

too much to the theoretical designer, but the

flange with six holes in it is an abomina-

tion to the steam fitter. So with the diam-

eters of flanges, in which materials of vari-

ous strengths may have to be connected to-

gether.

These are only a few of the matters which

must be harmonised before working stand-

ards can be attained, but it is by a compari-

son of the requirements of both maker and

user, that sound practical and theoretical

results mav finallv be attained.
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The Dusseldorf Exposition.

International expositions will always

possess a great attraction for the general pub-

lic, but it is a question whether the smaller

and more specialised local displays do not

offer much more for fruitful study by the

engineer. This fact is especially emphasised

by the exposition at Dusseldorf, which

from its location as well as from its charac

ter and arrangement is undoubtedly a most

interesting display of engineering progress.

At the enormous aggregation of exhibits

seen at Paris it was in many respects dif

ficult to arange matters so as to show the

connection between the various departments

of engineering work in a comprehensive

manner, but in a smaller exhibition such

an arangement is posible, and at Diissel-

dorf this important point appears to have

been well kept in view. From an excellent

account given in a recent issue of Staid und
Eiscn, we abstract some general description

of the exposition as it existed just previous

to the opening and in our leading pages

this will shortly be followed by a fully il-

lustrated account of its progress, as seen

by the special representative of The En-
gineering Magazine.

Leaving the detailed description of the

grounds and buildings for the forthcoming

illustrated account, we may examine in gen-

eral the arrangement of the engineering

features of the exposition, especially with

regard to the generation and application of

power.

So far as the exposition in general is con-

cerned, it may be mentioned that the cov-

ered buildings represent an area of 127.000

square metre's, to which may be added 53,-

000 square metres of outdoor exhibits, or a

total of about 180,000 square metres. This is

about 20 per cent, more than there was at the

Paris exposition of 1867, and is nearly 28

per cent, of that at the Paris exposition of

1900.

The generation of steam is effected by

boilers of various types, arranged in two dis-

tinct plants,' the main installation containing

16 boilers, with a total of 3,550 square

metres heating surface, with coal firing,

while the secondary plant contains 3 boilers

each of 100 square metres surface, arranged

to be fired with lignite. This second plant

provides the steam for the steam hammers
and tor air compressors and rolling-mill en-

gines. The main plant supplies steam for

ihe various engines exhibited, amounting in

all to about 12,000 h. p., most of which is

used for the generation of electricity. Su-

perheating is very generally applied, thus

msuring dry steam, and a central conden-

sing plant, capable of handling 30,000 to

3S,ooo kilogrammes of steam per hour, en-

ables the engines to operate with an ex-

cellent vacuum. Although the location by

the banks of the Rhine permits an ample

supply of water, the condensing water is

used repeatedly, in order to permit the ex-

hibition of the operation of the cooling tow-

ers, these handling about 1,200 cubic metres

of water per hour. Feed water purifiers,

pumps, and varied auxiliary machinery

completes this portion of the power plant.

The engmes include vertical and horizon-

tal compound types, from 3,000 h. p. down,

besides a de Laval steam turbine of 100 h.

p. and a number of gas engines. Especially

interesting in this latter connection is the

presence of one gas-driven blowing engine

of 1,000 h. p., and two of 600 h. p., and also

a com.plete gas power plant of 800 h. p. for

operation of a rolling mill.

Although much electric driving is in-

stalled, an especial display is made of com-

pressed air transmission, and numerous ap-

plications are installed, while hydraulic ma-

chinery, especially as used in iron and steel

works, forms an essential feature.

We have then, at the Diisseldorf exposi-

tion an excellent opportunity of studying

the latest developments in connection with

the generating and applying of power.

Large engines, supplied with superheated

steam, and exhausting into a main central

435
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condenser, supplied with cooling towers

are directly connected with high-tension

polyphase electric generators, for the dis-

tribution of energy in the most effective

manner. Side by side with these are found

internal combustion motors, fed with lean

gas, and by-products, operating on the larg-

est scale with high economy. The presence

of compressed air and of hydraulic trans-

mission, make comparisons practicable,

while the small amount of belting and rope

driving used serves only to emphasise the

transformation which has taken place in

the transmission and distribution of power.

The location of the exposition necessarily

indicates that the principal exhibits of

manufactured products fall within the de-

partments of mining and metallurgy for

which the district of Rhenish Westphalia is

famous. The eminence of Diisseldorf as

an art centre, however, gives the depart-

ment of fine arts a prominence which might

otherwise be lacking, and rounds out the

whole in a thoroughly acceptable manner,

it is too soon to predict the outcome of the

exposition, but its influence upon the appli-

cations of science which constitute the field

of engineering cannot fail to be both inter-

esting and stimulating.

The Sterilisation of Water by Ozone.

We have referred more than once in

these columns to the possibility of employ-
ing ozone in the sterilisation of water upon
the large scale, with especial reference to

the methods of MM. Marmier and Abra-
ham, as installed at Lille, in France. ""Ve

now have, in a recent issue of the Gesund-
hdts-Ingenieur, an account of the apparatus
of Siemens & Halske, with the results of an

examination of its performance made by
Dr. Erlwein, of Berlin.

All ozone generating apparatus is based
upon the ozone tube of Dr. Werner Sie-

mens, first made in 1857, in which electrical

discharges between tinfoil-covered glass

tubes, ozonised the air in the annular space
between. The present practical devices are

of two kinds, one employing flat plates, with-
out water-cooling, and the other using tubu-
lar electrodes cooled by internal circulation

of water.

The apparatus at Martinikenfeld. upon
vhich the investigations of Dr. Erlwein
were made, has a capacity of 10 cubic metres

per hour. This apparatus, the details of

which are given in the paper, consists essen-

tially of suitable reservoirs, together with a

preliminary rapid filter; for the removal of

the major portion of the bacteria, of a tow-

er for the treatment of the filtered water by

ozone, and of the ozone generating plant.

The rapid filters were of the Krohnke type,

the water being forced through a body of

sand by a head of about 2 metres. The
ozone tower was i square metre in area

and 5 metres high, and contained lumps of

broken stone, the water being sprinkled

from above and trickling down against the

i^ising current of air charged with ozone.

The ozone generator consisted of four pairs

ot plates, I metre square, each plate being

of glass covered with a metallic coating,

the dry air being delivered between the

plates, and a pressure of 10,000 to 15,000

volts being maintained. About I horse

power is required to maintain each pair of

plates in action, and the delivery is about

25 to 30 grammes of ozone per h. p. hour.

The experiments were made upon a mix-

ture of water from the Charlottenburg local

supply and raw water from the Spree, and a

number of examinations showed it to con-

tain from 40,000 to 200,000 bacteria per

ci bic centimetre. After passage through

the apparatus this water was in many cases

absolutely sterilised, and in but a few in-

stances there were found from 2 to 11 bac-

teria per cubic centimetre. The mean con-

sumption was about 2.5 grammes of ozone

per cubic metre of water, the air containing

about 3 grammes of ozone per cubic metre.

An interesting feature of the process was

the effect of the ozone in removing colour

from water. The difficulty in decolourising

waters containing iron, or colouring matter

from peat beds, is well knov/n, but these

experiments showed that such colour is al-

most entirely removed by the action of the

ozone. For such efifects it is found desirable

to follow the ozonising with ^ final sand

filtration. A convenient arrangement for

this purpose i= shown, in which the ozonised

air first bubbles up through the water, and

io then delivered to the bottom of a tower

containing broken stone. The water, after

th preliminary contact with the ozone, is

passed through a rapid sand filter, and then

passed down through the tower, meeting the

ozone once more, this procedure effectually
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removing the colour as well as producing

complete sterilisation, with a consumption

of about 3 to 3-5 grammes of ozone per

cubic metre of water.

The principal question, namely, that of

cost, may be deduced from the above data,

smce it is mainly dependent upon the cost

of power at the point of installation. Of
the effectiveness of ozone in the sterilisation

and decolorisation of water, there appears to

be no doubt. Probably the practical appli-

cation of the method will be found in com-

bmation with effective filtration plants for

the removal of the greater portion of the

bacteria, followed by treatment with ozone

in times of epidemic or other occasions de-

manding additional precautions. The pres-

ence of colour may also determine the ex-

tent to which the ozone plant may need to be

used, this forming a sort of auxiliary to

the main filtration plant. The cost will in

this way be kept within practical limits,

while at the same time the administration

will be at all times prepared to cope with

any emergency which may arise.

Electric Tramways in Germany.

It is the custom of the Elektroteclmische

Zeitschrift to gather and arrange the sta-

tistics of the electric tramways of Germany
in a yearly exhibit, presenting the data in

a verjf completely tabulated form, accom-

panying these facts with such comments

as may enable the work of the year to be

compared with the results of previous years.

We now have the report for the year past,

the data being brought down to October i,

1901. This is a month later than has been

the custom, the change being made in order

to secure later data, and hence it must be

remembered that the present figures are for

13 months. Included in the electrical data

are the figures for the Marienfeld-Zossen

high-speed military railway, although this

is not for public transport, but solely for

experimental investigations of the govern-

ment.

The prevailing business depression in

Germany has somewhat affected the con-

struction of electric railways in Germany, at

least to the extent of retarding new projects,

and although good progress is shown, the

remarkable development of the past few
years has not been maintained.

As usual, the tabulated information in-

cludes the time of construction, character

of system, as overhead, underground, accu-

mulator, or special, also the length of track,

number and character of vehicles, and data

concerning the generating stations, whether

the source of current is from a special sta-

tion or from a general supply works.

It will be necessary to refer to the tabu-

lated matter of the original article for de-

tailed information concerning any particular

railway, but a general summary may be

given here.

The number of generating centres has in-

creased from 99 on September i, 1900. to

113 on October i, 1901, a gain of 14 per

cent., or 'about the same as in the previous

year. The increase in track, however, has

fallen off very much, the gain in road

length having fallen from 40 per cent, in

1899-1900, to 8 per cent, in 1900-1901, and

the gain in total track being but 6.9 per cent

as against nearly 50 per cent, in the previous

year.

The existing roads, however, have been

worked much more extensively, than in the

previous year, so much so that the increase

in electrical output of the stations has been

as great as in 1899-1900, or more than 40 per

cent., while there has been a gain of 21 per

cent, in motor cars, and 25 per cent, in

trailers during the past year.

There has thus been as great an increase

in the generation of electricity for traction

purposes as in the previous year, but it has

been mainly expended in handling increased

traffic over existing lines, and not in pro-

viding power for new lines. This is what

might be expected, apart from any business

depression ; the most important cities hav-

ing been provided with tramway systems,

and the most urgent demands for inter-

urban communication having been provided.

Indeed it is a more healthy condition to

find such a growth in the business of exist-

ing lines than to have it appear in the rush

to develop new enterprises.

A noteworthy advance is found in the

increased use of accumulator batteries for

the purpose of equalizing the load upon

generating stations, this branch showing a

gain of 51 per cent, over the previous year.

It is also interesting to note that the con-

sumption of electrical energj^ per car has

diminished and the consumption per kilo-

meter has increased, thus showing an in-
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creased efficiency as well as a gain in ser-

vice.

At the present time there are in opera-

tion in Germany 3,099 kilometers (about

1,900 miles) of road, or 4,549 kilometers of

single track, (about 2,800 miles), operating

7,290 motor cars and 4,967 trailers.

Germany thus remains far ahead of the

other countries ot Europe in the use of elec-

tric traction, although she is far behind the

United States.

The principal object of interest in elec-

tric traction is undoubtedly the high-speed

military road between Marienfeld and Zos-

sen. Although various trials have been made,

it yet remains to be demonstrated that

higher speed can there be attained than has

already been accomplished by steam loco-

motives. At the same time it is a matter for

congratulation to find that such important

experiments are undertaken by govern-

ment, while at the same time it is curious

to note that expenditures which would be

most difficult to obtain for scientific experi-

ments in the interests of peaceful industries

are readily obtained for matters military.

Speaking Photography.

The conversion of various forms of en-

ergy into articulate speech appears to be

running through a course, which, if not al-

together of commercial vale is none the less

of great scientific interest. Thus the phon-

autograph of Leon Scott, which recorded

the vibrations of a diaphragm under the

influence of spoken words upon a smoked
cylinder in translatable characters, was fol-

lowed in 1877 by the phonograph of Edi-

son, which even in it? crude early form,

was capable of "answering back" in more
or less audible manner. Then came the

graphophone of Berliner, the improved Ed-

ison phonograph, and the telegraphophone

of Poulsen.

In the meantime the development of the

telephone and the microphone, as remark-

ably sensitive receivers and converters of

electrical variations into articulate sounds,

came to aid in the problem.

In 1880 Professor Alexander Graham
Bell, in the course of his investigations

into the relations of the vibrations of light

and electricity, devised the selenium cell, in

which the impinging of a ray of light upon
selenium modified its electrical conductivity,

this enabling the action of the light to be

converted into sound, and heard in a tele-

phone receiver placed in the electric circuit.

More recently some very interesting ob-

servations have been made upon the action

of vibrations upon electric arcs, and the

researches of Jr'rofessor Simon, of Erlangen,

and of Mr. Duddell, in England, have shown
that the electric arc may be used as a tele-

phDne transmitter. Thus, ih the experiments

of Professor Simon a transformer was
placed in the circuit of an arc lamp, a bat-

tery and microphone being placed in the

secondary circuit. Sounds delivered into

the microphone transmitter were then

clearly reproduced in the arc, which emitted

musical notes, and responded visibly to the

variations in the microphone. When the

microphone is replaced by a telephone, the

arc becomes a transmitter and the vibra-

tions in the vicinity of the arc are converted

into audible sounds in the telephone.

The result of such experim_ents naturally

indicated the possibility of using the ray

of light as a means of transmitting mes-

sages without the use of a wire, and in the

radiophone of Professor Bell, shown at the

Chicago exhibition of 1893 messages sent

by a ray of light were received upon a

selenium cell.

We now have a further application of this

conversion of light into electricity and sound

in the so-called photographophon, described

in a paper presented by Herr Zacharias in

a recent issue of Glasers Annalen. This

apparatus, devised by Herr Ruhmer, con-

sists of a receiver, in which the vibrations

of an arc lamp are received and perma-

nently recorded upon a rapidly moving pho-

tographic film, in a similar manner to that

used in making moving pictures. When
such a film is caused to move in front of a

strong light, and the images of the marks

oil the moving surface are focussed upon a

selenium cell, the variations in the light are

converted into variations in electrical resist-

ance, and thus into audible sounds in tele-

phone receivers placed in the same electrical

circuit as the selenium cell. Experiments

with this interesting apparatus are still in

progress, but thus far it has been found

possible to photograph sounds and record

them upon films for indefinite reproduction

to unlimited audiences.

The utility of such a device is yet to be
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demonstrated, and indeed the various forms

of phonographs have so far proved them-

selves to be little more than toys. At the

same time there are possibilities which may
yet be developed which wuU render these

interesting pieces of apparatus valuable.

The moving picture has found its principal

application thus far in amusing and enter-

taining various popular assemblies, although

examples are not lacking of its use in sci-

entific demonstration. The photography of

the sounds accompanying an action upon the

same film with the pictures, and their simul-

taneous reproduction would be an experi-

ment at once interesting and valuable. Again

it may be possible to convert light varia-

tions, themselves silent, into sounds which

may lead to their interpretation in a manner
hitherto impossible, and thus widen the

scope of scientific research and discovery.

• We have thus far been able to convert into

sound the vibrations of mechanical, elec-

trical, magnetic, luminous, and chemical

forms of energy. It remains to reverse these

phenomena, and transmit visible images by

means of vibrations, a problem often an-

nounced as solved, but as yet undemon-
strated, although there is every reason to

believe it capable of solution.

The Modern Steam Locomotive.

In the course of an interesting paper upon

the modern locomotivej presented before the

Societe d'Encouragement de ITndustrie

Nationale, M. Edouard Sauvage brings out

some points which may well be borne in

mind when considering any sudden trans-

formation in the character of motive power

for main-line railways.

Thus it is estimated that at the close of

the nineteenth century there were in op-

eration upon the railways of the world, be-

tween 130,000 and 140,000 steam locomo-

tives, not including machines used on tram-

ways or other special service. That is to

say, there is about one locomotive for ev-

ery 10,000 inhabitants of the earth.

Assuming a very moderate estimate of

value, M. Sauvage considers that these are

worth 4 to 5 milliards of francs (£160,000,-

000 to £200,000,000—$800,000,000 to $1,-

000,000,000) , while there are constantly

employed in operating, tending, and re-

pairing these locomotives about half a mil-

lion men I Truly an important department

of industry, and evidence of the impress

which the work of the engineer has made
upon the civilisation and industry of the

world

!

Without attempting to discuss the details

of all the varied types of locomotives, M.
Sauvage gives some interesting points con-

cerning the development of the locomotive

in various parts of the world. Concerning

the normal gauge of 1,435 millimetres (4 ft.

fc)>4 in.), this has been considered too nar-

row, by many, and there is no doubt that

wider gauges have their advantages. At
the same time M. Sauvage points out that,

even with the present gauge, the load upon

the rails has increased to such an extent

as to demand the greatest stififness and

weight, and this would have been even a

more severe requirement had there been

wider locomotives and cars to be carried.

Thus in Europe, prior to 1875, the usual

weight of an express passenger train, not

including the locomotive and tender, did not

exceed 100 metric tons, and it is but a few

years since a train of 200 tons was consid-

ered very heavy. To-day we are approach-

ing trains of 300 tons, demanding locomo-

tives capable of hauling them at express

speed.

For freight trams, and especially for min-

eral trains, it is the question of the cost of

transport which is the determining element,

but for passenger service other conditions

predominate, such as speed, convenience and

luxury of vehicles, frequency of trains, etc.,

and these must be provided independently

of cost of construction or operation.

The handling of freight, as M. Sauvage

well says, not always best done by heavy

trains at slow speeds, although this may
appear to be the most economical of fuel,

and hence of total cost. There are other

things besides fuel which enter into the cost

of the ton-kilometre. In England freight

trains of moderate weight are hauled at

fair speeds, usually by engines with three

coupled axles. On the Continent the slow,

heavy trains prevail, while in the United

States very heavy trains, drawn by colossal

locomotives with four coupled axles, with

weights of 18 to 22 tons per axle, are

found.

As already indicated, the elements of

total cost are numerous and complicated,

and it is a mistake to consider the effici-
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ency of a locomotive as dependent directly

upon the fuel consumption. It is compar-

atively easy to charge each locomotive with

the fuel and lubricant consumed and with

the repairs which it requires, as well as the

wages of its attendants. The proportion of

general expense and the charge for its own

depreciation may be closely approximated

so that in generail the debit side of the ac-

count may be considered as fairly attainable.

On the other hand, it is most difficult to

measure the service which is rendered by a

locomotive in any manner which can be

made comparable with other engines. Some-

times it is taken as proportional to the mile-

age, but this is a very indefinite element

when the weight and speed are not included.

The train-mile is also indeterminate, since

the weights vary, and the speed and the pro-

file of the line may still exert preponder-

ating influences. The service which a loco-

motive may render also depends in a very

great degree upon the usage which it re-

ceives. If powerful engines are used to

haul moderate trains and given close atten-

tion and care, the fuel-consumption and

repair-expenses per kilometre may be kept

low. If, on the contrary, the engines are

given the heaviest trains which they are

capable of hauling at the required speed, the

boilers are forced and the steam is not used

economically, and the fuel consumption is

necessarily high. At the same time the ex-

pense of attendance is much better utilised,

and especially the capital charges form a far

smaller element in the cost per ton-kilo-

metre. It must be remembered that the

whole question of freight transport is not

one of the locomotives alone, to be consid-

ered as regards their economical perform-

ance by themselves; they should always be

considered in connection with all the ex-

penses of the entire railway management
and operation.

M. Sauvage proceeds to examine modern
locomotive construction in detail, consider-

ing the machine as composed of three dis-

tinct elements, the boiler, or steam gener-

ator; the engine, in which the steam is

used; and the vehicle, by which both are

carried. It is impossible here to follow him
in the study which he makes of the details

of each of these essential portions, the

reader must be referred to the original pa-

per, and to the paper of Mr. Charles R.

King, commenced elsewhere in this issue.

It is sufficient to recall the fact that the

subject is treated in the broadest manner,

by an engineer, who while French by na-

tionality and practice, is cosmopolitan both

in ideas and information, one whose opin-

ions are far above local or national preju-

dice, and are based upon wide knowledge

used with consummate ability.

Industrial Applications of Carbonic Acid.

The practicability of producing liquefied

gases in commercial quantities has led to

the suggestion of various useful applications

in the arts, and in certain directions such ap-

plications have already become of material

importance. Carbonic acid was one of the

earliest of the gases to be reduced to a

liquid state, and is still one of the cheapest

and hence it has advanced furthest in its

industrial applications. For this reason the

exhaustive paper of M. E. Mathias, in re-

cent issues of the Revue Generate des Sci-

ences, upon the preparation and uses of

liquid carbonic acid demands notice, and
the record which is given of existing prac-

tice may lead to further applications.

Taking up first the production of liquid

carbonic acid, M. Mathias divides the meth-

ods into two classes : those which produce

a gas sufficiently pure to be reduced to the

liquid state with but a slight preliminary

purification, and those which produce a

gaseous mixture containing from 15 to 35

per cent, of carbonic acid, the balance con-

sisting of air or other inert gases, which

are not absorbed by an alkaline carbonate.

In the first class are grouped the processes

using the gas from natural sources, such as

are found in volcanic districts, also the gas

given off during the fermentation of grain

in brewing, and the gas produced by the

action of acids upon natural carbonates.

Passing over the first source as of lim-

ited use, we consider the utilisation of the

gas produced in the operations of brewing.

This source of gas is due to the fact that

in the transformation of glucose into alco-

hol, there is liberated, along with small

quantities of glycerine and of succinic acid,

a quantity f carbonic acid about equal m
\ eight to that of the alcohol formed. This

gas is very pure, but it is given off very

slowly, and its collection is attended with

\-irious difficulties, so that up to the pres-
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ent time most of it has been permitted to

escape unutilised.

The production of carbonic acid by the

action of dilute sulphuric acid upon lime-

stone or marble dust was at one time the

principle method employed, but it has now
gone almost entirely out of use. The gas

contained entrained sulphuric acid, as well

as salts of lead, and these are by no means

removed by the purification methods or-

cmarily employed, and indeed the use of

gas made by this process is prohibited in

several countries.

The present method, is usually that of the

second class, in which a gaseous mixture,

rich in carbonic acid, is passed through a

solution of an alkaline carbonate, from

which the r.bsorbed gas is afterwards sep-

arated by heat and collected in a receiver for

liquefaction.

The gas for use by this method may be

produced in a great variety of ways, the

great advantage being that the process may
be used in connection with some other

branch of manufacture, from which the

gases are a by-product of trilling cost. Thus
furnace gases, containing a large proportion

of carbonic oxide, may be burned completely

to carbonic acid, and the resulting mixture

passed through a scrubber and then absorbed

by carbonate of sodium or potassium. Gas
from lime kilns or from coke ovens may be

used, or in fact any source of carbonic acid

as a by-product which does not render it

liable to contain gases which are absorbed

1 the alkaline carbonate. The absorption

of the gas is effected in some apparatus

similar to the well-known Glover tower,

the principle object being to insure as com-
plete a contact as possible between the liqui 1

and the gases. By then exposing the so-

lution of carbonic acid to heat, usually by
means of steam coils, the gas is given off

again. It is then practically pure, requir-

ing only filtration through charcoal, and
drying with sulphuric acid, or with chloride

of calcium, to be ready for compression.

The liquefaction is usually effected in a

two-stage compressor, the gas being cooled

between the stages, the pressure depending
upon the temperature, and ranging from

70 to 8o kilogrammes per square centimetre

(995 to 1,138 pounds per square inch.) The
liquid gas is pure, with the exception of a

small quantity of air, which latter may be

removed, when an absolutely pure gas is re-

quired, by fractional distillation.

M. A'lathias describes the construction and
use of the cylinders in which the liquid gas

is collected and transported, and then pro-

ceeds to discuss some of the commercial ap-

plications of the product. Naturally one of

the first applications proposed was that of

artificial refrigeration. By the use of the

liquid gas as a medium in refrigerating ma-

chines in a manner similar to ammonia,
practically the same efficiency may be ob-

tained with apparatus of much smaller di-

mensions.

The more general use of the liquid gas,

however, is as a portable material for the

production of cold. In this way it is em-
ployed in hotels, restaurants, and sim-

ilar service. It is also used in the same con-

nection for the carbonating of waters, for

the enlivening of malt liquors, and in the

form of the well-known "sparklets" these

ai^plications have become familiar in the

household.

Attempts to use the liquefied gas as a

source of motive power must necessarily be

very limited. In all stationary situations

the power will always be more economically

produced by direct means similar to those

employed for compressing the gas. When,
however, economy is not the question, as in

aeronautics, or in submarine torpedo work,

it may be possible to use some such form of

stored energy, but up to the present time, no
really satisfactory carbonic acid motor has

been made, although numerous attempts

have been made by eminent engineers.

Among uses as yet of minor importance,

but which may develop into commercial

vp'ue, may be mentioned the application in

tanneries, for the removal of the lime used

to take the hair off the skins ; in processes

of sterilisation ; for the extinguishing of

fires ; and especially of its employment, as

by Krupp, in steel-working, both for the

contraction of hoops on guns, by cooling,

and for the compression of steel ingots, by
the enormous pressure produced at high

temperatures.

In addition to the above applications,

liquefied carbonic acid is of use in the labor-

atory for various experimental purposes, as

well as in practical chemical technology,

materially increasing the range of temper-

ature available at the lower end of the scale.
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The Evaporation of Water.

Among various industrial operations there

is probably none more common than that

of the conversion of energy by means of the

evaporation of water by the application of

heat to the exterior of a containing vessel.

Some portions of this subject have been

very fully investigated, especially those re-

lating to the steaming capacity of boilers in

power plants, but these have mainly been

determined on the basis of evaporation per

unit of heating surface and of grate sur-

face, as well as per unit of fuel consumed,

and observations upon temperatures have

necessarily been limited. When lower tem-

peratures are employed, however, as in the

case of evaporating pans, and steam coils

such as are used in sugar refineries, and in

breweries, it becomes possible to make more

reliable experiments and to determine data

and co-efficients for scientific work. At

the same time there is no very reliable

information at the quantitative relations

between heat applied and water evaporated,

although the theoretical questions are very

definitely established. Thus the experiments

of Mollier showed the coefficient of heat

transmission, or the quantity of heat trans-

mitted through I square metre in one hour

for a difference of I degree centigrade, for

very thin copper, varied between 2,270 and

6,900 calories. Since the influence of the

thin metal might be neglected, these great

variations can only be attributed to_errors

of experiment, and Mollier suggested that

they might be due to entrained air.

Taking average conditi6ns into account,

he states that a fair value may be consid-

ered to be about 3,500 calories.

The whole question has been made the

subject of a very thorough series of experi-

ments by Dr. H. Claassen, and from a paper

which he has recently contributed to the

Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher In-

genieure, some interesting conclusions may
be given.

So far as the experimental results are

concerned, these are fully tabulated in the

paper, to which reference must be made

;

but an examination of these results shows

that the coefficient of transmission depends

upon three elements: the temperature of the

heating medium, usually steam ; the tem-

perature of the evaporated liquid ; and the

rate of variation in temperature.

Thus for a heating temperature of 100° C.

and an evaporative temperature in vacuum
pan, of 60.2° C, the transmission coffiecient

was 2,816 calories, while with the same

heating temperature and with an evaporat-

ing temperature of 71° C, the coefficient

fell to 2,126 calories. Again when evapor-

ating against atmospheric pressure, or at a

temperature of 100° C, with heating tem-

perature of lies'" C., the coefficient was

1.823 calories, while when the heating tem-

perature was raised to 124.8° C, the coeffi-

cient became 2,947 calories, showing the in-

crease with the increase in difference of

temperature.

The experiments also included researches

upon the influence of the concentration of

the solution to be evaporated, in the case

of apparatus for the evaporation of saline

or saccharine solutions, as v.'^ell as the in-

fluence of the depth of the liquid in the

pan, and consequent head of water against

which the evaporation was effected. All

these results are fully tabulated, thus fur-

nishing valuable data for reference.

In general the conclusions drawn from the

experiments were as follows

:

The coefficient of heat transmission in-

creases with an increase in the difference

of temperature, but within the limits of

the investigations the law of this increase

could not be determined.

The coefficient of transmission also in-

creases when both the temperatures of heat-

ing and of evaporation are increased. The

coefficient is diminished when the head of

water on the liquid is increased, this nat-

urally being due to the increased pressure.

In the evaporation of water from solu-

tions, the coefficient is much affected by

the character of the solution and by the

degree of concentration. Under similar

conditions saline solutions show slightly

higher coefficients than pure water, while

for saccharine solutions the coefficient

diminishes with the concentration.

The arrangement and character of the

heating surface naturally affects the evap-

oration, and the use of superheated steam

for evaporating is followed by a very

marked increase in the value of the co-

efficient of transmission.
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The Maximum Loading of Trains.

In the attempts to secure the greatest

commercial economy of the transport of mer-

chandise there has been a continual increase

in the weight of freight trains, and the ad-

vantages of maximum loading have been

advocated as conducting the greatest econ-

omy. This important question in railroad-

ing was discussed at length in a paper re-

cently presented before the New York
Railroad Club by Air. E. E. Russell Trat-

man, and published in Engineering News.
The real question at issue appears to be

the determination of what is really maxi-

mum train loading, and whether, in the at-

tempt to secure maximum loading it does

not sometimes become excessive loading.

On this point Mr. Tratman says

:

"In certain cases, no doubt, the maximum
loading has been carried to an extreme

But whatever may be the facts in individual

cases, there can, I think, be no doubt that

the heavy engine, heavy car load and heavy

train load have been proved satisfactory

and have come to stay. It is futile for the

equipment man to complain that the cars

are being damaged by the new conditions,

or for the maintenance-of-way man to com-
plain about the effects upon the track, with

any idea that the conditions will be modified

to suit the cars or track. On the contrary,

the cars and tracks must be made to fit the

traffic conditions, and rightly so, since it is

the traffic which makes the business and

earns the revenue. There is not the slight-

est prospect of any backward step in the

present tendency to consolidate freight traf-

fic into heavy trains hauled by heavy en-

gines, and it is the proper way and work of

the various departments of the service to

facilitate operation of traffic under these

conditions to the best of their ability."

In examining this question Mr. Tratman
has made extensive inquiries concerning the

wear and general injury or disturbance to

track on the divisions where the heaviest

engines are employed, in order to be able

to make a balance account between the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the system.

The details of the responses to these in-

quiries are given in the paper, to which
the reader is referred, but the general con-

clusions may be given here.

The reports show that the heavy traffic

has involved much wear and tear upon the

roads, and that the work and expense of

track maintenance have increased with the

use of heavy engines and trains.

Additional wear and failure has also been

shown to occur upon the cars and rolling

stock in general, but at the same time the

losses from all these additional expenses do
not offset the gain due to the higher effici-

ency of the system as a whole and to the

greater proportion of productive to general

expense. Taking all these points into ac-

count, as deduced from authoritative re-

sponses from many of the leading railways

in the United States. Mr. Tratman draws

the following conclusions

:

1. The heavy engines, cars and trains for

freight service have come to stay, for the

reason that the "maximum train" method
of handling the traffic has shown an ulti-

mate economy in spite of the large sums
expended in improving the road and the

rolling equipment.

2. There is undoubtedly an increased

wear of the track and cost of maintenance

of way due to the heavy equipment and

trains and it would be wise economy in

very many cases to make liberal expendi-

tures in materially increasing the strength

of the track. The engineer has been able to

show conclusively the ultimate economy to

be obtained by large expenditures in general

improvements and it is now time for the

e gineer of maintenance of way to show a

similar economy, to be obtained by expendi-

tures upon the track itself. If he fails to

impress the management with a realization

of these economies, the only thing to be done

is to make the best of what he has for there

is no chance of driving away the heavy en-

4-1.3
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gines, cutting down the car loads, or reduc-

ing the train loads to conform to the eco-

nomical capacity of the existing track. Be-

sides the track proper, improvements in

passing tracks, double tracking, yard and

terminal facilities, etc., offer further op-

portunities for effecting economy in opera-

tion.

3. While the present large engines and

cars are generally satisfactory, many im-

provements remain to be made, especially

in reducing the dead weight and strength-

ening the weak parts which develop under

the severe conditions of service. Improve-

ments in draft rigging, in brake equipment

and in the proper maintenance of coupler

and brake equipment are specially to be

noted. It seems unlikely that the capacity of

cars will be increased. Such a step is neith-

er necessary nor desirable, for, with the ex-

ception of certain class of freight (and these

often hauled in one direction only), the

large cars are very frequently run with loads

far beneath their capacity.

4. It would seem that we had about

reached the limit of economical weight of the

locomotives. Actual weights may still be ex-

ceeded in certain cases, but engines of 90 to

125 tons may fairly be considered to repre-

sent the limit in mere power and weight.

The future progress will be rather in in-

creasing the number of such engines, in

improving their construction to obtain fur-

ther economy in service and in improving

the methods designed to work them to their

full capacity.

5. The tonnage rating system for mak-
irg up trains has by no means reached its

full development, either in the facility of its

application under varying conditions, or in

securing the desired end of uniformly giv-

ing the engines a full load. In fact, much
greater development may be expected in

these directions than in the direction of

building heavier locomotives.

6. Improvements are much needed in the

work of getting the traffic over the road with

as little delay as possible. These may be

effected partly by increased track and ter-

minal facilities, additional tracks, modern
water and coal stations, the block system,

etc., but more especially by greater prompt-

ness in handling cars and trains at division

and terminal points. Closely related to

this matter are the problems of restricting

the use of cars for storage and the im-

proper use of foreign cars. An auxiliary

fast service of smaller and lighter cars for

the economical and prompt handling of

small shipments in local freight traffic may
come at some future time as an offset to

the comparatively slow and enormously

heavy trains of large capacity cars.

This discussion of the subject only em-

phasizes the position taken elsewhere in

this issue in discussing the performance

of Belgian and American locomotives in

Egypt, namely, that no detail in railway

management should be considered by itself,

but that it is the profitable and advantage-

ous working of the whole wjiich must al-

ways be considered.

The Service of the Automobile.

In an interesting paper recently present-

ed before the Engineer's Society of West-

ern Pennsylvania, and published in the

Proceedings of the society, Mr. Hiram
Percy Maxim discusses automobiles from

a very practical standpoint.

Leaving on one side the present popular-

ity of automobiles as pleasure vehicles, Mr.

Maxim proceeds to discuss the question

from the position of the engineer, and to

show its relation to existing conditions of

transportation.

"Urban or city transportation, or at least

that part of it which is to-day having trouble

with its motive power is divided into four

classes

:

1st. The transportation, in a private ve-

hicle, over irregular routes, of usually one

but possibly two passengers engaged in such

service as the daily visiting of physicians,

contractors, collectors, inspectors, and sim-

ilar business men.

2d. The transportation of one or more

passengers over irregular routes in a hired

vehicle driven by a hired driver, or, as is

better known, cab service.

3d. The transportation of several pas-

sengers by regular omnibus lines on city

streets which are prohibited to street cars.

4th. The collection transportation and

distribution of miscellaneous, city and sub-

urban merchandise.

In every one of these services the horse

has gradually become unsatisfactory as a

motive power. The reason for his inability

to prove satisfactory now, when he has been
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satisfactory for centuries past, is of course

due to the changes that have been made in

motive power in all other branches of trans-

portation. If it were not that system rail-

road and the electric street car had set

standards which other forms of transporta-

tion must meet, there is no doubt that the

horse would have continued to give satis-

factory service in the work we are consid-

ering.

In order to provide data suitable for an

engineering consideration of the subject,

Mr. Maxim made mileage tests, showing the

proportion of the time which a vehicle ren-

dered available service. He also made in-

vestigations into the energy expenditure per

ton-mile in various kinds of service, with

the result of showing, from plotted curves,

that the automobile, even as it exists to-day

is better able to do the useful, commercial

work of transport, than is the horse.

These investigations, as discussed in the

paper, extended over all four of the classes

enumerated, and in all of them the superior-

ity of the machine over the animal is shown,

although in varying degrees. The most fa-

vorable showing appears to be in the trans-

port of merchandise, such as local express

service. This service is undoubtedly des-

tined to grow with the rapid extension of

local delivery into suburban districts, where

the horse is most deficient because of the

necessity for higher speeds over continually

increasing distances.

Mr. Maxim is of opinion that electric

motive power is the best for all such city

service, and undoubtedly it is in the city, if

anywhere, that electricity can do its best

work. At the same time the developments

in internal-combustion motors for automo-

bile service have made them the favored

power for long-distance ser\-ice, and it is

by no means certain that they will not

prove the best for business purposes.

Comparing the two sources of power, Mr.
Maxim says

:

"I think electricitj' as a motive power
will be used first for express service be-

cause we can get the maximum reliability

from it. In making the substitution of a

mechanical motive power for the horse in

express service to-day we have to get some-
thing that will work pretty nearly right the

first time. As far as reliability goes we
might say that electricity is almost fool-

proof. We are dealing with a revolution

here. We have to throw down a lot of

strong ideas and prejudices, and it is my
conviction that electricity will take the field

in express service first because we can make

the electric automobile so that it is almost

independent of any skill on the part of the

driver. The driver need only steer and ap-

ply the power and take it ofif. There is no

other form of motive power available yet

in which such simple operation is possible.

There are two other motive powers in use

to-day. The gasoline engine and the steam

engine. We probably stand a better chance

of getting an absolutely automatic motor

with gasoline than we do with steam. We
can now produce a horse power hour cheap-

er with it than with any other motive power

suitable for a vehicle. We can probably get

the H. P. hour for one-half what we can

get it with a steam plant on the same ve-

hicle. It seems very doubtful whether we
shall ever get a steam plant entirely auto-

matic—one which it will be safe to make

automatic. Therefore, just as soon as we

can produce a gasoline motive power equip-

ment which requires no more skill to drive

than the electric machine does to-day, where

engine power counts for anything, the gas-

oline machine may be better than the elec-

tric. I do not believe that steam has any

chance whatever. That is why I say it is

probable the electric machine will not al-

ways have the lead. In express service,

where they cannot afford to have anything

unreliable, the gasoline may eventually

give the electric automobile a hard rub. But

I have been unable to see any chance in that

service for steam."

Leaving the question of details of con-

struction out of the question, and consider-

ing the matter solely from the point of the

demands of existing transport conditions,

it cannot be denied that relief may be had

from the mechanically propelled vehicle,

operating independently of any fixed tracks.

"Our cities nave already spread to areas

which make the irregular transportation of

passengers and merchandise over them

most difficult, and the continued develop-

ment of the prime cause of it all—the elec-

tric street car—is daily increasing the diffi-

culties. The automobile comes as a suc-

cessor to a part of the work of the horse,

just as the electric street car came as a sue-
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cesser to part of his work. From the very

nature of our civilization it becomes an ab-

solute necessity. The mechanically pro-

pelled street vehicle is as inevitable as w^as

the mechanically propelled boat, railroad

train and street car, and we might as vi^ell

include such institutions among our fads as

to include the automobile. When it comes

to their manufacture, where we will build

one for pleasure, sport, or fad, we will build

one hundred for serious work."

Compensation of Skilled Labor.

There has been much written of late

about the methods of compensating labor,

but most of it has related to the general de-

tails of different so-called systems, including

such forms of incentive as have appeared

available to obtain the best results. It is

therefore refreshing to have the matter dis-

cussed on its broad and fundamental prin-

ciples by such a man as the veteran, Mr.

John Richards, whose experience as an en-

gineer, manufacturer, and employer of labor

on both sides of the Atlantic renders him es-

pecially qualified to speak on this vital mat-

ter.

In a paper presented before the Tech-

nical Society of the Pacific coast, and pub-

lished in the Journal of the Association of

Engineering Societies, Mr. Richards treats

the subject in a manner so logical, and so

well adapted to existing and future con-

ditions, that his views demand extended

notice.

In the first place he calls attention to

the necessity for a logical definition of

the word "wages."

'Does it mean the money compensation
for workmen's time, or does it mean com-
pensation for work accomplished? These
things are essentially different and require

different terms to define them. The first

is a "rate" of wages, while the second is

the "amount" of wages. I beg that you
will keep these terms in mind, because
out of them and the relation between
them must arise much that will be said of

compensation.

"The 'amount' of wages, or compensa-
tion for work accomplished, is the labor

cost that enters into commodities, and con-
stitutes the real economic problem, the

one that directly affects our industries and
determines their success.

"The 'rate' of wages, or compensation for

workmen's time, is a social rather than an

economic problem, dealing with the intellect

and skill of workmen, their ingenuity and

power of producing; consequently it af-

fects directly the workmen themselves.

"The amount of wages is very uniform

the world over when measured by product

—

indeed, must be so, as will appear—but the

rate varies with the productive power of

workmen.

"It does not much matter to an employer

whether it requires one, two or three work-

men to produce a given result in a given

time. He can as well pay the amount of

wages to three men as to one man or two
men. The amount of the wages, measured

by production, is the matter he is directly

interested in ; but to the workmen the rate

is a serious matter, directly affecting their

social and other conditions, because it is a

measure of their personal compensation."

Having arrived at this distinction con-

cerning the possible meanings of the term

"wages," Mr. Richards proceeds to show

the postulates upon which he bases his

discussion.

First. The costs of manufactured ar-

ticles of every kind are made up of four

elements or components ; namely,—mate-

rial, wages, expense and profit.

Second. All staple articles of manufac-

ture, such as enter into the world's trade,

must have a nearly uniform or interna-

tional value.

Third. The amount of wages, entering

into the cost of manufactured commod-
ities, is also nearly uniform, and must be

so, irrespective of the rate of wages paid

for their production.

Fourth. The rate of wages depends upon

what workmen produce, or upon efficiency

of their labor and to some extent on ar-

tificial values.

Fifth. Fluctuations in the rate of

wages are commonly a result of demand

and supply.

Sixth. The amount of wages that can

be paid to produce a commodity is not an

accident, but is the result of fixed com-

mercial laws of general operation, and up-

on the relation to other components.

This idea of the general or world's

value of products is the natural outgrowth

of the general exploitation of the surface
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of the earth and the practicability of easy

and rapid communication between various

nations. As a result, demand and supply,

due originally to the difficulties in distribut-

ing the products of labor to various parts

of the world, no longer regulate the wages

element of value, and the values of articles

are measured by the cost of their produc-

tion, irrespective of the location where

they are made.

Considering now the question of employ-

ment, Mr. Richards divides the methods

mto four classes

:

First. In the scale of personal service

is slavery, where workmen are not respon-

sible.

Second. Time service, in which work-

men are partially responsible.

Third. Piece work, where a workman is

responsible for his own work alone.

Fourth. Contract work, where a whole

working force is collectively responsible.

"Now these four methods or systems of

service have the several degrees of respon-

sibility named ; that is, from all to nothing.

Responsibility is the key to efficient skilled

service. It forms the distinction between

free and slave labor and the incentive of

effort."

Here at once is seen the fundamental

principle of the compensation of labor. Men
are paid, not only for the actual articles

which they produce, but also for the de-

gree of responsibility which they bear.

Just so far as the time system resembles

slavery, so far it is degrading, tending as it

does, to relieve the men from responsi-

bility. Piece work is a step in advance,

but only a half-way house; the contract is

a still further advance, and in the pres-

ent constitution of society, it places the

men upon precisely the same basis as the

employers ; they are in business for them-

selves as much as the firm is for itself.

In the modern developments of industry

there is no possibility for the position of

labor to stand still. Manual work is being

replaced by machinery wherever it is pos-

sible for it to be done, and the result is an

inevitable sorting out of the men according

to their individuality.

It has often been said that great industrial

combinations have made it impossible for a

man successfully to conduct a manufactur-
ing business on his own account. Under

the old conception of things this is prob-

ably true, but the old conception of things

must be abandoned because it is the old

conception. As a matter of fact every man
who is really competent may go into busi-

ness for himself more readily than ever be-

fore, he can do so without any stock in

trade except his head and his hands, and

he will find that the work of his head is

far more valuable as capital than the ef-

forts of his hands. The great corpora-

tions are to him what the great purchas-

ing public was to his predecessor, an un-

limited array of customers. If he will use

i.is head he can sell to all the world his

judgment, his responsibility, his brairrs,

and the volume of his business will depend

upon his product. If he insists upon selling

the product of his hands only, he will al-

ways find himself a petty shopkeeper.

Herein the labor organizations make
their great mistake, lagging, as they must
necessarily do, behind the pace of the in-

dividuals. In demanding that their mem-
bers do time work only, in limited working

hours, with limited output, and avoida'uce

of responsibility, they really demand that

all distinctions of skill be destroyed, and,

such a system, if possible, would reduce

all to a homogeneous class like common,
unskilled laborers.

The Speed Regulation of Prime Movers.

Among the valuable papers presented at

the New York meeting of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers were two up-

on the subject of the regulation of prime

movers for operating alternators in parallel,

one of these being by Mr. C. P. Steinmetz

and the other by Mr. W. L. R. Emmet.
These are now published in the Transac-

tions of the Institute, together with the val-

uable discussion, so that the subject may
now be reviewed as a whole.

Mr. Emmet discussed the behavior of

alternators operated in parallel, and de-

scribed his investigations to discover the

cause of the oscillations which made their

appearance when two generators were

started in parallel, and after vainly search-

ing for the source of trouble in the elec-

trical portion of the plant, he finally de-

termined it to be in the engines. Here it

soon appeared that the trouble lay in the

periodic action of the governor, which,
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while performing its intended function of

maintaining a closely uniform mean rota-

tive speed, created angular oscillations in

its efforts to respond to the varying im-

pulses upon the piston.

Such oscillations naturally result from the

sensitiveness of the governor for the work

for which it was originally designed, that

is, for the maintenance of a nearly uni-

form rotative speed, and the remedy is

naturally found in the use of a damping de-

vice, usually some form of dash pot. This,

while preventing excessive oscillations, al-

so reduces the sensitiveness to load varia-

tions, but in most instances this is not felt

to an objectionable extent. When a strong

damping effect is desired, the ingenious

time-delay dash pot of Mr. Harte Cooke

may be used, this acting to interpose a

heavy resistance to the change of govern-

or position for a short period, but permit-

ting it to respond to the least change of

speed if persistent beyond the period of os-

cillation.

An interesting point in this conection is

the fact that an increase in the weight of

the fly wheel is not necessary, nor is it ad-

visable. Mr. Emmet says

:

"It is popularly supposed that it is neces-

sary to use very heavy fly wheels in or-

der that alterators may be successfully op-

erated in parallel ; it being the custom of

some engineers to consider a guarantee of

small angular variation as the equivalent

to a guarantee for parallel operation. Ex-
perience indicates that generators with light

fly wheels are most easy to operate in par-

allel. The frequency of natural oscillations

in such machines is high, and the condi-

tions of engine operation are generally

unfavorable to their development. Large
fly wheels are desirable on direct-coupled

alternators, because a steady frequency is

a valuable feature in any system. The re-

quirements of parallel operation, however,

are rather unfavorable than otherwise to

the use of heavy fly wheels."

This apparently anomalous effect is due
to ti;e fact that the lighter the fly wheel

the less the intensity of the pendulum ef-

fect of the oscillations, and the less the re-

sistance necessary to apply to the governor

in the shape of dash-pot resistance.

The discussion is especially interesting in

that it shows the inter-relation between the

various departments of enginering. Until

the question of running alternators in par-

allel came up, a few years ago, there was
probably no one feature in steam engine

design which was supposed to be more thor-

oughly worked out than that of speed reg-

ulation and control. The electrical en-

gineer comes forward with new require-

ments, and immediately the subject is reop-

ened and the new conditions met in a sci-

entific and commercial manner. The whole

question shows the transformation in

methods from the time when invention was
regarded as a sort of lucky accident, to

the present practice, in which operative

phenomena are examined in a scientific

manner, and the requirements met in the

regular course of design and construction.

The Purification of Sewage.

The question of the purification of sew-

afe is one which is gradually being taken

up of necessity by nearly every munici-

pality since either local conditions demand
its consideration, or else the pressure of ex-

ternal influences come into action.

A very interesting paper, dealing broad-

ly with the whole subject was recently pre-

sented before the Western Society of En-

gineers by Mr. John W. Alvord, and pub-

lished in the Journal of the society, from

which we make some abstracts.

The subject of purification of sewage has

interested not only the sanitary engineer,

o'-'- also the medical profession, the chem-

ist the bacteriologist and the municipal ex-

pert. The result of this has been that the

language of this specialty has become replete

with technical terms, drawn from these va-

rious professions, which cause it to be some-

times rather unintelligible. Moreover, as

is the case with every art which is in a

rapid state of advancement, new theories

are constantly being propounded, so that the

observer is often perplexed in his attempt

to decide just how much of the art is safely

or surely determined, and just how much

is still in a theoretical stage.

Mr. Alvord calls attention to the fact that

sewage purification plants are not as popular

with municipalities as water works, for in-

stance, and hence the operations are often

carried on only to such an extent as will sat

isfy the pressure of necessity. This was es-

pecially the case in former years, when the
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expense was greater than at present, but

even with the improved biological methods

the necessity for skilled supervision re-

mains.

"The purification of sewage as now prac-

ticed most successfully requires that the

process be divided into two stages

:

"In the first stage there is the necessity

of eliminating all of the greater portion of

the particles of suspended organic matter

contained in the liquid. This is accom-

plished more or less successfully by screen-

ing, sedimentation, chemical purification,

roughing filters, bacteria beds and the septic

tank. At the present time the septic tank

is generally considered to be the most eco-

nomical and efficient means of accomplish-

ing the first stage of purification.

"The second stage of purification consists

of removing the more finely suspended res-

idue and the impurities in solution. There

are many ways of accomplishing this, known
by different names, but the general principle

underlying them all is that the liquid to be

purified must be brought into contact by

wide diffusion at innumerable points with

certain forms of nitrifying bacteria in the

presence , of a sufficient supply of oxygen

and retained under such conditions a proper

length of time for complete chemical change

to be accomplished ; this properly done,

the liquid is found to be purified. Most of

the methods by which this principle is prac-

tically applied involve intermittency of ap-

plication of the liquid to the filter and its

alternating aeration. This second stage in-

volves processes commonly known as broad

irrigation, intermittent filtration, bacterial

contact beds, filters with forced aeration

and continuous filters."

Discussing the successive stages of pu-

rification, Mr. Alvord calls attention to the

importance of giving proper study to the

design and operation of the septic tank. It

is in the tank that the first and most im-

portant stage of the purification is accom-

plished, and that, by a species of bacterial

fermentation, the solid matter is broken

down and either discharged as inoffensive

gas. or passed into solution.

The septic tank has passed through the

period of doubt and distrust and is now be-

ing carried along on the popular wave of

enthusiasm. It has come to pass that al-

most any one thinks he can design such

tanks, although he may only have read of

them. Accepting the English dictum that

the sewage should rest in the tank from 12

to 24 hours, many tanks in this country

have been designed on this basis, ignoring

the fact that English domestic sewage will

often average about four times the strength

of American sewage, and that the English

climate is quite different from the climate

in this country. Mr. Alvord has found that

septic tanks are not to be designed on hap-

hazard principles, and has developed a the-

ory from four years' practical experience in

the operation of such tanks, that the par-

ticles of every sewage require a rest or fer-

mentation period within the tank the length

of time of which must be adapted to their

temperature, their concentration, their char-

acter and the volume of flow. It has been

clearly shown that if this fermentation peri-

od is unduly prolonged poisons are created

which are detrimental to the life and activ-

ity of the anerobic bacteria. Such impair-

ment of their vitality reduces their activity

and fills the tank with undecomposed sus-

pended matter, which must be necessarily

cleaned out quite often and produces an

effluent which it is difficult to oxidize. On
the other hand too short a fermentation

period does not effect that degree of puri-

fication of the suspended matter which is

possible and allows considerable suspended

matter to be carried over onto the filters

to their detriment, and also causes the tank

to fill with sludge.

The second stage consists of the oxidiz-

ing of the organic matter in solution, this

naturally involving the effective contact of

the liquid with air. Various methods have

been adopted to accomplish this result, in-

cluding broad irrigation and intermittent

filtration. The objections to the former have

been both the cost of land near large cities,

and also the offensive accumulations which

followed the method when raw sewage was

turned directly upon the ground. Contact

beds, however, have been demonstrated to

be altogether capable of dealing with the

problem, and of such beds Mr. Alvord gives

some interesting information.

Comparing a contact bed to a huge lung,

in which the filling and emptying of the

liquid corresponds to the inhaling and ex-

haling of the breath, he shows the import-

ance of providing proper, and if possible
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automatic control of the intermittent ac-

tion. The early filter beds in England re-

quired raking and cleaning, but these were

operated with raw sewage, containing solid

matter. With the advent of the septic tank,

and the consequent preparation of the sew-

age in liquid form, automatic devices became

possible, with a result of increasing the

efficiency of the process while at the same

time reducing its cost.

It is customary to operate contact beds

with two hours resting full, thirty minutes

to empty, three hours resting empty to aer-

ate, and thirty minutes or so to fill, thus

dividing the day into six-hour cycles and

providing for four fillings per day. With

strong sewage, eight-hour cycles and three

fillings and emptyings per day are some-

times best. All this work may go on con-

tinuously with the automatic devices with-

out regard to night or day, noon hour or

work hour, fair weather or storm, and this

regularity is found to be very desirable and

essential to the economical workings of the

plant, for by its means the greatest possible

effectiveness is obtained from any given

contact bed or filter.

Mr. Alvord gives some valuable data con-

cerning cost, but this must necessarily de-

pend greatly upon local conditions. Given,

however, the capacity and extent of a plant,

it is altogether practicable to determine be-

forehand the cost of sewage purification for

any given locality, and thus render the

financial side of the subject a definite mat-

ter.

The two great sources of disease are un-

doubtedly to be found in impure water and

in the presence of organic sewage, and these

two are very frequently combined. With
the purification of sewage before it is dis-

charged into streams, and the filtration of

water after it is taken from them, danger

from these two sources may be practically

eliminated, and a corresponding advance

realized in the protection of the health of

the community.

Some Resources of the United States.

In an interesting address read at the cel-

ebration of the twenty-fourth anniversary

ni the founding of the Engineers' Club of

Philadelphia, Mr. John Birkinbine called

attention to the magnitude of the resources

of the United States in a manner well de-

signed to impress his listeners with the

enormous active and latent wealth of the

country, as well as the share which the

engineer has contributed to its increasingly

rapid exploitation.

The estimated wealth of the United States

is approximately one hundred thousand mil-

lions of dollars, or an average of $1,300 per

capita of population. The output of coal

is more than three-quarters of a million

long tons per day, while the annual pro-

duct of pig iron reaches 16,000,000 tons,

requiring the mining of more than 29,000,-

000 tons of ore. The yearly output of gold

and silver exceeds $100,000,000 in value, and

this is about equalled by the value of the

annual production of copper. Lead, zinc,

and similar metals are represented by a

yearly value of $40,000,000, and as a whole,

the mineral products of the United States

in 1901 attained a grand total value of $1,-

000,000,000.

One of the most impressive facts in con-

nection with this vast array of natural re-

sources is the extent to which mechanical

appliances have been adapted to their ex-

ploitation. Thus, a single mining enter-

prise produces a million and a half tons of

marketable product a year, transports this

100 miles, delivers it into vessels which car-

ry it about 1,000 miles, and these vessels are

discharged by mechanical appliances, so

that the bulk of the iron ore is never

touched by hand from the time it was lying

in its bed until it is converted into metal.

This is but a single example of the part

which the work of the engineer has placed

in developing the great natural wealth of

the country.

"The farmer looks to the engineer for

his agricultural machinery and those in

the arid regions for dams and irrigating

ditches which make possible the growth of

crops on what would otherwise be barren

soil. The miner depends on the engineer

for the designing of shafts, laying out adits,

drifts, and gangways, in equipping mines

with ventilating and hoisting machinery, and

in transporting the mineral won. All over

the country there are evidence of the in-

fluence which the work and study of the en-

gineer have exerted upon its development,

and the position which he has occupied is

one which brings honor to the profession

and credit to the nation."
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paper by George S. Morison. Maps. 10,-

800 w. Pro Am Soc of Civ Engrs

—

March, 1902. No. 47218 E.

Docks.

Notes Collected in Relation to Docks
and Harbors in Great Britain, France and
Belgium in the Summer of 1900. Frank
W. Hodgdon. A summary of information
collected during a trip. 111. loooo w.
Jour Assn of nngng Socs—March, 1902.

No. 47618 C.

Dredges.

Light Draft Hvdraulic Dredge. Illus-

trated detailed ajscription of a dredge de-

signed for special work on the coast of the

Gulf of Mexico. Also describes the dredg-
ing machinerv, propelling machinery and
steam plant. 2000 w. Marine Engng

—

April, 1902. No. 47267 C.

Modern Dredging Machinery. (Neuere
Baggerkonstruktionen.) R. Wels. De-
scribing especially the improved suction

dredges used in America. Russia, Austra-
lia and elsewhere. Two articles, 7500 w.
Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—March 22,

29, 1902. No. 47708 each D.

Erie Canal.

The Improvement of the Erie Canal. An
illustrated article explaining the bill now
before the legislature, calling for the ap-

propriation of $30,000,000 to be devoted

•We supply copies of these articles. See page 4S7.
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to the reconstru tion of the locks, and the

relocation of the canal at certain points.

1800 w. Sci Am—April 26, 1902. i\0.

47657.

Galveston.

Plans for the Prot ction of Galveston
from Floods. Gives the principal feat-

ures of the plan adopted, and abstract of

the engineers' report, with drawings.

2500 w. Eng News—April 24. 1902. No.
4767.-^.

Government Work.

Some Needed Reforms in the Conduct
of River and Harbor Work. Extracts
from an address by Hon. Theodore E.

Burton, setting forth some of the evils at-

tendant upon tl e present method of pro-

viding for and carrying on river and har-

bor works. 2500 w. Eng News—April 17,

1902. No. 47553.

Harbor Works.

The Seaham Harbor Extension Works.
Reviews the history of this coal port and
describes the extensions to meet the re-

quirements of trade. 1200 w. Engr, Lond
—March 28, 1902. No. 47454 A.

Isthmian Canal.

A Bit of the "Ancient" History of the

Isthmian Canal Problem. John Meikle.
An account, with map, of a survey made
about the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury for a canal across the isthmus of
Darien. 2300 w. Sci Am Sup—March 29,

1902. No. 47228.

Sandy Coasts.

Grasses as Sand and Soil Binders. Ab-
stract of a pap^r by Prof. H. Lamson-
Scribner, giving the best available data
upon the protection of sandy coasts from
waves and winds. 111. 1500 w. Eng
News—April 24, 1002. No. 47672.

Tidal Basins.

Tidal Scour in Harbors, or the Function
of Tidal Basins with Special Reference to

the Harbor of Boston. Joseph P. Frizell.

Also discussion. 5300 w. Jour Assn of
Engng Socs—Feb., 1902. No. 47213 C.

CONSTRUCTION.

Building Construction.

A Successful Fire Test of Concrete-
Steel Factory Construction. Describes the
condition of a 200x250 ft. concrete-steel
building after a serious fire within it.

1000 w. Eng Rec—April 12, 1902. No.
47474-

Composite Structures. An account of
tests made of buildinsrs which did service
at the recent Paris Exposition, especially

the Pavilion of the Republic of San Ma-
rino, a system of reinforced brick work
and concrete with interwoven cores. The
economy of mi*:erial combined with re-

sistance to all kinds of demolition could

hardly be exceeded. 2800 w. Engng

—

\larch 21, 1902. No. 47290 A.
The Construction of the Hanover Bank

Tuilding-. New York. Illustrates and de-

scribes the method of constructing pneu-
matic foundations and erecting steel-work
of a 22-story office building. The details

of a large steel derrick are shown. 2000 w.
Eng Rec—April 12, 1902. No. 47473-
The Flatiron ^juilding, New York. Il-

lustrated description of the unusual struc-

tural steel detai s of a 21-story office build-

ing, triangular in plan and exposed to

wind on all sides. 4800 w. Eng Rec

—

March 29, 1902. No. 47206.

The New Jersey Law Regulating Archi-
tectural Practice. The test of a law re-

quirinr- all architects practicing in the

State to be licensed by a State Commis-
sion. 1800 w. Eng. Rec—April 26, 1902.

No. 47650.

Loads and Working Stresses for Aus-
trian Building Work. Gives the unit

stresses adopte 1 by the Austrian Society

of Engineers and Architects after an in-

vestieation covering two years. 600 w.
Eng Rec—x\pril 5, 1902. No. 47328.

Bricklaying.

Bricklaying- at the British Westinghouse
Works. J. C. Stewart, in the London
Times. Explains the mathod adopted to

double and triple the rate of bricklaying

per man in Great Britain. 1700 w. Eng
Rec—March 29, 1902. No. 47208.

Chimneys.

Chimne-" Design. Charles L. Hubbard.
Reviews methods of determining the di-

mensions of chimnevs. 111. 1800 w. Engr,

U S A—April I, 1902. No. 47354.

Fireproofing.

The Conflagration at Paterson, N. J.,

February 8 and 9, 1902. An illustrated

description of this disastrous fire and a

discussion of the lessons to be learned

from it. 4000 w. Br Build—March, 1902.

No. 47260 D.

Foundations.

Lifting and Underpinning a Nine-story

Wall. Describes the method of raising a

9-story wall of an office building nearly

two inches and underpinning it without
injury to the masonry or disturbance to

the alienment of the elevators and other

machinery. 1200 w. iing Rec—April 19.

1902. No. 47614.

The Substructure Work for the Mutual
Life Building New York. Illustrated de-

scription of the method of sinking small

pneumatic cylinders and of underpinning
heavy walls with girders on cvlinder piers.

4300 w. Eng Rec—April 19, 1902. Se-

rial, ist part. No. 4761 1.

Grain Elevator.

A Concrete Grain Elevator. Illustrated

description of a storage house embodying

JVe supply copies of these articles. See Page <fif.
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the eoncrete and wire mesh system with
steel tie rods as an additional strengthen-

ing. It is also unique in shape and size.

1600 w. Ir Age—April 3, 1902. No. 47318.

The Operation of the Modern Grain
Elevator. D. A. Willey. An illustrated

account of the construction and operation

of the modern "tank" elevators for stor-

ing and handling grain. 3000 w. hngineer-
mg Magazine—May, 1902. No. 47775 B.

Jetties.

Single Curved vs. Double Straight Jet-

ties. Lewis M. riaupt. An application of
natural laws to the removal of bars. 1700
w. Jour Fr Inst—April, 1902. No.
47396 D.

Retaining Wall.

A New Design of Concrete-Steel Re-
taining Wall. Illustrated description of a
construction patented by Frank A. Bone.
700 w. Eng N'-ws—March 27, 1902. No.
47252.

Sliding Embankments. (Fliessende
Hange) Max Singer. A description of the
yielding of the sides of a railway cutting in

the Eger valley, in Austria ; with the meth-
ods employed for retaining the embank-
ment. 4500 w. I plate. Zeitschr d Oes-
terr Ing u Arch Ver—March 14, 1902. No.
47725 B.

Road Rollers.

Oil Eneine Road Rollers. Illustrated
description of a successful application of
oil engines to road rollers. Two of these
engines have been used in France for two
years. 800 w. Engr, Lond—March 21,

1902. No. 47304 A.

Roads.

Economical Methods of Road Improve-
ment in the South. Charles H. Scott. De-
scribes treatment given roads in North
Carolina which proved both satisfactory
and economical. 1800 w. Eng News

—

March 27. 1902. No. 47256.

Improvements in Tests of Macadam Ma-
terials. Describes experiments to stand-
ardize tests of the resistance to abrasion
and of the cementing power of different
stones. 2300 w. Eng Rec—April 19, 1902
No. 47608.

Methods of Reducing the Cost of Con-
tractors' Work on Road Construction.
Halbert Powers Gillette. Concerning cer-
tain economies that will reduce the cost of
macadam road construction. 1800 w. Eng
News—March 27, 1902. No. 47257.

Recent State Road Construction in
Massachusetts. Describes mainly the
methods adopted in preparing sub grades
for broken stone anH gravel roads. 1600
w. Eng Rec—April 5, 1902. No. 47325.

Steel-Work.

The Murrav Iron Works Company's
Boiler Sho^^ Illustrated description of the
structural steel-work in a 425x190- ft. boiler

shop. 3000 w. Eng Rec—April 5, 1902.
No. 47324-

Subways.

The Pennsylvania Avenue Subway and
Tunnel, Philadelphia, Pa. George S.
Webster and Samuel Tobias Wagner. An
illustrated article presentine features of
interest in connection with this work. 21000
w. Pro Am Soc of Civ Engrs—March,
1902. No. 47215 E.

Tunneling.

A Rock Slide on the New x ork Rapid
X ransist Railway. Describes the recent
accident in constructing a tunnel 60 ft.

below the surface, which resulted in the
collapse of several house fronts. 1500 w.
Eng Rec—March 29, 1902. No. 47203.

Cave-In at the Park Avenue Rapid
Transit Tunnel. Brief illustrated account
of the accident which wrecked valuable
property between 37th and 38th streets on
Park avenue, New York City. 700 w.
Sci Am—March 29, 1902. No. 47226.

The Asnen Tunnel. A. W. Clapp. In-
teresting features in the construction work
of this tunnel of the Union Pacific R. R. in

Wyoming are described and illustrated.

1400 w. Eng & Mm Jour—^^April 12, 1902.

No. 47503.
The Extension of the Orleans Railroad

in Paris. Illustrated description of the
method of driving a double-track railway
tunnel with a roof shield. 1600 w. Eng
Rec—April 5, 1902. No. 47323.

The Park Avenue Tunnel Cave-In. Il-

lustrated description of the cause of the

accident and the method decided upon to

repair the trouble, iioo w. Sci Am

—

April 5, 1902. No. 47382.
The Progress on the East Boston Tun-

nel. Describes the method of driving a

tunnel by means of two advance drifts for

the side walls and a roof shield for the

arch. 1300 w. Eng Rec—April 19, 1902.

No. 47610.

MATERIALS.

Basalt.

Basalt and Its Uses in Engineering Con-
struction. An illustrated article describ-

ing this material and the uses to which
it has been successfully applied. 2800 w.
Quarry—April i, 1902. No. 47529 A.

Cements.

The Addition of Puzzolana to Portland
Cement (Addition de Pouzzolanes aux
Cimente Portland). R. Feret. An examin-
ation of exneriments showing the advan-
tages of the addition of ouzzolana to ce-

ment used in maritime work. 3000 w. I

plate. Ann des Ponts et Chaussees—

4

Trimestre, 1901. No. 47720 E+F.
The Classification of Crystalline Ce-

ments. Edwin C. Eckel. Formulates a

classification believed to be rational and
practical. It is based primarily upon the

W,e su-pply copies of these articles. See page 4^7-
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amount of chemical change caused by the

processes of manufacture and use; and
secondarily upon the chemical composi-
tion after setting. 2400 w. Am Geol

—

March, 1902. No. 47430 D.
The Structure of Cementing Materials.

W. Carrick Anderson. Read before the
Sci. Soc. of the Glasgow & W. of Scotland
Tech. Col. Presents much information on
the chemistry of these materials, reporting
valuable investigations. 8000 w. Quarry
—April I, 1902. No. 47530 A.

Reinforced Concrete.

The Computation of Monier Beams.
(Beitrag zur Berechnung aer Monier-
platten). Max K. v. Thullie. A review of
the methods of Barkhausen and Considere,
with application of computations of actual

examples of concrete steel construction.

2000 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u Arch
Ver—March 28, 1902. No. 47727 B.

See Civil Engineering, Bridges.

Steel Protection.

The Chemistry of the Protection of
Steel Against Rust and Fire by Concrete.
Extracts from an article by Prof. Spencer
B. Newberry, read before the Assn. of
Expanded Metal Cos.' at Chicago, sum-
marizing the chemical and physical laws
supporting the belief that concrete is an
efficient covering. 1000 w. Eng News

—

April 24, 1902. No. 47670.

Tests.

Weight Tests of Concrete Arches. Re-
port of some recently conducted weight
tests on various types of arches designed
by Jacob Schratwieser which show re-

markable results. 111. 2200 w. Ins
Engng—March, 1902. No. 4727;^ C.

Wood Preservation.

Preservative Processes for Woodwork.
H. C. Standage. Gives various processes
covering almost every case of wood requir-

ing prciservatives from exceptional decay-
ing influences. 4200 w. Builder—April
12, 1902. No. 47579 A.

MEASUREMENT.

Measuring Distances.

Measuring Cloud Distances from a
• Railvvav Train. A brief description o-f the

conditions that are involved, with the
method of determination. 1300 w. Eng
News—March 27. 1902. No. 47253.

Metre.

The Metric Convention ''La Convention
du Metre). C. E. Gu.naume. Discussing
the influence of variations in gravitation
upon the establishment of standards, also

the use of light wave-lengths as invaria-

ble references. 10,000 w. Bull Soc
d'Encour—March, 1902. No. 47723 G.

Photography.

Photography as Applied to Architec-

tural Measurement and Surveying. J.
Brido-es Lee. Indicates the great possi-
bilities of accurate photography and the
lines along which the development should
progress. 111. 6000 w. Jour Soc of Arts
—April 18, 1902. No. 47698 A.

Road Survey.

Preliminary Road Surveys in Maryland.
Describes the nature and cost of the work
of the Maryland Geological Survey. 900
w. Eng Rec—April 12, 1902. No. 47476.

Surveying.

Some Devices for Increasing the Ac-
curacy or Rapidity of Surveying Opera-
tions. Discussion of the paper by Walter
Loring Webb. 111. 13600 w. Pro Am
Soc of Civ Engrs—March, 1902. No.
47217 E.

Surveying Instruments.

Remarks upon Surveying Instruments,
with Special Reference to the Paper of
Mr. Dunbar D. Scott on the Evolution of
Mine-Engineering Instruments, and to its

Discussions. H. D. Hoskold. 111. 8400
w. Trans Am Inst of Min Engrs—Nov,
1901. No. 47538 D.

Theodolite.

The Hammer-Fennel Tachymeter-
Theodolite (Der Hammer-Fennel 'sche

Tachymeter-Theodolit). J. Stambach.
Descrintion of -^n improved stadia theodo-
lite for topographical surveying. 2000 w.
Schweizerische Bauzeitung—March 29,

1902. No. 47743 B.

Tide Gage.

Indicating and Recording the Tides.
Day Allen Willev. Illustrates and de-

' cribes the instruments used b^' the United
States government for predicting, record-
ing and indicating the fluctuations of the

tide. 1 700 w. Sci Am—April 12, 1902.

No. 47470.

MUNICIPAL.

Destructors.

A British Refuse T ''"-hting Plant. Illus-

trates and describes the plant to supply
the Burgh of Partick, near Glasgow, in

which the destructor plant furnishes the

principal source of heat for raising steam.
2000 w. Elec Wld & Engr—April 26,

1902. No. 47676.

Partick Municipal Electricity and De-
structor Works. Illustrated description

of buildings and plant costing about
£6,500. 2300 w. Elect'n, Lond—March
28, 1902. No. 47439 A.

Great Britain.

Sanitary Betterment in Great Britain.

From the address of Dr. John C. Thresh,
before the Inst, of San. Engrs, Great
Britain. A review of the history of the
sanitary movement in England. 4000 w.
Dom Engng—April 15, 1902. No. 47630 C.

IVe siifl-ly copies of these articles. See page -iSy.
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Municipal Population.

Methods of Estimating Population. Ab-
stract of a paper by Walter F. Wilcox.
Discusses the relative accuracy of different

methods of estimating population of cities

in the United States, as demonstrated by
comparisons of the methods with the re-

sults of Federal censuses. 3700 w. ung
Rec—March 22, 1902. No. 47040.

Pavements.

Robbia Pavement. Allan Marquand. An
illustrated article giving information in re-

gard to the Robbia work, both in relation

to pavements and sculptural monuments,
showing simila designs. 1600 w. Br.
Build—March, 1902. Serial. ist part.

No. 47259 D.

Public Works.

Public Works Administration. John A.
Fairlie. Gives the leadmg features of
public works administration in some of the
leading cities of the United States. 3000 w.
Munic Engnp-—April, 1902. No. 47272 C.

Refuse C emation.

A House-Refuse Incinerator for New
York City. Illustrated description of a
crematory constructed on a timber pier
for burning wood, oaper and similar ref-

use. 1400 w. Eng Rec—April 19, 1902.
No. 47612.

Proposed Light Refuse Crematory for
New York City. Illustrated detailed de-
scription of a proposed plant to be built

on the dumping pier for New York City
by the Department of Street Cleaning.
1600 w. Eng News—April 17, 1902. No.
47555-

Sewage.

Bacterial Purification of Sewage. B. H.
Buxton. Outlines the changes which take
place in sewage when treated by bacterial
methods. 3300 w. Eng Rec—April 26,

1902. No. 47646.

Sewage Purification and Water Pollu-
tion in the United States. Gives a list

of 95 cities and towns where some means
of treating the sewage is practiced, with
remarks on methods in use. 2000 w. Eng
News—April 3, 1902. No. 47461.

Sewage Disposal.

German Experiments with Sewage
Treatment by Septic Tanks and Contact
Filter Beds. Reports results of experi-
ments extending over 3^ years. 900 w.
Eng News—April 10, 1902. No. 47510.
Management of the Septic Tank. Ex-

tracts from a paper read before the Royal
Inst, of Public Health. Discusses the
objects of careful management of septic

tanks and contact beds. 3300 w. Dom
Engng—April 15, 1902. No. 47631 C.

The New Sewage Disposal Works at

Gardner, Mass. Illustrated description of
coke strainers and intermittent filters, with
automatic apparatus for discharging sew-

age over them, operating at 150,000 gal-

lons per acre daily on the filters. 2300 w.
Eng Rec—April 12, 1902. No. 47472.
The New Sewage Disposal Works at

Pittsfield, Mass. An illustrated -description
of the new plant to take the place of the
temporary outlets into the Housatonic
River. 1800 w. Eng News—April 24,
1902. No. 47671.
The Present Status of the Sewage Prob-

lem in England. Report of a lecture by
L. P. Kinnicutt on current British opini n
concerning septic tanks, contact beds and
intermittent continuous filters. 1600 w.
Eng Rec—March 29, 1902. No. 47205.

Sewers.

A Reinforced Concrete Sewer. Illus-

trated description of an 8xi4-ft. sewer
wholly of concrete, the roof being strength-
ened by concrete-steel beams. 300 w. Eng
Rec—April 12, 1902. No. 47475.

Washington, D. C.

Beautifying the Nation's Capital. An
illustrated article discussing new bridges
to be built to replace what is called the
"Long bridge." 4200 w. In Archt

—

March, 1902. No. 47239 D.

WATER SUPPLY.
Dams.

The Construction of the Wachusett
Dam. Illustrated description of the plant

and methods employed in constructing a

masonry dam 850 ft. long and 207 ft. high.

4300 w. ±!.ng Rec—April 5, 1902. No.
47322.
The Proportions of Reservoir Dams.

(Beitrag zur Dimensionierung der Thal-
sperrenmanern). G. Ramisch. Develop-
ing formulas for the stability of masonry
dams, tabulating the values for various di-

mensions. 1800 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr
Ing u Arch Ver—April 4, 1902. No.
47728 B.

Purification.

Water Purification for Domestic Use.
F. Rigaud. Discusses methods of steril-

ization of water, and other considerations
that must be taken into account. Espe-
cially favoring the ozone process. 3000
w. Min & Sci R—April 5, 1902. No.
47484.

Water-Works.

A Kindergarten Lesson in Water Sup-
ply. An account of Jersey City's expe-
rience in buying water-works and water
rights from a contractor without itself

preparing plans. 1200 w. Eng Rec

—

April 12, 1902. No. 47471.
The Fire Protection Obligation of Wa-

ter Companies. Reviews a decision of the

Kentucky Court of Appeals, holding that a

water company can be sued by the owners
of property destroyed through inadequate

water supplies for fire protection. 900 w.

Eng Rec—March 29, 1902. No. 47201.

IVc supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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. COMMUNICATION.

Cable Testing.

A Modified Mance Test. J. H. Strong.
Explanatory of the method of eliminat-

ing the error due to earth current in local-

izing faults in submarine cables. 200 \v.

Elect'n Lond—March 28, 1902. i\o.

47440 A.

Exchanges.

Exchange Construction. W. H. Crumb.
• Read before the Interstate Independent

Tel. Assn. Considers points of importance
in good construction. 2200 w. Telephony
—April, 1902. No. 47496.

Space Telegraphy.

An Induction Cost for X-Light Tubes
and Wireless Telegraphy. William Rol-
lins. An illustrated article giving direc-

tions which will enable anyone possessing
mechanical skill to construct a seventy-

centimetre induction coil suitable for the

powerful currents needed in wireless teleg-

raphy and in X-light work. 3500 w. Elec
Rev, N Y—March 29, 1902. No. 47235.

Long-Distance Telegraphy and Mar-
coni's Latest Experiments. Fernand Pouc-
elet. An examination of Marconi's ex-
periment in sending a signal between the

Lizard and Newfoundland, with the aim
of judging what will be the future of wire-

less telegraphy over the ocean. 111. 3500
w. Elec Engr, Lond—April 18, 1902. Se-
rial. I St part. No. 47805 A.

Tesla's Work and Marconi's. From the

New York Sun. Quotes from a lecture

by Tesla delivered in 1893. and notes,

the acknowledgement by Prof. A. Slaby
that Tesla is the inventor of the process
of wireless telegraphy. 2500 w. Elec, N
Y—April 9, 1902. No. 47463.

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Sys-
tem in Canada. Wilfrid Blaydes. An
account of the agreement considering the

fourteen clauses seriatim. 2000 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—March 29, 1902. No. 47248.

The Telephone in Wireless Telegraphy.
Emile Guarini. Part first gives illustrated

descriptions of various methods of wire-
less signaling. 1200 w. Elec Wld & Engr
—April 5, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
47417.

Wireless Telephony. A. Frederick Col-
lins. Exnlains five distinct methods for

transmitting speech without wires at vary-
ing distances. 1200 w. Elec Wld & Engr
—April 5, 1902. No. 47418.
Wireless Telegraphy and Submarine Ca-

bles. E. Guarini. An illustrated article

discussing Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman's idea,

that the coherer might render valuable ser-

vice to submarine cables. 1200 w. Elec
Rev, Lond—March 21, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 47288 A.
Wireless Telegraphy in :3pain. E.

Guarini. An account of the experimental
work of Sehor Julis Cervera Baviera, with
description of the instruments used, tests,

&c. 111. 2300 w. Elect'n, Lond—April

18, 1902. No. 47810 A
Wireless Telegraphy : Mr. Marconi's

Short-Distance Work in Europe and
America. Wilfrid Blaydes. A brief ac-

count of the extent to which this part of

the work has been developed. 111. 2400
w. Elec Wld & Engr—April 5, 1902. No.
47421.

Telephony.

A Modern Central Energy Bell Tele-

phone Exchange. Illustrated description

of the new common battery exchange at

Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 1200 w. Am Elect'n

—April, 1902. No. 47374.
An Independent Central Energy Ex-

change and Toll Line Office. An illustrat-

ed description of the exchange at Alton,

III, which is a part of a scheme to give

long-distance service to the cities of Mis-
souri and Southern Illinois. 1400 w. Am
Elect'n—April, 1902. No. 47378.

The Evolution of the Message Rate Tel-
ephone Service. Herbert Laws Webb. Re-
views the progress before and since the

adoption of the message rates. 2200 w.
Elec Wld & Engr—April 5, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 47420.
The Technical Development of Tele-

phony. Kempster B. Miller. A rapid re-

view of the development. 3500 w. Tele-
phony—April, 1902. No. 47495-

Underground.

Underground Conductors for the Mu-
nicipal Telephone System of the German
Post Office. (Unterirdische Fiihrung von
Anschlussleitungen in Stadfernsprechnet-

zen der Deutschen Reischpost). H. Zappe.

A fully illustrated description of the un-
derground .system recently installed in

Berlin. 5000. w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

April 10, 1902. No. 47755 B.

DISTRIBUTION.
Conductors.

A Rapid Method of Computing the Reg-
ulating Resistance for Electric Lighting

Conductors (Praktische und Schnelle

Berechnung der Widerstands regulator-

en flir Licht leitungen). P. Gesing. De-
ducing a simple formula and providing full

tables for practical use. 2000 w. Elek-

trotech Zeitschr—April 3, 1902. No.

47750 B.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 4S7.
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The Cost of Electrical Conductors.

(Beitrag zur Kostenberechnung Elek-

trischer Leitungen). L. W. Cohn. Dis-

cussing the use of a formula in which the

unit cost and character of the conductor
are given, and the cost for any required

service may be determined. looo w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—March 27, 1902. No.

47748 B.

Grounding.

Grounding of High Potential Systems.

J. D. Nies. The aim of the paper is to

determine what are the causes to which
the existence of dansrer may be ascribed,

with special reference to the occasional
practice of grounding the point of zero

e. m. f. in such systems. Also editorial.

3300 w. Elec Wld & Engr—April 12,

1902. No. 47505.

Insulation.

A Study of Insulating Compounds, i his

first article deals with shellac. 1200 w.
Cent Sta—April, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 47371.

Mains.

The Mains Department of a Direct-
Current Electricity Supply Station. J. F.

Moore. Sketches the dififerent characteris-
tics of the several classes of cable, dis-

cusses localization of faults, meters, &c.

3800 w. Elec Engr, Lond—April 11, 1902.

No. 47585 A.

Paris.

The Sections of Electrical Distribution
in Paris (Les Secteurs de Distribution
d'Electricite a Paris). C. Marquet. The
first of a series describing the character
and extent of electrical distribution under
the various concessions in i^aris. Serial.

1st part. 2500 w. Genie Civil—March 22,
1902. No. 47701 D.

Wiring.

Electric Wiring Methods of To-day.
Fred. Bathurst. Discusses this subject
with especial reference to conduit systems.
3800 w. iiiec Rev, Lond—April 11, 1902.
No. 47588 A.
The Wastes of Wiring. J. Whitcher.

Means of reducing waste are discussed.
2000 w. Elec Engr ^ond—/\pril 4, 1902.
No. 47425 A.

ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Accumulators.

The Max Accumulator. From La Lo-
comotion. Illustrated detailed description
of this new system. The electrodes have
a cylindrical form. 1000 w. Sci Am Sup—April 19, 1902. Non. 47562.

Acker Process.

The Acker Electrolytic Alkali Process.
Clinton Paul Townsend. Reviews the
work of prior investigators, and compares
this process with the Castner-Kellner mer-

cury cathode process. 111. 2300 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—April 5, 1902. No. 47419.

Electro-Metallurgy.

Recent Developments in the Electro-
Metallurgy of Iron and Steel. Marcus
Ruthenberg. Considers the magnetic con-
centration of low-grade ores in the elec-

tric furnace ; describes the Conley electric

steel-smelting process for the production
of steel direct from the ore ; and the Har-
met process for the production of steel

direct from the ore. 111. 3000 w. Electro-
Chem & Met—March, 1902. No. 47563 A.

Germany.

The Electrochemical Metal Industries of
Germany. (Von der Elektrochemischen
Metall-Industrie Deutschlands). H. Dan-
neel. A review of the present conditions
of the electrochemical production, of met-
als, with data as to export quantities, and
methods of operation. 3000 w. Zeitschr
f Electrochemie—March 6, 1902. No. 47-

757 D.

Graphite.

Artificial Granhite and Platino-Iridium
as Materials for Anodes (Ueber Kiin-

stlichen Graphit und iiber Platiniridium
als Anodenmaterialen). F. Foerster.

Data and results of experiments to deter-

mine the durability of anodes of artificial

graphite under various conditions. 2500
w. Zeitschr Elektrochemie—March 6,

1902. No. 47758 D.

Hargreaves-Bird.

Hargreaves-Bird Process for the Elec-

trolytic Production of Soda and Bleach.

Edward Walker. Illustrated detailed de-

scription of the works and plant, with ac-

count of the principles of the process.

1500 w. Eng & Mm Jour—April 5, 1902,

No. ^'7402.

lonisation.

lonisation of Gases by Ionic Shock. J.

Stark. Abstracted from Ann. der Physik.
Explains the ionic theory and the work in

this field. The object of the paper is to

find theoretical guides for experimental
work. 3800 w. Elect'n, Lond—March 21,

1902. No. 47289 A.

Manganese.

The Determination of the Melting Point

of Manganese (Schmelzpunktsbestim-
mung von Mangan). W. C. Heraeus. A
description of the use of electric fusion

methods by which the melting point of

manganese is found to be 1245 degrees

centigrade. 1200 w. Zeitschr f Elektro-

chemie—April 3, 1902. No. 47759 D.

Niagara Falls.

The Electro-Chemical Industries at Ni-

agara Falls. Abstract of a lecture by Prof.

Joseph W. Richards before the N. Y.

Elec. Soc. describing the manufacture of

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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aluniiiuini, the Acheson carborundum and
graphite, the Castner sodium process and
caustic soda process, the manufacture of

carbide, and the Salom lead reduction

process. 2800 w. Ir Age—April 3, 1902.

No. 47319.

Polarization.

Electrochemical Polarization. C. J. Reed.
Concludes that polarization is a progres-

.sive change in the composition and elec-

tromotive force of an electrochemical sys-

tem necessitated by the -^'•ogressive ex-

haustion of one or more of the electro-

chemical reagents. 3500 w. Jour Fr Inst—April, 1902. No. 47395 D.

ELECTRO-PHYSICS.
Alternating Currents.

Apnaratus for the Demonstration of Al-
ternating Currents (Apparat zur Demon-
stration von Wechselstromen). Dr. R.
Heilbrun. Describing the construction of

a lecture room model, with revolving arms
and disc, enabling the sine-curve phenom-
ena to be mechanically produced before an
audience. 1000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

March 20, 1902. No. 47745 B.

Electromagnets.

The Distribution of Magnetic Flux in

Large Electromagnets. W. M. Thornton.
Read before the Newcastle Soc. of the

Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Describes a method
giving precise knowledge of the flux at any
desired point of the circuit and of its va-
riation with magnetizing current or with
time. It has been the aim to .do for mag-
netic observations what the indicator dia-

gram does for engine testing. 5000 w.
Elec Engr, Lond—Anril 11, 1902. Serial,

ist part. No. 47586 A.

Electronic Theory.

The Electronic Theory of Electricity.

Dr. J. A. Fleming. A sketch of this the-

ory showing the evolution of the idea that

electricity is atomic in structure, and thus
these atoms of electricity called electrons

attach themselves to material atoms and
are separable from them. 9800 w. Pop
Sci M—May, 1902. No. 47651 C.

Electrons.

Note on the size and Inertia of Elec-
trons. Oliver Heaviside. A review of the
work that has been done in determining
the physical constants of the electron. 700
w. Elect'n, Lond—April 4, 1902. No.
47427 A.

Lightning.

Lightning Above and Below Water.
Prof. John Trowbridge. An illustrated

account of experiments believed to show
that lightning never strikes the surface of
the sea. iioo w. Sci Am—April 5, 1902.
No. 47384.

Photographone.

Speaking Photography (Sprechende

Photographien). H. Zacharias. Describ-
ing the apparatus by which the variations
in an electric arc due to articulate sounds
may be photographed on a moving film,

and subsequently re-produced by means of
a selenium cell and telephone. 2000 w.
Glasers Annalen—March 15, 1902. No.
47731 D.

Radio-Conductors.

Single-Contact Radioconductors (Radio-
conducteurs a Contact Unique). E. Bran-
ly. A resume of experiments with single

contacts through a film of oxide. 1000 w.
Comptes Rendus—Feb. 10, 1902. No.
47724 D.

Rotating Disks.

Condenser Effects with Rotating Disks.
A. G. Dill. An account of experiments
with description of apparatus used. 1000
w. Elec Wld & Engr—March 29, 1902.

No. 47250.

Static Effects.

Static Strains in High Tension Circuits

and the Protection of Apparatus. Percy
H. Thomas. Discusses the "static effects"

in high tension circuits, especial attention

being given to the disturbances produced
by lightning, switching, grounding, and
the like. 111. 19000 w. Trans Am Inst

of Elec Engrs—March, 1902. No. 47568 D.

Thermo-Electricity.

Electricity and Power Direct froin Heat.

James Asher. Reviews some of the meth-
ods, the thermo-electric batteries, pyro-
magnetic generators, &c. 1500 w. Sci

Am—March 29, 1902. No. 47224.

Waves.

Electric Waves in Wires (Elektrische

Drahtwellen). G. Seibt. An examina-
tion of the action of electric waves in me-
tallic wires, with reference to the utiliza-

tion of electric waves in wireless telegra-

phy. Serial. Part i, 4000 w. Electro-

tech Zeitschr—April 10, 1902. No. 47754 B.

GENERATING STATIONS.
Alternators.

Parallel Operation of Alternators. Paul
M. Lincoln. Discusses this subject and
describes a new synchronism indicator in-

vented by the writer, and the principles

upon which it rests. 111. 5300 w. Jour
Fr Inst—April, 1902. No. 47394 D-

The Phase Displacement of Alternators

and Parallel Running. H. C. Leake. Deals
with the effect of periodic fluctuation of

the turning moment of the prime mover.

1500 w. Elec Rev, Lond—April 4, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 47524 A.

Armatures.

The Phenomena in Double-Current Ar-
matures (Ueber die Vorgange in Wechsel-
stromdurchflossenen Gleichstromankem)

.

L. Fleischman & A. Orgler. An examina-
tion of the occurrences in ring armatures

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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from wliich both continuous and alter-

nating- currents are taken. 2000 w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—March 27, 1902. No. 47-

747 B.

Coal Question.

The Coal Question in Generating Sta-

tions. Discusses the cause of such wide
variation in prices, and gives a brief study
'Of the varieties in use. 3800 w. Elec
Times—April 3, 1902. No. 47532 A.

Commutator.

How Many Commutator Sections
Should Be Used in a Continuous-Current
Dynamo? (Wieviel KoUektorlamellen Soil

eine Gleichstrommaschine Haben?) A.
Rothert. An examination of the construc-
tion of the commutators of continuous-
current dynamos, showinc^ the method of
computing tne proper number of sections.

6000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—April 10,

1902. No. 47752 B.

Cornwall.

A Novel Central Station at Cornwall.
An illustrated article describing this re-

cently completed station in Canada, of spe-
cial interest because of illuminating the
locks and their approaches on the Corn-
wall Canal, thus permitting the passage of
ships day and nieht. 800 w. Cent Sta

—

April, 1902. No. 47370.

Dynamos.

The Operation of Two or More Dyna-
mos Together. B. T. McCormick. Dis-
cusses the cases of dynamos in parallel,
the three-wire system, and dynamos in se-
ries explaining the reasons. Mathematical.
900 w. Elec Rev, N Y—April 5, 1902. No.
47401.

Generators.

Running jJirect-Current Generators in
Parallel. John H. Ryan, Jr. An illus-
trated article discussing economical run-
ning at all loads. 3000 w. Engr, U S A—
April I, 1902. Serial. ist nart. i\o.

47356.

Synchronous Reactance. F. G. Baum.
Presents a method showing the probable
error due to using the synchronous re-
actance in computing the effect of regu-
lation. 800 w. Elec Wld & £.ngr—April
26, 1902. No. ^''7675.

Hydro-Electric.

A Small Water Power Electric Trans-
mission Plant for Local Li^^hting Service
Utah County, Utah. W. P. Hardesty. Il-
lustrated description of a plant as an ex-
ample of what can be done in the way of
utilizinp- the natural fall of many mountain
streams for the benefit of neighboring set-
tlements. 1800 w. Eng News—April 17,
1902. No. 47549.
Notes on Irish Water-Power and Its

Electrical Development. W. Tatlow. Ab-
stract of a paper read before the Dublin
Local Section of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs.

We supply copies of these

A general .survey of water-power that can
commercially be made available, with de-
scriptions of a few places. 3000 w. Elect'n,
Lond—April 4, 1902. i\o. 47528 A.

Isolated Plant.

A Central Station Isolated Plant. Illus-

trated detailed description of the plant of
the Peruna Drug Mfg. Co., of Columbus,
O. Interesting because of the high-class
of the installation, diversity of service, and
special devices and their applications.

3500 w. Elec Wld & Engr—April 26,
1902. No. 47674.

Municipal Works.

Middleton Electric Lighting and Tram-
ways. Illustrated descrintion of small sup-
ply works recently opened in England.
1600 w. Elect'n, Lond—April 11, 1902.
No. 47583 A.

Parallel Operation.

Parallel Operation of Engine-Driven
Alternators. W. L. R. Emmet. Explains
a method of overcoming the difficulties of
surging which has been in successful use
for three years. 2500 w. Trans Am Inst
of Elec Engrs—March, 1902. No. 47575D.

Polyphase.

Some Notes on Polyphase Machinery. A
C. Eborall. Read before the Manchester
Sec. of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Consid-
ers the construction and operation of
standard types, discussing the latest de-
velopment. 111. 3000 w. Elec Rev, Lond
—April 18, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
47808 A.

Power Supply.

Electric Power Supply on the Northeast
Coast. C. S. Vesev Brown. Read before
the Newcastle Section of the Inst, of Elec.

Engrs. A brief retrospect of the history

of electric power supply in England, with
views on the eouipment of power stations,

and the possibilities which will probably
follow their instalment. 4500 w. Elec.

Engr, Lond—March 21, 1901. iNo. '17286 A.

Regulation.

The Regulation of Prime Movers and
Parallel Operation of Alternators. Charles

P. Steinmetz. Considers features regard-

ing the effect of speed regulation of prime
movers, and difficulties with parallel op-

eration of alternators driven from .separate

prime movers. 1200 w. Trans Am Inst

of Elec Engrs—March, 1902. No. 47574 D.

Rhyl Works.

The Rhyl Electricity Works. An illus-

trated description of dynamos, engines,

boilers, steam-pipes, switchboard, cables

and arc lamps used. 2000 w. Elec Engr,

Lond—March 28, 1902. No. ^7437 A.

Sparking.

Sparking—It's Cause and Cure. Arthur

L. Rice. A study of injurious sparking

considering its cause, effects, and location

articles. See page 487.
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of the trouble. 111. 2500 w. Engr, U S
A—April I, 1902. No. 47353-

Swiss Plant.

Electrical Works A the Maschinen-
fabnk Oerlikon. Frank C. Perkins. Il-

lustrates and describes details of this great

Swiss plant. 2500 w. Mach, N Y—April,

1902. No. 47423-

Tariffs.

The Influence of Tarififs on Electricity

Supply. C. Ashmore Baker. Commences
an examination of undertakings to ascer-

tain the influence the various methods of

charginiar for electrical energy may ex-

ert on the load factors and financial re-

sults. 800 w. Elec Rev, Lond—March 21,

1902. Serial, ist nart. No. 47287 A.

HEATING AND WELDING.

Electric Furnaces.

A Modification of the Moissan Furnace
(Uebereinen Modifizierten Moissanschen
Schmelzofen). L. Liebmann. A detailed

illustrated description of an improved
electric furnace especially adapted for

laboratory use. 1800 w. Zeitschr f Elek-
trochemie—Feb. 27, 1902. No. 47756 D.
Some Recent Electric Furnace Products.

Clinton Paul Townsend. Concerning the

methods for the pulverization of metals in

the electric furnace and the nature of the

products obtained. 900 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—April 5, 1902. No. 47422.

LIGHTING.

Boulevard Lighting.

The Lightinf^ of Diversey Boulevard,
Chicago. J. R. Cravath. Illustrates and
describes one of the best recent examples
of boulevard lighting in the United States.

The lamps are series direct-current en-

closed arcs, taking 6.2 amperes at 72 volts.

1200 w. Am Elect'n—April, 1902. No.
47377-

niumination.

The Art of Design for Electric Illumin-
ation ; Domestic and Public. Fred T.
Cash. Comments on the great improve-
ment made in fixtures for interior light-

ing, and criticises the designs for public
lighting. 2000 w. Elec Rev, Lond—April
II, 1902. No. 47587 A.

Nernst Lamp.

Development of the Nernst Lamp in

America. Alexander Jay Wurts. Discus-
sion at Buffalo, Aug. 2.^, 1901. 6800 w.
Trans Am Inrt of Elec Ertgrs—March,
1902. No. 47S70 D.
Tests on the Nernst Lamp, R. P. Hulse.

Read before the Birmingham Sec. of the
Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Reports tests made
of the 1902 model. 2800 w. Mech Engr

—

April 5. 1902. No. 47531 A.

MEASUREMENT.
Conductivity.

The Commercial Measurement of Elec-

trical Conductivity. Lawrence Addicks.

A review of the methods and apparatus for

the measurement of conductivity and a

brief discussion of their respective merits.

3300 w. Elec Rev, N Y—April 12, 1902.

No. 47504-

Photometry.

An Improved Apparatus for Arc Light

Photometry. Discussion of a paper by Dr.

Matthews at New York, Sept. 27, 1901.

3000 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs

—

March, 1902. No. 47573 D.

Transformation.

Ratio of Transformation in Three-Phase
Circuits. William A. DelMar. Calls at-

tention to the changes in ratio of trans-

formation that can attend the various

methods of connecting sectional trans-

formers with three-phase circuits. Mathe-
matical. 600 w. Elec Wld & Engr—April

19, 1902. No. 47645-

Voltmeters.

An Apparatus for the Rapid Comparison
of Voltmeters. F. A. Laws and W. D.

Coolidge. Describes apparatus used at the

Mass. Inst, of Tech. for comparing dire -t

current voltmeters with a standard instru-

ment. 111. 1300 w. Tech Qr— March,

1902. No. 47816 E.

Zero Method.

Zero Method for Magnetic Measure-

ments (Nullmethode fiir magnetische Mes-
sungen). R. Goldschmidt. Discussing ap-

plications of the method of determining

the magnetic force of given windings by

the use of auxiliary windings producing

induced currents in opposite directions.

1200 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—April 10,

1902. No. 47753 B.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Cranes.

Electric Locomotive Crane (Ein Elek-

trisch Betriebener Locomotivguss Krahn).

C. Machacek. An illustrated description of

a traveling locomotive crane operated by

electric power taken from an overhead

trolley. 2500 w. 2 plates. Oesterr Zeitschr

f Berg u Huttenwesen—March 15, 1902.

No. 47767 B.

Electric Power for For"-e Cranes (Elek-

trische Drehvorrichtung fiir Schmiede-

krahne). A. Willaredt. A description of

a new electric crane for use in connection

with forging presses at the Cockerill

Works at Seraing. 1200 w. Stahl u Eisen

—April I, 1902. No. 47738 D.

Magnetic Brakes. Gerald E. Flanagan.

An illustrated explanation of the action

of magneticallv operated brakes as used

on cranes and hoisting machinery. 700 w.

Am Mach—April 10, 1902. No. 47488.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 4S7-
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Modern Electric Hoists and Cranes for

Steel Works. Dr. A. Krebs. Illustrated

description of an installation in a new
Belgian foundry. 700 w. Elec Wld & Engr
—March 29, 1902. No. 47251.

Haulage.

Electric Haulage in Coal Mines. W. B.

Clarke. Brief illustrated description of

plant, with general remarks. 1400 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—March 29, 1902. No. 47247.

Machine Driving.

Influence of Electricity in Shops. Cloyd
Marshall. An illustrated article reviewing
the advantages and showing machines op-

erated by electricity. 2000 w. Engr, U S
A—April I, 1902. No. 47355.

Mining Plant.

A Polyphase Electric Power Plant, and
a Direct-current Power Plant. Illus-

trates and describes two recently in-

stalled plants at English collieries, com-
paring the two. 4000 w. Col Guard

—

April II, 1902. No. 47593 A.

Mexican Electric Power Distribution to

the Santa-Rosalia Copper Mining near the
Gulf of California. Frank C. Perkins.
Illustrations with description of the plant.

2000 w. Min Rept—April 10, 1902. No.
47508.

Sparkless Electrical Plant for Use in

Mines and Ironworks. Abstract of a paper
by J. H. Whittaker read at meeting of
the South Stafifordshire and East Worces-
tershire Inst, of Min. Engrs. 2700 w.
Col Guard—April 18, 1902. No. 47692 A.

The Electro-Mechanical Plant at the
Tunnel of the Raibl Mine (Der Elektro-
Maschinelle Betrieb des Neues Hilfstol-
leng fiir den Ararischen Erzbergbau in

Raibl). A. Edlen von Posch. Describing
the electric drills and other machinery used
in running the auxiliary tunnel of the
Raibl mines in Carinthia, Austria. Four
articles. 7500 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f

Berg u Hiittenwesen—March 8, 15, 22, 29,
1902. No. 47766 each B.

Motors.

Characteristic Performance of the In-
duction Motor. A. S. McAllister. Dis-
cusses the ordinary polvphase induction
motor, its characteristic behavior as built

at present, starting devices, etc 2200 w.
Am Elect'n—April, 1902. No. 47375.

Continuous Current Motors with Vari-
able Speed (Ueber Gleichstrommotoren
mit Veranderlich Umdrehungszahl). A.
Hundt. The variation in speed is effect-

ed by varying the air gap between the
poles and the armature. 1200 w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—March 20, 1902. No.
47744 B.

Synchronous Motor Stability and Over-
load Capacity Curves. F. G. Baum. Con-

siders some important factors influencing
the stability and overload capacity of
motors, giving method of determining
curves. 1800 w. Elec Wld & Engr

—

March 29, 1902. No. 47249.

Motor Tests.

Tests of Polyphase Motor (Unter-
suchung eines Drehstrommotors). E.
Ziehl. Data and results of tests of a
polyphase motor built by the Berlin Mas-
chinenbau A. G., with curves showing
efficiency and capacity under various con-
ditions. 3500 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—
March 20, 1902. No. 47744 B.

United States.

The Position of the United States in the
Production of Electric Power. Sidney
Graves Koon. Tables and diaerams with
facts showing the enormous preponderance
of the United States in every department
of this field. 1300 w. Sib Jour of Engng

—

March, 1902. No. 47057 C.

TRANSMISSION.

Cables.

Air-Spaced Cables : Their Treatment
and Use. G. E. Fletcher. Read before
the Manchester Sec. of the Inst, of Elec.

Engrs. Considers the conditions and pre-
cautions necessary for the production of
air-spaced paper insulated cables and the
question of protecting them from the de-

structive effect of lightning, recommend-
ing their use. 2000 w. Mech Engr—

•

April 19, 1902. No. 47801 A.

High Potential.

Discussion of President Steinmetz's

Paper on "Oscillations of Extremely High
Potentials in Alternating High Potential

Transmissions." Communicated after ad-
journment by Percy H. Thomas. 900 w.
Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs—March,
1902. No. 47572 D.

Legislation.

Electric Legislation and Finance. H. W.
Handcock. Read before the Newcastle
Section of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Dis-

cussion of these subjects as related to the

practical application of electricity in Eng-
land. 5000 w. Elec Engr. Lond—Feb. 28,

1902. No. 46714 A.

New Zealand.
Electric-Power Transmission Plamt at

Rotorua. Oswald Haes. An illustrated

description of a recently installed long-

distance plant in New Zealand. 6300 w.

N Z Mines Rec—March 18, 1902. No.

47811 B. •

Niagara Falls.

The Electric Transmission of Power
from Niagara Falls. Lewis B. Stillwell.

Discussion at Buffalo, Aug. 23, 1901. 5000

w. Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs—March
1902. No. 47569 D.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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Acetylene Lamps.

Experiments with Acetylene Lamps for

Pit Work. Abstract of a paper by G.
Franke, of Berlin, showing that at present
these lamps require more careful usage
than is given by the average miner. Re-
ports of tests are given. 111. 1200 w. Col
Guard—March 21, 1902. No. 47306 A.

Benches.

I. Is There Any Economy in Full
Depth Benches Over Half-Depth; and
Why? D. R. Russell. II. Isolated Gen-
erator Firing of Benches. W. E. Stein-

wedell. Two papers, discussed together,

presented at meeting of the Ohio Gas Lgt.

Assn. 3500 w. Am Gas Lgt Jour—April

28, 1902. No. 47686.

Candle-Power.

Notes on Candle-Power Determina-
tions. Charles W. Hinman. Read be-
fore the New England Association of Gas
Engrs. A report of tests and of a novel
method of taking candle power. 2700 w.
Am Gas Lgt Jour—March 31, 1902. No.
47243.

China.

Natural Gases and Observations Con-
cerning Gas Lights in the Chinese Em-
oire. Sketches of work in nrogress in the
natural gas section of China, with de-
scriptive notes. 1700 w. Am Gas Lgt
Jour—Anril 7, 1902. No. 47413.

Conveyors.

More About the "De Brouwer" Con-
veyor. Extracts from an article by P.

Bolsius describing improvements made
in this apparatus. 111. 1500 w. Jour Gas
Lgt—March 25, 1902. No. 47425 A.

Enrichment.

The L^se of Oil in Water Gas, Coal Gas
and Air Gas Production. Vivian B. Lew-
es. A sketch of the history of water gas
and air gas manufacture, showing the im-
portance of oil in the generation of these
gases. 7000 w. Jour Gas Lgt—April i,

1902. No. 47468 A.

Explosive Mixtures.

Explosive Gas ^lixtures. A review of
paper by Dr. H. Bunte, read before the
German Soc. of Gas and Water Engrs.
and containing much information regard-
ing the theoretical facts involved in the
construction of atmospheric gas burners
and of gas engines. 1500 w. Engr, Lond
—March 28, 1902. No. 47451 A.

Mixtures of Combustible Gases and
Air. Gives results of experiments, pub-
lished recently in German technical pa-
pers, to determine the range of propor-
tions in which gases and air can be mixed

so as to remain explosive. 800 w. Eng
Rec—April 19, 1902. No. 47613.

Fuel Gas.

Fuel Gas for Domestic Use and Small
Trade Purposes. Thomas Fletcher. The
first of a series of articles on the appli-

cation of gaseous fuel to heating pur-
poses, with editorial. 5800 w. Jour Gas
Lgt—April 15, 1902. Serial. ist part.

No. 47655 A.
Producer Gas and Its Use in Engineer-

ing and Shipbuilding. F. J. Rowan. Read
before the Inst, of Engrs. & Shipbuilders
in Scotland. Explains the advantages of
this method of treating fuel, giving illus-

trated descriptions of modern types of pro-
ducers. 2800 w. Mech Engr—March 22,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 47282 A.
The Economy of Gas-Fired Furnaces.

F. J. Rowan. Abstract of paper read be-

fore the Inst, of Engrs. and Shipbuilders
in Scotland. Considers the furnaces found
especially useful in engineering and ship-

building. 111. 2000 w. Ir & Coal Trds
Rev—March 21, 1902. No. 47297 A.

High Pressure.

Distributing Artificial Gas at High
Pressure in a Suburban Locality. George
F. Goodnow. Read before the Boston
meeting of the New England Assn. of

Gas Engrs. Describes the methods used
by the North Shore Gas Co. in the sub-

urban district near Chicago. 111. 3300
w. Pro Age—April i, 1902. No. 47271.

Distribution of Gas Under High Pres-
sure. F. H. Shelton. Paper and discus-

sion presented at meeting of the Ohio Gas
Lgt. Assn. Ways in which it enables

saving in expenses, or improvement in

service, or extension. 5500 w. Am Gas
Lgt Jour—April 28, 1902. No. 47684.

The Distribution of Artificial Gas Un-
der High Pressure. Describes the meth-
ods adopted in Chicago suburbs to save

the expense of large pipe lines. 1800 w.

Eng Rec—April 12, 1902. No. 47478.

History.

A Brief History of Street Gas. Reviews
the early history of gas as an illuminant.

900 w. Sci Am—April 5, 1902. No. 47381.

Illuminations.

Artistic Electrical Illumination. Ed-
win O. Sachs. Read before the Soc. for

the Encour. of the Fine Arts. Reviews
briefly illumination appliances used in the

past, discussing gas illumination and elec-

tric lighting boards. 4800 w. Elec Rev,

Lond—April 11, 1902. No. 47589 A.

Incandescence.

The Chemistry of Thorium. Summary
of a paper by Dr. G. P. Drossbach, pub-

JVe supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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lished in the Zeitschrift fur Angewandte
Chemie. Methods of determining the value

of the rare earths now so much used.

1200 w. Jour of Gas Lgt—April i, 1902.

No. 47649 A.

Lamps.

High-Power Gas Lamps and Their
Cost. Reviews what has recently been
accomplished by the "high pressure" sys-

tem, discussing the cost. 1300 w. Build-

er—March 22, 1902. No. 47277 A.

Meters.

The "Positive" Meter. John Green-
all, before the Eastern Counties Gas
Mgrs. Assn. An illustrated article ex-

plaining the fundamental principles and
working, and giving report of tests. 3600
w. Gas Wld—April 19, 1902. No. 47-

804 A.

Mond Gas.

The Mond Gas Process (Mond-Gas).
A description of the Mond gas process,

in which the cost of -^ower gas is re-

duced by the saving of the by-products.
3000 w. Gliickauf—March 15, 1902. No.
47763 B.

Natural Gas.

Natural Gas in Colorado. Arthur Lakes.
An illustrated description of some of its

occurrences and the conditions which
point to the probability of its existence.

2200 w. Mines & Min—April, 1902. No.
47.^37 C.

Oil Gas.

Oil Gas and Incandescent Lighting.
Third lecture by Prof. Vivian B. Lewes

at the Petroleum Inst. Abstract. Dis-
cusses commercial results, processes,

costs, etc. 3600 w. Gas Wld—April 19,

1902. No. 47802 A.

Radiation.

The Laws of Radiation of Heat and
Light. Summary giving the leading points
of a series of papers by Rudolph Mewes,
in the Zeitsclirift fi'ir Eeleuchtungswesen.
1200 w. Gas Wld—March 22, 1902. No.
47279 A.

Residuals.

Some Notes on the Working Up of
Gas Works Residuals. The present pa-
per deals with tar distillation. 1700 w.
Gas Wld—March 29, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 474^2 A.

Supply.

Boston and Its Gas Supply. J. S.

Dongall, before the Eastern Counties Gas
Mgrs. Assn. Details and early history of
the supply to this English seaport. 1200
w. Gas Wld—April 19, 1902. No. 47-

803 A.

Water Gas.

Carburetted Water Gas. How it affects

the distributing plant, burners, cookers,
etc., and the remedies, 1500 w. Gas Engrs'
Mag—March 10, 1902. No. 47278 A.
The Loomis Gas Plant. Illustrated de-

scription of the water gas plant designed
by the Loomis Pettibone Company of
New York, which has been much improved
over the first designs. 1800 w. Ir & Coal
Trds Rev—March 21, 1902. No. 47299 A.

INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY
Coal Supplies.

Some Problems in Relation to Our Coal
Supplies. Remarks of Prof. Archibald
Elliott, contributed to the discussion of a

paper by J. Stephen Jeans. The subject
of Great Britain's supply is considered
from a mathematical point of view. 3800
w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev—April 11, 1902.
No. 47590 A.
The Misuse of Coal. W. Hibbert.

Remarks on suggestions of Prof. Perry,
with review of a work on "Primary Bat-
teries." 2200 w. Elec Rev, Lond—April
18, 1902. No. 47809 A.

Exhibition.

The Diisseldorf Exhibition. Brief il-

lustrated description of the iron, steel,

and engineering industries. 1500 w.
Engng—March 21, 1902. No. 47291 A.
The Rhenish-Westphalia Exposition of

1902 at Diisseldorf (Rheinisch-Westfal-
ische Industrie Gewerbe-und Kunstaus-
stellung, Diisseldorf, 1902). A fully illus-

trated description of the Diisseldorf ex-

position just prior to the opening, with
map. 3500 w. Stahl u Eisen—April i,

1902. No. 47736 D.

Factory Office.

The Factory Office Considered as a

Productive Department. Kenneth Fal-

coner. Mr. Falconer's second paper shows
the true relation of the factory office to the

stores department and the shops. 3500 w.
Engineering Magazine—May, 1902. No.

47778 B.

Labor.

Compensation of Skilled Labor. J.

Richards. Discussion of this subject by
one who is himself a practical workman
and who has had large experience in

directing work and arranging compensa-
tion, etc. 6500 w. Jour Assn of Engng
Socs—March, 1902. No. 47617 C.

Steel Trust.

Steel Trust Expansion. Comment on
the earnings of the past year production
in Sweden, and the purchase of the

iVe supply copies of these articles. Sec page 487.
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control of the Gellivara mines by an
American combine. 1500 w. Engr, Lond
—April II, 1902. No. 47603 A.

Trusts.

The Trusts and Their Effect on the

Business World. Charles Kirchoff. Read
before the Philadelphia Foundrymen's
Assn. Considers the effect of consolida-
tion upon the manutacturing industries

;

how they are to deal with the growing

competition, etc. 3500 w. Ir Age—April

17, 1902. No. 47^44.

Works Management.

Aloney Making Manap^ement for Work-
shop and Factory. C. V. Carpenter. Mr.
Carpenter's fourth paper discusses in de-
tail the systematic arrangement and opera-
tion of the stock department of a factory.

5000 w. Engineering Magazine—May,
1902. No. /^7772, B.

MARINE AND NAVAL ENGINEERING

Battleship.

The French Coast Defence Battleship
Requin. An illustrated description of this

reconstructed battleship which has been
brought well up to date in construction
and equipment. 800 w. Engr, Lond

—

March 21, 1902. No. 47303A.

The French Reconstructed battleship

Courbet. Illustrated description of the

modifications introduced in the vessel and
armament. 350 w. Engr, Lond—April
II, 1902. No. 47602 A.

Combination.

A Great Steamshin Combination. In-

formation obtained from Clement A.
Griscom concerning the recent combina-
tion of six lines by J. Pierpont Morgan,
and what they propose to accomplish.
2200 w. Marine Rev—April 24. 1902. No.
47683.

Corrosion.

Corrosion of Condenser Tubes and Sea-
Water Conductors. Prof. Ernst Cohen.
Read before the Inst, of Naval Archts.
An acount of researches and the remedies
recommended. 111. 2000 w. Mech Engr
—April 19, 1902. No. 47800 A.

Crank-Shafts.

Strains on Crank-Shafts. Prof. S.

Dunkerley. Read before the Inst, of

Naval Archts. Considers the straining

action on the different parts of a crank-
shaft, illustrating by an actual case of a
four-cranked marine shaft. 111. 3700 w.
Engng—March 28, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 47450 A.

Cruisers.

Repairs and alterations to the U. S. S.

Olympia. William P. Robert. An illus-

trated article describing the extensive re-

pairs made to bring the vessel thoroughly
up to its fighting efficiency, and to refit

and adorn it in memory of the prominent
part it took at Manila. 5000 w. Marine
Engng—April, 1902. No. 47624 C.

Destroyer.

The Repair of the Torpedo-Boat De-
stroyer "Salmon." Illustrated description

of interesting reconstruction of a vessel

almost cut in two transversely by a col-
lision. 2500 w. Engng—March 21, 1902.
No. 47292 A.

Torpedo-Boat Destroyer S. W. Barnaby.
Read before the Inst, of Naval Archts.
A discussion of this type of vessel as used
in the British Navy, as to seaworthiness,
strength, &c. 3400 w. Engng—March 21,

1902. No. 47295 A.

Economy.

The Growth of Economy in Marine
Engineering. W. M. McFarland. Mr.
McFarland's third paper deals with the
multiple expansion engine and the great
advances in economy which followed its

introduction. 4000 w. Engineering Mag-
azine—May, 1902. No. 47774 B.

Ferryboat.

New Screw Ferryboat. An illustrated

description of the "Edgewater," the latest

to be built for New York waters. 1800 w.
Naut Gaz—April 24, 1902. No. 47661.

Floating Dock.

The New Bermuda Floating Dock.
H. J. Stepstone. Illustration with descrip-

tion of this latest equipment to the Brit-

ish Navy. 1200 w. Sci Am—April 5,

1902. No. 47383.

Fortresses.

Ceuta and Gibraltar. Major-Gen. John
F. Crease. Discusses the value of these
strongholds, especially considering the
impregnability of Gibraltar. Maps. 1400
w. Jour Soc of Arts—April 11. 1902. No.
47577 A.

Freighters.

Types of Ocean Freighters for the For-
eign Trade. Theodore Lucas. An illus-

trated review of types of ships used prin-

cipally for the carrying trade between the

United States and foreign countries. 1800

w. Naut Gaz—April 17, 1902. No. 47628.

Liquid Fuel.

On Liquid Fuel for Ships. Sir For-
tesque Flannery, with discussion before
the Inst, of Naval Archts. Considers the
supply, and the comparative advantages
and disadvantages for war vessels and for

We supply copies of these articles. See page 4S7.
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the mercantile ships. 111. 6600 w. Engng
—March 28, 1902. No. 47449 A.

Merchant Marine.

Manning the Merchant Marine. Theo-
dore Lucas. Discusses steps taken by
different nations to foster the interest for

the sea in young men and inspire them
with a healthy ambition in the work.
1500 w. Naut Gaz—March 27, 1902. No.

47229.

Naval Engineers.

The Status of the Naval Engineer.

Charles M. Johnson. A strong presenta-

tion of the dangers of the existing status

of the engineering branch in the British

Navy, showing the urgent necessity of re-

form. 5000 w. Engng Mag—May, 1902.

No. 47776 B.

Naval Warfare.

Recent Scientific Developments and the

Future of Naval Warfare. William Laird
Clowes. Read before the Inst, of Naval
Archts. An appeal for greater official

interest in recent inventions, and education

for those who are to use the tools. 2600

w. Engr, Lond—March 28, 1902. No.

47453 A.

Navipendulum.

The Navipendular Method of Experi-
ments, as applied to Some Warships of

Different Classes. G. Russo. Read be-

fore the Inst, of Naval Archts. Gives re-

sults of experiments and comparative tests

of the rolling of certain battle ships. 6400
w. Engng—April 18, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 47691 A.

Primitive Vessels.

From Raft to Steamship. Randolph I.

Geare. The present article illustrates and
describes the earliest forms of vessels.

1300 w. Sci Am Sup—April 5, 1902. No.

47386.

Rudders.

Rudders. J. Foster King. Read at

Glasgow Meeting of Inst, of Engrs. &
Shipbuilders in Scotland. Discusses types

of rudders in use in normal vessels of the

merchant service. 111. 6400 w. Naut
Gaz—April 3, 1902. No. 47358.

Schooner.

Modern Five-Masted Schooner. James
A. Hargan. Illustrates and describes the

large steel sailing vessels being built at

Bath, Me. 1700 w. Marine Engng

—

April, 1902. No. 47266 C.

Shaft Bearings.

Improvements in Propeller Shaft Bear-
ings. A. Scott Younger. Read before the

Inst, of Naval Archts. The objects of the

paper are to record some results of ex-
periments, and present some improvements
in propeller shaft bearings, and other im-
provements. 111. 3300 w. Engr, Lond

—

March 28, 1902. No. 47456 A.

Shipping.

Shipping Portents. Editorial discussion
of the commercial requirements and the
attitude of the various countries-. 2600 w.
Engng—March 14, 1902. No. 47084 A.

Ship Subsidy.

How Various Countries Sub.-idize Their
Mercantile Marine. Editorial on the vari-

ous means adopted by European nations to

encourage their mercantile marine. 1000
w. Sci Am—March 8, 1902. No. 46690.

Ships' Plates.

Stresses on Ships' Plates. Ivan G.
Boobnoff. Read before the Inst, of Naval
Archts. An illustrated study of the
stresses in a ship's bottom plating due to
water pressure, giving a system of con-
struction that the writer recommends.
4600 w. Engng—March 21, 1902. No.
47296 A.

Shipyards.

Recent Operations in the Shipyards on
the Great Lakes. Waldon Fawcett. An
illustrated article reviewing the work
since the opening of the year 1901. 2200
w. Marine Engng—April, 1902. No.
47265 C.

The Electrical Equipment of a Modern
Shipyard. Illustrated detailed description

of the fine plant of the Fore River Ship
and Engine Co., at Quincy, Mass. 3000
w. Elec Rev, N Y—April 26, 1902. No.
47667.

Signal Apparatus.

The New Signal Apparatus of the Union
Electrical Company (Die Neuen Signal-
apparate der Union Elektricitats Gesell-

schaft). E. Henbach. An illustrated de-

scription of an improved electrical appar-
atus for signalling from the bridge of a

vessel to the engine room. 5000 w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—April 3, 1902. No.

47751 B.

Steamships.

Steamship Lines of the World. An
enumeration of the leading steamship lines

of the most important countries, with il-

lustrations of four representative Ameri-
can steamships. 5400 w. Naut Gaz

—

April 17, 1902. No. 47629.
The Screw Steamship "Sithonia" (Der

Schraubendampfer "Sithonia.") An il-

lustrated description of the new steamer
of 13,500 tons, built by the Flensburg
Works for the Hamburg-America China
trade. 2500 w. i plate. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—April 12, 1902. No.

47716 D.

Turbine Engines.

Turb'ne Engines for Passenger Ships.

Notes on the "King Edward." An illus-

trated article discussing the performance
of the turbine engines, and concluding that

they are destined to play an important

part in the propulsion of steamships. 1500

We supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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w. Sci Am Sup—April 5, 1002. No.
47388.

\ ibrations.

Torsional Vibrations of Shafts. L.
Gumbel. Read before the Inst, of Naval
Archts. A study of the torsional vibra-
tions of the shafts of marine engines by
the aid of Fourier's Theorem. 4600 w.
Engng—April 11, 1902. No. 47595 A.

Yachts.

German Emperor's Yacht Meteor III.

An illustrated account of the launching
and brief description of the vessel. 1000
w. Marine Engng—April, 1902. No.
47268 C.

y > ^
The Arrow, Fastest Steam Vessel in

the World. Jefferson S. Briggs. An il-

lustrated detailed description of this re-
cently built twin-screw yacht, intended to
attain the highest possible speed. The
design and construction of the hull and
machinery are of particular interest. 3800
w. Sta Engr—April 15, 1902. No. 47626.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

AUTOMOBILES.
Alcohol.

Alcohol fur Automobiles. R. F. Col-
lins. Discusses the headway made in

France and Germany in the use of alcohol
as a fuel for motor vehicles. 1200 w.
Auto Mag—April, 1902. 47274 C.

The Spirit-Locomotive Wagon in Ger-
many. Concerning competitive prizes

nffered for these vehicles, giving synopsis
of specifications and points to be consid-
ered in the competition. 900 w. U S Cons
Repts. No. 1322—April 22, 1902. No.
47606 D.

Automobiles.

Automobiles. Hiram Percy Maxim.
Discusses the real field of the automobile,
especially in urban or city transportation.

2200 w. Am Mfr—April 3, 1902. No.
47360.

Cleaning.

The Automobilist's Spring Cleaning.

Albert L. Clough. Suggestions relating to

the preparation of motor vehicles which
have been out of use, for their period of

activity. 2500 w. Horseless Age—March
5. 1902. No. 46666.

Construction.

Some French Novelties. L. Berger. Il-

lustrated review of automobiles shown at

the recent exhibition in Paris. 900 w.

Horseless Age—Feb. 26. 1902. No. 46508.

Endurance Contest.

Rules and Regulations of the lOO-Mile

Endurance Contest of the A. C. A. A
statement of eighteen rules governing the

contests. 2300 w. Horseless Age—March
12: 1902. No. 46894.

Exhibits.

The Leipsic Automobile Show. Illus-

trations and descriptions of various types

exhibited with general remarks. 1500 w.

Sci Am Sup—April 26, 1902. No. 47659-

Flash Boilers.

Fla'^h Steam Generation. Charles F.

We supply copies of these

Ruby. Considers points in the design of
a successful flash boiler, materials to be
used, construction, &c. 1400 w. Horse-
less Age—April 2, 1902. Serial, ist part.
No. 47320.

Fuel Tests.

Fuel Tests of Automobile Vehicles
(Epreuves de Consommation pour Voi-
tures Automobiles). Data and results of
various trials, with especial reference to
internal combustion motors using alcohol
and essence. 1200 w. Genie Civil—March
22, 1902. No. 47702 D.

Heary Hauling.

Requirements for Heavy Hauling
Gives the requirements specified in the
competition instituted by the German
Government. 2000 w. Auto Topics

—

April 12, 1902. No. 47464.

Land Yacht.

A Boat on Wheels. John L. von Blon.
Illustrates and describes a novel sail pro-
pelled vehicle which has been in service on
the western desert for eight months. 900
w. Sci Am—April 19, 1902. No. 47560.

Mors Car.

The 15 H. P. Mors. An illustrated de-
scription of the mechanism. 1200 w. Auto-
car—March 15, 1902. No. 47125 A.

Motor Bicycle.

Holden's Motor Bicycle. Illustrates

and describes an ingenious invention ex-
hibited at the Crystal Palace Motor Car
Show. 1000 w. Engr, Lond—April 4,

1902. No. 47516 A.

Motor Trucks.

i\Iotor Delivery and Trucking in New
York City. Harry E. Day. Reports of

various users in Greater New York, not

very favorable to their efficiency. 5000

w. Horseless Age—April 16, 1902. No.

47545-

Nice.

The Automobile Meeting at Nice. An
account of the meeting and illustrated

articles. See page 487.
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descriptions of the new cars, and their

trials and other matters of interest. 5500

w. Autocar—April 19, 1902. No.

47697 A.

Omnibuses.

Steam Omnibuses. Illustrates and de-

scribes types of the Thornycroft omni-

buses. 900 w. Tram & Ry Wld—March
13, 1902. No. 47315 B.

Panhard-Levassor.

The New Light Panhard-Levassor Auto-

mobile. L. Baudryde Sannier, in La Loco-

motion. An illustrated detailed descrip-

tion. 3000 w. Sci Am Sup—March i,

1902. No. 46557-

Petrol Car.

The New Twelve Horse-Power Hum-
ber Car. Illustrates and describes the en-

gine and transmission. 1800 w. Autocar
—April 12, 1902. No. 47580 A.

SerpoUet.

Motor Vehicles with Serpollet Boilers.

(Motorwagen mit Serpollet-Kesseln). H.
Hempel. An account of the performance
of the Serpollet steam motor vehicles in

local tramway service. 1200 w. Zeitschr

d Ver Deutscher Ing—March 29, 1902.

No. 47712 D.

Steam Carriage.

Some Features of the Toledo Steam
Carriage. Illustrates and describes fea-

tures of interest. 2000 w. Horseless Age
—April 16, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.

47546.

Storage Batteries.

The Storage Battery in the Commercial
Operation of Electric Automobiles. W.
H. Palmer, Jr. Describes briefly the pro-

gress that has been made and the means
employed to obtain economy and relia-

bility in operation. 111. 5200 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—April 12, 1902. No. 47506.

Testing.

Automobile Testing as Thesis Work.
Albert L. Clough. Indicates work which
the laboratories of educational institutions

might take up. 1200 w. Horseless Age

—

March 12, 1902. No. 46891.

Tires.

Tires and Automobile Design. F. A.
Oatman. States the principal reasons for

the unsatisfactory results obtained from
tires, and expresses belief in the future of

the solid rubber tire. 1900 w. Horseless
Age—April 2, 1902. No. 47321.

Touring Car.

What a Light Touring Car Should Be.

H. Ward Leonard. Lecture before the

Long Is. Automobile Club. Considers
nine important points that should be care-

fully investigated. 3400 w. Horseless
Age—March 12, 1902. No. 47433-

Touring Outfit.

A Practical Automobile Touring Outfit.

Hrolf Wisby. An article suggesting what
should be, and should not be included.

2300 w. Sci Am—March i, 1902. No.
46543-

War Car.

The Simms Motor War Car. Illustrated

description of a car designed for coast and
road defense. 1200 w. Autocar—April

12, 1902. No. 47581 A.

HYDRAULICS.
Back Water.

The Estimation of Damages to Power
Plants from Back-Water. A decision of
the Maine Supreme Court outlining the

methods of ascertaining the damages
caused by flashboards. 3500 w. Eng Rec
—April 26, 1902. No. 47648.

Cranes.

Hydraulic Movable Warehouse Cranes.
Illustrates and describes types made in

Liverpool. 600 w. Engng—April 4, 1902.

No. 47518 A.

Flow.

On the Measurement of Water by a

Small Venturi Meter. E. G. Coker and
T. P. Strickland. An account of ex-

periments with illustrated description of

apparatus used. 3800 w. Canadian Soc
of Civ Engrs. Adv Proof—April, 1902.

No. 47616 D.

Gate Valve.

An 8-inch Hydraulic Gate Valve on a

Detroit Water Main Supplying River
Rouge, Mich. George H. Fenkell. Illus-

trated description of an automatic hy-
draulic gate which has been in operation
since 1900. 600 w. Eng News—April 17,

1902. No. 47552.

Lost Head.

Notes on Lost-Head in Water Supply
Systems. A. Prescott Folwell. A math-
ematical discussion with conclusions. 2000
w. Eng News—April 17. 1902. No.
47550.

Plumbing.

Plumbing at the Sailors' Snug Harbor,
Staten Island. Illustrated description of

special work in hospital wards, a laundry,

and a power house. 2600 w. Eng Rec

—

April 5, 1902. No. 47327.

Water Power.

The Elgin Water Power Decision. An
opinion by the Illinois Supreme Court
that a company managing the dam and
raceways of several power users is with-

out legal right to sue for damages caused

by a diversion of water above the dam by

other parties. 3000 w. Eng Rec—March
29, 1902. No. 47204.

Wt supply copies of then articles. See page 4^7-
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The Joliet Water Power Plant on the
Chicago Drainage Canal. Illustrated de-
scription of a 7000 H. P. plant operating
under an unusually low pressure, which
makes it necessary to have six turbines
coupled to the shaft of each main gener-
ator. 3000 w. Eng Rec—April 19, 1902.

No. 47607.

Turbines and the Eflfective Utilization

of Water-Power. Alex. Rea. Abstract of

a paper read before the Salford Science
Students' Assn. Illustrated descriptions of
various types of turbines, discussing their

construction. 2200 w. Mech Engr

—

March 22, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
47281 A.

MACHINE WORKS AND FOUNDRIES.

Bolt Cutter.

The Acme Automatic Unit Tapping and
Bolt Cutting Machines. Illustrated de-

scriptions of two interesting and valuable

machines and their operation. 1600 w.
Ir Age—April 3, 1902. No. 47317.

Boring Machine.

A Large Boring Machine. Illustrated

description of a fine large machine for

boring large engine beds, Corliss engine
cylinders, frames for large pumping en-

gines, and similar work. 5000 w. Engr,
Lond—April 18, 1902. No. 47695 A.

Cost Keeping.

Analyzing Cost of Machinery Making.
Oberlin Smith. Considering cost keep-
ing in the manufacture of machinery.
2800 w. Ir Trd Rev—April 3, 1902. No.

47399.

Cranes.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Dies.

Dies for Punching Leather Shoe Tips.

Joseph V. Woodworth. Illustrates and
describes means employed for punching
elaborate designs in leather. 900 w. Am
Mach—April 3, 1902. No. 47350.

Forges.

Fans and Piping for Forges. William
Sangster. Suggestions as to the approxi-
mate cost of blowers and piping with
hints on arranging. 111. 1300 w. Am.
Mach—April 24, 1902. No. 47666.

Foundry.

The Foundry of John Lang & Sons,
Johnstone, Scotland. C. C. Macmillan.
Illustrated detailed description of a fine

modern foundry. 2500 w. Foundry

—

April, 1902. No. 47275.

Foundry Cupola.

The Foundry Cupola and How to Man-
age It. Robert Buchanan. Read before

the Staffordshire Iron & Steel Inst. De-
scribes the various forms, and discusses
their management; also considers blast

pressure, scaffolding and how to avoid it,

scrap iron, charging, &c., &c. Discussion
follows. 13000 w. Foundry—April, 1902.
No. 47276.

Lathe.

The Patternmaker's Lathe. John M.
Richardson. Illustrates and describes
tools for the lathe. 1800 w. Am. Mach

—

April 3, 1902. No. 47349.

Machine Driving.

See Electrical Engineering Power Ap-
plications.

Machinery Protection.

Fencing or Guarding Machinery Used in

Textile Factories, with Special Reference
to Machinery Used by Cotton Spinners
and Manufacturers. Samuel R. Piatt.

Illustrated descriptions of guards for tex-
tile machinery. 6 plates. 3000 w. Inst.

of Mech Engrs—March 21, 1902. No.
47308 D.

Fencing of Steam and Gas Engines.
Henry D. Marshall. Reviews the usual
modern practice of furnishing protection
to diminish risk of accidents to attend-
ants, and offers suggestions for additional
safeguards. 111. 2000 w. Inst of Mech
Engrs—March 21, 1902. No. 47307 D.

Guarding Machine Tools. W. H.
Johnson. Considers the conditions ful-

filled by a perfect guard, the materials
used, and the ways of applying them. 3
plates. 1500 w. Inst of Mech Engrs

—

March 21, 1902. No. 47310 D.
Protection of Lift Shafts, and Safety

Devices in Connection with Lift-Doors and
Controlling Gear. Henry C. Walker.
States conditions and describes a lift with
ideal entrance doors, locks, and control-
ling apparatus. 3400 w. 3 plates. Inst of
Mech Engrs—March 21, 1902. No. 47-

309 D.

Mechanical Device.

A Good Machinist With Only One
Hand. C. W. Putnam. An illustrated

article describing a device that enabled a

good workman who had lost his left hand,
to resume his place. 600 w. Am Mach

—

April 3, 1902. No. 47348.

Ordnance.

United Stat s Ordnance Factories.

Waldon Fawcett. Brief illustrated de-

scriptions of some of the government
plants for the manufacture of naval and
coast defense ordnance. 1500 w. Mod
Mach—April, 1902. No. 47361.

Pipe Flanges.

Standardization of Pipe Flanges and
Flanged Fittings. Robert E. Atkinson.
An illustrated paper giving statements of

We supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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sizes of pipe flanges, with number of bolts

in use by several manufacturers in Eng-
land, with similar particulars about gen-

eral practice in Germany and America.
Particulars and scale drawings of special

joints, &c. 5400 w. Inst of Mech Engrs
—April 18, 1902. No. 47687 D.

Planer.

The Bilgram Bevel-Gear Planer. Il-

lustrations and descriptions of its con-

struction and method of working. 3600

w. Engng—March 21, 1902. No.

47293 A.

Shops.

The Plant of the Bullock Electric Man-
ufacturing Company and Its Work and

Cost System. Illustrated detailed descrip-

tion of one of the finest modern plants,

located near Cincinnati, and its methods.

5000 w. Ir Trd Rev—April 3, 1902. No.

47398.

The Works of the British Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company.
The present article describes the buildings

of this large plant. The equipment will

be dealt with in subsequent articles. Plans

and illustrations are given. 2300 w.

Engng—March 28, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 47448 A.

Surfacing.

The Surfacing Machine. Illustrated

description of a new machine for facing

tees, crosses and elbows. 900 w. Am
Mach—April 24, 1902. No. 47665.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION.

Buckling.

The Buckling of Multiple Supported
Rods (Die Knicklast Mehrfach Befes-

tigter Stabe). F. Wittenbauer.
_
A

mathematical investigation of the resist-

ance to buckling of rods supported at sev-

eral points, and subjected to endlong
pressure. 2000 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—April 5, 1902. No.

47715 D.

Corrosion.

The Corrosion of Copper Water-Pipes
(Ueber Anfressungen Kupferner Was-
scrleitungen). H .Hiillmann. A discussion

of the behavior of copper water conductors
in vessels of the German Navy. 2000 w.
Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—April 12,

1902. No. 47717 D.

Elasticity.

The Elastic Deformation of Solids (La
Deformation Elastique des Solides). A.
Mesnager. A comparison of the theoret-

ical principles with the results obtained in

the study of glass by polarized light. 12000

w. Ann des Ponts et Chaussees—4 Tri-
mestre, 1901. No. 47719 E-fF.

Gutta Percha.

Seeking Gutta-Percha. George E. Walsh.
On the sources of supply, the prospect of
forests of the trees in the Philippines, the
advisability of cultivating the trees in suit-

able climates, &c. 1300 w. Elec Rev, N.
Y—March i, 1902. No. 46561.

Oil Extraction.

Extraction of Oil by Chemical Process.
Information concerning the nuechanical
arrangements and the process used so suc-
cessfully in France. 1200 w. U S Cons
Repts, No. 131 1—April 9, 1902. No.
47397 D-

Penetration.

The Resistance of Elastic and Non-
Elastic Materials to Penetration (Resist-
ance a la Penetration de Matieres Elas-
tiques on Non). E. Simon. A report
upon the Persoz system of testing metallic

and textile materials by penetration.

4000 w. Bull Soc d 'Encour—March,
1902. No. 47721 G.

Resistance.

The Dynamics of the Resistance of Ma-
terials (Beitrage zum Dynamischen Aus-
bau der Festigkeitslehre). H. Summer-
feld. A discussion of the action of vibra-

tion in engineering structures, and its in-

fluence upon the resistance of materials
of construction. 4000 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—March 15, 1902. No.
47707 D.

Rope.

Rope. J. W. Walton. From a book is-

sued by a Cleveland firm, giving interest-

ing information concerning the processes
of manufacturing, and the origin of wire
rope. 4500 w. Marine Rev—March 13,

1902. No. 46876.

Stresses.

Stresses in Columns Subject to Com-
bined Axial and Transverse Loading.
Charles Worthington. Considers the con-
ditions which generally exist in the de-

signing of columns of this class, de-

ducing formulas, &c. 111. 2500 w. Pro
Am Soc of Civ Engrs—March, 1902. No.

47216 E.

Test Bars.

The False Witness of the Test Bar.

Robert Buchanan. Emphasizing the im-

portance of obtaining correctly represen-

tative bars for testing the strength of cast

iron, and showing the unsoundness of

present accepted methods. 3000 w. En-
gineering Magazine—May, 1902. No. 47-

777 B.

Testing.

The Testing of Iron and Steel on Nick-

ed Bars (Prufung von Eisen und Stahl

an Eingekerbten Stucken). M. Rudelof?.

A discussion of the value of the drop test

We supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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of nicked bars for the determination of the

resistance of iron and steel. Two articles.

7000 w. Stahl 11 Eisen—April i, 15, 1902.

No. 47737 each D.

Tool Steels.

Comparative Use of American and Eng-
lish Tool Steels in the Machine Shops of

the United States. A symposium of opin-

ions of a number of firms called out by a

statement made concerning the use of Eng-
lish steel in American shops. 5500 w. Ir

Trd Rev—March 6, 1902. No. 46760.

Wire.

Modern Practice and Its Result in the

Drawing of Wire Rods into Wire. Wil-
liam Garrett. Describes the modern prac-

tice of drawing rods, with brief reference

to earlier effort, mostly confined to

American practice. 4400 w. Ir & Coal
Trds Rev—April 11, 1902. No. 47591 A.

MEASUREMENT.
Omnimeter.

The Omnimeter Annex. W. A. War-
man. Illustration and suggestions showing
a few of the possibilities of this device
as a time saver. 350 w .Am Mach—April

10, 1902. No. 47487.

Planimeters.

Description and Theory of Coradi's
Rolling Ball Planimeter. J. W. Beards-
ley. Illustrated description of a labor-
saving instrument of great usefulness.

3500 w. Jour Assn of Engng Soc—Feb.,

1902. No. 47212 C.

Verniers.

The Reading of Verniers. An explana-
tory article. 111. 1300 w. Am Mach

—

April 3, 1902. No. 47351-

POWER AND TRANSMISSION.

Bearings.

Roller Bearings. Paper read by Prof.
Hele-Shaw before the Automobile Club of

Great Britain and Ireland on this subject.

111. 3500 w. Horseless Age—April 9,

1902. No. 47465.

The Lubrication and Formation of Sur-
faces for Bearings. John Dewrance. An
illustrated article dealing with lubrication,

reciprocating bearings, bearing surfaces,

&c. 3000 w. Mech Engr—March 22,

1902. No. 47280 A.

Cableway.

The Cableway of the Hydro-Electric
Plant at Vouvry ''Transporteur Aerien
sur Cables de I'Usine Hydro- Electrique
de Vouvry). A. Boudon. A description
of the method used in handling the ma-
terial for a hydraulic pipe line in Switz-
erland, in steep and difficult country.
2000 w. Genie Civil—March 29, 1902.

No. 47703 D.

Compressed Air.

The Freezing of Moisture Deposited
from Compressed Air. Robert Peele. Con-
siders the conditions that cause freezing,
and devices to remedy the trouble. 1600
w. Mines & Min—April, 1902. No.
47336 C.

The Use of Compressed Air in Mining.
T. W. Barber. States its special advan-
tages and applications, discussing meth-
ods, the installation and improvements
needed. 2600 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev-
April 4, 1902. No. 47521 A.

Yield of Air Compressors. J. Walter
Pearse. Table and descriptive matter
showing a general comparison of several
of the prominent makes of compressors.
Also editorial. 1400 w. Compressed Air—April, 1902. No. 47480.

Conveyors.

Coal and Ash Conveying Gear. R. A.
Chattock. Describes conveying apparatus
most in use, pointing out their advantages
and defects. 3000 w. Ir & Coal Trds
Rev—March 28, 1902. No. 47443 A.

Gears.

Spiral Gear Designing Relieved of Un-
certainty and Tedium. W. H. Croker.
Aiming to show that a little geometrical
construction is all that is needed to secure
a reliable solution of any case. 1500 w.
Am Mach—April 10, 1902. No. 47485.

Wheel Gearing. W. H, Thornbery.
Read before the South Staffordshire Iron
& Steel Inst. Begins an illustrated discus-
sion of toothed wheels, the general prin-
ciples governing the shapes and propor-
tions of the various parts, &c. 3000 w.
Ir & Coal Trds Rev—April 18, 1902.
Serial, ist part. No. 47696 A.

High Speeds.

High Speed for Shafting and Belting.
Charles A. Hague. Describes a large sys-
tem of transmission, where unusually
high belt speeds are emplo)red. 2400 w.
Eng Rec—April 19, 1902. No. 47609.

Power Economy.

Power and Its Economical Transmis-
sion. Henry Souther. Lecture before the
Canadian Mfrs Assn. Considers sources
of power, distribution, transmission, losses

belts and ropes, shafting and hangers in

this issue. 4000 w. Brick—April, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 47373.

Shaft Couplings.

Universal or Flexible Joint Couplings.
An illustrated article considering the prin-

ciples, construction and limitations. 3000
w. Mach N Y—April, 1902. No. 47424.

Variable Speed.

A New Variable Speed Transmission.
From La Nature. Illustrates and describes

a device invented by Roger de Montais.

We supply copies of these articles. See Page 48?.
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1500 w. Sci Am—April 19, 1902. No.
47558-

Wire Ropes.

Wire Ropes. Abstract of a paper by
W. D. L. Hardie. Describes the construc-
tion of wire ropes for mine use, and its

various grades, giving reauired tests.

1700 w. Can Engr—April, 1902. No.
47372.

SPECIAL MOTORS.

Gas Engine.
Engine for Blast Furnace Gases (Hoch-

ofengasmotor). Illustrated description of
the improved double-cylinder gas engine
of 350 h. p. made by Soest, of Reisholz,
near Diisseldorf, for use with furnace gas.

1800 w. I plate. Stahl u Eisen—April

15, 1902. No. 47741 D.

Gas Engines. George F. Macmun, Jr.

Read before the New England Assn. of

Gas Engrs. A narration of experiences and
observations, difficulties encountered and
methods of overcoming them. 2500 w.
Am Gas Lgt Jour—March 31, 1902. No.
47244-

Horse Power in Gas Engines. Albert
Stritmatter. Discusses the things that
affect the power of an engine. 1700 w.
Am Mfr—April 10, 1902. No. 47467.
Large Gas Engines for Driving Electric

Generators. A. R. Bellamy. Abstract of a

paper read before the Manchester section

of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Summarizes
the complaints that have been brought
against the gas engine, explaining what has
been done to obviate them. 3800 w. Mech
Engr—April 12, 1902. No. 47582 A.
The Cockerill Variable Cut Off Gear for

Gas Engines. Illustrated detailed descrip-

tion. 1200 w. Ir Age—April 24, 1902.

No. 47640.
The Niel Gas Engine (Nouveau Moteur

a Explosion de la Campagnie des Moteurs
Niel). The improved Niel engine has
the regulation effected by the use of a
variable compression. A thermal effic-

iency of 25 per cent, is attained. 1200 w.
I plate. Genie Civil—March 29, 1902.

No. 47704 D.
The Reid Gas Engine. Illustrations

and particulars of an engine used for
pumping at the oil wells in Pennsylvania.
1700 w. Am Mach—April 17, 1902. No.
47548.

STEAM ENGINEERING.

Angular Velocity.

The Angular Speed Variations of Crank
Engines (Ungleichformig-keitsgrad und
Winkelabweichung bei Kurbel Kraft-
maschinen). F. Klonne. A mathematical
investigation of the angular variations of
steam and gas engines, when used for
driving electric generators. 5000 w.
Elektrotech Zeitschr—April 3, 1902. No.
47749 B.

We supply copies of these

Boilers.

A Water-Tube Locomotive Boiler.
Illustrated description of a type used on
the London & Southwestern Railway,
England. 500 w. Ry Age—March 28,
1902. No. 47242.

Boiler Corrosion. H. C. Lincoln. Dis-
cusses the causes, the feed water supply,
incrustation and its prevention, &c. 220a
w. Am Elect'n—April, 1902. No. 47380.

Boiler Repairs. W. J. Ranton. Con-
siders the different types of boilers and the
repairs generally needed. 111. 2000 w.
Power—April, 1902. No. 47492 C.

Boiler Testing. Charles L. Hubbard. A
brief description of how to carry on a test
and make the necessary computations.
2600 w. Am Elect'n—April, 1902. No.
47379-

Circulation in Water-Tube Boilers. A.
C. Elliott. Investigations of the Jtiellevillc

boiler, with explanation of method. 4000
w. Engng—April 18, 1902. No.
47688 A.

Circulation in Water-Tube Boilers.

William H. Booth. A practical explana-
tion of the principles and action. 3800 w.
Elec Rev, Lond—April 4, 1902. No.
47523 A.

Distortion in Boilers Due to Overheat-
ing. C. E. Stromeyer. Paper read before
the Inst, of Naval Archts., with discus-

sion. Considers the nature and difficulties

of the problem and suggests possible
cause. 9800 w. Engn..,—April 4, 1902.

No. 47519 A.
The Oil-Burning Water-Tube Locomo-

tive Boiler. Brief illustrated description

of a design used on the Northern Pacific

Railroad. 600 w. Sci Am—March 29,

1902. No. 47225.

Chimneys.

See Civil Engineering, Construction.

Condensers.

Condensing Engine Practice. Alex.
Dow. An illustrated description of the

Edwards pump, and reference to other

points in condenser practice. 3300 w.

Jour Assn of Engng Socs—March, 1902.

No. 47620 C.

Experience with Central Condensers in

Mine Power Plants (^Versuche und Beo-

bachtungen an Central-Kondensationen
auf Steinkohlenzechen). E. Stach. A
very complete series of trials, showing the

advantages of condensation, and the con-

ditions under which the best results may
be attained. 5000 w. 3 plates. Gliickauf—
March 29, 1902. No. 47764 B.

Separation of Oil from Condensed
Steam. J. R. Bibbins. A detailed account

of experimental work to evolve a method
of freeing engine condensation of en-

trained oil. 111. 6200 w. Jour Assn of

Engng Socs—March, 1902. No. 47619 C.

articles. See page 487.
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Engines.

High-Speed Engines. Discusses the
merits and advantages of high rotary
speeds, and the troubles. 1500 w. Engr,
Lond—April 4, 1902. No. 47515 A.
The Ferranti Vertical Compound En-

gine. Abstract of paper by Mr. Charles
Day, presented to the Manchester (Eng-
land) Assn. of Engrs. Illustrates and de-
scribes the type of engine which the firm
is building for use with large direct-con-
nected electrical units. 4200 w. Power

—

April, 1902. No. 47489 C.

Vertical High-Speed Engines Abroad.
Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated descrip-
tions of power plants containing installa-

tions of some of the leading foreign build-

ers. 2500 w. Steam Engng—April, 1902.

No. 47624.

Evaporation.

The Transmission of Heat in the Evap-
oration of Water (Die Warmeiibertrag-
ung bei der Verdampfung von Wasser).
Dr. H. Claassen. Giving data and results

of experiments for the determination of
the rate of heat transmission, with espe-
cial reference to evaporating kettles and
vacuum pans. 7000 w. Zeitschr d ver
Deutscher Ing—March 22, 1902. No. 47-

709 D.

Explosion

The Investigation of the Penberthy
Boiler Explosion. Prof. R. C. Carpenter.
Report of the explosion in Detroit which
killed 30 people and seriously injured

many more. III. 4400 w. Power—April,

1902. No. 47494 C.

Furnace Equipment.

The Scott-Elliot Furnace Equipment
for Steam Boilers. Illustrates and de-

scribes a simple apparatus with which, it

is claimed, that a considerable saving in

fuel has been obtamed. Gives report of

trials. 2000 w. Engng—April II, 1902.

No. 47600 A.

Governors.

The Regulating of High-Speed Engines
by Shaft Governors (Beitrag zur Frage
der Regelung Schnellaufender Dampf-
maschinen durch Achsenregler). J. Fin-

kel. Showing the application of the shaft

governor to valves of the Corliss and the

piston types, with details of recent German
governors. 2500 w. Zeitschr d ver Deut-
scher Ing—Marcii 15, 1902. No. 47706 D.

Mechanical Plant.

The Mechanical Plant of the Broad Ex-
change Buildinir. Illustrated description

of the plant for operating" 18 passenger
elevators and a steam and electric plant of

jjroportionate capacity in a building having
over II acres of floor space. 2300 w. Eng
Rec—April 19, 1902. No. 47615.

The Mechanical Plant of the Colling-

wood Apartment Hotel, New York. Illus-

trated description of the plant in a 12-

story apartment hotel for electric lighting,
refrigerating, heating and ventilating ser-
vices. 2100 w. Eng Rec—April 5, 1902.
No. 47326.
The Mechanical and Heating Apparatus

in the New Century Apartment House,
New York. Illustrated description of the
mechanical nlant for an electric lighting,
refrigerating, elevator service, laundn and
heating system in a 9-story apartment
house 96-ft. square. 1500 w. Eng Rec

—

April 12, 1902. No. 47479.

Metallic Packings.

Metallic Packings for Piston and Valve
Rods. C. G. Robbins. Describes and il-

lustrates a number of the prominent pack-
ings, pointing out the special features and
showing the application. 7800 w. Power
—April, 1902. No. 47493 C.

Pipes.

Thickness of Pipes. William Burling-
ham. Gives diagrams embodying the for-

rnulje for the thickness of steam and feed
pipes for marine work. The method
shown is of general application and saves
much time. 1800 w. Marine Engng

—

April, 1902. No. 47269 C.

Piping.

Feed Water Piping. C. G. Robbins. Il-

lustrates and describes many of the ar-

rangements. 1500 w. Power—April, 1902.
No. 47490 C.

Safety Valves.

Safety Valves (Soupapes de Surete).
F. Sinigaglia. An exhaustive discussion
of the design and proportions of safety

valves for steam boilers, with data as to

discharge, and an examination of the vari-

ous formulas. Serial, Part I. 5000 w.
Revue de Mecanique—March 31, 1902.

No. 47729 E -f F.

Scale.

Boiler Scale Solvents. D. B. Dixon.
On the best means to prevent incrustations

and other points relating to the care of

boilers. 2000 w. Am Mfr—April 10, 1902.

No. 47466.

Slide Valve.

A New High Pressure Balanced Slide

Valve. Illustrates and describes a valve

designed to work easily under pressures as

great as 250 lbs. 1000 w. Am Engr & R
R Jour—April, 1902. No. 47346 C.

Speed Regulation.

Discussion on Speed Regulation of

Prime Movers. Discussion at New York,
Oct. 25, 1901, of papers on this subject

read before the Society. 10600 w. Trans
Am Inst of Elec Engrs—March, 1902. No.

47576 D.

Steam Economy.

Effect of Cylinder Clearance Upon
Steam Economy. Ira C. Hubbell. Dis-

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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cusses some interesting practical experi-

ments made during the last two years.

1800 w. St. Louis Ry Club—March 14,

1902. No. 47232.

Valves.

Piston, Corliss and Double-Beat Valves.
A comparison with discussion of the mer-
its of these types, and illustrated descrip-
tion of the Van den Kerchove gear. 900
w. Am Elect'n—April, 1902. No. 47376.

MISCELLANY.
Aeronautics.

A New Air Ship. Illustrated descrip-
tion of the Barton air ship now being built,

and of the principles on which it is based.
1500 w. Engr, Lond—April 18, 1902. No.
47694 A.
The Crossing of the Sahara (A Propos

de la Traversee du Sahara). Leo Dex. An
examination of the practicability of cross-
ing the desert of Sahara by a balloon con-
trolled by a guide rope and propelled by
wind only. 2000 w. Revue Technique

—

March 25, 1902. No. 47705 D.

_
The Severo Airship. Illustrated descrip-

tion of an interesting airship being con-
structed in Paris, which is quite novel in
design. iioo w. Sci Am—Mafch 29,
1902. No. 47227.

Alcohol.

Lighting and Heating by Alcohol
(L'Eclairage et le Chaufifage par I'Alcool)
L. Lindel. A discussion of the conference
of the Societe d'Encouragement, with tab-
ulated results of the consumption of alco-
hol in lighting and heating. 3000 w. Rev
Gen des Sciences—March 30, 1902. No.
47761 D.

Basket-Making.

The Mergenthaler-Horton Basket-Mak-
ing Machinery. Illustrates and describes
a machine for making fruit baskets which
accomplishes in an hour more than is

possible for 12 skilled basket makers, and
at a cost less than the wages of a single
workman. A description of the three
types of machines now in use. 1700 w.
Sci Am—March 15, 1902. No. 46810.

British Patents.

The Government Patent Bill. Editorial
discussion of proposed patent law reform
in England. 2800 w. Engng—Feb. 28,
1902. i.^Jo. 46727 A.

Calculating Machine.

The Mechanical Work of the Twelfth
Census. Edward M. Bvrn. Illustrates
and describes the Hollerith system of me-
chanical punching and tabulation in its

latest development. 1900 w. Sci Am

—

April 19, 1902. No. 47559.
Calorimetry.

On the Calorimetric Properties of the
Ferro-Magnetic Substances. Bruce V.
Hill. A report of experimental investiga-

tions. 2000 w. Elec Rev, N. Y—March
29, 1902. No. 47234.

Carbonic Acid.

The Preparation and Applications of
Liquid Carbonic Acid (La Preparation In-
dustrielle et les Applications de I'Acide
Carbonique Liquide). E. Mathias. De-
scribing the modern methods of preparing
the liquefied gas, and its numerous uses in

the arts. Two articles. 7500 w. Rev Gen
des Sciences—Feb. 28, March 15, 1902.
No. 47760 each D.

Graphics.

Graphic Integration—Area, Center of
Gravity, Moment of Inertia, &c. Karl G.
Hoist. Gives an approximate method of
drawing an integral curve. 1400 w. Am
Mach—April 10, 1902. No. 47486.

Heating.

Modern Furnace Heating. A combina-
tion of hot air and hot water heating and
ventilating system is illustrated and de-
scribed. 3000 w. Met Work—April 5,

1902. No. 47357-

Physical Laboratory.

The National Physical Laboratory. An
illustrated article describing this recently
opened laboratory in England, and its

equipment. 5000 w. Elec Engr, Lond

—

March 21, 1902. No. 47284 A.

Refrigeration.

Improved Refrigerating Appliances in

Breweries (Neuere Kiihlanlagen in Brau-
erlien). R. Schottler. Illustrating and de-
scribing the installations of the Linde re-

frigerating apparatus in a number of Ger-
man breweries. 2500 w. 2 plates. Zeit-

schr d Ver Deutscher Ing—April 5, 1902.

No. 47713 D.

Thermal Properties.

Some Thermal Properties of Naphthas
and Kerosenes. A. H. Gill and H. R.
Healey. Experimental work to determine
the heating value is described. 2000 w.
Tech Qr—March, 1902. No. 47817 E.

Ventilation.

Ventilating and Heating St. Bartholo-
mew's Clinic, New York City. Illustrated

description of an installation with ventil-

ating apparatus independent of the heating

system and supplying 6000 cu. ft. of air

per hour per capita in many rooms ; heat-

ing by direct radiators supported on hang-
ers to facilitate cleaning the floors ; and
fitted with special cleaning apparatus for

the air filters. 2500 w. Eng Rec—March
29, 1902. No. 47207.

Ventilating and Heating the Eastern
High School, Detroit, Mich. Illustrated

description of a 224 x 220- ft. building hav-
ing an independent electric plant and a

forced circulation of heated air for warm-
ing the main rooms. 1500 w. Eng Rec^
April 26, TQ02. No. 47649.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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COAL AND COKE.
Arsenic.

Arsenic in Coal and Coke. Alfred C
Chapman, in The Analyst. Describes the

method adopted by the writer for the de-

tection and estimation of arsenic. The
method consists in the gentle ignition of

the fuel with a mixture of magnesia and
carbonate of soda. 1500 w. Ir & Coal
Trds Rev—April 4, 1902. No. 47522 A.

British Columbia.

The Crow's Nest Pass Coal-Fields.

William M. Brewer. Gives the history and
geology, with description of these deposits

in the southeast part of British Columbia.
4000 w. Eng & Min Jour—April 19, 1902.

No. 47634-

By-Products.

The Production of Sulphate of Ammo-
nia from Coke Oven Wastes (Zur Her-
stellung von Schwefelswirem Ammoniak
auf den Destillations-Kokereien). A dis-

cussion of the value of coke oven wastes,

and the manner in which they can be util-

ized. 2000 w. Gliickauf—March 15, 1902.

No. 47762 B.

Coal Fields.

The Rocky Mountain Coal Fields. Con-
cerning the extent, location, quality, and
production of the fields now worked. 2400
vr. Sci Am Sup—April 5, 1902. No. 47-

387.

Coal Supplies.

See Industrial Economy.
Coke Ovens.

Recent Developments in By-Product
Coke Overrs. Communications from Dr.
F. Schniewind, Thomas Littlehales, and
C. W. Andrews, to the Ohio Gas Lgt.
Assn., with discussion. 9500 w. Am Gas
Lgt Jour—April 28, 1902. No. 47685.

Floods.

Some Lessons from the Recent Floods
in the Anthracite Mines of Pennsylvania.
W. S. Ayres. Discusses the serious re-

sults and great expense caused by the
floods of this "ast winter, and the means
of guarding ao^ainst such loss. 1700 w.
Eng & Min Jour—March 15, 1902. No.
46823.

Germany.

The Government Acquisition of West-
phalian Coal Mines. Discusses the recent
purchase of this coal-mining property by
the German government, comparing the
present situation with that prevailing two
or three months ago. 2000 w. Col Guard
—Feb. 28, 1902. No. 46725 A.

Pacific Coast.

The Coal Resources of the Pacific.

Harrington Emerson. A fully illustrated

description of the various available sources
of coal supply on the Pacific ocean, empha-
sising especially the central position and
splendid quality of the Alaskan coals.

4000 w. Engineering Magazine—May,
1902. No. 47771 B.

Peat.

Peat Fuel in Scandinavia. Alfred
Bache. Summary of recent articles on
peat fuel published in leadmp Scandina-
vian periodicals. Deals with the Swedish,
Norwegian and Danish countries separate-

ly. 2800 w. Col Guard—April 4, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 47520 A.

Russia.

The Coal-Mining Industry of Russia.

Particulars, prepared by A. Loransky, ex-

tracted from a recently published work is-

sued by order of the State Secretary.

2400 w. Col Guard—March 27, 1902. Se-

rial, 1st part. No. 47446 A.

Safety Appliances.

Preventing Shock to the Cage on Reach-
ing the Pit Bottom. From Gliickauf. Il-

lustrates and describes a device recently in-

vented by J. Romer, explaining its action.

600 w. Col Guard—March 27, 1902. No.

47445 A.
COPPER.

Australia.

Australian Copper Production. Con-
cerning the production and development
of the copper mines. 1500 w. Engng^
April II, 1902. No. 47509 A.

Boundary District.

Metallurgical Progress in the Boundary
District. W. A. Harkin. Describes the

Granby Works, the largest corner smelt-

ing works in Canada. 2500 w. B C Min
Rec—April, 1902. No. 47481 B.

Concentration.

Electro-Magnetic Concentration. V. F.

Stanlev Low. Its employment in the treat-

ment of copper ores is discussed. 1000 w.

Aust Min Stand—Feb. 27. 1902. No. 47"

436 B.

Reduction.

The Reduction of Copoer by Solutions

of Ferrous Salts. H. C. Biddle. Abstract-

ed from American Chemical Journal. De-
scribes the method of reduction. 1500 w.

Min Rept—April 17, 1902. No. 47625.

Sampling.

An Automatic System of Sampling.

Paul Johnson. Detailed descriptions with

We supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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illustrations, of the practice at the British

Columbia Copper Companies Smelting
Works. 2500 w. Eng & Min Jour—April

12, 1902. No. 47502.

South America.

South American Copper. Information
concerning the production of the various
countries, and the undeveloped properties,

with report of fuel conditions. 1800 w.
Am Mfr—March 27, 1902. No. 47263.

Wolverine Mine.

The Wolverine Copper Mine. F. J.

Nicholas. Brief account of this mine,
opened in 1882, but not really worked un-
til 1889. 1000 w. Eng & Min Jour—April

26, 1902. No. 47663.

GOLD AND SILVER.
Alaska.

Investigation of the Mineral Resources
of Alaska. Map with brief account of
work being done by the Geological Sur-
vey. 700 w. Eng & Min Jour—April 26,

1902. No. 47664.

Arizona.

The Geology of the Galiuro Mountains,
Arizona, and of the Gold-Bearing Ledge
known as Gold Mountain. William P.
Blake. An illustrated description of the
ledge and deposits. 2400 w. Eng & Min
Jour—April 19, 1902. No. 47633.

BraziL

Historical Sketch of Gold Mining in

Minas Geraes, Brazil. Alcides Medrado.
Brief account of this rich gold field, and
its production, iioo w. Eng & Min Jour—March 29, 1902. No. 47238.

Bromo- Cyanogen.

Experiments with Bromo-Cvanogen on
Southern Gold Ores. S. H. Brockunier.
Results of experiments made to find a
more economical method of extraction
than chlorination. 1500 w. Trans Am Inst
of Min Engrs—Nov., igoi. No. 47542 C.

Cyanide.

Cyaniding in the Telluride District. J.
Ralston Bell. An illustrated description of
the plant and practice at the Liberty Bell
mine. 1800 w. Mines & Min—April, 1902.
No. 47330 C.

Notes on the Cyanide Process. J. P.
Empson. Abstracts from a paper read be-
fore_ the Black Hills Mining Men's Assn.
Reviews the early history of this process,
describing the practice in New Zealand
and Australia. 1600 w. Min Rept—March
27, 1902. No. 47261.

The Manufacture of Cyanides. Editori-
al discussing the preparation of cyanides,
with remarks on the present position and
greatly-extended application. 1500 w.
Engng—March 21, 1902. No. 47294 A.

East Indies

Mining in the Dutch East Indies. S. J.

Truscott. The gold mining in Sumatra
and Borneo is reported in this first article,

with related matter of interest. 3200 w.
Aust Min Stand—Feb. 20, 1902. Serial,

1st part. No. 47434 B.

Placers.

Placer Mining Kinks. Charles P. Rich-
ardson. Illustrates and describes simple
devices made where materials were scarce
and hard to obtain. 2300 w. Min & Sci Pr
—March 29, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
47363.

Queensland.

The Saddle Reefs of Bendigo. T. A.
Rickard. An illustrated historical ac-

count of this rich gold field which has
produced a yield valued at $342,000,000,
describing various types of the saddle
reefs. 5000 w. Eng & Min Jour—March
29, 1902. No. 47236.

Rand.

The Easterly Extension of the Rand
Goldfields. From the London Mining
Journal. An account of prospecting and
the difficulties met. 4000 w. N Z Mines
Rec—Feb. 17, 1902. No. 47428 B.

Tailings.

The Tailings Cyanide Plant of the

Homestake Mine, South Dakota. Charles
H. Fulton. Abstract from Bulletin No. 5,

South Dakota School of Mines. Describes
a plant which satisfactorily treats the tail-

ings pulp of three mills. The company
does not print the disclosure of informa-
tion concerning the technical working of
their plant. 111. 1200 w. Min Rept

—

March 13, 1902. No. 46877.

West Australia.

The West Australia Gold Fields. Ar-
thur Howell Discusses their progress and
prospects, Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie, and
the activity on the "Northern Fields."

3800 w. Mines & Min—April, 1902. No.

47333 C.

IRON AND STEEL.

Analysis.

An Accurate Estimation of Sulphur in

Iron by the Evolution Method. Harry E.

Walters and Robert Miller. An explana-
tion of methods, with report of results.

1000 w. Pro Engrs Soc of W Penna

—

March, 1902. No. 47312 D.

Blast Furnaces.

An Improved Method of Supplying
Water to Blast Furnace Tuyeres and Cool-

ers. W. J. Foster. Illustrates and de-

scribes a method that ha.^ been in use more
than twelve months with very satisfactory

results. 2200 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev

—

April II, 1902. No. 47592 A.

Blast Furnace with Electric Power
Plant at Audun-le-Tiche, Lorraine. Frank

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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C. Perkins. Illustrated detailed descrip-

tion, looo w. Am Mach—April 17, 1902.

No. 47547-
Electric Lifts for Furnace Bell-Tops.

F. Janssen, in Stahl und Eisen. Illustrates

and describes a bell-top lift that has been
in operation for about a year, and consid-

ers the advantages derived from the use of
electricity for working the bell-top. 2000
w. Am Mfr—April 3, 1902. No. 47359.
The Elimination of Blast Furnace Va-

riables. F. L. Grammer. Some conclu-

sions in regard to the management of blast

furnaces. 3000 w. Ir Trd Rev—April 10,

1902. No. 47483.

The Rader Blast Furnace. Illustrates

the construction of a recently patented
furnace. 900 w. Am Mfr—April 17, 1902.

No. 47622.

Cast Iron.

The Testing and Classification of Pig
Iron and Castings (Zur Frage der Pru-
fung, Beurtheilung und Ein theilung von
Giessereiroheisen und Gusseisen). B.
Osann. A review of the standard specifi-

cations of the American Foundrymens As-
sociation, with comments. 3000 w. Stahl

und Eisen—March 15, 1902. No. ^772,2 D-

Crucibles.

Clays and Clay Crucibles. Percy Long-
muir. Concerning the composition of cru-

cibles, the apparatus required for making
them, their life, &c. 2000 w. Ir Trd Rev
—April 3, 1902. No. 47400.

Hematite.

Geological History of the Hematite Iron
Ores of the Antwerp and Fowler Belt in

New York. W. O. Crosby. 2800 w. Am
Geol—April, 1902. No. 47442 D.

Hot Blast.

Hot Blast Stoves (Ueber Winderhit-
zer). G. Teichgraber. A discussion of
recent designs for stoves for heating the

wind for blast furnaces, with especial ref-

erence to the improvement in the combus-
tion of the gases. 1800 w. Stahl u Eisen
—March 15. 1902. No. 47734 D.

Iron Industry.

A Bird's-Eye View of Conditions in the

Iron and Steel Industry. Editorial review
of the present situation as presented in

the recently issued "Directory of the Iron
and Steel Works of the United States,"

and a comparison with the situation four
years ago. 1800 w. Eng News—March 27,

1902. No. 47255.

The Recent Development of the Ameri-
can Iron Industry (Die Neuere Entwick-
lung der Nordamerikanischen Eisenindus-
trie). E. Schrodter. A comparison of the

iron industries of Great Britain, Germany,
France, Austria, and Russia, with the

United States, showing the rapid growth
of the latter. 3000 w. Stahl u Eisen

—

March 15. 1902. No. 47732 D.

Iron Works.

The Iron Mountain, and the Plant of the
Mexican National Iron and Steel Com-
pany, Durango, Mexico. F. F. Witherbee.
Gives view of mountain and works, with
description of ore, method of working, &c.
1800 w. Trans Am Inst of Min Engrs

—

Nov., 1901. No. 47543 C.

Krupp Works.

Some Interesting Features of the Krupp
Works at Essen. Henry L. Geissel. An
illustrated article giving particulars of in-

terest and showing the immense extent of
the works. 1500 w. Sci Am—April 19,

1902. No. 47561.

Minnesota.

Sketch of the Iron Ores of Minnesota.
N. H. Wincheil. An account of explora-
tions, production, geological relations, ori-

gin of the ores, &c. 2200 w. Am Geol

—

March, 1902. No. 47431 D.

Mixers.

A 325-Ton Hot-Metal Mixer. Arthur
C. Johnston. Illustrates and describes the
chief features of a very successful vessel
of this capacity. 900 w. Eng News

—

April 3, 1902. No. 47457-

Modern Pig Iron Mixers (Neuere Roh-
eisenmischer). J. Nockher. Illustrating

and describing various forms of mixers
used in Luxembourg and Westphalia.
1800 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing

—

March 22, 1902. No. 47710 D.

Rails.

Microscopic Observations in Deteriora-
tion in Steel Rails. Thomas Andrews. Ob-
servations on the micro-crystalline struc-
ture, chemical and physical properties, of
a Bessemer steel rail, unbroken after fif-

teen years' main line service. 2500 w.
Engng—April 18, 1902. No. 47689 A.

Rolling Mill.

Rolling Mill for Billets (Blockwalz-
werk). W. Schnell. Illustrated descrip-
tion of rolling mill and double reversing
tandem reversing engines at the Rochling
iron works at Volklingen on the Saar.
1000 w. 3 plates. Stahl u Eisen—April 15,

1902. No. 47740 D.

Slags.

A Study of Slags (Zur Kenntniss der
Schlacken). H. v. Jiiptner. A chemical
study of the furnace slags and their rela-

tion to the metallic products. Two arti-

cles. I plate. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u
Hiittenwesen—March 29, April 5, 1902.

No. 47768 each B.

Steel.

New Methods in Steel Manufacture.
Briefly outlines methods for the produc-
tion of compound ingots, to shorten time
in open-hearth process, and hydrogen
treatment of Bessemer and open-hearth

W» supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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steel. 3000 w. Ir Trd Rev—March 27,

1902. No. 47210.

Steel Plant.

Plant of the Dominion Iron and Steel

Company. Waldon Fawcett. Descrip-

tion of a new Canadian plant at Sydney,

Cape Breton. 2000 w. Am Mfr—March
13, 1902. No. 46817.

Some of the New and Enlarged Bridge

and Structural Mills. Brief report of pro-

posed extensions and new plants. 1700

w. R R Gaz—March 14, 1902. No. 46828.

Steel Treatment.

The Correct Treatment of Steel. Read

before the Glasgow Congress. The object

of the paper is to help those who handle

steel by describing in simple, practical

terms such fixed principles as are knoAvn,

and in what direction they may be applied

in practice, and to obtain discussion on

important points. 1300 w. Jour Am Soc

of Naval Engrs—Feb.. 1902. No. 47051H.

Steel Rails.

The Manufacture of Steel Rails. Brief

illustrated description of the Edgar Thom-
son Works, near Pittsburg. 1600 w. Sci

Am—April 26, 1902. No. 47658.

Sulphur.

The Sulphur Content of Slag and Other

Furnace Products (Der Schwefelgehalt

von Schlacken und Hiittenproducten). H.

von Jiiptner. An examination of the dis-

tribution of sulphur in slag and metal in

connection with the solution theory. Two
articles, 4000 w. Stahl u Eisen—April i,

15, 1902. No. 47739 each D.

Texas.

The Iron Resources of Texas. Dr.

William B. Phillips. Considers the iron

resources in a general way and states con-

clusions. 6500 w. Pro Engrs' Soc of W
Penna—March, 1902. No. 4731 1 D.

MINING.
Auditing.

The Auditing of a Mining Company's
Accounts. Charles V. Jenkins. On the

value of an audit, inspection of accounts

by mining engineers, the conduct of an
audit, redemption of capital, etc. 5700 w.

Trans Am Inst of Min Engrs—Feb., 1902.

No. 47540 D.

China.

Mining in China. Information in re-

gard to the working methods, labor and
wages, etc. 1200 w. U S Cons Repts,

No. 1319—April 18, 1902. No. 47564 D.

Colorado.

Geology Along the Animas River,

with Description of Coal and Metal Mines
Along Its Course, Including a Sketch of
the Silver Lake Mine. Arthur Lakes.
111. 2200 w. Mines & Min—April, 1902.

No. 47334 C.

Deposits.

Ore Deposits. F. Danvers-Power. Read
at meeting of the N. S. W. Chamber
of Mines. A general talk on the world's
debt to the mineral kingdom and geology,
followed by a review of accepted opin-

ions on the origin of ores, their deposi-
tion, etc. 6500 w. N Z Mines Rec—Feb.

17, 1902. No. 47429 B.

Firedamp.

Determination of Fire Damp by the
Limits of Inflammability. J. Potier, in Re-
vue Universelle des Mines. Describes a
modification of the Lebreton and Rateau
methods, giving drawing of apparatus.
800 w. Col Guard—March 27, 1902. No.
47447 A.

Geology.

Why Employ a Geologist? Arthur
Lakes. Gives cases in which a knowledge
of geology is necessarv to successfully

prospect for oil or ores. 1000 w. Mines &
Min—April, 1902. No. 47335 C.

Haulage.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Hole-Contract.

The Operation of the "Hole-Contract"
System in the Center Star and War Eagle
Mines. Contribution to the discussion of
paper by Carl H. Davis. 900 w. Trans Am
Inst of Min Engrs—Nov., 1901. No. 47541.

Importance.

The National Importance of Mining,
lohn E. Hardman. An address introduc-
ing topic for discussion at the annual
meetings of the Canadian Mining insti-

tute. 5000 w. Can Min Rev—March 31,

1902. No. 47270 B.

Mexico.

A Synopsis of the Mining Laws of

Mexico. Richard E. Chism. A digest

of the more important laws. 19300 w.
Trans Am Inst of Min Engrs—Nov., 1901.

No. 47537 D-

Mine Fires.

Mine Fires in Pittsburg Kegion. James
Blick. Read before the Cent. Min. Inst,

of W. Penn. Gives their history and
causes and methods used to subdue them,
as gleaned from observation. 4600 w.
Mines & Min—April, 1902. No. 47332 C.

Mine Pump.
Underground Mine Pump of 1000 Horse

Power (Unterirdische Wasserhaltungs-
maschine von 1000 PS.) S. Steuer. De-
scription of powerful mining pump in-

stalled in the Czeladz mine at Sosnowice,
in Russian Poland. loco w. i plate. Zeit-

schr d ver Deutscher Ing—March 29,

1902. No. 4771 1 D.

Mining Law.

The Colorado Central i^ode a Paradox

Wt supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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of the Mining Law. Ernest Le Neve Fos-
ter. Read before the Colorado Sci. Soc.
Begins an account of the Htigation over
this mine. 1200 w. Min Rept—April 24,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 47813.

Mining Plant.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Mining Tunnel.

Drivino- the Newhouse Tunnel. H. Fos-
ter Bain. An illustrated description of
one of the most interesting mining tunnels
in existence, now being driven at Idaho
Storings. Colorado. 2200 w. iing & Mm
Jour—April 19, 1902. No. 47635.

The Newhouse Tunnel. A. W. War-
wick. An illustrated account of one of the

greatest tunnel schemes ever undertaken,
now being carried out at Idaho Springs,
<^olorado. 2800 w. Min Rept—April 24,

1902. No. 47812.

Oil Field.

The Western Oil Field of Mesa and
Rio Blanco Counties, Colorado. Arthur
Lakes. Illustrates and describes a region
geologically favorable for oil. 2200 w.
Mines & Min—April, 1902. No. 47331 C.

Plumb Lines.

The Divergence of Long Plumb Lines
at the Tamarack Mine. Prof. F. W. Mc-
Nair. An account of experiments made
in the shafts of this mine, and a discus-

sion of the cause of divergence. 111. 3000
w. Eng & Min Jour—April 26. 1902. No.
47662.

Shaft Sinking.

Improvements in Apparatus for Shaft-
Sinking. A. Gobert. From Annales des
Travaux Publics de Bclcique. Drawings
and description of improvements to rem-
edy the inconveniences arising from de-
fective circulation. 800 w. Col Guard

—

March 21, 1902. No. 47305 A.

Sinking and Installing a Shaft, 1,010

Metres in Depth, at the Ronchamp Col-
lieries. From L'Ingcnieur Frangais. Il-

lustrates and describes the ventilation,

sinking, winding engine, central engine
house, air compressors and boilers. 2500
w. Col Guard—March 27, 1902. No. 47-

444 A.

Small Ores.

The Utilization of Small Ores. H.
Bumby. Read before the West of Scot-
land Iron & Steel Inst. Concerning the

briquetting of such ores and the processes.
4000 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev—March 21,

1902. No. 47300 A.

Smelting.

Smelting Arsenical Ores in Blast Fur-
naces. Herbert Lang. Outlines the meth-
od of treatment and reports the success.

2300 w. Mm & Sci Pr—March 29, 1902.
No. 47362.

Training.

The Training of Mining Engineers. H.
C. Jenkins. Read before the Australian
Assn. for the Adv. of Science. Discusses
what the engineer manager should be if

fully equipped for his work. 3200 w. Aust
Min Stand—Feb. 27, 1902. No. 47435 B.

Tributing.

Tributing in Mining. Jas. Grant. The
present article consists of introductory re-

marks on the general subject of tributing.

2300 w. Aust Min Stand—March 6, 13,

1902. Serial. 2 parts. No. 47643 each B.

Winding Engine.

Non-Condensing Double-Drum Winding
Engine. Illustration and brief description

of engine made for the Associated Gold
Mines of Western Australia, Limited.

600 w. Engng—Anril 18, 1902. No. 47-

690A.

Wire Ropes.

Some Notes oji Wire Ropes. G. W.
N. Hopper. Discusses points relating

to the use of wire ropes in colliery prac-

tice. 1700 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev—March
21, 1902. No. 47298 A.

MISCELLANY.
Alloys.

Metallic Alloys. J. E. Stead. Considers

the constituents of alloys, the methods
employed for studying the constitution and
properties of alloys, classification of binary

alloys, and alloy charts for representing

the structural, constitutional and physical

properties of alloys. III. 9000 w. Mctal-
lographist—April, 1902. No. 47566 E.

The Freezing-Point Curve of Binary
Alloys of Limited Reciprocal Solubility

When Molten. H. M. Howe. Tests of
curves showing that the very convenience
of these graphical illustrations may cause

them to mislead. 2000 w. Metallographist

—April, 1902. No. 47567 E.

Aluminum.
Aluminum Properties and Reactions.

From the French of M. J. Cavalier. A re-

view of recent researches and their in-

teresting results. 2500 w. Am Mfr—April

17, 1902. No. 47623.

Furnace.

An Adobe Reverberatory Furnace. John
Gross. Describes briefly the construction

of a furnace which is giving good results

and can be quickly erected. 111. 900 w.
Trans Am Inst of Min Engrs—Nov.,

190 1. No. 47544 C.

Lead.

The Disseminated Lead Ores of South
East Missouri. Frank L, Nason. Facts in

regard to the occurrences of lead ores in

this section, their origin and peculiarities.

3000 w. Eng & Min Jour—April 5, 1902.

No. 47405-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 4S7.
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Metals.

The Crvstalline Structure of Metals. J.

A. Ewing and Walter Rosenhain. De-
scribes investigations dealing principally

with the phenomena of annealing. 111.

9000 w. Metallographist—April, 1902. No.

47565 E.

Ozark Region.

Lead and Zinc Deposits of the Ozark
Region. Information of the ore-bearing

formations and mining districts of this re-

gion, giving theories of ore deposition,

their origin, conditions, etc. 2700 w. Eng
& Min Jour—April 5, 1902. No. 47403.

Petroleum.

The Boulder Oil Fields. Information
concerning this field in Colorado, which
is at present causing much excitement
1000 w. Eng & Min Jour—March 29, 1902.

No. 47237.

The Russian Petroleum Trade. Informa-
tion concerning the production of crude
oil of the Baku fields, causes of depres-
sion, refining, residuum, transportation,

etc. Map. 1 1900 w. U S Cons Repts,
No. 1312—April 10, 1902. No. 47441D.
The Petroleum District of Northwest-

ern Germany (Das Erdosvorkommen in

Nordwestlichen Deutschland). P. H.
Sachse. An account of the wells and pro-
duct, showing the growir- importance of
the district. 2000 w. GliJckauf—April 5,

1902. No. 47765 B.

Platinum.

Notes on Platinum and Its Associated
Metals. James F. Kemp. Describes its

occurrence, where found, its association
with other minerals, etc. 2000 w. Eng &
Min Jour—April 12, 1902. No. 47501.

Platinum and the Platinum Metals. Dr.

J. Ohly. Discusses the commercial im-
portance of platinum and begins a review
of its history in the present article. 1200
w. Min Rept—March 27, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 47262.

Sulphur Deposits.

The Sulphur Deposits of Calcadieu Par-
ish. Frank M. Kerr. Concerning these
deposits in Louisiana and their develop-
ment; methods, and their results, etc. 2800
w. Jour Assn of Engng Socs—Feb., 1902.

No. 47214 C.

Titanium.

Titanium Iron (Ueber Titaneisen). E.
Bahlsen. An examination of the influ-

ence of titanium upon iron and the use
of ferro-titanium in the manufacture of
special steels. 1800 w. Stahl u Eisen

—

March 15 1902. No. ""7735 D.

Zinc.

American Zinc Production. Waldon
Fawcett. Deals principally with the Jop-
lin district, giving information concerning
the gains in production, methods, etc. 111.

1600 w. Am Mfr—April 24, 1902. No. 47-

656.

Palmerton Plant of the New Jersey
Zinc Company (of Pennsylvania), (jeorge
C. Stone. Description of these works and
their location. 2500 w. Eng & Min Jour
—April 5, 1902. No. 47406.

The Production of Zinc Ore in .the

United States. Walter Renton Ingalls.

Reports the production of the various dis-

tricts, giving information of interest re-

lating to them. 111. 3300 w. Eng & Min
Jour—April 5, 1902. No. 47404.

RAILWAY ENGINEERING

CONDUCTING TRANSPORTATION.

Accidents.

Train Accidents in the United States
in_ February. v.,ondensed record of the
principal train accidents, with remarks on
the most serious. 3600 w. R R Gaz—
March 28, 1902. No. 47222.

Curve Resistance.

Cur\^e Resistance Tests at West Alton,
Mo. Max H. Wickhorst. Describes tests

made with dynamometer car on 7^/^ de-
gree curve to determine the relative re-

sistance of a train on straight track and
curves at this point. 1200 w. Am Engr &
R R Jour—April, 1902. No. 47341 C.

Fast Run.

The Fastest Timed Railway Run in Eu-
rope. Charles Rous-Marten. Reports a
new departure on the Northern Railway of
France which gives it the fastest-timed

railway run ever yet seen in European
time-tables, including the British Isles.

700 w. Engr, Lond—April 18, 1902. No.

47693 A.

Graphic Statistics.

Graphic Statistics of Railways, Showing
how the "Revenue Statistics" can be an-

alyzed to exhibit the results of the work-
ing clearly and correctly. Deals only with
the number of passengers as compared
with train milea'T" but other results can
be obtained by the same method. 1500 w.
Engr, Lond—March 28, 1902. No. 47452A.

Train.

Train for H. R. H. Prince Henry of

Prussia. Illustrated description of the

train used during the short tour through

the United States. 900 w. Loc Engng—
April, 1902. No. 47365 C.

Train Control.

Instruction of Queen and Crescent Train

We supply copies of these articles. See page 4S7.
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Men. A. J. Love, with editorial. 1 ne
"train staff" system of train control is

explained. It makes operating on a single

track absolutely free from danger of c 1-

lisions. 2900 w. Loc Engng—April, 1902.

No. 47367 C.

MOTIVE POWER AND EQUIPMENT.

Cars.

A 60,000 Lbs. Capacity Produce Car

—

New \ork Central. Illustrations and de-

scription showing the desien of a 35 ft.

produce car, 300 of which are being built

for the haulinp- of fruit and vegetables,

iioo w. R R Gaz—March 28, 1902. No.
47223.

80,000 Lbs. Box Car, Illinois Central
R. R. Illustrated description of the latest

design of hieh-capacitv box car adopted
by this road. 1000 w. Rv & Engng Rev

—

March 29, 1902. No. 47245.
80,000 Lbs. Capacity Box Car. Norfolk

& Western Ry. Illustrated description of

the latest type of all-wood box car. 1200
w. Ry & Engng Rev—April 5, 1902. No.
47427.

Forty-ton Steel Frame Box Car, Nor-
folk & Western Railway. Drawings and
description. 1800 w. R P. Gaz—April 18,

1902. No. ''7654.

Special Milk Cars for the Delaware &
Hudson. Illustrates and describes cars

used in this service. 600 w. Ry Age—April
II, 1902. No. 47500.
Test of an Ingoldsby 100,000 Lbs. Ca-

pacity Wooden Dump Car. Illustration

with reoort of test. 500 w. R R Gaz—April

4, 1902. No. 47392.

36-Ft. Flat Car, Minneapolis, St. Paul
5. Ste. Marie Ry. Illustrated description
of flat cars of 60.000 lbs. capacity. 800 w.
Ry & Engng Rev—April 12, 1902. No.
47507.

Standard 60,000 Lbs. Capacity Box Cars
for the Central of New Jersey. Illustrat-

ed description. 500 w. R R Gaz—Apni
II, 1902. No. 4751 1.

Vanderbilt 50-Ton Hopper Coal Car.
Drawings and description of steel hopper
cars, designed by Cornelius Vanderbilt,
800 of which are now being built for the
West Virginia Central & Pittsburg Ry.
700 w. Am Engr & R R Jour—April,

1902. No. 47338 C.

Car Wheels.

Chilled Cast Iron Car Wheels. C. H.
Vannier. Read before the students of
Purdue Univ. Describes the method of

manufacture in detail. 5000 w. Ir Trd Rev
—April 24, 1902. No. 47660.

Draft Gear.

Elasticity in Draft Gear. Extracts
from a paper by R. A. Parke, presented at

meeting of the Ry. Club 01 Pittsburg.
Discusses the influence of draft gear upon
train operation. Gives diaerrams taken

from the recordinfr apparatus of a dyna-
mometer car arranged to record the com-
oression and recoil strains transmitted

through the draft gear. 2300 w. R R Gaz

—

April 4, 1902. No. 47390.

Elasticity in Draft Gear. R. A. Parke.

Presented at meeting of the Py. Club of

Pittsburg. Su"'"°5tions presented with a

view of considering some of the various

demands upon a satisfactor-" draft-gear

and the character of the service rendered.

2200 w. Ry & Engng Rev—April 26, 1902.

Serial. 1st part. No. -47815.

Electric Traction.

Electric Traction on Main Lines. Ed-
itorial review of '^aper by E. Huber be-

fore the Zurich Assn. of Engrs. & Archts.

1800 w. Engng—April 11, 1902. No. 47-

598 A.

High Speed.

High Speed Transport with Steam Lo-
comotives (Dampfiokomotive und Schnell-

verkehr). H. Frankel. A comparison

of the performance of express locomo-
tives with the results on the Berlin-Zossen

hieh-speed electric railway. 4000 w.

Glasers Annalen—March 15, 1902. No.

47730 D.

Locomotives.

A Discussion of Locomotives (Note
sur les Locomotives). E. Sauvage. _A
general discussion of modern locomotive
construction comparing the practice of

different countries. Serial. Part I. 7500

w. Bull Soc d'Encour—March, 1902. No.

47722 G.

A Four-Cylinder Compound for Fast

Trains. Illustrates and describes an en-

gine of somewhat peculiar design built

for the Southern Railroad of Italy, iioo

w. R R Gaz—-April 18, 1902. No. 47653-

American, British and Belgian Loco-
motives. On the report of Lord Cromer
concerning the consumption of fuel on lo-

comotives used on the Egyptian lines. 4500

w. Ir Age—April 24, 1902. No. 47641.

American Locomotive Construction.

The first of a series of articles setting

forth erroneous assumptions in regard to

American locomotives, and discussing

their construction and design. 111. 3000

w. Engr, Lond—April 11, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 47604 A.

Atlantic Type Passenger Entwine for

the Illinois Central. Illustrated detaned
descrintion of engine built to be tested

with a sample en-^'ne of the r'rairie type.

800 w. Ry Age—April 18, 1902. No.

47642.

Baldwin Consolidation and lo-Wheel
Locomotives, Southern Ry. Photo-
graphs and general dimensions of each

type are given ; the consolidation loco-

motives are for freight service and the

lO-wheel engines for passenger service.

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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1200 w. Ry & Engng Rev—March 29,

1902. No. 47246.
British and Foreign Built Locomotives.

Editorial on the recent conference of In-

dian Railwav Engineers, and the subjects

discussed. 800 w. Engng—April 11, 1902.

No. 47597 A.
British, Belgian and American Locomo-

tives in Egypt. Abstract of a parliamen-
tary paper containing correspondence re-

specting the comparative merits of Brit-

ish and American locomotives in Egypt.
Also editorial. 5600 w. Engr, Lond

—

April 4, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 47-

517 A.
Comparative Tests of Oil Burning

Locomotives, Southern Pacific Railway. A
report of interesting service tests. 600 w.
Am Engr & R R Jour—April, 1902. No.
47340 C.

Compound Atlantic Type Passenger
Locomotive. Illustrated description of the

first of a number of heavy Atlantic type,

Vauclain compounds with wide fire boxes
for the C. B. & Q. Ry. 400 w. Am Engr
& R R Jour—April, 1902. No. 47343 C.

Consolidation Freight Locomotive

—

Norfolk & Western Railway. Illustrated

description of interesting engines known
as the Class W. 900 w. R R Gaz—April

25, 1902. No. 47679.
Consolidation Switching Locomotives

for the Chicago Union Transfer Rail-

way. Engraving and brief description.

500 w. R R Gaz—April 25, 1902. No. 47681.

Double-Bogie Tank Locomotive, North-
ern Railway of France. Illustration with
brief description. 300 w. Engr, Lond

—

March 21, 1902. No. 47302 A.
European Railway Jottings. Charles

Rous-Marten. Describes the new Brit-

ish outside cylinder engines and the new
valve gear designed by J. T. Marshall, now
in course of experimental trial on the
Great Northern Ry. 2000 w. Loc Engng

—

April, 1902. No. 47366 C.
Heavy 6-Coupled Suburban Locomo-

tive. Illustrates and describes a locomo-
tive in use on the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad. 700 w. Am Engr
& R R Jour—April, 1902. No. 47342 C.
Heavy Double-End Suburban Locomo-

tive for the New York Central. Illus-

trated detailed descrintion of a type from
which 16 have been ordered, and 6 are in

service. 900 w. R R Gaz—March 28, 1902.
No. 47220.
"Lake Shore" Type Tandem Compound

Locomotive. Illustrated description of
engines built for freight service on the
Chicago Great Western Railway. 900 w.
Am Engr & R R Jour—April, 1902. No.
47345 C.

Locomotive Improvement. A letter from
David Joy giving a sketch of a novel lo-
comotive design for a large engine for
heavy work. 1300 w. Engr, Lond—April
II, 1902. No. 47605 A.

New Types of Freight Locomotives on
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and
Northern Pacific Rys. An illustrated ar-

ticle describing the present development
in freight motive power equipment and
new types of locomotives, and a traction-
increasing device. 3900 w. Eng News

—

April 24, 1902. No. 47669.
Prairie Type Compound Freight Loco-

motives for the Atchison, Topeka & San-
ta Fe. Illustrated description of engines
to use bituminous coal. 900 w. Ry Age

—

April 4, 1902. No. 47415.
Switching Engine for the Kansas City

Belt. Illustrated description of a heavy
switching locomotive especially designed
for transfer work and pushing service.

700 w. Ry Age—March 28, 1902. No.
47240.
Tandem Compound Locomotive for

Chicago Great Western. Illustrated de-
scription of heavy engines to be used
in freight service. 900 w. Ry Age—April
II, 1902. No. 47499.
Test of Bismarck, Washburn & Great

Falls Lignite-Burning Locomotive, No. 3.

A report of test which proved conclusively

that as a lignite-burning locomotive the

machine is a success. 900 w. R R Gaz

—

March 28, 1902. No. 47219.
The Class H-6-a Consolidation Loco-

motive of the Pennsylvania. Illustrations

showing the principal changes made in

the H-6 consolidation freight locomotive
and interesting details of this new type.

700 w. R R Gaz—April 4, 1902. No. 47391.
The Four-Cylinder Compound Express

Locomotive for the I. R. State Railways
of Austria. laroslav lirdra. Illustrated

description of an engine of the American
(Atlantic) type. 600 w. Loc Engng—April

1902. No. 47364 C.

Wide Fire Box Consolidation Locomo-
tive, Norfolk & Western Ry. General
view, side elevation and sectional views
with description. 900 w. Ry & Engng Rct
—April 5, 1902. No, 47426.

Spreader Car.

The McCann Spreader Car. Illustrates

and describes improvements that have
been made in this car, and the character

of some of the work handled. 1500 w. Ry
& Engng Rev—April 19, 1902. No. 47644.

Tools.

The Value of Up-to-date Tools for

Railroad Work. M. K. Barnum. Shows
the saving made by installinsr new machin-
ery, with comments on recent types and
what they accomplish. Followed by gen-

eral discussion. 4500 w. W Ry Club

—

March 18, 1902. No. 47535 C.

Valve Gear.

The Valve Motion That Promises to

Save Forty Per Cent. Particulars in re-

gard to the new gear being tried on the

Great Northern Ry. of England. 1200 vr.

Loc Engng—April, 1902. No. 47368 C.

We supl'ly copies of these articles. See page 48^.
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Water.

Railroad Water Supplv. William Arch-
er. An illustrated article describing the
methods used on the A. T. & S. F. Ry. to

supply water for locomotive purposes and
for improving the quality. 3500 w. Ry
Age—April 25, 1902. No. 47682.
The Water Question. The first of a

series of articles prenared by a well-known
chemist and engineer who has made a
special study of the subject. Describes
methods of overcomine objectionable con-
ditions in water for locomotive boilers.

700 w. Am ^ngr & R R Jour—April,

1902. Serial, ist part. INo. A7ZA7 C.

Wheels.

Chilled Cast Iron Car Wheels. C H.
Vannier. Extracts from an address de-

livered before the engineering students
of Purdue University. Concerning the
history of cast iron wheels and their im-
provements, tests, etc. i=;oo w. R R Gaz

—

March 28, 1902. No. 47221.
The Cost of Car Wheels. Gives actual

cost and car miles run on a large number
of different lines. 1200 w. St ivy Jour

—

April 5, 1902. No. 47408.

NEW PROJECTS.

British Columbia.

The Railway Situation in British Co-
lumbia. S. J. McLean. An account of
railways and proposed lines, with map.
2000 w. Ry Age—April 11, 1902. No. 47-

497-

Cuba.

The Cuban Railroad Law. Condensed
abstract of the main features of the new
code of laws for the government and reg-

ulation of the railroads recentl- issued by
the military governor. 1500 w. R R Gaz

—

April II, 1902. No. 47512.

Greece.

Railwav Project in Greece. Information
concerning the organization of the Pir-

aeus-Larissa R. R. Co. Gives particulars

of this important f^roject. 800 w. U S
Cons Repts, No. 1318—April 17, 1902. No.

47557 D-

PERMANENT WAY AND FIXTURES.

Austria.

New Railways in the Austrian Alps
(Oesterreichs Neue Alpenbahnen). K.
Imhof. A description of the new govern-
ment railway in Bohemia, Galicia and
Styria, including difficult grades and tun-
nels in the Austrian Alps. 2500 w.
Schweizerische Bauzeitung—March 22,

1902. No. 47742 B.

Block Signalling.

Railwav Stocks and Telegraphs—Re-
cent Practice. A. T. Kinsey. Read be-
fore the Dublin Loc. Sec. of the Inst,

of Elec. Engrs. Discusses the extension

of block signal working on the Irish rail-

ways, where double lines of rails exist,

and the introduction of the train staff

block instrument where there is only a
single line of rails. 5400 w. Elec Engr,
Lond—April 18, 1902. No. 47806 A.

Construction.

The Morenci Southern Ry.—A Line
With Five Loops. Brief illustrated de-
scription of an example of curious rail-

way construction. 800 w. Ry & Engng
Rev—April 26, 1902. No. 47814.

Improvements.

The Atlantic Avenue Improvements of

the Long Island Railroad. The improve-
ments will consist of an alternate sub-

way and elevated road for 26,700 ft. east

of the Flatbush Avenue terminal, re-

moving these tracks from the street grade.

111. 2500 w. R R Gaz—April 25, 1902. No.

47678.

Panama.

The Panama Railroad. E. W. Gregory.
An illustrated article describing this rail-

road. 1000 w. Loc Engng—April, 1902.

No. 47369 C.

Power.

The Power Question in Locomotive Re-
pair Shops. R. W. Stovel. Abstract of

a paper read before the Ry. Club of Pitts-

burg. The paper aims to give arguments
and facts helpful in governing the selec-

tion of a power system. 1200 w. Ry Age^
April 4, 1902. No. 47416.

Reconstruction.

Reconstruction of the Union Pacific

Railroad. Illustrates and describes costly
reconstruction work between Cheyenne
and Evanston in Wyominer. 1000 w. Sci
Am—April 5, 1902. No. 47385.

Shallow Tunnels.

Shallow Tunnels for Railways. The im-
portant part of the report of Lieut.-Col.
A. H. Yorke on the Chemin de Fer Met-
ropoHtain de Paris. 3800 w. Arch't, Lond
—April II, 1902. No. 47578 A.

Shops.

New Shops at Du Bois, Pennsylvania.
Illustrated description of shops for the
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railway,
having a capa'^ity of 200 locomotives per
year. 1300 w. Am Engr & R R Jour

—

April, 1902. No. 47339 C.

Oregon Short Line Shops at Pocatello,
Idaho. Illustrated description of these
new shops and their equipment. 1200 w.
Ry Age-^March 28, 1902. No. 47241.
The CoUinwood Shops of the Lake

Shore. An illustrated description of new
shops at Cleveland, which will be among
the most complete in the country. 2000
w. Ry Age—April 11, 1902. No. 47498.

Spiral Curves.

Suggestion for a More Uniform Prac-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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tice in Fixin"- the Lengths of Spiral

Curves. W. D. Taylor. A discussion

of the principles controlling these curves,

with the writer's suggestion giving tables

proposed for connectino^ the degree of

curve, the superelevation, the maximum
velocity and lengths of spiral. 2000 w.
Eng News—April 17. 1902. No. 47554-

Station.

The Bordeaux New Railway Station.

Illustrates and describes a fine central

railway station in France. 800 w. Engng—

•

April II, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 47-

594 A.

Ties.

Combination Concrete and Steel Rail-

way Ties. Illustrates and explains the

construction of a tie desifrned by G. H.
Kimball now being tried on the Pere
Marquette R. K. iioo w. Eng News

—

April 3, 1902. No. "7458.

Tracks.

Track Elevation in Newark, N. J. ^lav-

ence H. Baily. A report of the work of

changing and elevating the tracks through
the city, being done by the Lackawanna,
the Pennsylvania and the Central of New
Jersey roads. 2000 w. R R Gaz—April 25,

1902. No. 47677.

Tunnelling.

See Civil Engineering, Construction.

TRAFFIC.

Interchange.

Report of the Committee on Revision of

the Rules of Interchange. Report, discus-

sion and recommended changes. 6000 w.
W Ry Club—March 18, 1902. No. 47536C.

Per Diem.

Errors in Calculating an Average Per
Diem Rate. Two letters discussing the
recent letter of Mr. Midgley. 1700 w. R.
R Gaz—April 4, 1902. No. 47389.

Mileage vs. Per Diem. W. M. Prall.

Discusses the present conditions and
what may be expected under per diem

;

and how the cars shall be cleared at ter-

minals so that the car owner may be pro-
tected, if per diem is adopted. 3300 w.
St. Louis Ry Club—March 14, 1902. No.
47230.
Per Diem from a Terminal Standpoint.

Jno. J. Baulch. Briefly notes some features

of car service from the terminal point of
view. 2300 w. St. Louis Ry Club—March
14, 1902. No. 47231.

The Per Diem Reform. Editorial dis-

cussion of this question. 1800 w. R R Gaz
—April II, 1902. No. 47514.

Rates.

Competition and Railway Rates. Charles
A. Prouty. An address before the Illin-

ois Mfrs. Assn. at Chicago. A discussion
of present conditions and the danger of

railroad monopoly. 5500 w. Ry Age—April
4, 1902. No. 47414.

South Africa.

Railway Development in Federated
South Africa. A. Cooper Key. A dis-

cussion of the conditions involved in the
reorganization of the South African rail-

ways, with especial reference to the needs
of the Transvaal and Orange river col-

onies. 4000 w. Enf^'neering Magazine

—

May, 1902. No. 47772 B
Tonnage Indicator.

Daly's Train-Resistance Computer. Il-

lustrated detailed description of a mechan-
ical arrangement for quickly computing
the resistance of a train of cars. 1600 w.
R R Gaz—April 25, 1902. No. 47680.

Tonnage Rating,

Tonaee Rating of Locomotives. W. M.
Ray. Concerning the methods of mak-
ing the rating, with information received
in answer to questions addressed to differ-

ent roads, tests, diagrams, etc. 4000 w.
Jour Assn of Engng Socs—Feb., 1902.

No. 4721 1 C.

MISCELLANY.
Europe.

European Railway Jottings. Charles
Rous-Mart en. Reviews the principal fea-

tures of the nast year's progress in loco-

motive engineering in Great Britain, and
the Continent. 1500 w. Loc Engng

—

March, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 46646 C.

Some Observations on European Rail-

ways. Tipton S. Blish. Descriptive of
rolling stock, and customs. 2000 w. St
Louis Ry Club—Feb. 14, 1902. No. 46628.

Mexico.

The Mexican Railroad System. Victor
M. Braschi. Gives a historical summary
of the railroads, their present condition,

and a description of a railroad journey
on lines of the Mexican railways. 6400 w.
Trans Am Inst of Min Engrs—Nov.,
1901. No. 47539 D-

Organization.

Railroad Organization. Arthur Hale. A
paper read at New York University. Dis-
cusses the organization of the entire ser-

vice. 4000 w. R R Gaz—April 11, 1902. No.
47513.

Regulation.

Some Principles of Railway Regulation.
H. T. Newcomb. A discussion of rates,

legislation, etc., followed by general dis-

cussion. 10500 w. N Y R R Club—March
20, 1902. No. 47534.

Turkey.

Railways in Turkey. A brief sum-
mary of the 'conditions of the railways
in the Ottoman Empire, showing their

extent, amount of traffic, etc. 1700 w. U
S Cons Repts, No. 1315—April 14, 1902.

No. 47533 D.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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Accidents.

Liverpool Overhead Electric Railway.
Abstract of the report on the accident at

the Dingle station. 1200 w. Encrv, Lond

—

March 28, 1902. No. 47455 A.

Berlin.

The Berlin Elevated and Underground
Railwav. Illustrated description of the
13-mile rapid transit electric railv^^ay in

Berlin, explaining mainlv the superstruc-
ture and power station. 3000 w. Eng Rec
—April 26, 1902. No. 47647.
The Berlin Overhead and Underground

Electric Railway. Illustrated detailed de-
scription with brief resume of the history
of the undertaking. 2700 w. Elec Rev,
Lond—April 18, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 47807 A.
The New Electric Railroad at Berlin.

A descriptive account of tht elevated and
underground electric railroad recently
opened, iioo w. R R Gaz—April 4, 1902.

No. 47393.
The New Electric Underground and

Elevated Railway at Berlin. An account
of this recently completed enterprise,

showing the novel features and German
municioal methods. 111. 2200 w. U S Cons
Repts, No. 1302—March 29, 1902. No. 47-
200 D.
The Metropolitan Railways of Berlin

(Les Chemins de Fer Metropolitains de
Berlin). R. Philippe. Fully illustrated

description of the system of railways of

Berlin, including the earlier steam roads
and the latest electric system. Two
articles. 8000 w. Two plates. Genie Civil

—March 15, 22, 1902. No. 47700 each D.

Brooklyn Bridge.

The Brooklyn Bridge Railroads. Julius

Meyer. Discusses the connection desirable

between the Manhattan ends of the

Brooklyn, Williamsburg and Navy Yard
bridges, troney terminals, etc. 111. 1800

w. R R Gaz—April 18, 1902. No. 47652.

Car Driving.

The Raw Material for Electric Car
Driving. F. T. Stewart. Remarks on the

changed employment of men connected
with tramways, by the change to electricity

and some of the disadvantaees of the ser-

vice. 1800 w. Elec Engr, Lond—Alarch
21, 1902. No. 47285 A.

"Cars.

Some Points in the Equipment of Elec-
tric Tram Cars. W. G. Rhodes. Abstract
of a paper read before the Manchester
section of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Dis-
cusses points of equipment that will en-

able one to select the most suitable type
of car for a particular route. 5000 w.
Mach Engr—March 22, 1902. No. 47283A.

Competition.

Competition of Steam vs. Electric Par-
allels. L. H. Davis. Read before the
Canadian Soc. of Civ. Engrs. Showing
that it is the created or induced traffic of
electric roads and not that taken from par-
allel steam roads, which makes their suc-
cess, and that if the same methods were
applied to steam roads the results would
be the same or greater. 4200 w. St Ry
Jour—March 29, 1902. No. 47233 D.

Dispute.

The Eastern and South African Tele-
graph Company, Limited, v. Cape Town
Tramway Companies, Limited. Reviews
the cause of this dispute, and the first

decision, discussing the appeal. 2300 w.
Elec Rev, Lond—March 28, 1902. No.
47438 A.

Electric Railways.

Problems of Electric Railways. J Swin-
burne and W. R. Cooper. Read before the
Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Discusses the series
distribution of power for railways, es-

pecially for short lines. Its use for main
lines is also considered ; also other sys-
tems. 5200 w. Elect'n, Lond—April 4,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 47426 A.

Electrolysis.

Damaging Effects of Electrolysis on
Pipe. Reports of its action at St. Paul,
Mmn., Dayton Ohio, and Taunton, Mass.,
with illustrations. 5300 w. Fire & Water

—

April 19, 1902. No. 47627.

Electrolysis Decision in Dayton.
Slightly abstracted report of the decision
rendered by Judge O. B. Brown. 12300 w.
St Ry Jour—April 12, 1902. No. 47482D.

Germany.

An Analysis of Street Railway Opera-
tions in Germany. Wilhelm Mattersdorft'.
Abstract of an article in the Zeitschrift

fur Klcinbahncn. Data relating to traffic

density, gross receipts, operating ex-
penses, etc. Diagrams. 38(X) w. St Ry
Jour—April 5, 1902. No. 4741 1 D.

Opening of the Electric Elevated and
Underground Road, Berlin, Germany. An
illustrated account of this important en-
gineering work. 900 w. Elec Wld &
iingr^March i, 1902. No. 46617.

Statistics of Electric Railways in Ger-
many (Statistik der Elektrischen Bahnen
in Deutschland). The usual annual tab-
ulated review of the progress of electric

railway construction and operation; the
data are brought down to October, 1901.
loooo w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—March 27.

1902. No. 47746 B.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 487.
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High-Speed.

The High-Speed Electric Railway be-

tween Manchester and Liverpool (Elek-

trische Schnellbahnen Zwischen Manches-
ter und Liverpool). F. B. Behr. A full

account of the proposed Behr high-speed
mono-railway from Manchester to Liver-

pool. Two articles loooo w. Zeitschr d
ver Deutscher Ing—April 5, 12, 1902.

No. 47714 each D.

ludson Valley.

The Hudson Valley Railway. An illus-

' rated description of the characteristics

ind operating details of an electric road
ivhich operates in competition with a steam
road and a canal. 5200 w. St Ry Rev

—

A.pril IS, 1902. No. 47636 C.

I iterurban.

Overhead and Track Construction in

Connection with Interurban Railways. Gil-

bert Hodges. Address before the New
England St. Ry. Club. Urging a good,
substantial, well laid track, and overhead
construction, discussing points in detail.

4500 w. St Ry Jour—April 19, 1902. No.
47632 D.

The Brockton & Plymouth Street Rail-

way. Illustrated detailed description of

the line and its operation. 7200 w. St Ry
Jour—April 5, 1902. No. 47407 D.

Italy.

The Electric Tramways of Leghorn,
Italy. Enrico Bignami. An illustrated

descrit)tion of the city and suburban elec-

tric railway lines of an Italian seaport.

1000 w. Elec Rev, N Y—April 19, 1902.

No. 47639-

Liverpool.

The Liverpool Overhead Railway New
Equipment. An illustrated article de-

scribing the equipment of trains with new
motors which enable the trip to be made
in about 20 minutes that formerly re-

quired 32 minutes. 1000 w. Engr, Lond

—

March 21, 1902. No. 47301 A.

Modern Practice.

Discussion of Papers by Messrs. Arm-
strong and Berg on Modern Electric

Tramway Practice. Discussion at Buf-
falo, Aug. 2/1 1901. 14000 w. Trans Am
Inst of Elec Eners—March. 1902. No.
47571 D.

Municipal Ownership.

Municipal Ownership and Operation of

Street Railways. H. M. Sloan. From an
article published in the Calumet Record.
Presents practical facts, and discusses
methods of disposing of difficulties and
securing compensation to the city. 4000
w. St Ry Rev—April 15, 1902. No. 47-

637C.

Potential Drops.

Potential Drop on Tramway Rails. Gis-

bcrt Kapp. Read before the Electrotcch-
nischer Verein. Describes a rail booster
system, illustrating by an example, 3000
w. Elect'n, Lond—April 11, 1902. No.
47584 A.

Power Plants.

Power Plants of the St. Louis Transit
Co. Describes and illustrates the Central
Power station in the present number. 3000
w. Eng News—April 3, 1902. No. 47459-

The Evolution of Electric Railway
Power Plant Apparatus, as illustrated by
the Cedar Avenue Station of the Cleve-
land Electric Railway Company. H. W.
Woodward. An illustrated descriptive
article. 3500 w. Engr, U S A—April i,

1902. No. 47352.

Repair Shops.

Repair Shops of the North Jersey Street
Railway Co. Illustrates and describes
machines and devices for facilitating re-

pairs, giving a list of prices for all street-

car repair work. 5200 w. St Ry Rev

—

April 15, 1902. No. 47638 C.

Signals.

Block Signals on Heavy Electric Rail-

roads. Reviews some of the principal

work that has been done on the electric

elevated and subway roads, giving illus

trated descriptions of two systems. 4S00
w. St Ry Jour—April 5, 1902. No. 47409D.

South Africa.

Camps Bay, Cape Town, and Sea Point
Tramways. Illustrates and describes the

construction and equipment of this line.

3000 w. Tram (iSi Ry Wld—March 13, 1902.

No. 47313 B.

South Lancashire.

The South Lancashire Electric Traction
and Power Company, Limited. Map and
information of one of the most extensive
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THE TRANSVAAL MINES UNDER THE NEW
REGIME.

By John Hays Hammond.

WITH AN EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION.

THE declaration of peace in South Africa has at last ended the

paralyzing uncertainty—economic and political—which for

three years has weighed upon the mining industry of the Rand.

We have reached the conclusion foretold editorially in these pages in

January, 1900:

"This war, springing from the struggle of the new spirit of industrial pro-

gress against the old forces of political repression . . . sooner or later,

by force of arms or by sheer moral power, is certain to end in emancipation of

enterprise and the freedom of engineering effort to develop to the utmost the

economic resources of one of the richest mineral regions of the world."

The Boer oligarchy has disappeared, because it misinterpreted the

meaning of freedom. With British rule, or colonial self-government

according to Anglo-Saxon ideals. South African mining will be free

to develop to the uttermost limits permitted by the natural resources of

the country and the engineering methods which can be brought to bear.

The field eclipses, in interest to the world of mining engineering and

mining machinery, any other region on the earth. For a technical

study of its mining geology and mining practice, reference may be

made to the full study presented in The Engineering Magazine by

Mr, Hammond and his associates, February-July, 1898, or to Mr.

Hammond's recent paper before the American Institute of Mining

Engineers. We are fortunate in being able to present, in the follow-

ing pages, Mr. Hammond's summarized conclusion as to the condi-

tions and possibilities of the Rand. It is the opinion of the greatest

living authority.

—

The Editors.
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THE Transvaal comprises about 120,000 square miles, and in-

cludes three important gold-mining districts—the famous Wit-

watersrand, and the quartz-mining districts of Lydenburg and

De Kaap. The entire mineral development has taken place within

thirty years, for mining in the Transvaal was prohibited up to 1868,

at which time the government, being in dire financial straits, threw

open the gold fields to exploration and exploitation, even going so far

as to offer a bonus for the discovery of profitable mines. The result-

ant prospecting in the early 70's led to the discovery of quartz veins

and the inauguration of mining in several parts of the Northern

Transvaal. The Lydenburg district first attracted attention in 1876,

when exploration of the alluvial deposits began, followed later by

vein mining. The De Kaap gold fields were discovered in 1884, and

the conglomerate or "banket" beds of the Witwatersrand—destined

to supersede all others in importance—in 1885. In that year a small

stamp battery was erected to crush quartz from a vein a few miles

west of Johannesburg, and in this a crushing of conglomerate was

made ; but it was not until April, 1887, that a battery of three stamps

was erected to treat the ore of the Witwatersrand banket. This was

followed by the erection of other batteries, and the output of gold for

1887 was 23,000 ounces. For 1898, the last complete year before the

war, it was 4,295,609 ounces, valued at £15,141,376, and for nine

months of 1899, it was 4,008,326 ounces. There were in operation in

1898, yy mines, which in the year produced 7,331,446 tons of ore,

crushed by 4,765 stamps. They employed 9,476 whites with an average

monthly wage of £26, and 88,627 native workmen receiving on an

average £2. 9s. 9d. each per month. During the same year in the

Lydenburg district five companies, running 137 stamps, produced

1 54,560 ^tons of ore, yielding 108,884 ounces of crude gold valued at

£392,378, and in the De Kaap gold fields seven companies, running

200 stamps, produced 89,760 ounces of crude gold, valued at £314,792.

The companies ceased working in October, 1899, by reason of the

declaration of war, but the late Transvaal government continued oper-

ations upon its own account in some of the richest mines up to May,

1900. In May, 1901, crushing operations were resumed by the com-

panies themselves, though upon a very small scale, only 150 stamps

being run at three mines. The number was steadily increased, and

by the end of 1901, 653 stamps were running, representing 12 mines;

during the eight months ending with the year, 412,006 tons of ore

were milled, 238,995 ounces of fine gold, valued at £1,014,687, were

produced and £415,812 were paid in dividends.
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The mines of the Witwatersrand district may conveniently be

classed in three groups : i. Those of the Heidelberg and Klerksdorp

districts, the former about 30 miles southeast and the latter about 90
to no miles southwest of Johannesburg; these collectively produced

in 1898, 77,393 ounces of fine gold, valued at £319,140, of which about

5/9 was from Klerksdorp. 2. The Main-Reef series, by far the

most important of all, producing 93 per cent, of the total output. 3.

The Deep Levels ; it is in these properties that the consolidation of

claims under a single management has its most useful application. A
Transvaal mining claim, 150 Cape feet wide and 400 Cape feet along

the dip, confined to ground contained within vertical planes drawn

through its boundaries, is obviously too small to permit of profitable

working as a separate unit. Companies are therefore formed by the

amalgamation of a number of claims—usually 30 to 60 on the out-

crop, 150 to 250 in the first- row of deep levels, and a larger number

still in the second row of deeps.

The Main Reef series is situated on the southern slope of the Wit-

watersrand, a ridge of quartzite situated just north of the town of

Johannesburg and extending in an easterly and westerly direction.

This ridge has a general elevation above the country to the south of

from 300 to 500 feet. It is nearly 6,000 feet above sea level, and

forms the watershed between the Atlantic and the Indian oceans.

In ascending order, the following are the most important conglom-

erate beds in the Main Reef series: i, the Main Reef; 2, the Main

Reef Leader; 3, the South Reef. The Main Reef, which gives its

name to the series, consists generally of several beds of "banket" sep-

arated by layers of quartzite, though sometimes forming a solid body

of conglomerate as much as 12 feet in thickness. It is worked in but

very few places, being of low grade, carrying rarely more than five or

six pennyweights of gold to the ton, and on the average considerably

less. Overlying this reef, separated by a few feet of quartzite in

places and at times without any demarcation, is the Main Reef Leader.

The pebbles of the Leader are usually larger than those of the Main

Reef. In some of the mines the upper portions of the Main Reef

are stoped in conjunction with the Main Reef Leader itself. The

thickness of the Main Reef Leader varies from a few inches to about

three feet. About 16 inches would represent the average width. In

its value also it varies considerably, running from a few pennyweights

to several ounces of gold per ton. From 30 to 100 feet or more south

of the Main Reef Leader is ithe South Reef, varying in width from a

few inches to 5 feet.
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In the Main Reef series there are sometimes as many as three

"payable" parallel reefs ; but while these reefs may be continuous

throughout a certain section, it is rare that they are all at one time pay-

able, the pay ore being usually confined to two of them, and in some

places to one only. The reefs vary in width from a few inches to 20

feet or more. The combined stoping width of the reefs worked may
be stated, however, at an average of 5 or 6 feet. The matrix of the

gold and the filling of the reef is chiefly well-rounded pebbles of

quartz, cemented by secondary silica, and also by sesquioxide of iron

and pyrites, and chloritic matter. The gold very rarely occurs in

quartz pebbles, being usually confined to the cementing material of the

conglomerates.

The methods of mining in the Witwatersrand district present no
features specially different from those followed in the exploitation of

similar deposits elsewhere. Fortunately -the ground stands well, and
little timbering is required-^-a most important consideration in a

country where mining-timber is so scarce. The mines are what min-

mg engineers would call "dry," the water being usually seepage, and
varying from 50,000 gallons per day, for a shaft sunk upon the out-

crop of the reefs, to less than 5,000 gallons for a shaft sunk upon ihe

second row of deep levels, where the reefs are reached at a vertical

depth of about 2,000 feet.

The amount of water available for boilers, batteries, cyanide treat-

ment, etc., is, even in the present state of development of the industry,

inadequate, and presents a difficult problem to the mine operators.

The water from the mines is usually acid, and hence not desirable for

boilers. The necessary supply of water is at present made up by
local storage of rain water. The average rainfall in the vicinity of

Johannesburg is from 25 to 30 inches per annum ; but, being more or

less torrential in character, and limited to a few months, it is some-
what difficult to impound. There are, however, within 20 or 25
miles of Johannesburg, other sources of water supply, which will

probably be utilized in the future.

Great attention is given to the preparation of maps of the under-
ground workings, geological sections, and plans upon which assays
are plotted. In these respects the Rand practice is far ahead of that

of any other country with which I am familiar.

Reference has already been made to the labor question, in statistics

of the relative numbers of whites and blacks employed. The white
workmen are predominantly British, though many of the important
members of technical staffs are Americans; the mine and mill foremen
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are usually either Americans, or British subjects who have had min-

ing experience in America. This labor is generally below the Ameri-

can standard, but is rapidly improving. Manual workers on the sur-

face and all miners except those running machine drills are blacks,

and the quality of the black labor is very poor, especially on first ar-

riving at the mines. A few months' sojourn brings them into fine

physical condition, and occasionally they remain long enough to be-

come expert miners, though it is rare to find among the "boys" great

efficiency in drilling holes. Holes are located by the shift boss and

fired by him. The rapidly increasing demand for labor and the

obstacles interposed by the late government caused a great deficiency

of native workmen, and compelled the use of a large number of air

drills in stoping, to considerable disadvantage. Where the reefs are

flat or small, much larger blocks of ground must be broken down than

with hand drills. More dynamite also must be used—an important

consideration when dynamite is as costly as it has been on the Rand,

particularly under the monopoly granted to foreign concessionaires

with whom leading officials of the former government were privately

associated. Another disadvantage of the use of dynamite is the un-

due amount of fine waste, lowering the yield of ore in the battery and

increasing the production of slimes.

Long transportation, and excessive railway rates heretofore

charged by the South African Railways, have made mining supplies

excessively high on the Rand. How exorbitant these charges were

may be indicated by the charges, in pence per ton mile, given by the

late Mr. L. I. Seymour in 1897 before the industrial committee of in-

quiry:—On the Cape Line, 2.34; the Orange Free State, 2.34; the

Natal, 3.04; the Portuguese, 4.07; the Netherlands-Cape, 7.69; the

Netherlands-Natal, 5.06 ; and the Netherlands-Delagoa, 4.27.

Generally speaking, the cost of the principal machinery, erected on

the ground, will be two and one-half times its home cost. In respect

of labor, cost of dynamite, and charges for railway transport, marked

improvement is confidently to be expected from the change of govern-

mental conditions.

The mining laws of the Transvaal are most excellent in char-

acter, and while the claims cover every square foot of land for an area

of nearly 40 miles long by from 2 to 3 miles wide, there have been

practically no conflicts over extra-lateral rights.

Notwithstanding the change in the political status of the Trans-

vaal which will follow the recently concluded peace and final estab-

lishment of British rule, it may be confidently assumed that the main
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features of the mining law of the South African RepubHc will be re-

tained, and certain oppressive features of monopolies, etc., bearing

with special weight on the mining industry, will be abolished. The
dynamite monopoly was one that bore most heavily on the mining in-

dustry; and, according to the reports of the State mining engineer,

explosives, including fuse and detonators, amounted to nearly lo per

cent, of the total working costs of the mines. Furthermore, it was

impossible to obtain the proper quality for the most economical work-

ing, and often 30-per cent, or 40-per cent, gelatine had to be used in

many instances where 60-per cent, gelatine would have been much
cheaper. These, indeed, form no part of the mining law proper

—

that is, the law regulating the tenure of mining titles. It is to be

expected, both in the nature of the case and in view of the declara-

tions already made by British statesmen, that the "ancient laws and

customs" of the Transvaal will be retained under British rule, as far

as possible. At all events, the principles of the English common law

and the immemorial precedents of English practice will undoubtedly

require the determination of present rights according to the statute in

force at the time of their inception. The mine operators of the Trans-

vaal whose titles were acquired from the Republic will therefore be

secured in the position thus defined.

During the eight months ending in August, 1899, after which the

commencement of active hostilities interfered with the active working

of. the mines, the Witwatersrand produced £12,485,032 sterling. At
this rate, the year's production would have been £18,727,548. As a

matter of fact, it would have amounted to some 20 millions sterling,

by reason of the progressive increase in the monthly production al-

ready shown during that year. Of this output 71 per cent, was de-

rived from what is known as the central section, extending about 1.5

miles west and about 8 miles east of Johannesburg, and 24 per cent.

was derived from the deep-level properties within that section. The
total gold product of the Witwatersrand was 25.5 per cent, of that of

the entire world. Notwithstanding the increased production of

gold elsewhere, this ratio would have been more than maintained had

mining operations not been interfered with by the South African war.

Within one year after the resumption of mining operations, upon the

scale existing immediately prior to the war, an output of gold at the

rate of over 20 millions sterling annually may be reasonably esti-

mated ; and this rate of production will be steadily increased, partly

by the increase in the crushing plants of some of the companies, but

more especially by the starting of many of the deep-level properties
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which will then reach the producing stage. Within the next three

or four years, after operations have been resumed on a large scale, the

annual gold production from the Witwatersrand may reach 25 mil-

lions sterling. Beyond this amount there should be a further in-

crease, the amount of which it is impossible to estimate. In from 6

to 8 years some of the important gold producers among the outcrop

companies will fall out of line, by reason of the exhaustion of their

mining areas. To what extent this deficit will be counterbalanced by

increased yield in the deeper-level properties cannot be as yet deter-

mined. Much depends upon the policy adopted.

In the reliability of its ore-bearing formation, the Rand is unique

m the history of gold mining ; but in the minds of many an exagger-

ated importance is attached to the persistency of payable ore bodies in

strike and in dip. There is indeed considerable fluctuation in the

value of the ore within the same reef, even within short distances ; but

a remarkably even grade of ore has been maintained since the incep-

tion of the industry. Where there has been an apparent falling off

m yield per ton during any year, the fact is to be attributed rather to the

working of lower-grade ores, made possible by improved economic

conditions, than to a depreciation in the ore values of the reefs them-

selves. With the exception of the additional costs of haulage, pump-
ing, and ventilation, there are no factors operating against mining on

the Witwatersrand to a depth of at least 8,000 feet vertically. These

costs will not afford any insuperable obstacle to profitable mining, pro-

vided, of course, the geological character of the deposit is not ad-

versely changed. So reliable is the formation, from a geological point

of view, as regards its mining potentialities, that engineers have felt

justified in assuming the existence of payable ore at depths of 1,000

feet and more vertically beyond the extent in depth of any min-

ing operations. Thus far the results of actual operations upon these

areas have justified their position. It is estimated that for every

mile in length along the course of the reefs, down to a vertical depth

of 1,000 feet for the dip of these reefs, gold to the value of about

i 10,000,000 will be extracted. This is a conservative estimate—at

least as applied to the central section of the Rand. If we assume

these conditions to obtain to a depth of 6,000 feet vertically, we have

the enormous sum of £60,000,000 for each mile in length. It is not

unreasonable to suppose that these conditions will be maintained along-

most of the central section, say for a distance of 10 miles, in which

case we would have an auriferous area, within practicable mining

depths, containing upwards of £600,000,000 value of gold.
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It is less safe to make any prediction of the gold product to be ex-

pected from the east and west sections ; but it is perfectly safe to

say that the output of these sections would very greatly augment the

amount I have named. Messrs. Hatch and Chalmers, well-known

engineers of extensive South African experience, compute the avail-

able gold from these portions of the Rand at £200,000,000.

It is impossible to predict with any accuracy the duration of min-

ing in the Witwatersrand district, by reason, especially, of the inde-

terminate factor of the rate at which exploitation will be carried on.

It may be observed, however, that the tendency is to exploit the aurif-

erous areas as rapidly as possible, and that engineering methods are

all adopted with that end in view. If the exploitation of the deeper

levels is not delayed pending the proving of the ground lying above,

but is carried on concurrently with the exploitation of the higher

horizons of the reefs, the industrial life of the district will, of course,

be correspondingly shortened. The working of lower-grade ores,

made possible by improved economic conditions or other circum-

stances, would tend to increased longevity of the industry. But,

were I called upon to express an opinion, I would estimate the fnture

duration of profitable operations on a large scale in the district at

less, rather than more, than 25 years.

The future looks from all points of view encouraging. We may
reasonably anticipate important improvements in economic conditions

as the result of the establishment of a better government. I believe

that, as the result of economic reforms, there will be an ultimate sav-

ing of 6s. per ton of ore treated. This refers to all savings, both direct

and indirect, and especially to economj'^ resulting from increased

efficiency of labor due to the betterment of living conditions. Posi-

tions formerly commanding a salary of $15,000 a year will be satis-

factorily filled for $10,000. For the tonnage of ore crushed in 1898,

this would result in an increase of annual dividends of £2,199,405.

The Transvaal generally is fertile, but requires irrigation, and lack

of facilities for storing water makes this at present infeasible. There

is a rainy season of four or five months, between the months of No-

vember and April. The thermometer rarely reaches 95 degrees in

the shade, and the heat is "dry." During the remaining winter months

—April to October—rain is exceptional and there is no extreme cold.

Snow is rare in the Witwatersrand. While the climate is remarkably

salubrious and invigorating, the rate of mortality has heretofore been

high, owing to lack of proper sanitation. Undoubtedly this will be

greatly improved under better government.
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By Aug list ill L. Queneau.

Mr. Queneau's account of the Xome region, the character of the deposits, and the meth-
ods of mining, is written from personal experience and illustrated by his own photographs. It

has the authority of expert professional knowledge and the interest of individual contact
with the people and the country.

—

The Editors.

'Y^HE last four years have been remarkable for an

increase in the gold-producing areas of

the globe. Nowhere has this process

been more evident than in North-

west America. After

the various strikes

in British Columbia,

came in 1897 the discov-

eries in the Klondyke,

followed in 1898 by the

great finds on the Sew-

ard Peninsula in what is called the Xome mining district. In the

spring of 1900 the United States Geological Survey formed

geological and topographical parties to map these newly discovered

mining districts. This was in pursuance of the established policv of

the Department of the Interior to help the prospectors and miners in

their pioneer task. I had the good fortune to be attached to the top-

ographical party at the head of which was E. C. Barnard, who in 1898

had mapped the "Forty Mile District." Our special task was to map
a territory of about 5,000 square miles, extending from Port Clarence

on the west to Golovin Bay, and reaching as far as the head waters of

the Fish River and Casa de Paga to the north. Bering Sea formed

the southern limit. The Bering, for its size, is the shallowest sea in

the world, soundings of six to seven fathoms being very common in its

whole eastern portion. It is also particularly trying- for the navigator

owing to the ever present fogs and the frequency of its severe storms.

The sand bars of the Yukon delta extend over a hundred miles into the

sea and are constantly changing their position.

The Nome mining region includes the greater part of the Seward
Peninsula. The interior is very mountainous. It is rarely, however,

Ag7
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that the magnificent sight of the numerous snow-clad peaks can be

enjoyed, owing to the ahnost constant presence of fogs or of clouds

which linger around the highest points. From Mount Osborn (4,860

feet) on the west to Mount Benteleven (4,600 feet) on the north,

there extend, fan-like, as from central buttresses, series of mountain

ranges. These enclose valleys, the rivers of which may be divided into

three drainage systems, viz., Golovin Bay, Port Safety, and Bering

Sea proper. These valleys are similar in character one to another, their

upper portions forming narrow precipitous gorges. As the sea is ap-

proached the mountains become lower, the valleys broader, the slope

less steep. Cape Nome, West Point, Cape Rodney, etc., are among
the secondary promontories. A characteristic feature of the oro-

graphy, the low divides between the various valleys, makes this region

well-adapted for inland travel. The mountain range culminating with

Mount Osborn is especially broken with divides, and is appropriately

called the Sawtooth Range.

The coast has a general trend north 22° west. With the exception

of a few rocky headlands, the shore is sandy and rises only a few feet

above the high-tide level. At the western extremity of the district a

good anchorage is afforded by Port Clarence, with Grantley Harbor at

its upper end. There flows the Blue Stone. To the east the coast is

difificult of approach ; only small boats can cross the bars at the mouths

of the Cripple, the Penny, the Snake, and the Nome Rivers. A not

always reliable shelter is given by the lee of Sledge Island, some

twenty miles from Port Clarence.

Port Safety lies fifty wiles from Port Clarence. It is the narrow-

channel of a large lagoon into which flow the Flambeau, Eldorado,

Bonanza, and Solomon Rivers. Sandbars render it difficult of pas-

sage, ships of over four-feet draught not being able to enter. This

lagoon has a very indented shore line and is quite shallow. The many
mouths of the tributary rivers make it a veritable labyrinth of water-

ways, most hazardous to the uninitiated.

Thirty miles further down the coast, between two bold capes,

Point Rocky and Point Derby, lies Golovin Bay which affords a good
harbor. Into this bay flows Fish River with its large delta. In gen-

eral the rivers have torrential headwaters, but become sluggish, deeper,

and very circuitous in the coastal plain. In their meanderings their

lower courses have shifted. This is true of the Snake, the Flambeau,

the El Dorado, and the Fish Rivers, the old beds being marked by

sluices and elongated lakes. This feature may prove of value in min-

ing operations in this region.
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BRIDGE ON SNAKE RIVER^ NOME CITY.

The coastal plain is a mere stretch

of marshy land or tundra, perfectly uniform in ap-

pearance, frozen or spongy according to the sea-

son, and thickly dotted with argillaceous knolls a few feet high, the so-

called "tctcs dc fcimiic" of the Canadian royagciir. To cross these

dreary wastes, the traveler has to jump from knoll to knoll at the risk

of falling into the intermediate depressions or getting entangled in the

matted roots of the herbaceous or woody vegetation. The knolls arise

from a gathering, during the warm period, of a soft mud of clayey

material below the compact felt formed by the matted roots and peat.

When the cold weather sets in, the upper crust freezes first and forces

out the still liquid substratum of mud which then bursts through the

covering and expands in mounds. The ground is permanently frozen

below the surface. The moisture being thus prevented from filtering

through, the upper strata even on the slopes of the little hills become

swampy in the warm season.

The geology of the Nome Region is metamorphic. Schistose rock-

is the prevailing tvpe. Gneiss and mica schists pass one to the other

without sharp dividing lines. The gneiss has sometimes very thick-

laminations which often cause it to be taken for a granite. Hydro-

mica schists or phyllites, hornblende schists, slates and limestones are

also met with. Gold is finely disseminated in the gneiss and mica

schists, but owing to the rapid rate of erosion, it has been quite easily

collected in satisfactory quantities.
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NOME CITY, SHOWING BOURBON AND EXTRA DRY CREEKS.

Many useful minerals have been found. In Anvil Creek platinum

and iridosmin, and in Sinrock Valley small amounts of native

bismuth with sulphurets rich in antimony, lead, and silver. The

schists and gneiss carry large amounts of small red garnets and mag-

netite. Often pyrites and fine apatites are seen. There are many

quartzose veins in the limestone and the mica schists. They follow in

general the foliation, pinch out very suddenly, and are not highly min-

eralized. 1 remember a large quartz vein some eight feet thick having

almost a vertical dip, in the mountains of the headwaters of the Sin-

rock. A specimen picked up showed $15 to the ton in gold with ^
ounce of silver. Dr. Cabell Whitehead of the United States Mint

mentions a vein bearing $40 to the ton. These veins, however, are

rare. The whole country has suffered from violent dynamic disturb-

ances. All rocks are sheared and folded. Numerous small faults are

seen where the rock is exposed, as is the case on the tops of the highest

peaks. The rocks forming the Sawtooth Range, mica schists and

gneiss, stand almost on edge. The strike is in general northeast to

southwest and the dip to the southeast with varying angles.

Because of the schistosity and of the high dip, the moisture pen-

etrates deeply during the warm months. This moisture in the severe

weather freezes, and in expanding shatters the rock. The fragments

are washed in the following spring, or carried away by the avalanches.

After the great storm of September, 1900, the whole side of a moun-

tain was laid bare bv the sudden formation of an avalanche of mud
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and disintegrated rock. The heavy precipitation of both snow and

rain, favored by a high slope, makes the journey for the debris between

the mountains and the sea comparatively easy.

The violent waves of the Bering Sea wash over the sand beach and

over the sand bars, formed of the materials carried down by the rivers.

A sorting action ensues, effected by the undertow and the littoral

current. The minerals of high specific gravity, such as the garnet, mag-

netite, hornblende, and gold, resist this action much more eft'ectively

than the lighter grains of quartz, feldspar, mica, and calcite. This

work varies with the velocity of the wind and its direction. Thus a

section of the sea beach shows an alternation of nearly pure siliceous

sand and of black iron sand. The latter in layers of one-half inch to

six inches are often coated with grains of red garnet—hence the name

of ruby sand given by the miners. During a violent storm a new sort-

ing of the bars takes place with a temporary enrichment of special

spots. This has given rise to the fallacious theory that the gold comes

from the sea. Gold nuggets still attached to mica-schist particles have

been found, leaving little doubt as to the origin of the gold.

No true bed rock has yet been found, though a hard blue or ferru-

ginous clay some eight feet down is sometimes so called.

IX THE FISH RIVER.A STERN W IIF.KI.KK AT WHITE MOUNTAIN C

The population in the Nome Region is a floating one and very

difficult to ascertain. There were in 1900 fully 40,000 people, but

now not a fifth of the number remain.

Among the towns of most importance are Nome City, located at

the mouth of the Snake River which divides it into two parts con-
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nected h\ a good bridge ; Fort Davis, on a sand spit at the mouth of

the Nome River ; Port Safety, which was utterly destroyed by the

storm of September 1900, the several hundred inhabitants removing

to Solomon City on the Solomon River ; Tupkuk, thirty-five miles

east of Nome City on the Bering Sea ; Chinik, an Eskimo village and

reindeer station at the entrance of Golovin Sound ; White Mountain

City, near the hill of that name on the Fish River—here the stern-

wheelers stop to transfer their cargoes to flat boats ; Golovin City,

formerlv Council City, on the Nukaluk near the rich placers of

Ophir Creek ; finally, Teller City, of considerable importance on ac-

count of the placers of the Blue Stone and Kugrock Rivers.

A PROSPECTING PARTY READY TO LEAVE NOME CITY.

Discovery of Gold. Up to 1898, the Seward Peninsula was visited

by only a few white men, most of them being whalers, traders, or rev-

enue-cutter men. The news of the gold finds in the Klondyke, Circle

City, Forty Mile, and Eagle districts was communicated to the dwellers

about Norton and Golovin Sounds and a stampede followed. A Lap-

lander, a herder of reindeer, while roaming through the country, met

Esquimaux having gold nuggets in their possession while they in-
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A STREET IN NOME, AUGUST. I9OO.

formed him were picked up in the Sinrock \'alley. The Laplander

told the story to N. C. Hultberg, a Swedish missionary, who at once

formed a party to locate claims. On their way from Chinik to the

mouth of the Sinrock, they were compelled to land near the present

location of Nome City. At the mouth of the Snake River they found

some coarse colors in the lower bars, but left without making any

strikes. Later a new party, composed of Eric O. Lindbloom. Jafet

Linderberg, and John Borjensen, reconnoitered the same grounds and

discovered, on July 26th, what has proved to be the richest creek of the

region. Lindbloom named it Anvil Creek from the peculiar shape of a

neighboring mountain. They staked numerous claims on this as well
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ON NUMBER 4, BELOW DISCOVERY ON ANVIL CREEK.

as upon other creeks. After their rettirn to Chinik they told of their

good fortune and a still greater rush ensued. All the immediate

vicinity was staked in the names of the stampeders and of all their

friends. This was done hy the use of the much abused power of attor-

ney. The lateness of the season deferred further exploration at this

time. When the winter had set in, parties with dog sleighs explored the

district over an area of about one hundred square miles. Every day

new comers arrived by land from the Yukon Valley. No prospecting

was possible, however, through the ten feet of snow and ice. When
the work was once begun the whole course of gulches and creeks was

often staked by a single man with forty or fifty "powers of attorney"

in his pocket. This explains the bitter outcry of 1900, when the newly

arrived men were able only by an undue amount of travel in absolutely

unknown land to find an acre of free ground. The claims were of

the usual size, 600 by 1320.

As might be expected, most of the men relied on lucky strikes

being made in their neighborhood, in order that value might be given

to their holdings and thus make them marketable. Finds were not as

numerous as had been expected. The whole region was thus tied up.
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No assessment work was done. It was very difficult on torrential

creeks to prove that $100 worth of work had not been done, as floods

are of yearly occurrence. Only on the few creeks which from the

first proved rich, such as Anvil, Glacier, Dexter, Ophir, and Dry, was

work undertaken. From these large amounts of gold have been ob-

tained. The three discoverers, who later formed the Pioneer Mining

Co., were foreigners without naturalization papers and thus not en-

titled to hold any ground. Their claims were jumped; costly and

lengthy litigation followed, which interfered with further progress.

At first, attention was given entirely to the beds of the creeks.

Later the miners began to prospect the higher ground. They were

rewarded by very rich discoveries near Anvil Mountain, Xikkola

Gulch, etc. Here as in Klondyke, the bench claims have proved rich

and will lengthen considerably the life of the camp.

Beach Gold. Up to the summer of 1899 the work was confined to

the creeks and gulches. That gold was to be found on the beach was

discovered by a soldier of the 7th Infantry digging for a well. The

men who, unfortunate in their search, were loitering about Xome City,

took up at once the prospecting of the beach all along the coast. Claims

THE NOME BEACH AFTER THE GREAT STORM OF SEPT. 5, I9OO.
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were staked, but owing to the wise ruling of the commanding officer

of Fort Davis, no man could hold more than the ground on which he

was working. When the news of these finds reached the States late in

the fall of 1899 a repetition of the Klondyke craze started, particularly

along the Pacific Coast. Nothing was known of the Nome country

except that gold was to be had in abundance for the mere picking.

Men of every walk in life pressed to Seattle, anxious for one thing to

get to the northern El Dorado. Very few of them found what they

had hoped for. They were, in fact, little prepared for the arduous

work of prospecting. Unused to the Arctic clime, they became affected

with the common disease
—

"cold feet." As early as June 1900 one

ROCKING ON THE BEACH.

might have seen written on the walls of stores or upon rocks such

legends as this :

—

"Tired, busted, and disgusted.

And a thousand miles from home."

Many lost what little money they had brought with them. Some four

thousand men applied to the army posts for food, and the transports

of the quartermaster department brought back many totally destitute

to the States. Thev told frightful tales of woe. The climate was un-
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healthful ; the smallpox and typhoid fever were rampant ; no gold was

to be found. Yet many had not set foot outside of Nome City.

Thus Nome's reputation fell, very unjustly, however. There is still

much gold to be found there. As the unfairly staked claims are

thrown open, new work will be done and many new strikes will be

made. Until recently the work has been done for the greater part by

SLUICING ON THE BEACH NEAR NOME CITY,

individuals without large capital. The short working season, the dis-

tance from the base of supplies, the absolute necessity of bringing

everv supply from the United States, make it imperative to have large

capital.

The greatest activity was displayed on the beach when fifteen hun-

dred sluice plants were at work at one time between Cape Rodney and

Tupkuk. More than half the gold was taken by rockers. The beach

diggings were exceedingly pockety and some of the pockets were fab-

ulously rich. Three men in the Tupkuk cleared $36,000 in a little

over three days, working without rest on a small plot of ground.

Generally two men work together at a rocker—one digs and carries

the pay streak in pails to the man in charge of the rocker. The water

is usually found a few feet below the surface ; if not, the rocker is

placed near the edge of the surf.
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The sluicing requires several men. The sluice boxes are 12 feet

in length, made of rough lumber spiked together. The sluice rests on

a trestle 6 to 8 inches in height. Two to four men shovel the dirt.

Advantage is taken as far as possible of the tundra rivulets for water.

If none can be obtained, a pumping engine is installed, the water being

taken from the sea. Almost every type of pump may be seen. The
gasoline engine gives best results with the least outlay of expense.

The beach gold is very fine, clean, bright, and well-adapted to

amalgamation. Cleaning up is done usually once in twenty-four

hours, and as there is no darkness during June, July, and early August,

the work goes on without stop. The clean-up is placed in a cleaning

barrel and quicksilver added. As far as possible the black sand is

removed by a magnet. The remaining sands, magnetites, and garnets

are blown off after the drying.

Amalgamated-copper plates, or even silver-plated ones, are used in

almost all plants as well as in rockers. The losses are quite large,

owing to the very large proportion of flour gold. Better results would

be obtained with more complete and expensive plants.

In 1899 most of the beach gold had been taken out. In 1900 the

last remnants were taken. Men engaged in rocking could make a fair

living—$5 to $8 per day—but most sluice plants barely paid expenses.

A noteworthy exception was Tupkuk, where half-a-million was taken

out in three weeks. $10,000 was taken out in 1898; in 1899, $2,000,-

A BEACH DREDGE AT WORK ON THE NOME SANDS.
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A DREDGE USED AS A HOUSEBOAT ON NOME RIVER.

000, of which $900,000 came from the beach; in 1900, $5,125,000, of

which $1,250,000 came from the beach. It is doubted is as much was

taken in 1901, owing to various htigations.

Much the same methods are employed in all creek mining. The

water is used over and over again by means of dams. The gold is

coarser than the beach gold, more angular, and sometimes is coated

with iron oxide, but more of this gold can be saved.

In passing a few words should be said on the dredging operations.

Some dredgers have been imported, others built in Nome. All have

proved failures. This is due to the shallow and rough water of the

Bering Sea. On a fair day, some good runs are made on bars, but

this is very exceptional. The only district which might prove suit-

able for dredging is Port Safety Lagoon wnth the numerous arms of

its tributary rivers.

The greatest difificulty in the gold mining arises from the lack of,

or superabundance of, water. This is especially felt in bench claims.

For the Anvil Claims, Chas. D. Lane of the Wild Goose Mining Co.

has plans for the creation of a central pumping plant to raise the nec-

essary w^ater from the Snake River. This last work would fitly crown

the many enterprises undertaken bv this company. They have in-

stalled telegraphic and telephonic communication between their various

holdings on the Snake, the Nome, and the Nukaluk. They have built

a railroad between Anvil Creek and Nome City, and have arranged

for a water supply for ordinary use for fire service.
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ESKIMO GRAVES.

The future success in the obtaining of Nome gold Hes in h3'drauhc

mining, when the now rich creek diggings shall have been worked

out. Water in sufficient quantities can easily be collected by means of

dams. In the upper parts of many creeks and rivers are to be found

excellent dam sites. The building materials are to be found on the

ground without any quarrying. The slope of the valleys will always

afford sufficient head.

The tundra has not yet been fully prospected, but from numerous

test pits sunk 20 to 30 feet deep, values from a few cents upwards to

the pan have been found. The geological evidence of an emerged

beach also indicates that mining here would prove valuable.

Now that the litigations which tied up the richest diggings have

been settled, a bright future may be expected. Telegraphic communi-

cation is now to be had between Port Safety and St. Michael. A
wireless system is also to be established. As the country becomes

more developed many mineral resources will be dicovered. Good

coal has already been found at Cape Lisbon and on Kotzebue Sound.

The men who are now in Nome are the men for the work. They

are fully acquainted with the difficulties of the district. Experience

has shown the fallacy of many theories, and henceforth mining in

Nome will be conducted along the lines that have been successful in

other regions.



THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING OF AN
ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

By Hozuard P. Quick.

The writer speaks from an experience of twelve years in the mechanical department of the

West End Street Railway and Boston Elevated Railway systems, and counts it fortunate that

he began his mechanical training earlier under the inspiration of that masterful machine—
the steam locomotive—and started with the beginning of things in the electric-railway line

at the same locomotive works in 1887, when both the science and the art were in their

infancy. He considers it equally fortunate that he has witnessed the crowning achievements
of 1902, not only in the development of the high-speed electric train and locomotive, but in

high-powered prime movers and generators and allied apparatus and constructive methods.

The illustrations are all drawn from the Boston railways mentioned above.

MUCH has been written descriptive and illustrative of the engi-

neering features of large street-railway systems—their sta-

tions, rolling stock, lines, organization, and development. In

this paper however I shall endeavor to bring out more in detail the me-

chanical problems met and methods used in the operation of a road, the

relations of the various departments to one another, and the scope of

their work, and in particular that of the mechanical departments.

In Boston, street-railway engineering has been a gradual develop-

ment and has required the constant study of a large force of trained

engineers and experienced managers, who have found it necessary to

originate much of the apparatus in use, have sought for machinery that

they were unable to find developed to the high standard required

—

in fact, have been leaders in bringing manufacturers and users to a true

realization of the extraordinary demands of this new force upon ma-

chinery of all kinds. And so there have been there established certain

standards in materials and design which have been generally adopted

in other places. It is of course understood that this line of experience

is that of the direct-current type of electricity, generated by steam-

511
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driven machines, supplied with power from coal-fired boilers, and

transmitted as direct current for the propulsion of the cars.

The organization of the engineering force of a large street-railway

system is very important, and perhaps no single company has an ideal

arrangement. That of my company works very satisfactorily. The

vice-president, who is a trained financier, is in effect the general man-

ager and supervising or chief engineer. In some companies the latter

might be the title of a distinct officer ranking with the vice-president.

Under him are the heads of the different engineering departments—the

mechanical, electrical, and civil, or the mechanical and electrical com-

bined in one department under the title of "Motive Power and Ma-

chinery." The civil engineering will naturally include the architec-

tural department and all structural engineering so called.

Under the executive engineer would of course be the superintend-

ents of the different constructive departments, such as the superin-

tendent of wire and conduits or of electric-line construction, the super-

intendent of tracks or maintenance of way, the superintendent of shops

or master mechanic or master car builder, and the superintendent of

buildings and building construction, plumbing, and all architectural

construction. Each of these departments would have several sub-

divisions, handling under trained heads all the various classes of work

involved.

The engineering operations of the electric-street-railway business

are so largely mechanical that its management grows more and more

dependent upon the executive ability and advice of the trained me-

chanical engineer. The electrician, civil engineer, and architect all

have their spheres of usefulness, and special knowledge is required in

these departments, but they require for the practical applications of

their ideas many materials, tools, and devices Vv'hich are purely mechan-

ical or mechanically produced. Thus it happens that the principal and

most important department will usually be the mechanical department

—the department of motive power and machinery—under the leader-

ship of a man who must be an all-around engineer—a man of tact, good

judgment, and plenty of horse sense. He has under his care the design,

maintenance, and control of power-station machinery, rolling stock,

and all electro-mechanical apparatus. Under him are first shaped the

plans which later involve the thought and labor of all the engineer-

ing departments and call into requisition the varied industrial re-

sources of the country at large. The department of motive power

and machinery is especially under consideration in this paper, and to

give an idea of the magnitude of the operations involved it may be



THE GENERATION OF I'dWER FROM COAL.

At the top is a 15,000-ton coal-storage pile, unloaded from cargo by mechanical appliances

and taken to stations by electric coal cars running in tunnels under the piles. In the

middle is a battery of stoker-fired boilers, to which coal is delivered by push cars

raised by a log chain. At the bottom is a generating station containing

25,000 horse power of Corliss engines and General Electric direct-

current generators.
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well to state in detail and in round numbers the variety of apparatus

controlled or maintained by the different engineering departments of a

street-railway company, all depending largely on this department

for maintenance and repairs. In the railway company under consid-

eration the equipment in all departments approximates the following

proportions :

—

I. There are about 3,450 surface and elevated cars, both closed

and open, of 9 different styles, and 300 plows and service cars. These

use about 30 different styles of trucks, with a total of 4,880. and are

run by 1 1 styles of motors, with a total of 4,420.

COAL POCKET AT AX INLAND STATION.

Supplied by lo-ton hopper cars from a distant coal wharf. The car, shown above, ascends

by a spiral track.

2. There are 8 power stations, widely scattered, with 15 diff'erent

styles of engines and generators ranging in power from 62 to 2,700

kilowatts nominal, making a total of 38 engines and 78 generators and

more than 200 feeder machine and station panels. There are 200 dif

ferent smaller machines—motors, pumps, injectors, economizers, blow-

ers, stokers, coal hoists, etc., and 80 boilers of 6 different styles.

3. There are about 40 car houses, scattered among many cities and

towns, with the usual mechanical equipment—cranes, hoists, ele-
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A 25,0C)O-H0RSE-P0VVER BOILER PLANT.

Coal is delivered by an electric mining train from a wharf across the street.

vators, transfer-tables, boilers, fire pumps, machine tools, and black-

smith apparatus, to the number of several hvmdred.

4. A car-manufacturing, equipment, and repair plant, with paint

shops, machine, pattern, and carpenter shops, motor-repair shops, brass

foundry and blacksmith shop, maintaining besides the regular car

equipment that of all the other departments, including 125 stationary

motors and several hundred vehicles of every description for regular

and special service.

5. About 800 miles of steel rail with 1,100 miles of overhead and

underground trolley and feed wire, each with a multitude of electro-

mechanical devices and connections and special appliances maintained

or furnished by the mechanical department.

6. A store house filled with large supplies of the many thousands

of appliances, either made in the manufacturing department or sup-

plied by outside firms and subject to the order of the various depart-

ments requiring a number of freight or service cars and the handling

of a vast number of separate items monthly.

Scanning the list of apparatus enumerated above it can be seen that

the design of new^ equipment and care of old, the repairs, changes, tests,

and operations, require a verv large force of men skilled by long experi-

ence with its many and various eccentricities. All railway apparatus

is still in the process of evolution, and perhaps always \\\\\ be. so that

the new problems coming up for solution every day are manifold and
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ONE OF FIVE GIANT POWER-STATION UNITS.

Vertical cross-compound engines of 8,000 liorse power eacii, maximum, direct-connected to

direct-current generators.

intricate and new devices are constantly being presented for trial or

criticism.

Whatever the size of the system, the manufacturing, repairs, and

equipment operations should preferably be centralized near a large

power station, and usually are so placed ; but if that is not convenient,

a large tract of land should be secured near a waterway and railways

where land is cheap and abundant, and here should be laid out a sys-

tem of one- or at the most two-storv buildings, convenient to trans-
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fer ways, steam and street-railway tracks, and built with fire-proof ma-

terials. They should have proper sanitary, ventilating, heating, and

lighting apparatus, and afford space for all the mechanical depart-

ments, draughting rooms, store rooms, lumber, and building materials.

Here cars are built, equipped, and painted, and damages repaired.

Trucks are constructed, overhauled, and supplied with motors. Motors

are cleaned, armatures and commutators rebuilt and tested, wheels are

ground, bored, and pressed on or off axles, all bearings are made or re-

paired, brass, copper and miscellaneous metal work is done for the

different departments, registers and all electrical car apparatus are

cleaned, repaired, and tested, and all general forging and pipe fitting

is done. This brings the heads of all mechanical departments to-

gether where frequent conferences can be held, tests and performance

of apparatus can be closely watched, progress of shop work noted,

condition of supplies ascertained, and, in short, harmony of all working

forces secured to the highest degree. Here may well be located, be-

sides the mechanical engineering offices and draughting rooms, those

of the lines, electrical, civil, and architectural departments, although

this is not essential.

The subdivisions of the department of motive pow'er and ma-

chinery may be :

—

1. Car-motor and lighting equipment, having full charge of all

new truck and motor mounting, motor and armature repairs, remount-

ing old trucks, equipping cars electrically, care of all special and ser-

vice cars, besides an electrical corps for equipment and care of station-

ary motors, special station electrical apparatus, electric lighting, heat-

ing, bell work, etc., throughout the system, including buildings, sta-

tions, subways, and elevated railways^all under a superintendent of

car equipment.

2. New car construction, painting, glazing, upholstering, signing,

and repair of old car bodies and vehicles of every description, with its

mill room and lumber sheds, conveniently situated—under a superin-

tendent of car construction or master car builder.

3. General minor car repairs at car houses, concerned with the

daily inspection, cleaning, and handling of cars and car-house equip-

ment, snow-plow equipment, repairs to all parts of the trucks and elec-

trical equipment, shifting of cars and supplies—under a superintendent

of car repairs.

4. That for manufacturing and machinery repairs, concerned with

the making and fitting up of all mechanical apparatus and other de-

vices in connection therewith, such as wood and insulating materials

;



ABOVE IS THE TRUCK SHOP FOR ELEVATED CARS; BELOW, THE MANUFACTURING AND
REPAIR SHOP.

The truck shop contains modern motor-driven tools, such as wheel grinders, wheel press,

double-ended tire lathe, radial drill, shaper, hoists, turntables etc. ; the manufacturing
and repair shop builds and repairs all kinds of railway machinery, from a clock

to an electric locomotive.
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here are received daily orders from all over the road, embracing every-

thing from delicate electrical instruments to 5,000-horse-power engine

repairs ; here are handled all car and track parts, power-station ma-

chinery, line construction, subway and elevated apparatus, and car-

house appliances; this department operates the pattern and carpenter

shop, brass foundry, and blacksmith shop, and has facilities for secur-

ing other castings and large forgings at various cast-iron, malleable-

iron, and brass foundries and forge shops. All this work is under

the supervision of the superintendent of machine shops.

5. Draughting, inspecting, testing, photographing and experi-

mental laboratory work, comprising the usual draughting-room facili-

ties, dark room, chemical and testing laboratory, with a full equipment

of testing apparatus, and space not only for making indoor tests but

for storage of testing apparatus, valuable instruments, specimens of

tests, models, photographic plates, and chemicals—the whole in charge

of an assistant engineer, or chief draitglifsnian. This department

would of course supplement and assist those of similar nature required

by the other engineering departments, each of which will have such a

variety and quantity of apparatus as to require a laboratory of its own.

Having briefly described the scope of the various departments of

this feature of the railway company's work, let us take up the matter

of the origination and progress of orders in and through these depart-

ments, a system which requires careful planning to avoid delays, give

satisfaction, and prevent friction where, as in a street-railway organiza-

tion, necessities of operation require a great deal of emergency work

by day and night. Such a system can hardly be the same for any two

roads, but in general I believe that the final shop orders for work to be

made there, as well as the requisitions for new apparatus to be supplied

by purchase or contract ( all of which are usually based on the depart-

ment's drawings and specifications) should emanate from tlie draught-

ing room by request of the chief engineer or superintendent and be

accompanied by, or refer to, definite plans and specifications ; after ap-

proval by this officer they should pass to the shops or purchasing de-

partment direct.

In the draughting room sufficient time could be given by clerks

to the preparation of these orders, and the necessary information

should be there to make them properly descriptive and accurate, refer-

ring definitely to plans or sketches and always supplemented by that

kind of information.

For the purpose of information, reference, and record in the dif-

ferent departments involved in each particular class of work, these
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orders can be duplicated or triplicated if desired and can then do

their part in following the work to completion.

The value of this plan should commend itself because of the cen-

tralization and classification of data and information it permits, the

records it aids to preserve in case of future duplicate orders, and the

relief it affords other departments of the necessity of carrying a large

stock of samples, models, irregular information, and sketches on mis-

cellaneous scraps of paper, or of trusting to the memory of foremen or

workmen. Further, it avoids any chance of shifting the responsibil-

ity for errors.

Of course, where operations are carried on night and day every

day in the year in so many departments as is the case in a street-railway

system, there must be a great deal of rush and night work and some

special method is necessary to carry the work through properly and

uninterruptedly under competent men.

Closely associated with the matter of orders is the department of

stores—an ally of the mechanical departments, though perhaps directly

responsible to the purchasing department or the chief officers of the

company. This store room may receive, with few exceptions, all

orders for material to be supplied from stock or purchases ; but these,

together with all orders for drawings or repairs from the various

mechanical departments, should first be seen and approved by the

superintendent or his representative, and a brief notation made there-

from for reference ; then the order can be transmitted direct to the

store room, if the material is kept in stock or to be purchased without

plans or specifications. Otherwise it should go to the draughting

room for such suitable plans, sketches, data, and specifications as the

superintendent may order. For example, suppose a car-house fore-

man or station engineer requisitions the superintendent for a number
of boiler tubes of a certain size and make of boilers, with a rough sketch

on his order or note. The superintendent, after receiving it, ascer-

tains if any are in stock ; if not, he transmits the order to the draught-

ing room marked for the chief draughtsman's attention, perhaps send-

ing a note with it. The draughting room then makes perhaps a free-

hand copy-book sketch on memorandum sheets in copying ink or pen-

cil. Then as many copies as the purchasing agent will desire may
be struck off on the simplex or hektograph pads, including one in the

proper copy book : or a drawing may be made in the usual way, traced

and printed, and any number of prints taken. These copies are then

sent to the superintendent with a new draughting-room order on the

purchasing department and by the superintendent forwarded to the
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store keeper ; a duplicate

of each order is kept by

the superintendent while

the draughting room re-

tains a triplicate and the

original order. The store

keeper then requisitions

the purchasing agent, re-

taining thereby a copy of

the material with name of

department and person

ordering for referenceTHE ARMATURE ROOM, MACHINERY END.

when the material is received, and with this order forwards the

sketch.

To give another example ; a station engineer may order a duplicate

of some broken part of an engine, sending a sample, or the broken

part itself, or a sketch from it with a reference to some pattern or

drawing number. In any case the order goes to the draughting room

and is made out anew when drawings are ready and forwarded to the

manufacturing department. If a new drawing must be made and

time is not sufficient for a tracing, a varnished shop sketch on small

cards may be made, retaining a copy in the copy book ; or if too elab-

orate for this size, it would be made in the form of a penciled shop

drawing on larger sheets of drawing paper and sent out in tliis form

to be traced later when time will permit. If still more time is allowed,

these drawings may be traced as soon as made and sun-printed for use

in the flexible form, or mounted on cards or boards of various sizes

suitable for shop use. Then the order will be transmitted to the shops,

calling for work from the various drawings enumerated. These will

be sent for when the shop

is ready to undertake the

work and returned when
finished. The foreman

of the manufacturing de-

partment will then requi-

sition the superintendent

of motive power and ma-

chinery, the store keeper,

and purchasing agent, for

any material required to

build the parts himself, or armature, commutator, and coil repair shop.
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A TYPICAL W KLlK.

Illustrating one sort of work the shops are called upon to do.

will requisition for the whole work in case he finds he is unable to un-

dertake it.

Another matter of importance in connection with orders is that

of having the different departments order mechanical parts properly

—

that is, use the right name for the part wanted, its pattern number, ma-

terial, and size, and refer to the machine name, number, or general

type. To this end all the apparatus having a multiplicity of parts,

such as cars and engines, should be studied in detail, each part given a

proper designation, and tabulated with rough sketches and all the data

available, in some form suitable for use by station engineers, car-house

or shop foremen, store keepers, or heads of departments generally. For

example, each one of the different trucks should have its parts listed on
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perhaps 8 by 12 sheets of tracing cloth for muhiple reproduction, show-

ing all the castings, forgings, and non-metal parts separately. These

data sheets should give a sketch, name, number per set, pattern number

(either builder's or railway company's own), size, weight, and draw-

ing number, arranged in vertical columns for ready reference. In the

case of engines each size would have its list of parts arranged in a

similar way, separating those for the different sizes of cylinders in case

there is more than one. Another aid of considerable value would

be what might be called data sheets or schedules for the various groups

of standard parts, such as armature shafts and brasses, commutator

segments, axles, axle brasses, wheels, boxes, brake shoes, bearings,

springs, and gears, of all of which there is likely to be such a profusion

that one will find the tables of great assistance. Then there are such

matters for tabulation as brake mechanisms, leverages, and sizes, shoe

pressures, loads on axles or at contact points of wheels on rails, gen-

eral dimensions of cars and trucks with weights, and relation of cars to

tracks, wires and various structures in the streets, subways, buildings,

or bridges.

Every complicated mechanism should be laid out to insure accu-

racy in the shop work, and all departments should assist the draughting

room in keeping these drawings up-to-date, not ordering changes

to suit somebody's fancied discovery without having their value scien-

tifically demonstrated.

Every piece of apparatus, machine, or vehicle should have a num-

ber and a record of its location, type of equipment, dates of changes

and nature of them recorded in a card catalogue. This leads us to the

method of collecting and filing reports, letters, orders, data, drawings,

sketches, prints, specifications, foreign plans, etc.

In the first place, it is not advisable for a department head to try

to be a man-of-all-work himself. Clerical help is absolutely indis-

pensable to the proper keeping of records, and leaves him free to carry

on the more important work of his department, go over his field, and

study his jobs. In the second place, records not kept up to date and

down to detail are really a waste of time for perusal, and memory or

a general pigeon-hole classification will better serve the purpose.

Standard forms of reports of operation from the different stations, car

houses, and shops are of course necessary, and these must be assem-

bled, summarized, condensed, and tabulated for daily or weekly re-

ports to the officials whose time is limited. For the filing of the gen-

eral run of papers not larger than specification size (such as sketches,

estimates, photographs, patents, catalogues, etc.), for which a subject
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classification by the numerical or decimal system is sufficient, the best

arrangement found by experience is to have drawers about 12 by 14

inches in cross section and 30 or 36 inches deep, modeled on the card-

catalogue cabinet idea. These may be arranged in a case about three

drawers high, each one pulling out full-length, supported by telescop-

ing bars and divided by manila-card partitions, adjustable to give any

width between cards. An alternative is to use a lighter drawer or

slide having the so-called book-shaped letter boxes, which are about

12 by 12 inches, containing manila-paper partitions, and set on their

backs with open end upwards. In either case the matter will be read-

ily got at by using a card index to subjects, and numbers or letters in

connection therewith, and it will be found to be elastic as to quantity,

size, and classification.

For the larger type of records—original drawings, tracings, maps,

and blue prints^—dififerent methods must be used. For tracings a

method of filing which I use and recommend is that of having, in a

fire-proof vault, separate drawers for each important group of ma-

chines, each station or class of station work ; these drawers are about 3

inches deep, and all of the largest size required. The drawings in

each drawer are arranged in sets, flat-wise, and fastened together at

their right-hand edges in a paper cloth cover which serves several pur-

poses—that of carrying a label, of keeping drawings from getting lost

in a drawer, of keeping them clean, and of forming a ready means of

running over the titles and numbers when searching for a particular

drawing, without lifting, displacing or missing a single one. Some
minor devices are necessary to facilitate keeping, handling, removing,

and replacing tracings, but the method is a compact and serviceable

one. Paper originals should be kept flat in drawers, arranged in simi-

lar groups and classification, and those pertaining to one job secured to-

gether. Since many of these will be traced and others are apt to be of

no great value, except perhaps the general layouts, which can be kept

in vaults, they may be filed in cases, where there is more space avail-

able for handling the heavier drawings than there is in a vault ; so also

with blue prints, which, if lost, can be duplicated from the tracings, are

more often referred to and generally used, and should be even more
accessible than any of the drawings. This refers to foreign blue

prints as well as to home prints. There should also be blue-print copies

of all tracings kept on file for daily reference, to save handling the

more valuable tracings ; a most satisfactory and compact method of

filing these was early devised by me and has proved its efficiency by

years of service. It is rather unusual and can best be understood, per-
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haps, by saying that it is in adaptation of the newspaper racks used in

Hbraries and chibs. Along a blank wall space are hinged to the wall

metal or wooden wings, to which sets of prints, corresponding to the

tracing classifications, and fastened together by special binders, are sus-

pended by screw eyes and hooks. The binder carries file and set

number and labels ; it covers the brass fastening pins and inequalities

in prints and by a method of overhanging the sets on brackets enables

an edgewise movement of the sets for perusal which leaves nothing to

THE MECHANICAL DRAUGHTING DEPARTMENT.

Here ideas are shaped, turned, bored and polished. The blue-print files are shown on the

rear wall. „

be desired. In this wa}' many thousands of prints can be filed and

reached without taking up valuable space required by other methods.

A set may contain from one to seventy-five prints without incon-

venience, while twenty of such sets may be hung on a wing within

easy reach in a horizontal space of one foot. It is well to keep up

several forms for indexing and recording drawings. One should

be a system of consecutive numbers recorded in books, with all the

requisite information following each number. Another should be a

card index of subjects, with all classes of drawings pertaining to each

subject grouped together. As to miscellaneous data, records of pat-

terns, machines, costs, employees, stock, orders, equipment, transac-

tions, etc., there can be no question about the advantage of a card

index.
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The success of a road

depends in a measure on

the quahty and care of the

materials used in its vari-

ous machines. To this

end the original specifi-

cations and plans should

be very complete and

specific in detail and

careful tests should be

made of the material fur-

THE WOOD-WORKING SHOP. uishcd, both during man-
ufacture and after delivery before final payments are made. A
constant watchfulness and record should be kept of the actual con-

dition of all running machinery, wear and tear of parts, con-

sumption of supplies, coal, oil, and waste of power, light, and heat.

This requires the co-operation of the designing, purchasing, test-

ing, electrical, and operating departments. Such questions as the

economy of engines, leakages of current, electrolysis, distribution of

wire, handling of coal, alignment, and condition of track and road-

bed, are problems for constant study.

A railway must buy most of the machinery it uses. It may manu-
facture some of its cars, trucks, and small machines of which special

types are required, but as a general thing its manufactured product is

purchased, and all its raw material likewise, from companies making
specialties of these things, reserving for the function of its shops that

of finishing this raw material or of repairing machinery.

As far as possible, a railway company should have its standards,

both as to quality and form of parts. The conditions vary greatly on

dififerent systems and

standards are therefore

not uniform. The types

of apparatus developed bv
the street-railway com-
pany in Boston are un-

doubtedly the best adapted

to meet the conditions.

Take the rolling stock

for instance :—Every part

of the two standard

types of surface cars and the paint-mixing room.
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the elevated cars, to the minutest detail, has been the special

study of certain men in the company's employ to make them not only

durable machines but simple in construction so as to minimize the cost

of repairs and maintenance. Their design is in a measure adapted to

suit the conditions imposed by narrow streets, but great attention has

been paid to the convenience and comfort of the traveling public, and

the eradication of all elements of danger. Consequently the plans and

specifications have been widely copied throughout the world where

similar cars were wanted. The equipment is kept clean and receives

an annual painting and overhauling at the company's shops.

In the matter of running gear, trucks, and motors, the company, in

common with other roads, has a large variety, for this part of the

equipment is still in a state of evolution. Not that satisfactory types

are not built, for they are, and the company possesses some of them,

and besides it has certain safeguards in the matter of standard parts

which eliminate much of the wear and tear and costs of repairs due to

a miscellaneous collection of these parts, such as would be furnished by

different truck builders. The latter are not wholly at fault, for stand-

ards are as various almost as the different roads throughout the world

are in their requirements, and of course the separate builders must

vary their treatment of the same feature.

In the department of lines and wiring of every description, the wire

attachments are to a large extent specially manufactured by the com-

pany and standard for the places used. These standards are the re-

sults of careful study and long experience and embrace a very com-

plicated field with more than fifty bridges crossed, reservations, sub-

ways, inclines, and elevated railways, overhead trolley and third rail

and various submarine, subterranean, and aerial difficulties to deal

with. The company has a uniform car-house arrangement and equip-

ment in the matter of the disposal of transferways, pit rooms, wash

room, boiler room, and shops, and the use of a flush transfer table,

motor- and axle-handling, heating, lighting, and fire-service appliances.

Operating methods and economy in operation compare favorably

and agree in the main with those in other cities. Power and load dis-

tribution are still the vital question, and by their maximum concentra-

tion and pull for a few hours daily in the season of greatest travel and

consumption of power, affect the life, safety, and economy, of even

the best power-generating apparatus of the day. Other uses and

methods of storing power at periods of light traffic demands have not

yet presented an attractive field for investment to relieve station appa-

ratus of this tremendous destructive expenditure of energy.



THE ECONOMY OF MECHANICAL STOKING.
By William Wallace Christie.

Mr. Christie's discussion is doubly appropriate in the pages of The Engineering Maga-

zine—first as it relates to practical mechanical engineering and especially the generation of

power; second as it displays the application of labor-saving and intensified-production methods

in the boiler room. This paper is concerned chiefly with the structural and operative features

of the principal mechanical stokers. A second will take up the consideration of tlie general

economy of machine firing, and will be illustrated with views of many important installa-

tions.— The Editors.

THE small number of

men to be seen in a

modern large machine

works or steel mill, as com-

pared with an old-time shop

of similar importance, is a

matter which has been a fre-

quent occasion for comment,

and this doubtless is due to the

very general use of labor-sav-

ing machinery. The cost of

production in industrial estab-

lishments is made up of the costs of raw material, wages, toolage,

taxes, and interest, of which the largest single item usually is the wages
cost. One way by which this item may be reduced is by the instalment

of mechanical stokers.

In the great majority of steam plants, the coal is wheeled to the

boiler room by hand, it is fired by hand, and the ashes are removed
by hand, making, in plants of 2,000 boiler horse power or over, a

wages cost of some considerable amount. The familiar hand-stoker,

as we know him, is not to be entirely supplanted by any mechanical

device, but by its use his work can be made to cover a much greater

proportion of the plant, and it will be performed with much less

fatigue to himself.

The mechanical stoker may be defined as a system of grate bars,

dumping bars, coal feeders, and automatic devices to feed fuel and

control its combustion, and subsequently to drop the ashes and un-

burnt coal. That a mechanical stoker is not in any sense a new
invention is to be learned from the fact that James Watt took out a

patent in 1785 for a device, having for its object the getting rid of

528
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smoke, in which the coal was placed in an upright conical tube or

hopper, built in the brick work of the boiler immediately behind the

furnace front, and the coal, after being coked at the front end of the

grate, was automatically pushed back towards the bridge ; but this

stoker did not meet with much success. In 1819 John Walker, of

England, brought out a furnace with a coke oven attached. Nathan

Waddington's coking furnace, developed about the same time, was

made up of two inclined grates, and each of the above is in part the

forerunner of the Murphy stoker, as made in the United States.

The mechanical stoker is therefore a device of English origin, though

it has been very thoroughly developed in the United States to suit the

local fuels and boiler furnace conditions.

Mechanical stokers may be classified according to the manner of

their delivery of fuel to the grates as :

—

a. Over-feed.

b. Under-feed.

c. Chain-grate.

d. Coking.

e. Sprinkler.

Their discussion will be taken up in order of this classification.

a. Over-feed stokers.

The two principal stokers of this type are the Wilkinson and

Roney.

The Roney stoker consists of a hopper which receives the coal,

from which it is fed by a reciprocating pusher upon a dead plate, and

from there it passes to the step grates, and then to the dumping grate

at the bottom or extreme end. The grate bars are made in two parts,

one of which is a vertical web, the other a fuel plate which is ribbed

underneath and is bolted to the vertical web, and is readily renewed.

The webs being perforated, the condition of the fire can be seen at

any time from the front. When this type of stoker is used for

anthracite coal a special guard is provided, to retain the small coal on

the grates wdiile the dumping grate is being dropped. For bitumin-

ous coal, a coking fire-brick arch is thrown across the furnace to

cover the upper portion of the grate, forming a coking furnace. This

is primarily a hard-coal stoker. The Brightman and Meissner stokers

are also of this general type.

The Wilkinson stoker is an over-feed stoker, in which the coal is

fed from a hopper onto horizontal bars set at an angle of about 25

degrees with the horizontal. The bars on the lower ends are carried

on hollow boxes, with finger bars projecting in their rear. The ad-
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jacent inclined bars are moved by lever connections in opposite direc-

tions, so that the feeding is accomplished solely by this method. Steam

jets with an opening of about 3/32 of an inch are placed in the upper

open end of each bar to supply the air necessary for combustion.

Mr, J. M. Whitman, Trans. A. S. M. E., Vol. 17, page 563, states

that the stoker jets used 10.59 P^'" cent, of the power developed, the

stoker engine 0.21, or a total of 10.80 per cent. Otlier tests gave

totals of 7.83 and 10.18 per cent. When using a fan driven by a

slide-valve engine he found the per cent, of power developed used

to operate the fan engine was 3.21, that used to protect grate bars

5.62, and to drive stoker engine 0.25, or a total of 9.08 per cent. The
engine horse power developed b}' the fan engine was 5.92 ; its steam

consumption per one horse power was 76.6 lbs., and the boiler horse

power developed 410.5. Steam blast is preferred for this type.

The Kincaid locomotive stoker, used in the United States, consists

of four principal parts—a hopper, a trough, a stoker engine with its

steam valve, and a controlling engine. The hopper bottom is like

two semi-cylindrical channels, in each of which is a spiral conveyor

with shafts journaled in its front and rear ends. This hopper is

hinged so that it may be turned up out of the way to allow hand

charging at the round house when firing up. By an arrangement

of various cams, the coal, after being fed by the screws to the pocket

below them, is forced varying distances along the grate. The ma-

chine, being self contained and fitted to the usual fire-door fixtures

found on any locomotive, may be removed in about one minute, so

that delay to trains is prevented ; at the same time, by throwing up

the hopper, the locomotive may be hand-fired with the stoker in posi-

tion, but not so well. This stoker is said to hold up steam well, and

with zero for no smoke, 100 for dense black smoke, the average when
using the stoker has been 22 ; sparks have been reduced to 25 per cent,

of those shown by other locomotives of the same class, hand-fired,

with equal load behind them. A month's record on a freight train

credited the stoker with saving one or two 30-ton cars of coal.

One cause of loss of economy in boilers is the constant opening

of fire doors with the resulting inrush of cold air. This is especially

frequent on locomotives, and is an objection easily removed by a

stoker. A point that might be raised by the fireman is that his services

may be rendered less valuable. I think his services would be needed

all the more to think for the stoker, and besides the fact that his

work as fireman is lessened and made easier, his services as engineer's

assistant will be in greater demand, and of greater value.
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SECTIONAL ELEVATIOX OF AMERICAN COMPANY S UMiK -\ .^TEM STOKER.

b. Under-feecl stokers.

The American stoker is constructed as follows : Immediately be-

neath the coal hopper, and communicating with it, is a conveyor pipe,

this in turn communicating with the coal magazine. A screw con-

veyor or worm is located in the conveyor pipe and extends the entire

length of the magazine. Immediately beneath the conveyor pipe is

located the wind box, having an opening beneath the hopper. At
this point is connected the piping for the air supply, furnished at a

low pressure by a volume blower. The other end of the wind box

opens into the air space between the magazine and the outer casing.

The upper edge of the magazine is surrounded by tuyeres, or air

blocks, these being provided with openings for the discharge of air,

inwardly or outwardly.

Each stoker is driven independently by a small steam motor,

located immediately in front and beneath the hopper. The motor has

a reciprocating piston. The piston rod carries a cross head, which

by means of suitable connecting links, operates a rocker arm having
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a pawl mechanism, which in turn actuates a ratchet wheel attached

to the conveyor shaft. The stoker is thus entirely self-contained and

complete in itself, and consequently there is no danger of the driving

mechanism and feeding mechanism (the only working parts) ever

getting out of alignment. The rate of feeding coal is controlled by

the speed of the motor, this being effected by throttling the steam in

the supply pipe to the motor. No special setting is required, the lo-

cation of the rear bearing bar being simply changed to suit the length

DULUTH STOKER, STATIONARY TYPE.

of the stoker, and the conveyor pipe being introduced through the

front. In the use of the volume blower for supplying air, the Ameri-

can Stoker Co. aims to deliver 150 cubic feet of air to each pound of

coal burned, and with a pressure at the tuyeres of ^ to i^ ounces.

The air required by this stoker is stated to be from 20 to 55 per cent,

less than for hand firing. This stoker has been installed with suc-

cess on some of the steamers of the Great Lakes.

The Jones stoker is another one of this general type and has been

described as follows :—The stoker consists of a steam cylinder or ram.

with hopper for holding the coal, outside the furnace proper, and a

retort or fuel magazine inside the furnace, into which the green fuel

is forced by means of the ram, tuyere blocks for the admission of

air being placed on either side thereof ; the retort contains at

its lowest point, and at a point which the fire never reaches, an auxil-

iary ram or pusher, bv means of which an even dist'-ibution of the

II
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coal is obtained. By means of the rams, coal is forced underneath

the fire, each charge of fuel raising the preceding charge upward,

until it reaches the fire, which point it does not reach until it has been

thoroughly coked. The gases being liberated under the fire, and at

that point mixed with air, must necessarily pass through the fire and

be consumed, thus giving the benefit of all combustible matter in the

fuel. Air is forced at a low pressure through the tuyere blocks,

under the burning fuel, by means of a blower operated by an inde-

pendent engine, or from a line shaft, if such arrangement can be

made. This stoker, in an adapted and improved form, is known
throughout Britain as Erith's stoker.

Bodmer's stoker is made up of a single grate area between two

screws ; the screws, in addition to feeding the coal, give the grates a

rocking motion. The helix fire feeder is a device originated and

developed by Holroyd Smith.

c. Chain-grate stokers.

Among early devices was John Juckes's furnace, an English pro-

duction, made up of an endless chain of bars traveling on a movable

carriage. The Coxe, Playford, Babcock and Wilcox, Mansfield.

Green Traveling Link, and Duluth stokers are all of the chain-grate

type. Mr. Eckley B. Coxe, late president A. S. M. E., conducted

extensive experiments with his stoker in connection with the utiliza-

tion of small anthracite coals, and developed the machine in the most

careful and scientific manner.

The furnace, as described in detail by Mr. Coxe*, consists essen-

tially of a traveling grate moving from the right toward the left. The

coal, which is brought to the hopper by a drag, spout, or any other

convenient method, feeds down by gravity over the fire brick onto

the traveling grate. The coal is carried slowly at the rate of from

3/^ to 5 feet per hour toward the other end. In the beginning of

the operation the coal on the right hand side of the furnace is ignited,

the other part being covered with ashes or partially consumed coal.

After the furnace is heated, the fire brick, which we call the "ignition

brick," becomes hot, and the coal, passing down under a regulating

gate, becomes gradually heated, and by the time it reaches the foot

of the ignition brick is incandescent. In some cases the coal becomes

hot enough to ignite soon after it passes the regulating gate. Under

the grate there are a number of chambers made of sheet iron which

are closed on all sides except on top. The blast from the fan which

New England Cotton, ^^^n^l^lct^lrcrs Association, 1895
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is used to furnish the air is blown into the large air chamber, the

second one from the right. These air chambers are open on top, but

the partitions are covered by plates. These plates are of such width

that, no matter what may be the position of the grate bars, there is

always one resting upon this plate, so that the air cannot pass from

one chamber to another except by leakage along the bar. The result

of this arrangement is that if we are blowing into the large air cham-

ber with a pressure, say, of i-inch water gauge, the pressure in the

next air chamber to the left would be about ^ inch, the next to that

^ inch, and the next to that ^4 inch. Of course these figures are not

strictly correct, and are used merely for the purpose of illustrating,

as I am now describing only the general principle of the apparatus.

The pressure in the air chamber to the right would be, say ^ inch.

The result of this state of affairs is that the coal, when it arrives on

the grate, is subjected to a pressure of blast sufficient to ignite it, but

not so strong as to impede ignition. In order to regulate exactly the

pressure of the air in each of the compartments, the partitions are

provided with registers, by the simple opening and closing of which

the pressure in the air chambers can be varied to suit the conditions.

As the thoroughly ignited coal passes slowly over the second com--

partment (where the air pressure is a maximum) it burns briskly,

and then slowly passes over the third compartment, where the air

pressure is less and better suited to the combustion of the thinner

layer of partly consumed coal. The bed continues to diminish in

carbon and to be subjected to less blast, until finally the hot ashes are

cooled off (before being dumped) by a very gentle current of air,

which is heated and mingles with the carbonic oxide produced in the

zone of intense combustion and converts it into carbonic acid. The
object is to subject the coal, as soon as it arrives on the grate, to a

pressure of blast which is the proper one to ignite it, then to burn

it with a blast as strong as will produce good combustion, and, as

the carbon is eliminated and the thickness of the bed becomes smaller,

to diminish the blast to correspond to these conditions. The mass of

coal remains all the time in practically the same position and condition

in which it was placed on the grate, except so far as altered by the

combustion.

The Playford stoker consists of a series of grate bars hung over

wheels fixed on a movable carriage placed in the boiler furnace. The
water grate in the hopper is worked up and down automatically to

regulate the supply of coal to the bars. Cone pulleys are used to

vary the grate travel from zero to 2 inches a minute. The stoker is
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operated by a ratchet feed gear, itself operated from a line-shaft eccen-

tric. In this stoker the ashes are removed by a screw conveyor. A
coking chamber, with its arch, assists very materially in producing
smokeless combustion.

The Babcock and Wilcox, its near relative the Mansfield, and the

Green Traveling Link Stokers are all of the same general type as the

above. The Duluth consists in part of the Crow chain grate, and

differs from others of this general type in that unburnt coal, falling

through the grates, is caught up by a shoe plate and carried along on

the return of the bars to the front and there dropped in front of the

boiler on the fire-room floor. Eight of the largest steamships on the

Great Lakes are now equipped with this stoker in successful opera-

tion.

d. Coking stokers :

—

The first distinctively American stoker was patented in 1879 ^"<^

is known and sold as the Murphy stoker. It is a side-feed coking

stoker, chambers, called magazines, being provided in the side walls

of the boiler settings the length of the furnace, into which the coal is

charged and from there fed to the grate by operating the feed device

sidewise, pushing the coal onto the coking table and from there upon

the grate. A combustion chamber is formed over the grates by

springing a fire-brick arch the full length of the furnace. A rate of

combustion as high as 50 pounds of coal per hour per square foot of

grate is obtained with this stoker.

T. & T. Vicars, engineers, London, E. C, write that they have

discontinued publication of comparative tests, but are always prepared

to guarantee the best results known to modern practice, viz : high CO2
and low combustible in ash when burning from 10 to 50 pounds and

over per square foot of grate, and from 70 to 75 per cent, efficiency

with suitable boilers. This is a practice which is gaining favor

among several American manufacturers. Smokeless combustion is

obtained when the gas analysis shows 14 to 15 per cent, of CO, and an

absence of CO.
The Vicars stoker is supported from ground level entirely and

not hung on studs from the boiler front ; it is so arranged as to clear the

ordinary arrangement of boiler fittings. The upper part of the ma-
chine is fixed on rollers so that it moves backward and forwards as

the boiler expands and contracts. The fuel in the hoppers falls by

gravity into boxes, usually two to each furnace, from which it is

gradually pushed in small quantities alternately by reciprocating rams
or plungers onto the dead plate. Special arrangements are made
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SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE VICARS STOKER.

T. & T. Vicars, Earlstown, Lanes.

at this point for the rapid ignition and coking of the fuel. From the

dead plate it is pushed onto the moving bars, which gradually take

the burning mass further into the furnace. One of the distinctive

features of this machine wherein it differs from all others is that

no pretence is made of burning all the fuel on the moving grate. In

fact, the speed of the bars is so regulated that there is always a layer

of partially consumed coke with clinker and ash about six inches
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thick, passing over the ends of the bars and discharging on the bot-

tom of the furnace, where it banks up and forms a bridge preventing

the passage of any free air into the flue, and allows very high per-

centages of carbon dioxide to be maintained. A bridge of brickwork

is built in the flue some feet from the end of the bars, thus forming

a sort of combustion chamber, and at this point the final reduction of

the coke to clinker and ash takes place. At certain intervals the

cHnkers forming the face of the bank at the end of the bars are with-

drawn, and the combustible matter brought forward to take its place

and in turn be converted to clinker. With ordinary fuel the backs do

not need cleaning more frequently than every five or six hours, and

the furnace is still hard at work during each operation, so that the

evaporation in the boiler is hardly affected at all. The supply of the

fuel and the travel of the bars are regulated with facility and independ-

ently in each furnace. The coal feed is varied by altering the rate of

motion of the plungers. This also applies to the motion of the bars,

but the actual stroke of these can also be varied up to say four inches.

The bars of each furnace are arranged in two sets, each composed of

the alternate bars, and move together, traveling in towards the

bridge, but return at separate intervals. Thus fuel is carried inwards

by the simultaneous action of both sets of bars, and remains in place

without being disturbed by the return of either set. Each successive

inward movement of the bars serves to carry the fuel, together with

the clinker and ash, nearly to the end of the grate, where the mass

at length drops over the end of the bars as already described. On
externally fired boilers the system of dealing with the coke, ash, and

clinker after it reaches the end of the bars, differs. Generally speaking,

however, it drops into another set of stationary inclined bars, which

with the flame bridge wall form the pit or combustion chamber. There

it accumulates till the pit is practically full on top with incandescent

coke, and on the bottom with clinker and ash which is removed at in-

tervals. The inclined bars can be tipped so as to remove any clinker

which may have accumulated on the face, and when suitable a plate

forming the base of the pit can be made to tip so as to get rid of the

bottom layer of clinkers and ashes automatically. Instead of two

plungers or rams, three are often used for pushing the fuel onto the

bars. The brick work is so arranged that the smoky hydrocarbons

are brought into contact with the incandescent portion of the fire, and

meet with sufficient air at the proper moment to assist in smoke pre-

vention. On all types of this machine the various parts receive their

motion from either an overhead or underground shaft, running at
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a speed of 20 revolutions per minute and invariably actuated by

a small motor, engine, or adjacent shafting. There is a positive metal

connection between the driving shafting and stoker ratchet wheels,

and owing to the slow speed of the driving shafting the wear and

tear of the moving parts is almost inappreciable. Large doors

are provided which can be used for hand firing in cases of emergency.

Although a portion of the unconsumed coal is delivered over the end

of the bars into the combustion pits, independent tests have shown

that the proportion of fixed carbon or unconsumed combustible in the

ash drawn from the backs is very small, and much less than the leading

authorities agree is permissible for the proper maintenance of COj.

Vicars' stokers are made to operate with all forms of accelerated

draught—induced or forced obtained by means of fans, steam jets,

etc.—but the latter form is generally adopted. The ends of the bars

and front of the furnace are boxed in and vertical or horizontal blow-

ers attached to the bottom of the casing which is about level with the

bottom of the furnace. A pressure equal to i inch or more can be

easily maintained under the bars and round the air passages in front

of the furnaces. Very low-grade bituminous fuels can be used, either

caking or non-caking. The same machine can be made to give the

very best results when working under all conditions, and the change

from natural draught to forced draught or vice versa can be made
instantly.

James Hodgkinson's coking stpker is another of the coking type.

This stoker has a minimum number of working parts, none of

which come into actual contact with the fire. It consists essentially

of a suitable receptacle for holding the fuel, the base of which is a

hollow ram or pusher having forward and backward motions, actuated

by means of sectors and racks fixed within. The sectors are keyed

to a shaft which is rocked only by means of a crank disc and lever

arranged to give a variable movement to the ram at will. The ram
on its forward movement allows the fuel to fall into the space formerly

occupied by it, and on its return pushes it over a top plate so con-

structed as to spread the fuel onto the bottom coking plate, always

keeping the sides well filled. Immediately above the ram is a steam

jet of special shape which induces a current of air through the incan-

descent mass of coke which is always at the front. The back of the

stoker front casting is well protected by means of cast-iron blocks filled

in with non-conducting material, and allowing of an air space between
them and the front, so keeping the whole cool. Immediately under the

ram is the fire door which is of the usual hand-firing size, although
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during work it is never opened as the action of the firebars efficiently

carries the fire to the back end and deposits the chnker and ashes into

the chamber at the end of the firebars, from which they are removed

underneath the bars. The bars are worked by triple cams, so arranged

that each alternate bar is drawn forward, the remaining bars being

meanwhile held back until such time as the leading bars are at their full

travel; then they are released and drawn forward to a common level.

All the bars retire together. This action ensures that the air spaces

are always open, particularly when a fresh supply of fuel is added,

and the cams are further arranged so as to give a short dwell at this

point in order that the fuel may be properly ignited before being

disturbed. The overhead shaft makes about 200 revolutions per

minute, which is reduced by means of worm gearing running in oil so

that the ram shaft makes about i^ movements per minute. Beyond

filling the hoppers and removing the ashes the machine needs little or

no attention. At one of the mills of the Fine Cotton Spinners' Associa-

tion a Lancashire Boiler 8 feet 6 inches diameter, with two flues, fitted

FRONT SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF THE TRIUMPH
Ransomes & Rapier, Chiswick, London.

STOKER.
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with these stokers

and bars, con-

sumed 1
7

1/2 cwts.

of coal per hour

for months to-

gether during al-

terations, without

causing visible

smoke — a result

impossible with
hand firing. On a

four-day test this

stoker showed 33
per cent, economy

in expense and
21.6 per cent, in-

crease in boiler

duty over hand

firing. In anoth-

er trial with the

latest type of

Hodgkinson stok-

er, the gain over

hand firing was 11.66 per cent, in economy and 30 per cent, in boiler

duty. Using Newcastle small slack under a Hornsby water-tube boiler,

the boiler efficiency secured was 63.35 per cent., and the evaporation of

water from and at 212° per pound of coal was 10.43 pounds. Tests with

the Hodgkinson stoker on a Hornsby boiler in competition with hand

firing showed a gain for the mechanical stoking of 0.3 pound water per

pound of coal.

The McDougall and the Auld stokers are generally similar to

Vicars, and a test of the former by Mr. R. B. Longridge showed a

gain in evaporation over hand firing of 8 to 12 per cent. The Cass

stoker, which has a flat grate, is spoken of as being very efficient. The
Falmorden stoker, by Haworth and Horsfall, has a coking chamber

built of firebrick between the hopper and the boiler front ; the fuel is

agitated by toothed rakes which rise between the grates and cut the

fuel, moving it. about two inches at a time. Meldrum's "Koker"

stoker has been used at a rate of combustion as high as 40 pounds per

square foot of grate per hour, giving 11.9 per cent COj and 7.4 p'er

cent. O in the escaping gases.

SIDE SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF RANSOMES & RAPIER S

TRIUMPH STOKER.

J
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e. Sprinkler stokers :

—

In the Triumph stoker, made by Ransomes & Rapier, the coal de-

scends from the hoppers into a box containing an adjustable slide hav-

ing a reciprocating movement. At regular intervals this allows coal

to fall on a shovel, which by a cam, trigger, and spring is driven

sharply forward but with a varying throw, so that the coal is uni-

formly distributed over the grate. The firebars have a come and go

motion of about 2 inches, being drawn forward by two and two in

succession, and then after a slight pause, all pushed back together.

By this means the clinkers and ashes are caused to travel backward
until they finally fall from the extremity of the bars into the ashpit A
series of small steam jets helps to keep the bars cool and to increase

the draught. In a twelve-hour test, burning South Hetton unscreened

coal (bean small) in a Galloway boiler with 47 square feet of grate

surface and 1,140 square feet of heating surface, the fuel burned per

hour was 1,150 pounds, or 24 ^/^ pounds per hour per square foot of

grate, giving an actual evaporation of 8.45 pounds of water per pound

of coal, equivalent to 8.9 pounds from and at 212 degrees. The feed

water was at 204.1 degrees, steam pressure 122.3 pounds, average

draught at induced fan 0.81 inches of water. The gases left the boiler at

868 degrees, and the economizer at 348 degrees. The fuel left 8.9

per cent, of ashes.

Other forms of

sprinkler stokers

are Henderson's,

in which the coal

is broken up as it

comes from the

hopper, falling
onto fans which

spread it over the

bars. This, to-

gether with Dea-

con's improve-

ments, is now
controlled by the

Mechanical Stok-

e r Company.
Proctor's stoker

spreads a thin

layer of fuel over proctor's shovel stoker.
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whittaker's mechanical stoker, sprinkler type.

William Whittaker, Yorkshire St. Ironworks, Burnley, Lanes.

the fire by the quick sharp movement of a vane or shovel of sheet iron,

the motion being produced by a cam. In the E. S. E. mechanical stoker

the same action is obtained by three blades set at equal angles, the

spreading being effected by a special fan-like deflecting disc. The

quantity of coal fed can be regulated at the feeding boxes, the sprinkler

shaft being turned at uniform speed.

Wm. Whittaker of Burnley, builds a sprinkler stoker having re-

volving shovels and spreading plate which cover the fire bars equally

all over. The annual cost of repairs is given as i per cent, of the cost

of the stoker, and the only gearing used is one gear and one worm
wheel, and two ratchet wheels and two engaging dogs. The fire bars

are stationary. The Leach stoker is a form of sprinkler stoker much
used in Germany and on the Continent, and has shown under a Lan-

cashire two-flue boiler a boiler efficiency of 66.3 per cent. The Frisbie

is an American type of sprinkler stoker in which the fuel is fed on a

circular grate.

My next article will discuss the general economy of mechanical

stoking, with many illustrations of important installations at home
and abroad.



FEATURES OF EUROPEAN LOCOMOTIVE
CONSTRUCTION.
By Charles R. King.

II.—THE LOCOMOTIVES OF ITALY AND AUSTRO-HUNGARY.
Mr. King's first article, which appeared in the June issue, reviewed the structural and

mechanical iieculiarities and the running qualities of the French compounds. A concluding
article will present a brief study of the latest locomotives of Switzerland, Saxony, Russia,
and Northern Europe.

—

The Editors.

NCREASING volume of modern locomotive boilers

interferes with the easy sighting of signals by the

engineman, and for this reason on the largest Ameri-

can engines built for the French State Railway and in

the latest Bavarian-built engines on the French East-

ern Railway, the engineman's place has been trans-

ferred to the left-hand side of the cab. The new com-

pound engines of the Southern or Adriatic lines of Italy are also

disposed in this way.

Express Compound Engine, Southern Railway of Italy. This

novel type of locomotive, the peculiarities of which are illustrated by

the engravings, has—besides the recognised advantages for outlook-

possessed by tank-engines specially designed to run either end fore-

most—many features interesting for the future construction of loco-

motives. The engine, constructed at the company's shops at Firenze

to the designs of Signor Plancher, was first exhibited at Paris in 1900

and a number were subsequently built by Borsig of Tegel near Berlin

and Breda of Milan and put into regular service in May, 1902.

Its appearance in 1900 drew out many criticisms and notes of in-

terrogation, but since that time the design has been followed to some

extent in recent French tank locomotives and has been indicated, by

competent men, as a solution to the question of how to obtain a large

efifective heating surface with fireboxes and boilers of moderate length,,

as opposed to the customary plan of extending the whole generator

forwards to a great length and coincidentally removing the cylinders

from the source of the heat and lively steam, a plan by which a serious

loss of power is inevitable unless some form of superheater is pro-

vided to recover part of the lost thermal efficiency. The placing of all

the driving and coupling axles beneath the boiler very conveniently

leaves the low space beneath the firebox for a four-wheeled truck just

where, in the four-connectefl type of engine, a simple radial axle is now
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very generally added. By thus turning the boiler around on its frames

an extra pair of wheels has been avoided.

The cylinders have accompanied the boiler in this reversal, al-

though there is reason to believe that in the locomotive of the future

they may be returned to their original position over the pivoting truck.

The firebox stands above the four-wheel truck, and in that position

the footplate is necessarily situated above the free-swinging end of the

locomotive where the lurches ordinarily felt upon striking a curve are

hardly perceptible except by a sinuous lateral movement of the foot

plate. The pivotal oscillations or side-lash common to long engines with

a short rigid wheel-base and radial displacements at either end of the

frames are here reduced to about half—as I have had opportunities of

noticing in the riding of American "Atlantic" type engines and the

Italian locomotive over the very same section of the French Western

Railway—the reason being that the latter locomotive is rigid at one

extremity—the smoke-box end.

This locomotive has no "idler" wheel behind the drivers and the

truck at the front end allows possibilities for an immense development

of the firebox, far beyond that attainable with any single axle below

the furnace. With a very short grate the area in this engine is,

nevertheless, superior to that of the Nord "Atlantic" type.

The outlook from the cab in front of the boiler is of course the

very best that could be devised for a locomotive, and altogether prefer-

able to the half-way arrangement adopted many years ago by the

Reading road. The entire width and length of the track up to within

a few feet of the cab are visible to either the engineman or fireman

from any position on the footplate.

The disposition of the high- and low-pressure groups of cylinders

is also novel. As in the Vauclain compound, there are but two piston

valves, yj/2 inches and 7^ inches respectively, for the high-pressure

and low-pressure pair of cylinders ; but that pair, with the Italian en-

gine, consists of high- and low-pressure twins, the distribution realised

for the two equal-sized cylinders being more perfect than if the valves

served two odd fellows. The steam passages from each valve are

crossed so that each opposite end of the twinned cylinders is always in

connection—ensuring thus uniformity of pressure in the two cylinders

and compensating for the irregularities of distribution due to the vary-

ing angles which the connecting rods form with their respective cranks.

Unlike the ordinary Vauclain, the Continental practice is followed in

the placing of two of the cylinders inside the frames, with these differ-

ences ; that, in place of two low-pressure cylinders, there is but one
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high-pressure and one low-pressure located inside ; and instead of the

connecting rods having only two driving pins (as in the ante-1902

Vauclain) they have four—that is, each outside crank stands at an

angle of 180 degrees with its nearest fellow inside, and the two sets

stand at 90 degrees with each other. Here again the Italian differs

from the usual Continental practice in having all the main rods work-

ing on the same pair of driving wheels (the middle pair) instead of

equally dividing the work as usual between two pairs of the connected

wheels ; the result, however, is the same as regards obtaining an equal-

ised twisting moment with diminished strains and wear as compared

with a two-cylinder or ordinary Vauclain compound. The appearance

of two small cylinders on one side of the engine's axis and two big

ones on the other would, at first sight, suggest some want of balance,

but as far as could be judged by the movements of the machine at all

rates of speed the whole engine appears to be most perfectly balanced

longitudinally, vertically, and transversely.

As they are arranged the cylinders, in spite of their crossed pas-

sages, have the very low proportion of clearance volumes of 10 per

cent, for the high-pressure and 73^ per cent, for the low-pressure,

but from actual experiments made with the Exhibition locomotive it

was decided to increase these volumes by tentatively augmenting the

piston clearances, in order to enable the engines to steam yet more

freely and economically at high speeds.

The Italian locomotive was designed for an effective rather than an

apparent simplicity—two very different matters. It has only one re-

versing screw, placed along with ihe throttle handle in the front

end of the cab, and the admission of live steam to the low-pressure

cylinders when starting the engine is always automatic and due

to the opening of the throttle. This regulator is a double-slide

relieved valve of bronze, which when slightly opened uncovers

a central hole in the dry-pipe seating so that steam escapes

away to the low-pressure valve chest, and when opened still farther

this small aperture becomes thenceforth closed and is not reopened

in the return of the valve across the live-steam inlet, and this by reason

of the preliminary closing up of the supplementary valve with the first

half-inch of return travel.

The special manner of introducing the live steam to the low-pres-

sure valve-chest by passing it first into the casing of the high-pressure

valve spindle extension, has some resemblance to the Golsdorf starting

system as far as concerns its valve-seating inlet for live steam. With
the Italian engine, however, a groove combined with a "flat" on a false
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valve extension-spindle permits the auxiliary steam supply to enter the

high-pressure exhaust whenever the high-pressure valve is in such

position that starting must take place by the low-pressure cylinders and

to this it arrives by passing from one chest to the other via the horse-

shoe bend in the smokebox. On this bent pipe are placed (just back of

the chimney) a relief valve and an air suction valve; the steam pipe in

the smoke box is also fitted with an air valve. Each set of piston

valves is worked from the middle driving wheels by an eccentric crank

and the Walschaert form of valve-gear now universally adopted on the

European continent.

The Exhibition engine had a very low-placed blast orifice variable

by an internal pear-shaped plug, and only regulatable by a screw from

beneath the smoke box.

The outside cylinders are horizontal and those inside the frames

are inclined 8 degrees from the horizontal in order to clear the rear

coupled axle. The main guide bars are single with a truss bar below,

the flat bronze slide of the piston cross-head being guided in the nar-

row interval between the two. The middle webs, only, of the crank

axle are inclined 95 degrees from the center line of the axle, and the

outside webs stand, as usual, at right angles. The crank axle and

journals are 73^ inches in diameter. The main driving rods inside

have forked ends closed by fixed blocks and the brass is set up by a

screw wedge. The outside main rods and coupling rods are of solid

or box pattern. A peculiarity exists in the method of attaching the

fire box to the plate frames by means of four broad feet, forged solid

with the foundation ring at its front and back lower edges, these feet

riding in special brackets and engaging in large buckles secured to the

frame sides to prevent any chance of lifting.

The truck cradle differs from the usual arrangement in having the

laterally swinging frame so broad that the lower centres of the pen-

dulum links are spread apart equal to about the width of the road

gauge, while the fixed centres on the truck frame above are set yet

wider apart. The truck frame is of course of a special pattern, with

outside sills of I section and with outside journal boxes. To prevent

a too free transverse oscillation of the cradle frame, the pivot bearing

is made of very large diameter according to the latest American prac-

tice for steadying this movement. The direct lateral swing allowed is

2 inches. A fore-and-aft oblique vertical movement of the truck is

also possible under the same restriction, the two ends of the cradle-

frame casting being rounded underneath where they rest on the bellied

longitudinal tie bolts of the hanging links.
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The boiler is of a type which has come into favour recently on

progressive lines in east-central Europe, with the American form of

spreading firebox standing above the frames and a slightly coned ring

at the firebox end of the barrel. The inner firebox crown is flat

with long-radius corners. Its stays are not radial, but the outer crown

sheet is very strongly stayed with heavy channel gi. ders connected

together with a double row of transverse ties.

In conclusion it may be mentioned that the engines are very finely

painted in a brilliant black, without any relief lines of any sort, and

present externally a remarkably fine appearance.

Ten-Wheeled Express Locomotive, Mediterranean Railway of

Italy. This six-connected two-cylinder compound locomotive was con-

structed by Gio. Ansaldo & Co. at Sampierdarena to the plans of C.

Frescot and G. Bartoldo (former and present superintendents of

mechanical power of the Strade Ferrate Mediterraneo) and named
the "Alessandro Volta." It is the first of an entirely new type in

Class 4, to be numbered 31 5 1-3200.

As a cross-compound it represents many up-to-date features,

although preserving the general external characteristics which have

distinguished the locomotives of this line of railway for a number of

years past, and of which a specimen—an eight-wheeler, the "Giovanna

d'Arco"—was exhibited at Paris in 1889.

This compound engine, of which the boiler pressure is 174.5

pounds, has one piston valve with external admission for the high-

pressure cylinder and a balanced slide valve, with its more reliable

steam-tight qualities, for the low-pressure. Both valves are of bronze.

The low-pressure channeled valve is relieved by two projecting cir-

cular plates 1 1 inches in diameter. The back covers of both large and

small cylinders have the same diameter. The low-pressure back

cover is fitted outside, and the high-pressure back cover fitted inside

the cylinder, and all four covers have i ^-inch relief valves. A com-

bined air inlet and relief valve is also provided on the receiver. The
spring for the receiver steam-pressure is set at 94 pounds. No re-

ceiver gauge is provided.

An automatic Von Borries intercepting valve is located trans-

versely to the locomotive at the foot of the 8^4 -inch horse-shoe re-

ceiver pipe above the low-pressure valve chest. This is a disk valve

of bronze, 73^ inches in diameter, which, when the engine has to be

started on the low-pressure side, closes the way between the two cylin-

ders under the pressure of live steam taken by a i^-inch pipe from the

elbow pipe in the smokebox. This steam enters a large bore in the
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valve-spindle guide at a place where the spindle is so turned down in

its diameter as to form a shoulder, or piston, against which the steam

acts in forcing it inwards, so closing the large valve mentioned, and at

the same time uncovering four holes in the spindle-guide through

which the same steam enters into the passage just above the low-

pressure valve chest ; but, as the pressure is slight from the small sur-

face presented by the shoulder, the whole is driven outward again

upon the first exhaust from the high-pressure cylinder, thus covering

up the leak holes into the low-pressure and opening the receiver to the

exhaust steam, which then works compound. An automatic attach-

ment has been designed by Signor Giordana by which, whenever the

engine is reversed and run against steam, a jet of water under pressure

is thrown up the blast to prevent the aspiration into the valves and

cylinders of gases and cinders from the smoke box. This is arranged

by an extension on the spindle just mentioned, carrying a 6^-inch

cylindrical valve which can be forced outwards by the action of

steam and water, admitted from the boiler by a special cock, and

which, when it has forced the valve into a position corresponding to

the intercepting-valve being set for working compound, escapes by a

hole in the bottom of the cylinder into a ^-inch pipe leading down to

the exhaust pipe of the low-pressure cylinder and thence to the blast.

A very suggestive feature is to be remarked in the front end of the

framing—the side frames are contracted to only 2 feet 10^ inches be-

tween plates, and are of Siemens-Martin steel i^ inches thick. In

this way, even with the large cylinders employed (21^ inches and 31^
inches diameter) the distance between piston centers is reduced to 6

feet 4 inches and so the main rods are brought in against the pin seats,

while the side rods, contrary to custom, are placed outside. This re-

duces the bending stresses on the pin and diminishes the leverage on

the axles, the result tending to promote as much steadiness as it is pos-

sible to attain in outside-cylinder engines. The second half of the side

rods is of course brought inside against the pin seats for the second

and third pair of drivers. The truck has inside frames with outside

axle boxes. Its wheel base is 8 feet 2^ inches. The frame carry-

ing the pivot is swung upon iiY/^-mch vertical links. This pivot

is of a novel kind, being in the form of a hollow sphere 12^
inches in diameter and bolted underneath the transverse main-frame

casting previously mentioned. It is carried in a cup bearing of

bronze, the rectangular external sides of which are fitted within a

steel-casting box, and this in its turn is supported underneath by

two transverse rods coupling the ends of the truck swing-links and
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guided transversely between the vertical girder plates of the truck.

There being no side rests for the main frames the truck has in conse-

quence a universal movement, and to permit of this the domed collar

which covers up the top sides of the pivot, bearing etc., is allowed a

certain clearance and, as this space might admit dust, a flexible her-

metic joint has been made by inserting a ring of i^-inch rubber pip-

ing into opposite grooves turned in the collar and in the flange of the

pivot. Combined with the universal movement there is an arrange-

ment for controlling the side swing by means of a short tension-rod

pinned by one its ends to a lug at the bottom of each side of the

pivot box and passing thence through coiled springs contained in

muffs outside the frames, to a cap at the other end of the rod which

compresses the spring in against the frame whenever the lateral effort

exceeds i i/5 ton.

The Exhibition locomotive was constructed of the finest quality

materials and with the greatest care, the specifications containing very

rigorous clauses as to the particular nature of the metals employed and

concerning their testing and final working up. All the principal screws

are cut to English standards. The finish of the whole locomotive ex-

hibited was of the highest order ; it was painted a dark green relieved,

by brass bands and headings. Signori Giordana and Cuttica de Cafiine

both collaborated in the designing of this new type of locomotive.

In service it runs the fast passenger traffic between Rome, Pisa, and

Genoa, where the grades vary from i in lOO to i in 83. It is capable

of taking loads of 220 tons net at 56 miles per hour under favourable

circumstances. If the speed is not high, that is due more to local re-

quirements and regulations than to the capabilities of the locomotive.

Hungarian State Railroad Compound Express Engine. The two-

cylinder compound locomotive exhibited by the Magyar Kiralyi Allam-

vasutak is the first of a new type which includes also some simple-

expansion engines.

It is of the ten-wheel four-connected type, which with its uncovered

wheels and extended smoke-arch is suggestive of American origin.

Although presenting a great departure from previous models of the

same railvv^ay, yet it is not susceptible to the reproach of being an in-

novation, and therefore a "gimcrack-freak," for it is made up in detail

from constructional features which, though they may be novel to us,

have for the greater part all passed that trial stage indispensable to a

legitimate incorporation with the time-honoured mould patterns that

have so far served to cast Stephenson's locomotive.

The Exhibition locomotive, No. 701 of Class (Osztalv) II. was de-
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signed by the state railway engineers Paul Roth and Hubert Dvorak

for the heavy express-train service on the Marchegg-Budapest line,

The grades are of about 0.7 per cent., the loads 220 tons, and the coal

employed, from the Austrian mines of Dambrau and Karwin, is equal

to that generally employed on Austrian railways, producing six pounds

of steam per pound of coal. The speed required is not high, but in

this, as is general in Central Europe, it is not the want of engine power

which is responsible. The coaches forming the trains worked by

these locomotives are of great size, hardly smaller than those of Russia,

and equipped with an attention to comfort that is not excelled else-

where. The engine is started with a half-automatic valve somewhat re-

sembling in its parts the Von Borries valve. It is placed longitudinally

above the low-pressure valve chest and controlled from the foot plate

by a lever operating two parallel rods. The upper rod works the valve

at the foot of the 2-inch live-steam pipe, which takes its supply from

the elbow pipe in the smoke box. The lower one passes through a

larger hollow rod working in a stuffing box, and to its end is screwed

a 65/2-inch disk valve serving to close up, whenever required, an auxil-

iary exhaust pipe from the high-pressure cylinder to the chimney. The
outside or hollow rod mentioned is not worked by hand. At its end is

an 894-inch disk valve which closes up, independently of the smaller

disk, that part of the receiver passage leading from one cylinder to the

other.

In action the apparatus works thus :—On starting the engine the

direct exhaust for the small cylinders is opened by pulling the fulcrum

lever backwards. The live-steam valve on the upper spindle being

opened at the same instant, the boiler steam flows into a conical an-

nular chamber, back of the stuffing box, and thence passes by four

holes into an internal bore in which a shoulder, turned upon the hollow

rod, forms a sort of piston which is driven backwards until the S^i^-inch

valve closes the way to the high-pressure cylinder while, at the same

moment, a number of grooves milled in the circumference of the small

piston are thrust into the receiver allowing the live steam to escape

past it through the receiver into the horse-shoe pipe and around to

the low-pressure valve chest.

Whenever the engineman considers the speed sufficient he pushes

the lever forward, closing thus the direct high-pressure exhaust and

shutting the small live-steam valve. The exhaust steam from the high-

pressure now acts automatically in driving forward from its seating

the large valve, which until then had barred the way to the low-pres-

sure cvlinders.
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Unlike some live-steam valves or cocks, taking their supply direct

from the boiler, in this case the auxiliary steam is to some extent regu-

lated in proportion to the pressure of that in the high-pressure cylin-

der, since it is controlled by the amount of the opening given to the

throttle. And, moreover, if at any moment in starting the throttle

should be suddenly shut, that action cuts off the live steam inde-

pendently of the starting valve. The relief valve on the receiver is set

for 95 pounds ; the normal pressure therein is about half that quan-

tity. The boiler pressure is 175 pounds.

The cylinders are 19^ inches and 29^ inches diameter with piston

stroke of 26^ inches. The driving-wheels are 82^ inches diameter

and the maximum tractive effort is 10,912 pounds.

The valves are of the half-balanced type, steam channelled, and

backed with Von Borries' relief plates, and the valve seatings are in-

clined at about 45 degrees. The valve gear is Heusinger's. The
main driving-rod big ends are of great size in proportion to their rods,

and present a remarkable contrast with American rods. The brasses

are strapped in and held up with double gibs and a simple cotter. The
side rods have solid or box ends, with their cotters fixed as usual by a

stud screw.

The frames of the engine present a number of peculiarities. First

and most striking is the built-up plate saddle beneath the smoke box,

from which the side frames descend to below the cylinders in a line un-

broken by the running boards, which usually conceal these front ends.

The side frames are of steel i 3/16 inches thick, and their edges along

the oblique line from the smoke box to the side buffers are polished.

A steel caisson extends from the smoke-box front to the motion brack-

ets—a length of 9 feet 7 inches—which is stayed transversely by

a horizontal plate of steel castings. Vertical flanged plates descend

from the smoke box down to the base of the pivot trough, a dis-

tance of 4 feet 3 inches. The whole construction is such as to

present a very rigid fixing for the cylinders. Further back the side

frames are braced by vertical plates supporting the boiler under the

first and third rings, and finally by the drag-beams under the foot

plate.

The truck under the front end has universal movement without a

hanging cradle. The truck frame is made up of cast-steel plates

1 inch thick and has a length of 1 1 feet 10 inches and a width of 3 feet

4^ inches ; the frames are placed inside the wheels and the journal

iboxes outside the frames. At the front end the deep transverse plate

forms a rail guard or pilot, and besides the transverse plate behind
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w o

(d X,

there are four tie rods bracing

together the opposite axle-box

guides. In the middle two

vertical-plate girders supporc

a fixed transverse steel cast-

ing or bed, having a cup seat-

ing for the pivot ly^A inches

diameter, displaced 2 inches

behind the middle of the

truck. The pivot itself is a

high rectangular casting with

a spherical bearing, and its

sides are planed to fit exactly

and slide between the main-

frame traverse or trough al-

read mentioned. Conse-

quently on curves the engine

frame is permitted a direct lat-

eral play, of I 13/16 inches on

each side of the pivot. The

energy of this movement is

reduced by plate springs set

longitudinally at each side of

the frames, and acting in an-

tagonism by their free ends

being coupled together by

transverse rods and their cam-

ber pins butting against the

opposite* sides of the sliding

pivot.

The pivot is held to its seat-

ing by a large-headed bolt

passed from the inside of the

casting, through a conical hole

in the sphere and into a tight-

fitting long socket in the seat-

ing below, to which it is se-

cured by a wedge key. This

step bearing is run with white

metal. Vertical swivelling of

the truck is controlled bv two
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springs under the frames at their outside edges. Such flexible side

supports for the main frames must, at the same time, not interfere with

direct lateral displacements nor tilt on their seatings through any

momentary vertical divergence of the truck. All this has been effected

by the use of spherical side rests, cast beneath lateral projections on the

pivot casting. These round feet rest in cup bearings ; the flat seat-

nigs of the latter are free to slide about on the recessed circular heads

of two plungers below, which in turn are supported upon fine volute

springs contained within cylindrical cavities cast on each side of the

truck bed.

At the opposite end of the engine frame an equally uncommon de-

vice is employed for allowing the engine to swing radially around the

quadractic pivot represented by the four points of rail contact below the

driving wheels.

First of all the journals here have a direct lateral play of 5/16 inch

on each side of their boxes, and these boxes are pivoted vertically so as

to rotate partially around a shallow stud 3^ inches in diameter turned

upon their crowns. The vertical ends of the boxes, to permit this ro-

tation, are shaped to a radius of 4^ inches upon a width of 4 inches.

They are accurately fitted into a special shoe or fork of cast steel, an-

swering to the ordinary axle box with its flanges, which in this case

are made very deep so as to allow a play longitudinally of ^ inch for

the back and front guides of the horn blocks.

On curves the axle keeps square with the rails, but is drawn askew

with the frames—wjthout, however, those strains usually set up in all

the parts concerned nor the wear and tear and necessarily increased

frictional resistance.

Two-Cylinder Compound Engines, Austrian State Railways.

Each of the xA.ustrian locomotives exhibited at Paris presents certain

peculiarities of construction differing from those of countries lying

more to the west, and all have but two cylinders, arranged in such

manner (on the Golsdorf system) that no intercepting valve in the

receiver is necessary. There are, instead, two small live-steam inlets

in the low-pressure valve seatings, so located at each end of the valve

travel that it is only when the engine is starting or is otherwise de-

manding much power from the boiler, with the reversing screw m full

forward gear, that one of these apertures is uncovered : the counter

opening for running backwards is then closed by a rib cast in the slide

valve. The arrangement is sufficiently interesting to bear describing

again for those who may have forgotten its action.

This system has found an extensive employment in Austria and
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Russia, since,

joined to its

great simplicity,

it avoids the ex-

penses for main-

tenance and re-

pairs incidental

to special start-

ing- valves. It

has, moreover,

rendered a two-

cylinder com-
pound engine

equal to. or, with

the valve gear as

employed, even

superior in start-

ing powers to a

single-expansion

engine ; while
the crippling ef-

fect of an auto-

matic valve, cut-

ting oft the live

steam after the

first exhaust, is

here e n t i r e 1 v

suppressed.

The six-con-

nected two-cyl-

inder engine is

not only remark-

able in its gen-

eral external as-

pect, but, as will

be seen by com-

parison of the

principal dimen-

sions of this and

other engines, it

is notable also
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for its power, particularly for a two-cylinder engine. It has a

larger grate area than any European express locomotive of which men-

tion will be made in this review, and its theoretical tractive effort at

point of rail-contact is, with its two cylinders, but little less than that of

the Nord four-cylinder 4/10-connected express locomotives. Its height

is about 4 inches less than that of the imposing, but less powerful, two-

cylinder engine of the Hungarian State Railways. The Austrian en-

gine has also the longest stroke of any of the engines mentioned. A
long stroke means greater starting power, for if carried to an extreme

it means ( always given the requisite adhesion) the tractive effort of a

freight engine in starting and, later on at high speeds, a degree of ex-

pansive working with a very early cut-off which would render com-

pounding unnecessary.

It means also a very high average piston velocity, but this, accord-

ing to American experience, is not prejudicial ; so that, pursuing this

comparison—long versus short stroke

—

ad absnrduin, it is simply sur-

prising that such an elastic form of power as is available in the first

should be so little utilised with all its unsurpassable range of adaptation

on the scale of adjustment between power and speed, comparable

to the crank-pin being gradually slid inwards from the periphery to the

axle center as to the requirements for power diminish from the maxi-

mum of adhesion to nil.

The boiler, it will be at once remarked, is increased very consid-

erable in its capacity as a hot-water reservoir by the addition of a

longitudinal cylinder in place of domes, distantly resembling the Nord
superheating locomotives of M. Petiet, exhibited in England in 1862,

and also the more recent and still highly satisfactory Flaman locomo-

tives of the Est. The form of the cast-iron chimney is seriously detri-

mental to the aesthetic apearance of all these Oesterreichen Staats-

hahnen locomotives.

The location between the frames of such a large casting as that,

having cylinders 20%-inches and 31%-inches with their valve chests,

presented some difficulty. To accomplish this the inside-cylinders engine

of Mr. Worsdell had the axes of the cylinders in a different plane ; some

German and Swiss locomotives have the frames bent outwards, and

M. de Glehn, without bending the frames, built engines with two in-

side 23^-inch cylinders by allowing a part of the inside cylinders to

protrude through an opening slotted in the side plates. In the Aus-

trian locomotive M. Golsdorf obtained all the room desirable by the

very unusual Continental practice of placing the frames well to the out-

side of the wheels, similar, it may be remarked, to the designs for com-
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pound-engine arrangements submitted by Mr. A. Mallet to the Institu-

tion of Mechanical Engineers, London, 1879. This arrangement called

for a longitudinal frame plate in the middle as a central bearing for

the cranked axle, which is moreover of a very strong design.

The cylinders are inclined from the horizontal in order to clear the

front truck axles of the cross-head guide bars. A distinct peculiarity

of arrangement, necessitated by the various changes, is in the Heu-

singer valve gear, the advance lever of which had to be driven from

some other point than the usual one on the cross head. The motion

is therefore derived from the end of the coupling rod ; and in place of

the usual eccentric cranks for driving the links, a very large eccentric

was substituted. The valves are placed vertical and their chests

project outside the frames. The main steam pipe is brought through

the smoke box just above the high-pressure valve chest and the throttle

valve is very simply fitted thereto.

The front truck, with an immense wheel base but in proportion to

the driving-wheel base, supports a swing frame or cradle, the oscilla-

tions of which are controlled by a traversing rod and short central

coiled spring. The play limit on each side is i^ inches. A hollow

step bearing in the cradle supports a small half-sphere pivot, but verti-

cal motion, or rolling, is prevented by side supports under the cylinder

casting and resting upon angle brackets projecting from the truck-

frame sides. The rear coupled axle has a play of }i inch on each side.

The main frames are so wide that they project over and partly conceal

the truck wheels.

The cabs of these railways have an upper clerestorey ventilator so

as to keep the cab clear from the emanations of the lignitic coal when-

ever the throttle is closed. The cab is ten feet wide. The air inlet valve

is combined with the receiver relief valve and mounted above the horse-

shoe pipe in front of the smoke box. The engine illustrated was

constructed by the Maschinenfabrik der Oesterreichen Staatseisen-

bahnen Gesellschaft (late John Haswell) of Vienna. It is not in-

tended for the fast speeds common in Western Europe, but it can

haul loads of 450 tons up grades of i per cent, and eight miles

in length at a steady speed of 26 miles per hour. It indicates 1,300

horse power in its regular work on the Amstellen-Pontelba division,

whereon the curves descend to 720 feet and 625 feet in radius.

Four-connected Compound Engine, Austrian State Railways.

The two-cylinder compound here illustrated is employed in one of the

fastest Austrian service of International trains. It is of a new class,

No. 106, resembling very much the precedent class "Series 6" but of
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greater neatness in external appearance. Its distinguishing features

are the great wheel-base of the front truck—8 feet 10 inches as com-

pared to the driver wheel-base—9 feet 2 inches—and to the total wheel-

base—23 feet 10^ inches. In the motion are to be remarked the very

long and straight advance levers of the Heusinger gear—curved in the

Series 6—and the hollow driving- and side-rod pins. It will be no-

ticed that all the rods are channelled and, proportionately, very light.

The main-rod big end is forked ; the side-rod has the rear end of box

pattern and the front end forked—instead of the reverse as customary.

The manner of fixing the bearings for the expansion link-pivots to a

short longitudinal frame below the running board is a practice peculiar

to the Oesterreichen Staatsbahnen.

In these new engines the lever safety valves on the dome connecting

pipe have been replaced by Coale valves behind the dome ; some previ-

ously existing boiler fittings and discharge pipes have here been

covered in by a large casing pipe projecting through the top of the cab,

and the sloping ventilator on the cab roof has been made much higher

than in the previous class.

The throttle valve in the forward dome is cylindrical and operated

by an outside rod, and the steam pipe is carried direct from the dome

to the high-pressure valve chest under a jacketing. The small mount-

ing in front of "the chimney contains a double-seated valve—one valve

for relief of the receiver, the other with a light spring unseating readily

for the inlet of air. The front truck pin is fitted with a round-edged

collar bearing to prevent strains.

In actual service these locomotives haul trains of 265 tons net load

upon rising grades of i per cent, at from 25 to 28 miles per hour, or up

grades of ^ per cent, at from 40 to 44 miles per hour. With a light

load of 155 tons on the level they have made 65^ miles per hour, and

with experimental trains of two coaches they have run at 81 miles per

hour. It has to be remembered that the coal used is very poor.

These Austrian locomotives are painted in black with red fine lines.

The principal dimensions are :—Boiler pressure, 191 pounds ; cylin-

ders, 195^ inches and 30 inches by 26^ inches stroke; drivers, diam-

eter, 84^ inches ; tractive efi^ort, 14,960 pounds ; heating surfaces :

—

fire box, 123.7 square feet; tubes, 1,554.8 square feet; total, 1,678.5

square feet; weight, empty 55 tons; loaded, 61.25 tons; under driving

wheels, for adhesion, 31.5 tons.



MONEY-MAKING MANAGEMENT FOR WORK-
SHOP AND FACTORY.
By Charles U. Carpenter.

VI.—THE MACHINING AND TOOL EQUIPMENT.

Mr. Carpenter's articles began in The Engineering Magazine for February, 1902, the

first and second papers dealing with factory organization in its general principles and con-

crete examples, the third with departmentalization and systematization of the works, and

the fourth and fifth with the stock department and its systems. His next paper will deal with

the very important subject of piece work. Mr. Falconer's article on pages 573-582 is an inter-

esting supplement to Mr. Carpenter's discussion.

—

The Editors.

T seems almost superfluous to state that a manufacturer

should give most careful consideration to the best

effective means of manufacturing his product accu-

rately and cheaply. I believe, however, that it will

prove profitable to approach this important subject

on the most rational and scientific basis that we can.

If any question deserves the attention of every manu-

facturer or superintendent, it is : "What are the secrets of cheap and

accurate production, and how can I apply them, to my own busi-

ness?"

In considering the question of production we should keep in mind

the processes and means that should be adopted to attain those re-

sults which mean so much to a business

—

cheap, accurate and quick

production. To secure this, every device of modern organization, ma-

chinery, and system must be called to our aid. The organization

should be so devised as to bring out the best efforts of the foremen

and workmen and provide the closest supervision over the work. The

machinery and tools should be selected with a view to meeting the

special peculiarities of the product. The systems should be such as to

give perfect checks on both the men and the product, and to supply

data for a system of reports which are comprehensive and give the

closest insight into the conditions of all departments. The product

must be manufactured in large quantities ; its parts must be standard-

ized ; accuracy of parts must be insured ; fitting must be reduced to as

low a point as practicable so as to insure quick and cheap assembling.

These requirements may be grouped into three classes under the

general heads of Organization, Machinery, and Systems.

Organization of the Machine Room.—Careful and close study is

not often given to the organization of the forces of the machine rooms

562
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in such a manner as to produce the best results. Too often is it the

case that foremen and assistants are secured, placed in charge of a de-

partment, and then left largely to their own resources. The results

are a number of departments developed according to the comparat-

ively limited ideas and experiences, and, possibly, broad prejudices, of

a number of men. Each man will develop his department along the

lines of his "old shop" and will hang on to those ideas and their con-

sequent development "like one possessed." After each one has put

his pet ideas and theories into practice it is very difficult to get new
ideas introduced. If, however, a general plan of organization, a well-

digested policy of handling men, and a thoroughly comprehensive

series of systems are introduced, it is comparatively easy to get the

new comer to "fall into line" and assist in these new ideas.

Arrangement of Machining Departments.—Wherever possible, ma-

chines should be grouped together according to the class of work

which is performed upon them. This is usually not possible in cases

where large work is turned out. In such a case, the machines should

be so placed as to insure, so far as possible, the steady progression of

parts through the shop from one end to the other until the parts are

finished. In cases where the machines themselves are brought to the

work, the problem is simplified. However, where the parts are many
and comparatively small, the different machines should be grouped as

stated. One or more groups can be placed in charge of one foreman.

The principles of organization described in the earlier articles can,

with profit, be adapted to the machine rooms. It was shown in those

articles how the head of the factory has as his advisory board the dif-

ferent factory supervisors; how each supervisor has authority over,

and is held responsible for, results from a certain number of depart-

ments selected for him according to his particular ability. Each fore-

man of a certain group of machines, or department, then looks to the

supervisor of his group for orders and advice.

At the very beginning of the discussion of departmental manage-

ment, consideration must be given to the question of securing the full

efficiency of the high-priced foremen. It is certain that one of the

most important links in the chain is the foreman. As he is, so will

his department be ; as the departments are, so will be the quality and

the cost of the product ; and on the quality, quantity, and cost of the

product hangs the success of the business. I contend that one of the

greatest mistakes of many, if not most,, firms, is the loading up of the

foreman with detail work that cheaper men can do as well as he. A
firm employs a foreman and pays him a high price because of his sup-
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posed knowledge, experience, and ability. His chief aim should be to

improve the quality, lower the cost, and investigate improved meth-

ods, machinery, and systems. To accomplish this and also to

carry the load of detail work usually pushed on him, is impossible.

Study the conditions of each department and never hesitate to

appoint one or more assistants if the conditions justify it. Any other

course is false economy in the highest degree. The number of men
that a foreman should have supervision over will vary according to the

character of the work. It is safe to say, however, that no group of

over twenty men should be left without supervision. I do not mean
to say that an assistant foreman should be appointed for each group.

Instead of this, I suggest the selection of one of the best workmen as

"job boss" ; let him continue his work at the bench, paying him a small

sum per day more than the remainder of the men. Enough authority

can be given to each job boss to enable him to secure the results de-

sired. Each assistant foreman should have certain jobs and job

bosses under him, and all should be accountable to the foreman.

Meetings.—Meetings of foremen, assistants, and job bosses should

be held weekly. There can be taken up for intelligent discussion the

troubles and defects of the product. Men can make suggestions that

will better their product, or they can tell what is hindering them from

securing certain results. Give them proper encouragement, and the re-

sults will be surprising. Ways will be found out of difficulties, val-

uable suggestions will be made, surprising economies will be effected,

and personal interest in the work will be aroused. The efifect on the

rank and file of the workmen will soon be in evidence. Each workman
will see advance only a few steps ahead of him in a job-foremanship,

and many of them will make up their minds to aim for it. Each job

boss v/ill realize that his next step will be to an assistant foremanship,

should he prove capable. The assistants feel that they have an oppor-

tunity to show their worth, and a healthy rivalry will soon spring up

and creep down to the bench bosses and to the men. With such a sys-

tem of organization, it will be possible for the foreman to unload upon

his assistants a great deal of the detail work that is hindering him

from giving to the firm the real and greatest benefit of his brains, ex-

perience, and ability. His assistants will soon find that they can

safely trust their bench bosses with a part of their details. These men
will take pride in their responsibility and will give the closest atten-

tion to the carrying out of the.ir orders. Working at the bench they

have a knowledge of the smallest details of the work, which, when
made use of, is very valuable.
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Reports.—It is important that a very comprehensive system of re-

ports, shov^ing details of output, hours worked, payroll, costs, amount
of piece work and day work, be devised for each department. It is a

most satisfactory and necessary thing for the superintendent and will

be found invaluable for purposes of comparison. It is only by means
of such reports that the superintendent can be kept in close touch with

the factory work. This is usually as much neglected as it is important.

In a large establishment it is a very easy matter for large losses to

occur, especially when the non-productive payroll is a goodly per-

centage of the total. A system of reports will show this before any

large losses are made.

Machinery.—I am a strong believer in the policy of scrapping old

machinery when new and improved machinery appears upon the mar-

ket. Of course, consideration must be given to the interest on the

cost of the old and new machines and the amount gained in economy

by the increased output. But if, as is often the case, the advantage is

decidedly on the side of the new machine, it is, to say the least, short-

sighted to hang on to the old slow machines. But I hear you say

:

"Let us keep the old machines until we can better afford it." What
will you do when your competitor seizes the opportunity, installs new
machines, and you find that you are unable to compete with him?

You will then not be equipped to meet him. No, force your tools

;

wear them out quickly. Your depreciation will be high, but your

product will be cheaper, your profits larger, and the old machines the

sooner make way for new machines that will give an increased output

at the same expense for power and labor.

Careful study should be made of the recent great improvements in

the quality of tool steel and the processes of hardening. These subjects

bear a most important relation to that of "large output." "High cut-

ting speed" means a material lowering of costs, and is a subject that

will well repay investigation. In fact, in some shops keeping all

machines up to the highest possible point of efficiency, this is deemed

so important that a special "speed foreman" is appointed. It is his

duty to see that all tools are running so that the greatest output possi-

ble is being attained. This is certainly a good idea.

It is conceded that one of the chief reasons for America's com-

mercial success is her automatic and multiple machinery. These mar-

vels of speed, accuracy, and output (the American automatic screw

machines) are in many cases kept below their capacity by lack of

knowledge of what can be done with them. There is required a man

of the highest tvpe of mechanical knowledge and ingenuity at the head
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of an automatic-machine department, in order to get the best results

from the machines. In up-to-date departments, work that was for-

merly declared impossible is now being done. This work is remark-

able not only in amount, but also in accuracy. Certainly no set of

machines gives so large a return on the investment as do these.

The "magazine attachment" now makes possible in the case of par-

tially completed parts the same economy gained by producing parts

automatically from the solid raw material. The parts loaded in the

magazines are automatically delivered to a special fixture, which holds

the parts firmly while the machining is being done. This is a decided

step in advance of the hand machine and will result in large economies.

,

It is of interest to note the advance in the quality of work produced

on automatic machines. Parts requiring the greatest accuracy can

be manufactured in very large quantities and at a very great reduc-

tion in cost. Work is being done on automatic machines to-day that

a few years ago was regarded as absolutely impossible. It is very

difficult to convey any definite idea of this work without elaborate

illustrations. Pieces of all sizes and complicated forms are produced

from the solid stock. I have in mind many pieces that are produced,

the working points of which must shut out light when they are put on

the gauges. These pieces are produced by the thousands daily with

a percentage of loss from defects so small as to be inappreciable.

Many of these parts have over ten machining operations on them. The
relation of these points one to the other must be almost absolute. Such

pieces are now produced on the automatic machines at about one-

fifteenth of the cost of the hand machines.

The same advantages are obtained by much of the multiple ma-
chinery now on the market—for example, a new type of automatic

multiple drill press operated by a boy, from which can be procured

four times as much work as can be gotten from the ordinary drill press

with an expert operator working it. Horizontal and vertical holes

can be drilled at the same time with this press, three jigs can be used,

ard the drilling is well-nigh continuous. The work done is of the

highest quality. Such machines will pay for themselves within a few

months in decreased cost of product. I believe that the field for auto-

matic, multiple, and special machinery is only beginning to open up.

The special-machine designer certainly has a place in our shop or-

ganization of to-day. Such a man, of original and inventive mind,

can make a study of the special needs of any product and can design

special machinery that will produce parts cheaper by far than is done

with the ordinary machinery and processes. The duties of this po-
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sition would differ from those of the designer or inventor of new ma-
chines or products for the market. The importance of having an .

entirely distinct department for inventions of new product and im-

provement of the old, will be considered later.

Special Tools and Gauges.—The modern up-to-date manufacturer

needs no argument to convince him of the great advantages of having

a generous tool and gauge equipment. However, many firms, not so

progressive, have not yet been convinced that the returns from such

an investment would justify the expense. The outlay is very appar-

ent—the returns problematical, in their opinion. Modern practice tends

more and more in the direction of a large equipment of this character.

With proper tools and gauges, the output per man will be much larger

and more accurate ; the chance of error will be reduced to a minimum

;

duplication of parts becomes possible; a lower grade of workman can

be used on work requiring even the greatest accuracy.

I wish to reiterate a statement made in a former article, viz. :—tools

and gauges should be frequently inspected. As will be shown later,

this should be the duty of the man who has charge of the models. By
using a "Daily Reminder Card Index" the work can be systematized

and so simplified. When a foreman secures a tool from the tool sup-

ply room he should have some assurance that that tool is in good con-

dition and that accurate work can be produced by its use. It often

occurs that the jig or fixture becomes worn little by little, and this is

discovered only after a large amount of stock has been manufactured.

Tool-Designing Room.—As the accuracy and cost of the product

depends very largely upon the character of the tools used, so does this

latter depend upon the tool designer and the organization of the de-

partment. Good tool designers are as scarce as they are important.

They must be men who are of an inventive turn of mind, practical, and

open to receive suggestions and absorb new ideas. Many men in this

line of work are both ingenious and practical, but fall far short of their

full efficiency because of their mental attitude toward suggestions from

others. The tool-designing department is the one of all others for

discussion and suggestions. There should be the fullest and freest

expression of thought and interchange of ideas between the members

of the department and the foremen who use the tools. Ordinarily,

this is far from being the case. There is usually a distinct line be-

tween the designer of the tools and the men who have acquired the

knowledge of their defects and good points in everyday work. I

have seen cases where expensive sets of tools were designed and made,

even though a set built upon similar lines had proved anything but
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successful. If the designer had availed himself of the foreman's ideas

and knowledge which was gained from experience, large sums of

money could and would have been saved. The. fact must be con-

stantly borne in mind that, in the handling of small work, particularly,

more time is required to put the parts into the jig or fixture and re-

move them than is consumed in doing the actual work itself. This

"jig time" is a most important factor and should never be lost sight

of or neglected. It is necessary also that the condition of the ma-

chinery, its style and capacity, should be borne in mind when any new
tools are designed. A tool designer should make himself thoroughly

familiar with all the shop conditions, as well as the peculiarities of the

particular parts for which the tools are intended, before designing these

tools. He should be thoroughly informed as to what styles of tools

have proved successful and what have not.

To avoid mistakes and get the benefit of the experience of others is

a simple matter of organization. In the first place, regular meetings of

the corps of designers should be held. Here should be discussed the

best methods of designing tools, mistakes commonly made, and im-

provements upon the work in general. Criticisms and suggestions on

the work in hand should be gotten from the entire body of designers.

Ideas will be brought forward by such methods that will prove most

valuable. The foremen of the tool room and some of the machine

rooms should be present, especially when the question of new tools is

being discussed. In such meetings the foremen should make re-

ports showing the value of various classes of tools in everyday work.

Their opinions and advice will be found to be of the greatest value.

Every draughtsman should make a personal study of the tools finished

according to his drawings ; everything should be done to educate the

draughtsmen and secure the advantage of the suggestions and criti-

cisms of everyone, and especially of those who use the tools. In many
modern shops there exists a system of inspection of drawings. These

are carefully examined by the supervisors. Tools cannot be built

without their approval.

I do not intend to give or suggest any ideas concerning the details

of a system for a tool designing department. Such points have been

clearly brought out in other articles in this magazine. My aim has

been to present briefly a fundamental, though simple, idea of organiza-

tion which has proved of great value many times in my experience.

Tool-Supply Department.—One man, or one department, should be

held responsible for all tools and models. As suggested, this man
should inspect all tools and gauges at regular intervals, to insure their
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accuracy. All tools when not in use should be in his custody; when

they are being used they should be charged to the workmen using them.

The proper time to inspect a tool is when it is handed in by a workman.

If it is out of order the responsibility for its condition can be placed

upon the proper party immediately. The workmen, after they have

learned this fact, will use great care in handling the tools. Naturally,

this man who has charge of the tools, should be a mechanic of the high-

est type. He will soon learn thoroughly not only the tools, but also

the parts for which they were designed. He can then be appointed a

"general-trouble man." A very important part of his duties can prop-

erly be the ferreting out of the causes of trouble in the producing of

parts. In large establishments where parts must be manufactured

with great accuracy, such a man will have a great deal of work to do.

By the nature of his work he will be better fitted than anyone else to

find out the cause or causes of such difficulties and to correct them.

This man would be a most valuable member of the committee sug-

gested for the consideration of tools and their design.

The Tool Room.—The tool-room costs are a constant thorn in the

side of most manufacturers. It is hard for them to realize how im-

portant is a well-equipped tool room, unless they are men who have

had practical experience in a machine room. The fate of many con-

cerns rests finally upon the tool room and the character of its work.

First-class tools result in first-class work and cheap production : de-

fective tools result in endlesss expense, worry, and finally, bad repu-

tation because of defective parts.

Thorough and effective organization is certainly needed in the tool

room. The conditions there are different in many respects from those

in other departments. Piece work is not possible. The work itself

requires the greatest care, and should not be unduly hurried. The

methods adopted for increasing the output must be carefully con-

sidered. By considering again the "secrets of cheap production" we
can get some clues that will prove most valuable. We can then learn

what methods to avoid and what to adopt. The work should be so di-

vided as to leave only that requiring the greatest accuracy to the high-

priced man. Each workman should have his own particular job as-

signed to him, and on that he should concentrate his attention. Parts

should be standardized and manufactured in large quantities on auto-

matic machinery wherever possible. In place of piece work, some

system should be adopted that will spur the men on to do their best.

The men should feel that opportunities for advancement exist should

they prove themselves worthy. The plan outlined differs radically
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from the system in force in many shops to-day. This old-style plan

where the high-priced tool maker builds up the tool in all its details, is

not practiced in many modern shops. Such a system is directly con-

trary to modern ideas. In this proposed plan the tool maker is but a

high-priced assembler and adjuster. Most of the parts that go to make
a jig or fixture are made by cheaper men, who, working constantly at

one style of work, can produce it much faster and at a greatly re-

duced cost. This plan should be worked out to its fullest extent.

Nothing but the very finest and closest work should be done by the tool

makers. The sizes for parts of jigs and fixtures should be standard-

ized as fast as possible. The component parts of these tools should

be manufactured in large quantities and carried in stock. The great

economy gained by manufacturing such pieces in large lots will much
more than make up any loss of material occurring from the fact that

the tool may be slightly larger in some dimensions than necessary.

Other parts also, such as legs, screws, bushings, etc., should be

manufactured in large quantities. Much of this can be done on the auto-

matic machines. These can also be carried in stock ready for imme-

diate use. Everything possible should be done to prevent any delays

to the tool makers. The line should be sharply drawn between the

different jobs. These jobs should have over them a job boss—a man
selected with great care. Each job boss should understand that he

has the opportunity to make a record for himself in accuracy and

cheapness of production. Knowing that his record will be examined,

his desire to call attention to his work will lead him to take great in-

terest in getting out a large output at a low cost. Thorough inspec-

tion of tools and tool cost records can be made with great profit. This

inspection of tool cost records is very important. A card for each

tool containing the detailed costs should be sent to the supervisor.

These details should include costs of material, designing and building

the tool ; the time and cost of labor in the tool room should be item-

ized operation by operation, together with the names of each work-

man. Each tool and its card should be examined by the supervisors

and heads of the tool and tool-designing departments. If the tool is

considered too costly, this fact and the reasons for it should be noted at

the bottom of the card. After the foreman has called the attention of

the tool maker once or twice to adverse comment on the quality or

quantity of his work, and the workman realizes that this is making

a perpetual record against him, the improvement will be astonishing.

The tool room is a good training ground for foremen and assist-

ants. Promotions from this department should be made whenever
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possible. I have seen instances where the product of the tool room

had increased over 50 per cent, with very little increase in cost under

such a plan of organization as is briefly outlined. No detail of system

should be neglected which will relieve, or tend to relieve, the high-

priced tool makers of work that can be done as well by a lower-priced

man. The method of supervision of work should be complete and

thorough. The men should understand that individual records will

be closely watched and that the sluggard is apt to be discovered and

discharged and the earnest worker recognized and rewarded.

Assembling Rooms.—The same plan of organization should be

followed out in the assembling rooms. The work should be divided

into separate jobs, each important job having its job boss. The closest

supervision should be kept of work and men. Unless the assembling-

room organization is thorough, there will exist chances for large losses.

The system of inspection can.be extended with great profit in these

rooms. As in the machine rooms, each man's time ticket should con-

tain the name of the inspector certifying to its correctness before the

man can get his pay. Each machine assembled should be properly

numbered, these numbers entered upon a book, and opposite these-

machine numbers, the names, or check numbers, of every man who has

worked upon it. Thus in case the machine develops defects in use the

man responsible can be easily located. As stated a number of times

in this article, nothing should be left undone to eliminate filing and

fitting in the assembling rooms. The workmen should be taught (it

will require teaching) that the parts should come to them in perfect

condition and that, if wrong, they should be sent back to the original

inspectors, who should properly be held responsible for defective parts.

Whatever piece-work system is adopted, it should provide a com-

plete check on all day work and piece work. In a large assembling

department the amount of money spent on day work when piece work

should have been done will be astonishing. This is especially so when
work becomes slack. Careful detailed records of output, payroll costs,

etc., should be kept.

Inventions and Improvements.—Progress can be made only through

inventions and improvements. A firm must exercise great enterprise

in the line of inventions to hold its own in the market. The day is

gone when a concern can secure and hold business simply on its repu-

tation gained in the earlier days of its existence. Enterprise is too

keen, its spirit too progressive, to hold to the old because of its age. x\

business concern and its product can not stand still. If it does not

progress its competitors surely will. The old maxim "A stern chase
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is a long chase" applies nowhere better than in business. Once your

competitor has improved his product, built his tools, covered the im-

provements with patents, and secured the prestige on the market which

comes from having a superior and improved article, your difficulties

multiply and your sales decrease. Invention is the order of the day.

Recognizing this fact, my plan includes the organization of an Inven-

tions Department whose Sole business would be the invention of new
products for the market, and the study and improvement of old pro-

ducts. The consideration of the needs of the market should receive

attention of all the members of the organization, especially the selling

force. The selling force come into close touch with the prospective

customers and are thus in a better position to judge of the needs of the

market than any others. The consideration of suggestions for inven-

tions should receive the attention of the ablest men in the organization.

There should be formed a special committee for this purpose. The
inventions department should work according to orders from this

committee.

Testing of Inventions.—Many firms can, from their unfortunate

experiences, testify to the need that inventions shall receive thorough

testing before tools are made and the product placed upon the mar-

ket. The tendency almost invariably is to rush the new product onto

the market much earlier than is advisable. An invention should

be thoroughly tested and considered by a large number of men before

it is finally accepted. It is always advisable to have made a tool model

and testing model. The testing model should be turned over to the

factory force as soon as completed. From that time on the authority

of the inventions department, as far as concerns that model, should

cease. These testing models should be thoroughly inspected and

tested by all the experts and inspectors in the establishment who are

fit to pass judgment upon the machine. Reports of these tests should

be made in writing by each man. These reports should cover any de-

fects found, or any suggestion in the line of improvement. The re-

sults will be surprising. Defects will be discovered and improvements

suggested that were never dreamed of by the inventor. The testing

model together with the reports should be turned back to the inventor.

Such methods will insure a perfect and complete product. In no other

manner can a firm guard against the dangers of placing untried and

imperfect machinery upon the market.

Let a firm possess a well-formed organization backed up by good

inventions, tools, machinery equipment and systems, and there can be

but one result—Progress.



THE FACTORY OFFICE AS A PRODUCTIVE
DEPARTMENT.
By Kenneth Falconer.

IV.—ITS RELATION TO THE GENERAL MANAGEMENT.

With this article Mr. Falconer concludes a series which began in The Engineering Maga-
zine for April last, and which has described a system of "Money-Saving Organization for

the Office" supplementing Mr. Carpenter's current series on "Money-Making Management for

the Workshop."

Mr. Falconer's first paper presented the general theory of his view; his second discussed

specifically the relations of the factory office to the stores department and shops; the third

took up the relations to the stock room and shipping department. In this he displays its imme-

diate and special value to the executive.

—

The Editors.

UCH of the value of factory accounting is in many

cases lost by regarding it strictly as cost account-

ing, which in reality is only one of its branches,

and the effects of a really efficient system are ofter

neutralized by failure to present the results ob-

tained in such manner to be of greatest value.

This may readily be caused by a misconception of

the true uses of a system of order numbers—that

is, of a system whereby all expenditures, whether

of labor, cash, or material, and all receipts, transfers, and deliveries of

any articles or goods, are made and recorded on the authority of a

written numbered order, the number of which must in every case ap-

pear on the records of such expenditure, receipt, transfer, or delivery.

The real value of such a system will be apparent only when it is re-

garded as a means of first obtaining such individual records in as

minute detail as may be desired ; then of grouping the individual re-

sults in such detailed divisions and sub-divisions as may be most ex-

pedient ; and finally of presenting the totals of each such group in a

manner not only to afford complete and accurate records of the past,

but also to be of the greatest value as guides for the future.

To secure the best results along these lines, the factory office must

be supplied with an official list of the ledger accounts, each account

with which the factory is in any way concerned being divided into

sub-account and detail as may best suit existing conditions ; no new

account aft'ecting the factory in any way must ever be opened without

^-li
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ascertaining if the items to be charged to it do not properly belong to

one of the already existing accounts, of which they should show as a

part. In such case a new sub-account will retain the individuality of

the items and result in more accurate and scientific accounting. As-

suming the case of a manufacturing company with three productive

ACCOUNT SUB-ACCOUNT DETAIL

I

Superintendence

Shop A ) Defective Work

Miscellaneous

Shop Expense
B

C

Repairs to

Plant and Equipment

C

ditto

ditto

Fived Machines

^, . J Shafting Belts andPuUeys
Shop A <,

Tools

Miscellaneous

B {

{

ditto

ditto

Factory

General Expense

Heat and Power

Fixed Charges

Superintendence

Miscellaneous

NOTE A. PARTIAL LIST OF ACCOUNTS, SHOWING SUBDIVISION OF OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE EXPENSES.

departments, the accounts should be listed and divided somewhat on

the lines shown in Note A, the exam.ple given being for the oper-

ating and maintenance accounts only; but all should be divided on

somewhat similar lines. The illustration is purposely not carried out

to great detail, but an examination of it will show how elastic it is and

how capable of being adapted to suit the requirements of any produc-
* By the use of a special ledger with an account for each machine, this is further sub-

divided and each machine shows its own expense of maintenance, depreciation written off,

and value in plant account.
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U

tive concern. If each order and the sheet or

book page to which the charges against such
order are entered, shows the name of the

account, sub-account, and detail to which
these orders are chargeable, it is a simple

matter to group the charges each month un-
der their correct headings and ascertain the

totals. In the list of accounts given, the gen-

eral ledger will show the gross charges

against the accounts; the sub-ledger (see

Form I ) shows the same amounts, but dis-

tributed amongst the various shops, and the

monthly transfer entries (Form II) will show
further details. All charges against the or-

ders are taken off each month, and must bal-

ance with the records of material issued and
wages expended. When the transfer entries

are complete a summary showing the total

debits and credits to each account, sub-ac-

count, and detail is taken off on the same
form. From this summary, or from each

transfer entry, as preferred, the amounts in

the column headed "Accounts" are posted to

the general ledger and the transfer entries

returned to the factory office. The amounts

in the columns headed "Sub-Account," and

also the total under Account are then en-

tered in the sub-ledger, and the summary of

the transfer entries is in itself the record of

the monthly total of the details. For pur-

poses of comparison these totals may be en-

tered on a form ruled in parallel columns

for a certain number of months. Form III

for this purpose is ruled for a quarterly re-

port, and a similar form to which the total

of these quarterly statements is transferred

is used for the final report covering the year.

The value of such reports should not, how-

ever, be sacrificed to uniformity, and the in-

formation transcribed from the summary of

the transfer entries need not be entered in
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9

Operating and Maintenance

A'^coiints for Quarter En'^i"0"«
1

Jan'y Feb'y Mach. Total

Shop Expenses

Shop A

B

C

Total

Repairs to Plant

and Equipment

Shop A

B

C

Total

"Factory General

Expenses

Heat & P.

Fixed Chgs.

Suptce.

Misc.

Total

Summary

Shop Exp.

Repairs to P. E.

Fac. Gen. Exp.

Total

FORM III. SPECIMEN SHEET OF QUARTERLY REPORT.

Annual reports containing totals of the quarterly are compiled on similar forms.

the sequence in which it there appears, but may be so grouped that all

results regarding a certain shop or department may be found together,

if so desired. For instance, the amount of non-productive labor in a

certain shop, or of fuel consumed in the foundry, shown in conjunction

with the total labor in that shop and with the weight of castings pro-
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duced during a given period, will convey more meaning if the same fig-

ures appear merely as details of labor, of fuel account, and of output.

Arranged thus, they may readily lead to economies the necessity for

which might not have been otherwise recognized. A series of four

such quarterly reports, with a summary showing the totals of each,

will form a most comprehensive record of the outcome and totals of

the year's work.

The recording and indexing of individual costs of goods manu-

factured or work done has been treated in a previous article. It is an

open question as to how much such individual costs should bear of the

extra work caused by defective material or workmanship, or by break-

ages during manufacture, and how much of such expenditure should

show as a manufacturing or shop expense. If circumstances justify it,

a close watch can be kept on this matter by having all regular manufac-

turing orders bear even numbers. When a defect is discovered, or

an accident happens necessitating extra work or material, the factory

office is applied to for a "defective order," and an order is issued bear-

ing the odd number immediately following the even number being

worked upon. This order is credited with the scrap or actual value

of the defective part. A new part to replace it is charged up, and all

time consumed in putting such part into the same condition as that

which was found defective is booked against the odd number. On
completion of the original order the extra expenditure is either added

to it or allowed to remain in "Defective Work Account." In either

case the management have always the exact costs, both with and with-

out the extra charges caused by defective workmanship or material, or

by accident or breakage. In addition they have a record of the total

expenditure arising from such causes, and should be able to judge

whether it is reasonable or abnormal.

Much of the existing prejudice felt by the managements of indus-

trial concerns against a proper system of factory accounting arises

from a feeling that the information and results to be obtained there-

from will have served their purpose when they have been carefully

studied and examined, and will be thereafter of no further use. For

this, accountants themselves are largely to blame. Such information

and results should be so presented that their value may be best utilized

as a guide to similar operations, or future transactions under similar

circumstances. This may frequently be done by employing dia-

grams showing proportions and percentaees. which will sometimes

point out leaks more plainly or indicate undue increase in expense

more vividly than figures representing gross amounts.
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The advisability of using curves and diagrams, and the respective

advantages of showing gross amounts or percentages thereby, is not

merely a matter of individual preference. These questions should be

decided only after examination as to what purposes the results under

consideration are intended to serve, in what light they may be of the

greatest value, and in connection with what other information they will

carry most meaning. For instance, if the figures to be recorded rep-

resent a fact complete in itself, and whose only value lies in itself and

in comparison with similar records of previous periods, then figures

in parallel columns will serve every purpose. If, however, in addition

to comparison with previous results it is desirable to know whether

the tendency from month to month is towards increase or towards de-

crease, diagrams representing gross figures should be used. The value

of basing curves or diagrams on proportions and percentages is evident

when the meaning and value of the information to be recorded de-

pends largely upon its relation to other items—items possibly of a

different nature, but to some extent at least dependent on and affected

by it. In other words, parallel columns of figures show results and

afford opportunity for comparison ; in the same direction curves

based on gross amounts are of equal value, but in addition to making

the differences more noticeable they force attention to the general

tendency of the results. Curves representing percentages and propor-

tions, if properly planned and carefully executed, afford equal oppor-

tunity for comparison, are equally insistent in forcing attention to

differences and to the general tendency of the results, and to a greater

extent than might be thought, will indicate the relation between cause

and effect. It is well to remember that whether the ultimate result

is good or bad, it is equally desirable that the causes producing such

result should be known, that they may be developed and encouraged,

or guarded against, as they make for, or against, success.

Of these three different ways of recording information, such items

as the actual value of the plant in each shop would serve every purpose

if simply recorded by figures in parallel columns as on Form III. On
Form IV will be found examples of information shown by curves based

on gross amounts, which convey more meaning than if figures in par-

allel columns were used. A glance at this diagram will show verv

plainly that any profits made are rapidly being locked up in stores and

material—good, doubtful, or bad, as events may prove.

Examples of curves based on percentages will be seen on Forms

V and VI. Looking at the profit on sales of goods made in Shop A,

it will be seen that they are rapidly reaching the vanishing point and
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FORM IV. CURVES BASED ON GROSS AMOUNTS, SHOWING RAW STORES, PURCHASED
STOCK, AND MANUFACTURED STOCK ON HAND DURING THE YEAR.

average for the year about 15 per cent. The profits on the manufacture

of Shop B show a steady increase and average for the year almost 32

per cent. Assuming that both these shops produce standard articles

sold at regular prices, a reference to the proportions of productive and

non-productive labor in each shop, as shown on Form VI, will throw

light on the cause of this condition of affairs. The non-productive

labor in Shop A shows a steady increase, and an average for the twelve

months of about 37^ per cent., while that in Shop B has only once

gone above 25 per cent, and for the remainder of the year runs about

normal, averaging a trifle over 22 per cent.

In no department of a manufacturing business can diagrams be

used to more advantage than in the foundry, where so much depends

upon the quantity or weight of the output. Let the total production

be represented by 100, and by means of curves show in proportion the

number of hours worked and the average cost in material, in moulders'

•wages, in floor labor, and in shop expense ; the weight of fuel con-

sumed, the loss in melting, the weight of bad castings produced, and

the many other items which in a foundry may vary so greatly, accord-
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ing to the attention paid to small matters. The result at the end of a

few months may point out possible economies or evident leaks that oth-

erwise might not have been noticed. It is of course understood that

the figures used in these illustrations are altogether suppositious, and

are used more in view of a desire to show the information that can be

brought out than in view of any probability of the proportions ever oc-

curring. The improbability of the results, however, lies only in their

degree, not in their nature.

It is a truism to say that these are the days of specialists. In the

most advanced technical and trade papers the general tone of the ad-

vertisements is the statement that the advertiser can do some one

thing or make some one article better than anyone else. In this

question of technical accounting is a field for specialism, the import-

ance of which is only now being, recognized. I have tried to show that

the department responsible for this work has a wider field than is gen-

erally thought, how it may be made a strong factor for efficiency in

50 %
45 ..

40 ..

36 •

SO ..

Shop A 25 ..

20 ••

15 ..

10 •

5 ••

50 %
45 ..

40 ..

35 ••

30 ••

Shop B 25 ••

20 ••

IS ••

10 ..

i ..

Jaa Fell. M^ J'pL MaT Juoe JuIt _A*^_ Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. ATg.

*
1

xxx-x

xxxx

FORM v. CURVES BASED ON PERCENTAGES, SHOWING PERCENT. OF PROFIT ON OUTPUT
OF TWO SHOPS.

the general management and for economy throughout, as well as an aid

to purchasing and selling departments, and how its work may have a

greater and more direct influence on the final outcome than is usually

admitted, and it, in itself, prove a strong factor of success or failure.

At a recent convention of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion the president said

:

"I wish to emphasize the importance to our manufacturers of having skilled

accountants. In our offices, we are accustomed to obtain the best help available

to keep our accounts, regulate our credits, and attend to our banking; but in
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4he factory, where we deal with materials, time and machinery, waste, and wear

-and tear, all representing money, the same regard for skilled help is as a rule not

•observed; and indeed the services of skilled accountants capable of following all

these items accurately and of keeping reliable cost accounts are difficult to

obtain. In these days of keen competition it is highly important that the manu-

iacturer should know to the fraction of a cent the cost of his goods."

Total Wages paid Shop A. 100

Productive " " " 75

50

NbTi-productive" " " 25

Total Wages paid Shop B 100

Productive " " 75

1 60

Jioii-productive" " " 25

n

Jua. Feb. Mar. Av\. May June July A-ig. Sep. Oct. .No,. Dec. Avg.

xxx>

1

xxv>

—

*

»xx

FORM Vr. CURVES SHOWING PROPORTION OF PRODUCTIVE AND NON-PRODUCTIVE WAGKS
PAID IN TWO SHOPS.

To this I would like to add that it is equally important to know to

the fraction of a cent the details of the multitude of expenses, perhaps

trivial in themselves, which yet affect the cost of production as much

as, if not more than, the wages directly expended on manufacture, and

also to know whether some of these various items of expense do not at

times increase in a proportion not justified, or from some cause which

might have been avoided if the effects had been foreseen.



THE EFFECT OF WATERWAYS ON RAILWAY
TRANSPORTATION.

By S. A. Thompson.

Mr. Thompson's article needs no heralding. Its pertinence is manifest by the activity of

interest in waterways everywhere—in Great Britain and on the Continent, concerning the

general system of internal water transport; in America, concerning the Isthmian canal, which
overpasses in importance every other engineering or transportation issue now presented to

the world.

Mr. Thompson's argument establishes itself. The salient point is the demonstration of

the fact—overlooked by narrow visions—^that a serviceable water route benefits and develops

not only the world at large—especially the commercial world—but still more directly the pre-

existing agencies of transport which, on imperfect consideration, it might seem to threaten or

to supersede.

—

The Editors.

HE trip of the Oregon around Cape Horn showed

with startHng distinctness that an Isthmian canal

would practically double the naval strength of

the United States ; no argument is needed to

show the advantage of such a canal to the com-

mercial interests of the world ; and the investiga-

tions of the commission headed by Admiral

Walker showed a practically unanimous opinion

among the officials of the railway lines between

the Mississsippi River and the Atlantic that the

proposed Isthmian waterway would be beneficial to the roads under

their control.

But no such agreement was found among the managers of the

lines west of the Mississippi, and some of them, believing that the

canal would work injury of the most serious character to the business

of the transcontinental roads, have striven by every available means to

prevent, or delay to the utmost, the legislation necessary to authorize

its construction.

A Transportation Paradox. The controlling effect of waterways

upon the rates of competing railways is conceded by every one who
has given the slightest attention to the subject. This control arises

from the fact that the carriage of freight by water costs so much less

than carriage by rail—the average rate per ton-mile on the Great

Lakes, for instance, being about one-tenth of the corresponding rate

on the railways of the United States. As the Isthmian canal would

affect a greater volumne of railway traffic than any other waterway

583
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every constructed or proposed—with the possible exception of a ship

canal from the Great Lakes to the Hudson River—it becomes a matter

of the utmost importance to determine, so far as this can be done

beforehand, just what effect will be produced thereby. While the

controlling effect of competing waterways on railv/ay rates has been

generally recognized, another effect, of equal or greater importance,

has been almost completely overlooked. For, paradoxical as it seems,

waterways are not only the most powerful possible regulators of

railway rates, but are also the most powerful possible promoters of the

prosperity of railways with which they compete.

The best thing that could happen to every railway in the United

States—or elsewhere, for that matter—would be to have a waterway
paralleling every mile of its track, and the deeper the waterway,

within reasonable limits, the greater would be the benefit derived by

the railway. If the managers of the transcontinental American rail-

ways were really awake to their own interests, instead of opposing an

Isthmian canal they would use all their influence in its favor. Nay
more; if Congress should fail to act, the capitalists who control the

transcontinental railway lines ought to underwrite a sufficient amount

of bonds to secure the construction of an Isthmian canal, and to get

it built at the earliest possible date, and this not as a matter of senti-

ment or patriotism, but as a cold-blooded business proposition. This

opinion is based upon the fact that many instances can be shown in

which the construction or improvement of a waterway has resulted in

great benefit to competing railways, while not a single instance has

come to my knowledge, in the course of a study of the subject covering

many years, in which the result has been otherwise than beneficial.

But as the unsupported opinion can have little or no weight, it will be

in order to offer the incredulous reader a few of the facts upon which

it is based.

Some Suggestive Figures. During the fifteen years in which im-

provements were being made on the River Elbe, in Bohemia, the river

traffic, as a natural result of the deepening of its channels, increased

five-fold. But the traffic on the competing railways increased still

more largely, and the dividends on the main line, from Teplitz to

Aussig, rose to 16 per cent, per annum. I know holders of American

railway stocks who would be glad of a dividend half as great as that.

A mere coincidence, say you ? Well, possibly. But if it be, I have a

fine lot of striking coincidences to submit for your consideration.

A report of a committee of the Senate of France shows that out of

196 waterways enumerated in the statistics of inland navigation, only
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73 had, in 1887, a traffic of more than 70,000 mile-tons, and every one

of these was in close proximity to railroads, while the Northern Rail-

way Company, whose system traverses a region containing 43 per cent,

of the boating capacity of France, was the only one that was not

obliged to call upon the government to pay the interest guaranteed

upon its stock.

"Made in Germany." Equally interesting and conclusive are some

illustrations taken from the experience of Germany. The canalization

of the River Main from Mayence to Frankfort was completed in the

latter part of the year 1886. As a result of this improvement, which

gave a channel vastly better and deeper than was before available, the

river traffic showed an increase of 64 per cent, in 1887 and a further

gain of 42 per cent, in 1888.

Frankfort is abundantly supplied with railroads, having among

others an independent line on each bank of the Main all the way to

Mayence. Did these roads go into bankruptcy or suffer a serious

falling ofif in their traffic? On the contrary, their business increased

36 per cent, in 1887 and an additional 58 per cent, in 1888. Two years

constitute rather a short time from which to judge of the permanent

effect of this improvement, but fortunately Consul General Mason,

from whose report the above figures were taken, submitted another

report under date of December 10, 1897, from which it appears that

the river traffic, which amounted to only 150,000 tons annually before

the improvements were made, had increased to 700,000 tons in 1891,

and to 1,693,112 tons in 1896, while the traffic by rail, which amounted

to 930,000 tons in 1886, had risen to 1,400,000 tons in 1891, and to

1,639,229 tons in 1896, being nearly double what it was ten years

before, when the raikvays had a practical monopoly of the freight

business of Frankfort.

The greatest railway mileage in the world under one management

is to be found in Germany, unless some of the recent "community-of-

interest" arrangements in the United States are to be interpreted as

constituting common ownership. On July i, 1888, out of a total of

16,281 miles of road, 14,665 belonged to the German Government.

Yet the Reichstag, in 1887, passed an act providing for the comple-

tion of nearly 1,500 miles of canals and canalized rivers, although

there were then finished and in use 1,289 miles of canals and 4,925

miles of canalized rivers. Other improvements have been authorized

and completed since the date named, until today Germany has over

9,000 miles of canals and navigable rivers, and there are nearly 18,000

miles of state-owned railways in Prussia alone. Does any one believe
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that the German Government would expend millions of marks out of

the national treasury for the construction and improvement of water-

ways, if the result would be to lessen the national revenues by reducing

the traffic on the national railways ? Or is it possible that the German
Government does not know what it is about? Let us see. To quote

from Consul-General Mason

:

"If further testimony on this general topic were needed, it would be

found in the steady, growing prosperity of the railways of Prussia, which

from their location are brought into the most direct competition with the

principal waterways. During the fiscal year 1896-97 the Prussian railroads

earned $247,381,970, and the budget estimate, always conservative, for the

present year (1897-98) is $264,000,000 from the same source. This is con-

siderably more than half the entire income of the Prussian Government, and

after deducting all expenses of operation, repairs, construction, new equip-

ment, interest on bonds, etc., leaves a net revenue of $52,122,000 to be turned

into the treasury of the State."

"That a portion of this surplus should be devoted each year to extending

the canal and navigable river system is in furtherance of a policy the wisdom

of which time and experience have fully confirmed."

At Home and Abroad. The Manchester canal has hardly begun to

pay its fixed charges as yet, but it has caused such a tremendous

development of the trade and commerce of that city that new buildings

have been erected by thousands upon thousands, and every railroad

has been compelled to enlarge greatly its terminal facilities.

For a number of years the United States Government has been

improving the navigation of the Great Kanawha River by a system

of locks and movable dams. Two railroads run along the banks of

this river, the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Kanawha & Michigan. The
following table shows that the shipments of coal by rail have increased

even more rapidly than the shipments by river. The figures show

shipments in bushels from points below Kanawha Falls for fiscal

years ending June 30

:

YEAR. RIVER. RAIL.

1881 9,628,696 6,631,660

1886 17,861,613 13.958,747

189I 25,761,346 28,668,025

1892 26,787,888 30,844, 100

No official record has been kept of the rail shipments since 1892.

but a note from the resident engineer states that they have largely

increased since that date.

The great cities of the United States are all situated on waterways,

and the greater cities are without exception on the deeper waterways.

The New York Central and its western connections, considered as
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one system, is paralleled by a waterway almost every mile of the

distance from New York to Chicago; and where else in the United

States can be found such a succession of prosperous towns and cities,

almost within sight of one another all the way, as along the railway

system named ? Instances could be multiplied without limit, but those

given must suffice, and it is now in order to consider the reason for

the results which have been shown.

The Reason Why. Speaking of the German transportation system,

Consul-General Mason, from whom quotation has already been made,

says

:

German statesmanship was among the first to foresee that the time would

come when, railways having reached their maximum extension and efficiency,

there would remain a vast surplus of coarse, raw materials—coal, ores, tim-

ber, stone and crude metals—which could be economically carried long dis-

tances only by water transportation, and that in a fully developed national

system the proper role of railroads would be to carry passengers, and thft

higher classes of merchandise manufactured from the raw staples which the

waterways had brought to their doors."

To the same effect are the words of M. de Freycinet and the

French legislative committee to which I have also referred:

"It is conceded that waterways and railways are destined not to supplant

but to supplement each other. Between the two there is a natural division of

traffic. To the railroad goes the least burdensome traffic, which demands

regularity and quick transit ; to the waterways gravitate the heavy freights

of small value, which can only be transported where freights are low."

"Waterways, by increasing traffic, are rather the auxiliaries than the

competitors of railroads. In procuring for manufacture cheap transporta-

tion for coal and raw materials, they create freights whose subsequent trans-

portation gives profit to the railroads."

A Study of the statistics of the St. Mary's Falls canal shows that

fully nine-tenths of all the traffic to and from Lake Superior consists

of raw materials,. and the figures for other waterways show practically

the same result.

The debates in the Senate of France in i863-'65 resulted in the

declaration that it is to the interest of the State to foster both railways

and waterways. This principle was reaffirmed in 1872, again in 1878,

and still again in 1889, when it was stated that experience had fully

confirmed the predictions which had been made. They have certainly

had wide experience with waterways in France, for they began build-

ing canals in that country more than a hundred years before Christ

was born—and they have not stopped yet. The legislators of France

have shown their faith by their works, for in that land, which is so

much smaller than the single State of Texas, there has been spent
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since 1814 out of the national treasury more than $750,000,000 on

waterways and harbors, more than $700,000,000 on railways and more
than $650,000,000 on wagon roads. Within the past few weeks the

House of Deputies has passed a bill appropriating no less than $132,-

500,000 for the construction of canals and the improvement of rivers

and harbors. And it may be remarked in passing that the people of

France are quite as well informed as to the value of waterways as are

their legislators, for when* a plebiscite was taken some years ago to

learn the popular feeling as to a proposed canal from Paris to Rouen,

at an estimated cost of about $40,000,000, out of 345,000 votes cast

only 13 were in the negative! It would seem to have been in order

for some one to move to make it unanimous.

A Transportation Trinity. The truth is that there are three agencies

of transportation, each of which has a fundamentally different func-

tion to perform in the commerce of the world, all of which are as

essential as are the three sides of a triangle, and none of which can

reach its highest possible efficiency unless accompanied by a sym-

metrical development of the other two. This trinity of transportation

agencies is made up of the wagonway, the railway, and the waterway.

Of these, the wagonway is commonly considered to be subsidiary to

the other two—and so it is, in the same sense that a foundation is

subsidiary to the superstructure. And the waterway is commonly
thought to be antagonistic to the railways—and so it is in a sense and

to a certain degree. For the three parts are not separated one from

another and hemmed in like lakes by rocky shores. Their fields of

action overlap, and their elasticity is so great that they can readily

conform to all the ever-changing conditions and needs of that complex

thing called commerce. The wagonway, however, is essentially local,

the railway continental, and the waterway world-wide, in its sphere

of action, while the distinguishing characteristic of the wagonway may
be called availability, as speed is undoubtedly the distinguishing char-

acteristic of the railway and economy of the waterway. And in the

last analysis these three will be found to be not competitors, but com-

plements—not antagonists, but auxiliaries. No one thinks of hauling

corn or wheat from Chicago to New York in a wagon, nor of building

a railroad from the barn of every farmer to the nearest grain elevator

;

and it is in reality just as absurd and economically wrong for a rail-

road to haul low-grade raw materials where there is a deep waterway
properly located and equipped to perform the service.

When traffic is carried by an expensive method when an econom-

ical method is available, it results in a loss not only to the community,
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but to the agency doing the carrying, the faciHties of which ought

rather to be employed in the transportation of goods of higher grade.

Some years ago the directors of the Great Western Railway, of Eng-

land, being dissatisfied with the returns arising from the operations

of the road, made an investigation which showed that the manager,

who was trying to drive a canal out of business, was using 58 per cent,

of the total equipment in a traffic which produced only 14 per cent, of

the total revenue.

Facilities Create Traffic. One-sided views are always wrong views,

and the railway managers who look only at the traffic which would be

taken away from their lines by a waterway, and not at all at that

which would be brought to them by the waterway, are as wrong and

short-sighted as the mobs that destroyed power looms or harvesting

machinery with the idea that fewer men would be employed. The

surface roads in New York city desperately opposed the elevated

roads, fearing that their traffic would be ruined thereby. But the

surface roads are more profitable than before the elevated lines were

built, and the latter possess an enormous and profitable traffic which

it would have been utterly impossible for the surface roads to develop.

The tonnage which goes around the Cape of Good Hope is as large

now as before the construction of the Suez Canal, which means that

the traffic of 8,000,000 tons a year passing through that waterway has

been created thereby.

Not a tithe of the truth is told by the figures which have been given

showing the increased tonnage on the Mayence-Frankfort railways

since the canalization of the River Main, because those figures do not

show the fact that this tonnage is of a higher grade and pays a much

higher freight rate, and make no mention of the greatly increased

revenues from passengers, express matter, and mails.

The first locks at St. Mary's Falls were opened in 1855, in which

year the registered tonnage was 106,296 tons. The half-million mark

was reached in 1863, and the one-million-ton mark was passed in

1873. ^^ 1881, exactly coincident with the opening of a much

larger lock, the northwest began to grow by leaps and bounds and

the tonnage of the canal rose from 2,000,000 tons in 1882 to 9,000,000

in 1890 and to 16,000,000 in 1896. During the past five years, two

more enormous locks have been in operation, one of them on the

Canadian side of the river, and in this short time the tonnage of the

canal has leaped up to nearly 28,500,000 tons. This colossal tonnage is

simply a manifestation of the development which has taken place in

the northwest, along with which has come the building of thousands
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of miles of railroad, including two lines from the head of Lake Su-

perior to the Pacific Coast. If by some cataclysm of nature the Great

Lakes should be dried up, the enormous traffic now carried on their

waters would not be divided among the railroads—it would simply

cease to exist. The whole galaxy of cities from Buffalo to Chicago and

Duluth would be overwhelmed in hopeless, irretrievable ruin, and the

railroads could in no wise escape the general disaster.

A Glimpse Ahead. The development of the Northwest, which has

come chiefly in consequence of the building of the locks at the outlet of

Lake Superior, marvelous though it is, is but a faint and shadowy

image of the development, similar, but multiplied a thousand fold,

which will follow fast upon the completion of an Isthmian canal. Since

it is "not mileage, but cost of transportation, that is the true commercial

measure of distance," the continent will shrink until its eastern and

western coasts are commercially but half as far apart, while yet no

single acre of its wide expanse is lost. Manila, Yokohama, and Hong
Kong will be brought close to New York, Boston, and New Orleans,

while San Francisco, Portland, and Seattle will become neighbors of

Liverpool, Antwerp, and Hamburg. Mines will be opened, deserts

made to blossom as the rose beneath the magic touch of irrigation,

towns and cities will spring up, and the western commonwealths grow

populous and great, while the manufacturing cities of the eastern

States, the cotton planters of the south, and the grain growers of the

middle west, will find new and enlarged markets for their products. I

can think of no portion of the United States which would not share in

the benefits showered abroad by the construction of an Isthmian canal,

but if I were asked to point out the interest which would receive the

most abundant share of the benefits which would certainly accrue, I

should, without an instant's hesitation, name—the railroads of the

western States.



Editorial Comment

The conclusion of peace in South

Africa was announced just as our June
issue was pt:blished. It is peace upon
terms the Boers could have secured at

any time for months past, and doubtless

would have accepted had the fighting

burghers in the field been better ad-

vised—or less ill-advised—by the now
entirely discredited representatives on

the Continent. The end was inevitable,

and to a certain extent was discounted

long since by those immediately con-

cerned in South African industrial de-

velopment. But any condition of dis-

turbance, and above all, disturbance of

the peace, is paralyzing to develop-

ments dependent on sure and speedy

communications, the employment of

large bodies of workers, and the invest-

ment of great sums of capital in vul-

nerable machinery and equipment.

The formal peace-agreement therefore

means much for the industrial reor-

ganization of the Transvaal.

Under equitable and enlightened rule,

its future depends only upon its re-

sources. It may be, as in the case of

California, that agriculture will devel-

op wealth in the colony beside which
all the gold will seem a small sum.
But for many years, at least, the gold

mines will be the feature of command-
ing interest. Extreme importance there-

fore attaches to the resume and forecast

by Mr. John Hays Hammond, which
leads this issue. No one has more
thorough knowledge than he of every

condition affecting the output of gold

from the Rand mines. And never,

probably, has so satisfactory a sum-
mary been presented of the history,

economics, ore deposits, mining prac-

tice, and prospects of the Witwatersrand.

The passage of the Spooner bill,

putting the Senate squarely in favor
of the Panama Canal, is a most en-
couraging evidence of the certain as-

cendancy of plain business sense over
mere political partisanship. This is

especially gratifying to The Engineer-
ing Magazine, which has steadily,

though at first in seemingly hopeless
minority, advocated the Panama route
as best from an engineering standpoint,

and far the most useful to trafhc when
finished. It is curious that a strug-

gle between two such motives should
have been so hard a one in a country
like the United States, which stands as

the very type of hard-headed utilitarian-

ism. The Panama route, clearly and
vastly better than the other in point of

length, of curvature, of lockage, of

weather and rainfall conditions, of har-

bor facilities at both ends, of both cer-

tainty and facility of completion, of

ease and cost of control and mainte-
nance, of safety from volcanic and
earthquake damage, of cost to build

and of usefulness to commerce when
built—this almost immeasurably better

proposition has had to fight for its life

against the witchery of a name—the
sentiment of a misconceived idea.

"Nicaraguan Canal" was so long used
synonymously and interchangeably

with '

' Isthmian Canal "—partly through
misunderstanding and indifference and
partly through clever promotion by an
interested clique (since departed), that

it seemed impossible for many earnest

minds to comprehend the real facts.

Every demonstration of the command-
ing merits of Panama drew forth fierce

mouthings against that "sink of cor-

ruption." Some mysterious contagion
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of evil infested the enterprise, by which

the country would be diseased. It calls

to mind the remark of an old servant,

who was told to prepare the guest

room for a visitor—a lady whose house,

as Bridget knew, had shortly before

been robbed. '
' Sure, ma'am, " said she,

"ye wouldn't be havin' her sleepin'

here ? She has burglars !"

If indeed the microbe of mismanage-

ment lurks in every fair prospect

wrecked by weak or dishonest hands,

the United States has done ill to .idopt

the cause of Cuba or to enter the

Philippines. Americanism has been

the great cry of the Nicaraguan party

—

the only response to reason or argu-

ment. The most un-American of all

acts would be to buy and install a far

inferior tool, and leave the better one

for a possible competitor. And that

the Panama route is immensely supe-

rior for actual service of commerce is

practically the unanimous verdict of

practical men. To be more precise, it

has the unqualified endorsement of the

Isthmian Canal Commission, and the

emphatic preference of every mariner

to whom the question has been sub-

mitted.

Many of the worthy Senators seem

to have quite overlooked the fact that

the function of a ship canal is not

merely to be constructed, nor even to

have the American flag flying over its

waters, but to give safe, economical,

and speedy passage to shipping. Use-

fulness, sufficiency to traffic needs when
built, should be the qualities most

sought. Grant that the construction of

the Nicaraguan Canal is ' 'feasible"—the

point on which many of them insisted.

The fact that it would be nearly three

times as long, as tedious, and as hazard-

ous in passage, should alone make it

a last choice—a choice only if the safer,

shorter, easier Panama route is wholly

unobtainable.

Senator Morgan luridly described the

Panama Canal as an undertaking in

which "labor and death had joined

hands." That they have not done so

in Nicaragua is chiefly because labor

has never been there. Panama paid

the price that was paid by every like

enterprise of the same period. Now
the cutting of the most disease-infested

surface soil has there been finished;

conditions have been studied ; sanitary

working quarters have been estab-

lished; hospitals have been built and
equipped. A large part of the price

need never be paid again—at Panama.
Senator Morgan would throw this away,

and begin anew the inevitable death

tax of tropical excavation work, in a

region in which. Dr. Soper says, natu-

ral hygienic conditions are even worse

than at Panama.
There is strong belief that the same

progress of reasonable conviction which

has so changed the attitude of the Sen-

ate in a few months has also affected

the House, and that the Spooner bill

may prevail there also. It is sincerely

to be hoped this may be true, and

that a measure providing for actual

construction of an Isthmian canal may
go to the President before the close of

the session. Of all the childish and

stupid statements made during the

heated debate, the most ridiculous was
that "a vote for Panama meant a vote

for no canal"—that those opposed to

any waterway, and especially the Trans-

continental railway interests, were op-

posing the Nicaraguan route. If the

Pacific railways really are so short-

sighted as to miss the perception so

clearly put by Mr. Thompson in these

pages—if mistakenly they believe the

canal would diminish their traffic by

the amount of tonnage it carried—they

should by all means work for the route

which, by its difficulties, dangers, and

delays of navigation would handle the

minimum of tonnage ; and that route is

by the proposedlNicaragiia Canal.



*
a RevieWofth^ British press

Economics and Engineering.

In the course of a recent editorial,

Engineering strikes some fundamental

facts in relation to the changes which mod-

ern engineering methods have wrought m
the formerly accepted doctrines of eco-

nomics, in a manner which will bear rep-

etition and comment.

The old-time political economy of Adam
Smith and his predecessors assumed a

stable and lasting condition of social de-

velopment upon which predictions could

be based as in accordance with unchange-

able laws. Much to the disgust of the

professors and cabinet students of these

important subjects, this comfortable state

of- affairs has been greatly upset, mainly

by the action of engineers, an apparently

irreverent and irresponsible set of inter-

lopers, who ride rough-shod over ancient

traditions in a manner altogether regard-

less of the fine old crusted traditions of

their predecessors.

This action naturally extends over the

entire world, but the industrial pre-emi-

nence of Great Britain renders the effects

more noticeable there than elsewhere.

Says Engineering:

"The prospect is that in the future the

efforts of the engineer will make the change

more rapid, and will bring all the peoples

of the world nearer and nearer together.

If the alterations were, to be all caused by

British engineers and were to have their

origin here, the future might be viewed

with complacency. We should have first

notice of the change, and should have time

to adapt ourselves to it before other na-

tions had clearly comprehended its sig-

nificance. This is precisely what has oc-

curred in the past. Speaking generally, all

the great manufactures arose in this

country, and although there were at times

evils associated with them, as in the case of

the factory system, from ignorance or want

of forethought, yet on the whole the nation

benefited immediately from the changes.

"But the last few years have brought

home to us the fact that we no longer have

the complete pre-eminence we once had.

Locomotives, steam engines, and machine

tools come to us from America, electrical

machinery from Belgium, chemicals from

Germany, and so on. Our hands are not

the only ones that grasp the rudder, and

we have ceased to direct the course of

nations exactly as we please. Other na-

tions take a turn at the wheel at times,

and we are carried on a course which is

not of our own choosing. Change is al-

ways attended with inconveniences, even

when it is directed by ourselves, but when
forced upon us from without, and at in-

auspicious moments, it may be disastrous."

Since engineers have had such an im-

portant share in the modifications which

have been made in practical economics,

it has been urged that instruction in the

science of economics should form a part

of engineering education. Indeed it is this

conclusion which forms the moral drawn

in the editorial to which reference has

been made above. At the same time it is

evident that the most thorough training

in the older schools of economics would

have availed little in existing conditions,

and it is altogether possible that an eco-

nomic training based upon present condi-

tions might be obsolete before the student

had the opportunity to put it into practice.

The proper economic training for the

engineer is not a logical system, entirely

and rigidly correct in all its details,

based upon premises of uncertain stabil-

ity. Rather is it a f«ll acquaintance with

data and information concerning the in-

dustrial condition of the world at the

moment, information available for prompt

and powerful use upon demand and for

practical ends.

"Economics involves the training of the

judgment to grasp a great number of con-

siderations of very diverse kinds and

various values to set them in order, to
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calculate the chances of some of them being

wrongly appraised, and finally to arrive at

a decision which represents the resultant of

them all. For such a decision a man can-

not have too much knowledge. There arc

people who form judgments intuitively,

and probably they are the safest guides.

But they are fewer than the positions which

need such qualities. Responsibilities are

thrust upon men who are not prepared by

Nature to meet them, and for such the aids

of education are most important. For

them history, logic, and statistics are the

best aids ; and at this period of our national

life it is the duty of the ancient universi-

ties to do all that is possible to help them

to bear their part in the coming industrial

struggle. We are on the eve of a commer-
cial war in which we shall need all the

generalship which can be attained. It is

useless for British engineers to brace them-

selves, to fling off their conservative habits,

to improve their methods and appliances,

if the commercial men who control the sin-

ews of war cannot bear their part with

credit. How far the men who are the

heads of the great enterprises which have

been lately launched in America are skilled

in economics, we do not know, but it is

certain that they have at their side assist-

ants who have most carefully digested the

immense stores of statistics the govern-

ment provides, and have drawn from them a

theory as to the constitution and move-
ment of the industrial world during the

next few years, which is of immense value

to their chiefs."

While the above is doubtless in great

part true, it must also be remembered that

in many instances the combinations of

financiers and engineers which have become
so evident in industrial affairs of late, not

only gather and digest information to guide

them as to coming events, but they also

in great measure control those events. The
old laws of supply and demand included

the idea of a freedom for the action of

natural laws which at the present time is

often absent. Forces do follow the lines

of least resistance, but it is altogether

possible to create and control artificial re-

sistances which may materially change the

direction of the currents. A man must not

only have the knowledge and the data, but

he must have the power and the ability to

control them, and not merely glide with

the current. Instead of drifting with the

stream, contenting himself with a thorough

knowledge of all its shoals and currents, he

should correct its channel to suit his own
purposes and then proceed to navigate it in a

full-powered vessel, with his own hand on

the wheel.

Compressed Coking Fuels.

Good coking fuels have never been very

plentiful and they are continually becoming

scarcer, and hence various methods have

been proposed for enabling satisfactory coke

to be made from inferior grades of fuels.

The most promising of these is that in which

the coal is heavily compressed before cok-

ing, and from a paper presented before .the

Iron and Steel Institute by Mr. John H.

Darby we abstract some account of the

process and its results.

The idea of compressing fuel for coking

purposes originated on the Continent, where

many of the coals coked so indifferently that

it was of the greatest importance to adopt

any method that gave a prospect of improv-

ing the quality of the resulting coke. It had

been observed that the coke produced from

the lower portions of retort ovens, com-

pressed by the weight of the superincumbent

fuel, was superior to that produced from the

upper portions of the charge, and this led

to experiments in compressing the fuel by

various means : first, by stamping in the

oven by hand, in other cases by weighting

the charge ; and from this the practice of

compressing in a box outside the ovens was

gradually evolved, the stamped cake bemg
afterwards moved out of the box into the

oven by mechanical means.

A number of samples taken from coking

fuels in various parts of Great Britain were

experimented with. The degree to which

slack may be compressed varies with its

character, state of division, contents of moist-

ure, and other conditions ; and generally

speaking, it was found that the weight of a

given bulk of compressed fuel in an oven

was 50 per cent greater than fuel charged

in the ordinary way through the holes in

the upper portion of the oven and levelled

by hand. Taking, however, the side clear-

ance that has to be allowed in introducing

a cake of fuel into an oven, the net gain in

weight that a given oven capacity would
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hold varied from 25 to 30 per cent, in fa.-

vour of compressed fuel. But it was found

that the compressed fuel coked more slowly

than the uncompressed, and the net gain in

production of coke per oven finally amount-

ed to between 10 and 12 per cent, in favour

of the compressed charge.

To ascertain the difference in the char-

acter of the coke from compressed fuel com-

pared with uncompressed, the weight of a

cubic foot from a solid lump of coke was

estimated, and it was found, in the case of

three samples of fuel from Durham, that

the average weight per cubic foot for uncom-

pressed coke was 63.37 lb., and for corfi-

pressed coke 80.88 lb. : for North Welsh

uncompressed coke, average weight 56 lb.

per cubic foot, compressed 60.57 lb. ; South

Yorkshire uncompressed coke 53.9 lb., com-

pressed 57.9 lb. : West Lancashire uncom-

pressed 58.0 lb., compressed 66.4 lb. It will

be seen from the above figures that com-

pressed coke is considerably denser, in ad-

dition to which other advantages were not-

ed. These were (i) the breeze or small

coke was very much reduced in quantity,

the lumps of coke were larger and firmer,

and in a marked degree bore handling with-

out very much breakage ; (2) the process

of charging an oven by the mechanical mean-;

m use, where compression of fuel is adopt-

ed, occupies much less time than the old

method of charging by hand through holes

in the top of the oven ; in fact, the time is

reduced from 10 or 12 minutes to 3 or 4

minutes, so that the objectionable smoke is

largely prevented, and the loss of by-pro-

ducts is less ; in fact, in some cases the yield

of ammonia has been increased 25 per cent.

;

(3) less hand labour is employed, and the

laborious work of forcing the wet fuel out

of the tubs into the ovens and leveling the

charge in the ovens is entirely abolished,

while the clearance between the cake of fuel

and the side of the oven allows the free

escape of the gases, and tends to prevent un-

due deterioration of the oven walls.

The process is especially intended to be

used with retort ovens similar to the well-

known Hoffman type, and the coal is com-

pressed into large rectangular blocks about

the height and width of the interior of the

ovens, and slightly less in breadth. The

slack coal is dumped into a framed box

with hinged sides, and is rammed or stamped

into it in layers about 18 inches deep, the

stamping being performed by a rammer

driven by an electric motor. When the

box is filled with compressed slack the

hinged sides are released by cams and the

block, which is formed on edge, is pushed

into the open oven by a ram, the operation'

being rapidly performed, and the ovea

quickly closed. The whole apparatus is-

mounted on a framework, carried on rails^

so that it can travel along before the suc-

cessive oven doors and charge them in or-

der.

The process, as has already been noted,

is especially intended for the preparation of

inferior coals for coking, but it is also ap-

plicable to coals of good quality, the im-

provement being apparent in all cases. Even

with the best coking fuels the results seem

to justify the outlay in equipping a plant

for compressed fuel, as well as the special

case in which it is essential that the fuel

should be compressed in order to produce

jj marketable coke.

By-Product Coke Ovens.

Among the papers presented at the re-

cent meting of the Iron and Steel Institute

attention may be called to that of Mr. J.

Thiry upon the more recent improvements

in the recovery of by-products in coke

making.

The general features of the by-product

oven, as distinguished from the common
beehive oven are well known, consisting

as they do in the coking of the coal in

closed chambers, or retorts, and in deliver-

ing the distilled gases into coolers and con-

densers where the by-products are sepa-

rated. The details of construction vary,

mainly in connection with the heating of

the air, the use of the gas as fuel, and the

economical application of the heat. Much
good pioneer work has been done in this line

by Coppee, Simon, Otto, and others, and

although there has always been a strong

prejudice on the part of ironmasters against

retort coke, this feeling is gradually giving

way in the face of the evident advantages of

the system.

Mr. Thiry describes as the latest type of

by-product oven the Otto-Hilgenstock con-

struction, in which the principal modifica-

tions over the Otto-Hoffman type appear

in the method of using the gas as fuel.
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The gas, after the by-products have been

remuved, is delivered back to the ovens and

burned in Bunsen burners, the air supply

being- heated merely by passing through the

flues beneath the ovens, thus dispensing

with the necessity of employing any re-

generator of the Siemens type. The hot

products of combustion then pass to the

steam boilers, where their heat is abstracted

in making steam for the general purposes of

the plant. The use of the Bunsen burners

permits a very high temperature to be at-

tained, an important requisite in the pro-

duction of coke of high quality, the dis-

tribution of the heat being well under con-

trol, and the time required for coking being

n:aterially reduced.

The most important question in con-

nection with by-product ovens is the mar-

ket for sulphate of ammonia, since it is

from the sale of this, the chief product, that

the advantage of such ovens is mainly

gained.

It has been urged as an objection to the

adoption of by-product coke ovens that

if such plants continued to be built in in-

creasing numbers, the production of sul-

phate of ammonia would correspondingly

increase, until the supply far exceeded the

demand, thus rendering it difficult to find

a market for the excess product. A gen-

eral fall in price might then be anticipated,

wliich would cut down any margin of profit,

and makers of coke would then find them-

selves with an expensive plant left on their

h; ads which could only be worked at a

loss. With the object of ascertaining to

what extent such apprehensions were justi-

f cd, and being desirous of placing the true

facts before the iron-makers, inquiries have

been made, and an expression of opinion

eventually elicited from the German Asso-

ciation for the sale of sulphate of ammonia
as to the future prospects of the sulphate

of ammonia industry, which may be re-

garded as quite trustworthy. According

to this authority, the best evidence of the

maintenance of prices in the future is af-

forded by a study of the published returns

relating to the manufacture of sulphate

of ammonia since 1895, and a comparison

of the fluctuations in price corresponding to

the state of the market for the same period.

In the light of these facts it will, no doubt,

be possible to refute, and, in fact, to dispel

entirely, the groundless apprehensions en-

tertained by those who are interested in this

question. In \Vestphalia the production of

sulphate of ammonia in 1895 was 10,043

tons, and it rose in the following year to

21,377 tons, with an average price of £7

i8s. per ton. In 1897 the production was

32,418 tons, of the value of £7 13s. per ton.

Throughout the succeeding years it con-

tinued to increase until, in 1900, it amounted

to 49,223 tons, the price also gradually ad-

vancing until it reached iio 6s. per ton.

Prior to the year 1895 the individual manu-
facturers sold their product independently,

which renders it difficult to estimate the

average value before that date. It may,

however, be assumed that it fluctuated be-

tween £g i6s. and £10 6s.

On comparing the selling price of sul-

phate of ammonia with the quotations for

Chili nitrates, it will be found that the for-

mer follows to a certain extent those of the

latter, but the difference in the nitrogen

contents of each—21.2 per cent, for sul-

phate of ammonia and 16.4 per cent, for

Chili nitrates—must be taken into account.

When it is further considered that about

1,300,000 tons of Chili nitrates are yearly

produced and used, and, moreover, that

sulphate of ammonia is a particularly suit-

able substitute for Chili nitrates as a fer-

tiliser, for which purpose the latter is prin-

cipally used, it is abundantly clear that

only when the price of Chili nitrates is

depressed will it be possible for a contin-

uous backward tendency in the price of sul-

phate of ammonia to occur. The prices of

Chili nitrates have, however, as a matter

of fact, materially increased of late; and

even if they decline, they can only fall in the

most extreme case to level of £7 per ton,

below which figure the production and

preparation of nitrates would cease to be

profitable. This would, however, be equiv-

alent to a price of £g 5s. per ston for sul-

phate of ammonia, on taking into account

the superior nitrogen contents of the latter.

Further, it is possible that the nitrate

fields will, according to the present avail-

able estimates, be completely exhausted

in 23 years, provided the yearly production

continues at the same level as in recent

years—namely, 1,300,000 to 1,400,000 tons.

Probably, therefore, the great need for

nitrogen as a fertiliser will no longer be
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sufficiently met, as at present, by the use

of nitrates, and it will become imperative

to increase very largely the production of

nitrogen—that is to say, ammonia—for the

purpose of satisfying the demand.

At the present time in Germany nearly

160,000 tons of sulphate of ammonia are

used annually for agricultural purposes.

In addition to this, the imports of nitrates

in 1900 amounted to 484,543 tons, and in

1901 to 529,568 tons, which in regard to

nitrogen are equivalent to 363,300 tons and

397,200 tons of sulphate of ammonia re-

spectively.

The Evolution of Smokeless Powder.

Recent military affairs in various parts

of the world have drawn attention to the

great advantages of smokeless powder in

modern warfare, and hence an article in a

recent issue of Engineering, upon the evo-

lution of smokeless powder and other high

explosives is of much general interest.

Common black powder, which is a mix-

ture of nitre, sulphur, and charcoal, held its

own against all other explosives as a pro-

pellant to be used in guns, and a bursting

charge for shells, for several hundred years.

It was simple, cheap, and easily made, and

did not deteriorate with keeping, and it was

quite strong enough for the guns which it

was possible to make at that time. When
black pawder is ignited, the oxygen which

forms a part of the nitre becomes disasso-

ciated from the potash, and combines with

both the sulphur and the charcoal. The sul-

phurous acid so formed in its turn combines

with the potash which has been liberated,

forming sulphate of potash, which appears

in the air as a dense smoke.

When artillerists had arrived at the end of

their tether, as far as black powder was con-

cerned, they naturally sought something

that would be stronger. Moreover, rapid-

firing guns demanded that a powder should

be found which was free from smoke. Gun-

cotton in a compressed state, or in twisted

cords, had been used to some extent, but

had produced uneven results, and proved

very unsatisfactory generally. However,

a semi-smokeless powder was evolved which

had gun-cotton for its basis, and which was
extensively used in shot guns. This pow-

der, however, was never very suitable for

use in rifles.

When the Maxim gun first made its ap-

pearance, the amount of smoke which it

evolved became very conspicuous. It was
said at the time that one Maxim gun couM
pile up a cloud of smoke as big as St. Paul*
in a few minutes. It therefore became ob-

vious that if this gun were to go into use,

it would be necessary to have something that

would not produce this immense cloud of

smoke, and very curiously the first smokeless

powder suitable for use in rifles that seems

to have been made was the result of exper-

iments which were conducted for a totally

different purpose.

The experiments of Maxim and Mac-
Roberts, in 1885, upon a mixture of gun-

cotton and nitro-glycerine, formed into

cords, appears to have been the beginning of

modern smokeless explosives, but the gov-

ernment prejudice against nitro-glycerine

mixtures delayed the introduction of such

combinations for military use. After va-

rious delays in litigation, however, the g iv-

ernment modified its objections and the

present explosive, well-known under the

name of cordite, is admitted to be prac-

tically identical with the original powder

made by Maxim and MacRoberts in 1886.

The principal difficulty about such explo-

sives, for there are several, differing mainly

in the proportion of nitro-glycerine pres-

ent, lies in the possible instability. The
presence of too much nitro-glycerine pre-

vents the powder from keeping, beside.'i

which it is apt to erode the bore of the guns

with very great rapidity. The stability is

improved by the use of a small quantity of

vaseline, but the erosion produced is not

diminished.

It soon appeared that the shape of the

powder had an important influence upon its

action.

When smokeless powder is employed in

the form of a sphere or a cube, the cube

burns smaller in all directions; conse-

quently the surface on which the flame is

operating is rapidly diminished in all di-

rections. If, however, the powder is formed

in long strips, the amount burning from the

ends is immaterial ; consequently the reduc-

tion only takes place in one direction

—

that is, in the diameter of the cord, and

therefore the reduction of the burning sur-

face is only half as rapid as it would be in

cubes or spheres. When this same powder
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is spun into tubes or flat sheets, the burning

surface practically remains constant from

first to last. In the case of a tube, if we do

not take into account the length, which is

immaterial,- we shall find that the powder

is burning smaller from the outside and

larger from the inside; consequently the

approximate area on which the flame works

is constant.

The latest development in explosives for

military purposes is found in the use of pic-

ric acid compounds for bursting charges

in shells. Picric acid, chemically known as

tri-nitro-phenol, is in itself very insensitive,

and can be burned in large quantities

without danger of explosion, but if

properly confined and set off with a

strong detonator, it produces disruptive ef

fects more powerful than those due to dyna-

mite. Sudden- heating will also cause it to

explode, and the elevation of temperature

at the moment of the striking of a shell

against armour plate is sufficient to set off

the contained charge. By the addition of a

small percentage of dinitro-benzol, a sub-

stance very similar to picric acid, the melt-

ing point, upon which the control of the

explosion depends, may be materially low-

ered, and by the addition of a little vaseline

a very effective and safe bursting explosive

for shells is obtained. This bears the name

of lyddite in England and melinite in

France, the two explosives being practically

identical.

Shells loaded with lyddite are provided

with fuzes having a delayed action, in or-

der to permit the projectile to penetrate

the plate a sufficient distance before explo-

sion. The arrangement of fuze used for

this purpose is that due to Sir Hiram Max-
im, in 1885.

He used a very strong fulminating charge

placed at a considerable distance to the rear-

ward of the projectile, and inclosed in a

strong tube forming part of the projectile.

This charge was so far removed from the

main bursting charge that a premature dis-

charge ruptured the tube and went off harm-

lessly inside the gun chamber. However,

when the projectile struck the target and

was retarded, the detonating charge moved
forward as relates to the projectile, not

only giving perfect safety, but at the same
time the necessary delayed action, which

would admit of the projectile passing through

the plate. It will be understood that when
the projectile struck the target, the fulmi-

nating charge entered the base of the pro-

jectile, and was sufficiently strong to open a

communication from the inner tube to the

bursting charge, thus igniting the main

charge. This arrangement seems to be the

only one with which any degree of safety

has ever been obtained.

The experience in recent warfare has

demonstrated the absolute necessity of us-

ing smokeless powder, and both in South

Africa and in the Spanish-American war
the smoke-producing black powder showed
its utter unfitness for modern conditions of

fighting. In like manner the destruction

wrought by shells carryin" bursting charges

of lyddite showed the tremendous advantage

accruing to the force supplied with such

ammunition. Whether such additions to

the means of destruction will aid in the pre-

vention of war can as yet hardly be pre-

dicted, however devoutly it may be hoped.

Relays for Submarine Cables,

One of the most useful details of the

electric telegraph is the well-known relay,

in which the comparatively feeble electrical

impulses sent over long telegraph lines

are used to make and break the contacts

in a relay circuit, thus enabling a local

battery of suitable strength to operate the

local receiving instrument. If such instru-

ments are necessary in land lines, how
much more are they to be desired in con-

nection with submarine telegraphy, in which

the currents, themselves very feeble, are

sent thousands of miles beneath the ocean?

As is well-known, the receiving instrument

for a submarine cable is either the mirror

galvanometer, in which the swinging of a

delicately suspended mirror moves a re-

flected spot of light to the right or left,

giving substitutes for the dot and dash of

the Morse code ; or else the Thomson
siphon recorder, in which the vibrations

are converted into a sinuous line, traced on

a moving band of paper. Until the present

time these two instruments have been the

only ones which could be depended upon to

receive the very feeble signals of the ocean

cables with any commercial degree of re-

liability.

Naturally there have been numerous at-

tempts to devise a relay, by means of which
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the reinforcing action of a local battery

could be called in to operate the receiving

instruments, but the difficulties have been

great. Any attempt to make a so-called

"butt" contact good enough for the making

of a relay circuit has been found to require

more force than is practicable, while if a

stronger relay current is tried the contact

points are found to stick or cohere.

In view of these facts the paper recently

presented before the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers by Mr. S. G. Brown,

describing the achievement of this long

sought feat, demands especial note and dis-

cussion.

Mr. Brown has brought to his aid a well-

known fact in mechanics concerning the

reduction of friction between two bodies

when they are in motion. Thus a cylind-

rical rod, like a piston rod, fitted in a ring

or collar, experiences a considerable fric-

tional resistance to sliding motion endwise

through the collar, starting from a con-

dition of rest. If, however, the rod be

given a rotating motion on its axis it is

found that the frictional resistance to end-

long motion is enormously reduced. Ap-

plying this principle to a cable relay, Mr.

Brown makes his contact lever rest on a

cylindrical drum, the surface of which is

divided into three bands, the middle band

being an insulator, and those on either

side corresponding to the dot and dash

contacts respectively. The drum is ro-

tated at a speed of about 150 revolutions

per minute, under which conditon it is

found that a very small force is sufficient

to swing the contact arm to one side or the

other and throw the relay into action. Cer-

tain details are described by Mr. Brown,

such as the introduction of condensers into

ihe circuits, and the complete working

instrument is.shown and discussed at length.

The advantages of such an apparatus

are self-evident. The usual methods em-

ployed on cables at the present time is

to receive signals on a strip of paper, writ-

ten by a siphon recorder, as a dotted ink

line. The message at an intermediate

station is then punched by hand on another

strip of paper, which strip is passed through

an automatic transmitter for re-trans-

missicn over the next line.

Sometimes, if the speed of signalling

and the conditions of the circuit will allow

of It, the message is read off the siphon

recorder strip by the clerk directly as it

flows from the instrument and sent on by

a hand key, signal by signal. This latter

system, called "human translation" is

necessarily slow and laborious, and is per-

missible at but one station. By the in-

troduction of a relay the human element

is altogether removed, the messages being

sent on automatically, whatever the speed

of transmission may be.

Mr. Brcpwn's system has been fitted to the

cables of the Eiastern Telegraph Company,
and is in use at the station at Gibraltar

for automatically transmitting messages

over the cables between Porthcurnow, in

England, and Alexandria, in Egypt.

In connection with this ingenious relay,

Mr. Brown has also devised an apparatus

which he terms an interpolator, and which

is of great utility in increasing the trans-

mitting capacity of submarine cables. This

device is required when the highest pos-

sible speed is demanded, and as high speed

is essential if the maximum amount of

matter 's to be transmitted, this has a

vital commiercial importance. When a

cable is worked at high speed many of the

originating impulses are obliterated from

the received signals whenever successive

impulses of the same polarity or sign oc-

cur. It is, therefore, evident that if the

impulses sent by the relay apparatus into

the second cable are to be identical with

those of the first, it is necessary to restore

the missing "beats." The instrument used

for this purpose is called an "interpolator."

Its action resembles that of the automatic

transmitter at the originating station, with

this difference, that the movements of its

transmitting levers, instead of being gov-

erned by the perforations in the punched

tape or strip, are governed by the motions

of the relay tongue. The interpolator sends

into the second cable impulses similar to

those entering the first cable, and these may
be either "curbed" or "plain" as required.

To use this instrument to the best advan-

tage, it is necessary that it should run in

approximate synchronism with the auto-

matic transmitter, and that the speed of

the latter instrument should be nearly uni-

form.

It is admitted that these improvements of

Mr. Brown's are the most important which
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have been made in cable telegraphy in the

past thirty years, and the manner in which

their presentation was received by such

experts as Professor Ayrton, Mr. Mordey,

and others, indicates the value which this

contribution to the transmission of intelli-

gence possesses.

Electric Power in South Wales.

Although the inauguration of electric

power distribution has been retarded in

Great Britain, it appears at last to have

taken a definite start, and with the laying

of the cornerstone of the station at Pon-

typridd by Sir Frederick Bramwell, the

work may fairly be said to be begun.

From an account in a recent issue of the

Colliery Guardian we abstract some account

of this work in its immediate plans as well

as its proposed future development.

The South Wales Electrical Power Dis-

tribution Company Limited was registered

in 1900, with a capital of £30,000, for the

purpose of obtaining an Act of Parlia-

ment. That Act was obtained and the

present company was incorporated under

a similar title, with a capital of £750,000,

with power to issue £250,000 debenture

stock. The company will provide and dis-

tribute electric energy in the county of

Glamorgan, and that portion of the county

of Monmouth lying west of the River Usk,

thus comprising the entire coalfield of South

Wales. The importance of the scheme will

be understood when it is stated that the

above-named district has an area of 1,034

square miles, and contains a population of

over 1,000,000. The industries carried on

in it consist of collieries, steelworks, tin-

plate and copper works, stone quarries, rail-

ways, tramways, engineering and ship-re-

pairing works, chemical works, and fac-

tories of all kinds. There are over 2,400

collieries and factories, &c., large and small,

in the district, and electric tramways are

now being constructed or promoted in many
parts of the area. All these, it is believed,

will sooner or later adopt the use of electric

power.

While the growth of the plant must be

gradual, it certainly is situated in an ex-

cellent field for rapid development.

The total steam power at present in-

stalled in the district is estimated at con-

siderably over 500.000 indicated horse-

power, of which probably one-third could

be immediately and profitably made electric.

In the Rhondda Valley, and within a radius

of six miles of Pontypridd, it is estimated

there is 65,000-horse-power ; within a sim-

ilar radius of the Neath station it is esti-

mated there is 60,000-horse power, and these

amounts are constantly increasing. The
Act of Parliament of the company contem-

plates, as a preliminary only, the establish-

ment of a total horse-power for the dis-

trict of 30,000—to be generated at three

centres, Neath, Pontypridd and Pontypool

;

but eventually the number of stations will

be increased to five, ground having been

acquired at Bridgend and Cwmbran. At
Neath work has been commenced on the

foundations, and at Pontypool and Cwm-
bran sites have been selected, while at Bridg-

end the first instalment of the plant has

already been delivered. Other generating

stations are also contemplated by the South

Wales Company. The buildings at Pon-

typridd, of which Sir Frederick Bramwell

laid the foundation, when completed will

be only one-fifth of the station as designed.

Fifteen housand horse-power in engines,

dynamos and boilers are now being pro-

vided for, but the stations will contain

when completed no less than 75,000-horse-

power, and no one unit will be smaller than

3,000 indicated horse-power.

The erection of even this preliminary

portion of the plant will necessarily occupy

some time, and hence it has been decided

to install a temporary plant for immediate

use. This will consist of two large locomo-

tive boilers, four direct-coupled engine gen-

erator sets, of 240-horse-power each, to-

gether with the necessary switchboard,

pumps, and other accessories.

The growth of development of this plant

will be watched with great interest, con-

sisting as it does, of one of the largest steam

power electric supply companies in exist-

ence. The great electric companies of

other countries are mainly hydro-electric

plants, notably those in Switzerland and

in America. It has been argued in many
instances that properly installed steam

plants would be as profitable as those de-

pending upon water power, and when the

plant of the South Wales Company is in

full operation some instructive comparisons

as to efficiency and cost may be made.



Liquid Fuel for Locomotives.

We have referred elsewhere to the de-

velopment of the petroleum resources of

the Dutch East Indies, while the great pro

duction of oil in South-eastern Russia is

well known. In a recent issue of Le Genie

Civil the use of petroleum residues as fuel

for locomotives is discussed, with especial

reference to these same districts, and some

data as to practical results may be of in-

terest.

The locomotives under consideration may
be divided into two classes: those intended

primarily for the combustion of coal, the

liquid fuel being considered as an auxil-

iary, and those in which no provision is

made for any but liquid fuel. The general

arrangement of the engines of the first class

is shown by the devices already well-known

in England as in use on the engines of

the Great Eastern Railway, designed by Mr.'

Holden. In these the liquid fuel is de-

livered through burners placed above the

fire door the jets being annular in form,

the liquid being pulverised by the action of

steam jets while heated air is at the same
time delivered in the centre of the burner.

The air is drawn in by the suction of the

jet, having previously passed through heat-

ers placed in the smoke box. If liquid fuel

is to be used exclustively the steam pressure

must first be raised by a fire of wood or

coal, and the grate covered with broken

6re brick to receive and radiate the heat,

but in general the burners are used in con-

nection with coal firing on the grate.

Usually the liquid fuel is light enough to

be readily pulverised by the action of the

steam jets, but when heavier fuel, such as

coal tar, is used, it becomes necessary to em-
ploy steam coils in the supply tank to ren-

der it more liquid. In the later designs

of Mr. Holden the preliminary heating of

the fuel is effected by the exhaust steam

from the air-brake pump, thus avoiding the

necessity for employing live steam.

In the engines built by the Chemnitz

Locomotive Works for the State Railways

of Java the Holden system is practically

adopted, a coal-burning grate being pro-

vided as well as burners for liquid fuel.

Since these engines are to be used in a

tropical climate, provision is made for the

ventilation of the fuel reservoir to prevent

overheating in case naphtha is employed,

while heating coils are also added for use

with tar. A fire-brick arch is provided to

protect the crown sheet of the firebox from
the intense heat of the petroleum burners.

These engines are intended to use the liquid

fuel only as an auxiliary to coal, especially

on long grades, or on any occasion when the

steam pressure has fallen because of heavy

demands for power.

The use of liquid fuel on Russian rail-

ways, however, has so far passed the ex-

perimental stage that powerful engines are

equipped with oil burners alone, no pro-

vision whatever being made for solid fuel.

Thus a heavy compound locomotive on the

Mallet system is shown equipped with a cyl-

indrical furnace without any grate, the lower

portion of the furnace being filled with fire

brick arranged to form flues through which
the air passes before it meets the burning

oil. These engines, of 8i^ tons weight, are

intended for hauling heavy freight trains

weighing 500 tons, on the Moscow-Kazan
and the Trans-Siberian Railways. The av-

erage consumption of naphtha is given as
14I/4 litres er kilometre, or about 6.16 gal-

lons per mile.

Another example of a Russian oil-firei

engine is that of the compound express en-

gines for the South-Eastern Railway of

Russia, built at the Kolomna Iron Works,

and intended to make a speed of 80 kilome-

tres per hour (about 50 miles per hour).

These engines, of a total weight of 63.2 tons,

are two-cylinder compounds, with cylindri-

cal fire box arranged for the burning of

liquid fuel only, there being no grate. The
experience which has been had in Southern

Russia with petroleum and petroleum-resi-

601
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dues as fuel has been so entirely satisfactory

that there is now no hesitation in equipping

engines for such fuel, without providing for

grates in emergencies.

The Eastern Railway of France has in-

troduced oil-burning engines in connection

with solid fuel, the burners being intended

for use in connection with the heavy grades

between Paris and Bel fort. Here the burn-

ers are introduced on each side of the fire

box, the arrangement being that of MM.
Vetillard & Scherding, in which the fuel,

pulverised by a j t of steam, is delivered be-

tween two annular jets of air, thus insuring

thorough mixture and complete combustion.

In view of the fact that liquid fuel can be

so readily adapted for use with ordinary

coal-burning locomotives, there seems to be

no reason why such combinations should

not be very generally supplied on railways

where crude petroleum or petroleum resi-

dues are at all available, even though the

entire change may not be contemplated. The
consumption of fuel can be so perfectly reg

ulated and accurately accounted for that

there need be no reason for fearing waste,

while at the same time such a reserve of

firing capacity would enable lost time to be

made up, or heavy grades to be ascended

without the usual difficulties which are now
encountered, when, for any reason, the steam

pressure has been allowed to get low. The
period of experiment is certainly past, and

there is no apparent reason why such com-

binations should not become general.

The Dusseldorf Exposition.

We have already referred to the import-

ance and interest of the Dusseldorf expo-

sition, and now sufficient time has elapsed

since the opening to permit some notice to

be taken of the exhibits and their relation

to mechanical progress. This is the more
practicable since the exposition has distin-

guished itself from others by the remarkable

feature of being ready at the appointed time,

both as regards buildings and their contents.

From interesting descriptions in the Zeit-

schrift des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure

and in Glasers Annalen we abstract some
notes concerning the exposition.

The grounds are situated on the banks of

the Rhine, extending for about i^ miles

north of the great bridge over the river,

forming a strip a little less than ^ mile

wide, following the curve of the river. A
large portion of the land has been reclaimed

from what were formerly mud fiats of the

Rhine, and the whole has been improved

and beautified in a very complete manner,

the total area available being about 60 hec-

tares (nearly 150 acres). On these grounds

there have been erected 160 buildings, hav-

ing a total value of about 10 million marks.

Some of the structures are so constructed

that they may be re-erected elsewhere for

subsequent use, while the art building is

intended to remain permanently.

Since the exposition is mainly representa-

tive of the industries of Rhenish Westphalia

it is to be expected that the departments of

mining and metallurgy should occupy a

prominent position, and these, with the allied

mechanical industries form the principal

matters of interest. Besides the main build-

ings devoted to the departments there are

special structures containing the exhibits of

the larger establishments, such as Krupp,

the Gutehoffnungshiitte, the Horde iron

works, the Bochum works, and others.

Without attempting to discuss the entire

exposition in anything but a most general

way, the various technical journals are pro-

ceeding to take up various lines of exhibits

and examine them in detail. First among
such discussions naturally falls the subject

of motive power, and in the Zeitschrift des

Vereines deutscher Ingenieure we notice

two articles by Herr Dubbel upon the boil-

ers and engines at the exposition.

The steam generating department is a

strong evidence of the popularity of the wa-

ter-tube boiler, since eight out of the thir-

teen installations are of this type. The wa-

ter-tube boilers are of well-known design,

including the Babcock & Wilcox, Durr,

Gehre, Walther Steinmuller, and others.

These call for little comment as to their

construction, except as to the general adap-

tation of superheaters. A high degree of

superheating, while now fully appreciated

as a means toward better steam economy,

can hardly be introduced at a general expo-

sition, where the steam is to be used for

various purposes, in engines of different

designs, but such an extent of superheating

as will effectually overcome the conse-

quences of priming, may well be introduced,

this permitting a high rate of evaporation to

be attained without especial regard to the
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dryness of the steam, the superheater being

relied on to evaporate the entrained mois-

ture. Under such conditions the superheater

should properly be regarded as a part of the

boiler, its surface included in the total heat-

ing surface of the boiler, and the total

efficiency taken as that of the apparatus as

a whole.

As might be expected in an exposition de-

voted so largely to the iron and steel indus-

tries, the workmanship on the boilers is

excellent, the plates being of mild steel, all

rivet holes drilled, and rivetting performed

by hydraulic pressure. The steam pressures

are carried as high as 14 atmospheres,

(about 200 pounds per square inch), and

automatic stoking is shown in connection

with some installations.

The steam engine exhibits show very

•clearly the reversion from multiple expan-

sion to compounding, there being but one

triple-expansion engine, the 3,500 h. p. ver-

tical engine of the Gutehoflfnungshiitte,

nearly all the others being compound hori-

zontal engines, and most of these having

the cylinders arranged tandem. The valve

gears show a tendency to replace the Corliss

with the poppett valve, although the former

is still used on low-pressure cylinders in in-

stances where it has been replaced on the

high-pressure cylinders by the lift valve.

These modifications all show the influence of

the use of superheating upon engine de-

sign, this also being apparent in the provis-

ion made for free expension and contrac-

tion, the supporting of overhung cylinders

upon spring bearings, and the avoidance of

large masses of metal exposed to the heat

of the steam.

So far as governing is concerned, the re-

quirements of the electrical machinery hava

been taken into consideration, and inertia

governors are very generally used, including

those of the Proell, Doerfel, Stumpf, and

similar types.

Coming so soon after the Paris exhibition

of 1900, it is not to be expected that any

great novelties in engine construction are

to be seen at Diisseldorf. At the same time

there is an excellent display of the latest

type of steam generators and motors, and

there is little doubt that the best work of

German builders is shown in a manner more
convenient for examination than at a larger

exhibition.

The Cleaning of Boiler Tubes.

The extensive use of tubular boilers, es-

pecially those of the water-tube type, has

rendered it necessary to provide some meth-

od for removing the scale and soot which
accumulates, and much ingenuity has been

given to the design of appliances for these

purposes.

From a general review of the most effect-

ive methods and appliances, appearing in a

recent issue of Revue de Mecanique we make
some abstracts, which will give an idea of

the present methods of dealing with the

problem.

Various opinions have been expressed as

to the effect of a deposit of scale upon the

evaporative capacity of a steam boiler, and

while the loss from this source is now be-

lieved to be less than was formerly supposed.

it is still serious enough to demand atten-

tion, especially as the scale undoubtedly has

an injurious effect upon the boiler. The
extensive experiments of M. Couste have

shown that the conductivity of scale is about

one-sixteenth that of iron, so that the influ-

ence upon the evaporative capacity of a

boiler can be fairly well determined. The
effect of deposits of soot is not so well as-

certained, but it is believed by some engi-

neers that it is even more injurious than

hard scale. The fire side of tubes also be-

come partially covered with fine dust and

ash, which unless removed, seriously affects

the value of the heating surface.

Prevention is always better than cure, and

it is most desirable that scale should be

avoided by the use of pure water and soot

diminished by the use of smoke preventing

furnaces, but in the great majority of in-

stances some method of removing deposits

is found necessary to maintain the perform-

ance of tubular boilers at their best effici-

ency.

For fire-tube boilers, in which the water

is on the outside and the gases pass through

the tubes, various forms of brushes have

been devised for removing the soot, these

being usually provided with steel or brass

wires, and in some forms so arranged as to

be expansible, pressing forcibly against the

interior of the tube. For Serve tubes, pro-

vided with internal ribs for extending the

area of heat-absorbing surface, special

brushes are made, with spaces corresponding

to the position of the ribs. Steam jets are
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also found effective for the removal of dust

and ashes, but in most instances the soot is

sufficiently adherent to require the employ-

ment of stiff brushing devices.

In the case of water-tube boilers the soot

and ash is deposited on the outside of the

tubes, and in general the use of steam jets

is relied on to clean them, although some

special forms of brushes have been made

for the purpose. The tubes of economisers

are fitted with scraping collars, either moved

at intervals by hand, or kept in slow contin-

uous motion by power.

It is the removal of hard scale, however,

which gives the most trouble, and the prac-

tical difficulties only serve to emphasise the

wisdom of preventing its formation when-

ever possible. Fire-tube boilers, in which

the scale forms on the outside of the tubes,

have the disadvantage of usually requiring

the boiler to be entered to get at the tubes,

but at the same time the deposit is more

easily removed or broken away under these

conditions than when, as inside of water

tubes, a continuous arch ring is formed.

The usual method is to enter the boiler

and use picking tools and flexible band

scrapers, operated by hand, but the inacces-

sibility of many of the tubes interferes much
with the work.

The principal field of invention for tube

cleaners is found in the water-tube boilers,

in which straight tubes are used which can

be opened at one or both ends, and into

which a stout bar can be introduced to carry

the tools or mechanism. The earlier de-

vices for this purpose, operated by hand,

consisted simply of various forms of scrap-

ing tools, some of them very ingenious, but

all of them adapted for dealing with scale

of moderate thickness and hardness only.

The later appliances involve the use of pow-
er, an advance doubtless due to the ease with

which portable electric motors can be at-

tached and operated. With such cleaners a

thick coating of scale can be removed in a

few minutes, and with proper precautions,

no injury to the tubes need be feared.

An ingenious combination of two func-

tions for this work is found in the devices

which use the power of water-pressure, or

of compressed air, to operate the cleaning

tools and at the same time drive out the

loosened scale. These various devices are

very effective, and "by their use the interior

of the tubes of water-tube boilers of the

large-tube type may be kept free from scale

to an extent dependent only upon the care

and expense permissible.

It is a question whether the cost and labor

involved in cleaning boilers would not, in

nearly all instances be more effectively em-
ployed upon the purification of the feed wa-
ter, than in removing the deposits result-

ing from the use of impure feed. Absolute

purity is not required, and indeed corrosion

would doubtless follow the use of perfectly

pure water in steam boilers. At the same

time it is possible to remove matter in sus-

pension by adequate settling tanks, while

the carbonates and sulphates may be pre-

cipitated by heat and separated by frequent

blowing-off and straining in the purifying

apparatus.

Boiler cleaning can take place only at in-

tervals, and between these periods the evap-

orative efficiency of the boiler is steadily

diminishing, and the fuel consumption in •

creasing, and the loss from this cause should

properly be included in the expense of clean-

ing if comparison is to be made between the

cost of prevention and cure.

The Salvage of Wrecked Vessels.

A department of engineering work con-

cerning which but little has been written is

that relating to the appliances and methods

for raising sunken vessels, or, when sal-

vage is impossible, for the removal of the

obstructions which the wrecks may oflfer

to navigable channels. For this reason a

paper recently presented before the Societe

des Ingenieurs Civils de France by M.

Dibos and published in the Memoires of the

society, is found to contain much of inter-

est.

M. Dibos divides the subject into two

classes, the first relating to the raising of

boats in canals and rivers, where the

water is generally of moderate depth and

comparatively smooth, and the second dis-

cussing the broader subject of the salvage

of sea-going vessels on coasts and in har-

bors.

A source of danger in canals in which the

barges leave but little cl-earance between

their bottoms and the bed of the channel,

is found in the projection of rocks or stones.

A stone, washed into the channel and

rolled along under the bottom of a deeply
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laden barge, may become, imbedded in th-;

sole of the canal very firmly and at the same

time project sufficiently to tear a leak into

the bottom of the next heavily laden boat

which comes along. Such cases may be

avoided by careful protection of the chan-

nel, and in any case the raising of boats

in such shallov/ channels may generally be

effected by stopping the leak temporarily by

canvas on the outside, and by some form of

coffer dam within, after which the water

may be removed by pumping. In such in-

stances difficulties sometimes arise from the

nature of the cargo, sand or coal getting into

the suction pipes and interfering with the

pumps, and sugar forming a sticky mass,

clogging the valves. Strainers will generally

afford protection against solid matter, while

sticky materials may be stirred and kept

sufficiently dilute to avoid trouble. In some

instances boats loaded with lime or plaster

of Paris have been sunk, and in the lat-

ter case the swelling and hardening ma-

terial renders the boat a complete wreck,

besides forming a solid obstruction to navi-

gation removable only by the use of ex-

plosives.

Where pumping, or the use of portable

cranes or derricks, is found ineffective

success is frequently attained by enclosing

the sunken boat with a coffer dam of tim-

ber. A modification of this method is

found in the use of a sheathing extend-

ing the bulwarks of the ship above the

surface of the water, and then pumping

the entire structure out, the leaks having

been temporarily stopped as well as prac-

ticable by divers. This plan, when em-

ployed in harbours and similar locations is

necessarily combined with the action of the

tides, and in fact these latter afford most

effective auxiliary power in many instances.

The use of air bags, submerged and at-

tached to the hull in a state of collapse,

and then inflated by means of air pumps,

is a method whicn has been employed with

some success, although their use is attended

with difficulties when attempted on a large

scale. An ingenious modification, used by

M. Dibos, and on an improved system by

M. Matignon, is the use of collapsed bags

containing calcium carbide. When these

are properly secured to the sunken hull, a

small quantity of water is allowed to enter

through suitable valves, and the large vol-

ume of acetylene gas thus produced inflates

the bags and furnishes the required flota-

tion.

Naturally the most important apparatus

of the salvage engineer consists of the vari-

ous forms of floating derricks and cranes

of high power and stability, these having

been built as large as 100 tons capacity,

and mounted on pontoons capable of en-

abling them to be used with a high degree

of stability, even with ample overhang.

Airtight caissons are also important ac-

cessories in working operations, while

powerful pumps, capable of delivering

large volumes of water form essential ele-

ments of equipment.

M. Dibos devotes a large portion of his

paper to a description of difficult operations

of actual experience in the salvage of

wrecked vessels, showing the importance of

the right application of engineering princi-

ples to the work. In fact, like all other

branches of maritime work, this has become

mainly a matter of judicious engineering,

employing machinery of special design, and

involving a high degree of engineering skill

in its use.

Some interesting suggestions are given

as to lines along which improvements may
be expected in this especial line of work.

Thus the peculiar transparency of se'a water

makes it possible to determine the location

of sunken bodies when viewed under favor-

able conditions. An observer situated at

a sufficient height above the water is able

to distinguish the position of a submerged

body when it would be unobserved if the

eye were near the surface. Attempts have

therefore been made, with some success, to

us captive balloons to assist in the dis-

covery of the correct position for the com-

mencement of operations, and much val-

uable time in exploration by divers is thus

saved.

The Elastic Deformation of Materials.

In computing the resistance of materials

on construction it was formerly considered

permissible to assume that the materials

were practically rigid, and the distribution

of stresses was based upon such an assump-

tion, allowance being sometimes afterwards

made for the yielding allowable vvithin the

limits of the arbitrarily selected factor of

safety. It is now understood, however,
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that no material can be considered abso-

lutely rigid, but that even the most resistent

substances are elastic, and it is therefore

required, not that no yielding should occur,

but rather that &uch yielding should not pro-

duce stresses greater than the elastic limit,

so that no permanent deformations may be

produced.

At the same time it must be admitted that

our knowledge of the elastic action of ma-

terials is yet very imperfect, and that the

solution of practical problems becomes

often difficult and uncertain.

This whole subject is discussed in an

interesting manner in a paper by M. A.

Mesnager, and published in the Annales des

Fonts et Chatissees, from which we make
some abstracts.

M. Mesnager first examines the principles

upon which the elastic theory is based

:

namely, that the external forces or loads

applied to a material are opposed by cor-

responding internal forces, and that the

effects of these forces are independent in

their action.

Taking these fundamental principles into

account, M. Mesnager proceeds to deduce

the conditions of internal equilibrium as well

as the fundamental equations of elasticity.

For this mathematical portion of the dis-

cussion the student must be referred to the

original paper. For the present it may sim-

ply be stated that the theory shows that

elastic deformations are directly propor-

tional to the stresses, so long as the elastic

limit is not passed, and that the deforma-

tions are independent of each other, even

when the forces have not the same direction.

It has also been shown, by M. Maurice

Levy, that for problems in elasticity in two

dimensions the internal efforts are inde-

pendent of the co-efficients'i of elasticity,

and hence independent of the nature of the

material under consideration.

This last fact is of great importance, since

it enables us to formulate general laws by

experiments upon a limited number of sub-

stances ; and it is to the portion of M. Mes-
nager's paper bearing upon this feature

that especial attention is directed.

It is a well-known fact that when a piece

of glass is examined by polarised light,

using a pair of Nicol prisms: as polariser

and analyser, any internal stresses in .the

interior of the glass will appear as varia-

tions in the intensity and distribution of

light transmitted. By arranging a pair of

Nicol prisms so that their position at right

angles is maintained while the glass under

observation may be subjected to various-

stresses, the internal changes, due to changes-

in the action of external forces, may be

studied. Taking these existing experiences,

M. Mesnager has developed the apparatus,

especially by the use of monochromatic

light, so that it becomes an instrument

clearly revealing the position and direction

of the lines of force within the glass, thus

enabling the theoretical conclusions to be

tested experimentally in a very complete

manner. Although the usual materials of

construction differ from glass in many ways,

the action of the forces is the same for all,,

aiid the manner of their distribution being

definitely ascertained, their magnitude can

readily be determined for any desired ma-
terial.

A number of examples are examined and'

discussed in the paper, including such cases

as those of beams uniformly loaded, and'

loaded at determinate points, also columns,

and extended surfaces. For the details of

the observations as well as the mathematical

discussions showing their relation to the

conditions of actual practice, the reader

must be referred to the original paper. It

is interesting to observe, however, that in

nearly all instances the hypotheses upon

which the elastic theory is based were con-

firmed. It appeared, however, that in many
instances quantities which have been con-

sidered negligible should sometimes be

taken into account, and that it is unsafe to

assume that values which appear small in

mathematical formulas may not, under cer-

tain conditions, become of much importance.

The data and results of M. Mesnager's

investigations may well be made the basis

for a revision of the existing formulas for

the internal stresses in materials of con-

struction, and also may serve to guide the

constructor in the disposition of material

and especially in the distribution and ap-

plication of loads. Many formulas are

based upon conditions of loading which

rarely, if ever, are actually attained in

practice. Thus, for example, the formulas

for the strength of long columns are based

upon the condition of axial loading, a state

of affairs which is almost impossible of
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attainment in practice, and which is fre-

quently altogether ignored by the attachment

of brackets and flanges for the very pur-

pose of enabling heavy eccentric and irregu-

lar loads to be applied. The study of the

influence of such variations from assumed
conditions becomes possible by the aid of

some such optical method as that employed

by M. Mesnager, and the possibilities which

the method offers for the scientific study of

the internal behavior of materials are almost

unlimited.

Petroleum in Java.

The increasing importance of liquid fuel

and the progress which has been made in

methods for burning crude petroleum lends

much interest to the development of petro-

leum fields in various parts of the world. In

a paper recently presented before the Royal

Institute of Engineers of Holland by Herr

Lambrechtsen van Ritthem, and published in

De Ingenieur, there is given a general

review of the development of the petroleum

industry in various parts of the world with

some interesting account of the operations

in the Dutch East Indies, especially in the

residency of Rembang, Java.

Petroleum was known to exist in the

Dutch West Indies as long ago as 1863,

but the first borings were made in 1871, in

the residency of Cheribon, but without

much success. Borings in 1889, however,

when carried to a depth of 121 metres,

struck salt water, gas, and oil, the oil pro-

duction reaching 34 litres per minute.

Since i8go the entire petroleum industry

of the Dutch East Indies has been in the

hands of the government company, and the

development has been steadily pushed.

In 1898 the output was 386,000 tons, or

about one-twentieth that of the United

States, and it has been increasing ever

since.

Herr Lambrechtsen van Ritthem accom-

panies his paper with a number of photo-

graphs showmg the spouting wells at Le-

dok, Semanggi, and. elsewhere, and also the

extensive refineries at Soerabaja, and

these are ample evidence that the govern-

ment is pushing the development of the

industry most effectively. At the present

time the commercial products of the Dutch
colonies are composed mainly of coffee,

sugar, and tobacco, but it is predicted, and

with every evidence of truth, that petroleum

will form a fourth, equal, if not superior in

value to the others.

We have referred elsewhere in this issue

to the use of petroleum as an auxiliary fuel

on some of the recent locomotives of the

State Railways of Java, but in view of the

development of the Rembang oil fields, as

well as the future possibilities of further

discoveries in the Dutch East Indies, it is

possible that the use of liquid fuel alone

may become the practice in Java, as it al-

ready is emnloved on the railways of south-

eastern Russia, and on the Black Sea
steamers.

The Action of Pump Valves.

It has become well understood by hydrau-

lic engineers that the principal difficulty in-

volved in the operation of pumping machin-

ery at high speeds and under heavy pres-

sures lies in the prevention of shock, due to

the inertia of the moving masses of water.

The most satisfactory relief from such in-

jurious action has been found in the mechan-
ical operation of the water valves, the open-

ing and closing being effected positively by
mechanical appliances connected with the

operative mechanism, instead of relying up-

on the action of the water. The mechanical

operation permits high lifts and large open-

ings with few large valves, instead of a num-
ber of small ones with small lift, while at

the same time insuring prompt and quiet

closing at such a timing as to produce the

minimum variation in the momentum of the

column of moving water.

Although the advantages are well known,

and the method has been very successfully

applied in practice, there has been a lack ot

definite information as to the exact be-

haviour of such valves. In a recent issue

of the Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher

Ingenieure Herr Rudolph Schroder gives a

very complete account of tests made upon

certain pumping engines in which the valves

were so arranged that they could be op-

erated either mechanically or by the action

of the water, and the result is the publica-

tion of definite quantitative data of much
value and interest.

The investigations were made upon two

different machines, one a vertical pumping
engine at Rothenburgsort and the other a

horizontal machine at Billwarder Insel,
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both in the vicinity of Hamburg. Both

engines were crank-machines, arranged to

be operated at speeds of 40 to 50 revolutions

per minute, the water valves being operated

by connections to eccentrics on the crank

shaft. The Rothenburgsort engine was one

of those furnishing the water supply to the

city of Hamburg, and operated against a

pressure of 43 metres while the engine at

Billwarder Insel takes the water from the

Elbe and delivers it into the settling basins

against a head of only 4.3 metres, so that

the two machines serve to illustrate very dif-

ferent conditions of operation.

In each case the valves were so arranged

that they could be operated mechanically or

allowed to be operated by the water against

a spring resistance, and the successive ob-

servations were taken as closely together as

possible, so that but little change in the op-

erative conditions could occur. The inves-

tigations consisted in recording the exact

lift of the valves upon indicator drums op-

erated by the motion of the pump plunger,

diagrams thus being obtained which showed

the exact lift at every point of the stroke.

In this way the timing of the valves was ob-

tained as well as the absolute lift, and the

relative action of the two methods of valve

movement compared very precisely.

The motion for the indicator pencils was
obtained by means of light rods, resting on

the valves, the motion being transferred to

the outside of the valve chamber through

rocking spindles operating through stuffing

boxes. Great care was taken to eliminate

the effects of friction as far as possible, and

the general characteristics of the diagrams

show a consistency in results which confirms

their reliability and value.

The results are given in a large number of

diagrams which will reward careful study.

The lift of the valves is given on a full

scale, since the total amount of lift is within

the range of the height of the indicator

drum, while the stroke, while reduced, is

given on a scale sufficiently large to per-

mit the relation of valve-lift to plunger po-

sition to be accurately determined.

The performances can only be fully ap-

preciated by a careful study of the respec-

tive diagrams, but the general character-

istics may be readily described and dis-

cussed. In the main the mechanically oper-

ated valves show a decidedly earlier time of

closing than those operated by the action of

the water, although a fuller degree of open-

ing was attained. This is what might be

expected, since the movement of the water

column must necessarily change itself be-

fore it can affect the valves. It is just this

action, however, which determines the in-

ertia effects in the operation, and which

limits the speed at which the machinery can

safely be run.

Apart from the more satisfactory action

as regards lift and timing, the investiga-

tions show a material economy in power in

operating the valves. mechanically. In any

case a certain amount of power is required,

but under high pressures, and at high speeds

much more is taken when the water acts as

the moving agent than when a positive con-

nection is employed. The experiments at

Billwarder Insel show a gain of 15 to 20 per

cent, by the use of the mechanical operation

over the ordinary spring valves, and similar

gain is shown at Rothenburgsort. The
questions of wear and tear also enter, and it

is evident that the reduction in shock, due

to the smoother action, must produce corre-

sponding economy in this respect.

The most advantageous arrangement ap-

pears to be that in which the valves are lifted

by the action of the water, and closed by me-

chanical action, using some sort of positive

connection with the mechanism of the pump.

This permits very light and elastic springs

to be used, and if the valves are made as

light in weight as possible the delay in open-

ing, in response to the action of the water

will be inappreciable. The closing, being

effected positively, will be always definitely

accomplished as the gear may be set, and

this can be done so that practically no

shock will be produced, and the minimum of

resistance encountered.

The investigations are probably but the

first of many which will be undertaken in

the same direction, and it will be of interest

to observe the results obtained from some

of the deep mine pumps fitted with Riedler

and similar valve gears. There is no reason

why the indicator should not produce as

great an effect upon pump design as it has

in the improvement of the steam engine,

but it is probable that its most effective

application will be in connection with valve

diagrams, rather than with the record of

the operations within the cylinder.
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The Standardization of Engine Tests.

Nearly all tests of materials or machines

are made for purposes of comparison, and

hence it is most desirable that tests of sim-

ilar things should be made under compar-

able conditions. For this reason the report

of the committee of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers upon the stand-

ardization of steam-engine tests is a docu-

ment of immediate interest, especially in

connection with the discussions which ac-

companied its presentation at the recent

meeting of the Society in Boston. At the

outset it must be distinctly understood that

the Society in no case "adopts" any

course of action as having its authorization,

but receives the reports of its committees

and makes them public as the expression of

the opinions of those whose names they

bear. Nevertheless the various reports

which the committees of the society have

made from time to time have met with wide

acceptance from the engineering profession

in all parts of the world, and in nearly al]

cases have crystallized into standard prac-

tice because of their inherent merits.

The code which is included in the report

of the committee is far too long to be given

here entire, but the general principles on

which It is based may be mdicated and some
comments made, the interested reader being

referred to the complete paper for details.

In the first place the performance of a

steam engine is made on a heat unit basis.

This is eminently wise, since it is the only

true basis on which a heat engine can be

scientifically examined
This does not interfere with the time-

honored term "horse power" since the rela-

tion between the two is definite and simple.

It is only necessary to know whether the

horse power is indicated or brake, and we
can express the economy of a steam engine

in terms of the number of heat units con-

sumed per hour per horse power (brake

or indicated), and obtain proper standards

of comparison. There are naturally other

ways of expressing engine performance,
such as the hourly weights of coal, gas, oil,

or other fuel, or the weight of steam con-
sumed per horse-power-hour, but these are
all convertible into their equivalent heat-
unit values.

In the opinion of the committee the heat
consumption of a steam engine should be as-

certained by measuring the quantity of steam
consumed by the plant and crediting the to-

tal heat of the entire quantity with that por-
tion rejected by the engine which is util-

ized and returned to the boiler. In such
determinations the committee includes the
entire equipment of the steam plant which
is concerned in the production of power in

the term "engine," believing that the use of
(he heat-unit standard renders it"obligatory

that the engine should be charged with the

steam used by all necessary auxiliaries.

While this may be logically correct, it is

not always possible to do so, nor it is usu-
ally commercially satisfactory, since the va-
rious auxiliaries, such as condensers,

pumps, etc., are frequently furnished by oth-
er makers than the engine builders. It ap-
pears to be most desirable that the various
auxiliaries be tested separately in such a

manner that the results may be summed up
in a total, and at the same time be capable
of independent consideration. Especially is

this the case in view of the introduction of
the independent central condensing plant, in

which a number of engines discharge into

one general condenser, having its own air

and circulating pumps and operating inde-

pendently of any of the engines from which
it receives steam. Such a condenser is as

much an independent piece of apparatus as

is the steam generating plant, the one form-
ing a positive and the other a negative pres-
sure reservoir, the engine being placed be-

tween.

In the rules for conducting the trials it

is recognized that tests are made for vari-

ous purposes, sometimes to determine the

fulfilment of a contract guarantee, at other

609
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times to ascertain the working economy of

the engine alone, and sometimes to deter-

mine the performance of the entire power

plant, including the steam generating por-

tion. The code for boiler testing, prepared

by a committee of the society, provides fully

for that fortion of the latter test, and the

present code completes the subject for form-

ulating the rules for engine testing in a sim-

ilar manner.

Without going too fully into details, we

may comment upon some matters connected

with engine testing which are suggested by

the code. In the first place, the funda-

mental data depending upon the construction

of the engine should be furnished by the

maker when the engine is delivered to the

purchaser, as some points can be deter-

mined far more readily during construction

than afterwards. Thus the clearance is

usually measured from the drawings, or by

weighing the quantity of water required to

fill the space when the piston is at the end

of the stroke, either method being unsatisfac-

tory. The water method, however, could

readily and accurately be applied in the shop,

and the true clearance at each end furnished

to the purchaser for subsequent use at any

time. A wire gauge showing the exact bore

of the cylinder should also be furnished,

and replaced by a new one should the cyl-

inder at any time be re-bored. A correct

mdicator reducing motion .'hould form a

portion of every engine, being as necessary

to a modern plant as any other part of the

machine. A little forethought in providing

valves and connections in the piping will

enable the tightness, or otherwise, of the en-

gine to be ascertained in a few minutes,

when it might be necessary to perform much-

annoying work to determine the presence or

absence of leaks under ordinary conditions.

The present report will have done much to

advance steam economy if it draws attention

to the provision of proper testing facilities

as a fundamental part of a steam plant, and

renders frequent testing convenient and in-

expensive.

While the report countenances the use

of water meters, insisting only upon their

proper calibration, the discussion showed
that little reliance is placed upon meters as

instruments of scientific precision. The
only reliable method of measuring water for

a test is that of weighing it ; or, for very

large volumes, the discharge of a properly

calibrated orifice, under constant head, may
be substituted.

Indiciator diagrams should be taken very

frequently, the instruments having been

carefully calibrated, but it is not necessary

that simultaneous diagrams should be taken

from both ends of a cylinder since the law

of averages,provides full}' for any slight va-

rijations, if enough diagrams are taken,

bpeeds are best taken by the readings of a

counter during the entire test, the differ-

ence in readings divided by the number of

minutes giving an average which is more
reliable than any isolated counting.

An interesting question brought up in con-

nection with the rating of steam engines is

the proportion of overload which an

engine should reasonably be expected to

stand. It is undoubtedly true that a steam

engine should have a certain reserve ca-

pacity, but too high an overload capacity

renders an engine less economical than if

it is proportioned more closely to its usual

operating load. The committee recommends
that when an engine is operating at its rated

power at a given pressure there should be a

sufficient reserve to allow a drop of at least

15 per cent, in the gauge pressure without

a sensible reduction in the working speed,

and to allow an overload at the stated pres-

sure of 25 per cent. This matter, how-

ever, is one which can hardly be controlled,,

for mill owners are altogether too prone to

throw on more and more load as business

increases, and the overload limit gradually

becomes encroached upon, and often at-

tained as a constant working load.

Taken as a whole the report is an ad-

.mirable one, and the weight of the names

appended to it will assure for it an authori-

tative standing.

Steam Pipe Coverings.

The loss of heat by radiation from pipes

through which steam is flowing on its way
from the boilers to the engine or other

point of useful application has long been

considered by the engineer as a matter re-

quiring consideration, and in nearly every

modern steam plant some form of pipe cov-

ering is employed to diminish this loss.

A great variety of miaterials has been pro-

posed for use in this connection, and pipe

coverings form a regular article of com-
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merce in most places wheres team is used

The relative value of the different mate-

rials which have been used for pipe cover-

ings has been a fruitful subject for dis-

cussion, but since the investigations of Ord-

way, a number of years ago, there has been

no scientific investigation of the matter un-

til the recent experiments of Mr. George

H. Barrus, the data and results of which

were presented by him before the recent

meeting of the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers. The method employed

m the testr was that of measuring the con-

densation of steam occurrmg in the pipes

protected by the various coverings, in com-

parison with the condensation produced un-

der similar and simultaneous conditions in

uncovered pipes.

"The condensation test furnishes a meth-

od which is entirely satisfactory, not only in

its practical aspects, but in its scientific bear-

mgs. The heat radiated from a steam pip-:^

causes a portion of the enclosed steam to bo

condensed, and the quality of heat-radi-

ated is exactly proportional to the weight of

steam condensed, this being a well estab-

lished scientific fact. It is a matter of ex-

treme simplicity to ascertain the quantity of

steam which is condensed, for it is merely a

question of v/eighing the resL-lting water on

ordinary weighing scales. The quantity of

radiated heat which the condensation rep-

resents is determined with equal facility by

reference to the well established tables of the

properties of steam. It seems quite unneces-

sary, therefore, to consider any other method

of testing radiation from steam pipes, when
the condensation method is so readily and

Accurately used, and when its results are

determined with such reliability as to leave

nothing further to be desired. A matter, of

the first importance, moreover, is that this

method determines the exact thing for which

non-conducting material is applied to steam

pipes, which is, the quantity of condensation

prevented, and the saving of fuel which cov-

ering the pipes secures.

"Condensation tests require, first, that the

steam supplied to the pipes, which are sub-

ject to test, shall be at the outset free from

condensation; in other words, dry steam.

They require, second, that all the water con-

densed shall flow by the force of gravity

to some low point from which it can be read-

ily and completely drawn off for measure-

ment. They require, third, that the surfaces

of the pipe within shall be continuously sup

plied with steam, and that no air held in

suspension by the steam shall collect at anj

point and prevent its contact with the sur-

face. They require, fourth, that the water

of condensation drawn ofi from^^the appar-

atus, which under the effect of the pressure

of the steam in the pipe is at a temperature

much above 212 degrees, shall be cooled on

its escape to the weighing receptacle, so as

to prevent loss of water by evaporation. The
apparatus used on these tests was so ar-

ranged as to accomplish all the objects

noted.','

Previous tests which have been made for

the measurement of the efficiency of pipe cov-

erings have been upon a rather small scale

and for short periods of time, but these

tests included surfaces from 60 to 100 square

feet in area, and extended over a month of

time, during eight or nine hours each day,

so that the results may fairly be considered

as representative of actual working condi-

tions.

In the first place the condensation oc-

curring in the bare pipes furnishes some in-

teresting information in a general way,

showing as it does, the rate of transmission

of heat which may be expected in pipes of 2

and 10 inches in diameter, exposed to the

air. With a difference of about 300 de-

grees F. between the temperature of the

steam and external air, the mean of the tests

showed a transmission of about 3.2 British

thermal units per square foot per hour per

degree F. This determination alone is a

valuable addition to the constants of steam

engineering, especially as it has been ob-

tained under conditions closely similar to

those obtaining in the heating of air by

steam pipes, and it will doubtless prove

very useful in future computations for steam

heating appliances.

The pipe coverings tested included those

in extensive use in modern engineering

practice, including asbestos, magnesia, dif-

ferent kinds, of air-cell coverings, as well

as asbestos hair-felt, and the results are

given both in the form of tables and as

graphical diagrams. The most interesting

thing about this portion of the paper is the

slight dirterence which appears in the value

of the different coverings, all of them indi-

cating the great value of some form of cov-
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ering, and showing the small choice ex-

isting between those tested.

Mr. Barrus calls attention to the fact that

it has long been known that the most effici-

ent covering, as regards merely the non-

ducting properties, is hair felt, and the testo

showed that those coverings which ap-

proached the most closely to hair felt in

physical characteristics gave the best re-

sults. The reason for the superiority of

hair felt is the fact that this covering di-

vides up and entraps the air which it con-

tains in a better manner than any other

material commonly used, and it is the non-

conducting properties of confined air upon

which the efficiency of the covering de-

pends. The only reason for using other

materials, therefore, is to obtain a higher

degree of durability, and this, in connection

with the cost, becomes the controlling fac-

tor in the choice of a covering.

Compared with the bare pipes, it appears

that the efficiency of the various coverings

tested was about 80 per cent., or in other

words, the condensation of the steam in the

covered pipes was only about one-fifth of

that which took place in the bare pipes. Mr
Barrus gives some interesting computations

as to the money value of the coverings, this

manifestly being dependent to a certain ex-

tent upon the first cost of the covering and

the life before renewal, but in all cases the

gain due to the saving of steam is greatly in

excess of the expenditure, and the showing

is such as to convince any one of the great

economy in providing the best possible cov-

ering for all exposed steam pipes.

Water-Tube Boilers.

Although it is admitted that the ideal

design for a marine water-tube boiler has

not yet been produced, the extent to which

existing forms have entered into current

practice is evidence of the merits of the

system, broadly considered. In a careful

review of the present types for marine ser-

vice, compared with cylindrical boilers, by

Mr. Ernest N. Janson, in a recent issue of

the Journal of the American Society of Na-
val Engineers, the whole subject is treated

systematically, and some interesting points

developed.

As Mr. Janson well says, the present

prominence of the subject is partially, if not

largely due to the apparent failures of cer-

tain types, and hence a critical review of the

details of construction of water-tube boilers

is timely. In a water-tube boiler the meth-

ods of construction determine to a great

extent the adaptability for marine service,

since designs giving excellent primary re-

sults may be lacking in features necessary

for useful life in service. There is no doubt

that the present unsatisfactory condition of

the water-tube boiler question in the Brit-

ish navy is largely due to the unsuitability

of the type chosen for the first installations,

and the lesson has been both expensive and

annoying.

That the water-tube boiler is undoubtedly

to be the accepted general type for naval

service, is conceded, and the only points to

be examined, therefore, are those which go

to make up the most acceptable design, in-

dicating the lines along which development

and improvement may be expected.

The advantages of water-tube boilers over

those of the shell of cylindrical type are dis-

tinct and undoubted. In comparison of the

two types the difference between the items

of weight, space, steam pressure, economy,

and facilities for installation appear most
notable. In regard to weight and space the

water-tube type shows a notable advantage.

As regards pressure, the limit in cylindrical

boilers appears to be reached at about 210

pounds per square inch, although as high as

225 is being used. The water-tube boiler,

on the contrary, has a very wide margin,

and pressures can be carried with safety far

beyond the requirements of the present style

of marine engines.

The cylindrical boiler is generally credited

with possessing a higher degree of economy
than the water-tube type, but this is not al-

together warranted. There is no reason

why the water-tube boiler should not be

fully as economical as the cylindrical boil-

er, and when such results are not attained

it can usually be traced to some defect in

the installation or operation. The water-

tube type permits of the use of ample fur-

nace space, and the employment of heated air

supply is readily accomplished. Proper

baffling will keep the temperature of uptake

gases down to an economic limit, and with

proper construction and care the loss from

air leaks into the casing can be practically

prevented.

Mr. Janson reviews in detail the construe-
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tion of the principal water-tube boilers in the

market, showing their merits and defects

for naval use, and emphasises the import-

ance of simplicity in construction, and con-

venience for repair and cleaning on ship-

board, away from the shop or navy yard.

In the earlier history of the introduction

of water-tube boilers into naval service, the

natural conservatism of naval engineers led

to the use of both water-tube and cylindrical

boilers in the same vessel, the latter being

employed for cruising and port service, and

the former held in reserve for sudden de-

mands for speed in action.

At the present time, however, there ap-

pears a tendency in the equipment of new
naval ships, to install water-tube boilers to

the entire exclusion of the ordinary cylin-

drical boiler. This is well shown by the

progressive practice in the German navy, a

service which has always been most cau-

tious and conservative as regards changes

in important details. At first the propor-

tion installed was about 35 per cent, of

water-tube boilers and the balance of the

cylindrical type, while in the two latest Ger-

man battle ships the water-tube boilers

form 70 per cent, of the whole, and the last

contemplated cruisers are planned for water-

tube boilers throughout.

For cruisers and battle ships the large-

tube type of boiler has been generally in-

stalled, although there have been numerous

appeals in favor of the small-tube express

types for this service.

Each type, however, appears to be adapt-

ed for a special service. The small diam-

eter bent-tube boiler is considerably lighter

in weight so long as it is arranged for ser-

vice in torpedo boats, because the tubes, on

the whole are made much lighter, as they can

well afford to be, on account of the more

limited service to be expected from this class

of boats. The heating surface is also pro-

vided in more liberal proportions, owing to

a possibly excessive amount of forcing;

this, however, cannot be had without oc-

cupying additional space. This extra space

is easily provided for in the class of boats

mentioned, due to the usual arrangement of

the boilers, they never being placed side by

side. Should this class of boilers be chosen

for large ships, their weights at once in-

crease on account of the heavier tubes and

larger drums required, and become almost

as high as any type of , large-tube boilers.

Excessive forcing cannot be permitted in

such service, and hence still more space will

be required.

In addition to these disabilities, arising

as soon as this type of boilers is made to fit

the conditions to be met when used in large

installations, the question of cleaning the

boilers becomes of great importance. Every

two or three days some of the boilers re-

quire to be laid up for this purpose, with

attending inconveniences in the cruising

routine.

The boiler for continuous working, with

provisions for keeping it in an efficient state

and with the least liability of being thrown

out of commission on account of the failure

of some of its more or less important ap-

purtenances, is the type to be first consid-

ered, and these requirements can, apparent-

ly, better be met in types containing com-

paratively large and straight tubes. The

matter of first cost should always be con-

sidered in connection with other important

points, such as life of boiler, repairs likely

to be required, and the economic results

while in actual service, but if any one boiler

possesses a decided advantage over another

in these latter points it should be adopted

without regard to its possibly extra cost.

Education and Engineering.

Engineering education is a subject which

has been thrashed out so many times that

it seems as if little more could be presented

at this time, but the subject of the presi-

dential address of Mr. Robert Moore at the

recent convention of the American Society

of Civil Engineers consisted of a different

phase of the question. That is to say, he

emphasized the importance and even the ne-

cessity that the engineer of the twentieth

century should be a man of broad general

education as well as one well trained in his

specialized profession.

' Jntil very recent years the engineer, as

a man of learning, even in his own profes-

sion, has not been the peer of the clerg>'-

man, the teacher, the lawyer or the physi-

cian. In fact, speaking broadly, engineering

has not been one of the learned professions.

And for this the reasons are not far to seek.

As a distinct profession, that of the engineer

is much younger than those just mentioned,

and, what is even more to the point, the sci-
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ences which set forth the laws that govern

the materials and forces of nature and un-

"derlie engineering works, are all of recent

development."

Naturally the earliest engineers were the

priests, following whom came the builders

of the mediaeval cathredals, bridges, and

castles, but in all these instances the en-

gineering was a minor part of the knowledge

of the individual. As time passed on th;

field expanded and the work became spe-

cialized, so that the engineer, as a rule,

found that it required all his time to ac-

quire his professional experience, and gen-

eral education became a secondary consid-

eration.

"The structures which the first engineers

were called to build, while they demanded

skill and courage and judgment, called for

little of the learning found in books. Some
practical skill in arithmetic and geometry,

and, possibly trigonometry was the limit of

the scientific knowledge required. Engi-

neering was an art, and not a science, and

the engineer was little more than a highly

skilled workman. As in all the arts, the

standard method of instruction was that of

apprenticeship, in which by word and by

example the master slowly transmitted to

his pupil the art and mystery of his craft.

James Brindley, builder of- the first import-

ant English canal, was a colter's son and

served seven years as a wheelwright's ap-

prentice. George Stephenson, builder of the

first successful locomotive and railway, was
eighteen years of age before he learned to

read. Thomas Telford, builder of roads

and bridges, and first President of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers, was the or-

phaned son of a shepherd, and served a

s< yen years' apprenticeship as a stonemason.

Smeaton and Watt were mathematical in-

strument makers, and both men of consid-

erable traming, but as engineers they were
almost wholly self-taught."

With the development of scientific re-

search and the applications of scientific

methods to engineering the engineer

must have a scientific training, and
the growth of the modern engineer-

ing school is witness to the extent

to which that side of the question has

been developed. This is the branch which
is fully and widely understood by the term
engineering education. Beyond this, how-

ever, there is needed for the proper equip-

ment of the engineer a broad training in

the other departments of human knowledge.

"For we cannot know anything correctly

except as we know its limits and its place

in the general system of things. Even the

place where we stand on the earth cannot

be accurately located except by its co-ordi-

nates of latitude and longitude, which de-

fine its position with reference to the whole

globe. Every well trained professional

man, therefore, must have, as part of his

equipment, the broad outlines of general

knowledge. He must know something of

language and literature, of political science

and of history, something of what the

world's workers have done and of what its

thinkers have thought, in order that he may
correctly understand and evaluate the

knowledge peculiar to his own calling. To
know every thing about something, which is

his business as a professional man, he must

also know something about everything.

"A broad basis of general knowledge such

as shall put the man in touch with all times

and with all men must, therefore, precede

the special knowledge of the technical

school. Otherwise there may be much mas-

tery of detail, a microscopic, thoroughness,

but not the firm grasp and clear insight

which the broader training gives. In fact,

if a choice must be made, it is better to

shorten, or even to omit, the training of the

technical school, leaving the man to supply

this deficiency for himself, rather than to

saciifice the broader outlook and the wider

sympathy which is given by the more diver-

sified training in the outhnes of general

knowledge.

"It is safe to say, therefore, that in the

new century he who aims at the highest suc-

cess as an engineer must be a more learned

man than his predecessor of the last cen-

tury. He must be master of the strictly en-

gineering sciences and as a basis and intro-

duction to these he must have the wider

training of the preparatory school and the

college.

"For it must never be forgotten that for

real success in any calling, be it that of the

professional man or the man in political or

commercial life, there is needed something

which neither books nor schools alone can

teach, something which is partly the result

of inherited qualities and partly the result
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of our daily contact with men and things,

something which is the resultant of the re-

action of cur inheritance upon our environ-

ment, and which we sum up in the word
character. Before there can be real power in

any walk in life there must, in addition to

technical training, be energy, veracity, self-

respect, courage and address. That is to

say, before we can have the able engineer,

or the worthy exemplar of any profession

we must, first of all, and more than all, have

a strong and worthy man."

Electricity in Naval Service.

The paper of Mr. Walter M. McFarland,

presented before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, upon electricity in the

navy, is of much value for many reasons,

but space will permit an abstract of but one

portion of the subject at the present time.

Mr. McFarland drew attention to the fact

that under the present rulings the naval

authorities in charge of electric apparatus

still limit all electric machinery on shipboard

to that operated by direct current. This

practice he believes to be a mistaken one.

and he emphasised the great advantages of

alternating current apparatus on shipboard.

These advantages are based upon the sim-

plicity of the apparatus, and its ability to

stand the difficult usage of naval practice.

From the very nature of things the elec-

tric apparatus is to a considerable extent

handled by men without a great deal of

skill, the chief of the Bureau of equipment

having called attention to this fact in his

recent reports. Now the induction motor,

with its extreme simplicity and ability to

stand abuse and neglect, seems much better

adapted to the general run of conditions

on board ship than the more delicate direct-

current motor. With its ability to stand

a tremendous overload and even temporary

stoppage, it would answer for driving cap-

stans and even steering gear, from which the

direct-current motors have thus far been

barred out. It would also seem admirably

adapted for such work as driving the forced

draft blowers for the fire rooms, which are

usually located in almost inaccessible places

and where the steam engines now used to

drive them rarely receive adequate atten-

tion when the blowers are driven at full

power.

The demand for direct current for search

lights and similar special service could read-

ily be supplied by a separate generator, but

as this has been decided in any case, there

can be no difficulty of that score.

Although induction motors are as yet

barred from use on shipboard, there have

been numerous successful installations of

them on shore in naval stations. Thus at

the ordnance proving grounds and powder

factory at Indian Head, Md., induction mo-

tors have been used for about three years

with entire success, their especial advantage

in that connection being their freedom from

sparking. At the Brooklyn Navy Yard al-

ternating current generators are used with

induction motors for the tools, the whole

plant being an excellent illustration of the

most advanced practice in the powering of

a modern engine-building plant.

With these examples before the continual

observation of naval officers, there is every

leason to believe that the entire practica-

bility of the induction motor will be dem-

onstrated for use on shipboard as well as on

shore, and it is the opinion of Mr. McFar-

land that the permission to use alternating

current on the vessels of the United States

navy would result in the installation of a

greatly increased number of motors.

Liquid Fuel Combustion.

The advantages of liquid fuel have been

appreciated for many years, but the practical

difficulties connected with its complete and

economical combustion have delayed its use

in many instances.

The usual methods of burning oil is to

employ compressed air or superheated steam

to pulverize the liquid and deliver it into the

furnace in the form of an atomized mixture

ot oil, steam, and air.

During the past few years, Mr. Charles E.

Lucke has conducted some very interesting

experimental work at Columbia University,

and a paper containing his results was pre«

sented by Mr. R. H. Fernald at the recent

meeting of the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers.

The paper relates the details of a number

of experimental methods which are interest-

ing mainly in that they lead up to the very

simple and effective apparatus which was

finally adopted. Instead of vaporising or

spraying the oil by any mechanical means.

Mr. Lucke delivers the liquid fuel directly
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into the mass of a body of broken rock,

this rock having already been raised to a

red heat by means of a gas flame. The hot

rocks vaporize the oil, which burns as a

gas, the heat produced- sufficing to maintain

the temperature of the rocks necessary to

vaporize the oil thereafter.

In describing the action of this method,

Mr. Lucke says

:

"The air and oil impinge together on the

hot mass, spreading out in constant velocity

surfaces ; the combustion takes place on that

surface where the velocity is equal to the

rate of propagation and in the passage the

oil automatically vaporizes by contact with

the same rocks which make the explosive

fire possible, and all this happens without

diffusion with the products of previous com-

bustion. Thus the function of the rocks

becomes complicated ; first, starting with

gas the explosive fire is made possible by

their presence, and the result is the heating

of the entire mass from top to bottom, the

mass thus heated is a perfect vaporizer for

the oil, which, fed with its air makes an

explosive mixture and maintains the tem-

perature of the rocks, the whole interrelated

series of actions and reactions producing

what I have named the 'explosive oil fire.'

"Were the proportions not explosive the

interior of the mass would chill and the va-

porization would stop. It is a very striking

experiment to withdraw the nozzle from the

intensely glowing mass of rock, of a prop-

erly working fire, and note the oil drip, drop

by drop, giving off each time a dull red flash

and a cloud of smoke, while the whole rock

mass cools down ; a re-insertion of the nozzle

causes at once a resumption of the intense

rapid high temperature combustion. And,

secondly, by a simple change of proportion

observe an instant cessation of the action,

producing first smoke and then total ex-

tinction.

"It need only be remarked that with ev-

ery oil tried the action was the same; and

three fires side by side, burning respectively

kerosene, cylinder oil, and linseed oil,

showed no difference in action. The so-

called residue oils leave no residue this

way. The experiment of feeding the sev-

eral oils successively through the same fire

without interruption resulted in no apparent

change of action
"

In the original experiments fire brick

was used, but the intense heat of the fire

was sufficient to fuse the fragments to-

gether, and better results were obtained

with magnesite.

This method of burning liquid fuel per-

mits tesults practically similar to gas fir-

ing to be obtained under steam boilers, and

in all kinds of furnaces, but the principal

application which the designer had in mind
was the direct combustion of for the con-

struction of an internal-combustion engine

working by increase of volume at constant

pressure. In this connection it is interesting

to call attention to the early experiments of

Brayton along similar lines about thirty

years ago. There seems to be little doubt

that an efficient internal-combustion engine

of the Brayton type may be made in the

light of the experiments of Mr. Lucke, and

the ability of such a motor to burn almost

any kind of liquid fuel would be not the

least of its advantages.

By adopting this method of burning liquid

fuel it becomes practicable to maintain com-

bustion in a closed vessel continuously, the

air being supplied with the liquid fuel under

pressure and the products of combustion,

greatly augmented in volume, delivered in-

to another chamber, from which they pro-

ceed to the motor. The pressure of air and

fuel can be maintained by a pump driven by

the motor, precisely as was done by Bray-

ton, the pressure of compression being

somewhat higher than the resulting pressure

of combustion, this maintaining the flow of

air and fuel.

The resultant products of combustion

might be delivered to a double-acting cyl-

inder engine, similar to an ordinary steam

engine, or probably to better advantage they

might be permitted to impinge upon the

blades of a gas turbine of the dc Laval

type, this having the advantage of avoiding

the use of a water jacket, and probably per-

mitting a high degree of efficiency to be ob-

tained. Many similar applications will

doubtless suggest themselves, and future ex-

periments will decide the details of con-

struction.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING
BRIDGES.

Arch.

Design of a Concrete-Steel Arch Bridge.
Daniel B. Luten. Explains in detail a

method used by the writer during the past

year in erecting 16 bridges, which is

thought to eliminate some of the doubtful
factors. 5600 w. Eng News—May 8, 1902.

No. 48026.

Basel.

The Competition for the Middle Bridge
over the Rhine at Basel. Switzerland (Der
Wettbemberb um den Neubau der Mittlern

Rheinbriicke zu Basel). Carl Bernhard.
A well illustrated review of the design
which received the second prize, a steel

cantilever with a single architectural pier

in the center of the river. 2000 w. Zeit-

schr d Ver Deutscher Ing—April 19, 1902.

No. 48227 D.

Bridge Moving.

Moving the Ft. Wayne Bridge at Pitts-

burg. Illustrates and describes a move-
ment made necessary by the necessity of

erecting a new bridge of greater strength.

1800 w. Ry & Engng Rev—May 3, 1902.

No. 47963-

Dams.

See Civil Engineering, Construction.

Loadings.

Specified Loadings for Railroad Bridges.

Ward Baldwin. A list of loadings speci-

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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fied in 1901 by the railroads more than 100

miles lonsf, in the United States, Canada
and Mexico, and comparison with those
specified in 1893. 2000 w. R R Gaz—May
2, 1902. No. 47943.

Luxemburg.

The Great Luxemburg Arch. Illustrates

and describes this great arch now in course
of construction. It has a span of 277 ft.

1500 w. Engr, Lend—May 2, 1902. No.
48057 A.
The Luxemburg Bridge from the View

Point of an American Designer of Mason-
ry Arch Bridges. Albert W. Buel. An il-

lustrated article discussing features of the

design and construction. 3700 w. Eng
News—May 8, 1902. No. 48023.

Plate Girder,

Single-Track Plate Girder Railroad
Bridges at Richmond, Ind. Illustrated de-

scription of the details of erection of some
large plate-girder spans. 2200 w. Eng
Rec—May 17, 1902. No. 48130.

Quebec.

The Quebec Bridge. E. A. Hoare. An
illustrated description of the new canti-

lever bridge over the St. Lawrence near
Quebec. 2800 w. Can Engr—May, 1902.

No. 47915-

Skew Bridge.

A Heavy Double-Track Skew Bridge.
Illustrated description of a 237-ft. truss

bridge with solid floor. 1700 w. Eng
Rec—May 10, 1902. No. 47998.

Suspension Bridge.

Cable-Making on the New East River
Bridge, New York. A description of the
method of laying the wires for a suspen-
sion bridge with cables 2,985 ft. long. 2200
w. Eng Rec—May 3, 1902. No. 47860.

Cable Making on the New East River
Bridge. An illustrated description of this

interesting work. Each cable will be com-
posed of 7696 wires, and have a strength of
200,000 lbs. per sectional square inch. De-
scribes the process of cable making, the
changes introduced, and the system of an-
choring the cables. 1400 w. Ir Age—May
8, 1902. No. 47965.

Thusis, Switzerland.

The Rhine Bridge of the Albula Railway
at Thusis, Switzerland (Die Rheinbriicke
der Albulabahn bei Thusis). A well illus-

trated account of a steel deck bridge, 269
ft. span, in Eastern Switzerland. Serial.

2 Parts. 3000 w. Schweiz Bauzeitung

—

April 12 and 19, 1902. No. 48272 each B.

CANALS, RIVERS AND HARBORS.

Breakwater.

The New Breakwater at Port Colborne,
Ontario ; Welland Canal Entrance. De-
scribes extensive improvements being made
by the Canadian government at the point

where the Welland Canal leaves Lake Erie.
Also gives briefly the history of the canal,
with renort of its traffic and existin^^ works.
111. 4500 w. Eng News—May 15, 1902.

No. 48108.

Canals.

Canal Improvements in France. A pro-
ject for internal improvement now being
discussed, which mav cost $193,000,000.
600 w. U S Cons kepts,No. 1337—May 9,

1902. No. 47991 D.

Canal Traction.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Docks.

Floating Docks. Illustrates and dscribes
details of the Bermuda dock and the Al-
giers dock. 1000 w. Engng—May 2, 1902.

No. 48063 A.

Dredge.

Sea-Going Bucket Dredge "Hephae-
stos" with Floating Pipe Line (Seetiich-
tiger Eimerbagger "Hephaestos" mit
Schwimmender Rohrleitung). E. Klein-
rath. A well illustrated description of a
dredge built by Smulders for service in

China, with a pipe line for discharging the
dredged material supported on iron casks.

I Plate. 3000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deut-
scher Ing—April 19, 1902. No. 48226 D.

Dry Docks.

Reconstruction of the Pontanion Dry
Docks at the Brest Arsenal (Reconstruc-
tion des Formes de Radoub de Pontanion
dans I'Arsenal de Brest par M. Adrian
Hallier). G. Richou. An illustrated ac-

count of the work of enlarging and mod-
ernizing dry docks for large naval vessels.

I Plate. 5000 w. Mem Soc Ing Civils de
France—Feb., 1902. No. 48409 G.

Reconstruction of the Pontanion Dry
Docks at the Brest Arsenal, France (Re-
construction des Formes de Radoub de
Pontanion dans I'Arsenal de Brest). G.
Richou. Illustrated description of enlarge-

ment and modernization of old dry docks
for battleships and cruisers, i Plate. 3500
w. Genie Civil—May 3, 1902. No. 48287
D.

Floods.

General Discussion on the Discharge of
Streams. On the influence of floods and
protection from them. 4700 w. Pro Engrs*
Club of Phila—April, 1902. No. 47845 D.

Isthmian Canal.

The Choice of Isthmian Canal Routes.

John T. Morgan. Presents the advantages
of the Nicaragua route, and disadvantages
of the Panama route. 5600 w. N Am
Rev—May, 1902. No. 47834 D.

The Conditions Governing the Panama
and the Nicaragua Canal Routes. George
S. Morison. An address before the Massa-
chusettts Reform Club. States the ad-

fVe supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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vantages of the two routes in a general
way, but favors the Panama route. Also
discusses the reasons why a canal should
be built. 6000 w. R R Gaz—May 9, 1902.
No. 47967. ,

The Isthmian Canal. Briefly reviews the
suggested routes, especially discussing the
Panama and the Nicaragua routes, and the
problems in connection with each. 5800 w.
Locomotive—March, 1902. No. 48083.

The Proposed Inter-Oceanic Canal. The
first of a series of articles discussing the
present outlook of this project, the routes
favored, causes of delay, and matters of in-

terest connected with the undertaking.
Sections of the Nicaragua route are given.

2500 w. Engr, Lond—May 2, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 48056 A.

River Improvement.

Improvement of the Black Warrior,
Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers, in Ala-
bama. R. C. McCalla. An illustrated arti-

cle giving detailed description of work to

cost about $5,000,000. 1 1500 w. Pro Am
Soc Civ Engrs—April, 1902. No. 47826 E.

The Improvement of the Channels of the
Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers by the City
of Philadelphia. An illustrated article

stating the projects, giving details of the
work and of the methods and machinery
used. Also discussion. 9800 w. Pro
Engrs Club of Phila—April, 1902. No.
47844 D.

Spillways.

The New Spillways of the Pribram Res-
ervoirs (Die Neuen Ueberlaufgerinne der
Pribramer Hauptteiche). Julius Divis. An
illustrated account of improvements to

safeguard the dams and reservoirs at a
large Bohemian silver and lead works and
mines. 2000 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u
Hiittenwesen—]May 10, 1902. No. 48268 B.

Stream Gauging.

The Figdor Indicator for Measuring the
Velocity of Water (Der Wassergeschwin-
digkeits-Indicator System Wilhelm Fig-
dor). Illustrated description of apparatus
for measuring the velocity of flow in

streams. An electric circuit is closed at

every revolution of the vane, and a train of
wheels set in motion. A recording appara-
tus is al?o shown. 1500 w. Oesterr Woch-
enschr f d Oeffent Baudienst—May 3, 1902.

No. 48220 B.

CONSTRUCTION.

Building Construction.

Erection of the New York Stock Ex-
change Building. Illustrated description
of the method of building a steel frame so
heavy that bridge erection methods had to

be adopted. 2300 w. Eng Rec—May 24,

1902. No. 48193.

Setting Heavy Columns in the Hall of
Records, New York. Describes the method

of handling granite columns 4^ feet in di-

ameter and 36 ft. long. 900 w. Eng Rec
—May 10, 1902. No. 48005.
The New York Stock Exchange Build-

ing. Illustrated description of the heavy
steel-work in a 150 x 150 ft. building hav-
ing an unusual arrangement of rooms.
2600 w. Eng Rec—May 17, 1902. No. 48-

135-

Coal Pocket.

Steel and Concrete Coal Storage Plant.
Franklin M. Bowman. The Lowell Gas
Light Company's coal pocket is described
in detail. It is fireproof. 111. 2000 w.
Trans Am Soc Mech Engrs, No. 0950

—

May, 1902. No. 47987.

Cofferdams.

Interlocking Steel Sheeting in Coffer-
dam Construction. Illustrates and briefly

describes a new method of interest being
employed in the construction of the sub-
structure of the Randolph St. bridge in

Chicago. 500 w. Ry Age—May 2, 1902.

No. 47960.

Dams.

A Proposed New Type of Masonry Dam.
George L. Dillman. States the definite re-

quirements of masonry dams, and suggests
a new type, according to these require-

ments,, which will contain less masonry, for
the same factor of safety, than any of the
recognized "standard types." 2000 w. Pro
Am Soc of Civ Engrs—April, 1902. No.
47825 E.

Description of a Dam and Accompanying
Works Built for the Water Commission-
ers, London, Ont., at Springbank. J. A.
Heaman. Description and drawings show-
ing the nature of the works, which consist

of a concrete dam, retaining walls, etc.

2500 w. Can Soc of Civ Engrs, Adv. Proof
—April 24, 1902. No. 47832 D.

The Bohio Dam. Continued discussion
of paper on this subject, by George S. INIor-

ison. 111. 10300 w. Pro Am Soc of Civ
Engrs—April, 1902. No. 47827 E.

Fire-Resisting.

Fire-Resisting Construction. R. Clar-
ence Backhouse. Read before the Inst, of
Archt's., N. S. W. Discusses methods of
construction, especialK^ aiming to find

something inexpensive but effective. 3600
w. Aust Min Stand—April 3, 1902. No.
48160 B.

Foundations.

A Foundation Failure and its Recon-
struction. Illustrated description of in-

teresting work acomplished under diffi-

culties. 1700 w. Eng News—May i,

1902. No. 47940.
Some Observations on the Deep Pneu-

matic Work of the New East River Bridge
Foundations. Edwin Duryea, Jr. A gen-
eral description of special features of the
work ; the compressed air conditions, cais-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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son sinking, material encountered, tem-
peratures, etc. 4500 w. Eng News

—

May I, 1902. No. 47941.
Undermining the Decker Building, New

York. Illustrates and describes the meth-
od used in carrying long sections of wall,

185 ft. high and weighing 12000 tons, by
means of unusually heavy beams and
shores. 2500 w. Eng News—May 10,

1902. No. 48002.

Masonry.

Graphical Design of Retaining Walls,
Dams, Abutments and Bridge Piers with
Plane and Curved Surfaces (Graphosta-
tische Verfahren zur Directen Dimension-
irung von Stiitz und Staumauern, Wider-
lagern und Briickeupfeilern mit Ebenen
und Gekriimunten Begreuzunsrsflachen).

Josef Schreier. Grapical methods for ma-
sonry structures, with formulae and dia-

grams. 6000 w. Zeitschr d Oe?terr Ing u
Arch Ver—April 25, IQ02. No. 48222 B.

Hoads.

Highway Construction. E. R. Buckley.
Discusses principally the character of the
pavement to be constructed and the meth-
ods employed, but also considers other
matters related to this subject. 7000 w.

Jour Assn of Engng Socs—April, 1902.

No. 48086 C.

Some Observations upon the Binding of

Sand by Stone Dust. Halbert Powers
Gillette. Outlines a theory that if correct

would make it possible to bind clean sand
with fine stone dust forming a macadam,
and aims to show that such a phenomenon
occurs. 1 100 w. Eng News—May 15,

1902. No. 48115.

Streets and Roads. James H. McDon-
ald. Shows the severe usage of the

city pavements of the present, discuss-

ing the six pavements now generally adop-
ted in large cities, and their construction.

General discussion follows. 9500 w. Jour
Assn of Engng Soc's—April, 1902. No.
48085 C.

The Selection of Materials for Macad-
am Roads. Extracts from a report by
Logan Waller Page on the properties of
road materials suitable for different classes

of traffic. 3100 w. Eng. Rec—May 17,

1902. No. 48132.

Simplon Tunnel.

The Construction of the Simplon Tun-
nel (Der Ban des Simplon-Tunnels).
Hr. Molsen. A paper before the Hamburg
branch of the Verein deutscher Ingeni-
eure, giving a general account of this great
Swiss-Italian tunnel and its construction.
3000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing

—

May 3, 1902. No. 48237 D.

Tunneling.

Construction of the Metropolitan Rail-
way, Paris. Illustrated description of tun-
neling operations with and without shields,

sometimes along the route of large sewers.

3400 \v. Eng Rec—May 24, 1902. No.
48191.

MATERIALS.

Brickwork.

Experiments with a Division Wall (Ver-
such bezuglich der Standfestigkeit einer
bcheidemauer). Karl Stigler. Illustrated

description of experiments with a brick
wall, where part was removed and part
remained in place. 600 w. Zeitschr d
Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver—May 2, 1902.

No. 4822s B.

Cement.

The New Swiss Standards for Hydraul-
ic Cements (Die Neuen Schweiz, Nor-
men fiir Hydraulische Bindemittel). A
comparison of the old standards for ce-

ment and cement testing and those re-

cently adopted by the Swiss Cement Man-
ufacturers' Association and Swiss Engin-
eers and Architects Society. 2000 w.
Schweiz Bauzeitung—April 10. 1902. No.
48274 B.

The Portland Cement Industry in Mich-
igan. Its history as given by Prof. Israel

C. Russell in the Annual Report of the

U. S. Geol. Survey. 1200 w. Sci Am
Sup—May 17, 1902. No. 48105.

Columns.

Resistance of Materials. The Stability

of Loaded Columns (Resistance des Ma-
teriaux Etude sur la Stabilite des Pieces
Chargees Debout). Gus L. Gerard. A
mathematical discussion of the theory of

long straight pieces under compression.
Diagrams. 10,000 w. Rev Univ d Mines
—March, 1902. No. 48418 H.

Exhibition.

Stone at the Royal Exchange Colonial
Exhibition. Describes some of the note-

worthy exhibits from various localities.

5400 w. Quarry—May i, 1902. No. 48-

070 A.

Fireproofing.

Different Building Materials Considered
as to Their Adaptation for Fireproofing

and Fire Retarding Purposes. Adler Mul-
ler. Considers brick, terra cotta, concrete,

cast iron, wrought iron and steel, stone,

timber and wired glass. 3500 w. Ins

Eneng—April, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.

47830 C.

Georgia.

The Mineral Resources of Georgia. Ex-
tract from a paper by Prof. S. W. McCal-
lie giving information concerning the de-

velopment of the quarrying industry, the

valuable marbles, granites, etc. ; the road
building material is also reported. 330c

w. Stone—March, 1892. No. 48021 C.

Marble.

An experimental investigation into the

Flow of Marble. Frank D. Adams. An

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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illustrated article indicating the methods
employed in the investipration and the re-

sults attained. 2800 w. Can Engr—May,
1902. No. 47917.

Reinforced Concrete.

Canal Lining of Reinforced Concrete
(Revetement en Beton de Ciment Arme
un Plafond de Canal). An illustrated de-

scription of a lining for the bottom and
sides of a canal at Epinal, France. 800 w.
Genie Civil—April 26, 1902. No. 48286 D.

Computing the Strength of Concrete
Steel Beams. Louis F. Brayton. Table
for the moment of resistance of reinforced
concrete computed according to theory
"B" presented by Prof. Hatt, with explan-
atory notes. 500 w. Eng News—May 15,

1902. No. 481 12.

The Boussiron System of Reinforced
Concrete (Note sur les Constructions
en Cement Arme Systeme Boussiron). J.

Boussiron. An extended illustrated ac-

count of a reinforced concrete system us-

ing straight, round, rough iron rods.

Serial, ist part. 6000 w. Revue Tech-
nique—May 10, IQ02. No. 48400 D.

Theory of the Strength of Beams of

Reinforced Concrete. W. Kendrick Hatt.
Abstract of a paper read before the In-

diana Engng Soc. An illustrated article

explaining different theories of the strength
of concrete steel construction and com-
paring the results of computations from
the same data following these different

theories. 2500 w. Eng Rec—May 10,

1902. No. 47996.

Resistance of Materials-

New Methods in the Study of the Re-
sistance of Materials (Neuere Methoden
der Festigkeitslehre). S. Rappaport. A
mathematical discussion of the resistance

of materials and framework calculations,

with diagrams. Serial, ist part. 1500
w. Schweiz Bauzeitung—May 10, 1902.

No. 48277 B.

Timber.

The Timber Resources of the Austral-
ian Commonwealth. Edward T. Scam-
mell. Showing the claims of Australian
timber to the favorable consideration of
municipal, railway and marine engineers,
architects, builders, and cabinet and art-

workers. Also discussion. 14000 w.
Jour Soc of Arts—May 2, 1902. No.
48073 A.

MEASUREMENT.
Loads.

Maximum Moments and Wheel Loads.
Mathematical demonstration of problems
in which combined loading is used. 1000
w. R R Gaz—May 23, 1902. No. 48323.

Surveying.

Mine Surveying. Paper presented at

meeting of the Assn. of Ontario Land

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.

Survs. by Messrs De Morex and Silvester.

Methods of obtaining accurate under-
ground surveys and plans are considered.
2700 w. Can Engr—May, 1902. No.
47918.

Range Pole Surveying. H. F. Wilson,
Jr. Abstract of a paper read before the
Engng. Assn. of the South. Describes a
rapid method of approximate surveying
for a railway in Alabama. 1400 w. Eng
Rec—May 17, 1902. No. 4813 1.

Transit.

Some Hints on Specifications for an
Engineer's Transit. Prof. L. S. Smith.
An illustrated article discussing the defic-

iencies of this instrument and the proper
remedies. 3700 w. Wis Engr—April,

1902. No. 47821 D.

MUNICIPAL.

Paving Brick.

Comparison of Brick Tests and Street
Wear. Charles Carroll Brown. A report
of tests and trials of a number of brands
of paving brick made in Detroit in 1898.

Also tests of paving materials in Mary-
land. 1900 w. Munic Engng—May, 1902.

No. 47835 C.

Pavements.

The New Specifications for Asphalt
Pavements in New York. Extracts from
specifications intended to allow free com-
petition while restricting the choice of
materials to those suitable for such work.
2400 w. Eng Rec—May 17, 1902. No.
48129.

Sewage DisposaL

Electric Sewage Pumps, Septic Tanks
and Contact Beds at Fond du Lac, Wis.
George S. Pierson. Gives general infor-

mation regarding the city and its sewerage
system, with illustrated description of the

fine plant recently put in operation. 3000
w. Eng News—May 22, 1902. No. 4831 1.

Pittsfield Sewage Disposal Plant. Illus-

trates and describes the new system on
the plan of intermittent filtration. 1300 w.
Fire & Water—May 3, 1902. No. 47891,.

Sewage Disposal at Collineswood, N. J.

G. Everett Hill. Illustrates and describes

a plant with a septic tank and four coke
filters. 2200 w. Engng Rec—May 3, 1902.

No. 47859-

Sewage Disposal at Fond du Lac, Wis-
consin. Irvine Watson. An illustrated

detailed description of a septic tank in-

stallation. 1700 w. Munic Engng—May,
1902. No. 47836 C.

The Action of the Septic Tank on Acid
Sewage. A review of the experiments for

15 months made by Leonard P. Kinni-
cutt and Harrison P. Eddy on the work
actually done by a closed tank, on sewage
containing an unusual amount of iron salts.

3800 w. Eng Rec—May 10, 1902. No. 48003.
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The Intermittent Sewage Filters at

Pittsfield, Mass. Illustrated description of

a system of storage tanks, electric pumps
and intermittent filters of 25 acres extent.

1300 w. Eng Rec—May 10, 1902. No.
48000.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Street Cleaner.

New System of Street Cleaning. Illus-

trated description of a sanitary machine
now in use in New York. 400 w. Sci Am
—May 10, 1902. No. 48027.

WATER SUPPLY.

Filtration.

Filtration of River Water. Alfred J.

Jenkins. Extracts from a paper read be-

fore the Assn. of Munic. & Co. Engrs. at

Birmingham. Considers means adopted
for treatment. Discussion. 5800 w. Jour
Gas Lgt—April 29, 1902. No. 48079 A.

Reservoirs.

Automatic Regulation of Discharge
from a Reservoir. F. Rigaud. Gives
solutions of the question, with mathemat-
ical development of formula. 1000 w.
Min & Sci Pr—May 10, 1902. No. 48098.

Stand-Pipes.

Wind Damage to Water Works Stand-
Pipe at Lincoln, Neb. An illustrated ac-

count of the accident. 600 w. Eng News
—May IS, 1902. No. 481 11.

See also Civil Engineering, Miscellany.

Stream Gauging.

See Civil Engineering, Canals, Rivers
and Harbors.

Wachusett Reservoir.

The North Dike of the Wachusett Res-
ervoir, Metropolitan Water Works. Fred-
eric P. Stearns. Reprinted from the Pro.
Am. Soc. of Civ. Engrs., from the discus-

sion on the Bohio Dam. Description of
the design and construction. 7800 w. Eng
News—May 8, 1902. No. 48025.

Water Purification.

The Iron Coagulant Process at Lorain.
Describes the method of preparing sul-

phate of iron for use as a coagulant with
rapid filters. 1200 w. Eng Rec—May 10,

1902. No. 480OT.

Water Softening.

The Kennicott Water Softening Sys-
tem. Illustrated detailed description. It

consists in the addition of soda and lime
solutions, supplemented by the sedimenta-
tion of the treated water. 2000 w. Eng
News—May 15, 1902. No. 48109.

Water-Works.

The utility of subsiding Basins. Re-
view of a monograph by W. Kiersted. giv-

ing the results of experiments on the class-

ification of Missouri River water by sed-

imentation and coagulation. 2500 w. Eng
Rec—May 17, 1902. No. 48134.

Wells.

Artesian Water Supply and Irrigation,
W. Gibbons Cox. An account of the ex-
tent to which underground water has been
utilized in the past, and suggestions for
the fuller application. 2000 w. • Engr,
Lond—April 25, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 47886 A.

Well Driving. A. H. Eldredge. Con-
siders the method of driving wells and
connecting the pump suction. 111. 1300
w. Mach, N Y—May, 1902. No. 47913.

MISCELLANY.

Cuba.

Engineering in Cuba. C. J. Carlson. An
extract from a field order, dealing with the
water and sewage systems of the army
camp at Quemador, Cuba. 111. 2000 w.
Wis Engr—April, 1902. No. 47820 D.

Education.

The Engineer of the Twentieth Century.
Robert Moore. Presidential address be-

fore the Am. Soc. of C. E. concerning the
requirements for successful eneineering
practice. 3100 w. Eng Rec—May 24, 1902.

No. 48188.

Engineering Society.

The First Fifty years of the American
Society of Civil Engineers. Charles War-
ren Hunt. Briefly reviews the growth in

members, character of papers, library, etc.

2900 w. Eng Rec—May 24, 1902. No.
48189.

Irrigation.

Irrigation in Roumania and Bulgaria
(Bewasserung der Rustikalgriinde in Ru-
manien und Bulgarien). Jan Blauth. An
illustrated description of irrigating and
rather primitive water-raising methods. I

plate. 700 w. Oesterr Wochenschr f d
Oefifent Baudienst—April 19, 1902. No.
48217 B.

Wind Pressure.

Competition for a Wind-Pressure Re-
corder (Vorschriften fiir den Wettbewerb-
zur Erlangung einer Vorrichtung zum
Messen des Winddruckes). The terms of

a competition for a wind-pressure measurer
and recorder, held by the German Ministry
of Public Works, and which closes April
I, 1903, at the "Deutsche Seewarte," Ham-
burg. 500 w. Technologist—April, 1902.

No. 48414.

The Wind Pressure on Upright Cylin-

drical Tanks (Berechnung von Behaltern
auf Winddruck). Prof. Philipp Forch-
heimer. The mathematical design of

standpipes with particular reference to

wind pressures. Diagrams and formulae.

5000 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u Arch
Ver—May 2, 1902. No. 48224 B.

We supply copies of these arttcles. See page 651.
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COMMUNICATION,
Cables.

Automatic Relay Translation for Long
Submarine Cables. S. G. Brown. Read
before the Inst, of Elec. Engrs. Illustrated

description of a system in use on some of

the lines of the largest cable companies.

3200 w. Elect'n, Lond—May 16, 1902. Se-
rial. 1st part. No. 48352 A.

Submarine Telephone Cable with In-

creased Self-induction (Unterseeische
Fernsprechkabel mit Erhohter Selbstin-

duktion). C. E. Krarup. An account of

measurements of experimental telephone

cables having iron ribbon and iron wire
wound about the copper conductor. 1800

w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—April 17, 1902.

No. 48202 B.

Fire Alarm.

The Vienna Fire Alarm System (Die
Organisation des Nachrichtendienstes der
Wiener Feuerwehr). W. Chitil. An il-

lustrated general review of the telegraphic,

telephonic and automatic fire-alarm service

of Vienna. 3000 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr
Ing u Arch Ver—May 9, 1902. No. 48-

245 B.

Space Telegraphy.

Fessenden System of Wireless Tele-
graphy. Reporc ot the testing of this sys-

tem at Roanoke Island, N. C, by the U. S.

Weather Bureau. It differs materially

from the Marconi system, especially in em-
ploving no coherer. 1500 w. Elec WiU
& Engr—May 3, 1902. No. 47925.

The Genesis of Wireless Telegraphy.
A. Frederick Collins. A record of the ef-

forts and facts that are responsible for the
spark-gao and coherer system of wireless

telegraphy. 111. 3800 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—May 10, 1902. No. 48039.

The Scientific Basis of Spark Tele-
Taphy. Abstract of a paper by Dr. A.
Slaby, in the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift.

An account of the scientific basis of the
writer's method of wireless telegraphy.
2000 w. Elect'n, Lond—April 25, 1902.

Serial, ist nart. .»o. 47879 A.

Wireless Telegraphy Invention. A
summary by Prof. Sylvanus P. Thompson
published in the London Saturday Review.
Also editorial. 1900 w. Elec Rev, N Y

—

May 10, 1902. No. 48037.

Telegraphy.

An Electric Picture Telegraph. De-
scribes an improved electroerraph instru-

ment, giving illustration and sample of
work, and explaining its operation. 1300
w. Eng News—May i, 1902. No. 47939.

The Buckingham Long-Distance Page-
Printing Telegraph. William Maver, Jr.

An illustrated description of a system op-
eratilig at a high rate of speed on the long-

est circuits, in which the messages are re-

ceived on the ordinary telegraph blank, or

on large sheets if desired. 6000 w. Elec

Wld & Engr—May 24, 1902. No. 48373-
The Telegraph of To-day. J. C. Bar-

clay. A letter favoring manual rather than
automatic telegraphy except for emergency
service. 1000 w. Elec Wld & Engr

—

May 24, 1902. No. 48374.

Telephone Switch.

Telephone Switch for the Moldau-Elbe
Canal System (Telephon-Umschalter fiir

die Fernsprechanlage der Moldau-Elbe-
Canalisierung). Hans Mattausch. An
illustrated description of the telephone sys-

tem of the Moldau-Elbe canalization works
particularly of a switching arrangement
designed by the author, i plate. 4500 w.
Oesterr Wochenschr f d Oeffent Baudienst
—April 26, 1902. No. 48218 B.

Telephony.

Party Lines. Oscar M. Leich. Con-
siders the difficulties encountered on party

lines and describes the signaling systems
used. 3000 w. Wis Engr—April, 1902.

No. 47819 D.

DISTRIBUTION.

Alternating Current.

A Resume of the Alternating-Current
System. H. G. Reist. Considers the gen-
erators, motors, distribution, etc. 2500 w.
Am Elect'n—June, 1902. No. 48305.

Blasting.

See Mining and Metallurgy, Mining.

Cable Tests.

See Electrical Engineering, Measure-
ment.

Fuses.

Safety Fuses in Branched Circuits

(Ueber Sicherungen in Vergweigten
Leitungsanlagen). Prof. A. Sengel. A
discussion of the proper placing of fuses in

branch circuits which have more than one
connection with main circuits. Diagrams.
1600 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—May i,

1902. No. 48207 B.

Graphical Calculations.

Some Constructions for the Graphical
Calculation of Conducting Networks
(Einige Konstruktionen zur Graphischen
Berechnung von Leitungsnetzen). Bruno
Soschinski. An extension and completion
of some graphical constructions due to C.
Hochenegg, with diagrams. 1200 w. Elek-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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trotech Zeitschr—April 24, 1902. No.

48204 B.

Polyphase.

Practical Polyphase Working. Dr. Louis

Bell. Deals with the installation and oper-

ation of polyphase stations, Avith special

reference to the power transmission work
for which such apparatus is used? 3000

w. Am Elect'n—June, 1902. No. 48307.

Railway Feeders.

The Calculation of Feeders for Electric

Railway Distribution Systems (Beitrag

zur Berechnung von Speiseleitungen Elek-

trischer Bahnanlagen). Prof. A. Sengel.

A determination of the most economical

cross-section of feeding conductors, with

formulae and diagrams. 2000 w. Elektro-

tech Zeitschr—April 17, 1902. No. 48-

200 B.

Voltage Control.

The Synchronous Converter as Voltage
Controller. M. Seidner. Shows by
graphical treatment how these machines
may be employed for indirectly regulating

the voltage by changing the field of the

converter. 2200 w. Elec Wld & Engr

—

May 3, 1902. No. 47923-

Wattless Currents.

Wattless Currents (Ueber Wattlose
Strome). C. P. Feldmann. A paper be-

fore the Electrotechnical Society of Co-
logne, discussing various phenomena of al-

ternating current circuits having capacity

and inductance. 4000 w. Elektrotech

Zeitschr—April 24, 1902. No. 48206 B.

ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Electro-Metallurgy.

Electrolytic Production of Metals, with
Special Keference to Copper and Nickel.

William Koehler. An interesting discus-

sion of this subject, explaining the meth-
od of working, the reactions and the dif-

ferent processes in use. 4000 w. Can
Min Rev—April 30, 1902. No. 47908 B.

The English Electro-Metallurgical Com-
pany, Limited. An illustrated account of

the new works of a newly organized com-
pany, and their equipment, the methods
employed, etc. 2000 w. Engng—May 16,

1902. No. 48358 A.

Treatment of Auriferous Ores. C. A.
Mulholland. Read at meeting Sydney
Tech. Col. Min. & Met. Soc. Discusses
apparatus where the electro-solution and
electro-deposition of the gold are effected

in one operation. 2800 w. Aust Min
Stand—April 10, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 48159 B.

Electromotive Force.

Researches on Electromotive Forces
(Recherches sur les Forces Electromo-
trices). M. Berthelot. A theoretical dis-

cussion of chemical action and electromo-

tive force, and comparison of calculated

and experimental results with various
combinations of materials. 4000 w.
Comptes Rendus—April 14, 1902. No. 48-

423 D.

Storage Battery.

Design for a High-Capacity Storage
Battery. J. C. Brocksmith. Working
drawings with descriptions of details. 3000
w. Am Elect'n—June, 1902. No. 48309.

Water Electrolysis.

The Technical Electrolysis of Water
(Die Technische Elektrolyse des Wassers).
Victor Engelhardt. An illustrated his-

torical and general review of processes for

the electrolysis of water and the resulting

production of oxygen and hydrogen. 6500
w. Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver

—

May 9, 1902. No. 48244 B.

ELECTRO-PHYSICS.

Coherers.

The Mode of Action of Coherers and
Auto-Decoherers (Remarquessur le Fonc-
tionnement des Choereurs et des Auto-
Decohereurs). O. Rochefort. A record
of observation leading to the opinion that

auto-decoherers can be made ordinary co-

herers by diminishing the pressure of the

imperfect contacts. 400 w. Comptes Ren-
dus—April 14, 1902. No. 48428 D.

Constants.

Physical Constants. C. L T. Haussen.
A simplified system of dynamic, caloric,

electric, magnetic and other physical and
chemical constants and calculations. Math-
ematical demonstration. 1500 w. Engng
—May 9, 1902. No. 48184 A.

Duddell Arc.

The Theory of the Duddell Singing Arc
(Quelques Remarques sur la Theorie de
I'Arc Chantant de Duddell). Paul Janet.

A mathematical discussion, with sugges-
tion for obtaining alternating from con-
tinuous current by means of this arc. 300
w. Comptes Rendus—April 14, 1902. No.
48425 D.

Low Temperatures.

Electrical Phenomena at Low Temper-
atures (Les Phenomenes Electriques aux
Basses Temperatures). M. d'Arsonval.
An illustrated account of the liquefaction'

of gases, and electric, magnetic and other
phenomena at very low temperatures. 8000
w. Bull Soc Internationale d Electriciens

—

March, 1902. No. 48403 E.

Radiography.

Walter's Rontgen Ray Apparatus. An
illustrated description of the practical con-

struction and method of working the ap-

paratus devised by Dr. Walter, of Ham-
burg. 1700 w. Elec Rev, Lond—May 9,

1902. No. 48166 A.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Spark Spectra.

Variations of the Spectrum of Electric

Snarks (Variations du Spectre des Etin-

celles). B. Eeinitis. An account of ex-
periments, which show that with elec-

trodes remaining the same, the spectrum
of the electric discharge between them
varies with the self-induction of the cir-

cuit. 600 w. Comptes Rendus—April

14, 1902. No. 48426 D.

GENERATING STATIONS.

Austria-Hungary.

Electricity in Austria-Hungary. Felix
Horschitz. Describes important and in-

teresting plants, showing what has been
accomplished. 111. 2200 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—May 3, 1902. No. 47922.

Buenos Aires.

The Buenos Aires Electric Station of

the German Transmarine Electric Com-
pany (Das Elektricitatswerk der Deutsch-
Ueberseeischen Elektricitats-Gesellschaft

in Buenos Aires). H. Baehcker. An illus-

trated description of a large station for

light and power, on the Rio de la Plata,

Argentina. 2000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

May 8, 1902. No. 48212 B.

California.

S. K. C. Apparatus at Colgate. Edw.
Heitmann and William Currie. Illustrat-

ed description of the principal electrical

features of this power house, especially the
generators. 6000 w. Jour of Elec—April,

1902. No. 48146 C.

Discussion.

The Isolated Plant versus the Central
Station—Discussion at the Chicago Elec-

trical Association. Report of a very inter-

esting discussion on the comparative ad-
vantages of the two systems. 3200 w.
Elec Wld & Engr—May 10, 1902. No.
48041.

Generator Sets.

Some Details of Direct-Connected Gen-
erator Sets. William H. Bryan. The
usual division of responsibilities between
engine and generator builders in the con-
struction of direct-connected sets, is out-

lined. 2500 w. Trans Am Soc of Mech
Engrs, No. 0951—May, 1902. No. 47988.

Hagneck.

The Hydro-Electric Station at Hagneok,
Switzerland (Usine Hydro-Electrique de
Hagneck, Suisse). Henry Martin. A well
illustrated, comprehensive account of this

large plant and the electric distribution sys-
tem. I plate. 4500 w. Genie Civil—April
12, 1902. No. 48280 D.

Heating.

Central Station Heating. D. F. McGee.
Read before the Iowa State Elec. Lgt.
Assn. A description- of the plant at Red
Oak, Iowa, with discussion of points of

importance to obtain success. 3000 w. Am
Gas Lgt Jour—May 12, 1902. No. 48051.

Magnetic Reaction.

On Magnetic Reactions m Dynamos
(Sur la Reaction Magnetique de I'Induit

des Dynamos). N. Vasilesco-Karpen. A
mathematical discussion of the effect of the
induced currents in armature and arma-
ture windings. 600 w. Comptes Rendus

—

April 14, 1902. No. 48427 D.

Paris.

The Electric Station of the Eastern Par-
is Lighting Company (Installations Elec-
triques de la Cie. Est-Lumiere). Henry
Martin. A well illustrated description of
a central station, sub-station and electric

distribution system in the east suburbs of
Paris. I plate. 4000 w. Genie Civil—May
10, 1902. No. 48288 D.

Recent Construction.

Recent Construction at the Atlantic
Avenue Station of the Edison Electric Il-

luminating Company of Boston. I. E.
Moultrop and R. E. Curtis. An account
of some of the new features introduced and
of the conditions under which they were
developed. 111. 7200 w. Trans Am Soc of
Mech Engrs, No. 0944—May, 1902. No.
47982.

Rheostat.

See Electrical Engineering, Measure-
ment.

Shawinigan Falls.

Water Power Development at Shawin-
igan Falls. Wallace C. Johnson. Ab-
stract of a lecture before the Canadian
Soc. of Civ. Engrs. Describes the work
of development. 4200 w. Can Engr

—

May, 1902. No. 47916.

South Wales.

Electric Power Supply Scheme for

South Wales. An account of the engi-

neering features of a scheme for supply-
ing electric energy over an area of about
1.034 square miles. 1600 w. Ir & Coal
Trds Rev—May 2, 1902. No. 48068 A.

Spain.

Hydro-Electric Station near Madrid
(Proyectos de Santillana). A compre-
hensive, illustrated review of a 2000 H. P.

hydro-electric plant which will transmit
energy to Madrid and other places in the

vicinity; projected by the Marquis de
Santillana. 18000 w. Madrid Cientificos

Supplement—April, 1902. No. 48299 D.

Speed Regulation.

See ^Mechanical Engineering, Steam En-
gineering.

Switzerland.

Some Statistics of Swiss Electric Sta-
tions (Einige Zahlen betrefifend die Schwei-
zerischen Elektricitatsvverke). Prof.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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W. Wyssling. A statistical review of

Swiss electric stations of all kinds, prin-

cipally driven by water power. Serial.

1st part. looo w. Schweiz Bauzeitung

—

May lo, 1902. No. 48276 B.

Transformers.

Transformer Testing by Central Sta-

tion Companies. R. F. Schuchardt. Prac-
tical information of testing methods which
are rapid and sufficiently accurate. Gives
a table of average results from transform-
ers. 111. 2300 w. Elec Wld & Engr

—

May 17, 1902. No. 48149.

Wales.

Electrical Enterprise in Wales. De-
scribes the plant of the South Wales Elec-

trical Distribution Company, summarized
from an article in the South Wales Dailv
Neivs. 1500 w. U S Cons Repts, No.
1344—May 17, 1902. No. 48084 D.

Whitehall, 111.

A Progressive and Profitable Small
Central Station. J. R. Cravath. An illus-

trated detailed description of the plant of
the Whitehall (111.) Electric Co. 3400 w.
Am i.lect'n—June, 1902. No. 48303.

LIGHTING.
Arc Lamp.

A New Type of Continuous Current Arc
Lamp. Frank Lewis. Illustrated de-
scription of the lamp and its action. 900
w. Elec Rev, Lond—May 2, 1902. No.
48081 A.

Cincinnati.

Ihe Cincinnati Gas and Electric Com-
pany. Illustrated detailed description of
he generating station and its equipment,
the territory supplied, lamps, etc. 5200 w.
Elec Wld & Engr—May 17, 1902. No.
48147-
The System of the Cincinnati Gas and

Electric Company. L. G. Lilley. Illus-

trated description of a fine modern electric

lighting system. 3000 w. Elec Rev, N Y
—May 17, 1902. No. 48143.

Incandescent Lamps.

The Birth of a Glow Lamp. An illus-

trated description of the processes involved
in the manufacture. 3200 w. Elec Times
—April 24. 1902. No. 47868 A.
The Incandescent Electric Lamp—How

Manufactured and Tested. William A.
Del Mar. An illustrated description of
the processes employed by a large Euro-
pean manufacturer. Also gives variations
of the process introduced by other makers.
2700 w. Sci Am Sup—May 24, 1902. No.
48301.
The Manufacture of Glow Lamps. An

illustrated detailed description of their
manufacture and testing. 1800 w. Elec
Rev, Lond—May 9, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 48167 A.
An Incandescent Lamp Test. J. D. Nies.

A report of tests covering six makes of
lamps. Diagrams. 500 w. Cent Sta

—

May, 1902. No. 47969.

Municipal Lighting.

Municipal Electric Lighting in Chicago.
I. Report of Haskins and Sells, the result

of an investigation into the finances of
the plant. II. Economic and Social Fac-
tors in Chicago Municipal Lighting. John
R. Commons. The general conclusions
favor the municipal plant. 7000 w. Mu-
nic Af—March, 1902. No. 47893 D.

Nemst Lamp.
Tests on the Nernst Lamp. R. P. Hulse.

Paper read at Birmingham, Eng., March
19, 1902. Describes the tests made of the

1902 model, giving diagrams. 1800 w.
Elec Rev, Lond—April 18, 1902. Serial,

ist part. No. 47877 A.

The Nernst Lamp. Murray C. Beebe.
Abstract of a paper read before the New
England Cotton Mfrs. Assn. Describes the

commercial and automatic lamp as recent-

Iv developed. 1200 w. Ir Age—May 29,

1902. No. 48375-

Rates.

The Flat Rate Nuisance. Thomas D.
Miller. Read at meeting of the South-
western Gas, Electric and Street Railway
Assn. Condemning fiat rates as applied
to the lighting business. 1600 w. Am Gas
Lgt Jour—May 12, 1902. No. 48050.

Suburban.

A successful Suburban System. Alton
D. Adams. Describes the territory served
by the Maiden Electric Company, near
Boston, the plant, etc., the number of in-

candescent street lamps supplied being
larger than any other nlant in the state.

2000 w. Elec Wld & Engr—May 17, 1902.

No. 48148.

The Bergen County, N. J. Lighting Sys-
tem. W. J. Jones. Illustrated description

of a system furnishing current for street-

lighting, commercial lighting and power to

thirty-eight municipalities, which comprise
about fifty different towns and boroughs,
covering about 160 sq. miles. 1400 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—May 24, 1902. No. 48372.

Supply.

Electric Lighting by Street Railway sys-

tems. Alton D. Adams. Discusses the
movement looking to the supply of elec-

tric light from street railway stations,

showing its desirabilitv from the stand-
point of the general public. 1700 w. St
Ry Rev—May 20, 1902. No. 48340 C.

Western Plants.

Some Typical Western Electric Lighting
Plants. Brief Illustrated descriptions of

interesting details in what may be re-

garded as typical installations. 1200 w.
Elec Rev, N Y—May 24, 1902. No. 48336.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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MEASUREMENT.
Cable Tests.

The Testing of Electric Cables (Note
sur les Essais des Cables Electriqucs). P.
Charpentier. A paper on the testing of
heavy current and high tension cables.

loooo w. Bull Soc Internationale d'Elec-
triciens—March, 1902. No. 48404 E.

Compensated Meters.

Magneticall}' Compensated Ampere- and
Voltmeters (Nouveaux Amperemetres et

Voltmetres Independants de leur Aimant).
An illustrated description of continuous-
current meters, which are compensated for

variations in their permanent magnets by
a small piece of soft iron inside their coil.

2500 w. Bull Soc Internationale d Elec-
triciens—April, 1902. No. 48405 E.

Current Density.

The Current Density in Resistance
Wires (Ueber die Stromdichte in Wider-
stande). Georg J. Erlacher. A record of

experiments for determining the rise in

temperature and allowable current density
in nickelin wires. Tables. 1600 w. Electro-
tech Zeitschr—May 8, 1902. No. 4821 1 B.

tlectrometer.

The Use of the Electrometer for the
Direct Measurement of the Energy. Cur-
rent Strength and Phase Angle of Alter-
nating Currents (Anwendung des Elek-
trometers bei Weckselstrom zur Direkten
Messung des Effektes, des Stromes und
des Phasenwinkels). Karl Hohage. A de-
scription of method with diagram of con-
nections. 400 w. Electrotech Zeitschr

—

April 24, igo2. No. 48205 B.

Electro-Tellurograph,

Earth Currents and the Electro-Telluro-
graph. E. Guarini. Illustrated descrip-
tion of this apparatus for the study of earth
currents. 800 w. Elec Rev. Lond—May
16, 1902. No. 48350 A.

Hot Wire Meters.

Hot-Wire Electric Meters (Ueber Hitz-
drahtstrommesser). Prof. Kollert. The
theory and design of electric meters which
operate by the heating of wires by the elec-

tric current. Diagrams and formulae. 1800
w. Elektrotceh Zeitschr—May i, 1902. No.
48209 B.

Hysteresis.

The Ballistic Measurement of Hystere-
sis. G. F. C. Searle. A connected account
of the principles involved in the ballistic

method of hysteresis measurement, to-

gether with a description of the practical

details of the method. 3600 w. Elect'n,
Lond—May 9, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 48165 A.

Magnetic Testing.

A Null Method of Magnetic Measure-
ments. Rudolf Goldsmidt. From the

Elcctrotechnische Zcitschrift. Illustrated

description of method determining the
magnetic force of given windings which
gives fairly accurate results. 900 w. Elec-
t'n, Lond—May 2, 1902. No. 48080 A.

Industrial Tests of the Alagnetic Prop-
erties of Iron (Rapport sur les Travaux
de la Sixieme Commission : Les Essais
Magnetiques des Fers dans ITndustrie).
M. Armagnat. A report of a committee
of the Societe Internationale des Slectric-

iens on the advisability of making mag-
netic tests in commercial and practical

work, with list of questions sent to manu-
facturers. 1500 w. Bull Soc Internation-
ale d Elect—March, 1902. No. 48402 E.

The Measurement of Magnetic Induc-
tion. C. W. Burrows. Experimental
investigations w'ith description and illus-

trations of instrument used. 1500 w.
Horseless Age—May 21. 1902. No. 48-

318.

Regulations.

Regulations for the Construction and
Testing of Apparatus and Materials (Vor-
schriften fiir die Konstruktion und Prii-

fung von Installationsmaterial). Regula-
tions and specifications for electrical ap-
oaratus and materials, proposed by a com-
mittee of the Verband Deutscher Elek-
trotechniker. 1500 w. Elektrotecli Zeit-

schr—May 8, 1902. No. 4S213 B.

Rheostat.

Determination of the Regulating Resist-

ance of Self-Exciting Shunt Generators
(Bestimmung der Stufen und Stufung des
Regulirwiderstandes von Nebenschluss-
generatoren mit Selbsterregung). Rudolf
Krause. An illustrated discussion of the

design of rheostats for regulating dyna-
mos. 800 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—May
I, 1902. No. 48208 B.

Wattmeters.

The [Measurement of Electrical Energy
( Ueber Messungen Elektrischer Effekte).

J. Corner. A discussion of the measure-
ment of the energy of alternating and
polyphase currents of various wave forms,
and descriptions of wattmeters which ful-

fil all requirements. Diagrams and illus-

trations. Serial. 2 parts. 4500 w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—April 17, 24. 1902. No.
48201 each B.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Electric Driving.

Electric Power Installations at the On-
gree Works, Belgium. Illustrate- and de-

scribes the leading features of an installa-

tion for electric power and light in large

mechanical w^orks. 3200 w. Ir & Coal
Trds Rev—Mav 16, 1902. No. 48370 A.
Power Generating Equipment of a Spice

Factory. Illustrated detailed description

of a plant at Charlestown. Mass. 1800 w.

Am Elect'n—May, 1902. No. 47947-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Power Plant of the Otis Elevator Co.,

Yonkers, N. Y. Arthur L. Rice. Illus-

trated detailed description. 2200 w. Engr,
U S A—May i, 1902. No. 47959.

Elevators.

The Electric Elevator. H. D. James.
Illustrates and describes the mechanism
and the operation. 3000 w. Am Elect'n

—

May, 1902. No. 47948.

Induction Motors.

An Important Polvnhase Motor Deci-
sion. Judge Brown's decision in the suit

of the Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Co. vs. the Royal Weaving Co.
for infringement of the Tesla patents for

polyphase motors. 2500 w. Elec Rev,
N Y—May 2a. 1902. No. 48337.
The Single-Phase Induction Motor. A.

S. M'Allister. An outline of the char-
acteristic features of the single-phase in-

duction motor, showing the similarities and
differences between the performance of a

single-phase and a polyphase machine and
investigating the methods by which the
single-phase motor may be operated under
various conditions. 2800 w. Am Elect'n

—

June, 1902. No. 48304.

Mill Driving.

Electricity in Cotton Mills. W. B. Smith
Whaley. An account of the installation of
an electric plant, tests, comparisons, etc.

2500 w. Trans Am Soc of Mech Engrs,
No. 0942—May, 1902. No. 47980.

Motor Testing.

How to Test Electric Motors. A prac-

tical talk on methods of testing, explaining
the nrinciples upon which the test depends.
3000 w. Steam Engng—May 15, 1902. No.
48329.

Sewage Disposal.

Electro-Pneumatic Control of the Moon
Island Sewage Reservoir. Gives a resume
of the sewage systems of Boston with an
illustrated description of the appliances
now in use. 2500 w. Ry & Engng Rev

—

May 17, 1902. No. 48145.

Synchronous Motors.

Synchronous Motor Calculations. F. G.
Baum. Gives a method for solving syn-
chronous motor problems which is as sim-
'^le as the solving of problems concerning
a generator. 3200 w. Elec Wld & Engr

—

May 17, 1902. No. 48151.

Telpherage.

'Ihe Telpherage System of Electric
Traction. Illustrates and describes this

system for the transportation of material,
and its applications and merits. 1000 w.
Sci Am Sup—May 17, 1902. No. 48106.

Testing Tank.

The Electrical Equipment of the Exper-
imental Model Basin at Washington Navy

Yard. J. Adger McCrary. An illustrated

detailed description of the machinery and
apparatus employed? particularly the elec-

trical devices used. 1500 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—May 10, 1902. No. 48038.

Turntable.

An Electrically Operated Turntable
(Ueber einen Neuen Elektrischen Antrieb
von Drehscheiben). E. Block. An il-

lustrated description of a Westinghouse
electric motor which runs on the circular

track under the table and pulls the latter

around. 1200 w. Glasers Annalen—May
I, 1902. No. 48243 D.

MISCELLANY.

Dusseldorf Exposition.

See Industrial Economy.
Electric Accidents.

Electric Accidents and the Means of
Preventinfy Them. L. W. de Grave. Ab-
stract of a paper read before the Chester-
field and Midland Co.'s Inst, of Engrs.
Considers accidents due to shock and to

fire. 2000 w. Quarry—May I, 1902. No.
48071 A.

Kelvin.

Lord Kelvin, His Work and Influence.

F. B. Crocker. A comprehensive examin-
ation of the effect of the work of Lord
Kelvin upon the development of electrical

engineering. 2000 w. Engineering Maga-
zine—June, 1902. No. 48391 B.

Magnetic Separator.

See Mining ..nd Metallurgy, Iron and
Steel.

Model Contracts.

The Institution and Its Proposed Model
Contracts. Gives the more important of

the draft clauses of the proposed form for

use in connection with contracts for plant,

mains, and apparatus for electricity works,
with comments. 6000 w. Elect'n, Lond

—

April 25, 1902. No. 47880 A.

Report.

General Electric Report. Report for the

year ending Jan. 31, 1902, containing much
information of interest. 4000 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—May 3, 1902. No. 47924.

Tariff.

The Influence of Tariffs on Electricity

Supply. J. R. Dick. Critical reply to ar-

ticles by C. Ashmore Baker on this sub-
ject. 1400 w. Elec Rev. Lond—April 25,

1902. No. 47875 A.

Winding.

Formers and Former-Winding. F. W.
Davies. On the construction and use of

formers, giving a general classification of

the princinal types, method of winding,
etc. 2000 w. Elec Engr, Lond—May 9,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 48164 A.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Address.

President's Address before the Institu-

tion of Gas Engineers in London. Thom-
as Holgate. Gives a sketch of ideal gas
works, discussing details, and giving in-

teresting statements in regard to incandes-
cent lighting. 111. 8700 w. Gas Wld—May
3, 1902. No. 48121 A.

Analysis.

The Analysis of Blast Furnace and Pro-
ducer Gas (Analyse der Hochofen
und Generatorgase). A. Wencelius. An
illustrated account of apparatus, methods
and results. 2000 w. Stahl u Eisen

—

May I, 1902. No. 48251 D.

Carbonizing.

A Suggestion for Unification in the

Methods of Stating the Items Comprising
the Carbonizing Costs in Gasworks. W.
R. Herring. Read before the Inst, of Gas
Engrs. On the value of statistical re-

search, and uniformity in reporting state-

ments. 3500 w. Gas Wld—May 3, 1902.

No. 48124 A.

Condensation.

Coal Gas Condensation: A Theory. A.
F. Browne. Discusses the question of the

position of the condenser with regard to

the exhauster, the effect of expansion, etc.

General discussion. 11300 w. Gas Wld

—

May 3, 1902. No. 48125 A.

Depreciation.

Depreciation in Gas Plants. R. W.
Prosser. A discussion of this subject,

and explanation of methods of calculating

the yearly sum charged to depreciation in

pfas works. 2200 w. Am Gas Lgt Jour

—

May 26, 1902. No. 48328.

Distribution.

• Distribution—Developments to Meet
Rapidlv Increasing Consumption. A. B.
Walker. Read before the North of Eng-
land Gas Mers. Assn. A record of devel-

opments carried out in the last six years.

Also discussion. 5000 w. Jour Gas Lgt

—

April 29, 1902. No. 48074 A.

Explosions.

Gas Explosions in Electric Supply Con-
duits. This first article gives an account
of a case in the English courts. 2000 w.
Elec Rev, Lond—April 25, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 47876 A.

Future Gas.

The illuminatine' Power of the Gas of
the Future. Harry Edward Jones. Read
before the Inst, of Gas Engrs. Discusses
how an illuminating gas of 10 or 12 can-
dles may best be produced, the subject of

We supply copies of these

fuel gas for nower, and other matters of
related interest. General discussion.
1 1 500 w. Gas Wld—May 3, 1902. No.
48123 A.

Gasholders.

A Talk on the Develooment of the Gas-
holder. George Livesey. Sketches the
gradual growth in size and construction
and gives interesting information. 111.

Discussion. 7200 w. Gas Wld—May 3,

1902. No. 48127 A.

Governors.

Governors on Service Pipes and Burn-
ers. Summarv of a report by F. Pennertz,
in the Journal fiir Gasbeleuchtung, of the
results of a studv made on the action of
governors. 1200 w. Jour Gas Lgt—April
29.1902. No. 48077 A.

High Pressure.

The Cost of High-Pressure Gas-Light-
ing. Statement of J. G. NewbijTcring, giv-

ing details of expense connected with a

Welsbach high-pressure installation for

twelve months. 600 w. Jour Gas Lgt

—

April 29. 1902. No. 48078 A.

Incandescence.

Experience in Incandescent Gas Light-
ing at the Antipodes. An account of in-

candescent gas affairs in Australasia.

3300 w. Tour Gas Lgt—April 22, 1902.

No. 47848 A.
Inverted Incandescent Gas Lamps. Il-

lustrated description summarized from the

Journal fur Gasbeleuchtuno-, iioo w. Gas
Wld—^lay 3. 1902. No. 48120 A.

Oil Gas and Oil Incandescent Lighting.

Slightly condensed lecture of Vivian B.
Lewes, before the Petroleum Inst. Con-
siders methods of production, cost, proc-

esses and results, mantles, lamps, etc.

7500 w. Jour Gas Lgt—April 22, 1902.

No. 47849 A.

The Incandescent Mantle Trade. Con-
cerning the agreements and negotiations-

concerning the Welsbach mantles, as set-

tled in the British Law Courts. 2400 wv
Gas Wld—April 26, 1902. No. 47872 A>

Mains.

The Relative Advantages of Cast Iron
and Wrought Iron Gas Mains. Godfrey
L. Cabot. Gives evidence in favor of
wrought iron. 1600 w. Am Gas Lgt
Jour—May 12, 1902. No. 48049.

Naphthalene.

The Solubility of Naphthaline. P. F.
Smith. Read before the Inst, of Gas
Engrs. Gives results of laboratory work
in determining the value of various sol-

vents when employed for clearing mains

articles. See page 651.
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and service pipes. Discussion. 3900 w.

Gas Wld—May 3, 1902. No. 48126 A.

Producer.

Gas Producer with Suction Down Draft

( Gazogene a Combustion Renversee par
Aspiration). J. Deschamps. An illustrated

description of a gas generator of the

Loomis type, using all kinds of fuels rich

in volatile products. i8co w. Genie Civil

—April 25. 1902. No. 48285 D.

Purifiers.

Construction of Purifiers. Ed. Jaeger.

From Journal fiir Gasbelcuchtnng. Illus-

trates and describes a construction that

has been found very satisfactory. 1000 w.
Gas Wld—May 10, 1902. No. 48163 A.

Subway.

A Short Account of the Construction of

a Subway for a Gas-main Under Queen's
Dock Basin, Hull, England. F. J. Ban-
croft. Read before the North of England
Gas I\Igrs. Assn. 111. 1800 w. Jour Gas
Lgt—April 29, 1902. No. 48075 A.

Tar and Ammonia.
Progress in the Production of Tar and

Ammonia from the Gases of Blast Fur-
naces and Producers (Fortschritte in der
Gewunnung von Theer und Ammoniak
aus den Gasen der Hochofen und Ge-
eratoren). A review of methods and re-

sults in gaininp- these by-nroducts. 4500
\v. Stahl u Eisen—May i, 1902. No.
48252 D.

Wood Gas.

A New Riche Combustion Gas Genera-
tor (Nouveau Gazogene a Combustion de
la Compagnie du Gaz Riche). G. Briand.
An illustrated description of a gas genera-
tor using either wood or coal fuel, with
table of tests. 800 w. Genie Civil—April
12, 1902. No. 48281 D.
On the Use of Wood Gas in the Manu-

facture of Iron and Steel. Dr. James
Douglas. An illustrated article on the
gasification of wood for gas engine pur-
po^:es. i8co w. Can Min Rev—April 30,

1902. No. 47904 B.

INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY

Competitions.

Principles for the Government of Com-
petitions (Grund atzen fiir Preisbewer-
b-.mgen). A report of a committee of the

Oesterr Ing. und Arch. Verein on the

principles which should govern architec-

tural and engineering competition. 5500
w. Supplement to Zeitscher d Oesterr
Ing u Arch Ver—May 9, 1902. No.
48246 B.

Cos.t-Keeping.

Co-operation and Mechanical Aids to

Work-Shop Cost-Keeping. R. P. Link.
Read before the Northeast Coast Inst, of
Engrs & Shipbuilders. Aims to show the
superiority of the machine control system
over the board system. 4000 w. Mech
Engr—April 26, 1902. No. 47870 A.

Dusseldorf Exposition.

The Building of the Diisseldorf Expo-
sition (Die Industrie und Gewerbeaus-
stellung in Diisseldorf 1902. Bemerken-
'^werte Bauwerke). O. i^eitholf. A well
illustrated review of the principal build-
ings of this large German exposition and
their details of construction. Serial.

1st part. I plate. 2500 w. Zeitschr d
Ver Deutscher Ing—Mav 3, 1902. No.
48233 D.
The Dusseldorf Exposition of 1902 (Die

Industrie-Gewerbe-und Kunstaus?tellung
in Diisseldorf 1902). O. Lictholf. A gen-
eral review of this industrial and art ex-
position of the Westphalian and Rhine
land provinces, with illustrations and

plans. 2500 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher
Ing—May 3, 1902. No. 48231 D.
The Diisseldorf Exposition (Die Indus-

trie-,Gewerbe-und Kunstausstelling 1902
in Diisseldorf). A. Seyfferth. An illus-

trated review of this large German- expo-
sition, particularly of the electric an(t

steam plants. Serial. 2 parts. 8000 w.
Elektrotech Zeitschr—May 8 and 15, 1902.

No. 48210 each B.

The Diisseldorf Exposition of 1902 (Die
Diisseldorfer Ausstelling 1902). An il-

lustrated general review of this large Ger-
man exposition. Serial, ist part. 1500
w. Glasers Annalen—May i, 1902. No.
48242 D.

The Diisseldorf Exposition of 1902 (Ex-
position Industrielle de Diisseldorf en
1902). Alex. Gouvy. A general review of

the exposition, with plan, and statistics of
the Rhenish-Westphalian district and its

industries, particularly coal and iron. I

plate. 5000 w. Mem Soc Ing Civils de
France—Feb., 1902. No. 48407 G.

The Rhenish-Westphalian Industrial

Exposition (Rheinisch-Westfalische In-

dustrie Ansstellung). An illustrated

general review of the engineering features

of this large German exposition. 4000
w. Stahl u Eisen—May i. 1902. No.
48274 D.

See also Mechanical Engineering; Min-
ing and Metallurey.

Economics.

The Studv of Economics. Editorial

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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discussing the value of this study, its re-

lation to the engineer, etc. 3000 w. Engng
—May 9, 1902. No. 48183 A.

Engineering Societies.

The Engineering Societies of Great
Britain and Germany (Developpement
des Associations d'lngenieurs en Angle-
terre et en Allemagne). M. Alby. A re-

view of the principal engineering associa-

tions of Great Britain and Germany, their

organization, objects, numbers, property,

work, etc., with diagrams. 8000 w. Bull

Soc d'Encouragement—April, 1902. No.
48290 G.

Factory Office.

The Factory Office as a Productive De-
partment. Kenneth Falconer. Mr. Fal-

coner's third paper discusses the relations

of the factory office to the stock room and
shipping department. 3000 w. Engineer-
ing Magazine—June, 1902. No. 48396 B.

French Coal Miners.

Labor Conditions at the Coal Mines of

Northern France (Arbeiterverhaltnisse

und Arbeiter-Wohlfahrtseinrichtungen im
Steinkohlenbezirk der Departments Nord
und Pas-de-Calais in Nordfrankreich).
Hr. Tittler. A review of the coal miners'
work, social conditions, benevolent asso-

ciations, etc., and illustrations of work-
men's dwellings. i plate. 5500 w.
Gliickauf—May 10, 1902. No. 48260 B.

Labor.

The Labor Question in Providence.
Substance of the form of agreement pre-

sented by the employees for the acceptance
of the United Traction & Electric Co.,

with the reply of the Company. 2000 w.
St Ry Rev—May 20, 1902. No. 48341 C.

The Relative Position of Employer and
Employed. Edward B. Gilmour. Argu-
ments showing the interests are co-equal.

1 100 w. Jour Am Found Assn—May,
1902. No. 47921.

Municipal Undertakings.

Munici4)al Socialism in Great Britain.

Discussing the ownership and operation of
certain undertakings and enterprises by
the municipality, supposedly for the public
good, and the increasing development of
such enterprises in Great Britain. 4200
w. U. S. Cons Repts, No. 1345—May 19,

1902. No. 48136 D.

Profit-Sharing

A Dividend to Labor. J. Holliday.
Read before the North of England Gas
Jklgrs. Assn. A few ideas on the subject
of profit-sharing as related particularly to
gas undertakings. 2500 w. Jour Gas Lgt
—April 29, 1902. No. 48076 A.

Shipping Combination,

The American Shipping Combine. Ed-
itorial discussion of the proposed arrange-
ment for the control of the Atlantic ship-
ping trade. 3500 w. Engng—May 2,

1902. No. 48065 A.

The Atlantic Shipping Combination.
Editorial discussion of the schemes of J.
Pierpont Morgan in this field. 1200 w.
Engr, Lond—May 2, 1902. No. 48058 A.
The Shipping Combine. Editorial dis-

cussion of the recent arrangements under
the leadership of Mr. J. P. Morgan, and
the efifect on British trade. 3000 w. Engng
—May 16, 1902. No. 48363 A.

United States.

Some Great Things Which Make Our
Country Great. John Birkinbine. Re-
views the resources of the country, the in-

dustries, engineering works and wealth, in

a general way. 2400 w. Pro Engrs Club
of Phila—April, 1902. No. 47842 D.

Works Management.

Money-Making Management for Work-
shop and Factory. C. U. Carpenter. Mr.
Carpenter"s fifth paper discusses the oper-
ation of a complete system of stock tracing,

and inspection. 5000 w. Engineering Mag-
azine—June, 1902. No. 48398 B.

MARINE AND NAVAL ENGINEERING
Armament.

The Admiralty Policy as to Arma-
ment. Editorial discussing the need of re-

armament of the British fleet. 1.500 w.
Engng

—

yiay 16, 1902. No. 48364 A.

Barkentine.

The Steam Barkentine Gauss of the

German Antartic Expedition. George
Crouse Cook. Illustrated description of

this vessel for special service built at Kiel,

Germany. 1300 w. Marine Engng—May,
1902. No. 47930 C.

Battleship.

The New French Battleship Suffren.

Illustrations with description. looo w.
Engr, Lond—May 9, 1902. No. 48187 A.

Boats.

Boats and Boat Building in the Malay
Peninsula. H. Warington Smythe. An
illustrated article describing the types of
boats and the conditions they were to meet,
methods of building, etc., with list of
boats and tabulated information. Also
discussion. 9600 w. Jour Soc of Arts

—

May 16, 1902. No. 48342 A.

Conveying.

Handling Material in Shipyards. Wal-
don Fawcett. Some of the recent devices
for expeditiously and economically hand-
line heavy material are illustrated and de-
scribed. 1200 w. Sci Am—May 24, 1902.

No. 48300.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Economy.

The Growth of Economy in Marine En-
gineering. W. M. McFarland. Mr. Mc-
Farland's concluding paoer discusses the

improvements which have particularly

affected the performance of naval engines.

5000 w. Engineering Magazine—June,

1902. No. 48397 B.

Explosion.

The Explosion of H. M. S. "Mars."
A statement of the facts so far as known,
and explanation of the cause. 1400 w.

Engng—April 25, 1902. No. 47884 A.

Liner.

New Orient Liner Orontes. Describes

a new twin-screw steamer intended for

the Australian trade. 111. 1000 w. Engr,
Lond—May 16, 1902. No. 48369 A.

Motor Launches.

Motive Powers for the Modern Launch.
E. W. Roberts. A fully illustrated study

of the marine applications of electrical,

gasoline, and oil motors, especially for the

propulsion of launches and small boats.

5000 w. Engineering Magazine—June,

1902. No. 48392 B.

Refrigeration.

Refrigeration on Shipboard. E. N.
Percy. The first of a series of articles

written to urge the use of a higher stand-

ard of refrigerating machinery for marine
service, its inspection, etc. 1800 w. 111.

Marine Engng—May, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 47929E C.

Ship Resistance.

The Resistance Due to Accompanying
Waves (Resistance Due aux Vagues Sa-
tellites). ' M. de Bussy. A mathematical

discussion of ship resistance due to the
accompanying waves. 1500 w. Comptes
Rendus—April 14, 1902. No. 48424 D.

Ship Yards.

Organization of Ship Yards. Theodore
Lucas. Considers points relating to the
organization to adapt it to its natural run
of business. 2000 w. Naut Gaz—May 8,

1902. No. 48031.

Steamships.

Pacific Mail Steamships Korea and
Siberia, built by the Newport News Shin-
building and Dry Dock Co. Illustrated

detailed description of the largest ships

yet built in America. 4800 w. Marine
Engng—May, 1902. No. 47928 C.

The Growth of the Trans-Atlantic
Steamship. Interesting diagrams, with
notes on the development. 2000 w. Sci
Am—May 3. 1902. No. 47853.

Testing Tank.

See jj^iectrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Warships.

Warships (La Marine Militaire). Hec-
tor Pouleur. An illustrated general re-

view of naval architecture, warship con-
struction and armament, types of war-
ships, and also brief account of latest

ocean liners. 2 plates. 14000 w. Rev
Univ d Mines—Feb., 1902. No. 48415 H.

Wrecking.

The Salving and Floating of Wrecked
Vessels (Sauvetages et Renflouages des
Navires Neufrages). M. Dibos. A gen-
eral review of methods of wrecking and
raising sunken boats and ships. loooo w.
Mem Soc Ing Civils de France—March,
1902. No. 4841 1 G.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

AUTOMOBILES.
Accumulators.

Some Modern Automobile Accumula-
tors. Illustrations and descriptions of typ-
ical battery cells used in the electric ve-
hicles at the present time. 1500 w. Sci

Am—May 17, 1902. No. 48101.

Automobiles.

Automobiles. Hiram Percy Maxim.
Discusses four classes of city transporta-
tion where motor vehicles should prove
more satisfactory than the horse. Also
general discussion. 12400 w. 111. Pro
Engrs' Soc of W Penn

—

April, 1902. No.
47890 D.

Condensers.

Steam Condensers. Arthur L. Stevens.
Considers the application to automobiles,
the advantages and disadvantages. 1000

w. Horseless Age—May 14, 1902. No.
48091.

Daimler Motor.

King Edward's Daimler. A. F. Sin-

clair. A brief account of Coventry, Eng-
land, with history of the Daimler Com-
pany, and illustrated descriptions of cars

made for King Edward Vll. 4000 w.

Auto Mag—May, 1902. No. 47829 C.

Endurance Run.

Long Island's Century. Francis P.

Prial. An illustrated account. 1700 w.

Auto Mag—June, 1902. No. 48354 C.

Long Island Endurance Contest. An
illustrated report of the contest, the vehi-

cles entered and their performance, etc.

22500 w. Horseless Age—April 30, 1902.

No. 47946.
The Long Island Contest from the

Standpoint of a Steam Carriage User.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Ernest Duval. Remarks on the contest
and vehicles tested. 1500 w. Horseless
Age—May 7, 1902. No. 48017.

Exhibitions.

Lamps, Burners and Heating Apparatus
at the Paris Alcohol Exposition. Illus-

trated description of exhibits. 3200 w.
Sci Am Sup—May 17, 1902. No. 48104.

Motor Car Exhibition at Islington. Re-
port of a very successful exhibition, with
illustrated descriptions of exhibits. 3500
w. Engr, Lond—April 25, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 47887 A.

The Motor-Car Exhibition. A brief

account of some of the exhibits at Isling-

ton, England, where an exhibition has re-

cently been held. Also editorial. 5200 w.
Engng—April 25, 1902. No. 47883 A.

Ignition.

Early Electric Ignition. Douglas Leech-
man. Gives brief extracts from early

patents showing electric ignition for in-

ternal combustion motors to be nearly fif-

ty years old. 1000 w. Autocar—April 26,

1902. No. 47867 A.
Lurry.

A. Napier Lurry. Illustrates and de-

scribes the construction of a patrol lurry.

1800 w. Auto Jour—May 17, 1902. No.

48347 A.

Mechanical Traction.

Mechanical Road Traction. A. E. A.
Edwards. Abstract of a paper read before

the Birmingham Assn. of Mech. Engrs.
Briefly reviews the history and considers
present problems under heads of (i) Re-
sistances to motion; (2) motive power;
(3) cost of running; (4) future develop-
ments. 3700 w. Mech Engr—May 3,

1902. No. 48069 A.

Motor Car.

The 40 H. P. Mercedes- Simplex. An
illustrated description of the general ar-

rangement of the car, mentioning the spec-

ial features. 2000 w. Autocar—May 10,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 48161 A.
The Gillet-Forest Car. An illustrated

description of one of the most interesting

of recent French cars. The framework is

built entirely of tubes. 2000 w. Auto
Jour—May 10, 1902. No. 48162 A.

Motor Car Trials.

Industrial Motor Car Trials in France.
Begins a report of the trial from Paris to

Monte Carlo, a distance of about 700 miles
t > be covered in 11 days. Illustrates and
describes the vehicles entered and reports
their performance. 2200 w. Engr, Lond
—May 2, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
48055 A.

Speed.

How to Estimate the Speed of an Au-
tomobile. A. L. Clough. Gives a table
corresponding to the time required to

cover a mile, and considers methods of
determining speed. 800 w. Horseless
Age—May 7, 1902. No. 48018.

Stability.

The Conditions of Stability for Automo-
biles ori Curves (Sur les Conditions de
Stabilite des Automobiles dans les

Courbes). A. Petot. A mathematical
discussion, with suggestions of causes of
accidents to automobiles on curves. 600
w. Comptes Rendus—April 7, 1902. No.
48422 D.

Steam Carriage.

The First Road Engine. Angus Sin-
clair. Illustrated description of Cugnot's
engine built in the i8th centurv. ^Xi w.
Auto Mag—June, 1902. No. 48355 C.
The Hyler White Carriage. J. S. V.

Bickford. General high praise of the de-
sign with criticism of a few details. 1600
w. Horseless Age—May 14, 1902. No.

Steering.

Improved Link Details of Locked
Wheel Steering Devices. Hugh D. Meier.
Illustrates and describes several devices
that embody resilient members, discussing
their advantages. 1000 w. Horseless Age
—May 14, 1902. No. 48090.

Tests.

A. C. A.'s Official Stopping Tests. An
illustrated account of tests made on River-
side Drive, New York, by the Automobile
Club of America. 2500 w. Auto Topics
—May 10, 1902. No. 47992.

Trial Runs.

Paris to Monte Carlo. An illustrated
account of this 700 miles run, giving the
performances of the industrial motor ve-
hicles. 2200 w. Autocar—May 3, 1902.
Serial, ist part. No. 48072 A.
The Glasgow to London Non-Stop

Trial. An account of the run, with some
amusing incidents included. 3500 w.
Auto Jour—April 26, 1902. No. 47869 A.

Trials.

Hill-Climbing and Consumption Trials.
An illustrated account of the Automobile
Club tests on the London-Oxford road and
the scalings of Dashwood Hill, giving
descriptions of vehicles. 4500 w. Autocar
—May 17. 1902. No. 48 .-544 A.

The Automobile Consumption and Hill
Climbing Trials. An illustrated account
of the performance of the vehicles, with
tabulated results. 2400 w. Auto Jour

—

May 17, IQ02. No. 48345 A.

Wolseley Works.

The Wolseley Works and Cars. An il-

lustrated description of works for motor
carriage building and some of the latest

types of vehicles. 3500 w. Auto Jour

—

May 17, 1902. Serial. ist part. No.
48346 A.

H'e supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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HYDRAULICS.

Centrifugal Pumps.

The Schabaver Centrifugal Pump
(Pompe Centrifuge Schabaver). Gerard
Lavergne. An illustrated description of

pumps for lifting water to great heights,

with account of tests. 2doo w. Genie Civil

—April 19, 1902. No. 48283 D.

Plumbing.

Details of New York School Plumbing.
Illustrated description of standard de-

tails for shower baths, drinking fountains,

drains and laboratory fittings. 2300 w.

Eng. Rec—May 3, 1902. No. 47862.

Pumping Engine.

A New High-Duty Pumping Engine of

the Compensating Type. Illustrated de-

scription of a pumping engine in which
the end stroke of one piston rod is rein-

forced from the other rod by means of a

connecting link, iioo w. Eng Rec—May
10, 1902. No. 47999-

Pumps.

Hydraulically Balanced Ashley Pump.
Illustrated description of a new system of

hydraulicallv balancing the load on the en-

gine with the result that however the

water level in the well may vary, the en-

gine does exactly the same amount of

work on successive up and down strokes.

2000 w. Engng—May 16, 1902. No.
48362 A.

Pump Valves.

Tests of the Relative Efficiency of Me-
chanically Operated and Automatic Spring

Valves for Pumps (Versuche zur Ermitt-

lung der Bawegungen und Widerstands-
unterschiede Grosser Gestewerter und
Selbstthatiger Federbelasteter Pumpen

—

Ringventile). Rud. Schroder. An ex-
haustive series of tests, showing the ad-

vantages of mechanically-operated pump-
valves, of the Riedler type, with illustra-

tions and many diagrams. 5 plates. 5000
w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—May
10, 1902. No. 48238 D.

Rams.

The Determination of the Efficiency of

Hvdraulic Rams. A. J. Wood, with dis-

cussion. A condensed study of the sub-

ject with discussions by William Kent,
and by Prof. Theo. Woolsey Johnson. 111.

6400 w. Stevens Ind—April, 1902. No.
47840 D.

MACHINE WORKS AND FOUNDRIES.

Annealing.

The Effect of Annealing Shot or Chilled

Iron in the Determination of Phosphorus
by the Permanganate Alkali Method,
Charles E. Manby. Gives the method of
analysis in detail. 1200 w. Pro Engrs'
Soc of W Penn—April, 1902. No. 47891 D.

Boring.

Deep Hole Drilling in Gun Construction.

J. M. B. Scheele. Describes the general
features, givino- sketches and engravings of
the boring, turning and reaming opera-
tions on a 16-inch breech loading rifle built

in the shops of the Government Army Gun
Factory at Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y. 2200
w. Mach, N Y—May, 1902. No. 47909.

Chains.

The Spuhl New Chain Making Machine.
Illustrated description of a machine, which
will bend and weld effectively with report
of tests as to the tensile strength of chains
made. 1200 w. Ir Age—May 22, 1902.

No. 48195.

Cranes.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Cylinders.

Repairing a Broken Cylinder. H. M.
Lane. An illustrated description of the

work. 1000 w. Trans Am Soc of Mech
Engrs, No. 0940—May, 1902. No. 47979.

Dies.

Artistic Die-Making. Joseph V. Wood-
worth. Illustrates and describes dies made
in a small Brooklvn shop, and shows ex-
amples of work. 1200 w. Am Mach

—

May 15, 1902. No. 48094.

Cold Working Sheet Metal in Dies.

John D. Riggs. Dies operated by presses
are described and information concerning
their use and economy given. 111. 3000 w.
Trans Am Soc of Mech Engrs, No. 0939

—

May, 1902. No. 47978.

Gain by Changing a Punching and
Forming Operation. William H. Brooks.
Illustrates a case of sheet metal stamping
and the economy realized by a change in

the method of production. 800 w. Am
Mach—May 15, 1902. No. 48096.

Dividing.

A Scheme for Making the Universal
Dividing Head Universal. W. A. War-

' man. Sketches and description of a de-
vice that gives accuracy. 600 w. Am Mach
—May 15, 1902. No. 48095.

Engine Works.

Messrs. David Rowan and Co.'s Works,
Glasgow. An illustrated detailed descrip-

tion of these fine works, with discussion of

the engineering economy in the manage-
ment of such works. 5400 w. Engng—May
9, 1902. No. 48179 A.

Grinding.

A Novel Tool-Grinding Attachment. Il-

lustrates and describes a tool-grinding at-

tachment designed by Prof. C. V. Boys for

accurately grinding lathe and planing
tools. 1000 w. Sci Am—May 24, 1902.

No. 48198.

IVe su4>ply copies of these articles. See tage 6^1.
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Heating.

Hot-Water Heating in a Hartford Resi-

dence. Illustrated description of the low-
pressure gravity hot-water system in a 3-

story, 72x48 ft. house, explaining some
methods of calculating the sizes of dif-

ferent parts of the plant. 1200 w. Eng
Rec—?vlay 24, 1902. No. 48194.

Lathe.

Ring Turret Lathe. Illustrated descrip-

tion of a turret lathe having a number of

novel features, the most interesting one
being the turret which is made in the form
of a ring and encircles the bed. 1500 w.
Am Mach—May 22, 1902. No. 48197.

Mixing Iron.

Economy of Mixing Iron by Chemical
Process and Removal of Barriers to Its

Adoption. Thomas D. West. Discusses
the benefits of mixing by chemical analysis

and movement to decrease the cost. 1400
w. Foundry—May, 1902. No. 47838.

Pattern Work.

Stopping Ofif and Saving Pattern Work.
John M. Richardson. Illustrates and .de-

scribes cases where great expense is saved
by this process. 1000 w. Am Mach—May
I, 1902. No. 47935-

Planing.

Circular Planing Attachment. Illustrat-

ed descrintion showing how the steam
chest of a laundry mangle was machined to

fit the ironing roller. 600 w. Am Mach

—

May 22, 1902. No. 48196.

Records.

Workshop Records in Cards and Files.

George Parker. Read before the North-
east Coast Inst, of Engrs. & Shipbuilders
(Great Britain). Describes applications of

cards for various purposes, and gives the

origin of the svstem. 7700 w. Ir Trd Rev
—j\Iay I, 1902. No. 47926.

Screw-Threads.

A Proposed Standard for Machine
Screw Thread Sizes. Charles C. Tyler.

Attention is called to the inconvenience re-

sulting from the variation in size and a

standard is proposed having an angle of

60 degrees and a flat at the top of the

thread equal to ^ of the pitch. 111. 3500 w.
Trans Am Soc of Mech Engrs, No. 0931

—

May, 1902. No. 47970 C.

Shear.

The Flying Shear. V. E. Edwards. Pho-
tographs and sectional drawings of the

different styles of shears are given with
description of operation and work accom-
plished. 1600 w. Trans Am Soc of Mech
Engrs, No. 0936—May, 1902. No. 47975.

Shop Methods.

The National Cash Register Co., of

Dayton, O., and Its Manufacturing and
Cost-Keeping Methods. An illustrated ar-

article explaining the system adopted and
its success. 8500 w. Ir Trd Rev—May I,

1902. No. 47927.

Specifications.

Specifications for Steel Forgings, Steel
Castings and Steel Boiler Plates. William
K. Webster. The standard specifications

of the American section of the Interna-
tional Assn. for Testing Materials are pre-
sented for discussion. 2500 w. Trans Am
Soc of Mech Engrs, No. 0948—May, 1902.
No. 47986.

Springs.

Construction of Elliptical Springs.
Charles A. Lindstrom. Calls attention to
the methods that should be followed in the
calculations of elliptical and semi-elliptical

springs so as to guard against an excessive
deflection. Also discussion. 111. 7600 w.
Pro W Ry Club—April 18, 1902. No. 47-

944 C.

Hardening and Tempering Coil Springs.
E. R. Markham. Suggestions helpful in

securing success. 1300 w. Mach, N Y

—

May, 1902. No. 47910.

Tool Steel.

Points of Heat Treatment of Tool Steel.

C. P. Crowe in the American Blacksmith.
Gives suggestions and tables to serve as
guides in hardening and tempering. 2000
w. Ir Trd Rev—May 8, 1902. No. 48032.

Wire.

The Diamond in Wire Drawing. S.

Barnett. Information of interest concern-
ing the selection of the stones and the
drawing of copoer and steel wire. 3200 w.
Ir Age—May 29, 1902. No. 48376.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION.

Alloys.

A Useful Alloy of Copper, Zinc and Al-
uminum for Sand Casting. Erwin S.

Sperry, in Aluminum World. Describes
an alloy known as "aluminum silver," not-
ing the characteristics, good qualities, uses,

etc. 3000 w. Foundry—May, 1902. No.
47837-

Corrugated Metal.

The Moments of Inertia and of Resist-

ance of Corrugated Sheet Metal ( Zur Ber-
echnung der Tragheits und Widerstands-
momente von Wellblechen) . Leopold
PfefTer. Article with diagrams and tables

founded on formulas due to the late Prof.

R. F. Mayer, of Vienna. 1500 w. Oesterr
Wochenschr f d Oefifent Baudienst—April
12, 1902. No. 48215 B.

Leather.

Tests of Leather (Essais du Cuir dans
ses Applications Industrielles). Henri
Boulanger. A well illustrated account of
an extensive series of tensile tests of leather

prepared in various ways for industrial

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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purposes, with tables and diagrams. Serial.

1st part. 9000 w. Bull Soc d'Encourage-
ment—April, 1902. No. 48291 G.

MEASUREMENT.
Drafting.

±"roportions and Spacing of Roman Let-
ters. William Welch. An analysis of a

number of the best Roman alphabets and
their spacing, with rules for laying off such
lettering. 3000 w. Eng Rec—May 17, 1902.

No. 48133-

Extensometer.

A Roller Extensometer. Gus C. Hen-
ning. Describes the new type of instru-

ment and its working. 111. 2200 w. Trans
Am Soc of Mech Engrs, No. 0945—May,
1902. No. 47983.

Metric System.

The National Bureau of Standards. S.

W. Stratton. Shows the condition of affairs

that led the U. S. Congress to establish the
National Bureau of Standards, describing
the work belonging to it, and showing the
need of the adoption of uniform and cor-
rect standards, especially between nations,

and urging the adoption of the metric sys-

tem. Also discussion. 7700 w. Pro Engrs
Club of Phila—April, 1902. No. 47843 D.

POWER AND TRANSMISSION.
Belting.

Belting for Power Transmission (Or-
ganes de la Transmission : Notes sur la

Courroie). L. Tourneux. A discussion of

belts and belting for the transmission of

motion and power, with table of best

speeds and horse-power. 2500 w. Revue
Technique—May 10, 1902. No. 48401 D.

Chain Gear.

The Renold Silent Chain Gear. J. O.
Nixon. An illustrated detailed discussion
of a gear that may be run at high speeds,

with no noise, for the transmission of

any amount of power. 3500 w. Jour Fr
Inst—May, 1902. No. 47994 D.

Compressed Air.

A New Means of Using Compressed
Air in the Manufacture of Glassware. Il-

lustrated description of a process invented
by Paul T. Sievert, which bids fair to
overcome the difficulties which have hither-
to baffled the glass manufacturers. 1500
w. Sci Am—May 10, 1902. No. 48028.

Compressed Air. W. L. Saunders. Dis-
cusses the subject of compression, cooling,
oil, etc., and concludes with a number of
"Dont's," bearing on this subject. 3000 w.
Can Min Rev—April 30, 1902. No. 47-

903 B.

Conveyor.

A Cableway for Conveying Waste Mate-
rial to the Dump Pile (Ueber die Aufstel-
lung eines Seilbahnkrahnes zum Trans-
porte des Tauben Materiales auf die

Holde). Hans Haberfelner. An illustrated

description of a Brown conveying plant at

the surface of a brown coal mine at

Fohnsdorf, Austria. i plate. 4000 w.
Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen
—May 3, 1902. No. 48267 B.

Cranes.

New Cranes in German Dockyards. Il-

lustrates and describes recent equipments
of these yards for handling large and
heavy weights. 1300 w. Engr, Lond

—

April 25, 1902. No. 47888 A.

Crank.

A Three Headed, or Triangular Crank
(Bielle a Trois Tetes on Bielles Triangu-
laires). M. Chaud. An illustrated de-
scription of transmitting mechanism in

which, besides the cranks on the two work-
ing shafts, there is a crank on an idle shaft,

the three being connected by a three-armed
rigid piece. 600 w. Revue Technique

—

April 25, 1902. No. 48298 D.

Elevators.

Elevator Safeties. Charles R. Pratt.

The defects of old-style safety devices are
pointed out, and a new type is described.

111. 2000 w. Trans Am Soc of Mech
Engrs, No. 0946—May, 1902. No. 47984.

Industrial Plant.

The Oxford Paper Mills. Illustrated

description of a mill for manufacturing
daily 225 tons of soda and sulphite fiber

and 200 tons of paper. The hydraulic and
steam power plants are described, the va-

rious processes of making pulp and paper
are explained, and the plant for the pur-
pose is illustrated. 5900 w. Eng Rec—May
3, 1902. No. 47857-

Mechanical Power.

Shop Transportation. Cloyd Marshall.
Illustrates and describes some mechanical
appliances for the transportation of heavy
materials. 2000 w. Engr, U S A—May
15, 1902. No. 48153-

Power Plant.

The Billancourt Compressed Air Plant,

Paris. Illustrated description of plant of

7000 H. P. for furnishing compressed air

at 1,140 lbs. for the use of cars operated
by compressed air. 1400 w. Eng Rec—Mav
3, 1902. No. 47858.

Worm Gear.

Globoid Worm Gear (Globoid-schneck-
en). Prof. Georp- Lindner. A well illus-

trated description of the globoid (or Hind-
ley) worm gears, as modified by Lorenz,
of Ettlingen, Baden, with account of tests.

2000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing

—

May 3, 1902. No. 48235 D.

SPECIAL MOTORS.

Blast Furnace Gas.

Blast Furnace Gas and the Thwaite-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Gardner Blowing Engine (L'Utilisation

des Gaz de Hauts Fournaux. Machine
boufflante Thwaite-Gardner). Jules Des-
champs. A discussion of the utilization of

blast-furnace gas, and an illustrated de-

scription of the Thwaite-Gardner blowing
engine of the Otto type. 2500 w. Rev de
Mecanique—April, 1902. No. 48294 E-j-F.

Engines.

Steam, Gas and Oil Engines : Cost of

Fuel per Brake Horse-Power per Hour
and Their Heat Efficiencies. Bryan Don-
kin. Paper prepared for meeting of Inst,

of Gas Engrs. Discusses the fuel required

to produce power by means of these vari-

ous engines. 2200 w. Gas Wld—May 3,

1902. No. 48122 A.

Exhaust Gases.

A Method of Determining the Tempera-
ture of Exhaust Gases in Combustion En-
gines. H. Fernald. Describes the forms
of exhaust chamber which were tried, and
a record of the experiments made is given.

111. 3200 w. Trans Am Soc of Mech
Engrs. No. 0932—May, 1902. No. 47971 C.

Gas Engines.

The Heat Balance of Gas Engines
(Beitrag zur Warmebilanz des Gasmo-
tors). A. Staus. A discussion of the bal-

ance of the energy input and output of gas
engines, with an illustrated description of a
calorimeter for measuring the energy in

the exhaust gas due to its heat and velocity

of efflux. 1000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deut-
scher Ing—May 3, 1902. No. 48236 D.
Working Details of a Gas Engine Test.

R. H. Fernald. A complete system for

testing gas engines is given, with the de-
tails of taking observations, making rec-

ords and working up results, together
with a blank for the recording of data and
the complete log of two tests made. 14500
w. Trans Am Soc of Mech Mgrs, No.
0933—May, 1902. No. 47972 D.

Ignition.

Ignition and Ignition Gears for Internal
Combustion Engines. Holberry Mens-
forth. Lecture delivered before the Shef-
field Soc. of Engrs. and Metallurgists. A
review of ignition gears up to the pres-
ent, and a discussion of points showing the
effects of a variation in the time and point
op ignition. 5000 w. Mech Engr—May 10,

1902. No. 48154 A.
The Sparking Coil. E. J. Stoddard.

Considers the working of ordinary coils,

and gives facts obtained from experiments
and actual trials. 3000 w. Horseless Age
—May 21, 1902. No. 48317.

Internal Combustion Engines.

The Calculation of the Principal Dimen-
sions of the Internal Combustion Engines
(Berechnung der Hauptmasse der Ver-
brennungsmotoren). Hugo Giildner. An

article on the design of these engines, with
formulae for the stroke, piston diameter,
and number of revolutions, and also table

of fuel data. 3000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deut-
scher Ing—April 26, 1902. No. 48230 D.

STEAM ENGINEERING.

Balanced Engine.

The Wizzell Balanced Engine. R. J.
Isaacson. Illustrated description with
statement of advantages claimed. 2300 w.
Mech Engr—April 26, 1902. No. 47871 A.

Blowing Engine.

See Mining and Metallurgy, Iron and
Steel.

Boilers.

Another Scamped Boiler Job. An illus-

trated article discussing errors of construc-
tion. 1700 w. Locomotive—March, 1902.
No. 48082.

Economy in Boiler Room. Paul Mc-
Intire. Briefly considers the conditions
regulating boiler capacity, relation of
grate surface to various fuels, scale ^.nd

unclean boilers, etc. 1500 w. Ice & Re-
frig—May, 1902. No. 47896 C.
Leaky Boilers. Editorial discussion of

the sources of weakness that cause these
leaks. 1000 w. Loc Engng—May, 1902.
No. 47961 C.

Boiler Cleaners.

Methods and Apparatus for Cleaning
Boiler Tubes (Procedes et Appareils de
Nettoyage des Chaudieres Tubulaires). Il-

lustrated description of all kinds of brushes
and scrapers for cleaning the inside and
outside of boiler tubes. 3500 w. Rev de
Mecanique—April, 1902. No. 48293 E+F.
Objections to Water-Tube Boilers. W.

H. Wakeman. Gives reasons for disap-
proving of this type of generator. 1700 w.
Elec, N Y—May 14, 1902. No. 48030.
The Construction and Inspection of

Steam Boilers ; with Especial Reference
to the "City of Trenton" Disaster. Dis-
cussion with illustrations. 5700 w. Jour Fr
Inst—May, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
47993 D-

iioiler Trials.

Comparative Boiler Trials in Italy. Con-
cerning the experiments recently made by
the Italian Government on three large and
orecisely similar warships to determine the
relative values of boilers of different types.
111. 3000 w. Engng—May 16, 1902. No. 48-

359 A.

Condensing.

Condensing vs. Non-Condensing.
Charles L. Hubbard. A discussion of this

subject showing that the value of a con-
denser depends entirely upon existing con-
ditions, and to a great extent upon the rel-

ative cost of water and coal. 2000 w.
Am Elect'n—June, 1902. No. 48310.
Steam Condensers. Charles L. Hub-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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bard. Presents the fundamental principles

upon which a condenser operates, and
gives descriptions of some of the stand-
ard types in use. 111. 2000 w. Am Elect'n
—May, 1902. No. 47949.

Dusseldorf Exposition.

Steam Engines at the Diisseldorf Expo-
sition (Die Industrie und Gewerbeausstel-
lung in Diisseldorf 1902. Die Dampfmas-
chinen). H. Dubbel. A well illustrated

and comprehensive review of the steam
engines exhibited at this large German ex-
position. Serial. Part i. i plate. 3000 w.
Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—May 3,

1902. No. 48232 D.

The Boilers at the Diisseldorf Exposi-
tion of 1902 (Die Industrie und Gewer-
beausstellung in Diisseldorf 1902. Die
Dampfkessel). H. Dubbel. A well illus-

trated, comprehensive review of the boil-

ers and accessories exhibited at this large
German exposition. Serial, ist part. 4000
w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—May
3, 1902. No. 48234 D.

Engines.

An American Poppet-Valve Engine. Il-

lustrated description of an engine of spe-
cial interest from the fact that it is prac-
tically the first designed and built in the
United States for electric station work
with poppet valves. 4000 w. Power—May,
1902. No. 47931 C.

Final Report of the Committee Appoint-
ed to Standardize a System of Testing
Steam Engines. The final revision of the
report made after embodying the discus-
sions. 25000 w. Trans Am Soc of Mech
Engrs, No. 0943—May, 1902. No. 47981 D.

500 Horse-Power Tandem Engine and
Alternator. An illustrated description of
an exhibit at the Diisseldorf Exhibition
600 w. Engng—May 16, 1902. No. 48360 A.

Rolling Mill Engine. Illustrates and de-
scribes the compound engines at the
Wardsend Steel Works, Sheffield, Eng.
Ropes are used for driving, one of the
drives having extraordinary length, but
giving satisfactory results. 600 w. Engr,
Lond—May 2, 1902. No. 48059 A.

_
The Tosi Engines. Illustrated descrip-

tion of horizontal tandem engines made in
Italy for the Milan-Verese Electric Rail-
way. 1000 w. Elec Engr, Lond—April
25, 1902. No. 47878 A.

Vertical Compound Engine for Cape
To\yn. Illustrated description of Ferranti
engine for the new supply station, calling
attention to interesting features. 1800 w.
Engr, Lond—May 9, 1902. No. 48186 A.

Hoisting Engines.

See Mining and Metallurgy, Mining.
Horse-Power.

A Horse-Power Chart. A. G. Holman.
Gives chart and explanation of its use. 1000
w. Power—May. 1902. No. 47932 C.

Indicator.

The Rosenkranz Indicator with Cold
Spring (Ueber einen Neuen Indikator mit
Kaltfeder). An illustrated description of
an indicator with an uncovered spring,
which thus keeps cool and retains its ac-
curacy. With diagrams of tests, i plate.

400 w. Gliickauf—April 19, 1902. No.
48256 B.

Indicator Cock.

Improved Indicator Cock for Engines.
Albert K. Mansfield. Illustrated descrip-

tion of a four-way cock to allow of tak-
ing a card from the steam chest or exhaust
pipe in order to determine whether the
piping between boiler and engine, or be-
tween engine and exhaust opening has
been properly installed. 700 w. Trans
Am Soc of Mech Engrs, No. 0938—May,
1902. No. 47977.

Joints.

A Swivelling Joint for a Sixteen-Inch
High Pressure Steam Main. R. E. Cur-
tis. The swivel joints described are used
to connect two 16-inch steam mains, at

points where the expansion is such as to-

make some flexible arrangement impera-
tive. 111. 600 w. Trans Am Soc of Mech
Engrs, No. 0937—May, 1902. No. 47976.

Liquid Fuel.

Fuel Oil. W. W. Reed. Read at meet-
ing of the Southwestern Gas, Electric and
Street Railway Assn. Discusses the com-
mercial side of the question, and the utili-

zation of oil as fuel for steam purposes.
2600 w. Am Gas Lgt Jour—May 12, 1902.

No. 48052.

Liquid Fuel Combustion. Charles E.
Lucke. The difficulties are described and
methods classified. An illustrated account
is given of a series of experiments which
were carried on to find a satisfactory bur-
ner, and the burner which proved success-
ful. 8700 w. Trans Am Soc of Mech Engrs,.

No. 0934—May, 1902. No. 47973 C.

Liquid Fuel—Its Aoplication, Past and
Present. R. G. Paddock. Considers
methods of application, devices used, ex-
oerimental tests, etc. 7500 w. Jour Assn-
of Engng Soc's—April, 1902. No. 48087 C.

See also Railway Engineering, Motive
Power and Equipment.

Pipe Coverings.

Tests of Steam Pipe Coverings. George
H. Barrus. An account of tests made on
a large scale and in most careful manner,
with conclusions. 111. 12600 w. Trans
Am Soc of Mech Engrs, No. 0952—May,
1902. No. 47989 D.

The Loss of Heat from Covered Steam
Pipes. Charles P. Paulding. Considers
the tests of Peclet, Barrus and others,

analyzing the results and giving appHca-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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tions of the theory. 5000 w. Stevens Ind
—April, 1902. No. 47839 D.

Piping.

A Comparison of the Steam Piping Sys-

tems of the Four Large Electrical Sta-

tions of New York. C. G. Robbins. Pre-

sents, in a manner for easy comparison, the

steam plants of the N. Y. Edison Co. (Wa-
terside), the Manhattan El. Ry. Co., the

Third Ave. St. Ry. Co., and the Metro-
politan St. Ry. Co. 111. 3700 w. Am
Elect'n—June, 1902. No. 48306.

Steam Fitting. Warren E. Willis. Notes
and suggestions upon erecting piping. 1800

w. Mach, N Y—May, 1902. No. 47912.

Pistons.

A Graphical Determination of Piston

Acceleration. J. N. Le Conte. Presents

a method for finding the acceleration of

the cross-head for any given angular posi-

tion of the crank. 1000 w. Trans Am Soc
of Mech Engrs, No. 0953—May, 1902. No.

47990.

The Strength of Pistons of Steam En-
gines (Contribution a I'Etude de la Resist-

ance des Pistons des Machines a Vapeur).
Hector Pouleur. A mathematical discus-

sion of the forces acting on pistons and
their resistance. 7000 w. Rev Univ d
Mines—April, 1902. No. 48421 H.

Speed Regulation.

Speed Regulators for Steam Engines
(Etude des Regulateurs de Vitesse des

Moteurs a Vapeur). The program of a

section of the Societe Internationale des

Electriciens, a paper by C. F. Guilbert,

on driving alternators in parallel, and
notes by various other members. Dia-
grams. 13000 w. Bull Soc Internationale

d Electriciens—April, 1902. No. 48406 E.

Steam Turbines.

The Coming of the Steam Turbine. Ed-
itorial reviewing the development. 1400 w.
Loc Engng—May, 1902. No. 47962 C.

The Steam Turbine Generator of the

Hartford Electric Light Company. An il-

lustrated description of the largest turbine

generating apparatus in the United States.

1800 w. , Elec Rev, N Y—May 17, 1902.

No. 48142.

Superheated Steam.

The Use of Superheated Steam. W. H.
Wakeman. Considers some points that are
disadvantages in the use of superheated
steam. 1500 w. Elec, N Y—May 21, 1902.

No. 48152.

Superheater.

The Cruse Patent Controllable Super-
heater. Illustrated description of an im-
proved form. 1300 w. Prac Engr—May
16, 1902. No. 48343 A.

Thermodynamics.

Analysis of the Steam-Engine Cycle. R.
H. Thurston. A study in thermodynamics.

Discusses Rankine's formula. 1600 w. Sib
Jour of Engng—April, 1902. No. 47828 C.

Valves.

Modern Practice in Rocking Valves and
Valve Gears. H. F. Schmidt. Considers
some of the dififerent types of valves and
valve gears employed in modern steam en-
gine practice, with reasons for the modifi-

cations of the original Corliss type. 111.

6500 w. Am Elect'n—June, 1902. No. 48-

308.

The Phoenix Steam-Pressure Regulat-
ing and Automatic Cut Off Valves. De-
scriptive account with illustrations. 1200
w. Engng—April 25, 1902. No. 47882 A.

MISCELLANY.

Aeronautics.

Aerial Navigation (Ueber die Frage der
Luftschiffahrt). Prof. Georg Wellner.
An illustrated review of navigable balloons
and flying machines, with a plea for ma-
chines driven upward by a propeller with
vertical shaft. Also illustrations of appa-
ratus for showing stream lines in air. 6000
w. Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver

—

May 2, 1902. No. 48223 B.

New Airships Under Construction for

the British War Office. Illustration and
description of Dr. Barton's aeroplane air-

ship. 1300 w. Sci Am—May 3, 1902. No.
47852.

Exhibition.

The Dijsseldorf Exhibition. Illustrated

detailed descriptions of the more striking

industrial products exhibited, showing the
great progress in the German industries.

1500 w. Engng—May 9, 1902. No. 48181 A.

The Diisseldorf Exhibition. A descrip-

tive account of interesting exhibits, especi-

ally in metallurgy and mechanics. 3000 w.
Engng—May 16, 1902. No. 48365 A.

Explosives.

The Evolution of Smokeless Powder and
Other High Explosives. A review of the

development, discussing the shape of the

powder, bursting charges, etc. 5200 w.
Engng—May 2, 1902. No. 48061 A.

The Manufacture of (3un-Cotton

Charges. Illustrates and describes a new
method of compressing gun-cotton for

charges of locomotive torpedoes, shells,

submarine mines, etc. 2700 w. Engng^
May 9, 1902. No. 48182 A.

Gun.

The New 15-Pounder Quick-Firing
Field Artillery Gun. Full description with
detail drawings and illustrations of the

new German quick-firing field artillery gun
of 3 in. calibre, together with its carriage.

After a series of exhaustive trials this gun
has been adopted for service in the British

army. 3000 w. Engr, Lond—May 16,

1902. No. 48366 A.

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Heating.

Hot-Water Heating from a Central

Steam Plant. Illustrated description of a

system employed to utilize old hot-water
heating installations by warming the

water in special heaters connecting with a

central plant. 1000 w. Eng Rec—May 10,

1902. No. 48004.

Index

Technical Index and File. R. H. Soule.

An illustrated description of the system
used is given. 1200 w. Trans Am Soc of
Mech Engrs, No. 0947—May, 1902. No.
47985-

Laboratory.

A New Government Laboratory and Its

Work. George Steiger and E. T. Allen.

Illustrated description of these new labo-

ratories and their equipment. 2000 w. Eng
& Min Jour—May 10, 1902. No. 48034.

Mechanical Plant.

The Mechanical Plant in the University
Club, New York City. Illustrated descrip-
tion of the plant for heating, ventilation,

electric light and elevator service in a lead-

ing New York club-house. 2300 w. Eng
Rec—May 3, 1902. No. 47861.
The Mechanical Plant of the Prick

Building, Pittsburg. Illustrated descrip-
tion of the installation in a 20-story oflfice

building, embracing 1200-h.p. in water-
tube boilers, four iso-KW. generating
units, II long travel hydraulic elevators, a
refrigerating plant and a special system of

electric wiring. 3100 w. Eng Rec—May
17, 1902. No. 48128.

Refrigeration.

Analyzing the Compressor. Gardner T.
Voorhees. Begins an investigation into

the economical action of the compression
refrigerating machine, iioo w. Ice & Re-
frig—May, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
47897 c.

Refrigerating Plant in Berlin. R. Stete-

feld. An illustrated description of a mod-
ern municipal cold storage and ice-making
plant in Germany. 4700 w. Ice & Refrig
—May, 1902. No. 47895 C.

Sand Blast.

The Sand Blast (Die Sandstrahlge-
blase). Ernst Schulz. An illustrated gen-
eral review of the sand blast and the vari-

ous kinds of apparatus for producing the
blast. Serial, 2 parts. 8000 w. Zeitschr d
Ver Deutscher Ing—May 10 and 17, 1902.

No. 48239 each D.

Vacuum Pumps.

A Study of Vacuum Pumps (Etude sur
Pompe Seche). E. Portemont. A discus-
sion of the air pumps used in drying beet
roots in sugar refineries, with suggestions
for improved valve and valve gear, with
diagrams. 2500 w. Revue Technique

—

April 10, 1902. No. 48297 D.

Wire Drawing.

See Mining and Metallurgy, Iron and
Steel.

MINING AND METALLURGY

COAL AND COKE.
American Exports.

American Coal in France (Les Charbons
Americains en France). A. de Gennes. A
review of the conditions, particularly in

the United States, which have led to the
export of coal to France. Map and dia-
gram. 2500 w. Mem Soc Ing Civils de
France—Feb., 1902. No. 48408 G.

Australia.

The Coal Resources of Australia. James
Stirling. Report of a lecture in London.
A Review of the coal-beds of the separate
colonies, with illustrations. 2000 w. Col
Guard—May 9, 1902. No. 48169 A.

Calorific Power.

The Heating Effect of Coal. W. R.
Crane. Gives a simple method, with a de-
scription of apparatus which may be con-
structed easily and at small cost, which
will permit such tests to be made with ease
and dispatch and a fair degree of accuracy.
4000 w. Mines & Min—May 1902. No.
48010 C.

Coal Mining.

A Comparison of Coal Resources and
Coal Getting. A. S. E. Ackermann. A
critical comparison of British and Ameri-
can coal mining practice, showing the cost

reductions effected by mining machinery.
3000 w. Engineering Magazine—June,
1902. No. 48393 B.

Coking.

The Manufacture of Coke from Com-
pressed Fuel. John H. Darby. An ac-

count of results obtained with compressed
fuel and the benefits derived. 2300 w. Ir &
Coal Trds Rev—May 9, IQ02. No. 48171 A.
The Recovery of By-Products in Coke-

Making. J. Thiry. On the advantages of

the Otto-Hilgenstock coke-oven, with re-

port of tests with regard to temperature,
draught and duration of the coking proc-

ess. 3500 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev

—

May 9,

1902. No. 48174 A.

Dusseldorf Exposition.

The Exhibit of the Dortmund District

Society of Mining Industry at the Diissel-

1

We supply copies of these articles. See page 6,=^.
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dorf Exposition (Die Kollektwausstellung
des Vereins fiir die Bergbaulichen Interes-
sen im Oberbergamtsbezirk Dortmund auf
der Diisseldorfer Ausstellung 1902). Hr.
Hecker. A review of an exhibit of coal
mining, mining machinery, etc., with plan.

3500 w. Gliickauf—April 26, 1902. No.
48258 B.

Germany.

A Brief Review of the Coal Reserve and
Mining Conditions in Germany. A sum-
mary analysis of a description given in a
volume circulated by the Dortmund Coal-
owners' Assn. 2000 w. Ir & Coal Trds
Rev—April 26, 1902. No. 47889 A.

Inspection.

Coal Mines Inspection in 1901. Report
of the Swansea district. 1800 w. Col
Guard—May 16, 1902. No. 48357 A.

Coal Mines Inspection in 1901. A report
of the West Scotland district. 3300 w.
Col Guard—May 9, 1902. No. 48168 A.

Iowa.

Character and Strategraphical Peculiar-
ities of the Southwestern Iowa Coal Fields.

Charles R. Keyes. Describes these depos-
its, giving analyses. 700 w. Eng & Min
Jour—May 10, 1902. No. 48036.

Mining Plant.

The Ehrenfeld Plant of the Webster
Coal and Coke Co. Illustrated description

of a large modern plant containing a num-
ber of novel features. 6200 w. Mines &
Min—May, 1902. No. 48006 C.

North-West Territories.

Coal Mining in the North-West Terri-

tories and Its Probable Future. Frank B.

Smith. A general outline of the coal-min-
ing of this region and its value. 4000 w.
Can Min Rev—April 30, 1902. No. 47902 B.

Progress.

Colliery Engineering Progress. C. M.
Percy. Describes • the Lancashire boiler,

its proportions and method of construc-
tion ; discusses early practice in smoke pre-

vention, etc. 3500 w. Mines & Min—May,
1902. No. 48012 C.

Rhenish-Westphalian Syndicate.

The Report of the Rhenish-Westphalian
Coal Syndicate for 1901 (Vorstandsbericht
des Rheinisch-Westfalischen Kohlensyndi-
kats iiber das Jahr 1901). A review of the

report of the board of directors of this

great German syndicate covering produc-
tion, transportation, exports, etc. 2000 w.
Gliickauf—April 26, 1902. No. 48259 B.

Schnablegger's Coking Process.

Schnablegger's Process for Coking Saw
Dust, Peat and Brown Coal (Schnableg-
ger's Verfahren Sagespane Torf. Lignit
und Braunkohle zu Vercoken). F. Toldt.

We supply copies of these articles.

An account of a process part of which is

still secret, with illustrations of the coke.

1000 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiitten-

wesen—April 12, 1902. No. 48262 B.

Volcanic Action.

The Spanish Peaks Coal Region in

Southern Colorado. Arthur Lakes. An
illustration of the effects of volcanic action

on coal seams. 111. 2000 w. Mines & Min
—May, 1902. No. 48013 C.

COPPER.

British Columbia.

British Columbia—Boundary Mining
District—Progress in Mining and Smelt-
ing. William M. Brewer. Illustrated descrip-

tion of interesting features of this district

where mining and smelting are carried on
at less cost than at any other place in North
America. 4300 w. Eng & Min Jour—May
3, 1902. No. 47956.

The Ore Deposits of the Boundary Dis-

trict, B. C. R. W. Brock. Read before

the Can. Min. Inst. The district treated

of occupies a foremost place in British Co-
lumbia lode mining and is one of the most
important districts in Canada in the pro-

duction of copper. 3500 w. B C Min Rec
—May, 1902. No. 48088 B.

The Production of Copper in the Boun-
dary District, B. C. Dr. Albert R. Ledoux.
Describes the characteristics of the ore de-

posits, and gives costs and general infor-

mation. 2500 w. Can Min Rev—April 30,

1902. No. 47901 B.

Converters.

Copper Converters (Les Convertisseurs

pour Cuivre). P. Jannetaz. An extended

review of the theory and practice of con-

verters used in copper metallurgy, with

particular account of the Manhes and Da-
vid system, and the "selecting" process of

the latter, i plate. 8000 w. Men Soc

Ing Civil s de France—Feb., 1902. No. 48-

410 G.

Metallurgy.

The Wet Process and Cementation in

the Metallurgv of Copper (La Metallurgie

du Cuivre par Voie Humide et la Cementa-

tion). Paul Chalon. A review of copper

metallurgical methods. 4000 w. Rev Univ

d Mines—Feb., 1902. No. 48416 H.

Mexico.

The Cananea Copper Camp. G. E. P.

Smith. Illustrated description of this camp
which is the most modern in its equipment

and methods of those in this vicinity. 900

w. Min Rent—May 22, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 48326.

Production.

The World's Copper Production. Hor-

ace J. Stevens. Gives the amount and rela-

tive production of the various countries,

states, and mines, and discusses the pros-

See page 651.
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pects for the coming year. 3000 w. Mines
& Min—May, 1902. No. 48014 C.

Smelting.

Costs and Profits in Pyritic Smelting of
Low-Grade Conper Ores. F. H. Prentiss.
Describes method used and gives calcula-
tions and the data on which they were
based, iioo w. Min & Sci Pr—May 10,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 48097.

Small Smelting Works. Herbert Lang.
Illustrates and describes a copper smelter
in Southern California, and discusses the
requirements of small smelters, and related
matters. 3000 w. Min & Sci Pr—May 3,

1902. No. 48016.

GOLD AND SILVER.
Colorado.

Crestone Mining District in San Luis
Park, Colorado. Arthur Lakes. Illus-

trates and describes a region containing
some good veins favorably situated for eco-
nomical mining, yielding gold, silver, and
copper. HOC w. Mines & Min—May,
1902. No. 48015 C.

Cyanide Mill.

The Portland Cyanide Mill. From Bul-
letin No. 5, South Dakota School of Mines.
Illustrated description of the mill and the
methods used. 2000 w. Min & Sci Pr

—

May 10, 1902. No. 48099.

Cyanide Plant.

The Cyanide Plant of the Wasp No. 2
Mining Co., Kirk, S. D. Illustration, with
description of the plant and its equipment,
methods used and cost. 2500 w. Min &
Sci Pr—April 26, 1902. No. 47851.

Drainage.

The Drainage of the Prako Swamp,
Thames. H. D. M. Haszard. Calls atten-
tion to the importance of reclaiming this
district in New Zealand, and its value to
the goldfields. 1000 w. N Z Mines Rec
—April 16, 1902. No. 48156 B.

Gold Mining.

The Mining and Working of Gold. Brief
review of methods of securing this prec-
ious metal, its working and the production
in the United States. 2500 w. Sci Am Sup
May 17, 1902. No. 48103.

New Zealand.

The Gold Deposits of New Zealand.
Alexander McKay. Considered in rela-
tion to the comparative quantities of reef
and alluvial gold on the various gold fields
of the colony. 3400 w. N Z Mines Rec—
April 16, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 48-
155 B.

The Kaimanawa Ranges, Hawke's Bay.
Alexander McKay. An account of an ex-
pedition to examine certain parts where
gold had been reported as occurring. Map.
3200 w. N Z Mines Rec—April 16, 1902.
No. 48157 B.

Phase Rule.

Note on the Application of the Phase
Rule to the Fusing Points of Copper, Sil-

ver and Gold. Theodore William Rich-
ards. Calls attention to results obtained
by Holborn and Day in investigations pub-
lished in this journal, and the theoretical
interest attached to them. 700 w. Am
Jour of Sci—May, 1902. No. 47833 D.

Transvaal.

Gold Mining in the Transvaal. Thomas
Haight Leggett. Abstract of a paper read
at meeting of Am. Soc. of Min. Engrs. A
criticism of the paper of John Hays Ham-
mond presented at the Richmond meeting
last year. 5800 w. Eng & Min Jour—May
17, 1902. No. 48141.

IRON AND STEEL.
Alloys.

Alloys of Iron. Discusses various met-
als of importance because of the beneficial

properties they impart to steel. 1200 w.
Am Mfr—May 22, 1902. No. 48315.

Armor.

A New Krupp Armor. Gives illustra-

tions of exhibition plates of this armor,
and such information concerning it, as is

now available. It is claimed to be hardly
inferior to cemented plate, and applicable

to any form or shape required. 500 w.
Engr, Lond—May 16, 1902. No. 48367 A.

Blast Furnaces.

A New System of Cooling Tuyeres for

Blast Furnaces. Horace Allen. Deals
with the Foster Systemi, bringing forward
some new facts. 1800 w. Ir & Coal Trds
Rev—May 9, 1902. No. 48173 A.

Method of Supplying Water to Furnace
Tuyeres and Coolers. W. J. Foster. De-
scribes improvements introduced in a plant

at Darlaston, England. 2200 w. Am Mfr
—May I, 1902. No. 47920.

Recent Blast-Furnace Practice. Brierly

Denham Healey. Read before the Soc. of
Engrs. A comparison between old and
new methods, with some results of recent
working and illustrated description of fur-

nace. 2700 w. Mech Engr—May 17, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 48353 A.

The Combined Blast-Furnace and Open-
Hearth Furnace. P. Eyermann. Illus-

trated description of the furnace and its

working, with an account of the evolution
of the process. 7500 w. Ir & Coal Trds
Rev—May 9, 1902. No. 48175 A.

The Largest Charcoal Blast Furnace in

the World (Der Grosste Holzkohlen-
Hochofen der Welt). An illustrated de-
scription of a blast furnace 70 ft. high.
with a maximum production of 115 tons of

iron per day, using charcoal fuel, at Vares,
Bosnia. 1200 w. Stahl u Eisen—May i,

1902. No. 48249 D.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Blow Holes.

Blow Holes and Pipes in Ingot Steel

(Die Blasen und Lungerbildung des Fluss-
eisens). A. v. Dormus. Illustrated de-
scriptions of blow holes and pipes in steel,

with mechanical and chemical methods for

preventing them. 1000 w. Zeitschr d
Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver—April 11, 1902.

No. 48221 B.

Blowing Engine.

New Blowing Engine for the Pastuchoff
Anthracite Blast Furnaces at Sulin, South
Russia (Neue Geblasemaschine fiir die

Pastuchoffschen Anthracithochofen in Su-
lin, Siidrussland). Oscar Simmersbach.
An illustrated description of a blowing en-

gine built by the Allis Co. of Milwaukee,
U. S. A. I Plate. 800 w. Stahl u Eisen

—

May I, 1902. No. 48248 D.

Brazil.

The Iron Ores of Brazil. H. Kilburn
Scott. Describes the deposits which the
writer considers probably the most impor-
tant known iron ore deposits in the world
Gives also information concerning their

manufacture. 4000 w. Ir & Coal Trds
Rev—May 9, 1902. No. 48177 A.

Carbon.

The Chemical and Physical Properties
of Carbon in the Hearth of the Blast Fur-
nace. W. J. Foster. Gives results ob-
tained by various experimenters, and the
investieations of the writer. 2800 w. Ir &
Coal Trds Rev—May 9, 1902. No. 48176 A.

Constitution.

On the Equilibrium of Iron-Carbon Sys-
tems. G. Cliarpy and L. Grenet. Trans-
lated from the Bulletin dc la Societe d'En-
couragcmcnt. Experimental investigations

of the constitution and chemistry of metals
formed of combustions of iron and carbon.

1400 w. Engng—May 9, 1902. No. 48185 A.

Direct Process.

The Direct Production of Iron (Unmit-
telbare Eisenerzeugung). C. Otto. From
the Chemische Zeitung. An addition to

former articles of the author, describing a

process of producing iron direct from the

ore in a closed furnace under pressure. 700
w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiitten-

wesen—April 26, 1902. No. 48266 B.

German Exports.

German Iron Exports (Die Ausfuhrbes-
trebungen des Deutscher Eisengewerbes).
An account of the efforts of the German
iron trade to increase exports, with note-

worthy results, and tables showing the ex-
ports of Germany, England, Belgium and
the United States. 1500 w. Gliickauf

—

April 19, 1902. No. 48257 B.

Ingots.

The Influence of Chemical Composition
en Soundness of Steel Ingots. Axel Wahl-

berg. States the new theory based on re-
cent researches, and gives the general prin-
ciples of the formation of pipe and blow
holes, describing the various types of ingot
and Brinell's diagrams summarizing the
results of researches. 111. 8000 w. Ir &
Coal Trds Rev—May 9, 1902. No. 48178 A.

Iron Industry.

The Old and New Iron Industry Com-
pared. John Birkinbine. A brief resume
of the development of the iron and steel

industry in the United States. 4200 w.
Can Min Rev—April 30, 1902. No. 47906 B.

Krupp Exhibit.

The Krupp Exhibit at the Diisseldorf
Exposition (Rheinisch-Westfalische In-
dustrie-Ausstellung Die Krupphalle). An
illustrated review of the Krupp exhibit of
armor, turrets, cannon, shafts and all kinds
of steel work at this large German Expo-
sition. 1500 w. Stahl u Eisen—May 15,
1902. No. 48270 D.

Lorraine Ore.

The Minette Deposits of Lorraine (Die
Minetteablagerung des Lothringischen
Jura). Dr. Kohlmann. An illustrated

comprehensive geological review of the
extensive oolithic iron ore deposits of Lor-
raine, in Southern Germany, Northern
France, Luxemburg and Belgium. Serial.

1st Part. 4500 w. Stahl u Eisen—May 1,

1902. No. 48250 D.

Magnetic Separator.

The Eroding Magnetic Separator (Fro-
dings Magnetischer Erzscheider). From
Tecknisk Tidskrift. An illustrated de-
scription of a Swedish magnetic separator,

in successful operation at Herrang, which
has a flat conical table revolving over elec-

tromagnets. 500 w. Gliickauf—April 12,

1902. No. 48254 B.

The Thomson-Houston Magnetic Sepa-
rator (Separateur Magnetique Thomson-
Houston). A brief illustrated description.

400 w. Genie Civil—May 10, 1902. No.
48289 D.

Mixer.

The Jones Mixer Decision. A review of
the case of the Carnegie Steel Co. Ltd.,

against the Cambria Iron Co., interesting

and valuable for the historical data fur-

nished relative to the evolution of Besse-
mer practice in the United States. 4800 w.
Ir Trds Rev—May 22, 1902. No. 48320.

Nickel Steel.

Nickel Steel and Magnetic Observation.
Crittenden Marriott. Concerning the very
peculiar magnetic properties possessed by
nickel steel alloys. 800 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—May 10, 1902. No. 48040.

Open-Hearth.

The Elimination of Silicon in the Acid
Open-Hearth. Andrew M'William and

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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William H. Hatfield. An account of in-

vestigations made of "sand boils" and
other similar matters as to their effect on
steel. 2000 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev—May
9, 1902. No. 48172 A.

Production.

The Production of Iron Ore in 1901.

Summary of a report by John Birkinbine.

All records of production exceeded. 2000

w. Ir Age—May 15, 1902. No. 48093.

Rails.

Specifications for Steel Rails. William
R. Webster. Abstract of a paper presented

at meeting of the Am. Soc. of Min. Engrs.

States the present situation of rail specifi-

cations and the importance of discussion

of the proposed modifications. iioo w.

Eng & Min Jour—May 17, 1902. No. 48-

I4U.

Wire Drawing.

Modern Practice in Wire Drawing (Die
Moderne Praxis des Drahtziehens und
ihre Ergebnisse). Wm. Garrett. A re-

view of wire-drawing mills and methods,
particularly in the United States. 3000 w.
Stahl u Eisen—May 15, 1902. No. 48271 D.

MINING.
Bendigo.

Air Compressing Machinery. Johan
.'Sarvaas. Read before the Australian Inst.

..of Min. Engrs. An account of its use in

-the Bendigo goldfields, and its many ad-

vantages as a power for underground
•work. Also notes defects of air compress-
.ors. 2800 w. Aust Min Stand—April 10,

[902. No. 48158 B.

Blasting.

Precautions to be Observed in Blasting
(Emplois des Explosifs). H. Ramu. A
discussion of the causes of blasting acci-

dents in mining and quarrying due to de-
layed shots, etc., and recommendation of

precautions to be observed. 1600 w. Bull

Soc d'Encouragement—April, 1902. No.
48292 G.

Compressed Air.

Compressed Air for Mining from Elec-
tric Power. John B. Tregloan. A record
of results obtained with a 10 x 18-inch du-
plex, single-stage belt driven compressor.
111. 1900 w. Min & Sci Pr—April 26, 1902.

No. 47850.

Dynamite.

The Care and Use of Dynamite. A. W.
Warwick. Directions for storing, thaw-
ing, Dreparinp- cartridges and using. 1400
w. Min Rept—May 22, 1902. No. 48327.

Plectric Blasting.

The WiriutT Circuits for Electric Blast-
ing (Die Shaltung der Sprengschiisse bei

Elektrischer Ziindung). Hr. Heise. A
discussion of series, parallel, and combined
systems of wiring where more than one

shot are to be exploded. Diagram. 2000
w. Gliickauf—April 12, 1902. No. 48253 B.

English Mines.

The Distribution of Power in English
Mines. Sydney F. Walker. Discusses the

horse, and the factors which enter into the
expense ot haulage by animal power. 2000
w. Mines & Min—May, 1902. No. 48009 C.

Exposition.

The Charleston Exposition. Arthur L.
Parsons. A brief survey of the mining fea-

tures shown in the exhibits from the dif-

ferent states. 2200 w. Mines & Min

—

May, 1902. No. 4801 1 C.

Hoisting.

Graphical Methods in the Study of the
Equilibrium of Hoisting Cables (Applica-
tion de la Methode Graphique a I'Etude de
I'Equilibre des Cables d'Extraction).
Henri Deschamps. A discussion of graph-
ical methods for determining the varying
weights of cable and power required in

hoisting from deep shafts. Diagrams. 4
Plates. 7000 w. Rev Univ d Mines

—

April, 1902. No. 48420 H.

New Hoisting Engine Plants at Fried-
richstahl. Rhenish-Prussia (Neue For-
dermaschinen-Anlagen der Koniglichen
Berginspektion IX, Friedrichsthal). H.
Deichmann. A description of a powerful
hoisting plant at mines in the Saar dis-

trict, with illustrations and indicator dia-
grams. 2000 w. Gliickauf—April 19,

1902. No. 48255 B.

Winding Plants for Great Depths. Hans
C. Behr. Read before the Inst, of Min. &
Met. (England). Outlines the various sys-

tems that have been tried or suggested, ex-
plaining the mechanics of the problems,
etc. The present paper considers only ver-
tical winding. An important paper on this

subject. 111. 10500 w. Ir & Coal Trds
Rev—May 16, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
48371 A.

Mine Flood.

Cardigan Proprietary Disaster. An ac-

count of this disaster in Australia, with
editorial comment. 2000 w. Aust Min
Stand—March 27, 1902. No. 47847 B.

Mining Industries.

A Review of Recent Progress in the
Mining Industries of the United States.

F. Lynwood Garrison. An address of the

retiring president. 2200 w. Jour Fr Inst

—May, 1902. No. 47995 D.

Mixed Sulphides.

Treatment of Mixed Sulphide Ores Con-
taining Zinc by Hydrometallurgical Proc-
esses. Walter Renton Ingalls. Treats of

the wet processes in which the zinc is

brought into solution and precipitated by
chemical reagents. 5000 w. Eng & Min
Jour—May 3, 1902. No. 47957.

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Oil Prospecting.

Prospecting for Oil in the Region of the
Cliff Dwellers of Southwestern Colorado.
Arthur Lakes. Describes the formations
and discusses the possibilities of their con-
taining oil. 111. 3300 w. Mines & Min
—May, 1902. No. 48007 C.

Ore Dressing.

Problems in Ore Dressing. A. W. War-
wick. Considers some difficult separations

of refractory ores, and the methods being
tried. 1800 w. Min Kept—May 8, 1902.

No. 48042.

Pumping.

The Harris System of Pumping by Com-
pressed Air, as Applied at the Deloro
Mine. J. P. Kirkgaard. Describes this

installation and states its advantages.
2700 w. Can Min Rev—April 30, 1902.

No. 47907 B.

Rock Drill.

The Frangois Rotary Rock Drill (Note
sur la Perforation Mecanique par Rodage
Systeme A. et J. Frangois). N. Orban.
Illustrated description of rotary rock-bor-
ing machines, used in Northern French
and Belgian coal mines. 3 Plates. 3000
w. Rev Univ d Mines—-IMarch, 1902. No.
48419 H.

Safety Lamp.

Experiments with the New Wolf Safety
Lamp. Report presented to the French
Committee on Firedamp by G. Chesneau.
Illustrated description of the lamp with re-

port of tests. The committee are of the

opinion that the results show it to be safe

enough for use in fiery pits. 1500 w. Col
Guard—May 2, 1902. No. 48066 A.

Surveying.

See Civil Engineering. ]\Ieasurement.

Ventilation.

A Simple Mine Ventilating Fan. Illus-

trated description of a simple ventilating

fan, designed for metalliferous mines and
small collieries. 1200 w. Col Guard—May
2, 1902. No. 48067 A.

Watering.

The Watering of Alines. Discusses the
theories of Prof. Galloway, S. T. Evans
and J. T. Robson on the subject of water
as a preventive of explosions. 3500 w.
Col Guard—May 16, 1902. No. 48356 A.

MISCELLANY

Alloys.

A Review on Alloys. Gustav Thur-
nauer. Considers combinations of metals,
prepared in such a m.anner as to impart
qualities not possessed by either constitu-
ent. 111. 9000 w. Pro W Ry Club—April
18, 1902. No. 47945 C.

Beaumont.

Tankage Capacity of Beaumont Oil
Field. Concerning the estimated capacit>,

cost, method of construction and quality of
oil stored in the tanks already completed
and under construction. 1000 w. Eng &
Min Jour—May 10, 1902. No. 48035.

Corundum.

Mining and Concentration of Corundum
in Ontario. M. F. Fairlie. A description
of the mining of the ore and method of
concentration as at present practiced by
the Canada Corundum Company, with dis-

cussion of other methods in use. 3000 w.
Can Min Rev—April 30, 1902. No. 47905 B.

Hungary.

The History of Mining in the Marama-
ros District, Hungary (Zur Entwicke-
lungsgeschichte des Maramaroser Berg-
baues). L. v. Schmidt and Ludwig Lit-

schauer. A paper read at the Hungarian
Mining Congress, 1901, and printed in

Bdnydzzati is Kohdssati Lapok, giving a

general review of salt, metal coal, petrole-

um and other mining industries. 3500 w.
Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen

—

April 26, 1902. No. 48265 B.

Japan.

The Japanese ]\Iining Industry, with
Special Reference to Iron and Coal (Die
Japanische Montanindustrie mit besanderer
Beriicksichtigung der Eisen- und Kohlen-
industrie). E. Davidson. General statis-

tics, with tables, abstracted from an article

by A. Keppen in the Russian "Economic
Review." Serial. Part I. 1500 w. Oes-
terr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen—May
10, 1902. No. 48269 B.

Manganese.

The ^Manganese Deposits of Huelva
Province, Spain (Die Manganerz-Lager
der Provinz Huelva). Carl Doetsch. An ac-

count of the ores, analyses, mining indus-

try and production. 2200 w. Oesterr Zeit-

schr f Berg u Hiittenwesen—April 19,

1902. No. 48264 B.

Russia.

Mines and Metallurgy in South Russia
in 1901 (Les Mines et la Metallurgie dans
le Midi de la Russie en 1901). A. Spill-

berg. A paper before the 26th Congress
of rvline Operators of South Russia, giving

a general review, particularly of iron and
manganese. 6000 w. Rev Univ d Mines

—

Feb., 1902. No. 48417 H.

Saxony.

Mining and Metallurgy in Saxony in

1900 (Der Bergwerks und Hiittenbetrieb

im Konigreiche Sachsen im Jahre 1900).

General statistics, with tables, from the

"Tahrbuch fiir das Berg und Hiittenwesen
in Konigreich Sachsen." Vol. for looi.

1000 \v. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiit-

tenwesen—April 12, 1902. No. 48263 B.

We supply copies of these articles. .See page 631.
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CONDUCTING TRANSPORTATION.
Accidents.

Train Accidents in the United States in

March. A condensed record of the prin-

cipal accidents, with remarks on the most
serious ones. 3000 w. R R Gaz—May 9,

1902. No. 47968.

Block System.

The Introduction of the Block System
on the Austrian Railways (Die Einfiih-
rung des Fahrens in Raundistanz auf den
Oesterreichischen Eisenbahnen). Ludwig
Freund. An account of the change from
the time-interval to the space-interval sys-

tem of train operation, in Austria. 3500 w.
Oesterr Wochenschr f d Oeffent Baudienst
—April 19, 1902. No. 48216 B.

Fast Trains.

The Burlington Fast Mail. An account
of the performance of these trains during
the last two years, with comment. 900 w.
Ry Age—May 16, 1902. No. 48139.

Fuel.

Fuel as an Important Factor in Railroad
Operation. A. D. Parker. Read at meet-
ing of the Rocky Mt. Ry. Club. Shows
what a large expense fuel forms in the
operation of a railroad, and discusses the
losses and ways of lessening them. 2500
w. Ry & Engng Rev—May 3, 1902. No.
47964.

Speed,

Discussion on Speed of Passenger
Trains. B. A. Worthington. A commu-
nication giving interesting ideas and infor-
mation on this subject. Discusses the ap-
proximate difference in the cost of pulling
a 7-car passenger train 100 miles on a 3-

hour schedule, and the same train on a
3-hour and 20-min, schedule, particularly
as to cost of fuel. 2400 w. Ry & Engng
Rev—]\Tay 10, 1902. No. 48053.

Train Rules.

The Standard Code on the Chicago and
North Western. Notes the principal fea-
tures in which the code varies from the
"Standard," as issued by the American Ry.
Assn. 1700 w. R R Gaz—May 16, 1902.
No. 481 16.

MOTIVE POWER AND EQUIPMENT.

Air Brakes.

Best Method of Handling Air Brake
Work in Connection with Yard Testing
Plant. Report of the committee to the Air
Brake Assn. 2500 w. Ry Age—May 9,
1902. No. 48046.

Car Framing.

Graphical Method of Determining

Stresses in Car Framing. J. H. Lonie.
Gives diagrams with notes showing the ap-
plication of this method. 1000 w. Am
Engr & R R Jour—May, 1902. No. 47934 C.

Compressed Air Locomotives.

Compressed-Air Locomotives (Druck-
luftlokomotiven). M. Buhle and G.
Schimpfif. A well illustrated description of

various compressed-air locomotives, par-
ticularly the system in use on the Western
Railway of France, in and about Paris, i

Plate. 4000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher
Ing—April 26, 1902. No. 48228 D.

Continental Practice.

Features of Continental Locomotive
Building. Chas. R. King. The first of a
series of illustrated papers reviewing the
latest European practice in locomotive
construction. 5000 w. Engineering Maga-
zine—June, 1902. No. 48395 B,

Corridor Cars.

Improvements in Bogie-Truck Corridor
Cars (Neuerungen an Vierachsigen
Durchgang-Personenwagen). Hr. Herr.
A paper before the Verein Deutscher Ma-
schinen-Ingenieure, giving a well illus-

trated description of new passenger cars on
the Prussian State Railways and various
details. 7 Plates. 4000 w. Glasers Anna-
len—April 15, 1902. No. 48241 D.

Dynamometer Car.

Test and Dynamometer Car, Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy R. R. Drawings and
particulars of this car and its equipment
which has recently been thoroughly over-
hauled, with list of tests made. 2700 w.
Eng News—May 15, 1902. No. 481 10.

Locomotives.

Compound Duplex Tender Locomotive
on the Mallet System (Verbund-Duplex-
Tender-Lokomotive, System Mallet). An
illustrated description of a i-meter gauge
locomotive with two sets of three-coupled

driving wheels on the Mallet articulated

system, built by the Swiss Winterthur
works for the French "Departementaux"
railway. 400 w. Schweiz Bauzeitung

—

April 26, 1902. No. 48275 B.

Compound Locomitives with Four Cyl-

inders and Eight Driving Wheels (Note
sur les Machines Compound a 4 Cylindres
et 8 Roues Accouplees de la Compagnie
des Chemin de Fer du Midi). A well

illustrated description of compound loco-

motives, with four pairs of coupled driv-

ers and pony truck, built by the Societe

Alsacienns, at Belfort, for the "Midi" Rv.

Co., of France. 3 Plates. 3000 w. Rev
Gen d Chemins d Fer—April, 1902. No.

48295 H.
Consolidation Engine for the Nickel

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Plate. Illustrated description of a heavy
freight locomotive, ten of which have just
been placed in service. 900 w. Ry Age

—

May 9, 1902. No. 4804=;.

Heavy Tank Locomotive for the Port
Talbot Railway and Docks Company. Il-

lustrates and describes a new type for min-
eral traffic. 450 w. Engng—April 25, 1902.

No. 47881 A.
Metre-Gauge Fairlie Engines for the

Burma Railway Companv. An illustrated

description of the most modern form of
double-bogie engine. 2500 w. Engr, Lond
—May 16, 1902. No. 48368 A.

Oil-Burning Locomotives (Locomotives
Chauffees au Naphte et au Goudron). F.

Barbier. A well illustrated description of
various kinds of locomotives, in dififerent

countries, burning oil, naphtha and petro-
leum residues, i plate. 3000 w. Genie
Civil—April 19, 1902. No. 48282 u.

Pennsylvania Standard Consolidation
Engine. Illustrated description of stand-
ard freight locomotives of this road. 800 w.
Ry Age—May 23, 1902. No. 48335.

Prairie Type Freight Locomotives with
Traction Increasers—Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe. Illustrated description showing
some slight differences between this tvoe
as designed for freight and the '^assenger

locomotives previouslv described. 450 w.
R R Gaz—May 16, 1902. No. 481 18.

Prairie Type Passenger Locomotive for

the Illinois Central R. R. Illustrates and
describes one of the three types of engines
with the wide firebox which will take part

in the "ests to be made by this road. 1600

w. Ry & Eng Rev—May 17, 1902. No.
48144.

Standard Freight Locomotives of the

Columbian Government. Illustrated de-

scription of a new type of engine for heavy
freight service. 500 w. R R Gaz—May
16, 1902. No. 481 19.

Mechanical Stokers.

Mechanical Stokers for Locomotives.
Fred H. Colvin. The advantages of me-
chanical stokers are enumerated and the

stoker invented by John W. Kincaid is de-

scribed and illustrated. 2200 w. Trans
Am Soc of Mech Engrs, No. 0935—May,
1902. No. 47974.

Oil Fuel.

Oil as a Locomotive Fuel in England-
Illustrated description of the Holden sys-

tem of using oil as locomotive fuel as at

present used on the Great Eastern Rail-

way of England. 1300 'v. Ry Age—Ma>
23, 1902. No. 48332.

Piston Valves.

The Piston Valve as Applied to the Lo-
comotive. J. E. Dixon. Reviews the his-

tory of the application of piston valves to

locomotives, considering the benefits de-
rived. 111. 3500 w. Wis Engr—April,

1902. No. 47822 D.

Rolling Stock.

Norfolk and Western Standard Equip-
ment : Illustrated description. 1200 w.
Ry Age—May 9. 1902. No. 48048.

Steel Cars.

The Use of Steel in Car Construction.

J. W. Stokes. Considers the general fea-

tures of steel cars and related subjects.
2800 w. St Louis Ry Club—April 11, 1902.
No. 47846.

Test Car.

Burlington Route Test Car. Max H.
Wickhorst. Illustrated detailed descrip-
tion of the car and account of the uses
made of it. 2400 w. Ry Mas Mech—May,
1902. No. 47914.

Train Lighting.

Train Lighting Tests. E. L. French
and W. J. Spence. From a paper presented
at the meeting of the Northwest Ry. Club.
An illustrated account of tests made to

gain light on train lighting in general and
especially on the use of storage batteries.

2000 w. Ry Age—May 23, 1902. No. 48333.

German Progress in Electric Lighting
for Railway Cars. Information from Herr
Wichert's address giving results of the
experiments with various forms of electric

lighting made in Prussia. 700 w. U S Cons
Repts, No. 1349—May 23, 1902. No. 48-

170 D.

Turntable.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

NEW PROJECTS.
Trans-Australia.

The Trans-Australian Railway. A re-

view of the report of Mr. John Muir, the
engineer who has been making a prelimi-

nary survey of the ground on which the
projected line is to run. Map. 3000 w.
Engr, Lond—May 2, 1902. No. 48054 A.

PERMANENT WAY & BUILDINGS.

China.

The Work of the German Railway Sol-

diers in China in 1900-1901 (Die Thatigkeit
der Deutschen Eisenbahntruppen in China
1900-1901). Major Bauer. A paper before

the Verein fiir Eisenbahnkunde, giving an
extended review of work in building and
repairing railways, bridges, etc., in the

northern part of China, during the foreign
military occupation. Serial. 2 parts. 18-

000 w. Glasers Annalen—April 15, May i,

1902. No. 48240 each D.

Grade-Crossing Gates.

Gates at Crossings of Railways and
Roads (Wegschranken bei Eisenbahnen).
Karl Stocke. Brief, illustrated description

of gates to be operated from one side of the

track. I plate. 700 w. Oesterr Wochen-
schr f d Oeffent Baudienst—April 12, 1902.

No. 48214 B.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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Shops.

New Shops at Du Bois, Pennsylvania.
Illustrated description of the most import-
ant details, with particular reference to the

locomotive shop, power house and round
house. 22CO w. Am Engr & R R Jour

—

May, 1902. No. 47933 C.

Signalling.

Automatic Block Signals on the Phila-

delphia and New York Divisions of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. An illustrated de-
scription of what is probably the most elab-

orate railroad plant, for so long a distance,

in the world. It is equipped with automatic
track circuit block signals for about 104
miles, the road being four tracked. 3800
w. R R Gaz—May 16, 1902. No. 481 17.

Electric Signalling. W. R. Sykes' sys-

tem is illustrated and described. 2400 w.
Tram & Ry Wld—May 8, 1902. No. 48-

379 A.
Interlocking Construction and Specifi-

cations. C. O. Tilton. Abstract of a pa-
per read at the Railway Signalling Club,
in Chicago. A brief review of the points
of importance in the construction. 1200 w.
Eng News—May 15, 1902. No. 481 13.

The Virtues of the Enclosed Automatic
Disk Signal. A letter to the editor aim-
ing to show that the disk signal is equally
reliable with the semaphore. 1800 w. R R
Gaz—Alay 9, 1902. No. 47966.

Station.

The New Station at Basle, Switzerland.
Describes a very large new station being
constructed at a level of about 10 ft. below
that of the present building, and so involv-
ing the lowering of the whole permanent

way, but without interruotion of traffic.

2000 w. Engr, Lond—May 2, 1902. No.
48060 A.

Track Elevation.

Allegheny River Bridge and Track Ele-
vation at Pittsburgh. An illustrated de-

scription of a new bridge made necessary
by elevating the tracks of the Pennsylva-
nia System. It is of the double-deck, lat-

tice girder type. The work of removing
the old bridge is described. 1500 w. R R
Gaz—May 23, 1902. No. 48324.

Tracks.

Track Improvements on the Baltimore
and Ohio. Maps and illustrated descrip-

tion of points where the most important
betterments are being made. 1000 w. Ry
Age—May 9, 1902. No. 48047.

TRAFFIC.
Competition.

Competition of Steam vs. Electric Paral-
lels. C. H. Davis. From a paper read be-

fore the Canadian Soc. of Civ. Engrs. Out-
lines the laws of passenger traffic and dis-

cusses the effect of competition. 2000 w.
Can Engr—May, 1902. No. 47919.

Trains.

Maximum Trains ; Their Relation to

Track, Motive Power and Traffic. E. E.

R. Tratman. Discussing the question of

maximum train and car loading, more par-
ticularly from the maintenance-of-way
point of view, considering also the main-
tenance of equipment. General discussion
follows. 29000 w. N Y R R Club—April

17, 1902. No. 48043.

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

Berlin.

The Berlin Combined Overhead and Un-
derground Railway. P. T. J. Estler. Il-

lustrated detailed description of this in-

teresting engineering work. 3400 w. Tram
& Ry Wld—May 8, 1902. No. 48377 A.
The Financial Prospects of the Berlin

Elevated and Underground Railway (Be-
trachtungen zur Wirtschaftlichkeit der
Berliner Hoch und Untergrundbahn).
Hans Dominik. A discussion of the costs,

traffic and profitableness of this railway,
with favorable conclusion. 1200 w. 111.

Zeitschr f Klein und Strassenbahnen—
March 16, 1902. No. 48279 C.

Boston Elevated.

A Description of the Feeder Require-
ments and Installation on the Elevated
Section of the Boston Elevated Railway
Company's System. C. H. Hile. 111. 1200
w. Wis Engr—April, 1902. No. 47818 D.

Effect of the Boston Elevated on Traffic.

An estimate of the value of the service

rendered and the striking features of the

present situation, iioo w. St Ry Rev

—

May 20, 1902. No. 48339 C.

Cardiff.

Cardiff Electrical Tramways. An illus-

trated article giving the history of the un-
dertaking, with description of the line and
its equipment. 7000 w. Elec Engr, Lond

—

May 16, 1902. No. 48348 A.

Car Sanitation.

The Sanitary Condition of Street Cars
in New York. George A. Soper, in the

Medical News. Discusses ventilation,

heating, crowding, etc. 3700 w. Sci Am
Sup—May 3, 1902. No. 47855.

Chamonix.

The Fayet-Chamonix Electric Railway
(La Traction Electrique sur la Ligne du

Fayet a Chamonix). M. Auvert. A well

illustrated description of the line, rolling

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 651.
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stock and power stations of this railway

near Mont Blanc. 2 plates. 5000 w. Rev
Gen d Chemins d Fer—April, 1902. No.

48296 H.

Controllers.

Restrictions on the Controller Handle.

J. R. Cravath. Discusses the principles

involved in the appliances for regulating

the rate at which current is turned on,

their advantages and disadvantages. 2000

w. St Ry Jour—May 24, 1902. No. 48-

319 D.

Conversion.

Burnley Corporation Electric Tram-
ways. Brief history of these tramways
with an illustrated description of the con-
version from steam to electricity. 3700 w.
Tram & Ry Wld—April 17, 1902. No.
47863 B.

Electric Locomotives.

Speed Control of Electric Mine Loco-
motives. R. B. Williamson. An illus-

trated explanation of the construction of

controllers and the reasons therefor. 3000
w. Mines & Min—May. 1902. No. 48-

008 C.

Electric Traction.

Electric Railways (Les Chemins de Fer
Electriques). Leon Gerard. A general
review of electric traction of all kinds and
comparisons between it and steam traction

w'ith classification tables of electric rail-

ways. Serial, ist part. 5000 w. Mem
Soc Ing Ciyils d France—March, 1902.

No. 48413 G.
Electric Traction Progress. Philip Daw-

son. Read at Northampton, England, be-

fore the Tramways Committee. A review
of the history of electric traction in Eng-
land. 5800 w. Elec Engr, Lond—May
16, 1902. No. 48349 A.

Problems of Electric Railways. J.

Swinburne and W. R. Cooper. Abstract
of a paper read before the Inst, of Elec.

Engrs. Urges the claims of series dis-

tribution of power for railways, especially

for short lines, such as the tube and sub-
urban types. 8500 w. Tram & Ry Wld

—

April 17, 1902. No. 47866 B.

Funicular Railway.

The Vevev-Mont Pelerin Funicular
Electric Railway. E. Bignami. An illus-

trated account of the application of gas
power to the generation of electricity for

the operation of a mountain cable railway
near Vevey in Switzerland. 3000 w. En-
gineering Magazine—June, 1902. No. 48-

394 B.

High-Speed Tests.

The Berlin-Zossen Electric Railway. An
account of the results so far obtained. 2000
w. Engng—April 25, 1902. No. 47885 A.

Interurban.

Interurban Railway Development in

We supply copies of th

Western Pennsylvania. William Gilbert

Irwin. Outlines the scheme of develop-

ment in the vicinity of Pittsburg. 7500 w.

St Ry Jour—May 3. 190^- No. 47955 D.

The Middleton Electric Tramways. An
illustrated detailed description of an Eng-
lish electric tramway system connecting
Middleton with Oldham. 2000 w. Tram
& Ry Wld—April 17, 1902. No. 47864 B.

Light Railways.

Light Railways and Land Development.

J. M. Hewitt and W. G. Rhodes. Describes

the system of eight railways and methods
adopted in Belgium and their effect on the

value of land and property. 2500 w. Elec

Rev, Lond—May 16, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 48351 A.

Locomotives,

Electric Locomotives (Elektrische Lo-
komotiven). Illustrated descriptions of a

variety of electric locomotives built by the

.-\.llgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft. 1200

w. Ill Zeitschr f Klein und Strassenbah-

nen—:\Iarch 16, 1902. No. 48278 C.

Electric Locomotives for Both Rack and
Adhesion Traction (Elektrische Lokomo-
tiven fiir Zahnrad und Ahdasionsbetrieb).

M. Gaze. A well illustrated description of

electric locomotives to be used in and
about a large sugar refinery, which are to

operate on a rack railway, as well as by or-

dinary adhesion. 4000 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—April 26, 1902. No. 48-

229 D.

Michigan.

Houghton County Street Railway. Illus-

trates and describes a road for passenger

service between various towns in the cop-

per region. 5500 w. St Ry Jour—May 3,

1902. No. 47952 D.

Milan.

]\Iilan Street Railways. Effren Magrini.

An account of these railways in Italy,

where the city owns the tracks but leases

them to a private company. 3500 w. Munic
Af—March, 1902. No. 47894 D.

Motor Equipment.

Selection of Street Railway Motor
Equipment. Fred A. Jones. Read at

meeting of the Southwestern Gas, Elec. &
St. Ry. Assn. Gives a statement of effici-

ency showing great need of economy, and
discusses what should be considered in the

selection of the motor equipment. 1800 w.

St Ry Jour—May 17, 1902. No. 48137 D.

Mountain Railway.

The Fayet-Chamonix Electric Railway
Brief illustrated description of an interest-

ing line 1 1.8 miles long, with steep gradi-

ents and sharp curves. 2000 w. Engng

—

May 2, 1902. No. 48064 A.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

New Transportation System for New-
castle-on-Tyne. Illustrated description of

ese articles. See page 651.
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an electrically operated system and its

cars. 4800 w. St Ry Jour—May 3, 1902.

No. 47953 D.

Oerlikon Experiments.

Electric Traction on Normal Railways
(Die Elektrische Zugforderung auf Nor-
malen Eisenbahnen). A paper by Hr.
Huber before the Ziirich Engineers' and
Architects' Society, partly abstracted from
the Schwcizzerischc Bauzeitiin^. giving an
account of experiments about to be made
by the Oerlikon Co., using single-phase

currents. 4000 w. Elektrotech Zeitchr

—

April 17, 1902. No. 48203 B.

Paris.

Metropolitan Railway of Paris. Abstract
of' the report of Lieut. -Col. Yorke, giving

interesting facts and brief discussion of

the applicability of the shallow tunnel sys-

tem to London. 3500 w. Tram & Ry Wld
—April 17, 1902. No. 47865 B.

The Paris Metropolitan Railway. C. H.
Wordingham. Reviews the report of Lieut.

Col. H. A. Yorke concerning this railway,

summarizing the salient features of the

construction and operation and comment-
ing on points of interest. 2000 w. Elec
Rev, Lond— A oril 25, 1902. No. 47874 A.

Paris-Arpajon.

The Paris-Arpajon Electric Railway
(Chemin de Per sur Route de Paris a
Arpajon). G. Boeto. A well illustrated

description of railway, power station and
rolling stock. Both accumulator locomo-
tives and motor cars are used, i plate. 5000
w. Genie Civil—April 26, 1902. No. 48-

284 D.

Power Plant.

New Power Plant at Baltimore. Illus-

trated description of the reconstruction of
the plant of the United Railways and Elec-
tric Co. 3000 w. Steam Engng—-May 15,

1902. No. 48330.

Power Plant of the Hartford and
Springfield Street Railway Co. Illustrated

description of a direct-current generating
station having compound condensing en-
gines. 1400 w. Eng Rec—May 24, 1902.

No. 48190.

Rail Welding.

Rail Welding (Schienenschweissungen).
Karl Beyer. A discussion of rail welding,
and a table of results of experience with
the Goldschmidt aluminothermic process
on German and Danish street railways.

1400 w. Schweiz Bauzeitung—April 19,

1902. N-o. 48273B.

Rapid Transit.

The Beaton Rapid Transit Situation."

Louis Bell. A critical study, discussing
also the character of railway construction
of the future and the mistakes of the past.

3300 w. Elec Rev, N Y—May 3, 1902. No.
47898.

The New Electric Rapid Transit Rail-

way in Berlin, Germany. An illustrated

description abstracted from a series of ar-

ticles by Herr Langbein, published in the

Zeitschrift des Vereins Deutschcr Inge-
nicurc. 5700 w. Eng News—May 15, 1902.

No. 481 14.

I. The New York Rapid Transit Com-
mission's Plan for a System of Interbor-
ough Rapid Transit. II. The Proposition
to Abandon the Construction of the Third
East River Bridge at New York. Gives in

the first article a communication recently

presented at a meeting of the Commission,
discussing it in the editorial in the II. ar-

ticle, in connection with the subject of
abandoning the Third East River Bridge.

3500 w. Eng News—Mav 22, 1902. No.
48312.

Repair Shops.

New Repair Shops at Providence, Rhode
Island. Illustrates and describes details of
building construction, equipment, shop
methods, method of keeping records, etc.

4000 w. St Ry Rev—May 20, 1902. No. 48-

338 C.

Resistance.

Train Resistance. W. J. Davis, Jr. Dis-
cusses train resistance as affected by the

interurban service of electric railways. Al-
so comments on this paper, by engineers
who have given special attention to the

subject. 7500 w. St Ry Jour—May 3, 1902.

No. 47954 D.

Shops.

The New Repair Shops at Providence.
Illustrated description of one of the most
carefully equipped of modern electric car

repair shops. 2500 w. St Ry Jour—May 3,

1902. No. 47951 D.

Single Rail.

Improvements in A. Lehmann's Single-

Rail System (Neuerungen an A. Leh-
mann's Einschienenbahn). Illustrated de-

scription of a single-rail road, at ground
level, and cars for hauling freight and
oassengers by man or animal power. 700
w. Oesterr Wochenschr f d Oeffent Bau-
dienst—May 3, 1902. No. 48219 B.

Suburban.

Grimsby and Cleethorpes Electric Tram-
ways. Illustrated description of a line

about six miles in length in which the over-

head equipment is used. 1200 w. Tram &
Ry Wld—May 8, 1902. No. 48378 A.

Syracuse, N. Y.

The Street Railway System of Syracuse,
N. Y. An illustrated description of im-

provements which have greatly increased

the efficiency of the road, with report of

operation. 4200 w. St Ry Jour—May 3,

1902. No. 47950 D.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 6}l.
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THE COMMON SENSE OF THE ISTHMIAN-
CANAL DECISION.

An Editorial Review.

THE choice of the Panama route for the Isthmian canal is a

striking case of sound reason, based on engineering certain-

ties, winning a hard fight over sentiment and mistaken or

prejudiced partisanship. It is a conclusion in which the United States

was practically sole arbiter, but the whole world vitally concerned, each

nation's interest in a right decision (as pointed out heretofore in these

pages) being in almost direct proportion to its sea-borne commerce and
especially its shipping. Every consideration of physical economy
was on the side of the Panama route. Its plea for favor on account

of its shortness, its lower lockage, its easier curvature, its cheaper and
less troublesome regulation, its much slighter exposure to earthquake

damage, its greater safety and service to shipping, its almost absolute

assurance against any unforeseen difficulties of construction—this

plea was unanswered, and unanswerable. But against it was raised a

clamor for another route, based largely on a misunderstanding, but

more difficult to deal with because its moving principle was sentiment,

and sentiment for a time overpowered sense. There is nothing so

hard to change by argument as a "party watchword." It becomes a

thing almost sacred, and he who questions it thereby puts himself

beyond the pale of regard or influence. And belief in the Nicaragua

Canal for years was taken to be one of the first articles in the creed

of American patriotism.
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That this was largely based on a misunderstanding has just been

said. The misunderstanding was that Isthmian Canal and Nica-

raguan Canal mean one and the same thing. The beginnings of this

belief are easily found. They lie in the fact that at the time when the

cutting of the Isthmus by the United States was first actively urged,

the Panama route was seemingly pre-empted by France, and wholly

out of reach. It was Nicaragua or nothing, so far as the United

States was concerned. Setting the Darien route aside from serious

consideration, the only possible American canal across the Isthmus

then was the Nicaragua Canal. And the several companies, with

many and often-changing names, which sought to seize and speculate

in a "concession" for the Nicaraguan rights, were zealous in painting

the Stars and Stripes over their very hazy plans. Under proper en-

couragement, the term Nicaraguan Canal was brought into general

use and unfailingly offered to every political convention; the term

Isthmian Canal was sent to limbo. The national interest and the na-

tional pride were thus almost unconsciously fixed, by the use of a

name, upon a locality instead of upon a result. Gradually, that which

had been at first by virtue of necessity came to be held as almost of

Divine institution. It became heresy even to hint there could be

another route, to say nothing of a better route, than the Nicaraguan.

But meantime the situation on the Isthmus had changed com-

pletely. On both lines, companies had been at work and had come to

wreck. At Panama the undertakings were huge and the ruin pro-

portionate ; at Nicaragua, both were pitiful rather than overwhelm-

mg. But let anyone who shrinks from Panama on account of a "leg-

acy of failure or shame" study carefully the history of the Nicara-

guan attempts.

The whole region was again open for study and choice, without

the limitations which had narrowed the field free to the United

States at the earlier period. And yet, so strong and lasting is the

force of a form of words, well learned and often sounded, that it was

with great difficulty Congress was persuaded to seek and then wait

for the report of a competent commission ; it was with still greater

difficulty it was persuaded to act upon the strong and unanimous

recommendation of that commission against the clamor of still per-

sistent adherents of Nicaragua. But so strong and sure is the ulti-

mate power of economic fact—so inevitably must the vmfit in the

realm of engineering give way to the more fit—that clear statement

won its way against passionate oratory, and common sense prevailed

over unthinking partisanship. Within six months occurred a most
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surprising change of view in a law-making body dealing with a long

active question. The minority of 102 Congressmen who in December
fixed their choice upon the Panama route, if obtainable, in June had

grown to a majority of 252. The huge majority of uncompromising

Nicaraguan adherents had dwindled in the same time to a handful of 8.

With all allowances for those who voted for the Spooner bill because

they believed it would be impossible to get as good title at Panama

—

a belief, by the way, for which there is no foundation whatever—and

that therefore the mandatory provision for building the Nicaragua

canal would come into effect—with all allowance for these mem-
bers, the change of understanding and feeling is striking. It is char-

acteristic of the spirit of the times—the spirit which compels the with-

drawal of every method and every agency which is less efficient than

it might be, in favor of one which does the work better, faster, more

cheaply ; the spirit which sees that man's duty is to develop the

resources of the earth with the utmost economy and with the utmost

utility—which recognizes waste, whether of substance, time, or power,

as a crime.

It is this inspiration which has led The Engineering Magazine

to take the same stand on the Isthmian Canal question as on every

other question of engineering practice treated in its pages. It ha5

worked and fought for the choice of the means which would best

serve the end of usefulness and economy—which, in the case of the

canal, would most safelv, most surely, and most cheaply aid and en-

large commerce and traffic. And these means it firmly believes are

found in the Panama Canal. , In the faithful championship of this

view, now so widelv accepted, this Magazine has borne much of the

burden and heat of the day, and not a few of the blows. Against

the absurd charge of servility to the interests which are said to be

seeking to prevent the makin^- of any canal, we need only point to

the steady policy of the Magazine, and, even more tellingly, to the first

and the latest articles on the question we have published ; the former,

by Hon. Warner Miller, in March, 1893, settine forth the commercial

advantages of cutting the Isthmus ; the latter, by Mr. S. A. Thomp-

son, in July. 1902, showing the fallacy of the view that it would work

any hurt to the railways of America, and the heartiness with which

they should support, instead of opposing, the measures for prompt

and vigorous work for the completion of the waterway. Surely,

those who in reason are most nearly allied to the no-canal party are

they who would make an unserviceable canal—one which by its

risks and difficulties would discourage free use by sea carriers; and
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our whole contention has been that the Nicaragua Canal, by its length,

its tedious lockages, its narrow and crooked channels, its question-

able harbor facilities at its termini, and its possible subjection to

stoppage by earthquakes, volcanoes, or difficulties of regulation, would

reduce to a minimum the possible usefulness of a waterway across

the Isthmus. Better have it than have none—but why not have the

best of all?

Between these earliest and latest efforts toward what we are sure

is the right course, stand a long series of contributions directed

steadily to the same end. They were led by Mr. C. B. Going's article

on "The Absence of Facts about the Nicaragua Canal" in June,

1896, showing the wholly unsatisfactory character of the case for

that route, the many serious problems unsolved, the reckless folly of

going into any irrevocable adoption of the route at that time, and the

urgent need of full and careful study of the matter before any final

action was taken. The caution which the country adopted at that time

saved the expenditure of many millions for an imperfect project and

worthless concessions. In July and August, 1898, the end of the

Spanish-American war having brought the canal question up again for

study, we presented two articles which in the interests of fairness and

of argument from all sides were prepared, one by Prof. L. M. Haupt

—a strong pro-Nicaraguan, although his argument was in this in-

stance for an Isthmian canal rather than for the choice of any one

route in preference to another—and the other by Mr. Joseph Nimmo,
an opponent of the canal idea. In October following we published

Professor Haupt's rejoinder to Mr. Nimmo, but took that opportun-

ity to state that, so far as the Nicaraguan project was concerned. The
Engineering Magazine was unconvinced of its engineering feasibil-

ity or its commercial sufficiency, and was strongly against espousal

of the project by the American government.

In December of the same year we reviewed the physical advan-

tages of the Panama route, a-nd urged the injustice and unreason of

letting a former financial fiasco blind us to its very great merits from

an engineering point of view. In January, 1899, we again protested

editorially against taking over the Nicaragua scheme imtil it had

been thoroughly examined by a competent and disinterested com-

mission. This was followed, in February and March of 1899, by two

particularly able and convincing papers by Mr. W. Henry Hunter,

chief engineer of the Manchester Ship Canal, pointing out the enor-

mous benefits of such a waterway, and comparing very clearly the

Nicaragua and Panama routes in matters both of engineering con-
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struction and practical navigation. In the following August we re-

viewed the personnel of the "Walker Commission," with satisfaction

that the first point of our contention had been gained, and the

whole region was to be thoroughly surveyed before action was taken.

In February, 1900, with the express view of correcting the gen-

eral false idea that the collapse of the first Panama efifort had been

due to engineering obstacles, we presented an admirable statement of

the present condition of the undertaking by Mr. Charles Paine, past

president of the American Society of Civil Engineers, together with

a very fine map showing the extent and accuracy of the surveys and

the advanced condition of exploratory and actual construction work.

In March and April we again protested editorially against the clamor

of the Nicaraguan party, who, apparently fearful of the results of

examination, urged that their route be chosen without waiting for the

Walker Commission's report. In April also we published a very

concise and instructive comparison of the two routes by Mr. George

A. Burt, bringing out vividly their differences in point of ease of

navigation. June, 1900, we reviewed at length certain grave geo-

physical difficulties apparent in the Nicaraguan route, especially the

shifting sands at Greytown Bight, the dangers of earthquake and vol-

canic disturbance, and the question of a changing level in Lake Nica-

ragua, and developed this last point quite fully in a review of Pro-

fessor Heilprin's notable studies of this point and Mr. C. Willard

Hayes' not fully satisfying reply. September. 1900, we discussed Mr.

Wheeler's report on the topography of the Nicaragua route, which

brought out with new distinctness the difficulties of canalizing the San

Juan and dealing with the great volumes of volcanic sand. In April,

1900, we reviewed fully Col. Peter C. Hains' studies of the fortification

of an Isthmian Canal in its military and naval aspects, and in June of

the same year gave in condensed form M. Bunau-Varilla's striking

data of volcanic disturbances, showing, as since confirmed by the dis-

turbances in Guatemala and especially on Lake Managua, that the

Nicaraguan waterway would be in great danger of damage from this

cause.

In January, 1902. appeared one of the most important of all

the contributions we have presented—General Abbot's widely quoted

article on the International Aspects of the Isthmian Canal. At this

time we made an energetic protest against the folly of plunging into

the unknown difficulties and known dangers of the Nicaraguan

route, for lack of courage to attack and solve the alleged financial

difficulties in the way of getting full ownership of the Panama Canal.
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The next month, reviewing- the vote in the lower House on the Hep-
burn Bill, we pointed out and emphasized General Abbot's argument
that facility of maintenance and use far outweighed questions of first

cost, and suggested the great importance of calling the shipping in-

terests into the debate, as Senator Hanna did so effectively a few

weeks later. In the same number we summarized Dr. George A.

Soper's conclusions as to comparative sanitary conditions, com-

pletely dispelling the illusion that Nicaragua is more healthful than

Panama. In March we reviewed our course in the support of the

Panama movement, and stated our motives as we have again in this

article—the conviction that in industrial life and action, the supreme

considerations are plain practicability and utility.

Mr. John George Leigh's review of the report of the Walker Com-
mission from a British standpoint appeared in our issue for April of

this year. In June, we pointed out the impressive confirmation of M.
Bunau-Varilla's predictions as to volcanic and earthquake dangers in

Nicaragua, the proof being furnished by the year's earthquake read-

ings recorded by General Abbot, showing fifty shocks in San Jose

de Costa Rica as against five slight tremors in Panama. And in

July (last month), besides Mr. Thompson's important article on the

general economic influence of waterways, we pointed out the con-

version of public thought to true economy as indicated in the passage

of the Spooner bill, and forecast the concurrence of the House.

The bill, passed by both houses, has received the President's signa-

ture. The way is at last open to the long-hoped-for piercing of the

Isthmus—for the joining of the seas which themselves join the conti-

nents. If there is a fatal flaw in the Panama title, then the choice

must be Nicaragua ; but that we do not for a moment fear. All past

disputes have been finally settled in the French courts, by which all par-

ties are bound. Governments and owners concur in confirming the

transfer. No mere difficulties should be permitted to interfere, if they

can in any way be removed. Financial obstacles to the speedy acquisi-

tion of Panama will be more readily overcome than the physical ob-

stacles, both to completion and use, which would be met at Nicaragua.

It will be far easier to get and keep a clear title at Panama under the

laws of France or of America than a clear waterway at Nicaragua

under the laws of wind and flood which are shoaling the Caribbean

and would oppose every steamer threading the crooked San Juan.

Our unshaken belief in the Panama Canal and in its final adoption

by the United States springs from the same roots as our faith that

misrule in Africa would go down—that false independence and short-
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sighted extortion would unfailingly give way to true liberty and
self-government and a policy of justice and encouragement
of industry. Another outgrowth of the same creed was our
confidence in the restoration of peace in China without seizure or

partition of territory, and our forecast of a joint stand by Britain,

Germany, the United States and Japan for the integrity of China and
free commercial opportunity. The vital force of this philosophy is

profound conviction that the supreme figure in the modern world is

the engineer, and the supreme test of any material proposition is

efficiency. If it makes for greater economy, it will prevail; if it

makes for needless waste, it will fall. The rule runs the same

whether the thing tried by it be a tool, a labor policy, a ship-canal, a

government, or a human institution. The Nicaragua Canal, the Boer

oligarchy, the war spirit in the Far East, had the foredoom of failure

written upon them because they tend to waste of human effort and

material resource. The strike leader, the jingo, the "war lord," are

going the same road, and every new proof of the wastefulness of war
puts them farther toward complete rejection. The name of Utilitarian

is losing its evil sense as it is more clearly seen that every saving of

effort or substance leaves man by that much freed for better things.

The fitness that leads to survival is fitness in point of economy and

efficiency—the fundamentals of all engineering effort. Because he

serves these ideals, the engineer is already the foremost figure in the

social order, far outranking statesman and soldier. The art outrank-

ing all arts is "the art of directing- the great sources of power in

Nature to the use and convenience of man."



THE TREND OF PRICES IN ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIES.

By C. L. RedMd.
Dr. H. M. Chance, in a most thoughtful article on '-lUe i'lesent \ alue and Purchasing

i'ovver of Gold" published in the JNIagazine in May, 1896, forecast the very conditions vvhicli

Mr. Redfield discusses in their latest phases in the following article. Karely is an economic
prophecy so strikingly fulfilled as that has been with which Dr. Chance concluded the articl

just mentioned. The subject has gained new and great importance from the constant and
cumulative increase in the rate of exploiting the world's great gold fields. Mr. Charleton's
recent articles in this Magazine on Australian gold-mining, Mr. Tonge's accounts of constant
progress in Colorado, Mr. Mabson's story of the Ivhodesian prospects, told in our issue of

March, 1900, Mr. Queneau's article last month on Cape Nome, Mr. Hammond's striking leader

on the Transvaal situation in July, Mr. Leigh's description of tue Gold Coast this month—all

have one burden:—an enormous yearly addition to the supply of gold, and an inevitable fall in

the purchasing power of this commodity. The question is even more important from the fact

that the world has settled most of its vexing outside problems—in Africa, in the Indies, in

the Far East—and has before it an era of busy peace, the progress of which must be accom-

panied by, and in large measure depend upon, the settlement of the ever-present internal

problems ot cost of production and payment of the worker. A right view of the meaning and
tendency of prices is fundamental to the case, and toward this view Mr. Kedfield helps ably.

—

The Editors.

A COMMODITY is anything which is an article of exchange

and which lias value because of the human elfort expended in

its production. The price of a commodity is a statement in ar-

bitrary units of the amount of gold which must be given in exchange

for a specified quantity of that commodity. As gold is an article of

exchange, and is obtained only through human efforts, it is also a com-

modity, and as a commodity is subject to the same laws as other com-

modities. The fact that prices rise and fall shows that the values of

commodities vary from time to time, and the fact that the measuring

and measured commodities are subject to the same laws indicates that

price is a statement of the relationship of one variable to another vari-

able. Any forecast as to the future trend of prices must therefore be

based upon a study of the variations in value of different commodities,

and to do this properly we must analyze the causes of such variations.

Under the old political economy, the ratio of supply and demand

to each other is considered sufficient to explain all variations in price,

and under the old conditions this explanation was practically satis-

factory. In a limited sense and for particular cases the old formula is

true today. It will determine the price when the supply is strictly
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limited, as in the case of rare coins, or when the demand clianges sud-

denly, as in the case of articles made to meet the requirement of tran-

sient fads and fashions. It is also an explanation of temporary tiuc-

tuations in prices ; but for staple articles the relationship of supply to

demand fails as an explanation when we consider the gradual changes

in prices which take place during considerable periods of time.

At the time when the law of supply and demand was first stated

nearly all production was the result of hand labor, and the productive

power of the community sufficed to supply but little more than what

food and clothing was completely consumed. As the demand for food

to sustain life and clothing for protection against the weather is an

urgent demand, and nearly constant in quantity, it will be readily seen

why a variation in the normal supply should cause a considerable vari-

ation in price.

With the gradual introduction of mechanical power and improved

machinery, the productive capacity of the community has increased to

such an extent that it has become potentially unlimited. The fact that

the greatly increased supply of commodities arising from increased

productive capacity has neither checked production nor ruined the

producers by a demoralization of prices, shows that supply is not of

itself the controlling factor of price. The explanation of this may be

found in the motives which control human actions. The average pro-

ducer knows little of the theories of political economy, and cares less.

What he is interested in is furnishing some commodity at a price

which will give him a reasonable compensation for the efforts ex-

pended in its production. As long as this reasonable compensation

is forthcoming he will continue to furnish the article, but he seriously

objects to furnishing it at a loss, or at a price so close to its cost of

production that he is not enabled to obtain a respectable living. When
the principal lines of production were limited to food and clothing,

the man who was producing commodities at a price yielding only a

bare subsistence had few opportunities to change ; because of the

scanty dissemination of general news he lacked knowledge of oppor-

tunities for change that existed ; and because of the general lack of

capital he could not hold his surplus product nor have it held until a

suitable price could be obtained, but was compelled to dispose of it at

the immediate market price. He was therefore often compelled to

continue the production of a given commodity irrespective of the

degree of his compensation or what the market price might be.

All this is now changed. The machinery wdiich increased the pro-

ductive capacity of the community has added a large number of new
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avenues of employment to which he may turn if his own prove unre-

munerative; newspapers, telegraphs, and a traveling public now keep

him informed of what others are doing and of opportunities that

exist ; increased facilities for transportation enable him to send his sur-

plus to distant points ; and the increase of capital and storage capacity

permits an unsalable surplus to be held for a more propitious market.

With all these opportunities the modern producer will not long con-

tinue to furnish a commodity unless the selling price is higher than

the cost of production ; the practically unlimited power of increasing

the supply of a commodity and the ever-present competition will not

permit the price long to remain more than a reasonable amount above

the cost of producing it ; hence, in the long run, the cost of production

will determine the price.

When the majority of producers were independent workers, few

men knew what the cost of production was, and the market was dom-

inated by the supplies furnished by those who did not know. With
the expansion of the' wage system producers learned to calculate the

cost of producing articles, and independent producers were enabled to

determine the same thing by comparing what they received for their

labor with what they would receive as employees. In the light of the

information thus gained we find the cost of production is a summation

of the total effort required in bringing things from their natural state

to that condition in which they become articles of trade or commerce.

Effort does not include the natural energy of nature that may be

absorbed without expense, as the wind that propels a vessel or the

caloric in coal that produces steam, but it does include the human labor

involved in spreading the sails and handling the coal. Nor is it con-

fined strictly to labor, as contended by the socialists, but it includes the

mental processes of invention, guidance, and superintendence, and a

legitimate return upon that condensed labor known as capital. The
man who of his own volition and by extra diligence builds a water-

wheel and compels the forces of nature to perform part of his own
labor, and part of that of his fellow men, is entitled to whatever he has

gained by his own diligence and foresight, and also to a small portion

of the extra profit gained by those who use his wheel, but did not orig-

inate it. In other words, he has, by extra mental and physical efiforts,

brought about a state of affairs by which less future effort is required

to produce certain commodities, and because less effort is required the

cost of producing these commodities is reduced. As price is depend-

ent upon cost of production, we see that it may ultimately be traced

back to amount of effort exerted, and as the amount of effort ex-
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pended in producing commodities is continually being reduced by the

action of concentrated effort at previous times, the tendency is for the

values of commodities to decline.

What is said in regard to values would be true of prices, if price

and value were synonymous ; but as prices are measured in a commod-
ity which is subject to the same laws as other commodities, it is neces-

sary to consider the extent to which concentrated effort may reduce the

total effort necessary to produce gold, as compared to that necessary

to produce other commodities.

Until recent times both gold and silver have been used as measures

of values, and both have been produced by manual labor assisted by

such tools as the miner could carry with him. As neither metal occurs

in large masses, the amount of effort required to produce them long

remained a nearly constant quantity, from which fact came the idea

that they represented definite and uniform values. In the 70's large

silver deposits became available by reason of the introduction of im-

proved machinery. This machinery represented concentrated effort,

by the use of which less total effort was thereafter required to produce

silver. The consequence of this was a reduced cost of production,

and this reduced cost was in a few years reflected by a fall in the price

of silver compared with gold. If, during this period, silver instead of

gold had been the standard for measuring price, it is evident that

prices, as commercially stated, would have risen, though there would

have been no rise in values. It would simply have been a case of

stating prices in units of continually declining value.

During the last decade concentrated effort has been going into the

production of gold, exactly as it went into the production of silver

some thirty years ago. This concentrated effort has been, and is now,

reducing the cost of producing gold. Owing partly to the compara-

tively short time through which the improved methods of producing

gold have been in operation, and partly to the temporary shutting off

of the least expensive supply, by reason of the South African war, the

amount added to the general stock at the reduced cost of production

has affected market values to only a limited extent. With the reopen-

ing of the South African mines and a continuance of the process of

reducing the cost of producing gold, its value as a purchasing com-

modity will decline. It is impossible to say to what extent the value

of gold will decline, but it seems probable that during the next twenty

years the decline will amount to about fifty per cent. Whatever may

be the extent of this decline, we may be quite certain that it will be

considerable and will continue for a number of years. We may there-
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fore say that in the immediate future prices will be stated in units of

continually reducing value. In other words, it will take an increasing

amount of gold to pay for articles which have a uniform value.

The obvious meaning of this is that prices will rise, but it does not

follow that all prices will rise. Some will rise while others will fall.

To determine whether or not the price of a given commodity will rise

Or fall we nuist first determine the percentage of efifort that may be

saved in its production, as compared with the percentage saved in the

production of gold. We have already suggested that the probable

saving in the cost of producing gold will be about fifty per cent.

Those articles for which the saving will be greater than this will fall

in price, while those for which it will be less will rise.

This may be illustrated by a few concrete examples. From ore to

finished product, nails are produced principally by natural forces act-

mg through machinery and under human supervision. While the

amount of human effort consumed in the production of nails will un-

doubtedly be reduced from time to time, this human efifort is now a

very small part of the total energy consumed, and it is not probable

that the percentage of reduction can equal that for gold. With con-

siderable confidence we may therefore say that nails will be higher in

price twenty years hence than they are now. What is true of nails

is also true of the majority of those staple articles which are now pro-

duced principally by automatic machinery. We may say the same

thing of the mass of agricultural products, because the element of

time in production cannot be reduced to an appreciable extent, and

because the reductions obtainable through larger product from a given

area and through improved shipping facilities form only a small part

of the total cost. We may also find other reasons why the prices of

agricultural products will rise. Land, being a natural product, cannot

be reduced in cost by improvements in processes of production ; being

strictly limited in supply it will rise in price by reason of increase in

demand, even without any concurrent fall in the value of gold. These

will cause an increase in the cost of producing agricultural products

which probably will fully ofifset any reduction of cost in other ways.

From the foregoing it will be evident that the future rise in prices of

agricultural products will be a fairly good index of the concurrent

fall in the value of gold.

The commodities which in the future will fall in ])rice a''e those now
produced by hand labor, but which may be produced by machinery,

and those which are now produced in small quantities by isolated pro-

ducers, but which may be produced by large combinations. These
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articles are principally articles of luxury, fancy articles, and the odds

and ends of commerce.

We have determined value to be a representation of human eiTort,

and price to be a statement of value in units of continually declining

value. From these we may determine that labor of a given quality

will, in the future, command higher prices. But labor, through edu-

cation and training, is becoming more efficient, and consequently

wages will rise faster than the value of gold will fall. The argument

that the continual displacement of human labor by the introduction of

machinery will glut the market with idler laborers whose competition

will reduce wages is not a good one. The man who by the displace-

ment of manual labor makes fifty thousand dollars does not carry that

fifty thousand around in his pocket nor does he put it in a safety

deposit vault. In neither of these places would it be of any use to

him, and no man will exert himself to obtain that which is useless.

The only way that he can make that money useful to him is to employ

it, and the only way that it can be employed is to set men to work

making something. What therefore his machinery enables him to

avoid paying to labor for making one thing, he immediately pays to

labor for making something else. This is an addition to the world's

supply of things which would not have existed except for the intro-

duction of his machinery, and as the new things are usually those

which demand higher rates of pay, the scale of wages is thereby in-

creased instead of decreased. The engineer who earns ten or twenty

dollars a day is the descendant of a man who a few generations ago

considered himself fortunate in being able to get fifty cents a day. It

was the displacement of labor by the introduction of machinery which

brought about the conditions that have made the engineer possible.

If improved machinery and improved methods had not been put into

operation, the ten-dollar man of today would be struggling along on

the miserable pittance received by his ancestors.

er-^



WEST AFRICAN GOLD MINING AND THE
''CONCESSIONS INDUSTRY."

By John Geo. Leigh.

Mr. Leigh's article has two important features—first, the very wholesome discouragement
of reckless and visionary gold-gamblers, and, second, the intimation that to strong, sound,
and well managed companies, guided by good engineering advice and contented with mod-
erate dividends, the Ashanti gold reefs may offer opportunities comparable with those of the

Rand. The support which such a prospect gives to Mr. Redfield's argument advanced in the

preceding article is obvious.

—

The Editors.
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LACE before an average

man, and any but a very

exceptional woman, hav-

ing a small amount of capital at

disposal and consequently an ex-

aggerated estimate of its import-

ance, two prospectuses—the one

inviting cooperation in a sound

industrial enterprise offering op-

portunity for reasonable divi-

dends ; the other dilating upon the untold wealth hidden in a gold mine

in some country of which the recipient of the document has previ-

ously scarcely heard—and there is little doubt as to which will claim

the larger share of attention. Moreover, if, as usually happens, the

second prospectus comes to hand after systematic advertisement of

the auriferous wealth of the said country and certain more or less

hypothetical fortunes won therefrom, and can point to the possession

by the new-born company of a live lord, or a baronet or knight, at

least, among its directors, the desired result is doubly assured.

Truth to tell, an irresistible fascination is exercised over the minds

and purses of most people by an alliance of the two substantives "gold"

and "mining." The most, or only, familiar form of mining is that

which places coal within the reach of everyone, and by the majority of

the uninformed—their name is legion, regardless of degree—gold in its

natural state is always associated with nuggets. The effect of this

conjunction of ideas, that gold lies buried in masses a short distance be-

low the surface of some favoured spots and can be won without consid-

erable labour and cost, is usually disastrous to those who entertain it.

They fall ready victims to the wily phrases of company promotion and,
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THE CROSSING OF A JUNGLE RIVER.

hurrying, as they hope, to enrich themselves, learn all too late that their

fancied bonanza existed only in the heated imagination of the compilers

of the prospectus, or, at best, had swallowed more of the precious metal

than it could ever disgorge.

These remarks are apropos of perhaps the most extraordinary boom
which has agitated England since the palmy days of the "Kaffir circus,"

when every man, woman, and child deemed it a patriotic duty to assist

in the exploitation of the auriferous and diamondiferous reefs of

Southern Africa. Much money, of course, was made and lost in the

historic cycle boom and the flotation of West Australian gold mines, but

these episodes, though striking in their way, lacked many of the char-

acteristics of the movement wdiich, a few years ago, necessitated an en-

largement and subdivision of the Stock Exchange mining department.

In an interesting article contributed to The Engineering Maga-
zine some two years since, reference was made to the influence of "apt

alliteration" in popularising the magnificent railway scheme so long as-

sociated w'ith the magnetic personality now at rest in the Matoppos

Hills. There is much in a name, and "gold mining on the Gold
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Coast" has proved a phrase dangerously fascinating even to the most

unimaginative minds. History and legend are in large degree ac-

countable for the witchery, for the region of the Gulf of Guinea has,

since Europeans first became acquainted with it, been regarded as rich

beyond the dreams of avarice in hidden stores of the ever-coveted

metal. Whatever may today be thought of it, there is no doubt that in

the past the Gold Coast was no misnomer.

A MAIX STREET IN AN AFRICAN GOLD COAST VILLAGE.

It is interesting to note that as long ago as 1470, the Portuguese, the

original discoveries of the land, conferred upon one of their earliest set-

tlements the name La Alina (Elmina), in honour of the quantity of

gold obtained therefrom. We know also, on reliable authority, that

Captain Thomas Windham on a single occasion in 1551 conveyed to

England 150 pounds of gold dust, and that a second English expedi-

tion, fitted out a few years later under Captain John Lok, brought from

the now famed golden land precious metal weighing 400 pounds and

250 elephant tusks. The Portuguese for many decades looked upon

their West African possessions as one of their principal sources of reve-

nue, but during the few years before and manv following the cession
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EUROPEAN AND NATIVE QUARTERS AT A WEST AFRICx\N MINE.

to Holland of the entire Gold Coast, in recompense for the withdrawal

of Dutch claims to Brazil, gold appears to have occupied a subordinate

position among exports from the country. The reason for this is by

no means clear, for William Bosman, chief factor for the Dutch at

Elmina, in his "New and Accurate Description of the Coasts of

Guinea," published early in the eighteenth century, says that all the

rivers and streams contained gold dust, and mentions several districts

in which, according to native report, the metal was abundant in the

shape of nuggets. In more recent years, private estimates and

official returns serve only to increase the surprise that gold has not

been forthcoming in larger quantities. For instance, in 1816, one

authority rated the annual export from the Coast at 100,000 ounces;

five years later a second estimated its value at £3,406,275 ; while a

third tells us that Britain's receipt of gold from the whole of West
Africa during the three years ending 1834 was but £250,000. Judg-

mg from official figures dealing with subsequent years I am inclined

to think the last estimate substantially correct, for I find that during

the decade 1886-95 the annual exports of gold from the Colony

were :

—

Weight Value Weight Value

ozs. £ ozs. £

20,799 74,828 1891 24,475 88,112

22,547 81,168 J892 27,446 98,806

24,031 86,510 1893 21,972 79.099

28,667 103,200 1894 21,332 76,796

25,460 91,657 1895 25,416 91,498

This shows an average of 24,214 ounces, valued at £87,167, which,

be it noted, favourably compares with many later years. Yet, dur-
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ing these, scores of English companies, assisted by American man-

agers and engineers, have been hard at work endeavouring co de-

velope the industry.

Before reference to these efforts and the "boom" which, for a time

at least, placed much of the wealth of England at their disposal, men-

tion should be made of the reputation, now two centuries old, of

Ashanti as a land abnormally favoured by Nature in her distribution

of gold. The Ashanti nation, which for so many years was as a

thorn in the flesh of the Gold Coast, appears to have reached the

zenith of its power early in the last century. Frequent conquests,

the command of an army which included practically every able-bodied

man in the country, and the possession of a plentiful supply of fire-

arms, induced the Ashanti kings to consider themselves invincible,

and this supposition received no little encouragement when the

hinterlanders, in 1816, besieged Cape Coast Castle and Annamabo,

were bought off by the English governors, and made themselves mas-

ters of the entire littoral from Assinie to the Volta. So disturbing

to trade was this state of things that the Royal African Company sent

A VISIT FROM THE KINGS OF ADANSI.

a mission to Kumasi, an interesting account of which appears in a

book published in 1819 by T. Edward Bowditch, one of the delega-

tion. If Kumasi really was what Bowditch described it, its wealth

must have been astonishing, for we are told that, at the reception of

the mission, "the sun was reflected, with a glare scarcely more sup-
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ONE OF THE GOLD-COAST AMALGAMATED MINES.

portable than the heat, from the massive gold ornaments which glis-

tened in every direction." The king sat on a throne, and was re-

splendent with breast-plate, anklets, and sword hilt, all of solid gold

;

his guards wore belts and his band played instruments of the same

precious metal ; even the most lowly of his attendants were decorated

with layers of fine gold chains, while every native in the town seems

to have been adorned with what would now be costly jewelry. Echoes

of the same tale have come to us in later years ; for instance, Captain

Boisragon, after visiting the Ashanti capital in 1892, wrote that "The

king alone was a sight to see, being a mass of gold from a kind of fire-

man's helmet he had on to the tips of his sandals, which alone must

have been worth some hundreds of pounds."

What has become of all this wealth? Was it the product of the

soil, and, if so, is it not reasonable to suppose that there yet lies buried

in the ground and in the beds of the rivers and streams of Ashanti

and its southern neighbour as much at least of the precious metal as

was ever extracted by native methods, crude and wasteful? These

are among the questions repeatedly asked by men of enterprise, or by

those who, without aspiration to be themselves enriched, long for the

peaceful developenient and civilisation of heretofore unhappy, de-

spoiled West Africa. To the first inquiry, wonderful though it be

that a country almost weighed down with gold should in a few short

years have lost everything, it is not possible to return a satisfactory
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answer ; to the second and third, more important because they deal

with the future, there seems but one reply—and that an emphatic

affirmative. For the somewhat remarkable fact that there is yet a

dearth of convincing evidence wherewith to justify this optimistic at-

titude, Britain has to thank some of her sons, "too clever by half," in

the heart of the Empire and in the Colony.

Legitimate attention was directed to the Gold Coast and its hinter-

land as profitable fields for British enterprise by the virtual annexa-

tion of Ashanti in 1896,* the suspension of mining operations in the

Rand consequent upon the outbreak of the South African war, and

the final suppression of the rebellion which broke out at Kumasi in

April, 19CX). Many ventures, concerning which few words of dis-

paragement can be said, were in rapid succession brought before

the public, and the response of the latter was such that, for quite a

considerable period, scarcely a day passed without the issue of a

number of prospectuses, dilating in more or less glowing terms upon

the exceptional value of the concessions acquired by the new-born

companies and the certainty of early and profitable returns. A con-

spicuous percentage of these ventures, fortunately perhaps for some

of the persons concerned in their flotation, stopped short at the allot-

ment stage; while others ended brief, inglorious careers in liquidation,

voluntary or otherwise. Nevertheless there still exist many hundred

companies—particulars of no fewer than 420 appear in the recently

published Mining Manual—whose shareholders presumably expect

to handle dividends derived from West African gold. I regard it

thankfully as no part of my duty to play the role of prophet in this

matter, and am well content to echo, without comment, the views of

others better qualified, by reason of City experience, to assume the

dangerous distinction. One authority to whom I put the necessary

* It was not until September of last year that Ashanti was formally incorporated into the

Empire,and an end made of an administrative interregnum perplexing alike to officials and the

natives. Heretofore, even at Kumasi, the native kings shared in the government; the chief

British representative continued to be styled "Resident," and his duties were practically un-

defined. Under the new arrangements, however, the relations of Crown, colony, and con-

quered territory were placed on a new and positive basis. The Gold Coast remains a Crown

colony, with limits somewhat enlarged at the expense of Ashanti; the latter was constituted

an independent possession, while the Northern Territories were "placed under the protection

of his Majesty the King," or, in other words, become a "sphere of interest" until such time

as their political or economic worth calls for a closer bond. Under the new regime Major

Nathan, the governor of the Gold Coast, was appointed also governor of Ashanti, with power

to appoint a chief commissioner (Captain Donald Stewart, whose excellent work as resident at

Kumasi thus received appropriate recognition), and other officials needful for the administra-

tion of the country. He was also directed to respect "any native laws by which the civil rela-

tions of any native chiefs, tribes, or populations under his Majesty's protection are now

regulated, except so far as the same may be incompatible with the due exercise of his

Majesty's power and jurisdiction, or clearly injurious to the welfare of the said natives."
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^i ECTOR AND HIS CARRIERS.

questions was sufficiently optimistic to opine that some sixty com-

panies would prove remunerative investments, and that probably

two-thirds of those whose shares still stand at a premium would

justify this position. A second was by no means equally hopeful and

inclined to estimates at least fifty per cent, less favourable; while

others hovered practically between the two opinions. All, however,

agreed that, given time and patience, the Gold Coast and Ashanti

would prove themselves to be very highly mineralised and conse-

quently deserving of great commercial interest.

In all British colonies, and especially those yet unblessed with

representative government, commercial transactions between whites

and natives are very strictly ruled for the protection of the aborig-

inals. Particularly, and very properly, is this the case in all matters

relating to the alienation of land. Often, however, a question arises

whether the "man and brother" principle is not occasionally so

strained that manifest injustice is done to the white, while the other

party is made objectionably overbearing, even to the extent of relying

upon his colour as ample excuse for spoiling the alien. Whatever

the cause, this at least is certain, that the West Coast chiefs, in the

matter of mining concessions, have usually proved themselves more

than a match for the presumably smart individuals of lighter hue with

whom they have had dealings. They were quick to see that the white
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man, usually acting for "friends at home," desired something in the

way of a bargain, and very promptly evinced inclination to oblige.

Many scandals have resulted, some of which have been publicly ex-

posed ; but the modus operandi and evil consequences of the traffic

have never been so clearly and authoritatively proclaimed as they were

by Governor Nathan in the course of a speech delivered at a dinner

of the Chamber of Commerce at Cape Coast Castle in September lasr.

Having referred in not (as I read them) very hopeful terms, to the

prospects of general trade and the mining industry, jMajor Nathan

thus proceeded :

—

"This is a somewhat discouraging state of things, but worse remains be-

hind. ]\Iany hundreds of concessions have been registered in the colony this

year, and notices of them have been filed in the concessions court ; and I have

never met a gold prospector, barrister, merchant or official, who, when
we talk of the gold industry, does not tell me that a large proportion of these

concessions are not worth the paper on which they are written. In truth, a

concessions industry has grown up, which is quite distinct from the mining

industry, and threatens to ruin it and permanently injure the future of the

colony. The industry has its centre in this town, where clerks and persons

of no standing act as middlemen between the native chief who is willing to

lease his stool lands to any person and to any number of persons who will give

him money, and the speculator who buys wholesale from the clerks the doc-

uments they have executed with the chiefs, without inquiry whether the lands

referred to represent any value as a gold-mining property. The speculator

hopes to get back from a company the commission money he has paid to the

middleman and the earnest money he has paid to the chiefs, together with a

very handsome profit to himself; while the company, formed nominally to

work the concession, looks to the public and not to the gold on the conces-

sion to recoup expenses. It is difficult to protect people from the consequences

of their own folly, but I certainly advise the public, before taking shares m
any gold-mining company, to see that it has been satisfactorily reported on

by a man qualified by his character, capacitj^ and knowledge to prospect for

gold."'

Here we have in concise terms, from the highest official in the

colony, a picture of what has been going on for several years. The
facts are indisputable and, indeed, have long been notorious, at least

in City inner circles. Yet I do not hesitate to think that, were it

possible to revive the "Jungle boom" tomorrow, a certain section of

the public, despite burnt hands and repeated official warnings, would

promptly rush to its support.

Much wiser is the polic}' which has been adopted by the leading

companies and endorsed by their shareholders—to ignore market

operations and devote themselves to the developement of their prop-

erties in reallv businesslike fashion. Some ideas mav be formed of
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the severity of the existing slump from the fact that, during three

weeks last fall, the depreciation in twelve of the more important

companies amounted to no less than £8,250,000. With increased

facilities for the transport of machinery and stores from the coast,

the work of the next six months should add very materially to the

general knowledge of the mineral wealth of the country, and perhaps

even result in an early output of gold. The initial mistake made by a

majority of the companies was in minimising the difficulties likely to

be encountered, with the result that shareholders became disheartened,

not only on account of the market outlook, but also because they

thought unjustifiably slow progress was being made in connection
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with their properties. Strength was very frequently given to this

feeling by the injudicious and, I believe, quite unnecessary reticence

observed by directors and officials. In this connection, I gladly draw

attention to the accompanying plan and section, not only because of

their intrinsic interest, as showing the developement done and pro-

posed by one of the most promising enterprises (one of the Wassau

group) on the Tarkwa banket reef, but also on account of the system-

atic manner in which the shareholders are periodically informed of the

progress of the workings. Each investor is supplied with a section

map showing the arrangement of the various shafts and levels, and as
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reports arrive, postcards are sent from the office giving detailed in-

formation as to the footage completed.

Much stress has been laid upon the difficulties of transport from the

coast to the mine, and certainly the latter have, in this regard, been very

severely handicapped. West African jungle is of the densest descrip-

MAKKET AT OBWASSI.

tion, the roads even near the coast should more properly be described as

paths, carriers have been few in number and exorbitant in their de-

mands, while the railway, from which so much is hoped, is still in

course of construction so deliberate as almost to provoke derision.

Work in connection with the line was commenced more than three years

ago, but up to the present the only section open to public traffic—

a

somewhat elastic phrase, as miners and traders know to their cost—is

that between Secondi and Tarkwa, a distance of 29% rniles. In Febru-

ary, after the opening, a friend of mine, travelling to Secondi and back

for the purpose of bringing up-country i 1,000 in specie, was compelled

to travel in open trucks, crowded with native labourers and their

accompanying odours and exposed to the full glare of the sun. Each

train went ofif the line only once, which was regarded as evidence of

most brilliant engineering; and one of the trips was accomplished in

the phenomenally brief time of 6^ hours, an average of one mile in

ten minutes, over which the officials crowed consumedly. For the

railway, such as it is, or will be, the colony must primarily thank,

not the Government, but the Ashanti Goldfields Corporation. The
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MILL AT TAMSU.

latter, finding the authorities unwilHng to incur the risk of the enter-

prise, undertook to guarantee, for a term of twenty years, payments

sufficient to make up the net annual receipts to £20,000 as soon as the

railway reaches Obuassi, the center of its property, and to increase

the guarantee to £30,000 when the track is completed to Kumasi,

a distance from Secondi of i6gy^ miles. In official circles, a hope

is entertained that the rails will touch Kumasi by the end of 1903,

but local opinion is by no means equally sanguine.

Reference to the railway has necessitated departure from a policy

which I intended to pursue throughout this article, namely to avoid

mention of particular companies. The Ashanti Goldfields Corporation,

however, seems to^ occupy a unique position among the enterprises en-

gaged in exploiting West African quartz reefs, inasmuch as more than

a year ago it reached the producing stage and can already point to an

output of many thousand ounces. Its experience, therefore, is not

without value in connection with the belief of many West Africans

that crushing on quartz reefs will, for some time at least, give a

greater output of gold than the banket formation. Many thousands

of tons crushed in the Obuassi district have averaged 2 ounces of
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gold. This is probably a very exceptional yield, but an all-round

one-half as good cannot fail to have important results, if, as experts

claim, the gold-bearing veins of West Africa have been r.raced over a

greater distance than those of the Rand. It is also noteworthy

that the company referred to, which is working nine different mines

and employs over 4,000 natives, repudiates in emphatic fashion the

accuracy of current assertions as to the difficulty of obtaining labour,

claiming that the trouble, where it exists, is usually created by those

who complain of it rather than b\' the natives. Often enough, there

is much to lie said in support of this theory : and equivalent discrim-

ination is not undesirable in connection with that permanent obstacle

to the developement and civilisation of West Africa—the evil reputa-

tion of its climate. There is little hope that, in our time or for many
generations to come, science will achieve much in lessening the perils

to life and health which lurk in all directions. In the meantime, how-

ever, much might be done b}- (Tovernment, employers, and even the

most subordinate among the white residents, to improve existing

conditions. Jn olden times, before hinterlands were thought of, all

the whites, bv force of circumstances, were compelled to live on the

MEMBERS OF MINING STAFF AND THEIR QUARTERS, GOLD-COAST AMALGAMATED
MINES, TAMSU.
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low-lying coast, in places long since recognised as within the fever

zone. Nowadays, except in rare instances, there exists not the

slightest necessity for such gratuitous courting of danger ; neverthe-

less, thanks to innate conservatism, the parsimony of Government,

and the false economy of employers at home, the administrative and

commercial headquarters of each colony remain where they were placed

hundreds of years ago, and comparatively healthy spots a few miles

inland remain deserted. Moreover (and this applies unhappily to

not a few of the gold-mining companies), the notorious disrepute

of the West African climate has fostered two ideas ;—First, that

slightly enhanced remuneration must be regarded as sufficient quid

pro quo for all risks, and as relieving the employers from responsibility

for even the most elementary measures conducive to the health and

welfare of their staffs ; and, second, that so long as a man remains

uninvalided, it is "good business" to get out of him all the work

possible. All this is the most false of economies ; the frequent

changes of personnel cause the work to be almost invariably in arrear

WORKSHOP DESTROYED BY A FALLEN TREE.

and never thoroughly mastered, the natives dislike more than any-

thing else transfer from one authority to another, and the annual

saving in passage money disbursed on account of reliefs would go far

toward providing funds for improvements calculated to diminish the

present almost continuous journeyings to and fro. Surtout point de
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zele; West Africa is not a country for work at high pressure, and the
manager inclined to forget this should be promptly restrained rather
than encouraged.

Although the Gold Coast Colony and Ashanti have been particu-
larly referred to, it is very probable that other parts of the coast may

FOUNDATIONS FOR A TR.\DING STORE, GOLD-COAST AMALGAMATED MINES, ADJA BIPPO.

soon claim attention as gold producers. Thanks to the cloud which

at present overhangs the "Jungle," much interest is temporarily de-

voted to the Ivory Coast, and not a few British companies, which

so far have done little or nothing in the way of practical mining, are

said to contemplate active intervention in the latest boomlet. There has

also been much mysterious talk about the doings and hopes of certain

syndicates formed for the purpose of prospecting the hinterland of

Lagos, long regarded as a future Eldorado, but the reports of the

experts who have examined the various concessions appear to be

unanimous in declaring that, whatever advantages the country may

possess, gold is not among them.

A few final words concerning the photographs with which this article is illustrated. For

those descriptive of the country where are found most of the mines associated with the

banket formation, I am indebted to the camera which, in various and widely-sundered parts

of the world, has often rendered me yeoman service; for the use of those representing opera-

tions in what was once the realm of Kings Kwoifi Kari-Kari and Prempeh, my thanks are due

to the Ashanti Goldfields Corporation; while two are selected from many courteously placed

at my disposal by the editor of West Africa, a journal much to be commended for its con-

sistent championship of honest finance and fair dealing with the natives.
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FEATURES OF CONTINENTAL LOCOMOTIVE
BUILDING.

By Charles R. King.

Ill —SWISS, SAXON, RUSSIAN AND NORTH EUROPEAN TYPES.

Mr. King's review began in our June issue. The first portion dealt with the French com-
pound locomotives, the fastest regular runners anywhere. The second described some char-

acteristic Italian and Austro-Hungarian types. The article below concludes the discussion.

—

The Editors.

THE representative of Swiss locomotive building at the Paris

Exposition of 1900 was the compound four-connected express

engine of the North Eastern Railway of Switzerland—a very

successful type employed in working the fast Swiss services, including

the international trains over the line between Ziirich and Basel. The
engines were designed some two or three years ago by the Schwei-

zerische Locomotiven and Maschinen-Fabrik of Winterthur to the

general conditions of Herrn. G. Haueter, chief engineer of mechanical

power. They were required to haul trains of 265 tons at speeds of 28

to 32 miles per hour in ascending grades of i per cent. High speeds

are not general in Switzerland, but the engine mentioned with a train

of average weight can easily attain a rate of 56 miles per hour, running

very steadily and economically.

The cylinders, which are placed beneath the boiler and have the

large diameters of iSyg and 26^ inches, have necessitated the bending

of the side frames outward to increase the width by 5 inches, this bend-

ing being done carefully after the side plates are bored, punched, and

slotted in bundles of four. The plates are i inch thick, of Siemens-

Martin mild steel or flussciseii, and very solidly braced together. The

valve gear is Waelschaert-Heusinger's, worked from an outside rock-

ing shaft, a method of transmission adopted because it enables the

cranked axle to be made of the simplest form possible, since there

are no eccentrics, with their well-known disadvantages as compared

with an outside eccentric crank, avoiding beside the inconvenience

with large eccentrics for getting at the inside main-rod big ends.

The expansion links are located inside the frames, and the valve-

chests, with partially balanced valves, are placed above the cylinders,

inclined toward the outside and easily accessible. The cylinders and

valve-chests are cast in one piece at the foundry of the adjoining
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THE MOST POWERFUL ENGINE EXHIBITED AT PARIS—THE TWELVE-WHEEL COMPOUND
OF THE MOSCOW-KAZAN RAILWAY.

works of the renowned firm, Sulzer, and are fitted with a half-auto-

matic starting valve having a double-seated piston valve and combined

auxiliary valve for live-steam admission. On starting, and when the

reversing screw is at one or the other extreme end of its travel, each

of the two cylinders receives steam direct from the boiler and exhausts

direct to the chimney, independently as in a single engine. In linking

up to a position corresponding to a cut-off of 70 per cent, this valve is

reversed and compound working commences. This action may be

easily observed in engines leaving stations by the slower and quieter

exhaust which takes place after the machine is well started. The

main driving rods are of nickel steel from Krupps and the connecting

and coupling rods are of Siemens-Martin steel. The blast pipe is of

annular invariable type with its orifice level with the top line of tubes.

The axle boxes are cast in Martin steel, their rubbing surface lined

with bronze and fitted with adjustable wedges. The boiler is of Sie-

mens-Martin mild steel. At the front end the copper firebox is sup-

ported by dilatation stays, the rest being the ordinary crown stay bolts.

Mild steel is used for the tubes and their firebox ends are of copper.

The throttle valve is situated in the smokebox, there being no dome

;

the Nord-Ost Bahn locomotives have no such boiler mountings, from

the fact that a former maschinemeister, known as the Swiss "Stirling,"

was opposed to their use. But as there is never a trace of priming

water upon the boiler or chimney—such as used to mark the domeless
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broad-gauge locomotives of the Great Western of England—and as

the boilers are so far large enough for all present needs, there is with

these Swiss engines no necessity for a dome. A collector steam pipe

is carried along the top edge of the boiler and has longitudinal slits in

its upper surface. On the boiler, in the position usually occupied by

the dome, is a manhole surmounted by two safety valves, and two
other valves are located in front of the cab. The front truck has a

straight pin and its frame has a direct lateral movement. On each

side of the pin are two elliptical springs with short camber thrust pins

permitting the necessary displacement. The side supports beneath

the cylinder casting have their spherical surfaces turned upward in-

stead of, as usual, the reverse. Such a truck might be considered

stiff in vertical action as compared to those having a swing frame and

no side rests, yei, as an instance to the contrary, it may be mentioned

that once when one of these engines was proceeding at 50 miles per

hour down-grade, a front truck tire flew off, and after the accident

had been signaled to the engineman by a platelayer it was found that

a considerable distance had been run upon the wheel rim without any

particular damage to any other part.

The spring hanging on the driving wheels is by means of plate and

spiral springs, and equalising levers are employed between the two

pairs of wheels.

BULGARIAN COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

An example of the "articulated locomotive," Mallet type. A Mallet engine similar to this

takes a heavy passenger and mail train from Basel every morning.

The equipment comprises "Nord-Ost" injectors, Nathan No. 8

oiler, from Friedmann of Vienna, Gresham steam sander from Hardy

of Vienna, speed indicator and counter by Klose ( inventor of the well-

known articulated locomotive), steam train-heating apparatus, and

Westinghouse brakes for locomotive and tender.
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The engine, like nearly all Swiss engines, has the boiler sheathed

in black "Russian" iron, made not in Siberia but in Germany. Boilers

so jacketed keep a very fine appearance, like a polished gun-barrel, as

the metal never rusts. The locomotives are kept nearly as trim as on

English railways and the sides of the tires, originally turned bright,

are in all Swiss engines kept scrupulously polished. The cab and ten-

ders are usually painted a dark green. The total time spent on the

cleaning averages 3 hours per day.

lO-Wheeled Four-Cylinder Express Engine, Saxony State Rail-

roads.—This engine, of which two were in service last year, was de-

signed and built by the Sachsischen Maschinenfabrik Actien Gesell-

schaft, vorm. Richard Hartmann, Chemnitz, Saxony. Being of an

entirely new type, like so many of the engines exhibited at Paris in

1900, the en^^ine is still in its trial period on the Saxony State railroads.

It will be remembered, in the matter of trial periods, that the first four-

cylinder compound engine of the Xorthern Railway of France was

put into service in 1886. and it was not until August, 1891, that the

first regular standard engines of the same type commenced service.

These Saxon engines are working the fast train services very satis-

factorily between Dresden and Leipsic, and comprise in their con-

struction a number of details well worthy of notice. The general

disposition of the four cylinders is just that which was so successfully

introduced into current practice by the Belfort works of the Societe

Alsacienne de Constructions Mecaniques, and that arrangement, it

need hardly be said, is the only simple one practically available—one

which indeed it would be difficult to avoid unless by following either

the Woolf tandem, the \^auclain superimposed, the Mallet duplex, or

the Adriatic cross-compound. Therefore to class the Saxon engine

as being of the de Glehn system would be a simple misstatement of

fact, just as it would be to say that M. de Glehn's manner of placing

the cylinders was merely Webb's plus an extra low-pressure cylinder.

The Saxon engine differs in its starting arrangements for the working

entirely by simple expansion—the system employed being Lindner's,

admitting, it will be remembered, live steam by a special cock into ori-

fices in the high-pressure slide valves and so located therein that steam

from the receiver passing to either side of the high-pressure piston

equalises the efforts in the two pairs of cylinders until the engine is

linked up, when a four-way cock, operated from a rod connected to

the weigh-bar shaft, is closed and the engine works double expansion.

This well-known arrangement is very simple, dispensing with special

starting valves which necessarily increase the expense of maintenance

;
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yet notwithstanding this advantage it reduces the starting powers of

the engine, while the process of equaHsation on the two sides of the

high-pressure piston presents certain momentary objections in work-

ing, especially in two-cylinder engines.

There is no provision for a direct exhaust from the high-pressure

cylinders, as is possible with many compounds and exists in the de

Glehn arrangement, such appliances being considered by the Saxon
builders to be scarcely ever employed in locomotives so fitted. In

this point, only, it is similar to the Adriatic and Mallet four-cylinder

locomotives.

For the outside engines Heusinger valve gear is employed, and for

the inside or low-pressure engines Joy's valve gear has been adopted,

in order to allow the greatest amount of surface possible for the

journal bearings and cranks of the front axles. The valves are of the

Von Borries type; their relief plates are all of crucible cast-iron and

each valve has compensating steam ways— 1/2 inch wide for those

of the high-pressure, 9/16 inch for those of the Allan balanced low-

pressure valves for normal speeds, and 13/16 inch for those of the

Richmond high-speed low-pressure valve. The second set of valves

for the low-pressure cylinders are intended only for speeds ranging

from 56 to 75 miles per hour and for the purpose of giving a maxi-

mum of opening for the admission and for lead to the exhaust, with

a reduction of compression. All valves are given an inside clearance

or lead for eduction—1/4 inch for high-pressure, 1/8 inch for the

normal low-pressure valves, and 3/8 inch for the Richmond low-pres-

sure valves. The two distributions can be reversed simultaneously

by an ordinary screw, to the slide block of which is attached a notched

quadrant, its lever connecting with one, only, of the weigh bars, so

that the latter may be operated independently, whenever required, for

varying the respective cut-off in the two groups. At high speeds the

proportion of cut-off found most suitable for the high-pressure and

low-pressure pairs is 40 to 45 and 70 per cent., or a 10 per cent, greater

admission for the low-pressure than that we have seen most frequently

employed with the French Eastern engines.

The whole of the valve motion is of mild Siemens-Martin steel

and its bearings are made as large and ample as possible. The ex-

pansion links are of weld iron, cemented and case-hardened, and the

dies in the Fleusinger gear are of homogeneous iron (mild steel) ce-

mented and hardened, and in the Joy gear these are of phosphor

bronze. All have oil boxes to prevent scoring, and are forged solid

with the die.
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VIEW OF THE CAB AND BOILER END, KRAUSS LOCOMOTIVE WITH PONY-TRUCK DRIVERS.

The cylinders, which have diameters of 13^ inches and 2iJ^

inches by 26 inches stroke, are protected from condensation by a layer

of cork composition and by wood cleading covered up by the usual

sheathing. Ordinarily on the Continent a hermetic metal sheathing

inclosing a layer of hot air is preferred to any non-conductive material.

The boiler is of Siemens-Martin steel or flussciscn from Krupps of

Essen, constructed in the usual way with butted longitudinal seams

double welt strapped and double zig-zag rivetted and with telescopic
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circumferential seams. A peculiarity to be noticed is the wSaxony

State Railroad's practice of joining the barrel to the smokebox by a

narrow welded ring which, in case of corrosion of the smokebox tube-

plate, can be easily replaced without removing any of the long barrel

rings. To increase the smokebox diameter a thick hoop is inter-

posed between its circumference and that of the boiler barrel. Steam

is supplied to the dome on the forward ring by a collector pipe hav-

ing transverse slits in its upper circumference and extending back

close to the firebox shell crown.

The blast pipe has a fixed orifice calculated, along with the chim-

ney proportions, according to Von Borries. A spark arrester of

American type is formed of ^-inch wires 5^ inch between centres.

The chimney is of cast iron. i\t the bottom of the smokebox in

front a small trap is provided by which the cinders can be raked out

into a funnel let in flush with the front of the running board.

The driving axles and coupled axles are of nickel steel, the driving

and coupling pins being of Siemens-Martin steel, case-hardened. The
wheel centres are steel castings, cast with their counterweights calcu-

lated on Von Borries' formula, and the tires are of crucible steel, the

whole of this material being by Krupp. The driving boxes are of

cast steel with cast-iron keeps and oil reservoirs below. Their rub-

bing faces are lined with brass and the axle is made dust tight with

felt washers. The horn blocks are single-piece steel castings from

Krupps and are fitted with screw wedges for taking up the play at the

front guide block.

The frames, i 3/16 inches thick, are also of Siemens-Martin steel.

They are 37 feet 4 inches long and, while cold, are bent outwards 3

inches on each side to give an internal width of 4 feet 61/4 inches in

order to allow room for the large low-pressure cylinder casting. The
side frames are built together very strongly by longitudinal, trans-

verse, and vertical platings.

The front truck pivot is of steel with a half-sphere, 11 3/4 inches

diameter, of copper cast upon it and resting in a step bearing in the

cradle frame, which is a steel casting. This half-sphere is retained

in its bearing by an iron ring between which and the top of the half-

sphere there is a play of 3/16 inch to prevent strains. The truck

swing frame has a play of 3/4 -inch on each side. The bolts support-

ing the swing links, by which the swing frame is carried at their lower

ends, are given a sharp edge to increase the sensitiveness of the sus-

pension. A play of 3/4 inch is also allowed to the radial bearing wheels

below the firebox. The method of keeping the wheels normally cnral
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in their radial guides is worth notice. The weight of the engine is

here carried by a pair of transverse and inverted plate springs, and
their hangers are spread outwards and upwards at each side of the

axle to longitudinal yoke arms cast on top of the axle boxes, the in-

ward pull thus exerted tending to keep the wheels flexibly central.

To prevent strains from this inward pull a heavy bar is pinned be-

tween the crowns of the two opposite radial box guides.

All truck wheels are equipped with brakes, operated from an

air cylinder located on the main frame by which a braking effort of

14 tons is effected, equal to 62 per cent, of the weight below the truck

tires.

The engine and tender are painted in the usual German colours of

dark green for the boiler and red for the wheels. The whole engine

and the machine work is of very fine finish.

Tandem Four-Cylinder Compound, Russian State Railways.

—

This engine is characteristic of Russian design and, apart from its

tour cylinders, affords a good idea of the generality of Russian loco-

motives—built without regard to the cramping effects of small load-

ing-gauges, with a height of 15 feet 9 inches and width of 9 feet

6 inches on a road gauge of 5 feet; altogether, to us, not very com-

pact-looking, but probably to Russian eyes presenting a less huddled-

up appearance than Western locomotives. This engine, which was

brilliantly painted a dark crimson, like those of the English Midland,

and relieved with nickeled mountings such a side buffers, name plates,

window frames, and headings, was constructed by the Poutilow works

of St. Petersburg to the designs of H. E. the Professor N. P. Petroff

.

The first of the series was built in 1898, and being very successful in

service the type has been definitely adopted as the standard for the St.

Petersburg-Warsaw section, there being now some fifty or sixty of

this type at work.

The low speed of Russian trains is often the subject of adverse

comment by Westerners, yet in the trials wdth the first of these loco-

motives it hauled a train of 250 metric tons the distance of 170 miles

from St. Petersburg to Pskow in 3 hours 31 minutes, or at the aver-

age speed of 48.5 miles per hour, the velocity up the long grade of

0.6 per cent, being 45 miles per hour, wdiile descending the same grade

and on the level the speed was limited to 68.7 miles per hour. Again.

with a train of 260 metric tons composed of 10 double-truck coaches.

or 360 tons gross load and mounting a grade of 0.5 per cent, with 55

per cent, cut-off in the high-pressure cylinders, the speed of 42.2 miles

per hour was maintained.
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As in the United States, where the same practice of outside cyHn-

ders prevails, the only disposition for a four-cylinder engine is either

in vertical or tandem grouping. In both cases the equalised turning

effort realised in French compounds and the co-equal division of the

stresses in the motion here become lost advantages. This raises the

complicated question of low first cost of some locomotives as com-

pared with others of greater durability and costing more for con-

struction but less for maintenance, with longer life to the rails and

permanent way, and perhaps also of the enginemen—but this latter

does not count.

The Russian State railroad compound has each group of tan-

demed cylinders bolted outside the frames at an inclination of i in 20

from the horizontal. Each pair is cast together with its cylindrical

valve-chests and the covers are held up to their seatings by concentric

rings and stud bolts. The high-pressure is 14^ inches diameter and

the low-pressure 213^ inches by 24 inches piston stroke. There is a

space of 173/2 inches between the tandemed cylinders, and the valve

spindle between the valve chests is adjustable by a screw and special

lock-nut arrangement. The piston valves, with external admission,

are 8^ inches diameter. A clearance volume is allowed of 8 per

cent, for the high-pressure and of 6j/^ per cent, for the low-pressure

cylinders.

The whole of the motion, including the main and side rods, is of

carefully designed proportions combining with the necessary strength

great lightness. All rod ends are of the solid pattern with cotters.

The valve motion is Heusinger von Waldegg's with closed or box

expansion link connected downwards to the eccentric rod by a short

extension and the advance lever bent to clear the guide bars. The

wheels, of cast steel, are 78^ inches diameter and have a distance be-

tween centres of 9 feet 10 to accommodate the firebox between

their axles. The fuel is naphtha and coal. The boiler, which is of

iron, has a working pressure of 161 pounds only. The maximum
theoretical tractive effort is 14,080 jjounds.

In the general construction we notice that the flanged edges of the

boiler head are drawn out to long feather edges and welted down to a

splice joint inside the sides of the round-topped firebox, the longi-

tudinal seams of which are butted and double strapped. The edges

of the copper firebox side sheets are likewise drawn out thin and

lapped over the flanged edges of the fire-hole sheets. The "Webb"

system is employed in making up the two boxes at the fire hole, but the

usual covering lip has been replaced by a simple iron plate at the
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shovel edge. The curved sides of the firebox shell are braced with a

row of four transverse stays ; the head and the tube plate are stiffened

with angle irons and plate girder stays, but without any longitudinal

direct stays. The copper firebox crown is supported b}' the usual

crown bolts and the flue sheet is secured to the rear boiler ring by eight

copper stays screwed into the water-space belly stays. Copper fer-

rules are employed for the tubes at the firebox end. The deep plate

frames covering the sides of the firebox are drilled through opposite

to each copper screwed stay in order to reveal fractures and facilitate

examination and repairs.

The grate is level and divided into four transverse fixed sections.

There is no brick arch. The steel brackets supporting the firebox on

the frames are faced with bronze grooved liners. The boiler barrel is

lap jointed, smallest ring in the middle, and the smoke-box is in-

creased in diameter by a thick welded hoop over the forward edge of

the first boiler ring. As a power reservoir, the boiler capacity is con-

siderably augmented by two high domes, over the first and third rings,

and fitted with lever safety valves. These domes are often, in European

practice, coupled by an outside pipe. Here they are connected by an

inside pipe 5 inches in diameter, joining two cast-iron stand pipes,

each of which is fitted with a steam trap that is calculated to knock out

the moisture remaining in the steam after it has passed, as it does,

through bafifle plates in each dome. The delivery pipe in the for-

ward dome reaches to a little behind the throttle valve. By these

means the livelier steam of the firebox region is brought nearer to the

cylinders, and whether the engine is on up or down grade or the

throttle is opened suddenly, the forward dome is certain to get steam

as dry as possible. With the well-known greater efficiency and con-

sequent economy of dry steam it is remarkable to find so many de-

vices for getting the heat either by firebox steam or by hot-air cham-

bers to the forward end of the boiler. For the operation of transit

cannot possibly take place without loss in traversing these throttling

mechanical makeshifts. In the far-off future some master mechanic

will probably find out the error.

The throttle valve is of the semi-balanced type, and steam from
the main standpipe, 5^ inches diameter, is conveyed by 3^ inch cop-

per pipes forward through the smokebox to the high-pressure valve

chest; the exhaust therefrom is effected by 4^:4 -inch diameter pipes

to the low-pressure and by 5^-inch pipes from the low-pressure to the

blast pipe. The receiver-pipe volume is one-fifth that of a high-pressure

cylinder, A rectangular space around the blast pipe is shut in by a
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BELGIAN LUCUMUTIVES AT FAKIS BEING DISMANTLED FOR SENDING HOME.

Showing how all national initiative, so strong in Belgium a few years ago, has been abandoned

for slavish imitation of the Scotch Caledonian locomotives.

perforated spark-arrester, each side of which is equal to the diameter

of the chimney base—about 26 inches. This great area of the chim-

ney base is intended to generaHse the draft in the side tubes without

favouring only those of the centre, already too much under the influ-

ence of the blast. For years previous to the Belgic craze for loco-

motives of Scotch "facade" the Belgian railways made use oi

rectangular chimneys spread out at their bases to almost the full width

of the smokebox ; likewise the most recent locomotives of the Alsatian

railways have the petticoat pipe outside the smoke arch, and double

chimneys have sometimes been used for the same purpose. Most

engineers appear to think this matter trifling. That the unequal draft

resulting from a narrow chimney is a serious defect was seen by the

writer from heavy leakages occurring in a Belgian locomotive having

three boilers, all in a transverse row. and with but one firebox, one

smokebox, and only one chimney. Here, in spite of the large chim-

ney base before referred to, the fire always took the shortest line to

the centralised uptake and by unequal dilatation caused much trouble

with the firebox tube plate and with the tubes ; yet had the smokebox

been provided witli side chimneys and side blast pipes, the locomotive

would have been more successful mechanically notwithstanding its

immense flue chest.

The iron framing is very massive. The side plates are i 3/16
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inches thick ; at the firebox they are 40 inches deep. From end to end

the side frames are braced by vertical and longitudinal plates. The
length of 5 feet 6 inches from the smokebox to the truck pivot frame

is made particularly strong as a fixing for the tandem cylinders. The
frame is not riveted to the smokebox as is usual, but instead a bracket

plate, riveted to each side of the smokebox, projects downwards and

hooks freely over the top edges of the T-transverse saddle plates, al-

lowing thus free dilatation to the boiler at the front end.

The practice, common in England, is followed of fixing the rail-

guards (pilots) to the front end of the frame instead of to the truck;

this plan is unquestionably the best as it avoids any possible deviation

or shock to the truck pin from heavy obstructions. The pivot con-

sists of a hollow steel pin 73/ inches diameter with a 2-foot flange,

and is bolted beneath the main-frame caisson, which has a depth of

three feet. It is stepped into a steel casting recessed collar plate of

larger diameter and this in turn is free to slide transversely along the

H section built-up truck bed plate. Seatings of bronze are inter-

posed between respectively the pivot and its collar bearing and be-

tween the bearing and its sliding edges on the bed plate. The en-

gine main frames project outwards beyond the truck frame, and

brackets bolted outside the latter support a helical spring below each

edge of the engine frame, allowing a certain amount of flexibility to

prevent strains, only; for the form of the pivot is such as to permit

very little adaptation of the truck to supefelevations of the rail, at

least, other than the comparatively small amount that is always pos-

sible with the axle si)rings.

Binding of the journals against the inner or outer edges of the

brass is generally avoided by forming a transversally rounding crown

on the latter, so that it may tilt in its box to conform to the slight angle

assumed by the axle on curves. In the Russian locomotive the truck

brasses and boxes remain unchanged, but the camber buckles are

forged with spherical-ended bosses or studs which, resting in a cup

bearing on top of the axle boxes, permit as nmch inclination to the

latter as their side flanges will allow. The truck frames are inside

the wheels and with inside journal boxes. The journal brasses, as is

most usual on the Continent, are flanged around the axle box to form

a bearing against the wheel naves and against the axle collar. The

iron equalising beams between the driving springs are of unusual

appearance, being formed of two trussed iron bars 6 feet i inch be-

tween the spring hangers; a shoulder iron bracket i->^ inch thick is

bolted to the frames and passes downward between the two bars upon
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4-tVLlNDER EXPRESS-COMPOUND, SOUTHERN RAILWAYS OF ITALY.

which the weight is carried by two steel knife-edged fulcrums secured

to the bracket. The arrangement appears to be more sensitive than

the usual one with fulcrum pins.

For the Russian locomotives the cabs are hardly less convenient

than those employed in America. The windows in the Warsaw

engine are fairly deep, so that the engineman is not obliged to stand

near to it to see all over the road in front.

A drop seat is fixed t6 the cab side for the fireman, and a saddle

seat to the top of the driving wheel cover for the engineman. The

reversing screw is similar to those for simple engines, a mere notched

locking disk taking the place of a hand wheel. The engineman can

stand on either side of the cab to work the throttle and this is ef-

fected by means of a joint in the throttle handle provided with a

notched quadrant which permits the extended lever to be set at any

desired angle to suit the convenience of the engineman.



ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS OF MAIN-LINE
RAILWAY TRACTION.

By Charles T. Child.

The interest which characterised all of Mr. Child's writings is heightened in a peculiarly

sad way in this case by his death, which occurred on June 23. The proofs had already had the

advantage of his revision. The article—probably the last of Mr. Child's electrical writings to

appear—exhibits markedly his happy characteristic of concise and lucid expression. It is

remarkable as a comprehensive general statement of the conditions to be met in heavy railway
service, and the sufliciency or insufficiency of present modes of electric traction to satisfy

them.

—

The Editors.

VER since the change of motive power from horses to

electricity was accompHshed upon the majority of city

tramway hues, the public has felt the day for the elec-

trical equipment of main-line railways to be close at

at hand. With this belief no inconsiderable number of

electrical and other engineers have agreed, but there

seems to be no very wide-spread movement in railway circles towards

the supersession of the locomotive. Indeed many, if not most, railway

engineers still regard the general equipment of their lines with an

electric-traction system as little short of chimerical—as a thing that

may be interesting to talk about if no more serious subject of conver-

sation is at hand ; but only a few have gone so far as to look closely

into the fascinating problems presented by the design of an electrical

system. To give some account of these problems, with brief refer-

ence to what has been accomplished towards their solution, is the

purpose of this paper.

The service of a tramway is all of one kind. The service of a rail-

way is differentiated into tw'O great classes, the transportation of

freight and of passengers, and these classes are further subdivided, in

accordance wdth local demands and the nature of the railway itself,

into more or less numerous sub-classes distinguished by the composi-

tion, speed, and schedule of trains. For the different classes of trains

and service different types of locomotives have been evolved, ranginj^

all the way from many-wheeled slow-geared mountain-climbing and

freight-hauling engines, to the high-drivered racers that comp;te for

the prizes of speed records in express-passenger service.
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On account of all this differentiation of classes of trains and ser-

vice and of speeds and schedules, the motive-power requirements vary

very greatly from train to train.- Suburban passenger service, for

example, requires that trains shall be sharply accelerated when leaving

stations, in order to attain a high speed from end to end of their runs.

Through express trains require high speeds to be maintained for long

distances and considerable intervals of time, while rapid acceleration is

not so important in their case. In these two classes of passenger ser-

vice the weights of trains also dift'er widely, as they do in local and

through freight service. In short, every train presents conditions

determined by its speed and schedule which require its motive power,

for the attainment of the highest efficiency, to be applied in amount

and method differently from its application to other trains.

Whatever the nature of the motive power applied to the moving

train, it must be under instant and perfect control, must be reversible,

and must admit of continuous operation at all speeds between the

highest desirable and the minimum needed while coupling cars, cross-

ing switches, and in such other situations as require the lowest speeds.

The nature of the power equipment should, of course, be such as to

cause no increase in risk to the personnel of the railway or to property,

or none that is not fully compensated in some vv^ay. And, naturally,

the operating expenses of the railway must be reduced by any change

in motive power, not necessarily as a total, but certainly reduced when
measured against the ton-mile of goods transported or the passenger-

miles traveled. Of course these statements are the merest truisms,

but they are essential and fundamental to any discussion of the railway

traction problem, and are all too frequently lost to sight by those who
have looked upon electrical equipment of any sort and at any cost as

the coming method of working railroads.

Having thus noted that the motive-power requirements of railways

are of many sorts, and that they require conformity to certain simple

fundamental engineering and financial principles in any novel under-

taking, it is well to examine the present siate of the art of electric trac-

tion to see what it offers and how best it may be made to serve the ex-

igencies of railway operation.

Only two general methods of operating moving cars or trains by

electric power have been devised. One of these, that utilizing a source

of electrical energy carried on the train itself—a storage or primary

battery—can be left out of consideration because of the commercial

inefficiency of such apparatus for this purpose. Their depreciation-

cost more than counterbalances any advantages thev may possess.
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The other method of operation is to distribute electrical energy
along the right of way upon a fixed conducting structure, from which
the train derives its power through a moving contact. This method
of working, which has proved its entire practicability upon thousands
of miles of street railways and light railroads, requires a different type

of conducting structure and of distributing network according to

whether direct or alternating current is used at the train motors, and
whether or not the track rails are used as electrical conductors. The
simplest case of an electrical power-supply system is that exemplified

in the usual trolley road, where a constant difference of electrical poten-

tial is maintained between a fixed conductor parallel with the track and
the track itself, direct current being used throughout. Perhaps the

most complex case met in practice is that of a number of American
long-distance interurban lines, where current is generated as three-

phase alternating, stepped up in voltage for distribution, stepped down
again at sub-stations, where it is also converted into direct current, and

thence distributed to the conductor parallel with the tracks.

Of the two varieties of electric motors, those using direct and alter-

nating currents, each possesses distinct advantages and as distinct lim-

itations for railway service. The direct-current motor has very high

initial torque or starting power, and through its use high acceleration

can be had. Its construction presents no difficulties, and ample experi-

ence has been had with it under every variety of operative conditions.

It can be made of large output for a given weight and its cost is com-

paratively low. Its mechanical strength is great and its depreciation

in service small. It can be controlled and regulated with ease and cer-

tainty in several ways, and it lends itself admirably to the multiple-

unit method of operation, by which each car of a train may carry its

own motive-power equipment and all may be controlled from a single

point, no matter how many cars are assembled to form a train. But

with all these advantages it is handicapped severely by the inability of

manufacturers to build it for high voltages of supply.

The present limit of safe practice in direct-current motors seems

to be at about 700 or 800 volts—a pressure requiring a current flow of

about one ampere for each horse power developed. With heavy

trains and high speeds the problem of collecting the necessary large

current becomes of almost insurmountable difficulty. Added to this is

the equally difficult matter of supplying such volumes of current effi-

ciently along an extended conducting system. Indeed, the limits of

working with direct current are so sharply set by the energy loss and

voltage drop in conductors that compromise system—that using al-
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ternating-current generation and sub-stations—has already been forced

upon a number of engineers as a make-shift. More than a make-shift

this hybrid system can not justly be considered, since it involves an

unnecessary cost for labor in operating the sub-stations and increases

fixed charges out of all proportion.

The alternating-current motor is of several kinds, possessing differ-

ing characteristics. For railway uses the polyphase induction motor

has already been employed in a number of notable installations. This

type of motor has almost as many advantages as the direct-current,

machine. It is very simple, has no commutator, and possesses enough

initial torque to start from rest any load it w^ill work under. It is

singularly enduring in service and has an almost negligible deprecia-

tion. While not quite so efficient (commercial types are under con-

sideration) as the direct-current motor, it is sufficiently so. It is

somewhat larger and heavier for the same output of power than the

direct-current motor^ but not to an objectionable degree. It can be

made, and herein lies one of its largest claims for recognition, for

practically any voltage that can be generated directly, or for pres-

sures up to 12,000 or 15,000 volts in large motors. Coupled with,

these advantages, however, are the detrimental qualities of low power-

factor, requiring line, dynamos, and motors to be built a substantial

percentage larger than the requirements of the working power trans-

mitted indicate, and difficulty of control.

To remedy the latter difficulty (the former is practically irremed-

iable) recourse has been had to a number of devices and methods,

some of them of high promise. The fact remains, however, that the

regulation of the speed of induction motors is not yet satisfactory ; they

can be stopped, started, or run at half-speed when two are used to-

gether, but they can not be depended upon at present to pull a heavy

freight train at three miles an hour across a temporary repair job in

the track, or to back a train up gently to a waiting Pullman car.

But the alternating current has all the advantages, save one, when
its distribution and generation are considered. Indeed, it is the only

kind of current that can be satisfactorily and economically distributed

along a hundred-mile section of railway, for example. The cost of

generation is not essentially different whether the current output be

alternating or direct, though alternating generators cost a little less

than direct-current machines, both in their purchase and their up-

keep. Once outside the power house, though, the cost of transmitting

large powers by direct current, at the voltages imposed by the motors,

is utterly beyond reason for long lines, and for short ones of heavy
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traffic. The weight of conductor metals—copper, aluminium, or iron

—that would convey with a given loss 1,000 horse power ten miles at

500 volts, will conduct the same power 200 miles at 10,000 volts with

the same loss. The latter voltage is well within the limits of safe alter-

nating-current practice.

But a very serious practical difficulty exists in usmg an alternating-

current feeding system. Polyphase currents require at least three

conductors for their transmission—that is, two conductors and the

track, if the latter be used as part of the electrical circuit. The direct

current requires only two conductors—or one conducting system, trol-

ley wire, third rail, or whatever else may be used, and the track. The
electrical system paralleling the track may be made electrically contin-

uous and of one polarity in this case. If the track is not used as part

of the circuit, then the conductors must be of two polarities with direct

current and of three with alternating, unless some way of utilizing

single-phase alternating currents is discovered. Just here the diffi-

culty arises, since at every switch-point and crossing these different

polarities would be brought together.

The third rail may be looked upon as a temporary device, sanc-

tioned perhaps in certain extreme cases where nothing else will serve

the purpose, but unsafe and inviting accidents and damage suits wher-

ever put down. On absolutely restricted rights of way it may survive

for a time ; but on a main-line right of way it is impracticable. A
shunting yard full of "live" third rails would be as dangerous as a

battlefield.

A considerable number of sectional third-rail systems have been

patented—some 400 of them in the United States Patent Office alone

—

but their use has been very limited. At best they are a costly com-

promise and probably as dangerous as the live rail, by virtue of their

seeming safety which invites carelessness. Apparently the only safe

and sure way to install a conducting system is to put it overhead, either

immediately over the tracks or at one side of the right of way. Even

with this construction there are bridges and tunnels to consider. If

only it were possible to operate both direct- and alternating-current

motors on the same train and track, so that the advantages of both

might be secured, the problem would be very much easier. This has

actually been suggested—most recently by Mr. James Swinburne

—

and a number of methods of accomplishing this apparently impossible

result have been devised. In effect they consist of a sub-station on

each train, alternating current being taken from the line conductors,

where all its great advantages are preserved, and either by means of
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transformers and rotary converters or of synchronous motors driving

dynamos, converted into direct current for use on the motors. Termi-

nal and suburban sections might be equipped only with direct-current

feeders, so as to simplify the motor equipment of local trains and

shunting locomotives. All this, while very interesting, would be

more satisfactory to railway engineers if it had been tried long enough

to give data of costs of operation and maintenance and, above all, of

certainty of operation.

For, after all, the first duty of a railway power equipment is to

move the trains in accordance with the schedule and with the degree

of safety to which we are accustomed. It is a safe prediction that

electrical equipment will not become general for main-line railways

unless it accomplishes an increase in economy of working, or else,

which amounts to much the same things increases the traffic possi-

bilities of the line. The former improvement would be welcome
everywhere; the latter would be of little use to railroads, of a type

common in the United States and in many other countries, that have

less traffic than can already be handled on a single track.

The first place for electrical equipment on main lines is on sub-

urban sections, for the handling of heavy passenger traffic. Here the

superiority of electric traction is already manifest and here, doubt-

less, will be the theatre of experiments in which the best variety of con-

ducting equipment, of rolling stock, and of electrical apparatus will

be discovered and standardized. The advantages to be gained by

small diminutions in the motive-power costs are not so large as are

commonly thought. In America the labor costs for railroad opera-

tion are about twice as large as all the other costs combined, including

motive-power, administrative, and maintenance costs, and only a large

saving in motive power expense would make much of a showing in

the totals. Naturally the whole problem of costs is incapable of gen-

eralization, since conditions differ widely amongst different railroads.

Questions of cheap water power and dear fuel, of strictures upon the

stream of traffic interposed by natural obstacles, such as sections of

heavy grades, and the like, make the solution different in each case.

Undoubtedly electricity will play an increasing part in railway traction,

but the present equipment of locomotives on most railways will prob-

ably be worn out in service—unless the induction motor can be brought

under more perfect control. If that happens—and there is no safety

in the word "impossible" in electrical engineering—we may expect to

see important changes. As the problem stands today, however, the so-

lution is certainly not apparent.



SOME UNACKNOWLEDGED CONDITIONS IN

BRITISH WORKSHOPS.
By T. Good.

Mr. Good's assertions are startling, but any pains-taking investigator who will direct his

inquiries carefully will soon come upon ample proof of every count in the indictment. Of the

confirmation secured by the iilagazine before publishing this article we shall have more to

say at another time. It is enough now to say that it is astonishing in its completeness and its

authority. But we are by no means disposed to think the evil is more than sporadic. It is

not an "institution," either national or of trades-unionism, that Mr. Good attacks; it is an

abuse, injurious to both employer and workman, to be found, in America as well as in Eng-

land, where a lack of conscientious purpose in the subordinate officials co-exists with lack of

discipline in the controlling officials, or owners. Its inevitable result is degradation of the

workmen and decadence of the establishment. Our purpose will be served if attention is

directed to the possibilities of evil which lie in the system Mr. Good exposes, and the interest

of manufacturers is so awakened that they will prevent its gaining or keeping any foothold in

their works.

—

The Editors.

0\V that there appears to be real cause for alarm

concerning the British industrial position we are

hearing a good deal of what is known as the

"Ca'canny" policy, and its injurious efifects are

being pretty clearly demonstrated. As one who

has been able to study this problem on the spot I

beg leave to disagree with much that is written

upon the subject by those whose knowledge of

workshop methods is necessarily limited. That

this "Ca'canny" policy is in extensive operation in many industries,

that it has a demoralising influence upon workmen, and that it materi-

ally affects the larger problem of foreign competition, I freely admit

;

and that this foreign competition question is to the worker a wage

question, to the employer a profit question, to the landlord a rent ques-

tion, and to the entire community a national question imperatively

707
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demanding the strictest attention, I fully recognise ; but, because I have

had the advantage—or, perhaps, disadvantage—of practical and per-

sonal experience in workshop government, have witnessed some of the

evils thereof in their naked deformity, have carefully traced them to

their natural sources, and, having been behind the scenes, have arrived

at conclusions not in accordance with those generally accepted, I claim

indulgence to put part, at least, of the blame upon the right shoulders

By universal admission, the great stimulus needed in the British in-

dustrial system is some method by which men shall be paid, or pro-

moted, according to individual ability, and every man encouraged to do

his best. A dead level of mediocrity is incompatible with a pro-

gressive industrialism. How is efficiency to be cultivated in the na-

tional interest, and rewarded in the individual? In the first place,

what prevents the free development of individual ability and energ}^ to-

day, in British workshops ? In a word, why do men who have sold so

many hours, or days, of their lives to an employer, "go-easy"?

There are many reasons. The cardinal fault is this :—under pres-

ent conditions a good clever workman (and there are many of them,

even in Britain) is in too many cases valued by his employer no more

than a bad one, simply because the employer is unaware of his superior

abilities. The management of all large establishments is in the hands

of managers and foremen who are seldom shareholders in the under-

takings, with the result that favouritism frequently plays havoc with

the employer's interest. Managers are often appointed through social

influences, rather than by merit or fitness for posts of trust ; fore-

men are selected because they are favourites with the manager; and

chargemen. or gangers, are selected because they are favourites with

the foreman. At least ninety per cent, of the workshop promotions

that have come under my personal notice have been bestowed upon

men other than those best fitted for the honours. And the conse-

quences have been, and are, simply deplorable, for under such a system

men lose all incentive to put forth their best energies, and honest work

and genuine ability are placed at a discourit. It is a sorry admission,

but I must say that my varied experience has convinced me beyond the

shadow of a doubt that honest workmanship seldom pays.

Under conditions at present existing in many workshops—and here

I would urge those who shed tears of ink over the British workman's

indolence to mark well what Tsay—the man who gets on the best, who
is favoured by the cleanest and most comfortable jobs, who maintains

his employment when others are dismissed through temporary slack-

ness, and who is singled out for promotion, is he who regularlv attends
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either the same place of worship or the same pubHc-house as his fore-

man, and it by no means follows as a corollary that this is the best man
in the shop ; in fact, the reverse is usually the case. The result under

these circumstances is that men who have secured positions of trust in

a workshop through dishonourable means are not too self-respecting

to receive bribery in the shape of "tips" and "treats" from some of

those workmen under their authority, to the detriment alike of honest

labour and capital. When I say that this pernicious system of brib-

ery is a very powerful factor in the industrial problem—a very real

and great evil in every-day operation—and is largely responsible for a

chronic form of "Ca'cannyism," I only say what I know to be true. I

could quote a case where a firm employing about five thousand men
were rendered bankrupt, their plant and machinery laid idle, and the

whole district in which the works were situated thrown into industrial

chaos, through this very system, which was carried on glaringly for

many years, until at length the crash came—capital and labour suffer-

ing indiscriminately.

I have seen methods of bribery at work in some shops to an extent

positively appalling. In such cases, few men who failed regularly to

tip or treat their foreman stood any chance of either promotion or con-

stant employment. Time after time I have known good, efficient, and

honest workmen dismissed when trade has been a little slack, whilst

the services of drunken, unprincipled, good-for-nothings have been re-

tained, the employer thinking, quite naturally, that his trusted subordi-

nate official could be relied upon to weed out the most undesirable men
only. Knowing what I do of "workshop politics," the wonder to me
is that British workers, man for man, perform as much honest work
as they do, so seldom is a good, capable workman encouraged. With
all due respect to those managers and foremen who are honourable

men, I do not hesitate to say that speaking generally, present-day

methods of workshop management constitute a national disgrace ! I

have known men who were managers' favourites to charge their em-

ployer, day after day, for overtime that was not worked. To my
knowledge men have drawn their full wages, with overtime rates

added, for doing absolutely nothing for their employer, but a portion

of the money has been handed to the manager. Cases have come
under my notice of men drawing full-time weekly wages from one

firm, whilst at the same time they have been earning money elsewhere,

having been enabled to do this through a fraudulent system of time-

keeping, although from the same works good honest men have been

dismissed for losing two "quarters" during one week.
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Besides tipping and treating, there are other forms of workshop,

bribery which I deem it my duty as a Briton, anxious for the welfare of

my country, to expose. One method by which a premium is put upon
dishonesty is a system of trading carried on by managers and foremen
with their workmen. Many managers of works accept com-
mission agencies from furniture dealers, clothiers, jewellers, and others

for the supply of goods on the credit system to workmen. Under such

a manager, all the lazy, inefficient man has to do in order to keep his

employment, whether trade is good or bad, and to get paid for a liberal

amount of overtime, is to patronise the shop-keeper whom his manager
nominates. There are many managers and foremen in Britain who
draw more money from shop-keepers in the shape of commission, than

they draw in salaries or wages from their employers. Where such

foremen are in power, the honest and dignified workman who will not

stoop to such despicable means of gaining favour, but insists on buying

for ready cash in the cheapest market, is put on all the dirtiest and most

unpleasant jobs, and got rid of as speedily as possible. Whenever I

find a man employed uninterruptedly for a great number of years in a
large shop where other men are being constantly suspended, or dis-

missed, I am suspicious of that man's ability and integrity.

Another industrial evil that places honest skill and faithful service

at a discount, and that has come under my personal observation, is

money-lending. Frequently, foremen advance small sums of money
to men under their charge, and receive good interest in return—usually

two pence in the shilling. It naturally follows that the drunken

spendthrift—seldom a capable workman—who is always in debt from^

Monday to Saturday, is unduly favoured at the expense alike of honest

labour and capital. I have known men of this stamp who for months

together have never been at work before breakfast, but they have,

nevertheless, drawn full wages all the time, with the knowledge and

consent of their foreman. Other cases I have in mind where men
under dishonest foremen have enjoyed full wages without rendering an

iota of service to the firm paying the wages ; they have simply held sine-

cures. Men thus favoured have, of course, served their foreman in

some way—perhaps by a little gardening, or by assisting in a shop

when the foreman has been a shop-keeper, or by their wives or daugh-

ters doing a little domestic work gratis. Need I expose these methods

of bribery any further ?

Under these conditions, which are far more prevalent than any

writer or speaker upon industrial problems who has not had the benefit

of practical experience in workshop methods has any idea of, and
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which I am endeavouring, without sensationaHsm, to make plain, can

we wonder that Britain, as a nation, appears to be lagging behind some
of her competitors ?

Now there is another point in connection with the labour question

to which I wish to draw attention ; and here I must say a word in de-

fense of the middle-aged, or elderly, workman, which will not be very

complimentary to the young men. There is a tendency on the part

of many employers to discard middle-aged or elderly workmen, and
give preference to young men, especially since the passing of that legal

monstrosity, the Workman's Compensation Act. In many industries

men over forty years of age are out of the running for a job, whilst

some employers even refuse to take on men who are over thirty. This

I regard as a mistaken policy. After careful observation I am con-

vinced that the man of forty or fifty years of age is of far more value

than the young blood of twenty. The elderly or middle-aged work-

man goes about his task, as a rule, methodically, continuously, care-

fully, and with due regard to the safety of life, limb, and property. But

this is not the case with the average youth or very young man ; he does

his work more often by fits and starts, and is careless alike of the safety

of his fellow-workmen, and his employer's property. He cannot,

owing to lack of experience, exercise the judgment and caution of an

older and more skilful man. If he has to rig a stage, scaffolding, or

gangway, he has not the experience of the elderly man to guide him to

the safe completion of his labour. I have stood near the gates of large

works when it has been the time for setting on workmen, and it has

pained me to see the youth of twenty called in, whilst the man of forty,

a householder and the head of a family, has been turned adrift. This

policy is economically unsound, and morally wrong. Our young men
of to-day, if we are to hold our own in the commercial race, need less

work, but more education.

The greatest fault in the British industrial system, at least so far as

methods of workshop management are concerned, is the wideness of

the gulf between the employer and the man who uses the tools. Why
should the employer, or managing director, consider it infra dig. to be

personally acquainted with the man at the bench ? If employers could,

or would, take a little more interest in their men, take a little more

cognizance of the human nature that is at work in their establishments,

and place a little less reliance in their subordinate officials, there would

soon be a marked change for the better in workshop life ; but so long

as employers place absolute confidence in managers and foremen who
are seldom shareholders in their business ; so long as it is possible for
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the unprincipled loafer, the wasteful and inefficient scamp, to be as well

treated as the good, clever and dignified worker, or even better treated

—so long will "Ca'canny" be an industrial epidemic. I would strongly

urge upon employers the importance of realising that men are not ma-
chines and that the British workman, at any rate, can be more easily led

than driven. My point is this :—an employer may have a hundred

machines all of equal capacity and value, but out of a hundred men he

has no two alike, and very often the man who suits the foreman the

best, serves his employer the worst. I would advise employers to

ascertain for themselves, as far as it is possible, who really are the best

men in their shops, and to reward them accordingly. I would like to

see a round-table conference of representatives of the employers' feder-

ations and the workmens' unions and to have this question of indi-

vidual merit thoroughly discussed. I am sure a good understanding

might be arrived at, and some practical scheme adopted whereby abil-

ity, honesty, and dignity would be cultivated. Britain has reached a

period in her industrial life when it is necessary for her to examine her

ailments and deformities, and to apply remedies that will make her a

healthy nation—industrially, commercially, and morally.

By the foregoing I do not wish it to be inferred that I regard the

"Ca'canny" policy as the only drawback to a healthy and progressive in-

dustrialism. There are evils far greater and more deep-rooted in Brit-

ish methods of production and modes of business than this slackness

on the part of the workers—evils that clog the wheels of industry at

almost every turn ; evils that are rapidly rendering the whole of the

British industrial system obselete, and undermining the very founda-

tions of Britain's greatness. These faults and failings, these anti-

quated methods and artificial restrictions, which have been borne toler-

ably well hitherto, but which are approaching a prohibitive point now
that some of Britain's erstwhile customers are manufacturing for them-

selves—these industrial drawbacks will have to be exposed in the very

near future as the "Ca'canny" policy is now being brought to light, and

drastic remedial measures adopted if Britain is to maintain her suprem-

acy, or even a respectable position, in the world of trade and commerce.

But these subjects do not come within the province of this article, which

is simply an unvarnished statement of facts—evidence of an eye-wit-

ness—upon a subject of public importance, and one that must be taken

into consideration in connection with the larger problem of foreign

competition.



ACCURACY AND VALUE IN THE TESTING OF
CAST IRON.

^3' Dr. Richard Moldenke.

Dr. Moldenke, in the article below, comments upon and in a measure dissents frcm the

methods of testing advocated by Mr. Buchanan in our May issue. Both join in advocating the

"test to destruction" of a specified selection of the castings, as the completely satisfactory

method wherever the test to destruction is possible to apply. Both recognize the same vari-

ables— casting temeperature, rate of cooling, etc.—as causes of difficulty in getting a bar to

represent the casting fairly when test-bar indications must be relied on. It is upon the result-

ant mode of procedure that they differ. Mr. Buchanan would associate the test piece so closely

with the casting it is to represent that it should be subject as nearly as possible to the same
conditions, of every sort, and therefore should ha\ £ the same chemical and physical constitu-

tion and actually indicate the kind of iron in the casting. Dr. Moldenke would discard this

policy as inadvisable, cast the test bar separately under conditions as nearly ideal as practica-

ble, and thus make it represent the maximum possibilities of the iron in the ladle. He would
then rely on knowledge and control of the variable influences to insure equally good results in

the casting itself, and on separate foundry inspection to assure the buyer that these conditions

were observed.

The foundry has been often referred to in these pages as the proper starting point of econ-

omy in most engineering works. In this view Mr. Buchanan's article and Dr. Moldenke's will

serve as introduction to an important series on foundry management soon to follow.

—

The
Editors.

X the May number of The Engineering Magazine
there appeared a very interesting article written by

Mr. Robert Buchanan, in which he ventilates the

test-bar question from the English standpoint.

Toward the end of this article mention is made of

the specifications for testing cast iron recently

adopted by the American Foundrymen's Associa-

tion, and it is pointed out that the results obtained

by their use can only be misleading as to the char-

acter and quality of the castings represented.

I happened to be the chairman of the committee entrusted with

this rather large undertaking, and I cordially welcome Mr. Buchan-

an's criticisms, and at the same time thank the management of The
Engineering Magazine for the opportunity afforded to present the

American view of the situation, showing why these specifications,

now generally recognized as the fairest and simplest solution of a

complex problem, were made to include the testing of bars ; why these

were given the shape, and were made in the way specified.

In America we recognize the fact that the only true way to test

castings is to do so "to destruction." Our whole buying practice is

based upon this wherever possible. Pipe, car wheels, couplers, fit-
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tings, are some of the castings which are generally accepted only on

a test to destruction of a sp-ecified number from a given lot. Other

classes of castings, such as rolls, gears, and ingot moulds, have guar-

antees attached which amount to tests to destruction; for if the cast-

ings fail to come up to the guarantees, the maker is given an oppor-

tunity to remove his material from the premises of the buyer.

The small castings bought on tests to destruction are legion;

because, however, they are nearly always bought by private contract,

the specifications are seldom heard of by others than those interested.

I have been for many years in contact with these things, and am
satisfied that where this is really a possibility, the testing to destruc-

tion in the case of those castings will come about just as quickly. as

the necessary knowledge of the characteristics of cast iron becomes

common property. Paragraph three of the specifications adopted

by the American Foundrymen's Association states that "when the

castings themselves are to be tested to destruction, the number selected

from a given lot, and the tests they shall be subjected to, are made

a matter of special agreement between founder and purchaser."

It is further a recognized fact that only a small portion of the

world's production of castings can be tested to destruction. By
far the greater quantity does not lend itself readily to this method of

judging value. Witness an engine bed-plate, a fly-wheel, or other

casting the strength of which it is quite essential to know at least

approximately. The system recommended in Mr. Buchanan's article,

that of attaching coupons to the work and testing these, though still

in use here in government and cylinder work, is, according to our

best-informed American foundrymen, happily on the wane. Such

directly attached coupons suffer more or less from the very fact that

they are thus connected, and may sometimes be severely strained in

the cooling, not to speak of inaccuracies resulting from ternperature

variations, as may be seen from Mr. Buchanan's results. To com-

pare such coupons with the castings they are supposed to represent,

especially where the bars are cast flat, and would give different results

tested cope-side-up from cope-side-down, and where they are rectan-

gular in section, would certainly be misleading, in the light of our

most recent knowledge of cast iron.

When we consider that there are so many variables connected

with the making of iron castings, there is little wonder that the task

of obtaining a test bar which will represent a casting properly seems

hopeless. American foundry thought, at least as represented by the

most progressive element in the actual production of castings, found
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its expression through the work of the American Foundrymen's
Association, in the decision that, apart from the testing of castings

to destruction, it is necessary to cut loose from the idea of judging
the merits of a casting from a bar supposed to represent it. What
is really wanted is a method which would confine itself to the proper

and accurate representation of the kind of iron going into the cast-

ing. What the iron becomes when in the casting depends upon the

conditions prevailing at the time, and the skill of the founder in reg-

ulating them to obtain the effect desired. This decision at once put

the matter into an entirely different light. The iron is now to be
given the best possible chance, not to be made artificially strong, for

the sizes adopted (diameters of i^ inches, 2 inches, and 2y^ inches)

are sufficiently large to preclude this by wiping out the effect of green

and dry sand moulds, and moderate variations of the pouring tem-

perature. The softest irons have the smallest diameter quoted above,

the cylinder and heavy castings the medium, and the chilling irons

the largest diameter bar. The round cross-section was selected to

avoid the weakness caused by intersecting planes of crystallization.

Test bars are to be cast on end, to remove the errors incident to

casting them flat. The slightly higher combined carbon found at the

bottom of a bar cast flat makes it stronger when tested in the posi-

tion in which it was cast, the lower side being in tension under a

transverse strain. Were the bar reversed, the softer upper side, as cast,

would be in tension in being forced downward, and a lighter weight

would cause rupture. It is true that a bar cast on end is more diffi-

cult to make, but after all, this means only a little practice on the part

of the molder.

The bars are specified to be short, the transverse test being made
with supports 12 inches apart, for investigation has shown that with

the lengthening of the test bar the value of a transverse test, espe-

cially for resilience, is greatly diminished. In this particular we differ

radically from Continental practice, where very long bars are the rule.

The tensile test for cast iron, though provided for, is not to be spe-

cially recommended ; on the other hand, we would welcome properly

applied impact tests. What we want are easily made, simple bars,

to work with in our daily shop tests. What better system, beyond

the tests to destruction, can be devised, than one which enables the

manufacturer to invite the purchaser, or his inspector, to make the

foundry his home for awhile ; to observe the processes as carried out

;

the bars, which should fairly indicate the quality of the metal poured

into the castings, tested ; and to have constant access to the labora-
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tory records, nothing either good or bad being concealed? Let the

purchaser break the castings rejected for surface blemishes, and
thus receive the assurance that the iron has received proper treat-

ment after leaving the ladle. Ten chances to one, he will feel safer

when using the castings than if he had tested a coupon attached to a
piece of metal perhaps 2 feet thick. Iron which shows excellent

qualities when put into a i^ inch diameter bar, and cast under the

most uniformly fair conditions possible, will be safe to go into im-

portant work. If, on the other hand, the test shows doubtful iron,

no risks should be taken.

In the pamphlet issued by the American Foundrymen's Associa-

tion on the subject of testing cast iron, complete instructions as tO'

the best method of molding up these bars are also given. These

were the work of the veteran foundryman, Mr. Thos. D. West, and

this will account for the universal acceptance of their value.

I was fortunate enough to participate in the recent Congress of

the International Association for testing materials, held at Buda-

pesth, and was agreeably surprised at the general interest shown when
the subject of testing cast iron was brought up for discussion.

The American members present fought valiantly for the recognition-

of cast iron as a material requiring our most earnest study, and

succeeded so well that special steps were taken to adopt ultimately

specifications for quality requirements in this branch of the iron

industry. Our American Association for Testing Materials is now
engaged in looking over the ground, and "tests to destruction" will

form a point to be strongly dwelt upon.

We will welcome our English and Continental friends in helping

us clear away the difficulties encountered in the path of true pro-

gress, and most earnestly hope that the ultimate result will be to-

put the foundry product on a more exact basis for properly judging^

its value.



THE ECONOMY OF MECHANICAL STOKING.

By William Wallace Christie.

In Mr. Christie's previous article the structural and operative features of the principal

mechanical stokers were described, the fundamental principles upon which the construction of

modern successful stokers is based being discussed. The present paper, concluding the sub-

ject, considers the general economy of mechanical firing, based upon data obtained from the

operation of various existing installations, and thus free from the uncertainty attending con-

clusions founded upon theory alone.

—

The Editors.

THE operative advantages to be expected from the substitution

of mechanical stoking for hand firing may be enumerated as :

—

lower cost of firing, greater uniformity in condition of fires

and operation, readiness for burning all grades of fuel, and less pro-

duction of smoke.

Considering the lower cost of firing, it must be realized that much

harder firing is now required than was formerly necessary. From a

desire to get the greatest possible financial return out of a given plant,

the rate of combustion has been increased until the maximum quan-

tity possible of poor fuel per square foot of grate per hour has been

burned. This has been followed by the use of free-burning grades of

bituminous coal, giving a still higher rate of combustion, until the

work required of firemen has become excessive both in amount and

in cost. A full day's work for an able fireman is the shoveling of

not more than lo tons of coal in 12 hours, or about sufficient for 450

boiler horse power. If the same man is required to handle coal into

hoppers for mechanical stokers, he could take care of two units of

500 horse power each, while if the coal was fed into the hoppers auto-

matically he could take care of four such units, or 2,000 horse power.

The cost of labor would thus be reduced in the proportion of 450

to 2,000, or about three-fourths, one man being able to do the work

formerly requiring four. The time required for cleaning a fire under a

mechanically fired boiler is also said to be less than one-tenth that

needed for similar work with hand-fired furnaces.

Uniformity in condition of fires is doubtless best secured by the

continuous processes of automatic firing, and it is undoubtedly true

that mechanical stokers give the best results with a fairly uniform

rate of combustion, involving a regular thickness of fire and a uni-

form pull of chimney draft.
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Considering the ability to use any kind of fuel, it must be admit-

ted that a mechanical stoker is a most desirable addition to many
power plants where very low grades of fuel are burned, and where

labor conditions sometimes compel sudden changes in the character

of fuel supplied. The varied character of coals used for steaming is

well shown by the classification of Prof. Humboldt Sexton.

Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen,
Kind of coal. per cent. per cent. per cent.

Non-caking Coal—Long flame 75-8o 5-5-4-5 19.5-15.0

Gas Coal 80-85 5.8-5.0 14.2-10.0

Furnace Coal 85-89 5-5-5-0 ii.o- 5.3

Coking " 88-91 5-5-4-5 6.0- 5.3

Anthracite " 90-93 4-5-4-0 5.5- 3.0

AN INSTALLATION UF BENNIS STOKERS FITTED TO INTERNALLY FIRED BOILERS.

M. Gruner* in his "Metallurgy" gives a classification of coals in

which he uses the length of the flame as an index.

Per cent.

Residue Volatile Specific Calorific value
of Coke. matter. gravity. B. T. U.

1. Lignite 30-45 70-55 1.15-1.20 12600-14400
2. Long Flame 50-60 50-40 1.25 14760-14400
3. Bituminous Long Flame . . 60-68 40-32 i.28-1.30 15300-15840
4. " Ordinary " . . 68.74 32.26 1.30 15840-16740
5- " Short " ..74.82 26-18 1. 30-1.35 16740-17280
'6. Nearly Anthracite 82-90 18-10 i. 35-1.40 17100-16560
7. Anthracite 90-95 10- 5 1.40 and above 16560-16200

The above tables may be termed "chemical" from the character of

the information that they supply.

* Bertin & Robertson—p. 47.
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Along- practical every-day lines we have a table which was given

by Mr. McClave of Scranton, Pa., in a paper read by him before the

Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, January 9, 1896, which table

gives the relative values of anthracite and bituminous coals when used

TRAVELING LINK GRATES, KAW RIVER POWER HOUSE OF THE METROPOLITAN STREET
RAILWAY, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Green Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

for the purpose of steam raising; the last column gives the per cent,

of additional weight of the various grades that must be burned to

equal in fuel value the best anthracite and bituminous coals.

Kind of Coal. Per cent.
Value. To add.

Bituminous coal, good quality 100

Bituminous slack, " " 9° H-i
Anthracite, steamboat, good quality 95 5-3

broken " " 97 3-

egg " " 100
" stove " " 100
" chestnut " " lOO
" pea " " well cleaned 95 5.3

" mixed with bone slate 90 li.l

" buckwheat, No. i, good quality 93 7-5
" 2, " " 85 17.6

" 3. " " .• 83 20.5

culm, mixed with 20 per cent, soft slack, good quality 83 20.5

No. 2 " " " " " " " " 77 29.9
" " I alone, good quality 75 33-3

"2 '• " " 70 42.9
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Diminished production of smoke is a necessary result of uniform

firing, and so far as this condition is complied with the mechanical

stoker may be regarded as a means toward the abatement of the

smoke nuisance. At the same time it must be understood that smoke

production is a result of imperfect combustion, and that mechanical

AN INSTALLATION IN TilL j;wlLEK PLANT OF THE SUPERIOR SHIP-BUILDING CO., WEST
SUPERIOR, WIS., BURNING RUN-OF-MINE COAL.

Duluth Stoker Co., Duluth, Minn.

stokers are not smokeless when hard pushed. In this connection it

may be noted that the evaporative power of a boiler is not materially

influenced by the admission of surplus air, as will be shown by the

following table

:

Absolute Steam Evaporative Power in a Perfect Boiler as from and at 212
Pressure, tbs. sq. inch. Air I. Air 1%. Air 2.

147 15-67 15.46 15-24

30 15-56 15.29 15.02

50 15-48 15.16 14.85

75 15-4 15.05 14.70

100 15-34 14.96 14.58

ISO 15-26 14.84 14.42

200 15-19 14.73 14-28

250 15-13 14.65 14.17



VICARS STOKERS APPLIED TO LANCASHIRE BOILERS, POWER STATION OF THE HULL
CORPORATION TRAMWAYS.

MECHANICAL-STOKER INSTALLATION AT THE PLANT OF BAUSCH & LOME CO.,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The Underfeed Stoker Co. of America.
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RONEY MECHANICAL STOKERS, 96TH STREET POWER HOUSE, METROPOLITAN TRACTION
CO., N. Y.

\\'estinjjhoui;e. Church, Kerr & Co., N. Y.

INSTALL.'VTION l)F TRIUMPH STOKERS AT THE NEW CORPORATION ELECTRICITV-SUPPLV
STATION, HYLTON ROAD, SUNDERLAND, DURHAM.

Triumph Stoker, Limited, Ransomes & Rapier, London and Ipswich.
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VICAKS' STUKEKS IX A LARGE LuXUn.X i'UWEK STATION.

T. & T. Vicars, Earleston, Lanes.

The influence of the mechanical stoker upon boiler efficiency has

been discussed, but definite information is not readily obtained, al-

though general opinions as to the advantages of mechanical stoking

are numerous. The efficiency of a boiler, and consequently of a group

of boilers, depends upon several independent and distinct factors.

Thus we have the furnace efficiency, a measure of the completeness

of the combustion in the furnace ; this is measured by the ratio of the

temperature in the furnace to the temperature of the escaping gases.

We have also the efficiency of the boiler proper, measured by the

quantity of heat transmitted to the water compared with that gen-

erated in the furnace. There are also two other kinds of efficiencies

—
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one the heat efficiency per pound of fuel, the other the so-called

"investment efficiency," which takes into account the cost of build-

ings, apparatus, boilers, chimneys, wages, fuel, etc. Any statement of

the efficiency of a stoker or other boiler apparatus should be accom-

panied with such data as will enable its relation to these various stand-

ard efficiencies to be determined, otherwise comparison will be diffi-

cult, if not misleading. Probably the grate itself may be found to

be the best pulse from which to deduce the ability of a boiler to make
steam, especially as it has a positive value when we know the char-

acter of coal to be burned and the draft to be had.

BENNIS STOKER PLANT FITTED TO EIGHT WATER-TUBE BOILERS AT A SUGAR FACTORY
NEAR BARCELONA^ SPAIN.

Bennis Lancashire Stoker Works, Bolton.

It has been maintained that the most economical rate for boiler

operation is that of an evaporation of 4 pounds of steam per hour per

square foot of heating surface, and certain boiler tests may be cited to

show this. Other tests, however, show that the evaporation per

square foot of heating surface may vary while the steam economy
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remains constant. Thus six tests on an internally-fired multitubu-

lar boiler with corrugated firebox, with ordinary hand firing, show
that at rates of combustion varying from 21 to 32 pounds of coal per

square foot of grate per hour, the equivalent evaporation from and at

PRULluK > >HUVEL STUKEK APPLIED TO FOUR EIGHT-FOOT LANCASHIRE BOILERS, NEW
HYDRAULIC STATION OF NORTHEASTERN RAILWAY, MIDDLESBORO.

The stokers are fitted with a complete coal-handling plant, delivering coal automatically to

the stoker hoppers by elevators and conveyors. Proctor, Burnley, Lanes.

212 degrees F. per pound of combustible remained constant, while

the rate of evaporation per square foot of heating surface varied from

3 to 4 pounds.

The completeness of combustion can be told best by the tempera-

ture of the escaping gases and by an analysis of their chemical composi-

tion. Thus for excellent combustion the temperature of the dis-

charged gases should not be higher than 400 to 500 degrees F. If the

percentage of oxygen is 1.5 to 2 per cent., it indicates that the fires

are too thick and the rate of combustion too high for the draft em-

ployed. If the oxygen exceeds 8 per cent., the fires are too thin, the

draft too heavy, or too much cold air is entering the furnace above

the fire. If there is an excess of CO and of O, the boiler is faulty in

design, and good results cannot be expected. The quantity of air fed
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GREEN TRAVELING-LINK GRATES_, BOILER ROOM OF THE UNION TRACTION COMPANY,
CHICAGO.

to the fire also influences the economy of the boiler to a limited extent,

as shown on page 720.*

When steam is used under the grates to assist the draft and pre-

vent the coal from clinkering badly, as it is in some stokers of the

over-feed type, the steam, at the high temperature of the furnace, be-

comes dissociated into the separate elements H and ( ). and in the

process takes up about 10,000 B. T. U. for every pound of steam so

used. This heat is given back again in the process of combustion

in the combustion chamber, or later, where the heat produced may
be more efficiently absorbed. This fact may furnish a possible reason

for the comparatively high economy of a well-regulated steam-

blower draft in connection with a mechanical stoker.

See alsii Tin-; Engineering Magazine, April, igoi. Article by W. W. Christie.
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Nowhere has hand stoking been more onerous than on ship-

board, but thus far mechanical stokers have not been successfully in-

stalled. Bertin says

:

"Numerous attempts have been made to introduce mechanical stoking, with

the object of getting a more regular combustion than is possible even with

the most methodical hand stoking, and to obviate the heavy work entailed

upon the stokers. The most ingenious system amongst the many tried in the

French navy was that where the grate was composed of a number of endless

chains, known as the Galle system. Chains were placed close together and

kept in movement, the coal was distributed evenly over the bars at the fur-

nace door end, and arrived at the bridge completely burned. The cleaning of

the fires was also done automatically.

"After repeated trials at sea ail the various systems of mechanical stoking

have had to be abandoned, and the human stoker with his shovel and rake

aeain installed."

INSTALL.\TI0N OF COKER STOKERS, BRISTOL ELECTRICITY WORKS.

Meldriun Bros., Limited, Atlantic Works, Manchester.
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One feature in connection with the design of mechanical stokers

for marine service must be remembered, namely, that all steam used

for blowers, amounting in some cases to as much as 2 to 10 per cent,

of the total, is an entire loss, and must be made up with fresh water

added to the boiler feed in excess of that returned from the surface

condensers. Thus, in the case of a battery of nine boilers equipped

with over-feed stokers, under certain conditions of draft, I have

seen it necessary to use the entire amount of steam furnished by one

boiler to supply itself and the remaining eight boilers.

AN INSTALLATION OF HOUGKINSON's STOKERS AT THE NEW SALFORD ELECTRIC-LIGHT
STATION.

James Hodgkinson, Salford, Manchester.

With regard to the smoke-prevention value of mechanical stokers,

probably the most reliable and important results available are those

obtained from the work of the Paris smoke-prevention commission.

Out of one hundred and ten devices examined, the greatest amount
of smoke was produced by a furnace equipped with an ordinary hana-



BABCOCK & WILCOX CHAIN-GRATE STOKERS, PINKSTON POWER STATION, GLASGOW

CORPORATION TRAMWAYS.

INSTALLATION OF UNDERFEED STOKERS IN DEPARTMENT STORE OF MARSHALL FIELD

& CO., CHICAGO.

The Underfeed Stoker Co. of America, Chicago, IIL
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fired grate, while the least smoke was emitted by James Proctor's

coking stoker. As a result of extended investigations, Mr. W. H.

Bryan states that the comparative amount of smoke emitted from

ordinary boiler furnaces may be taken at 46.52 per cent., and from

improved mechanically fired furnaces, as 9.45 per cent., on a color

scale in which absolute black is 100.
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DIAGRAM SHOWING COMPARATIVE ECONOMY OF MECHANICAL AND HAND STOKING.

The comparative economy of mechanical and hand firing of boilers

may be obtained from the above diagram, prepared from about

twenty tests made by engineers of reputation, these having been se-

lected because the heating values of the fuels had been determined by

calorimeter and because all the various proportions were given.

As the mechanical stoker is a part of the boiler furnace, its value

should be measured by the proportion of the heat units fed into it in

the shape of coal to the heat units taken up by the water in the boiler,

or the steam made, reduced to equivalent evaporation from and at

212 degrees F. With that end in view, the ordinates are B. T. U. per

pound of coal multiplied by the coal fed to the stokers per boiler horse

ipower developed. The upper row of abscissal figures are water-heating

surface per boiler horse power developed. The lower row of abscissal

figures are pounds of water per square foot of water-heating surface

per hour. Near the left of the plotting will be noticed three points al-

most in the same place ; they are each a different stoker, under-feed,

over-feed, and coking types. The dotted line connects the ordinary

hand-fired boiler tests ; the full line connects the mechanical-stoker tests.

Though the average British thermal units per boiler horse power

developed, fed in the shape of coal, is 47,019 for the mechanical stoker

tests and 45,009 for the hand-fired tests, I will not say that hand fir-
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AMERICAN STOKERS, UNDERFEED SYSTEM, AT THE HOMESTEAD MILLS, CARNEGIE
STEEL CO., UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURG, PA.

American Stoker Co., N. Y.

ing is the most economical. The diagram brings out some interest-

mg things, and while on the face of it hand firing appears to be the

most economical, yet when we consider the labor and repair side of

the question, and the investment, interest, taxes, etc., in all prob-

ability in plants of over 2,000 boiler horse power in continuous opera-

tion, the mechanical stoker, properly selected for the fuel and work to

be done, will prove the most economical.

Apart from considerations of economy and of smoke prevention,

the introduction of the mechanical stoker is to be advocated for the

reason that it supersedes one of the most fatiguing and difficult kinds

of work which has been undertaken by human effort. Even in land

installations the work of firing boilers is hard and dirty, while on ship-

board it has long been considered the heaviest and most exhausting

work which can be performed. Of all labor-saving machinery, that

which relieves human beings from the stoking of boilers should be

welcomed, even if no commercial advantages should result.



MONEY-MAKING MANAGEMENT FOR WORKSHOP
AND FACTORY.
By Charles U. Carpenter.

VII.-THE PIECE-WORK SYSTEM AND THE FIXING OF PRICES.

Mr. Carpenter's articles began in The Engineering Magazine for February, 1902, the
first and second papers dealing with factory organization in its general principles and con-
crete examples, the third with departmentalization and systematization of the works, the
fourth and fifth with the stock department and its systems, and the sixth with mach'ininp
processes and tool equipment. His next paper will deal with the finding and recording of
costs.

—

The Editors.

[HE system of pay is without doubt the most impor-
tant branch of shop systems and management. This
fact can be fully realized only by giving the closest

consideration to both its direct and indirect influ-

ences. In the minds of most manufacturers it is

associated only with cheapness of production and
lowering of costs. This is but a very limited and
narrow view of its functions and fails to include

some of its most important features and most
powerful inrtuences. This influence is so all-pervading that the sys-

tem of pay may aptly be termed, not only the keystone to economical

production, but also the keystone to efficient factory management in

its broadest and highest sense.

In introducing a system of pay the management should have many
aims in view. The most important of these are as follows :—The pos-

sibility of shop economies and cheap production ; the forcing of the

shop to a maximum of production quickly; the attraction of expert

workmen, and their encouragement to use their skill and wits to the

uttermost ; the singling out of the slovenly, slow workmen for either

development or discharge; the cultivation of a feeling on the part of

the men that the company is firm in its determination to be just and

fair, and that its insistance on a high rate of production is justified by

the rate of wages paid. To this feeling must be added the knowledge

that the company will insist upon a full day's work.

To accomplish these aims the one important factor
—

"the man at

the machine," with his human prejudices and his capabilities—must

be carefully considered. It is, however, surprising to note how little

attention is paid fo this. Policies and systems vitally affecting the

workman's welfare are put into force with a total disregard to both his

willingness and his ability to improve himself and his product under

>j3
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proper conditions, and his power to increase costs and cause other even

more serious troubles in the shop when these conditions are not as they

should be. Nor should these facts be lightly considered. It is difficult

to overestimate the value of having your shop full of skilled, alert, and
contented workmen who will give you a maximum of production. The
advantage is not alone in the fact that costs of production are low. The
feelings of mutual confidence and contentment, in this day of labor

difficulties, are in themselves of great value to both employer and em-

ployee. The men's suggestions, given as a consequence of this feeling,

and their endeavor to better themselves and their product, will not only

lead to many improvements but, reacting on them, will make them

stronger men and better artisans.

Almost all of the problems to be met with in instituting any system

of pay will come under the following heads

:

First, the right method of reaching a determination of the proper

rate of production, or output, that can reasonably be expected from a

workman for a fair day's pay—in other words, the time in which a job

should be done.

Second, what plans can or should be adopted for forcing the shop

up to this "rate of production."

Third, what will be done in case a man exceeds the estimated "rate

of production" and, as a consequence, his wages exceed the accepted

idea of a fair day's pay.

Workmen's Interest or Opposition.—The workmen's support or

opposition is determined by the employer's action in regard to this last

question. In fact, the whole structure of piece work, or a similar sys-

tem of pay, hangs upon this. The solving of the first and second prob-

lems depends directly upon the action taken in regard to this one. Will

the price, or rate, agreed upon be guaranteed, and will the workman be

permitted to gain the benefit of his skill acquired by persistence and

the use of his brains ? or will the price, or rate, be cut when the pre-

scribed limit of wages is exceeded?

Advantages of Guaranteeing Prices.—The advantages of guaran-

teeing the prices, or rates, are clear. Only by so doing will the expert

workman be attracted, encouraged and developed. No other plan will

give a satisfied and alert body of men. The determination of the proper

rates of production will not be so difficult. The workmen will be will-

ing to accept rates much lower than can be determined by either calcu-

lation or actual trial. They, knowing that personal skill enters so

largely as a factor in turning out quantities of work, will often accept

such rates and depend upon this skill to work up to a high rate of pay.

A p-uarantee of this character will, in most cases, cause the rate of
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production or output to rise quickly to a maximum. On the other

hand, this increase to a maximum output will never occur where the

policy of "cutting prices" is adhered to.

Effect of Cutting Rates. Workmen's Opposition.—In the mind of

the employer there is ever present the danger of setting excessive rates,

which, )vhen guaranteed, may result in exorbitant wages to the work-

men. If such is the result he considers that he has been cheated by his

men in years past. Influenced both by this feeling and his natural de-

sire to reduce costs, he cuts the prices. Now, consider the effect of this

reduction upon the minds of the workers. Their first feelings are that

they have been treated unjustly. They consider that the same policy

of reductions will continue in the future, that they will then be de-

prived of the fruit of their skill and will be compelled to work at a

very high rate of speed to earn a fair day's pay. Their antipathy to

piece work comes as a consequence of this method of procedure. They

feel that it is a plan first to gauge a man's ability, to persuade him to

work as hard and fast as possible to secure a large output, and then to

use this output as a basis of production and cut his wages accordingly.

Even should a man feel inclined to do his day's work to the best of his

ability, his fellow workmen, fearing that his output will be used as a

standard and that they will be called upon to do the same amount of

work and at a reduced price, will soon bring all their influence to bear

to keep his output down. There is also the well-founded fear that, if

they produce more work, some of the force must be dropped. Every

new price is bitterly contested. The first experience with the cut fixed

the workmen's determination to "get square" in the future. As a re-

sult, they purposely consume so much time on new work that it is folly

to place any dependence on the time.

Determine the rates as closely as possible by calculations, and with

few exceptions there will still remain the large element
—

"the work-

men's skill"—upon which it is impossible to calculate with any degree

of certainty. Of course, a close estimate can be made on work on au-

tomatic or semi-automatic machinery. It is also possible, indeed

hisrhlv advisable, to determine rates on large machine work by calcu-

lation. Knowing the character of the machinery, the nature of the

work, and the quality of the material, it is a comparatively simple mat-

ter to calculate the time in which the work should be done. A very

different problem, however, is presented in setting proper rates for

either the machining of large numbers of small parts, wherein quick

handling of jigs and pieces enters so largely as a factor, or the as-

sembling of pieces requiring manual dexterity. Here is where "per-

sonal skill" is the most important element. Its i-rr)o-t9-ce is enuRllecI
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only by the difficulty with which its value can be calculated. The
possibility of the development of a man's skill on repetitive processes,

requiring even the greatest care and exactitude, is astonishing.

Defects of the Ordinary Day-Work System of Pay.—Much of the

difficulty experienced in introducing any system of pay differing from
day work can be attributed to the extremely lax methods existing in

many shops of handling the day-work system and the men who work
imder it. Certain it is that most of the difficulties arising from exces-

sively high prices on work can be traced to this. The amount of time

wasted by men working day work is astonishing. With this system of

pay as ordinarily conducted, the men have to be very closely supervised

and checked up in order to get even an approximation to a fair day's

work. The elements of personal interest and advantage are lacking;

there is neither hope of reward nor fear of punishment to spur them on.

Close investigation will demonstrate that in many cases where day

work has been in operation for a long time, not only is supervision lax,

but also very little attention is paid to the comparison of records on

jobs. Then indeed the situation is as bad as it is possible for it to be.

'The invariable result is that the shop is working much below its full

capacity. The product costs much more than it should. The "pace of

the shop" is too slow. The men show but little interest in their work

;

this lack of interest is often reflected in the inferior quality of the

product. The element of cost is very indefinite, for, when work be-

comes slack, the time taken on the job, and the consequent cost of the

product, increases.

The foremen and assistants, even if they are active in attdnpting to

reduce the time on work, are often almost helpless. It is very difficult

to detect the men "beating time." In fact, if the entire body of men

persist in the practice, it is impossible for any foreman to accomplish

much without some system of records giving a comparison of the time

taken on jobs at different times. However, a vast improvement can

be effected even in cases where the day-work plan is used, by reducing

this to a scientific basis.

The Proper Stepping Stone to Piece Work or a Similar System.

The first absolute requirement for success in securing the proper out •

put from the works or factory is the determination of the time in

which each and every job can and should be done. Some

supervisors and foremen will at once declare that this is too

large an undertaking; that "it is all right for your shop, but

would not do for mine." I have seen this done in the largest shops

turning out an immense quantity and variety of work. While it is no

simple or easy matter for a shop operating under the old day-work
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system, the plan when properly developed and used will be found a
most effective agency for increasing the output. Granted the impor-
tance of this work, it is next necessary to consider, first, who should be
intrusted with it; second, how should it be done? The work will re-

quire the greatest care, calculation and exactitude. Nothing should be

left to chance or wild estimates. The method of procedure must be care-

fully considered and should be uniform for the entire shop. The usual

plan is to put the work in the hands of the foremen. The results of

adopting this policy are usually very unsatisfactory. The importance

of the matter is such that it should have the attention of the best in-

formed men in the establishment. The foremen are seldom prepared to

handle the question in the most intelligent manner, as their informa-

tion concerning the subject is usually neither wide nor exact. They
often can not give it the attention it deserves. They are too prone to

indulge in "estimates" that are far from being exact. Again, each

foreman will adopt a different method of establishing rates and, con-

sequently, there will exist as many standards and methods as there are

foremen. Some will be entirely to liberal, others too close, and as a

result, dissatisfaction will be rife in one department because the men
in another do not experience the same difficulty in making their wages.

In fact, such a method is unscientific, very uneconomical, and unsatis-

factory to both employer and employee.

Establishment of a Rate-Fixing Department.—This w^ork should be

handled by a picked body of men. These men should be prepared to

give the greater part of their time to a study of the best means of

carrying out the general plan. I have, however, always found it ad-

visable to consult the different foremen, as their practical information

will be of great value. Their co-operation also should be secured, as,

otherwise, the path to success may be found very rough. Needless to

say, most of the members of this body should be expert mechanics and

good jud2:es of work. It is usually advisable to select also a few ex-

pert workmen in whom you can trust, to whom you can, if necessary,

submit the work for actual trial. These men should be paid good

wages, made a part of this rate-fixing department, and kept always

on this work ; otherwise little confidence can be put in their results.

Plans for Determining: Proper Rates for Production.—The most

scient-iic and in the end the most satisfactory manner of determining

the time m which work should be done is that devised by Mr. F. W.

Taylor.* Mr. Taylor advocates reducing each job down to its funda-

mental or elementary operations, securing the time for these elemen-

• A full description of Mr. Taylor's plan can be found in The Engineering Magazine

for January, 1901—the Works Management Number.
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tary operations, and using these data both for this and for future jobs

containing many of the same elements. In this particular lies the pre-

cision of the plan. The elementary operations can be determmed within

a surprising degree of accuracy. When considering new work it will

often be found that by making a comparison of the elementary opera-

tions, many of them will prove very similar and the others easy to cal-

culate. The plan is invaluable for determining the time that should

be taken on a new piece of work the first time it appears in the shop.

Even in cases where a manufacturer will not go to this extreme, the

argument for a separate department still holds good. Whether the

rates are determined by calculation, observation, or actual trial, the

work should be carried on as suggested. An efficient, well-posted

man in charge of a few expert workmen will secure good results.

Methods of Securing Data.—The character of the data, the manner

in which they should be collected, and the difficulty with which they

are secured, will depend upon the nature of the work. In many cases

it is a question of calculation. Knowing the character of the work to

be done, the quality of the metal, the nature of the machine to be used,

the quality of the cutting tool, and the possible feed and speed, the

time in which the work can be done can be calculated with a sur-

prising degree of accuracy.

The next problem to consider is the time that should be taken in

handling-the work through the shop. It is difficult to do this with any

degree of accuracy. The workmen, knowing this, will take advantage

of this fact and will consume all the time possible between the opera-

tions. When no incentive beyond their regular day-work pay exists

it will always be difficult to get this time down to the point where it

should be. However, it can be estimated within fairly good limits, and

the workmen, knowing that reasons will have to be forthcoming for any

unreasonable excess of time, will generally keep it somewhere near the

allowable time. It is a large factor in the rate of production.

It is far more difficult to determine the proper rate of production

where that uncertain element, "personal skill," is the largest factor.

In many shops the nature of the work is such that the time required

to handle a jig or fixture forms a very large percentage of the total.

In very many cases only actual trial will afford a proper basis. It

must be borne in mind, however, that even then this will not afford an

exact estimate of the time in which the job can be done by the work-

man after he has developed his skill by constant work.

The proper sequence of operations for each piece of stock and the

tools to be used for each operation should be carefully determined.

All of these data should be tabulated and pui upon a card in such
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form thai the workman will readily understand exactly what is wanted.
He will thus have before him a complete list of operations, each ma-
chine and tool to be used, the time in which the work can and should be
done, and the time allowed to handle the work. Space should be left

where his actual time can be entered. Naturally, the character and
extent of the data will depend upon the nature of the work.

If any manufacturer has any doubts as to the wisdom of such a

plan as herein outlined, I would suggest that he give the method a
thorough trial upon a few costly jobs. After these have been subjected

to a thorough analysis and calculation or trial, the conclusion will be
reached that this method will warrant all the time and money neces-

sary to carry it through.

Instruction Cards.—The plan of giving "instruction cards" in con-

nection with the bonus system outlined before the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers by Mr. Gantt, is an admirable one. This

instruction card contains all possible information that would be of

assistance to the workman. It has upon it a description of the machine

tool to be used, machine number, quality of cutting tool, order and
torging numbers, class of metal, man's name and name of speed boss.

Below this is a list of the operations in their sequence, the type of cut-

ting tool to be used, full data as to size of cut, feed, time the work should

take, the time it did take, and the rate. Below this, is put a sketch of

the job giving the finished sizes and below this are data for drawing

number, date, and signature. The note is put on the bottom : "When
machme can not be run as ordered, speed boss must at once report to

man who signed the slip." The instructions on these cards must be

followed out to the letter. The workman should also be expected to

call the foreman in case he notes that he is falling behind the time

stated on the card. If the data on this card are wrong, the best time

to settle the matter is at the very moment it is discovered. If the

work is not progressing as it should, the foreman can then ascertain

whether the fault lies in the previous calculation or in the workman.

The man should be held to these rules rigorously. After these rec-

ords have been secured a plan must be adopted which will compel the

men to hand in the correct time on their work. Too often they in-

dulge in guesses, or adjust the time on several jobs so as to falsify

the records and mislead the foreman. This "juggling time" is very

common. Naturally^ it renders the records practically worthless.

There are various ways in which this can be avoided. In some cases

the time when jobs are begun or finished is either punched or written

on the time ticket by the department foreman, assistant, or clerk. A
form of clock by means of which the time of commencing and finish-
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ing work is stamped on the job or time ticket is also being widely

used.

Use to Make of Time Records.—Naturally, the next step is a com-
parison of the actual time consumed with the record time. Here the

value of the instruction cards in the form outlined is apparent. The
comparative data are provided upon one and the same card. This com-
parison, however, can easily be made even though the usual forrii of

day-work ticket be adhered to. Permanent records of this nature,

showing each man's performance on the different jobs, will be found
to be of great value, especially when any system of pay other than

day-work is to be introduced.

All instances in which more time is taken than is allowed must be

called immediately to the attention of the foreman, who should at once

demand an explanation from the workman. It is certain that these

"explanations" will be forthcoming. If, however, the excess of time

shows in the machining operation, it is a comparatively simple matter

for the foreman to prove the accuracy of the records and the possi-

bility of the work being done in the time set down. He is then in a

position to demand that this be done in the future. As soon as this

method of procedure is adopted few workmen will be found who will

not at least approach the record time so far as the machine operations

are concerned. It is certain that some method must be adopted which

will not allow room for argument, and which will automatically check

each man on every job upon which he works. This plan will accom-

plish this result. It is a fact, though, that however closely the men
are supervised, a great difference between the records and the actual

time will appear in the time taken to handle the work betwen opera-

tions. It is very difficult to reduce this variance materially on the day-

work system of pay. However, a very great economy will be accom-

plished in the effectual reduction of the actual working time.

Character of Reports to Superintendent.—Reports should be made
at least every month to the head of the factory showing just what is

being accomplished in this direction. Departments in which a num-
ber of bad records are shown should be investigated. A system of re-

wards to the foreman and assistants whose departments show the best

results will often be found advantageous. It will quicken their interest

and make them much more alert. The effect will be that they will

continually push their men to make better time, and the inefficient

workmen who continue to make bad records will soon be either dropped

or taken in hand and taught how to handle the work.

This plan of the day-work system of pay differs radically from the

slipshod, inefficient, costly methods usually in vogue. It is an infinitely
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more precise and scientific method. Labor costs on the day-work sys-

tem of pay can not be controlled to any degree whatever unless by a

plan along these or similar lines. If the average manufacturer could

but realize the amounts lost by inefficient systems of time keeping,

time comparison, and wage paying, he would be willing to incur any
expense in order to better the conditions.

Systems of Pay Based on Rate of Production.—The great advan-

tage of a system of pay wherein the wage to the workman is based

upon his individual effort and output is, of course, apparent. The
day-work system of pay, compared with such a plan, is obviously in-

efficient. Consequently, the manufacturer must next consider what plan

of pay he should adopt for his particular factory. I do not believe

that any one plan is the best for all establishments. All the conditions

of a shop should be studied with extreme care before deciding.

In shops where the machinery is of a very expensive type and the

actual time that should be consumed on work can be calculated to a

nicety, the greatest advantage would be found in that system which

will push the shop to its maximum capacity the quickest. That is un-

doubtedly Mr. Taylor's differential system, which guarantees prices.

In other shops where this "intensity of production," as it has been

termed, is not so great an advantage, and where the work is of such

a character that it is impossible to determine how much work a man
should turn out, the premium plan devised and developed by Mr.

Halsey can be used to very great advantage. The old plan of straight

piece work is still widely used, and is very successful when the prices

are based upon exact data and are guaranteed.

Introduction of Piecework and Similar Systems.—It is nothing

short of folly to start any system of pay unless a very complete and

exact series of records exists, from which the proper rates can be

calculated with safety. The assertion can also be made that unless

these records are the result of some series of careful investigations

and trials, they will prove to be a very weak and treacherous foundation

to build upon. Unless the rates are carefully determined they will be

wrong. If they are wrong the men will soon earn exorbitant wages.

At this juncture the manufacturer will begin to cut his prices, and

eventually the entire system will fail to accomplish its purpose.

Before any change is made from day work to piece work or a sim-

ilar system, the entire list of jobs should be thoroughly investigated

along lines similar to those given in this paper. The data thereby

secured should be applied vigorously with a view to increasing the

efficiency of the day workers. After this has been accomplished, the

workmen will be perfectly willing to accept some other basis of pay.
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They know that they can increase the output ; they reahze that this has
been demonstrated, and they also know that there is a basis that is

proper and just upon which to set prices and rates. They see before

them a prospect of an immediate reward that it behooves them to ac-

cept. On the other hand, the employer knows that his prices will be

sufficiently correct to justify him in guaranteeing them. Unless the

workmen understand that he is thoroughly posted as to what the out-

put should be, they will decrease this very materially as soon as they

know that piece work is to be introduced.

Systems of Pay.—The most prominent systems of pay used at

present will come under one of the following heads :

—

The Day-Work Plan, with no incentive to or provision for the

exceptionally skillful and fast workman.
The Premium Plan, as devised by Mr. Halsey. This has already

been fully described in the January, 1901, issue of The Engineering
Magazine. Mr. Norris here describes how, though using this plan,

he accomplishes the feature of punishing the slow worker.

Piece Work, by which the workman receives a certain amount of

pay per piece, be his product small or large.

The Differential Plan, by which the price varies according to the

rate of production—the greater the amount of production, the greater

the price per piece.

The Bonus Plan, as described by Mr. Gannt in the paper already

referred to. The workmen are provided with cards giving full data

concerning tools to be used and the time in which the work should

be completed. Should they reach the mark they are paid a substan-

tial bonus for the performance ; should they fail they receive pay ac-

cording to their regular day rate.

The Gang Plan ; work which it is very difficult to separate into

distinctive operations and which requires the labor of a number of

men, can be paid for by putting a price on the entire job and then

paying the men in proportion to their day rates and the time each one

spent on the job. This plan can be used with any system of pay.

Inspection.—The lack of a proper system of inspection very often

brings these systems into disrepute. It is very necessary that some

plan be adopted that will result in the work being held up to a high

standard of quality and the workmen receiving pay only for that

which is perfect. This was treated in a previous article.

Introduction of a Simple System of Piece Work.—While simplicity

IS greatly to be desired in a piece-work system, the necessity for care-

ful counterchecks and ample protection must never be overlooked.

Before startins^ a new svstem I stron^rlv advocate a method of pro-
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Time
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Time

Box No.
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i-3-oD-iom p-F 12

Check No.

:^
cedure similar to that already laid down in this paper, namely, the in-

crease of the efficiency of the day worker and the careful collection

of reliable data giving the time in which work should be completed

and, from this, the price that can be paid. These prices should be

tabulated according to the work done in each department, each fore-

man and piece-work clerk having copies. A ticket similar to the one

presented on this page, or a form affording practically the same infor-

mation, should be used. All work should be assigned by the fore-

man. He can very easily keep a simple record showing to whom work

was given, the order number, the amount of stock, and the time of

starting on the job. The workman can fill out the most of this ticket

when the work is completed. The columns, "Lost" and "No. Ac-

cepted" are to be filled in by the inspector, and the price by the clerk

or the foreman. The foreman, after referring to his records, si^s

the ticket certifying that the work on this job has been done, and the

ticket together with the stock-tracing card is sent to the stock tracer.

The stock tracer will then turn to the proper stock-tracing ana cost

sheet, which can be found very easily by order number and box num-

ber. These important sheets, already described in the June issue,

page 420, should be arranged together either according to order num-

ber or according to the name of the part. In most works the former
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arrangement will be the better. In this way all the stock going to

make up one order is grouped together, making it easy to trace and to

secure costs and other information. Making the proper entries both

upon this sheet and upon the stock-tracing card, he will stamp the

ticket with his name indicating that this has been properly entered

upon the sheet. He will then turn all of the tickets and cards over

to the head inspector, who will see that the work is properly done.

The inspector can locate all the stock from the data on the piece-work

ticket and stock-tracing card. After he has made the proper inspec-

tion and signed his name to the ticket and card, he then turns these

over to the stock tracer. If there are any losses the clerk will make
the proper entries on the stock-tracing and cost sheet. The stock tracer

then has all the necessary data to determine whether or not this prob-

ably unexpected loss will endanger the chances of filling the entire

order on time. If so, he will secure another order for similar stock

from the stock-order clerk and will rush this through so as to pre-

vent delays. It will also be noted that an extra cost caused by a loss

of this kind will be charged against the proper job and will show in

the final report. The stock tracer then returns the stock card and

the duplicate of the piece-work ticket to the proper foreman, who will

place the card in the proper box of stock and deliver the duplicate

ticket to the workman. The foreman and workman are thus notified

of the condition of work as found by the inspector and, if any objec-

tions are raised, the job can be investigated before it goes farther.

The original of this piece-work ticket is sent to the piece-work

clerk, or the paymaster. This depends upon the size of the concern.

An inflexible rule must be made to the effect that no ticket will be

considered valid without the signature of the foreman, certifying that

the work was done, that of the clerk, indicating that such entries have

been made that no duplication of tickets is possible, and that of the

inspector, signifying that the work has been carefully examined and

found correct to the extent shown on the ticket.

There may be times when it is impossible to inspect the work prop-

erly between a number of operations, and yet it is desirable to pay the

man for his work. In such a case the piece-work ticket and card must

be sent in by the foreman with a special notice.' The piece-work

ticket should be stamped "Not Inspected; Hold" and an entry made

on the stock-tracing and cost sheet to the effect that the stock has not

been inspected for this operation. The ticket should then be sepa-

rated and sent out as originally outlined. The workman's name and

all data pertaining to the work should be entered on a special sheet.

A special form containing the same data should be given to the in-
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spector. It will be noted that the proper entry on the stock-tracing

and cost sheet will call the tracer's attention to this stock when the

next entry is made. He will also have a full list showing the condi-

tion of affairs on all "not inspected" stock*. This list should be fol-

lowed up closely. If a further provision is made that every discharge

slip should be OK'd by this stock tracer the protection will be com-
plete. When this discharge slip comes to him, he must glance over

his record to see if the man's name appears thereon. If it does, the

stock must be inspected at once and any losses taken from the pay due

the man. On the other hand, when the inspector does examine the

stock he makes the proper entries on the special form and sends it to

the stock tracer, who strikes out the entry "Not Inspected" on his

sheet and sends this form to the piece-work clerk, who, according to

instructions, has been holding the original of the piece-work ticket.

Any deductions and "back charges" for poor work can then be made.

Practically the same method of procedure should be followed when
day work is done. The ticket will naturally be practically the same.

Day Work by Piece Workers.—There should be a distinct line

drawn between the work done by regular day workers, or men who
never work piece work, and the day work done by piece workers.

Tickets printed in different colors will prove very satisfactory.

It will thus be seen that this collection of time tickets will afford

all necessary data for compiling the pay roll. It is, however, strongly

advisable to adopt some system of records so that these data can be

compiled in a systematic manner, affording not only a basis for the

pay-roll calculations, but also for a system or series of records which

will prove of the utmost value in making comparisons of the time

consumed on the different jobs and in compiling reports indicating the

condition of affairs in the different departments.

The record herewith given can be gotten up in card form, each

man having his individual card. These cards should be grouped by

departments. The columns under the heading "classifications" should

be noted carefully. These columns should be headed by the various

subjects used to indicate the different classes of work. The piece-

work ticket will clearly indicate the class of work the man has been

working on, and the time and total cost of this job will then be trans-

ferred to this card in the proper column. Taking the total of the

amount there will show the total time consumed by this particular

workman and his total wages. From this, the pay roll naturally will

be made up. The advantage of this classification will be shown in the

next article under the head of Cost. It will be noted, of course, that

bv addino- all the totals shown on the different workmen's cards you
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— -—

DAY WORK AND PIECE WORK RECORD CARD.

will be able to tell immediately the number of hours worked and the

amount expended in wages upon the various classes of work.

The next records are those showing the time consumed by the

different workmen on the same class of work. This might properly

be called job classification. It is naturally of the greatest value, as

it affords all the necessary information for making comparisons of

the time consumed by different men at different times. The form of

this classification will be shown in the next article under Cost.

It is easy to see how simple a matter it is to classify the time

tickets according to the jobs, and so collect these data. Consideration

should also be given to the fact that the stock-tracing and cost sheets

will show the total time consumed and the labor cost on any one

article. All the sheets collected under one order number will give the

total time and the total labor cost for the entire product of that order.

In a small manufacturing concern it is possible for several of these

duties to be performed by one person. For instance, the paymaster

can attend to the duties of the piece-work clerk, or the piece-work

clerk and the stock-order clerk can be one person. This system as

outlined can be worked admirably with very few men and will pro-

vide all necessary protection and a collection of invaluable data.



Editorial Comment-

The steam-ship combination, though
written upon to the point of exhaustion,

one would think, still seems to com-
mand scarcely lessened attention. And
with it all, it remains quite unproved
that England has lost anything or

America gained anything. The play

was spectacular, the effect on national

feeling highly emotional ; a number of

shareholders have received astonish-

ingly good prices for their holdings, or

have exchanged their old certificates

for new ones with larger figures on

them ; but it is not altogether apparent

how British trade is to be any worse

served or American trade very much
better served than it was before.

Mr. Morgan is so great a financier

that any criticism—or even any luke-

warmness of belief in his infallibility

—

seems audacious ; but there is this

striking difference between Mr. Mor-

gan's earlier financiering and his later

—between Morgan the re-organizer

and Morgan the organizer—that his

former tendency was as strongly con-

tractionist as his latter policy is expan-

sionist. He gained his name and power
chiefly as a skilful doctor for overblown

ventures which needed the knife, and
his knife was ably handled, but un-

sparing. He cut to the bone, and
never paused because blood flowed.

Everything that was not sound tissue

came away. He pricked the last bub-

ble and squeezed out the last drop of

water. He reduced capital and cut

down dividends. Holders of six per

cent securities learned that they must
exchange them for three per cent se-

curities. High-interest bond holders

were given low-dividend stock, or the

privilege of a fruitless contest. It was
heart-rending to the reorganized, often,

but it was sound, and the result was
usually a sturdy, healthy, and steadily

growing corporation. That was the
Morgan of the nineteenth century.

4: ^ ^

But the Morgan of the twentieth cen-
tury is of a different temper. His
hobby appears to be the other half of

financial mathematics— addition and
multiplication, not subtraction and di-

vision. His joy is to swell, not to

shrink, total capitalization. He de-
lights to bring together in his labora-

tory vast inflated bodies which expand
still further when they combine. The
change is so striking that curious minds
can hardly keep from asking "Why?"
Has chance led Mr. Morgan latterly

into contact only with undertakings
whose owners had underestimated their

value, as formerly it led him into associ-

ation chiefly with overestimated values
and possibilities ? Has a new era of un-
measured prosperity set in, of which he
sees the expansive power better than
others do ? Or has he simply grown
more optimistic with the passing of

years? It must be a pleasanter rd/e

than his older one for a sympathetic
nature to play—much pleasanter to

organize the United States Steel Cor-

poration than to re-organize Northern
Pacific, for instance. But will it stand

as well ? The tendency of the steel

stocks, even in this time of unprece-
dented activity in the steel trade, sug-

gests that it will not. And, to the non-
Napoleonic mind, the shipping trust

seems to belong in the same class with
the steel trust.

747
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It is with much regret that we notice

the action of the American Section of

the International Association for Test-

ing Materials, practically severing its

connection with the European parent

assiociation and becoming the American

Association for Testing Materials. The
mere fact that individual membership

in the International Association is held

as a requisite for membership in the

American Association counts for little

in the face of the action of the Ameri-

can members in practically declaring

their independence, an independence

which really amounts to a secession,

destroying in great measure the useful-

ness of the section.

The whole affair appears to be a per-

version of the purpose of the association

from scientific to commercial ends, de-

structive alike of its methods and its

main purpose. The fundamental ob-

ject of the original association was dis-

tinctly international, the intention be-

ing, not only to settle the best scientific

methods of determining the true

strength of materials of construction,

but also to unify those methods so as to

rendei* the work of all the testing lab-

oratories over the world directly and

ijTimediately comparable.

Up to the time of the organization

of the International Association the

methods of testing, the dimensions and

form of test pieces, the manner of hold-

ing the specimen, of applying the load,

and of recording the result, varied so

widely as to render the results of many
painstaking observers in different parts

of the world almost useless except for

the application immediately in hand.

Many wearisome repetitions of work
were necessary, when there were in

existence records which would have
been invaluable had they been intelli-

gently applicable.

It was to do away with all this waste

of time, labor, and thought, and to

place all results and methods of testing

on a comparable basis that the Inter-

national Association was formed, and
to the furtherance of this invajuable

end the ablest scientists and engineers

of many lands have given their best

work. The formation of an Ameri-
can section, acting in harmony with

and under the direction of the parent

Association was hailed at first with

satisfaction by many, it being believed

that the result would be to place testing

in the United States upon a higher

plane, and remove from it the com-
mercial aspect which too often clouds

the scientific value of work otherwise

creditable.

Unfortunately, however, the Ameri-

can Section has assumed that its most

important function is the framing of

specifications for use in commercial

contracts, and, failing to divert the at-

tention of the International Association

from its primary purpose to this com-

mercial issue, it has announced its

separation, changing its name by drop-

ping the word "International," and

thus revealing the fact that it is its in-

tention to act in independence of the

rest of the scientific world. The result

can readily be foreseen. The Ameri-

can Association can be valued no higher

than it values itself, and if it elects to

devote itself to specification framing

instead of harmonious efforts to further

the fundamental work of the Interna-

tional Association, its place will be

fully understood and accepted.

Methods of testing are not to be de-

vised and employed at the choice of the

individuals most nearly concerned. If

they are to possess permanent and sci-

entific value they must be determined

by the physical principles involved,

and the main object should be the dis-

covery of the truth about substances

upon which the fate of individuals and

possibly nations may depend.
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Twentieth-Century Locomotives.

In a paper recently presented before the

Society of Engineers, Mr. Charles Rous-

Marten discussed the general question of

modern locomotives in a most interesting

manner, calling attention to the character-

istics of the locomotives of the past century

in comparison with those vi'hich are appear-

ing as the salient features of the engines of

the new century.

Mr. Rous-Marten practically confines

himself to a consideration of railway prac-

tice in Great Britain and in the United

States, and divides existing locomotives

into two classes ; those built prior to Jan-

uary I, 1901, and those constructed since

that date. Considering first locomotives sur-

viving from the last century, these forming

by far the greater portion of the existing

engines, Mr. Rous-Marten calls attention to

the great difference between British and

American practice as regards the working

life of a locomotive engine.

"It is always a source of wonder to vis-

iting engineers from America or from the

British colonies to find so many locomotives

still at work in Britain bearing building-

dates going back 30, 40 or even 50 years.

In the United States an engine is deemed

old at 10 years of age ; ancient at 15 ; and

utterly antediluvian at 20 years—archaic

and virtually obsolete. In Britain, how-
ever, locomotives only 20 years old are

looked on as quite modern, and vast num-
bers of them are in use. Indeed, one well-

known writer on locomotive engines has de-

liberately adopted "the past 20 years" as

the construction period which should entitle

an engine to be styled a modern locomo-

tive.

But if it be surprising to the American

and the Colonial visitor to find 20-year-old

engines regarded as modern and almost new
fangled, it is simply paralysing to this typ-

ical guest to see locomotives still doing

regular duty whose ages range up to 30. 40

and 50 years. Yet this spectacle greets him

on most of the British railways. In a sin-

gle case, indeed, he may behold an express
locomotive bearing the date 1847—55 years
ago—taking a fast train in the year 1902;
for the old London and North Western 8 ft.

6 in. single-wheeler "Cornwall," which was
built by Trevithick in 1847, still works, or

did until very lately, expresses between Liv-

erpool and Manchester, and once last year

brought up a boat special from Liverpool

to Euston, to the great edification of

the American passengers. That of course

is an exceptional, if not unique, case, but it

is also the fact that on the same railway,

the premier British line in point of import-

ance, sixty other express engines are still

running whose ages range between 40 and

43 years, the earliest having been built in

1859, while a large number more only just

miss being 40 years old. Indeed, out of the

total number of express engines working on

the London and North Western at the pres-

ent day—not quite 500—no fewer than 327,

just about 65 per cent., are from 20 to 43
years old. One, as already mentioned, is

55 ; but that solitary case, being treated

more as a curiosity than on normal lines,

may be ignored. The strangeness is to find

65 per cent, of the express locomotive stock

of the richest and most important British

railway to be from 20 to 43 years old, leav-

ing only 35 per cent, as aged less than 20

years. On the railways ranking next in

importance, such as the Great Western,

North Eastern, Midland and Great North-

ern, large numbers of engines are still to be

found aged from 20 to 30 years, and a few

whose construction dates back even to 40

years. Yet they are still running as twenti-

eth century locomotives. This forms a cu-

riously striking contrast to the American
method."

Such a variance in operative practice must
necessarily involve a great difference in con-

structive methods, and an examination of

the locomotives shown at the Vincennes

Annexe at the Paris exposition of 1900 re-

749
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vealed a far higher degree of finish and

permanence in construction for the British

engines over the American. A general in-

spection only was needed to convince the

visitor that the American engine would be

old at 15 years while the British locomotive

would still be young at 25. At the same

time the engines shown at Paris may aU

be considered as twentieth-century loco-

motives. All were freshly out of the shops

and none was put to work until the new
century's first year. It was a diametrical

opposition of views and aims ; two directly

opposite modes of promoting the same end

—efficient and economic working of the

railway to which each belonged. One of

the most important questions in locomotive

engineering which will have to be settled in

this new century is—which of these two
plans is the preferable one for general adop-

tion?

So far as actual design is concerned, the

differences which formerly characterized

British and American practice are tending

to disappear. Outside cylinders have re-

appeared on English engines, and cranked

axles have been recently used on American
locomotives. The bogie truck is no longer

distinctively American, and discussion as to

the relative merits of bar or plate framing

excites but little interest. The main ques-

tion is whether British or American meth-

ods generally shall prevail on the broader

ground of commercial competition, since

America has entered into Britain's own
ground not only in other parts of the world

but even in British colonies and depen-

dencies.

Thie matter is not one of a decision as to

the actual superiority of British or Ameri-

can engines per unit of actual power. It

is whether American or British practice is

preferable under all the circumstances of

the present day. British engines are con-

ceded to be admirable in workmanship and
performance, and are so durable that they

will run for 30 or 40 years without being

worn out. American locomotives are efficient

workers which can be delivered at very

short notice, but which are not expected to

last more than half as long as the British

engines. Thus, in one instance, a British

firm took 18 months to complete an order

for locomotives given by an English colony,

while an American firm required but 5

months, the American locomotives costing

£400 less apiece than the British. It is ob-

vious that when this sort of thing can be

done the interests of British trade impera-

tively demand that the merits of the case

should be clearly discerned, in order that,

if the British methods be really out-of-date

and unsuitable for modern needs, no time

may be lost in amending them in the re-

spects shown to call for reform.

This question naturally calls for an exam-
ination of the relative advantages of the two

methods. Are long-lived engines so desir-

able? Is there a real gain in working en-

gines to death in 10 to 15 years? Replying

to the first, Mr. Rous-Marten says that ex-

perience shows that the older engines are

not fully capable of filling existing work-

ing conditions. In many instances piloting

is necessary, two engines being required to

haul modern loads up gradients or to main-

tain speeds. Taking the practice of the

Midland road, on which the old engines

are given 20 per cent, less load than the

newer locomotives, it is evident that a

corresponding increase in general expense

must be charged to them ; in addition to

which must be considered the reduction in

the carrying capacity of the road.

For the short-lived engines there appears

t'le fact that they are less economical in

fuel consumption, although it is a question

to what extent fuel consumption enters in-

to the total cost of service. The system of

early "scrapping" permits full advantage to

be taken of all the latest improvements in

design or construction.

There is also much less proportion of the

working life of the engine spent in the re-

pair shop, so that on the whole, much is to

be said on the side of the cheaper, and

shorter-lived engine.

Mr. Rous-Marten gives interesting de-

tails of the dimensions, proportions, and

performances of a number of recent engines,

and the excellent behaviour of the most re-

cent locomotives in England, France and

America, certainly emphasises the advan-

tages of having roads wholly equipped with

locomotives of the latest type. He makes

no attempt to decide the question himself

but he has certainly presented both side.")

in a manner which should evoke discussion

as well as present material for it on both

sides of the Atlantic.
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Draughtsmen and Works Administration.

There has been recently some interesting

correspondence in the columns of Engineer-

ing concerning the position of draughtsmen

and their relation to the other departments

of works administration and operation, and

the subject appears to be one of sufficient

importance to demand comment and discus-

sion.

The real position of the draughtsman is

one of some uncertainty, since the term in-

cludes a whole range of capacities, from the

chief designing engineer down to the tracer.

It is this very fact which doubtless causes

some confusion in the course of the con:es-

pondence referred to, since it is apparent

that in some cases the contributors are not

all talking about the same thing. At the

same time the fundamental principles con-

cerned are clear enough, if the question is

approached impartially and without personal

bias.

In some establishments it appears that a

draughtsman is supposed to have nothing to

do with the work except to make drawings

under specific directions from his chief. He
is not permitted to go into the works, to

know anything about costs of materials, la-

bour, or finished product, and the drawings

which he makes pass into the shop and dis-

appear from his view and control. In other

places the man who is entrusted with such

responsible work as the making of the draw-

ings from which the workmen get their prin-

cipal instruction is held to be something

more than a mere machine himself, and is

given more or less insight into the conduct

of the establishment and its detailed ad-

ministration.

The reason generally given for the former

course is that the draughtsman's work is es-

sentially the making of drawings, and that it

only takes up his time unnecessarily for him
to be permitted to go into the works. He
may learn too much there about departments

of the business with which his particular

work is not concerned, and, terrible to re-

late, he might possibly find out what the

various products of the establishment really

cost, and so learn the extent of profit made.

Still more,
,
he might, after acquiring all

this forbidden knowledge, leave the service

of his intelligent employers, and carry this

wisdom to a rival establishment ! That such

disastrous contingencies may not arise.

therefore, it is held most important that the

draughtsman be barred altogether from the

works, and that no hint of the cost of mate-
rials be allowed to reach his dangerous

neighbourhood.

The other point of view, however, is be-

ginning to receive some consideration, and
it is really becoming understood that some
familiarity with the immediate methods by
which his plans are to be executed really

forms a portion of the commercial value of

a draughtsman to his employer.

There can be no possibility of question

that a thorough knowledge on the part of

the draughtsman of the capacity and capa-

bilities of the tools with which the machin-
ing is to be done will materially aflfect the

design of work, while the possession of

a record of material of standard sizes and
shapes in stock is essential, if he is to work
intelligently.

Practical experience with the methods of

pattern maker and foundryman will also

guide the designer to a great extent in the

drawing of plans for castings, and there is

no doubt that consultations in important

cases between these departments would fre-

quently result in economy and advantage in

the execution of work in the foundry and

machine shop.

So far as the question of costs is con-

cerned, experience has shown that cost

clerks and estimaters must of necessity be

able to read drawings intelligently and rap-

idly, and that while the actual work of the

draughtsman in estimating may be limited

to the taking out of weights and quantities,

at the same time men who have had experi-

ence in the drawing room often make the

best men for the cost department. Indeed

it has been maintained by engineers of large

experience that all the estimating and cost

keeoing should be in the hands of the engi-

neering department, and that there should

be no draughting room, especially so-called,

but that it should be an engineering depart-

ment in the fullest meaning of the term, the

commercial department attending strictly to

the commercial end of the business, corres-

pendence, finances, etc.

The old-time idea of maintaining secrecy

as to the shop-cost of various products 'S

now given less consideration than formerly.

Indeed when it is understood that only by

careful and systematic combination of the
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various elements of cost can the office ad-

ministration find the true shop cost, it ap-

pears absurd to object to the draughtsman

being put in possession of the cost of the

detailed parts of the work. In fact it is to

intelligent consideration of these elements in

the design that much of the success of the

establishment in reducing costs must depend.

More and more is it becoming understood

that the true method of cheap production

lies, not in the reduction of wages and the

cutting down of expense, so much as in the

increase of output and the greater efficiency

both of men and of every element of the

plant. The cost of the product is a ratio

between the total operating cost and the

quantity of the product, and the best method

the design that much of the success of the

denominator of the fraction rather than the

reduction of the numerator, and in this most

important element of shop administration

the draughtsman must play an intelligent

part if the full value of his services is to be

realised.

There is a saying in the United States that

"no one ever sees an old draughtsman"

meaning that the position of the draughting

room is but a stage in the development of

the engineer, the superintendent, the man-

ager, in all engineering works. This being

the case it is manifestly absurd to restrict

the draughtsman to a contracted position

and to prevent him from developing into a

man of far greater usefulness to himself and

to the establishment, and it is cause for sat-

isfaction to observe that more enlightened

policy is beginning to prevail.

Progress in Space Telegraphy.

The recent address of Mr. Marconi at

the Royal Institution has made public some

very interesting facts in connection with

the transmission of messages without wires,

and from reports of his remarks we make

some general abstract.

If there had been any disposition to as-

sume that the development of wireless tele-

graphy would take a long time to reach a

practical and commercial stage, such ideas

must have been fully dispelled by the ac-

count of the rapid progress which has been

made in the past six years during which

Mr. Marconi has been converting the lab-

oratory experiments of Lodge, Branly, and

Hertz into a working system of long-dis-

tance communication. Thus the early trans-

mitter, in which the use of a simple vertical

wire connected to a spark coil emitted waves

of electric induction, and enabled messages

to be received by coherers within a radius of

about IOC miles, was replaced, about a year

ago, by the syntonic system. In the earlier

device each receiver was acted upon by ev-

ery transmitter within range and secrecy

became impossible and interference fre-

quent. The syntonic system includes a re

ceiver adjusted to waves of one particular

periodicity, this involving also a transmitter

which should emit waves of the same period.

This arrangement, described by Mr. Mar-

coni in his previous address before the So-

ciety of Arts, replaces the vertical wire with

two concentric cylinders of sheet metal,

this giving a distinct periodicity to the

emitted waves, and permitting the trans-

mission of signals between tuned stations

without aflfecting intermediate stations not

so tuned.

A modification of the concentric oscillator

is one in which a condenser circuit is placed

in proximity with a vertical rod, this per-

mitting of adjustment more readily than the

concentric type. This arrangement also per-

mits one vertical wire at the receiving sta-

tion to operate a number of receiver circuits

which are tuned to different waves, while

it is also practicable to use one vertical

transmitting wire, with connections of dif-

ferent inductance to several differently tuned

receivers.

In all these experiments, however, the

speed of transmission of messages has been

limited by the action of the coherer, and it

has been generally supposed that this would

effectually prevent the Marconi system from

becoming a formidable commercial com-

petitor with the transatlantic cables. In

his Royal Institution address, hov/ever, Mr.

Marconi described his improved detector,

which replaces the coherer altogether, and

bids fair to work an entire revolution in

the transmission of long-distance messages

without wires. As described in Engineer-

ing, this new instrument is based on the fact

that on exposing to high-period electric

waves a magnet, which at the same time is

subject to a varying magneto-motive force,

its hysteresis is diminished, and the lag be-

tween the magnetism and the force produc-

ing it tends to vanish. The sudden cor-
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responding change in the magnet's strength,

due to the vanishing of its hysteresis, gives

rise to currents in a coil wound around it,

and these currents can be detected by means

of a telephone.

One form of this detector consists of a

permanent magnet which is caused to rotate

slowly above a bundle of magnetised wires

placed below it. The magnetic inductance

through these wires is constantly changing,

but from hysteresis this change lags behind

its proper position. These magnetised wires

are wound with a coil of wire connected

with the receiver circuit, and hence when the

latter is excited the hysteresis of the wires

is diminished and a sound is audible in a

telephone connected with a coil placed upon

the magnetised bundle. A modified form

of the receiver consists of a band of mag-

netised wires passing around two pulleys,

the wires passing through a receiving coil

to which the telephone is connected, a pow-

erful fixed magnet keeping the wires mag-

netised. Experiments with such receivers

have shown them capable of taking mes-

sages over the telephone easily at a rate of

35 words per minute, and Mr. Marconi

maintains that it will be possible, with a re-

cording attachment, to receive messages at

a rate of several hundred words per minute.

The experiments conducted on board the

steamship Philadelphia recently, when Mr.

Marconi received messages from the station

at Poldhu, Cornwall, over a distance of

1,551 miles, revealed the curious fact that

communication was had over a much greater

distance it night than by day. The maxi-

mum distance over which daylight signals

were received was only 700 miles, and this

peculiarity is attributed to the influence of

sunlight upon the discharge of the trans-

mitter. Doubtless the distance over which

messages can be sent by daylight can be in-

creased by supplying greater energy to the

transmitter. It is probable that if the ex-

periments in transatlantic communication

between Poldhu and Newfoundland had

been made at night, even more decisive re-

sults would have been obtained.

There appears to be little doubt that with-

in a few J ears there will be regular com-

mercial systems of communication over the

Atlantic entirely independent of the exist-

ing cables, and this v>'ill also be accompanied

by communication without wires over long

distances in many directions. The import-

ance of such progress can hardly be over-

estimated. Those inventions which abridge

distance have rightly been said to add the

most to human civilisation, and the ability

to maintain communication over otherwise

impassable areas must contribute materially

to the exploitation of the world.

Thus expeditions to the far north, or to

the interior of continents, such as Australia

or Africa, need no longer be without com-
munication with the rest of the world, while

the facility of communication across the

ocean, and the consequent reduction in

cost, will tend to draw nations nearer and

nearer together, and thus hasten those affili-

ations which will be stronger than any tem-

porary differences.

The Training of Mining-Engineers.

Technical education has been the theme

of numerous discussions of late, and among
these we note the paper of Professor

Wertheimer presented before the Institu-

tion of Mining Engineers, which, with the

discussion following, brought out an inter-

esting comparison between the methods of

the United States and Germany with those

in vogue in Great Britain.

The general trend of the paper was to the

effect that a change had come over the con-

ditions of mining education as well as of

operation. The old system included ap-

prenticeship, with all that it implied in time

and opportunity of acquiring practical ex-

perience ; supplemented by such night-

school training as could be given upon the

limited range of theoretical knowledge re-

quired or available. This is no longer prac-

ticable. Comparatively few students pursue

their evening studies for a sufficiently long

period to enable them to acquire an amount

of knowledge to render them of greater

service to their employers or to the nation.

At the same time apprenticeship is no long-

er what it was, and there is so much more

to learn in every department of industry,

and the masters and principal assistants

are so much busier, that a full practical ac-

quaintance with the subject is more difficult

than ever.

The obvious conclusion is that the tech-

nical training should be acquired before the

entry on industrial life. Such a training

should be accepted in place, not of all, but
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of some part of a young man's apprentice-

ship in a workshop, a mine, or wherever

his sphere of action may lie. This is the

fact in Germany and America, where em-

ployers in the engineering industries are

willing to accept from trained students a

much shorter apprenticeship than is asked in

the case of untrained men. In the United

States especially, in nearly every case, the

applications for the services of the members

of the graduating classes of the technical

colleges by manufacturers and business men
exceed the number of graduates. Experi-

ence shows that in a few years these young

men. having a sound educational basis, have

acquired the practical experience far more

rapidly and completely than is possible in

the case of untrained men. and arc then

competent for a much better service than

the old apprenticeship-trained man could

ever have hoped to become.

As matters now stand in Great Britain,

in the mining industry, the law compels

a man to spend five years underground be-

fore he can qualify for his certificate, no

matter what the extent of his previous ed-

ucation. Now if preliminary study and

training do not count as the equivalent of

a part of this time it will always be difficult

to induce men to enter courses of study.

Few men are in a position to spend the

three years required to get their college or

university training, and then give another

five years in the pit before applying for a

manager's certificate. In other countries

experience has shown that the men who
have had the preliminary training take

much less time to acquire the practical

knowledge, since they have learned how to

think and apply their reasoning powers in

a higher degree than the uneducated man,

and know how to assimilate their experi-

ence. To compel them to spend the same

number of years in acquiring the practical

portion of their equipment, therefore, is to

maintain that the preliminary training of

the previous years is worthless. There is

but one result which can be expected to

follow from this position, a falling behind

in the rate of progress in the industry in

which it exists. That this is becoming the

case in Great Britain appears in the facts

brought out by the discussion. Thus,

many of the improved methods in mining

originated in Great Britaia, but liave been

taken up and pushed into practical use else-

where to a far greater extent than at home.

Nearly all the coal-cutting machines, for

example, were invented in England, and

British engineers were the pioneers in their

use, but such machines are used to a far

greater extent in America than in England,

and the same is true of other methods and

appliances.

While British methods of instruction may
be open to some criticism, there is little

doubt that the principal difficulty is in the

matter of legislation. In other words there

must be some inducement to encourage d

young man to spend his time in study for

practical life. If, for instance, three years

of college training were accepted in place of

two years underground, there is little doubt

that the further three years would produce

a far better man than could be obtained by

five, or indeed any number of years in the

pit without the college training.

The very fact that such a discussion has

attracted much attention is evidence that

England is waking up to the fact that the

methods which have served her so well in

the past cannot be relied upon to maintain

her position in the face of present compe-

tition.

She has the men and the materials, as

well as the prestige and the business, but

she has no longer a free field without seri-

ous competition. Her best men are alive to

the situation, both as regards its needs and

its dangers, and it is only necessary to

awaken her people, and especially her leg-

islators, to the demands of the time to en-

able proper steps to be taken to enable her

to meet the competition which should prove

her best stimulus.

Electric Traction on Steam Roads.

We have discussed the question of the

possible replacement of steam locomotives

by electric traction from various stand-

points, and now we have the important pa-

per of Professor Carus-Wilson, presented

before the Institution of Electrical Engi-

neers, nominally upon the subject of elec-

trical traction upon steam railways in Italy,

but really upon the much broader subject of

the economic question of the relation of

electric to steam traction in general.

The Italian question is a simple one. In

the first place the steam railways are oper-
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atcd under an arrangement with the govern-

ment, by which the latter gives the com-
panies an annual subsidy in return for a cer-

tain proportion of the receipts. Thus, for

the year 1900 the Adriatica company, which
with the Mediterranean railway operates 80

per cent, of the railways in Italy, received

from the government a subsidy of £2,166,000,

while it paid to the government a sum equal

to 40 per cent, of the total receipts, amount-
ing to £2,040,000, the balance to the credit

of the company being £126,000. This ar-

rangement comes to an end in 1905, when
the government has the option either of buy-

ing out the companies or of coming to a

fresh agreement with them.

In the meantime there has arisen a for-

midable competition in the shape of elec-

trically operated tramways and local lines,

which, providing a cheaper and more effi-

cient service, are seriously affecting the

trafKc on the main lines, and as a conse-

quence the steam railways have introduced

a service of short, electrically-driven trains,

running frequently at high speeds. Pro-

fessor Carup-Wilson takes this situation is

an occasion of discussing the economic pos-

sibilities of the proposition, also comparing

the conditions in Italy with those in Eng-

land.

This is by no means a simple task, since

both operating and financial methods in

Italy differ so materially from those obtain-

ing in England as to render comparisons

difficult. Without going into details, for

which the reader is referred to the various

papers by Signer Bignami in various issues

of The Engineering Magazine, is appears

that it has been practicable, on the Lecco-

Colino line and on the Milan-Varese line,

to supplement steam traction to a point

which ha? resulted in an increase of five-

fold in passenger traffic, with a doubling of

receipts. The speed and frequency of trains

has been doubled, and the fares reduced to

40 per cent, of their original amount. It is

confidently expected that this improved ser-

vice will increase the amount of traffic to

such an extent that in spite of the lo\ver

rates the former deficit will be converted

into a paying business.

Whether this state of afltairs could be re-

produced in England is a matter for discus-

sion. In any case it is clear that the full

advantages of electric traction cannot be ob-

tained without an increase in the total run-

ning expenses, and this increase can only be

met by a corresponding increase in the pas-

senger traffic, so that the change from steam

to electricity should not be made unless the

increase in traffic may be reasonably ex-

pected at least to cover the increased cost of

running and the interest on the capital ex-

penditure.

"Most railway managers would probably

admit that the use of electricity on existing

railways is worthy of consideration, and
some will even go so far as to say, '"If you
can show that we should reduce our ex-

penses by adopting electricity we would do

so.' It is not, however, by reducing ex-

penses that electricity is going to help the

railways, but in enabling them to offer

greatly increased travelling facilities to the

public at a figure impossible with steam

traction, and thus to meet the growing com-
petition of the tramways.

"In answer to the question as to why the

Italian railway companies are adopting elec-

trical traction, it is often urged that they

are doing so because of the saving effected

by the use of water power in place of coal.

This is, however, very far from being the

case, since even with water power the ex-

penses cannot be met unless the traffic in-

creases. The use of water power simply

reduces the increase required to pay, the re-

duction in the case of the Italian lines be-

ing 20 per cent. The prospects of success

in England with cheap coal are more favour-

able than they are in Italy with water power,

as is shown by the fact that the increase

in the traffic required to pay expenses is less

in England than in Italy.

"The figures given above do not take any

account of the relative possibilities of travel

development in the two countries. Milan

has a population of 471,000, about equal to

that of Birmingham, but the towns along

the line now being electrified are all quite

small, Gallarate having a population of 8,000,

Varese of 6,000, and Arona of 4,000, the

largest being Busto Arsizio with 13,000.

Taking the different lines radiating from
Birmingham, by way of comparison, we find

that the united populations of the two larg-

est towns on each line within a radius of

45 miles amount to 39, 41, 63, 86, loi, 109,

121, and 185 thousand. With these figures

before one, it is difficult to avoid the con-
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elusion that the possible increase in travel

is far greater in England than in Italy, and

that if there is a field of usefulness for

electrical traction on Italian steam railways,

there is a t-till greater field of usefulness on

the railways of our own country."

While these comparisons are interesting,

and to the unbiased reader appear con-

clusive, it is probable that any change in

British railway systems will be brought

about only by similar causes as those which

have operated in Italy, that is, by the actual

competition of electric traction on rival

lines. In fact the general trend of the dis-

cussion on Professor Carus-Wilson's paper

was in the line of showing how impractic-

able it would be to introduce in England

such service as had already been shown to

be successful in Italy. Probably precisely

similar arguments would have been ad-

vanced by the management of the Italian

railways had the question been brought be-

fore them in a similar manner. When,
however, they were confronted, not by an

academic paper, but by rival electric lines

which were rapidly absorbing the most

profitable portion of their business, they ac-

cepted the condition which confronted them,

instead of opposing it by a theory, and the

result has been their financial salvation.

Probably it will require similar conditions

to produce similar results in Great Britain,

but it is possible that the longer postpone-

ment of action may materially change the

conditions and render it far more difficult

to secure equally good results.

The state of affairs which exists to-day in

underground traction in London may be re-

peated on a far more extensive scale, and
the appearance of rival electric traction lines

for local and suburban service may place

certain steam railways in a position not

greatly different from that of the Inner

Circle.

Shoreditch Electricity Works.

The erection of the additional electrical

generating station for Shoreditch is note-

worthy mainly because of the interest which
attached to the plant erected there five years

ago for the burning of refuse and the gen-
eration of electricity by the heat of that

combustion. Like many new things, the

true purport of the earlier plant was mis-

understood and exaggerated, and because

the refuse was successfully destroyed and
the heat of destruction utilised, the conclu-

sion was jumped at that ' the refuse of a

district was sufficient to produce all the

electricity needed for lighting the same area.

Now that greater demands for current

are made it has been found necessary to

erect a new station, and the old plant being

capable of taking care of the refuse, it has

become necessary to arrange for the use of

coal as elsewhere. The old works, opened

in 1897, contained three generators of 165

kw. and three of 70 kw. each, and, as is

well known, the power has been supplied by

the burning of refuse in suitable destructors

ever since. The new plant, of which a full

account is given in a recent issue of the

Electrician, is a very complete equipment of

boilers, engines, and two multipolar gener-

ators of 800 kilowatts each, the whole being

in a new power house erected at Haggers-

ton, where every facility for fuel transport

and water supply is available.

The fact that the new plant is intended

for coal firing only should by no means be

considered as any admission of unsatisfac-

tory working of the older refuse-burning

plant. The installation of 1897 was con-

structed primarily for the purpose of refuse

destruction, the steam and electricity being

by-products, and the measure of the suc-

cess of the plant should be taken first as

the completeness with which the destruction

is effected. The utilisation of the heat is

a cause for congratulation, but so is the

fact that there is not sufficient refuse pro-

duced to supply fuel for another plant. The
demands for electricity will probably con-

tinue to increase, also a healthy indication

of prosperity, but any attempt to draw ad-

verse conclusions as to the value of refuse

as fuel must be checked by a careful exam-

ination of the true conditions of the situ-

ation.

Doubtless the installation of the new plant

at Shoreditch will furnish occasion for those

who discourage the disposal of refuse by

incineration to comment upon the fact that

the works there have not been extended

according to the original plans, but the con-

siderations o'iven above should dispose of

any such argument against the sanitary and

economic value of properly designed de-

structor plants.
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Ironmaking and Shipbuilding in Germany.

It has well been said that the finished

product of one manufacturer becomes the

raw material of another, and indeed it is

difficult to name any material which is alto-

gether raw from the moment man has placed

his hands upon it to apply it to industrial

purposes. At the same time the principal

consumers of a material differ greatly in

various countries. Thus in Great Britain,

ever since the introduction of iron ships,

the shipbuilding industries have formed the

principal customers of the iron and steel

makers, and indeed the great development

of the steel making industries of Great

Britain has been largely dependent upon

the demands of the shipbuilding interests.

In other countries the case has been

different, and in Germany and in the United

States, for example, the manufacture of

structural steel and iron has to a great ex-

tent been developed in response to the re-

quirements of the building trade and for

civil engineering work, such as bridges and

similar structures. The demand for plates

has been for boiler construction, and the

material required for shipbuilding has

formed but a small proportion of the whole.

The changed relation of the iron and steel

trades to the shipbuilding industries of Ger-

many formed the subject of a remarkable

paper presented before the Diisseldorf meet-

ing of the Schiffbautechnische Gesselschaft,

by Herr E. Schroedter and the importance

of the subject is such as to w-arrant an ex-

tended review.

Although the iron industries of Germany
had existed from an early period the de-

velopment of shipbuilding with iron and

steel dates only from the establishment of

the German Empire in 1870. Naturally the

first attempts were closely modelled after

British practice, and the materials came
from British sources. This latter fact was
due to two reasons. In the first place the

German iron works were not prepared to

furnish the desired sections and shapes.

and, in the second place the requirements

of the British Lloyds, to whose rules most

of the vessels had to be built, demanded sec-

tions whose dimensions were expressed in

English inches and parts. When to these

was added the greater convenience of the

British commercial methods, in which mid-

dlemen, dealing with numerous manufac-

turers, undertook the delivery of the whole

quantity of rolled steel, it will be seen that

the introduction of German made material

was necessarily slow.

The difficulty of the specifications of the

British Lloyds was overcome by the oppor-

tunities offered by the Germanischer Lloyd

and by the Bureau Veritas, while the asso-

ciation of a number of the more important

German iron works in the adoption of stand-

ard sections adapted for use in shipbuilding,

after many difficulties, has resulted in the

production of material, which since 1898,

has entered to a great extent into the con-

sruction of German built ships.

In order to grasp the extent of the de-

velopment of German iron and steel prod-

ucts, Herr Schroedter gives an array of

figures showing, not only the increase in

output since 1880, but also the growth in di-

mensions of plates rolled by various lead-

ing makers. Broadly it may be stated that

the producing capacity of the German works

to-day is nine times what it was in 1880,

having increased from 105,000 tons in 1880

to 818,000 tons in 1901, the further increase

in capacity having followed during the pres-

ent year.

With the development of German steel

manufacture there has come also into prac-

tice the question of the differing require-

ments of the various organizations under

whose rules vessels are built. In addition

to the English Lloyd there is also the Ger-

manischer Lloyd, the Bureau Veritas, and

the Registro Italiano, for shipbuilding and

the specifications of the Verein devitscher

Eisenhuttenleute, for the iron and steel

makers. Partly owing to the predominance

757
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of basic steel in Germany, and for other

reasons, these requirements by no means

agree with each other, and it is in many
cases impossible for manufacturers to pro-

duce material which will satisfy all require-

ments. Thus, for instance, it is possible

to make furnace plates which will satisfy

the rules of the English Lloyd, and will also

meet the requirements of the Bureau Veri-

tas, or the Germanischer Lloyd. It is not

possible, however, that this material should

at the same time fulfill the requirements

of the Verein deutscher Eisenhuttenleute, or

of the German or Italian Marine. For

boiler shell plates the conditions are simi-

lar
;
plates for the English Lloyd can be made

use of for the Germanischer Lloyd and for

the Bureau Veritas, but not vice versa. The
English Lloyd and the Verein deutscher

Eisenhuttenleute completely exclude each

other, while the English Lloyd and the

Registro Italiana disagree to such an ex-

tent that any one who atempts to satisfy

them both will have a margin of only 3 kilo-

grammes per square millimetre (4,267

pounds per square inch) to work upon.

In this connection the importance of so

modifying the test requirements of various

nations as to give substantial agreement may
be emphasized and urged. Doubtless each

nation has permitted specifications and test

requirements to be produced and enacted

upon the advice of local manufacturers so as

to give sufficient strength' and at the same

time meet the facilities for local produc-

tion. The time has now come, however,

when the limitations of national boundaries

must be overlooked, and specifications and

test requirements and methods for all kinds

of materials be made to conform to intel-

ligent scientific practice over the entire

world. No manufacturing organisation can

be content with the local market alone, and

yet international markets may readily be

closed by the enactment of impracticable

specifications. Fortunately there is in exist-

ence an important International Associa-

tion for Testing Materials, including in its

membership distinguished engineers from
all important manufacturing countries, and

devoting itself to the work of unifying and
providing standard methods of testing which

shall be scientifically correct and reliable, re-

gardless of the source of the material or the

methods of its manufacture. It is greatly

to be hoped that the work of this important

association will be permitted to influence the

framing of specifications to such an extent

as to avoid conflicting interests, and permit

material made in any part of the world to be

subjected to tests which will insure its ac-

ceptance anywhere.

There has recently appeared in the United

States an unfortunate tendency to act in in-

dependence of the International Association

which is greatly to be deplored, and it is

hoped that wiser cousels will prevail in this

important matter.

Herr Schroedter's paper is filled with in-

teresting matter relating to the general

growth of the iron and steel industries in

Germany, as well as the development of

German shipbuilding, and apart from its en-

gineering interest it forms valuable reading

in connection with an important department

of industrial economics.

The Punching of Metals.

We have at various times referred to the

excellent work by M. Codron upon the

power required to perform different ma-

chine operations as the records of his work
have appeared from time to time in the

pages of the Bulletin dc la Societe pour I'ln-

dustrie Nationale. In a recent issue of the

Bulletin we have some interesting accounts

of experiments upon punching various met-

als, including the action of different kinds

of punches and the power required to per-

form the work.

Punching is a modification of shearing, in

that the fibres of the material are divided

nearly at right angles to the movement of

the tool, but the action is modified by the

confinement of the severed material in the

hole produced by the operation. Shearing

takes place up to a certain depth, after which

the remainder of the metal breaks away, and

the plug is forced out of the hole with a

rapid decrease in the resistance to the tool.

These successive actions are shown by the

strain diagrams, obtained by experiment-

ing with a hydraulic punch, the pressures

being ordinates and the penetrations ab-

scissas of the recorded curve. With these

direct actions are shown other complicated

stresses and strains, including bending, com-

pression, and a flow of metal, often accom-

panied with the formation of cracks, ac-

cording to the nature of the material in
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which the hole is punched. Some of these

phenomena are clearly shown in the ap-

pearance of the plug which is forced out of

the punched hole, this being compressed to

much less than the thickness of the origi-

nal depth, while in the case of iron or steel

the ductility of the metal along the line of

punched holes is diminished from lo to 20

per cent.

A record diagram of the operation of

punching a hole shows a definite succession

of operations very clearly. At first there

is a definite and practically uniformly in-

creasing resistance opposed to the entrance

of the point of the punch into the metal.

Then, when the punch enters the metal, the

line becomes steeper, owing to the increased

resistance, but still remains straight, show-

ing that the resistance to the shearing is di-

rectly proportional to the depth.

The maximum resistance varies according

to the nature of the material, and according

to the relation of the diameter of the punch

to the thickness of the sheet, but some time

before he maximum is reached the penetra-

tion increases more rapidly than the resist-

ance, until, as the maximum is attained, the

resistance falls of? very rapidly as the metal

breaks down and the plug is forced out.

M. Codron derives from his experiments

a coefiicient of resistance to punching R,

which bears a direct proportion to the co-

efficient R* of tensile strength. This varies

according to the material, ranging from

0.60 to 1.00.

A number of diagrams, for iron, steel, cast

iron, copper, lead, and aluminum, as well as

various alloys are discussed, but for these

the reader must be referred to the original

paper. From these researches much valu-

able information may be obtained not only

in connection with the working of the vari-

ous materials, but also for proportioning the

material in designing punching machinery,

and distributing the stresses.

In this connection some interesting ex-

periments were made upon the action of

different kinds of punches. Punches with

oblique cutting edges, often advocated as

superior to the ordinary square-ended

punches, were shown to possess no advan-

ages whatever, the resistance being the same

in both cases, while the character of the

work was not improved by the modification.

Punches with multiple cutting edges were

also given thorough trial, and found to be

less satisfactory than the ordinary form. The
successive cutting edges became choked and

clogged with metal, requiring additional ef-

fort to force them through the metal, while

the dragging of the abraded metal upon the

sides of the hole produced inferior results

to those attained with the common square

punch. This action is shown, not only by

the record diagrams of the tests, but also

by photographs of the tools and the char-

acter of the plugs forced out by them.

In connection with the direct effort exert-

ed by the punch itself, M. Codron discusses

the distribution of the resistance throughout

the entire movement of the tool, in order to

enable data to be obtained for the propor-

tioning of fly wheels for punching machines

operated by cams or eccentrics. The result is

the development of some valuable informa-

tion, not hitherto available, as to the angular

distribution of the efforts upon the rotating

portion of a punching machine, enablmg

the forces to be laid out upon a diagram in a

form suitable for use in machine design.

Too much cannot be said in commenda-
tion of the systematic manner in which M.

Codron has investigated to various details

of the action of different kinds of machine

tools, and his researches, not only as re-

gards punching, but in connection with

grinding, turning, shearing, and other ope-

rations connected with the working of met-

als, should go far to remove these questions

from their hitherto empirical position to a

more rational and determinate status.

Russian Railway Systems.

The development of the Russian railway

systems in Asia has been along two distinct

lines of traffic. The first of these, known as

the Trans-Caspian system, extends from the

port of Krasnowodsk. on the Caspian sea,

through Aschabad, Merv, and ' Samarkand

to Andishan. From Merv there is a branch

line to Kuschk, near the frontier of Af-

ghanistan, and there are also branch lines

from Tschernjajewo to Tashkent, and from

Gortschakowo to Margljan. This whole

system, known as the Central Asiatic Rail-

way, has a total length of about 2,670

kilometres (1,660 miles).

The second system is the well-known

Trans-Siberian railway, extending from

Tscheliabinsk. on the Ural frontier through
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to the Pacific, with a total length of about

7,640 kilometres (4,740 miles).

At the present time the outlet of the

Trans-Caspian railway system is by means

of navigation between the terminus Krasno-

wodsk, across the Caspian to Baku, from

which extends railways communication to

Batoum on the Black sea and to Rostow-

on-Don, and thus to the entire railway sys-

tem of European Russia.

In order to connect this entire system of

railways in Asiatic Russia with the Euro-

pean lines without requiring the water

transport across the Caspian sea, a new
line has been planned and is now under

construction extending from Tashkent, in

Turkestan, to Orenburg, on the Ural fron-

tier and thus directly uniting the railways

systems of Europe and Asia, and from a

review in Glasers Annalen we extract a

brief account of the work. The immense
commercial and military importance of rail-

way communication between Orenburg and

Tashkent will be seen by reference to the

map. Passing through the western portion

of the province of Turgai, touching the

Aral sea, and running through the middle

of the province of Syr-Darja, this railway,

1,880 kilometres in length, (1,167 rniles)

opens up an important region.

The province of Turgai has an area of

about 400,000 square versts, (about 175,000

square miles), with a population of only

460,000, mainly Kirghis, occupied in agri-

culture and grazing, there being also a

small proportion of Bashkirs and wander-
ing Russians. At present, apart from ag-

ricultural products, the principal production

of the province is rock salt, of which exten-

sive deposits exist in the Ilzek district.

There are undoubted mineral deposits of

value, including silver-lead, copper, and
coal, and probably gold, awaiting develop-

ment. The province of Syr-Darja has an
area of 434,444 square versts, (about 190,-

000 square miles) with a population of

about 1,500,000, and is more extensively

cultivated than Turgai. Certain industries

are also well developed, including the pro-

duction of wine, silk, and tobacco, especi-

ally in the vicinity of Tashkent.

The greatest industrial importance of the

railway to Russia, however, is the opening
up of the cotton-growing district of Rus-
sian Turkestan. Formerly the cotton was

RUSSO-ASIATIC RAILW^AY CONNECTIONS.

packed by hand, and transported on camels

by caravan to its destination. At present

compressing machinery has been introduced

and the railway will permit the cotton to be

sent direct by rail to Moscow and Lodz.

While the opening up of these extensive

regions to commercial communication with

European Russia is of vast importance, the

value of the railway from a military point

of view is great. A glance at the map
shows more forcibly than words the rela-

tion which the development of railways

bears to the policy of nations in the prepa-

ration for future control. The Trans-

Caspian- lailway, reaching eastward from

Krasnowodsk, spreads out its arms to

Kuschk, right on the frontier of Afghanis-

tan, and to the edge of the plateau of

Pamir, "the roof of the world." At the

same time the lines extending up from In-

dia to Peshawar, and also up to Kandahar,

show how Afghanistan is enclosed between

Russia and England as in a vise. The con-

nection of the Central Asiatic Railway sys-
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tern with the main lines of European Russia

greatly strengthens the military importance

of the network, since Russia will be able

to transport men and supplies direct to

Tashkent and Kuschk, without the necessity

for any water transport across the Caspian.

The Vibration of Propeller Shafts.

In view of the number of mysterious

breakages of propeller shafts, under condi-

tions in which it is evident that some other

action than of the normal working stresses

controlled, any systematic study of the pos-

sible causes of such disasters is to be wel-

comed.

In a recent issue of the Zeitschrift des

Vereines deutscher Ingenieure is given an

account of the experimental researches made
by Herr Frahm, for the purpose of examin-

ing the extent to which vibrations of pro-

peller shafts actually occur, and to deduce

the influence which such vibrations may have

upon the reduction in strength of the shafts.

The actual torsional stresses exerted upon
the shaft by the engine in transmitting the

power to the propeller can be accurately de-

termined, and there is no difficulty in so

proportioning the diameter of the shaft as

to meet these with a large margin of safety.

At the same time it must be remembered
that a shaft of the length required to extend

between the thrust bearing of a marine en-

gine and the hub of the propeller cannot be

regarded as a rigid connection, but must

rather be regarded as a torsional spring of

more or less elasticity, operating under vary-

ing stresses.

If the propelling power originated in some

uniformly acting machine, such as an elec-

tric motor or a steam turbine, the variation

in the turning moments would be much less

than with a reciprocating engine, in which

the impulses of the steam upon the pistons

act at successive intervals with a varying

effect. These impulses must be transmitted

to the propeller through the shaft, as an

elastic connection, the result being the pro-

duction of varying stresses almost impos-

sible of numerical computation. If the action

of the engine alone were to be considered,

it might be possible to analyse the impulses

and obtain data from which computations

might be made.

The varying resistances of the propeller,

however, are practically impossible of de-

termination, including as they do the action

of the waves and currents, as well as the

propelling reactions against the water. It

therefore becomes necessary to resort to ex-
perimental investigations, and the methods
and apparatus devised for this purpose by
Herr Frahm are both interesting and in-

structive.

The principle involved in the investiga-

tions consisted in the recording of the amount
of torsional distortion existing between two
points on widely separated portions of the

shaft at uniform time intervals during a
revolution. This information has been ob-
tained by the following apparatus. Upon
the rims of two of the flange couplings
of the shaft were placed bands of thin sheet

zinc, forming smooth metallic drums upon
which record markings could be made by
means of platinum contact points. By tak-

ing one flange immediately next to the thrust

bearing and the other at the extreme end of

the tunnel, close to the hub of the propeller,

nearly the whole length of the shaft was
put under observation. By means of an elec-

tric contact apparatus the two platinum

points were put into simultaneous contact

with the zinc drums at uniform time inter-

vals, and a comparison of the records gave
an accurate measure of the torsional vibra-

tions existing in the length of shaft under
consideration.

An examination of reproductions of such
records, as given in Herr Frahm's paper,

while interesting, does not give such an in-

structive idea of the action as is indicated

by the same results when transformed into

wave diagrams plotted in connection with

the turning moments on the shaft. Such
translated diagrams show very clearly the

continual vibrations to which the shaft is

subject, and it is apparent that such action

must result in the production of severe in-

ternal stresses.

Herr Frahm gives the results of exami-

nations of the shafts of several large steam-

ers, and from data derived from tests of

pieces of the material from which the shafts

were made he compares the maximum
stresses due to vibration with the mean
stresses due to the ordinarily assumed
working loads. Without going into details

it is sufficient to state that the maximum
stresses ranged from two to three times

those due to a uniform turning moment,
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showing the insufficiency of the ordinary

methods of proportioning shafts for such

service.

It is evident that any increase in the num-

ber of steam cylinders must have a material

effect in distributing the impulses, and the

harmonic period of the length of shaft under

consideration must also be taken into ac-

count. All these elements point to the ad-

visability of employing materially increased

diameters for propeller shafts, and with the

use of hollow shafts a greatly increased de-

gree of stiffness can be secured with but

little increase in weight.

The above considerations point strongly

to the advantages of the steam turbine as a

marine engine, and if greater freedom from

shaft breakages can be shown to follow the

employment of the turbine, owing to its

uniform turning moment and absence of vi-

bratory stresses on the shaft, its adoption

as a measure of safety can reasonably be

urged. At the same time it is important

that propeller shafts should be made with a

large margin of stiffness, in order to enable

the shocks and vibrations due to the action

of the waves and to racing to be met with

safety.

Such experimental researches as those

made by Herr Frahm merit recognition and

encouragement, especially in that they act

to disturb the too common practice of as-

suming as a basis for computation data

which do not necessarily include all the con-

ditions which actually exist.

Standards for Electrical Apparatus.

About a year ago, the Verband Deutscher

Elektrotechniker adopted provisional stand-

ards for the testing of electrical machines

and transformers, which were to remain in

force for one year. On the whole, these

have proved very satisfactory, and they are

now recommended by the machinery com-

mittee for permanent adoption, with such

changes and additions as experience has

shown to be advisable.

The standardization is no longer con-

fined to testing, which latter word has ac-

cordingly been dropped from the title of the

report, as given in the Elektrotcchnische

Zeitschrift.

There are a few preliminary definitions,

which, for the sake of a clearer international

understanding, it may be well to reproduce.

A Generator or Lynamo is a rotatiag ma-

chine which changes mechanical into elec-

trical energy. A Motor is a rotating ma-
chine which changes electrical into me-

chanical energy. A Motorgenerator is a

double machine consisting of a motor and

a generator, directly coupled. An Um-
former is a machine in which the conver-

sion of the current takes place in a com-

mon armature. (This definition corre-

sponds particularly to our rotary converter,

although a dynam.otor with an armature

having two separate windings would be in-

cluded under it.) When the words elek-

trische Maschine or, simply, Maschine are

used, one of the foregoing kinds of appar-

atus is to be understood, circumstances

determining which one. Anker (armature)

is that part of an electrical machine in

which electromotive forces are generated by

the action of a magnetic field.

Transforniator (transformer) is an alter-

nating-current apparatus without moving

parts for changing electrical energy into

electrical energy. The Spannung (potential

or voltage) of triphase currents is the

linked effective voltage between any two of

the three principal conductors, or line wires.

The Sternspannung (star voltage) of tri-

phase currents is the voltage between the

zero point and any one of the three prin-

cipal conductors in a star-connected sys-

tem. The Uebersetzung (ratio of trans-

formation) of transformers is the ratio of

the voltages at no load. Frequenz (fre-

quency) is the number of complete periods,

or cycles, per second.

All machines and transformers are rated

by the power delivered. For continuous

-

current apparatus the capacity is to be given

in kilowatts, and for alternating-current, in

kilowatts together with the power factor.

Three classes of service are distinguished,

intermittent, short time and continuous,

and the normal capacity of apparatus is that

which can be maintained for the time des-

ignated without exceeding the prescribed

limits of temperature.

The rise of temperature is to be measured

after one hour of uninterrupted operation in

the "intermittent" class, and in the '"short-

time" class after the apparatus has been in

uninterrupted operation for the time

marked on the plate. In the "continuous"

service class, the rise of temperature of
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machines is to be measured after ten hours'

operation, and of transformers after a con-

stant temperature has been reached. Small-

er machines, whose temperature will be-

come constant in less than ten hours, may
have the rise measured after a correspond-

ingly shorter interval. When the tempera-

ture of the air is not higher than 35° C, the

rise in temperature must not exceed the fol-

lowing figures:

(a) Insulated windings and collector

lings with cotton insulation, 50° C; with

paper insulation, 6o°C; with mica and as-

bestos insulation, 8o°C. A 10° higher rise

is permissible for stationary coils.

(b) Commutators, 6o°C.

(c) The iron of generators and motors

in which windings are imbedded must not

show a rise greater than that allowed for the

respective classes of insulating material un-

der (a).

Temperatures of certain parts are to be

measured with thermometers, and of other

parts by their increase in resistance. In

the latter case, the temperature coefficient

of the resistance of copper is to be taken as

0.004, when not specially determined.

Generators, motors and converters must

be able to stand an overload of 25 per cent,

for 30 minutes, and motors, converters and

transformers an overload of 40 per cent,

for 3 minutes without heating above the

limits already designated.

The measurement of the resistance of in-

sulation is not prescribed, but tests of its

dielectric strength must be made at the

place of manufacture, and, for large parts,

also after erection. Tests are to last 30

minutes, and apparatus designed for volt-

ages of 5000 and under must stand twice

the working pressure ; apparatus for volt-

ages between 5,000 and 10,000 must be

tested with 5,000 volts above the working

pressure, and apparatus for voltages above

10,000 must stand one and a half times the

working i-ressure.

The efficiency of an apparatus is the ratio

of the power output to the power input, and

can be determined, directly, by measuring

the power, or, indirectly, by measuring the

losses. The indirect methods are generally

to be preferred. When the efficiency is

designated, the method by which it is de-

termined must also be given, and the fol-

lowing methods are prescribed: (i) the di-

rect electric method; (2) the indirect elec-

tric method; (3) the direct brake method;

(4) the indirect brake method; (5) the

"no-load" method; (6) the auxiliary-mo-

tor method; (7) the steam-indicator meth-

od; (8) the "loss-separation" method,

where machines can be run only by the use

of "foreign" bearings.

An appendix contains standards which
are recommended, but which cannot yet be

insisted upon. The frequency recommended
is either 25 or 50. Voltages should corre-

spond with the following tables

:

CONTINUOUS CURRENT.

Motor. Generator.

no volts T15 volts

220 " 230 "

440 " 470 "

500 " 550 "

Motor. Generator.
Generator or

Secondary Terminals
of Transformer.

IIS volts

230 '•

Motor or Primary
Terminals of Trans-

former.

no volts

220 "

500
"

1000
"

2000
"

3000
"

5000
"

525

1050

2100

3150

5250

The Gold Deposits of Madagascar.

Gold has long been known to exist in va-

rious parts of Madagascar, and until the

French occupation of the island, the ab-

sence of means of transport has aided mate-

rially to sustain the native reports of the

existence of valuable deposits. The paper of

M. H. Peres, recently presented before the

Societe des Ingenieurs Civils de France,

and published in the Memoires of the so-

ciety, has dispelled most of the uncertainty

relating to this matter, and placed the fact

before the public in a definite manner.

One of the immediate results of the

French occupation of the island has been the

conduct of a thorough topographical sur-

vey, and this has naturally been followed

by an investigation of the mineral riches of

the country, partly stimulated by the tales

of the natives as to the existence of rich

gold deposits. The result of these inves-

tigations has been to dispel many of the

illusions as to the existence of vast deposits

of great value, and at the same time to put

th gold mining industry of Madagascar
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upon a scientific and commercial foundation,

freed from, the vague and unreliable re-

ports hitherto prevalent.

The island of Madagascar consists mainly

of a gneiss formation, heavily plicated and

dislocated. In many places this foundation

rock is replaced by mica-schist, and perme-

ated by eruptive dykes, and by numerous

veins of non-auriferous quartz.

The gold is found in a quartz differing in

appearance from the larger veins, appearing

rather in thin veins stratified with the gneiss

and mica schist. This auriferous rock is

rather friable and easily broken up, so that

it can be worked by washing, and in this

method the gold has been extracted by the

natives. Its low value renders this rock of

small interest, except as indicating the or-

igin of the placers formed by the action of

streams upon the material through long

periods of time.

Another kind of auriferous deposit is

found in the so-called red earth, formed

by the decomposition of the gneiss, and hav-

ing the mineralogical name of laterite. This

is composed mainly of a silicate of alumi-

num and iron, containing small crystals of

quartz and also grains of magnetic oxide of

iron.

The various sources of gold have formed

the supply for the placers from which the

bulk of the precious metal is obtained by

washing. The small proportion of gold in

the earth renders it desirable to conduct

some preliminary concentration work, usu-

ally according to the native method, by cut-

ting small artificial channels through the

earth and permitting the water to wash
the earth into settling pools. In this

way much of the lighter earth is car-

ried off/ and the auriferous portion

rendered rich enough for hand washing.

The washing is performed in the pan, much
as in the early days in California, and the

natives have acquired much skill in the

work, experiments showing that about 90

per cent of the gold in a pan of earth is re-

covered.

While the methods employed are prim-

itive, yet they have the advantages of em-
ploying the very cheap native labor; more
expensive methods not being warranted by

the proportion of gold per cubic metre of

earth. Thus a cubic metre of the aurifer-

ous gravel, of about 1,500 kilogrammes

weight (ij^ tons) contains before concen-

tration only about 0.2 gramme of gold, but

after concentration, when the lighter mica

and clay have been partially washed off,

the content is about 5 to 6 grammes per

cubic metre, or say 4 grammes to the ton.

Taking the value of a gramme of gold as

3 francs, we get an average for the value

about 12 francs per ton, and as a native

can wash only about 300 to 400 kilogrammes

of gravel per day, the return is but 4 to 5

francs for a day's work. It is true that

dej^osits have been found running as high as

30 francs to the ton, but these form but a

small proportion of the total.

Since the annexation of the island by

France the government has attempted to

classify the placers according to their rich-

ness and to impose taxes for the benefit of

the colony, but the low content of the gravel

renders it difficult to do this. Later legis-

lation has fixed the tax directly upon the

gold extracted, which is more practicable of

determination, although it does not bear a

direct relation to the cost of extraction.

Naturally the use of dredges and similar

machinery has been suggested since the

French occupation, but it is a question

whether their use would be profitable. The
experience under similar conditions in Gui-

ana has shown that the dredging costs about

2 francs per cubic metre, and as this is the

unconcentrated gravel, it is apparent that

the Madagascar deposits could not stand

such a charge.

The general conclusions drawn by M.

Peres from his investigations of the gold de-

posits of Madagascar are, that, while gold

will long continue to be one of the prin-

cipal export productions of the island, its

exploitation offers little to modern methods

of development.

The natives will doubtless long continue

to wash the gravel and by their primitive

and exceedingly cheap methods will be able

to find occupation and support in the indus-

try. While it cannot be expected to form a

foundation for great mining companies,

therefore, it may yet serve to assist in the

general development of the colony and aid

in the opening up of the island and its

other natural resources to the commerce of

France and the world.
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* Engineering Education.

Among the papers presented before the

recent convention of the Society for the

Promotion of Engineering Education we
notice especially the presidential address of

Dr. Robert Fletcher, and the paper of Pro-

fessor Edgar Marburg, from both of

which we make some abstracts.

Dr. Fletcher takes as his subject the

efficiency factor . in engineering education,

while Professor Marburg considers the evil

of excessive differentiation in engineering

courses, both recognizing that the usual

four-year's course is insufficient for the

student to acquire the general foundation

upon which to build the superstructure

which his active practical experience must

rear.

We cannot altogether agree with the posi-

tion taken by Dr. Fletcher, based upon the

methods of military academies, and em-

phasising the importance of drill, rigid dis-

cipline, and an extreme of recitation and

blackboard work in class. These features

appear to savor too much of the school

room and of the irresponsible student, who
is made to learn the things which he would

never have undertaken by himself for the

love of them, or because of his own appre-

ciation of their future value to him. If

such methods are necessary we cannot hope

for much of the future work of the products

of such an educational mill.

The true student of engineering needs no

prodding, no watching lest he "shirk," he

has gotten far past that stage, and is rather

watchful lest his professor himself do some
shirking, for professors have been known
to do such things. The engineering stu-

dent, for the most part, has a fairly clear

idea of the uses to which he intends to put

his education, and he looks to his professors

to give him the worth of his money and his

time, well knowing that the latter is all too

short to fit him adequately for the struggle

which is before him.

This brings us to Professor Marburg's

paper, which is in striking contrast to the

school-boy characteristics of its predeces-

sor.

The real trouble with the engineering

student is that, having his own plans for

his practical career before him, he is too

apt to endeavor to secure the special train-

ing which he has elected, to the loss of the

general foundation which he should have
for any department of his profession.

Passing over the first two years, which, it

is generally agreed, should be devoted to

the foundation studies in mathematics,

languages, physical science, and mental

training, the discussion hinges upon the

extent to which the student should be per-

mitted to elect the details of his work. In

this connection Professor Marburg makes
an observation which every practicing en-

gineer will appreciate, namely, that but

few engineering students have their im-

mediate professional future safely prede-

termined, even three months before gradua-

tion. The young man may think he knows
just what line of work he intends to pur-

sue, but when he gets out into the world
he finds opportunities in quite different

lines, and if he does not get into practice

in his chosen specialty he may find himself

compelled to enter upon a career for which

he is but imperfectly fitted.

If the work of the third and fourth years

includes all the subjects which it should,

there will be little time left for specializa-

tion. The number and extent of subjects

which should form a portion of every en-

gineer's working equipment, together with

the laboratory practice necessary to give a

living meaning to the fundamental theoret-

ical principles, demand every moment of the

time which is available. Specialization,

under these cicumstances, entails the sup-

pression or mutilation of other important

subjects, and may constitute a grievous

wrong to the student, and one of which

he will soon be made aware in after life.

That specialization in engineering educa-

75s
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tion is becoming increasingly important is

by no means denied. But in Professor

Marburg's view, its place is not in the un-

dergraduate courses. Its legitimate prov-

ince is to be found in graduate instruction,

and there no limits need to be set to its

intensity. But schools not thoroughly

equipped for this responsible work had bet-

ter not attempt it. Graduate courses, if

offered, should be truly worthy of the name.

They should appeal to men in practice as

something worth striving for. Their value

should be absolutely beyond question. This

means that they must be conducted by an

adequate corps of able and experienced

specialists, as, for example, in our best

schools of medicine.

As a matter of fact most of the actual

work of specialization must be done after

the student has been graduated, and during

the immediately succeeding years. All that

can properly be done in the educational in-

stitution is to select the broad classification,

as civil, mechanical, electrical, or mining

engineering, and impart a thorough fun-

damental grounding in the principles of the

science and their logical applications. The
specialization will follow soon enough, if

the foundation principles have been placed

broad and deep in the mind of the student,

while without a thorough grounding no

really valuable degree of specialization can

be followed.

In this connection the importance of the

possesion of practical experience by the pro-

fessor may be emphasised. No one is more
acute to perceive the shortcomings of his

instructors than the earnest and intelligent

student of engineering, and with the oppor-

tunities which such students have of ob-

serving and absorbing current practice it is

easy for them to see when their instructor

has no working knowledge of his subject

and when he is, as is too often the case, a

graduate from the class room to the profes-

sional chair without any experience in the

strenuous school of the shop, the field, or

the line. These things cannot be evaded

by the instructors under the keen inquisition

of their eager pupils, and probably a most
interesting paper might be presented to the

society, if it could be had, upon the profes-

sor as his pupils see him, or as they find

him after they have been out in the tussle

for a year or two.

The Electric Driving of Maciunery.

In the course of an interesting sympo-

sium at a recent meeting of the Engineer's

Society of Western Pennsylvania, the sub-

ject of the electric driving of machinery was
discussed in a very practical manner.

The extent to which electric driving is

being used in rolling mills and at iron

furnaces is clearly indicated in the discus-

sion, and in the former class of work the

applications are most numerous. Naturally

the most extensive applications are in the

operation of traveling cranes, this having

been an early field for electric driving.

Motors are also successfully employed for

operating electric charging machines for

open hearth furnaces, and also for driving

roller tables. For many minor purposes

electric motors are used in rolling mills

where formerly small steam engines were

emploj^ed and these uses are extending. Up
to the present time, however, there is no roll-

ing mill in the United States in which the

heavy rolls are driven by electric motors,

although motors of more than 400 h. p. have

been sent to Europe from America for the

direct driving of heavy rolls.

In modern blast furnace plants the prin-

cipal use to which electric driving has been

applied is the handling of materials, in-

cluding unloading and dumping machinery

for ore, coke and limestone ; electric loco-

motives, conveyors, and especially hoists for

lifting material to the top of the furnaces.

The good work which electric motors

have done in this kind of work is shown by

the fact that although the failure of a motor

would cause the interruption of work to an

extent hardly calculable there has been no

serious rouble from such cause.

The most interesting portion of the sym-

posium, however, is found in the paper

presented by Mr. F. B. Duncan, upon elec-

tric driving in machine-shop practice.

At the present time the question of the

direct electric driving of machine tools is

in a transition state, and many of the com-

binations in use are such as to give credit

to neither electrician or tool builder. Many
tool makers look upon electric driving as a

sort of fad which it is to their advantage

to discourage, while in other instances the

electrical portion of the work has been done

without a proper understanding of the me-

chanical requirements of the situation.
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Mr. Duncan classifies the difficulties in

connection with the introduction of electric

driving as follows:

1. The present design of machines for

belt operation necessitates new patterns for

many parts before they can be electrically

driven.

2. The greater nrst-cost as yet of motor-

driven tools.

3. That the present design of many tools

is not heavy enough to stand positive motor

operation.

4. The large demand as yet for belt

driven machines compared with that of

electrically operated ones, and the reluct-

ance of manufacturers to be the pioneers

in what is as yet commercially an untrod-

den path.

One of the most serious of all the prob-

lems on the electrical side of the question

is that of speed variation, the requirements

for machine-tool driving being between

greater limits than is the case in other lines

of work. The two methods most applic-

able are the use of single voltage, which per-

mits a variation electrically of about 100

per cent, above the normal, and multi-vol-

tage. With the former some mechanical

means, such as gearing, must be used to

extend the speed variations, but with the

latter the desired speeds may be obtained

by electrical methods alone.

Mr. Duncan calls attention to the fact

that the modern high-duty tools steels, com-

ing into general use, necessitate the rede-

signing of machine tools in order to enable

them to stand the heavy stresses which in-

creased speeds and cuts produce. If, in

connection with such changes in form and

proportion, the question of direct electric

driving is taken into account an important

advance would be secured.

The advantages of electrical driving are

set forth as follows

:

1. Greater output per machine, due to

the positive nature of the driving ; in many
cases equal to fifty per cent.

2. Ability to determine by means of re-

cording instruments centrally situated with

a multi-point switch, whether tools are be-

ing kept at work in a proper manner, a

graphical record of the time each machine

is in operation being kept, together with its

consumption of power. This will also

enable the detection of tools which are in

bad condition, due to abnormal friction of

bearings or moving parts.

3. The flexibility of placement of ma-

chine tools to suit the passage of the work

through the shop.

4. Free head room for the operation of

traveling cranes, due to the absence of belts

and overhead shafting.

5. Ability to shut down or start up any

one machine independently of all others.

Mr. Duncan is of the opinion that the in-

dividual method of driving will obtain in

smaller units until even the very smallest

tools can be so obtained, and the crying

need of the hour is an electro-mechanical

tool establishment which will devote its

entire energies to this field, and design and

build a complete line of drill-presses, lathes,

milling-machines, planers, boring-machines,

etc., which will enable manufacturers to in-

stall a complete individual motor driven

equipment.

Too often the main question which engi-

neers ask about electric driving is the extent

of economy in motive power. This, how-

ever, is a secondary matter. The main

question is the general efficiency of the en-

tire installation with reference to the amount

of work turned out, and the final cost of tke

product should always be kept in view as

the great and primary object.

When electrical driving becomes the rule

and not the exception, it will be accom-

panied with the installation of central

power generating stations, controlled by,

and operated for the manufacturers of any

given locality, and thus will be solved many

of the problems relating to power produc-

tion and distribution, smoke prevention,

fuel handling, and all that is involved in the

generation and use of power.

Tests of Reinforced Concrete.

Although the various methods of rein-

forcing the strength of concrete by imbed-

ding reinforcements of metal has been in

use for a number of years, the variety of

so-called "systems" and the apparent crud-

ity of some of them leads the observer to

believe that rule-of-thumb has often pre-

vailed in the proportioning of such struc-

tures. It is true that elaborate mathemat-

ical discussions have been published, some

of them from the pens of eminent engi-

neers, but there is little doubt that many
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forms of reinforced construction in cement

and concrete have been, and are being,

erected with little or no attempt at scien-

tific determination of the nature and mag-

nitude of the stresses and .strains.

For these reasons the experiments of

Professor W. Kendrick Hatt, made in the

laboratory of Purdue University, and pre-

sented before the recent convention of the

American Section of the International As-

sociation for Testing Materials, are of much
interest and value, giving, as they do the

data and results of actual trials, with a sci-

entific discussion thereon.

The tests covered only beams of rein-

forced concrete, the scarcity of recorded

data giving results indicative of the be-

havior of reinforced concrete under flexure,

being the motive which led to the inves-

tigation. These trials included not only the

tests of the beams themselves, but also de-

terminations of the strength of the con-

stituents, including the moduli of elasticity

and strength, in tension and compression,

of the broken-stone concretes ; the strength

of the cement in tension and compression

;

the elastic limit and modulus of elasticity

of the iron; analysis of the sand and stone;

and tests of the adhesion between the iron

and the concrete.

For the details of these and of all the

tests the reader must be referred to the

original paper. It is sufficient to state here

that the concrete was made with a good
quality of Portland cement and with brok-
en limestone, 75 per cent, of which was re-

tained on a y^-'mch sieve and all of which
passed through a i-inch sieve. The con-
crete was mixed with all the care which
can be given in a technical laboratory, and
there is no doubt that the results are fully

as good as could be expected in practical

work.

The beams were 8 inches square, and 80
inches between supports, and the tests were
made at periods of 6 to 30 days after the
mixing of the concrete. The reinforcement
consisted of imbedded iron rods of 7/16
and ^ inch in diameter, imbedded in the
concrete beams at i-inch and 2-inches fron.
the bottom. In order that comparative re-

sults might be obtained, experiments were
made upon concrete beams in which no iron
rods were imbedded, and thus the effect of
the reinforcement was determined. In

making the tests a single kind of loading

was used, the load being applied in the mid-

dle, and the deflections read from both sides

of the beams with micrometers. These

tests were continued until rupture took

place, cax-eful observations being made to

discover the point of origination of cracks.

Without going into details, the first thing

to be noted is the marked increase in the

strength of the beams, caused by the use of

the reinforcement of the, iron rods. Thus,

one per cent, reinforcement, placed one

inch from the bottom of the beam, increases

the strength of a concrete beam from 2,300

to 7,200 pounds, and increases the flexibil-

ity from o.oi to 0.14 inch center deflection.

If the I per cent, reinforcement is placed

2 inches from the bottom of the beam the

strength is decreased from 7,200 to 5,000

pounds, with a slight decrease in flexibility,

hence the advantage of placing the rein-

forcement as far as practicable from the

neutral axis is evident. A cinder concrete

beam and a stone concrete beam, each rein-

forced with 2 per cent, of metal, 1 inch

from the bottom face, have comparative

strengths of 5,000 and 10,000 pounds re-

spectively, and a comparative flexibility of

0.26 and 0.16 inch respectively. In the case

of plain cinder and stone concrete beams,

the comparative strength is 600 and 1,800

pounds, and the comparative flexibility is

0.023 and 0.016 inch respectively. It thus

appears that reinforcing a beam with even i

per cent, of steel gives it 10 times its for-

mer flexibility and more than 3 times its

former strength.

An important fact in connection with the

use of reinforced concrete is the increased

extensibility which is given to the concrete

in tension. Thus, while the plain concrete

broke with an average extension of i :7ooo,

the reinforced concrete broke with an aver-

age extension of i :ii40. This fact has been

determined by M. Considere, who says

that plain concrete breaks in tension with

an elongation of one part in. 10,000, while re-

inforced concrete breaks with an elongation

of I in 1,000. The effect of reinforcement

probably is to distribute the maximum elon-

gation over the entire length of the bar,

whereas, in case of the plain concrete, the

maximum elongation is confined to the

fractured section.

The results of the tests was to show that
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the yield point of the metal was attained

before the crushing point of the concrete

was reached. In none of the stone concrete

beams was there any indication that the

compressive strength of the concrete was

reached at the load at which the reinforce-

ment failed. Evidently the two strengths,

tensile and compressive were not equalized

in the beams under test. If steel reinforce-

ment had been used the compressional

strength of the concrete might have been

realized. The union of the metal and the

concrete was sufficient, since, in no case,

did the reinforcement pull out from the sur-

rounding concrete. At the same time the

cement was amply strong, since the stones

themselves were broken in the ruptured

section of the beam.

Professor Hatt's paper is accompanied

with numerous diagrams, showing the de-

tails of the tests, including the deflections

under various loadings until purture took

place. From the results of the tests he has

deduced formulas for the proportioning of

reinforced concrete beams, and the whole

discussion of the trials is such as to place

the results in the best available form for

practical use.

Main-Line Electric Traction.

Among the valuable papers presented at

the Great Barrington convention of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers

we may note one by Mr. Bion J. Arnold up-

on the application of electric traction to

main-line railways.

Ever since the disasters in the tunnel of

the New York Central Railroad entering

New York city it has been realized that

something better than steam locomotives

must be used in the tunnel, and with a view

of determining the practicability of employ-

ing electric traction a number of experi-

ments have been made to secure data as to

the amount and distribution of power re-

quired for the service.

In order to obtain the necessary data Mr.

Arnold conducted a series of tests upon dif-

ferent trains, using for the purpose the

dynamometer test car owned by the Illinois

Central Railway Company and the Univer-

sity of Illinois. This car, the construction

of which is fully described in the paper, is

provided with a draw-bar connected to the

rod of a piston working in a cylinder filled

with oil, the pressure upon the oil being

transmitted to a recording device. The pres-

sure at every moment is recorded upon a

strip of paper moved by gearing upon the

car axle, the time record also being marked

upon the same strip by pens operated by

clockwork.

Records were made by this apparatus up-

on every variety of train entering the Grand

Central Station, and selected diagrams are

given with the paper in order to show the

comprehensive character of the information

obtained.

The diagrams obtained from the total

train service of the railways under consider-

ation were combined and worked up very

completely, with the result of demonstrating

that the total annual input required for

propulsion alone would be 15,768,000 kilo-

watt-hours. The total number of ton-miles

per year for the same service was computed

to be 250,285,710 ton-miles, and the ratio

of these two quantities gives as the electrical

energy required to haul a ton over one mile

on this division, 63 watt-hours per ton-mile.

So far as the best available system for

use upon this portion of railway is con-

cerned, Mr. Arnold says

:

"While it is the writer's opinion that the

alternating current railway motor will yet

prove to be the most eflficient, all things con-

sidered, it has not yet, in his opinion demon-

strated its ability to start under load as

efficiently, or to accelerate a train as rapidly

as the direct-current motor. The line un-

der consideration is short, the trains numer-

ous, and rapid acceleration desirable, all of

which are considerations favorable to the

direct-current motor.

"Furthermore, direct-current motors with

their necessary auxiliaries have become fair-

ly well standardized and it is the only class

of electric railway apparatus available from
the manufacturers of the United States

without involving experimental work and
large development expense.

"In view of these facts and the probable

necessity for rapid construction, the writer

refrained from advising anything of an ex-

perimental nature, and therefore recom-

mended the direct-current system in com-
bination with the third-rail for the main
line, and overhead construction for the yards,

all of which have demonstrated fully their
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ability to meet the conditions imposed by

railway operation so far as motive power is

concerned, although there has not yet been

an electric installation on any existing ter-

minal that is as complex, or into which

anywhere near the number of heavy trams

enter as on this section of road."

The nature and extent of the investigations

conducted by Mr. Arnold may be taken as

an indication of the serious consideration

which the railway company is giving to the

subject of the electric equipment of the ter-

minal section of its lines in New York City.

So far as operating expenses are con-

cerned, a comparison is given between steam

and electric traction which is interesting.

Thus the operating expenses for steam loco-

motives is given as 23.05 cents per locomo-

tive mile, and the fixed charges as 1.13

cents. For electric traction the operating

expenses are lower, being but 1580 cents

per locomotive mile, but the fixed charges

are necessarily higher, reaching 7-83 cents,

or a total of 23.63 cents per locomotive mile.

There thus appears a slight advantage in

favor of electric traction, but as the costs

for electricity are estimated, it is possible

that slight variations would appear in prac-

tice. At the same time it must be remem-

bered that it is not the question of operat-

ing cost which has led to the consideration

of the subject, but rather the elimination

of the dangers of steam traction in a

crowded tunnel. A single disaster may pile

up damage suits almost sufficient to pay

for the installation of an electric plant,

apart from the indirect injury inflicted upon

a railway, so that the question really is, not

whether the road can afford to make the

change, but rather whether it can afford

not to do it.

The Driving of Alternators.

We have already reviewed the subject of

the parajlel driving of alternating electric

generators, considered mainly from the point

of view of the electrician, and now wc have

the valuable paper of Mr. Henry E. Long-

well, presented before the Engine Builders'

.Ti-ssociation, and dealing with the question

from the position of the designer and build-

er of the steam engine.

Mr. Longwell very correctly says that the

electrician starts out with the requirement

that the alternators shall run at the same

speed, thus throwing the whole burden upon

the engine builder, and taking the case of

the reciprocating engine, he shows that the

speed cannot be absolutely uniform. It

will vary during a single revolution, ow-

ing to the irregularity of the tangential

ettort on the crank pin, and it will vary

from revolution to revolution because auto-

matic governing is only a series of approx-

imations above and below the mean speed.

This is the actual condition we have to

meet and it is time wasted to discuss ideal

and impossible conditions. Admitting that

these irregularities, which must exist to a

greater or less degree, create certain elec-

trical disturbances in the generators, it

must be conceded that these electrical dis-

turbances are communicated from one gen-

erator to another, and that there is a resul-

tant reaction back on the engine. It is not

enough for the engine designer to merely

consider the action of his engine as an inde-

pendent unit ; it is equally necessary that he

should have knowledge of the character of

the reaction from the generator.

An examination of the conditions existing

when two engines are arranged to drive two

alternators in parallel shows at once that

the usual arrangement of governing mech-

anism is unsuited to the service. If, by

reason of small speed variations, which

we might as well frankly admit are unavoid-

able, one generator advances ever so little

ahead of the other, it takes more load. To
restore equilibrium we ought to be able to

reduce the steam supply to the engine that

is leading and to increase the supply to the

engine that is lagging behind. Now the nat-

ural tendency of the governor is just the

opposite, i. e., to increase the steam supply

to the heavily loaded engine and make it

capable of taking more load, and to decrease

the steam supply to the underloaded engine

and make it less capable of taking .its share

of load. Furthermore the nearer perfect

the governor is as regards the performance

of its natural duty, the more promptly and

vigorously it does the right things at the

wrong time.

Discussing the synchronizing action of the

two alternators, Mr. Longwell shows that,

so far from being an aid to parallel run-

ning, it is really an impediment. That

some synchronizing force is necessary he is

prepared to admit, but he asserts, decidedly.
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that Ki every practical case the effect of the

synchronizing force of the alternators is to

increase the irregularity of the angular
speed of the engine, instead of to dimin-
ish it.

The correctness of this position is shown
by plotting the forces graphically, and con-

structing the action of the synchronizinz

force in the diagrams, when it becomes
clear that this latter force acts in unison

with the crank-pin force, and thus increases

the inequalities, instead of neutralizing

them.

]Mr. Longwell's efforts are mainly in the

direction of impressing upon the electrical

engineers the fact that the electrical and
dynamic features in the case are so inter-

related that it is essential that they should

work heartily together in the solution of the

problem.

The whole matter is one of compromise.

Let it be freely admitted that the irregular-

ities in the action of the engine, do set up

electrical disturbances. The reciprocating

engine will always have an irregularity in

angular speed and consequently electrical

disturbances are inevitable. The engine

builder can control the amount of this ir-

regularity to a certain extent, but he is

barred by constructional and commercial

limits from reaching absolute perfection.

On the other hand, the electrical disturb-

ances react on the engine augmenting the

inherent irregularities in the latter, and the

intensity of this reaction is within certain

limits under the control of the electrical

engineer.

It is therefore only when the engine

builder and the electrical engineer each

recognize the limits beyond which the other

cannot go, and each endeavors honestly to

make the task of the other as easy as pos-

sible, with due regard to the commercial

excellence of the direct connected unit as a

whole, that we may hope that the parallel

operation of direct connected alternators

Avill cease to be a subject for discussion.

Electrical Education.

We have discussed elsewhere in this issue

the general subject of engineering educa-

tion, especially in connection with speciali-

zation and post-graduate studies, and in the

same conn-ection we cannot do better than

to call attention to some passages in the

brilliant presidential address of Mr. Charles
Proteus Steinmetz, delivered at the recent
convention of the American Institute of
Electric 1 Engineers.

After discussing the modifications and
transformations which have recently been
mnde in scientific notions concerning ob-
served phenomena, Mr. Steinmetz shows
that there is a certain danger to further

progress by reason of the disposition to re-

place facts by theories more or less ade-
quately representing the facts, and indicates

the good work which can be done in de-
structive criticism by the younger genera-
tion, which, after leaving college with all

the theoretical armament required, is not

yet handicapped by personal relations with
the men whose names are identined with
the ruling theories.

"All future progress in science and en-

gineering depends upon the young genera-

tion, and to insure an unbroken advance it

is of preeminent importance that the com-
ing generation enters the field properly fitted

out for thi work.

"Here the outlook appears to me by no
means entirely encouraging.

"It is not the object of the -liege or

university to turn out full-fledged engineers

who can handle any engineering problem of

any magnitude. Heretofore the available

time is altogether too short, and especially

a very great deal of practical experience is

required, which is not available to the edu-

cr.tional institution. It is not necessary,

either, and the college graduate is not ex-

pected to take immediate charge of engi-

neering works of great magnitude. All the

educational institution can do and should do
is to fit the student so to take up the practical

work as efficiently as possible, and that is to

give him a thorough understanding of the

fundamental principles of electrical engin-

eering and allied sciences, and a good knowl-

edge of the methods of dealing with engin-

eering problems.

"The average college course at present

does not do this.

"One of the reasons of the inefficiency of

the present college course is the competition

between colleges. By trying to teach more
than other colleges, gradually the quantity

of material taught by our colleges has in-

creased ?o that it is not no longer possible

to give a thorough understanding. Mem-
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orizing takes the place of understanding.

Memorizing, however, is an entirely useless

waste of energy, since anything that is not

perfectly understood, but merely memor-

ized, will be forgotten in a short time if

not continuously applied, and if contin-

uously applied, it would be remem-

bered anyway. If of the amount of

material in electrical engineering as well as

other branches which the educational in-

stitution of to-day attempts to teach, one-

half or more would be dropped altogether,

but the rest taught so as to be fully under-

stood, with special reference to general

principles and methods, the product of the

institution would be far superior and more

successful in practical life. To be dropped,

then, are all formulae, rules, etc., beyond

the most simple ones, of the scope of the

multiplication table, etc. When needed,

formulae can be derived from the fundamen-

tal principles or looked up in the literature,

and their memorizing is a mere waste of

valuable time, useless since the memory
cannot retain them if the understanding

cannot reproduce them from their premises.

This, for instance, applies to the various

formulae of electromagnetic induction, the

equations of the transformer and other ap-

paratus, and theoretical investigations in

general."

In common with many practical men of

scientific training, ivir. Steinmetz has little

or no use for the examination system as a

method of determining the knowledge

which has really been assimilated by the

student. The examination system is not

only objectionable in itself, but its use in-

volves the employment of radically defective

methods of teaching.

"One of the objectionable features of the

instruction of most colleges is the step by

step method. One subject is taken up, by

application of sufficient time and energy

pushed through, and then, after passing an

examination, dropped to take up another

subject. It is true that by steady applica-

tion to one subject a great deal can be

learned, and so splendid results derived in

the examination papers, but all • that is

learned in this manner is forgotten just as

rapidly. To understand a matter thorough-

ly, so as really to have a lasting benefit

therefrom, and not only make a good show-
ing in examination papers, requires several

years familiarity therewith. Any subject,

therefore, that is not kept up during the

whole college course might just as well be

dropped altogether and the time spent there-

in saved."

The much vexed question of the study of

the English language and allied branches is

dealt with plainly. It is important that the

student should know how to express him-

self in good clear English, but the florid style

of the newspaper writer is not wanted. In

like manner logic should be taught, not by

the mediaeval methods of the schoolmen,

but by a scientist, and illustrated by exam-

ples in modern scientific investigation and

not by the ancient and threadbare illustra-

tions usually employed. Faraday's re-

searches are given as an excellent example

of clear logic and plain English, and none

better could have been chosen.

"The combination of text book and home
work offers a splendid means for incom-

petent instructors to make an elegant show-

ing in the examination papers and turn

out a very inferior grade of men, men who
sometimes do not even know what real un-

derstanding means. Free lectures on sub-

jects which the instructor himself thorough-

ly understands (which is by no means al-

ways the case now) make it possible to di-

rect the course so that the student's under-

standing follows the course, and in this

case home work becomes superfluous, ex-

cepting in connection with the laboratory.

Reviewing the lectures and filling out the

gaps to absence, etc., appears to be the only

legitimate requirement on the student's

time outside of the lecture room.

"The present method of examination,

which consists in expecting the student to

answer ten question or so within a few

hours is faulty. It shows what the student

has memorized, but not how far he under-

stands it. Furthermore, the brilliant stu-

dent who usually answers nine out of ten

questions correctly, and would have an-

swered the last if he had not made a slight

mistake, displaced a decimal point or so, in

practical life may be utterly useless, since

while doing very rapid work his work is

not reliable, while a slow man who can

rely absolutely on the correctness of his

work will be very successful in practice,

while hardly passing a satisfactory examin-

ation."
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CIVIL ENGINEERING

BRIDGES.

Foundations.

See Civil Engineering. Construction.

India.

Two Indian Bridges. Describes the

single-track, meter-gauge Eastern Bengal

State Railway bridge over the Teesta

River at Kaunia. India, and the Ehegaon
viaduct, Thull Gaut, of the Great Indian

Peninsular Ry. 1700 w. Eng Rec—June
21, 1902. No. 48857.

Railroad Bridges.

Bridge Over the Mississippi River at

Thebes. 111. Illustrated detailed descrip-

tion of a double-track railroad bridge soon

to be erected. 2000 w. Ry Age—June 20,

1902. No. 49015.
New York, Chicago and St. Louis R. R.

Bridges. Albert J. Himes. Illustrated de-

tailed description. 3800 w. Trans Assn
of Civ Engrs of Cornell Univ—1902. No.

48595 F.

Reconstruction.

Reinforcing a Railroad Bridge in Ser-

vice. Illustrated description of the meth-
od by which five 139-ft. single-track spans

were reinforced, without interfering with

traffic, by providing new and independent
members to carry the excess of load due
to heavy traffic. 1200 w. Eng Rec—June
14, 1902. No. 48787.

We supply copies of these articles. See page

773
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Reinforced Concrete.

Bridge and Concrete Steel Construction.
Edwin Thacher. Lecture before the Col-
lege of Civil Engineering. An account of
bridge building from the writer's experi-

ence, giving descriptions of systems used
and much information of interest. 6800
w. Trans Assn of Civ Engrs of Cornell
Univ— 1902. No. 48591 F.

Removal.

Movin"^ a Railroad Bridsre. Describes
the moving of the Raritan River draw-
bridge, at New Brunswack, N. J. The
bridge is double-tracked, with five fixed

spans and one draw span. III. 500 w.
R R Gaz—June 6, 1902. No. 48609.
Moving the Fort Wayne Bridge. Re-

ports details and operations of a work of

interest by which a double-track five-span

structure is being built in the position of
an old bridge which has been moved bod-
ily at one operation to a position along
side so as to maintain traffic until the new
bridge is completed. 2200 w. Eng Rec

—

May 31, 1902. No. 48526.

Steel.

An Inquiry into the Bessemer Steel of
Our Railway Bridges (Onderzoek van het
Bessemerstaal in onze Spoorwegbruggen).
J. Schroeder van der Kolk. Data and re-

sults of tests of steel used in the principal
-ailway bridges of Holland. 20000 w.
2 plates. Tidschr vh Kljk Inst van Ing
—May 26, 1902. No. 48971 E -f- F.

Suspension.

Method of Stiffening an Inclined Sus-
pension Bridge. From a paper by T. H.
Rawson and George H. Broome, presented
to the Inst, of Civ. Engrs. Describes the
design and erection of an interesting
bridge, built as cheaply as possible, con-
sistent with requisite strength. 111. 1500
w. Ry & Engng Rev—June 7, 1902. No.
48709.

Trolley Bridge.

New Bridge for the Buffalo, Springville
& Cattaraugus Ry. Describes the design
for what will be the longest and highest
trolley bridge in the United States. Plan,
elevation and section are given. 700 w. St.

Ry Rev—June 20, 1902. No. 49022 C.

Viaduct.

The New Kinzua Viaduct (Die Neue
Kinzua Briicke). F. Miiller von der Wer-
ra. A description of the new Kinzua via-
duct, being mainly a discussion of the pa-
per of the engineer, Mr. C. R. Grimm, in
the Trans. Am. Soc. C. E. 3500 w. Zeitschr
d Ver Deutscher Ing—May 24, 1902. No.
48914 D.

CANALS, RIVERS AND HARBORS.
Banks.

A Method of Bank Construction by
Dumping from Movable Trestles. Joseph

We supply copies of these articles. See page So';

Wright. Brief illustrated description of a
method recently used on the Illinois &
Mississippi Canal. 600 w. Eng News

—

June 12, 1902. No. 48715.
Revetment Work on the Missouri River

;

Chicago & Alton Ry. W. R. DeWitt. Il-

lustrated description of the design and
construction of this work, carried out in

accordance with the plan of the U. S. Gov-
ernment with all improvements. 2300 w.
Eng News—June 5, 1902. No. 48702.

Breakwaters.

Concrete Breakwater Construction at

Buffalo, New York. T. W. Symons. Il-

lustrated detailed description of break-
water construction of the Great Lakes,
especially the replacing of the wooden
superstructure by concrete, and reasons
why it cannot as well be so built at first.

7800 w. Eng News—May 29, 1902. No.
48603.

Brest.

The Commercial Port of Brest and
its Immediate Future (Le Port Mar-
chand de Brest et son Avenir Prochain).
E. Duchesne. Showing the superiority of

Brest over other French ports, and pre-
dicting its growth. 6000 w. Mem Soc
Ing Civ de France—April, 1902. No.
48909 G.

Canal Hauling.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Canal Navigation.

Some Phases of Canal Navigation.
Editorial review of paper by Elnathan
Sweet, published in the "Transactions" of

the Am. Soc. of Civ. Engrs., under the

title "Some Important Phases of Canal
Navigation." 1600 w. Eng Rec—June 7,

1902. No. 48680.

Danube-Moldau.

The Danube-Moldau Canal Project
(Die Donau-Moldau Canal Projecte).

Rudolf Ritter v. Gunesch. A review of

the plan to connect the upper waters of the

Danube and Moldau and open a continu-
ous waterway from the Black Sea to the

North Sea. 4000 w. 2 plates. Zeitschr

d Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver—May 16, 1902.

No. 48930 B.

Dredges.

Cutting Machinery for Suction Dredg-
ers. Ilustrates and describes cutting ma-
chinery designed for breaking up beds of

clay, or of indurated sand, into lumps small

enough to pass through the pipes and
pump. 1500 w. Engng—May 23, 1902.

No. 48461 A.
New French Dredges. From La

Nature. Illustrated description of dredg-
es which embrace the most recent im-
provements, and are moved under their

own power, icoo w. Sci Am Sup

—

June 7, 1902. No. 48621.
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Flow.

Collection of Data Regarding Stream
Flow. R. H. Tingley. On the need of
more accurate data and methods that may
be used to obtain the desired information.
1400 w. Munic Engng—^June, 1902. No.
48432 C.

Measurement of the Flow of Water in

the Sudbury and Cochituate Aqueducts.
Walter W. Patch. Describes the method
adopted for computing the flow, which is

a combination of current-meter and flow
formula. 2800 w. Eng News—June 12,

1902. No. 48716.
See Mechanical Engineering, Hydrau-

lics.

Isthmian Canal.

Notes on the Geology of the Isthmus
of Panama. Henry W. Edwards. Brief
description of the region, of special inter-

est at the present time in view of the canal
project. 1200 v.. Eng & Min Jour—June
21, 1902. No. 49026.

Problems and Methods of the Isthmian
Canal Surveys. Boyd Ehle. Gives out-
lines of the various routes, describing the
survey work. Map. 4500 w. Trans
Assn of Civ Engrs of Cornell Univ— 1902.

No. 48596 F.

The Panama Route for a Ship Canal.
Prof. William H. Burr. A complete re-

view of the history of this route, and all

matters relating to it. 111. 7800 w. Pop
Sci M—July, 1902. No. 49061 C.

Loire.

The Navigable Loire (La Loire Navi-
gable). R. Philippe. A historical and
technical account of the development of

the navigation of the Loire, including the

regulation of the stream and the commer-
cial value of the traffic. Three articles.

9000 w. Genie Civil—May 24, 31, June 7,

1902. No. 48901 each D.

Sault Ste. Marie.

The Development of the Sault Ste.

Marie Canal. William Gilbert Irwin. A
brief review of the history and develop-
ment. 2000 w. Sci Am—^June 21, 1902.

No. 49010.

Waterways.

The Influence of Waterways on Rail-

way Transportation. S. A. Thompson.
Showing the manner in which waterways
act to promote the prosperity of compet-
ing railways. 3000 w. Engineering Mag-
azine—July, 1902. No. 48988 B.

CONSTRUCTION.

Acoustics.

Acoustics of Halls of Audiences. C. H.
Blackall. Discusses the effect of design

giving results derived from personal ex-

perience. ,3400 w. Technograph, No. 16
— ir\rn-2. No. 48446 D.

Beams.

Bending Moments on Beams Partially
or Wholly Submerged. Fred. W. Ho-
nens. Gives the solutions for the maxi-
mum bending moments on beams which
are inclined to the horizontal plane and
which are either wholly or partly sub-
merged. 1500 w. Technograph, No. 16

—

1901-2. No. 48452 D.

Building Details.

Extension of the Corn Exchange Bank
Building, New York. Illustrated descrip-
tion of the enlargement by the addition of
a steel cage extension. 2800 w. Eng Rec
—June 14, 1902. No. 48791.

Setting the Heavy Granite Columns on
the Hall of Records. An illustrated ac-
count of the transportation and setting of
40-ton columns. 600 w. Sci Am—June
7, 1902. No. 48615.

The Twenty-third Street Y. M. C. A.
Building, New York. Illustrated descrip-
tion of unusual features in a ten-story
building, which will contain an auditor-
ium, gymnasium, swimming tank and run-
ning track, and so require heavy construc-
tion. 3500 w. Eng Rec—May 31, 1902.

No. 48528.

Contracts.

The Engineer in Construction Con-
tracts. John C. Wait. Indicates some
defects and weaknesses in contracts, the
correction of which will avert much
unpleasantness and labor. 8500 w. Trans
Assn of Civ Engrs of Cornell Univ^i902.
No. 48598 F.

Costs.

Structural Costs. The present article is

introductory and shows that designs are

often made by men ignorant of practical

work, of the costs of different classes of

work, and the disadvantages that result.

The subject is considered from the British

point of view. 2500 w. Engr, Lond

—

May 23, 1962. Serial. ist part. No.
A.

Floors.

Fire Tests of Fireproof Floors by the

New York Building Department. Gives
the construction, with illustrations, of

three new forms of fireproof floors which
have been submitted with successful re-

sults to the standard fire and water tests.

1800 w. Eng News—May 29, 1902. No.
48606.
Test of a Floor System. Digest from

the official report of a test made by the

Dept. of Bldgs., Borough of Manhattan,
of the Lockwoven Metal Concrete Floor
Arch. 111. 1200 w. Ins Engng—May,
1902. No. 48430 C.

Foundations.

Bridge Foundation Work on the Great
Northern Railway of Canada. Extract
from paper by J. M. Shanly, before the

We supply copies of these articles. See page 809.
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Canadian Soc. of Civ. Engrs. Describes
features of interest in the work. 1800 w.
Ry & Engng Rev—May 31, 1902. No.
48505-

Sinking the Caissons for East River
Bridge No. 3. Illustrates and describes

the sinking of the caissons w^hich form the

foundations of the tovv^ers for this new
bridge at New York. 1900 w. Sci Am

—

May 31, 1902. No. 48534.
The Pneumatic Foundations of the Bat-

tery Place Building, New York. Illus-

trated description of circular and rectang-
ular caissons sunk by pneumatic methods
for foundations of 20-story office building.

2100 w. Eng Rec—June 21, 1902. No.
48855.

Roads.

Broken Stone Roads Near Polo. Illinois.

Leslie A. Waterbury. Describes the roads
named and discusses some of the prin-

ciples of road construction. 3400 w. Tech-
nograph. No. 16—1901-2. No. 48/1^3 D.

Steel Trackway. R. H. Gage. De-
scribes a trackway recentlv completed near
the Union Stock Yards, Chicago, stating

the objections shown by experience. 111.

1200 w. Technograph, No. 16—1901-2.

No. 48450 D.

Skeleton Construction,

The Permanency of Steel Skeleton
Construction. J. K. Freitag. An exam-
ination of Gen. William Sooy Smith's
opinions, and of the causes, if any, which
contribute to rapid deterioration. 4200 w.
Br Build—May, 1902. No. 48496 D.

Stresses.

A Derivation of Formulas for Stresses
in the Curved Bottoms of Tanks. Arthur
N. Talbot. Gives derivation of formulas
for stresses in the cone, sphere and ellip-

soid. 1200 w. Technograph, No. 16—
1901-2. No. 48455 D.
The Stresses in a Steel Water-Tower.

H. J. Burt. Collects and reduces to con-
venient working form the formulas re-
quired in solving these stresses. 4400 w.
Technograph, No. 16—1901-2. No. 48-

454 D-

Tunnels.

Hook Mountain Tunnel. Wager Fisher.
Illustrates and describes the difficul-

ties overcome and the method of prose-
cuting the work in constructing this tun-
nel, which forms a part of the Jersey City
Water Supply Co.'s pipe line. 3300 w.
Trans Assn of Civ Engrs of Cornell Univ— 1902. No. 48594 F.

Simplon Tunnel (Simplon Tunnel).
An abstract of the fourteenth quarterly re-
port, showing the progress of the work on
the Simplon tunnel up to the end of
March, 1902. Nearly 58 per cent, of the
boring has been accomplished. 1800 w.
Schweizerische Bauzeitung—May 17, 1902.
No. 48953 B.

MATERIALS.

Asphalt.

The Asf^halt and Bituminous Rock De-
posits of the United States. Information
from a very full report made by George
H. Eldridge, and forming a part of the
Annual Report of the U. S. Geol. Survey.
700 w. Eng News—June 5. 1902. No.
48703-

Cement.

Portland Cement. Richard K. Meade.
Considers its constitution, properties and
manufacture, and the regions where the
different materials are found. 3000 w.
Mines 6t Min—June, 1902. No. 48668 C.

Cement Plant.

A Visit to the Plant of the Edison Port-
land Cement Co., at Stewartsville, N. J.
Plan of the works with description. 1800
w. Eng News—May 29, 1902. No.
48604.

Columns.

Practical Strength of Columns or Struts
of Wrought Iron and Mild Steel. J. M.
Moncrieff. Calls attention to the results

of experiments on wrought iron and mild
steel and applies to them the final formula
deduced in an earlier paper, without deal-

ing with the principles upon which it is

based. 3800 w. Engng—June 6, 1902.

No. 48772 A.

Paving Material.

Interesting Tests of Pavements in

Baltimore. Statement concerning a test of

the relative merits of the various materials

used, and of the value of old cobble-stones

relaid as a sub-base. 1600 w. Brick

—

June, 1902. No. 48697.

Reinforced Concrete.

Applications of the Hennebique System
(Toepassing van Hennebique Construc-
ties). H. F. Beijerman, H. van Oordt,
and C. E. W. van Panhuys. An official

report upon the Hennebique system of

reinforced concrete, showing its applica-

bility to public works. loooo w. 7 plates.

Tidschr v h Kljk Inst van Ing—May 26,

1902. No. 48970 E-f-F.

The Computations for Reinforced Con-
crete (Lois de Deformation, Principles

de Calcul, et Regies d'Emploi Scienti-

fiques du Beton Arme). M. Rabut. A
summary of the laws deduced from ex-
periments over a period of 5 years by M.
Hennebique. 1500 w. Comptes Rendus
—April 21, 1902. No. 48964 D.

See Also Civil Engineering, Bridges.

Sewer Pipe.

The Strength of Sewer Pipe. Letter

from Prof. W. K. Hatt, in reply to an

inquiry concerning the strength of sewer
pipe and the proper methods of testing.

111. 1700 w. Brick—^June, 1902. No.

48698.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 809.
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Steel.

See Civil Engineering, Bridges.

Wood Preservation.

Does It Pay To Creosote Wooden Poles
for Electric Line Work? W. E. Moore.
Read before the Nat. Elec. Lgt. Assn.
Describes the treatment given the poles,

giving the approximate cost, and the re-

sult. 1600 w. Elec Rev, N. Y—May 31,
1902. No. 48540.

MUNICIPAL.

Fire Apparatus.

Dublin's New Central Station and Fire
Escape. Concerning the new fire station

to cost $125,000. and the improved fire ap-
pliances. III. 700 w. Sci Am Sup

—

June 7, 1902. No. 48623.

Pavements.

A Modern Street. Dr. S. F. Peckham.
An illustrated article discussing the con-
struction of asphalt pavements, the ma-
terials, proper foundations, etc. 3000 w.
Pop Sci M—July, 1902. No. 49059 C.
Bituminous Macadam Pavements. Wil-

liam H. Burns. Discusses the principles

on which this pavement is built, its con-
struction, treatment, etc. 2700 w. Jour
Assn of Engng Soc's—May, 1902. No.
48895 c.

Refuse.

Refuse Destruction : Its Sanitary and
Its Steam Raising Aspects. Frank
Broadbent. The present article discusses
mainly the dangers arising from the im-
proper disnosition of refuse. 2000 w.
Elec Rev, Lond—May 30 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 48644 A.

Sanitation.

The Sanitary Measures to be Adopted
After Floods. George A. Soper. Ex-
tracted from the Am. Jour, of Med. Sci.

Suggestions for safeguarding the health
and prevention of epidemic diseases. 2800
w. Sci Am Sup—June 14, 1902. No.
48758.

Sewage.

Experiments at Worcester, Mass.. on
Treating Acid Iron Sewage in a Closed
Septic Tank. Leonard P. Kinnicutt and
Harrison P. Eddy. Report of careful ex-
perimental study, giving much information
on the septic tank. Also editorial. 8800
w. Eng News—May 29, 1902. No.
48607.

The Mitchell System of Sewage Dis-
posal. Describes works involving sedi-

mentation followed by rapid filtration com-
bined with aeration. 800 w. Eng Rec

—

June 14, 1902. No. 48790.
The Purification of Sewage. W. S.

Shields. Read before the Illinois Soc. of
Civ. Engrs. & Surv's. Information from
the writer's experience concerning septic

tanks as a means for the purification of
sewage. 2500 w. Munic Engng—June,
1902. No. 48434 C.
Treatment of Sewage in a Large Open

Septic Tank at Worcester, Mass. Infor-
mation regarding the experience with this
tank as given in ]\Ir. Harrison P. Eddy's
report for the year ending Nov. 30, 1901.

900 w. Eng News—May 29, 1902. No.
48605.

Sewers.

Heavv Sewer Construction in Concrete.
E. J. McCaustland. Illustrated descrip-
tion of work carried out as a part of the
preliminary construction made necessary
by the location of the Chicago Clearing
Yards. 5000 w. Trans Assn of Civ
Engrs of Cornell Univ—1902. No.
48593 F.

Notes on New Orleans Drainage. I.

W. McConnell. An illustrated account of
this work which is nearing completion.
2000 w. Trans Assn of Civ Engrs of Cor-
nell Univ—1902. No. 48597 F.

Relief Sewer Extension in Brooklyn.
An illustrated description of difficult

sewer reconstruction. 800 w. Eng Rec
—May 31, 1902. No. 48527.

WATER SUPPLY.

California.

Relation of Rainfall to Run Off in Cali-
fornia. J. B. Lippincott and S. G. Ben-
nett. Diagrams, tables and data resulting
from a study of these watersheds. 2000
w. Eng News—June 5, 1902. No. 48706.

Cast-Iron Pipe.

Preliminary Report of the Committee on
Standard Specifications for Cast-iron Pipe,
with Discussions. Report presented Dec.
11,1901, with discussions received up to

May I, 1902. 22000 w. Jour N E Water
Wks Assn—June, 1902. No. 48584 F.

Chicago.

Old and New Water-Works of Chicago.
An illustrated account of the water system
which has cost nearly $36,000,000 ; the great
pumping plants, tunnels and cribs, etc.

Reviews the history and development.
4000 w. Fire & Water—June 7, 1902.

No. 48701.

Cleaning Wells.

Cleaning Out Water Wells. A. J.
Bowie, Jr. Describes the construction of
various wells, . the troubles encountered
and methods of cleaning. 111. 2800 w.
Jour of Elec—May, 1902. No. 48726.

Coloring Matter.

Investigations in Regard to Coloring
Matter in Water and Methods of Removal.
Discussion by Desmond FitzGerald, R. S.

Weston and others. 3000 w. Jour N E
Water Wks Assn—June, 1902. No.
48586 F.

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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Failures.

A Classified Review of Dam and Reser-

voir Failures in the United States. Wil-

liam R. Hill. Abstract of presidential ad-

dress at the Chicago Convention of the

Am. W. Wks. Assn. Calls attention to

faulty construction resulting in disaster.

4000 w. Eng News—June 19, 1902. No.

49030.

Filtration.

Filtration at Lorain. O. H. Jewell. A
report on the new iron process, with illus-

trated description of the plant. 3400 w.

Fire & Water—June 7, 1902. No. 48700.

Fire Service.

The Philadelphia High-Pressure Fire

Service. Describes a system of mains

filled by fire-boats at three points along

the river front. 600 w. Eng Rec

—

June

14, 1902. No. 48789.

Ground Water.

Ground Water (Grondwater). J. v. D.

Breggen. An examination of the forma-

tion of subterranean water strata, and the

methods of reaching them for water sup-

ply. 3000 w. De Ingenieur—IViay 3, 1902.

No. 48969 D.

Hamburg.

The Development of the Hamburg
Water Works (Das Hamburger Was-
serwerk und die Entwicklung seiner,Mas-
chinenanlagen). R. Schroder. A fully

illustrated description of the plant, includ-

ing high and low-pressure pumping sta-

tions, filter beds. etc. Serial. Part I. 5000

w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—May
31, 1902. No. 48915 D.

Hanover.

The Water Supply and Sewerage of the

City of Hanover (Die Wasserversorg-
ung und Kanalisation der Stadt Hanno-
ver). A general account of the installa-

tion, from the report of chief engineer
Bock. 2500 w. (jesundheits-Ingenieur

—

May 31, 1902. No. 48935 B.

Irrigation.

New Irrigation Works and Methods in

Colorado. H. A. Crafts. Describes ex-

tensive works for the storage of flood

waters and for the interchange of water

between different canal owners. 2900 w.
Eng Rec—June 21, 1902. No. 48854.
Recent Developments in Punjab Irriga-

tion. Sidney Preston. Explains the de-

tails of one of the latest schemes for the

irrigation and colonization of a large area

of Crown land, which promises to be one
of the most productive tracts in the coun-
try, though formerly a waterless waste.

Also discussion. loooo w. Jour Soc of

Arts—May 30, 1902. No. 48636 A.

Reservoirs.

The Earth Work of the Wachusett Res-
ervoir. Robert M. Pratt. Describes the

work as carried out on this reservoir

which will furnish water for the city of

Boston. 1300 w. Munic Engng—June,
1902. No. 48433 C.

Turbidity.

Standard Methods of Determining Tur-
bidity and Color in Water. Directions

issued by the U. S. Geological Survey and
compiled by Allen Hazen and G. C. Whip-
ple. 3700 w. Eng Rec—^June 14, 1902.

No. 48792.

Water-Softening.

The Municipal Water-Softening Plant
at Winnipeg. Describes a modified Clark
system of softening at a plant furnishing

1,500,000 gallons daily. 1500 w. Eng
Rec—June 14, 1902. No. 48788.

Water Works.

The Marlborough Water Works.
George A. Stacy. Illustrates and de-

scribes the construction of these works in

a Massachusetts town. ship. 3700 w.

Jour N E Water Wks Assn—June, 1902.

No. 48585 F.

MISCELLANY.
Address.

The Engineer of the Twentieth Century.

Robert Moore. Presidential address be-

fore the Am. Soc. of Civ. Engrs. On the

relation between engineering and educa-

tion in the new century. 3300 w. R R
Gaz—June 6, 1902. No. 48613.

China.

Up-to-date Chinese Engineering. L. F.

Bellinger. Photographs taken by Prof.

G. D. Brill, with brief descriptions. 1700

w. Eng News—June 19, 1902. No. 49027.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

COMMUNICATION.

Cables.

Air-Spaced Cables : Their Treatment
and Use. G. E. Fletcher. Read at Man-
chester meeting of the Inst, of Elec. Engrs.
Gives the writer's experience in laying
down and maintaining this form of insu-

lated conductor for telegraphic and tele-

phonic lines, which he regards with favor.

111. 3000 w. Prac Engr—May 23. 1902.

No. 48480 A.

Coherers.

The Coherer. William A. Del Mar.

A brief review of the historv and theory

and an illustrated description of how to

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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make a modern coherer. 2300 w. Sci

Am Sup—^June 21, 1902. No. 4901 1.

Competition.

The Magnitude of Telephone Compe-
tition. Fred de Land. Gives statistics of

the Bell Telephone showing what a power-
ful competitor the Independents have to

meet. 2400 w. Elec Rev, N. Y—June 21,

1902. No. 49009.

Electric Photography.

An Apparatus for Long-Distance Elec-

tric Photography (Ueber einen Apparat
zur Herstellung von Elektrischen Fern-
photographien). A. Korn. Giving the re-

sults of the experimental transmission of

photographic images. 1800 w. Elektro-

tech Zeitschr—May 22, 1902. No. 48940 B.

Exchange.

Ventilation and Heating the Twin City
Telephone Exchange, St. Paul, Minn. Il-

lustrated description of an installation

where considerable attention was given to

the problem of removing dust from the

fresh air supply. 800 w. Eng Rec—May
31, 1902. No. 48529.

Military Service.

Electricity in the Signal Corps. Lieut.-

Col. Samuel Reber. An illustrated article

reviewing the applications of the telephone,

telegraph and cable in military service.

4400 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs

—

May 28, 1902. No. 48882 D.

Submarine Cable Testing in the Signal

Corps, U. S. Army. Townsend Wolcott.
. Describes the regular tests made in mod-

ern cable testing. 4300 w. Trans Am
Inst of Elec Engrs—May 20, 1902. No.
48883 D.

The Military Cable System of the Phil-

ippines. Capt. Edgar Russel. Describes
somewhat fully the laying of the cables to

connect the various islands. 111. 4000 w.

Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs—May 28,

1902. No. 48885 D.

Repeater.

The Guarini Automatic Wireless Tele-

graph Repeater. A. Frederick Collins.

Illustrates and describes the construction

of this apparatus. 2500 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—May 31, 1902. No. 48602.

Space Telegraphy.

Long-Distance Wireless Telegraphy and
Hertzian Waves. Edward P. Thompson.
An argument tending to prove that long-

distance wireless telegraphy is not oper-

ated by aerial Hertzian waves. 1800 w.
Elec Wld & Engr—June 14, 1902. No.

The Braun and Siemens and Halske
Wireless Telegraph System. A. Freder-
ick Collins. Illustrates and describes Dr.

Braun's invention, explaining the general

points. Of interest because of a recent

suit in which the Braun contentions have

been sustained. 3000 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—June 14, 1902. No. 48858.

Wireless Telegraphy. Brief review of

the history of this discovery and the meth-
od by which messages are sent great dis-

tances without the intervention of a wire.

111. 1300 w. Can Engr—June. 1902. No.
48633.

Wireless Telegraphy—United States

Navy. Lieut. A. M. Beecher. Explains
how electric waves are produced and de-

scribes the apparatus employed in wireless
telegraphy. 3200 w. Trans Am Inst of

Elec Engrs—May 28, 1902. No. 48888 D.

Storage Batteries.

Care of Storage Batteries in Telephone
Plants. S. P. Grace. Describes the bat-

teries used, discussing their efficiency and
maintenance. 8000 w. Telephony—June
1902. No. 48564.

Telegraphy.

Rapid Telegraphy. George S. Macomber.
An interesting account of the inventions

for this purpose by Patrick B. Delany and
of the multiplex telegraphic apparatus in-

vented by Paul La Cour, of Copenhagen,
Denmark. 111. 2800 w. Sib Jour of

Engng—May, 1902. No. 48831 C.

Telephone Lines.

Placing Telephone Lines Underground.
John S. Huntoon. Illustrates and de-

scribes the work as carried out at Daven-
port, Iowa. 1500 w. Technograph, No.
16—1901-2. No. 48448 D.

Telephony.

Telephony. W. _H. Radcliffe. The first

of a series of articles, commencing with

the fundamental principles and presenting

in full the most advanced practice in con-

struction, the exchange and its equipment,

and recent important developments. 111.

1400 w. Elec, N. Y—June 4, 1902. Serial,

ist part. No. 48625.

The People's Telephone and Telegraph
Company's Exchange. Illustrated de-

scription of a model independent plant at

Knoxville. Tenn. 2400 w. Elec Rev, N.
Y—June 21, 1902. No. 49008.

The Railroad Telephone. C. A. Ham-
mond. Discusses the advantages of the

telephone in railway operation. 1600 w.

R R Gaz—June 13. 1902. No. 48750.

DISTRIBUTION.

Aluminum.
Electrical Conductivity of Aluminum. W.

Murray Morrison, in Aluminunir World.
Information concerning the conductivity

of aluminum, and showing that under cer-

tain circumstances aluminum cables are

considerably cheaper than copper. 1800 w.

Am Mfr—May 29, 1902. No. 48495-

Cut Out.

The Use of the Long-Distance High-
Pressure Cut-Out (Der Hochspannungs

We supply copies of these articles. See page Soc).
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Fernschalter und Seine Verwendung) . J.

Schmidt. Describing an apparatus for

cutting out transformers in a distribution

system, when not required. Serial. Part
I. 2000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—June
12, 1902. No. 48949 B.

Switcjies.

Some Points in Switch Construction.
Alf. H. Mayes. Calls attention to easily

remedied faults. 700 w. Elec Rev, Lond
—June 13, 1902. No. 48871 A.

ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Accumulators.

Influence of Temperature on the Ca-
pacity of Accumulators. W. Hibbert.
Discusses figures obtained in extensive
series of experiments confirming that a

rise of temperature causes a marked in-

crease in capacity. 1 100 -w. Elec Rev,
Lond—May 30, 1902. No. 48643 A. -

The Perfect Light-Weight Storage Bat-
tery. Illustrates and describes the Perret
cell, stating its desirable features. 1000 w.
Sci Am Sup—May 31, 1902. No. 48538.

Carbon.

The Fusion of Carbon (Die Schmelz-
ung der Kohle). Dr. A. Ludwig. A dis-

cussion of the efforts which have been
made to effect the fusion of carbon, and
the conditions which should be fulfilled.

3000 w. Zeitschr f Elektrochemie—May
8, 1902. No. 48962 G.

Electro-Chemistry.

The Development of Electro-Chemistry.
R. H. Johnston. Reviews the history,
considering the more important applica-
tions. 8400 w. Sch of Mines Qr—June,
1902. No. 48842 D.

Electro- Galvanizing.

Some Notes on Electro-Galvanizing.
Sherard Cowper-Coles. Illustrates and
describes a recently erected nlant for this
work, and suggests the means of securing
successful work. 700 w. Elec Rev, Lond—May 2-\. IQ02. No. 48475 A.

Ions.

The Ion Theory. F. G. Wiechmann. A
brief account of this theory upon which
electro-chemistrv is largely based. 6000
w. Sch of Mines Qr—April, 1902. No.
""H D.

Tin Recovery.

The Electrical Recovery of Tin from
Tin-Plate Wastes (Die Elektrochem-
ische Entzinnung der Weisblechabfalle).
Dr. H. Mennicke. Discussing the prac-
ticability of recovering the tin from tin-
plate wastes by use of a solution of caustic
soda and an electric current. Serial. Part
I. 2500 w. Zeitschr f Elektrochemie

—

May 22, 1902. No. 48963 G.

Transforming.

The Electro-Chemical Transformation

of Alternating to Continuous Currents
(Beitrasre zu dem Problem der Elektro-
chemischem Umformung von Wechsel-
Strom in Gleichstrom durch Aluminium
Elektrolytzellen). Dr. E. Konig. Re-
cording experiments upon the method of
Graetz. using aluminum anodes, platinum
cathodes, and an electrolyte of alum solu-
tion. 2000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

May 29, 1902. No. J8044 B.

ELECTRO-PHYSICS.
Alternating Currents.

How Alternating Currents Vary with
the Shane of the E. M. F. Wave. Alex-
ander Russell. Mathematical investiga-
tion showing how the shape of the cur-
rent wave depends on the resistance in the
circuit, and how its effective value de-
pends on the shape of the E. M. F. wave.
1400 w. Elec Rev, Lond—May 30, 1902.
No. 48647 A.

Armatures.

The Theory of Equalizing Connections
on Continuous Current Armatures. Ab-
stract of an article by Prof. E. Arnold, in

the Elcktrotechnische Zeitschrift. Mathe-
matical discussion of the connection of the
equipotential points of the armature wind-
ing. 111. 2700 w. Elec Engr, Lond

—

June 13, 1902. No. 48866 A.

Electrical Discharges.

Some Experiences With Powerful Elec-
tric Discharges. John Trowbridge. Re-
port of observations made upon a spectrum
of an exceedingly powerful discharge
through the ordinary vacuum tube used in

the study of the spectro of gases. Also
editorial note. 700 w. Elec Rev, N Y

—

May 31, 1902. No. 48539.

Hysteresis.

Notes on Rotary Hysteresis (Beitrag
zur Kenntniss des Verhaltens der Rotiren-
den Hysteresis). M. Schenkel. Data
and results of experiments made in the

electrical laboratory of the Technical High
School at Dresden. 1500 w. Elektrotech
Zeitschr—May 15, 1902. No. 48937 B.

Induction.

On an Inductive Circuit with a Harmon-
ically Varying Resistance. T. Mizuno.
Mathematical investigation. 400 w.
Elect'n, Lond—May 30, 1902. No. 48650 A.

Iron Testing.

A New Apparatus for Testing Iron
(Vorschlag zu Einem Neuen Eisenpriif-

apparat). R. Richter. Describing a sim-
ple apparatus for determining the perme-
ability of sheet iron, and its suitability for

use in electrical machinery. 1500 w.
Elektrotech Zeitschr—June 5, 1902. No.
48946 B.

Laboratory.

I. The National Physical Laboratory.
Albert Campbell. A brief description of

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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some of the electrical apparatus. II. Wir-
ing for Experimental Work. W. P. Stein-
thal. Illustrates and describes the general
scheme. 3000 w. Elec Rev, Lond—June
6, 1902. No. 48770 A.

Periodic Curves.

Lag and Lead. W. G. Rhodes. An
explanation of the phase relationship be-
tween periodic curves. Mathematical.
900 w. Elec Rev, Lond—June 13, 1902.

No. 48870 A.

Radiography.

On the Radio-Activity of Matter. Henri
Becquerel. Facts in regard to obscure
radiations which traverse opaque bodies,

and other phenomena. An interesting re-

port of experimental investigations. 4800
w. Sci Am Sup—^June 7, 1902. No.
48620.

Waves.

Electric Waves and Their Effect on the

Human Brain. A. Frederick Collins. An
illustrated detailed account of experiments
made for the purpose of establishing the

nature of the relationship existing be-

tween electric storms and certain forms of

nervous diseases. 2300 w. Elec Rev, Lond
—May 23, 1902. No. 48474 A.

The Effect of Electric Waves on the

Human Brain. D. Mcintosh and J.

Graham-Willmore. Experimental inves-

tigations disagreeing with the results

given in an article by A. Frederick Col-

lins, claiming that brains exhibit the "co-

herer effect" and drawing conclusions.

2500 w. Elec Wld & Engr—May 31, 1902.

No. 48601.

GENERATING STATIONS.

Alternators.

The Determination of Alternator Char-
acteristics. L. A. Herdt. A discussion

considering, both theoretically and experi-

mentally, the E. M. F. induction and cur-

rent relations under different conditions as

to load and power factor in the armatures
of several types of alternating current gen-

erators, and indirect methods for obtaining

the regulation of a particular machine de-

veloped and applied to those of other

types. 111. 5000 w. Trans Am Inst of

Elec Engrs—June 18, 1902. No. 49053 D.

Chaudiere Falls.

Canadian Electric Light Company's
Water Power Development at Chaudiere
Falls. Describes this power and its devel-

opment and transmission. 4200 w. 111.

Can Elec News—June, 1902. No. 48690.

Compounding.

A Method of Compounding Alternating
Current Generators and Motors, Direct

Current Generators, Synchronous Motor
Generators and Synchronous Converters.

Frank George Baum. Gives methods
which, if intelligently applied, will give a

system with very satisfactory regulation.
2800 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs

—

June 18, 1902. No. 49050 D.

Dynamos.

Designs for High-Speed and Slow-
Speed Electrical Machines (Ueber den
Entwurf Sehr Rasch—und Sehr Langsam-
laufender Maschinen). Dr. F. Nietham-
mer. A discussion of the principles of pro-
portion and winding for dynamos and mo-
tors for various extreme speeds. loooo w.
Elektrotech Zeitschr—May 15, 1902. No.
4893S B.

Note on American Practice in Dynamo
Design. Calls attention to points in de-
sign, and makes some comparison with
British work in this field. 4000 w. Elec
Engr, Lond—May 23, 1902. No. 48476 A.
The Design of Continuous Current Dy-

namos. Rankin Kennedy. Discusses an ap-
propriate formula for a machine that will
run efficiently and sparkless. 600 w. Elec
Rev, Lond—.May 30, 1902. No. 48646 A.

Helena, Montana.

The 50,000-Volt-Transmission Plant of
the Missouri River Power Company. W.
G. McConnon. An illustrated account of
the project with description of the plant
and line near Helena, Montana. 2000 w.
Elec Rev. N Y—June 7, 1902. No. 48679.

Manchester.

Extension of the Manchester Corpora-
tion Electricity Works. An illustrated de-
scription of the new power station at Stu-
art-street, Bradford, an industrial suburb
of Manchester, and its equipment. Also
outlines the schemes in connection with
this station. 5000 w. Elect'n, Lond

—

June 6, 1902. No. 48759 A.

Niagara Falls.

The New Generating Plants of the Ni-
agara Falls Power Company. H. W. Buck.
Illustrated description of the second plant

of this company, now nearly completed,
and its equipment. 3500 w. Trans Am
Inst of Elec Engrs—June 18, 1902. No.
49043 D.

Parallel Driving.

Engine Requirements for the Parallel

Operation of Alternators. E. M. Tingley.
Read before the Engine Builders' Assn. of
the U. S. Gives the specification of the
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., discussing

it in detail. 2000 w. Elec Rev, N Y

—

May 31, 1902. No. 48541.

Some Notes on Synchronizing. Joseph
Martin Roman. Discusses methods of in-

dication, desirable conditions, the syn-
chronizing circuit, etc. 111. 2200 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—June 14, 1902. No. 48859.

The Parallel Driving of Alternators
(Ueber den Parallelbetrieb von Wechsel-
strommaschinen). E. Rosenberg. With
especial reference to the use of gas engines
as prime movers, and the necessary meth-

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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ods of speed regulation. 3 articles. loooo

w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—May 15, 22, 29,

1902. No. 48936 each B.

The Paralleling of Alternators. Ab-
stract of a paper by Henry E. Longwell
presented at the Pittsburg meeting of the

Engine Builders' Assn., in which certain

theories on the method of governing en-

gines driving alternating generators are

advanced. 1800 w. Eng Rec—^June 14,

1902. No. 48793.
The Requirements for the Paralleling of

Alternators as Viewed by the Engine
Builders. H. E. Longwell. A discussion

of this subject and the need of the electric-

al and mechanical engineers co-operating
in solving the difficulties. 6600 w. Engr,
U S A—June 2, 1902. No. 48624.

Polyphase Machinery.

Some Notes on Polyphase Machinery.
A. C. Eborall. Read before the Manches-
ter Sec. of the Inst, of Elec. Ene^rs. Dis-
cusses the construction and operation of

standard types, giving full constructional

details of modern plant of standard design.

111. 8500 w. Engng—June 6, 1902. Se-
rial, ist part. No. 48776 A.

Quebec.

The Quebec-Jacques-Cartier Electric

Company. Illustrated description of the

power house and transmission line, etc.

1000 w. Can Elec News—June, 1902. No.
48689.
The Quebec Railway, Light and Power

Company. Illustrated description of the
hydraulic development, generators, sta-

tions, etc. 3000 w. Can Elec News

—

June, 1902. No. 48688.

Storage Batteries.

The Storage Battery in Small Central
Stations. Describes the conditions in

Milan, Mich., showing that by the instal-

lation of a storage battery a profitable

twenty-four hour service was obtained.
111. 1600 w. Central Station—June, 1902.

No. 48699.

HEATING AND WELDING.

Electric Furnaces.

Electric Furnaces—Separation of Met-
als. Clinton Paul Townsend. Illus-

trated brief descriptions of various fur-

naces and methods. 700 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—June 7, 1902. No. 48687.

LIGHTING.

Arc.

The Eflfect of Metallic Salts in the Elec-
tric Arc. G. W. Wilder. A quantitative
study upon the effect of putting metallic
salts into the core of the positive elec-

trode and possibly to account for the large
drop in potential at the electrodes. 111.

3000 w. Wis Engr—May, 1902. No. 48-

587 D.

Incandescent.

Effect of Frequency on the Light of an
Incandescent Lamp. H. Seaman. Extract
from a thesis investigating the limits of
frequency that will give good service. The
object was to ascertain tne variation in

light from a no volt incandescent filament,

for various frequencies, and to derive
curves showing what is the lower limit of
frequency for good incandescent lighting.

1 100 w. Wis Engr—May, 1902. No. 48-

590 D.

Mercury Lamp.

The Cooper-Hewitt Mercury Lamp
' Ueber die Quecksilberdampf-Lampe von
P. C. Hewitt). Dr. Max v. Recklinghau-
sen. A general description of the mercury
vapor lamp, with data and results of tests.

4000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—June 5,

1902. No. 48947 B.

Rates.

Rates. Louis A. Ferguson. Read before
the Nat. Elec. Lgt. Assn. A discussion
of methods of charging. 1800 w. Elec,

N Y—June 4, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 48626.

Reconstruction.

New Electric Lighting Plant for Ot-
tawa, Canada. A. A. Dion. An illustrated

description of the several stations as they
are since the reconstruction made neces-
sary by the destructive fire in 1900. 5600
w. Elec Wld & Engr—June 7. 1902. No.

Search Lights.

Modern Search Light Practice. Frank
C. Perkins. An illustrated article de-

scribing various types of search lights.

1400 w. Marine Engng—June, 1902. No.
48556 C.

Street Lighting.

Street Lighting by Meter. T. D. Allin.

A suggestion for the consideration of
those buying electrical energy for street

liehting. 1000 w. Jour of Elec—May,
1902. No. 48727.

MEASUREMENT.
Curves.

A New Curve Tracing Instrument. Prof.

R. B. Owens. Illustrated description of

an instrument for accurately tracing cur-

rent curves in circuits of small resistance

and inductance without appreciable alter-

ing their time constants, explaining its

action and stating its advantages and uses

for general laboratory work. 1300 w.

Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs—June 20,

1902. No. 49057 D.
Apparatus for Constructing Alternating-

Current Curves (Apparat zur Aufnahme
von Wechselstromkurven). R. Gold-
schmidt. Describing a simple instrument

for drawing the curves of alternating cur-

IVe supply copies of these articles. Sec page Sag.
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rents. 1200 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

June 5, 1902. No. 48948 B.

M. Hospitalier's Ondograph. Illustrated

detailed description of an apparatus which
registers the curves representing period-
ically and rapidly changing phenomena.
1800 w. Elec Rev, Lond—June 13, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 48869 A.

Notes on the Plotting of Speed-Time
Curves. C. O. Mailloux. The object of
the paper is to facilitate the use of speed-
time curves as a "method of precision"
by contributing certain notes of theoret-
ical and practical observations bearing
upon its analysis, or the study of its

characteristics, and upon its synthesis, or
the principles involved in plotting it. 14800
w. Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs—June
19, 1902. No. 49047 D.

The Computation of the Characteristic

Curves of Induction Motors (Berechnung
der Charakteristischen Kurven des Induk-
tionsmotors). A. Lindstrom. A discus-

sion of the methods of Steinmetz and of

Heyland and the development of an addi-
tional one. 1500 w. Elektrotceh Zeitschr

—June 12, 1902. No. 48951 B.

Dynamometer.

An Electric Brake-Dynamometer (Ein
Elektrisches Bremsdynamometer). A.
Grau. Describing a brake used in the
Technological Institute at Vienna. The
energy is absorbed by the action of electro-

magnets upon a rotating disc. 1800 w.
Elektrotech Zeitschr—May 29, 1902. No.
48942 B.

Electrometer.

The Capillary Electrometer. G. J.

Burch. On the insulation resistance of

the capillary electrometer and the mini-

mum quantity of electricity required to

oroduce a visible excursion. Read before

the Royal Soc. 2000 w. Elect'n, Lond

—

May 30, 1902. No. 48651 A.

Insulators.

The High-Voltage Testing Laboratory
of the Hermsdorf-Klosterlausnitz Porce-
lain Works (Die Hochspannungsversuchs-
station der Porzellanfabrik Hermsdorf-
Klosterlausnitz). G. Ritter. Describing
the methods of testing porcelain insulators

for high-transmission lines. 3000 w. Elek-

trotech Zeitschr—May 29, 1902. No. 48-

943 B.

Precision Instruments.

Notes on Modern Precision Measuring
Instruments (Bemerkungen betreflfend die

Benutzung der Neueren Elektrischen

Pracisions-Messinstrumente). W. Marek.
A discussion of the calibration and use of

direct-reading electrical measuring instru-

ments. 4000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

May 22, 1902. No. 48939 B.

Standardization.

Report of the Committee on Standardi-

zation of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers. A revised series of rec-

ommendations on the standardization and
testing of electrical apparatus. These em-
brace the committee's report of 1899,
amended and brought up to date, and have
not yet been adopted by the Institute. 6000
w. Trans Am Inst Elec Engrs—May, 1902.
No. 49049 D.

Standards for Electrical Machinery and
Transformers (Normalien fur Elektrische
Maschinen und Transformatoren). Text
of the standards proposed at the Diissel-

dorf meeting of the Verband Deutscher
Elektrotechniker; also editorial comment,
loooo w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—June 5,
1902. No. 48945 B.

Testing Set.

A 1 2,000-Volt-Direct Current Testing
Set. William Ambler. Illustration, with
description of the apparatus recently in-
stalled in the dynamo laboratory at Sib-
ley College. 1400 w. Sib Jour of Engng

—

June, 1902. No. 48834 C.

Wattmeter.

The Electrostatic Wattmeter in Com-
mercial Measurements. Miles Walker.
States the advantages of the electrostatic
wattmeter, discussing the principles that
underlie the design and some of its uses.
111. 2700 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs
—June 20, 1902. No. 49058 D.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Canal Hauling.

Electrical Installation for the Soulanges
Canal. Illustrates and describes the elec-
tric plant for the operation of the locks,
sluices and brid<Tes. and to light the canal
throughout its entire length of about 14
miles. 2000 w. Can Elec News—June,
1902. No. 48691.

Cranes.

Electrical Wharf Cranes. Illustrated de-
scription of a set of cranes recently sup-
plied for the Limekiln Dock, in London.
1400 w. Engr, Lond—May 23, 1902. No.
48471 A.

Haulage.

Some Notes on Electric Haulage for
]\Iines. Discusses the plant, system, cost,

locomotive haulage, etc. 2800 w. Elec
Engr, Lond—June 13, 1902. No. 48868 A.

Hoisting.

Continuous-Current Motors and Appar-
atus for Electric Hoists (Gelijkstroommo-
toren en Bijbehoorende Apparaten voor
Elektrisch Gedreven Hijschwerktuigen).
H. Lohr. A general, illustrated discussion
of the electrical equipment of cranes and
other hoisting machinery. 4500 w. De
Ingenieur—April 19 1902. No. 48967 D.

Induction Motors,

Some Notes on Induction Motors. H. S.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 809.
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Meyer. Calls attention to points of im-
portance in regard to asynchronous or in-

duction motors. 2700 w. Elect'n, Lond

—

June 13, 1902. No. 48865 A.

Machine Driving.

Electric Driving for Mining and Work-
shops ^Die Elektrizitat im Berg und Hiit-

tenwesen). Dr. H. Hoffmann. A review
of the examples of electric driving shown
at the Diisseldorf exposition. Serial. Part
I. 2500 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing

—

May 31, 1902. No. 48918 D.
' Electric Equipment in Modern Machine
Shop Practice. F. B. Duncan. Discusses
the equipment of shops and the obstacles

1 at present to a complete installation of

electric nower, indicating methods to over-

come some of these obstacles. Appended
is a sheet giving motor power required

by a number of the standard makes of

tools in general use. Brief discussion fol-

lows. 5500 w. Pro Engrs' Soc of W Penn
—May, 1902. No. 48838 D.

I. The Electric Motor in Mill Work. S.

S. Wales. II. Some Characteristics of

Direct Current Motors. Norman Wilson
Storer. Two papers somewhat connected.

The first discussing applications of the

electric motor, the difficulties met, etc. The
second in regard to the proper selection

of motors for the work required, rating of

motors, etc. 5000 w. Pro Engrs' Soc of

W Penn—May, 1902. No. 48836 D.

The Power Plant at the Elizabethport

Shops of the Central Railroad of New
Jersey. Illustrated description of an elec-

tric and compressed air station to furnish

power to shops for repairing locomotives
and cars. 2400 w. Eng Rec—June 21,

1902. No. 48853.

The CJuestion of Power for Railroad Re-
pair Shops. Paper by R. W. Stovel, read

before the Ry. Club of Pittsburg, with part

of the discussion, and editorial giving

further information on the subject of elec-

trical driving of machine tools and the

amount of energy required for machines
of different types. 5500 w. Ry & Engng
Rev—June i^ 1902. No. 48849.
The Use of the Electric Motor in Mod-

ern Blast Furnace Plants. Andrew Elli-

cott Maccoun. Considers the applications

made and the advantages gained. 2000 w.
Pro Engrs' Soc of W Penn—May, 1902.

No. 48837 D-

Mine Hoists.

Electrically Driven Mine Hoists (Elek-

trisch Betriebene Hauptschacht-Forder-
maschinen). C. Kottgen. Data and re-

sults of experience with electrically oper-

ated mine hoists at Karwin, in Silesia and
at Thiede, in Brunswick. Serial. Part I.

5000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing

—

May 17, 1902. No. 48925 D.

Naval Service.

Electricity in the Navy. Lieut. Harry

George. Reviews the development, noting
the numerous applications for lighting and
power. 14700 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec
Engrs—May 28, 1902. No. 48886 D.

Electricity in the Navy. Walter M. Mc-
Farland. Discusses the adaptability of
alternating current apparatus to use on
shipboard, the use for lighting, power, in-

stallations on shore, etc. 3200 w. Trans
Am Inst of Ulec Engrs—Ma->^ 28, 1902.

No. 48889 D.

The Reasons for the Cnange of the Navy
Standard Voltage from 80 to 125. Lieut.

W. V. N. Powelson. Reviews briefly ihe
history of the voltages used by the navy,
and discusses the considerations that led to

the recent adoption of 125 volts as the
standard for all new installations on board
U. CD. ships. 5000 w. Trans Am Inst of
Elec Engrs—May 20, 1902. No. 48884 D.

Navy Yard.

Electric Transmission of Power for

Navy Yards. William S. Aldrich. An
argument to show that to secure the high-
est efficiency electric-nower transmission is

best adapted to the work required. 3500 w.
Jour Am Soc of Nav Engrs—May, 1902.

Serial, ist Dart. No. /18442 H.

Power Plant.

Power Plant of the Schwarzchild &
Sulzberger Company, Chicago. Illustrated

detailed description of a fine modern plant

for a meat-packing establishment. 2800 w.
Eng Rec—June 7, 1902. No. 48681.

Pumping.

Improvements in Electric Pumping Ma-
chinery (Neuere Ausfiihrungen Elektrisch-

er Wasserhaltungen). W. Philippi. De-
scribing especially the electrically driven
high speed pumps of the Riedler and Berg-
man type. 2500 w. 2 plates. Gliickauf

—

June 7, 1902. No. 48961 B.

Submarine Mines.

Electricity in Its Application to Sub-
marine Mines. Capt. John Stephen Sew-
ell. jJescribes the planting of mines and
the electrical arrangements. 2000 w.
Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs—May 20,

1902. No. 48887 D.

Synchronous Motors.

Notes on the Theory of the Synchronous
Motor, with Special Reference to the

Phenomenon of Surging. Charles Proteus
Steinmetz. A mathematical study of syn-

chronous motors and converters, in which
two independent variables exist : load and
field excitation. Diagrams and curves.

3000 w. Am Inst of Elec Engrs—June 18,

1902. No. 49052 D.

TRANSMISSION.

Alternating Currents.

Formula for Calculating the Electromo-
tive Force at Anv Point of a Transmission

We supply copies of these articles. See page 809.
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Line for Alternating Current. M. Le-
blanc. Establishes a formula for giving the
voltage at any point. 500 w. Trans Am
Inst of Elec Engrs—June 20, 1902. No.
49051 D.

Insulation.

Energy Loss in Commercial Insulating
Materials when Subjected to High Poten-
tial Stress. Charles Edward Skinner.
Discusses the effects of this loss, describ-
ing some of the methods employed, and
giving some of the characteristic results
obtained from tests made on various ma-
terials used in commercial manufacture,
and also on the insulation of finished ap-
paratus. 5000 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec
Engrs—June 20, 1902. No. 49056 D.

Lightning Arrester.

Atmospheric Electricity and Lightning
Protectors. Begins a careful review of
the progress made in the study of atmos-
pheric electricity, and the various theories
regarding thunderstorms. 3800 w. Engng
—May 30, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
48656 A.

The Function of Shunt and Series Re-
sistance in Lightning Arresters. Percy H.
Thomas. A description of a method of
enabling an arrester to suppress the arc

which tends to follow a simultaneous dis-

charge to ground from two legs of a cir-

cuit. 5500 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec
Engrs—June 18, 1902. No. 49055 D.

Protection of Electric Plants from At-
mospheric Discharges (Schutz Elektrisch-

er Anlagen gegen Atmospharische Ent-
ladung). A description of the Gola light-

ning arrester, used in Italy. 2000 w.
Elektrotech Zeitschr—May 22, 1902. No.
48941 B.

Long-Distance,

The Cauveri Falls Electrical Power
Transmission. An illustrated account of a

long-distance transmission scheme, by
which the power of these falls in Mysore,
will be applied to driving mining machin-
ery in the Kolar goldfields, nearly lOO

miles away. 3000 w. Engr, Lond—June 6,

1902. No. /f8778 A.

Polyphase Circuits.

An Experiment with Single-Phase Alter-

nators on Polyphase Circuits. C. O. Mail-
loux. Report of an experiment at Phoenix,

Arizona. April 7, 1902, demonstrating the

possibility of using single-phase alternat-

ors to produce two-phase, three-phase, and
direct currents. 3200 w. Trans Am Inst

of Elec Engrs—June 20 1902. No. 49-

048 D.

Protection.

Protection of Long Distance Transmis-
sion Lines. F. A. C. Perrine. Read before

the Nat. Elec. Lgt. Assn. Calls attention

to means for giving the best possible
protection, while admittiro^ the imperfec-
tions. 1600 w. Elec, N Y—^June 4, 1902.
No. 48627.

MISCELLANY.

Education.

Concerning Uniformity in the Electrical
Engineering Courses in the United States.
Dr. Samuel Sheldon. Discusses the selec-
tion of the curricula, gives a table show-
ing the maximum, the minimum and the
average time devoted to various subjects
iU various institutions, and the aims of
technical education. 1400 w. Trans Am
Inst of Elec Engrs—June 21, 1902. No.
49044 D.

Presidential Address. Charles P. Stein-
metz. A short outline of the writer's views
of an electrical engineering course. 2000 w.
Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs—June 21,
1902. No. 49046 D.

The Education of the Elecrical Engineer.
H. W. Buck. Discusses the training
needed. 1300 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec
Engrs—June 21, 1902. No. 4904^ D.

Electric Shocks.

Electric Shocks at 500 Volts. Alexan-
ded P. Trotter. A record of experiments
and a discussion of the conditions under
which shocks of 500 volts are devoid of
danger. The subject is divided into three

parts. (i) The physiological and elec-

trical conditions; (2) the dangers con-
nected with trolley wires ; (3) the dangers
of third rails of electric railways. 3700 w.
Aust Min Stand—April 24, May i, 1902.

Serial. 2 parts. No. 48642 B.

Finances.

Massachusetts Electrical System in 1901.

Alton D. Adams. A review of the finances

of the electric lighting companies. 2300
w. Elec Wld & Engr—June 7, 1902. No.

Legislation.

Electricitv and Legislation. The first of

a series of articles proposing to show what
has been the effect of legislation on the

development of commercial electricity in

England. 2500 w. Engr, Lond—May 30,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 48663 A.

Military Service.

Civilian Co-operation in the Develop-
ment of Electrical Devices for Military

Purposes. Caryl D. Haskins. An appeal

for closer co-operation between civilian

electrical eno-ineers and the army and navy,

indicating fields where they might be of

service. 1200 w. Trans Am Inst of Elec
Engrs—May 28, 1902. No. 48881 D.

See also Electrical Engineering, Com-
munication.

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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Administration.

Some Results of American Gas-Works
Administration. Discussions of American
methods and the present situation of the

industry. 2000 w. Jour Gas Lgt—May
20, 1902. No. 48486 A.

Bench Fuels.

Experience with Bench Fuels. W. A.
Baehr. Read at meeting of the Western
Gas Assn. An account of a series of ex-

periments in Denver with the object of

finding a suitable bench fuel to replace

coke. Also discussion. 111. 5300 w. Pro
Age—June 2, 1902. No. 48493.

By-Product Ovens.

Cheap Gas and Fuel Without Smoke.
Alton D. Adams. Describes the results ob-
tained in gas and coke production by by-
product ovens at Everett, Mass. 2700 w.
Mines & Min—June 1902. No. 48673 C.

Condensation.

The Condensation of Coal Gas. Harold
G. Colman. Views of the writer derived
from a study of the literature of the ques-
tion and his own experiments. 3000 w.
Jour Gas Lgt—June 3, 1902. No. 48736 A.

Gas Coals.

Analytical Valuation of Gas Coals. Par-
ticulars from a paper lay G. P. Lishman,
read at London meeting of Inst, of Min.
Engrs. Discusses the difficulties attending
the testing of gas coal, and explaining the
writer's svstem. 1700 w. Jour Gas Lgt

—

June 3, 1902. No. 48737 A.

Gas Oils.

Beaumont Oil for Gas Making. John H.
Fitzgerald. Paper and discussion before
the Western Gas Assn. Favorable report
of its gas making qualities, with analysis.

4800 w. Am Gas Lgt Jour—June 9, 1902.
No. 48695.

The Constitution of Gas Oils. Raymond
Ross and J. P. Leather. Reports investi-
gations made of the four principal oils on
the market, viz., Russian. American, Bor-
neo and Texas. 4000 w. Gas Wld

—

June 7, 1902. No. 48768 A.

The Prospects of the Gas Oil Trade. A
statement based upon the best and latest

information relating to the petroleum
fields from which p-as oils are drawn. 2200
w. Jour Gas Lgt—June ^. 1902. No. 48-

734 A.

High Pressure.

Distributing Gas at High Pressure.
George F. Goodnow. Read at meeting of
Western Gas Assn. Gives a comparison
showing the uses to which a high pressure
system may be put. General discussion.

2500 w. Am Gas Lgt Jour—June 23, 1902.

No. 49006.

Distributing Gas at High Pressure. Ex-
tracts from the discussion on F. H. Shel-
ton's paper at meeting of the Ohio Gas
Lgt. Assn., in which Dr. Pole's formula
was questioned. 3500 w. Gas Wld—May
24, 1902. No. 48477 A.

Hong Kong.

Hong Kong and Its Gas Works. A. J.

Kennedy. An illustrated description of

the works of the Hong Kong and China
Gas Co., 2300 w. Gas Wld—May 24, 1902.

No. 4S478 A.

Legal Relations.

The Lep^al Relations Between Gas Sup-
ply Undertakings and Consumers. The
first of a series of articles summarizing
the various sections of the several Acts of

Parliament which bear upon the legal rela-

tions existing between a gas undertaking
and a consumer. 3000 w. Jour Gas Lgt

—

June 3, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 48-

7?>2 A.

Meters.

Inspection of Gas Meters. Alton D. Ad-
ams. Reports the requirements in the state

of Massachusetts, and gives the records of
meters tested by the State inspector. 1000
w. Sci Am—May 31, 1902. No. 48533.

Purifiers.

Current Purifier Practice, and a New
Form of Construction. F. H. Shelton.
Paper before the Western Gas Assn.
Briefly reviews purifier construction prac-
tice in the United States, and describes an
easily made form that under some condi-
tions will reduce the expense of construc-
tion about one-half. 111. 6500 w. Am
Gas Lgt Jour—June 9, 1902. No. 48696.

Reconstruction.

From Old Conditions to New at the
Walsall Gas Works. An illustrated de-
scription of extensive improvements in

these works, which have a maximum out-
nut of 2.^4 million cubic feet of gas per
day. 4000 w. Jour Gas Lgt—May 29, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. A^^7 A.

Retort-Houses.

Retort-Houses for Inclined Retort Set-
tings and Their Development. Edward
Drory. An account of experiments and
illustrated description of the Getschiver
Strasse Gas Works, and the Mariendorf
Retort-House, Berlin. 2 plates. 3200 w.
Jour Gas Lgt—June 3, 1902. No. 48735 A.

Water Gas.

Water Gas Manufacture in Theory and
Practice. Dr. J. Kramers. Abstract trans-

We supply copies of these articles. See page S09.
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lation of a communication published last May 20, 1902.
year in Het Gas. 2500 w. Jour Gas Lgt— 488 A.

Serial, ist part. No. 48-

INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY

Commerce.

Commercial Expansion. Mr. James J.

Hill on the development of the United
States, and the influence of the Lake Su-
perior iron country. 4400 w. Marine
Rev—June 12, 1902. No. 48843.

Dwellings.

Workmen's Dwellings at the Paris Ex-
position of 1900 (Das Arbeiter-Wohn-
ungswesen auf der Weltausstelluns: in Par-
is, 1900). L. Simony. A general discus-

sion of modern dwellings for workmen in

various countries, as indicated by the ex-

hibits at Paris. 6000 w. Zeitschr d Oes-
terr Ing u Arch Ver—Mav 23, 1902. No.
48923 B.

Education.

See Electrical Engineering, Miscellany.

Factory Office.

The Factorv Oi^ce as a Productive De-
partment. Kenneth Falconer. The con-

cluding paper of the series, showing the

close relation and special value of the fac-

tory office to the executive. 3500 w. Engi-
neering Magazine—July, 1902. No. 48-

987 B.

Food Supply.

American Control of England's Food
Supply. J. D. Whelpley. Concerning the

dependence of England upon the United
States for food, giving information of in-

terest concerning the value of meat, grain,

etc., exported, and the causes that have
brought about the present conditions. 4000

w. N Am Rev—June, 1902. No. 48438 D.

Hygiene.

Shop Hygiene and Accident Prevention
(Unfallverhiitung imd Gewerbehygiene).
Dr. W. Heffter. A general discussion of

the proper methods of securing the health

and safety of workmen. Serial. Part I.

2000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing

—

June 7, 1902. No. 48922 D.

Strikes.

Demands of Anthracite Coal Miners.

Analysis of the causes leading to the pres-

ent great strike in the Pennsylvania an-

thracite region. 2200 w. Eng & Min Jour
—May 31, 1902. No. 48512.

Industrial History of the Anthracite Re-
gions. R. W. Raymond. A brief review

of the history of the last forty years, which
furnishes the explanation to many things

in present conditions. 1200 w. Eng &
Min Jour—June 14, 1902. No. 48844.

We supply copies of these

Providence and Pawtucket Railway
Strike. An illustrated account of the
trouble caused by the ten-hour law enacted
by the last Legislature. 1700 w. St Ry
Jour—June 21, 1902. No. 48896 D.

Strikes in the United States. Carroll
D. Wright. Reviews the historv of strikes,

especially those of the last twenty years,
no attempt having been made until 1880
to collect data relative to labor contro-
versies. 4000 w. N Am Rev—^June, 1902.
No. 48436 D.

The Anthracite Strike. R. W. Ray-
mond. Statement of questions of perma-
nent importance relatin"- to this, strike,

some of which will be discussed in later

articles. 1500 w. Eng & Min Jour—June 7,

1902. No. 48676.

Trusts.

How to Curb the Trusts. Henry Michel-
sen. Explains the existing state of affairs

in the United States and considers the na-
tionalization of the railways the remedy.
2800 w. N Am Rev—June, 1902. No.
48437 D.

Mr. Hill on the Railways and the Trusts.
Extracts from an address before the Illin-

ois Manufacturers' Assn., Chicago, by Mr.
J. J. Hill, president of the Great Northern
Ry. Thinks there is safety rather than
danger in the combination of railways.

2500 w. Rv & Eneng Rev—June 7, 1902.

No. 48708.

Wages.

The Inefficiency of the Wattes System.
Discusses the inefficiency of the wages sys-

tem in England and the possibility of im-
proving or superseding it. 2800 w. Jour
Gas Lgt—May 27, 1902. No. 48632 A.

Works Management.

Money Making Management for Work-
shop and Factory. C. U. Carpenter. Mr.
Carpenter's sixth paper treats of the ma-
chining processes and the tool department,
showing the productive advantages of sys-

tem and method. 4000 w. Engineering
Magazine—July, 1902. No. 48986 B.

The Organization of a Workshop (Or-
ganisation des Services d'une Usine).

Jules Simonet. A discussion of the details

of works organization with a complete
scheme for the arrangement and adminis-
tration of a manufacturing establishment.

10,000 w. Revue de Mecanique—May 31,

1902. No. 4891 1 E-|-F.

articles. See page 809.
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Armor.

Artillery versus Armor. Tabular report,

illustrations and editorial relating: to the

fact recently demonstrated, that armor
plate manufactured according to the latest

process, has been defeated bv modern guns
and projectiles. 350O w. Engng—May
30, IQ02. No. 48658 A.

Barges.

Large Wooden Barges. Illustrated de-

scription of two big barges bein'^ built at

Taunton, Mass. 700 w. Marine Engng

—

June, 1902. No. 48559 C.

Battleships.

Louis Nixon on the Battleship of the

Future. Extracts from a recent article

concerning the things that may affect the

types of battleships. 2500 w. ^larine Rev
—June 19, 1902. No. 48897.

Boilers.

See Mechanical Engineering. Steam En-
gineering.

Cruisers.

The Steam Trials of H. M. S. "Levia-
than." Gives particulars of the vessel and
equipment with report of trials. 1200 w.
Engng—May 23, 1902. No. 48464 A.

Docking.

The Docking of Battleships. M. As-
aoka. Paper read at meeting of the Soc.

of Nav. Archts. of Japan. Gives an out-

line description of the different operations.

Interesting because of the comparison pos-

sible between Japanese and English meth-
ods. 2000 w. Engng—June 13, 1902. No.
48874 A.

Experimental Tank.

Equipment for Experimental Work on
Resistance and Propulsion of Ships In-

stalled at the Hydraulic Laboratory of
Cornell University. W. F. Durand. Illus-

trates and describes the equipment thus
far installed, stating its purpose. 2800 w.
Marine Engng—June, 1902. No. 48554 C.
The Machinery of the Model Testing

Tank of the U. S. Navy Department.
Waldon Fawcett. An illustrated detailed
description of this interesting machinery.
3000 w. Mod Mach—June, 1902. No.
48583.
The Proposed Experimental Tank for

Testing Ship Models for Resistance. Gives
an outline of the method of investigation
by models, as devised by Mr. William
Froude, and brief illustrated description
of the tank at Washington. 2200 w. Na-
ture—June 5, 1902. No. 48762 A.

Freighter.

Large American Freighter. Illustration,

with description of the Alaskan, a vessel of
8671 tons, now on her way from the Pa-
cihc to the Atlantic. 1300 w. Naut Gaz—
June 19, 1902. No. 48898.

Launch,

Launch with Daimler Motor for the
British War Office. Illustrated descrip-
tion of a launch built for the British War
Office, intended for use in towing targets

to and from their stations during artillery

practice. 7oo w. Engng—May 23, 1902.

No. 48462 A.

Monitors.

Early British Double-Turreted Moni-
tors. Illustration, with an account of how
these vessels, intended for the Confederate
States during the Civil War, became the
property of the British Government. 500
w. Sci Am—June 14, ^902. No. 48753.

Naval Warfare.

Recent Scientific Developments and the
Future of Naval Warfare. William
Laird Clowes. An address before the Inst,

of Nav. Archts. Discusses submarines,
water-tube boilers, gunnery, etc., and the
importance of the trained personnel. 2800
w. Sci Am Sup—June 7, 1902. ino. 48622.

Oil Engines.

The Application of Oil Engines to Light
Marine Work. C. C. Longridge. Dis-

cusses the advantages and defects of oil

motors for marine work, reversing motors,
gears and propellers, bi-unial propellers,

range of horse-power, etc. 2500 w. Engng
—May 23. 1902, No. 48459 A.

Propeller Shafts.

Investigations upon the Dynamic Con-
ditions in Propeller Shafts (Neue Unter-
suchungen iiber die Dynamischen Vor-
gange in den Wellenleitungen von Schiffs-

maschinen). H. Frahm. Describing ap-

paratus and methods employed for the ex-
perimental record of torsional vibrations

in propeller shafts. Serial. Part I. 3000
w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—May
31, 1902. No. 48916 D.

Repairing.

The Repairinp- of the Steamship Etru-

ria. From some unknown cause the ves-

sel lost her rudder, rudder-post, propeller

and the external portion of the propeller

shaft in mid-ocean. By the use of pneu-
matic power the repairs were executed in

about two weeks. Illustrated description

of the work, iioo w. Engr, Lond

—

^June

6, 1902. No. 48779 A.

Rolling.

The Rolling of Ships (Roulis sur

Houle). H. Chaigneau. A mathematical

JVe supply copies of these articles. See page
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study of the stresses upon the hulls of
ships under the rolling action of waves.
Two articles. 7500 w. Revue Technique
—May 25, June 10, 1902. No. 48907
each D.

Shipbuilding.

A Comparison of Specifications for
Shipbuilding Material. E. Schroedter.
Abstract of a paper read before the Inter-

national Shipbuilding Congress at Diissel-

dorf. A comparison between the condi-
tions in Germany and Great Britain. 2000
w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev—June 13, 1902.

No. 48879 A.

Shiobuilding in the United States. Alex-
ander R. Smith. Introduction to the
Census Report on Shipbuilding with con-
tinuation of last week's article. 3200 w.
Naut Gaz—May 29, 1902. Serial. No.
48491.

Shipyards.

Shipyard Draughting Rooms. Theodore
Lucas. An account of the work done
there : the general designing of the ves-

sels and machinery, recording, etc. 2500
vv. Naut Gaz—June 19, 1902. No. 48899.

Steamboat,

New Passenger Steamboat. Illustration

with description of the William G. Payne,
the latest addition of the Long Island
Sound fleet, built for service between New
York and Bridgeport. 2500 w. Naut Gaz
—June 5, 1902. No. 48635.

Steamers.

Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad Passen-

ger Steamer Virginia. Illustrated detailed
description of a twin-screw passenger boat
of about 700 tons displacement. 2300 w.
Marine Engng—June, 1902. No. 48553 C.

Stern Wheel River Steamer. An illus-

trated description of the fine steel steamer,
City of Fayetteville, built for service on
the Cape Fear River of North Carolina,
and representing the latest type of shallow
draft river steamers. 600 w. Marine
Engng—June, 1902. No. 48555 C.

Steamship.

The Pacific Mail Steamship Korea.
Charles K. Mallory. Illustrated descrip-
tion of the vessel and its equipment with
report of trial. 5000 w. Jour Am Soc of
Nav Engrs—May, 1902. No. 48439 H.

Wharves.

The North German Lloyd Pier-Sheds,
Hoboken. Illustrated description of the
steel work of the three most important
piers in America, 860 to 908 feet long, and
80 to 90 feet wide. 2900 w. Eng Rec

—

June 21, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 48-
852.

Yachts.

Steam Yacht Oswegatchie. Brief illus-

trated description of a yacht for the lake
region. 900 w. ' Marine Rev—May 29,
1902. No. 48492.
Turbine-Driven Steam Yacht "Taran-

tula." Illustrates and describes a very in-

teresting yacht recently built, which is

propelled by steam-turbine machinery,
and fitted with Yarrow boilers. 3500 w.
Engng—June 6, 1902. No. 48775 A.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

AUTOMOBILES.

Alcohol Motors.

Trials of Alcohol Motors. Discusses
the trials from Beauvais to Paris, and al-

cohol as compared with petrol. 2500 w.
Engr, Lond—May 23, 1902. No. 48467 A.

Alcohol Race.

The Northern Alcohol Race. An ac-

count of this race which proved that al-

cohol could be used with safety for ve-

hicles running at high speeds. 111. 4600
w. Autocar—May 24, 1902. No. 48485 A.

Alcohol Tests.

The French Alcohol Tests (Circuit du
Nord). An account of the racing tests

and the results, and the consumption
trials and results. Also brief notice of the

alcohol exhibition. 3000 w. Auto Jour

—

May ^i, 1902. No. 48641 A.

Burners.

Bunsen and Injector Burners. J. S. V.

Bickford. Experimental investigation of
the class of burners in which the jet of
vapor mixed with air passes through a
length of tube before being ignited. 111.

2500 w. Horseless Age—May 28, 1902.

No. 48519.
Digest of Kerosene Burner Patents. F.

W. Barker. Brief illustrated outlines of
patents treating the subject of vaporizing
kerosene and burning the vapor under a
boiler. 3200 w. Horseless Age—May 28,

1902. No. 48523.

Kerosene Carburettors and Burners. L.

Berger. Illustrates and describes various
carburetters and burners and their prin-

ciples of construction. 1200 w. Horse-
less Age—May 28, 1902. No. 48520.

Petroleum Vapor Burners—General
Principles. J. S. V. Bickford. Aims to

give the principles on which petroleum ap-
paratus may be designed. 111. Horseless
Age—May 28, 1902. No. 48518.
Some Kerosene Burners. Illustrations

We supply copies of these articles. See page Sop.
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and particulars of eight types of burners.
4000 w. Horseless Age—May 28, 1902.
No. 48524.

Carburetters.

Carburetters at the Paris Alcohol Show.
Brief illustrated descriptions of interest-

ing devices. 1200 w. Auto Jour—June 7,

1902. No. 48767 A.

Fuel.

The Fuel Question. Albert L. Clough.
Discusses gasoline and kerosene as fuels

for automobile use. Also editorial. 2800
w. Horseless Age—May 28, 1902. No. 48-

515-

The Physical Properties of Gasoline
and Kerosene. L. Berger. Investigation
of the various properties of the tv^^o fuels.

2700 w. Horseless Age—May 28, 1902.

No. 48517.

Gasoline Carriages.

The Trend of American Gasoline Car-
riage Practice. Albert L. Clough. A re-

view of recent changes and the present
American practice. 2500 w. Horseless
Age—June 11, 1902. No. 48719.

Kerosene.

Kerosene and the Important Factors in

Its Combustion. Harrington Emerson.
Information concerning this product and
its use in engines. 4000 w. Horseless
Age—May 28, 1902. No. 48516.
Kerosene in Exploding Engines.

Charles E. Lucke. The operation of the
explosive kerosene engine is discussed,
the importance of the maintenance of pro-
nortion in the mixture, and the effects of
changes, and typical means proposed and
used for obtaining mixtures of kerosene
and air. 2800 w. Horseless Age—May
28, 1902. No. 48522.

Miscellaneous Methods of Kerosene
Combustion. J. S. V. Bickford. Gives a
description of petroleum blow-pipes, and
of two types of apparatus for applying the
principle of introducing steam in pe-
troleum Bunsen burners, etc. 111. 2200 w.
Horseless Age—May 28, 1902. No. 48521.

Light Carria.p;e.

The Georges Richard Light Carriage.
Illustrates and describes a design present-
ing some interesting peculiarities. 1400
w. Auto Topics—June 21, 1902. No. 48-
851.

Omnibus.

The Fischer Omnibus. Illustrations,
with description of a machine propelled
by a petrol motor but having the power
transmitted to the rear wheels electrically.
Also account of a run. 2500 w. Auto
Jour—June 14, 1902. No. 48864 A.

Petrol Cars.

The Humber 8 and 12-h. p. Petrol Cars.
Illustrated detailed description of two
different sized cars of a new type. 2800

w. Auto Jour—June 14, 1902. Serial, ist
part. No. 48863 A.

Prussia.

Automobilism in Prussia. Concerning
the motor carriage exposition at Berlin,
giving general description, and discussing
nrogress made. 2000 w. U S Cons Repts
No. 1377—June 26, 1902. No. 49032 D.

Racing Car.

The Baker Electric Racing Automobile.
Illustrated description of the electric

racer that was the cause of a serious ac-
cident at the Staten Island speed trials.

800 w. Sci Am—June 14, 1902. No. 48-

755.

Storage Batteries.

The Possibilities for a Light Weight
Storage Battery. A. L. Marsh. Points
out some theoretical considerations which
may throw a little light on this problem so
important to the electric automobile indus-
try. 2500 w. Elec Wld & Engr—June 7.

1902. No. 48685.

Touring Cars.

Touring Car Bodies. Leon Auscher.
Read before the Automobile Congress at

Dijon. Considers the touring vehicle with
seats for three to five persons. 111. 2400
w. Horseless Age—June 11, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 48721.

Trials.

Bexhill Speed Trials. An illustrated

account of these trials which recently took
place at Bexhill-on-Sea, in England. 7000
w. Auto Jour—May 24, 1902. No. 48-

484 A.

HYDRAULICS.

Air Compressor.

The Hydraulic Air Compressor at Nor-
wich, Conn. Herbert M. Knight. An
illustrated description of this installation

for the compression of air by what is

known as the "Taylor System." 2800 w.
Eng News—June 12, 1902. No. 4871 1.

Flow.

Measurement of Flow of Water in

Pipes. Edward S. Cole. Describes a

method devised for economically measur-
'ng the flow of water in nipes. by the use
of the Pitot tube. Also a description of

the photo-pitometer for recording the de-

flections. 111. 1600 w. Sib Jour of Engng
—May, 1902. No. 48832 C.

See Civil Engineering, Canals, Rivers
and Harbors.

Pumping.

Pneumatic Pumping Appliances. W. C.

Popplewell. The present article gives an
illustrated description of various types

of disnlacement pumps. 2200 w. Mech
Engr—June 14, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 48862 A.
See Mining and Metallurgy, Mining.

We supply copies of these articles. See page Sog.
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Rudder Boom.

The Rudder Boom. Halbert Powers
Gillette. Describes this device, which has

been applied to the diverting of the drift-

wood from the intake of the pipe at Sno-
qualmie Falls power plant, and calls atten-

tion to other uses that may be made of it.

1500 w. Eng News—June 12, 1902. No.
48712.

Turbines.

The Action of Water in Free Jet Tur-
bines (Ueber die Wirkungsweise des

Wassers in Laufradern der Freistrahl-

turbinen). Arthur Budau. An examina-
tion of the influence of the motion of a

turbine wheel upon the flow of water
through the buckets. 5000 w. Zeitschr d

Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver—May 30, 1902.

No. 48924 B.

Turbine Test.

Brake Tests on a New American Tur-
bine (Bremsversuche an einer New Amer-
ican Turbine). A comparative test by
Professor Pfarr of Darmstadt, with data

of trials made in the flume at Holyoke,
Mass. 3000 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutsche:
Ing—June 7, 1902. No. 48921 D.

Water Power.

Large Water Power Plants. Gives facts

concerning important plants now erected

or building. 1600 w. Mach, N Y—June,

1902. No. 48629.

MACHINE WORKS AND FOUNDRIES.
Accounting.

Foundry Accounting. J. G. Stewart.

Examines in detail methods of keeping
records and remarks on the importance of

knowing accurately the cost of work, etc.

5000 w. Jour Am Found Assn—June,

1902. No. 48805.

Bearings.

Anti-Friction Bearings. Henry R.

Lordly. Gives facts relating to this sub-

ject obtained in an investigation lasting

nearly one year. 111. 5200 w. Trans
Assn of Civ Engrs of Cornell Univ— 1902.

No. 48599 F.

Brass.

Brass Melting. Charles Vickers. Sug-
gestions for economical melting with re-

marks on troubles and their remedies.
1 100 w. Jour Am Found Assn—June,

1902. No. 48803.

Brass Foundry.

The New Brass Foundry of the Chi-
cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway
Companv, Chicago. Illustrated detailed

description. 2200 w. Foundry—June, 1902.

No. 48497.

Castings.

Foundry Tests and Malleable Iron Cast-
ings in the United States. Information in

response to inquiries as to matters of de-

tail, brought out by a series of articles re-

cently published in this paper. 2400 w.
Engr, .Lond—May 23, 1902. No. 48472 A.

Scrap Metal Castings. Walter J. May.
Suggestions for the use of scrap, the sort-

ing, treatment, etc. 2400 w. Prac Engr

—

June 13 1902. No. 48861 A.

Chains.

The Strathern Weldless Chain Manu-
facture. An illustrated description of the

machine and process of manufacture. 3000

w. Prac Engr—May 23, 1902. No. 48-

481 A.

Cores.

Cores and Core Arbors. Edward B..

Gilmour. Discusses the making of cores

and core arbors, the best practice, kind of

material, etc. 111. 2000 w. Jour Am
Found Assn—June, 1902. No. 48808.

Cost-Keeping.

Cost Keeping and Wage Systems of the

Stillwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Co. De-
scriptive articles outlining the system of

the purchasing department. 2300 w. Ir

Trd Rev—June 5, 1902. No. 48563-
' Foundry ^..osts. R. C. Cunningham. Sug-

gestions for improvin<T the output and

diminishing the costs, by supplying need-

ed tools, careful over-sight, etc. 1700 w.

Jour Am Found Assn—June, 1902. No.

48801.

Cranes.

Notes on Crane Design. A. D. Wil-

liams. Discusses the loads, stresses, strams,

bending moment, etc., and the types in

use. 2400 w. Am Mach—June 12, 1902.

iNO. 48725.

The Giant Crane at Bremerhaven. Illus-

trated description of the crane built for

the Kaiser dock in Germanv. 800 w. Sci

Am Sup—May 31, 1902. No. 48536.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-

plications.

Cupolas.

The Effect of Melting Steel with Iron

in the Cupola. H. E. Diller. Tabulated

results of tests made to determine the best

proportion of steel to use, and^to trace the

connection between the percentage of to-

tal carbon and the tensile strength. 800 w.

Jour Am Found Assn—June, 1902. No.

The Metallurgy of the Cupola. H. E.

Field. A stud^' of the effects of meltmg

upon iron, and upon the metalloids there-

in contained. 4000 w. Jour Am Found

Assn—June, 1902. No. 48800.

Dies.

A Punching, Drawing and Forming Die.

Illustrates and describes a die in constant

use in a small brass factory, doing work

at the rate of 12,000 to 15,000 nieces in

nine hours, iioo w. Am Mach—May
29, 1902. No. 48501.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 809.
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Drawings.

Average Drawing Room Practice. C.

E. Coolidge. Gives questions sertt out by
Prof. Barr, of Sibley College, and the re-

plies received, with a view of forming an
average system. 1600 w. Am Mach

—

June 19, 1902. No. 49005,

Economy.

Economy. P. R. Ramp. Calls atten-

tion to things that cause waste, and to

false economy often practiced. 1400 w.

Jour Am Found Assn—June, 1902. No.

Engineering Works.

Detroit Steel Car Works of the Ameri-
can Car & Foundry Company. Illustrated

description and information concerning
this recently completed plant. 2300 w. R
R Gaz—June 13, 1902. No. 48738.

The Emlyn Engineering Works. Illus-

trated detailed description of the works at

Gloucester, England and their equipment.
Repairs and renewal work are carried on,

and the manufacture of mortar mills, steam
winches, travelling jib cranes, etc. 900 w.
Engr, Lond—May 30, 1902. No. 48664 A.

The German Niles Tool Works, Berlin.

Begins an illustrated detailed description
of these interesting works, where Ameri-
can and German systems of engineering
are combined. 5600 w. Engn?—May 30,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 48655 A.
The General Scheme of the New Mil-

waukee Plant of the Allis-Chalmers Com-
pany. Illustrates and describes the lead-
ing features of the general scheme of one
of the finest plants for machine building.

2000 w. Am Mach—June 12, 1902. No.
48724.

The Structural Steel Car Company.
Brief description of the works at Canton,
Ohio, and of the cars made. 2000 w. R
R Gaz—June 13, 1902. No. 487^6.
The Tool Equipment of French Loco-

motive Shops. Information from the
"Official Journal of the French Republic"
concerning their superannuated tools. 2200
w. Am Mach—May 29, 1902. No. 48502.

Factory Ofi&ce.

See Industrial Economy.

Forgings.

Forgings for Engines. H. F. J. Porter.
Read before the Engine Builders' Assn.
Considers the steel-forging industry, the
operations, annealing, chanp^es in metal,
crank shafts, hollow forgings, engine fit-

tings, etc. 4500 w. Ir Trd Rev—May
29 1902. No. 48503.
The .Oil-Tempering of Mild-Steel Forg-

ings. Thomas Burt. Read before the
Shanghai Soc of Engrs & Archts. A re-

port of tests showing the marked improve-
ment of the steel by oil-tempering, and
general discussion of the subject. 3400 w.
Engng—June 13, 1902. No. 48875 A.

Hoisting.

Hoisting Machinery (Die Hebezeuge).
Ad. Ernst. A deschiption of the cranes
and other hoisting machinery shown at the
Diisseldorf exposition. Serial. Part I.

2500 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing

—

May 24, 1902. No. 48913 D.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Machine Tools.

Some Yorkshire Machine Tools. Illus-

trates and describes representative tools

of some nine separate firms. 10900 w.
Engr, Lond (Sup)—June 13, 1902. No.
48876 A.

Molding.

The Molding Machine Flasks. S. H.
Stupekoff. The importance of good flasks

and flask pins is discussed. 1400 w. Jour
Am Found Assn—June, 1902. No. 48810.

The Moljiing Machine. S. H. Stupa-
kofif. Jigs. Describes in detail the pre-
paring of pattern plates and patterns for

plate molding, giving drawings. 2500 w.
Jour Am Found Assn—June, 1902. No.
48807.

Production.

Some Methods of Increasing Foundry
Production. David Reid. Describes
methods tried and proved successful. 1500
w. Jour Am Found Assn—June, 1902. No.
48804.

Reamers.

Hardening Long Reamers. E. i<.

Markham. An explanation of the method
used by the writer with good results. 1800
w. Am Mach—May 29, 1902. No. 48500.

Repetition Work.

The Advantage of Working to Patterns
and Gauges. Walter J. May. Calls at-

tention to the advantages derived from the

use of carefully made patterns and gauges
in all cases where repetition work is likely

to occur, especially in the foundry and
smithy. 2000 w. Prac Engr—May 30, 1902.

No. 48638 A.

Shop Practice.

Some Points in Shop Practice from the

Cincinnati Milling Machine Company. Il-

lustrated description of methods of inter-

est. 2500 w. Am Mtch—June 19. 1902.

T\o. 49004.

Shop Tools.

Shop Tools and Rigs. James A.
Murphy. Calls attention to the economy
of having properly equipped shops, well

designed tools, etc., giving illustrated de-

scription of useful tools. 1500 w. Jour
Am Found Assn—June, 1902. No. 48802.

Specifications.

Specifications for Steel Forgings and
Steel Castings. William B. Webster. Of-

We supply copies of these articles. See page Sop.
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fers these specifications for discussion.

Gives table from Mr. C. H. Ridsdale's
paper, and in appendix, the Standard Speci-
fications for Steel Forgings and Castings.
2200 w. Trans Am Inst of Min Engrs

—

May, 1902. No. 48825 C.

Speed Control.

Mechanical Speed Changing Devices.
Driving Machine Tools from Constant
Speed Motors. H. M. Palmer, G. E. Flan-
agan and others. A discussion of these
subjects. 4200 w. Pro Engrs' Soc of W
Penn—May, 1902. No. 48839 D.

Turning.

The Flat Drill as a Turning Tool. F.

W. Shaw. Describes the use of the flat

drill as a turning tool, illustrating the

methods for straight and circular work.
2500 w. Am Mach—^June 5, 1902. No.
48562.

Tools.

Machine Tools (Die Werkzeugmaschi-
nen). H. Fischer. A detailed review of

the various machine tools shown at the

Diisseldorf exposition. Serial. Part i.

2500 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing

—

June 7, 1902. No. 48919 D.

"Works Management.

See Industrial Economy.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION.

Cast Iron.

Cast Iron. Percy Longmuir. Reviews
the constituent elements and their effect

on the quality and the purpose to which
the iron is adapted. 2800 w. Jour Am
Found Assn—June. 1902. No. 4881 1.

The Constitution of Cast Iron, with Re-
marks on Current Opinions Concerning It.

H. M. Howe. A discussion of this paper
presented at the Richmond meeting. 2500
w. Trans Am Inst of Mm Engrs—Feb.
1901. No. 48818 D.

Hardness.

Brinell's Method of Determining Hard-
ness (Methode de M. Brinell pour la De-
termination de la Durete des Corps). A
discussion of the report of Axel Wahl-
berg upon Brinell's method of determin-
ing hardness by the penetration of a steel

ball under pressure. 3000 w. Revue
Techniaue—June 10, 1902. No. 48908 D.

Lubricants.

Graphite Lubrication. Hugh D. Meier.
Discusses various lubricants and gives tab-

ulated results of a test made by Prof. R.
H. Thurston. 1000 w. Horseless Age

—

June II, 1902. No. 48722.

Piping.

Piping Materials for Steam Plants. John
B. Berryman. Gives the results of a se-

ries of tests, principally covering the field

of hio'h pressure steam piping. 3300 w. Ir

Trd Rev—May 29, 1902. No. 48504.

Rubber.

Recovered Rubber. Information con-
cerning this material. 1800 w. Engng^
May 23, 1902. No. 48460 A.

Testing Machine.

A Belt and Pulley Testing Machine. C.
^I. Allen. Describes a machine used in
the engineering laboratory of the Worces-
ter Polytechnic Institute for making a se-
ries of comparative pulley tests, iioo w.
R R Gaz—June 6, 1902. No. 48614.

MEASUREMENT.
Estimating.

Estimation of Weight and Volume. J.
G. A. Meyer. Gives simple methods of
finding the weights and volumes of irreg-
ular bodies. 1500 w. Mach, N Y—June,
1902. No. 48631.

Flexure.

The Determination of Unit Stresses in
the General Case of Flexure. L. J. John-
son. Calls attention to methods by which
the distribution of stress can be deter-
mined for any case of flexure in a straight
bar. Gives fully worked numerical ex-
amples. 8500 w. Jour Assn of Engng
Socs—May, 1902. No. 48893 C.

Stresses.

Stress in Chain Links. G. A. Gooden-
ough. Gives results of an analytical in-
vestigation of the stresses in oval links,
outlining the method used. 1800 w. Tech-
nograph. No. 16—1901-2. No. 48449 D.

Vibrations.

Torsional Vibrations of Shafts. L.
Giimbel. Read before the Inst, of Naval
Archts. A mathematical demonstration
of the application of Fourier's theorem to
the study of torsional vibrations of shafts
of marine engines. 4200 w. Jour Am
Soc of Nav Engrs—May, 1902. No. 48-

441 H.

PO"WER AND TRANSMISSION.
Air Compressors.

Tj'pes of Foreign Air Compressors. J.
Walter Pearse. Illustrates and describes
t3^pes from a number of foreign plants.

4000 w. Compressed air—June, 1902. No.
48891

Belt-Drive.

Belt Drive for Shafts at Right Angles.
Forrest R. Jones. Illustrates and describes
a graphical method of laying out a rever-
sible, three-pulley drive. 4400 w. Mach,
N Y—June, 1902. No. 48630.

Gearing.

Paper and Iron Friction Gearing. Ed-
ward C. de Wolfe. Information concern-
ing the DOwer, applications and service
peculiarities, with diagrams to facilitate

computations, and directions for their
use. 2200 w. Am Mach—May 29, 1902.
No. 48499.

Wc suffly copies of these articles. See page S09.
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Pulleys.

Comparative Tests of Plain and Para
Pneumatic Pulleys. H. Diederichs. Re-
ports a series of tests made in the me-
chanical laboratory of Sibley College. 700
w. Sib Jour of Engng—June, 1902. No.

4883s c.

Safety Devices.

Protection of Light Shafts and Safety

Devices in Connection with Lift Doors
and Controlling Gears. Henry C. Walker.
An illustrated article considering the cases

most frequently met, and the form of

safety appliance best to adopt in each

case. 2500 w. Prac Engr—May 23, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 48479 A.

Stage Mechanism.

Mechanical Engineering at the Royal
Opera House, London. Illustrates and
describes the stage mechanism and the-

atre engineering work. 2000 w. Mech
Engr—June 7, 1902. No. 48763 A.

SPECIAL MOTORS.

Alcohol Motors.

See Mechanical Engineering, Automo-
biles.

Diesel Motor.

The New Diesel Engine. Illustrated

description of a new 30-B. H. P. Diesel oil

engine and its operation. 3500 w. Engr,

Lond—May 30, 1902. Serial, ist part,

o. 48465 A.

Gas Engines.

Recent Developments in the Gas En-
gine. T. Hudson Beare. Lecture to the

Graduates' Assn. of the Inst, of Mech.
Engrs. Considers the improvements since

18^ in detail, and their eifects. 4500 w.
Engng—May 23, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 48465 A.

The Development of Large Gas En-
gines (De Opkomst der Groote Gasmo-
toren). Chr. MuUer. A discussion of the

advantages of the large gas engine, sup-
plied with producer gas, as adapted to

the industries of Holland. 3000 w. De
Ingenieur—May 3, 1902. No. 48968 D.

Gasoline Engines.

Care and Management of the Marine
Gasoline Engine. E. W. Roberts. De-
scribes briefly the two types in use for

marine purposes, the points bearing upon
efficient working, ignition, exhaust, etc., in

the present article. 2000 w. Marine
Engnp-—June, 1902. Serial. 1st part.

No. 48560 C.

Gas vs. Steam.

Gas vs. Steam Engines. Albert Strit-

matter. Discusses information given on
this subject in recently published articles.

1700 w. Am Mfr—May 29, 1902. No.
48494.

Ignition.

Electric Ignition. Donald M. Bliss.

Remarks on the methods of ignition for
gasoline motors and their merits, and the
care needed in their use. 1200 w. Marine
Engng—June. 1902. No. 48558 C.

Oil Engine.

See Marine Engineering.

Piston Rings.

Piston Rings of Explosive Engines

—

Two Methods of Manufacture. Hugh
D. Meier. Describes methods of manu-
facture that will give perfect piston rings.

111. 1600 w. Horseless Age—June 18,

1902. No. 49001.
Piston Rings in Gas Engine Construc-

tion. J. Edward Baldwin. Reports si

series of tests made on the effect of va-
rious degrees of compression and various
mixtures. 900 w. Horseless Age—June
II, 1901. No. 48720.

STEAM ENGINEERING.

Boiler Explosion.

The Penberthy Boiler Explosion. R.
C. Caroenter. An account of the inves-
tigations which led to the discovery of

the cause of this disastrous explosion in

Detroit, Mich. 1200 w. Sib Jour of
Engng—May, 1902. No. 48830 C.

Boiler Settings.

Brick Settings for Steam Boilers. From
Building News. Calls attention to de-

tails of importance in the flues, settings,

foundations, design, etc. 1600 w. Prac
Engr—May 23, 1902. No. 48482 A.

Boilers.

A Defense of the Niclausse Boiler. J.

& A. Niclausse. A statement correcting

errors published in an earlier article con-
cerning these boilers. 2800 w. Jour Am
Soc of Nav Engrs—May. 1902. No. 48-

443 H.
Rational Design of Locomotive Boilers.

D. Van Alstine. Calls attention to im-
portant points in the design of locomotive
boilers. 700 w. Am Engr & R R Jour

—

June, 1902. No. 48573 C.

Review of Water-Tube Boilers Now
Used for Marine Purposes, with a Com-
parative Reference to the Ordinary Cy-
lindrical Type. Ernest N. Janson. De-
scriptive review, comparison and conclu-

sions. 7000 w. Jour Am Soc of Nav Engrs
—May, 1902. No. 48440 H.
Water-Tube Boiler for J^ocomotives.

An illustrated description of a boiler of

the locomotive type, with modifications,

in use on the London and South Western
Ry., England. Also describes spark-pre-

venting apparatus. 2200 w. Engng

—

May 30, 1902. No. 48657 A.
Water-Tube Boiler Installations of the

World's Navies. Compiled by Charles W.
Dyson. A collection of all data concern-

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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ing water-tube boilers that have been pub-
lished, arranged in tabular form for ref-

erence. 2500 w. Jour Am Soc of Na\r
Engrs—May, 1902. No. 48444 H.

Corrosion.

Corrosion of Boiler Tubes. Prepared
from a report made by Lieut. W. H.
Chambers of a series of tests made to as-

certain the relative corrodibility of lap-

welded Bessemer steel, lap-welded iron,

seamless cold-drawn steel and seamless
hot-drawn steel boiler tubes. 4000 w. 111.

Jour Am Soc of Nav Engrs—May, 1902.

No. 48445 H.

Engine Frames.

Stresses in Vertical Engine Frames
(Die Ermittlung der Spannungen in den
Standern Stehender Dampfmaschinen).
G. Schwarz. An analytical and graphical

discussion of the stresses in the frame-
work of vertical engines of the marine
type. 3000 w. .Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher
Ing—May 17, 1902. No. 48926 D.

Engines.

A Comoarison of Five Types of En-
gines. W. E. Dalby. Read before the

Inst of Naval Archts. A comparison with
respect to their inertia forces and couples,

their increases in weight due to the addi-

tion of balance weights and the variations

of turning moment on their crank shafts.

4000 w. Mech Engr—May 31, 1902. No.
48639 ^-.

Experiments on a Steam Engine.
Bryan Donkin. An account of experi-

ments made to test an engine in working
conditions, while varving within certain

limits the speed, power, pressure of steam,

and amount of vacuum, and to determine
the effect on the consumption and economy
of the engine. 2800 w. Engr, Lond

—

May 23. 1Q02. No. 48469 A.

Growth and Development of the Steam
Engine. Prof. A. W. Richter. Lecture
delivered at the Buttermakers' Assn. Il-

lustrated historical review. 4500 w. Wis
Engr—May, 1902. No. 48588 D.

On the Determination of the Irregu-

larity Factor of Engines. Dr. Rudolf
Franke. A -^aper read before the Verband
Deutscher Elektrotechnicker at Dresden.
Translated from the Elektrotechnische
Zeitschrift. Considers the disturbances to

which the irregularity gives rise, the

methods for determining the degree of ir-

regularity and the meaning of this term
to the electrical engineer. 2200 w. Elec
Rev, Lond—Mav 30, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 48645 A.

Engine Test.

Investigations upon a 1000 H. P. Tan-
dem Compound Engine (Untersuchung
einer Tandem-Verbundmaschine von 1000
PS.) M. Schroter. Data and results

of a test upon a Sulzer engine, using satu-

We supply copies of these articles

rated and superheated steam. A steam
consumption of 11.3 pounds per h. p. hour
is shown. Serial. Part i. 3000 w. I

plate. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing

—

May 31, 1902. No. 48917 D.

Feed Water.

The Purification of Feed Water. From
the report of C. E. Stromeyer to the Man-
chester Steam Users' Assn. dealing with
results of an examination into the
results obtained in practical working
with various types of purifiers for feed
water. Also his remarks on the clean-

ing of boilers worked without purifiers.

6500 w. Sci Am Sup—May 31, 1902. No.
48537.

Firing.

Rational Boiler Firing (Rationelle Kes-
selfeuerungen). F. Krull. Referring es-

pecially to internally fired boilers showing
the advantages of the admission of air

at the bridge wall. 3000 w. Zeitschr d
Oesterr Ing u Arch Ver—May 16, 1902.

No. 48932 B.

Heating.

Low Pressure Steam and Warm Water
Heating from the Same Boiler (Nieder-
druckdampf und Warmwasserheizung von
einem und demselben Kessel aus). H.
Heider. With diagram showing the con-
nections to radiators and returns to boiler.

1000 w. I plate. Gesundheits-Ingenieur

—

May 31, 1902. No. 48934 B.

Liquid Fuel.

Liquid Fuel—Boiler Firing with Oil.

James W. Warren and H. T. Edgar. On
the advantages of liquid over solid fuel

for steam generating, method of burning,

etc. 2200 w. Elec Rev, N Y—June 21,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 49007.

Oil as Fuel. Data from New Orleans,

Mobile and other cities regarding the util-

ity and efficiencv of Beaumont oil as fuel

in street railway power stations. Consid-
ers the saving secured and the oil-burn-

ing apparatus. 5800 w. St Ry Rev

—

June 20, 1902. No. 49021 C.

Packing.

Steam Engine Packing. A. McSwiney.
Abstract of a paper read before the Birm-
ingham Assn. of Mech. Engrs. Discusses

the various classes of packings and their

influence on this economy of the engine.

111. 5500 w. Mech Engr—May 31, 1902.

No. 48640 A.

Piping.

Feed Water Mains and Branches. Il-

lustrates and describes several arrange-

ments, discussing their advantages. 1800

w. Power—June, 1902. No. 48509 C.

Powdered Fuel.

Pulverized Fuel for Power Plants. F.

G. Gasche. Stating the advantages of pul-

verizing low grade fuels, and giving ex-

See page 809.
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perimental results. 2500 w. R R Gaz

—

June 20, 1902. No. 49036.

Steam.

Steam : An article suggested by Mr.
Stromeyer's paper on "Distortion of Boil-

ers due to Overheating." Considers the
existing state of the theory of the forma-
tion and nature of steam. 4800 w. Engr,
Lond—May 30, 1902. No. 48660 A.

Steam Consumption.

The Estimation of the Steam Consump-
tion of Engines. Explains methods of
determining the quantity of steam re-

quired to develop any given horse-power.
1800 w. Prac Engr—Mav 23, 1902. Se-
rial, ist part. No. 48483 A.

Steam Heating.

A Time Limit and Dry Walls Necessary
in Testing a Heating Plant. John Gormly.
Read at meeting of the Am. Soc. of Heat.
& Ven. Engrs. A report of data obtained
while making heating tests in a new build-

ing. HOC w. Met Work—June 21, 1902.

No. 48880.

Heatinp a xMew York Residence. Illus-

trated description of the steam heating
plant, mainly indirect, in a large house.
1700 w. Eng Rec—June 14, 1902. No.
48795-

The Pleating of a New York Turkish-
Russian Bath Establishment. Illustrated

description of a plant, noteworthy for the
filtration of the water from the swim-
ming pool and its subsequent use in needle
baths and laundry. 1500 w. Eng Rec

—

June 21, 1902. No. 48856.

Warming and Ventilation as Available
for Public Buildings. Read at London
meeting of the Inst, of Heat. & Ven.
Engrs. Discusses the motive power used
and the requirements of various classes of
public buildings. 3300 w. Plumb & Dec
—June 2, 1902. No. 48729 A.

Steam Turbine.

A Study of the New de Laval Steam
Turbine (Etude Generale du Rendement
des Nouvelles Turbines de Laval). M.
Delaporte. A mathematical discussion of
the discharge of steam and its action upon
the buckets of the steam turbine. Se-
rial. Part I. 4000 w. Revue de Mecan-
ique—May 31, 1902. No. 48912 E+F.
Notes on the Parsons Steam Turbine

(Mitteilungen iiber Parsons-Dampfturbi-
nen). With especial reference to the Par-
sons turbine as built by Brown, Boveri &
Co. for use in Switzerland. Two articles,

2500 w. Schweizerische Bauzeitung

—

May 31, June 7, 1902. No. 48952 each B.

Stoking.

The Economy of Mechanical Stoking.
W. W. Christie. Mr. Christie's first pa-
per describes the leading types of mechan-
ical stokers in actual use in Europe and
America, with the principles of their oper-

ation. 3500 w. Engineering Magazine

—

July, 1902. No. 48984 B.

Superheating.

The Heating Value of Superheated
Steam (Zur Frage des Warmewertes des
Ueberhitzten Wasserdampfes). C. Bach.
Derivation of formulas for the computa-
tion of the heating power of steam super-
heated to various temperatures. 1000 w.
Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—May 17,

1902. No. 48927 D.

The Schmidt System of Superheating
Steam. Illustrated description. 2200 w.
Elec Engr, Lond—June 13, 1902. No. 48-

867 A.

See Railway Engineering, Motive
Power.

Valve Gears.

Beam Engine Valve Gears. Theodore
Lucas. Calls attention to the remarkable
accuracy and perfection of the steam dis-

tribution of the American beam engine,

by a form of valve gear remarkably free

from possibilities of derangement. 111.

2200 w. Marine Engng—June, 1902. No.
48557 c.

MISCELLANY.

Aeronautics.

Aerial Navigation : the Progressive De-
velopment of Air Ships. Carl E. Myers.
Reviews the early history of aerial navi-

gation, tracing the progress and giving il-

lustrated descriptions of various machines.
Also describes the rain fall experiments,
and gives other interesting information.

5500 w. Sib Jour of Engng—June, 1902.

No. 48833 C.

Air-Ships and Flying-Machines. A.
Santos Dumont. The author's views on
the superiority of the air-ship to the fiy-

ing-machine, and on the subject of aero-
nautics in general. 3400 w. N Am Rev

—

June, 1902. No. 48435 D.

The Severe Air Ship Catastrophe. An
account of the accident in Paris, which re-

sulted in the death of the Brazilian in-

ventor Severo and his aid, Mr. Sache.

1300 w. Sci Am—June 7, 1902. No. 48616.

Flow.

A Discussion of Ledoux' & Unwin's
Formulae for the Flow of Air in Pipes,

with Special Reference to Heating and
Ventilating. H. Diederichs. 1300 w. Sib

Jour of Engng—May, 1902. No. 48829 C.

High Temperatures.

The Law of Stefan and the Measure-
ment of High Temperatures (La Mesure
des Temperatures Elevees et la Loi de

Stefan). M. Eery. Describing a method
of determining high temperatures by the

elevation in temperature of a body ex-

posed to radiant heat. 1200 w. Compte-
Rendus—April 28, 1902. No. 48965 D.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 8og.
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Liquid Air.

D'Arsonval on Liquid Air. An account
of the interesting conference before the
Societe des Electriciens upon preparation
and properties of liquid air, and the ex-
periments shown. 1700 w. Sci Am Sup

—

June 14, 1902. No. 48757.

Refrigeration.

Recent Refrigerating Plants in Ger-
many (Nouvelles Installations Refriger-
antes pour Brasseries en Allemagne). De-
scribing the plants of the breweries at Oh-
lig, Nuremberg, Dortmund and Bruns-
wick. 1800 w. I plate. Genie Civil—May
24, 1902. No. 48902 D.

Refrio-eration and Refrigerating Mix-
tures (Kaltemischungen und Kalteerzeug-
ung). M. Grellert. A comparison of the
relative advantages of refrigerating mix-
tures r.nd refrigerating machinery for

breweries. 2500 w. Gesundheits Ingen-
ieur—May 31, 1902. No. 48933 B.

Water as a Refrigerating Agent. F. E.
Mathews. Compares the evaporation of
ammonia to that of water, giving table of
comparative properties, etc. 2200 w. Ice
& Refrig—June, 1902. No. 48582 C.

Seismograph.

Earthquake Recorders in America. De-
scribes the instrument at Baltimore, and
the records made oy it. 500 w. Sci Am

—

June 7, 1902. No. 48619.

Ventilation.

The Ventilating of Domestic Dwell-
ings. E. W. Mayner. Read at London
meeting of the Inst, of Heat. & Ven. Engrs.
How to obtain the best results. Discus-
sion follows. 4500 w. Plumb & Dec

—

June 2, 1902. No. 48728 A.

MINING AND METALLURGY

COAL AND COKE.

Briquetting.

The Fuel Briquetting Industry in the

United States. William G. Irwin. On
the importance of utilizing waste coal and
the methods employed, the practice in Eu-
rope and America, cause of early failures

and recent prop'ress. 5300 w. Ir Age

—

June 19 1902. No. 49000.

Canada.

Alberta Territory, Canada. Coal Fields

on Crow's Nest Pass, Branch of the Can-
adian Pacific Railway. William M. Brew-
er. Describes the two distinct coal fields

of this region, the development, extent,

quality of coal, etc. 1600 w. Eng & Mm
Jour—May 31, 1902. No. 48513.

Coal Industry.

Development of the Coal Industry. Wil-
liam Gilbert Irwin. Reviews the history

of this industry, the improvements in

mininp- methods, the railway development
due to this industry, the coking industry,

etc. 2500 w. Gunton's Mag—June, 1902.

No. 48431.

Coal Properties.

Legislation and Ownership of Coal Prop-
erties. Daniel Jones. Abstract of a pa-

per before the South Staffordshire and
East Worcestershire Inst, of Min Engrs.

Discusses what legislation is needed to

enable the nation to avail itself of the coal

supplies existing under numberless small

properties. 2700 w. Col Guard—June 6,

1902. No. 48771 A.

Coal-Washing.

The Campbell Coal-Washing Table.

Clarence R. Claghorn. An illustrated de-

scription of an American washer, iioo
w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev—^June 6, 1902.

No. 48783 A.

Faults.

Overthrust Faults in the Somerset Coal-
field. Abstract of paper by F. A. Steart,

and of the discussion. Describes the dis-

turbance and gives conclusions drawn
from the study. 1500 w. Col Guard

—

May 30, 1902. No. 48653 A.

Illinois Coals.

The Coals of Illinois ; Their Chemical
Analysis and Calorific Value. S. W. Parr.
A comoilation of accumulated informa-
tion arrans^ed for reference. 1600 w.
Technograph, No. 16—1901-2. No. 48-

451 D.

Inspection.

Coal Mines Inspection in 1901. A re-

port of the Midland district. 1800 w. Col
Guard—May 23. 1902. No. 48457 A.
Coal Mines Inspection in 1901. A re-

port of the Newcastle district concerning
persons employed, output, accidents, etc.

1600 w. Col. Guard—May 30, 1902. No.
4S652 A.

Japan.

Notes on the Takasima Coal Mines, Na-
gasaki, Japan. E. W. Nardin. Read be-

fore the Australian Inst, of Min. Engrs.
Describes the occurrence and working of

these coal seams, which comprise four
islands near the entrance to Nagasaki har-
bor. 111. 1300 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev

—

June 13, 1902. No. 48878 A.

Peat.

The Utilization of Peat as Fuel. De-
scribes a recently developed process for

We supply copies of these articles. See page 809.
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the making of peat coke, patented by Os-

car Daube, and known as the "Economic
Carbonization Process." 111. 2000 w. Eng
News—June 12, 1902. No. 48714.

Prospecting.

Prospecting for Coal in the Western

States. Prof. Arthur Lakes. Points of

resemblance and points of difference be-

tween he western and eastern coal fields.

2500 w. Mines & Min—June, 1902. No.

48672 C.

COPPER.

Assay.

The Cyanide Assay for Copper. Harry
Huntington Miller. A discussion by Ed-

ward Keller of this paper which was pre-

sented at the Mexican meeting. 9000 w.

Trans Am Inst of Min Engrs—Nov., 1901.

No. 48822.

The Litharge Process of Assaying Cop-
per-Bearing Ores and Products, and the

Method of Calculating Charges. Walter

G. Perkins. Describes this method which

has been severely tested and has never

failed hitherto, in the assay of any ore or

product to which it has been applied,

though it may not be universally applic-

able. 1600 w. Trans Am Inst of Min
Engrs—Nov., 1901. No. 48824 C.

New Brunswick.

Copper Production in New Brunswick.

An illustrated account of this promising

mining industry near Dorchester. 1200

w. Can Min Rev—May 31, 1902. No.

48542 B.

Northern California.

The Copper Region of Northern Califor-

nia. J. S. Diller. Read before the Geo-
logical Soc. of Washington. An account

of this region, which ranks fourth in im-
portance in the copper-producin«T regions

of the United States and of its ore depos-

its. 2500 w. Eng & Min Jour—June 21,

1902. No. 49025.

Ziervogel Process.

The Reactions of the Ziervogel Process
and Their Temperature Limits. Robert
Henry Bradford. Investigations of this

process for extracting silver from copper
mattes, to determine the conditions most
favoraljle to the formation and those which
cause the decomposition of the sulphates

of iron, copper and silver respectively;

and to finding out if these processes might
not be made much easier by adding
ferrous or cupric sulphate or an alkaline

sulphate. 10200 w. Trans Am Inst of

Min Engrs—Feb. and May, 1902. No.
48812 D.

GOLD AND SILVER.

Amalgamation.

The Patio Process for Amalgamation of

Silver-Ores. Manuel Valerio Ortega.
Notes offered as a contribution to the

discovery of an exact theory concerning

the patio nrocess. 3500 w. Trans Am
Inst of Min Engrs—Nov., 1901. No. 48-

817 D.

Arizona.

Gold Deposits of Arizona. Joseph
Hyde Pratt. Concerning the recent ad-

vance in the development of gold min-
ing properties. Map. 1700 w. Eng &
Min Jour—June 7, 1902. No. 48678.

Bendigo.

Gold Milling Practice at Bendigo. H.
C. Boydell. Gives the main features of

local gold milling practice, pointing out
in what respects it differs from other
large mining camps. 2500 w. Aust Min
Stand—April 17, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 48628 B.

Brazilian Ores.

Notes on Brazilian Gold-Ores. Or-
ville A. Derby. Describes features of spe-

cial interest for students of the genesis of
ore deposits. 2200 w. Trans Am Inst of

Min Engrs—Feb. and May, 1901. No.
48819 D.

British Columbia.

The Present Position and the Potential-
ities of Mining in the Dry-Ore Belt of
the Slocan District. W. D. McGregor.
Information concerning these ores, con-
sidering them very promising. Map. 2500
w. B. C. Min Rec—June, 1902. No. 48-

761 B.

Cupelling.

The Losses of Silver in Cupelling with
Varying Amounts of Lead and Silver. W.
H. Kauttman. Reports results obtained
in series of experiments made to deter-
mine losses. 600 w. Eng & Min Jour

—

June 14, 1902. No. 48845.

Dawson.

Conditions in Dawson. Information
concerning transportation, mining, etc.

2200 w. U S Cons Repts, No. 1365—June
12, 1902. No. 48600 D.

Idaho.

The Geology of Thunder Mountain and
Central Idaho. Robert Bell. An outline
of the geology and topography of the re-

gion and the easiest means of access to

this new gold field. 3000 w. Eng & Min
Jour—June 7, 1902. No. 48677.

Klondike.

Gold Mining in Klondike. Prof. Hen-
ry A. Miers. Descriptive of the country,
methods of mining, cost of living, etc.

qooo w. Pop Sci M—July, 1902. No.
49060 C.

Madagascar.

The Development of the Gold Deposits
of Madagascar (Exploitation des Gise-
ments Auriferes a Madagascar). H.
Peres. Discussing the geology of the

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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Madagascar placers and the present meth-
ods by which they are worked. 8000 w.
Mem Soc Ing Civ de France—April, 1902.

No. 48910 G.

Nome.
Mining Conditions in the Nome Region,

Alaska. Arthur J. Collier. The de-

creased nroduction and the causes are dis-

cussed. 700 w. Eng & Min Jour—May
31. 1902. No. 48514.
The Gold Sands of Cape Nome. A. L.

Queneau. A fully illustrated description

of the beach at Cape Nome, showing the

methods of working the auriferous sand.

3500 w. Engineering Magazine—July,

1902. No. 48982 B.

Placers.

Placer Mining. Nelson Blount. De-
scribes placers and methods of working.
111. 2200 w. Yale Sci M—June, 1902.

No. 48892 C.

Transvaal.

Gold Mining in the Transvaal. South
Africa. John Hays Hammond. (Revised
Edition). Discusses the mining titles,

general features, history and financial con-
ditions, etc., geological features, genesis

of the auriferous banket, milling, treat-

ment, etc. 111. 1300 w. Trans Am Inst

of Min Engrs—Feb., 1901. No. 48828 D.
Gold-Mininor in the Transvaal, South

Africa. John Hays Hammond. A dis-

cussion of this paper contributed by
Thomas Haight Leggett, London, Eng.
4400 w. Trans Am Inst of Min Engrs

—

Feb., 1901. No. 48816 D.
The Transvaal Mines Under the New

Regime. John Hays Hammond. An es-

timate of the probable value of the de-

posits, discussing the economic and min-
ing conditions and probable industrial life

under British rule. 3000 w. Engineering
Magazine—July, 1902. No. 48981 B.

IRON AND STEEL.
Antwerp.

The Antwerp Iron and Steel Works.
Illustrates and describes fine works in the

course of erection, to consist of a blast

furnace plant, a steel works, and a com-
plete roll-train. It will include an iron

and steel foundry, workshops, a large

boiler house, smithy, etc. 3000 w. Ir &
Coal Trds Rev—May 30, 1902. No. 48-

665 A.

Blast Furnaces.

Tests of the New Blast Furnace at A?k-
am. A report of tests made of this fur-

nace which is designed on what are popu-
larly known as "American lines," although
various modifications were introduced to

meet the conditions. 900 w. Ir & Coal
Trds Rev—Tune 6, 1902. No. 48781 A.

Lake Superior.

.The Original Source of the Lake Supe-

rior Iron Ores. J. E. Spurr. An account
of the writer's investigations and the con-
clusions drawn. 5400 w. Am Geol

—

June,
1902. No. 48710 D.

Re-Heating.

The Effect of Re-Heati'— Upon the
Coarse Structure of Over-Heated Steel.

K. Frederik Goransson. States what has
been accomnlished in the study of this

subject and reports personal investiga-

tions. 3000 w. Trans Am Soc of Min
Engrs—Feb. and May, 1902. No. 48826 C.

Rolling Mill,

The New Rolling Mill Plant of the
Dortmund Union (Die Neue Walzwerks-
anlage der Dortmunder Union). H.
Brauns. A very completely illustrated de-
scription of the large reversing mill re-

cently erected at Dortmund. 3000 w. i

plate. Stahl und Eisen—June i. 1902." No.
48954 D.

Slags.

Slag-Constitution. Studied by Means of

the Tri-Axial Diagram with Rectangular
Co-ordinates. Harrison Everett Ashley.
A discussion suggested by Prof. H. M.
Howe's paper, "The Tri-Axial Diagram,"
and Prof. H. O. Hofman's paper, "The
Temperatures at which Certain Ferrous
and Calcic Silicates are Formed in Fu-
sion." 7000 w. Trans Am Inst of Min
Engrs—Nov., 1901. No. 48814 D.

Steel Rails.

A Few Remarks Concerning Steel Rails.

Albert Sauveur. Remarks on paper by Sir

Lowthian Bell concerning strength of

rails. 1 100 w. R R Gaz—June 6, 1902.

No. 48610.

The Present Situation as to Specifica-

tions for Steel Rails. William R. Web-
ster. A detailed statement of the present

situation, showing the work thus far done.

1800 w. Trans Am Inst of Min. Engrs

—

May, 1902. No. 48820.

MINING.

Arizona.

The Tombstone, Arizona, Mining Dis-

trict. John A. Church. A description of

this most puzzling mining district. Maps
and illustrations. 10300 w. Trans Am
Inst of Min Eners—Feb. & Mav, 1902. No.

48813 D.

Auditing.

Auditing a Mining Company's Accounts.

Charles V. Jenkins. On the importance of

an audit, the difiiculties met and methods
applicable. 6000 w. Mines & Min—June,

1902. No. 48670 C.

Bauxite.

Bauxite Mining in Georgia. A. W. Ev-
ans. Description of methods employed in

mining, washing and drying the ores. Al-

so analyses of Georgia and French ores.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 809.
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i'7oo w. jViines & Min—June, 1002. No. 48-

667 C.

Drilling.

Core Drilling with the Davis Calyx
Drill. L. V. Emanuel. Illustrates and
describes this drill and the method of op-
erating. 3500 w. Sch of Mines Qr

—

April, 1902. No. 48840 D.

Exposition.

Mining Appliances at the Diisseldorf
Exposition (Der Bergbau auf der Diis-
seldorfer Ausstellung 1902). H. Hecker.
Illustrating and describing especially the
improved forms of mine hoisting machin-
ery exhibited. 8000 w. 12 plates. Gliick-

auf—May 24, 1902. No. 48958 B.

Explosions.

Safety Lamps and Colliery Explosions.
Reviews reports of recent explosions given
in the Blue-book recently issued, and dis-

cusses the safety lamps used in British
mines. 4200 w. Engr, Lond—May 23,

1902. No. 48468 A.

Explosives.

The Evolution of Mining Explosives.
Gives particulars pointing to the conclu-
sion that the departure from gunpowder
to high explosives is a failure as regards
safety and a loss in the economical work-
ing of coal mines. 2600 w. Col Guard

—

May 23, 1902. No. 48458 A.

Haulage.

Intermediate Side Track for Tail-Rope
Haulage. L. L. Logan, illustrates and
describes a plan as operated at the Slope
mine at Robertsdale, Pa. 800 w. Mines
& Min—June, 1902. No. 48669 C.

See Electrical Engineering Power Ap-
plications.

Hoisting.

Hoisting and Haulage in Mining Opera-
tions—A Description of the Plant on the
Le Roi Mine, Rossland, B. C. Bernard
MacDonald. A description of this plant
and the economies affected by its opera-
tion. 111. 1 1300 w. Can Hin Rev—May
31, 1902. No. 48545 B.

Hoisting Apparatus at the Erdwachs
Mine at Boryslaw (Forderschachtanlage
auf den Erdwachsgruben in Boryslaw;.
A. Lukaszewski. Describing the electric
hoisting plant used at the mines at Bory-
slaw in Galicia, in connection with the
deepening of the shaft. 2500 w. i plate.
Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen

—

June 7, 1902. No. 48956 B.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Steam v. Electrically Driven Winding
Engines. An interesting comparison made
by F. Buschmann. 500 w. Ir & Coal Trds
Rev—May 23, 1902. No. 48473 A.
Winding Engine at Sherwood Colliery.

Illustrated description of a direct-acting

Corliss winding engine. ^1000 w. Ir &
Coal Trds Rev—June 6, 1902. No. 48-
782 A.
Winding Plants for Great Depths.

Hans C. Behr. Read before the Inst, of
Min. & Met., London. Full paper with
illustrations. An investigation of the va-
rious systems proposed. Vertical wind-
ing only is considered. 26000 w. Col
Guard—May 23, 1902. No. 48456 A.

Mexico.

The Geographic and Geologic Features,
and Their Relation to the Mineral Pro-
ducts of Mexico. Robert T. Hill. De-
scribes the four physiographic provinces

;

(i) the Gulf coastal plain; (2) the Cor-
dilleran plateau; (3) the Sonoran

; (4)
the Tehuantepecan province. 5400 w.
Trans Am Inst of Min Engrs—June,
1902. No. 48827 C.

Mining.

Boring, Shaft Sinking and Underground
Work ( Tiefbohrung, Schachtabteufen,
Abbau, und Grubenbetrieb). H. Herbst.
Illustrating and describing the improved
mining methods and apparatus exhibited
at Diisseldorf. 3500 w. 5 plates. Gliick-

auf—June 7, 1902. No. 48960 B.

Mining Machinery.

Mining Machinery of the South Sea
Islands. Brief illustrated descriptions of

odd types of mining devices used by na-
tives. 1300 w. Min Rept—June 12, 1902.

No. 48799.
Steam Driven Mining Machinery (Berg

und Hiittenvverksmaschinen mit Dampf-
betrieb). H. Dubbel. A review of the

motive power machinerv for mining and
metallurgical uses, shown at the Diissel-

dorf exposition. Serial. Part i. 2500 w.
Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—June 7,

1902. No. 48920 D.

Ontario.

Eastern Ontario : A Region of Varied
Mining Industries. Willet G. Miller.

Calling attention to the great variety of

mineral deposits which are being worked
in the eastern part of the Province. Nickel
and copper, gold, iron, arsenic, pyrite, co-

rundum, mica, talc, graphite, feldspar, ce-

ment, etc.. 7300 w. Can Min Rev—May
31, 1902. No. 48544 B.

Ore-Crests.

The Mineral Crest, or the Hydraulic
Level Attained by the Ore-Depositing
Solutions, in Certain Mining Districts of

the Great Salt Lake Basin. Walter P.

Jenney. Describes observed phenomena,
considering conditions attending their for-

mation. 1600 w. Trans Am Soc of Min
Engrs—Feb. and May, 1902. No. 48823 C.

Ore-Deposits.

Problems in the Geology of Ore De-
posits. Prof. J. H. L. Vogt. Discussion

by Walter Harvey Weed, criticizing views

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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in this paper which was presented at the
Richmond meeting. 1200 w. Trans Am
Inst of Min Engrs—Feb., 1901. No.

Pumping.

Centrifugal Pumps for Mine Work.
W. R. Crane. Discusses the service for
which they are adapted, and methods and
principles of construction. 111. 3800 w.
Mines & Min—June, 1902. No. 48671 C.
The Pumping Machinery at the Diissel-

dorf Exposition (Die Wasserhaltungs-
maschinen auf der Diisseldorfer Ausstel-
lung). Dr. H. Hoffmann. Describing
especially the exhibits of mining pumps
and draining- machinery. 3000 w. 8 plates.

Gliickauf—May 31, 1902. No. 48959 B.
See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-

plications.

Rock Drill.

The Francois Rotary Rock Drill. N.
Orban, in Revue Universcllc dcs Mines, de
la Mctallurgie, etc. Describes and illus-

trates the three types employed at the
Werister Collierv in Belgium, iioo w.
Coal Guord—June 13. 1902. No. 48872 A.

Safety Devices.

Safety Devices for Mine Hoists (Sich-
erung des Forderbetriebes durch Beson-
dere Apparate). A. Schliiter. Describing
improved forms of safety brakes and posi-

tion indicators for deep mine hoists. 3000
w. 3 plates. Gliickauf—May 17, 1902.

No. 48957 B.

Safety Lamp.

Hiibner's Benzine Safetv Lamp (Hiib-
ner's Benzin-Sicherheitslampe). H. Ress-
ner. The lamp is provided with a special

device, enabling it to be lighted after clos-

. ing. 1200 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u
Huttenwesen—May 17, 1002. No. 48955 B.

Shaft-Sinking.

Recent Shaft Sinking in Europe by the
Freezing Method. Description of three
shafts, 447, 456 and 787 feet deep, respect-
ively, sunk by means of the Poetsch meth-
od. 1700 w. Eng Rec—June 14, 1902.

No. 48794.

United Kingdom.

Mining Employment, Output and Acci-
dents in 1901. A summary of the general
results of the year as given in the General
Report just issued. 1000 w. Col Guard

—

May 30, 1902. No. 48654 A.

Vancouver.

Notes on the Economic Minerals of
Vancouver Island, B. C. W. F. Best.
The most important economic minerals
are conner, coal and iron, but gold, silver
and other minerals are found. The in-
terior has not yet been explored. 1600 w.
Can Min Rev—May 31, 1902. No. 48543 B.

Veins.

Notes on the Structure of Ore-Bearing
Veins in Mexico. Edward Halse. Illus-
trates and describes some of the charac-
teristics of these veins. 2800 w. Trans
Am Inst of Min Engrs—Nov., 1901. No.
48815 D.

MISCELLANY.
Corundum.

Occurrence and Distribution of Corun-
dum in North Carolina and Georgia. Jos-
eph Hyde Pratt. Abstract from Bulletin
180 of the U. S. Geol. Survey. Illustrated
description of the deposits and information
concerning them. 2500 w. Sci Am Sup

—

June 14, 1902. No. 48756.

Education.

The Education of Mining Engineers,
Surveyors, Metallurgists and Iron Metal-
lurgists in Germany. J. J. Monaghan. A
review of the mining schools and their
courses. 3500 w. Mines & Min—June,
1902. No. 48675 C.

Nickel.

The Mond Process for the Extraction
of Nickel (Le Procede Mond pour I'Ex-
traction du Nickel). Leon Guillet. A
general account of the process with de-
tails of the apparatus. 2000 w. Genie
Civil—May 31, 1902. No. 48905 D.

Petroleum.

A Brief Account of the Petroleum In-
dustry (Korte Aanteekeningen betreffende
Petroleum en de Petroleum-Industrie).
C. L. M. Lambrechtsen Van Ritthem.
Discussing especially the oil wells and
petroleum industry of the Dutch East In-
dies. 6000 w. De Ingenieur—March 22,
1902. No. 48966 D.

Petroleum and Petroleum Vapor. J. H.
Heck. A lecture before the Marine Engrs.
Inst., England. Information concerning
the crude oil and the various products de-
rived from it. and their uses. 3500 w.
Engrs Gaz—June, 1902. No. 48732 A.

RAILWAY ENGINEERING

CONDUCTING TRANSPORTATION. dents. 2500 w. R R Gaz—May 30. 1902.

Accidents.
N°- ^^SS^-

Train Accidents in the United States in Dispatching.

April. Classified list of principal acci- Car Dispatching. An illustrated article

We supply copies of these articles. See page 809.
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giving an outline of the Methods em-
ployed on the Washington, Alexandria,
& Mt. Vernon Ry. Dispatching is done
entirely by telegraph. 2800 w. St Ry
Rev—June 20, 1902. No. 49024 C.

Express Trains.

Between London and Paris.
,
A com-

parison of routes, service, gradients, speed,

etc., of the English and French lines. 111.

2100 w. Transport—June 6, 1902. No.
48765 A.

Railway Accelerations—English and
French. Charles Rous-Marten. Gives
details of improved service on both Eng-
lish and French lines. 2500 w. Engr,
Lond—June 6, 1902. No. 48777 A.

Management.

Railway Management and the Civil En-
gineer. Theodore Voorhees. Lecture be-

fore the College of Civil Engineering.
Suggestions on the relation between the

civil engineer and the railway manage-
ment, giving notes on the general organi-
zation of a railway company. 6000 w.
Trans Assn of Civ Engrs of Cornell Univ—1902. No. 48592 F.

Operation.

Progress Toward Safer Railway Opera-
tion. Editorial discussion of the record of

casualty in the United States for the last

13 years as given in the annual report of

the Interstate Commerce Commission.
1600 W-. Eng News—June 19, 1902. No.
49029.

Resistance.

Train-Resistance. J. A. F. Aspinall. Ex-
tracts from a paper presented before the

(British) Inst, of Civ, Engrs., setting

forth details and results of some very
elaborate experiments to ascertain the re-

sistance of trains. Plate. 5000 w. R R
Gaz—June 20, 1902. No. 49037.

Special Trains.

Express Trains at Four-Minute Inter-

vals on an English Railway. Extract from
an English paper concerning the arrange-
ments for the extra trafific at the celebra-

tion over the coronation of the King. 900
w. Eng News—June 12, 1902. No. 48717.

Statistics.

Ton-Mile Basis for Enp'ine Service Sta-
tistics. Gives a form of locomotive and
car performance sheet devised by Jno. M.
Taylor of the Illinois Central R. R., with
remarks on the completeness in detail, etc.

000 w. Ry & Engng Rev—June 14, 1902.

No. 48847.

Train Service.

The London and Northwestern Com-
pany's Accelerated Train Services. In-

formation concerning imnroved service

between London, Manchester and Liver-
pool, and between Wolverhampton. Bir-

mingham and London. 2500 w. Trans-
port—May 30, 1902. No. 48637 A.

Train Speed.

Concerning the Cost of Train Speed.
Editorial discussion of the importance of
the speed of freight trains, and the chance
for economy. 1400 w. R R Gaz—^June
13. 1902. No. 48749.

Tyrol.

^
The Railway Question in the Northern

Tyrol (Die Nordtirolische Eisenbahn-
frage). Victor Witasek. A review of
present and projected railways in the
northern Tyrol, showing the necessity for
improvement. 4000 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr
Ing u Arch Ver—May 16, 1902. No.
48931 B.

MOTIVE POWER AND EQUIPMENT.
Boilers.

See ^Mechanical Engineering, Steam En-
gineering.

Brakes.

Report of Committee on High Speed
Brakes. Report, with illusrated descrip-
tion of automatic reducing valve and gen-
eral dimension. 13500 w. Cent Ry Club
—May, 1902. No. 48731 C.

Car Design.

The Course in Car Design at Purdue
University. William Forsyth. A descrip-
tion of the course as conducted during the
fall term of 1901. 2400 w. R R Gaz

—

June 13, 1902. No. 48747.

Cars.

Advantages and Disadvantages of
Standard Box Cars. H. H. Perkins dis-

cusses what is regarded as the standard
car, and their loads and handling. Gen-
eral discussion follows. 4000 w. Cent
Ry Club—May, 1902. No. 48730 C.

Combined Tank and Gondola Car. Il-

lustrates and describes a car designed
with the object of providinq- a tank car

which will hold and carry the maximum
weight of liquid, and which when empty
may be utilized as a flat or box car for

transporting freight. 800 w. Ry & Eng
Rev—June 25, 1902. No. 49018.

50-Ton Steel Coal Car (Vanderbilt
Type) ; West Virginia Central & Pitts-

burg Ry. Illustrates and describes the

design and construction of hopper-bottom
coal cars. 800 w. Eng News—June 19,

1902. No. 49031.

Four-Wheelcd Cabin Car. Southwest
System Pennsylvania Lines. Detailed

drawings and description of a recently de-

signed car for freight train crews, making
their quarters more comfortable and com-
modious. 1 100 w. Ry & Engng Rev

—

June 14. 1902. No. 48846.

Modern Car Design. C. A. Seley. Con-
siders the general principles of importance
in this line of engineering. 2000 w. Am
Ener & R R Jour—June, 1902. No.

48574 c.

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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loo.ooo Lbs. Capacity Steel Ore Cars for
the Great Northern Ry. Illustrated de-
tailed description of design from which
300 cars have been ordered. 1800 w. Ry
& Engng Rev—June 14, 1902. No.

Self-Dumping Cars in Railroad Con-
struction. Day Allen Willey. An illus-

trated article on the remarkable work done
by these^cars in the building of railroads.
900 w. Sci Am—June 7, 1902. No. 48618.

60,000 Lbs. Capacity Logging Car, A.
T. & S. F. Ry. System. Illustrated de-
scription of cars built for service in the
lumber districts of Northern Texas. 900
w. Ry & Engng Rev—June 21, 1902. No.
49019.

Continental Practice.

Features of Continental Locomotive
Building. Chas. R. King. Mr. King's
second paper illustrates and discusses very
fully the locomotives of Italy and Austria-

Hungary. 4500 w. Engineering Maga-
zine—July, 1902. No. 48985 B.

Couplers.

A Diagnosis of M. C. B. Coupler De-
fects, Based on Results Obtained in Ser-

vice. R. D. Smith. Gives statistics con-
cerning couplers and their performance,
showing the comparative strength of the

different parts of the mechanism. Gen-
eral discussion follows. 6800 w. W Ry
Club—May 20, 1902. No. 49002 C.

Draft Gears.

Some Modern Draft Gears. Brief il-

lustrated descriptions of various types.

1200 w. R R Gaz—June 13, 1902. No.

48745-

Report of Committee on Draft-Rigging
in Relation to the Whole Cars. Report
and general discussion. 4700 w. W Ry
Club—I\Iay 20, 1902. No. 49003 C.

Road Tests of Spring and Friction Draft

Gears. Remarks on the tests on the Lake
Shore & ]\Iichigan Southern, and the Bes-

semer and Lake Erie, made with a view to

determine the amount of shocks in ordin-

ary service, the amount in rough and ex-

treme service, and the behavior of the two
types of gears. Conclusions from the re-

sults. 2200 w. R R Gaz—June 13,1902.

No. 48741.

Firing.

Locomotive Firing. T. J. Hoskins.

The present article discuss s theoretical

and practical ooints, and the science of

light and heat. 1500 w. Loc Engng—
June, 1902. Serial. ist part. No.

48567 C.

Locomotives.

Atlantic Type Fast Passenger Locomo-
tive. Illustrated detailed description of

Class E2 fast passenger locomotive. 1200

w. Am Engr & R R Jour—June, 1902.

No. 48580 C.

Balancing Locomotives. W. E. Dalby.
A formal proof that the only force acting
to constrain the motion of a balance-
weir'ht in its trochoidal path, passes
through the center of the axle, and there-
fore the balance-weights have no effect on
the crank-axle. 900 w. Engng—June 13,

1902. No. 48873 A.

Baldwin Decapod for the Santa Fe.
Illustrated detailed description of a power-
flu engine for freight service on the moun-
tain division of this roaa. 1700 w. Ry
Age—May 30, 1902. No. 48510.

Building of American Locomotives.
The nresent article deals with the Bald-
win Locomotive Works. 111. 2400 v.
Sci Am—June 7, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 48617.
Competitive Locomotive Types for the

Illinois Central. Illustrates and describes
two designs by Mr. William Renshaw, of
the wide firebox type for passenger ser-

vice. Their performance is to be care-

fully watched to determine which of the
two to adopt for general use. 1500 w.
R R Gaz—June 20, 1902. No. 49033.

Decapod Tandem Freight Locomotive.
Illustrated description of this locomotive
for the A. T. & S. F. R. R. which is sup-

posed to be the most powerful in the world.
600 w. Am Engr & R R Jour—June,

1902. No. 48581 C.

Duplex Tank Locomotive. Illustration

and brief description of a trial locomotive
on the Mallet system for use on French
railways. 500 w. Engr, Lond—May 23,

1902. No. 48470 A.
Good Work of a Tandem Compound.

Report of engine No. 1705 on the Balti-

more & Ohio R. R. 600 w. Loc Engng

—

June, 1902. No. 48565 C.

Large Modern Locomotives—Repairs
and Loading. William Mcintosh. Discusses
these points in their relation to the greatest

economy and the best results. 900 w.
Am Engr & R R Jour—June, 1902. No.
48577 c.

Locomotive Traction Increasers. Ed-
ward Grofstrom. Discussion of the types

recently put into service on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. 1000 w. Am Engr.
& R R Jour—June, 1902. No. 48576 C.

New Locomotive Equipment for the St.

Louis & San Francisco R. R. Illustrated

detailed description of the three types of

engines most recently constructed. 1600

w. Ry & Engng Rev—June 21, 1902.

No. 49016.
New Power for the Frisco System.

_
Il-

lustrates and describes two types of engines
recently built. A consolidation and a 10-

wheel passenger, in which as many cast-

ings and forgings as possible are made
interchangeable. 1000 w. Ry Age—June
13. 1902. No. 48796.

New Suburban Engines of the Central

Railroad of New Jersey. Illustrated de-

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 8og.
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scription of engines of the Prairie type

having features of interest. 1200 w. R R
Gaz—June 20, 1902. No. 49034-

Notes on Some Twentieth Century Lo-
comotives. Charles Rous-Marten. Paper

read before the Soc. of Engrs. Indicates

the writer's opinion of what appear to be

some of the most prominent, interesting

and important features in the locornotive

practice of this century so far as it has

yet gone. 4500 w. Mech Engr—June 7,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 48764 A.

Repairing Locomotives by :3chedule. A
detailed description of the scheme in use

at the Chicago shops of the Chicago &
Northwestern with one of the schedules.

1600 w. R R Gaz—June 13, 1902. No.

48744.

Roumanian Locomotives. Illustrated

description of the standard type of goods
engine for the Roumanian State Railways.

600 w. Engng—June 6, 1902. No.
48774 A.

Should Railroads Design Their Own
Locomotives? F. F. Gaines. Answers
the question in the affirmative (condition-

ally), and discusses details frequently

overlooked by builders. 1600 w. Am
Engr & R R Jour—June, 1902. .^o.

48575 c.

Six-Wheeled Coupled Bar-Frame x^as-

senger Locomotive for the Cape Govern-
ment Railways. Illustrated description,

with two-page plate. 800 w. Engng—May
23, 1902. No. 48463 A.

The Advantages of an Oil Burning Lo-
comotive. G. B. Von Boden. Concern-
ing the arrangements for burning the oil

and methods for successful operating, with
statement of the advantages. 1200 w. Loc
Engng—June, 1902. No. 48569 C.

The Largest Geared Locomotive Yet
Built—El Paso & Rock Island Route.
General view, with description and general
dimensions. 1500 w. Ry & Engng Rev

—

June 14, 1902. No. 48848.
The N. Y. C. Traction Increaser. Illus-

trated description of the mechanism as

given by George S. Hodgins. 2000 w.
Loc Engng—June, 1902. No. 48566 C.

Two-Cylinder Compound Consolidation
for the Wheeling and Lake Erie R. R.
Illustrates and describes an engine de-

signed to burn bituminous coal and for a

working boiler pressure of 200 lbs. looo

w. Ry & Engng Rev—June 7, 1902. No.
48707.

Oil Fuel.

Oil Fuel for Locomotives. Concerning
the application of oil fuel to the Hoosic
Tunnel helping locomotives by the Boston
& Maine Railroad, with the object of
keeping the tunnel clear of smoke from
the coal-burning engines. 1200 w. Am
Engr & R R Jour—June, 1902. No.
48579 c.

Rolling Stock.

Standards for Locomotives and Cars.
Concerning the standardizing of equip-
ment on the "Harriman Lines." 111. 800
w. Am Engr & R R Jour—^June, 1902.

No. 48572 C.

Staybolts.

Staybolt-Breakage. A report kept dur-
ing the year 1901, by a southwestern rail-

road of the breakage of staybolts in order
to determine the influence of the water
on this breakage. Illustrations showing
the location of the broken staybolts. 2000
w. R R Gaz—June 13, 1902. No. 48739.

Superheating.

The Application of Superheated Steam
to Locomotives (Applications de la Vapeur
Surchaufifee aux Locomotives). T. Bar-
bier. Discussing especially the experi-
ments made with the Schmidt System on
locomotives built by Borsig for the Prus-
sian State Railways. 2000 w. i plate.

Genie Civil—May 31, 1902. No. 48904 D.

Superintendence.

The Superintendent of Motive Power
and What Is Expected of Him. A gen-
eral discussion of his responsibilities and
requirements and how best to fit him for

his work. 3400 w. R R Gaz—June 13,

1902. No. 48742.

Wheels.

Cast Iron Wheels Under Heavy Cars.

Information obtained by recent investiga-

tions, confirming the opinion that with
proper materials and design and correct

methods of manufacture the cast-iron

wheel may be made adequate for any ser-

vice now required. 111. 3000 w. R R Gaz
—June 13, 1902. No. 48743.

Some Experience with Special Wheels
in Heavy Service. P. H. Griffin. States
experience of a company having a reputa-

tion for special wheels for exacting ser-

vice, and shows the effect of manganese
in promoting the class of fractures which
have given alarm. 1500 w. R R Gaz

—

June 13, 1902. No. 48748.

NEW PROJECTS.

Asia.

Railroad Development in Asia. Com-
piled by C. T. Mason. Information of

what has already been done, and what it

is proposed to accomplish in India, Asiatic

Russia, Asia Minor, China, and Indo-
China. 1700 w. Sci Am Sup—June 21,

1902. No. 49012.

Borneo.

Railway Enterprise in British North
Borneo. Map with illustrated description

of a recently opened line and account of

the scheme for a trans-Borneo line to

terminate at Cowie Harbor. 1000 w.

Engr, Lond—May 30, 1902, No. 48662 A.

We supply copies of these articles. See page
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Cuba.

Railroads in Cuba. Waldon Fawcett.
An illustrated account of the existing and
prospective lines. 1500 w. Sci Am—May
31, 1902. No. 48535.

The New Cuban Railroad. Waldon
Fawcett. An illustrated account of the
project now being carried out, for the
construction of a complete railroad sys-

tem throughout the length of the island.

1200 w. Loc Engng—June, 1902. No.
48570 C.

Indiana.

A New Railway Between Chicago and
Cincinnati. Illustrated description of a
nearly completed line about 30 miles short-
er than existing routes. 1600 w. Eng
News—June 19, 1902. No. 49028.

Ottoman Empire.

The Persian Gulf Railway. A brief

account of the alternative routes which
have been from time to time put forward,
and their engineering merits and de-

merits. Map. 2400 w. Engng—^June 6,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 48773 A.

Russia.

The Connection of the Central Railway
of Asia with the European Russian System
(Die Verbindung der Mittel-Asiatischen
Eisenbahn mit dem Russisch-Europa-
ischen Eisenbahnnetz). An account of the

new line to connect Tashkent and Oren-
burg and unite the Trans-Caspian system
with Europe. 1000 w. Glasers Annalen

—

June I, 1902. No. 48900 D.

PERMANENT WAY AND FIXTURES.

Curves.

A Problem in Railroad Curves. Mal-
verd A. Howe. Mathematical demonstra-
tion. 700 w. R R Gaz—June 20, 1902.

No. 49038.
Suggestions for a Uniform Practice in

Fixing the Lengths of Spiral Curves.
W. D. Taylor. Gives tables connecting
the degree of curve, amount of superele-

vation, the maximum velocity and lengths

of spiral, with suggestions for making an
economical adiustment. 2000 w. Wis
Ener—May, 1902. No. 48589 D.

Engine House.

New Engine House on the Boston &
Maine at East Cambridge. Illustrated de-

scription. 900 w. R R Gaz—June 13,

1902. No. 48740.

Improvements.

Jacques Cartier Cut-off. John David
Black. Illustrates and describes details of

an improvement made on the Quebec. Lake
St. John railway. 1400 w. Can Engr

—

June, 1902. No. 48634.

Shops.

Lhicago & Northwestern Shop Enlarge-
ments at Chicago, 111. An illustrated

account of the extensive improvements
being made. 1800 w. Ry Age—May 30,

1902. No. 4851 1.

Mexican Central Shops at Aguascali-
entes, Mex. An account of improvements
at this place with description of the new
shops and their equipment. 111. 1000 w.
Ry Age—June 6, 1902. No. 48693.

Michigan Central Shops at Jackson,
Mich. Illustrated description of extensive
improvements being made. 1200 w. Ry
Age—June 20, 1902. No. 49014.

Pennsylvania Division Shops of the N.
Y. C. & H. R. R. R. Gives list of new
installations, and illustrated description
of shops at Oak Grove, Penn., for loco-
motives and freight car repairs. 2500 w.
Rv & Engng Rev—May 31, 1902. No.
48507.

Progress in Locomotive and Car Shop
Plans. Editorial comments on the great
improvement shown in recently built

shops, calling attention to points of inter-

est. 2600 w. R R Gaz—June 20, 1902. No.
49039-

Suggestions Concerning Locomotive
Erecting Shops. C. H. Quereau. Re-
marks presented with the view of stimu-
lating study and investigation. 1200 w.
Am Engr &; R R Jour—June, 1902. No.
48578 C.

The Baring Cross Shops of the St.

Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Rail-

way. Illustrates and describes this new
plant, calling attention to the symmetry
and convenience of the track and building
arrangements. 3000 w. Ry Age—June 13,

1902. No. 48797.
The Cedar Lake Shops of the Minneap-

olis & St. Louis R. R. Illustrated de-
scription of shops of interest because of
their location, and local conditions, and
for their labor-saving devices. 4000 w.
Ry & Engng Rev—June 21, 1902. No.
49017.
The Hannibal Shops of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quinc}' Railroad. Illustrated

detailed description of the recently com-
pleted shops and their equipment. 4300
w. St. Louis Ry Club—May 16, 1902.

No. 48498.
The Roanoke Shops of the Norfolk &

Western. Brief description of extensive
improvements, involving a complete
change in the power plant. 1300 w. R R
Gaz—June 20, 1902. No. 49035.

Signals.

Mechanical Fog Signal Appliance. Il-

lustrates and describes Pindar's apparatus
which places detonators on the rails by
mechanical means. If necessary the de-

tonator may be withdrawn when the en-
gine is within a foot of it. 1000 w. Engr,
London—June 6, 1902. No. 48780 A.

Station.

Passenger Transfer Station at Phila-

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 809.
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delphia, Pennsylvania R. R. Plan and
brief description of improvement of ter-

minal facilities. 500 w. Eng News

—

June 12, 1902. No. 48713.

Steel Ties.

Steel Ties Coming. Remarks on the

growing scarcity of wood, and its dis-

placement by steel, with brief notice of

works being erected for the manufacture
of steel ties on a large scale. 900 w. Loc
Engng—June, 1902. No. 48571 C.

Switch Renewals.

Crossing and Slip Switch Renewals on
the Chicago and Western Indiana R. R.

Illustrates and describes improvements in

certain features of slip switch design, and
the interesting methods pursued in the

work of renewal. 1400 w. Ry & Engng
Rev—May 31, 1902. No. 48506.

Versailles.

The New Line from Paris to Versailles

(Nouvelle Ligne de Paris a Versailles).

A. Dumas. A description of this new sec-

tion of the Western Railway of France,

with especial reference to the construction

of the Meudon tunnel. 4000 w. i plate.

Genie Civil—June 7, 1902. No. 48906 D.

TRAFFIC.

Freight.

Freight Transfer Houses and Consoli-

dation of Picked-Up Freight. Edwin H.
Lea. Gives suggestions which the writer

feels would materially improve the pres-

ent service. 2000 w. R R Gaz—June 20,

1902. No. 49040.
Handling Merchandise Freight on Brit-

ish Railroads. Outlines the conditions of

freight service in Great Britain, and gives

an account of recent changes made at

Crewe by the London & Northwestern Ry.

1500 w. R R Gaz—June 6, 1902. No.
48612.

Railroad Freight Handling in New
York City. Illustrated description of the

system of lightering in New York harbor,

method of handling the cars, etc. 1000 w.

Sci Am—June 14, 1902. No. 48754-
Interstate Commission on the Right to

Route Freight. The conclusions of the
majority opinion, and the dissenting opin-
ion of Chairman Knapp, are given prac-
tically in full, in the cases regarding the
right of carriers to control the routing
of shipments of fruit. 5000 w. Ry Age
—June 6, 1902. No. 48692.

Per Diem.

"Per Diem" Runs Against the First

Snag. Discussing the action of the Bos-
ton & Maine, and New York, New Haven
and Hartford roads concerning the trans-
portation of cotton. 2000 w. Ry Age—

•

June 20, 1902. No. 49013.

Rates.

The Nebraska Maximum Rate Decision.
S. M. Hudson. A study of this decision
concerning the justness of certain rates.

2600 w. Ry Age—June 6, 1902. No.
48694.

MISCELLANY.

Historical Review.

Early History of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western Railroad and Its Loco-
motives. Herbert T. Walker. This road
is a consolidation of a number of short
railroads, and it is proposed to take up
each separately, showmg the growth of the

system from the smallest beginnings, and
also the development of the locomotives.
111. 5200 w. R R Gaz—May 30, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 48530.

Testing Laboratory.

The Relation of a Testing Laboratory to

a Large Railway System. J. C. Thorpe.
An account of the work of a railway lab-

oratory, showing its relation to the rail-

way system, and hence its value. 1600 w.
Technograph—No. 16—1901-2. No. 48447D.

Timber Preserving.

The Timber Preserving Plant of the

Great Northern. Illustrations and infor-

mation concerning one of the largest pre-

serving plants in the countrv. having a

capacity of 4,000 ties a day. Located on
Flat Head Lake, Montana. 1600 w. R R
Gaz—May 30, 1902. No. 48531.

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

STREET RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
Acceleration Tests.

Comparative Acceleration Tests with

Steam Locomotive and Electric Motor
Cars. B. J. Arnold and W. B. Potter. A
report of tests for determining the com-
parison on short-haul suburban passenger

service, in connection with the preparation

of a report on the use of electricity for their

propulsion in the tunnel entrances and

We supply copies of these

terminal in New York City. 111. 2000 w.

Trans Am Inst of Elec Engrs—June 19,

1902. No. 49042 D.

Air Resistance.

Results of Tests for Air Resistance on

the Berlin-Zossen Experimental High
Speed Line. Gives curves showing the re-

lation between air pressure and speed,

with account of tests. 1300 w. St Ry
Jour—June 7, 1902. No. 4855 x D.

articles. See page 809.
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Berlin.

The Berlin Metropolitan Railway (Me-
tropolitain Electrique de Berlin). H. Mar-
tin. Illustrating and describing especially

the power station and the rolling stock of
the Berlin electric railway. 2500 w. i plate.

Genie Civil—May 17, 1902. No. 48928 D.

Brake.

Electric Brakes for Street Railway Cars
(Die Elektrische Bremsung der Strassen-
bahnwagen). M. Miiller. Giving a num-
ber of diagrams showing: the action and
advantages of electric brakes on tramways.
6000 w. Elektrotcch Zeitschr—June 12,

1902. No. 48950 B.

Bridge Connections.

East River Bridges Connecting Line.

Julius Meyer. Extr*;ts from an address
delivered before the Boara of Rapid Tran-
sit Commissioners discussing the require-

ments of this line. 900 w. R R Gaz—June
6, 1902. No. 4861 1.

Connecticut.

Steam, Trolley and Third Rail in Con-
necticut. Clarence Deming. Discusses
problems of electric transportation as

affected by the peculiar conditions of this

state, especially the developments of the

past year. 2100 w. R R Gaz—June 6,

1002. No. 48608.

Electric Traction.

Electric Traction on Roads and Mineral
Railways. W. R. Cooper. Discusses

whether the cost will make it advantageous
to use as a means of transporting from
mines to railroads. 1800 w. Ir & Coal
Trds Rev—June 6, 1902. No. 48785 A.

Mechanical Engineering of an Electric

Railwav. H. P. Quick. A general re-

view of the administrative and mainte-

nance departments of an electric traction

system, based upon the operation of the

transport systems of Boston, Mass. 4000

w. Engineering Magazine—^July, 1902.

No. 48983 B.

The Cost of Electric Traction. Edi-

torial review of a recent paper by Prof.

C. A. Carus-Wilson under the title of

"Electrical Traction on Steam Railways
in Italy." 2500 w. Engng—May 30, 1902.

No. 48659 rx.

Elevated Railroad.

The Elevated Structure of the Atlantic

Avenue Improvement, Brooklyn.. Illus-

trated description of the steel-work de-

signed for the improvements made to re-

move the Long Island Railway tracks from
the surface. 3000 w. Eng Rec—June 17,

1902. No. 48682.

The Elevated Structure of the Atlantic

Avenue Improvements. Discusses _ some
of the peculiar features in the design of

elevated railways in Brooklyn. 1200 w.

Eng Rec—June 14, 1902. No. 48786.

Europe.

Electric Railway Practice on the Con-
tinent of Europe. Heinrich Vellguth. An
illustrated ?rticle giving important infor-
mation relating to the electric railway
practice of Germany, France, Switzerland,
and Holland. 2200 w. St Ry Jour—June
7, 1902. No. 48547 D.

Express Service.

Electric Freight and Express Service for
Eastern Ohio. An illustrated account of
the methods which have proved successful
on the Cleveland and Eastern Rv. 2500
w. St Ry Jour—May 31, 1902. No.
48489 D.

Freight Business.

Freight Business on the Chicago, Har-
vard & Geneva Lake Railway. An illus-
trated article indicating the volume and
kind of business in a farming community
and related matters of interest. 2000 w.
St Ry Jour—June 7, 1902. No. 48550 D.

Handling Crowds.

Handling Traffic at the Inter-State and
West Indian Exposition, Charleston, S. C.,
Jan. I to May 31, 1902. Describes the ar-
rangement made to accommodate the pub-
lic and meet the conditions, and gives a
comparative statement of earnings and
expenses. 111. 3500 w. St Ry Rev—June
20, 1902. No. 49020 C.

High Speed.

The Speed Tests on the Military Rail-
way between Marienfelde and Zossen (Die
Versuchsrfahrten auf der Militareisen-
bahn zwischen Marienfelde und Zossen).
H. Lochner. Data and results of the
trials of September to November, 1901.
Speeds of 130 Kilometres per hour were
attained. Two articles, two plates. 7500
w. Glasers Annalen—May 15, June I,

1902. No. 48929 each D.

Italy.

Electric Traction on Steam Railways
in Italy. Prof. C. A. Carus-Wilson. Read
before the Inst, of Elec. Engrs. An ac-
count written from an economic rather
than from a technical standpoint, of what
is being done toward providing, by means
of electricity, a service of short trains,

running frequently at high speeds, with
some comparisons between the conditions
of railway working in Italy and in Eng-
land. 111. Discussion. 8000 w. Elec.
Engr, Lond^May 30, 1902. Supplement.
No. 48648 A.

Monthly Reports.

The Street Railway Monthly Report.
C. Nesbit Duffy. Suggestions from the

writer's experience and practice as to the
preparation, scope and arrangement of
the monthly report. 3500 w. St Ry Jour
—June 7. 1902. No. 48548 D.

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page
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Mountain Railways.

Light Mountain Railways. George B.

Francis. A compilation of references and
facts covering the location of the infor-

mation, together with a statement re-

garding the gauge, grade, curvature, and
weight of rail on quite a number of ex-
isting railroads. 2500 w. Jour Assn of
Engng Socs—May, 1902. No. 48894 C.

The Electric Road of Berthoud-Thoune,
Switzerland. Describes a mountain line

using the three-phase low-tension elec-

tric current, with illustrated descriptions

of the rolling-stock. 2000 w. Sci Am

—

June 14, 1902. No. 48751.

Oldham.

Oldham. Corporation Electrical Tram-
ways. History and illustrated description

of these recently opened lines. 2500 w.
Elec Engr, Lond—May 30, 1902. No.
48649 A.

Polyphase.

Some Notes on European Practice in

Electric Traction with Three-Phase Al-
ternating Currents. Carl L. De Muralt.
Abstract of a paper before the Am. Inst,

of Elec. Engrs. Gives facts showing the

present standing of polyphase electric

traction, with illustrated description of

motors and car equipments. Also editorial

comment. 7200 w. St Ry Jour—May 31,

1902. No. 48490 D.

Power Facilities.

Increased Power Facilities for the

United Railways & Electric Co., of Balti-

more, Md. Illustrates and describes ex-
tensive improvements being made which
will considerably increase the generating
and distributing capacity. 3300 w. St Ry
Rev—June, 20, 1902. No. 49023 C.

Power Investigations.

Method of Ascertaining by Means of a

Dynamometer Car the Power Required
to Operate the Trains of the New York
Central & Hudson River Railroad Between
Mott Haven Junction and Grand Central
Station, and the Relative Cost of Opera-
tion by Steam, and Electricity. Bion J.

Arnold. Report of the investigation

made. Ills. & records. 6500 w. Trans
Am Inst of Elec Engrs—June 19, 1902.

No. 49041 D.

Railway Motors.

A Study of the Heating of Railway
Motors. A. H. Armstrong. A study of
some of the variables met with and their

influence upon the motive power and sta-

tion output for the higher as well as the

lower speed schedules. 6000 w. Trans
Am Inst of Elec Engrs—June 20, 1902.

No. 49051 D.

Rapid Transit.

Interborough Rapid Transit in New
York City. Editorial discussion of ques-

tions in relation to a complete interbor-
ough system of underground passenger
railways, and the powers of the Rapid
Transit Commission. 2000 w. Eng News
—June 5, 1902. No. 48705.

Signals.

Automatic Block Signals for Electric
Railways. Editorial discussion of the
need of such systems, considering proposed
schemes. 1500 w. St Ry Jour—June 7,

1902. No. 48549 D.

Standard Railways.

Electric Traction and Standard Rail-
ways. E. Huber. Gives details regarding
the experiments made by the Oerlikon
Company, briefly describing the system
and showing its advantages over existing
systems. 3500 w. St Ry Jour—June 7,

1902. No. 48552 D.

Stray Currents.

Electrolysis of Underground Metals.

J. M. Humiston. Explains the action,

cause and means of protection. 111. 4000
w. Pro Age—June 16, 1902. No. 48798.

Street Cars.

The Sanitary Condition of Street Cars
in New York. George A. Soper, in Med-
ical News. The effects of poor ventila-

tion, bacterial condition of the air in cars,

and the condition in tunnels and subways
are discussed, and the need of laws to

prevent overcrowding, spitting, and prop-
er ventilating and warming. 4000 w. Sani-
tarian—June, 1902. No. 48666 D.

Surface Contact.

A New Surface Contact Tramway Sys-
tem. From Le Genie Civil. Brief illus-

trated description of the novel features of

the invention of M. Cruvellier. 1300 w.
Engr, Lond—June 13, 1902. No. 48877 A.
Surface-Contact Electric Traction Sys-

tem (Traction Electrique par Contact
Superficiel). A description of the Cruvel-
lier system in which two insulated con-
ductors are used. 1200 w. Genie Civil

—

May 24, 1902. No. 48903 D.

Tramways.
Doncaster Electric Tramways. History

of the undertaking, with illustrated de-

scription of the equipment, generating
works, etc. 2500 w. Elec Engr, Lond

—

June 6, 1902. No. 48769 A.

Undergrounds.

The Whitechapel and Bow Railway.
Illustrated description of the last of the

London "undergrounds," and an account
of the opening ceremonies. 4000 w. Trans-
port—June 6, 1902. No. 48766 A.

Electric Underground Railways in Lon-
don. A descriptive simimary of the scope

of the new lines, with list dealt with in

the Parliamentary Session of 1902. Map
and report of the Committee proceedings.

4700 w. Elect'n, Lond—June 6, 1902.

No. 48760 A.

We supt^ly copies of these articles. See page Cog.
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Elektrizitat. b-w. Leipzig.

Elektrochemische Zeitschrift. w. Berlin.

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift. w. Berlin.

Elettricita w. Milan.

Engineer, w. London.

Engineer, s-m. Cleveland, U. S. A.

Engineering, w. London.

Engineering and Mining Journal, w. New York.

Engineering Magazine, m. New York & London.

Engineering News. w. New York.

Engineering Record, w. New York.

Eng. Soc. of Western Penn'a. m. Pittsburg, U. S. A.

Fire and Water, w. New York.

Foundry, m. Cleveland, U. S. A.

Gas Engineers' Mag. in. Birmingham.

Gas World, w. London.

Genie Civil, w. Paris.

Gesundheits-Ingenieur. s-m. Munchen.

Giorn. Dei Lav. Pubb. e. d. Str. Ferr. w. Rome.

Glaser's Ann. f. Gewerbe & Bauwesen. s-m. Berlin.

Horseless Age. ?('. New York.

Ice and Refrigeration, m. New York.

111. Zeitsclir, f. Klein u. Strassenbahnen. s-m.

Berlin.

Indian and Eastern Engineer, m. Calcutta.

Ingeneria. b-m. Buenos Ayres.

Ingenieur. w. Hague.

Insurance Engineering, m. New York.

Iron Age. w. New York.

Iron and Coal Trades Review, w. London.

Iron & Steel Trades Journal, w. London.

Iron Trade Review, iv. Cleveland, U. S. A.

Jour. Am. Foundrymen's Assoc, m. New York.

Journal Asso. Eng. Societies, m. Philadelphia.

Journal of Electricity, m. San Francisco.

Journal Franklin Institute, m. Philadelphia.

Journal of Gas Lighting, yu. London.

Journal Royal Inst, of Brit. Arch. s-qr. London.

Journal of Sanitary Institute, qr. London.

Journal of the Society of Arts. w. London.

Journal of U. S. Artillery, b-m. Fort Monroe,U.S.A.

Journal Western Soc. of Eng. b-m. Chicago.

Journal of Worcester Poly. Inst, Worcester, U. S. A.

Locomotive, m. Hartford, U. S. A.

Locomotive Engineering, m. New York.

Machinery, tn. London.

Machinery, m. New York.

Madrid Cientifico. t-m. Madrid.

Marine Engineering, m. New York.

Marine Review, w. Cleveland, U. S. A.

Mem. de la Soc. des Ing. Civils de France, nt. Paris.

Metallographist. qr. Boston.

Metal Worker, w. New York.

Metallurgie. w. Paris.

Minero Mexicano. zv. City of Mexico.

Minerva, w. Rome.

Mines and Minerals, m. Scranton, U. S. A.

Mining and Sci. Press, w. San Francisco.

Mining Journal, w. London
Mining Reporter, w. Denver, U. S. A.

Mitt, aus d Kgl Tech. Versuchsanst. Berlin.

Mittheilungen des Vereines fur die Forderung de«

Local und Strassenbahnwesens. m. Vienna.

Modern Machinery, m. Chicago.

Monatsschr. d Wurtt. Ver. f Baukunde. m. Stutt-

gart.

Moniteur Industriel. w. Paris.

Mouvement Maritime, w. Brussels.

Municipal Engineering, m. Indianapolis, U. S. A.

Municipal Journal and Engineer, m. New York.

National Builder, m. Chicago.

Nature, w. London.

Nautical Gazette, w. New York.

New Zealand Mines Record, m. Wellington.

Nineteenth Century, m. London.

North American Review, m. New York.

Oest.Wochenschr. f. d. Oeff Baudienst. w. Vienna.

Oest. Zeitschr. f. Berg- & Hiittenwesen. w. ^'ienn*.

Ores and Metals, w. Denver, U. S. A.

Plumber and Decorator, m. London.

Popular Science Monthly, tn. New York.

Power, m. New York.

Power Quarterly. New York.

Practical Engineer, w. London.

Pro. Am. Soc. Civil Engineers, m. New York.

Proceedings Engineers' Club. qr. Philadelphia.

Pro. St. Louis R'way Club. tn. St. Louis, U. S. A.

Progressive Age. s-m. New York.

Quarry, tn. London.

Queensland Gov. Mining Jour. m. Brisbane, Aus--
tralia.

Railroad Digest, w. New York.

Railroad Gazette, w. New York.

Railway Age. w. Chicago.

Railway & Engineering Review, w. Chicago.

Review of Reviews, tn. London & New York.

Revista d Obras. Pub. w. Madrid.

Revista Tech. ed Agr. b-m. Catania.

Revista Tech. Ind. tn. Barcelona.

Revue de Mecanique. ni. Paris.

Revue Gen. des Chemins de Fer. m. Paris.

Revue Gen. des Sciences, w. Paris.

Revue Technique, b-m. Paris.

Revue Universelle des Mines, m. Liege.

Rivista Gen. d Ferrovie. w. Florence.

Rivista Marittima. m. Rome.

Sanitary Plumber, s-m. New York.

Schiffbau. s-m. Berlin.

Schweizerische Bauzeitung. w. Ziirich.

Scientific American, w. New York.

Scientific Am. Supplement, w. New York.

Stahl und Eisen. s-m. Dtisseldorf.

Steam Engineering, m. New York.

Stevens' Institute Indicator, qr. Hoboken, U.S.A.

Stone, m. New York.

Street Railway Journal, m. New York.

Street Railway Review, m. Chicago.

Telephone Magazine, tn. Chicago.

Telephony, m. Chicago.

Tijds. V h Kljk. Inst, v Ing. qr. Hague.

Tramway & Railway World, m. London.

Trans. Am. Ins. Electrical Eng. m. New York.

Trans. Am.Ins.of Mining Eng. New York.

Trans. Am. Soc. of Civil Eng. m. New York.

Trans. Am. Soc. of Heat & Ven. Eng. New York.

Trans. Am. Soc. Mech. Engineers. New York.

Trans. Inst, of Engrs. & Shipbuilders in Scotland,

Glasgow.

Transport, w. London.

Western Electrician, w. Chicago.

Wiener Bauindustrie Zeitung. w. Vienna.

Yacht, w. Paris.

Zeitschr. d. Oest. Ing. u. Arch. Ver. w. Vienna.

Zeitschr. d. Ver. Deutscher Ing. w. Berlin.

Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie. w. Halle a. S.
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ders, home and foreign, should be made payable to The Engineering Magazine.

Alternating-Cuffent Apparatus.

Alternating Current Machines: Being
the Second Volume of Dynamo Electric

Machinery ; Its Construction, Design and
Operation. By Samuel Sheldon, A. M.,
Ph. D., and Hobart Mason, B. S., E. E.
Size, 5 in. by 7^ in.; pp. IV, 259; figures,

184. Price, $2.50. New York: D. Van
Nostrand Company. London : Crosby,
Lockwood & Son.
This book, like its companion volume

on direct-current machines, is primarily
intended as a text-book for use in tech-

nical educational institutions. It will also

be of use, however, to engineers who are
not perfectly familiar with the subject of
alternating currents, but whose work
leads them into this field, and it is further-

more intended for those who are studying
bv themselves and who have acquired
some proficiency in mathematics. The
first four chapters contain a clear treat-

ment of the theory of alternating currents.

The next four are devoted to the con-
struction, principle of operation and be-

havior of the various types of alternating

current apparatus. Another chanter treats

of power transmission, and the last gives

directions for making a variety of tests

on alternating current circuits and appar-
atus. The book is well illustrated and has
an index, and is altogether a very good
work, combining, in a happy degree, con-
ciseness with comprehensiveness.

Balancing of Engines.

The Balancing of Engines. By W. E.
Dalby, M. A., B. Sc. Size, 5H in. by

8J/2 in.
; pp. XI, 283 ; figures, 173. Price,

los. 6d. New York : Longmans, Green
and Co. London : Edward Arnold.
The main object of this book is to de-

velop a semi-graphical method which may
be consistently used to attack problems
connected with the balancing of the in-

ertia forces arising from the relative mo-
tion of the narts of an engine or machine.
But the author, who has made other im-
portant contributions to the subject of
engine balancing, does much more than
this, and after a general treatment of the

theory of balancing, discusses its special

applications to locomotives and marine en-
gines, and also takes up the question of
the vibrations of the supports and, par-
ticularly, of the hulls of ships. Only very

slight reference is made to D. W. Taylor,
of the Construction Corps, U. S. Navy,
who has done so much original work in
this field, and the system which he was
probablv the first to describe is here called
the "Yarrow-Schlick-Tweedy." Consid-
ered on the whole, however, the present
work is a most timely and notable one on
a subject which is assuming greater and
greater importance, and it will undoubted-
ly prove very useful to the designer and
engineer.

Cost-Keeping.

The Cost of Production. By Charles

J. Watts. Size, 5 in. by 7^4 in.; pp. 64;
figures, 21. Price, $1.00. Muskegon,
Mich., and Chicago: The Shaw-Walker
Company.
This is a neat, well-made, paper-covered

book describing and illustrating a card
cost system, which, while free from all the
intricate problems of a balance-ledger sys-

tem, furnishes information suflfi;ciently ac-

curate for all practical purposes. It will

enable the progressive manufacturer to

determine his own costs absolutelv as
well as to point out to his superintendent
an'"- weakness existing in the operation of
the factory, and so provide for a speedy
reduction of excessive expense in the cost

of manufacture.

Heating and Ventilation.

Steam Heating and Ventilation. By
William S. Monroe, M. E. Size. 5^ in.

by 9/4 in.; pp. 150; figures, 89. Price,

$2.00. New York: The Engineering Rec-
ord.

The chapters comprising this book were
originally written as a series of articles for

The Engineering Record and have been
somewhat revised for their present form.
It has been the aim of the author to pre-

sent brieflv the theoretical considerations

involved in the design of heating and ven-
tilating plants, and to compile the best of

the large array of empirical formulae and
data in a way that will be of value to those
interested in the current practice of the art.

In this design he has succeeded remark-
ably well, and his work will be most use-

ful to heating and ventilating engineers,

as well as instructive to the general pub-
I'c which has such a vital concern in the

matter.
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Iron Industry.

Jahrbuch fiir das Eisenhiittenwesen.
(Erganzung zu "Stahl und Eisen.") Ed-
ited by Otto Vogel, for the "Verein deut-
scher Eisenhiittenleute." Size, 6 in. by
9^ in. ; pp. XVI, 460 ; figures, 77. Price,

10 marks ($2.50). Diisseldorf : August
Bagel.
This first volume of an "Annual for the

Iron Industry," covering the year 1900,

is issued to supplement the semi-monthly
journal "Stahl und Eisen" and "Gemein-
fassliche Darstellung des Eisenhiitten-

wesens," the publications of the "Verein
deutscher Eisenhiittenleute," the leading
German metallurgical society. This an-
nual gives a systematic account of the
progress in all branches of the iron and
steel industry for the year, there being
about 1,800 abstracts and references gath-
ered from no journals printed in eight
different languages. The divisions of the
book conclude an historical introduction,
fuels, ores, processes of manufacture, de-
scriptions of works, properties of iron and
steel, alloys, testing of materials, etc., and
an index to authors, as well as a compre-
hensive general index add greatly to the
convenience of a very serviceable and val-
uable work.

Mathematics.

On the Study and Difficulties of Math-
ematics. By Augustus De Morgan. Ed-
ited by Thomas J. McCormack. Size. 5
in. by 7^ in.; pp. 288; figures, 13. Price,

$1.25 (4s. 61.) Chicago: The Open Court
Publishing Compa- y. London : Kegan
Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd.
This is the second reprint edition of the

famous work in which the author illumines
the mazes of mathematics with the light

of common sense. The original treatise,

published by the Society for the Diffusion
of Useful Knowledge, in 183 1, is now
practically inaccessible, and is marred by
many errata which have been corrected in

the present edition.

Mechanics.

The Science of Mechanics : A Critical
and Historical Account of its Develop-
ment. Translated from the German of
Prof. Ernst Mach by Thomas J. McCor-
mack. Size, sYat in, by 7H in.; PP- XIX,
587; cuts and illustrations, 259. Price,
$2.00 (9s. 6d.) Chicago: The Open
Court Publishing Company. London:
Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd.
This is the second edition of the trans-

lation, prepared from the fourth German
edition of Prof. Mach's highly interesting
and thought-compelling examination of
the foundation of our scientific beliefs.

The author's additions to his first edition,
which are considerable, have been rele-
gated to the appendix of the present
translation. These additions are gener-

ally either supplementary in character or
in answer to criticisms, but some are of
special importance, as, for instance, the
discussion of Hertz's Mechanics and the
history of the development of Prof. Mach's
own philosophical and scientific views.
There is also a chronological table of a
few of the most eminent scientific in-

nuirers and their more imoortant mechan-
ical works.

Pavement.

City Roads and Pavements Suited to

Cities of Moderate Size. By William
Pierson Judson. Size, s^i in. by 8^ in.

;

po. 195 ; illustrations. Price, $2.00. New
York: Engineering News Publishing
Company . London : E. & F. Spon ; and
Sampson Law, Marston & Co., Ltd.

This is an enlarged and revised edition
of a work first published in 1894. In fact,

there has been such an advance in meth-
ods of naving and roadmakiner in the last

eight years that the present book is prac-
tically a new one. It contains well-illus-

trated and up-to-date descriptions of the
various kinds of pavement in practical

use, with costs of laying and maintenance,
and many statistics for cities and localities

all over the United States, with occasional
references to xLuropean experience. There
are chapters on concrete base for pave-
ment, block-stone pavement, wood pave-
ment, vitrified brick pavement, asphalt
oavement, bituminous-macadam pavement
and broken-stone roads. One valuable
feature is a description of sinmle and prac-
tical cement tests, which can be made by
the city engineer himself, with an outfit

costing not over four dollars and which
can be stored in a desk pigeon-hole. The
book is supplied with an index, and al-

together, it can be heartily recommended
to all who are interested in city pavements.

Water-Supply.

Water-Supply. (Considered Princi-

pally from a Sanitary Standpoint). By
William P. Mason, Professor of Chem-
istry, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Size, 5^ in. by 9 in.; pp. VII, 448; fig-

ures, 40, plates, 22. Price, $4.00. New
York: John Wiley & Sons. London:
Chapman & Hall, Limited.
This is the third edition of Professor

Mason's standard work on water-supply,
brought up to date and practically re-

written. The author is a doctor of med-
icine as well as a chemist, and is thus pe-

culiarly qualified to treat his subject in the

manner indicated in the sub-title. Special

attention is given to the relations between
drinking-water and disease, water pollu-

tion and water purification, but the whole
subject of water supply is ably discussed

and well illustrated. There are many
tables of statistics, records of analyses and
references to authorities, and the work is

completed by a comprehensive index.
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THE NAVAL ENGINEER OF THE FUTURE.

By J Falter M. McFarland.

The succeeding article in tliis issue by Inspector Johnson, to which Mr. McFarland's

serves as preface and commentary, deals with the British navy. Mr. Johnson's extremely

pessimistic view of the outlook for naval engineering therein naturally suggested that a discus-

sion of naval engineering in the United States navy would be opportune as a companion article,

and Mr. McFarland was asked to prepare such an article, which would at the same time give

the opinion of an American engineer on the views advanced by Mr. Johnson. In view of his

long service as an engineer in the American navy, which he left only a few years since, and

of his active connection with the Personnel Board, he seemed to the editors the most suitable

person to undertake this task; and he does it as he says the more willingly because his inter-

est in the navy, and particularly its engineering, is as great as ever, and if he can aid in dis-

seminating right ideas as to what is necessary for the highest engineering efficiency, he will

feel that it is a duty faithfully performed. Both articles, extremely important in themselves,

are doubled in interest by this companionship in presentation.

—

The Editors.

MR. JOHNSON'S views of the future of the British naval engi-

neer are distinctly pessimistic, and are recognized by him as

being so. Indeed, the British engineer can hardly be blamed

for losing heart when he sees how apparently futile have been all the

efforts to give engineering in the British navy its rightful standing.

The most discouraging feature is the pretense to investigate the sub-

ject and to do justice. It would be less discouraging to have a brutally

frank refusal, because it would be realized at once that this could be

due only to utter ignorance of the subject, while the continual post-

ponement is an indication that the justice of the demands is recog-

nized but that there is an unwillingness to comply with them.

While sympathizing very heartily with Mr. Johnson in his disap-

pointment at the turn affairs have taken, and, to some extent, with his

feeling that, while the engineers are getting no greater authority, they

813
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are being deprived of important duties, I feel that he is not looking

far enough ahead and is making a decided mistake in considering the

Admiralty regulation which puts certain duties formerly performed

by the engineers under executive officers a great misfortune. As a

matter of fact, in my judgment, this is simply the beginning of a

movement which is bound to lead to the same results as have been

reached in the American navy. Just here it may be well to comment

on that part of Mr. Johnson's article, in his criticism of the Admiralty,

where he excuses the First Lord on the ground that he is a civilian and

entirely at the mercy of his naval colleagues. In my judgment this is

an utterly mistaken view, and the First Lord is the one most to blame,

for the very reason that, being a civilian, he ought not to have any

personal prejudice in the matter and ought to be open to hear both

sides of the case (although, in fact, there is really only one side in

the judgment of all engineers), and thus be able to render substanrial

justice. The result of my observation for many years has been that

this plea that a civilian head of a military or naval organization is not

able to pass on technical matters, is simply a convenient excuse for

not making decisions where it requires some strength of character

to do so. A really strong civilian has no difficulty at all in getting at

the facts of these technical matters, as was shown by the splendid

grasp of naval matters possessed by President Roosevelt when he was

Assistant Secretary of the Navy.

I have taken pains for many years to keep in close touch with the

question of the position of engineers and their aspirations in both the

American and the British navies, and, speaking broadly, these aspira-

tions have been the same. Beginning as the representatives of a de-

partment which was small and of secondary importance, they have

seen their work grow until in the minds of unprejudiced persons it has

become the most important in the navy, meaning, of course, that the

growth of the modern war-ship has been along such lines as to make

it what it has been so often and so aptly designated, "a floating ma-

chine shop." With this growth in the importance of machinery there

has been the accompanying growth in the number of men necessary

to take care of it, thereby greatly increasing the executive side of the

engineers' duties ; and the necessity of having the legal right to ex-

ercise this executive authority has been the motive impelling engineers

to demand full recognition for their position as military officers in a

military organization.

This whole matter has been discussed thoroughly by many able

men, and so recently that what they have written is readily accessible

;
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but it may be remarked that Secretary Gideon Welles, of the Ameri-
can navy, as far back as 1864 and 1865, recognized that the thoroughly

competent naval officer should be an engineer as well as a sailor.

Since that time various others have advanced similar views.

That the American navy was the first to give engineers their right-

ful position is due very largely to the good fortune that President

Roosevelt was for a time Assistant Secretary of the Navy. With his

tireless energy and constant aim to make everything with which he

is connected highly efficient, it was necessary only that his attention

should be called to the merits of the case to have him take it actively

in hand. Before closing this aspect of the case, it may be well to say,

as I had an opportunity of doing before the House naval committee,

that engineers in other navies besides the British and American are

dissatisfied with the lack of proper recognition of their position, the

difiference being that in these two countries they had a chance to make
themselves heard, while in the others red tape and naval regulations

prevent their saying anything publicly, and one knows of their feeling

only from hearing about it in private conversation. It is a fact, how-

ever, that engineers of other countries are as dissatisfied with their

treatment and have exactly the same aspirations as those of Britain

and America, and when those of Britain shall have been as fortunate

as those of America, the engineers of other countries may expect their

turn to come.

In the discussions of the claims of the engineers in the American

navy, a point which was frequently made by executive officers was

that it would not be right to give engineers military titles because

engineering was not military work. In the American navy it did not

seem to be apprehended that if this were true the converse was equally

true, namely, that it would be wrong for men with military titles to

perform engineering duty. As a matter of fact, ordnance and elec-

tricity have always been in the hands of the executive in the American

navy, so that so far as this feature of the recent Admiralty regulation

is concerned, the British navy is now simply doing what the American

navy had been doing for many years. Of course when such machin-

ery was damaged so as to need special engineering skill, the engineers

were called in to take charge of the work. It was this very fact, that

the executive officers in the American navy were already doing engi-

neering work, that made it easy, when Mr. Roosevelt took hold of the

matter, to bring about the amalgamation. In other words, the execu-

tive was to take on more engineering and the engineer was to have

more executive training, when the two would become the same.
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It seems to me that Mr. Johnson has missed the point that the Ad-
miralty regulation transferring certain strictly engineering work to

executive officers is really an admission that military titles arc not in-

consistent with engineering duty, and that consequently this move
should be looked upon as an admission, although a half-hearted one

and very unsatisfactory one, that the claims of the engineers are just.

In view of the outcome in the navy of the United States, which is

well-known to all students of the subject, it seems to me that this

recent Admiralty regulation should really be a source of some satis-

faction to British engineers, but it should not cause them to relax their

efforts to secure their proper standing. Of course it can be satisfac-

tory in a negative way only, for they personally have not as yet

gained anything; but the action of the Admiralty brings out forcibly

the truth of President Roosevelt's remark in his report to the Secre-

tary of the Navy, where he says

:

"Every officer on a modern war vessel in reality has to be an engineer

whether he wants to or not. Everything on such a vessel goes by machinery,

and every officer, whether dealing with the turrets or the engine room, has

to do engineer's work. There is no longer any reason for having a separate

Ijody of engineers, responsible for only a part of the machinery. What we
need is one homogeneous body, all of whose members are trained for the

efficient performance of the duties of the modern line officer. The midship-

man will be grounded in all these duties at Annapolis, and will be perfected

likewise in all of them by actual work after graduation. We are not making
a revolution ; we are merely recognizing and giving shape to an evolution

which has come slowly but surely and naturally, and we propose to re-

organize the navy along the lines indicated by the course of the evolution

itself."

It may be well in this connection to consider some of the objections

which have been advanced against the idea so well expressed in the

quotation from President Roosevelt. Mr. Johnson has put forward

one, where he speaks of the long period given to the training of the

men who at present do only engineering work, his idea being, evi-

dently, that it would be practically impossible for men already trained

for a different profession to acquire engineering in addition. There

are also those who object to this idea of the one homogeneous body

of officers, on the ground that this is an age of specialization and that

such a course is contrary to the spirit of the age. The simple fact is

that the logical basis for this idea of one homogeneous body whose

members will be what Congressman Foss, chairman of the naval com-

mittee of the House of Representatives, calls "fighting engineers," is a

thorough training in engineering. It is probable that the average
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layman, not familiar with the curriculum of the United States Naval

School at Annapolis, has little idea that even before the amalgama-
tion it was essentially an engineering school ; and yet line officers had

exactly the same mathematical training, including applied mechanics,

as the engineers, as well as the same courses in physics and chemistry,

and they studied ordnance from an engineering side while the engi-

neers took up strength of materials and steam engineering. The pres-

ent superintendent of the Naval Academy, Captain Wainwright. who
was a member of the Personnel Board, recently published an article in

one of the leading American periodicals about the Naval Academy, in

which occurs the following statement :

—

"At the close of the Civil War, the study of steam was introduced, but

unfortunately, the advice of Isherwood was neglected and the students were

separated, some remaining sailors with little training in engineering, while

others became engineers with little training in executive duties. But the

necessities of the service required the seamen to be trained in ordnance and

electrical engineering with some knowledge of the steam engine, so that when

the amalgamation came and the mistake made thirty odd years ago was recti-

fied, there was no great change in training necessary. The seaman was

taught a little more engineering and the engineer a little more seamanship,

and now true marine engineering includes steam, electricity, and ordnance."

This shows that this accomplished officer, who occupies the ex-

tremely responsible position of training young naval officers, under-

stands thoroughly what is to be done to carry out the idea of making

the modern line officer a fighting engineer, and in the same article he

makes another statement as follows :

—

"The course at the Naval Academy places in his hands the means to be-

come an ideal seaman and marine engineer, lacking only experience at sea to

make him a thorough American naval officer."

Everyone who has had experience on a modern war vessel realizes

that skill as a seaman is not obtained by reading books, but by actual

experience in handling vessels in all sorts of weather, and this can be

acquired only at sea. Very much the same is true of the executive

duties in the handling of men. This can come only from contact with

them, and it is notorious that high scholastic attainments are not nec-

essarily an idex of success in this work. It comes to this, that the

preliminary work which can be given in the schools to the best advan-

tage is the preliminary engineering training, with the principles of

sailorizing and military duties, which are also learned by drills; but

the final effixiency must come, as Captain Wainwright says, through

experience at sea.

With regard to the matter of specialization, we must not be misled
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by general terms nor forget that the war vessel is itself a very marked

specialty. Each war vessel has to be complete in itself, and it

would be absurd to attempt to provide a specialist of the highest

type for each of the many things which may be necessary. The real

fact is that the modern naval officer, the fighting engineer, will be a

specialist in the most exact sense of the term. A certain set of condi-

tions has to be fulfilled by him, and the midshipmen at the Naval

School are being trained to fill these very conditions. It may, of

course, occur to some, as it did to members of the Personnel Board

when the matter was under discussion, that care must be taken to have

competent designing and constructing engineers. In this matter we
had the experience of the navy in ordnance to guide us, for without

any separate corps of ordnance specialists in the navy, there had

•always been a sufficiently numerous body of officers who paid special

•attention to ordnance and furnished the necessary designers. With a

body of more than a thousand officers to choose from, all of whom in

time will have been trained as engineers, it would be absurd to think

that the necessary men for designers and constructing engineers could

not be obtained. Another matter which ought to be frankly recog-

nized and admitted, is that none of the duties performed by naval offi-

cers, in whatever branch of engineering, are occult or such that only

men of the highest genius can perform them. For designers men of

remarkable talent are needed, but, as shown above, there will be no

difficulty to get them. Every-day routine work requires men who have

had suitable preliminary training and adequate experience, and with

an honest effort to give the young officers the necessary experience it

will be obtained.

In this connection the obvious inquiry will occur to every reader :

—

How has the Personnel Law in the American navy worked out in the

three years that have elapsed since it was passed ? The answer to this

is that thus far the result is very disappointing, but the reason is very

simple. For a long time not the slightest effort was made to carry out

the essential idea of the amalgamation, namely, that of regular alter-

nation between the deck and the engine room for all the young officers.

When the scheme was mooted it was believed that Mr. Roosevelt

would be in power to see that his ideas were carried out ; but, as is

well-known, he had left the Navy Department even before the bill was

passed and, although always retaining his interest, had no opportunity

until recently to bring any personal effort to bear on its enforce-

ment. The friends of the measure did all they could to have it car-

ried out, but its actual administration fell into the hands of an offi-
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cer who, having been a member of the Personnel Board, was openly

opposed to the principle from the very start and always stated that

he was opposed to it. It is a fact that, owing to Congress not

having made the provision which had been contemplated for addi-

tional officers, there were difficulties in the way of providing for the

alternation of duty, and it would i;|pt be warrantable to say that this

officer did not want the measure to be a success and therefore made no

effort. Before vacating the position which put the administration of

these matters in his hands, he had initiated an effort looking towards

at least a partial carrying out of the idea, and this is now going on.

Admiral Sampson, who had been a member of the Personnel Board,

was Commander-in-Chief of the North Atlantic squadron when the

bill passed ; and as soon as he had received official notice of it he

issued a squadron order showing that he thoroughly appreciated what

was necessary. This order reads as follows :

—

"April i2th, 1899.

"In view of the fact that hereafter the junior officers of the service will be

called upon to perform the duties of both line and engineer officers, it is

essential that they should be taught both of these duties.

You will therefore make such arrangements for this purpose as the num-

ber of officers under your immediate command will allow.

To all officers below the grade of junior lieutenant you will assign the

duties of engineer officer, and to all assistant engineers, you will assign the

duties of line officers as far as the number of officers serving on board the

vessel under your command will permit.

This interchange of duties for the line and engineering officers will take

place for the space of one month."

Admiral Sampson, with his usual clearness of vision, realized that

efficiency in both parts of the duties of the modern officer could be

secured only by continual performance of each of them. It will be

noticed that the interchange of duties was to take place for a month,

and this is a feature which the writer has always insisted upon from

the first suggestion of the idea of amalgamation. To make one cruise

as an engineer and another as a deck officer, would never give that

thorough familiarity with both duties which is absolutely essential.

Although in the quotation from President Roosevelt's report given

above, the statement is made, and correctly, that the amalgamation is

not a revolution but an evolution, nevertheless, considering the intense

conservatism of naval officers and the prejudices which are the growth

of many decades, the change is of a very radical nature. This ought

always to be borne in mind when considering the question of how rap-

idlv the new state of affairs contemplated is being brought about. In
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this age of so many marvels of high speed there is a danger that we
may expect these economic changes to occur as rapidly as the trans-

formation of a cable railway into an electric. I personally have spent

many sad hours in thinking how slowly the change in the American

navy is being made, when with hearty efifort on the part of all con-

cerned it might have been pushed with enthusiasm and we might

already be congratulating ourselves on the splendid results attained.

However, we must not give up in despair and talk about the doom of

engineering, simply because what we believe to be the best method of

securing the highest engineering efficiency does not receive complete

acceptance on all sides at once. It was an enormous step in advance to

have the fact recognized that engineering is the basis of the training of

the naval officer, and to have this recognition set forth so strongly by a

man who is now President of the United States and to have it enacted

into law. Engineers had been working and waiting for more than

fifty years hoping to accomplish much less than this. The ground has

been cleared, the right principle is recognized, and an effort is being

made to carry out the principle. Congress at its last session provided

for a large increase in the number of cadets at the Naval Academy,

and in a few years when they become available and there are officers

enough to give the scheme a fair trial, there can be little doubt that it

will be tried in earnest.

As has already been stated, the idea of amalgamation in what

might be called a practical form, or, as may be otherwise expressed,

its presentation at the opportune moment, was due to Admiral Evans

;

but he, of course, does not claim to be the originator of the idea. As I

have stated above. Secretary Welles had this idea nearly forty years

ago and, to my certain knowledge, many thoughtful American naval

officers, both of the line and of the engineers, had realized that one

homogeneous body of officers was the ultimate solution. While we may
regret that progress toward the ideal is much slower than we Avould

like, we must not, therefore, give up the ideal ; and hence I believe that,

although Inspector Johnson has good cause for feeling that the Admi-
ralty have not given the British engineers proper treatment, he and his

friends should not sit down in despair; but they and the friends of

engineering all the world over should hope on, fight on, and use their

influence to hasten the day when it will be generally acknowledged

that the modern naval officer is in fact what so many earnest students

of the case have asserted he must be—a fighting engineer.



THE DOOM OF THE NAVAL ENGINEER.

By Charles M. Johnson.

N this, the second year of the twentieth century, it

sounds somewhat pessimistic to head an article "The
Doom of the Naval Engineer" ; but the x\dmiralty

order of 9 January last to the commander-in-chief

at Portsmouth, directing that in future certain ma-
chinery is to pass from the charge and control of the

engineer officer to that of the gunnery or torpedo lieutenants, respec-

tively, seems to me fully to justify the title.

At a time when the engineer is supreme in every avenue of life

—

when the aid of machinery and of mechanical science is every day

more widely sought to shorten distances, to accelerate motion, to

abolish manual labour, and to transfer from tlie uncertainty of the

human agent to the infallible mechanical process all that may be done

by the ingenuity and the adaptations of the engineer's science—at such

a time, to take a step which is evidently but the precursor of others

having as their ultimate end and consummation, the abolition of the

naval engineer—is surely to court the destruction of the navy and

the utter extinction of British naval supremacy. If the Admiralty are

right in thus presaging the abolition of the engineer, the whole com-

mercial and manufacturing world must be acting on erroneous prin-

ciples, and will shortly have to reconsider its policy with the view of

reconciling it with the astute decision of the British naval board.

Every reading man knows that for many years the engineering

department of the navy has been in a more than unsatisfactory condi-

tion ; it has been in a state of partial collapse. It is not from one pub-

lic paper alone that the trumpet sound of danger has come. Every

correspondent who has been permitted to accompany the ships on the

summer cruise or in the autumn manoeuvres, has to a greater or less

extent played on the same note. Some, like Mr. Rudyard Kipling,

have not hesitated to "call a spade a spade." They have man-

fully and impartially endeavoured to bring home to the "man in the

street" the deplorable weakness atid inefficiency of this branch of the

navy. Public men of all classes have joined in protest against this

paralysing state of affairs in Great Britain's first and only line of de-
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fence. The naval engineers themselves have—as far as the "Regula-

tions" permit—represented to the Admiralty, through the proper chan-

nels, the absolute necessity of redressing, not their personal or col-

lective grievances, but the grievances of the British taxpayer, inflicted

on him through the utter neglect and starvation of the engineering

department. The great engineering institutions throughout the coun-

try have talked over the matter, have investigated it as a question

worthy of their deepest interest and study. Prominent men in the pro-

fession, like Mr. D. B. Morison of Hartlepool and others, have given

prodigally of their valuable time to study and master the subject to its

minutest detail. Members of Parliament, of every shade of party and

of every grade of life, have spoken of it in the House and on political

platforms. Together with an influential deputation of prominent en-

gineers and ship-builders, about twenty members of the House of Com-
mons, on the i6th July' last, waited upon the First Lord of the Admi-
ralty and laid their views before him. Last, but not least, officers of

the military (commonly called the executive) branch of the navy have

added their testimony to the imperative need which exists of placing

the engineering department on a sounder and more satisfactory basis.

And what has been the result, as far as the Admiralty is concerned,

of all of this great consensus of thought and opinion? Has it suc-

ceeded in removing one single disability from, or of adding even one

per cent, of either officers or men to, this dangerously undermanned

branch of the service? Has it strengthened the hands of the chief

engineer by giving him a staff of better trained units, although no

added numbers? Has it in any way met the need of the engineer

for greater authority and more control over his staff ? In fine, has the

board done anything to meet this widespread and public demand for

reformation in the engineering department of the navy ?

If these questions were put to the Lords of the Admiralty, they

would doubtless be answered in the affirmative; but as a member of

this over-worked, under-manned, slighted, barely tolerated class, I

not only answer it in the negative, but I must go further and charge

the Admiralty* with deliberately sacrificing the national interests and

* In speaking of the Admiralty, one is compelled, in justice to the First Lord, to state

distinctly that he cannot be held responsible for the shortcomings of the Board on such an ex-

ceptionally technical subject as this. It must be obvious to every thinker that on such ques-

tions, the First Lord must be entirely at the mercy of his naval colleagues; and that is why I

think the board of Admiralty should consist chiefly of civilians, assisted by representatives of

the executive, the engineering, and other branches of the service. There would then be some

hope that justice would be meted out 'to all alike; impartially. But so long as the whole control

and administration is absorbed by one branch only of the navy, so long may we expect to find

privileges, rank, honours, emoluments, place, and power confined to that branch alone.
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the Empire's safety to the professional interests and prejudices of their

own class—the sailor element. To make good this charge, I here re-

produce an order recently issued to the commander-in-chief at Ports-

mouth.

Admiralty. S. W.
9 Jan. 1902.

Sir;

I am commanded by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to

acquaint you that they have had under consideration the division of responsi-

bility for the care and maintenance generally of gun mountings and torpedo

appliances in His Majesty's ships, and are pleased to direct that in future the

duties of the gunnery, torpedo, and engineer officers in connection therewith

are to be as follows :

Gunnery Lieutenants :—To have charge of, and to be responsible for,

the care and maintenance of all gun mountings, as well as for the hydraulic

fittings in connection with the guns and hydraulically worked machines, out-

side the pumping engines at present used for serving them.

Torpedo Lieutenants :—To have charge of, and to be responsible for, the

care and maintenance of all dynamos, electric motors, electric lighting,

Whitehead torpedoes and discharges.

Engineer Officers :—To be in charge of all steam-driven machinery, and

for the supply of water, electricity, or air, at the required pressure ; and

where dynamos are coupled to steam engines, they are to be responsible for

running them, and supplying electricity at the proper voltage at the machine

terminals.

2. My Lords desire that you will direct the captains of the Excellent

and Vernon, and the chief inspector of machinery at Portsmouth, to consider

and report upon the methods best calculated to facilitate the adoption of the

change in systems, including the revision of the courses of instruction for

both officers of the military and engineer branches, and the general regula-

tions necessary to provide for the efficient performance of the duties which

will in future appertain to the former, instead of the engineer officers, thereby

freeing the latter for work from which they can ill be spared.

As it is desirable that this arrangement may take place as soon as possible,

I am to add that proposals should be submitted for the establishment of a

course of practical mechanical training for the officers of the military branch

concerned, by means of which, and by the introduction of a staff of hydraulic

and electrical artificers to work directly under their orders, the change in

responsibility may be effected.

I am etc., etc.,

Signed, Evan MacGregoe.

To the Commander-in-Chief.

Portsmouth.

It will be seen that this order takes away certain machinery and

certain scientific weapons from the engineer and places them in the

hands of officers who are not only not engineers, but who have had no

practical mechanical education, and the reason assigned is one of ex-
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pediency, not of efficiency. This policy of sacrificing efficiency to ex-

pediency has been the poHcy of the Admiralty board for the past forty

years—how much farther back it goes it is unnecessary now to en-

quire. It is more to the purpose to enquire into the reason for the pro-

posed change in the care and management of certain machinery and*

weapons, and the probable results of that change should it take place.

We will take the Admiralty reason first :
—

"Thereby freeing the

latter (the engineers) for work from which they can ill be spared.

The Jesuitical casuistry of this statement it would be difficult to sur-

pass. Ground down to absolute, unadulterated truth, it means that

the chief-engineer's staff is insufficient for the work it has to do ; but

the Admiralty dare not say so, in face of their long-continued asser-

tions to the contrary. The chief engineer is not a working mechanic

—he is the head of the most important and comprehensive department

on board ship, and therefore it is not to "free" him that this change is

to be.made. Neither is the senior engineer supposed to be a working

mechanic, although—God help him !—he is too often obliged to put

his shoulder to the wheel because the stafif under him is not numerous

enough for all there is to do. Neither is it to free the other engineer

officers, because their duties are performed under the supervision of the

chief engineer, and if there were only more of them the duties of the

chief would be less exacting, and he would be able to carry on the

work throughout his department with greater profit to the service,

with greater satisfaction to himself, and to all those placed in authority

over him, and would also be enabled to maintain a higher standard of

efficiency everywhere. The reason given, then, can only be considered

a subterfuge. It is put forward to mask and hide the real reason.

Let us then endeavour to ascertain what the real reason is, and for

this purpose let us analyse the constitution of the present Board of

Admiralty, and the staff of executive officers employed there. The
First Lord of the Admiralty, Lord Selborne, is a peer and a civilian,

and is therefore a negligible quantity in the consideration of this ques-

tion. He stands, or should stand, an impartial, inflexibly just unit

of the board, holding the scales without bias, and weighing all ques-

tions with a single eye to the efficiency of the navy, and the safety of

the Empire. We may all desire to believe that as far as his surround-

ings will permit, this is Lord Selborne's attitude. Let us next, then,

look at his colleagues. There are four Sea Lords to complete the

Board of Admiralty, and the following table shows to which section

of the executive or military branch of the navy each belongs, or did

belong :

—
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First Sea Lord, Gunnery.

Second Sea Lord, Gunnery.

Third Sea Lord and Controller, Torpedo.

Fourth Sea Lord, Torpedo.*

So we see that all Lord Selborne's naval colleagues belong to

either one or other of the sections of executive officers, to whom, by

the new order, is to be committed the care and maintenance of the

machinery and weapons taken away from the engineer, who from

their first introduction into the service has had them in charge. The
reason of the new order, therefore, is at once apparent to any naval

man. It has for years been the ambition of the officers of the gunnery

and torpedo sections to get rid of the expert supervision of the en-

gineer as far as guns and torpedoes and their accessories were con-

cerned, and to confine the chief engineer to the four walls—if I may
so term them,—of the engine-room.f For years, the engineer has had

to hold his office simply at the bias of the captain of the ship. Where
that bias fell to the gunnery or torpedo side of the fence, everything

which could be filched from him, without a too flagrant disregard of

the regulations, was filched. And, of course, where the captain, like

a sensible man, preferred that his ship should be run by experts rather

than amateurs, the chief was left in undisputed possession of those

machines and weapons which he is certainly the proper man to have the

care and management of. In some cases where the engineer was

ousted the results were disastrous ; but what other result could be ex-

pected ? On shore we do not, as a rule, as business men, put delicate

and expensive machinery into the hands of amateur engineers (and that

is just what our gunnery and torpedo lieutenants are) but we en-

deavour to get hold of good practical engineers, who combine theoret-

ical knowledge with practice and experience. We then have some

grounds for believing that our machines will be well looked after, that

they will be run with judgment and discretion, and that we may expect

to get full or nearly full value out of them. Our anxiety, under such

circumstances, is reduced to a minimum. And what we as business men

on shore would do. may be taken as a very safe guide for the adminis-

trators of a great spending department like the Admiralty. The country

* I have enumerated here only the officers actually occupying seats on the board; besides

these there are many others employed at the Admiralty, belonging to these sections of the

executive branch of the navy, whose active influence would be a great force in strengthening

the hands of the board in such a matter.

t As far back as the year 1877 these officers intimated to the Admiralty their readiness to

take charge of all machinery outside of the engine-room. They were "just a little too previous"

at that time, but now that they fill all the leading positions at the Admiralty, what more reason-

able than that they should seek to give effect to their little note of tliat early year?
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wants no experiments of so reckless a character as the one here fore-

shadowed, played with its first line of defence. The risks are too

momentous ; the stakes are too large. There is no good reason why this

change should be made, but there are many why it should not be made.

I have thus endeavoured to show that this new departure is pre-

sumably initiated in the interests of the gunners and torpedoists. But

while looking after the interests of these sections to which they belong,

the Lords of the Admiralty have also had an eye to the inexorable de-

mand which has surrounded the Admiralty as with an atmosphere for

so many years and which they have hitherto been able to ignore, or at

least to pass by on the other side, but which they now intuitively per-

ceive they will be unable to disregard much longer—the demand that

the engineer staff in all ships shall be increased to adequate propor-

tions, and that the engineer shall be given definite rank and authority.

The Admiralty have for years set their faces resolutely against increas-

ing the engineer staff. Why? Because if they permitted the engi-

neer department to grow to its legitimate proportions—proportions cor-

responding to the multifarious duties which naturally and properly

belong to it—it would quickly equal in numbers, if it did not surpass,

the sailor element. When we remember that in the present day every-

thing is done as far as may be by mechanical means—that is, by the

engineer, and that all the sailor is left to do is to fight the guns and

keep the ship clean—are we not naturally surprised to find that the

ratio between the sailor and the engineer branches respectively is as

4 to I ? Again I ask, why ? Because command of men means power,

and needs authority tp wield that power. The engineer has no exec-

utive or military authority—he is a civilian ! He can do nothing to

reward or punish any member of his staff. It is by the mere accident

of being what he is that he is able to have any control over the officers

and men of his department. Not many years ago we had this strange

anomaly, existing in the. navy, that the engineer and his assistants

belonged to the civil branch (as they still do), but their men belonged

to the military branch. The appeal to this anomalous condition of

affairs by those who even then advocated executive rank for the en-

gineer was so frequent, and as numbers increased, so flagrant, that the

Admiralty were forced to make most extensive changes in the military

and civil branches, so that officers and men—who for years untold

had been on the military list—found themselves^ apparently without

leason, suddenly relegated to the "shades and cold abstraction" of the

civil list. Among these were the engine-room artificers and the stokers.

And thus the Admiralty saved their face, and rid themselves of the
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bugbear of being continually asked how they reconciled the anomaly
of having executive men under the orders and control of civilian offi-

cers. Not that these men were thenceforth to carry shovels only, and
no arms. Oh, no ! The Admiralty did not intend to lose the services

of these fine fellows who numbered among their ranks some of the

best shots in the service; they deprived them of the name, but kept

them as combatants all the same. Let South Africa and China bear

witness to their value, both as combatants and handy men. Again I

ask, why? Because the Admiralty would not give the engineer offi-

cers military command even in their own department. It was a case

of doing either the one or the other, and the Admiralty chose the other.

As shedding some light upon the spirit in which this demand is met

by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, it may not be out of

place here to quote some sentences from the speech of Mr. Amold-
Forster in a discussion on the navy estimates on 26 February last.

Mr. Arnold-Forster, like his chief. Lord Selborne, can speak of these

matters only as he is instructed by his naval colleagues; therefore in

reading his words we imbibe the spirit of the Lords Commissioners.

With regard to this question of giving execuiive rank to the engineer

officers, Mr. Arnold-Forster said :

—

"With regard to the question of punishment, what was claimed for the en-

gineer officers was something which was conceded to no other oMcer on

board ship. The lieutenant with the same seniority as the engineer had

absolutely no power of punishment. There was, however, a difference of

opinion among naval officers as to whether the claim should be con-

ceded; but it zvas necessary to go forward, if at all, very carefully, because

it was very easy to make mistakes The Naval Lords were very

jealous of the privileges and rights of all branches of the navy, and though

they were ready to be impressed by every reasonable appeal for change, they

would not accept such appeals without due consideration."

The italics are mine, and I wish here to pause awhile to notice one

or two points I have thus emphasised. The first point I will deal with

is the statement, that what was claimed for the engineer officers "was

something which was conceded to no other officer on board ship." I

am at a loss to understand how Mr. Arnold-Forster could have come

to make such a grave mis-statement. He must for the moment, at

any rate, have forgotten the marine officer, who has the very conces-

sion which it is sought to obtain for the engineer officer. The next

point which I will deal with is :
—"The lieutenant with the same seni-

ority as the engineer had absolutely no power of punishment." This

statement is even less understandable than the former. Is Mr. Ar-

nold-Forster unaware, after nearly two years' experience at the Ad-
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miralty, that in ships under the command of either a captain or a com-

mander in which the next executive officer is called the "first lieuten-

ant," all minor punishments are awarded by the first lieutenant? And
that in vessels on detached service, having a lieutenant-commander in

command, all punishments are awarded by him, when not actually in

the presence of a senior officer ? Few people will be disposed to quar-

rel with Mr. Arnold-Forster's dictum that "it was necessary to go for-

ward, if at all, very carefully." The sting is in the parenthesis, "if at

all." It seems to us that the Admiralty have no intention of going

forward in this case; for they have had the recommendation of their

own committee of 1875 under their consideration for twenty-seven

years, and Mr. Arnold-Forster's words quoted above are their an-

swer to that appeal when re-presented twenty-seven years after. One
must confess that Mr. Arn^old-Forster holds out the possibility that

all is not lost, although in the year of grace one thousand nine hun-

dred and two, he still thinks it advisable that the Admiralty should

go slow on this momentous question. I come now to my last quo-

tation from Mr. Arnold-Forster's speech, in which he states "the

Naval Lords were very jealous of the privileges and rights of all

branches of the navy." I am quite prepared to endorse Mr. Arnold-

Forster's statement as far as the privileges and rights of the sailor

branch of the navy are concerned, but doubts will assail me when I look

back and think how one privilege after another has been taken away

from the engineer. As an illustration let me cite one of the latest

proofs of the "jealousy of the Naval Lords" for the privileges of the

engineer. They were asked to put the fleet engineer on an equality as

regards pay with other officers of the civil branch, whose duties are far

less onerous, irksome, and dangerous; and what did the "jealousy" of

the Naval Lords for the engineer's privileges achieve? They not only

did not give what was asked for, but they actually took away, approxi-

mately, one-half of an old-established privilege
—

"charge pay"—which

in many cases more than counterbalanced the small increase of pay

which they gave. That is an instance of the Admiralty's "jealousy"

for our privileges, of which I make Mr. Arnold-Forster a present, so

that he may be able to produce it on the next occasion on which he de-

sires to illustrate this peculiar virtue of the Admiralty, of which he is

the sole discoverer.

How can one hope that justice will be done to the engineer when

we find the mouthpiece of the Admiralty speaking such grave inaccura-

cies as these in the House of Commons? Had that august assembly

numbered among its members but one naval engineer, Mr. Arnold-
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P'orster might have wished that his case had been a httle more care-

fully got up.

It may be of interest to the readers of this magazine to note the

names of a few of the members of late Admiralty boards, who, when
out of office, advocated this bestowal of executive rank upon the en-

gineer, but who on entering office, found it necessary and advisable, to

go slow on the matter. The late x\dmiral Sir Astley Cooper Key was
president of the committee of 1875, wdiich recommended it

;
yet that

officer was first Sea Lord for five years, but did not think it incum-

bent on him, as a man of principle, to give effect to the recommenda-
tion which he had himself presented to the Admiralty. Mr. (now Vis-

count ) Goschen, when in opposition in 1877, was very sarcastic with

the then First Lord, the late Mr. \\'ard Hunt, because it did not find

a place in the naval programme for that year
;
yet he himself occupied

the post of First Lord of the Admiralty for more than four years with-

out finding means to introduce this reform which he thought so desir-

able in 1877. The late ]\Ir. Otto Trevelyan is another instance of a

man holding opinions when out of office, to wdiich, in office, he fails to

give effect.* And so I might go on adding to the list, but I think I

have written enough to show that there is a very determined opposi-

tion on the part of the executive officers of the navy to sanction any-

thing which shall confer on the engineer a rank and an authority

"commensurate with the greatness of their present trust, and to the

weight of their enlarged responsibilities ;f" and that the parliamentary

officials of the Admiralty, however favourable they may be, or may
have been before attaining to office, to the conferment of executive rank

upon the engineer, have ahvays contrived to evade the question when

in office, or else have been influenced by the naval atmosphere sur-

rounding them to discover good and sufficient reasons why the en-

gineer should remain a member of the civil branch of the navy.

Before proceeding to consider the remaining portions of this paper,

viz., the probable results of the new order and the system of training

necessary for the gunnery and torpedo lieutenants to enable them to

carry out their new duties efficiently, let me sum up briefly the causes

w^hich have led the Admiralty to issue the new order.

L The preponderance of gunnery and torpedo officers at the Ad-

miralty

* I am not aware that Mr. Arnold-Forster ever committed himself to an advocacy of this

reform, but in the years anterior to his elevation to office he expressed himself as being in

active sympathy with those engineer officers with whom he was brought in contact. He, also,

has apparently succumbed to the baleful atmosphere of office.

t Vide Sir E. J. Reed's ^'Letters to the Times," 1877.
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II. The growing necessity of reinforcing the engineer staff, in

all ships ; or as an alternative, of relieving the engineer of some por-

tion of his multifarious duties and responsibilities.

III. The reluctance of the sailor element at the Admiralty to in-

crease the engineer staff, because in doing so the importance of the

engineer would also be increased.

IV. The insuperable objections entertained by the great majority

of the executive officers to investing the engineer with executive rank

and authority.

I pass now to the results which the proposed change is likely to

have upon the standard of efficiency of the machinery and weapons

included in the new order, and I think it unnecessary to do more than

ask one single question, in answering which my readers will solve for

themselves the point at issue:
—

"Is machinery of any sort, likely to be

as efficiently handled, to give as good results, or to last as long, in the

hands of amateurs as in those of experts ?"

The third and last point in this question, viz., the training neces-

sary for the executive officers who are to supplant the engineer offi-

cers may I think be dealt with as briefly as the second was. If they are

to undertake the duties and responsibilities of the engineer, they must

have an engineer's training to fit them for the work. Now what com-

prises the training of a naval engineer, before he is considered com-

petent to undertake the independent charge of machinery? First, he

serves five or six years in the workshops at Keyham, acquiring a prac-

tical acquaintance with the various branches of the mechanical side of

an engineer's profession, a facility in the use and handling of all ma-

chines and tools comprised in a well-ordered engineering establish-

ment, and a thorough knowledge of, and acquaintance with, the varie-

ties of engines, machines, and mechanical appliances in use in the

British navy. Having completed this pupilage, the student evolves

into the assistant engineer, and is sent to sea under the orders of a

superior engineer. He remains generally in this subordinate position

for a further period of about ten years, when he is considered eligible

for an appointment in charge of the machinery of a gun- or torpedo-

boat. Is this the kind of training contemplated in the new order?

I think not ; because if it were the new order of things could not come

into workable existence for many years, and the order states "that it is

desirable that this arrangement may take place as soon as possible."

No ; the fact is the Admiralty entertains a sort of idea that the officers

of the executive branch have a special "call" for the duties and work

of any other branch. It remains to be seen whether the taxpayer will

be equally impressed with their claim to oust the engineer.
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MINING INDUSTRY AND MINERAL RESOURCES
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

By IVm. M. Brewer.

There are strong signs that the Pacific region of North America will exhibit within the next

few decades one of the most wonderful industrial expansions the world has ever seen. The
energy is there; the markets are but newly opened in the Far East; the machinery of com-

merce and traffic is being liberally supplied; that the fourth element—rich natural resources

—

exists in full proportion is indicated by Mr. Brewer's article, supplementing the important

papers in this Magazine by Mr. Lamb, July and December, looo, and Mr. Bogle, ^larch, 1901.

—The Editors.

THE Province of British Columbia is an enormous territory of

varied resources, including mineral, timber, fish, agriculture

and stock raising. It is hardly surprising, considering its ex-

tent (which is, roughly speaking, 1,500 miles north and south by 500

miles east and west) that large areas within its boundaries are terra

incognita so far as the white man is concerned. Its island possessions

are very numerous and embrace all of the islands in the Pacific north

from San Juan Island, latitude 48° 20' north, near the southern ex-

tremity of Vancouver Island, to Mary Island, latitude 55° north, near

the entrance to Portland Canal, up which the provisional boundary

line between British Columbia and the United States is located. A
glance at the map of the province hardly enables one to form a clear

conception of its extent, and especially does this statement apply to the

length of coast lines. Extensive travel alone \\\\\ impress on the

mind the vastness and magnitude of this mountainous domain.

Nature has not only been very beneficent in scattering with lavish

hand her resources, but has also been most generous in providing

highways by which the explorer can travel during his work of re-

search. The coast lines along the mainland and around the outlying

islands are indented with sounds, bays, inlets, and canals, very similar

831
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to the fiords along the coast

of Norway, while in the in-

terior are many navigable

rivers as well as lakes. The
prospector is obliged in

very many sections, and

especially on the islands, to

pack his blankets and sup-

plies on his back ; indeed,

he considers himself partic-

ularly fortunate if he finds

stage roads or pack trails

over which he can use pack

animals and saddle horses.

The row-boat, canoe, and

sloop are universally used

along the coast lines and on

the lakes, even though

steamers ply on the waters,

because it is of course im-

possible for the steam-boat

companies to afford a serv-

ice by which a prospector

can thoroughly prosecute

his work, and exploit the

shore lines for indications

of mineralisation. Glacia-

tion and volcanic action are

Undoubtedly the responsible

agencies for the formation

of the fiords. Observation

demonstrates that the gen-

eral direction of the action

of erosion from glaciation

has been from northeast to

southwest, the eastern

shores of the islands being

very much less cut up by

bays and inlets than the

western. The general trend

of the mountain ranges is
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to the northwest, as is also the direction of the coast Hnes. The islands

are for the most part made up of one or more ranges of mountains,

extending almost or altogether the entire length of each like a back-

bone, with series of deep canons reaching from near the mountain

sum. nits to the shore lines like ribs. The mainland coast has a very

similar appearance, for the Coast or Cascade Range of mountains ex-

tends along the entire coast line, from and south of the international

boundary thence to the northwest through Alaska.

The mineralised zones follow the mountain ranges and to a certain

extent parallel each other. Travelling from east to west there are first

the Rocky Mountains, next the Selkirks, then the Gold Range, and last

the Coast or Cascade range occupying the coast line and extending for

about 100 miles inland.

The various mineral-bearing zones maintain throughout the prov-

ince the some northwesterly lines of strike which characterise the

mountain ranges, but the leads (if such a general term may be allowed)

do not usually have their lines of strike conformably with those of the

country rock. For instance, the coal seams in the Rockies through

the Crow's Nest Pass territory strike to the north ; many of the copper-

gold ores in the Boundary district in southwestern British Columbia

strike north also, but through the silver-lead district in the Slocan,

many of the veins have a northeast and some an easterly strike. The

same variation in lines of strike is also found on the coast and through

the islands. The term lead, as applied to British Columbia ore bodies, is

to a certain extent misleading, because some readers may interpret that

term to mean continuous ledges of great length similar to the Colorado

fissure veins, whereas so far as my observations have gone there are

but very few ore bodies of this character in the province, and I have

used the term in a general sense as being applicable to occurrences of

ore of every character.

After a close study of the mineral resources of British Columbia

extending over a period of four years, I have observed that the Gold

range, which occupies a position between the Selkirk and Coast

mountains, contains a mineralised zone remarkable for its length and

production of placer gold. The southern portion is comparatively

quite narrow, but the northern is very much wider. The free-milling

gold-bearing quartz camps at Camp McKinney and Fairview, with the

placer mining camp at Granite Creek, are located at the southern ex-

tremity of this zone, so far as it applies to British Columbia, while the

northern portion is represented by the Atlin and Porcupine placer and

free-milling gold-ore camps. The country lying between these points.
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so far as it has been explored from south to north, embraces the old

placer-mining camps on Granite Creek, Tulamene, Similkameen, and

Fraser Rivers, as well as those in Cariboo, Omineca and Cassiar.

North from Lytton, where the main line of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way crosses the Fraser River, the productive auriferous gravel extends

over a much wider extent of country than either at the extreme south

or extreme north in British Columbia. For instance, the Cariboo dig-

gings extend towards the east in the Selkirk Range, and the Cariboo

Range of mountains of that district belong to the northwestern portion

of the Selkirk Range, as also do some of the mountains in the Omineca

and Cassiar, while the mountains of the Atlin and Porcupine districts

are northeastern continuations of the Coast Range. The same condi-

tions as to increased width of this auriferous formation also applies on

the western side, for it includes the free-milling ore zone through

Revillagigedo and Douglas islands in southeastern Alaska.

But the extent of explored territory in British Columbia north from

the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway is very limited as com-

pared with the unexplored portions. Practically, exploration has be-
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gun and ended along the streams which really form the only highways

through this enormous territory, and it is a remarkable fact that every

important stream from Granite Creek north which flows through that

portion of British Columbia lying between the Selkirk and Coast

mountain ranges has contributed its quota of placer gold. Another

fact, too, is worthy of record, which is that throughout that vast area

but very few occurrences of free-milling auriferous quartz veins or

deposits have yet been discovered. In the Lillooet district some have

been worked on Cadwallader Creek, a tributary of Bridge River, as

well as on McGilvray Creek, which flows into Anderson Lake, and on

Cayoosh Creek, a tributary of the Fraser River. Those on this last-

named creek, though, proved notable failures when the attempts to

work them on a commercial scale were made. The reason for this was,

that although the outcrops were rich and yielded quantities of fine

specimens, yet deeper work resulted in exposing low-grade ore string-

ers onlv. The veins generally in that portion of the zone are of the

GOLD DREDGE ON THE FRASER RIVER AT VALE.

"gash" variety, lying conformably with the country rock as to dip and

line of strike and pinching out into a series of narrow stringers of

very low grade as depth is attained. But on Cadwallader and McGil-

vray Creeks the structure of the ore bodies is that of fissure veins

which promise permanency with depth as well as along, the line of

strike, and besides it has been determined by milling operations that
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the ore maintains a sufficiently high average grade to warrant mining

operations whenever the camps are more easy of access than at the

present time, when the cost for transporting machinery and suppHes is

from 5 cents to 7 cents per pound for packing from Lillooet to Cad-

wallader Creek, a distance of about 70 miles.

McGilvray Creek mines are more accessible because freight can be

transported by water up Seton and Anderson Lakes to within a short

distance from the camps. Inaccessibility and cost for freighting are

the main causes for the unexplored condition of this vast territory

designated as the Gold range, north from the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way. Near the coast line the Coast range has been explored as far as

could be easily done from the rivers and their tributaries. This work

has resulted in the discovery of a mineralised zone containing magne-

tite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, with occasionally bornite and some cop-

per carbonates. In addition to these, occurrences of copper-gold

ore bodies, usually at the contact between the igneous rocks and the

limestones but sometimes filling fissures in the igneous rocks,

have been discovered at several points. The most notable of these are

on Seymour Creek, about ten miles northerly from Vancouver City,

near the western shores of Howe Sound on Frederick Arm, on Bella

Coola River, on the Skeena River, and on Observatory Inlet, as well

VIEW OF PINE CREEKj ATLIN, AT THE UPPER END OF THE FAIRVIEW LEASE. OPPOSITE

THE STEPHEN DYKE GROUP.
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CASCADE RANGE FROM SKEENA RIVER.

as on both the east and west sides of Prince of Wales Island. But the

coast has been prospected only to a very limited extent, the main rea-

sons being- the unfavourable conditions prevailing as to thick timber,

high mountains, impenetrable undergrowth, thickness of moss, lack of

trails and necessity for packing supplies, etc., on men's backs. Conse-

quently comparatively very little is known as to the mineral resources

of the Coast range, and in fact the earliest discoveries of ore bodies,

so far as British Columbia is concerned, date back only to about 1897.

The outcroppings on the discoveries so far made have been generally

unique, because of their vast extent. As an example of the most ex-

tensive outcroppings so far known there is that on the Britannia group

of claims on Howe Sound, where occurs a mountain of ore about 6,000

feet long at the base, nearly 300 feet high, and in which a tunnel driven

125 feet long shows a solid mass of ore from the mouth to the face,

with the face still in ore. This tunnel is not exactly a cross cut at

right angles to the line of strike, but has been run slightly di-agonal

across the ore body. The altitude at the mouth of this tunnel near the

base of the mountain is 4,250 feet above sea level, and only about three

miles from the shore "as the crow flies."
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t KOSSING FRASER RIVER NEAR LILLOOET, B. C.

The same mineralised zone extends through the islands of the

North Pacific. On Vancouver, Texada, Queen Charlotte, Princess

Royal, and Banks, in British Columbia, as well as on Prince of Wales

Island in Alaska, conditions exist very similar to those attaching to the

mainland coast. There are, though, on Queen Charlotte and Van-

couver Islands, in addition to the metalliferous bearing zones, exten-

sive areas of cretaceous rocks containing seams of coal—bituminous

on Vancouver Island, but anthracite on Queen Charlotte Islands.

Because of the discovery of coal on \^ancouver Island about 1835
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by Dr. Selwyn, who was then director of the Dominion Geological

Survey, the Hudson's Bay Company about 1849 commenced the work
of exploiting the coal measures, which resulted in opening collieries

that have been producers on a commercial scale ever since, and for

several years furnished the only local supply of coal on the Pacific

Coast, having yielded 6,085,687 long tons to December 31st. 1901.

BORNITE MOUNTAIN, SKEENA RIVER.

The coal measures on Queen Charlotte Islands have never been

thoroughly explored ; indeed, although large areas of land containing

these coal measures were acquired under Crown grants several years

ago, it has only been within the past two years that any attention what-

ever has been directed towards this group of islands by prospectors.

Few parties have as yet visited it. In fact, except on Vancouver, Tex-

ada, and a few smaller islands, so little systematic exploring has

been carried on that beyond the fact that a few discoveries of copper-

gold bearing ores on Princess Royal and Banks Islands have been

reported, the resources of the British Pacific Islands are unknown

quantities. The Klondike excitement since 1897 has been responsible

for the exploration and prospecting which have been carried on

through the islands northward from Queen Charlotte Sound.
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On Vancouver Island, placer gold was mined on Leach and Bear

Rivers, and also on China and Granite Creeks, about 1862. These

streams were worked out and for several years but little interest was

taken in prospecting the mineral resources of the island, except the

coal on the eastern side. In fact, 1897 is about the earliest date for

the discovery of any of the deposits of the copper-gold ores which

promise in the future to increase very materially the output of metals

from the province.

Although the discoveries of the ores in the Rossland, Camp Mc-
Kinney, and Boundary districts, south of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way on the mainland, antedate those on Vancouver Island, and have

in the past been the main factors in bringing British Columbia into

prominence as a mining centre, yet in this review I will confine detailed

description of the mining industry to the island sections, beginning

with Vancouver and proceeding" eastward.

STEAMER HAZLETON ABOVE KITSILAS CA55oN, SKEENA RIVER.

On Vancouver Island prospecting for lodes was commenced about

1896 in the neighbourhood of Alberni village at the head of Alberni

Canal. Gold-bearing quartz float was found by placer miners in

China and Granite creeks, which resulted in the discoveries of bodies

of auriferous quartz on Mineral Hill at the head of China creek as

well as on the mountains near the head of Granite creek. The geologi-
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ELK RIVER CAXON, NEAR ELKO, EAST KOOTENAV.

cal formations are metamorphic schistose rocks and granites. Later

prospecting demonstrated that the zone made up of these rocks was of

comparatively hmited width, and its length has never been determined.

The trend of these rocks is northwesterly; the ore bodies fill fissures

lenticular in structure with pay ore in shoots. The gangue is quartz,

which at and near the surface is free-milling and carries gold values,

but with depth the ore becomes refractory. Most of these mineral

claims are situated from 10 to 15 miles from the eastern shore of the

canal. The lack of transportation facilities has been sufficient reason

for the closing down of active developement. But these discoveries

proved an incentive to prospectors to exploit the shores of Alberni
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canal, as well as those of the numerous bays or fiords which indent the

west coast of Vancouver Island.

As a result from this work, there are today a very large number
of mineral locations, many of which are very promising prospects con-

taining usually chalcopyrite and sometimes bornite, situated in a zone

trending northwesterly, which in some localities attains a width of

twelve to fourteen miles and reaches from near the southern end of

iMMHHHi

PRINCETON, SIMILKAMEEN MINING DISTRICT.

the island at Sooke Harbor to almost the extreme northwesterly end

at Quatsino Sound. The full extent of this zone, so far as width is

concerned, has been determined at only a few points.

Southeasterly from the head of Alberni canal, but with its position

northeasterly from the zone of auriferous free-milling ores referred

to earlier in this article, occurs a zone of schistose rock on Mts. Bren-

ton, Sicker, Richards, Malahat, and Skirt, which flanks on the south-

eastern side the cretaceous coal measures of the eastern portion of

Vancouver Island, and contains the productive copper-gold mines.

For while a great deal of attention has been devoted by prospectors

and engineers to the prospects on the west coast of the island, onlv in

a few cases has the developement been carried sufficiently far to place

the mineral claims in the ranks of the shipping mines. But the district
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locally known as the Mt. Sicker has been more fortunate, because,

although occupying a far less extensive area, yet several mineral

claims were acquired by enterprising companies whose management
has carried on the development work so persistently since 1899 as not

only to ship about 30,000 tons of high-grade copper-gold ore of an

average value of $5.00 in gold and 6 per cent, copper per ton, but to

show sufficient ore in sight to demonstrate that profitable smelting

operations can be carried on by local smelters. Consequently two

smelting plants are being erected on the east coast of the island, one at

Osborne Bay about eleven miles distant from Mt. Sicker by rail, and the

other at Ladysmith, about nineteen miles distant. The zone of schistose

rocks in which occur the mines referred to is of undetermined extent

longitudinally, but known to maintain continuity from the southeast-

erly coast of Vancouver Island from the vicinity of Saanich Inlet and

Maple Bay across Mts. Malahat, Richards. Sicker. Brenton, and be-

SUNSET CAMP, BOUNDARY MIXING DISTKICT.

yond these towards Alberni Canal. The distance it has been explored

is some fifteen miles as the crow flies. The trend of the ore bodies is

more westerly than northwesterly, and so far as at present known,

there is no extension of this particular mineral-bearing zone beyond

the Alberni Canal.

The width of the productive zone—so far as at present known—is

about 1,200 feet, but discoveries have been reported of other parallel

zones lying to the southwest, or rather southerly from the main one.
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Northerly and northwesterly from the Mt. Sicker mines occur the

areas of cretaceous rocks in which are found the coal seams of the

eastern portion of Vancouver Island. These have been productive

since about 1852 and have furnished the bulk of the coal used for

domestic and steam purposes in California since that time. The coast

from Ladysmith to Comox, a distance of nearly jog miles, except a

short break at Nanoose Harbor, is composed of these coal measures.

The width is variable; probably the maximum is reached near

Comox, where the measures extend for nearly twenty miles inland.

Near Nanaimo the width is nearly as great, but at other points this is

much less. Extensive collieries have been established and are in active

operation at Extension, near Ladysmith, at Alexandria, Nanaimo, and

Union, about twelve miles inland from Comox Harbor.

The islands in the Gulf of Georgia between Vancouver Island and

the mainland, are as a rule, quite limited in area, and except Texada

have not yet produced any metalliferous ores in commercial quantity,

although mineral claims have been located on many of them, notably

on Salt Spring, Thurlow, Valdez, and Redonda. The surface indica-

BREAST OF STOPE, 100-FOOT LEVEL, SUNSET MINE; BOUNDARY MINING DISTRICT.
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tions which led prospectors to locate claims on these were very prom-
ising, but on none has sufficiently extensive developement work been
done to determine the value of the prospects except on Texada Island,

which is the largest in area and has produced nearly half-a-million

dollars as the result of working the gold-copper ores found there.

The island, considered geologically, is composed of crystalline lime-

FURTV THIRD COMPAXY's DULH, KILDARE GULCH, OMINECA.

stone and igneous rocks. Mining operations have been confined to the

northern end. Xear the east coast deposits of bornite and chalco-

pyrite, the former carrying gold values sometimes as high as an ounce

to the ton of ore in the three producing mines, and averaging about

$8.00 to the ton in addition to the copper values, while the latter carries

lower gold values but averaged 5 per cent, copper, from smelter

returns from about 25,000 tons produced since 1899. The great-

est depth attained on any metalliferous mine, either on Vancouver

Island or the coast of the mainland, has been reached on the Copper

Queen on Texada, where the working shaft is 515 feet deep. Bornite

ore was found to predominate even at that depth, where the ore body

was about 130 feet in length with a thickness of 4 feet on the foot wall,

and a maximum of 12 feet on the hanging wall, wath 13 feet of barren

felsite. or possibly altered limestone, lying betw^een the two bodies of

ore. The ore bodies in the productive mines occur either in the lime-

stone or felsite (as it is locally termed), or at the contact betw^een these

rocks : or else, but much more rarely, at the contact between limestone

and diabase. The rock termed felsite, if subjected to an expert exam-

ination will possibly be found to be an altered impure limestone; it

contains calcite. garnets, alumina, and silica, but may be a felsite of

igneous origin and occur as intrusions in the limestone which has

been thoroughly metamorphosed.
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GOLD DREDGE UNDER CONSTRUCTION NEAR LYTTON ON THE ERASER RIVER.

The centre of this island is made up ahnost entirely of igneous

rocks, many of which have a porphyritic structure, and these are often

fissured. The veins so formed are filled with auriferous cjuartz, free-

milling at and near the surface, but refractory and apparently in many
cases losing their values at shallow depths. Consequently none of this

class of ore bodies on Texada Island has as yet developed into perma-

nent paying mines.

Near the northwestern coast of the island the crystalline lime-

stone again occurs in vast bodies, and in contact with basic igneous

rocks. The mineral resources of this portion are magnetite and lime-

stone, the latter being burned and the product shipped chiefly to

Hawaii as well as local markets, while the former is mined and at

present shipped to the iron furnace at Irondale in the State of Wash-
nigton, where it is manufactured into pig iron of a superior quality.

The iron ore carries an average of about 70 per cent, metallic iron, and

its content of phosphorus is well within the Bessemer limit.

The southern portion of Texada Island has not been explored,

chiefly because of the landing places even for small boats being very

few and far between, while in the interior the heavy growth of timber,

the density of the brush, and the precipitous mountains render explora-

tion very difficult, even for professional prospectors.

Note:—The illustrations accompanying this article are from photographs, many of winch

were kindly loaned to the writer by the Department of Mines for British Columbia, and the

remainder photographed by himself.



THE PARIS-VIENNA MOTOR-CAR RACES.

By C. R. D'Estcrre.

The most striking effect of the noted Continental motor-car races is noted by Mr. D'Esterre

in the article below. It is the perfecting of the cars mechanically through the necessity of

meeting conditions of extreme severity in what might be called "intensified service." Such a

result goes far to offset any charge of undue attention to "sport." It is akin to the more
slowly worked out processes of evolution in other branches of mechanical industry.

—

The
Editors.

THE long-distance road

races which dur-

ing the past eight

years have formed the

central feature of automobil-

ism in France, are undoubt-

edly largely responsible for

the extraordinary develope-

ment which has taken place

in the motor-vehicle indus-

try in that country. To carry through one of these competitions suc-

cessfully over even a few hundred miles of average macadam road de-

mands that the vehicles shall have been brought to a state of at least tol-

erable practicability for everyday use ; hence it was not until the inter-

nal-combustion engine of Daimler had been taken up by practical engi-

neers and incorporated in a road vehicle, that these competitions were

originated. It was in the early 90's, about 1892-94, that the reliabil-

ity of the petrol cars constructed by the firms of Panhard & Levassor

and Peugeot and fitted with engines of the Daimler type, led to the

suggestion of running motor vehicles on the road under competitive

conditions, and from the date of the first race from Paris to Rouen,

1894, those firms which have most energetically devoted themselves

to the developement of vehicles especially designed to withstand the

strains of these long-distance high-speed races have invariably re-

tained their reputation as constructors of reliable vehicles for every-

day use.

It is universally recognised among engineers that there is no test

for any sort of mechanism better calculated to expose its defects than

an organised competitive trial fixed for a definite date and time; and

there is no combination of mechanism more liable to the unexpected

847
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developement of mysterious troubles and derangements than the deli-

cate internal organs of a motor vehicle. Hence it is that each year

many a car entered by its contractors under the belief that it repre-

sents their highest efforts in the direction of perfection of mechanical

parts, is taken back to the shops after a race, in a condition which

teaches more valuable lessons than would have been gained by a year

of ordinary use in the hands of a customer employing the vehicle for

pleasure purposes. It reflects great credit on the automobile manu-

facturers of France, that each year they have accepted the responsi-

bilities and difficulties involved by races made more and more diffi-

cult and destructive to their vehicles. Eight years ago they were

invited to send their vehicles for a run of one or two hundred miles

over the best roads that could be chosen in France ; they might effect

all necessary repairs on the road, and if fortunate in escaping me-

chanical trouble the cars might run through from start to finish with-

out a stop and almost without slowing down. Nowadays, however,

the successful competitors in a race are called upon to pass through

an ordeal such as probably no other mechanical contrivance is ever

subjected to. The race is not now over some road in France chosen

for its straightness and the perfection of its surface, but it takes the

most difficult route through three countries. It extends from Paris

to Menna, crosses Switzerland and the Tyrolean Alps, rises above the

snow line, and descends by a torrent-washed track over which the

automobilist must pass in danger of utter destruction at every turn

before he can reach his destination. This route of 1,400 kilometres

must be traversed in four days, at an average speed considerably

greater than that maintained on the railways which pass through the

same districts. The automobilist must slow down at almost every vil-

lage, and must stop and re-start twice at the controls of almost every

town. When he arrives at his destination for the night he must drive

his car to a definite spot and there leave it without spending a mo-

ment for repairs or adjustment, which must all be done on the road on

the following day and in time which counts against his running time.

To crown all these difficulties, the constructor must put his car on the

road in running order, to weigh not more than 1,000 kilogrammes

(about 1 93/4 hundredweight) in the heaviest class, and to enable it to

compete with its rivals in point of speed it must carry an engine de-

veloping 50 to 70 brake horse power.

Carrying these conditions in mind, the success of the Paris-

Vienna race can only be characterised as marvellous. In the first

place it must be remembered that it is less than a year ago that the
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SCENE UN THE ARRIVAL OF UXE UF THE CARS UX THE R.\( E CiH;Rs>E, VIENNA.

Automobile Club de France decided to fix the i.ooo kilogrammes as

the limit of weight of a racing vehicle. All the constructors of heavy

cars have thus been called upon to remodel their vehicles entirely.

The factor of safety has been cut down to the finest in every part,

every item not absolutely essential has been rigorously excluded ; and

notwithstanding this the engine power per pound of total weight has

been greatly increased. The constructors of vehicles in the classes

limited to weights of 650 and 450 kilogrammes respectively have cor-

respondingly been called upon to increase their engine power to a

point which a year or two ago would have been considered high for a

heavy car, in order to maintain a speed approaching that of the heavy

vehicles; whilst the motor tricycle with its 11 -brake-horse-power en-

gine has been developed into a machine which can be likened to noth-

ing but an enormous grasshopper as it leaps over the road at 100 kilo-

metres per hour. The skill and intelligence with which the manufac-

turers have met the manifold difficulties of constructing cars suitable

for the Paris-Vienna race is of the very highest order. Examining

the vehicles of a few of the leading constructors our attention is
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A 70-HOKSE-POWER PANHARP WAITING THE START AT CHAMPIGNY, JUNE 26.

naturally in the first place attracted by the work of the Panhard &
Levassor firm. In their latest type of cars, weighing only 960 kilo-

grammes, we find an engine which is stated on reliable authority to

develope 70 to 75 brake horse power. The car is modelled generally on

the well-known Panhard lines with four-cylinder vertical engine

mounted toward the front of the underframe and transmission by

spur, bevel and chain gearing to the rear road wheels ; but in detail we
find many modifications. The underframe, which carries all the es-

sential items of the mechanism, is constructed 6f wood strengthened

by suitably designed steel-plate girders, and is supported from the

axles by three plate springs, two at the back parallel with the length

of the frame, and one transverse spring attached centrally to the front

cross member of the frame and pivotted at its ends from the front axle.

The position of the front axle is preserved by light rods pivotted on

the axle and on the longitudinal members of the frame. This front

spring is extraordinarily light considering that it has to carry a full

half of the total load, but its position is such as relieves it of one of

the chief strains to which side front springs parallel to the frame

would be subjected, namely, the continual rock of the engine in a

plane at right angles to the length of the crank shaft due to forces

entirely unbalanced. Weight has been saved in another direction
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by making" the axles tubular, and the ends of the front axle are now
forked to receive the steering-wheel pivots. The engine, although

still of the four-cylinder vertical type, bears no more resemblance to

the original Phoenix Daimler engine than does a modern locomotive,

to early productions of Stephenson. It has been subjected to a rigor-

ous process of lightening. The four cylinders are now entirely inde-

pendent, the castings which in each case constitute cylinder body and

head being bolted independently to the upper half of the aluminum

crank chamber. The water jacket for the body of each cylinder is

formed of sheet copper. The valves and pipes, both for inlet and ex-

haust, bear a much more just proportion to the cylinder volume and

piston speed than in earlier engines. In order to obtain sufficient

opening for the admission of the gas to the cylinders, the admission

valve is in each case triple, as in the English Napier engines of two

years ago, the three small valves giving a much more efficient opening

than one large one. The governing of the engine is effected by clos-

ing the admission to all cylinders alike. The carburettor is, as for-

merly, of the spraying type originally adapted to these high-speed ex-

plosion engines by Maybach. In the matter of relation of bore and

stroke we tind that, although the engine is still high and the stroke

long for the speed aimed at, the Panhard, together with all the other

ONE OF THE JO- HORSE-POWER PANHARDS AFTER THE RACE.
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firms, are being driven to shorten the stroke of their engines in pro-

portion to the bore according to the dictates both of theory and prac-

tice, in spite of an obstinate cHnging to the idea that power is best

obtained by applying the force of the explosion to a crank of long

leverage. The ignition in the engine is now only electric, the hot

tube having evidently disappeared for good. The water circulation

is maintained by a friction-driven centrifugal pump, and the cooling is

effected by one of the latest "Loyal" coolers in wdiich a battery of 22

small pipes coupled in parallel, bent to form 9 layers in series, is

sheathed in aluminum radiating ribs and formed to fit the front of

the bonnet covering the engine. The transmission of power from

engine to road wheels is effected by a combined friction cone and bolt

clutch, the female portion of which forms part of the flywheel, while

THE CROUAN LIGHT CAR; THE ONLY RACING CAR WITH HORIZONTAL ENGINE TO

ARRIVE AT VIENNA.

the male portion is mounted on an extension of the lower shaft of the

change-speed gear. The main portion of the gear box is now

mounted behind the differential cross shaft, but the general arrange-

ment of sliding spur wheels on the lower longitudinal shaft driving

fixed wheels on the upper shaft, which in turn drive the differential

cross shaft of a single bevel gearing, is identical with last year's

models. The cross shaft which carries the pinions of the final chain
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drive is now constructed in two parts as necessitated by the differ-

ential gear, and not as formerly in four parts to allow of play between
the gear box and the frame. The gear box is now so hung that

strains on the underframe are not transmitted to the shafting. The
final driving chains are extraordinarily light considering the power
to be transmitted ; five years ago chains as heavy as these w^ere fitted

to cars of 6 brake horse power.

A ]ii,( AlVILLE LIGHT CAR AT VIENNA.

Many points of similarity are to be found between the vehicles of

Mors and Panhard & Levassor, but the Mors firm, who carried off

first honors in last year's Paris-Bordeaux and Paris-Berlin contests,

had to face a much more difficult problem in remodelling their 1901

type, weighing about 1,400 kilogrammes, to reduce its weight to 1,000

kilogrammes, than had their rivals, whose type for last year weighed

only about 1,150 kilogrammes. As the result of the Paris-Vienna

race has shown, the problem proved too severe. Of the five Mors cars

of 60 horse power which started from Champigny in the hands of

the most expert drivers, two were wrecked by mischance, one by the

severity of the road, and two arrived at Vienna but did not take very

high places. An extenuating circumstance which must not be passed

over unmentioned was that all these cars started practically untried.

A point of great interest and ingenuity in the design of these Mors
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cars is the air dashpots employed to aid the springs supporting the

underframe. The pots of the dashpots are attached to the underframe

whilst the pistons are coupled to the axles, the action being to accel-

erate the return of the road wheels to the road when they have been

raised by striking an inequality and so to keep the driving effort more

regular.

Amongst the heavy vehicles the performance of the Mercedes cars

constructed by the Cannstadt Daimler firm was highly successful. Of
for.r cars entered, two only started and these both driven by amateurs.

These two cars were amongst the leading vehicles throughout and

actually arrived at Vienna second and third, but in the final classifica-

tion one was reduced to the fifth place whilst the other was disquali-

fied owing to the fact that it had to be towed over the last four-hun-

dred yards of the course owing to a temporary mechanical derange-

ment. These Mercedes cars were of the same type as so successfully

competed at Nice in the spring of this year and although not of an ex-

cessively high power—40 horse power—they had been thoroughly

tested on the road side by side with the petrol and alcohol cars. The

steam vehicles of Serpollet fitted with furnaces burning alcohol ran

with conspicuous regularity, all the starters, five in number, arriving

at Vienna. This performance is unique in the history of steam-pro-

pelled carriages.

THE WINNING RENAULT CAR IN THE ROTUNDA AT VIENNA AFTER THE RACE.
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MK. S. F. EDGE UJM THE NAPiEK CAK.

In the categories of light cars and voiturettes we find a diversity of

design too complex to admit of a detailed description, but the con-

struction of the most successful vehicles, the Renaults and the Dar-

racqs, will naturally attract especial attention. The fact that it was a

light Renault car, weight 650 kilogrammes, which took first place in

the whole race, whilst Darracqs of similar weight hold the third and

seventh, eighth, and ninth places, speaks very eloquently for the really

light car of moderate power as a vehicle capable of high speeds and

possessing great endurance. The engines in both the above types of

car are four-cylinder vertical, of high speed and stroke very short in

proportion to the bore. The underframes are in both cases con-

structed of steel tubing and spring by single plate springs from tubular

axles. The road wheels of the Renault cars have wood spokes and

the Darracqs are of the steel tangent-spoke type. The transmission

is in each case by a spur change gear and flexible tail shaft to a bevei

gearing driving the live rear axle through the differential gear.

A car which is of especial interest to British automobilists is the

Napier, which under the skillful guidance of Mr. S. F. Edge gained

the Gordon Bennett cup. although in competition with the best cars

and most skilled drivers that France could put upon the road. The
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race for the Gordon Bennett cup was run over the same course and

at the same time as the Paris-Vienna race, but ended at Innsbruck in

the Austrian Tyrol, about 900 kilometres from Paris. The four cars

competing in this race started first amongst the Paris-Vienna cars

and numbered, for France a Panhard-Levassor of 70 horse power

driven by M. Rene de Knyfif, a C. G. V. car of about 60 horse power

driven by M. Girardot, and a Mors car of 60 horse power driven by

M. Henri Fournier, whilst England was represented by the Napier

light car driven by Mr. Edge. The result of this race, as of the Paris-

Vienna, was a triumph for the light car. At about 70 kilometres from

the start the C. G. V. car gave way under the strain of excessive

speed ; at about 250 kilometres a similar fate awaited Fournier on his

A GROUP OF MOTOR BICYCLES. THE FIRST TWO ARRIVALS WERE WERNERS.

Mors, whilst R. de Knyff, the engine of whose car, it may be men-

tioned, ran on alcohol, when within 50 kilometres of Innsbruck and

virtually holding the assurance of success, was put hors dc combat

by a broken differential. The cup thus fell to Edge, whose car

travelled consistently well throughout, maintaining a good average al-

though not a very high speed. The Napier car, which is the first Eng-

lish vehicle to be victorious in a Continental race, is a totally different

design from the vehicles of the same firm which since the 1,000 miles

trial of 1899 have occupied a prominent position amongst British cars.
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It is of the category of light cars, and carries an engine developing

about 35 brake horse power of the four-cylinder vertical type, high-

speed and short-stroke, with very large pipes and valves.

As is almost invariably the case in these important races, there

was a great disparity between the numbers of cars entered and the

number of actual starters. Of about 210 entries, 137 cars were sent

ofif from Champigny on the morning of June 26; of this number 106

arrived at Belfort. 408 kilometres from Paris, the end of the first

HENRY FARMAN UN HIS JO-HUKSE-POWER PANHARD.

day's run, and of these 85 cars arrived at Vienna on June 29. Consid-

ering the severity of the course and of the rules regulating the

running of the cars, this result reflects the highest credit on all con-

nected with the construction and running of the cars. The average

speed of the winning car is not very high—about 58 kilometres per

hour—but it must be remembered that the cars were constantly losing

time by slowing down for villages and stopping at controls ; that the

whole of the route through Switzerland was neutralised, and that all

repairs and replenishments were effected in the running time. On the

first stage, where the roads were good and the route fairly well-

known, R. de Knyff on his 70-horse-power Panhard using alcohol

fuel maintained an average speed of almost exactly 100 kilometres

—

62 miles per hour. An achievement such as this speaks for itself.



HIGH SPEED ELECTRIC INTERURBAN RAILWAYS.

By George H. Gibson.

The most significant suggestion from Mr. Gibson's article is that the electric railway, witli

all tile wonderful extension it has had in the United States, is hardly more than beginning its

work as an economic influence. How far that work may extend it would be almost rash to

attempt to say. But this much appears certain:—the electric road is an additional—not a

substitutional—transport agency. It will supplement and modify the steam railway—force it

to specialize on the service for which it is most fitted—but not supersede it. The work of the

world is increasing so fast it seems to demand all available tools, seizing the new, but adding

them to the old. There maj', however, be many changes in relative importance. Electric

motive power will be enormously greater in the total application ten years hence. Mr. Gib-

son's account of its proved fitness and extended use even at present will carry great interest

and almost a revelation to man>"' readers.

—

The Editors.

T HE electric railway is to perform a

service for mankind as notable

and perhaps ultimately as great

as that rendered by its steam-operated

precursor. Already it handles the bulk

of suburban and short-distance interur-

ban passenger traffic; it carries freight,

mail, express, and baggage ; it operates ac

speeds reaching 60 miles per hour ; its cars

are operated on time schedules and dis-

patched by telephone ; its roadbed is often

as expensive and heavy of construction as

that of the best steam lines ; and, what
is more interesting to the investor, it pays large dividends. At the

present time $1,600,000,000 are nominally invested in electric roads

in the United States and upon this sum $7,000,000 are paid in yearly

dividends; 300,000 employees receive yearly in wages $250,000,000,

and there are 20,000 miles of track on which 60,000 cars are run. In

1899, ten miles of electric road were built for every mile of steam road

constructed.

The greatest development of interurban roads has taken place in

the great agricultural districts of the middle western States, where
they have grown to a truly surprising extent. It is often said that

electric railways have checked the concentration of population in great
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THREE I,0O0-KIL0\VATT ROTATING-FIELD WESTINGHOUSE GENERATORS, THREE-PHASE,
3,200 VOLTS. UNION TRACTION COMPANY OF INDIANA.

cities bv creating subvirban districts, but in the farming regions they

have had a still greater elTect in building up many small centers of

population. The Union Traction Company of Indiana operates 109

miles of interurban track and 54 miles of city track in the gas belt of

that State and serves a population of 350,000. It connects the cities

of Anderson, Marion, Muncie, IndianapoHs and about twenty smaller

towns and traverses six of the most prosperous counties of the State.

The interurban lines are located almost entirely on private right of

way protected by fences and cattle guards. Tests have shown that a

maximum speed of 58 miles an hour may be reached and an average

speed of 45 miles an hour maintained. Cars are run in each direc-

tion every hour and special cars are furnished for theater parties,

excursions, and picnics. The rates of fare are approximately one cent

a mile. The daily receipts of the interurban lines are said to be

$3,000 on an average, but this is frequently increased to $8,000 and on

one occasion was $11,000 in a single day. Large additions are con-

templated, about doubling the present mileage. Power is generated in

a central station at Anderson, containing three i ,000-kilowatit West-

inghouse alternators, and is transmitted by three-phase alternating
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current at 14,000 volts to eight sub-stations, which are supplemented

by storage batteries.

One of the greatest possibilities of the interurban road lies in the

development of freight traffic. It is well fitted for the transfer of

farm produce and supplies for farmers and for carrying package

merchandise, and it can often give great convenience of delivery and

the possibility of handling freight economically, especially in small

cities. The Chicago, Harvard & Lake Geneva Railway has not only a

large freight traffic of its own but carries on an interchange of busi-

250-KILOWATT THREE-PHASE WESTINGHOUSE ROTARY CONVERTER AND ALTERNATING-
CURRENT—DIRECT-CURRENT SWITCHBOARD, ALEXANDRIA SUB-STATION,

UNION TRACTION CO. OF INDIANA.

ness with steam roads, to a greater extent perhaps than any other

electric road in the United States. Its southern terminus is at Har-

vard, on the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad, and at Walworth,

83^ miles north of this place, the road crosses the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul Railway, thence running two miles northeast to Lake Ge-

neva, one of Wisconsin's most popular summer resorts. One-third of

the business of the road is in handling freight. Freight cars from the

railroads are hauled to sidings on the electric road at a flat rate of $5

per car, and piece freight is transported on a one-rate plan between

any two points on the road for five cents per hundred pounds, no
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package being handled for less than ten cents. A freight motor car

with a crew of two men carries package freight and hauls from one to

four steam-road freight cars. There are six freight sidings along

the road, not including the company's yards. Live-stock shipments

are an important part of the business. In summer refrigerator cars

are run twice a week over the Chicago & Northwestern Railway for

the benefit of creameries situated on the electric road, and last winter

3,000 tons of ice were hauled from Lake Geneva for local use along

the line. The company receives $500 per year for hauling mail two

trips daily each way. Passenger tickets are sold by the electric road

to points on the steam roads and baggage is carried free. The power

house is located at Murra}' and contains two generators of 500 kilo-

PURTABLE WESTIXGHULSE KuIAKV LUNVERTER, RUNXIXG IN ,MULTn>LE WITH STA-

TIONARY ROTARY, 250-KILOWATT THREE-PHASE.

Union Traction Co. of Indiana.

watts each. The equipment consists of ten motor cars and six trail

cars. The maximum speed is 45 miles per hour.

While many electric roads have been constructed cheaply and of

light materials, the tendency is more and more towards a substantial

type of construction similar to the best steam-railway practice. The

Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Muskegon Railway, recently com-

pleted, is equipped with standard 70-pound T-rails laid on a private
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INTERIOR OF PORTABLE ROTARY-CONVERTER CAR SHOWING SWITCHBOARD AND
TRANSFORMER.

Union Traction Co. of Indiana.

right of way. The road runs from Grand Rapids to Aluskegon,

Mich., a distance of 35 miles, with a branch 7 miles long to Grand

Haven. It parallels steam roads to both cities, the running time of the

electric and steam cars being about the same. The country is well de-

veloped industrially, containing tin-plate and paper mills, knitting

factories, and machine shops. Grand Rapids has a population of

96,000, Muskegon 26,000 and Grand Haven 5,000. The country near

Grand Haven is largely occupied as a summer resort by people from
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PAVILION AT FRUITPORT ON SPRING LAKE, AND STEAMER OTTAWA, OPERATED BY GRAND
RAPIDS, GRAND HAX'EN & MUSKEGON RY.

Grand Rapids, Chicago, and Milwaukee. In passing through towns

and cities, the road uses the overhead-trolley system, for which the

cars are equipped with a trolley arm, while upon the enclosed right

of way through the country the third-rail system is employed. The

third rail is discontinued at crossings, the current being carried uncler

the highways by conductors imbedded in pitch in underground con-

duits. The conductor rail is of 65-pound section and standard com-

position, and is supported upon reconstructed-granite insulators. The

power house, located at Fruitport, contains five 250-kilowatt gener-

ators, three of which are double-current machines, generating both

direct and alternating currents, while two are standard alternators.

All are direct connected to Westinghouse vertical compound engines

and are arranged for operation in multiple.

Another interesting road running out from Grand Rapids is the

Grand Rapids, Holland & Lake Michigan Rapid Railway, extending

from Grand Rapids to Holland and there connecting with two short

lines to the lake shore. This road traverses a rich farming country,

thickly settled by Dutch and Germans, and the two lines to the lake

shore reach a favorite summer resort district. The aggregate length

of track of the combined roads is 71 miles, the total distance covered

being 45 miles, 19 miles of this comprising the two roads running

from Holland to the lake. Cars are operated on a headway of one

hour and require at the present time 90 minutes for the trip from

Grand Rapids to Holland. This time is to be reduced as soon as the

roadbed is improved and a maximum speed of 45 miles will be real-

ized, with an average speed of 26 miles per hour, including stops. All

railroads are crossed by bridges and subways, and the private right

of way, which is four rods wide, is fenced in. The entire mechanical

and eng-ineering construction has been carried out very thoroughly.
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The track is standard gauge, laid with 70-pound T-rails, and is bal-

lasted with coarse gravel and drained by vitrified tiling. The power

FRUITPORT POWER HOUSE, G. -R., G. H. & M. RY. FIVE 25O-KILOWATT WESTINGHOUSE
GENERATORS.

The exterior view above shows arrangements for unloading coal.
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plant embodies coal-handling apparatus, mechanical stokers, econ-

omizers, and forced draught. The two engines are of the vertical

cross-compound condensing type and are direct connected to 500 kilo-

watt, three-phase, twenty-five-cycle alternators. The sub-stations at

various points on the road are supplied with alternating current trans-

mitted at 20,000 volts over aluminum conductors. The transmission

lines are carried upon the poles supporting the trolley wire, the whole

being protected from lightning discharges by a strand of barbed wire

strung at the tops of the poles and grounded at each sixth pole to gal-

vanized-iron pipes driven 12 feet into the ground. The cars are 47

SUB-STATION, G. R., G. H. & M. KV., SHOWING THIRD-RAIL CONSTRUCTION.

feet long and weigh from 2t^ to 25 tons without load. They are com-

pletely equipped with heaters, air brakes, sand boxes, etc. The com-

pany has recently ordered a number of 50-foot cars and a number of

35-foot freight cars will be operated. The freight rates are low, rang-

ing from 3^ to 23 cents per hundred pounds, depending upon a dis-

tance-rate basis and classification. The express rates vary from 20

cents for a package weighing not more than 10 pounds to 45 cents for

packages weighing from 50 to 100 pounds, above which the rate is 45

cents per hundred. The franchise calls for rates not exceeding i>^

cents per mile for carrying passengers, but as the steam road parallel-

ing the electric line has greatly reduced its fares since the building

of the latter, the electric road has made special rates during certain
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hours of the day when the steam-road trains are in operation be-

tween the terminal points.

While electric roads are approaching steam lines in type of con-

struction and methods of operation, many of the latter are finding it

advantageous to adopt electric traction, especially for short-haul and

suburban service. The Quebec, Montmorency & Charlevoix Railway

has in this way within two years increased its total yearly capacity

and receipts from $44,221 to $73,292. The overhead trolley is used

and the cars are equipped with two 50-horse-power motors and air

brakes and are capable of running 45 miles per hour. The total cost

of the electrical installation for 30 miles of track, including six

double-truck cars and a 600-kilowatt alternating-current generating

station, was $169,375. On Sundays and holidays the road is used so

extensively that its resources are fully taxed and it has been found

necessary to increase the rolling stock, so that in addition to the regu-

lar cars specials may be run at 10 and 15-minute intervals. It will

further be necessary to construct a double track between Quebec

and Montmorency. In addition to the electric traffic, steam, freight,

and special pilgrimage trains are constantly handled, and no col-

lision or other accident has so far occurred.

Another road which has greatly improved its service by adopting

electric traction is the Buffalo & Lockport Railway. The company

operating this road was organized in April, 1898, and leased for 99
years the Lockport Branch of the Erie Railroad, running from Lock-

port to North Tonawanda, X. Y., and comprising 13^ miles of single

track. It has since bought 5^/^ miles of road in the streets of Lockport,

73^ miles of single track between Buffalo and North Tonawanda, and

a mile of track in Buff'alo, making the total length of the line at pres-

ent 29 miles and giving through service from Buffalo to Lockport and

Niagara Falls. Power is obtained from the Niagara Falls Power Co.,

and is transmitted at 10,500 volts to a rotary converter sub-station

located at Lockport, from which it is fed as direct current at 1,500 volts

to the trolley wires. Both passenger and freight traffic are handled,

trolley cars being used for the passenger service and two electric loco-

motives, built by the General Electric Co., for the freight service.

These locomotives weigh 36 tons each. Since the road is a feeder of

the Erie Railway system, the freight traffic is considerable and the lo-

comotives are each equipped with four i6o-horse-power motors, de-

signed to give a draw-bar pull of 3,400 pounds when running at 15

miles per hour, which is considered sufficient to handle a 340-ton train.

The locomotive trolleys are controlled from the cab bv means of a

I



TYPES OF MODERN AMERICAN CARS FOR HEAVY ELECTRIC-RAILWAY SERVICE.

At the top is a 40-foot express car, weighing 25,000 pounds, open from end to end for load;

diagonal doors to take in long pieces; speed 33 miles. Next comes a 40-foot trolley car

with baggage compartment. Providence & Fall River branch of N. Y., N. H. & H.

Ry.; weighs 45,000 pounds; seats 28 passengers. Below that is a 41-foot 25,000-

pound car with 9-foot smoking compartment, intended for average speed of

20 miles. At the bottom is a semi-convertible parlor trolley car for the

Buffalo railway, 41 feet 8 inches long, 31,000 pounds. All by the

J. G. Brill Company.
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LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE BUFFALO AND LOCKPORT RAILWAY. GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

pneumatic arrangement. The most marked change on the road, how-

ever, has been accomphshed by the trolley cars in connection with the

passenger traffic. The equipment includes five cars which are operated

on a half-hour headway. Each car is equipped with four 52-horse-

power motors and a maximum speed of more than 60 miles per hour

has been reached. The trip between Buffalo and Lockport, a distance

of 25 miles, can be made in one hour, including stops. The cars are

31 feet long and have two passenger compartments, one of which is a

smoker. In addition to the regular passenger car, one combined bag-

gage and passenger car is operated, carrying mail and express.

A number of roads used chiefly for pleasure riding have been

built in Southern California in the neighborhood of Los Angeles. The
population is composed largely of wealthy people who have sought

that part of the country on account of climatic conditions, and who
patronize the roads liberally. One of the roads from Los x^ngeles ex-

tends to Pasadena and from there to Echo Mountain and Mt. Lowe.

Another line runs from Los Angeles to Santa Monica on the Pacific

Ocean. The Los Angeles-Pasadena line was so well patronized the

first year that it was necessary to double-track the road. It competes

with three steam lines, and one of the latter has been compelled to re-

duce its train service by half and would reduce it still further if that

were not prevented by its franchise. The cars on the Pasadena line

are each equipped with two 40-horse-power motors and Standard air

brakes, and make a maximum speed of 25 miles per hour. The road to
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MAP SHOWING (BY HEAVY LINES) THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRIC RAILWAYS ABOUT
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Santa ^Monica has quadruple equipments of 50-horse-power motors

and can maintain a speed of 40 miles per hour. Another road which

is being built from Los Angeles 20 miles to Long Beach will have as

one of its features a broad boulevard, 184 feet wide, on each side of

the track.

Perhaps the field of greatest activity in the United States for the

construction of high-speed interurban lines has been in northern Ohio

and southern Michigan, where there is now a network of highly

equipped roads upon which through traffic is being established, offer-

ing even such accommodations as parlor and sleeping cars. It is said

that a service of this character will shortly be established between Co-

lumbus and Cincinnati. The roads utilized will be the Southern Trac-

tion Company's lines from Cincinnati to Dayton ; the Dayton-Spring-

field & Urbana to Springfield; and the Columbus, London & Spring-

field to Columbus, the service to be established as soon as the latter

road is completed. The schedule time between Columbus and Cin-

cinnati will be about six hours. It is also proposed to operate through

cars between Cleveland and Cincinnati, the route from Cleveland being

over the Cleveland, Elyria & Western, the Cleveland, Ashland & Mans-

field, the Mansfield. Gallon & Crestline, and the Columbus, Delaw^are &
Marion, roads all either in operation or under construction.

A few notes regarding the Cleveland. Elyria & Western may be of

interest, since its power house will be the first railway power station
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in the United States to be equipped with steam turbines. Two West-
inghouse turbines running at 1,500 revolutions per minute are to be
direct-connected to two 1,000-kilowatt, two-pole generators, delivering

alternating current at 400 volts and 25 cycles per second. Steam will

be supplied to the turbines at 150-pounds pressure and 200-degrees

superheat, and the exhaust will be under a 28-inch vacuum. The
steam consumption is guaranteed not to exceed 10.8 pounds of steam

per horse-power-hour ; and at one-half load the steam consumption per

horse power is not to increase more than 15 per cent. These turbines

are somewhat novel in construction in that the steam is expanded con-

secutively in two chambers—that is, the steam first passes through a

high-pressure cylinder, then through a reheater, and finally through

a low-pressure cylinder. The rotating parts of both the high- and

low-pressure cylinders are upon one shaft, the bearing being placed

"between the two cylinders. Full load may be carried without super-

heat or vacuum. The adoption of steam turbines has increased the

possible capacity with the space available in the existing power house

from 2,000 to 5,000 kilowatts. Two 300-kilowatt rotary converters are

being installed as connecting links between the present direct-current

plant and the alternating-current apparatus. The power is transmit-

ted to sub-stations along the road by alternating current at 20,000 volts.

Cleveland is the center of an extensive interurban electric railway

system, extending in one direction nearly to Buffalo, N. Y., and in the

other to Toledo, Ohio, which is also the terminus of a large number of

roads. One of the roads connecting Cleveland and Toledo is the To-

ledo, Fremont & Norwalk, about 60 miles in length and controlled by

the Lake Shore Electric Company. The power house at Fremont,

about the middle of the line, contains four alternating-current gen-

erators, direct connected to 1,750-horse-power Westinghouse steam

engines. Current is transmitted at 16,000 volts to six sub-stations,

-which are combined with passenger and freight stations in order to cut

down the cost of attendance. The high-tension transmission wires are

carried upon the poles supporting the trolley brackets. The roadbed,

partly upon private right erf way and partly upon public turnpike, is

constructed for speeds exceeding 40 miles per hour. In preparing for

a through service between Cleveland and Toledo, a series of experi-

ments are being made by the Lake Shore Electric Company with a view

•of determining the most desirable motors for the traffic. A cross-coun-

try schedule of 35 to 40 miles per hour has been established and a

speed of over 60 miles per hour has been maintained for short dis-

tances. Some of the cars are fitted with four loo-horse-power elec-
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THE UPPER CAR IS FOR THE PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY, LOS ANGELES, CALIF. ; THE
LOWER ONE IS A MOTOR CAR FOR THE UNION TRACTION COMPANY OF INDIANA.

St. Louis Car Company, St. Louis, Mo.

trie motors. The ears now in serviee on the Toledo, Fremont &
Norwalk are equipped with 75-horse-power Westinghouse motors.

That part of the Lake Shore Electric Company's line between Cleve-

land and Norwalk is entirely on private right of way and is rock-bal-

lasted and laid with 75-pound T-rails. This company is making an

especial effort to develop freight traffic in fruit and dairy products.

Passenger mileage books are sold for $12.50 per 1,000 miles, and local

fares are about one-half of those charged jjy steam roads.

Toledo and Detroit are connected by a series of electric roads, one

of the most completely ec[uipped of which is the Toledo & Monroe

Railway, having 18 miles of single track laid with 70-pound T-rails

and ballasted with broken limestone. The ecjuipment consists of ordi-

nary passenger cars, chair cars, combined passenger and baggage cars,

and freight cars. The passenger cars are 40 feet long and a regular

schedule speed of 30 miles per hour, including stops, is maintained.
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The power house contains two 400-kilowatt Westinghouse three-phase

alternators and a sub-station contains a 200-kilowatt rotary converter.

The long distance transmission is at 15,000 volts, the wires being car-

ried on 45-foot pine poles set 6 feet in the ground and surrounded by
concrete so that no guy wires are necessary. The same poles support

the double trolley wire.

One of the oldest high-speed roads in America is the Detroit, Ypsil-

anti & Ann Arbor Railway. As originally constructed this road had a

length of 50 miles, 40 miles between Detroit and Ann Arbor with a

branch line of 10 miles to Saline. The line has recently been consider-

ably extended, now reaching to Jackson, Mich., where it connects with

other interurban roads. Tt is composed of single track throughout. The

IN.KklDKS OF ADVANCED TYPE TROLLEY CARS.

The car above is the "Ondiara," shown in exterior view at the bottom of page S67

a 46-foot 35,000 pound car for the Chicago & Joliet Railway. It has a 14-

smoking compartment and toilet room against tlie partition. Maxi-

mum speed 70 miles per hour.

, Below is

foot
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equipment consists

of 20 cars, each

provided with four

50- horse -power
motors and quick-

acting air-brakes.

The motors can all

be thrown in series

for slow speed
through cities. A
regular half-hour

service is maintain-

ed with an occa-

sional 15-minute

service, and all cars

are dispatched by

telephone, tele-

phone stations be-

ing located at turn-

outs. The most re-

markable effect of

this road has been

the development of

an enormous pas-

senger traffic. Dur-

ing the first year

4,000 passengers

were carried per day, against 200 previously carried per day by the

steam road passing through the same towns. The fare for 40 miles is

50 cents, while the fare charged by the steam roads for the same dis-

tance is $1.12. A 1,000-mile mileage book is sold for one cent per mile.

The average fare per passenger is 15.9 cents. Many houses are being

built in the small towns along the route and market gardening is

rapidly developing in the country traversed. Freight service is giverr

twice a day and express packages are carried in the baggage compart-

ments of the passenger cars. When the line was first opened, more
freight was offered than could be carried, although the rates were two-

thirds more than those asked by the steam-railroad company.

Extending north from Detroit 73 miles to Port Huron, Mich., and

comprising in all no miles of single track exclusive of sidings, are the

lines of the Rapid Railway Company, another early pioneer in the elec-

DOUBLE CURRENT WESTINGHOUSE GENERATORS^ POWER
HOUSE OF DETROIT, YPSILANTI & ANN ARBOR RAILWAY.
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trie interurban railway field. This road is an excellent illustration of
the great advances in the building of electric roads made possible by,

high-tension power transmission. All power is generated at a main
station at New Baltimore and transmitted in either direction by alter-

nating currents at 16,500 volts. The power house is equipped with all

the latest improvements in the way of coal and ash-handling machin-
ery, mechanical draft, economizers, etc., and contains three 1,000-

horse-power W'estinghouse steam engines all direct connected to

i'lf!'!'!M"li^^lfi

^"Cd'^IV/LC .k£'
;U--

i^tSOt^.

EXTERIOR OF POWER HOUSE, DETROIT, YPSILANTI & ANN ARBOR RAILWAY,
YPSILANTI, MICH.

three-phase generators. There are five rotary-converter suD-stations,

—two north of, two south of, and one at the power house. This rail-

way passes through a rich agricultural country and at its middle part

through a noted summer-resort district, which is rapidly being built

up in consequence of the transportation facilities furnished by the elec-

tric line. About the same fares are charged as upon the Detroit, Ypsi-

lanti & Ann Arbor Road, and arrangements have been made for an ex-

tensive freight traffic in fruit, fish, vegetables, groceries, and general

merchandise. It is said that 50 per cent, of the lighter trade going to

Detroit is now carried bv the electric road. The cars are run on train
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dispatchers' orders, telephone stations being placed at all sidings. After

leaving the city limits of Detroit there are no grade crossings and the

track is thoroughly well-laid and ballasted. One of the branches

of the road closely follows the shore of Lake St. Clair and the north-

ern part of the road follows the St. Clair River, passing through many

fishing, hunting, and boating resorts. Hourly service is given regu-

larly over the whole line and cars are operated at shorter intervals be-

tween points where traffic is dense. The schedule time for the cars is 27

miles per hour, including stops, and between stations the speed reaches

45 miles per hour.

VPSILANTI POWER HOUSE, D., Y. & A. A. RAILWAY.

Another interesting Michigan road is the Houghton County Street

Railway, located in the copper mining region of the Upper Peninsula.

The line is 16^ miles in length and is constructed on a private right of

way. It extends from Houghton to Calumet and Wolverine and serves

a total population of 51,000. The interurban lines are single track with

turnouts about two miles apart. Cuts are avoided, the ties being laid

on an embankment which is in no place less than three feet above the

level of the surrounding country, this precaution being necessary in

order to avoid snow-drifts. As a further measure the equipment in-

cludes a rotary snow-plow, three Taunton heavy-nosed plows, and

three snow-scrapers. Railway tracks are cleared by five wooden tres-
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ties, the maximum grade being 7^2 per cent. The roadway is laid

throughout with 60-pound T-rails on cedar ties. The company oper-

ates sixteen closed cars having straight sides and vestibules with fold-

ing doors, and, because of their length equipped with trolley poles at

each end. On account of the shortness of the summer season, no sum-

mer cars are used, but the windows of the closed cars are wide and low.

The business of this road has been very large and in order to handle

the summer travel it is probable that some of the rolling stock will be

equipped with multiple train-control apparatus so that two-car trains

may be operated. The power house is located at Hancock, where coal

may be received at the company's dock. The power-house equipment

consists of a Westinghouse 500 kilowatt, railway generator, a 500-kilo-

watt, 25-cycle alternator, and a 250-kilowatt rotary converter with two

other converters of the same size at sub-stations.

In the state of Michigan there are twenty-four interurban lines

actually in operation and franchises have been asked for forty-seven

more. The great activity in building electric roads in this territory is

due, perhaps more than to anything else, to the fact that it was here

that a number of the earliest and most successful roads in the country

TWO 250-KlLO\VATT THREE-PHASE WESTINGHOUSE ROTARY CONVERTERS ; SHOWING
ALSO FOUR OF THE SIX OIL-COOLED RAISING TRANSFORMERS AND DIRECT-

CURRENT SWITCHBOARD. HOUGHTON CO. STREET RY. CO.,

HANCOCK, MICH.
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MOTOR CAR ON THE ALBANY ^: HUDSON RAILWAY, GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

were constructed, thus bringing the possibilities of electric traction

before the eyes of business men and capitalists.

While tjie middle west has been the scene of the most active electric

railway building in the United States, considerable progress has been

made in some of the more thickly populated eastern States. At Hud-
son, N. Y., begins a long electric railway system which extends a dis-

tance of 105 miles to Warrensburg, near Lake George, running for a

great part of the way along the Hudson and through a semi-mountain-

ous country and giving a view of the Catskills and the Berkshire Hills.

The first T^y miles is covered by the Albany & Hudson Railway, a small

part of which is operated by trolley and the remainder by the third rail

system. Except through city streets the company owns its own right

of way, which is fenced in and laid in a very substantial manner. Both

running and conductor rails are of T section and weigh 80 pounds to

the yard, the third rail being somewhat lower in carbon than the serv-

ice rails in order to reduce the electrical resistance. The track has

been heavily ballasted and the ties are laid two feet center to center,

every fifth tie being extended to support the third-rail insulators. The

latter are supported six inches above the tie and are made of wooden

blocks topped by malleable cast-iron caps or chairs. At all highways
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and farm crossings the third rail is interrupted, but the continuity of

the circuit is not broken. Power is suppHed from a hydrauHc plant at

Stuyvesant Falls on Kinderhook Creek, about ten miles north of Hud-
son, and is transmitted by three-phase current at 12,000 volts to three

sub-stations along the line, where it is transformed to direct current at

600 volts. The water-power station has a total capacity of 4,000

horse power and is relayed by a steam plant of 2,750 horse power,

there being in all five generators, all built by the General Electric Com-
pany. The car equipment consists of five winter passenger cars, two

combined passenger and baggage cars, two express cars, and a number
of summer cars. The passenger cars are 53 feet long and seat sixty

people. They are provided with two trolley poles at each end of the

car and two pairs of contact shoes to operate on the third rail. A spe-

cial switch placed on the platform allows the motormen to throw the

controller upon either pair of contact shoes or upon the trolley, leaving

the other devices "dead." This is necessary since the shoes are raised

and lowered by hand at the junctions of the third-rail and the trolley

sections. The summer cars are each equipped with four 50-horse-

power motors and the winter cars with four 75-horse-power motors.

The road is operated according to standard steam-line practice,

the cars being controlled by telephone, or by telegraph in case of emer-

gency. At Hudson this road meets the lines of the Hudson Valley

Railway Co. operating over 100 miles of road and running north from

Albany and Troy to Saratoga, Lake George, and the Adirondacks. At

the present time, power for operating this road is derived from several

independent power stations located at Stillwater, Saratoga, Middle

Falls, Glens Falls, and Caldwell, but ultimately power for operating

the entire system will Ije developed on the Hudson near Waterford.

In view of the high-speed experiments with three-phase motors

that have recently been carried on in Germany, it is gratifying to note

that similar experiments with direct-current motors are shortly to be

made in America. The Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway has been

designed for a continuous maximum speed of 70 miles per hour and

the track is of such substantial character and easy alignment that

higher speeds can be attained. The service rails are to weigh 80

pounds to the yard, the track is to be rock-ballasted, and all bridges will

be of concrete and steel construction. The third rail is to weigh 100

pounds to the yard and is to be supplied with direct current from sub-

stations, to which power will be transmitted at 26,000 volts by three-

phase alternating current over aluminum feeders. The schedule speed

will be 40 miles per hour, including stops at stations three miles apart.
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Cars are to weigh 40 tons and are to run at a maximum speed of 65
miles per hour with a possible 70 miles per hour on a level track and
with normal voltage on the third rail. The cars are to be operated

either singly or in trains and are to be equipped by the General Elec-

tric Company.

This paper might seem unduly partial if no mention were made of

European roads. However, of high-speed interurban roads in Europe
there are extremely few. In Great Britain it can truthfully

be said there are no high-speed electric roads at all. The difference be-

tween America and Europe with respect to the development of electric

traction is very strikingly shown by the following figures : The miles

of electrically operated railways are. in the whole world outside of the

STANSSTAD-EXGELBEKG ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE BEFORE HOUSING.

United States, 4.64 per million people ; in Germany, the highest of Con-

tinental countries, 41.8 miles; and in the United States, 276.2 miles.

It is said that the new plant of the Manhattan Elevated Railway Com-

pany, of New York City, which will have a total power of 40,000 kilo-

watts, equals in capacity the total electric power available for traction

purposes in France. The United States has 76 per cent, of all the elec-

tricity available in the world for traction, 76>4 per cent, of the electric-

railway mileage, and 83^4 per cent, of all the trolley cars.

A German steam road upon which electric traction has been tried

is the Wannsee line between Berlin and Zehlendorf. Since August,

1900, an electric train has been interspersed in the regular service, a

speed of about 25 miles per hour being maintained. The tram weighs

193 tons empty and 220 tons loaded, and is composed of ten coaches,

the first and last having three motors each of an aggregate capacity of

975 horse power. It runs 225 miles oer day. the maximum speed being
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31 miles per hour. Di-

rect current is used at

750 volts. The effici-

ency of the power

transmission between

switchboard and axle

was found to be from

70 per cent, to 85 per

cent. The government

railroad authorities

have decided to discon-

tinue the electric ser-

vice, but the failure of

the road has been due

more to half-hearted

measures than to any

defect in the system.

The first installation

of a high-speed elec-

tric road in Europe was

between Diisseldorf

and Krefeld, a total

distance of 13.6 miles,

the longest stretch be-

tween stopping places

being 10.4 miles. Since

the road parallels the

steam railway for the

greater part of its

length, it is considered

necessary to maintain a

speed of 25 miles per

hour on the open

stretches. A speed of

37.2 miles per hour has

been reached on trial

trips. The road does

not pass through the

intervening towns but

only touches the out-

skirts. It is double-
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tracked form Diisseldorf to Oberkassel, the terminus of the Diisseldorf

local traffic. Direct current is used at 600 volts pressure and the cars

are mounted upon double trucks, each truck carrying a 40-horse-power

SUSPENDED RAILWAY AND TRAIN AT ELBERFIELD.

motor. The passengers are divided into three classes, the total seating

capacity of a car being 34. Three kinds of brakes are used, viz., hand

brakes, electric short-circuit brakes, and Standard air-brakes, and

each motor car is also equipped with two trolley poles. Trains leave

each terminal station every half-hour. The road has developed a quite

considerable freight and farm service.

A road which has attracted considerable attention by its novel and

unique features is the suspended railway at Elberfeld-Barmen, where

the cars are hung from a single rail without any side guards or sup-

ports, so that in going around curves the cars may assume an inclined

position. Of the eight miles originally planned, only 4^ have been

built. The speed of the cars is from I2>^ to 14 miles per hour. The

switching construction is highly interesting but is not considered safe

and is used only by empty cars.

The Swiss* roads are very interesting because of the original engi-

neering methods which they embody. Most of them are mountain

roads and are provided with rack rails. They are largely patronized

* The important electric installations of Italy were reviewed at some length by Signor

Enrico Bignami in The Engineering Magazine for November, 1900. For this reason they

are omitted from Mr. Gibson's summary.

—

The Editors.
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TRUCK OF THE GORNERGRAT LOCOMOTIVE.

by tourists and

charge very high

fares. The road

starting at Zermatt

and ascending the

Gornergrat has a

maxirnvmi grade of

20 per cent, and is

composed of curves

throughout 30 per

cent, of its total

length, which is

5.7 miles. The en-

tire roadbed was

cut from solid rock or built upon projections. The rack system is of

the Abt type. The locomotives weigh 10 1/2 tons each and are equipped

with two motors having an aggregate of 90 horse power and operating

at 500 volts. The speed is only 4 1/3 miles per hour, and double-re-

duction gearing is used. In addition to the two spindle brakes, one

operated on the rack wheels and the other on the surface wheels, there

is an electric brake which comes into action as soon as the speed of

4 1/3 miles per hour is exceeded. The motors are of the three-phase in-

duction type with wound rotors and collector rings, and in coasting

they may be used as extra brakes by inserting resistance in the rotor

circuit.

The longest (25 miles) Swiss three-phase railway is the Burgdorf-

Thun road, opened in 1899. The standard trains weigh 56 tons and

have a maximum speed of 22 1/2 miles per hour. Current is transmit-

ted at 16,000 volts, which is stepped down, by means of transformers lo-

cated at an average of two miles apart, to 750 volts for distribution

to the trolley line. The cars carry four trolleys, two at each end of

the car. The equipment consists of two two-axle locomotives

and six four-axle motor cars, with a number of trailers for

passenger and freight traffic. The total power of the loco-

motives is 300 horse power. A small transformer is installed on

each locomotive or motor car for lighting, heating, and driving an air

compressor, Westinghouse air brakes being used. At present only five

trains are operated on the line at any time. The fare for the entire 25

miles is 40 and 60 cents for the two classes.

The Stansstad-Engelberg Electric Railway has a total length of

13.8 miles, of which about one mile is rack construction. Three-phase
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current is supplied to the trolley line at 750 volts, at which voltage

most of it is generated. The trolley line is protected by Westinghouse
lightning arresters. The rolling stock consists of three locomotives

and seven motor cars weighing 14 tons and seating 46 persons.

Perhaps the most remarkable of the Swiss railways is the Jungfrau
line which runs for i 1/4 miles along the base of the mountain and then

ascends by means of a tunnel, 61/3 miles long, to an altitude of 13,435

feet. After leaving the terminal station, the passengers are raised a

further 240 feet by an elevator. The grade is 25 per cent, along the

entire road, wath the exception of a 2.2 mile section which has a 67
per cent, grade. The rolling stock consists of live locomotives, ten pas-

senger cars, and two freight cars. The locomotives in reality form

the rear truck of the cars, but can only be used without the latter.

Three independent brakes insure safety during the descent. The loco-

motives are equipped with two three-phase motors, having a normal

capacity of 25 horse power each, and the speed is 4y^. miles. The for-

ward motor is coupled to a continuous-current dynamo, which serves to

excite both motors during the descent, thus turning them into oren-

THREE-PHASE LOCOMOTIVE, BURGDORF-THUX ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

erators. There are but few days when the summit presents a clear

view of the surrounding territory and the traffic is, therefore, concen-

trated in a very short time, when the rush is very great, and at such

times eight trains per day operate.

The Berlin-Zossen high-speed electric-railway experiments are al-

ready so well known to the engineering public that I shall give here

only a few of the most pertinent facts. These experiments were car-

ried on by a company known as the Studiengesellschaft fur Elektrische

Schnellbahnen over a single-track standard-gauge road, which was laid
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with 75-pound T-rails upon wooden cross ties and ballasted with cut

stone. The total length of the line is 13.7 miles and the minimum
radius of curves 3,300 feet, the steepest grade being 5.43 per cent. The

EXPERIMENTAL HIGH-SPEED CAR, MARIENFELDE-ZOSSEN LINE.
Showing details of trolleys, tracks, and general arrangement of the railway designed to run

at 140 miles an hour.

test car was designed to seat 50 passengers and its total weight of 207,-

880 pounds was carried upon two trucks, each having three axles.

Two of these carried motors of a normal capacity of 250 horse power

and a maximum capacity, when starting, of 750 horse power. The
conducting system was three-phase, operated at 10,000 to 12,000 volts

and 45 to 50 cycles per second. Three trolley wires were placed ver-

tically, one above another, contact being made by three bow-trolleys

carried upon a vertical spindle. A transformer on board the car re-

duced the voltage to 1,150 while running or 1,850 while accelerating,

at which pressures current was supplied to the motors. The latter were

governed by means of resistances cut into the secondary circuit, the

resistances being placed in flat boxes along the two sides of the car,

which were provided with gills to produce a circulation of air. The
motors were designed to run at 900 revolutions per minute and were

mounted directly upon the axles of the car wheels, the latter being 49
inches in diameter. In the trials a speed of 100 miles per hour was

reached, but it was found impossible to go above this speed on ac-

count of the condition of the track. The results, however, were en-

tirely successful as far as the equipment of the car was concerned, and

higher speed could easily have been made had the roadbed permitted it.



RECORDING AND INTERPRETING FOUNDRY
COSTS.

By Percy Loitgmuir.

Reference has been made many times in this Magazine to the frequent neglect of the
foundry, and to the large influence which it neverthless may have on the economy of the
machine shop. This, of course, is more particularly true of the actual work of moulding
melting, and casting. But the foundation of all improvement is the analysis of present con-
ailions, and if we begin with an accurate study of practice as it is, we shall not stop far short
ot discovering practice as it should be. Mr. Longmuir's article, therefore, though concerned
more particularly with the commercial side of foundry management, has a strong practical
interest for the machine-works manager also. Mr. Carpenter's article on cost keeping for the
machine shop, concluding his series begun in February, has been unavoidably postponed by
the serious illness of the author. It will appear in our next issue.—The Editors

SUAI.LY, the method of estimating the labour cost of

castings is to divide the total labour charges as shown
in the wages book by the output of the foundry and so

obtain a cost factor per ton or per hundredweight.

Such a method can be satisfactory only when the work
produced is of a uniform and unvarying character.

This would be the case if the castings produced were all moulded by
one method, as for instance, all green- or all dry-sand, and were of

fairly uniform weight. But in the ordinary foundry the methods of

moulding practised usually include green-sand, dry-sand, and loam, and

in many cases machine and plate moulding. The castings so produced

may range from those of several tons down to small ones of an ounce or

so each. Obviously, then, the plan of dividing total labour cost by total

output can yield only an average cost factor. This average cost factor

may serve as a very fair guide if the various classes of castings bear a

constant relationship to the output—a supposition hardly tenable in

the case of the average foundry; for instance, loam casting may pre-

dominate one week, green-sand another, which again may be followed

by a period in which dry-sand work forms the greater portion of the

output. Further, in using an average method for the purpose of esti-

mating cost it is quite possible that the good features of one section

may be neutralised by the bad ones of another section ; for example,

the dry-sand and machine-moulding sections may be making an ex-

cellent margin of profit, whilst the green-sand and loam sections are

working at a loss. The good work of the profit-making sections is

thus lost sight of or swallowed up by the non-profit-producers, and

887
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assuming that the profit made by the former be such as when dis-

tributed over the whole to show fair working, then the backwardness

of the latter may escape detection for a considerable period.

In urging that a more detailed analysis of costs be adopted for all

branches of foundry work, I do so entirely from the foundry man-

ager's or foreman's point of view ; and further—this analysis, if

actually made in the foundry, will possess the greater value and be

the more readily accessible to those directly concerned.

A form of labour-cost analysis often adopted is shown in Figure i

.

Week Ending February i6th, 1902.

Output of Good Castings^38-^ Tons.

CLASS OF LABOUR WAGES COST PER cwt.

Furnacemen Lg 8
25
14 8

73 ^0
10 4
JI 17

S
10
8

10

£0

I

2.g4
7.80L/aboure rs

s
4
5

Dressers 4-4g
Moulders 11.00

Clerks, Timekeeper, etc J. 17

Foundry Foreman per cent 3-7°

£144 10 £0 3 g.io

Labour costs per ton

FIGURE I. ORDINARY FORM

, £3

OF cos

15 2.

5T ANALYSIS.

This form is—from a foundry manager's point of view—defective

in that it does not indicate the cost of various classes of moulding nor

the apportionment of the charges due to labourers—that is to say,

items number 2 and 4 do not yield the information they should do.

The output represented on this table is that of a foundry doing

no machine or plate moulding and engaged on a general class of work

in green-sand, dry-sand, and loa:m moulding, none of which, however,

is of an exceptionally heavy character. Dividing the work into repre-

sentative classes and apportioning the unskilled labour as employed by

each class, and taking the weight produced by each class, we get the

hundredweight cost as in the following table. Owing to inherent diffi-

culties, the core making could not be distributed in this manner and

it is therefore regarded as a factor of the whole output. Item num-

ber 6—that of general labouring—includes such labour as is not di-

rectly chargeable to one class of moulding; of this there is always a

fair amount in every foundry; it is essentially labour from which all

classes of moulding benefit, but not necessarily proportionately.
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WAGES WEIGHT
PROD'C'D

COST PER CWT

CI,ASS OF WORK MOULDERS LABOURERS TONS CWTS. MOULD ING LABOURING

/

2

3
4

Loam
Dry Sand. .

Green Sand
Apprentices

£7
20
32
3

10

6

10

£3
4
5

12
TO

s
iS

5 8
13 7
16 3
3 12

£0 /

I

2

4.6
6.0

0.0

'I.7

£0 8004004003

5
6

Totals

Core Makers
Gen. L'bour'g

£^3

£ro

6

4

£h

9

8

iS

14 JO

38 10

38 10

38 10

£0 I 7-7

3-3

L'} 45

£0 0.3

£0 3.0

£73 10 £25 lO 38 10 I u £0 07.S

FIGURE 2. DETAILS Ot MOULDING COSTS.

Assuming that such detailed analysis be adopted with each week's

output of the foundry, then the man in charge has exact information

Jaid before him, week by week, as to the cost of the work produced.

He can at once put his finger on any branch in which costs are be-

ginning to creep up, and if a remedy is required he knows exactly

where to start its application.

Figure 3 represents a series of costs so obtained over a period of

four weeks, and plotting these graphically the results shown in Fig-

ures 4 and 5 are obtained.

MOULDING
Loam
Dry Sand .

.«.

Green Sand.
Apprentices.

LABOURING
Loam
Dry Sand
Green Sand
Apprentices
Core Making
General Labour.
Melting

I II III IV

d. s. d. J. d. s. d.

4.6 J 7 I 3-5 I 5
6 I 9 I 5 I 7

2 2 2 I 2

II.

7

I 3 I I I

,/. s. d. s. d. s. d.

8 10 7 8

4 5 4-5 J

4 4-5 3-5 4

3 2-5 3 35
3 .2 .2 4

3 4 3 3-5

3 3-5 25 3-0

FIGURE 3. DETAILS OF LABOUR COST PER CWT. FOR PERIOD OF FOUR WEEKS.

These charts illustrate most forcibly the value of graphic repre-
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V4

2/2

V4

Green
'>aud

Dry
Sand

Ajpren-
tke

sentation, and to the busy

foundry manager a chart

so prepared will serve to

direct his attention instantly

to the department really

requiring it. The success

of this detailed analysis

and graphic representation

lies in the fact that it in-

stantly and almost automat-

ically directs the attention

of the responsible man to

the weak places of his de-

partment. The labour in-

volved in preparing them is

not at all excessive and can

be readily done at a trifling

cost by the clerical stafl: of

any foundry.

This of course must be

regarded as distinct from

prime cost—that is to say,

the cost of individual or-

ders for such work very

properly belongs to the ac-

counting side of the man-

agement and the details of them are seldom worked out until too late

to be of service to the foundry manager. Then, further, prime-cost

details are often worked out on the time records kept by the man
working on the orders so treated. To be of real value, cost informa-

tion supplied to the foundry manager must be given on the completion

of every pay, whether these be weekly, fortnightly, or monthly, and

this can be most readily done by grouping the men into classes accord-

ing to the variety of their work, weighing the product of each class,

and getting a cost factor from the wages paid. Experience will read-

ily give standard factors for each class of work, and these standards

may be plotted on the chart as a fair curve (straight line), the depart-

ures from which of the actual weekly cost line will instantly show the

degree of good or bad working.

Should any difficulty lie in the adoption of the foregoing system of

weekly detailed cost factors—as, for instance, where the wages books

"1 t:—qiX
: _LDi 1

J_
1

1
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FIGURE 4. GRAPHIC PLOTTING OF FOUR WEEKS
MOULDING COSTS.
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are not made up in the foundry office, or where they are not accessible

to the foreman or his clerk—then an output chart may be plotted each

week which to some extent will show the conduct of the department.

It is recognised that the capital invested in the buildings and equip-

ment of any foundry demands a definite return, and in this case the

return may be very conveniently regarded as the production of a cer-

tain weight of castings each week. The weight necessary to yield this

return may be arrived at by a careful survey of past working for as

extensive a period as possible. A higher output is recognised as good

working, and a lower one is fixed which represents the amount neces-

sary to meet all charges and keep just on the margin of profitable pro-

duction. These three figures, once estimated, may be regarded as com-

parative standards, and in the accompanying charts are distinguished

as good working, caution, and danger lines.

Figure 6 shows the weekly output of a representative brass foun-

dry. In this case a turn-out of 80 hundredweights per week is essen-

tial to meet all charges, 90 hundredweights produce a fair profit, and

100 hundredweights yield what may be regarded as an essential or

requisite profit. The three abnormal points represent broken weeks

due to stoppages for holi- cost

days.

A'iewing the matter in

the light of output only, ii

is readily apparent that a

foundry may be producing

ca&tings at a very low cost

and yet be working at a

decided loss. Thus if the

output is constantly below

the danger line, no matter

how low the cost of pro-

duction be. the establish-

ment is working at a disad-

vantage. Taking an ex-

treme view, an establish-

ment fitted to produce 50

tons of castings per week

and only turning out one

ton will be working at a

loss, even if that single

ton is produced for noth-

1

1 1 1 1

1 1
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FIGURE 5. CHART SHOWING FLUCTUATION IN

FOUNDRY-LABOR COST OVER A PERIOD OF

FOUR WEEKS.
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FIGURE 6. WEEKLY OUTPUT CHART FOR A REPRESENTATIVE BRASS FOUNDRY.
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Good working line

123450739 10 1234507!J9 20 1231507 SaSU 12340073 aio IS a 4507i)9 501 2.3 -iJ Weeks

FIGURE 7. CHART OF WEEKLY OUTPUT OF A BRASS FOUNDRY WORKING BELOW THE
PROFIT LINE.

ing. An example of a non-profit-producing department quite irre-

spective of cost of production is shown in Figure 7. This chart shows

the weekly outputs of a brass foundry of which a careful estimate

fixes the three guide lines at 60, 70. and 80 hundredweights per week
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FIGURE 8. WEEKLY OUTPUT CHART SPLIT UP ACCORDING TO VARIOUS METHODS OF
MOULDING.

respectively. An output of 80 hundredweights is essential to yield a

business return on the capital invested.

The examples given in Figures 6 and 7 illustrate most forcibly the

value of plotting outputs in the manner indicated, and though not

yielding the definite information given by a system of cost factors, they

nevertheless form good working guides and such as may be very read-

ily prepared by any foundry foreman.

Figure 8 shows the weekly output of a foundry split up into the

various methods of moulding by which the castings are produced. In

each case guide lines are fixed and the weekly plottings very readily

demonstrate the progress of the foundry. This method, being essen-

tially a "foreman's one," will be worked to best advantage if fairly large

charts are used and the co-ordinates and abscissae so arranged as to

accentuate sharply any departure from a horizontal line. The accom-

panying charts are all so plotted, and in this sense may be regarded as

exaggerated—a pardonable fault when considering that the purpose is

that of graphic representation and its chief aim to direct attention au-

tomatically to departures from normal working.

In conclusion I must state that the data included in this article are

of a representative rather than an actual character.



INTENSIFIED PRODUCTION AND INDUSTRIAL
INVESTMENT.

By William D. Ennis.

Mr. Ennis's central idea is that a true theory of production must comprehend every factor
from the time plans for the works are undertaken till the product reaches the consumer. His
article is particularly interesting in its recognition of the variables which should, and must,
modify the decision upon particular items, sometimes apparently running counter to the gen-
eral policy of "intensification."

—

The Editors.

NE indication of high industrial development

is the shipping abroad of products. Tariffs may
stimulate domestic sales and bring prosperity

to a particular business, may even give time and

opportunity for such economical equipfnent as

will ultimately permit of export trade; but large

and steady foreign consumption of a domestic

S^^^^^^^^^^? manufacture can result only from such marked

^^^^^^^^^% superiority in conditions and methods as will

be of manifest effect in competition with the

world. The home market is the natural market. Ocean freights and

national prejudices inevitably handicap foreign trade. Only an excess

of supply over demand at home, or an excess of demand over supply

abroad, will justify export. The latter condition prevails, with re-

gard to the United States, in agricultural products, and in some few

lines of highly specialized machinery. The former is the condition to

which the average manufacturer must look forward. Shall he then

reduce output, go out of business, or enter foreign trade? In a

highly "protected" industry he \\\\\ do the first. In a business where

results are uncertain and small, he will adopt the second course. If he

is a master of his craft, able to compete with the best anywhere, he

will cross the seas with his goods, seeking abroad that outlet which his

own country cannot supply. In order that he may thus enter the

world's market, he must be at least fairly well situated with regard to

accessibility of raw materials, quality of labor, and economical methods

of operation. Without all of these, his case is hopeless.

The availability of raw materials is the characteristic advantage in

the United States. The quality of labor is credited with large influ-
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ence on volume of output ; but it is largely due to the economy of oper-

ating and managing methods, with which it will be considered, that

American labor is of high efficiency per unit of cost. Large produc-

tion per unit of plant or of investment is not in itself sufficient for

competition in a world market. Just as in a steam plant, where too

high a rate of combustion results in a loss of economy, so in manufac-

turing, too great an output may increase the cost per unit of output.

It is the object of this paper to discuss some of the factors affecting

commercially both volume and cost of production.

Seizing the Opportunity and Reaping a Loss.—Capital is quickly

attracted to a profitable business. When, as has been and is now some-

times the case, industrial investments net twenty, forty, and sixty per

cent, return each year, construction of new plants is undertaken with-

out much hesitation. The architect or engineer is engaged and in-

structed to begin operations at once. Nothing must delay the work.

Frantic efforts are made to impose impossible contracts on builders and

machinery dealers. Every day lost in construction represents a loss of

possible profits. The plans are rushed through without time for de-

liberation or investigation. Buildings are constructed of the ma-

terials nearest at hand, almost without regard to quality. Machinery is

purchased from the quickest and cheapest source. Any defects are

corrected by makeshifts called "temporary," but destined never to be

improved. The plant begins operation. Breakdown succeeds break-

down. The time lost in the first year of production would have sufficed

to design, build, and equip the mill properly. But business is good, the

construction period has passed, and by hook or crook the mill is kept

running as nearly as possible at its normal output. After a time, prices

fall. Other plants are now running, and the sixty per cent, profits

dwindle to twenty, ten, five. It is close work to show any gain at all.

The hastily equipped mill, with its wasteful machinery, bad arrange-

ment, and constant breakdowns, cannot meet competition. It loses

money, and eventually goes out of business.

There is a reverse condition. Rapidity of construction must some-

times supersede considerations of economical operation. A case in

point in my experience was this : a certain mill was so designed that it

could be operated only at half capacity or at full capacity . The engine

power was insufficient for the latter. A 250-horse-power engine run-

ning five hours each day would make the power equipment ample. A
careful and conservative engineer recommended the purchase of a

highly economical engine, which would have required four months to

build. Instead, a high-speed engine was secured from stock, and was
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running wilhin sixteen clays from the date it was ordered. The sav-
ing of three and one-half months in time caused a gain of $6,700 in

reduced operating expenses. The engine installed consumed more
steam than a Corliss

; but the loss through excessive steam consumption
of this particular engine will not aggregate $6,700 in the next twenty-
three years. This was a case where a too economical engineer would
have made a very bad bargain.

When opportunities for economy are perceived, they must be
grasped quickly. To make the saving at once may mean a greater

gain than could possibly be secured by any dilatory refinements in de-
sign or cleverness in purchasing. Whether they do mean such greater

gain is the first thing to be ascertained in each case, and the decision

then made between speed and refinement of installation. Where two
or more improvements are proposed, and only one can be executed at

a time, that which ofifers the largest percentage of return is the first

to be made.

The Value of Money.—With every different set of capitalists, and
in every dififerent section of the country, the economist must figure on a

dififerent rate of interest as representing the money required for an

investment in operating economy. This rate is determined by the

value in general of the investments open to the body of capital in

question. There is, however, another, sometimes a higher, rate of in-

terest, that should properly be assumed by the engineer or manufac-

turer in estimating on investments toward operating economy. In

every business there is a certain normal rate of return for the capital

engaged. Unless that capital be, for the purpose in hand, unlimited,

the return from money-saving investments must be sufficient to pay a

rate of interest equivalent to that paid by the industry as a whole. For

example, a railway paying six per cent, return, whose capital and credit

can all be employed in extending the volume of traffic, would not be

justified in investing in improved locomotives unless those locomotives

would decrease operating expenses after six per cent, interest had been

paid on the investment. A factory earning ten per cent, profit should

not estimate the net economy of a new engine on a basis of five per

cent, for interest on the initial expenditure. An improvement must

first return its own depreciation charge plus an income on its cost equal

to the rate of profit on the entire business done ; anything over that is

the measure of its actual commercial value.

This analysis fails to take into account one factor. "In time of

peace, prepare for war." Profits in the business as a whole depend

upon the state of the market and the force of competition. If the
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latter be too strong, the return may shrink, may even become nega-

tive. An improvement is an investment that baffles competition and

strengthens profits. A reduced rate of profit will increase the value of

the formula. An improvement of little benefit when business is good

may be its salvation in hard times. The man of forethought will not

inevitably dismiss from consideration every project less profitable than

his general enterprise, but will weigh it in view of future contingencies,

looking upon it as he would upon low-interest-bearing government

bonds—safe, and a last resort when more lucrative channels fail.

The Control of Fixed Charges.—This is the point at which the

average manager files a disclaimer of responsibility. He considers

that such expenses as interest and taxes are largely beyond his con-

trol. To a certain extent, his position is tenable, because in most cases

he has had no jurisdiction over the cost of construction of his plant.

No matter how economical that construction may have been, the sink-

ing fund therefor is invariably looked upon as a handicap more or less

serious. The possibilities in this respect lie in two directions : In the

reduction of fixed charges as proportioned to output, and in the cur-

rent treatment of and distinction between repairs and improvements.

Assuming that the actual amount of fixed annual expense has been

scaled down to its lowest point, the only way of reducing the rate

thereof is to increase the volume or the value of output, either abso-

lute or in relation to the volume or value of raw materials consumed.

Intensified production, refinement of output, increased yield, decreased

cost of supplies—these mean greater return on the capital involved, or

less capital for a given return, and result in decreasing the ratio of

fixed expense to net income. How shall these conditions be attained ?

By uninterrupted operation, commensurate mechanical units, special-

ized organization, incentives to efficiency, reliable equipment, reserve

installations; by expert superintendence, progressive and receptive

management, study and control of the markets, intelligent purchasing

;

by economizing devices, utilization of by-products and wastes, im-

proved machinery ; by storage space for raw materials, wise contracts

for supplies, an unrestricted field for the purchase of materials, and

ample capital and credit.

A few only of these essentials call for remark. By uninterrupted

operation, reference is made not to freedom from breakdowns nor to

absence of protracted idleness, but to such operation as will give the

greatest volume of product—whether it be ten-hour or twenty-four-

hour, six-day or seven-day, nine-month or twelve-month. In a

highly organized industry—such, for instance, as paper-making—the
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fixed expense is so important an element of cost that it is almost es-

sential to operate day and night. In industries involving small in-

vestment, where the principal cost is that of labor, a twenty-four-hour

day is not a means of economy.

The effect of twenty-four-hour service on operating economy is

not invariably beneficial. True, it keeps machines running, it leaves

no idle fires in the furnaces ; but it is hard on machinery, harder still

on men. On some planet where the days were either twenty or thirty

hours long, this last objection could be overcome; but here, three

shifts of eight hours make the work too easy, and two shifts of twelve

make it hard. Scheduled details, such as six to eight hours on and
sixteen or eighteen off, complicate system and play havoc with the

efficiency of the workmen. Inactive labor, on night duty, is a con-

stant temptation to junketing of days and dozing by night; active

labor kills the man, or is so high-priced as to handicap the owner.

Sunday operation is successful according to the nature of the work. In

most cases it is essentially a day for repairs. Depreciation is high on a

twenty-four-hour seven-day system.

Excepting in industries rapidly developing, so that intermittent

improvements are a necessity, a seasonal shutdown is a serious handi-

cap. A smaller plant, with outgoing storage capacity, is preferable

when possible, if the market for the product has periods of quiescence.

One important constructional feature is the uniform alignment of

equipment, ensuring that production shall not be limited by the capa-

city of some one machine. The ultimate load should be about the same

throughout.

There is a science for every market. The manager should aim to

know as much of the conditions affecting prices of raw materials as he

does of those affecting the value of his output. Given opportunity for

storage, he can use this knowledge by developing the speculative side

of his business, and buying when the market is right. On a large

scale, his supply of stocks will give him more or less control of the

raw-material market. He may even find it to his advantage at times to

supply his competitors. In the same manper, his storage of outgoing

goods is a basis for control of the market for his products.

The manager who is solely an engineer is an economist of opera-

tion. No charge that can be avoided will he permit against his run-

ning expense. The shrewder financier seeks to wipe out his outlays

in his accounts current. The one swells his improvement account, the

other his repair account. What is the proper line of demarcation ? A
new engine replacing one worn-out is a repair. Belting is repair. A
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platform scale, a water meter, a bath room, are improvements. What-
ever displaces some existing asset is a repair. Whatever adds to the-

equipment for volume or quality of output is an improvement.

The conservative manager will incline toward the repair account as

a place for the final disposal of most of his equipment charges. Once
there, they are out of existence. Estimated as improvements, they will

burden the entire existence of his plant. More than this, he will an-

ticipate large outlays by gradually charging off to repairs those items

which he sees are likely to require replacing in the future.

Intensified Construction.—What is known as "mill construction,"

as compared with old-style carpenter-built manufacturing plants,

typifies the advanced industrial methods of today as compared with

the rule-of-thumb procedure of the past. The engineer has replaced

the profane and unclean "boss," and sagging floors and shingle roofs

have been superseded by monuments of stone and steel. With re-

finement of construction has come refinement of maintenance. The next

step will be toward such standardized and massive equipment as to ap-

proximate a mill without a repair account.

The balance between opportunist speed of construction and philo-

sophical economy of operation must be struck by considering the ques-

tions of reserve equipment, extension, and storage. Such apparatus as

is liable to fail on short notice should be duplicated or interchangeable.

Where one unit is cheaper than two of joint equivalent capacity, and

early extension is probable, the larger unit should be purchased. Where
space is valuable, the larger unit should be purchased even if no ad-

vantage in price exists. Storage, adapted to the commodity in ques-

tion, should be provided at every incoming and outgoing channel. For

extension of storage capacity, the site should be ample. Possible ex-

tension should be borne in mind in every construction. The gable ends

of buildings must be exposed ; trackage and transportation should be

designed for future as well as for present contingencies. According

to the force of probability of extension, the line shafting, piping, and

handling machinery should be designed. The steam -fitter leaves

plugged tees for future connections on his pipe lines. The constructor

must likewise provide plugged tees at each critical point. Better design

the extended mill and lop it off to the specified size, than to design the

specified mill without the most ample and thorough provision for ex-

tended capacity.

Intensified production and economical operation are both war-

ranted and .limited by the degree of thoroughness of construction.



THE CHANGES OF A HALF-CENTURY IN THE
MARINE-ENGINE SHOP.

By Egbert P. Watson.

Mr. Watson's review deals with what might be termed the dawn of the second cycle of
the modern age of machinery. The first cycle covered the introduction of the machine to
relieve manual toil; the second developed, perfected, expanded the machine to the present
stage of automatic and mass production. The story of pioneer conditions always is fascinat-
ing; but perhaps the most striking point brought into clear view by Mr. Watson is the won-
derful rise in the condition of the mechanic which has resulted from the growth of mechani-
cal enginering. This should be more than sufficient answer to those who fear that the
working classes, in the large, can ever suffer from the introduction of labor-saving
machinery.

—

The Editors.

FIFTY years ago the marine machine-shop was carried on very

differently from the way it is now, both in the shop and count-

ing room, yet the changes are in degree only; the machine
shop of today is practically the same as in 1850, at which time I

went into one to learn the trade. The changes lie chiefly in the di-

rection of the introduction of systems, the use of measuring instru-

ments of precision, closer refinements of measuring, and rapidity

of execution; but in actual workmanship the man of fifty years ago

was just as good as his modern successor. True, plane surfaces

and good mechanical fits were not lacking then, but they were pro-

duced at the expense of time, with but slight aid from machine tools

;

moreover, with some exceptions, close workmanship was not required

or desired, much greater latitude in matters of detail being admissible

than now. So far as durability is concerned, there are plenty of ma-

chines running today which were made by our great-grandfathers.

Much heavy work that should have been done on a lathe—fly-

wheels and heavy gears of large diameter, for example—was done by

hand on the floor for want of a tool that would swing it ; and there

are many modern machinists who would not care to tackle a fly-wheel

25 feet in diameter, in six sections, chip and file all the rim joints and

the arm joints where they enter the central hub, drill the bolt holes

in the rim flanges, so that every part of the structure and every bolt

would be iron and iron and the wheel run true on its shaft when

completed, without the use of a single machine tool. Yet this is what

our forebears had to do, and they did it—in the course of time. They

understood the difficulties and the requirements of every job they un-
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dertook, and had to surmount them as well as they could with the

facilities at command. Gears of 4 and 5 inches pitch and 6 to 8 feet

in diameter had to be chipped and filed to templets laid out by scribers

and dividers, because the art of gear casting was in its infancy.

The teeth were full of fins and swelled spots where the sand gave

way, and would not mesh, or even run, as they came from the foun-

dry floor. Cutting gears with a hammer and chisel was not a job for

an apprentice, for if the chipper was not aware of the possibilities of

error and where they lay, he would find himself in difficulties by over-

or under-running his templets before he got a quarter of the way

around the periphery.

Naturally, it will be said, this was an expensive method of work-

ing ; but for one thing, there was no other way to do the work, and for

another, the best machinists received very low wages—$1.50 per day

—

large numbers of fairly good men getting only $1.25, and they worked

steadily from bell to bell. The amount of work a good chipper could

turn out would surprise modern mechanics, both as to quality and

quantity. No such work is done with the hammer and chisel now;

the race have died out for want of practice ; the planer has supplanted

them. The planer was not then entirely unknown ; there were plenty,

but they were rarely used upon rough or large and heavy castings un-

less there was a straightaway job and a lot of metal to come off, being

chiefly employed upon finished work. Small hand planers, in lieu of

shapers, were also used to a considerable extent for planing gibs and

keys, nuts of large size strung on mandrels, etc.

In the shop where I learned the trade there were some very large

lathes of home manufacture, which would swing 8 feet on the face-

plate and about 25 in the pit under it, taking shafts 40 feet long

and 24 inches diameter for marine engines. They would carry very

heavy cuts, and I never saw one of them stalled, however large it

might be. The Novelty Iron Works had two lathes of peculiar con-

struction that would be considered very powerful today. They

would not swing more than 5 feet over the shears, but they would

carry any chip the tool would stand and get away with it. They were

triple-geared and the belts were round, of raw hide, and ran at a very

high speed—so high that it was dangerous to attempt to shift them

from one speed to another without stopping the lathe. Many fool-

hardy workmen hurt themselves badly by trying to do this. The same

shop had the forerunner of the gigantic drill-presses of the present day.

We used to call it "the giraffe," for it was 30 feet over all, from top of

spindle to bed plate, and had all kinds of feeds on it. It was used
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for drilling, from a one-inch hole upward, and boring small cylinders.

Its great forte, or principal use, so to speak, was in boring the hubs
of the huge wrought-iron cranks (weighing about four tons) for the

shafts. These cranks were forged solid as to their hubs, which last

were sometimes 40 inches across by 24 inches deep, and a 2-inch

hole was first bored in them to take the spindle of a cutter head fas-

tened to the main spindle of the machine; this head (exactly like a

flue-hole cutter used in boiler shops) was then put on and a soHd core

very near the finished size cut out of the crank hub. I never timed

this job, but—quoting from memory only—think it took about fif-

teen hours, which would not be so bad even now. All tool speeds,

however, were comparatively slow in those days, for we were afraid

of the steel, and had good reason, for it was very unequal in quality.

American steel was still in its infancy; the discouragements attend-

ing its introduction were many, and it is wonderful, with their small

capitalization, that steel makers remained in business. Slotting ma-
chines were just being generally introduced; but for anything except

slugging off masses of iron they were unfavorably considered. I re-

member very well the first slotter that was set up in the finishing shop

of the Morgan Iron Works, somewhere about 1854. Up to that

time all key ways for connecting rods were cut out by drilling, chip-

ping, and filing. This was slow and costly work, for in the large rods

some of the key ways were 12 and 15 inches wide by about i>4 to i^
inch deep. Chipping off the segments left by the drill in the cenier

of such key ways without marring the edges of them was a very nice

piece of work, and a trying one as well ; none but the best talent in the

shop was intrusted with it, so it was resolved to see what a slotter

could do. The first experiences were not at all satisfactory, for in-

stead of moving in a straight line, as there was every reason to ex-

pect that it would, the tool itself dodged in and out, going far beyond

the lines and evading the triangular segments in an exasperating way.

Moreover, when finally the operator, after taking twice as much time

as a chipper and filer would, had achieved some rough resemblance to

a key way, it was found that the surfaces had been so glazed by using

water on the cutting tool that a file would not touch them, and for a

time the slotter was abandoned; but it had to be used, and after doing

a great deal of bad work it was mastered. The same difficulties oc-

curred with bolt cutters ; the men would rather use stocks and dies

wherever they could than try to cut bolts in the machines; they

stripped a large proportion of the bolts until the proper way to make

the dies was discovered. It seems anomalous now, in some aspects of
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this detail of machine work, that trouble should be encountered in so

simple a matter ; but every operation in a machine shop has its right

and its wrong way, and usually the latter is the first.

There was a large proportion of the work which could not be dealt

with on machines, and some of it that could have been, as late as fifty

years ago, was still done by hand—for example, long valve stems for

double-beat poppet valves. These stems were about 36 inches long

by i^ inches diameter, and had threads on one end for, say 10 inches.

The whole affair was turned up in a hand lathe, threads chased and

finished, by a fat old German machinist {"]ot Winkler," to wit,) and

when completed they were perfect in all respects. There were plenty

of screw-cutting lathes in the shop which could have done the job in

much less time, but "Old Joe" never cut a drunken thread in his life

(that was ever discovered) and, considering the character of the lathe

he had and the nature of the job itself, that is a great deal to say.

Similarly, for a long time, small slide-valve seats, say of 144 square

inches, were chipped, filed, and scraped to nature in lieu of planing

them, the contention being that a man could chip and file them while

the planer man was getting them ready to work on. As they would

have to be scraped afterward, there was nothing gained by the use of

the machine ; the scraping of surfaces in those days was honest work,

not pseudo scraping, or blotching with an oil-stone ; that some enter-

prising person invented later.

The character of the lathe work done was, upon the whole, very

good. I qualify this remark for the reason that some of it was quite

poor. Very little attention was paid to either the centers of the lathes

themselves, or the center holes in the job; too often these last were

simply dabbed in with a center punch. It would sometimes be found

that the lathe center had "bottomed" on the hole, and when the lathe

man who did the work had his attention called to his delinquency he

scornfully repudiated the view that the shaft could not possibly be

true. There was not such a thing as a center drill, or a lathe for such

work, known, and this in a shop that employed three thousand men in

good times. As for mandrels, they were made out of any old piece of

iron that came handy, and were thrown under a vise bench by the

shop sweeper when they were in his way; the centers (so-called) in

them were monstrous. Universal chucks were not in general use
;
all

work that could not be held by the common jaw chuck was fixed in

wooden chucks, these last being found very convenient for the shop

sweeper to start the fire in the shop stove in winter. When universal

scroll chucks were introduced the first ones usuallv lasted about a
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week; the lathe men, finding that the work sHpped in them, had a

trick of getting levers about four feet long, and using a sledge on the

end, with the result of putting the chuck out of business speedily.

The machine work fifty years ago was not as good as it is now, one
reason being that the machines themselves were defective not only in

weight and design, but in workmanship as well; another reason was
that in many cases the fitter had to go over the work again in any
event, so that it would be time wasted to complete the lathe work in

the lathe. To be truthful, I must add that the fitting was by no

means what it should have been, not so much through carelessness

on the part of the men as from the lack of instruments of precision

for measuring. First and last, these consisted chiefly of calipers, in-

side and out, and a two-foot boxwood rule. Now if this last had

been a consistent member of a large family it would have been in har-

mony with the others; but the trouble was that it differed in minute

degrees of assertion as to the length of an inch and fractions thereof,

so that where diflferent men went by various rules, all of them giving

false testimony, the results were not at all surprising, and the box-

wood rules fell into disrepute as guides to accuracy.

It came to pass that where a detail was bored to receive another

that had to pass through it, such as a pulley for a shaft, absolute driv-

ing fits being needed, the sizes had to be taken from one or the other

;

no reliance could be placed upon sixteenths, or thirty-seconds ; the

sixty-fourth, not being visible to the naked eye, was not recognized at

all. There were, in the days of which I write, some men with phe-

nomenal delicacy and sensitiveness of touch, and it is curious to note

that one of them (William Paul) was afflicted with a nervous dis-

order to such an extent that his hand shook like a telegraphic sounder

when he used calipers; but in spite of his disability his sizes were

always right. Moreover, through faulty spindles, bad centers, and

other defects the work was not always round, and after a man had en-

deavored to fit a brass vainly, possibly for half a day, he would at the

last measure the bearing upon transverse diameters, and finding it to

have two sizes would go to the lathe man and make remarks which

hurt his feelings and, not unfrequently, resulted in fisticuffs.

One feature of the practice of fifty years ago stands out very

prominently, which was that the main reliance for good work de-

pended chiefly upon the vise hands, the machines being subsidiary.

The fitters were supposed to detect and correct faults of measure-

ment and manipulation, and were, in a sense, sub-foremen, whose

dicta settled disputes without question. They exercised their pre-
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rogative, for the most part, judiciously, seldom or never bringing

any personal bias into the discussion, and they relieved the foreman
proper of a great deal of petty inspection.

The foreman of a large machine works was in those days a per-

son of some importance, and did more or less posing and strutting to-

impress it upon some who were disposed to be too familiar. Early in

the day he would begin his duties by promenading the main shop,,

glancing around furtively to see how many men were on hand, and
what they were doing; he would nod to the principal fitters but pass

Tom, Dick and Harry without recognition. Apprentices received

close scrutiny, not only as to their work, but in their general walk and
carriage. They needed this last very much, for most of them consid-

ered that their principal duty consisted in dodging the foreman and
being as useless as possible, and they were not without some justifi-

cation for their behavior. The apprentice in those days was consid-

ered a necessary evil, by no means a necessity, and if not exactly a
walking gentleman as to his duties, was a peripatetic youth sent

upon all sorts of errands by the men and hounded mercilessly by the

foreman upon general principles. What time the apprentice was not

thus engaged he spent in his own pursuits, usually surreptitious

smoking in remote condensers, or the fireboxes of boilers. When
detected he was punished by being put to ratchet drilling in promi-

nent places, which is a job that permits of no loafing whatever, be-

cause the sound of it can be heard all over the shop.

As to teaching them the trade, they had but slight instrtiction, ex-

cept what they could pick up by observation, and occasional practice

upon machine tools that were useless for any purpose. They were not

bound by articles, but w^ere expected to stay until of age, say five

years from their entrance, and were paid about $2.50 a week for the

first two years, $3.50 the next year, and $4.50 to $5 for the last years

of their time. Toward the end they were given much better oppor-

tunities and were put as helpers with good workmen, so that they

could show their abilities if they had any. A "smart boy," or one who
learned easily, was a favorite with all, and every boy who had finished

his time was given a certificate to that effect, setting forth in more or

less circumspect phrases that: "the bearer, John Doe, has worked in

this establishment for several years, as apprentice and journeyman ; he

is a good workman and attentive to his duties. I cheerfully recom-

mend him to all who may desire his services," and this eulogium very

often made the skylarker in youth mend his ways and buckle-to in

earnest.
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General foundry work, both iron and brass, fifty years ago was
first-class in every respect, and in the marine-engine shops, at least,

the men in charge had great responsibilities. The bulk of the work
was very heavy, steam cylinders from 30 to 90 inches diameter by

10 and 12 feet piston-stroke, large bed plates and condensers, etc. I

do not now recall that a single one of these big castings was ever

lost, or "unmachinable," to coin an apt word. The metal was
homogeneous, wholly sound, and neither too hard nor too soft in

temper. This refers chiefly to the steam cylinders, which were costly

details if not right all over. As for bed plates, they did not matter

so much ; there was little or no machining on them, and I fancy they

consisted largely of scrap ; but the smaller parts, such as valve gear-

ing, were all that they should have been. Sometimes, indeed, the

foundry foreman might be seen looking ruefully at a casting that had

a pronounced case of small-pox, but it was very seldom.

The blacksmith work was first class in all respects; there was no

complaint about it in the shops from any cause. There was no steam

hammer in the works, everything, including heavy welds on shafts up

to 6-inches diameter, being done with sledges wielded by gigantic

strikers. It was a sight to see six or eight of these men, or as many

as could get a place on the job, wielding sledges weighing 25 pounds

coming down with rythmic regularity in exactly the spot indicated

by the smith's hammer ; never missing a stroke or making a foul one,

and keeping it up untiringly until "rung off" by the tap of the ham-

mer on the anvil. For shafts of large size there was in later years

another shop in which there were steam hammers, and here very

heavy shafts were made out of the best scrap, fagoted up and welded

together from the center. The central core, so to call it, was long

enough to form a porter bar, and the scrap slabs were welded onto this

like putting layers of paper about a pencil. It is asserted that while

many such shafts were made not one of them ever broke or showed

defects. Aside from the heavy work there were many artistic smiths,

so to call them, who could do as neat a job in their line as any today.

One of them once made a pair of draughtsman's compasses, having

triangular legs so close to size that it required nothing but fine filing

and polishing to fit it for w^ork.

Fifty years ago the waste of stores and supplies for the shop was

astonishing. No one seemed to care what became of red lead, waste,

washers, oil, bolts, or even files. They were handed out indiscrimi-

nately to all comers without question. Men used to wash their hands

in good lard oil, used lavishly, and the quantity of it that two or three
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thousand men could get away with in a week, to say nothing of an-

nually, must have been large; sometimes they were detected and
threatened with discharge if it occurred again, and after that the men
went into more secluded places, but the oil was used just the same.

As to files, they were scandalously abused, and if a man spoiled a

new one by putting it on a rough casting he could not get another

that week unless he produced the old one. This rule was easily

evaded by picking up an old file and sending an apprentice to the

store room for another. The men themselves used to notice the mis-

management in the direction mentioned, and wondered that it was
permitted. As I remember there was no administration of the busi-

ness that could be called so. The proprietors relied upon the foremen

to keep their departments in full work, a portion of their duties being

supposed to be oversight and care that nothing was wasted ; but the

foremen had no ideas of what was right and proper in the use of sup-

plies, because they had been brought up themselves under the same

system, and saw nothing wrong. This and the waste of time strike

me at this late day as really appalling. Men would openly leave their

jobs for an hour sometimes, wander into a secluded part ot the pat-

tern-shop store room where no one ever came, except at rare intervals,

and take a nap. Some loitered behind castings with bolts in their

hands, pretending to be looking for another one if detected, and steal-

ing time unconscionably by all sorts of tricks and devices. This oc-

curred in not one only, but all the large shops, and seemed to be per-

mitted as an incurable evil.. Workmen of the better class deplored

it, and wondered how it was possible for the employers to make any

money; some of them said they could not if it were not for the bill

of "extras" which was always rendered, even upon contract work.

The matter of time keeping was very crude indeed, and the work-

men used to laugh at the system in vogue, regarding it as worthless,

so far as knowledge of the cost of any given job was concerned ; so

indeed it was. A clerk came around in the morning and just before

quitting time at night and asked each man how long he had worked

;

some gave in all day, when they had sneaked into the works over a

convenient back fence in a certain part of the premises at nine

o'clock, and the job executed was "shop work." This last meant

anything, from lacing a big belt to waiting for a job until the fore-

man came around. Everything was accepted as a correct time charge,

and a man might say he had worked five hours upon "Number 60"

when he had possibly worked one hour ; five hours were then charged

by the time keeper on "Number 60," when practically no time what-
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ever had been spent on it. In other words, the men kept their own time
and the clerk might as well have stayed in the office, so far as the

question of costs was concerned. The men were paid on Saturday
night without failure in any case, and very speedily, too. They all

fell into line at the watchman's gate, each class by itself, all machin-
ists in one section, boiler makers in another, laborers, carpenters,

blacksmiths, etc., in another, and each man passed through on a fast

walk receiving his pay envelope as it was handed out to him with

hardly a pause.

One of the most serious losses of time in the marine shops of fifty

years ago was the handling of details, or heavy parts, both in and out

of the shops. The facilities for this consisted of inadequate cranes

in the shops, which had only a limited radius of action, and a gang
of laborers for transporting work about the shops to and from ma-
chines. The laborers were of the opinion that the more time they

took to do their jobs the longer they would last, and they had the ve-

locity of an ox team, which is the slowest thing in animated nature. It

required about half-a-day's notice to the foreman of the gang to in-

sure their presence at all ; meanwhile, the machine would be standing

idle. A little thing like this did not seem to trouble anyone, and if the

workman got restive at his enforced idleness and tried to hurry things

up a little he would be told where to go in words that would not look

very well if printed. For lifting large boilers in and out of ships there

was the Bishop derrick on the dock, but the boilers had to be brought

to it first, and when they were heavy this meant sliding them for a

considerable distance along greased ways of heavy timber. There

were no chain blocks then, but about 1855-58, Richard Doyle, a com-

mon laborer in the Novelty Iron Works, invented and introduced the

first differential pulley hoist made in the United States. Doyle had

been a schoolmaster in his native country—Ireland—and was an ac-

complished mathematician. Upon all other subjects he was densely

ignorant, but he worked out the block and, more to humor the old man

than anything else, the foreman had one made. Much to his sur-

prise it acted as Doyle said it would, and it was the wonder of the

shop for a few weeks. About the same time a similar block was in-

vented in England by Thomas A. Weston, and its success there led to

its general introduction, so that through the work of Doyle and of

Weston the differential chain block has come into use all over the

world.

Although metallic packing for pistons, and valve-stems as well,

liad been in use for some time prior to the year 1850, the hemp (oftener
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jute) gasket was not wholly abandoned. The Cromwell Line steam-

ers had engines whose pistons were packed with hemp gaskets—huge

things as large as a man's forearm, driven in tightly with a sledge;

in one case I was the man behind the sledge, so I am pretty sure o£

my premises. How long they remained I do not know, for they were

not countenanced by the works that built the engines but were or-

dered by the superintending engineer of the steamship company. The

metallic packing for valve stems consisted of a series of beveled rings

put into the stuffing boxes in halves, and some of the packing was

merely babbit-metal shavings as fine as excelsior ; but it did not work,

well, speedily clamping the valve stem or leaking.

The material used for steam and hot- or cold-water joints, was,,

in the first instance, red-lead putty (white lead and red lead made
very stiff, with sometimes iron borings mixed through it) for faced;

joints, these having annular grooves turned in them at intervals of an

inch. They never leaked, but the pressures were very low, 25 to 40.

pounds at the most. Pasteboard, made from straw paper under pres-

sure, was used for water joints, on feed pipes, etc. This was first

soaked to soften it; then a coat of red paint was given in making the

joint and when screwed up it was tight ; it could be easily broken if the

pipes had to be taken apart for any cause. A joint which could not be

taken apart, but lasted forever, was the "driven," sometimes called

rust, or calked joint ; this was cast-iron borings saturated with sal-

ammoniac, or, in the absence of it, urine, driven by thin calking tools

into or between the joint flanges, which were left one-quarter of an

inch apart for this kind of work. It rusted fast and was a part of the

pipes thereafter.

Not long ago I visited one of these old shops, and although it had

been changed in some departments, and curtailed in extent, there was

enough left to make it the old shop of my youth. But one alone, of

all the apprentices of fifty years ago, remained ; he has been there

nearly fifty years, and is now general superintendent in charge. The
others, thirty or forty more, are scattered far and wide. Some have

passed away; others have filled and are now filling posts of respon-

sibility with honor; one is now writing this memoir; but by far the

greater number will never answer "here, sir," to the roll-call again.

Let me say "peace to their ashes" ; they were good comrades, for out

of the whole number I never received anything but abiding, steadfast

friendship. They acted well their part on life's stage, and "there all

the honor lies."



Editorial Comment

By the untimely death of Professor

John Butler Johnson, which occurred

recently under tragic circumstances,

the engineering profession in America
has lost one of its most useful and
valued members. The story of his life

has been told elsewhere in detail, and
indeed his work as an educator and
as an author of engineering works is

well known to the readers of this Maga-
zine. It is of his monumental work in

a special field that we • desire to speak

in this place ; of the founding and seven

years' development of the Engineering

Index.

Early realizing that the latest and

most useful expression of the progress

of engineering lay in the pages of cur-

rent technical periodicals. Professor

Johnson began, immediately upon his

installation as Professor of Civil En-

gfineering in Washington University, to

index the chief sources of such litera-

ture, and it was through his initiative

and influence that the index of current

technical literature appeared in the

Journal of the Association of Engineer-

ing Societies from 1884 to 1891. As he

said in the introduction to the last vol-

ume of the Index, edited from the pages

of this Magazine for the years 1895-

1900, he was the undoubted originator

of this style of indexing, in so far as it

required a perusal of the article and an

estimate of its value named in the de-

scriptive note ; that is, in practicallj'' all

that renders such indexing of real value

to the engineer and professional man.

The value and importance of the En-

gineering Index of the present day is

realized and appreciated by many, and

both by those who use it and those to

whose care it is now entrusted it will

always be regarded as embodying the
wise purpose of its founder.

Professor Johnson's measure of the
importance of the great work which he
inaugurated can be given at this time
with peculiar fitness. It is the man's
own estimate of his own work, as he
saw it from without after the lapse of
years and the transfer to other hands
had removed any tendency to strong
bias—after distance had brought it into

due perspective and proportion. This
view is stated in a letter written a few
months before his death, and is given
in part in the following extracts, ex-
pressing his judgment of the five year
volume of The Engineering Index :

—

"This is indeed a great professional

triumph. It is an honor not only to

you, but to America and to the en-
gineering profession. * * * j know
of no greater aid to engineering progress

today than the index to the world's

knowledge of engineering problems.

It is certainly true that such an index,

without a library containing the original

communications, is more valuable than

a library containing all such communi-
cations without an index. * =i= *

"From a casual inspection of the

work it would seem to my mind to be
above criticism. Genius has been de-

fined as ' the ability to take infinite

pains,' and under that definition this is

truly a work of genius. * * *

'

' I consider your use of my portrait

and your complimentary reference as

the highest honor that has been paid

me in a professional way, and I am
glad that it has been done in this par-

ticular connection. I think I am prouder

911
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of my services to the profession in this

matter than of anything else I have

done, and I believe it is likely to lead

to greater benefits.

"

The work of the engineer is becom-

ing so intimately connected with mat-

ters of daily life and experience that it

is almost time that the daily press

should realize the advisability of ex-

hibiting some small degree of intelli-

gence in chronicling technical matters

for the information of the general

reader. That some improvement in

this respect is necessary is certainly ap-

parent to the intelligent reader of even

the most highly self-esteemed of the

ijietropolitan dailies.

Thus we are gravely informed by a

New York daily, in a letter published

in the midst of other serious informa-

tion, that the original amount of elec-

tricity in the universe was apportioned,

along with other elements (?), so as to

produce a harmonious action of the

whole, and hence that the subsequent

-enormous addition of "indestructible"

electricity by the humanly established

-dynamo is destroying the original

•equilibrium, with the result of creating

the recent destructive storms and other

manifestations ! Another interesting

illustration of newspaper science is seen

in the announcement that a boat oper-

ated by an internal combustion motor
is propelled by explosions, the oil being
"fed into an iron ball heated by a kero-

sene torch."

Not so rery long ago one of the great
dailies described some blasting as being
performed by the aid of "four side"
(forcite?) powder, this being explained

to be a new explosive which acted in

four directions at once, in distinction to

ordinary powder, which, we were told,

acted in but one direction at a time.

Is it not almost time that room was
found for some small degree of techni-

cal intelligence in the newspaper office?

Mr. Good's article in our August is-

sue was severe in its charges against a

certain class of British shop foremen,

but the arraignment is only too well

sustained by other authorities and too

closely paralleled by conditions existing

in certain American shops. One highly

valued correspondent of the Magazine,

who does not desire in this particular

connection to be named, carries the

matter a little further than Mr. Good by
tracing the abuses to their causes, or at

least pointing out the conditions under

which they exist. He finds them vary-

ing with the discipline dominating the

establishment. Given a conscientious

and energetic principal thoroughly de-

voted to his business, and his staff will

not include any managers or foremen

who cling to their positions by mere
toadyism, nor will these in turn meas-

ure any workman except by his effi-

ciency. Where organization and dis-

cipline are lax, however, practices of

bribery, cajolery, and flattery creep in.

And they are especially common in

works (especially small works) whose

principals have some weakness or fad

by playing upon which the shrewd and

not over-scrupulous official may ingra-

tiate himself. As organization pro-

gresses, however, and system takes the

place of individual relation, results be-

come the only test. The employer

bases his opinion of his foreman not

upon personal feelings, but upon an

analysis of the output of his department.

The foreman must apply a similar

measure to his workmen. Efficiency

alone fixes tenure of office.

A good deal is said of the lamentable

decline of the old personal relations

between master and man. It had,

doubtless, its amiable features. But

there is another side, and it is hopeful

to find that System—like her stern-

browed sister, Law—with the manner of

a severe governor really offers a bet-

ter freedom than was ever enjoyed

before she was enthroned.



Engineers in the Navy.

In a recent issue of Engineering there is

a letter from Mr. D. B. Morison, accom-

panied with editorial comments, discussing

again the question of the status and effi-

ciency of engineers in the navy, and the sub-

ject is of sufficient importance to demand
additional comment in this place.

Mr. Morison examines the facts in con-

nection with the difficulty in obtaining en-

gineer officers for the navy in comparison

with the numerous applications for similar

positions in merchant steamship companies,

and says that practically continuous adver-

tisement by the Admiralty for engineer offi-

cers has for a long time past yielded such

inadequate and unsatisfactory results that,

unless prompt measures be taken to deal

with the vital question, the efficiency of the

fleet will be very seriously impaired.

That this is a mild statement of the case

is evident to the most casual observer. The
fleet is already undermanned, so far as en-

gineers are concerned, both in numbers and

capability. The standard has been so far

lowered that its accumulative effect has

appreciably diminished the homogeneity and

efficiency of the entire engineering personnel.

"Warships, which were formerly in charge

of officers of chief engineer rank, are now in

charge of junior officers, whose increased re-

sponsibilities are not compensated for by

accelerated promotion ; and many ships hav-

ing engines up to 4.500 indicated horse

power, with Belleville and other water-tube

boilers, which admittedly require highly-

skilled and experienced attention, carry no

commissioned engineer officer, but are in

charge of an artificer engineer. The whole

tendency of modern education is to raise

standards in all professions, and with the

immense and rapid developments in me-

chanical science as applied to naval warfare,

the lowering of the standard of engineer

officers is a highly dangerous expedient."

However this state of affairs may be re-

garded at the Admiralty, it must be observed

with the greatest satisfaction by the enemies
of the Empire, who, knowing that the na-

tional defence must always rest with the

fleet, are doubtless inwardly delighted at

the multiplying evidences of the disintegra-

tion which is being permitted, and even ig-

norantly encouraged, in high quarters.

As Engineering well says editorially :

"The fighting efficiency of the fleet has

already been very seriously impaired, as we
should soon find were fighting to be done

;

and not only prompt, but vigorous measures

are now needed to repair the defect. The
danger to the country from defective ad-

ministration in regard to the engineering

branch of the navy has grown year by year

as engineering has become more and more
the predominant factor in naval operations.

Masts and sails have disappeared : the pro-

pelling of a war vessel is entirely a matter

of steam, and there is hardly a feature in

the economy of a war vessel the effective

operation of which is not dependent on the

highest skill of the engineer. This is a fact

that a certain section of those who influence

the administration of the navy constantly

ignore. They argue that the war vessel,

once designed and constructed, needs no

longer the application of high engineering

knowledge and ability ; that it will keep it-

self efficient if only ordinary mechanical

skill be applied to maintain its upkeep ; in

short, that engineers are not needed, but

merely engine-drivers. How fallacious such

a view is need not be here insisted upon.

Even if true of times of peace—which it is

not—it would be entirely false for a state

of war. But foolish as such a position ap-

pears, at any rate to engineers, it largely

animates the spirit of opposition which now
prevents the science of engineering taking

its proper place in the administration of

the navy.

"There is no getting away from the fact

that the Board of Admiralty do not consider

high engineering attainments necessary for

running a war vessel and keeping it efficient.

913
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It is plain and indisputable that engineer

officers of high professional attainments

cannot, by present methods, be brought for-

ward in sufficient number for the needs of

the navy; and no steps are being taken to

improve these methods. Mr. Morison's

facts and figures place the question beyond

dispute, whatever gloss may be put upon

them by official apologists in Parliament and

elsewhere, Keyham has failed ; direct entry

has failed; temporary appointment has

failed. The strongest evidence—deficiency

of numbers—show that ; and the Board of

Admiralty is giving additional proof in at-

tempting to get round the difficulty by sub-

stituting handicraftsmen for properly trained

and educated engineers."

For a fair and impartial presentation

of both sides of the subject, reference may
be had to the papers of Mr. Johnson and of

Mr. McFarland. elsewhere in this issue. It

is hardly possible to find two men who are

better informed upon the state of affairs in

the navies of Great Britain and the United

States respectively than are the authors of

these important papers.

That the system advocated by the Person-

nel Board, and adopted in the United States

Navy has not yet been a pronounced success,

is due to the fact that it has not yet been

really carried out at all. Both the text and
the spirit of the personnel bill demanded
that line officers should stand watch in the

engine room in the same manner as en-

gineer officers. That, through the exercise

of influence, they have been able to shirk this

portion of their obvious duty does not re-

flect creditably upon them as officers and
gentlemen, but it is solely due to such fail-

ure to carry out the clear intent of the bill

that it has thus far failed of its purpose.

Time, which tries all things, will, however,

make this defect clear in the end. There is

no test like that of experience, and it needs

only a general naval war to reveal which
men have been standing honourably by their

duty and which have been neglecting it.

Those nations which are most dependent
upon their naval strength for their suprem-
acy are those which must necessarily feel

the pressure first, but we may rest assured

that those which are wise enough to realise

that the era of the fighting engineer is even
now with us will have least reason to fear

the outcome.

Improvements in Space Telegraphy.

There is probably no one branch of

applied science in which progress has been

more rapid than in the domain of electricity.

Under these circumstances there is small

wonder that there should be more or less of

what Humboldt calls the "horrid wrangling

about priority," or that much of the wrang-

ling, when sifted down, should prove to be

based largely upon misunderstandings, or

upon the natural coincidence of results at-

tending the simultaneous work of many able

men in a common field.

It was just as natural that the experi-

mental researches of Hertz upon magnetic

waves, and of Branly and Lodge upon mole-

cular conductivity should be followed by the

work of Marconi and others, as that the ex-

periments of Oersted and Henry should

have produced the results of Morse and of

Wheatstone. It is also natural that the ex-

tensive experimental work of Marconi

should inspire others to examine into the

possible methods of detecting and recording

the impulses produced by magnetic waves

in the transmission of messages through

space, and all such researches should be

welcomed as contributing to the advent of

practical communication.

Starting with simple forms of coherer and

sparking coils, Mr. Marconi has gradually

extended the scope of his work until it has

impressed many resources which had lain

dormant in the laboratory until the arrival

of a working enthusiast to give them prac-

tical application. While others have been

elated with results extending over a range of

a few miles, Marconi has increased the dis-

tance of communication to an extent to

alarm the transatlantic cable owners and

arouse general attention. Under such cir-

cumstances it is almost amusing to find that

his frank announcement that he has experi-

mented with the so-called "Royal Italian

Navy Coherer" is construed in some quar-

ters into an admission of what every one at'

all familiar with the subject has long ago

known, namely, that Mr. Marconi's inven-

tions are necessarily skillful practical com-

binations of well-known elements, for at-

taining hitherto undreamed of results.

An interesting communication in the Elec-

trical Reviezv from Professor Angelo Banti,

gives some information concerning the ori-

gin of the Italian Navy Coherer, It appears
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that experiments made by Castelli, a cor-

poral in the Italian navy, led him to con-

struct a coherer composed of a tube with

electrodes of carbon, holding two drops of

mercury separated by a short cylinder of

iron. This he found to be self-decohering,

and by its means he successfully received

messages with a telephone. About the same
time that Castelli was thus experimenting

at Leghorn, Lieutenant Solari, at Spezia,

constructed a similar coherer, using one

electrode of carbon and one of iron, with a

single drop of mercury between. These re-

sults were communicated to Mr. Marconi by

Lieutenant Solari, and in consequence the

latter experimented with this construction.

His opinion based upon his own experi-

ments can best be obtained from his state-

ment in his lecture before the Royal In-

stitution, already reviewed in these columns.

He found that these mercury coherers, al-

though very convenient for experimental

work, could not be relied upon to decohere

with certainty. While well adapted for use

with a telephone as a receiver, the changes

in resistance were found to be not suffi-

ciently abrupt to permit a recording instru-

ment by its means.

These devices, therefore, while interest-

ing additions to the possible methods of re-

ceiving local messages, have but a limited

application, and create only a passing in-

terest.

The real element of progress in space

telegraphy lies in the production of a re-

ceiver which shall be capable of operating

a recording apparatus at a rate comparable

with the working of existing submarine

cables, and it does not appear that this can

be practically accomplished with any form of

coherer. Far more promising is the im-

proved magnetic detector, described in Mr.

Marconi's lecture, acting by the variation in

hysteresis produced by the magnetic waves

upon a bundle of magnetised wires under the

influence of a rotating magnet.

In all this evidence of activity in the de-

velopment of improvements in space tele-

graphy there is nothing but cause for con-

gratulation. The world at large is far too

deeply interested in the progress of means

of communication with all parts of the globe

to take heed of petty squabbling as to the

priority of the many experimenters, these

are matters which they may well be left to

settle as other commercial disputes are ar-

ranged. Fortunately the fundamental prin-

ciples have been so widely thrown open to

the public by the researches of Hertz and

his followers in the physical laboratory that

there is little fear that progress may be hin-

dered or suppressed. Doubtless the most

satisfactory apparatus of to-day will be rele-

gated to the technical museum in a brief

time, and new devices will take their places

only to be supplanted in turn. All this must

necessarily make for progress, just as sim-

ilar results have been observed in the de-

velopment of other branches of applied elec-

tricity, and the outcome can well be awaited

with interested satisfaction.

Coal-Cutting Machinery.

In his recent paper on coal mining meth-

ods in England and America in this mag-

azine, Mr. Ackermann called attention to the

great disparity in the use of coal cutting

machinery in Great Britain as compared

with the United States. This matter is em-

phasised in a paper recently presented before

the Midland Institute of Mining, Civil, and

Mechanical Engineers by Mr. W. E. Gar-

forth, and published in the Colliery Guard-

ian. Apart from any discussion as to the

probable duration of the British coal fields,

there is the vital question as to whether

coal can in future be raised and sold at such

a price as will enable the British manufac-

turers to compete successfully with those

of other countries.

"The rapid exhaustion of the thicker

seams at shallow depths—the necessity for

working the thinner seams, and enquiries

if such seams are unduly injured by the

present methods of working the thicker and

underlying seams, the tonnage lost in work-

ing, the increased percentage of small coal,

the loss by barriers left for boundaries and

by pillars required for the support of sur-

face property, difficulties of scarcity of la-

bour, especially hewers, higher wages any

other matters, have already caused anxiety

as to the future prosperity of the coal and

other trades of Great Britain. Hence, all

methods of getting or dealing with coal

which seek to meet these difficulties, or by

which the greatest proportion of workable

coal can be raised in the best condition, at

the lowest cost of production, and with the

greatest safety and comfort to those em-
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ployed are subjects that should be fully and

often discussed by those interested in min-

ing.

After discussing at length the nature and

formation of coal seams, Mr. Garforth

shows that the existing methods of working

are largely empirical, and have persisted in

the form of pillar and stall, or stoop and

room methods, the longwall method being

employed only under the most favourable

conditions. With the increasing depth of

workings, however, the effects of superin-

cumbent pressure have made themselves ap-

parent to an extent which has rendered the

pillar and room system most unsatisfactory,

and hence the longwall system, removing

all the coal at one time, has been practically

made compulsory. This has unconsciously

led up to the introduction of coal cutting

by machinery. The long straight coal face

enables machines to be employed to the

best advantage, the proportionate gain over

hand working being greater also for thin

seams than for thicker ones.

A most important requirement for under-

cutting machines is that they shall be able

to compete with hand holding as regards

depth of cut. The earlier cuts of 2|E^ to 3

feet are altogether too small and a satisfac-

tory machine should be capable of cutting

5, 6, or even 7 feet, thus dispensing as far as

possible with the use of explosives, and re-

ducing the cost of cutting to a minimum.
The height of the cut should also be 5 inches

or more in dirt, so as to cause a complete

vertical fracture of the coal, while at the

same time providing sufficient clearance to

prevent the coal from being wedged or

crushed by the subsidence of the roof. The
mechanical arrangements of the machine
should also be such as to render it capable

of easy control, and the details of operation

should be such as to insure complete and
clean work. With such machines the output

ranges from 6 to 8 tons per man per day,

one hundred and seventy thousand tons hav-
ing been wrought per annum from one
seam 960 feet deep and 4 feet thick.

Mr. Garforth prefers compressed air to

electricity for underground work, this pref-

erence being mainly on the score of safety.

At the same time there are many locations

in which electric power can be safely and
conveniently used, and these will doubtless

be extended as improvements are made.

At the present time, in the United King-

dom, coal got by machinery bears only a

small proportion to the output by hand hol-

ing. The next decade will undoubtedly mark

a large increase in mechanical cutting. Coal-

cutting machines made in Great Britain

have now passed the experimental stage,

and the opinion of a large number of work-

men, based on ten years' experience with

the machine, as compared with a similar

experience with holing by pick, is in fa-

vour of machine holing, inasmuch as higher

and more regular wages can be obtained,

less arduous work is required, combined

with greater safety, besides other advan-

tages.

Boilers for the Navy.

With the appearance of the final report of

the committee appointed by the Admiralty

two years ago to examine and report upon

the subject of boilers for the navy, there

comes opportunity for comment upon the

whole subject in the light of the information

thus made public.

Notwithstanding the high reputation and

wide experience of the members of the com-

mittee, the members thought it advisable to

conduct extensive experimental trials and

upon the results of these trials and upon

the previous experience obtained from the

navy and from the merchant marine, the

conclusions given in the report are based.

Space will not permit of an exhaustive

analysis of the entire report in this place,

but in addition to the specific recommenda-

tions of the committee, some of the special

features of importance may be mentioned.

In the first place the favourable expres-

sion of opinion as to water-tube boilers giv-

en in the interim report, has been confirmed

by the experience since gained. In like

manner the committee sees no reason to al-

ter its expressed opinion as to the unsuit-

ability of the Belleville boiler for use in the

navy. Since this latter matter is practically

the most important question before the com-

mittee the reasons for rejecting the Belle-

ville boiler demand full publication.

"The disadvantages of the Belleville boil-

er, as compared with the cylindrical boiler,

are as follows

:

"The circulation of water is defective and

uncertain, and the water gauges do not in-

dicate the amount of water in the boiler.
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These causes have led to serious accidents.

"An automatic feeding apparatus of a del-

icate and complicated kind is necessary, in

order to make the safe working of the boiler

possible.

"A great excess of pressure over that in

the boiler is required in the feed pipes and
pumps.

"A considerable excess of boiler pressure

over the working pressure at the engines is

necessary.

"The quantity of water varies at different

rates of combustion, although the same level

may be shown on the water gauges.

"Separators with automatic blow-out

valves on the main steam pipes are required

in order to provide for water thrown out of

the boilers when the rate of combustion or

the speed of the engines is suddenly in-

creased.

"A constant and excessive loss of feed-

water.

"The upper generator tubes are liable to

fail by pitting or corrosion, and, in econo-

miser boilers, the economiser tubes ?re still

more liable to fail from the same cause. The
trouble from this cause has diminished re-

cently, but the liability of these parts to

corrosion still exists, and must be regarded

as a serious disadvantage.

"The upkeep of Belleville boilers has

proved to be exceedingly costly, whereas

that of cylindrical boilers is trifling, and

this disproportion is likely to increase mate-

rially with the age of the boilers. On ac-

count of the necessity for more repairs, ships

with Belleville boilers will be laid up more

frequently and for much longer periods than

similar ships with cylindrical boilers.

"The additional evaporating plant required

with Belleville boilers, and their greater coal

sonsumption on ordinary service as com.-

pared with cylindrical boilers, has hitherto

nullified to a great extent the saving of

weight effected by their adoption, and in

considering the radius of action of ships

fitted with them, no real advantage has been

gained by their use."

While it is believed that many of these

defects may be obviated by the use of some

other type of water tube boiler, yet it does

not appear that there is at present any

boiler of the water-tube type which has im-

pressed the committee as possessing suffi-

cient advantages to be suitable for general

adoption exclusively. In view of the ex-

cellent economy of the cylindrical boiler,

and also taking into consideration the fact

that a large percentage of coal is expended
for auxiliary purposes in harbour, the com-
mittee recommends that, for the present,

both cylindrical and water-tube boilers be

installed in naval vessels. Battleships and
large cruisers are therefore recommended to

be fitted with cylindrical boilers of sufficient

power to work the auxiliary machinery, and

to drive the ship at her ordinary cruising

speed, water-tube boilers being also supplied

for emergency service, and to drive the

vessel at the maximum speed which may be

demanded ; both systems of boilers being

adapted to carry steam at 210 pounds pres-

sure, so as to give 200 pounds at the en-

gine.

In this way the water-tube boilers will be

kept clean and perfectly efficient, and by

virtue of their rapid steaming qualities they

will be ready for prompt service upon de-

mand.

This idea is by no means novel, having

been adopted in the United States navy in

the case of the coast defence vessel Mon-
terey several years ago, and according to

Rear-Admiral Melville, the combination of

cylindrical boilers and Ward water-tube

boilers proved most satisfactory in that in-

stance. The combination system has also

been used for several years in the German
navy with good results.

Although favourable opinions were ex-

pressed by the committee as regards the

Babcock & Wilcox, the Niclausse, the Diirr,

and the Yarrow boilers, yet the fact was

clearly stated that no type of boiler at pres-

ent in use is as economical as the cylindrical

boiler, and that the above recommendation

is made for use "until a thoroughly satisfac-

tory type of water-tube boiler is obtained."

This should certainly be a stimulus to in-

ventors and engineers especially as the com-

mittee also gives a synopsis of the advan-

tages which a satisfactory water-tube boiler

should possess.

Thus, as compared with the cylindrical

boiler, a satisfactory water-tube boiler

should offer less delay in steam raising; less

liability to damage if the boiler be struck by

a projectile; greater ease of repair and re-

newal of parts; less weight for power gen-

erated, ability to carry a higher steam pres-
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sure; and greater fire-grate area for the

same floor area. These advantages are all

to be had without the introduction of coun-

terbalancing disadvantages. This program

being indicated, it is a matter for the engi-

neering ability of the world to meet the re-

quirements, and solve the problem. In the

meantime, the most promising types now
available are to be given practical trial, in

connection with cylindrical boilers, as stated

above.

There is one feature in connection with

the whole subject which the committee has

apparently seen fit to ignore, namely the

fact that the more highly organised charac-

ter of the water-tube boiler, in general, de-

mands that it should at all times be in charge

of thoroughly trained engineers. This is

only one phase of a subject to which refer-

ence has already been made in these col-

umns, but it is a most emphatic confirma-

tion of what has been advanced on this

point by such competent judges as Mr. D.

B. Morison, Mr. Charles M. Johnson and

others. The undoubted introduction of

water-tube boilers in the navy is but an-

other step in the conversion of the war

ship into a fighting machine, demanding the

presence and control of skilled engineers

for its efficient and successful use. There

is little, doubt that the small measure of

success which has been attained with the

Belleville boilers has been largely due to the

fact that they were placed in the hands of

sailors rather than engineers and no matter

how completely designed any form of boil-

er may be, it might as well be understood

now as later that the machine is but a part

of the equipment, and that its appearance is

invariably a notice served upon the sailor

that he must step back and make way for

the real fighting man of the immediate

future, the fighting engineer. It is but an-

other step in the evolution of warfare, and
as Huxley said to the dogmatic opponent of

evolution, we must consider, not what we
would prefer, but what is true.

Engines for Generating Stations.

With the introduction of the dynamo-
electric machine there has been an interest-

ing evolution occurring in the design of the

steam engines by which the electric gen-

erators are driven. At first the dynamos
were mainly of the continuous-current type.

with armatures of comparatively small diam-

eter and high rotative speed, and after expe-

rience with belt driving from existing en-

gines, came the now well-known form of

high-speed automatic engine, these involv-

ing a much lower ratio of speed multiplica-

tion, and ultimately permitting direct con-

nection with the dynamo armature. About

the time that this form of engine was per-

fected, the electrical practice changed. Long-

distance transmission demanded the use of

higher voltages, while the perfection of the

transformer and converter made alternating

currents not only practicable, but often pref-

erable. The result was the general intro-

duction of the large generating set, consist-

ing of a slow moving engine with an alter-

nator of large rotor diameter, the latter it-

self frequently forming a portion of the fly

wheel of the engine. In view of the ex-

tensive experience which has now been had

with both forms of driving, some recent dis-

cussion as to the advantages or disadvan-

tages which both possess is of interest.

In a paper recently presented before the

Incorporated Municipal Electrical Associ-

ation by Mr. A. A. Day, the subject of the

correct type of engine for large generating

stations is discussed. So far as present prac-

tice is concerned, Mr. Day is quite correct

in stating that the trend of opinion is in fa-

vour of slow rotative speeds.

His preference is for a horizontal low-

speed compound or triple expansion engine,

with direct-coupled generator between

cranks. This is practically present practice

on the Continent, and in support of this

view, Mr. Day presents the following points

in its favour

:

"The most economical engines have been

built of this type, and certainly it can hold

its own, if properly built, with any results

obtained in electric light stations. The au-

thor has recently had occasion to inquire

very closely into the question of the cost of

producing power in large cotton factories

such as there are in Bolton, and the figures

obtained were equally a good advertisement

for the horizontal type of engine which is

almost universally employed, and also very

useful as a guide to the price at which it is

necessary for power to be supplied in order

to make its use become general. Such en-

gines are found to give an indicated horse

power hour for less than id. with coal about
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7s. per ton and this on a load having a vari-

ation of 10 per cent.

"The horizontal engine does away with the

necessity for steam pipes in the engine room
or rather above the engine room floor, and

enables the steam pipes to be reduced to a

minimum.

"The engine can be kept clean at a mini-

mum of expense and trouble.

"The repairs to such an engine will be

found to be reduced to a minimum if the

valve gear be of the Corliss tripped type,

which appears to frighten some engineers

by its complication. The complication seems

to the author to be far more apparent than

real. It is no more necessary that the gear

should be more complicated than in the case

of an enclosed high speed engine, but it is

seen in the one case and not in the other.

"The engine can be easily got at for re-

pairs, and the same applies to the dynamo. It

seems to the author that the weak point of

a similar type of engine to that under dis-

cussion, but vertical instead of horizontal is

that to remove the top half of the field mag-

net ring, or to get at anything of importance

on the dynamo, necessitates the dismantling

of the engine.

"The dynamo being placed between the

two cranks, the shaft is not in any way cut

up. We all know the difficulty that has

been found to exist in making a crank shaft

with built cranks strong and able to with-

stand the throwing off and on of the full

load repeatedly, as must necessarily be the

case with electrical generators for power

purposes and traction.

"The bearings of such an horizontal en-

gine can be adjusted both vertically and hor-

izontally, so enabling the armature to be ad-

justed inside the field, which it is very ad-

visable should be possible. It is, of course,

of the utmost importance that the turning

moment should be very even in the case of

three-phase or polyphase transmission, but a

good deal more has been made of this point

than is necessary, as there are three-phasers

running on the Continent, and running sat-

isfactorily, with engines that have only a

single crank, the percentage variation being

3 per cent, of the angular velocity, and it is

not all difficult to make a two-crank engine

such as has been described with a far more

•even turning moment.

"This proves conclusively that there can

be no need for the fly-wheel of a low-speed

generating set being made abnormally heavy

to obtain a sufficiently even turning moment,

especially if the engine is not a single crank

one."

The principal advantage which can be of-

fered for the horizontal engine as opposed to

the vertical form is the better drainage of

the cylinders which is practicable, and it is

also urged that the working parts are more

accessible in the horizontal type than in

the vertical. So far as the question of space

is concerned, it is maintained that a certain

amount of space is required for the boilers

in any case, and an engine room of equal

length with the necessary boiler house will

always give sufficient space for slow-speed

engines.

If high speed is to be advocated, Mr. Day
maintains that it should be an extreme high

speed, such as is produced by the turbine.

This side of the question was well pre-

sented before the same society by Mr. S. E.

Fedden, whose remarks on this subject are

well worth reviewing. Mr. Fedden shows

that if turbines are to be used successfully

they must always be used condensing, and

that they should not be of small size, 200

to 300 kilowatts being the lower limit, but

under these conditions they offer many ad-

vantages. Wet steam is no impediment to

the operation of the turbine, although it

offers especial facility for use with highly

superheated steam, owing to the absence of

rubbing surfaces. Its other advantages are

as follows

:

"Absolutely steady nature of turning mo-

ment.

"Entire absence of cylinder lubrication,

which, therefore, allows of all the condensed

steam being returned to the boilers. The

saving in this one item alone materially as-

sists in the reduction of station costs.

"The time occupied in cleaning down is

brought to a minimum, and is about one-

sixth of that required with a reciprocating

engine of similar capacity.

"The entire absence of rubbing surfaces

and packed glands within the steam chamber

will permit of the use of superheated steam

without fear of injury. The turbine spe-

cially lends itself to the use of superheat of

a high temperature, and in this respect

possesses a considerable advantage over a

reciprocating engine.
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Exceedingly small costs for attention and

repairs, and great reliability of working."

It is evident that there is much to be

said on both sides of the question, and there

is no doubt that local conditions must al-

ways enter largely into the choice of the

type of engine to be used. The engineer is

too apt to look upon such subjects from

the engineering side only, and he is just be-

ginning to learn that engineering and econ-

omical general administration are neces-

sarily united. Economy of steam is not al-

ways economy of money, and it is the ulti-

mate advantage which must always be kept

in mind. Large power houses and slow-

moving big engines mean a large original

outlay, upon which interest charges must

be earned. Often the high cost of a site in

an otherwise desirable location makes the

area occupied a limiting factor.

The question of durability of the slow

speed engine is much the same as has al-

ready been discussed in connection with lo-

comotive engines. A well built slow-speed

engine will almost last forever, but that is a

great deal too long. It is much better econ-

omy to make the durability of the engine no
greater than its economic life, and then to

scrap it for something later and better.

The whole subject is one which must al-

ways remain unsettled so long as progress

is maintained, and the wise engineer will

plan for the immediate present with his eye

on the near future, realising that in elec-

trical engineering especially "the world do
move."

Structural Work in America.

In the course of a very interesting series

of papers on structural costs recently pub-
lished in the Engineer, the practice in tall

building construction in America is set

forth in a manner which shows clearly how
economy is attained by keeping down the

labour costs.

The framework is so designed that the

metal shall be handled the least number of

times in the making. Planing is generally

conspicuous by its absence, rolled or sheared
edges taking its place. Rivets are so dis-

posed that power driving can be used to the

best advantage. Joints are so arranged
that they require the minimum of work on
site, and their rivets can be readily put in by
pneumatic tools. Hand work is seldom to

be detected—everything Is as the machine

has left it; as many girders, stanchions,

beams, etc., are duplicated as is possible;

stanchions are throughout spaced regularly;

girder riveting is made alike in like spans

—

plates being added or dropped off as re-

quired for strength, thus one girder web
plate template will often answer throughout

the building; cast iron bases, pockets, shoes,

and connections, where used, are just as

the fettler or the tumbling barrel has left

them ; holes are cored or punched according

to material ; everything, in fact is made most

evidently for work and not for show. When
first seen one is tempted to think off-hand

that there seems much waste of material in

places and much skimping of it in others.

Brackets seem large and unwieldy, whilst

cleats seem small and insufficient; girder

flanges appear light, and stanchions rugged-

ly gigantic, or vice versa, according to the

object of the building. But one has only to

study things out a little to realise that all

this is of set purpose. We are so used at

hoftie to providing against so many chances

that are never likely to happen concurrently,

that our structures have taken a character of

their own, and we miss these characteristics

when viewing other work. If workmanship

can be saved by a slight sacrifice of material,

the American carefully considers it. In no

land are scientific principles better under-

stood than in his, but he is much keener af-

ter the dollar than to sacrifice it for the sake

of theory, and he will unerringly fix on the

cheaper way of carrying out his principle.

He keeps as far away from the smith's fire

as he can, and does not enlarge his scrap heap

with useless croppings and clippings, and as

a direct consequence gets work made very

much quicker, on the whole much cheaper,

and quite as good and sound and equal to

what is demanded of it as though it had

been made to a Government specification

and was finished all over.

It may be argued by some that this sort of

thing is not compatible with good work, but

there is no reason why it should not be so.

In masonry structures there is no attempt

made to dress the inner faces of stone which

is to be backed by rubble or brickwork, and

since the structural work of a modern steel

skeleton building is entirely imbedded it

should be made to fulfill only those demands
which legitimately come upon it.
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Hydraulic Power in France.

For several years there has been much
attention directed towards the possibilities

of developing the immense hydraulic power
available in the numerous streams of mod-
erate size but rapid fall descending from the

Alps into the lower levels of Switzerland,

Italy, and France. So far as France is con-

cerned, an extensive report was made to the

Minister of Public Works about three years

ago, after an investigation of the hydraulic

resources of the French Alps by engineers

of the Pouts ei Chaussees, and this report

was reviewed in these columns at that time.

During the interval there has been a rapid

growth of hydro-electric installations both

in Italy and in Switzerland, but France,

with opportunities equally favourable, has

made far less progress. The entire subject

of hydraulic power in France, together with

some discussion as to the comparative tardi-

ness in its practical utilisation, forms the

subject of an important paper, presented be-

fore the Societe des Ingenieurs Civils de

France by M. R. Tavernier, and published

in the Mcmoires of the society, from which

we make some abstracts.

The principal difficulty in determining

the true amount of power available appears

in the variable flow of the mountain streams.

For the winter season, when the supply

from melting snow is almost cut off, the

water is very low, while during the spring

and early summer there are frequent floods.

Thus gaugings on the Isere show a flow of

150 to 250 cubic metres per second in the

high waters of summer, while during the

winter months the discharge falls to a mean

of 14 cubic metres, and occasionally descends

to a minimum of 6 cubic metres; a fair

annual average being 20 cubic metres per

second. Similar figures are obtained from

other streams, the conditions being entire-

ly different from rivers at lower elevations,

in which the low stages of water occur in

the summer months. The natural provis-

ion against these variations is the construc-

tion of storage reservoirs, but these are

naturally dependent upon the topographical

configuration of the surface and are not to

be constructed everywhere.

M. Tavernier examines the various esti-

mates which have been made as to the

available hydraulic power existing in the

French watershed of the Alps, and consid-

ers that a conservative valuation may be

taken as 3 million horse power during low

water, and 5 million horse power based up-

on the average annual flow. Naturally all

of this power is not directly available. Ex-
isting installations of less than 200 horse

power are not included, and a portion,

about 100,000 h. p., is already in use.

These facts have been known for several

years, but nevertheless little or nothing has

been done of late to develope these sources

of power. In this respect a comparison with

Switzerland and with Italy is instructive.

Thus, the estimate made by the Italian en-

gineers in 1884, showed that there was avail-

able about 2 million horse power. Since

that time the practical utilisation of many
of the streams has shown that this esti-

mate was below the facts. Thus, in the sin-

gle province of Turin there was allowed in

the estimate of 1894 but 227,450 h. p., while

already 100,000 h. p. is in progress of utili-

sation, and there is nearly 600,000 h. p. un-

doubtedly available. In Switzerland, also,

in which the earlier estimates allowed but

582,000 h. p., the existing installations clear-

ly show that this is far below the actual

amount which can be easily utilised.

The success which has attended the de-

velopment of hydro-electric plants in Italy

and Switzerland, as compared with the com-

paratively slow progress in France, may be

accounted for in several ways. In the first

place Italy and Switzerland are both with-

out coal, and hence the advantage of devel-

oping natural sources of power is more
apparent. In the second place the question

of the legal status of the property rights in-

volved in the development of the hydraulic

g2i
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power is not yet fully settled in France, be-

sides which certain important sources of

power are held for speculative purposes, in-

stead of receiving immediate practical ex-

ploitation.

Apart from the mechanical details, now
fairly well settled by the practice of many
successful installations in various parts of

the world, the main question which should

determine the development of the power of

the melting Alpine snows is that of cost.

In this respect, as M. Tavernier points out,

the use of a moderate volume of water at a

high head, such as is offered in numerous

places in Haute Savoie and elsewhere, pos-

sesses a great advantage over the older

plants using the large volume and low head

of great rivers.

This is naturally to be expected, the trans-

mission of energy by water following the

same general economic law which governs

the flow of electricity, and which deter-

mines the superiority of the transmission

by high voltages over conductors of small

section as compared with the use of lower

voltages. The great element in cost is

found in the interest on the investment

charges, and in the depreciation, the oper-

ative expenses forming a much smaller por-

tion of the cost. The second element in

economy results from the generation of

energy in large quantities at a time, the

advantage of this being well understood in

all kinds of power plants.

The importance of the capital charges

will be realised when it is understood that

the installation cost of a hydro-electric

plant may range from lOO francs per horse

power to several thousand francs.

According to the figures of Blondel, the

installation cost of a steam-power plant of

1,000 to 10,000 h. p. is from 250 to 300

francs per horse power, and allowing inter-

est and depreciation at 8 per cent., and tak-

ing coal at 20 francs per ton, the cost of

power is as follows :

60 francs for 1,000 hours

140 " " 3,000 "

240 " " 6,000 "

300 " " 8,000 "

The first figures correspond to the work
of an electric lighting station of which the

full power is required only 3 hours per day.

The second serves for a manufacturing

establishment operating 10 hours per day.

The third example is that of a central

power station operating for a :#:xed service,

20 hours per day.

The fourth represents the service of an

electrochemical or metallurgical works,

operating continuously with but the neces-

sary intermission for repairs, this latter be-

ing assumed to require one month per year.

These figures show the great effect which

the continuity of the service produces upon
the cost of power. It is for the continuous

generation of power that the hydro-electric

station shows its great superiority while for

intermittent and discontinuous service the

steam engine will probably be able to com-

pete successfully.

Taking 100 kilogrammetres per second of

water power as required to produce a horse

power on the motor shaft, the experience of

existing plants shows that under favourable

conditions a minimum price of 30 francs per

horse power per year at the power station

may be made. This price must be in-

creased to provide for the cost of trans-

mission, averaging probably about 100 francs

per horse-power-year, but necessarily vary-

ing according to local conditions.

M. Tavernier rightly emphasises the value

to France which may follow the distribu-

tion of electric power to the small manu-

facturers and household workers, as com-

pared with the factory system, a feature

which has already been discussed at length

in these pages.

Technical Laboratories in Europe.

The importance of the mechanical and

technical laboratory as a means of scientific

education has already been discussed in

these pages by Professor Boulvin, but al-

though the value of such laboratories is

unquestioned, it is remarkable that France

is sadly lacking in such facilities, both for

education and for research. For this latter

reason the report of the committee of the

Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers upon the

great mechanical and testing laboratories of

Germany, published in the Annales of the

Conservatoire demands interested atten-

tion, giving, as it does, the impression made

by inspection upon outside and disinterested

observers.

The principal object of the investigations

of the commission was the acquisition of

information of service in connection with
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the proposed establishment of a testing lab-

oratory in connection with the work of the
Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers at Paris,

and hence the comments made in the report
must be received with this ultimate object
kept in view.

Naturally the principal point of investiga-

tion was the Reichsanstalt at Berlin, and
here the commission found much to admire,

especially as no analogous institution exists

in France. With this were also examined
the establishments of the Aichungs-Kommis-
sion, the Versuchsanstalt, and the Maschi-
nen-Laboratorium, in other words, the gov-

ernment institutions for research and stand-

ardisation at Berlin.

So far as the general research work of the

Reichsanstalt is concerned, although the

commission examined it with the greatest

of interest, aided by the cordial co-operation

of the administration, no detailed discus-

sion was required, since its province is be-

yond the scope of the work of the Conser-

vatoire des Arts et Metiers, either present

or projected. The verification of standards

of length and weight, also, is considered to

belong rather to the Pavilion of the Inter-

national Bureau at Breteuil, and hence the

most important studies for the commission

were found in the mechanical and electrical

testing laboratories.

Naturllly the work of the testing labora-

tory at Charlottenburg, under the efficient

directorship of Professor Martens, comes

most nearly to that which it is desired to

establish in Paris, and a large portion of

the descriptive part of the report is devoted

to this institution. The work of this labora-

tory is so well-known that it is needless to

go into a detailed account of it here. In

addition to the conduct of a great number

of tests by tension, compression, torsion

drop, etc., as well as by the action of vari-

ous tools, there have recently been carried

on original researches of an important na-

ture. These latter include investigations

upon the strength of steel balls, upon the

effect of oxidation upon the strength of

[steel wire, upon the strength of reinforced

I rubber tubing, etc. The laboratory has also

(performed valuable work in calibrating and

[standardising testing machines intended for

use in private establishments and workshops.

[uch of this work has been for private par-

lies, and the fees received have amounted

to nearly as much as the operating expenses
of the laboratory, although the receipts are
not directly available for the administration

of the laboratory, but are turned into the

general treasury of the Technische Hoch-
schule, from which the appropriations for

maintenance are made.

The mechanical laboratory, founded by
Professor Riedler, and now under the direc-

tion of Professor Josse, comes in for a

share of commendation, and the laboratories

of Dresden, Munich, Vienna, and Prague
were also visited, and included in the re-

port.

The most interesting portion of the report

is that in which the recommendations are

made for the establishment of a public test-

ing laboratory in connection with the work
of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers at

Paris. It is suggested that the laboratory

be divided into three sections; for the test-

ing of materials, including metallic and non-
metallic substances, and for lubricants; for

testing the performance and efficiency of

machines; and for physical tests, includ-

ing optical tests and measurements of tem-
perature and pressure. If possible it is

considered desirable that the Bureau of

Weights and Measures, now at Breteuil,

should be incorporated with the latter sec-

tion, or that in any case there should be a

department in the proposed laboratory for

the public comparison of standards of length

and weight, analogous to that in operation

in Berlin. This is justified by the record

of the interest which the Conservatoire has

always taken in metrology, from 1795, when
the provisional adoption of the metric sys-

tem went into effect, down to 1869, when the

International Commission was created.

The report discusses the detailed arrange-

ment of the work of the proposed labora-

tory at length, recommending an expend-

iture of 200,000 francs for equipment, and

an annual appropriation of 80,000 francs for

operation. The question of location, itself

most important, is also considered. In the

present buildings, formerly the abbey of the

Benedictines, there are but limited quarters

available, but at the same time it is most

desirable that the laboratories shall be with

in convenient access of the professors and

the public. The suggestion is made in the

report, that a limited amount of space for

the erection of a new structure may be ob-
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tained in the courtyard of the old build-

ings, but this plan is open to the objection

that it places restriction upon future growth.

It is altogether practicable, however, to

place certain of the departments in the pres-

ent buildings, with an annex situated at a

distance, for the bulkier portion of the work,

such as the testing of machines.

It is most encouraging to note this inter-

est in the establishment of public testing

laboratories in Paris, and there is certainly

no institution under whose auspices such

work can be more effectively conducted

than the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers.

In Great Britain and in the United States

bureaus of standards and physical labora-

tories have recently been undertaken, and

the general outlook for the scientific estab-

lishment of precise and accurate data for

public use is most encouraging.

Flash Boilers.

The demands for light motive power ma-

chines for automobile service have resulted

in the production of numerous devices, many

of them modifications of engines already

well-known but little developed, and it is

interesting to notice how some of the earlier

inventions, originally lacking the demand

and the means for their proper development,

have since been revived.

Among these may be mentioned the so-

called "flash" boiler, for the rapid genera-

tion of steam without requiring the use of a

large and heavy boiler full of water. In a

recent issue of Glasers Annalen is given a

review by Inspector Max Unger, of the pro-

gress and present state of perfection of the

Serpollet steam automobile, practically the

only steam motor vehicle which has suc-

cessfully competed with the heavy gasoline

and petrol machines in the speed and road

trials of Europe.

As is well known, the essential feature of

the Serpollet machine is the steam generator,

this consisting of various arrangements of

coiled tubes of small bore and thick walls,

heated to a high temperature by petroleum

or alcohol burners or by a coke fire. Into

one end of the tube the water is injected by

a suitable pump, while steam is drawn off at

the other, the water being flashed into steam

as it comes into contact with the heated met-

al. By regulating the supply of water to

correspond with the demand for steam the

operation may be carried on continuously

without the accumulation of any water in

the tube. By maintaining a high temper-

ature and providing sufficient heating sur-

face it has been found possible to obtain

large volumes of high-pressure steam by

this form of generator, and its use has been

the main factor in the success of the Serpol-

let vehicles.

Naturally an important portion of such a

generator is that which provides fer the

regulation of the quantity of water sup-

plied with the volume of steam de-

manded, and in Herr Unger's paper is

given a detailed description of the in-

genious devices by which the feed pumps
for the water and the liquid fuel are

controlled. The engine, also, is ingeniously

designed for use with high-pressure steam

under the difficult conditions of road ser-

vice, and the present type of Serpollet ma-
chine doubtless unites many of the advan-

tageous points of both steam and gasoline

vehicles. The engine resembles a gas en-

gine rather more than it does a steam en-

gine, and the method of generation, avoid-

ing, as it does, the presence of a mass of

highly heated water, while delivering what

has been called "steam-gas," contributes to

the resemblance.

We have thus, in the Serpollet automobile

an example of the modern development of

an old idea, into the history of which it may
be interesting to glance.

As long ago as 1824 this idea of flashing

water into steam in a highly heated tube of

small section was advocated by Paul, a

Swiss engineer, then in London, and it is

remarkable to note that he then proposed

to use his generator in a mechanically pro-

pelled vehicle.

Paul made a generator composed of a

coiled tube of three-sixteenths of an inch

bore and 150 feet long, and used it to furnish

steam for a two horse-power engine. In the

same year, 1824, the flash principle was used

by an inventor named McCurdy, who em-

ployed the feature used in the Serpollet gen-

erators by making his tubes, or "chambers"

as he called them, with very thick walls, this

giving a high degree of strength, and at the

same time enabling heat to be stored in the

mass of metal to aid in the rapid generation

of steam for sudden demands.

Since the time of Paul and McCurdy the
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flash method of generating steam has been

re-invented many times, but it has not come
into practical use until the demand for a

light and powerful steam generator for auto-

mobile service produced the Serpollet form.

This is an excellent illustration of the man-
ner in vi^hich a promising idea has fallen

still-born when produced before the real de-

mand for it has appeared, and before the

period when the constructive methods for

its application were sufficiently perfected. It

has often been said that great inventions are

"epoch-making," but experience has shown
that certain epochs are "invention-making."

The present period of automobile develop-

ment has certainly done much to facilitate

the production of powerful motors of light

weight, and the influence of the effort which

has been made in this direction cannot but

develop many other applications besides

those most closely before the in\'%ntors.

Waterways in Europe.

Notwithstanding the continual increase

in railway communication, the superior econ-

omy of water transport renders it of increas-

ing importance for certain classes of mer-

chandise, and in fact each method of convey-

ance creates new demands for greater facili-

ties. These facts are well emphasised by the

continual discussion of plans for a system of

internal waterways for central Europe and

although there has been a determined oppo-

sition in certain quarters to the dislocation

of commercial arrangements which some of

these plans might produce, there is little

doubt that ultimately the scheme in some

modified form will be executed.

In an exhaustive paper by Alfred Ritter

v. Weber-Ebenhof, published in a recent is-

sue of the Oesterreichische Wochenschrift

fur den Oeffentlichen Baudienst, the whole

subject of the proposed water communica-

tion in central Europe is discussed at length,

together with some excellent maps of exist-

ing and proposed canals. From this paper

we make some abstracts, giving a general

idea of the situation.

Naturally any system of internal water-

ways in Europe includes the canalisation

and connection of the important streams

which are already the highways for im-

portant communication. Thus the water-

shed of central Europe includes the Rhine,

Weser, Elbe, Oder, and Vistula, flowing in-

to the North Sea, and the Po, Adige, Dan-
ube, Dneiper, and Dneister, communicating
with the Adriatic, Mediterranean, and Black

seas, and it requires only a rational system

of canals to connect these navigable streams

with each other in order to perfect a vast

network of internal water communication.

After a review of existing ocean traffic,

including the dimensions of important

steamships and an account of existing ship

canals and harbour accommodations, the

present state of internal waterways in the

principal countries of central Europe is ex-

amined in order to determine how they

might best be united in a general interna-

tional system. A portion of this work is

already under construction, as, for ex-

ample, the Dortmund-Ems canal, which,

when completed, will connect the most im-

portant industrial centre of Germany with

the Prussian port of Emshafen. The can-

alisation of the Oder as far as Cosel, is al-

so an important work, affording an outlet

to the coal traffic of Silesia. The Elbe-

Trave canal, completed in 1900, is another

example, this enabling the commerce of the

Elbe to be extended to the old Hanse town
of Liibeck.

The most important canal scheme of Ger-

many, however, is the much discussed Mit-

telland-Canal, or system of waterways to

unite the navigation of the Rhine with the

Weser and the Elbe. This scheme, which

includes canalisation work on the rivers as

well as the construction of new waterways,

has been strongly opposed by the agrarian

party and by many landholders because it

is assumed to open the way for the importa-

tion of foreign grain and foodstuffs. The
details of the plan, which cannot be given

here, but which are detailed at length in

the paper to which reference has been made,

involve the expenditure of about 400 million

marks. If, with this, the Danube-Moldau-

Elbe canal is constructed according to the

project of 1893, and also the Danube-Oder

Canal, and the proposed connections with

the Vistula and the Dneister, we have to add

the sum of 600 million kronen (the mark

and the krone being about equal to each

other, and about the same value as a shil-

ling, makes this total about £50,000,000).

The principal feature of present import-

ance about all this work from a construc-

tive point of view, is the necessity of adopt-
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ing a standard cross section of waterway,

and one which shall be sufficiently large to

admit of barges of modern dimensions. A
single stretch of contracted section prac-

tically limits the capacity of the entire sys-

tem, and some international agreement up-

on this vital point is essential.

The commercial importance of a system

of waterways which shall provide cheap

transport between the vast grain fields of

southern Russia and Hungary and the rest

of Europe and her seaports can hardly be

overestimated. That it would involve re-

arrangements in agricultural and industrial

relations must be admitted, but that these

would be for the general and great benefit

of the interested nations cannot be denied.

The railways, so far from being injured,

would be the gainers, since the waterways

would handle a traffic which is impossible

of profitable rail transport, while the gen-

eral gain and stimulus to business would

add to the volume of general railway traffic.

Such a system of waterways would also

act to promote such close commercial and

industrial relations between the nations most

nearly concerned as to render the possibility

of war still more remote than it is at the

present time, and hasten the time when na-

tional differences will necessarily be settled

upon a scientific and commercial basis.

Ejector Condensers.

With the increasing demand for better

steam economy, especially in connection

with central power plants, there has come a

general desire to profit by the advantages

due to the condensation of the exhaust

steam, and consequent maintenance of a

vacuum on the exhaust side of the piston.

Many large engines are equipped with their

own condensers and air pumps, the latter

being connected directly with the operative

parts of the engines, but in addition there

have been put upon the market various com-
binations of independent condensers, using

direct-acting water and air pumps, and
these find ready sale.

A few years after the invention of the in-

jector by Giffard, Mr. Alexander Morton,
of Glasgow, conceived the idea of applying

the same principle to the condensation of

steam, utilising the energy of the steam and
water to remove the whole of the products,

^^[jcluding the entrained air. Although such

"ejector-condensers" have found a limited

application since that time, their true value

has not been fully appreciated, nor has their

theoretical action been fully investigated

experimentally until very recently. From
a paper in a recent issue of the Revue de

Mecanique, however, by M. A. Rateau, well

known for his extensive studies in all kinds

of jet apparatus, we abstract some interest-

ing information concerning this important

apparatus.

Broadly described, an ejector-condenser

is a device in which the exhaust steam is

delivered into an annular space surround-

ing a vein of water. Such an ejector-con-

denser consists of three essential parts : the

converging nozzles by which the steam and

water arrive ; the mixing tube, in which the

steam is condensed by contact with the wa-

ter ; and the diverging diffuser, in which the

resultant current issuing from the mixing

tube has its velocity retarded and partially

transformed into useful pressure.

M. Rateau proceeds to examine the math-

ematical theory of the ejector-condenser,

showing that the principle is that of the util-

isation of the head due to the velocity with

which the steam and water enter the ap-

paratus, and deduces mathematical formulas

from which the sufficiency of this velocity

to maintain a good vacuum is demon-
strated. Even when the condensing water

is delivered to the condenser without head

and the discharge has no fall this velocity is

more than sufficient to produce a good vac-

uum, but the presence of air in the steam

and water, and the desirability of maintain-

ing the steady action of the apparatus for

varying discharges of steam render it pref-

erable that a certain amount of head be fur-

nished if possible.

Theoretically, if the head due to the vel-

ocity is greater than that supported by a-

vacuum, the apparatus will operate in a satis-

factory manner. If, however, the engine,,

for any cause, discharges less than the as-

sumed volume of exhaust steam, this ve-

locity will be diminished. In order to pro-

vide for the regular action of the apparatus

under such conditions various modifications

may be employed. Thus an auxiliary jet

of live steam may be used to aid in main-

taining the velocity, but this is obviously

wasteful, and only to be used in emergen-

cies. Again, th? cross-section of the steam-
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nozzle may be reduced, and the velocity

correspondingly increased, but the range of

regulation by this method is evidently lim-

ited. A third method, as already intimated,

is to deliver the condensing water with a

sufficient head to insure operation, even with

but a partial supply of steam, and this may
be replaced, or preferably, supplemented

by providing such a fall to the discharge,

in the form of a draft tube, to aid in main-

taining the velocity.

M. Rateau shows that with a properly

proportioned apparatus, a head of water

equivalent to about 6 metres is sufficient to

maintain a vacuum, even when there is no

discharge of steam at all, and if it were not

for the entrained air this head might be re-

duced to 4 metres. It is the influence of the

air which modifies the action of the appar-

atus very materially, and this feature is in-

vestigated very thoroughly in the paper.

The presence of a comparatively small pro-

portion of air suffices to affect the vacuum

very materially, and it is most desirable that

sufficient head should be provided to take

care of the maximum amount of entrained

air.

Apart from the above considerations, the

most important condition of effective op-

eration is naturally found in the elevation of

the temperature of the condensing water. It

is the mixture of the steam and water which

effects the condensation upon which the

action of the apparatus depends. The con-

densation takes place with great rapidity,

since, in a condenser of medium dimensions,

the steam and water are in contact but about

the fiftieth part of a second in the mixing

tube. According to the experiments of M.

Rateau, there appears to be no effect upon

the elevation in temperature of the con-

densing water by any change in the tem-

perature of the entering steam, the effect be-

ing produced by the volume of steam to be

condensed.

The paper contains a description of a

modified form of Morton condenser, de-

vised by M. Rateau, apd gives the data and

results of exhaustive experimental tests

which he has made, and upon which his

formulas and computations are based. With

a head of 6 metres upon the condensing

water, there appeared to be little difficulty in

maintaining a vacuum cf 700 millimetres of

mercury with the barometer at 760 mm..

this corresponding to about 13.5 pounds per

square inch.

Ejector condensers appear to be especially

applicable to installations of steam turbines

where the high rotative velocity renders it

ditticult to instal direct-connected air pumps.
In cases wnere there is not room for a

satisfactory head of water, a good arrange-

ment is that in which the discharge is de-

livered into a well which latter is drained by

a centrifugal pump, such an installation be-

ing much simpler than the old type of air-

pump condenser, and equally effective in

maintaining a good vacuum.

The Voltaic Arc.

There are few phenomena more interest-

ing than those connected with the passage of

electric currents. Thus, a wire, otherwise

inert, becomes heated or even fused by the

heat produced by the current; again, the

mere passage of a current through a wire

coiled about a piece of iron renders the lat-

ter magnetic; also, the flow of a current

through a wire deflects a magnetic needle

in the vicinity; these and many other phe-

nomena have formed, and will continue to

form subjects for research, study and ex-

tension.

Even more interesting than the effect's

of the passage of currents through solid

conductors are those observed when the

action takes place through gaseous sub-

stances. Here the great variability of the

conditions introduces phenomena so varied

and curious as to render them worthy of

special study. This branch of the question,

the study of the voltaic arc, forms the sub-

ject of a paper by Professor Paul Janet, in

a recent issue of the Revue Generate des Sci-

ences, from which we make some abstracts.

At one time such a study would have been

thought of interest only to the student, and

physicist, but now the electric arc is an im-

portant feature in various industries, not-

ably in the electric furnace in the produc-

tion of the m'etallic carbides as well as of

carborundum and carbon. Another, and

more recent application has been found in

the method of fixing atmospheric nitrogen,

discussed elsewhere in this issue.

Defining the voltaic arc as the passage of

an electric current through a gaseous sub-

stance at the ordinary pressure. Professor

Janet reviews the various forms which have
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been studied since the first production of the

arc between carbon points by Sir Humphrey
Davy in the year 1800. The most apparent

characteristics then and since are the high

temperature and the brilliant light produced,

but these are so well known that the pres-

ent paper proceeds at once to phenomena

which have been called secondary, rather

because they have been more recently ob-

served, than for any lack of importance.

In order that the current may pass

through a gas, it is necessary that the tem-

perature should be raised sufficiently high

to make it a conductor ; this may be done by

bringing the terminals into temporary con-

tact, or by producing a high voltage dis-

charge as from a Leyden jar, between the

carbons, either action being to raise the

temperature of the air sufficiently high to

render it a conductor.

In some modern applications the solid

carbons have been replaced by cores of more
porous carbon, charged with certain salts,

generally silicate of potassium, the result be-

ing the production of vapours which mingle

with the arc, permitting it to be maintained

with lower voltages than would otherwise be

possible. This arrangement also permits

much longer arcs to be produced, a matter

of some importance in electric smelting

where the material is fed through the space

between the carbons.

Professor Janet examines some of the pe-

culiarities of arcs between other terminals

than those of carbon, and proceeds to dis-

cuss especially the behaviour of arcs pro-

duced by alternating currents. In the case

of alternating currents, the direction of flow

is reversed rapidly, generally 40 to 50 times

per second, and as a consequence the arc

must be extinguished and re-established as

frequently. This is only possible by reason

of the presence of the heated vapour, which
persists long enough to re-establish the arc,

and with metallic terminals it is practically

impossible to maintain an arc with an alter-

nating current. When one terminal is me-
tallic and the other a carbon it has been
found that the current passes more readily

from the metal to the carbon than from the

carbon to the metal, a curious property dis-

covered in 1882 by Jamin and Maneuvrier.

In consequence there is an excess of inter-

rupted current, so to speak, passing in one
direction, so that a contiruious-current motor

placed in the circuit will be operated, al-

though the alternating current supplied is

entirely incapable of driving it.

Among the most interesting properties of

the electric arc are those which may be

termed acoustic, since they relate to the pro-

duction of musical and articulate sounds.

The so-called "singing arc," discovered by

Mr. Duddell, is a most curious application of

the theory of electric oscillations. In this

apparatus there is an auxiliary circuit con-

necting the upper and lower carbons of an

arc, there being a condenser and a resistance

coil inserted in this circuit. When a proper

adjustment is made between the condenser

and the resistance with regard to the length

of the arc, the latter is found to emit a

musical note, corresponding to the period of

the electric vibrations in the circuit, this

varying from 1,000 to 10,000 per second.

Apart from the curious effects which may
thus be produced, v/e have in this arrange-

ment a means of obtaining quantitative data

about currents of high frequency with a pre-

cision heretofore unattainable.

These results of Mr. Duddell's are in a

similar field to the interesting investigations

of Dr. Simon, who has succeeded in caus-

ing the electric arc to transmit articulate

sounds. This interesting experiment is

based upon the variations in the arc which

follow the production of sounds in its vicin-

ity. An auxiliary circuit, similar to that

employed by Mr. Duddell, but including a

battery as well as a condenser, and also a

microphone, can be so arranged as to re-

produce in the arc articulate sounds uttered

in the vicinity of the microphone. This ac-

tion is explained by the minute variations in

temperature produced in the gaseous envel-

ope of the arc by the currents of the micro-

phone. A reverse arrangement has also been

devised, in which the arc is employed as a

transmitter, the sounds being emitted by a

telephone receiver.

Professor Janet refers to the selenium re-

ceiver, already described in these columns,

by means of which the variations in the

electric arc may be photographed and used

in a form of cinematograph for subsequent

reproduction of the sounds, and while con-

sidering these devices as possessing at pres-

ent but a curious interest he believes that all

these phenomena may lead to practical re-

sults of value in the approaching future.
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The Fixation of Atmospheric Nitrogen.

In his Presidential address, delivered be-

fore the British Association at its Bristol

meeting, several years ago, and reviewed

at the time in these columns, Sir William

Crookes discussed in a most interesting man-
ner the probable duration of the world's sup-

ply of foodstuffs. At that time he realized

that natural methods might ultimately be-

come inadequate to supply the needs of the

world's growing population, and showed that

recourse would be had to the work of the

chemist. He then said : "Before we are in

the grip of actual dearth, the chemist will

step in and postpone the day of famine to so

distant a period that we, and our sons and

grandsons may legitimately live without un-

due solicitude for the future." The immedi-

ate method which he then predicted for the

prolongation of the agricultural vitality of

the soil lay in the discovery of some method

of the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, and

the consequent regeneration of the soil by

an inexhaustible artificial fertiliser.

Since then the attempt has been made to

extend the laboratory experiments made by

Priestley, more than a hundred years ago,

and the result is the work of the Atmos-

pheric Products Company, of which a dis-

cussion is given in a recent issue of the

Electrical World and Engineer.

The early experiments of Priestley showed

that when an electric spark was discharged

through air a chemical change was produced.

This change included the closer union of the

oxygen atoms, producing ozone, while at the

same time there was caused a union of oxy-

gen and nitrogen, forming minute amounts

of nitric oxide and nitrogen peroxide.

No systematic investigation of this sub-

ject appears to have been made until 1899,

when Mr. C. S. Bradley and Mr. B. R.

Lovejoy took up the problem, but these two

investigators undertook the application of

modern electrical machinery to the question

of the production of the oxides of nitro-

gen on a commercial scale.

Broadly, the method consists in the pass-
age of large quantities of air through a con-
fined space in which powerful electric arcs
are maintained. A static spark is found to
be not very efficient, but experiments with
alternating and direct-current arcs of dif-

ferent voltages have demonstrated that the
best results are obtained with high-voltage
direct-current arcs. It has been found best
to use a pressure of about 10,000 volts, and
allow it to jump electrostatically through
the air for a short distance, thereby estab-

lishing the arc, and then rapidly separating
the contacts until the arc breaks.

In order to produce these effects on a com-
mercial scale, Mr. Bradley has modified a
large direct-current series arc machine by a
rearrangement of its circuits, and has con-
nected this with a special device for pro-
ducing the arcs in the air chamber. This
arc device consists of a case containing fixed

projections, within which is a revolving cyl-

inder carrying projections, approaching the

fixed ones very closely. By revolving the

cylinder about 500 turns a minute, more'
than 400,000 arcs per minute are formed,

and as the air is driven through at the rate

of five cubic feet per arc per hour it will be
seen that the apparatus is of considerable

capacity.

The air emerges charged with about 2^
per cent, of oxides of nitrogen, and by
passing it through absorption towers, nitric

and nitrous acids are formed, the latter be-

ing ultimately converted into nitric acid,

from which saltpetre or nitrate of soda may
readily be made by contact with caustic pot-

ash or caustic soda.

The commercial importance of this pro-

cess naturally depends upon the operative

costs, and these again are controlled by the

cost of electrical energy, but admitting that

the nitrates can be produced at prices at all

comparable with the natural deposits, it

can be seen that the process is one of great

industrial importance.

Over one million tons of nitric acid are

92Q
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manufactured every year by treating nat-

ural nitrates with sulphuric acid, hence this

field alone is one of great magnitude. Nitro-

gen compounds have heretofore been pro-

duced only by utilizing the fixed nitrogen as

found in combination in nature. Thus

nitrogen in combination is taken from the

earth in the form of Chili saltpetre and dis-

tilled with sulphuric acid. The nitric acid

thus formed disappears in the arts and is

made practically unrecoverable as a fixed

nitrogen compound. This means that we

are continually taking from the earth a

most important compound which is limited

in supply. Upon the fixed nitrates vegeta-

tion of all kinds depends, and several scien-

tists, including Sir William Crookes, as

above noted, have stated that very shortly

Tiature will cease to honor these drafts upon

3ier resources. It is estimated that twelve

imillion tons a year of fixed nitrates will be

required to bring the wheat crop of 1930

up to the amount required. It is therefore

most gratifying to see that there is a pros-

pect that we may be able to draw upon na-

ture's reserve supply of nitrogen in the at-

mosphere to meet the impending deficiency.

Superheated Steam for Turbines.

We have already referred in these col-

umns to the peculiar adaptability of the

steam turbine for use with superheated

steam, and now we note an interesting re-

port of a test made of a De Laval turbine

using saturated and superheated steam,

showing very well the advantages of super-

heating.

The test, which was made by Messrs.

Dean and Main, and published in a recent

issue of the Engineering Record, was made

upon a turbine of 300 brake horse power,

the turbine being used in driving the new

works of the De Laval Company at Tren-

ton, N. J.

Testing a steam turbine is not practicable

according to the precise lines generally

adopted for reciprocating engines, and spe-

cial methods must be adopted. In the first

place no method of indicating being pos-

sible, it is necessary to use brake horse

power in all power determinations. It is

also impracticable to measure the precise

amount of steam consumed except by con-

ducting at the same time a test of boiler

evaporation, or else by condensing and

weighing the whole of the exhaust steam.

The latter method is much to be preferred,

as it gives a full account of all the steam

which has passed through the engine, with-

out the necessity for making any deductions

or corrections. Unfortunately this was not

practicable in the test under consideration,

since a Worthington jet condenser was em-

ployed, and the condensed steam and con-

densing water were discharged together. The
steam consumption was therefore measured

by weighing the boiler feed water, and thus

introducing the necessity for several cor-

rections. In this case the comparisons of

the hourly rates of evaporation in the vari-

ous tests showed such a degree of uniformity

that the tests possess greater value than

would otherwise be considered, and in any

case they afford an interesting comparative

study of the operation of the same machin-

ery under the desired conditions.

The boiler pressure was about 200 pounds

per square inch, and when testing with sat-

urated steam the entrained water was re-

moved by a separator and deducted from the

evaporation to determine the true volume of

steam going to the turbine. For the super-

heating trials the steam was raised to about

84° F. above the temperature due to the

pressure, this superheating being effected by

a Babcock & Wilcox superheater used in

connection with the boiler.

Since the electrical generators were con-

nected directly with the turbine, the power

developed was readily determined by meas-

urement of the current. By a careful pre-

liminary determination the efficiencies of the

generators were measured, and correspond-

ing corrections in the results made, while

the electrical instruments were also fully

tested and calibrated immediately before

use.

The data and results of the tests are fully

tabulated in the report and can only be

given here in general. At full load, rang-

ing from 333 to 352 brake horse power, the

steam consumption for saturated steam was

15.17 pounds per horse power, while with

steam superheated 84°F., the consumption

was reduced to 13.94 pounds, a saving of

8.8 per cent. This is an excellent showing

for the moderate degree of superheating

employed, and shows that even with an en-

gine of the moderate power used in this case

a very material advantage results. With su-
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perheating of 200 degrees or more, as has

been successfully employed by Schmidt in a

special design of reciprocating engine, the

steam consumption should be brought down
Tcry close to the record for engines of the

piston type.

The greatest objection which has been

made to superheating has been the injurious

action of high temperatures upon the work-
ing surfaces, especially by carbonizing the

lubricant and inducing cutting of the cylin-

ders and valve faces. Another difficulty has

been found in the distortion of parts by un-

equal heating by reason of the distribution

of the masses of metal. Thus, Corliss

valves has been found unsuitable for use

with highly superheated steam, the warping

of the valve seats causing leaks and ex-

cessive wear, and lift valves have been found

necessary.

With the turbine these diffi.culties disap-

pear. There are no rubbing surfaces to

become scored, and no lubricant to be car-

bonized. The wheel and nozzles are readily

heated to a uniform degree by the steam,

so that unequal expansion is avoided, while

the absence of rubbing surfaces again ren-

ders this objection of no moment. Ap-
parently the principal difficulty in the ap-

plication of highly superheated steam to the

steam turbine rests rather with the super-

heating device than with the motor. High
superheating is hard on the superheater,

and when the latter forms a portion of the

boiler care must be taken that the apparatus

does not become dangerous. It is not im-

possible that there may be a return to the

independently-fired superheater, where the

degree of superheat can be regulated with

little difficulty, and where the possibility

of interfering with the action of the boiler

is eliminated. In any case the turbine offers

advantages for the use of superheated steam

which cannot be found in any form of re-

ciprocating engine, and this is not the least

valuable of its features.

Practical Cement Testing.

The importance of a systematic testing

of materials used in important structures

has often been discussed, and we take sat-

isfaction in calling attention to the manner

in which the materials used in the new

power station of the Manhattan Railway

Company have been examined during the

progress of its construction. From a paper
by Mr. Thomas S. Clark, the resident en-

gineer in charge of construction published

in a recent issue of Engineering News we
abstract some account of the manner in

which this important work has been done.

Mr. Clark's paper relates entirely to the

testing of the cement, mortar, and concrete

used in the masonry and floors of this im-
portant structure. Recognizing the import-

ance of good work in such an important
building, the company has maintained a field

laboratory on the site, in which all cement
was tested before being used, and during
the twelve months that concrete construc-

tion was being carried on, more than 3,500

briquettes were made and broken. Apart
from the immediate value of the results to

the company, the work forms an excellent

contribution to the general knowledge of

materials of construction, and as such the

publication of the results is to be com-
mended.

Apart from the immediate determination

of the strength of the materials in actual

use, Mr. Clark's paper brings out the fol-

lowing points of interest and value

:

So far as the common practice of retem-

pering cement mortar is concerned, this

receives unqualified condemnation, and the

records fully bear out this opinion. Ro-
sendale cement mortar, retempered after 60

minutes, showed a reduction to one-third to

one-sixth of its original tensile strength.

The tests are indisputable on this point, and
it is shown that the same disastrous results

were obtained even when the cement was
moistened every 15 minutes. Similar re-

sults were shown with Portland cements,

except that a longer time was required for

the injurious effect to manifest itself. While
60 minutes was sufficient to show this ac-

tion for Rosendale cement it required about

two hours for Portland cement to show the

effect, but the safest rule is undoubtedly

to allow no retempering under any circum-

stances.

In making tests the method of moulding
the briquette is to be considered. The idea

that hard packing in the mould gives the

highest result is contradicted, it appearing

that the hard packing diminishes the pro-

portion of water, thus actually reducing the

strength and giving irregular results. This
effect appears more especially in the longer
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tests, the first set being of a different na-

ture than the ultimate process of hardening.

In regard to the strength of concrete,

much emphasis is laid upon the selection of

the stone. In the case of the power-house

work under consideration the stone came

from the excavations on the site, and by the

selection of sharp clean stone, containing a

minimum of mica, an excellent concrete

was obtained. When the rejected stone was

used in certain test cases, it appeared that

the crushing strength of the concrete was

only about half as great as that made with

the selected stone. It is an interesting fact

that when beams of concrete were tested,

the modulus of rupture of cross breaking

was about i^ times greater than the

strength in direct tension. The fracture in

beams often showed the plane of rupture

passed directly through the stones of the

aggregate, so that the strength of the stone

was largely a factor of the strength of the

beam.

It is often the practice to demand high

strength in a short time and a common rule

is to specify tensile strengths for 24 hours,

for 7 days, and for 28 days. These require-

ments can be met by the use of a sulphate,

but it is found in practice that cements

which show high results in short times in-

variably lose strength after the second

month. The adulteration seems to exhil-

arate the first process of set, but when the

second action of hardening takes place, the

cement loses the strength attained at first,

and settles back to the strength which it

would probably have shown had the adul-

teration not been added.

Experiments which were made with ce-

ment briquettes with imbedded wires

showed some interesting results, mainly as

lO the adhesion of the cement to the wires,

but as these tests were made under direct

tension only they are not of much practical

service. The real value of metallic rein-

forcement in cement and concrete structures

lies in the possibility of combining the ten-

sile strength of the metal with the crushing

resistance of the concrete. Tests for this

purpose should be made with beams con-

taining imbedded metal on the tension side,

the proportions being so made that the

elastic limit of the metal in tension should

be reached at the samd time as that of the

concrete in compression, and any tests in

which both materials are subjected to ten-

sion fails to reproduce the actual condi-

tions of service.

Apart from the interesting results shown

by Mr. Clark's paper it is interesting and

gratifying to observe that in this import-

ant work the materials were tested on the

ground by the engineers by whom they

were to be used. It is too common a prac-

tice to specify materials by brand, by maker's

name, or by nominal compliance with a

previously prepared specification. If the

dealers understand that all materials are to

be subjected to a strict series of tests upon

delivery, and that failure to meet the tests

would be sufficient cause for rejection, re-

gardless of the brand or of other consider-

ations, the standard of materials would be

maintained at a far higher point than could

otherwise be possible, and it is to be hoped

that this practice of rigid acceptance tests

will become more general than has hitherto

been the case.

Electric and Hydraulic Analogies.

In view of the fact that many phenomena

in connection with electricity are somewhat

difficult of comprehension to those not

trained in the fundamental conceptions,

there have been various attempts to devise

mechanical or other analogies which shall

make the relations intelligible. A very in-

teresting paper was presented by Professor

Henry T. Eddy at the Pittsburg meeting of

the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, setting forth the manner in

which nearly all the phenomena of contin-

uous, alternating, and variable electric cur-

rents may be shown to have corresponding^

hydrodynamic analogies.

The similarity between a steady flow of

water in a long pipe under the action of a

constant head and the behaviour of a con-

tinuous current of electricity under a con-

stant pressure, has long been perceived, but

Professor Eddy has extended the analogy

much farther.

As he clearly shows, all the complicated'

phenomena of long-distance electric power

transmission, by any combination of land

lines and cables, with their sending and

receiving apparatus may be completely re-

produced in all its details of operation by-

simple pumping machinery with its trans-

mission pipes and air chambers, whose
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manner of operation may be made clear

to any one without the aid of higher an-

alysis.

Thus taking the case of a double acting

pump as corresponding to an alternating

generator, it may be supposed to operate a

hydraulic motor of the piston type at a dis-

tance, the pressure being transmitted

through pipes. Making these pipes of elas-

tic hose, we have a set of analogies. The
friction of the water in the hose corresponds

to the resistance of the wires to the passage

of the electric current, the inertia of the

water represents inductance, and the elas-

ticity of the hose to capacity. This relation

may be pushed still further, and used to

investigate other phenomena. Thus, by in-

creasing the effect of the elasticity of the

hose by the introduction of air chambers

along the line a wave of pressure may be

passed along the line and at the same ve-

locity a wave current will pass, having its

maximum flow at points where certain high-

pressure air chambers are discharging into

those next along the line. By these progres-

sive pressure and current waves, energy

will be transmitted to the motor cylinder,

which need not be of the same cubic con-

tents as that of the generator pump.

Several complete waves may be in pro-

gress of transmission along the pipe at once.

The frequency of oscillation in the motor

cylinder will be equal to that of the gen-

erator pump to an amount which may be

completed in any given case, but it will lag

in phase behind that of the force pump to

an amount due to the number of waves and

fractions thereof in progress of transmis-

sion along the line.

It is also easy to see how, when the

second, or motor cylinder is running idle it

will originate transmission waves similar to

those of the original generator cylinder, but

in the opposite direction. The resultant of

these equal and opposite progressive waves

will be a system of stationary waves

along the line. We have thus analogies

for practically all the phenomena of alter-

nating electric transmission.

Similar analogies may be found for vari-

able waves, as in telephony. Here the

distortion of the waves of different pitch

gives an analogy to the distortion of sound

in long-distance telephone transmission.

The utility of such analogies as those sug-

gested by Professor Eddy has been ques-
tioned, it being maintained that each series

of phenomena should stand upon their own
foundation, and not explained by reference

to some other basis. This is doubtless cor-

rect theoretically, but at the same time it is

by analogy that we obtain a great part of

our knowledge, and indeed it forms the

fundamental manner in which our first im-
pressions are broadened and developed into

a capacity for further extension.

The method of analogy, used with care
and judgment, and not confounded with
identity, may be made a valuable feature in

technical training, care being taken to pass
from the analogy to the fact as the grasp
of the student's mind will permit. For
this purpose the analogies suggested by
Professor Eddy should be most useful in

the preliminary training in electricity which
should form a portion of every educational

course of the present day, and his paper is

in this respect eminently valuable.

The Essentials of Technical Education.

We have referred many times in these col-

umns to the importance of correct methods
in technical training, but the subject is one
which can hardly be discussed too much.

In a valuable paper in a recent issue of the

Popular Science Monthly, Dr. David Starr

Jordan writes of university building, and
although he naturally treats the subject in

a general manner, yet he makes some points

bearing strongly upon engineering and sci-

entific education. After examining the func-

tions of educational institutions which cover

the ground of general culture and of profes-

sional training, Dr. Jordan proceeds to con-

sider the crowning function of a university,

that of original research.

"On this rests the advance of civilization.

From the application of scientific knowledge
most of the successes of the nineteenth cen-

tury have arisen. It is the first era of sci-

ence. Behind the application of such knowl-

edge rests the acquisition of it. One Helm-
holtz, the investigator, is the parent of a

thousand Edisons, the adapters of the

knowledge gained by others. The great func-

tion of the German university is that of in-

struction through investigation. The stu-

dent begins his work on a narrow space at

the outer rim of knowledge. It is his duty

to carry the solid ground a little farther, to
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drive back ever so little it may be the dark-

ness of ignorance and mystery. The real

university is a school of research. That we

possess the university spirit is our only ex-

cuse that we adopt the university name. A
true university is not a collection of col-

leges. It is not a college with an outer

fringe of professional schools. It is not a

cluster of professional schools. It is the

association of scholars. It is the institution

from which in every direction blazes the

light of original research. Its choicest pro-

duct is 'that fanaticism for veracity' as Hux-

ley calls it, that love for truth, without which

man is but the toy of the elements. Its spirit

is the desire 'to know things as they really

are' which is the necessary attribute of 'him

that overcometh.' No institution can be col-

lege, professional school and university all

in one and exercise all these functions fully

in the four years which form the traditional

college course. To attempt it is to fail in

one way or another. We do attempt it

and we do fail. In the engineering courses

of to-day we try to combine in four years

professional training with research and cul-

ture. This can not be done, for while the

professional work is reasonably complete,

culture is at a minimum and research crowd-

ed to the wall. The subject of law requires

three solid years for professional training

alone. Three or four culture years go with

this and are surely none too many. The

same requirement must soon be made in

engineering. We can not make an engineer

in four years if we do anything else for him,

and there are very many things besides engi-

neering which go to the making of a real en-

gineer."

It is this necessity for a greater propor-

tion of general training which has led to

the present opposition to too high a degree

of specialization, concerning which reference

was made last month in these columns. The

engineer, of all men, should be an individual

of broad general culture, since, from the

very nature of his profession and because of

its constantly increasing scope in all de-

partments of life. This basic culture must

largely be given before the university is en-

tered, and here is the weak point of much of

our present day training. Students come to

the university before they know how to

study, and much of the time is spent in

acquiring that systematic habit of work

which they should have brought with them.

It is true that we cannot make a man an

engineer and also a man of broad general

culture in four years, but this we can do.

"We can show the student the line of his

professional advancement and can see him

well started in its direction before he has

taken his first degree. We can give in the

college course something of the methods

and results of advanced research. In any

subject the advanced work has a higher cul-

ture value than elementary work. Thor-

ough study of one subject is more helpful

than superficial knowledge of half a dozen.

To know one thing well is in Agassiz's

words 'to have the backbone of culture.'

By limiting the range of individual train-

ing to a few things done thoroughly it is

possible to give even to the undergraduate

some touch of real university method, some

knowledge of how truth is won. To ac-

complish this is one vital part of the univer-

sity's duty. It welds together the three func-

tions of a university, and in so doing it will

give the American university its most char-

acteristic feature."

The Manufacture of Pig Iron.

In a very interesting paper presented be-

fore the Engineer's Club of Philadelphia,

and published in the Proceedings of the

club, Mr. John Birkinbine reviewed the de-

velopment of the iron manufacture in

America, showing how the progress of the

trade has been afifected by the development

of the American blast furnace.

The fact that America is a young country

prevents her from having many historical

associations which belong to older nations,

but in the evolution of the blast furnace the

whole period of development has been suffi-

ciently recent everywhere to permit her to

start on practically equal terms with Euro-

pean nations. Passing over the early at-

tempts to make pig iron in New Eng-

land from 1645 to 1675 Mr. Birkinbine shows

that the first blast furnace in Pennsylvania,

now pre-eminently the largest producer of

iron, was built in 1720, and that the Corn-

wall furnace, built in 1740 is even yet stand-

ing.

The accounts of the old stone stack fur-

naces, not more than 30 feet high and 9 feet

internal diameter, with their bellows, of
blowing "tubs" driven by water power, seem
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'very primitive beside the mammoth fur-

naces of the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury. Charcoal fuel, and cold blast of low
pressure, limited the output of these old

furnaces, but with the introduction of an-

thracite fuel, about 1840, followed immedi-

ately by the use of coke, higher furnaces

and heavier burdens became possible, and

the product increased rapidly.

In 1850 the average output of anthracite

furnaces was 200 tons per week, and but

little progress was made in this respect un-

til the time of the Centennial exhibition of

1876. By that time managers began to real-

ize that a knowledge of the chemistry of

furnace operation was of material advan-

tage in practical work, and from the record

of furnaces and performance which has

been kept since 1873 some idea of the prog-

ress since that date may be gathered. At

the present time there is made eight times

as much iron from fewer furnaces than in

1873. Up to 1880 the output of a single fur-

nace of 100 tons per day was considered

phenomenal ; to-day there are a number of

stacks producing 400 to 500 tons per day,

and from at least two furnaces 800 tons per

day have been obtained on a spurt.

Apart from the improvements which have

been made in the furnace proper, much has

been accomplished by the auxiliary appar-

atus.

The early hot-blast devices, constructed of

pipes, has been followed by the immense

regenerative stoves, many of these being

larger than the furnaces themselves of fifty

years ago. Water cooled boshes form char-

acteristic features in modern furnaces, and

the importance of the water supply for this

purpose will be seen when it is stated that

measurements by Venturi meter show a con-

sumption of three to four million gallons

of water per day for each furnace.

Blowing engines supply more than 50,000

cubic feet of air per minute, instead of the

500 to 1,000 cubic feet of the old tubs, and

air pressures of 15 to 25 pounds per square

inch are now common.

Much of the progress of the Pennsylvania

iron furnaces has been due to the develop-

ment of enormous iron ore deposits. The

old banks in various parts of the state are

still worked, but probably three-fourths of

the ore mined in the United States comes

from the Lake Superior region, and much

of it is shipped 1,200 miles to the furnaces.

Although the cost of acquiring property and
of stripping off the surface soil is great,

the cost of mining and handling has been

reduced by mechanical appliances to a stage

of economy which makes this long trans-

port commercially practicable.

The great product of these large furnaces

has hastened the development of pig iron

casting machines, this permitting practically

continuous operation, and avoiding the old

work of the sand bed, which otherwise lim-

ited production.

Naturally a factor in the development of

the iron trade has been the great masses of

capital available by reason of the formation

of great corporations. Nevertheless Mr.

Birkinbine believes there is a future for in-

dividual manufacturers.

"The iron industry has passed very largely

from individual ownership to partnership

and corporate control. It is now going very

largely into combinations. But while an in-

dividual firm may be at a disadvantage in

controlling its ore and fuel supplies and

competing with larger plants, it is not in-

tended to indicate that those who are in-

terested in individual furnaces have little

encouragement.

There are possible economies in handling

large quantities, and it takes as much skill

and knowledge to operate a small plant as

a large one. But there is a future for a

number of moderate sized blast furnaces, if,

as far as practicable, labor-saving devices

are used and the practice keeps abreast of

the times.

Applications of Telpherage.

The use of that form of aerial electrical

transportation named telpherage by Pro-

fessor Fleemin Jenkin many years ago, has

been delayed by many considerations, but

it is now becoming of manifest importance,

and a paper by Mr. Charles M. Clark, pre-

sented before the Civil Engineers' Club of

Cleveland, and published in the Journal of

the Association of Engineering Societies,

gives some interesting examples of recent

practice.

The early installations were attempted be-

fore the modern development of electrical

appliances, and necessarily involved the use

of separate generating stations, but now,
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when nearly every manufacturing establish-

ment has its dynamo, and when electric

driving is considered on every side, the in-

troduction of one more piece of apparatus

to be operated by electricity calls for little

notice in that respect.

The modern telpher installation is really

a small overhead trolley line, the car run-

ning either on a light rail or on a cableway,

there being one or two conductors overhead

through which the current is transmitted.

Since no operator is carried, the car must be

controlled from without, and this require-

ment calls for some ingenious arrangements.

Thus, when it is necessary for the telpher

to pass a curve or to be slowed up for any

purpose, a resistance is inserted in the

trolley circuit, whereby the telpher automat-

ically reduces its speed. As soon as it

reaches the other side of the curve it re-

ceives full voltage and continues its normal

speed. In regular service the speeds vary

from 300 to 800 feet per minute up to 20

miles per hour. The slower speeds are

used when the lines are short and where

there are many curves, as in manufacturing

establishments, while across country the

high speeds are practicable.

Mr. Clark gives a table showing the speeds

and capacities of various constructions, and

these reveal the great usefulness of the sys-

tem. As he says, it is somewhat in the na-

ture of a revelation to find that to carry

half a ton on a level track at a speed of six

miles an hour requires much less than a

horse power, including all losses. As a

matter of fact, the actual power consumed,

at six miles per hour, for 1,000 pounds on a

level, is only 0.16 horse power. This econ-

omy is partly due to the fact that the mo-

tors are attached directly to the driving

wheels, and the absence of gearing gives a

high efficiency as well as freedom from

noise. Naturally the resistance increases

rapidly with grades, and when this reaches

certain limits it is found advisable to intro-

duce gearing in order to reduce the weight

of the motors.

The cost of maintenance of a telpher line

can, of course only be determined after a

long trial, but from present experience it

must be very low. After running for a year

and a half there has been no appreciable

wear shown on the driving wheels, and simi-

lar wheels have stood good service for la

years on overhead cableways.

One of the most important features of the

system is its great capacity. In this respect

there is no form of conveyor which shows
such flexibility. Practically the same con-

ditions apply here as on electric street rail-

ways, with the additional feature of the pos-

session of a clear line. The capacity of the

line is dependent upon two factors : first,

the speed, and second, the number of tel-

phers and trailers. The line may be origi-

nated with but one telpher and a few trailers.

More telphers and trailers may be added,

and if necessary coupled up in long trains.

If it is desired still further to increase the

capacity the line may be made double, while

the carriers may be made continuous, so as

to take boxes, barrels, or other freight as

fast as delivered. As a practical example of

the capacity of the system, it may be noted

that a plant about to be installed, has a ca-

pacity of 250 tons per hour, over a distance

of one-half a mile, the material to be dis-

tributed over an area of about an acre. In

this respect the telpher system stands in

nearly the same position for merchandise as

the travelling sidewalk does for personal

transportation. The closer analogy to the

latter is doubtless the belt conveyor, but

when operated at its maximum capacity the

telpher has practically as great a capacity

over much greater range.

While long-distance transmission over

country was at first considered the prin-

cipal field for telpherage, it is finding its

most extensive applications in manufactur-

ing establishments. In these days of con-

solidations of companies, factories cover

immense areas, and telpher lines are avail-

able both within large buildings and also be-

tween the various structures themselves.

Probably no element is more costly in manu-

facturing than the employment of human
strength to the handling of materials. Tel-

pherage employs machinery to do the work

of men at a minimum of cost with a maxi-

mum of speed and efficiency. Modern in-

tensified production has produced greatly

increased demand for prompt handling of

materials, owing to the greater output of

machines and men, and it is in this field

that telpherage will be found an essential

auxiliary.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING

BRIDGES.
Bascule.

A Trunnion Bascule Bridge. Brief il-

lustrated description of the Clybourn Place

bridge in Chicago. 500 w. R R Gaz—July
II, 1902. No. 49356.
The Grand Avenue Bascule Bridge,

Milwaukee. Illustrates and describes a

structure with pivoted bascules operated

by electric motors. 2500 w. Eng Rec—
July 12, 1902. No. 49321.

Brooklyn Bridge.

A New Plan for Improving the New
York Terminal of the Brooklyn Bridge.

Editorial discussing the plan of Mr. Wil-

liam Barclay Parsons, and reviewing the

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975-

937

plans proposed during the last year. 2500

w. Eng News—July 10, 1902. No. 49386.

Parsons' Solution of Brooklyn Bridge

Problem. Gives details of the plan pro-

posed for the relief of the present crush,

and for providing adequate facilities for

transportation. Plan. 2800 w. St Ry Jour

—July 12, 1902. No. 49380 D-

The Manhattan Terminal of the Brook-

lyn Bridge. Editorial discussion of the

plan of William Barclay Parsons for the

improvement of the Manhattan terminal

and relief of congested traffic. 3000 w.

R R Gaz—July 4, 1902. No. 49277-

Budapest.

The Schwurplatz Bridge over the Dan-
ube at Budapest (Die Schwurplatz-Do-
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aubrijcke in Budapest). Alois Meissner.
A brief account of the progress of work
on this large ornamental chain bridge,

with illustrations. 400 w. Oesterr Woch-
enschr f d Oeffent Baudienst—June 7,

1902. No. 49431 B.

Cantilever.

The Ohio River Bridge at Marietta,
Ohio. An illustrated description of a
cantilever highway bridge of peculiar de-
sign about to be built. It consists of 5
spans, two separate truss spans, and three
which form a cantilever, and a viaduct
approach between abutments ; also a

graded approach to the street level. 2000
w. R R Gaz—July 11, 1902. No. 49355.

Construction.

Recent Progress in American Bridge
Construction. Prof. Henry S. Jacoby.
Pittsburg address before the Am. Assn.
for the Adv. of Science. A review of re-

cent construction, and the problems that
have been solved. 4800 w. Sci Am Sup

—

July 19, 1902. No. 49575.

East River Bridge.

Making the Cables on the New East
River Bridge, New York. An illustrated

description of the method of building
these cables which are the largest sus-
pension cables in the world. 1600 w.
:>ci Am—July 26, 1902. No. 49679.

Girders.

On Permissible Unit Stresses in Rail-
way Girders. James R. Bell. Read before
the Civil & Mech. Engrs. Soc. An exam-
ination of certain unit stress sliding scales,

commending one on the score of its facil-

ity of application. 1600 w. Prac Engr

—

July 4, 1902. Serial. ist part. No.
49343 A.

Luxemburg.

The Luxemburg Stone Arch (Die Neue
Briicke iiber die Petrusse in Luxemburg).
An illustrated description of the greatest
stone arch in the world, 275-foot span,
connecting the inner city of Luxemburg
with the railroad station in a suburb. 1500
w. Schweiz Bauzeitung—June 28, 1902.
No. 49472 B.

Metal Bridges.

Metal Bridges (Les Ponts Metalliques).
Paul Resal. A general review of the his-
tory, the present state and the future of
bridges in iron and steel. 7500 w. Rev
Gen des Sciences—June 15, 1902. No.
40495 D.

Moving Loads.

Experiments on Railway and Road
Bridges. An account of some interesting
and instructive experiments made by M.
Rabut, to ascertain the results attending
the transit of traffic over bridges, with
respect to vibration and shock. 1200 w.
Engr, Lond—July 11, 1902. No. 49372 A..

Ottawa.

The Royal Alexander Bridge at Otta-
wa. H. D. Bush. Illustrated description
cf the bridge and its construction. 4200
w. R R Gaz—July 18, 1902. No. 49610.

Removal.

Moving a Long Railroad Bridge at New
Brunswick, N. J. Illustrates and de-
scribes the method of moving a 6-span,.

900 ft. steel bridge 141^ ft. to one side,

with a total interruption to traffic of only
15 minutes. 2000 w. Eng Rec—July 5,

1902. No. 49194.

Renewal.

An Important Bridge Renewal. Illus-

trated description of an important piece of
bridge replacement work in progress at

La Crosse, Wis., over the channels of the
Mississippi and Black rivers. 1600 w.
Ry Age—July 11, 1902. No. 49516.

Rolling Bridge.

The Westchester Avenue Rolling
Bridge. New York. Brief illustrated de-
scription of a new bridge over the Bronx
River. 1700 w. Eng Rec

—

July 26, 1902.
No. 49640.

CANALS, RIVERS AND HARBORS.

Aqueducts.

Canal Bridge over the River Lippe.
Illustrated description of one of the three
masonry aqueducts carrying the Dort-
mund-Ems Canal over waterways. Es-
necially describes the Eckelt, or lead-lin-

ing system which has been so successfully

applied, render.ng the stone work safe

from all infiltration. 1500 w. Engr, Lond'
—July II, 1902. No. 49545 A.

Bohemia.

The Canalization of the Moldau and
Elbe in Bohemia, in 1901 (Thatigkeit der
Commission fiir die Canalisierung des
Moldau und Elbeflusses in Bohmen im
Jahre 1901). Abstract of the report of
the commission for improving these water-
wavs of Austria, showine progress of the

work, with illustrations. 1200 w. Oes-
terr Wochenschr f d Oeflfent Baudienst
—July 5, 1902. No. 49436 B.

The Canalization Works in Bohemia
(Die Canalisierungs-Bauten in Bohmen).
Johann Mrasick. A paper before the

Oesterr. Ing. und Arch. Verein, giving-

an account of the canalization of the Mol-
dau and Elbe Rivers, and the progress of
the work. 3500 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr
Ing u Arch Vereines—June 27, 1902. No..

49441 B.

Breakwater.

Haupt's Reaction Breakwater. The
report of the Franklin Institute through
its Committee on Sciences and the Arts,
on the invention of Prof. Lewis M.
Haupt. 6500 w. Jour Fr Inst

—

July, 1902.
No. 49293 D.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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Dams.
A Concrete Dam Near London, On-

tario. Illustrated description of a con-
crete dam with flashboards and an un-
usual crib apron. 800 w. Eng Rec—^July

26, 1902. No. 49638.
Reconstruction of the Castlewood Dam.

Illustrated description of a method of re-

inforcing a high rock-fill dam by means
of an earth embankment on its up-stream
face. 500 w. Eng Rec—July 12, 1902.
No. 49317.
The Tabeaud High Earth Dam, Near

Jackson, Cal. An illustrated detailed de-
scription of this dam and its construction.

3000 w. Eng News—July 10, 1902. No,
49.'^84.

Docks.

Dock Construction at Zaandam (Sluis
bouw te Zaandam). J. E. Van Niftrik.

jt. general description of the harbor im-
provement work at Zaandam, begun in

1901, and to be completed in 1903. 2000
w. De Ingenieur—June 28, 1902. No.
497 I I D.
Ten Years of Dock Develooments at

Leith. An article on the port of Leith,

with plan and illustrations. Principally

a description of the new Imperial Dock.
2400 w. Transport—July a 1902. No.
49336 A.

Dredge.

Marine Bucket Dredge for Tsingtau,
China (Drague Marine a Godets pour le

Port de Tsingtau, Cnme). A de Riva-
Berni. A well illustrated description of

a Smulders dredge for the harbor of
Tsinp-tau, on Kiaochau Bay, and the

floating pipe line for-discharging material.

I Plate. 1500 w. Genie Civil—June 14,

1902. No. 4Q480 D.

Isthmian Canals.

Comparative Characteristics of the

Panama and Nicaragua Canals. From a

pamphlet by Mr. Bunau-Varilla, showing
the relative amount of excavation, quan-
tity of steel, depth of cuts, cost of main-
tenance and operation, number of locks,

etc., etc.. giving diagrams. 500 w. R R Gaz

—July 25, 1902. No. 49665.

The Common Sense of the Isthmian
Canal Decision. An editorial summary

" of the successive stages of the struggle

which ended in the selection of the Pan-
ama route for the Isthmian canal. 3000
w. EnfTJneering Magazine—Aueust, 1902.

No. 49700 B.

The Panama Canal. Reviews the ad-

dress of Mr. George S. Morison before

the Massachusetts Reform Club, and dis-

cusses the present state of the project,

and the engineering features. 111. 3300
w. Engng—July 4, 1902. No. 49365 A.

Why Is An Isthmian Canal Not Built?

Lewis M. Haupt. A discussion favoring

the Nicaragua route, and urging the com-

We supply copies of these

mencement of the work under thfe pres-
ent administration. 3000 w. N Am Rev
—July, 1902. No. 49302 D.

Japan.

River Regulation in Japan ''Wildbach-
verbauune in Japan). Prof. Ferd. Wang.
An illustrated descn^^^inn the forestation

of hillsides and protection of the banks
-f brooks and rivers. 1200 w. Oesterr
Wochenschr f d Oeffent Baudienst—June
7, 1902. No. 49432 B.

London.

The Port of London. Earl Egerton of
Tatton. Reviews the Report of the Royal
Commission on the Port of London, dis-

cussinfT facts given, the trade of the port,

improvements needed, etc. Map. 8800
w. Nineteenth Cent—^July, 1902. No.

49534 D.

Mersey.

Mersey Bar and Channels of Approach
to Liverpool. Reviews the report of the

Conservator of the Mersey to the Com-
missioners. 1200 w. Engr, Lond—July

II, 1902. No. 49546 A.

Models.

Hydraulic Experiments with Models
(Ueber die Bedeutung von Modellver-
suchen fiir den Flusswasserbau). C.

Krischan. A paper before the Oesterr.

Ing. und Arch. Verein, giving a_ well-

illustrated description of exoerimepts
with models of jetties and weirs, showing
the superiority of curved lines over rec-

tangular for structures for regulating

streams. 5500 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr

ing u Arch Vereines—June 27, 1902. No.

49440 B.

Pribram.

The Pribram Reservoirs and the Floods
of July, 1897 (Die Pribramer Werksteiche
und das Juli-Hochwasser des Jahres

1897). Julius Divis. An illustrated ac-

count of damage done to dams and spill-

ways at these Bohemian silver and lead

works and mines, and the new construc-

tions. I Plate. 7000 w. Oesterr Woch-
enschr f d Oeflfent Baudienst—July 12,

1902. No. 49437 B.

Public Works.

The River and Harbor Bill. A review

of the recently published appropriations,,

with extracts from the Act. 2200 w. R
R Gaz—July 11, 1902. No. 49359-

Reservoirs.

The Time Required to Fill Reservoirs

(Die Fiillzeit fiir Beliebig Gestaltete

Sammelbecken bei Irgend Welchem Zu-
flusse). Prof. P. Kresnik. A graphical

method for determining the time required

to fill basins of any shape with any flow

of water. 1200 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f d
Oeffent Baudienst—May 31, 1902. No.
49428 B.

articles. See page 975.
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Waterways.

The Development of a Uniform System
of Waterways for Europe (Die Atisbild-

ung eines Einheitlichen Arterien-Sys-

temes der Wasserstrassen Europas). Al-

fred Ritter v. Weber-Ebenhof. A gen-

eral review of the existing waterways all

over Europe, and a project for a complete

system of canals and canalized rivers.

Maps. 3 Plates. 25000 w. Oesterr

Wochenschr f d Oeffent Baudienst

—

June
21, 1902. No. 4gd3,?,'B.

CONSTRUCTION.

Building Construction.

ihe Battery Place Building, New York.
Illustrated description of the steel-work
and methods of carrying the face walls
of a 20-storv office building. 1800 w.
Eng Rec—July 19. 1902. No. 49560.

Caissons.

Caisson Foundations CFondations par
Caissons a Air Comprime). J. Grimaud.
Abstract from Les Travaux Publics giv-

ing a well illustrated review of caisson
work for foundation building. Serial.

Two parts. 7000 w. Rev Technique

—

June 25, July 10, 1902. No. 49713 each D.

Contractors' Plant.

The Second Division of the New York
Rapid Transit Railroad. Illustrated de-
scription of the construction of nearly 4
miles of road by trenching, with particular
attention to methods of keeping records
of the progress of work, moving water
pipes and sewers, supporting elevated
railway structures over the trench, and
underpinning street railway tracks. 4400
w. Eng Rec—July 19, 1902. Serial, ist
part. No. 49557-

Contracts.

The Duties of Engineers in Enforcing
Contracts. Albert J. Himes. A discus-
sion of this subject. 2000 w. Eng News
—July 17, 1902. No. 49605.

Fireproofing.

Resistance to Fire of Floors and Doors.
Edwin O. Sachs. Considers tliose two
forms of construction, showing what has
been done, and giving report of tests.

3800 w. Ins Engncr—June, 1902. No.
4Q081 C.

The Fire-Proofing of High Office Build-
ings. Peter B. Wight. Considers the
effect of fire-proof materials on building
design, discussing the plans, materials,
and constructive methods. General dis-
cussion follows. 6600 w. Pro Engrs'
Soc of W Penn—June, 1902. No. 49693 D.

Framework.

Steel Framework for Hieh buildings.
Charles Worthington. Considers the
types, loads, design, wind-bracing, foun-
dations, etc. 111. 2700 w. Pro Engrs'
Soc of W Penn—June, 1902. No. 49691 D.

Masonry.

Notes of Experience in Masonry Con-
struction. F. A. Mahan. A discussion on
the construction work of different kinds
of masonry and some of the difficulties.

1700 w. Ene News

—

July 17, 1902. No.
49606.

Rigidity of Masonry Construction and
the Decay of Stone. Reports some recent

failures in stone masonry and gives the

greater part of Sir Thomas Drew's re-

port on Truro Cathedral, which contains

much valuable information. 4500 w.
Stone—April, 1902. No. 49283 C.

Office Buildings.

The Designing of an Office Building.

Colbert A. MacClure. A statement of
tne problem, some of he conditions to be
met, etc., Jriving some mechanical features

of the Keystone building, Pittsburg, Pa.
111. 2000 w. Pro Engrs' Soc of W Penn
June, 1902. No. 49602 D.

Roads.

The Permanent Improvement of Pub-
lic Hio'hways. William H. Evers. Gives
"eneral specifications and information
concerning the road improvements in

Cuyahoga County, Ohio, using brick pav-
ing. 4300 w. Brick—July, 1902. No.
49199.

Rust Prevention.

Protection of Iron and Steel in Car
Construction, Also as Applying to Build-
ing Material. Charles Koons. Remarks
on the proper cleaning before painting,

'he kind of paint, etc. 2000 w. St. Louis
Ry Club—July II, 1902. No. 49621.

Subways.

Telephone Tunnels and Street Railway
Subways in Chicaeo. Information con-
cerning the low-level telephone tunnels,

and the schemes for underground rail-

ways. 111. 1 100 w. Eng News—July 17,

1902. No. 49604.

Suez Canal.

Through the Suez Canal on a Man-of-
War. H. H. Byrne. An account of the

project, its early history, the construction,

etc. 2COO w. Sci Am—July 19, 1902. No.

49573-
Temporary Structures.

Temporary Timber Structures. Con-
siders the principles to be observed in de-

signing these structures, that they may
bear safely the great weight often put
upon them. 1700 w. Builder—June 14,

1902. No. 49217 A.

Tunnels.

The Pryor Gap Tunnel ; Burlington &
Missouri River R. R. F. T. Darrow. Il-

lustrated description of the construction

of this tunnel in Montana, of interest be-

cause of the simple means used in its ex-

cavation. 1300 w. Eng News—July 3,

1902. No. 49271.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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Ihe Siniplon Tunnel and Its Construc-
tion, A description of this tunnel and the
methods of working, correcting some of
the errors which have appeared concern-
ing this work. looo w. Engr. Lond

—

July 4, 1902. Serial. ist '^irt. No.
49373 A.

Underpinning.

Underpinning a Tall and Narrow Brick
Building. Illustrated description of the
method of underpinnin"- a 6 x 12 ft. ex-
tension of a brick building 175 ft. high,
' aving a heavy chimney in one corner.

1700 w. Eng Rec—July 5, 1902. No. 49195.

MATERIALS.
Cement.

Cement Works at Grays. Describes the
works and the methods of manufacture.
Everything, except the main shafting, is

driven electrically. 1200 w. Engr, Lond
—July II 1902. No. 49547 A.

Portland Cement. Richard K. Meade.
An illustrated descr'-^^-ion of methods em-
ployed in its manufacture, and types of

American and foreign cement machinery.
2800 w. Mines & Min—July, 1902. No.

49303 c.

Standard Cement Specifications. R. W.
Leslie. Read before the Am. Sec. of the

International Assn. for Test. Materials.

On the necessity of codifying require-

ments for Portland cement for dififerent

classes of service. 2300 w. Eng Rec

—

July 5, 1902. No. 49192.
The Advantages of Uniformitv in Spec-

ifications for Cement and Methods of

Testing. Geors^e S. Webster. Read be-

fore the Am. Sec. International Assn. for

Test. Materials. A statement of the ad-

vantages and discussion of the causes of

present variations in the results obtained.

2000 w. Eng Rec—June 28, 1902. No.

49150.
The Manufacture of Portland Cement

with Rotary Kilns (Fabrication du Port-

land Artificiel par Fours Portatifs). E.

Leduc. An illustrated description of

Portland cement works at Haubourdin,
France, installed by Smidth Davidsen, of

Copenhagen. 2000 w. Rev Technique

—

July 10, 1902. No. 49714 D.

Cement Testing.

Cement Testing in Municipal Labora-
tories. R. L. Humnhrey. A paper, slight-

Iv condensed, read before the Am. Soc. of

the International Assn. for Testing Ma-
terials. A study of the equioment and

methods in use in various laboratories.

3800 w. Eng Rec—July 12, 1902. No.

49314.
The Cement Testing Laboratory at Cor-

neii University. Edgar B. Kay. De-
scribes briefly the appointments and ap-

paratus of these laboratories. 111. 1500

w. Munic Engng—July, 1902. No.

49284 C.

The Testing of Cement. Editorial re-

view of an article bv Richard L. Hum-
phrey, in The Journal of the Franklin In-
stitute, on the Inspection and Testing of
Cements. 3800 w. Builder—July 5, 1902.

No. 49333 A.

Concrete.

Some Recent Experiments with Ce-
ments, Mortar and Concrete. Thomas S.

Clark. An account of tests made of the
material used in the construction of the
Manhattan Ry. Co.'s Power Station, N.
Y. 3000 w. Eng News—July 24, 1902.

No. 49661.
The Permeability of Concrete Under

High Water Pressures. J. B. Mclntyre
and A. L. True. Abstract of a graduating
thesis to the Thaver School of Civil

Engng. An account of experimental in-

vestigations. 1500 w. Eng xNlews—June
26, 1902. No. 49147.
Wet, Dry, or i-.iedium Concrete. H. W.

Parkhurst. A tabular comparison of two
sets of experiments and conclusions,
rawn from them. Illustrations and dis-

cussion. 5500 w. Jour W Soc of Engrs
—June, 1902. No. 49295 D.

Reinforced Concrete.

A New French Method of Cement Con-
struction. Jean Schopfer. Concerning the

uses to which reinforced concrete has
been ^ut in France, describing and illus-

trating some building's constructed of this

material. 1800 w. Arch Rec—Aug., 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 49564 C.

Recent Structures in Concrete and Iron
( Neuere Bauwerke und Bauwesen aus
Beton und Eisen). Fritz v. Emperger.
An illustrated account of the use of re-

inforced concrete construction in reser-

voirs, canals and all kinds of hydraulic
work, at the time of the Paris Exposition
of 1900. Two parts, i plate. 6500 w.
Zeitscher d Oesterr Ing u Arch Vereines

—

June 13 and 20, 1902. No. 49438 each B.
Tests of Reinforced Concrete Beams.

W. Kendrick Hatt. Read before the Am.
Sec. International Assn. for Test. Mate-
rials. Describes the methods and records

the results of tests made to determine the
reliability of the theory advanced by th^e

writer. 4800 w. Eng Rec—June 28,

1902. No. 49149.

Stone.

1 he Crystalline Rocks of Georgia. S.

W. McCallie. An illustrated article de-

scribing the road-building material of the

state. 1600 w. Stone—April, 1902. No.
49282 C.

Structural Steel.

A Single Grade of Steel for Bridges and
Other Structures. Editorial discussion of

the proposal to specify steel of 55,000 to

60.000 lbs. ultimate strength for all parts

of bridges. 1300 w. Eng Rec—July 19,

1902. No. 49555-

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 975-
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The JJesirability of Using a Single

Grade of Steel for Bridges. Abstracts of

the discussion at meeting of the Am. Soc.

for Testing Materials. 3500 w. Eng
News—June 26, 1902. No. 49146.

MEASUREMENT.

Instruments.

New Types of Hand Surveying In-

struments. Illustrates and describes in-

teresting adaptations of the gun-sight to

portable surveying instruments. 1400 w.

Engng-—July 11, 1902. No. 49537 A.

Surveying.

Mine Surveying. Messrs. De Morest
and Silvester. Read at meeting of the

Assn. of Ontario Land Surveyors. An
account of methods, and the benefit of

mine plans. 3500 w. B C Min Rec—July,

IQ02. No. 49521 B.

Surveying in Central America. An ac-

count of the methods used in making sur-

veys for the Isthmian Canal Commission.
2000 w. En"- Rec—July 19, 1902. No.
49559-

MUNICIPAL.
Elmira, N. Y.

The Svstem of the Elmira Water, Light
and Railroad Company. An illustrated

description of the portion of this combin-
ation which is of particular interest to

street railway men. 2000 w. St Ry Jour
—July 5, 1902. No. 49261 D.

Fire Brigade.

The Reorganization of the Metropoli-
tan Fire Brigade. An editorial discussion
of the present state of affairs in regard to
the fire protection of London, with sug-
gestions for a remedy as given in a
scheme by Edwin O. Sachs. 4000 w.
Engng—July 4, 1902. No. 49368 A.

Pavements.

The Cost of Brick and Stone Block
Pavements. Halbert Powers Gillette. In-
formation and facts helpful in estimating.
2500 w. Eng News—July 24, 1902. No.
49662.

Sewage Disposal.

Improvements of the Mersey and Irwell
Rivers, England. Explains the results
attained after 10 years of orovernment
oversio^ht of the sewage purification works
in an English water-shed. 800 w. Eng
Rec—^July 26, 1902. No. 49639.

Sewage Purification Works at Depew,
N. Y. G. Everett Hill. Illustrates and
describes the svstem which includes a
septic tank, coke primary filters or "con-
tact beds," and stone secondary filters on
the wave-bed plan. 1500 w. En"- News

—

June 26, 1902. No. 49145.

Sewage Purification Works at Island
Park Resort, Rome City, Ind. George S.
Pierson. Illustrated description of plant

consisting of a septic tank, combined with
purification beds. 1000 w. Lup- News

—

July 24, 1902. No. 49663.

Washington, D. C.

Washington as a Work of Civic Art.
Charles Moore. Illustrates and describes
the proposed improvements for beautify-
ing this city at a cost of many millions.

3600 w. Munic Jour & Engr—^July, 1902.

No. 49382 C.

WATER SUPPLY.
Filtration.

Experiments on the Purification of the

Springfield Water Supply. Describes in-

vestigations to determine the practicability

of filtering a supply contaminated by or-

ganisms producing offensive taste and
odor. 1900 w. Eng Rec—July 12, 1902.

No. 49318.

New Filter Plant at Middletown, N. Y.
Illustrations with brief description. 400
w. Sci Am Sup—July 19, 1902. No.
49574-

Proposed Filtration of the Water sup-
ply of St. Louis, Mo. Statement of Ed-
ward Flad describing the proposed plan
and the reasons why prompt action is de-
sirable. 1500 w. Eng News—July 3,

1902. No. 49272.
Scrubbers for Preparing Water for Fil-

tration. P. A. Maignen. Abstract of a
paper before the Am. W. Wks. Assn. Il-

lustrated description of a rapid filter of
broken stone, with notes on results ob-
tained with its use. 1000 \v. Eng Rec

—

July 26, 1902. No. 49637.

Iron.

The "Rust Stains" from Water Con-
taining Crenothrix. Describes experi-
ments by D. D. Jackson to ascertain the
cause of the precipitation of iron in water
supply and methods of preventing. 1300
w. Eng Rec—July 26, 1902. No. 49636.

Large Cities.

Water Supply of Large Cities. George
Y. Wisner. Discusses the methods adop-
ted by various cities, the need of filtration,,

etc. 2500 w. Technic—1902. No.
^0689 D.

Mains.

A Giant Force Main. Illustrated de-
scription of the new thirty-inch steel riv-

eted force-main to carry a supply of water
to Atlantic City, N. J. 1800 w. Fire &
Water—July 12, 1902. No. 49381.
Seven Mysterious Breaks in a 48-Inch

Pipe Line on the Boston Water Works.
Frederic I. Winslow. Describes these
breaks and gives the conclusions regard-
ing the cause. 600 w. Eng News—July

3, 1902. No. 49275-

Paris.

City Water Supplies (Stadtische Was-
serversorgungen). Martin Paul. An il-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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lustrated review of the water supply of

various cities at the time of the Paris Ex-
position of 1900. The present article de-

scribes the Paris water supply. Serial.

Part I. 5000 w. Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u
Arch Vereines—July 4, 192. No. 49442 B.

Purification.

A Study of Self-Purification in the

Sudburv River. A. G. Woodman, C. E.

A. Winslow, and Paul Hansen. States

the conditions of this river in Massachu-
setts, describes the investio^ations and re-

ports results and conclusions. 3000 w.
Tech Qr—June, 1902. No. 49323 E.

The Purification and Sterilization of

Water. Dr. Rideal. This first lecture

considers the purification by uncontrolled
natural agencies, natural purification of

surface waters, orotection of sources, etc.

6000 w. Jour Soc of Arts—July 18, 1902.

Serial, ist Part. No. 49615 A.

Stream Pollution.

Stream Pollution Enjoined in New Jer-

sey. Decision of New Jersey Court of

Chancery forbidding a paper company to

discharge waste liquids into a water-

course from which a domestic supply is

drawn fartner down stream. 2800 w.
Eng Rec—July 12, 1902. No. 49316.

Valuations.

The Financial Questions in Water-
Works Valuations. John W. Alford. Ab-
stract of a paper before the Am. W. Wks.
Assn. A discussion of the most equitable

manner of ascertaining the value of a

water-works plant. 4000 w. Eng Rec

—

July 12, 1902. No. 49315.

Water Analysis.

An Apparatus for Collecting Samples
of Water at Various Depths. Earle B.

Phelps. Illustrated description of an

apparatus devised by the writer. 700 w.
Tech Qr—June, 1902. No. 49326 E.

Water Cost.

Water Cost and Water Waste. A. L.

Holmes. Read before the ]\Iich. Engng.
Soc. Discusses the great cost which is

likely to increase, and also the use of

meters to lessen the waste. 3000 w. Mu-
nic Engng—July, 1902. No. 49286 C.

Water-Works.

New Water-Works for Loughborough.
Illustrated description of the new source
of supply and the methods employed in

obtaining it. 1900 w. Engr, Lond—July
II, 1902. No. 49544 A.

MISCELLANY.
Chicago.

Early Engineering in Chicago. .Remin-
iscences by Messrs. Morehouse, L. E.

Cooley. Liljencrantz, J. F. Foster and
Sedden. 7500 w. Jour W Soc of Engrs

—June, 1902. No. 49297 D.

Education.

The Evil of Excessive Differentiation

in Engineering Courses. Edgar Marburg.
Presented at meeting of the Soc. for the

Promotion of Engng. Ed. Discussion lim-

ited to the bearing of the question on civil

engineering. 1500 w. Eng News— July
3, 1902. No. 49273.

Madagascar.

Transportation in Madagascar (Voices
de Communication et Moyens de Trans-
port a Madagascar). F. C. Taupiat de
Saint Simeux. A review of the present

state and the future of the ways of com-
munication and means of transport on the

island of Madagascar. Map. iiooo w.
Mem d 1 Soc d Ing Civils de France

—

May, 1902. No. 49475 G.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

COMMUNICATION.
Cables.

An Aluminum-Sheathed Cable. Charles

Bright. A ,short description of a cable

aiming to co'mbine strength and lightness

with freedom from corrosion. 500 w.

Electro-Chem & Met—May, 1902. No.
49080 A.

Conduits.

Conduits for Telephone W9rk. A full

unabridged telephone conduit specifica-

tion drawn up by A. V. Abbott. 14000

w. Elec VVld & Engr—June 21, 1902. No.

49076.

Space Telegraphy.

A Magnetic Detector of Electric Waves,

Which Can Be Employed as a Receiver
for Space Telep^raphy. G. Marconi. Read
before the Royal Soc. Describes a detec-

tor based upon the decrease of magnetic
hysteresis which takes place in iron when,
under certain conditions, it is exposed to'

the effect of high-frequency waves. 1700

w. Elect'n, Lond—July 18, 1902. No.
49619 A.
A Simple and Efficient Wireless Tel-

egraph Receiver. A. Frederic Collins.

Illustrates and describes a receiver con-

sisting of only three parts, a coherer, an
ordinary telephone receiver, and a dry
cell ; while supplementary to these are the

vertical wire and the earthed connection.

1200 w. Sci Am—July 5, 1902. No.
40269.

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 975-
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Long Distance Wireless Telegraphy and
Hertzian Waves. Lee De Forest. De-
scribes what takes place in the transmis-

sion. 6co w. Elec Wld & Engr—July 5,

1902. No. 49228.
Marconi Telegranhy. An editorial re-

view of Mr. Marconi's recen' lecture

before the Royal Institution, in which he

describes his new magnetic detector which
replaces the coherer. 111. 2200 w. Engng

—June 20, 1902. No. 49132 A.

The Brown-Siemens-Halske System of

Wireless Telegraphy. A detailed descrip-

tion of this system with illustrations of ap-

naratus used. 2500 w. Sci Am Sup—July

5, 1902. No. 49270.

The "Castelli" Coherer and the "Royal
Italian Navy" Coherer. Prof. Angelo
Banti. An explanation caued out by ob-

servations on a previous article. Consid-

ers the Castelli Coherer, Solari's experi-

ments, and the coherer adopted by Mar-
coni in the transatlantic transmission.

1300 w. Elec Rev, Lond—July 11, 1902.

No. 40=^28 A.
The Castelli Receiver for Wireless Tel-

egraphy. H. W. Sullivan. Illustrated de-

scription with discussion of its advantages

and disadvantages. 900 w. Elec Rev,

Lond—July 18, 1902. No. 49626 A.

The Practicability of Wireless Telegra-

raphy. G. Marconi. From the Fortnight-

ly Review. An account of the earliest

paid messages transmitted, the report of

yacht races, the United States Navy trials,

and other proofs of practicability. 4800
w. Sci Am Sup—June 28, 1902. No.

49096.

The Progress of Space Telegraphy. G.

Marconi. Lecture delivered before the

Royal Institute. Describes the various

problems which have recently been solved,

especially the development of the writer's

own work in the field. Shows it is now
possible to work a number of wireless

stations in vicinity of each other without
interference ; and describes his magnetic
detector of electric waves which leaves all

coherers far behind in speed, adjustment
and efficiency. 8300 w. Elect'n, Lond

—

June 27, 1902. No. 49168 A.
Wireless Telegraphy and Submarine

Cables. Emile Guarini. Briefly explains

svntony and discusses multi-communica-
tion in submarine telegraphy, and in space
telegraphv. 111. iioo w. Elec Rev, Lond
—June 27, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
49164 A.
The Effect of Daylight Upon the Prop-

agation of Electro-Magnetic Impulses
Over Long Distances. G. Marconi.
Describes results obtained in a series of
tests, giving a brief description or appar-
atus used. 1200 w. Elect'n, Lond—July
18, 1902. No. 49620 A.
The Present and Future Status of Wire-

less Telephony. A. Frederick Collins.

Reviews v/hat has been accomplished in

this field, discussing the uses to which it

could be applied, and related matters.

1400 w. Elec Wld & Engr—June 28,

1902. No. 49109.
Wireless Teleeraphy. E. Rutherford.

Considers the nistory and development of

the Marconi system. 111. 3000 w. Can
Engr—July, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
49210.

Telephony.

Needed Improvements in Independent
Telephony. L. W. Stanton. Read before

the Ind. Tel. Assn. Discusses the prob-

lems of tariff, traffic and equipment in

this field. 3500 w. Elec Rev, N Y—July

12. 1902. No. 49509.
The Collins Wireless Telephone. A

Frederick Collins. Briefly describes five

methods by which speech may be trans-

mitted electrically without wires, giving

illustrated description of the method in-

vented by the writer. 1500 w. Sci Am

—

July 19, 1902. No. 49572.
The i\.w Telephone System in Paris.

J. Bordelongue. Abstract translation

from the lournal Telecraphinue. De-
scribes recent improvements made, elim-

inatine the multiple jacks and making
other changes that improve the service

and lessen the expense. 2500 Elect'n,

Lond—June 27, 1902. No. 49167 A.
The Plant of the Saratoga I'elephone

Company. Illustrates and describes a fine

independent exchange. 1800 w. Elec
Rev N Y—Tuly 5, IQ02. No. 49206.

The 'i elephone Service in the River
Plate. Illustrates and describes recent de-

velopments in Buenos Ayres, and other
important cities of the River Plate. 1400

w. Elect'n, Lond—Tune 27, 1902. No.
49166 A.

DISTRIBUTION.

Accumulators.

Central Station Batteries. Indicating

the general causes of trouble, with these

batteries, and the best method of dealing

with them. 1800 w. Elec Rev, Lond—
July 4, 1902. No. 49347 A.

The Use of Storage Batteries in Elec-

tric Distribution Systems. A. A. Dion.

Read before the Canadian Elec Assn. A
plea for the due consideration of the stor-

age battery as a possible factor influenc-

ing the design of electrical installations,

with a view to their efficient, economical
and uninterrupted operation. 3300 w. Can
Engr—July, 1902. No. 49209.

Alternating Currents.

The Relation of Sinele Phase to Multi-

phase Alternating Current. Fred W. Bal-

lard. An illustrated explanation of the

difference. 1800 w. Engr, U S A—June
16, 1902. No. 49074.

Alternators.

The Normal Saturation of Alternator

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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Fields. R. Beattie. Defines normal sat-

uration as that degree of saturation which
makes the regulation efficiency a maxi-
mum. 600 w. Elect'n, Lond—July 11, 1902.
No. 49530 A.

Fuses.

Standard Electric Safety Fuses (Ueber
eine Absolute Unverwechselbarkeit an
Elektrischen Schmelzsicherungen). E.
Dreefs. A paper before the Verband
Deutscher ElcKtrotechniker giving illus-

trated descriptions of fuses for a definite

current and e. m. f., and which cannot be
mistaken for fuses of a higher or lower
capacity. 1000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

June 26, rt)02. No. 49404 B.

High-Voltage Protectors.

High-Voltage Protectors (Spannungs-
sicherungen). Dr. Gustav Benischke. A
naper before the Electrotechnische Verein
giving an illustrated description of ap-
paratus for protection against high vol-

tages below those due to lightning. 4500
w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—June 19, 1902.

No. 49402 B.

Lightning Effects.

The Destruction of Cables by Light-
ning (Die Zerstorung von Kabelleitun-
gen durch Blitzschlag). Karl Wilkens.
A paper before the Elektrotechnischer
Verein, giving an illustrated account of

damage done to underground cables for

heavy currents in Berlin. 2000 w. Elek-
trotech Zeitschr—June 26, 1902. No.
49407 B.

Phase Angle.

The Definition of the Phase Angle
(Ueber die Definition der Phasenverchie-
bung). Dr. E. Orlich. A mathematical dis-

cussion of the proper way to designate and
calculate the nhase difference between
current and electromotive force when the

wave form differs from a sine curve. 500
w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—June 19, 1902.

No. 49401 B.

Polycyclic.

The Arnold-Bragstad-la Cour Polycyc-

lic Distribution System (Das Polycyk-
lische Stromvertheilungssystem Arnold-
Bragstad-la Cour). Prof. E. Arnold. A
paper before the Elektrotechnische Gesell-

schaft of Frankfort-on-Main. giving an
account of electrical distribution system in

which currents of different voltages and
irequencies are superposed on the same
conducting network. Diagrams. Two
parts. 5000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr

—

June 25., July 3. 1902. No. 49405 each B.

Sag of Wires.

The Proper Amount of Sae for Bare

Wires of Soft Copper (Welcher Durch-
hang Soil Blanken Freileitungen aus

Weichkupfer Gegeben Werden). K.

Krohne. A discussion of the tension

and sag in freely-suspended overhead

wires, with diagrams, curves and tables.

1000 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—July 3,

1902. No. 49410 B.

Stray Currents.

The Electrolysis of Gas Mains. James
owinburne. Read before the Gas Inst.

(England). An impartial discussion of

the subject, explaining the meaning and
causes of electrolysis. 9000 w. Gas Wld
—June i^ 1902. No. 49065 A.

Underground.

All Wires Put Underground. Illustrates

and describes the arrangements for plac-

ing underground all the wires in New
Britain, Conn. 2800 w. Munic Jour &
Engr—July, 1902. No. 49383 C.

ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Accumulators.

Some iixperiments with Zinc-Lead Ac-
cumulators (Einige Versuche mit Zink-
Blei-Akkumulatoren). Oscar Gabran. An
illustrated account of experiments with
accumulators having lead positive plates

in a case with amalgamated-copper lin-

ing, which serves as the negative plate,

and zinc-sul'^hate electrolve. Tables
and curves. 1200 w. Elektrotech Zeit-

schr—June 26, 1902. No. 49406 B.

The Edison Storage Battery. Henry F.

Joel. Gives brief analysis of the four pat-

ents taken out in 1900 and 1901. with de-
tailed descrintions and claims made. III.

2500 w. Elec Rev. Lond—June 20, 1902.

No. 49123 A.
See Electrical Engineerino- Distribu-

tion.

Caustic Soda.

Caustic Soda by the Diaphragm Proc-
ess. Clinton Paul Townsend. Illus-

trated descrintion of the electrolytic

method. 800 w. Elec Wld & Engr—July
t;, 1902. ISO. 49229.

Electrolysis.

Persulnhuric Acids. Prof. H. E. Arm-
strong and T. Martin Lowry. Read be-

fore the Royal 3oc. Reviews various ex-

periments, reporting results. 1700 w.
Elect'n, Lond—July 11, 1902. No. 49531 A.

Laboratory.

An Electrochemical Laboratory at the

LTniversitv of Pennsylvania. Prof. Ed-
gar F. Smith. An illustrated description

of a laboratory and installation sufficient

to accommodate eighteen students. 2200

w. Electro-Chem & Met—May, 1902.

No. 49070 A.

ELECTRO-PHYSICS.
Analogue.

Attenuation and Distortion on Long
Distance Telephone and Power Transmis-
sion Lines Regarded as Hydrodynamic
Phenomena. Henry T. Eddy. Presents

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975-
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analogy between a hypothetical hydraulic

system and actual electric transmission

systems, extending it to the more com-
plicated case of long-distance transmis-

sion by alternating currents. 2300 w.

Elec Wld & Engr—July 26. 1902. No.

40653.

Arc.

The Voltaic Arc (L' Arc Voltaique).

P. Janet. A general discussion of the

physical properties of the electric arc, \yith

especial reference to the recent investiga-

tions of Duddell, Simon, and others. 3500

W. Rev Gen des Sciences—May 15, 1902.

No. 49709 D.

Electric Discharge.

Investigations of the Electric Discharge
in Rarefied Gases. W. Wien. Trans-
lated from Annalen der Physik. An ac-

count of experimental investigations. 111.

3800 w. Elect'n, Lond—July 18, 1902. Se-

rial. I St part. No. 49622 A.

Experimental Apparatus.

An Experimental Motor and Dynamo.
W. E. Parker. Illustrated description of

a simple and inexpensive outfit for illus-

-ating the orincinles of the electric motor
and dynamo in the teaching of physics.

700 w. Sci Am—July 12, 1902. No.
49398.

Tused Quartz.

On the Fusion of Quartz in the Electric

Furnace. R. S. Hutton. A report of ex-
perimental study and interesting observa-
tions made. 1300 w. Electro Chem &
Met—May, 1902. No. 49078 A.

Magnetic Properties.

The Magnetic Properties of Annealed
Wrought-Iron Manufactured from the
Ironsand of New^ Zealand. Ernest Wilson.
^Describes the experimental investigations
made, giving the results. 800 w. N Z
Mines Rec—May 16, 1902. No. 491 14 B.

Magnetism.

The Cyclone Theory of Magnetis n.

Henry E. P. Cottrell. Describes experi-
ments of Mr. C. L. Weyher and the theo-
ries advanced by him. 111. 2000 w. Elec
Rev, Lond—June 27, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 49165 A.

^ The dissipation of Energy by Electric
Currents Induced in an Iron Cylinder
When Rotated in a Magnetic Field. Er-
nest Wilson. Read before the Royal Soc.
Deals with the Energy dissipated by these
electric currents, making a comparison
between the results of experiment and
theory. 1800 w. Elec Rev, N Y—July 26,
1902. Serial, ist part. No. 49650.

Radio-Activity.

The Radio-Activity of Matter (La Ra-
dio-Activite de la Matiere). Henri Bec-
querel. A lecture before the Royal In-
stitution, London, giving a well-illustrated

account of radio-active substances and
phenomena. 4500 w. Rev Gen des Sci-

ences—July 15, 1902. No. 49497 D.

GENERATING STATIONS.

Armature Reaction.

Field Distortion and Armature Reac-
tion (Feldverzerrung und Ankerriick-
wirkung). R. Bauch. A paper before the

Verband Deutscher Elektrotechniker, giv-

ing a general discussion of armature re-

action and the distortion of field in dy-
namo-electric machinery, with diagrams.
Serial. 2 parts. 9000 w. Elektrotech

Zeitschr—July 10, 17, 1902. No. 49412
each B.

Armature Winding.

Points to Be Observed in Rewinding
Coil-Wound Armatures. Illustrated di-

rections. 3300 w. Am Elect'n—July,

IQ02. No. 49258.

Asynchronous Generators.

Asynchronous Generators for Single

and Polyphase Currents (Asynchrone
Generatoren fiir Ein- und Mehrphasen-
strom). Alexander Heyland. A paper
before the Verband Deutscher Elektro-
techniker giving an illustrated description

of non-synchronous alternators designed
on the principle of an induction motor.
Curves and diagrams. 4000 w. Elektro-

tech Zeitschr—June 26, 1902. No. 49403 B.

Berlin.

The Oberspree and Moabit Power Sta-

tions of Berlin, Germany. Arthur H. Al-
len. Illustrated detailed description of

these two large stations. 5000 w. Engr,
U S A—June 16, 1902. No. 49071.

Brazil.

Electricity at Manaos, Brazil. Charles
o. Seibert. An illustrated description of

an electric light plant ; also of a railway
plant operating 15 miles of single track

road ; and a third company which fur-

nishes electricity for general use. 1600

w. Elec Wld & Engr—July 5, 1902. No.
49227.

Compounding.

Some Applications of Compound Alter-

nators (Quelques Applications d'Alterna-
teurs Compounds). M. Boucherot. A
general review of the theory of com-
pounding and a particular account of his

system, in which there are compounded
transformers which are connected to the
alternator, to line and to the exciter which
has an alternatino' field. A well illustrated

account of practical applications and tests

of this svstem are also given. 9000 w.
Bull Soc International des Electriciens

—

June, 1902. No. 49492 E.

The Boucherot System of Compounding
Alternators (Note sur les Alternateurs
Compound, Systeme Boucherot). E. J.

Brunswick. An illustrated description of

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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this system, in which a compounded trans-
^ormer suppHes current to an exciter,
which, in turn, excites the alternator.

3500 w. Genie Civil—July 5, 1902. No.
49487 D.

Cornell University.

A High Potential Direct-Current Plant
for Experimental Work. G. S. Moler.
illustrates and describes a plant in use at
Sible^- College, which has proved very
satisfactory. 1500 w. Llec Wld & Engr
—July 19, 1902. No. 49597.

Des Moines, Iowa.

The New Power Plant of the Des
.vloines City Raihvav Co. Illustrated de-
scription of the method of rebuilding a

'~ower station without interferinp^ with the
traffic. 1700 w. Eng Rec—July 12, 1902.
No. 49313-

Double-Current.

Double-Current Generators and their

application. E. T. Ruthven-Murray. Calls
attention to some of the uses and advan-

• tages of the special type of machine
known as the double-current generator.

Also discussion. 5500 w. Elec Engr, Lond
—July 4, 1902. No. 49345 A.

Dj'namo Design.

Inductive Reaction and Fall of Poten-
tial in Dynamo-Electric ]\iachines (Re-
action d' Induit et Chute de Tension dans
les Machines Dynamo-Electriques). R.

V. Picau. An attempt at a general method
of predetermining the principal quantities

in dynamo design, with formulae and
diagrams. 5000 w. Bull Soc Internation-

ale des Electriciens—June, 1902. No.
49491 E.

Hoboken, N. J.

The Hoboken Station of the United
Electric Company. Illustrated description

of a steam plant mainly noteworthy for the

unusual svstem of piping made necessary

during tlie reconstruction of the station

in order to avoid any interference with

the surinl" of current. 1800 w. Eng Rec

—July 19, 1902. No. 47558.

Metuchen, N. J.

A Modern District Supply Central Sta-

tion. Illustrated description of the plant

of the Central Electric Company at Me-
tuchen. N. J. 2700 w. Am Elect'n—July

1902. No. 49253.

Peekskill, N. Y.

New Power House of the Peekskui

Lighting and Railroad Company. Illus-

trated description of a small modern
equipment in which provision has been

made for exoansion and for marked
changes in loads. 4000 w. St xw Jour

—

Jul" 19, 1902. No. jo;7n D.

Pied-Selle.

Electric Installation at the Pied-Selle

Works, at Fumay, Ardennes, France (In-

stallations Electriques des Usines du Pied-
Selle a Fumay, Ardennes). C. Dufour.
An illustrated description of a hydro-
electric plant, transmission line and elec-

tric driving in a manufactory of heating
apparatus, i plate. 2500 w. Genie Civil

—July 12, 1902. No. 49488 D.

Pike's Peak.

Power Transmission in the Pike's Peak
Region. R. M. Jones. Illustrated detailed
description of the dam and reservoir,

wood and steel pipe line, power station,

electrical equipment, etc. 2700 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—July 26, 1902. No. 49651.
The Plant of the Pike's Peak Power Co.

R. M. Jones. Illustrated description of a
plant comprising a rock-fill dam with
steel-plate face, a wood stave and steel

pipe line, 26,100 ft. long, and a 1,600 k.

w. power station, for which all materials
had to be lowered by derrick down the
face of a cliff. 3200 w. Eng Rec—July 19,

1902. No. 48556.

Pittsfield, Mass.

Power Plant of the Berkshire Street
Railway Co., Pittsfield, Mass. Illustrated

description of a plant with two 750 k. w.
units distributing alternating current at

13,300 volts, for a 40-mile country road.

Describes particularly the piping. 2000
w. Eng Rec—July 26, 1902. No. 49635.

Railway Stations.

Electric Railw.?- Power Stations (Be-
trachtungen iiber Bahncentralen). Dr,
Ai. Eisig. A general review of the boilers,

engines, gas engines, turbines, dynamos,
storage batteries and other equipment of
power stations, as well as of sub-sta-

tions and distribution. Diagram. Two
parts, 10,000 w. Elektrotech /.eitschr

—

Julv 3 and 10, 1902. No. 49409 each B.

Regulation.

The Girard S-stem of Regulating Dy-
namos Driven by Gas Engines (Dispostif

de M. Girard pour la Regularisation du
Courant Electrique Fourni par un Moteur
a Gaz). M. Lauriol. An automatic rheo-

stat varies the separately excited field of

the dynamo. General discussion of the

problem with diagrams. 3000 w. Bull

Soc Internationale des Electriciens—June,

1902. No. 4Q4Q0 E.

St. Petersburg.

The St. Petersburg Central Station Built

by the "Societe Anonyme Electricite

et Hydraulique" (Centrale der Societe

Anonyme "Electricite et Hydraulique" in

St. Petersburg). W. Multhauf. An illus-

trated description of a single-phase sta-

tion with a capacity of 7000 kilowatts.

3600 w. Elektrotech Zeitschr—June 19,

1902. No. '0400 B.

Shoreditch.

The New Shoreditch Electricity Works.
Illustrated description of the new works

We supply copies of these articles. See page 97S-
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which have been erected at Haggerston,
Eneland. 3700 w. Elec Engr, Lond

—

June 20, 1902. No. 49122' A.

Speed Regulation.

See Mechanical Engineering, Steam En-
gineering.

Station Expenses.

Expenses of Electric Stations. Alton
Adams. Discusses the increase in ex-

penses, the need of economy, and the

ooints where the largest savings have
been effected. 1500 w. Elec Rev, N Y

—

July 19, 1902. No. 49585.

Transformers.

The Grisson Continuous-Alternating
Current 1 ransformers. A. Frederick Col-

lins. Illustrated description of an ap-

paratus which changes a direct continuous
current into a pure alternating-current.

It is recommended especially for wireless

telegraphy sets. 1200 w. Sci Am—June
28, 1902. No. 4909.3.

LIGHTING.
Arc Lamps.

Radiant Emciencv of Arons Mercury
Arc Lamp. William C. Geer. Read at

the Pittsburg meeting of the A. A. A. S.

A study of this subject with results. 600
w. Elec Wld & Engr—July 19, 1902. No.

49596.

The Bremer Lamp. Siegmund Sauber-
mann. Abstract of a paper read before
the Elektrotechnischer Verein of Vienna.
Illustrated detailed description of the con-
struction and the Principle upon which
it is based. Also gives photometric meas-
urements of the light. 1800 w. Elect'n,

Lond—June 20, 1902. No. 4912 1 A.

Arcs.

Arc Lighting. C. M. Green. An able
and interesting paper read before the
Canadian Elec. Assn. Concludes that the
enclosed arc is better and cheaper than
the open arc ; the direct constant current
enclosed arc system the best and most
economical for plants devoted exclusively
to arc lighting ; the alternating constant
current enclosed arc system the best and
most economical for plants which use
large 40 to 125 cycle alternating current
generators. 4=;oc w. Can Engr—July,
1902. No. 49207.
The Alternating Current Arc. Ernst Ad-

ler. An explanation of phenomena ob-
served in alternating current arcs. 1000
w. Elec Wld & Engr—June 21, 1902. No.
49077.

See Electrical Engineering, Electro-
Physics.

Car Lighting.

See Railway Engineering, Motive Pow-
er and Equipment.

Decorative Lighting.

The Coronation Illuminations. An il-

lustrated account of the preparations made
to illuminate London in honor of the
King's coronation. Also some remarks
on the attitude of the companies and the
precautions taken. 3200 w. Elect'n, Lond

—

July 4, 1902. No. 49350 A.

Mercury Lamp.

The Hewitt Mercury Vapor Lamp. Ab-
stract translation of an article by Dr.
Max V. Recklinghausen, published in the

Elektrotechnischc Zeitschrift, describing
this lamp and discussing its properties.
111. 1200 w. Elect'n, Lond—June 27, 1902.

No. 49169 A.

Vacuum Light.

The Moore Electric Light. Illustrated

description of the latest improved forms
01 the Moore vacuum light, with details

from recent patents. 2500 w. Elec Wld &
Engr—June 28. 1902. No. 491 10.

MEASUREMENT.
Instruments.

Electrical Measurements and Measuring
Instruments (Ueber Elektrische Messun-
gen und Messinstrumente). Prof. Au-
gust Raps. Lecture before the Oesterr
Ing. und Arch. Verein on the elements
of electrical measurement. Serial. 2 parts.

500c w. Supplement to Zeitschr d Oesterr
Ino- u Arch Vereines—July 4, 11, 1902.

No. 49444 each B.

Magnetic Tests.

Note on Magnetic Tests of Iron (Note
sur les Essais Magnetiques du Per). M.
Armaenat. A preliminary report of a
committee of the Soc. Int. des Electric-

iens, giving some data on testing for per-

meability, hysteresis, etc., making recom-
mendations and requesting information.
1600 w. Bull Soc Internationale des Elec-
triciens—June, 1902. No. 49494 E.

Meters.

Electric Motor-Meters and Electro-
magnetic Apparatus (Ueber Motorzahler
und Elektromagnetische Bewegungsap-
parate). Dr. Th. Bruger. A paper before
the Verband Deutscher Elektrotechniker,
o^iving an illustrated account of various
electric meters operating on the motor and
other electromagnetic principles. 2000 w.
Electrotech Zeitschr—July 3. 1902. No.
40408 B.

Principles.

Electrical Units and Introduction to

Alternating Currents (Die Masse in der
Elektrotechnik. Einfiihrung in das Wech-
selstromgebiet). Dr. Johann Sahulka.
Lecure before the Oesterr. Ing. und Arch.
Verein on the elements of electrical engi-
neering. Diagrams. 6000 w. Supplement to

Zeitschr d Oesterr Ing u Arch Vereines

—

July 4, 1902. No. 49443 B.

Self-inductions.

On a New Method of Measuring Small

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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Self-inductions. W. Mansergh Varley. De-
scribes a method devised for measuring
the self-inductions of some small solenoids
in the course of an investigation on the
magnetization of iron in rapidly-oscillat-

ing current fields. 1300 w. Elect'n, Lond
—June 20, 1902. No. 49120 A.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Cement Plant.

An Electric Cement-Making Plant. Il-

lustrated description of a plant at Alsen,
N. Y., which shows the adaptability of
electric power to meet the requirements
of cement-making machinery. 1000 w.
Elec Wld & Engr—July 19, 1902. No. 49-

595-

Coal Cutting.

Three-Phase Electric Driving, Applied
to Coal-Cutting. Roslyn Holiday. Gives
reasons for adopting it, and some of the
experiences met with before success was
assured. 1500 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev

—

July 18, 1902. No. 49634 A.

Cranes.

New Electric Cranes (Neuere Krane
mit Elektrischem Antrieb). An illus-

trated description of various kinds of

cranes operated electrically and manufac-
tured by the Duisburg Machine Company.
Serial. Part I. 1000 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ine—June 28, 1902. No. 49-

420 D.

Electric Driving.

Advantages ol Electric Transmission.
F. J. A. Matthews. Discusses some points

concerning the economy of electric power
and steam power ; the advantages of elec-

tric power, etc., showing that each case

must be considered carefully to determine
whether it will be economical. 3400 w.

Mech Engr—July 19, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 49648.
Electric Driving for Shops. C. A. Seley.

Read at the Saratoga Convention of the

Mas. Mechs' Assn. A description of the

regular motors for power purposes to be

used at Roanoke shops of the Norfolk &
Western Ry., the system of lighting, etc.

3200 w. R R Gaz—June 27, 1902. No. 49-

153-

The Driving of Centrifugal Machines.
Illustrated description of an electrically-

driven centrifugal made in Glasgow. 800
w. Eneng—June 20, 1902. No. 49129 A.
The Electrical Equipment of the Nord-

berg Manufacturing Company's Plant.

Illustrated description of a plant electric-

ally driven throughout and. with the ex-

ception of the tool room, all machines are

fitted with individual motors. 2500 w.

Am Mach—July 3, 1902. No. 49236.

Electric Haulage.

Florence Mine. An illustrated descrip-

tion of some ingenious contrivances used

in connection with the electric haulage

system of this coal mine. 1500 w. Mines &
Alin—July, 1902. No. 49308 C.

Elevators.

Electric Elevators (Electrisch Betrie-
bene Aufziige). S. Herzog. A general
discussion and illustrated descriptions of
various European systems of electric ele-
vators. Serial. Part I. 1800 w. Schweiz
Bauzeitung—July 5, 1902. No. 49474 B.

Fan Motors.

Fan Motor Hints. Harry Hertzberg. Re-
marks on their design and use with some
of the difficulties in their operation and
methods of meeting them. 2500 w. Engr,
U S A—June 16, 1902. No. 49072.

Hoisting Machines.

The Starting of Electric Hoisting Ma-
chines (Das Anlassen von Elektrischen
Fordermaschinen). C. Kottgen. A paper
before the Verband Deutscher Elektro-
techniker, discussing various systems of
electric hoisting for mine shafts, and es-

pecially the starting of the motor, with
many diagrams. 4500 w. Elektrotech
Zeitschr—July 10, 1902. No. 4941 1 B.

Mine Draining.

Electric Mine-Draining Plant at the
Diisseldorf Exhibition. Illustrated de-
scription of an electric generating instal-

lation for working a draining pump. 800
w. Engng—July 11, 1902. No. 49541 A.

Paper Making.

Electrical Power at a Paper Mill. Illus-

trated description of a complete electrical

power installation which has been in op-
eration about a year at the Linwood Paper
Mills, Renfrewshire, Scotland. 2000 w.
Engr, Lond—July 18, 1902. No. 49632 A.

Pumping.

Electrically-Driven Centrifugal Pumps
in the Horcajo Mines, Spain. Illustrates

and describes a pumping plant in the lead

mines of Spain. 4000 w. Engng—July 18,

1902. No. 40627 A.
iLlectric Pumping from a r300-Foot

Level. Donald H. Fry. Read before the

Pacific Coast Elec. Trans. Assn. A brief

description, with illustration, of an elec-

trically driven pumn recently installed at

the Oneida mine, Amador Co., Cal. Also
a comparison of electric oower costs with
fuel oil. 1000 w. Jour of Elec—June,
1902. No. 49506.

Proposed Electric Pumping for Stock
Wells. A. J. Bowie, Jr. Read before the
Pacific Coast Elec. Trans. Assn. Map and
description of a proposed installation, stat-

ing the present conditions. 2200 w. Jour
of Elec—June, 1902. No. 49507.

TRANSMISSION.
Continuous Current.

High-Tension Continuous-Current Sys-
tems. A. S. Barnard. Showing the advo-
cates of the continuous-current plant are

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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able to offer a reliable alternative to the
three-phase generator and transformer.
Also brief discussion. 3800 w. Elec Engr,
Lond—July 4, 1902. No. 49346 A.

High-Voltage.

The 50,000-Volt Transmission of the
Missouri River Power Companv. W. G.
McConnon. Illustrated detailed descrip-
tion of a plant usin? the highest trans-
mission voltage, and transmitting power
for 65 miles. 2400 w. Jour of Jbiec

—

June, igo2. No. 49504.
The 50,000-Volt Transmission Plant of

the Missouri River Power Comnany. W.
G. McConnon. Illustrated detailed de-
scription. 1000 w. Am Elect'n—July,

1902. No. 49254.

5 -.000-Volt Transmission Plant of the
Missouri River Power Co., at Caiion Fer-
ry, Montana. W. G. McConnon. De-
scribes a plant for transmitting electric

nower for 65 miles. 2000 w. Mines &
Min—July, 1902. No. 4931 1 C.

Lightning Arresters.

Lightning Protection and the Static In-
terrupter. Percy H. Thomas. Considers
"round and short circuits, local concen-
tration of potential, effect of discharge of
arrester, other causes of static strains,

protection of apparatus, and the devices
used. 111. 6200 w. Can Engr—July, 1902.
No. 49208.

Long Distance.

Success in Long-Distance Power Trans-
mission. F. A. C. Perrine. A considera-
tion of the problems met by the transmis-
sion engineer, the difficulties he must
solve which differ from those presented
m ordinary electric lines and currents.
6000 w. Tech Qr—June, 1902. No. 49325 E.

Self-induction.

The Effects of Self-induction and Ca-

pacity in Electric Transmission. G. H.
Baillie. Considers to what extent they
should be taken into account in practical
work, giving formulas applicable to the dif-
ferent systems of transmission. 1700 w.
Elect'n, Lond—July 18, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 49618 A.

Surging.

Surges in Transmission Circuits. F. G.
Baum. Read before the Pacific Coast
Elec. Trans. Assn. Discusses opening a
line under a load or short circuit; closing
a high-potential line switch to charge the
line ; opening a high potential line switch
to deaden the line. 1700 w. Jour of Elec

—

June, 1902. No. 49505.

MISCELLANY.
Exposition.

Electricity and Power Gas in Mining
and Metallurgy (Der Bergbau auf der
Diisseldorfer Ausstellung 1902. Elektrici-

tat und Kraftgas im Bergbau und Hiitten-
wesen). R. Goetze. Illustrated descrip-
tions of electrical apparatus of various
kinds of large gas engines. 11 plates. 7500
w. Gliickauf—June 28, 1902. No. 49458 B.

Protection.

Protection of Electrical Machines. J.
B. Clarke. Examines the reasons for non-
protection in the case of a three-wire bal-

anced system, showing what the balancer
has to do. III. 800 w. Elec Rev, Lond

—

July II, 1902. No. 49529 A.

Terminology.

Electrode Terminology. Albert M.
Lewers. On the desirability of selecting

some accurate system of designating the

electrodes of secondary batteries and end-
ing the confusion arising from the use of
"positive" and "negative." 1300 w. Elec
Wld & Engr—July 12, 1902. No. 49352.

GAS WORKS ENGINEERING

Acetylene.

The Actual State of the Calcium Car-
bide and Acetylene Industries (L'Etat Ac-
tuel de rindustrie du Carbure de Calcium
et de I'Acetylene). Dr. Oscar Munster-
berg. Translated from Zeitschrift fiir Be-
leuchtungsivcsen. A general review of ace-
tvlene lighting, which the author believes
is the best illuminating svstem for small
cities and isolated buildings. 4500 w. Rev
Gen des Sciences—June 15, 1902. No. 49-
496 D.

Analysis.

The .Analysis of Blast-Furnace and Gen-
erator Gases (Analyse der Hochofen und
Generatorgase). A. Wencelius. A supple-
ment to a previous article, giving an illus-

trated description of apparatus for gas an-
alysis and its manipulation. 2000 w. Stahl
u Eisen—June 15, 1902. No. 49447 D.

Blowing and Exhausting.

The Steam Turbine as Applied to Blow-
ing and Exhausting Apparatus. W. D.
Child. Read before the Gas Inst. (Eng-
land). A description of the construction
and working of the apparatus. 111. Discus-
sion. 7700 w. Gas Wld—June 14, 1902. No.
49066 A.

Burners.

Maintenance of Incandescent Gas Burn-
ers by Gas Companies. Norton H. Hum-
phrys. Read before the Gas Inst., (Eng-
land). Describes the methods adopted in

regard to both private and public lighting.
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2000 w. Gas Wld—June 14, 1902. No. 49-
06.^ A.
The Maintenance of Incandescent Burn-

ers in Private Houses and Public Lamps.
George Helps. Discusses two cases of
private lighting maintenance, standard of
efficiency in public lighting, results and
particulars. 111. 3800 w. Gas Wld—July
19. 1902. No. 49624 A.

Coke- Conveyor.

A New Coke-Conveyor at the Cassel
Gas-Works. Illustrated abstract transla-
tion of a description in the Journal fiir

Gasbeleiichtung, by Herr E. Merz, of a re-
cent installation of a modified De Brou-
wer conveyor. 2000 w. Jour Gas Lgt

—

July I, 1902. No. 49265 A.

Distribution.

Efficiency and Economy in Gas Distribu-
tion. Walter Hole. Read before the Gas
Inst. (England). Gives a brief description
of remodeling and enlarging of mains in

Leeds, and discusses matters affecting the
distribution. Discussion. 111. 7000 vv. Gas
Wld—June 14, 1902. No. 49068 A.

Enrichment.

Enrichment of Gas bv Benzol. A. Le-
comte. Read before the Societe Technique
du Gaz en France. Describes apparatus
employed in the process, giving tests made.
111. 1200 w. Jour Gas Lgt—July 8, 1902.

No. 40565 A.

Explosion.

Movements of the Flame in the Explo-
sion of Gases. Harold B. Dixon. Ab-
'^tract of a paper read at meeting of the

Royal Society, on the extensive researches

made by the writer. 6000 w. Jour Gas Lgt

—July I, 1902. No. 49264 A.

Gas Oils.

The Valuation of Gas Oils. John P.

Leather. Read before the Gas Inst. (Eng-
land). Discusses the constitution of the

different classes of hydrocarbons found in

petroleum and their bearing on the varia-

tions of the gas-producing qualities of the

different oils. Also gives an outline of a

method by which an oil may be examined
for the amounts of the compounds com-
posing it. Discussion follows. 4200 w.

Gas Wld—June 14, 1902. No. 49067 A.

Heating.

Heating by Gas : A Study of the Gas

Radiators of the Societe Francaise de
Chaleur et Lumiere. M. A. Lecomte. Ab-
stract translation of paper read at meeting
of the Societe Technique de ITndustrie du
Gaz en France. Gives calorimetric experi-
ments and calculations, examinations of
the air and the mode of combustion. 111.

2300 w. Gas Wld—June 28, 1902. No. 49-
161 A.

Illuminants.

Some Modern Competitors with Coal
Gas. A. Lecomte. Read before the recent
congress of the Societe Technique du Gaz
en France. Brings up to date the techni-
cal details in regard to the illuminants,
carburetted gas, "alcoholene," petroleum,
and alcohol, devoting most attention to the
last named. 2000 w. Jour Gas Lgt—July i,

1902. No. 49266 A.

Measurement.

A New System of Gas Measurement. T.
G. Marsh. Read before the Gas Inst.

(England). A description of an apparatus
that may serve the purpose of the station

meter in a gas-works, or, within limits, of
a consumer's meter. Discussion. 4800 w.
Gas Wld—June 14, 1902. No. 49069 A.

Public Lamps.

Automatically Lighting and Extinguish-
ing Public Lamos. W. R. Mealing. Read
before the Gas Inst. (England). Describes
the Gunning system and its operation.

, Short discussion. 3200 w. Gas Wld

—

June 14, 1902. No. 49070 A.

Smoke Prevention.

A New Method of Smoke Prevention
(Ein Neues Verfahren zur Vollstandigen
Beseitigung und Unterdriickung des
Schornstein-Rauches). Br. Bohm-Raffay.
A description of the Tobiansky d'Altoff

process in which the products of combus-
tion of an ordinary furnace are carburetted

to make so-called "pyrogas." 3000 w. Zeit-

schr d Oesterr Ing u Arch Vereines—June
13, 1902. No. 49439 B.

Standardization.

The Standardization of Screws for Gas
Connections. J. Payet. Read before the

Societe Technique de ITndustrie du Gaz en

France. Describes the international sys-

tem in use for rods and bolts and explains

how it may be applied to gas connections.

800 w. Prac Engr—July 4, 1902. No. 49-

342 A.

INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY
Africa.

Labor Conditions in Johannesburg. T.

Lane Carter. A statement of the labor

conditions of the past, and the future out-

look. 2000 w. Eng & Min Jour—July 12,

1902. No. 49393-

Anthracite Mining.

Anthracite Mining Conditions. Review

of statement issued by John Mitchell,

President of the United Mine Workers,

showing that the case of the strikers has

rot been truthfully presented. ??oo w. Eng
& Min Jour—June 28, 1902. No. 49io5-

Education.

Commercial Education in Japan. In-

formation concerning the schools and their
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courses of study. 1800 w. Engng—July

4, igo2. No. 49370 A.

The Economic Need of Technical Edu-
cation. Victor C. Alderson. Describes the

schools for technical education in Switzer-
land and discusses the need in the United
States. 5400 w. Jour W Soc of Engrs

—

June, 1902. No. 49298 D.

The Efficiency Factor in Engineering
Education. Robert Fletcher. Condensed
from the presidential address before the

Soc. for the Promotion of Engng. Ed.
Brief discussion of the substance, methods,
machinery and cost of engineering educa-
tion. 2400 w. Eng News—July 3, 1902.

No. 49274.

The Practical Mechanic vs. the Mechan-
ical Engineer. Editorial discussing ex-
ecutive ability, where the college man falls

short, where he should begin, etc. 800 w.
Loc Engng—July, 1902. No. 49204 C.

Exhibition.

Carlisle Show. Illustrated description
of some of the implements exhibited at this

show of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England. 9700 w. Engng—July 11, 1902.

No. 49538 A.

Premium Plan.

Shop Record System of the Pearson
Machine Company. Describes methods in

use in a shop which manufactures turret
lathes, screw machines, forming and driU-
ing machines, and horizontal boring ma-
chinery. 1300 w. Ir Trd Rev—July 3,

1902. No. 49224.

The Premium Plan at the Blank Blank
Engineering Works. Gives figures show-
ing in detail and in summary the workings
of the premium plan as a whole in a plant
which employs about four hundred men in

all departments. 2000 w. Am Mach—June
26, 1902. No. 49088.

Prices.

The Trend of Prices in Engineering In-
dustries. C. L. Redfield. A discussion of
the influence of the increasing output and
declining value of gold upon prices in

connection with engineering work. 2500 w.

Engineering Magazine—August, 1902. No.
49701 B.

Shipping Combine.

British and American Shipping. Ben-
jamin Taylor. A discussion of the recent
developments in maritime affairs, known
as the "shipping combine ." 6200 w.
Nineteenth Cent—July, 1902. No. 49532 D.
The Steamship Merger and American

Shipbuilding. Charles H. Cramp. Briefly
reviews the history of transatlantic con-
struction and navigation, showin"- the con-
ditions which existed and the effect which
the merger is likely to have, and consid-
ering the probable effect upon shipbuild-
ing. 4500 w. N Am Rev—July, 1902. No.
49300 D.

Strikes.

A General View of the Coal Strike. Tal-
cott Williams. An explanation of condi-
tions existing in the coal fields. 1700 w.
Rev of Revs—July. 1902. No. 49328 C.

Strikes and the Public Welfare. John
Handiboe. Advocating compulsory arbi-

tration in troubles between capital and la-

bor. 3000 w. N Am Rev—July, 1902. No.
49301 D.

Workshop Conditions.

Some Unacknowledged Conditions in

British Workshops. T. Good. Interest-

ing revelations concerning the prevalence
of exactions by foremen upon the work-
men, and their influence upon the works
management. 2500 w. Engineering Maga-
zine—August, 1902. No. 49705 B.

Works Management.

Money Making Management for Work-
shop and Factory. C. U. Carpenter. Mr.
Carpenter's seventh paper discusses the
various methods of the remuneration of
workmen, including day work, piece work,
and other wage systems. 5000 w. Engineer-
ing Magazine—August, 1902. No. 49708 B.

Some Aspects of Workshop Manage-
ment. The first of a series of articles from
the point of view of the British manufac-
turer, discussing systems of management,
as they should be conducted. 2300 w. Engr,
Lond—July 4, 1902. No. 49371 A.

MARINE AND NAVAL ENGINEERING

Boat-Launching.

The Peterson Boat-Launching Apparat-
us. An illustrated description of a system
designed to meet severe requirements. 900
w. Sci Am Sup—June 28, 1902. No. 49094.

Chain Boats.

Chain Boats on the River Elbe. An ac-
count of the use of a chain for propelling
steamers, which has proved an economical

and successful means of navigating the
swift current of this river. 111. 1700 w.
U S Cons Repts, No. 1384—July 5, 1902.

No. 49148 D.

Coaling Plant.

Coaling Plant for the U. S. Navy at

East Lamoine, Frenchman's Bay, Maine.

J. A. McNicol. Brief illustrated descrip-

tion. 1300 w. Eng News—July 24, 1902.

No. 49658.
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Cruiser.

The Russian Cruiser Askold. Illustra-
tion, with description, of a type of vessel
of interest because it is the result of com-
petition in design, and because it repre-
sents a type discarded by all other nations.
1400 w. Engr, Lond—July 4, 1902. No. 49-
376 A.

Dry Docks.

Dry Docks—Their Origin and Develop-
bent. Parker H. Kemble in the Boston
Evening Transcript. Reviews the various
systems of reaching the bottoms of vessels
for repairs, especially the docking of ves-
sels. 2500 w. Marine Rev—July 24, 1902.

No. 49686.

Testing the New Bermuda Dock. Har-
old J. Shepstone. An illustrated descrip-

tion of the test of this large dock by lift-

ing the battleship "San Pareil." 1000 w.
Sci Am—July 12, 1902. No. 49397.

Fog Signals.

Coast Fog Signals. N. G. Gedye. Read
before the Civ. & Mech. Engrs'. Soc.
Deals with the signals established on the
coasts where fog is prevalent, for the guid-
ance of the mariner. 111. 2800 w. Engr,
Lond—July 4. 1902. Serial, ist part. No.
49378A.

German Fleet.

The Kaiser's Fleet. Archibald S. Hurd.
Discusses the naval policy of Germany, the

German Naval Bill of 1900, which author-
izes the expenditure of 73,000,000 1. on new
men-of-war and 13,000,000 1. on dockyards,
and related matters of interest. 4500 w.
Nineteenth Cent—July, 1902. No. 49533D.

Germany.

The Iron Industry and Shipbuilding in

Germany (Eisenindustrie und Schiflfbau

in Deutschland). E. Schrodter. Abstact
of a paper before the Schiflfbautechnische

Gessellschaft at Diisseldorf, giving an ac-

count of the growth of the German ship-

building and iron industries, and compari-
sons with other countries. Diagrams and
tables. Serial, Part I. 5000 w. Stahl u

Eisen—July i, 1902. No. 49448D.

Launch.

An Experimental Electric Launch. Prof.

Oswald Flamm. Translated from Schiff-

bau. Illustrates and describes a boat built

by the Watt-Accumulator Works in Zeh-
denick, on the Havel. 900 w. Marine
Engng—July, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.

49248C.

Marine Engines.

Balancing Marine Engines. Prof. W. E.

Dalby. Read before the Inst, of Nav.

Archts. A comparison of five types of en-

gines with respect to their inertia forces

and couples, their increases in weight due

to the addition of balance-weights, and the

variations of turning moment on their
crankshafts. 4000 w. Engng—July 11,
1902. No. 49542A.

Navigation Congress.

International Navigation Congress at
Diisseldorf. Begins a report of the pro-
ceedings, dealing very briefly with the sub-
jects presented. 5000 w. Engng—July 4,
1902. Serial, ist part. No. 49369A.

Oil Burning.

First Oil-Burning Steamship Built in the
United States. Brief illustrated descrip-
tion of the "Nevadan," built at Camden,
N. J., for the trans- Pacific trade. 500 w.
Sci Am—July 19, 1902. No. 49571.

Projectiles.

Capped Armor-Piercing Projectiles.
Discusses briefly the penetration of plates,
and the action of capped projectiles. 1500
w. Engr, Lond—June 27, 1902. No. 49-
179A.

Propellers.

Screw Propellers and Negative Slip.

Robert M. Neilson. The writer's opinions
on this subject, discussing several forms of
propellers, and their action. 1800 w. Prac
Engr—June 20 1902. No. 491 18A.

Schooner.

Successful Launch of 7-Master. De-
scribes the new seven-masted steel schoon-
er, "Thomas W. Lawson," and the Fore
River shipyard. 2300 w. Naut Gaz—July
17, 1902. No. 49578.

Shipbuilding.

A Remarkable Shipbuilding Feat, 13,000
Feet Above the Sea Level. An account of
the construction and delivery of a steam-
ship to be used on Lake Titicaca, 13,000 ft.

above the sea. 111. 1700 w. Sci Am—

•

July 12, 1902. No. 49395.

Modern Shipway Equipment and Its Fu-
ture Development. Tjard Schwarz. Trans-
lated from the Jahrbuch der Schiffbautech-
nischen Gessellschaft. Illustrates and de-
scribes recent devices for handling ma-
terials and for machine work. 8000 w. Ma-
rine Engng—July, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 49249C.
Progress of Warships and Machinery

Building in England. A resume of prog-
ress made in naval construction during the

last six months. 2200 w. Engr, Lond

—

June 27, 1902. No. 49180 A.
Steamboat Building Under Difficulties.

Edwin B. Sadtler. Illustrated discription

of the building of the hull of the new steel

steamer "Sagamore," which has been con-
structed on the shores of Lake George,
in the village of Caldwell. 2200 w. Marine
Engng—July, 1902. No. 49244 C.

Shipping.

The Messageries Maritimes. Informa-
tion concerning this great French steam-
shipping concern, especially a report of this

We sufply copies of these articles. See page 975-
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last year. looo w. Engng—July 4, 1902. No.

49367A.

Shipyard.

The Fore River Ship Building Shed.

Illustrated description of a roof with 185

ft. clear span and 60 ft. overhang on either

side and rising about 100 ft. above the

floor. 1200 w. Eng Rec—July 26, 1902.

No. 49641.

Steamboat.

New Excursion Steamboat. Brief de-

scription, with illustration, of the Nan-
tasket, latest addition to the fleet in Boston
harbor. 700 w. Naut Gaz—July 24, 1902.

No. 49673-

Steamers.

New Passenger Propeller. Illustrated de-

scription of the "General Putnam," built

for the New York and Greenwich route.

3300 w. Naut Gaz—July 10, 1902. No. 49-

517-

Pilot Steamer for Port Philip Harbor.
Illustration and brief description of a

steamer constructed completely in Aus-
tralia. 300 w. 2-page plate. Engng

—

June 27, 1902. No. 49177A.

The Twin-Screw Steamers "Winifred"
and "Sybil." Illustrated description of

sister-boats built for the Uganda Railway,
and intended to ply on the Lake of Vic-
toria. 1300 w. Engng—June 20, 1902.

No. 49128A.

Submarines.

Submarine Weapons in the Nineteenth
Century. (Le Armi Subaquee nel Secolo

XIX). Quintino Bonomo. A general re-

view from the early experiments of Ful-
ton, with especial reference to torpedoes,

loooo w. 3 plates. Rivista Marittima

—

June, 1902. No. 49710 H.

Tail Shafting.

Tail Shafting for Marine Engines. J. P.

Badenhausen. Discusses the causes of

breakage in propeller shafting, under the

heads of poor material, strains, and cor-

rosion. III. 2000 w. Marine Engng

—

July, 1902. No. 49246 C.

Turbo-Steamers.

Marine Steam Turbines. Comments on
the experience gained with the turbo-mo-
tored steamers, "King Edward" and
"Queen Alexandra," and the probability of
this class of engine being extensively used.

111. 600 w. Sci Am—July 19, 1902. No.
49570.

Yachts.

Steam Yacht Helenita. Illustrated de-
tailed description of a handsome new
steel yacht built for Frank J. Gould. 1300
w. Marine Engng—July, 1902. No. 49243C.
The President's Sumptuous Yacht. De-

scribes the refitting of the Mayflower, the

official yacht for the use of the president of
the United States. 1000 w. Bui Am Ir &
Steel Assn—July 25, 1902. No. 49612.

Yawl.

The Cruising Yawl "Windward." Brief
illustrated description of a vessel designed
to be as safe as possible and easily handled
by a small crew. 700 w. Marine Engng

—

July, 1902. No. 49245 C.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

AUTOMOBILES.

Accidents.

The Causes of Automobile Accidents.
M. C. Krarup. A presentation of the
princinal new factors introduced through
automobilism, and affecting the safety of
traffic on the highways. 4200 w. Horse-
less Age—^July 16, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 49554.

Berlin Exhibition.

The German Automobile Exhibition at

Berlin, 1902 (Die Deutsche Automobil-
Ausstellung in Berlin, 1902). A general
review of the automobiles exhibited, with
some details. 111. 1500 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—June 14. 1902. No. 49415D.

Brakes.

Brake Test Demonstrations in Philadel-
phia. An account of a series of braking
demonstrations before members of the city

government, with results. 2300 w. Horse-
less Age—July 2, 1902. No. 49215.

Carburetter.

The Buck Carburetter. Illustrated de-

scription of a carburetter used in connec-
tion with a small stationary petrol engine
where its carburetting action has been
shown to be economical and efficient. 800
w. Autocar—July 19, 1902. No. 49613 A.

Condensers.

Atmospheric Steam Condensers. J. S.

V. Bickford. An article objecting to some
statements made by Mr. Stevens in regard

to the efficiency of air condensers, and giv-

ing a report of experiments made and
their results. 1800 w. Horseless Age

—

June 25, 1902. No. 49082.

Gasoline Vehicles.

How to Operate a Gasoline Carriage.

Albert L. Clough. Discusses important
points in the handling of the machine.

2800 w. Horseless Age—July 2, 1902. No.

49213-

Industrial Vehicles.

Commercial Possibilities of the Electric

We supply copies of these articles. See page P75.
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Industrial Wagon. Frederick J. Newman.
Discusses some of the problems to be
solved, and considers the outlook encour-
aging. 220O w. Horseless Age—July 2,

1902. No. 49214.

Kerosene Burners.

Experiments with Kerosene Burners.
Henri G. Chatain. Gives illustrated de-
scriptions of burners which represent the
general line along which most burners are
constructed, endeavoring to show why they
fail. 2000 w. Horseless Age—June 25,

1902. No. 49083.

Long Run.

i A 97 Mile Run by an Electromobile. An
account of a run of ninety-seven miles on
one charge, made by a British electric ve-

hicle. 1400 w. Autocar—June 21, 1902.

No. 491 17 A.

Races.

I The Paris-Vienna and Gordon-Bennett
Races. An account of these interesting

races, with illustrations of the vehicles.

6000 w. Auto Jour—July 5, 1902. No. 49-

341 A.

The Paris-Vienna Motor Car Race. Be-
gins a review of these races, the race for

the Gordon-Bennett cup having occurred
at the same time, with interesting com-
ments on the industry and illustrations of

vehicles. 2800 w. Engr, Lond—July 11,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 49543 A.
The Paris-Vienna Race. A full account

of the race, with illustrations of the ve-

1 hides. 6500 w. Autocar—July 5, 1902.

I No. 49330 A.

Racing Car.

The 40'H. P. Gear Driven Napier, Built

for the Gordon-Bennett Race. Brief de-

scription with illustration. 600 w. Autocar

—June 28, 1902. No. 49160 A.

Speed Trials.

American Speed Trials. An account of

the Staten Island races on May 31, describ-

ing the track, vehicles and the unfortunate

accident. 111. 3000 w. Autocar—June 21,

1902. No. 491 16 A.

Steam and Gasoline.

Automobilism (Ueber Selbstfahrwesen).

Captain Engels. A paper before the Ver-
ein fiir Eisenbahnkunde giving illustrated

descriptions of various styles of gasoline

and steam vehicles, and advocating their

use instead of light railways in Germany
and her colonies ; with discussion. loooo

w. Glasers Annalen—July i, 1902. No.

49426 D.

Steam Vehicles.

Adams Express Company's Steam
Wagon. Illustrated description of a 2-ton

wagon which has had two years actual use.

Also particulars of a heavier model re-

cently designed. 1600 w. Ir Trd Rev

—

July 3. 1902. No. 49226.

We supply copies of these

English Gardner-Serpollet Steam Cars
and the British Power Traction and Light-
ing Company's Works. Illustrated detailed
description of the system, and of the York
works. 5000 w. Auto Jour—June 28,
1902. Serial, ist part. No. 49162 A.
The First Steam Carriage. Angus Sin-

clair. Reviews the early history of steam
engineering, and gives the credit of the
first steam carriage to Robert Trevithick.
1200 w. Auto Mag—July, 1902. No. 49-
280 C.

Storage Batteries.

The Storage Battery and the Motor Car.
Thomas A. Edison. An account of the
writers' new battery and the tests it has
undergone in its application to automo-
biles. 1300 w. N Am Rev—July, 1902.
No. 49299 D.

Tractor.

The Tractor in Lumbering Operations.
An illustrated description of a freighting
engine in use in California, and the results

accomplished. 900 w. Sci Am—June 28,

1902. No. 49092.

Trials.

Competitive 'i rials of Parts. Albert L.
Clough. Sue-gests the testing of the various

parts of motor vehicles, such as batteries,

coils, spark plags, sparking generators,
radiators, lock-nuts, lamps, tires, etc. 1000

w. Horseless Age—July 9, 1902. No. 49-

501.

The Motor Bicycle Endurance Contest.

C C. Bramwell. An account of the run
from Boston on July 4th to New York. 111.

800 w. Horseless Age—July 9. 1902. No.
49502.

HYDRAULICS.

Alpine Water-Power.

The Utilization of the Water Power of

the French Alps (L'Utilisation des Chutes
D'Eau dans les Alpps Franqaises) R.

Tavernier. A review of the possibilities

of the hydraulic power of the French Alps,

comparing the progress made in Italy and
Switzerland, and discussing the conditions

of profitable exploitation. 15000 w. Mem
d 1 Soc d Ing Civil s de France—May, 1902.

No. 49476 G.

Baths.

Public Baths at the Paris Exposition

(Ueber Arbeiter und Volkbader, Wasch-
vorrichtungen und Aborte auf der Welt-

ausstellung Paris 1900). Anton Schnabel.

Abstract of an illustrated report to the

Austrian Government on public baths and
washing facilities shown at the Paris Ex-
position, and account of a large public bath

at Brussels. 3 plates. 3000 w. Oesterr

Wochenschr f d Oefifent Baudienst—June

7, 1902. No. 49430 B.

The Bathing Arrangements at the Aus-
trian Government Salt Works (Ueber

articles. See page 975-
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Badeeinrichtungen bei den K. K. Salinen).

Anton Schnabel. An illustrated descrip-

tion of the baths and washing arrange-

ments for the workmen of 'the Atistr an

salt mines. 3 plates. 3000 w. Oesterr

Wochenschr f d Oeffent Bandienst—June

28, 1902. No. 49434 B.

Drainage.

House Drainage. A. B. Raymond. Read
before the Mich. Engng Soc. On the proper

manner of constructing the drains and
pipes. 2000 w. Munic Engng—July, 1902.

No. 49285 C.

Mine Pumping.

The Advantages and Disadvantages of

Different Mine-Pumping Systems (Vor-

ziige und Nachteile Verschiedener Was-
serhaltungs-Systeme). F. Schulte. A com-
parative discussion of the costs of steam

and electric pumping for mines. Tables.

1800 w. Gliickauf—June 21, 1902. No.

49457 B.

Plumbing.

Plumbing Regulations Criticised. Ex-
tract from a paper by Paul Gerhard, read

before the health officers at Burlington, Vt.

2000 w. Dom Engng—June 25, 1902. No.

49104 C.

Water Supply in the Carnegie Residence,

New York. Illustrated description of the

remarkably complete work in a 70x130 ft.

4-story residence. 3000 w. Eng Rec

—

July 5, 1902. No. 49197-

Pumping.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Pumping Engine.

Duty Test of a 6.ooo,ooo-Gallnn Pump-
ing Engine, Haverhill, Mass. Reviews a

test, made under service conditions, of a

horizontal cross-compound flywheel pump.
1200 w. Eng Rec—July 12, 1902. No. 49319-

Water-Power.

The Concord, N. H., Water Power
Plant. An illustrated description of the

plant and an account of its service. 2800

w. Elec Wld & Engr—July 12, 1902. No.

49351.
The Hydraulic End of Power Trans-

missions. John S. Eastwood. Read before

the Pacific Coast Elec. Trans. Assn. Con-
siders the water storage works, the con-

duit, the pipe lines, the water wheels and
tail race. 4000 w. Jour of Elec—-June,

1902. No. 49508.

MACHINE WORKS AND FOUNDRIES.
Accounting.

A New Factorv Cost Accounting Sys-
tem. Wilfred Bancroft. Describes a

method devised to furnish the fullest pos-

sible information about every operation,

on every piece, in a machine containing
some 1,500 pieces. 3800 w. .\m Mach

—

July 24, 1902. No. 49655.

We supply copies of these

Aluminothermy.

xA.luminum as a Reducing and a Heat-
Producing Agent. H. O. Hofman. Re-
views the commercial application of alumi-
num as a reducing agent, describing the

processes. 4000 w. Tech Qr—June, 1902.

No. 49322 E.

The Goldschmidt Aluminothermic Proc-
ess and Its Applications (Das Gold-
schmidt'sche Aluminothermische Verfah-
ren zur Erzeugung Hoher Temperaturen
und seine Technischen Anwendungen). An
illustrated account of applications of the

thermite process in which high tempera-
tures are evolved by the combustion of

aluminum, to welding and mending. 1500
w. Glasers Annalen—June 15, 1902. No.

49424 D.

Annealing.

A Handy Heating and Annealing Oven.
Walter J. May. Illustrates and describes

an arrangement which can be used for an
oven from 4 ft. to 20 ft. in length, in which
it is possible to heat regularly from end to

end either tubes, bars, or other forms of

wrought material. 1300 w. Prac Engr

—

July II, 1902. No. 49527 A.

Belting.

A Diagram for the Solution of Problems
in Belting. Frank A. Kleinhans. Dia-
gram is given and applications shown. 350
w. Am Mach—July 10, 1902. No. 49515.

Bridge Works.

The New Pittsburg Plant of the Amer-
ican Bridge Company. Plan and descrip-

tion of new works now being constructed

2500 w. Ir Age—June 26, 1902. No. 49-

075-

Brown, Boveri & Co.

The Electric Manufacturing Works of

Brown, Boveri & Co. at Mannheim, Ger-
many (Die Fabrikanlagen von Brown, Bo-
veri & Cie. A. G. in Kaferthal bei Mann-
heim). A well-illustrated description of

works for the manufacture of electrical ap-

paratus, where electric driving is employed
1200 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—
June 21, 1902. No. 49417 D.

Cams.

A Cam Cutting Attachment for the Mill-

ing Machine. Brief illustrated description.

400 w. Am Mach—July 10, 1902. No. 49-

510.

Chains.

Chains and Their Manufacture. An illus-

trated article discussing the various types

and their manufacture. 3600 w. Ir Age-
July 3, 1902. No. 49136.
Making Fifty-Ton Anchor Chains. Brief

illustrated description of the manufacture
of these chains at Lebanon, Pa. 700 w.

Sci Am Sup—July 12, 1902. No. 40399-

Channelling.

Oil-Way Channelling Machine. Illus-

articles. See page 975-
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tration, with description, of a machine for
cutting the oil channels in journal brasses.
700 vv. Engng—July 4, 1902. No. 49-
366 A.

Cranes.

Notes on Crane Design. Concerning the
advantages and disadvantages of wire rope
and chains, and other points in crane ma-
chinery. 1000 w. Am Mach—July 17,

1902. No. 49599.
See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-

plications.

Cutting-Off.

German Cold Saw Cutting-Ofif Ma-
chines. Illustrations with brief descrip-
tions of three machines made in Wiirtem-
berg. 500 w. Am Mach—July 17, 1902.

No. 49600.

Designs.

From a Designer's Note Book. Brief
sketches describing nuts, clamps, pulleys,

etc. 1200 w. Am Mach—June 26, 1902.

No. 49089.

Dies.

A Bending and Forming Die. C. H.
Rowe. Illustrated description of die and
punch. 600 w. Am Mach—July 24, 1902.

No. 49656.

A Combination Blanking Die. William
Doran. Illustrated description. 600 w. Am
Mach—July 10, 1902. No. 49512.

A Complete Set of Dies for the Manu-
facture of Sheet Metal Hinges. Joseph
V. Woodworth. Illustrated description

of dies used for manufacturing sheet metal
hinges and latches for grape crates at a
minimum cost. 1200 w. Am Mach—July

3, 1902. No. 49238.

A "Follow-Die" Which Draws, Pierces,

End-Finishes, Cuts Off and Bends in One
Operation. Joseph V. Woodworth. Il-

lustrates and describes the die and its ope-
ration. 600 w. Am Mach—June 26, 1902.

No. 49085.

A Set of Dies for Rectangular Tin
Boxes. Joseph V. Woodworth. Descrip-

tion and illustrations of dies for the pro-

duction of vaseline boxes and covers. 1800

w. Am Mach—July 17, 1902. No. 49601.

Drawings.

Shop Drawings. A full description of

the system in use at the shops of Messrs.

David Rowan and Co. 3000 w. Engng

—

July 27. 1902. No. 49174 A.

Electric Driving.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Ellipse.

A Readv Construction of the Ellipse.

W. S. Buvinger. Gives curves giving

radii for all ellipses at angles of 15, 30 and

60 degrees, measured from the center line.

The curves have been constructed from

mathematical calculation and are suffi-

ciently accurate for ordinary work. 300
w. Am Mach—June 26, 1902. No. 49-
087.

Engineering Works.

Royles Engineering Works, Irlam. Il-

lustrated description of new works, cover-
ing about five acres, near Manchester, Eng-
land. They consist of iron and brass
foundries, pattern shop and stores, machine
and erecting shop, offices, etc. 1500 w.
Engr, Lond—Jul]- 4, 1902. No. 49377 A.

Forced Fits.

Forced and Shrink Fits. C. D. King.
Describes methods and explains the action
of the metals and why the rough surface
holds stronger than the very smooth. 800
w. Sci Am—June 28, 1902. No. 49090.

Forging Steel.

The Imperative Conditions for Forging
Steel. From a paper by H. F. J. Porter,

before the Engine Builders' Assn at Pitts-

burg. Briefly describes the processes con-
sidered necessarv to manufacture the grade
of forgings used by engine builders. 1800
w. Am Mach—July 3, 1902. No. 49239.

Grinding.

Grinding Machines and Processes. Jo-
seph Horner. Describes recent develop-

ments in machines and their operation,

new processes, etc. 111. 3500 w. Engng

—

July 4, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 49-

364 A.

Surface Grinding Attachment for a Uni-
versal Grinder. Illustrations, with 3e-

scription. 600 w. Am Mach—July 24, 1902.

No. 49654-

Hardening.

Hardening Thin Cutters. E. R. Mark-
ham. Hints as to methods of heating and
arrangement of plates for cooling the

work. 111. 1200 w. Am Mach—June 26,

1902. No. 49086.

Laboratory.

Physical and Chemical Laboratory of

the J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co.,

Racine, Wis. Illustrated description of

this laboratory and the important features

of the work. 3800 w. Eng News—July

10, 1902. No. 49387.

Lathe.

Automatic Screw-Cutting Lathe. Illus-

trates and describes a lathe which will cut

screws up to 2 in. in diameter. Its move-
ments are automatic, and right or left

threads may be cut. 2000 w. Engng—July
18, 1902. No. 49629 A.

Machine Tools.

Copper Stay-Making Machines. Illus-

trates and describes an ingenious auto-

matic tool. 1200 w. Engr, Lond—July 4,

1902. No. 49375 A.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975'
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Machine Works.

The Jones and Lamson Machine Co.'s

Plant and ATethods. Illustrated detailed

description of a plant at Springfield, Vt.

4SOO w. Ir Trd Rev—^July 3, 1902. No.
49225.

Manufacturing Plant.

Some Features of the Works of the

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co. Illustrated de-

scription of the general arrangement of

an electric manufacturing plant and the de-

tails of the power plant. 2700 w. Eng
Rec—July 5, 1902. No. 49193-

Paints.

Anti-Corrosive Paints ; Their Qualities

and Composition. Discusses the capabili-

ties of many of the so-called anti-corrosive

paints in use, and offers suggestions for the

production of a perfect painting compound.
4000 w. Engng—June 27, 1902. No. 49-

173 A.

Patterns.

Patterns with Branches. I. McKim
Chase. Illustrates the application of ge-

ometry to practical pattern making. 1500

w. Mach, N Y—July, 1902. No. 49252.

Premium System.

See Industrial Economy.

Shafting.

Shafting Hints. Charles Herrman. Calls

attention to difficulties arising in connec-

tion with shafting, and gives suggestions

for overcoming them. 111. 2000 w. Power
—July, 1902. No. 49140 C.

Tool Steels.

New Tool Steels and Their Advantages.
A review of special steels now made, with
report of tests showing character, and in-

formation concerning their use. 6800 w.
Ir & Coal Trds Rev—June 20, 1902. No.
49134 A.

Variable Speed.

A New Variable Speed Mechanism.
Walter Ferris. Illustrates and describes a

recently invented device called a cone pul-

ley transformer. 900 w. Am Mach—July

3, 1902. No. 49240.

Works Management.

See Industrial Economy.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION.

Alloys.

Notes on the Practical Melting of Alloys.

Percy Longmuir. Deals with practical

methods of producing good examples of
the alloys used in the industrial arts. 1800
w. Prac Engr—June 20, 1902. No. 49-

119 A.,

The Constitution of Alloys (La Consti-
tution des Alliages). Leon Quillet. A
comprehensive study of alloys and their

physical, chemical and electrical properties.

Diagrams and tables. Serial. Part I.

3000 w. Genie Civil—June 28, 1902. No.
49486 D.

Upon the Structure of Metals and
Binary Alloys. William Campbell. Dis-
cusses methods of obtaining a knowledge
of the structure, the crystalline structure,

the effects of strain and the effect of heal

treatment. 111. 2900 w. Jour Fr Inst

—

July, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 49291 D.

Emery.

A Speed Trial of Emery Wheels as to

. Strength. T. Dunkin Paret. Gives infor-

mation from Prof. Griibler's preliminary
report concerning tests made in Germany
to arrive at some verified data as to the
speed which solid emery wheels could
safely endure. 1300 w. R. R. Gaz—July
II, 1902. No. 49353.

Steel.

The Selection of Steel for Various Arti-

cles. Begins a list of a series of articles,

giving the carbon contents which have been
found by experience to be the most suitable

for the purpose to which the steel has been
put. 1800 w. Serial, ist part. Ir Age

—

July ID, 1902. No. 49279.

Stresses.

A Diagram for the Combination of Di-
rect and Shearing Stresses. E. R. Doug-
las. Gives diagram and explanation of its

use. 600 w. Am Alach—July 10, 1902. No.

4951 1-

An Investigation Into the Stresses; on
the Framework of a Destroyer's Engines.

Jasper E. Cooper. The present article in-

vestigates the stresses caused by the dead
weisrht of the cylinders, by the steam pres-

sure on the cylinder covers, by the steam
pressure on the piston valves, and by the

steam pressure transmitted to the guides

by the connecting rod. 2000 w. Prac
Engr—June 27, 1902. Serial, ist part. No.

49159 A.

Testing.

The Accuracy and Value of Testing

Cast Iron. Dr. Richard Moldenke. A dis-

cussion of American practice in testing,

showing the aim to be the determination

of the true value of the material apart from
any particular casting. 2000 w. Engineer-

ing Magazine—August, 1902. No. 497o6 B.

Testing Machine.

Experience with a Simple Babbitt Test-

ing Machine. E. S. Farwell. Read before

the Am. Assn. for the Ad. of Science. Il-

lustrates and describes the machine and the

improvements made upon it. 1600 w. Am
Mach—July 24, 1902. No. 49657-

Tin-Plate.

The Manufacture of Tin-Plate. W. H.
Tregoning. A review of this industry and

the uses made of the tin-plate, the raw ma-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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terials, the manufacture, etc. 4000 \v. Ir.

& Coal Trds Rev—June 20, 1902. No.
49133 A.

Lubricants.

Vahe Oil. Editorial discussion of some
of its characteristics, rate of feed in lubri-
cators, fire test, effects of thick oil, pack-
ing boxes, etc. Loc Engng—July, 1902.
No. 49203 C.

MEASUREMENT.
Calorimeter.

A Simple Form of Fuel Calorimeter.
Charles R. Darling. Illustrated descrip-
tion of an instrument for which is claimed
the advantaees of simplicity in working, a
visible combustion completely under con-
trol, and considerable accuracy. 1600 w.
Engng—June 20, 1902. No. 49127 A.

Dynamometer.

A Water Dynamometer. Illustrates and
describes a machine originally designed by
William Froude for use in experiments on
the propulsion of ships, but since modified
for use with stationary engines. 1400 w.
Engr, Lond—June 20, 1902. No. 49126 A.

Indicators.

Notes on Indicator Cards from Air
Cylinders. Ward Raymond. Gives the
principal uses of an indicator on the air

cylinder, the characteristics of the various
lines, tables of pressures, etc. 2000 w.
Compressed Air—-July, 1902 No. 49671.

Novelties in Spring Steam Gauges, In-

dicators and Valves (Neuerungen an Fed-
ermanometern, Indikatoren und Ventilen).

P. H. Rosenkranz. Paper before the Han-
over Section of the Verein deutch. Ing.,

giving illustrated descriptions of instru-

ments and apparatus made by Dreyer, Ro-
senkranz & Droop. 2200 w. Zeitschr d
Ver Deutscher Ing—July 5, 1902. No. 49-

422 D.

Metric System.

The Metric System of Weights and
Measures. Report of committee with gen-

eral discussion. 8500 w. Jour Fr Inst

—

June, 1902. No. 49143 D.

Microscopic Measurements.

A Method of Measuring Objects in the

Microscope. Frederick E. Ives. Direc-

tions with illustrations. 400 w. Jour Fr
Inst—July, 1902. No. 49294 D.

Planimeter.

An Improved Arrangement of the Hat-

chet Planimeter. Frank B. Kleinhans.

Shows the method of using the instrument.

111. 800 w. Am Mach—July 17, 1902. No.

49602.

POWER AND TRANSMISSION.

Belts.

Belt-Problems. Shows how to overc9me

the difficulties met in making calculations

We supply copies of these articles.

where belts are employed. 2500 w. Prac
Engr—June 27, 1902. No. 49158 A.

i he Elasticity of Belts Taken from Dif-
ferent Parts of a Hide (Die Elastizitat

der an Verschiedenen Stellen einer Haut
Entnommenen Treibriemen). C. Bach.
An account of tests of leather belts to de-
termine the elasticity and elongation of
different parts of a hide. Tables and
curves. 1500 w. Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher
Ing—July 5, 1902. No. 49421 D.

Compressed Air.

Air Compressors at the Diisseldorf Ex-
position (Der Bergbau auf der Diissel-

dorfer Ausstellung 1902. Die Luftkom-
oressoren). Hr. Miiller. An illustrated

description of various kinds of air com-
pressors, particularly of those used for

mining purposes. 8 plates. 3500 w. Gliick-

auf—June 21, 1902. Islo. 49455 B.
Raising Liquids from Shafts, Boreholes,

etc.. by Means of Compressed Air. Victor
Petit, in Petroleum Industrial and Tech-
nical Review. Illustrated descriptions of

methods used. 1500 w. Compressed Air

—July, 1902. No. 49672.
The Harris System of Pumping by Com-

pressed Air, as Applied at the Deloro
Mine. J. P. Kirkgaard. Illustrates and
describes the displacement method applied.

2500 w. Compressed Air—July, 1902. No.
49670.

Conveying.

Rapid Transit of Material. Day Allen

Willey. Illustrated description of various

processes of the Brown Hoist, explaining

their merits. 2000 w. Sci Am—July 5, 1902.

No. 49268.

Friction.

Investigations of Adhesion and Sliding

Friction (Untersuchungen iiber Adhasion
und Gleitende Reibung). Dr. Johann Bas-

ta. A mathematical discussion of the laws

of friction in the light of recent experi-

ments. 5,000 w. Oesterr Wochenschr f d

Oeffent Baudienst—July 5, 1902. No. 49

435 B.

Power Plant.

Power Plant of the Frick Building,

Pittsburg. Illustrates and describes the

plant of this mammoth office-building of

interest for its size, cost, magnificent finish

and many mechanical problems that had

to be solved. 4500 w. Engr, U S A

—

July I, 1902. No. 49287.

The ]\Iechanical Plant of a New York
Office Building. Illustrated description of

the installation in a 15-story building for

heating, lighting and elevator service. 1500

w. Eng Rec—July 26. 1902. No. 49642.

The Mechanical Plant in the Rogers-

Peet Building, New York. Illustrated de-

scription of a plant in an 8-story clothing

house where a number of machines are

driven electrically, and which has rather

unusual accessories to the heating plant.

See page 975-
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2200 w. Eng Rec—July 12, 1902. No. 49-
320.

The Mechanical Plant of the Chicago
Tribune Building. Brief illustrated de-
scription of the building and its equipment,
especially the mechanical features. 3600 w.
Eng Rec—June 28, 1902. No. 49151.
The Mechanical Plant of the First Na-

tional Bank, Uniontown, Pa. Illustrated
description of the electric, heating, and
elevator plant in an ii-story office struc-
ture, 10,100 sq. ft, in plan. 1700 w. Eng
Rec—July 5, 1902. No. 49196.

Ropeways.

The Bleichert Aerial Ropeways. Illus-

trated detailed description of this system
of wire ropeway and its working. 3000 w.
Ir &; Coal Trds Rev—July 11, 1902. No.
49535 A.

Variable-Speed.

The Delagneaux Extensible Pulley (La
Poulie Extensible du M. Delagneaux).
An illustrated description of a pulley whose
diameter can be varied on the principle of
the "Nuremberg shears" and so vary the
speed transmitted. 600 w. Bull Soc d'En-
couragement—June, 1902. No. 49478 G.

Worm Gearing.

Worm Gearing with High Efficiency
(Schneckengetriebe mit Hohem Wirkungs-
grade). N. Westberg. An illustrated de-
scription of worm gears made by the Oer-
likon Company, principally for use with
electrical machinery with account of tests
showing high efficiency. 3000 w. Zeitschr
d Ver Deutscher Ing—June 21, 1902. No.
49416 D.

SPECIAL MOTORS.

Alcohol Motors.

Competition and Exhibition of Alcohol
Motors and Other Apparatus at Paris
(Concours et Exposition de Moteurs et
Appareils Utilisant I'Alcool Denature).
G. Coupan. Description of motors, auto-
mobiles and boats using alcohol, and ac-
count of competition held at Paris, 1902.
Tables. 5000 w. Genie Civil—June 21,
1902. No. 49484 D.

Scientific Tests of Alcohol Motors. M.
C. Krarup. Discusses the results of this
year's_ tests in France, the necessity of
guarding against corrosion, the defective
combustion of all explosive motors, etc.

3300 w. Ir Age—July 24, 1902. No. 49592.
The International Competition of Al-

cohol Motors and Apparatus (Concours
International des Moteurs et Appareils
Utilisant I'Alcool Denature). H. Guer-
in. An illustrated description of alcohol
lamps and heaters, exhibited at Paris,
1902. 2400 w. Genie Civil—June 14, 1902.
No. 49481 D.
The Status of Alcohol as a Power

Source. Marius C Krarup. Discusses the
results of the trials in Germany and

France, and the interest of the question in
the United States. 3300 w. Ir Age—July
10, 1902. No. 49278.
See Mechanical Engineering, Special

Motors.

Gas Engines.

Gas Engines at the Diisseldorf Exposi-
tion (Diisseldorfer Ausstellung 1902.

Grosse Gasmotoren). C. Volk. Illus-

trated descriptions of large gas engines,
particularly those for using blast-furnace
gas. 2500 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u
Hiittenwesen—June 28, 1902. No. 49466 B.
Gas Engines at the Diisseldorf Exposi-

tion (Die Industrie und Gewerbeausstel-
lung in Diisseldorf 1902. Die Gasmaschi-
nen). R. Schottler. A general review.
Serial. Part I. 2500 w. Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—June 14, 1902. No. 49-

413 D.
Gas Engine Piston Rings. James F.

Hobart. Discusses the forms of rings,

and how to make a nice wearing ring.

2200 w. Am Elect'n^—July, 1902. No. 49-

255-

Gas Engines for Rolling Mill (Zur
Frage der Gas-Walzenzugmaschine). An
illustrated description of a 700-H. P. gas
enp-ine. using blast-furnace gases, for driv-

ing a train of rolls. 1500 w. Stahl u Eisen

—July 15, 1902. No. 49451 D.
Large Gas Engines and the Gases Used

by Them. Dugald Clerk. Read before the

Gas Inst. (England.) Describes the con-
struction and working of some large gas
engines on the continent using blast fur-

nace and other gases. Discussion follows.

10400 w. Gas \A/ Id—June 14, 1902. No. 49-

062 A.
On Gas-Engine Temperatures. H. E.

Wimperis. Gives some interesting deduc-
tions made from figures given in the last

report of the Gas Engine Research Com-
mittee, with an explanation of the varia-

bility of the temperature throughout the

mass of the gas. 3500 w. Engng—June 27,

1902. No. 49172 A.

700 Horse-Power Blast Furnace Gas
Enp-ine. Illustrated description of a double
acting two-cycle gas engine of the Korting
type, exhibited at the Diisseldorf Exhibi-
tion. 1 100 w. Engng—June 27, 1902. No.
49176 A.

See Electrical Engineering, Miscellany.

Gasoline Engine.

Test of an Otto Gasoline Engine. E. C.

Oliver. An illustrated account of tests

made to obtain as accurately as possible a

heat account or heat balance for the en-

gine, and the temperatures within the cyl-

inder at various points in the cycle. 1800

w. Am Mach—June 26, 1902. No. 49084.

The Determination of the Temperatures
in a Gasoline Engine Cylinder. E. C. Ol-
iver. Gives calculations made, explaining

the data on which they are based. 1200 w.
Am Mach—July 10, 1902. No. 49513.

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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STEAM ENGINEERING.
Boilers.

A Four Hundred Horse-Power Hori-
zontal Return Tubular Boiler. Illustrated
detailed description. 1400 w. Power—July,
1902. No. 49138 C.

Boiler Bracing:. W. H. Wakeman. Dis-
cusses methods of bracing, and the prin-
ciple upon which the theory of bracing
rests. 1200 w. Elec, N Y—July 16, 1902.
Serial, ist part. No. 49563.

Boiler with Three Large Fire Tubes
(Der DreiflammrohrKessel). Prof. L.
Lewicki. An illustrated description of the
Paucksch boiler, which has a third fire

tube under the two main ones, with ac-
count of tests showing rapid heating and
steam raising powers. 2500 w. Zeitschr
d Ver Deutscher Ing—June 21, 1902. No.
49418 D.

Connecting Boilers to Steam Mains.
W. E. Snyder. Gives sketches of a num-
ber of connections from boilers in actual

service, with discussion of practice. 1700
w. Power—July, 1902. No. 49142 C.

Report of the Committee on Naval Boil-

ers. Begins the publication of the report
of the committee appointed by the Admir-
alty to investigate the subject of navy boil-

ers. 4800 w. Engng—July 11, 1902. Serial.

1st part. No. 49540 A.

Stationary Boilers and their Accessor-
ies at the Paris Exposition of 1900 (Expo-
sition Universelle de Paris 1900: Les Chau-
dieres a Vapeur Fixes et Leurs Accessoi-
res). E. Masson. A general review. Se-
rial. Part I. I plate. 6500 w. Rev Univer-
selle des Mines—May, 1902. No. 49,694 H.

Steam Boilers at the Diisseldorf Exposi-
tion (Der Bergbau auf der Diisseldorfer

Ausstellung 1902. Die Dampfkessel.) Il-

lustrated descriptions of boilers and auxil-

iary apparatus, particularly those used for

mining purposes. Serial. Part I. i plate.

1000 w. Gliickauf—June 21, 1902. No. 49-

456 B.

The Flaring of Boiler Tubes. Calls at-

tention to precautions that should be taken
and explains the best practice. 1200 w.
Locomotive—May, 1902. No. 49135.

Chimneys.

Brick Factory Chimneys : Some Features

of Their Construction. William Wallace
Christie. Read at meeting of the New Eng-
land Cotton Mfrs. Assn. Discusses points

m design and construction, materials, etc.

2500 w. i:-ngr, U S A—July 15, 1902. No.

49591.
Novel Method of Erecting a Steel Stack.

Illustrates and describes a method em-
ployed in erecting a stack at West Albany,

N. Y., by which the entire stack was raised

at one time. 700 w. Ir Age—July 21, 1902.

No. 49594.

Draft.

Mechanical Draft. F. R. Still. Discusses

the factors that make the fan more econ-
omical than chimney draft, even when that
is good. 111. 1 1000 w. Jour W Soc of Engrs
—June, 1902. No. 49296 D.

Ejector-Condenser.

The iheory of the Ejector-Condenser
and Experiments with a New Type (The-
orie des Ejecto-Condenseurs et Experi-
ences sur un Nouveau Type de ces Appa-
reils). A. Rateau. Illustrated discussion
of the theory of the Morton ejecto-con-
denser for steam engines, and account of
experiments with a type designed by the
author. 8500 w. Rev d Mecanique—June,
1902. No. 49477 E-f F.

Emergencies.

Emergencies in the Boiler Room. R. A.
Douglas. Calls atention to various emer-
gencies and suggests what should be done
to remedy the troubles. 4400 w. Am Elec'n

—July, 1902. No. 49256.

Engines.

Dynamics of Reciprocating Engines. M.
E. Cooley. Considers the forces to which
the crank-pin is subjected, showing graph-
ically the effect of the angularity of the
connecting-rod and of the acceleration of
the reciprocating '-'arts. The discussion is

confined to horizontal engines. 5200 w.
Technic—1902. No. 49687 D.

500 Horse-Power Horizontal Compound
Tandem Eneine. Illustrations and brief
description of an engine at the Diisseldorf
Exhibition. 500 w. Engng—June 27, 1902.
No. 49175 A.

700 Horse-Power Engines. Illustrations

and account of the leading points in three
sets of Corliss engines built recently in
England. 1500 w. Engng—July 11, 1902.
No. 49539 A.

The Correct Type of Engine for Large
Generating Stations. A. A. Day. Read be-
fore the Incor. I.Iunic. Elec. Assn. at Is-
imo-ton, England. Favors the low-speed
type of engine, a horizontal compound or
triple-expansion engine with direct-coupled'
generator between cranks, stating its ad-
vantages. Discussion. 7700 w. Elec Engr,.
Lond—July 11, 1902. No. 49582 A.

Firing.

Practical Hints on Firing. William Kav-
anagh. Illustrated discussion of different
methods. 1700 w. Power—July, 1902. Nc
49141 C.

,

Liquid Fuel.

Liquid Fuel for Steam Purposes. J. S. S.
Brame. Considers the various methods
of burning liquid fuel, estimations of the
calorific value of different liquid fuels,
cost, etc. 2800 w. Nature—June 19, 1902-
No. 491 12 A.
Texas Oil as a Steam Boiler Fuel. Gives

results of experience in the use of Beau-
mont oil. 5200 w. Steam Engng—^July 10,
1902. No. 49552.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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Packing.

Observations on Metallic Packing. C. G.
Robbins. A comparative study of the the-

ories of fibrors and metallic packings and
the reasons for the efficiency of the latter.

111. 2000 w.Marine Engng—July, 1902. No.
49247 C.

Piston Heads and Packing Rings. J. H.
Dunbar. Practical comments on the de-

sign and operation of steam engine pis-

tons. 111. 3000 w. Mach, N Y—July, 1902.

-«fo. 49251-

Scale.

Boiler Scale. William S. Bremner. Read
before the Glasgow Branch of the Marine
Engng. Assn. The treatment of the sub-
ject is almost altogether chemical. 3200 w.
iLUgrs' Gaz—July, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 40334 A.

Shops.

Steam Engineering Department Shops,
N. Y. Navy Yard. Illustrated description

of the new shops which the writer thinks
are the best built and best equipped shops
for the repair and building of marine steam
engines in the United States, if not in the
world. 4000 w. Mach, N Y—July, 1902.

i\o. 49250.

Smoke Prevention.

Smoke Consuming Furnaces (La Fumi-
vorite des Foyers). V. Belugou. An il-

lustrated description of the Sabourain
' moke-consuming furnace and account of
experience with it at the shops of the
pneumatic tube company of Paris. 1200 w.
Genie Civil—June 14, 1902. No. 49482 D.
See Gas Works Engineering.

Speed Regulation.

Adjustment and Regulation of the Rites
Governor. F. M. Rites. Directions re-
garding its adjustment and regulation.

3500 w. Power—July. 1902. No. 49139 C.
Engine Speeds for Direct-Connected Al-

ternators. Edgar Knowlton. Discusses
the influence of speed on the amount of
flywheel effect required. 1300 w. Elec Wld
& Engr—July 26, 1902. No. 49652.

Spring Governor (Leistungs-Federreg-
ler). J. Stumpf. An illustrated descrip-
tion of a steam engine governor with a
wide range, which will act both as a reg-
ulator and as a safety device. 2000 w.
Zeitschr d Ver Deutscher Ing—June 14,

1902. No. 49414 D.

The Weight of Flywheels for Alter-
nating Current Units. J. Begtrup. Gives
method of determining the weight, illus-

trating by examples, and giving displace-
ment curves of various types of engine.
1800 w. Am Mach—July 10, 1902. No.
49514-

Steam.

Rapid Steam Raising. G. W. Worrall.
Discusses the Raoid steam-raising qualities
of a boiler, and the methods of heating.

fuel, etc. 1800 w. Horseless Age^July
9, 1902. No. 49503-

Steam. A reply to an article published
in this paper on May 30. States existing
theories of the nature of steam and ex-
amines observed phenomena. 4200 w. Engr,
Lond—June 20, 1902. No. 49125 A.

Steam Plant.

Power Plant of the Champion Coated
Paper Co., Hamilton, O. Fred W. Bal-
lard. Illustrates and describes a plant of
about 4000 h. p., in which almost com-
plete use will be made of the exhaust
steam. 4200 w. Engr, U S A—July 15,

1902. No. 49589.

Steam Turbines.

Steam Turbines. S. E. Fedden. Read
before the Incor. Munic. Elec. Assn. at

Islington, England. Calls attention to

some of the advantages of the steam tur-

bine when running under the conditions
for working in a power station, and gives-

information of interest. 2000 w. Elec Engr,
Lond—July 11, 1902. No. 49581 A.
The Steam Turbine at Hartford. Illus-

trates and describes briefly this turbine, the
largest yet installed in the United States.
1000 w. Power—July, 1902. No. 49137 C.

Stoking.

The Economy of Mechanical Stoking.
W. W. Christie. The second and con-
cluding paper gives actual comparisons
between machine and hand firing gathered
from numerous tests. 3000 w. Engineering
Magazine—August, 1902. No. 49707 B.

Stopping Devices.

Engine Safety Stopping Devices. James
F. Hobart. Illustrated description of vari-

ous forms in use. 1300 w. Am Elect'n

—

July, 1902. No. 49257.

Valves.

A Style of Valve Difficult to Set. H. H.
Kelley. Concerning the piston valve used
for high pressures, giving illustrations of
various types, and suggestions for their

adjustment. 2000 w. Engr, U S A—June
16, 1902. No. 49073.

Water Level.

The Water Level in a Battery of Boil-
ers. W. H. Wakeman. Concerning the

proper arrangement of feed pipes. 111. iioo
w. Steam Engng—July, 1902. No. 49553.

MISCELLANY.
Address.

Master Mechanics' Association. Extract
from the able address of President Waitt,
discussing recent motive power improve-
ments, the handling of traffic, etc. 2000 w.
Am Engr & R R Jour—July, 1902. No.
49241 C.

Aeronautics.

The "Mellin" Air Ship. Illustrations

with brief description. 500 w. Auto Jour

—

July 10. 1902. No. 49623 A.

L We supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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By-Products.

The Census Bulletin on the Utilization
of Wastes and By-Products. Reviews
certain features of a paper by Henry C.
Kittredge, criticizing some of the state-

ment-. 2000 w. Eng News—July 24, 1902.

No. 49660.

Economy.

Comparative Economy of Structures.
Gives problems showing methods of de-
termining the relative economy of different

structures or machines for accomplishing
the same ends. 2200 w. Technic— 1902.
No. 49688 D.

Gyrostatic Action.

Gyrostatic Action and Its Bearing on
Certain Points of Enginering Design. W.
R. Kelsey. An investigation of the nature
and magnitude of the forces called into

action when the plane of rotation of a re-

volving mass is turned through any angle.

111. 1200 w. Elec Engr, Lond—July 18,

1902. No. 49617 A.

Heating.

Central Station Heating (Fernheizun-
gen). Prof. Rietschel. Paper before the

Berlin Section of the Ver. deutsch. Ing.

on long distance steam heating in general,

with a particular description of the great

Dresden plant. 6000 w^ Zeitschr d Ver
Deutscher Ing—June 28, 1902. No. 49-

419 D.

Heating and Ventilating a Residence
with Steam. Illustrated detailed descrip-

tion of the system used in a large four-

story residence in IMiddletown, N. Y. It

provides direct, semi-direct and indirect ra-

diation, and the open fireplaces are ar-

ranged to create an outflow or exhaust
current of air. 2500 w. iNIet Work—July 5,

1902. No. 49198.

Pipe Sizes for Hot Water Heating.

Charles L. Hubbard. An illustrated article

considering the conditions that determine
the size, and the method of computing the
effect of each. 2800 w. Engr, U S A

—

July I, 1902. No. 49288.

Refrigeration.

An English Municipal Ice and Cold
Storage Plant. Brief description of the
plant of the corporation of Wolverhamp-
ton. 1000 w. Eng Rec—July 26, 1902. No.
49643.
Commercial Methods of Cooling. Henry

H. Kelley. Illustrated descriptions of va-
rious methods of producing low tempera-
tures. 1300 w. Engr, U S A—July 15,
1902. No. 495QO.
How to Buy or Build an Ice-Making

Tank. William Nottberg. An illustrated
article giving the writer's idea of the dif-

ferent insulations used in the construction
of such tanks. 2200 w. Engr, U S A

—

July I, 1902. No. 49289.
The U. S. Refrigerating Plant at Ma-

nila, P. I. Illustrated description of a 2-

story plant 245 ft. square, built by the War
Department for cold storage and ice mak-
ing. 3000 w. Eng Rec—July 5, 1902. No.
49191-

Ventilation.

Ventilating and Heating the Rochester
Athenaeum and Mechanics' Institute. Il-

lustrated description of a plant embracing
both hot-blast warming and ventilation,

and direct and indirect steam heating, the
air supply being passed through moist coke
as a filter. 2200 w. Eng Rec—July 19, 1902.

No. 49561.
•

Wire Glass.

Wire Glass (Conference sur le Verre
Arme). L. Appert. A well illustrated

account of the manufacture and applica-

tions of glass with an internal wire net-

work, with abstracts of the principal pat-

ents, loooo w. Bull Soc d'Encourage-
ment—June, 1902. No. 49479 G.

MINING AND METALLURGY

COAL AND COKE.

Africa.

Coal Supply of the Rand. From the

African Review. Shows the areas from
which coal may be drawn for use in the

mines. 1000 w. Ir & Coal Trds Rev—July
4. 1902. No. 49362 A.

Anthracite Mines.

Anthracite Coal Mines and Mining. Ro-
samond D. Rhone. An illustrated article

describing the mines, their ventilation,

mining accidents, etc., the methods of min-

ing and preparing the coal for market are

also considered and related matters of in-

terest. /COO w. Rev of Revs—July, 1902.

No. 49327 C.

Anthracite Mining.

See Industrial Economy.

Briquetting.

The Briquetting of Brown Coal (Die
Entstehung des Braunkohlenbriketts). C.

Kegel. A discussion of the physical and
chemical properties of brown coal and
their influence on processes of briquetting.

2000 w. Gliickauf—July 5, 1902. No. 49-

461 B.

China.

The Kaiping Coal Mines and Coal Field,

Lhihle Province, North China. Herbert
C. Hoover. Read before the Inst, of Min.
& Met. Gives the location, history, ge-

ology, character of the coal, coking qual-

U'e supply copies of these articles. See page 975-
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ities, mines and methods, and general in-

formation. 2200 w. Col Guard—June
25, 1902. No. 49170 A.

Coal Cutting.

Experiments with Coal-Cutting Machm-
ery in the Ruhr District, Germany (Ver-
suche mit Schrammaschinen im Ruhr-
kohlenbecken). Hr. Kier. A discussion

of coal cutting by machinery and illus-

trated descriptions of various machines. 3
plates. 7500 w. Gliickauf^uly 5, 1902.

No. 49460 B.

The Application of Coal-Cutting Ma-
chines to Deep Mining. W. E. Garforth.
Read before the Midland Inst, of Min.,

Civ., and Mech. Engrs. An illustrated ar-

ticle claiming that the difficulties experi-

enced in deep mining may be overcome,
and the coal worked economically. 2800 w
Col Guard—July i, 1902. Serial, ist part.

No. 49361 A.
See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-

plications.

Coal Trade.

United States Coal Trade. Frederick
E. Saward. Gives information concerning
the important coal-producing districts.

2200 w. Loc Engng—July, 1902. No. 49-
201 C.

Coke.

Notes on the Industrial Use of Gas
Works Coke. Alexander Lencouchez.
Read at meeting of the Societe Technique
du Gaz en France. Discusses how to burn
gas coke, the heating of water and raising

of steam, making producer gas, etc., etc.

111. 3500 w. Gas Wld—July 12, 1902. No.
49525 A.

Depreciation.

Depreciation of Coal and Coke by Ship-
ment. Report submitted at the Interna-
tional Navigation Congress, Diisseldorf.
35db w. Engng—^Julv 18, 1902. No. 49630 A.

Disaster.

The Fernie Colliery Disaster. C. H.
Gibbons. An account of a disastrous ex-
plosion at Coal Creek, British Columbia,
costing 151 lives. 111., 1800 w. B. C. Min
Rec—July, 1902. No. 49520 B.

Dusseldorf Exposition.

Ore Concentration, Coal Preparation
Briquetting and Coke Manufacture with
the Winning of By-Products (Der Berg-
bau auf der Diisseldorfer Ausstellung,
1902. Aufbereitung. Brikettierung und
Kokereibetrieb mit Einschluss der Gewin-
nung von Nebenprodukten). Hr. Wendt.
A general illustrated review of the exhibits
in these departments of mining and metal-
lurgy. 8 plates. 12000 w. Gliickauf—July
12. 1902. No. 49462 B.

Nova Scotia.

On the Possible Occurrence of a Coal
Area Beneath the Neo-Carboniferous or

Permian Strata of Pictou County, Nova
Scotia. Dr. H. M. Ami. An illustrated

explanation of the geology of the district

and reasons for supposing a new coal-field

may be found. 2500 w. Can Min Rev

—

June 30, 1902: No. 49223 B.

Peat Fuel.

The Manufacture of Peat Fuel by the
Aid of Electricity. Illustrates and de-
scribes the process invented by P. Jebsen,
of Norway, in which the electric current is

used to carbonize the dried peat in re-

torts of special design. 1000 w. Engr,
Lond—June 27, 1902. No. 49182 A..

Queensland.

Queensland Coal B^ields. Information
from the Imperial Institute lournal con-
cerning the output and working of the var-
ious districts. 2500 w. Col Guard—June
25, 1902. No. 49171 A.

Thick Seam.

A Method of Working. William Charl-
ton. Read before the So. Staffordshire
and E. Worcestershire Inst, of Min.
Engrs., England. Illustrates and describes
the method of working the thick coal seam
in two sections, at the New Hawne Col-
liery, Staffordshire, England. 1500 w.
Mines & Min—July, 1902. No. 49310 C.

COPPER.
Alaska.

The Copper Deoosits of the White.
Tanana, and Copper River Regions of

Alaska. Alfred H. Brooks. From the

reports of the U. S. Geol. Survey, describ-

ing these regions and giving . maps, and
general information. 1200 w. Eng &
Min Jour—July 5, 1902. No. 49234.

British Columbia.

The Ore Deposits of the Boundarv
(Creek) District, B. C. R. W. Brock. De-
scribes the geology of the region very
briefly, discussing the low-grade copper-
bearing sulphide deposits, the oxydized
copper veins, and the small gold and silver

bearing quartz veins. 5500 w. Can Min
Rev—June 30, 1902. No. 49222 B.

Deposits.

Recent Development of Southern Cop-
per Deposits. Walter Harvey Weed. In-

formation concerning the Ducktown dis-

trict, the Virginia copper belt, and the Gold
Hill district. 2000 w. Eng & Min Jour

—

July 19, 1902. No. 49577-

Queensland.

Copper Deposits of the Mount Perry
District. Allan Gibb. Notes on these cop-

per-bearing lodes, describing their occur-

rence and working. 111. 5500 w. Q Gov
Min Jour—May is. 1902. No. 49390 C.

GOLD AND SILVER.

Africa.

West African Gold Mining and the Con-

IVe supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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cessions industry. John Geo. Leigh. A
review of conditions on the Gold Coast,
giving the true state of affairs on this
over-exploited region. 4000 w. Engi-
neering Magazine—August, 1902. No. 49-
702 B.

Cupelling.

A New Form of Cupel. Joseph Voyle.
Describes using a kaolin slab for the cupel-
ling and estimation of minute beads of
gold and silver. 900 w. Min & Sci Pr—July
19, 1902. No. 49675.

Drift Mine.

The Kimble Drift Mine, El Dorado
County, Col. George W. Kimble. De-
scribes the mine, m-de of working, timber-
ing, ventilation, milling, etc. 1700 w. Min
& Sci Pr—July 12, 1902. No. 49562.

Dry Crushing.

The Dry Crushing of Ore. Abstract of
an important paper by Philip Argall, read
at London, before the Inst, of Min. & Met.
Discusses sampling and dry crushing re-

ferring more especially to the treatment
of the telluride ores of Cripple Creek, Col-
orado. 4200 w. Eng & ..lin Jour—July 5,

1902. Serial, ist part. No. 49232.

Extraction.

Extraction of Gold by Chlorobromura-
tion (C. Grollet's Process). The process
consists in the simultaneous employment
of chlorine and bromine, with the aid of

pressure in certain conditions. 2300 w.
Min & Sci Pr—July 19, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 49674.

Ironsands.

Auriferous Ironsands of New Zealand.
Information concerning these deposits on
the east and west coats. 4800 w. N. Z.

Mines Rec—May 16, 1902. No. 491 13 B.

Japan.

Telluride Ore in Japan. E. W. Nardin.
A short illustrated account of the Nojiri

mine where the writer discovered tellurides

of gold. 1200 w. Aust Min Stand—May
22, 1902. No. 49566 B.

Oil Furnaces.

JNlotes on Oil Furnaces for Assaying
and Melting. -Charles Brent. Illustrated

description of furnaces used in the assay

office and melting room, which may be con-

structed at small cost, and are in many
ways more convenient than furnaces of

the old type burning solid fuel. 2000 w.

Can Min Rev—June 30, 1902. No. 49221 B.

Oregon.

Bohemia Mining District of Western
Oregon. James P. Kimball. Map, and
account of this district with statement

of values of veinings as shown by present

developments. 200OW. Eng & Min Jour

—

June 28, 1902. No. 49106.

Production.

The World's Production of Gold and
Silver During 1901. Joseph Struthers.
Tables and diagrammatic charts of the out-
put of each metal in the principal coun-
tries of the world, showing recent progress.
Explanatory notes. 2000 w. Eng and Min
Jour—July 5, 1902. No. 49233.

Recovery.

Saving Gold from Black Sand. Ex-
plains the difficulty met in solving this
problem, and considers the cyanide process
the solution, precipitating the gold by the
use of a current of electricity. 1200 w.
Min & Sci Pr—June 28, 1902. No. 49216.

Slimes.

A New Treatment of the Slime Problem
in Cyaniding Talcose Ores. Morrill D.
Stackpole. A detailed description of the
method to be employed at the Sunshine
Mill. Utah. 111. 1500 w. Eng & Min Jour
—July 12, 1902. No. 49392.

Smelters.

British Columbia Smelters. E. Jacobs.
Shows the gradual increase in the treat-
ment capacity, and reports the smelter bet-
terments. 1500 w. Eng & Min Jour—July
5, 1902. No. 49235.

The New Plant of the American Smelt-
ing and Refining Company at Murray.
Utah. Brief description. 1200 w. Eng '&

Min Jour—June 28, 1902. No. 49107.

Tests.

Tests for Gold and Silver in Shales from
Western Kansas. Waldemar Lindgren.
Abstract. of a bulletin of the U. S. Geol.
Survey. Gives an account of the investi-

gations, methods of testing, results, etc.

3000 \v. Eng & 'Mm Jour—July 26, 1902.

No. 49646.

Transvaal.

The Gold Mines of the Transvaal. Com-
ments on the development of these mines
in South Africa, the future outlook, their

contribution to mining knowledge, etc.

1600 w. Eng & Min Jour—July 5, 1902.

No. 49230.

Veins.

Origin and Relations of the Auriferous
Veins of Algoma (Western Ontario). W.
O. Crosby. The writer's observations in

the Michipicoten District are presented,

with a general summary of Dr. A. P. Cole-

man's observations and conclusions, and a

comparison of the theories of vein forma-
tion as applied to this field. 111. 6800 w.
Tech Qr—June, 1902. No. 49324 E.

Washington.

Notes on the Republic District, Wash-
ington, with Special Reference to the

Metallurgy of Its Ores. J. C. Ralston. An
account of this region which has produced
about $1,400,000 in gold and silver, the sil-

We sitf>ply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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ver being a small percentage. III. 4800

w. Eng & Min Jour—July 19, 1902. No.

49576.

Western Australia.

Western Australia : Its Progress and
Resources. H. W. Venn. Contains in-

formation concerning the gold industry,

and other mineral resources. Also brief

discussion. loooo w. Jour Soc of Arts

—

June 29, 1902. No. 491 11 A.

IRON AND STEEL.
Analysis.

Contributions to the Analysis of Iron

(Beitrage zu der Analyse des Eisens.).

Felix Bischoflf. A discussion of the best

methods for securing uniformity in the

analysis of iron and steel, with diagrams
and tables. Serial. 2 parts, i plate. 8000

w. Stahl u Eisen—^July i, 15, 1902. No.

49450 (.ach D.

Australia.

Iron in Australia. W. H. Harrison.
Reviews the history of past attempts at

iron manufacture in Australia, with the

conclusion that the Australian ores can be
reduced to fibrous or wrought iron more
readily than to cast or pig iron. 1600 w.
Aust Min Stand—May 29, 1902. No. 49-

567 B.

Calcium and Magnesium.

Calcium and Magnesium in Iron (Ueber
einen Gehalt des Eisens an Calcium und
Magnesium). Prof. A. Ledebur. An ac-

count of exneriments showing that cal-

cium and magnesium can combine with
iron only in the electric furnace and in

the presence of silicon. 1500 w. Stahl u
Eisen—July i, 1902. No. 49449 D.

Concentration.

The "Humboldt" Company's Pavilion
for Ore Treatment and Concentration at

the Diisseldorf Exposition (Diisseldorfer
Ausstellung, 1902. Pavilion fiir Erzauf-
bereitung der Maschinenbauanstalt "Hum-
boldt" in Kalk). An illustrated descrip-
tion of ore-treating apparatus and particu-

larly of magnetic separators for iron ore.

2 plates. 1200 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg
u Hiittenwesen—June 14, 1902. No. 49-

463 B.

Gas Analysis.

See Gas Works Engineering.

Germany.

See Marine Engineering.

Gutehoffnungs Works.

The Gutehoffnungs Iron and Steel
Works (Die Werke der Gutehoffnungs-
hiitte.) A very well illustrated historical

and descriptive account of these old and
great works at Oberhausen, in the Rhine-
land. Serial. Part I. 2000 w. Zeitschr
d Ver Deutscher Ing—July 12, 1902. No.
49423 D.

Lake Superior.

The Lake Superior Iron Ore Mines. L.
Douglass Anderson. A description of the
important mines of this region, methods
of mining, development, discovery, etc.

111. 6000 w. Technic— 1902. No. 44690 D.

Malleable Iron.

The Manufacturing of Malleable Iron.

Joseph V. Woodworth. An account of
methods employed at Hoosick Falls, N. Y.,

in a large shop for the manufacture of
machine parts. 1500 w. Am Mach—July

17,1902. No. 49598.

Manufacture.

Manufacture of Iron and Steel. R. R.
Neild. Read before the Canadian Ry. Club.
Gives a brief outline of this important in-

dustry. 2500 w. Can Engr—July, 1902.

No. 49212.

Melting.

A Queer Phenomenon in Melting. G. P.

Blackiston. Gives evidence supporting the
statement that iron and steel melt from the

inside, the outside being the last to be con-
verted to a liquid state. 111. 700 w. Ir

Age—July 24, 1902. No. 49593-

New Zealand.

Iron Ores and Sands of New Zealand.
Sir James Hector. Brief description of the
ores and statement of where they are

found. 1000 w. N Z Mines Rec—May 16,

1902. No. 491 15 B.

Open-Hearth.

American Open-Hearth Steel Plants
(Amerikanische Siemens-Martin-Anla-
gen). Hermann Jllies. A well illustrated

account of the Carnegie plants at Home-
stead and Duquesne, the Pencoyd and the

Sharon plants. Two parts. Three plates.

2000 w. Stahl u Eisen—June 15. July i,

1902. No. 49445 each D.

A Special Open-Hearth Steel Process
(Fine Besondere Art des Erzprocesses im
Martinofen). W. Schmidhammer. A de-

scription, with tables and diagrams, of
charges for open-hearth furnaces consist-

ing principally of nig iron and ore with no
scrap, as used in the Ural and elsewhere.

1500 w. Stahl u Eisen—June 15, 1902.

No. 49446 D.

Rails.

The Structure and Finishing Tempera-
ture of Steel Rails. Albert Sauveur. Read
at meeting of Am. Soc. for Testing Ma-
terials. Discussion of the treatment of

steel, with description and criticism of the

Kennedy-Morrison rail finishing process.

2200 w. Ir Trd Rev—June 19, 1902. No.
49097.

MINING.

Discipline.

Discipline and Danger in Mines. R. W.
Raymond. A discussion of the reckless-

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975-
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ness and wastefulness of miners, especTally
coal miners, 2400 w. Eng & Min Jour^
July 26, 1902. No. 49644.

Drilling.

Rock Drilling Contest at Idaho Springs,
Colorado. An illustrated account of con-
test with air drills, giving tabulated record.
1200 w. Alin Rept—July 17, 1902. No.
49584-

Electric Haulage.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Explosives.

Mining Explosives. James Tonge, Jr.

Gives the theory of an explosion, with a
description and classification of the explo-
sives used in the coal mines of Great Brit-

ain. 3500 w. Mines & Min—July, 1902.

No. 49306 C.

Faults.

Certain Conditions in Veins and Faults
in Butte, Mont. William Braden. Briefly

outlines the geology of this district, noting
some characteristic features of a region
containing one of the most wonderful vein
systems known. 111. 2000 w. Can Min Rev
^une 31, 1902. No. 49219 B.

Faults in Metal ]\Iines. Prof. Arthur
Lakes. Illustrated description of the dif-

ferent types and their various manifesta-
tions, showing their effect upon ore de-

position. 1700 w. Mines & Min—July.

1902. No. 49307 C.

Firedamp.

The Relation Between Firedamp Explo-
sions and the Height of the Barometer in

the Dortmund District, Germany, in 1901

(Die Schlagwetterexplosionen in Ober-
bergamtsbezirk Dortmund mit Beziehung
auf den Barometerstand im Jahre, 1901).

A record of observations, with tables and
curves, and discussion, i plate. 2000 w.

Gliickauf—June 28, 1902. No. 49459 B.

France.

Government Report on French Mines.

Information from the official report on the

working of mines in France since July i,

1899. The present article deals with the

general conditions of the industry. 1500

w. Col Guard—July 11, 1902. Serial, ist

part. No. 49536 A.
Mining in France. A resume of informa-

tion from a recent report of the Minister

of Public Works regarding the coal, iron

and other mining industries. 1700 w. U.

S Con? Repts, No. 1386—July 8, 1902. No.

49190 D.

Geological Survey.

The Geological Survey and the Western

Miner. T. A. Rickard. On the value of

the work of the survey to the miner, and

the practical value of the work done, urg-

ing that it be made more timely. 1400 w.

Eng & Min Jour—July 5, 1902. No. 49231-

IVe supt>ly copies of these

Haulage.

Compressed-xA.ir Haulage. Robert Peele.
A comparison of the several forms of
motor haulage, stating the particular ad-
vantages of compressed air for mine work.
4000 w. Mines & Min—July i, 1902. No.
49312 C

Different Methods of Hauling Ore at
Bingham, Utah. W. P. Hardesty. Brief
illustrated descriptions of recent improve-
ments in transporation from the mines to
the railroad. 3000 w. Eng News—July
24, 1902. No. 49659.

Hoisting Machines.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Hoisting Ropes.

Hoisting Wire Rope Statistics for Jhe
Breslau District, Silesia, in 1901 (Statistik
der Schachtforderseile im Oberbergamts-
bezirke Breslau im Jahre 1901). Abstract
from official reports on round and flat, iron
and steel wire ropes, their life and break-
age. 800 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u
Hiittenwesen—June 14, 1902. No. 49-
465 B.

Methods.

Mining Methods in America and Europe.
Impressions of Capt. G. A. Richard from a
recent tour through Canada, America,
Great Britain and the Continent in the in-

terest of a gold-mining company. 2300 w.
N Z Mines Rec—June 16, 1902. No. 49-
524 B.

Mine Draining.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Ore Handling.

New Ore Handling Machinery. Waldon
Fawcett. Illustrates and describes new
devices for use on docks and in blast fur-
naces. 1600 w. Am. Mfr—July 17, 1902.
No. 49569-

Organization.

Commercial Mine Organization. Charles
V. Jenkins. Shows the advantages of a
systematic organization of the mine and
office force, giving suggestions for book-
keeping. 5000 w. Mines and Min—July,

1902. No. 49305 C.

Pumping.

See Electrical Engineering, Power Ap-
plications.

Safety Lamps.

Safety Lamps and Colliery Explosions.

James Ashworth. Discusses the safety

value of various lamps, giving illustrations.

3300 w. Can Min Rev—June 30, 1902. No.
49218 B.

Shaft Sinking.

Description of Primary Operations and
Temporary Plant Required for a Sinking
Pit. Harold T. Foster. Describes the or-

artkles. See page 975.
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der in which the operations of setting out

and erecting the surface arrangements
should be approached, and the progress of

the undertaking. 111. 1700 w. Ir & Coal
Trds Rev—July 4, 1902. No. 49363 A.

Shaft Sinking (Schachtabteufen). A re-

view of compressed air, freezing and other

recent processes. 1200 w. Oesterr Zeitschr

f Berg u Hiittenwesen—June 14, 1902. No.

49464 B.
Sinking a Deep Coal Shaft at Atchison,

Kansas. William R. Crane. Describes the

sinking plant, and method of sinking. 2000
w. Eng & Min Jour—^July 26, 1902. No. 49-

645.
The Pattberg Boring Process and Its

Application to Shaft Sinking (Das Stoss-

bohrverfahren von Pattberg und seine

Anwendung beim Abteufen der Schachte
der Zeche Rheinpreussen in Lockerem
Gebirge). L. Hoffmann. An illustrated

description of a method of sinking shafts

in soft ground, in which a fram.e, armed
with a boring edge, loosens the soil, water
is forced in and the mud is removed by a

pump. I plate. 2000 w. Gliickauf, June
14. 1902. No. 49545 B.

Ventilation.

Mine Ventilation Apparatus at the Diis-

seldorf Exposition (Der Bergbau auf der
Diisseldorfer Ausstellung, 1902. Wetter-
fiihrung unter Besonderer Bcriicksichti-

gung der Ventilatoren). Hr. Stein. An
illustrated description of blowers, sprayers
.and other ventilating apparatus. 3 plates.

2500. Gliickauf—June 14, 1002. No. 49-

453 B.
The Advantages of Small Fans for Mine

Ventilation. Considers the tendency to

ventilate workings by means of one or
more small quick-running fans, showing
the method to be eflficient and economical.
2000 w. Col Guard—June 20, 1902. No.
49124 A.

Winding Engine.

Horizontal Twin-Tandem Winding En-
gine. Illustrated detailed description of a

powerful engine exhibited at the Diissel-

dorf Exhibition. 1000 v\'. Engng—June
20, 1902. No. ^9130 A.

MISCELLANY.
Asbestos.

Asbestos and Its Production in Canada.
W. Mollmann. Information concerning
the localities, quality, methods of mining
or quarrying, and the importance to Can-
ada of the industry. 2500 w. Can Min
Rev—June 30, 1902. No. 49220 B.

Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Mining and Metallurgy in Bosnia and
Herzegovina for 1901 ( Das Berg- und Hiit-
tenwesen in Bosnien und der Hercegovina
im Jahre 1901). Statistics, with tables.

1500 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiit-
tenwesen—July 5, 1902. No. 40468 B. •

Japan.

The Mineral Products of Japan. In-
formation concerning gold, coal, iron, cop-
per, etc. 1000 w. Jour Soc of Arts

—

July 18, 1902. No. 49616 A.

Joplin, Mo.

Zinc and Lead in the Joplin Field. Al-
bert Phenis. On the development of this

district, considering that many years will

be required to develop the proved territory.

2200 w. Mfrs Rec—^July 10, 1902. No.
49267.

Lithographic Stone.

The Lithographic Stone Deposits of
Eastern Kentucky. E. O. Ulrich. Map,
with description of the deposits and state-

ment of their value. 1800 w. Eng & Min
Jour—June 28, 1902. No. 49108.

Mica.

The Canadian Mica Industry (LTndus-
trie du Mica au Canada). A. Ladureau.
A brief review of the mica industry in

general and that of Canada in particular.

800 w. Genie Civil—June 14, 1902. No.
49483 D.

I'etroleum.

The Geology of the Roumanian Oil Re-
gions (Geologische Verhaltnisse der Er-
dolzonen in Rumanien). Prof. Mrazek.
Abstract of a government report. 2000 w.
Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen

—

July 5, 1902. No. 49467 B.

The Origin of Petroleum. Julius Ohly.
Gives different theories which have been
advanced and the circumstances for and
against them. 3000 w. Mines & Min

—

July, 1902. No. 49304 C.

Platinum.

Micro-Crystalline Structure of Plati-

num. Thomas Andrews. Read before
the Royal Soc. An interesting illustrated

study. 1000 w. Engng—June 27, 1902.

No. 49178 A.

Quarries.

The Granite Quarries of Yr Eifl. Il-

lustrates and describes these interesting

quarries in Wales. 2600 w. Quarry

—

July, 1902. No. 49332 A.

Salt Deposits.

The Formation and Geology of the Salt

Deposits. F. O. Jones. An explanation

of their formation and account of the

causes that contribtJted. 111. 2200 w.

Sci Am—July 26, 1902. No. 49681.

Sapphires.

The Sapphire Fields of Anakie. B.

Dunstan. Locates and describes these

sapphire fields in Central Queensland. 111.

it8oo w. Q Gov Min Jour—May 15, 1902.

Serial, ist part. No. 49391 C.

Silesia.

Mining and Metallurgy in Upper Silesia

for 1901 (Statistik der Oberschlesischen

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975.
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Berg- und Hiittenwerke fiir das Jahr
1901). Statistics, with table?, of iron and
steel, coal and coke, zinc, lead, silver and
sulphur. Two parts. 2400 w. Oesterr
Zeitschr f Berg u Hiittenwesen—July 5
and 12, 1902. No. 49470 each B.

Titanium.

Production of Titanium Ores. W. O.
Snelling. Information concerning the de-

posits, their uses, methods of preparing
titanium alloys, etc. 2600 w. Am Mfr

—

July 24. 1902. No. 49682.

Transvaal.

The Geology of the Transvaal, Particu-

larly of the Ore Beds (Die Geologic der
Siidafrikanischen Republik Transvaal
unter Besonderer Beriicksichtigung der

Lagerstatten). Karl A. Redlich. Re-
view of an article by Molengraf in Bulle-
tin de la Societe Geol. de France, on 'the

gold reefs and other geological features.

1400 w. Oesterr Zeitschr f Berg u Hiit-
tenwesen. July 12, 1802. No. 49469 B.

Volcanoes.

Volcanoes. Prof. Arthur Lakes. An
illustrated article considering the manner
of their eruption, their efifect upon the de-
position of minerals, and their relation to

the mining fields in Colorado. 3000 w.
Mines & Min—July, 1902. No. 49309 C.

Zinc Smelting.

The Picard and Sulman Method of
Zinc Smelting. Brief account of this

method with comments. 1200 w. Eng &
Min Jour—July 26, 1902. No. 49647.

RAILWAY ENGINEERING

CONDUCTING TRANSPORTATION.

Accidents.

Railroad Accidents for the Last Quar-
ter of 1 90 1. A sun.mary from the recently

issued report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. 1700 w. R R Gaz—June 27,

1902. No. 49157.

Coal Carrying.

The Anthracite-Carrying Railways. H.
T. Newcomb. A statement of the condi-
tions connected with anthracite trans-

portation, and the difficulties arising. 2000

w. Rev of Revs—July, 1902. No. 49-

329 C.

Employees.

The Superintendent, the Conductor and
the Engineman. B. B. Adams. Discusses

the relation of these men to the collision

record. 7000 w. R. R. Gaz—July 18,

1902. No. 49608.

Fast Runs.

New York to Chicago in Twenty
Hours. Information concerning runs

made by the new twenty-hour trains be-

tween New York and Chicago. 111. 700

w. Ry Age—July 25, 1902. No. 49683.

Resistance.

Train Resistance. A. H. Armstrong.
Considers the question of train friction,

comparing the data from different tests.

2500 w. St Ry Jour—July 5, 1902. No. 49-

262 D.
Train Resistance Formulse. John Balch

Blood. A discussion of the formulae de-

duced by Mr. Davis, based on a series of

tests on the Buffalo & Lockport Ry. 2000

w. St Ry Jour—July 5, 1902. No. 49263 D.

Train Speeds.

Train Speeds in Germany and America.

Extracts from article by George C. Tunell,

We supply copies of these

in the June number of the Journal of Po-
litical Economy. Discusses statements
made in paper by W. Schulze. and the

comparisons made. 2700 w. Ry Age

—

July 18, 1902. No. 49568.

MOTIVE POWER AND EQUIPMENT.
Car Lighting.

Car Lighting. L. T. Canfield. Topical

discussion at the Mas. Car Bldrs. Assn.
Discusses the Pintsch light, and the elec-

tric light principally. 2000 w. R R Gaz

—

July II, 1902. No. 49354-
The Lighting of Railway Cars (L'E-

clairage des Voitures de Chemins de Fer).

J. Carlier. A comprehensive, illustrated

review of all methods of lightin"^ cars by
candles, oil, gas, acetylene, electricity, etc.

Serial. Part i. 7000 w. Rev Universelles

-'es Mines—May, 1902. No. 49695 H.
The Electric Lighting of Trains (Eclair-

age Electrique des Trains). M. Jacquin.

A comprehensive illustrated account of

the principal systems of car lighting by
electricity. Two parts. 2000 w. Bull Soc
Internationale des Electriciens—May and
June, 1902. No. 49493 each E.

Cars.

Test of 100,000 Lbs. Capacity Steel

Dump Cars for Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.

Illustration, with report of loading tests.

600 w. Ry & Engng Rev—July 12, 1902.

No. 49519-

Compressed Air.

Compressed Air Locomotives. Illus-

trated description of locomotives for yard

service in the Invalides Station in Paris.

1200 w. Sci Am Sup—June 28, 1902. No.

49095.

Continental Practice.

Features of Jiuropean Locomotive Con-
struction. Charles R. King. Mr. King's

articles. See page 975-
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concluding paper discusses the engines of

Switzerland, Saxony, Russian and north-
ern Europe generally. 4500 w. Engineer-
ing Magazine—August, 1902. No. 49703 B.

Economizer.

An Improved Fuel Economizer and
Smoke Consumer. Illustrated detailed de-
scription, with results of tests of an im-
proved device which is to be applied to all

new passenger engines on the N. Y. C. &
H. R. R. R. and also on other roads. 2000
w. Ry & Engng Rev—^June 28, 1902. No.
49102.

Electric Traction.

Electric Problems of Main-Line Rail-
way Traction. Charles T. Child. A
thoughtful examination of the fundamental
conditions of the problem, showing the
limitations of modern electric motors for
railwav use. 2500 w. Engineering Mag-
azine—August, 1902. No. 49704 B.

The Relative Efificiency of Electric and
Steam Locomotives (Die Leistungsfahig-
keit der durch den Elektrischen Strom
und der durch Dampfkraft Betriebenen
Lokomotiven). Hr. Beyer. A general
discussion of electric vs. steam traction on
standard railways. 1800 w. Glasers An-
nalen—July i, 1902. No. 49427 D.

Electric Traction in Its Relation to Ex-
isting Railways. J. W. Jacomb-Hood.
Read before the London & Southwestern
Ry. Debating Soc. A discussion of the
subject from the point of view of a prac-
tical railway operator. Considers the pos-
sible advantages of electricity over steam,
service, etc. 3700 w. Transport—July
II, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 49523 A.

Feed-Water Heater.

M. N. Forney's Feed-Water Heater for
Locomotives. Illustrated description
from advance sheets of a pamphlet by Mr.
Forney. 4700 w. R R Gaz—June 27,
1902. No. 49155.

Fire Prevention.

Railway Fire Prevention. Major Fox.
Considers the most important points re-
lating to fire dangers and fire appliances in
their relation to railway companies. 2200
w. Transport—July 4, 1902. No. 49338 A.

Friction Tests.

Tests of the Friction of Side Bearings
and Center Plates for Freight Cars. Ab-
stract of a report of a special committee
of the Mass. Car Bldrs. Assn., giving
account of tests, with results and conclu-
sions. 4000 w. Eng News—July 10, 1902.
No. 49388.

J
y > ^

Frozen Pipes.

Frozen Train Pipes, Their Cause and
Prevention. Parts of the discussion of the
second report presented at the Air-Brake
Convention at Pittsburg. 3500 w. R R
Gaz—July 18, 1902. No. 4961 1.

Locomotive Repairs.

Crosshead and Piston Rod Connection.
Roger Atkinson. The causes of failures
are discussed, and the methods of over-
coming the difficulties. 1000 w. R R Gaz

—

July 18, 1902. No. 49609.

Locomotives.

Consolidation Freight Locomotive for
the New York, Chicago and St. Louis
Railroad. Illustrated description. 600 w.
Ry Mas Mech—July, 1902. No. 49549.

Eight-Wheeled Six-Coupled Tank En-
gine. Illustrations with brief description
of engines for the Bombay, Baroda and
Central India Ry. to meet unusual condi-
tions of service. 300 w. Engr, Lond—June
27, 1902. No. 49181 A.
European Railway Jottings. Charles

Rous-Marten. Discusses the growing pop-
ularity of ten-wheel passenger engines, il-

lustrating a new engine, and considering a

decapod suburban engine and powerful
French engines. 1600 w. Loc Engng

—

July, 1902. No. 49200 C.

Express Engine, Great Central Railway.
Illustration, with description of an engine
for through express passenger traffic. 800
w. Engr, Lond—July 4, 1902. No. 49379 A.

Four-Cylinder Compound Locomotives
with Goelsdorf Steam Distribution System
(Nouvelles Locomotives Compound a
Quatre Cylindres a Dispositif de Demar-
rage Systeme Goelsdorf). Illustrated de-
scription of Atlantic type locomitives for

the Austrian government railways. 2500
w. Genie Civil—July 12, 1902. No. 49-

489 D.
Goods Locomotive for the Southern

Railway of France. Illustrated detailed

description of a compound engine. 1700 w.
Engng—July 18, 1902. No. 49628 A.
Helping Engines. F. F. Gaines. Read

before the Saratoga Convention of the
Mas. Mechs' Assn. Considers the con-
ditions that determine the economy of
using a helper, and the factors which de-
termine the size. 2500 w. R R Gaz

—

June 27, 1902. No. 49154.
Locomotives for the Mexican Southern.

General dimensions with illustrations, of a
ten-wheel narrow-gauge engine, and a con-
solidation narrow-gauge engine. 500 w.
Ry Mas Mech—July, 1902. No. 49550.
Mineral Locomotive, London and North

Western Railway. Illustration tvith brief

description. 350 w. Engr, Lond—July 18,

1902. No. 49633 A.
Modern Locomotive Engine Manage-

ment. T. McHattie. Read before the Can-
adian Elec. Club. Comments on the im-
provements made in the locomotives of the
last thirty years, and the modern safety

methods and appliances, and the require-

ments for handling them. 1600 w. Can
Engr—July, 1902. No. 4921 1.

The Construction of a First-Class
French Locomotive. Describes the con-

We supply copies of these articles. See page ^75.
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stniction of a first-class four-cylinder com-
pound express engine as carried out at the
Belfort works. 3200 w. Engr, Lond—July

4, 1902. Serial, ist part. No. 49374 A.

The Oldest-Working Locomotive in the
World. Illustrates and describes an en-
gine built by George Stephenson in 1822,
still at work after 80 years of continuous
service on the Hetton Railway. 800 w.
Engr, Lond—July 18, 1902. No. 49631 A.

The Schmidt Locomotive. Illustrated
description of interesting locomotives
adapted for the use of superheated steam
on the Schmidt system, with information
concerning their performance. 2000 w.
Engng—June 20, 1902. No. 4913 1 A.

Why Large Locomotives Lack Econom-
ical Efficiency. F. P. Roesch. Practical
demonstration on the road, of theory enun-
ciated by Prof. Goss. 2700 w. Loc Engng
—July, 1902. No. 49202 C.

Motive Power.

The Situation With Motive Power.
From the address of A. M. Waitt at the
convention of the Am. Ry. Mas. Mechs'
Assn. Reviews the developments of the
last five years, considering locomotive de-
sign and construction, operating expenses
and efficiency, shop practice, etc. 4000 w.
Ry & Engng Rev—June 28, 1902. No. 49-

103.

Oil Fuel.

Apparatus Used in Roumania for Burn-
ing Petroleum Residues in Locomotives
(Des Dispositifs Employe en Roumanie
pour Bruler les Residus de Petrole dans
les Locomotives). Illustrated descriptions

of the Urquhart, Holden and Korting oil

burners. 600 w. Rev Technique—June 25,

1902. No. 49712 D.
The Use of Oil Fuel on the Southern

Pacific. P. Sheedy. Drawings and de-

scription of the arrangements for burning
fuel oil on the engines. 700 w. Am Engr &
R R Jour—July, 1902. No. 49242 C.

Truck Springs.

Equalizing Apparatus for Bogie-Trucks
(Riickstellvorrichtung fiir Drehgestelle

bei Lokomotiven). M. Kuhn. An illus-

trated description of hydraulic, spring and
lever apparatus for equalizing the turning

and side-motions of locomotive bogie-

trucks. 1800 w. Glasers Annalen—June

15, 1902. No. 49425 D.

Valve Gear.

Valve Gear for Four-Cylinder Balanced

Compound Locomotives—Von Borries

Patent. From an article in Glasers An-
nalen fiir Gczuerbe und Bauwesen. Illus-

trated description. 600 w. R R Gaz

—

July 25, 1902. No. 49666.

Water Supply.

Modern Water Supply for Locomotives.

F. M. Whyte. Extracts from a report to

the Mas. Mechs' Assn. Showing the pres-

We supply copies of these

ent "state of the art." Considers the
sources, pumping power, reservoir tanks,
water cranes, track tanks, etc. Followed
by general discussion. 7000 w. R R Gaz

—

July II, 1902. No. 49357-

NEW PROJECTS.
Abyssinia.

Railways in Abyssinia. A summary oi
the situation concerning railway communi-
cation and a discussion of the effect. 1700
w. Transport—July 18, 1902. No. 49614 A.

Africa.
""

Prospective Railway Development in

British Equatorial Africa. C. Stewart
Betton. Describes this region, discussing
the difficulties to be met, etc. 3800 w.
Jour Soc of Arts—July 4, 1902. No. 49-

331^ A.
The Cape to Cairo Railway. Informa-

tion concerning railroad development in

bouth Africa. 800 w. U S Cons Repts,
No. 1393—July 16, 1902. No. 49389 D.

Bridgeport, Conn.

The Brido'pnort Improvement on the
New York, New Haven & Hartford. Illus-

trates and describes extensive improve-
ments, including a viaduct which will elim-
inate some 25 grade-crossings, a large new
station, etc. 2800 w. R R Gaz—July 25,

1902. No. 49664.

Mountain Ry.

The Alamogordo & Sacramento ?iIoun-

tain Ry. Illustrations with brief descrip-

tion of a road presenting unusual engineer-
ing problems. 500 w. Ry & Engng Rev—

•

July 19, 1902. No. 49588.
The Famous Oroya Railroad of Peru,

Which Climbs Higher Than Any Other on
the Globe. E. C. Rost. A brief account
of a road which is at one point 15,665 ft.

above the starting point. 111. 1300 w
Sci Am—July 12, 1902. No. 49396.

Switzerland.

The Ricken Railway (Neue Schweiz-
erische Eisenbahnprojekte. III. Die Rick-
enbahn). Robert Moser. A discussion of

various routes for a projected railway in

the Canton of St. Gall. Maps. Serial. 2

parts. 4500 w. Schweiz Bauzeitung

—

July 5 and 12, 1902. No. 49473 each B.

Tehuantepec Railroad.

The Tehuantepee Railroad vs. the Isth-

mian Canal. An illustrated account of the

rebuilding of this interesting road, which,

it is thought, will prove a serious compet-
itor of the Isthmian canal. 2200 w. Sci

Am—July 26, 1902. No. 49680.

PERMANENT WAY AND BUILDINGS.

Engine Sheds.

The Slades Green Engine Sheds and
Electrical Equipment. An illustrated de-

scription of the annlications of electricity

at these sheds of the South-Eastern &

articles. See page 975.
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Chatham Ry., England. 1600 w. Trans-
port—July II, 1902. No. 49522 A.

Grade Crossings.

Railway Grade Crossing Protection in

Texas. Gives the Texas Railroad Com-
mission's requirements and recommenda-
tions for interlocking systems. 2000 w.
Eng News—July 17, 1902. No. 49603.

Grades.

What is Meant by a Grade Stated in

Per Cent? Carl Hering. An explanation.
800 w. St Ry Jour—July 19, 1902. No.
49580 D.

Grain Elevators.

Grain Elevators of the Grand Trunk Ry.
at Portland, Me. Illustrates and describes
the elevators and conveying system at

Portland. The most recently completed
elevator has a capacity of 1,500,000 bushels.
Many interesting features are described.

1700 w. Ry & Engng Rev—July 12. 1902.

No. 49518.

Rails.

Steel Rails : Relations between Struc-
ture and Durability. Robert Job. A re-

port of investigations made to determine
qualities which resulted in fractures, or in

rapid wear in service, and to find the
means of reducing these to *a minimum.
Plates. 3900 w. Jour Fr Inst—July, 1902.
Serial. 1st part. No. 49292 D.
See Mining and Metallurgy, Iron and

Steel.

Roundhouses.

Up-to-Date Roundhouses. A committee
report of the Master Mechanics' Assn. in

which Mr. Robert Quayle describes and
discusses plans of terminals recently con-
structed ; Mr. D. Van Alstine presents his
ideas of an ideal plan ; Mr. G. M. Bas-
ford considers the details of terminals, and
Mr. V. B. Lang discusses the operation of
locomotive terminals. 111. 6000 w. R R
Gaz—June 27, 1902. No. 49152.

Scotland.

"Boulder" Signalling and i\ew Express
Lx)comotives on the Caledonian Railway.
Norman D. Macdonald. A description of
the unique arrangements for safety over
a road made dangerous by falling rocks.
Also illustrated descriptions of the loco-
motives used. HOC w. Ry Age—July 25,
1902. No. 49684.

Shops.

The Chicago and Alton Shops at Bloom-
ington. 111. An illustrated description of
these extensively remodeled shops and
their new equipment. 3200 w. R R Gaz

—

June 27. 1902. No. 49156.
Signals.

Automatic Train Order Signal, Hock-
ing Valley Ry. An illustrated description
of the De Wallace system, which gives
automatically a warning to the engineer,
and automatically stops the train. 1600

We supply copies of these

w. Ry & Engng Rev—July 19, 1902. No.
49587.

Signaling Fast Trains in Fog. Edi-
torial discussion, with suggestion that the
signal be sounded for "all right" instead
of sounding for "stop" or "caution." 2500
w. R R Gaz—July 11, 1902. No. 49358.
The Electric Danger Signals on the Erie

Railroad. Illustrated description of the
auto-electric installation in the Bergen tun-
nel, Jersey City. 1400 w. Elec Rev, N
Y—July 19, 1902. No. 49586.

TRAFFIC.
Interchange Rules.

Proposed Changes in the M. C. B. Code
of Car Interchange Rules. The import-
ance of stencilling "capacity" as well as
weight on the outside of all cars. 500 w.
Loc Engng—July, 1902. No. 49205 C.

Record Cards.

Recording Waybill Statistics by Ma-
chinerv. Describes a method of auditing
freight accounts and compiling statistics

relating to freight-traffic. Illustrates ma-
chines used. 3500 w. R R Gaz—July 4,

1902. No. 49276.

MISCELLANY.
Belgium.

Statistics of the Belgian Railways for

1900 (Statistiques des Chemins de Fer
de la Belgique pour I'Annee igoo). Ab-
stract from government reports, giving
general statistics, with tables of state and
private railways. 1500 w. Rev Gen d
Chemins de Fer—June, 1902. No. 49697 H.

England.

Railways : Co-ordinate and Sub-ordi-
nate. R. H. Scotter. A discussion of the
railway question in England, especially as
related to light railways. 2500 w. Tram &
Ry Wld—June 12, 1902. No. 49187 B.

Nineteenth Century.

The World's Railways in the Nineteenth
Century (Die Eisenbahnen der Erde im 19.

Jahrhundert). Abstracted from the Ar-
chiv fur Eiscnbahnwesen. A historical

and statistical review of the railways of

the world, with tables. 2500 w. Stahl u
jj.isen—July 15, 1902. No. 49452 D.

Reminiscences,

Reminiscences of Half a Century. M.
W. Fornev. Interesting review of the

writer's railroad career, giving many in-

cidents and facts relating to this industry,

describing early locomotives, equipment,
etc. 111. 15200 w. N Y R R Club—May
15, 1902. No. 49548.

Report.

Safety Appliances and Accident Re-
ports. Extract from the 15th annual re-

port of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, with appendix showing the most com-
mon defects in car equipment. 14000 w.
St. Louis Ry Club—June 13, 1902. No. 49-

290.

articles. See page 975.
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Cardiff.

The Electric Tramway System of Car-
diff Corporation. An illustrated account
of this system, giving detailed description
of the plants, equipment, rolling stock, etc.

7500 w. Tram & Ry Wld—June 12, 1902.

No. 49183 B.

Car Equipment.

The Electrical Equipment of an Ordi-
nary Street Car. A. B. Lambe, Jr. Read
before the Canadian Elec. Assn. Discusses
the principal parts comprising the modern
electric car equipment. 8700 w. Can Elec
News—July, 1902. No. 49583.

Car House.

The Car House of the Eastern Tram-
way Company of Paris, at Lilas (Note
sur le Depot de la Compagnie des Tram-
ways de I'Est Parisien aux Lilas). G.
Lelarge. A well-illustrated description of
large car sheds of an electric railway
and their complete equipment. 6000 w.
Rev Gen d Chemins de Fer—July, 1902.

No. 49699 H.

Chatham and District.

Chatham and District Light Railways.
An account of the opening of these lines

in England on June 17, 1902, and illus-

trated description. 3800 w. Tram & Ry
Wld. July 10. 1902. No. 49678 B.

City and Suburban.

Urban and Suburban Electric Traction
(Traction Electrique Urbaine et Subur-
baine). M. IMonmerque. A paper before

the French Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, opening a general dis-

cussion on the subject of electric traction.

12000 w. Rev Gen de Chemins de Fer

—

July, 1902. No. 49498 H.

Conductance.

Notes on the Resistivity of Track and
Collector Rails as Affected by the Chemi-
cal Composition, etc. Sydney Woodfield.
Considers the constituents of ordinary

rails and their effects, giving experimental
investigations and information from other

sources. 2200 w. Elec Rev, Lond—June

27. 1902. No. 49163 A.

Conductors.

The Design of Conductors for Electric

Railways. Frank B. Lea. Abstract of a

paper read before the Glasgow and West
of Scotland Tech. Col. Sci. Soc. Consid-

ers the electric path, transmission or dis-

tribution circuit employed on electric rail-

ways. 3200 w. Tram & Ry Wld—June
12. 1902. No. 49189 B.

Development.

Street Railway Development in New

We suf't^ly copies of these

York State. Map showing existing and
projected roads, with comments on the
growth and features of interest. 1800 w.
St Ry Jour—June 28, 1902. No. 49100 D.

Dublin.

The Dublin United Tramways Com-
pany. An illustrated account of the tram-
ways of this company, which may be con-
sidered as the p'oneer electrical system in
the LTnited Kingdom. 4200 w. Tram &
Ry Wld—July 10, 1902. No. 49677 B.

Earnings.

Street Railway Investments and Earn-
ings. Alton D. Adams. Showing the
effect of the change from horse to elec-

tric motive power, and the extensions of
roads, upon returns on invested capital.

1200 w. St Ry Rev—July 20, 1902. No.
49668 C.

Electricity vs. Steam.

Competition Between Steam and Elec-
tric Railways in the United States. Dan-
iel Royse. Comparing the advantages and
disadvantages of the two classes of roads
when they are competitors. 2200 w.
Transport—July 4, 1902. No. 49337 A.

Electric Cars on Steam Railroads. E.
A. Evans. Read before the Canadian
Elec. Soc. Showing that steam trains and
electric cars can be operated on the same
track with advantage. 1200 w. St Ry
Jour—June 28. 1902. No. 49099 D.

See Railway Engineering, J^Iotive Power
and Equipment.

Exhibition.

International Tramways Exhibition.

An illustrated review of the exhibits, with
comments on the novel features. 7000 w.

Mech Engr—July 12. 1902. No. 49526 A.
The Tramways and Light Railways Ex-

hibition. An illustrated account of the

exhibition and exhibits. 4700 w. Elect'n,

Lond—July 4, 1902. Serial. ist part.

No. 49349 A.

Fayet-Chamonix.

The Electric Railway from Fayet to

Chamonix. France (Chemin de Fer a

Traction Electrique du Fayet a Cha-
monix). Henry Martin. A very well il-

lustrated description of a direct-current

electric railway. 20 kilometers long, near

Mount Blanc, its rolling stock and hydro-

electric plants. Serial. 2 parts. 2 plates,

gooo w. Genie Civil—June 28, July 5,

1902. No. 49485 each D.

Foundations.

Reconstruction of the Underground
Foundations for the Paris Metropolitan

articles. See hage 075-
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Railway. From La Nature. Describes the

preparation of the sub-soil in certain re-

gions that the city line is to traverse, in

which extend vast quarries, now aban-
doned. 111. looo w. Sci Am Sup—^July

12, 1902. No. 49500.

Heavy Traction.

Collectors for Heavy Traction. George
T. Hanchett. Calls attention to points in

third rail and shoe construction, stating

the requirements, and problems to be
met. 3400 w. St Ry Jour—July 5, 1902.

No. 49260 D.

Important Decision.

Interchange of Freight Between Steam
and Electric Roads. An important de-

cision by the N. Y. Court of Appeals con-

cerning the right of electric railways to

compel steam railroads to make connec-

tions between roads and to interchange

freight. Text of Judge Haight's opinion.

2500 w. St Ry Rev—July 20, 1902. No.

49669 C.

Interurban.

Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Muske-
gon Railway. Illustrated detailed de-

scription of a recently opened interurban

railway in Michigan, for passenger and
freight business. 2400 w. St Ry Jour

—

July 5, 1902. No. 49259 D.

Liverpool.

New Equipment for the Liverpool

Overhead Railway. Describes the new
motors which have made possible a greatly

increased acceleration. 111. 1400 w. Elec
Rev, Lond—^July 4, 1902. No. 49348 A.

London.

The Great Northern & City Railway.
Illustrated detailed description of a Lon-
don underground electric railway nearing
completion, and its construction. 4500 w.
Tram & Ry Wld—July 10, 1902. No. 49-

676 B.

New Orleans.

New Orleans & Carrollton Railroad,

Light & Power Co. An illustrated article

describing the topography and climatic

conditions, track and roadbed, construc-
tion, rolling stock, shops, method of ac-

counting, etc. 8000 w. St Ry Rev—July
20, 1902. No. 49667 C.

Oldham.

The Electric Tramways of Oldham. An
illustrated detailed description of the line,

stations, rolling stock, etc. 5500 w. Tram
& Ry Wld—June 12, 1902. No. 49184 B.

Paris-Versailles.

Construction Work on the Paris-Ver-
sailles Electric Railway (Note sur les

Travaux de la Ligne d' Issy a Viroflay).

M. Rabut. A well-illustrated account of
construction work on this suburban
branch of the Western Ry. of France, par-

ticularly the viaducts and the Meudon
tunnel. 5 plates. 8000 w. Rev. Gen d
Chemins de Fer—July, 1902. No. 49-
698 H.

Power Stations.

See Electrical Engineering, Generating
Stations.

Rack-Railway.

Two Swiss Mountain Railways (Zwei-
Westschweizerische Bergbahnen mit
Abt'scher Zahnstange). K. A. Breiier.

An illustrated description of electric rail-

ways partly adhesion and partly on the
Abt rack system, one between Bex, Gryon
and Villars and the other from Aigle to

Leysin. Maps. Serial. 2 parts. 3500 w.
Schweiz Bauzeitung—June 21, 28, 1902.

No. 49471 each B.

The Electric Rack-Railway of Bex-
Gryon—Villars, in Switzerland. From Le
Genie Civil. Brief illustrated description
of this new line. 800 w. Eng News—July

17, 1902. No. 49607

Suspended Railway.

The Langen High-Speed Railway (Note
sur les Chemins de Fer a Trafic Rapide,
Systeme Langen). Robert Zumach. An
illustrated description of the suspended
electric railway at Barmen-Elberfeld, Ger-
many, and a project for a similar one be-

tween Brussels and Antwerp. 7500 w.
Rev. Universelle des Mines—May, 1902.

No. 49696 H.

Third Rail.

The Baltimore & Ohio Third Rail Sys-
tem. Illustrated description of the recent
third-rail construction, taken from an ac-

count in the recently published "Book of
the Royal Blue." 1600 w. Ry Age—July

25, 1902. No. 49685.

Three-Phase.

The Stansstadt-Engelberg Three-Phase
Electric Railway. Illustrates and de-

scribes features of interest on this line.

700 w. Tram & Ry Wld—June 12. 1902.

No. 49186 B.

Tracks.

Special Track Work for Manchester
Corporation Tramways. An illustrated

description of special work where the

tracks were manufactured complete, in-

cluding all curved and connecting rails,

without cutting or bonding rails in the

street. 1000 w. Tram & Ry Wld—June
12, 1902. No. 49185 B.

Tramway Motors.

Selection of Tramway Motors: Trac-
tive Effort and Power Required. Harold
C. King. Gives a diagram showing the

power required for various weights of

cars running at various speeds on certain

gradients, and points to assist in proper
selection. 1200 w. Tram & Ry Wld

—

June 12, 1902. No. 49188 B.

We supply copies of these articles. See page 975-
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Annales des Ponts et Chaussees. m. Paris.

Ann. d Soc. d Ing. e d Arch. Ital. w. Rome.

Architect, w. London.

Architectural Record, qr. New York.

Architectural Review, s-q. Boston.

Architect's and Builder's Magazine, in. New \ork.

Armee und jMarine. w. Berlin.

Australian Mining Standard, w. Sydney.

Autocar, tc. Coventry, England.

Automobile Magazine, m. New York.

Automotor & Horseless Vehicle Jl. in. London.

Brick Builder, m. Boston.

British Architect, w. London.

Brit. Columbia Mining Rec. m. Victoria, B. C.

Builder, w. London.

Bulletin .American Iron and Steel As.^o. ii:

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Bulletin of Dept. of Labor, b-m. Washington.

Bulletin Scientifique. in. Liege.

Cull. Soc. Int. d Electriciens. in. Paris.

Bulletin of the Univ. of Wis., Madison, U. S. A.

Bull. Int. Railway Congress, m. Brussels.

Canadian Architect, m. Toronto.

Canadian Electrical News. m. Toronto.

Canadian Engineer, in. Montreal.

Canadian Mining Review, m. Ottawa.

Chem. Met. Soc. of S. Africa, in. Johannesburg.

Colliery Guardian, w. London.

Compressed Air. m. New York.

Comptes Rendus de I'Acad. des Sciences, w. Paris.

Consular Reports, in. Washington.

Contemporary Review, m. London.

Deutsche Bauzeitung. b-zv, Berlin.

Domestic Engineering, in. Chicago.

Electrical Engineer, zu. London.

Electrical Review, zv. London.

Electrical Review, zv. New York.

Electrical W^orld and Engineer, zv. New York.

121ectiiciaii. w. LonJon.

Electricien. zv. Paris.

Electricity, zv. London.

Electricity, zv. New York.

Electrochemist & Metallurgist, m. London.
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Elektrizitat. b-iv. Leipzig.

Elektrochemische Zeitschrift. m. Berlin.

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift. w. Berlin.

Elettricita. ic. Milan.

Engineer, zv. London.

Engineer, s-m. Cleveland, U. S. A.

Engineering, zv. London.

Enginering and Mining Journal, zv. Xew York.

Enginering Magazine, m. New York & London.

Engineering News. zv. New York.

Engineering Record, zv. New York.

Eng. Soc. of Western Penna. m. Pittsburg, U.S.A.

Fire and Water, zv. New York.

Foundry, m. Cleveland, U. S. A.

Gas Engineers' Mag. m. Birmingham.

Gas World, zv. London.

Genie Civil, zv. Paris.

Gesundheits-Ingenieur. s-m. Miinchen.

Giorn. Dei Lav. Pubb. e. d. Str. Ferr. zv. Rome.

Glaser's Ann. f Gewerbe & Bauwesen. .';-;!i. Berlin.

Horseless Age. zv. New York.

Ice and Refrigeration, m. New York.

111. Zeitschr. f. Klein u. Straussenbahnen. s-m.

Berlin.

Indian and Eastern Engineer, m. Calcutta.

Ingeneria. b-m. Buenos Ayres.

Ingenieur. zv. Hague.

Insurance Engineering, m. New York.

Iron Age. «•. New York.

Iron and Coal Trades Review, zv. London.

Iron and Steel Trades Journal, zv. London.

Iron 'irade Review, zv. Cleveland, U. S. A.

Jour. Am. Foundrymen's Assoc, m. New York.

Journal asso. Eng. societies, m. Philadelphia.

Journal of Electricity, m. San Francisco.

Journal Franklin Institute, m. Philadelphia.

Journal of Gas Lighting, zv. London.

Journal Royal Inst, of Brit. Arch. s-qr. London.

Journal of Sanitary Institute, qr. London.

Journal of the Society of Arts. zv. Londo...

Journal of U. S. Artillery h-m. Fort Monroe,U.S.A.

Journal Western Soc. of Eng. h-m. Chicago.

Journal of Worcester Poly. Inst., Worcester, U.S. A.

Locomotive, m. Hartford, U. S. .\.

Locomotive Engineering, m. New York.

Machinery, m. London.

Machinery, m. New York.

Madrid Cientifico. f-m. Madrid.

Marine Engineering, m. New York.

Marine Review, zv. Cleveland, I]. S. A.

Mem. de la Soc. des Ing. Civils de I'rance. m. Paris.

Metallographist. qr. Boston.

Metal Worker, zv. New York.

Metalkirgie. w. Paris.

Minero Mexicano. zv. City of Mexico.

Minerva, w. Rome.

Mines and Minerals, m. Scranton, U. S. A.

Mining and Sci Press, zv. San Francisco.

Mining Journal, zv. Lond?)n.

Mining Reporter, zv. Denver, U. S. A.

Mitt, aus d Kgl Tech. Versuchsanst. Berlin.

Mittheilungen des Vercines fiir die Forderung des

Local und Strassenbahnwesens. ;;!. Vienna.

Modern Machinery, m. Chicago.

Monatsschr. d Wurtt. Ver. f Bauknnde. m. Stutt-

gart.

Moniteur Industriel. zv. Paris.

Mouvement Maritime, zv. Brussels.

^Municipal Engineering, m. Indianapolis, U. S. A.

^Municipal Journal and Engineer, in. New York.

National Builder, m. Chicago.

Nature, tc. London.
Nautical Gazette, zv. New York.

New Zealand Mines Record, m. \\'ellington.

Nineteenth Century, m. London.

North American Review, m. New York.

Oest. Wochenschr. f. d. Oeff Baudienst. zv. Vienna.

Oest. Zeitschr. Berg- & Hiittenwesen. tc. Vienna.

Ores and Metals, zv. Denver, U. S. A.

Plumber and Decorator, m. London.
Popular Science Monthly, m. New York.

Power, m. New York.

Power Quarterly. New York.

Practical Engineer, zv. London.
Pro. Am. Soc. Civil Engineers, m. New York.

Procedings Engineers' Club. qr. Philadelphia.

Pro. St. Louis R'Way Club. m. St. Louis, U. S. A.

Progressive Age. s-in. New York.

Quarry, m. London.

Queensland Gov. .Mining Jour. m. Brisbane, Aus-

tralia.

Railroad Digest, zv. New York.

Railroad Gazette, zv. New York.

Railway Age. zx.'. Chicago.

Railway & Engineering Review, zv. Chicago.

Review of Reviews, m. London & New York.

Revista d Obras. Pub. zv. Madrid.

Revista Tech. ed Agr. b-m. Catania.

Revista Tech. Ind. m. Barcelona.

Revue de Mecanique. m. Paris.

Revue Gen. des Chemins de Fer. m. Paris.

Revue Gen. des Sciences, zv. Paris.

Revue Technique, b-m. Paris.

Revue Universelle des Mines, m. Liege.

Rivista Gen. d Ferrovie. zv. Florence.

Rivista Marittima. m. Rome.
Sanitary Plumber, s-m. New York.

Schiffbau. s-m. Berlin.

Schweizerische Bauzeitung. zv. Ziiricli.

Scientific American, tc. New York.

Scientific Am. Supplement, zv. New York.

Stahl und Eisen. s-m. Diisseldorf.

Steam Engineering, m. New York.

Stevens' Institute Indicator, qv. Hoboken, U..S.A.

Stone, m. New York.

Street Railway Journal, m. New York.

Street Railway Review, m. Chicago.

Telephone Magazine, m. Chicago.

Telephony, m. Chicago.

Tijds. v h Kljk. Inst, v Ing. qr. Hague.

Tramway & Railway World, m. London.

Trans. Am. Ins. Electrical Eng. m. New York.

Trans. Am. Ins. of Mining. Eng. New York.

Trans. Am. Soc. of Civil Eng. m. N'ew York.

Trans. Am. Soc. of Heat & Ven. Eng. New York.

Trans. Am. Soc. Mech.- Engineers. New York.

Trans. Inst, of Engrs. & Shi])lniilders in Scotland,

Glasgow.

Transport, zv. London.

\\'estern Electrician, zv. Chicago.

Wiener Bauindustrie Zeitung. zv. \'ienna.

Yacht, zv. Paris.

Zeitschr. d. Oest. Ing. u. Arch. Ver. zv. \'ienna.

Zeitschr. d. Ver. Deutscher Ing. zv. Berlin.

Zeitschrift fiir Elektrochemie. tc. Halle a S.
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